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PROCEEDINGS
The object of this Association is the advancement of knowledge pertaining to the

scientific and economic location, construction, operation and maintenance

of railways. Its action is not binding upon its members.

TUESDAY, MARCH 6, 1928

MORNING SESSION

The Twenty-Ninth Annual Convention of the American Railway Engi-

neering Association was called to order in the Grand Ball Room of the

Palmer House, Chicago, Illinois, by President D. J. Brumley, Chief Engi-

neer, Chicago Terminal Improvements, Illinois Central Railroad.

The President :—The meeting will please come to order.

The Twenty-Ninth Annual Convention of the American Railway Engi-

neering Association is now declared open for the transaction of business.

This meeting is also the annual session of the Construction and Maintenance

Section and of the Electrical Section of Division IV—Engineering, Amer-

ican Railway Association, the meetings being concurrent.

The first order of business is the reading of the Minutes of the last

annual meeting. Inasmuch as these Minutes have been printed and a

copy furnished to each member, the reading of the Minutes will be dis-

pensed with, unless there is objection. There being no objection, the

Minutes stand approved as printed.

The next order of business is the President's address. I found when I

accepted the position of President of the American Railway Engineering

Association that I had just two things to do. One was to do a year's

work assisting you in whatever way I could, in preparing the reports for

presentation at this meeting. The other obligation is one imposed by the

Constitution in that the President is required to prepare and deliver an

annual address. The work which you have done is represented in the

Bulletins you have had for some time. The work I have attempted to do

I am now going to read to you.

ADDRESS OF PRESIDENT D. J. BRUMLEY
Felloxv-Members of the American Railway Engineering Association, and

Guests:

INTRODUCTION

The success attending the work of your Association this year repre-

sents the co-operative and cumulative effort of the whole membership. Your

President has no means other than the assistance of the members of the

Board of Direction to guide you in the many phases of railway work

embraced in the reports you now have ready to consider and act upon at

this three-day meeting. It has been most gratifying to note the ready

responses to requests made on the Committees to complete their year's

work and file their formal reports within the time limit fixed.

13
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The burden of the details of the year's work falls on the Secretary's

office. It is here that your reports pass through the successive processes

of editing in preparation for the printer, proofreading and final checking

before publication. My observation, based on many visits there during the

year, is that his office is working under peak load throughout the .year.

For you the year's work is concluded upon the adjournment of the second

session of the third day of the annual meeting. For him, the work of

the annual meeting continues until the Proceedings and Manual, or General

Index, if any, are in the mails on the way to you. In addition to this work.

Bulletins are issued monthly; Board of Direction and committee meetings

arranged; committees notified of changes in assignment or personnel; mem-
bership and advertising accounts checked, and a multitude of demands made

on his time daily. His intimate knowledge of the records, traditions and

history of the Association, acquired through twenty-eight years' continuous

service; and wide acquaintance with the membership, makes this accomplish-

ment possible. Much of your successful year is due to your efficient Sec-

retary, whose sole thought is to promote your best interests and to make

the current administration of greater value to you than any preceding.

It has been a great pleasure to have served you and I take this oppor-

tunity to express my appreciation of your unstinted helpfulness and splen-

did co-operation.

The first annual meeting of your Association was held in Chicago

twenty-eight years ago, following about two years of preliminary organiza-

tion meetings, the formation of a Constitution, assignment of subjects for

formal reports and selection of members of the then fourteen working

committees. At that meeting there were gathered a group of earnest, far-

visioned and determined men who were the recognized leaders and authori-

ties on the principles and best practices pertaining to the scientific and

economic location, construction, operation and maintenance of railways.

The founders of the Association sought to create a continuing organization

which would cover the entire field of railway engineering. They considered

their first duty to be the investigation and report on a few of the funda-

mentals of railway engineering which were most pressing at the time and

which gave promise of greatest benefit to their respective railways, leaving

to future generations of Engineers the task of developing new subjects

and of amending conclusions so as to keep pace with, or even anticipate,

the development of the art. Some of the Charter Members who were

present at that first meeting have attended all twenty-eight former annual

conventions and are in attendance at the meeting this morning. The Pro-

ceedings of the earlier annual meetings bear evidence of the broadminded

spirit and enduring patience manifested then, and it has continued through

all the succeeding years of the Association's history. It is clear that indi-

vidual ideas were fully and forcefully placed before the meetings, but

there, is no case on record where a common ground for adjustment of

difference of opinion could not be found. They looked to the future of

railway engineering and laid a foundation for the Association so compre-

hensive and all-enduring as to insure the continuance of this organization
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as a potent factor in working out the problems of railway engfineering

economics. The structure they designed, the specifications for which were

prepared with such meticulous precision, and which was first tried out

twenty-nine years ago, has withstood the test of all these years of operation

and has performed an invaluable service to railways. The standard they

set for investigation, research, experimentation and sound conclusions has

been maintained by the succeeding administrations which have reported to

you at their annual conventions. >

DECEASED MEMBERS
It is with profound regret that we note the depletion of our ranks by

the death of thirty members during the year. One of them was a Past-

President of the Association, two were Treasurers, four were Charter

Members, and another was the President of a railway.

FINANCES

We have lived within our income and the Association's finances are

sound. All current obligations have been met, leaving a balance of $262.25

to be added to the surplus. The cost of printing next year will be greater

on account of re-issuing the Manual and publishing the General Index.

This increase will be largely offset by the sale of the Manual. The surplus

has been' increased $9,720 during the past five years, resulting in a total

accumulated surplus at the end of this year of $54,005.48. The present

administration holds the view that the surplus should be kept intact, in-

creased by future economical administrations and used at some later date

in providing a permanent home for the Association's activities.

MEMBERSHIP
The qualifications for membership in this Association were made broad

enough to admit to membership not only technically trained Civil, Mechan-

ical and Electrical Engineers, but also officials of railways with not less

than five years' experience in the location, construction, operation and

maintenance of railways. It is indeed fortunate that this far-sighted pro-

vision was made. Many officers of railways not trained technically as

Engineers have availed themselves of the opportunity to become members,

thereby affording the material for the creation of an organization capable

of dealing with the more technical problems of design and specifications

and also of incorporating the' practical application of engineering in the

principles of recommended practice. The operation of this plan resulted

in the technical man incorporating in his design the practices of field

operation and the practical man appreciating more fully the basic principles

of design. The practical training of the technical Engineer is usually

through the various engineering grades on location and construction, fol-

lowed by practical experience in responsible charge of maintenance and:,

finally through various degrees of responsibility to the position of Chief

Engineer. These years of training result in a developed product icapable

of attacking practical problems in the field or directing the more "highly
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technical problems in the office. The practical men have willingly accepted

their share of the responsibility in the solution of these engineering ques-

tions and have contributed very largely to the splendid success of the Asso-

ciation. Thus the blending of the technical and practical has produced a

resultant which gives a distinct and definite value to the work of your

Association and enables it to develop into the broadest field of railway

engineering endeavor.

There was not a concerted drive made for new members the past year,

although no opportunity was allowed to pass to enlist the interest of

capable men in the aflfairs of the Association. On the first of March this

year there were 2607 members, an increase of 96 during the year. On the

date of the first meeting there were 279 members ; in 1904—453, 1908—723,

1912—1030. 1916—1336, 1920—1638, 1924—2148, and 1928—2607. The

growth of membership in the past year is of the grade and type which can

be relied upon to carry the work forward on the same high standard as

that accomplished by the Association in the past.

COMMITTEE-WORK

The year's effort of the working committees is expressed in the Bul-

letins you have had in your possession for some weeks. The committees

which were organized immediately upon the adjournment of the last annual

meeting have worked with a fixed date as controlling in point of time and

so organized themselves that the expectations of the Board of Direction

could be realized. This spirit, as shown by the committees, is one of the

dominant qualities of the membership in this voluntary Association and

guarantees the continuance of the excellent reports submitted at the first

annual meeting and insures the fulfillment of the hopes and ideals of the

organizers. The quality and quantity of committee reports are in keeping

with the records of the past. The working committees for the ensuing^

year have been organized and their work has been assigned, subject to

such modifications as may be found necessary after the adjournment of

this convention. Some of the re-organized committees have held meetings

in December and others in January and February. By this new method,

we have gained nearly three months on the new year's work. This will

materially increase the working period, thereby giving more time for the

consideration of reports and insure their completion before November 30th,

this year. This is done for the express purpose of getting the reports in

your hands at least two months in advance of the annual convention, thereby

insuring you time enough to review them carefully and to prepare for

constructive discussion when the reports are formally presented next March.

The Board of Direction is giving consideration to assignment of the

subject of Sanitation to a working committee, the creation of a new com-

mittee to make a study of Rivers and Harbors, and the consolidation of

Committee VII—Wooden Bridges and Trestles, with Committee XV—Iron

and Steel Structures, if it should appear that the work of the Association

will not suffer thereby.
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TRANSVERSE FISSURES IN STEEL RAIL

Among the major subjects under investigation by the working com-

mittees is the development of a device for the detection of transverse

fissures in steel rails. The location of fissure rail in service tracks has

been under an exhaustive study by the Rail Committee for fifteen years.

Detection of such rails by visual inspection was laborious, slow arid uncer-

tain unless the radial growth from the nucleus had extended to the contour

of the rail section. The magnetic testing device originated by the Bureau

of Standards, after exhaustive tests by two railroad companies and a steel

company, was abandoned. The Rail Committee has been working for two

years with the Sperry Development Company to perfect a device which

employs the principle of air-gap resistance to the flow of electrical current

to disclose the location and extent of transverse fissures. The laboratory

tests, having demonstrated the feasibility and practical working of the

device, authority was obtained from the American Railway Association to

expend $23,306 on the development and building of a transverse fissure

detector car. That unit is built and is now on the lines of the New York
Central Railroad, undergoing preliminary tests and adjustment before final

acceptance by the Rail Committee. A schedule for the lease of the car,

at a stipulated daily rental, to a number of railroad companies, has been

prepared by the Rail Committee, the idea being to demonstrate the use of

the device in widely-separated sections of the country. However, to make
an inspection of all the rails in the main tracks on the North American

Continent will require the use of many machines, the number depending

upon the frequency which such inspections are made. Further details will

be given by the Rail Committee at this annual meeting in a supplemental

report.

PUBLICATIONS
In addition to the publication of the Bulletins containing reports of

standing committees, some of them contain monographs on timely subjects,

one issue being devoted to the Mississippi Valley flood. The Proceedings

for 1927 were delivered to you last August and the revised Manual is now
in process of printing and will be ready for distribution early this year.

The subjects selected for investigation and report contain current railway

engineering problems which are of vital interest to the whole membership

of the Association. It is the aim of the Committee on Personnel of the

Board of Direction to assign members to working committees who are

specialists in their particular line. This selection is made to combine the

study of special committee assignment with problems the members meet in

their daily routine work. To serve on a working committee gives the

assigned member an opportunity of pursuing an elective post-graduate

course in railway engineering and also of preparing a thesis on his special

phase of railway engineering problems. Frequently the reports of com-

mittees are the result of a study of a particularly urgent problem which

a railway faces and is of general interest to the railways as a whole. In

the preparation of committee reports they are viewed from every angle by

the members of the committee and many of the reports have the benefit
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of collaboration with another interested committee. Finally these reports

are brought before the annual convention where they are subjected to a

critical review of the entire Association membership. The manner of

selecting subjects for reports, the selection of men to serve on committees,

the methods used in carrying out investigations and the processes observed

for adopting principles of recommended practice all tend to establish a

high value on your publications. Indeed, the publications of your Asso-

ciation have become the current textbooks not only in Engineering Colleges

and Universities, but also on construction and maintenance and are so

recognized by railway men in this country and abroad. They have been

translated into foreign languages and issued as public documents by several

foreign governments.

FEDERAL VALUATION
It is of interest to note that the Federal valuation work, begun in

1913, is approaching the completion of its primary phase. Tentative valua-

tions have been served on all carriers subject to provisions of the Valuation

Act. Hearings are concluded on 70 per cent of the protests and if the

present rate is maintained all of the cases should be before the Interstate

» Commerce Commission early next year. It is proposed to bring the valua-

tion to date and recommendations to accomplish this are before Congress.

It is assumed that this work can be completed by 1931, at a cost of

$7,500,000 to the Government, after which time the cost of maintaining a

current valuation would be $500,000 annually. Conferences on working

out the plans and methods for bringing the valuations to date are in progress

between representatives of the Bureau and the carriers. Valuation work to

those carriers subject to recapture under the provisions of the Transporta-

tion Act of 1920, has developed into a problem of first importance as the

total payments made by the carriers on account of recapture to the end

of last year amounted to approximately $8,000,000. The administration of

Valuation Order No. 3, covering the accounting for additions, betterments

and retirements, valuations to be established in recapture cases, and the

accounting regulations under provisions of the proposed Depreciation Order

15100, all have an intimate and a vital bearing on engineering estimates,

analyses and economic studies. The railway engineering problems that now
confront you include not only the fundamentals of pure engineering prin-

ciples of a generation ago but deal also with accounting, valuation, law and

related subjects.

NEW RAILWAY PROJECTS

Several railway construction projects are worthy of reference. The
Great Northern Railway is driving a tunnel 1HI miles in length through

the Cascade Mountain Range. The pioneer section is nearly through, with

less than one-half the total length to be enlarged. Notwithstanding the

difficulties in controlling the intercepted water, the enlarging and lining is

proceeding at such a rate as to insure the completion of the project and

have it ready for traffic the latter part of this year. The Mofifat T'unnel,

six miles in length, through the Continental Divide in Colorado, is com-
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pleted and was officially opened for operation at noon February 26th last.

This tunnel route will shorten the distance over the Divide twenty-seven

miles and the road when completed to Salt Lake City will reduce the

distance between Denver and the Pacific Coast 181 miles. The Edgewood

Cutoflf of the Illinois Central Railroad System, extending from Edgewood,

Illinois, via Paducah, to Fulton, Kentucky, is nearing completion and will

be put in operation this year. Its completion will give a through north

and south route twenty-two miles shorter than the present one, and a

0.3 per cent grade line for traffic which was formerly handled on a 0.8

per cent grade. Three terminal projects of more than ordinary interest

are in progress. In Cleveland, Ohio, a passenger terminal, near the public

square, is under construction, to care for the through passenger needs of

the New York Central, Big Four and Nickel Plate Railways, and also the

Rapid Transit System serving the city and the shoreline suburbs. This

project, in addition to creating the many facilities required for a passenger

terminal, includes an office building fifty-two stories high. In Philadelphia

the Pennsylvania Railroad Company has planned and has started construc-

tion work on a station at West Philadelphia to replace the Broad Street

Station. The project includes not only through passenger station facilities

but also the electrification of the present steam operated suburban lines,

a subway from Broad Street across the Schuylkill River for the present

elevated lines, a new office building, opening of streets and rearrangement

of yards and related facilities. In the vicinity of Chicago the Chicago &
Northwestern Railway has begun the construction of an L-shaped transfer

freight station, the house to cover about twenty acres, and the entire project,

including two classification yards, engine terminals and other facilities,

about fifteen hundred acres.

CENTENARY EXHIBITION

The year 1927 marked the completion of the first century of rail trans-

portation in the United States. February 28th, 1827, the State of Maryland

issued a charter for building a railroad from the City of Baltimore to the

western terminus on the Ohio River. History records that the first con-

struction work of this new enterprise was started July 24th, 1828, and the

completed track reached the east bank of the Ohio River January 1st, 1853.

The construction of three hundred miles of railway to-day across the

Appalachian Mountains, in the light of one hundred years' experience, is

a considerable task. To those pioneers who were compelled to originate

and develop engineering practice, standards for roadbed, track structure,

buildings, bridges, equipment, and construction methods, the time spent in

this first construction must have seemed long but to those who review it

now in the light of all the facts, it was a most remarkable performance.

The colleges at that time were not training men as Engineers. West Point

was the only one in the country which offered a training equipping men

with the elementary mathematics required for railway engineering work.

The work of these pioneer Engineers was well done. The Carrollton

Viaduct, a stone arch bridge, the longest span 80 feet in length and 65
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feet in height, has stood the test of a century, and to-day without any

evidence of inadequacy, carries 325-ton locomotives at schedule speed.

Wendell Bollman and Albert Fink, while in the service of this pioneer

road, designed their respective types of permanent metal bridges to take the

place of wooden Howe trusses. The story of the Centenary Exhibition,

"The Fair of the Iron Horse," held at Halethorpe Field near Baltimore,

Maryland, last year, will be told in moving pictures to be shown this

evening.

FLOODS OF 1927

Two sections of the United States were visited by the most dis-

astrous floods known—one which embraced the valley of the Mississippi

River and its tributaries, and the other the States of New York, Vermont,

New Hampshire, Connecticut and Massachusetts. The New England dis-

aster of November, 1927, was caused by an unprecedented rainfall of three

days in a territory whose topography was such as to induce a rapid runoff

into the narrow valleys, resulting in higher stream stages than had ever

been recorded. The volume of the discharge was many times the capacity

of the bridge structures spanning the streams. Tracks were thrown from

the roadbed, and bridges and buildings on the low ground were carried

along with the crest of the flood. The work of restoration in many places

involved a complete reconstruction under most trying conditions. The rail-

ways suffered very heavy losses and at this time those most severely

damaged are just getting their lines back to normal service.

The floods of the Mississippi River are recurring events. In the forty-

five years since 1882 this stream has exceeded the flood stage twenty-eight

times. During the year 1927 the gage reading at all Government stations,

except New Orleans on the main stream, showed greater heights than ever

before observed. The flooded area, about 18,000 square miles, rendered

inoperative approximately three thousand miles of railway for periods rang-

ing from ten to one hundred and twenty days. The direct property loss

to the railways was, in round figures, $20,000,000. It is estimated that

600,000 people were driven from their homes and the total property damage

in the submerged area exceeded $300,000,000. The authorities of the states

on the lower course of the stream and Federal commissions have co-oper-

ated for many years in designing and building levees and other protective

works to confine the waters to a defined channel. Further protective

measures are now under consideration by Government Engineers whose

reports are before Congress. Your Board of Direction, at a meeting last

June, authorized the creation of a Special Committee on the Mississippi

River Flood for the purpose of collecting information available to the rail-

ways and presenting it to the Association membership and the House Com-
mittee of Congress. On account of the urgency of getting the data,

although incomplete, before the House Committee of Congress, the earliest

information was published in Bulletin 297, issued last July. This proved

of so much value to the House Committee, that the information was revised

to a later date and published as Bulletin 303, Part 2, January this year.

This disaster created a real opportunity for your Association to compile and
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place the facts of the flood, respecting the railways in the Mississippi

Valley, before Congress. Much credit is due the able Chairman and mem-
bers of the Special Committee for the great amount of effort and time

required to compile the data and complete the report.

Your Association members representing railways whose properties were

involved in these disastrous floods were instrumental in organizing the

necessary forces of men and assembling materials and equipment, first to

save the marooned inhabitants, and second, to restore the damaged railroad

property to an operating condition after the flood waters had sufficiently

subsided. Some of you gave personal direction to the enormous task and

remained at the front until the job was completed. It is fitting and ap-

propriate that your Association should give recognition to the courage and

resourcefulness of those of you who served the engineering profession so

notably under such adverse conditions. The manner of doing this is fully

covered in the Secretary's report. Some phases of the Mississippi Valley

Flood will be illustrated in the moving pictures to be shown here this

evening.

TRANSPORTATION
Transportation, at present, may be classified as highway, water, rail

and air. All of these means are indispensable agencies of the present-day

civilization and each performs its special function. The highway has served

in its diversified forms from the earliest days of man's history and in

recent years, by reason of the construction of permanently hard-surfaced

roads, has become an important factor in shorthaul freight and passenger

business. It will continue to serve this useful purpose and will reach its

peak when the density of this class of traffic is equivalent to the capacity

of available highways. Water transport will also serve in its special field

of usefulness on naturallj' navigable open waters. In countries such as

those on the North American Continent, the deepening of rivers not lying

directly in the general line of traffic and canals across country where dif-

ferences of elevation are great and where seasonal navigation must be

observed, will serve a restricted purpose. Air transport is still in its infancy

and must pass through that period of experimentation and development

which attended the evolution of the railways. It has found a place in

transporting mail, passengers and parcel freight between widely separated

points where elapsed time and not cost of transportation is controlling.

We are frequently reminded of the endurance tests made with heavier-than-

air machines and were thrilled last June when one of our fellow American

Engineers, who navigated the air between America and Europe and whose

thirty-six hours of endurance flight landed "We" at the French Flying

Field, Le Bourget, Paris, France. Regardless of other transport agencies,

the railways will continue to handle the major part of our transportation

service. The existing lines of railways have resulted from the demands

for transport service. The communities they now serve will continue to

grow, thereby requiring the expenditure of large sums for improvements

to maintain, improve and enlarge the present service. Freight loading

increased from 583,000,000 tons in 1900 to 1,363,000.000 tons in 1920 or
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133 per cent in twenty years. Passenger trains are pulled at higher rates

of speed by locomotives with much greater wheel loads. If the next score

ot years shows a continuance of the increase, in freight loading and speeds,

there will need to be large sums expended to keep capacity of rail lines

in step with trafific. The burden of providing a suitable and adequate

instrument for meeting the future needs of railway transportation rests

with the members of this Association, the scientists and the manufacturers

interested in improving this form of transportation service.

FUTURE WORK

A review of the work done by your Association in the past twenty-

nine years invites some speculation as to its work for the succeeding

generation of Engineers. It is clear that the need for new rail lines and

extensions is almost satisfied and it would appear that the work for the

immediate future would be the orderly development of rail lines in existence.

The railways are susceptible of great improvements, such as reduction of

grades, multiple tracking, elimination of curvature, construction of diversion

lines around congested centers, shortening of lines and the extension and

use of block signals. It will be found that where property values are hig^h

and the acquisition of additional land is prohibitive, double-decking, and

probably triple-decking of railway facilities will be found economical. Such

improvements will, however, be quite costly and will not be undertaken

unless the analyses of savings in operating costs to be offset by interest

on additional investment will show resultant economy. Electrification no

doubt will be extended, since it has great operating advantages over steam

under given conditions, such as density of traffic, heavy grades, feasibility

of operation in congested terminals, a commutation service where frequent

stops are made and operation under covered areas where air-right develop-

ments are justified. The steam locomotive, or some other form of self-

contained unit, for many purposes has operating advantages, and the imme-

diate future, at least, has many possibilities for its improvement and the

development of internal -combustion and storage-battery locomotives. The

growth of urban communities has consistently followed the establishment

of rail transportation lines. The rail line which was once at the outer

edge of the municipality is now in the congested center of. the city. The
terminal facilities which amply supplied the transportation needs a genera-

tion ago, must be moved farther away where there is available space unre-

stricted by highways.

The railway terminal problem in a great city is one requiring Idng

experience in railway engineering, resourcefulness of design, a broad con-

ception of civic requirements, and great patience in dealing with legislative

and regulatory bodies whose representatives are not familiar with the

necessities of railway transportation. The Engineers of certain railways

centering in this city have one of the most intricate and complex problems

to work out. Three groups of railways have passenger terminals at the

southerly end of the loop section, on both sides of the winding Chicago

River. The river is to be straightened to. permit of opening streets across
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these terminals and thereby create street traffic flow channels east and

west and north and south. The work of straightening the Chicago River,

which is to be started this year, is of outstanding magnitude, involving as

it does about one-half the through passenger and much of the local freight

traffic to and from the city, the water transportation on the river and the

street traffic where it impinges on the area. It is a project whose conception

cannot be expressed on one sheet of a drawing and one which will require

volumes of plans and specifications to make clear the details, and one giving

the Engineer an opportunity of doing a real job in his characteristically

thorough manner. Members of this Association have done some of this

work in the past, but much of the work in the future will deal with

problems more concerned with economic phases and betterment of existing

lines rather than the construction of railroads into unoccupied territory.

PROPOSED CHANGE IN CONVENTION PROCEDURE

At the last meeting of the Association, under "New Business," the

following motion was made by Mr. L. A. Downs and adopted :

"In the interest of orderly procedure of our Association, of which I

am a strong advocate, I rise to make a motion." The opening day of our
meeting we had a Committee, the Committee on Records and Accounts, that

left their usual work for the year and came forward with a new plan of

procedure for the Association. I believe any member of this Association

has a perfect right at any time, in an orderly way, to make suggestions

for the betterment of the Association, and I think that any group of men,
as was done in this case, even though they were out of order in doing so,

should be given some consideration. I therefore wish to make a motion
that the Board of Direction give consideration to the suggestions that this

Committee made."

The Board of Direction, through a committee appointed for this express

purpose, has made a study of the points on convention procedure questioned

by the Committee on Records and Accounts. This Board Committee,

through contact with the working conimittees and by replies to a question-

naire addressed to the entire membership, has obtained a representative

cross-section of your views. The alleged deficiencies may be classified as

:

Yes No
Per Cent Per Cent

1. Sectional meetings 6.25 93.75

2. Lack of discussion 60.00 40.00

3. Elimination or curtailment of progress

reports • • • 29.50 70.50

4. Four-day versus three-day convention period. 23.77 76.23

Since the Board Committee's report will be distributed during the

morning session of the third day of this meeting, I will briefly summarize

the general trend of the replies to the questionnaire:

1. Sectional Meetings

The Association has only one purpose "the advancement of knowledge

pertaining to the scientific and economic location, construction, operation

and maintenance of railways."
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Would tend to split up Association.

Many members attend the convention to meet others engaged in railway
work, listening to or participating in discussions on all subjects.

Committee meetings are virtually sectional meetings where there is no
restriction on discussion.

No procedure is good that will prevent everyone from hearing reports

on all subjects, and would reduce the educational value of the Association.

The American Railway Engineering Association represents one branch
of railway service—^Railway Engineering.

It differs from the A.S.C.E. and the A.S.T.M. and the same reason
does not apply for further subdivisions

:

In fact, it is a distinct reason for not carrying out the sectional meeting
plan.

2. Lack of DrscussiON •

Caused by late committee reports.

This defect was corrected this year.

The last Bulletin was mailed you on February 7th.

The reports submitted in the early years of the Association contained
subjects which were familiar to nearly all the members present.

These elementary subjects settled, the Association next dealt with
questions relating to specialized and technical subjects.

Members not specializing on certain subjects will not criticize reports.

Discussion needed if committees have gone astray.

We now have better and more scientific discussion than other engineer-
ing organizations.

Can be remedied by preparation in advance to discuss reports.

Good reports warrant little discussion.

Immature reports will cause discussion.

Differences are adjusted by committees while report is in course of
preparation.

Written discussion prepared by members will eliminate aimless and
irrelevant discussion.

3. Elimination or Curtailment of Progress Reports

Amount of detail depends on progress committee has made.
Details are necessary to grasp the full value of included material.

Many committees work by progress reports which are as important as

the final report.

Need not be in detail but salient features should be pointed out to draw
out members' views and develop suggestions.

Curtailment would withhold valuable information from interested mem-
bers and would not help the situation.

Detract from interest of members on committees, and would result in

indifferent committee work.
Present practice is satisfactory.

4. Three-Day Versus Four-Day Sessions

Cannot hold interest of members more than three days.
By proper organization and preparation of members, the business can

be transacted in three days.
Four-day sessions would not increase interest but would increase the

number leaving before the end of the convention.
Four days too long—three enough.
If time is too short, hold an evening session.

Not required now—will work out when extra day is needed.
Regardless of value of extra day, members cannot spare the time.
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Manual

Committee on Records and Accounts also suggested that the work of

evolving a new and comprehensive Manual be undertaken by a staff of

paid full-time experts at Association headquarters. -The Manual results

from investigations, studies, reports and conclusions of the working com-

mittees composed of experts along their particular lines. To become effec-

tive, their conclusions must be approved by the Association. To carry out

the suggestion of the Committee on Records and Accounts is contrary to

the principles on which this Association has successfully operated for twenty-

nine years under the present method. The suggested Manual Committee

could not perform any greater service for the Association than is now
done by each of the working committees and the Secretary.

To my personal knowledge the issues suggested by the resolutions

referred to have been continuously before your Board of Direction for at

least six years. Your Board has insisted (and your response was always

whole-hearted) that subjects should be fully developed, well thought-out

and matured before being presented for adoption as recommended practice.

Reports prepared under such limitations have resulted in apparent lack of

constructive discussion at the time of presentation for adoption. However,

some consideration should be given to the exhaustive discussions had by the

committee when a report is being prepared. The committees have been

enlarged from year to year to make them more representative of the differing

conditions obtaining on many railways and thereby insure more complete and

comprehensive reports. These methods have largely contributed to less con-

structive discussion at the annual meetings. It would seem that this con-

dition is not a serious shortcoming but rather a healthful indication that

the Association is making real progress along logical lines. The earlier

publication of committee reports, the reorganization of the committees and

assignment of work on December 1st each year, and the continuance of

committee work during the winter season will in a large measure remedy

the faults complained of as to this phase of convention procedure.

It is to be noted that your views as expressed by the replies to the

questionnaire are not to go to the sectional meeting plan, neither to eliminate

nor curtail progress reports, nor adopt the four-day convention plan. After

an exhaustive study of the material you supplied for the determination of

these most involved problems, your Board of Direction has reached the

conclusion that no changes, other than the corrective measures already taken,

are necessary at this time.

IN CONCLUSION

The achievements of your Association thus far in its history have ex-

ceeded the fondest hopes of those most intimately associated with its early

history. The influence of its committee-work, conventions. Proceedings,

Manual and other publications, have furnished the post-graduate work for

those technically trained and broadened the field of the practical men in our

ranks. As time goes on your Association will continue in the work so well
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started, and as in the past, will increase its committees and broaden its

scope to meet the changing conditions in the field of railway engineering

activities. Your Association by its work is meeting the railway engineer-

ing problems of tgday and is laying the foundation for future work as

well. What you are doing for your successors is appropriately expressed

by the words of the poet

:

An old man, traveling a lone highway,

Came at the evening, cold and gray.

To a chasm vast and deep and wide.

The old man crossed in the twilight dim,

For the sullen stream held no fears for him,

But he turned when he reached the other side

And builded a bridge to span the tide.

"Old man," cried a fellow-pilgrim near

;

"You are wasting your strength with building here.

Your journey will end with the ending day

And you never again will pass this way. :,,

You have crossed the chasm deep and wide,

Why build you this bridge at eventide?"

And the builder raised his old gray head,

"Good friend, on the path I have come," he said,

"There followeth after me today

A youth whose feet will pass this way.

This stream, which has been as naught to me.

To that fair-haired boy may a pitfall be.

He, too, must cross in the twilight dim,

Good friend, I am building this bridge for him."

And so we find this Association at the beginning of its thirtieth year,

with a long line of accomplishments and a fixed place in railway transpor-

tation endeavor, yet ever seeking for improvement in processes, purposes

and organization, regarding nothing as final and laid by, ready to appraise,

willing to change and daring to hope for continuing progress. (Applause.)

The President :—The next order of business is the reports of the Sec-

retary and Treasurer.

Secretary E. H. Fritch :—The reports of the Secretary and Treasurer

have been in your hands for some time, and you may have had opportunity

to look them over, and therefore it is unnecessary to read them in detail.

The reports give a brief summary of the activities of your Associa-

tion during the past year. Under five general headings are grouped infor-

mation on the major activities, publications, membership, finances and mis-

cellaneous items. The reports are therefore offered for your approval.



REPORT OF THE SECRETARY

March 1, 1928.
To the Members:

This annual report gives in condensed form reference to the important

activities of the Association in 1927, under the presidency of D. J. Brumley,

grouped under the following headings:

(I) PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES
a Introductory
b List of Committees
c Committee-work in 1927

d Personnel of Committees by Railways
e Relations with Other Organizations

(II) PUBLICATIONS
a The Bulletin

b The Proceedings
c The Manual
d The General Index
e Monographs

(III) MEMBERSHIP
a Status of Membership
b Increase in Membership
c Benefits of Membership
d Classification of Membership
e Deceased Members
f Geographical Distribution

(IV) FINANCES
a Summary of Receipts and Expenditures
b Stresses in Track Fund
c Report of the Treasurer

(V) MISCELLANEOUS
a Changes in Board of Direction

\j Transverse Fissure Detector Car
c Use made of A.R.E.A. Recommended Practice
d Historical Note
e Token of Appreciation

Respectfully submitted,

Secretary.

27
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(I) PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES

INTRODUCTORY
The past achievements of the Association have fully demonstrated the

wisdom of its founders in providing that its activities be carried on through

the medium of Standing and Special Committees. At the time of the forma-

tion of the Association, the field to be covered—the Engineering Department

of railways—was divided into fourteen sub-divisions, and a committee

appointed for each division.

The developments in railway service in subsequent years made it neces-

sary and desirable to enlarge the scope of the Association, and to create

additional committees to meet the newer problems and even to anticipate

requirements. At the present time there are twenty-three Standing and

three Special Committees. The following table is a list of the present com-
mittees, the titles indicating their functions

:

Title of Committee No. Members
I. Roadway 26

II. Ballast 25

III. Ties 29

IV. Rail 31

v. Track 38

VI. Buildings 21

VII. Wooden Bridges and Trestles 31

VIII. Masonry 26

IX. Grade Crossings 37

X. Signals and Interlocking 20

XI. Records and Accounts 28

XII. Rules and Organization 22

XIII. Water Service 36

XIV. Yards and Terminals 39
XV. Iron and Steel Structures 35
XVI. Economics of Railway Location 29
XVII. Wood Preservation 27
XVIII. Electricity 23

XX. Uniform General Contract Forms 23

XXI. Economics of Railway Operation 37
XXII. Economics of Railway Labor 26
XXIII. Shops and Locomotive Terminals 31
XXIV. Cooperative Relations with Universities 18

Special. Stresses in Railroad Track 19

Special. Standardization 26
Special. Clearances 12

715
COMMITTEE-WORK IN 1927

The committees are made up of experienced, scientifically-trained men,

selected for their special abilities along certain lines. In the solution of

problems assigned them for study and report, these earnest men are actuated

by a sincere purpose to arrive at what they consider the best practice for the

railways to follow. The benefits of their deliberations are passed on to

those having need for this authoritative information in their daily work.

The Standing and Special Committees have given an account of their

activities during 1927 in the reports published in Bulletins 300 to 304,

inclusive (for October, November, December, January and February),
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The following is a resume of the important subjects reported on by the

respective committees.

Report of Committee on Standardization Bulletin 300

W. C. CusHiNG, Chairman

"Why is a Committee?" forms an interesting Foreword to tiie

report. Following a discussion of the general subject of "standardiza-

tion" and "simplification," the report contains the result of a canvass

made by chairmen of the various committees as to the extent of use

of the A. R. E. A. "recommended practice" on the roads with which
the members are connected. The affiliation with American Engineer-

ing Standards Committee is explained, and a list of projects on which
the Association is collaborating is given. "Thoughts on Standardiza-
tion," by W. C. Cushing, Chairman of the Committee, is a general

review of the work of standardization.

Report of Committee on Uniform Contract Forms Bulletin 300

J. C. Irwin, Chairman

A revision of the "Form of Agreement for Interlocking Plant" is

the result of joint study with the Signal Section, American Railway
Association. Revision oi the "Form of Agreement for Industry Track"
is the result of co-operation with various interests concerned, notably

the American Petroleum Institute. "Form of Agreement for Joint Use
of Freight Terminal Facilities" is offered for approval; "Form of

Cost-Plus Percentage Construction Contract" is submitted for discus-

sion.

Report of Committee on Water Service Bulletin 300

C. R. Knowles, Chairman

Drinking water conditions on railways during the Mississippi Flood
of 1927 are described. Pitting and corrosion of boiler tubes and sheets

is covered by two individual contributions entitled "Causes of Boiler

Pitting and Means of Prevention in Neutral and Alkaline Waters"
and "Prevention of Pitting and Corrosion by Electro-Chemical Polari-

zation." The use of sodium aluminate on the Rock Island Lines forms
an interesting monograph. Foaming of locomotive boilers, with spe-

cial reference to the influence of suspended matter on foaming and
cost of blowdown, is treated comprehensively; the "Cost of Blowdown
oi Locomotive Boilers" is an interesting addenda to this subject.

Carbonate and sulphate waters, their relative influence on the opera-
tion and maintenance of boilers and their comparative costs of purifi-

cation substantiates the conclusions of the Committee of 1914 that 7

cents at that time (equivalent to 13 cents at the present time; is

a fair measure of the cost of repairs and extra fuel resultant from
the scale deposited in locomotive boilers. Types of hydrants for

coach yards and general service, and methods for supplying water
to coaches are dealt with and a number of typical installations are
illustrated. Pipe for service lines three inches and under in size,

with particular reference to the use of prepared joint cast iron pipe

and copper and brass pipe as substitutes for steel and wrought iron

pipe, are treated exhaustively. Disposal of sludge at water softening
plants is one of the problems with which railways operating lime

and soda-ash softening plants have to contend. The methods used are
described and a layout of a sludge basin given. The economical
spacing of water stations in connection with increasing capacity of

engine tenders is a valuable contribution to the information o"
this subject.
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Report of Committee on Ties Bulletin 301

W. J. Burton, Chairman

The results of tests made in the laboratory of the Pennsylvania
Railroad at Altoona on various forms of anti-splitting devices form
the basis of a report on this subject. On the subject of sizes of

holes for pre-boring for track spikes, report is made on the result

of tests made by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. The
tests were made to determine the holding power of spikes in various
wood species, both treated and untreated. On the subject of renewal
of switch ties, the Committee concludes that in general the individual

method of renewing switch ties is the best economically, and preferable
from a safety standpoint. For the past ten years the Committee has
annually reported on the use of substitute ties; the current report

brings this data up to date. The Committee has developed a traffic

unit for use in comparing cross-tie life.

Report of Committee on Electricity (Electrical Section) .... Bulletin 301

E. B. Katte, Chairman; Sidney Witiiington, Vice-Chairman

The developments in water power in this country and Canada are

given in detail and reference made to new projects contemplated. The
present status of the revision of the National Electrical Safety Code
is given. A preliminary draft of a Specification for Catenary Con-
struction for Railroad Use is submitted. Approval of the report of

the Department of Cominerce on one-piece porcelain insulators, in

the Interest of elimination of waste, is recommended. Following the
practice of previous years, data in regard to third-rail clearance and
overhead clearance are given. On the subject of specifications for

track and third-rail bonds, the report deals with specifications for

measurement of bond resistance; current carrying capacity of bonds;
details of bond design; effect of heat of welded bonds on track rails,

and means of attaching bonds to manganese track rails. A revision of

the Incandescent Lamp Schedule is submitted. A progress report
on flood lighting of railway yards is offered. A comprehensive report
on the design of indoor and outdoor substations is submitted as a
progress report.

Report of Committee on Ballast Bulletin 301

Paul Hamilton, Chairman

The report presents the result of an investigation as to the use
by railways of the ballast sections and specifications for ballast

recommended by the Association; the conclusions of the Committee are
that no changes in the sections or specifications be made at this

time. The Committee is studying the comparative values of various
ballast materials, with special reference to drainage and effect on
costs for track maintenance, in collaboration with the Roadway Com-
mittee. The causes and effect of pumping joints on railway track
and the excess cost of maintenance resulting therefrom is reported on.

A report of progress is presented on the subject of Shrinkage of
Ballast Materials.

Report of Committee on Shops and Locomotive Terminals . Bulletin 301

F. E. Morrow, Chairman

Presents a valuable report on Locomotive Coaling Stations, in-

cluding recommendations as to location, track layouts, storage bins,

hoisting capacity, scales, housing, electrical work; also a typical
specification for a mechanical type of coaling station; a number of In-

stallations are illustrated. Methods for the safe and convenient stor-
age of crude and fuel oils are interestingly described and illustrated.
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Report of Committee on Iron and Steel Structures Bulletin 301

B. R. Leffler,. Chairman

A revision of the article on "Workmanship," In the General
Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges, is offered as Information.

The present and proposed versions are set forth in parallel columns.
The Committee is collaborating' with the Association of State High-
way Engineers in the drafting of a Specification for Steel Highway
Bridges; is also co-operating with a committee of the A. S. C. E. on
column tests. An investigation on the bearing values of large rollers

under the auspices of the Committee is being carried on at the Uni-
versity of Illinois. Progress is reported on the investigation of cop-
per-bearing steel for structural purposes.

Report of Committee on Yards and Terminals Bulletin 302

J. E. Armstrong, Chairman

Recommendations are made that "gradients for ramps in pas-

senger stations preferably should not exceed 10 per cent; that the

gradient of 7 per cent is the steepest yet used to any extent for

trucking ramps; that the minimum weighing time in motion weighing
of cars on track scales be fixed at four seconds." The report con-
tains an exhaustive study of the co-ordination of steam railway and
motor bus transportation facilities; a typical example is cited in the

case of the bus terminal at Boston. A suggested arrangement of

units and description of operation for a generalized type of a classi-

fication yard is reported in detail, including plan of a typical large

hump classification yard. The study of the proper width of driveways
for team tracks and for freight houses is reported on, together with
recommendations as to proper width for team driveways for various
conditions. Under the heading of "Scales," the report makes recom-
mendations as to the disposition of track scales which have been
removed for various reasons.

Report of Committee on Economics of Railway Operation. .Bulletin 302

J. M. Farrin, Chairman

The report contains the result of the study of the operating sta-

tistics and physical characteristics of a heavy traffic single-track road
or section of road showing what traffic can be handled on a single-

track railway. The problem of railway operation as affected by the

introduction of motor trucks and bus lines, with particular reference

to the effect upon branch or feeder lines, has been given further

study and is reported on. Two interesting papers are included—one
entitled "Rail car or motor coach—the economic field of each," and
"The Baltimore and Ohio motor coach operation in New York."

Report of Committee on Economics of Railway Location. .Bulletin 302

F. R. Layng, Chairman

A brief report of progress is made on the subject of the economics
of grade revision as affected by the introduction of the electric lo-

comotive. Progress is also reported on the relative merits of in-

creasing tonnage by the reduction of ruling grades, or by the introduc-

tion of more powerful locomotives. A valuable contribution by a mem-
ber of the Committee on "The Locomotive Booster" Is included in the

report.
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Report of Committee on Economics of Railway Labor .... Bulletin 302

A. N. Reece, Chairman

The extent to which it is practicable to stabilize employment in

the Maintenance of Way Department is further reported on, and the

conclusion is reached that the equalization of expenses permits work
to be done at the most economical time, seasonal and traffic condi-

tions considered; that it also prevents the distortion of operating

ratios, while by its application more uniform forces may be employed
in maintenance of way work, thereby tending towards stabilization

of forces. The study of the determination of the extent to which
maintenance of uniform forces is justified, leads to the conclusion

that in consideration of the ultimate economy of building up a strong

personnel of labor forces and the immediate economy of holding ex-

perienced men in maintenance of way service, as much work as

is economically possible should be done in winter, thus stabilizing

forces. The effect of stabilization of emplo.vment on uniform pur-

chases of materials and on their costs is also reported on. Progress
is reported on the subject of "Equating track values for labor dis-

tribution."

Report of Committee on Wooden Bridges and Trestles .. Bulletin 302

W. E. Hawley, Chairman

The Committee is keeping in touch with the simplification of

grading rules and classification of timber for railway uses, and points

out that it is to the best interests of the railways to specify that all

material be purchased under the new rules, as recommended last year.

A revised specification for timber piles is submitted for approval.

Study is being given the question of establishing supply yards for

standard trestle timbers at various locations throughout the country,

but no conclusions have as yet been arrived at.

Report of Committee on Rules and Organization Bulletin 302

W. C. Barrett, Chairman

For a number of years this Committee has been engaged in the

preparation of a "Manual of Rules for the Guidance of Employees of

the Maintenance of Way and Structures Department." The current

report contains a revision of certain rules previously adopted; also,

additional rules covering rules for the handling, framing and storing

treated piling and timbers, and rules for the maintenance of other

terminal structures, such as machine and other shop buildings, oil

houses, coaling stations, ash pits, turntables, and track scales.

Report of Committee on Roadway Bulletin 303

C. W. Baldripge. Chairman

A mathematical theory of loads on culverts is presented; it covers

what is available at the present time, and shows how it compares
with the tests made under the auspices of the Committee at Farina,

111. The Committee reports that roadbed deformations may, in gen-
eral, be best eliminated by, first, preparing the roadbed to stand a

reasonable load; second, applying such depth of ballast as would
distribute the load applied that the pressure per square foot would
not be greater than the capacity of the roadbed; and that in certain

bad spots the use of concrete slabs might be a desirable remedy.
Specifications for metal fence posts are presented, which in the

judgment of the Committee will insure a post that will prove satis-

factory, both as to strength and durability. The study of a permanent
roadbed has been continued, and some interesting data is submitted.
Proper methods for policing the right-of-way, with special reference
to appearance and economy of maintenance, are discussed in an
interesting manner, and various methods used on railways are cited.
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Report of Committee on Rail Bulletin 303

Eael Stimson, Chairman

The study of rail mill practice as affecting quality of steel rails

has been continued, and an outline of the developments that have been
made at various mills is given. Rail failure statistics for the year
ending October 31, 1926, are reported, as in previous years. The con-
struction of a transverse fissure detector device is one of the out-

standing developments of the year. This device was developed under
the auspices of the Rail Committee and financed by the American
Railway Association. Cooperation with the Rail Manufacturers' Tech-
nical Committee has been established for the purpose of determin-
ing the original cause of transverse Assures in steel rails. The
study of the cause and prevention of rail battering has been con-
tinued, in collaboration with the Track Committee, and progress is

reported thereon.

Report of Committee on Track Bulletin 303

J. V. Neubert, Chairman

A number of changes in Track Plans heretofore approved are
recommended. Plans for solid manganese crossings, movable point

crossings, flanges or self-guarded frogs, and railbound manganese steel

frogs are offered for approval. In connection with the study on track
construction in paved streets, plans for iron-bound steel center rfrogs

for 7-inch and 9-inch girder rails are submitted for approval. A plan

for reinforced concrete and pile foundations under railway crossings

is presented for approval, and three plans for tie layout for rail-

road crossings are submitted as information. All these plans have
been prepared in conference with the Standardization Committee of

the Manganese Track Society. Progress is reported on the study
of methods of reducing rail wear on curves, pfirticularly the oiling

of the rail and wheel flanges. The cause and effect of brine drippings
is reported on and the Committee recommends the study be continued
and the scope broadened to include investigations of promising substi-

tute refrigerants.

Report of Committee on Masonry Bulletin 303

C. P. Richardson, Chairman

The study of specifications for reinforced concrete T-beams, col-

umns and slabs has been continued, and a new specification for "Flex-
ure of Reinforced Concrete T-beam" is submitted for approval. An
interesting contribution on "Regulations for Flat Slabs" (Four-Way
System), by M. Hirschthal, a member of the Committee, is presented.

A report on the progress being made in methods of concrete manu-
facture is submitted, with particular reference to the inundation
method of sand measuring. The specifications for foundations of a
number of railways have been studied during the year; the Com-
mittee has selected certain abstracts that are typical of the open well

dredging caisson, the pneumatic caisson, and the floating caisson
founded on pile foundations, and these abstracts are made available

as useful information. The results of a canvass made as to the gen-
eral practices for waterproofing railway structures (bridges) is pub-
lished as information.

Report of Special Committee on Stresses in Track Bulletin 304

Arthur N. Talbot, Chairman

A report of progress is presented on the study made during the

year on the rail joint, its function in the track, and the manner in

which elements of the design of the joint affect its behavior in the

track.
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Report of Committee on Signals and Interlocking Bulletin 303

W. M. Post, Chairman

The present status of automatic train control is reported on, in-

cluding a list of installations to date. Report is made as to highway
crossing protection, including the code of colors and forms for

traffic signals for highways and vehicles, recommended by the Sec-
tional Committee for Code on Traffic Signals of the A. E. S. C. A
synopsis of the principal current activities of tht Signal Section,

American Railway Association, supplemented with list and reference

by number of adopted specifications, designs and principles of signal-

ing practice, forms a valuable and useful addition to the report.

Report of Committee on Grade Crossings Bulletin 303

Hadley Baldwin, Chairman

A revised Highway Crossing Sign is submitted for approval. The
methods of apportioning the cost oi highway improvements adjacent

to railway rights-of-way, with special reference to improvements in

cities and towns, is discussed and the result of a questionnaire on
the subject is given. The four types of crossing protection in use,

as reported to the I. C. C, namely, gates, watchmen, signals and
fixed signs, are discussed; plans for a flashlight or wigwag signal are

offered for approval, and plans for advance warning sign and stop

sign are also submitted for approval. The Committee submits the re-

sults of its study of the excessive number of highway grade crossings

of railways, with methods of their removal. A comprehensive report

on the laws and regulations affecting the apportionment of Federal

aid, and the proper form and character of division of costs of sep-

aration of grades as between the railway, state, county, municipal or

other corporation, is a valuable contribution.

Report of Committee on Wood Preservation Bulletin 304

F. C. Shepherd, Chairman

Definitions of terms used in "Wood Preservation" are submitted

as information. Report is made on service test records for treated

ties, including interesting statistics on cross-ties renewals. The
result of recent inspections on the test pieces prepared by the Chem-
ical Warfare Service, in connection with the Marine Piling Investiga-

tions, is given in detail. Report is made on the inspection of tests of

creosote-petroleum treated ties on the Santa Fe; also on the inspec-

tion of zinc-petroleum and straight zinc chloride ties on the same
railway. Progress is reported on the effect of preservative treat-

ment with air-seasoned Douglas Fir.

Report of Committee on Records and Accounts Bulletin 304

J. H. Hande, Chairman

Report is made on the use of aerial surveys and results obtained

therefrom, including a comprehensive bibliography. The Committee
presents its conception of the assignment to collaborate with other

committees in the preparation and design of forms pertinent to their

work. The Committee submits an exhaustive report on the progress

made in the revision of the Interstate Commerce Commission's ac-

counting classifications; this study and report was made by Alfred

Holmead, a member of the Committee. An interesting and valuable

report is made on plans, methods and forms for gathering and record-

ing data for keeping up to date the physical and valuation records of

the property of railways; examples of the forms recommended are

included, together with a list of units, prepared jointly by the Presi-

dents' Conference Committee and the Bureau of Valuation, I. C. C,
for reporting engineering work and costs.
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Report of Committee on Buildings Bulletin 304

Frank R. Judd, Chairman

Artificial lighting for railway buildings is reported on, such as
shops, offices and drafting rooms, passenger and freight stations,
and coal chutes. Progress is reported on the subject of design and
construction of water station buildings. A report is made on
permissible grades for ramps in railway buildings. As a continuation
of the general assignment "Specifications for Buildings for Railway
Purposes," the Committee offers chapters on Concrete Pavements and
Foundations; Creosoted Wood Block Pavements; Wood Block Floors;
Asphalt Block Pavements, Asphalt Block Floors; Macadam Pavements,
and Asphalt Macadam Pavements.

RELATIONS WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

The co-operation of the Association has been invited in a number of

directions by other organizations, including the following:

Committee on Automatic Train Control, American Railway Association

The members of the American Railway Engineering Association
serving on this Committee are: W. P. Wiltsee, Chairman; A. W.
Newton, Vice-Chairman; E. A. Hadley, E. B. Katte, H. E. Stevens,
W. J. Eck, J. A. Peabody, T. S. Stevens.

Joint Committee on Drinking Water Supplies

This is also a committee of the American Railway Association,
on which the following members represent the Engineering Division:
Dr. S. C. Beach, Vice-Chairman; R. C. Bardwell, A. B. Pierce.

Joint Committee on Metric System of Weights and Measures
This joint committee was formed in 1927 by the American Railway

Association to assist those in charge of railway interests in combating
efforts made periodically to enact legislation having in view the
compulsory introduction o'f the Metric System of Weights and Meas-
ures. W. D. Faucette has been designated as Chairman, assisted by
John R. Leighty, W. P. Wiltsee and M. J. J. Harrison, as represent-
ing the engineering branch of railway service.

The Mississippi Flood of 1927

A special committee, composed of Chief Engineers of railroads

operating in the area affected by the Mississippi Valley Flood of

1927, was appointed by President D. J. Brumley. The report of this

special committee appears in Bulletin 297 for July, and a revision In

Bulletin 303 for January, 1928.

Southern Appalachian Power Conference

The Sub-Committee ,on Water Power of the Electricity Commit-
tee was represented at this conference held at Chattanooga, Tenn.,
in October, 1927.

Advisory Committee on Tests of a Reinforced Concrete Bridge

J. B. Hunley, Engineer Bridges and Structures, Cleveland, Cin-
cinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway, has been appointed to rep-
resent the Association on an advisory committee to arrange for a
method and procedure for carrying on tests on a reinforced concrete
bridge on the Yadkin River in North Carolina.
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American Committee on Electrolysis

The Association is represented on the American Committee on
Electrolysis by a Sub-Committee, consisting of Martin Schreiber,

Chairman; W. M. Vandersluis, Vice-Chairman; E. B. Katte.

Joint Committee on Standard Specifications for Concrete and Rein-

forced Concrete

The American Railway Engineering Association is represented on
this joint committee by T. L. D. Hadwen, F. B. Schall, C. C. West-
fall, J. J. Yates.

Joint Committee on Concrete Culvert Pipe

A. F. Robinson and Job Tuthill represent the A.R.E.A. on this

joint committee.

Marine Piling Investigations

Co-operation has been continued with the Chemical Warfare
Service in the study of marine piling. The personnel of the Amer-
ican Railway Engineering Association representatives are Dr. Her-
mann von Schrenk, Chairman; Col. Wm. G. Atwood, C. S. Burt, G.
F. Eberly,/ Andrew Gibson, W. H. Kirkbride.

American Engineering Standards Committee
W. C. Gushing, Engineer of Standards, The Pennsylvania Railroad,

is the representative of the Engineering Division on American En-
gineering Standards Committee. In the current report o-f the Com-
mittee on Standardization, Bulletin 300, October, 1927, pages 78-80,

the projects in which members of the A.R.E.A. are serving on Sec-
tional Committees are listed.

Joint Committee on Boiler Feed Water Studies

This committee is sponsored by the American Railway Engineering
Association, the American Water Works Association, the National
Electric Light Association, the American Society for Testing Materials,

and the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. The object of the

research work is to determine the fundamental principles underlying
certain phenomena which take place in steam boilers. In Bulletin 298,

August, 1927, a symposium o-f papers on various phases of these studies

was published.

Specifications for Steel Highway Bridges

A conference committee composed of representatives of the Ameri-
can Railway Engineering Association and American Association of

State Highway Officials has had under active study for the past several

years the preparation of a specification for steel highway bridges.

It is expected that the specifications will be presented to the members
in the near future.

Rail Manufacturers' Technical Committee
The Committee on Rail is in close contact with the Technical

Committee of Rail Manufacturers for the purpose of determining the

primary causes of transverse fissures in steel rails, and if possible,

to find a remedy.

Manganese Track Society

The Track Committee has collaborated for several years with the

Standardization Committee of the Manganese Tragk Society in the

preparation of trackwork plans for frogs, crossings and switches.

Over one hundred plans have been prepared and have been approved
by this Association.
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(II) PUBLICATIONS
The Bulletin

The Bulletin is the medium through which the Association dis-

seminates the committee reports which are to be considered and
acted on at the annual convention.

Through the effective co-operation of the various committee chairmen

it has been made possible to issue the reports during the past year far

enough in advance of the annual meeting to give ample time for their

study and the preparation of discussion.

The Proceedings

The annual volume of the Proceedings is the permanent record of

the Association's* activities for the year. The volume contains the Con-

stitution ; a condensed summary of the Business Session ; the committee

reports in full, and the verbal and written discussions thereon; and, finally,

the special articles contributed by members and others.

The Proceedings of the A.R.E.A. are properly conceded to be an en-

cyclopedia of practical information of great value to the busy executive

and to the railway officer in need of data on problems confronting him in

his daily routine.

Volume 28, Proceedings for 1927, is a noteworthy contribution to the

literature on the Science of Railway Engineering.

The Manual

The issuance of the revised Manual is under way and the new Manual

will be published as soon as practicable after the annual convention. Approxi-

mately one-third of the material is in type, and satisfactory progress is

being made on the remainder.

The "Manual of Recommended Practice" is the outstanding achieve-

ment of the Association. The volume represents the net results of its

activities up to the present. The contents consist of Definitions ; Specifica-

tions for Material and Workmanship ; Plans and Designs, and Principles of

Practice for railway construction, maintenance and operation.

The "Manual" has been and will continue to be an important factor in

bringing about greater uniformity in practices and methods in railway engi-

neering, and promote efficiency and economy in the operation of railroads.

In the promulgation of this comprehensive guide to good practice the

American Railway Engineering Association has rendered a distinct service

to the transportation industry.

The General Index

Progress is also being made in the compilation of the General Index.

It is expected to publish this volume during the current year.
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MONOGRAPHS
Eight unusually valuable contributions have been published in the re-

spective Bulletins during the past year

:

"The Mississippi Valley Flood—1927"

Bulletin 297 (July, 1927): Bulletin 303, Part 2 (January, 1928)

"Freight Train Curve-Resistance on a One-Degree and a Three-

Degree Curve"

Bulletin 298 (August, 1927), by Edward C. Schmidt, Professor of Rail-

way Engineering, University of Illinois.

"The Highway Grade Crossing Problem"

Bullfetin 298 (August, 1927), bry Robert H. Ford, Assistant Chief En-
• gineer, Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway

"Boiler Feed Water Studies"

Bulletin 298 (August, 1927), Symposium of Papers Presented to Amer-
ican Society of Mechanical Engineers and American Water Works
Association

"Sink-Head Ingots"

Bulletin 299 (September, 1927), by R. S. Harden, Office Engineer, The
Pennsylvania Railroad

"Traffic Capacity of a Railway"
Bulletin 299 (September, 1927), by H. Parodi, Consulting Etigineer,

Paris - Orleans Railway (France) ; Comments by Committee on
Economics of Railway Operation

"A Simplified Column Formula of the Secant Type"

Bulletin 300 (October, 1927), by J. B. Hunley, Engineer Bridges and
Structures, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway

"The Purchase of Materials, Tools, Appliances and Supplies"

Bulletin 303 (January, 1928), by W. C. Gushing, Engineer of Stand-
ards, The Pennsylvania Railroad

Special articles on subjects pertaining to the field of railway engineer-

ing are desired and welcomed, and members are urged to present to the

Association the results of any special studies or investigations for publica-

tion in the Bulletins.
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(III) MEMBERSHIP
The additions, changes and losses in the membership rolls during the

year are indicated in the following table.

Membership as of March 1, 1927 2,511
Additions during the year 173

Losses by death 29
Resignations 30
Dropped from rolls 18 77

Net gain 96

Total membership as of March 1, 1928 2,607

Increase in Membership

The Membership Committee has continued its effective work of the

past, augmented by hearty response from the Standing Committees and

from individual members. The results of these combined efforts are evi-

dent in the number of applications received during the past two months.

A considerable number of railway officials and others have not as yet

affiliated with the Association, who would be desirable members. The affilia-

tion of such men would be mutually advantageous—they would be helpful

to the Association and extend its usefulness, and in turn it would aid

them to keep posted on developments in railway engineering.

The following is quoted from an appeal addressed to the membership

by President Brumley in Bulletin 302 for December, 1927: "The field

from which to draw on for desirable members covers the Operating, Engi-

neering, Mechanical, Electrical and Purchasing Departments of railways;

also. Civil and Consulting Engineers, Government officials whose duties

relate to Transportation, and members of college faculties. An invitation

from a personal friend extended to an eligible prospect to affiliate with the

Association is frequently sufficient to secure a most desirable addition to

the membership rolls."

Benefits of Membership

Among the benefits of membership in the American Railway Engineer-

ing Association might be emphasized: (1) Contact with high-class, able

men from all sections of the American continent, all interested in the same

problems; the forming of new and valuable friendships; the comparison

of views and exchange of experiences on matters of mutual concern at the

annual meetings; (2) The opportimities committee-work affords for the

enrichment of personal qualification and attainment; (3) Access to the

publications of the Association, with their wealth of practical and useful

information; (4) The personal satisfaction that comes from active par-

ticipation in worth-while work and rendering a service for the common
good
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CLASSIFICATION OF MEMBERSHIP

The following table is a departmental classification of the membership:

General Officers 165

Includes Chairmen of Boards, Presidents, Directors, Vice-
Presidents, Assistants to Presidents, General Managers, As-
sistant General Managers

Conducting Transportation 103
Includes General and Assistant General Superintendents, Di-
vision Superintendents, Trainmasters

Maintenance of Way and Structures 1785
Includes Chief Engineers, Chief Engineers of Maintenance of
Way, Engineers Maintenance of Way, Bridge Engineers,
Division Engineers, Signal Engineers, Assistant Engineers, etc.

Maintenance of Equipment 22
Includes General Superintendents of Motive Power, and other
Mechanical Department Officers

Traffic Officers 5

Accounting Officers 11

Purchasing and Stores Department 3

Professors in Colleges 63

Miscellaneous 450
Includes Consulting and Civil Engineers, Engineers of Indus-
trial Corporations, Government and Municipal Engineers, etc.

Total 2607

The inference to be drawn from these figures is that railway officers

connected with departments other than Ejigineering consider it advanta-

geous to be identified with this progressive organization.

It is highly gratifying to record the fact that the Presidents of forty-

seven of the larger railway systems in the United States and Canada are

enrolled as members of the A.R.E.A, The following table is a list of

these roads.

Akron, Canton & Youngstown Lehigh Valley
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Louisville & Nashville
Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic Missouri Pacific
Augusta & Summerville Montana, Wyoming & Southern
Canadian National New York Central Lines
Canadian Pacific New York, New Haven & Hartford
Central of Georgia Northern Pacific
Central of New Jersey Norfolk & Western
Chesapeake & Ohio Pennsylvania
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Peoria & Pekin Union
Chicago Great Western Pere Marquette
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Reading
Chicago & Eastern Illinois Richmond, Fredericksburg & Po-
Colorado & Wyoming tomac
Denver & Rio Grande Western St. Louis-San Francisco
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Seaboard Air Line
Duluth, Missabe & Northern Southern Pacific
Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Tennessee Central
Eureka & Nevada Terminal Railroad Ass'n-St. Ix)uis
Great Northern Toledo Terminal
Huntingdon & Broad Top Mountain Union Pacific System
Illihois Central Wabash
Jacksonville Terminal Western Maryland
Kansas City Southern Western Pacific

Representing 189, .570 mile.s of railroad.
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SfrraHPli Mtmbna

We express our sorrow and regret at the passing away of thirty

valued members during the year.

The list of deceased members contains the names of four Charter

Members; a Past- President, and two Treasurers of the Association.

C. I. Anderson,
Assistant Engineer of Buildings, Illinois Central Railroad

WiLLARD BeAHAN,
First Assistant Engineer (retired), New York Central Railroad, West

of Buffalo

W. P. Bruce,
Vice-President and General Manager, Nashville, Chattanooga & St.

Louis Railway

George H. Bremnek,
Formerly District Engineer, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad;

District Engineer, Bureau of Valuation Interstate Commerce Com-
mission; Treasurer of the Association from 1911 to 1927.

William H. Burrage,
Division Engineer, New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad

William S. Dawley,
Charter Member, First Treasurer; Formerly Chief EJngineer, Chicago &

Eastern Illinois; also Chief Engineer, Yunnan-Szechuan-Tengyueh
Railway of China; Consulting Engineer.

George Eisenhauer,
Electrical Engineer, Erie Railroad

William L. Ekin,
Chief Engineer Maintenance of Way, Western Region, The Pennsyl-

vania Railroad

Edwin O. Faulkner,
Manager Tie and Timber Department, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

Railway System

Charles F. W. Felt,
Charter Member; President, 1926; Past-President, 1927; Chief En-

gineer, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway System

A. S. Going,
Terminal Engineer, Canadian National Railways

Charles B. Hovt,
Charter Member; Retired Superintendent of Track, New York, Chi-

cago & St. Louis Railroad
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Deceased Members—Continued

William H. Hoyt,
Chief Engineer, Dulutli. Missabe & Northern Railway

C. W. Huntington,
Formerly President, Virginian Railway

T. J. Irving,

Division Engineer, Chicago & Northwestern Railway

John D. Keiley,
Division Engineer, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway

W. P. Kimble,
Assistant Engineer, Erie Railroad

Paul Kircher,
Vice-President, Canada Concrete Products Company

George A. Mountain,
Charter Member; Formerly Chief Engineer, Dominion Atlantic Rail-

road of Canada; Chief Engineer, Canadian Railway Commission

F. P. Patenall,
Signal Engineer, Baltimore and Ohio Railroad

F. P. Pelter,
General Manager, Norfolk Southern Railway

Kenneth G. Polyblank,
Assistant Chief Engineer, Rouyn Mines Railway Company, a Sub-

sidiary of the Canadian National Railways

A. C. Prime,
Consulting Engineer, Philadelphia, Pa.

C. J. SCRIBNER,
Engineer of Scales, Chicago, Burlington «S: Quincy Railroad

H. T. SpBngler,
Professor of Railway Engineering, Lafayette College

Arthur C. Smith,
Vice-President, Morden Frog and Crossing Works

George W. Snyder, II,

Assistant Chief Engineer, The Pennsylvania Railroad

Charles Yoder,
Engineer Maintenance of Way, New York Central Railroad,' Lines

West of Buffalo

S. Davles Warfield, ',

President, Seaboard Air Line Railway

H. K. Wicksteed,
Locating Engineer, Canadian National Railways
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GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTIOX OF MEMBERSHIP
United States .\nd Possessions

Alabama 7

Alaska 1

Arizona 5

Arkansas 37

California 75

Colorado 15

Connecticut 31

District of Columbia 32

Florida 26

Georgia 52

Hawaii 1

Idaho _S

Illinois 354
Indiana 48

Iowa 26
Kansas 63

Kentuck}- 37
Louisiana 25

Maine 11

Massachusetts 54

Missouri 209
Maryland 65
Michigan 63
Mississippi 16

Minnesota 64
Montana 12

Nebraska 28
Xew Jersey 45

Xew Hampshire 6

Xew Mexico 3

Xew York 240

Xorth Carolina 22
Xorth Dakota 4
Ohio 140

Oklalioma 20
Oregon 9
Pennsyl\-ania 185

Philippine Islands 2

Porto Rico 1

Rliode Island 6

South Carolina 3

South Dakota 1

Texas 109

Tennessee 24

Utah 6

\'ermont 8

\'irginia 79
Washington 25
West \'irginia 26
Wisconsin 15

Wvominsr 3

2347

Other Countries

Canada
Japan
South America
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(IV) FINANCES
Financial Statement

Exhibit A :5 a record in detail of the receipts and expenditures during

1927. The staterrer.t shovrs a dight excess of receipts over disbursements

It maj- not be out of place to point oat that altbot^ the cost of print-

ing and other items required in the coodoct of the Association have very

materially increased in the past ten years, the Association has not increased

the does of the members.

Included in the Financial Statement b the status of the Stresses in

Track Fund. This fund was contributed by commercial companies to aid

in the study of stresses in the track. In recent years the American Rail-

way Association has annually made substantial financial contributions to

this important investigation.

(V) MISCELLANEOUS
Changes in the Board of Direction

The death of Getrge K. Erentr.er on April 2, 1927, caused a vacanc>'

in the ofiSce of Treasurer.

F. J. Stimson, Assistant Chief Engineer Maintenance, The Pennsyl-

vania Railroad, was appointed to fill the vacancy.

J. de X. Macomb resigned as Director on account of leaving railway

service.

W. J. Backes, Chief Engineer, Boston & Maine Railroad was appointed

a Director for the unexpired term of Mr. Macomb.

Frank Lee also resigned as Director on account of transfer of head-

quarters to the Pacific Coast.

J. E. Armstrong, Assistant Engineer, Canadian Pacific Railway, was

appointed a Director for the unexpired term of Mr. Lee.

Past-President C. F. W. Felt passed away on Februarj- 4, 1928.

Transverse Fissure Detector Car

The device develop^ed under the auspices of the Committee on Rail in

1927, designed to detect the t>-p€ of rail failure known as a "transverse

fissin-e," is nearing completion, and a trial test is to be made in the near

future. The constructicm of this car has been financed by the American

Railway Associaticm. The apparatus is described in the report of the Com-

mittee on Rail, page 971, Volume 28, of the Proceedings for 1927.

In a supplemental report to be issued prior to the annual meeting, the

Rail Committee will g^ive more detailed information of this de'vnce.
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Use Made of A.R.E.A. "Recommended Practice"

In the report of the Special Committee on Standardization, reference is

made to the result of an inquiry among members of that Committee as to

the use made by railways with which the respective members are connected,

of the "recommended practice" of the Association. This partial survey indi-

cates that the recommended practice of the Association is receiving con-

stantly wider application and use by railway companies.

Historical Note

The preliminary meeting at which the Association was launched on

its successful career was held at the Iroquois Hotel, in Buffalo, New York,

on March 30, 1899. At that meeting the Constitution was presented and

adopted, and the first officers elected and installed.

The accompanying illustration shows the location of the Iroquois Hotel

in the shopping district of Buffalo. The building is now used for office

purposes. It is reproduced as a matter of historical interest.

47!—Shopping Disfrict, Main 5%,, Jfiu1t.»\a, rL^Y. /^<7C/V6 SdUTff t

1 .(y <if^ /j^ WM^m^mk^

sil^' .i£3

We are indebted for the view of this old landmark—the birthplace of

the A.R.E.A.—to Mr. Franklin E. Abbott, Civil Engineer, of Buffalo, a

veteran member of the Association.
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Token of Appreciation

The Mississippi Valley Flood of 1927 afforded ample scope for the

display of those characteristics for which railway men are noted—loyalty

and devotion to duty ; courage ; endurance ; resourcefulness—all summed

up in the word "Service,"

Although the railways in the flooded area suffered enormous losses,

their first concern was the relief of the stricken people.

The Board of Direction has therefore deemed it fitting and proper to

take cognizance of the outstanding services rendered by railway men in this

emergency, and has caused an engrossed Certificate of Appreciation, of which

the illustration below is a reduced reproduction, to be awarded to the fol-

lowing railway officers

:

91TtUtmo Smttt)

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway

F. T. Beckett
J. G. Bloom
A. C. Bradley
Robert H. Ford
L.. C. Fritch

F. P. Funda
J. A. Giles

J. R. Hayes

W. E. Heimerdinger
L.. J. P. Hughes
H. T. Livingston
J. A. McDougal
F, Nugent
L.. L«. Parks
C. A. Richards
I. L. Simmons
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Illinois Central System
Wm. At-will

M. M. Backus
S. C. Beach
A. F. Blaess

L. H. Bond
C. M. Chumley
A. E. Clift

F. J. Coates
E. L. Crugar
T. P. Crymes, Jr.

Li. a. Downs
J. L. Downs
B. C. Ellis

W. R. Gillam

J. P. Hanley
C. J. Harrington

Louisiana & Arkansas Railway
C. G. Lunday

s.
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Missouri Pacific Lines—Continued

J. H. McFadden
J. W. Marshall
I^. C. Marshall
A. D. May
J. F. Mayne
A. A. Miller

llarry Miller

A. P. Morrison
W. F. Murray
J. R. Nagel
P. J. Jeff

W. M. Neptune
H. M. Noel
J. Novak, Jr.

G. W. Payne
J. A. Reed, Jr.

W. R. Rhodes
H. H. Richardson
H. R. Safford

C. S. Sample
A. P. Schmltt
J. H. Sheiber
F. S. Schwinn
J. Sicht

St. Louis-San Francisco Railway

J. H. Brooking
H. B. Barry
J. E. Hutchison

St. Louis Southwestern Railway

F. W. Green
W. S. Hanley
W- G. Hazlewood
J. F. McCurdy

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway

Hadley Baldwin W. C. Kegler

P. T. Simons
G. S. Smith
R. M. Smith
H. Stringfellow

Earl Sullivan

R. G. Sutton
W. C. Swartout
T. L. Thibeau
D. F. Tracy
J. W. Treadwell
O. R. Unger
W. H. Vance
P. P. Wagner
D. C. Wamsley
R. E. Warden
L. S. Werthmuller
G. R. Westcott
H. H. White
R. C. White
E. J. Wildermuth
S. L. Wonson
L. D. Woods
P. R. Woolford

F. G. Jonah
J. M. Kurn
G. W. Koontz

W. E. McGraw
W. V. Parker
H. W. VanHovenberg

C. F. Hinchman

Missouri & North Arkansas Railway

H. J. Armstrong

Mobile & Ohio Railroad

H. Austin
J. V. Johnston

Southern Pacific Company
H. M. Lull

F. C. Watkins
R. F. Wills
L. H. Cecil

R. M. Glover
P. B. Torian
H. H. Ueckert
Thos. Scott
Louis Church

Texas & Pacific Railway

J. A. Somerville

J. F. Mitchell

R. H. Gaines

R. B. Stokley

B. A. Wood

A. B. Ashmore
E. J. Legendre
Chas. Black
J. D. Kelly
August Wehner
P. L. Green
Geo. O. Broussard
F. B. Lafleur

A. J. Chester
R. L. Holmes
R. J. Gammie
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Exhibit A

FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR CALENDAR YEAR ENDING
DECEMBER 31, 1927

Balance on hand January 1, 1927 $53,743.20

RECEIPTS
Membership Account

Entrance Fees $ 1,850.00

Dues 24,799.79
Binding Proceedings and Manual 1,802.95

Badges 16.00

Sales of Publications

Proceedings 2,779.90
Bulletins 1,678.01

Manual 494.50
Specifications 826.76
Leaflets 219.00
Track Plans 409.75

Advertising
Publications 2,975.20

Interest Account
Investments 2,217.50
Bank Balance 152.81

Annual Meeting
Sale of Dinner Tickets 4,980.00

Miscellaneous 52.83

American Railway Association
Rail Investigations 8,408.51

Total $53,663.51

DISBURSEMENTS
Salaries $ 9,769.92
Proceedings 5,903.82
Bulletins 14,346.55
Track Plans 120.00
Stationery and Printing 2,879.38
Rents, Light, etc 845.00
Supplies 502.28
Expressage 71 1.34

Postage 1,034.41

Exchange 95.44
Committee Expenses 170.30
Officers' Expenses 116.40
Annual Meeting 6,791.24
Refund Dues, etc 21.00

Audit 155.00

Miscellaneous 706.62
American Railway Assjj.—Rail Investigations.. 9,232.56

Total ._
]'.. $53,401.26

Elxcess of Receipts over Disbursements . . . .$ 262.25

Balance on hand December 31, 1927 $54,005.45

Consisting of:

Bonds at Cost $43,285.89

Cash in S. T. & S. Bank 10,694:56

Petty Cash Fund 25.00

$54,005.45
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STRESSES IN TRACK FUND
Balance on hand January 1, 1927 $ 1,913.40

Received from Interest during 1927 54.34

Total • $ 1,967.74

Paid out on audited vouchers during 1927 62.87

Balance on hand December 31, 1927 $ 1,904.87

Respectfully submitted.

Board of Direction.

REPORT OF THE TREASURER

Balance on hand January 1, 1927 .$53,743.20

Receipts during 1927 $53,663.51
Paid out on audited vouchers 53,401.26

Excess of Receipts over Disbursements 262.25

Balance on hand December 31, 1927 $54,005.45

Consisting of:

Bonds at Cost $43,285.89
Cash in S. T. & S. Bank 10,694.56

Petty Cash Fund 25.00

$54,005.45

' STRESSES IN TRACK FUND
Balance'on hand January 1, 1927 $ 1,913.40

Received from Interest during 1927 54.34

Total $ 1,967.74

Paid out on audited vouchers during 1927 62.87

Balance of fund on hand December 31, 1927 $ 1,904.87

The Securities listed above are in a safety deposit box of the

National, Bank of the Republic, Chicago, Illinois.

Respectfully submitted,

F. J. Stimson,

Treasurer.

I have made an audit of the accounts of the American Railway

Engineering Association for the year ending December 31, 1927, and

find them to be in accordance with the foregoing financial statements.

Charles Campbell,

Auditor.
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GENERAL BALANCE SHEET
December 31, 1927

Assets 1927 1926

Due from Members $ Z,772.7% $ 3,578.45
Due from Sale of Publications 1,233.96 479.65
Due from Advertising 3,275.00 3,357.50
Due from A.R.A.—Rail Investigations. 1,487.25 670.45
Furniture and Fixtures 997.40 997.40
Gold Badges 45.00 55.00

Publications on hand (Estimated) 6,000.00 6,000.00
Manual 500.00 900.00
General Index 3,269.89 3,269.89
Extensometers 500.00 500.00
Investments (Cost) 43,285.89 45,785.89
Interest on Investments (Accrued) 288.19 301.47
Cash in Standard Trust & Savings Bank 10,694.56 7,932.31

Petty Cash Fund 25.00 25.00

Total $75,375.92 $73,853.01

Liabilities

Members' Dues paid in advance $ 7,573.00 $ 7,487.43

Impact Test Fund on Electrified Railways 285.46 285.46
Advertising paid in advance 20.00

Due for printing Bulletins 1,385.85

Surplus 67,517.46 64,674.27

Total
^

$75,375.92 $73,853.01
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The President :—You have heard the reports of the Secretary and
Treasurer. What is your pleasure?

Mr. V. T. Boughton (Engineering News Record) :—I move the reports

be accepted as read.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

The President:—If you will refer to page 18 of the Secretary's report,

you will see a list of deceased members. This list is as follows:

C. I. Anderson John D. Keiley
Willard Behan W. P. Kimble
W. P. Bruce Paul Kircher
George H. Bremner George A. Mountain
William H. Burrage F. P. Patenall
William S. Dawley F. P. Pelter
George Eisenhauer Kenneth G. Polyblank
William L. Ekin A. C. Prime
Edwin O. Faulkner C. J. Scribner
Charles F. W. Felt H. T. Spengler
A. S. Going Arthur C. Smith
Charles B. Hoyt George W. Snyder, II
William H. Hoyt Charles Yoder
C. W. Huntington S. Davies Warfield
T. J. Irving H. K. Wicksteed

These men have faithfully assisted you in the work of your Associa-

tion, and I should like to ask you to join me for one minute and stand in

silence in their honor.

(The audience stood in silent tribute to the deceased members.)

The President :—The privileges of the floor are extended to visiting

railway officials not members of the Association, and to professors, of col-

leges, and they are invited to take part in the discussion of subjects in

which they may be interested.

The Secretary will read two letters, one from a Past-President and
now the ranking Past-President of the Association, and the other from the

President of the American Railway Association.

Secretary E. H. Fritch then read the two letters, as follows

:

"My Dear Mr. Brumley

:

"Your letter of the 18th reached my home the same day that I

returned from the hospital where I had been flat on my back for
three months. I am still a wheel-chair semi-invalid but the doc-
tors say I will be all right in the not distant future.

"For this reason I cannot attend the dinner on March 5th. It

was good of you to write me as you did and my loyalty to the
American Railway Engineering Association is so great that being
present would have been a very great pleasure.

"The growth of the Association and the good work that it has
always done fulfill the expectations and anticipations that we felt

were in store for it when I had the honor of being its President.

"With best wishes for yourself and for the Association always,

"Sincerely but regretfully yours,

"George W. Kittredge."
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"My Dear Mr. Brumley

:

>
^

"I have been looking forward for the past two weeks to being
'

able to accept your very kind invitation and to be with you at

Chicago at the meeting of the American Railway Engineering
Association and of Division IV of the American Railway Associa-
tion. However, I find at the last moment that matters requiring

my personal attention at Washington are going to prevent my being
with you.

"Your Association has my congratulations on the thorough
manner in which their work is being done and I can testify as to its

value as fulfilling its part in the program of efficiency and economy
permeating all departments of the transportation machine.

"You always do have a most successful and enthusiastic meet-
ing, and I know that you will at this time. Please be assured, for
yourself and your successors, that if there is any way in which the
ofificers of the Association and myself can be helpful to you in any
of the work you are undertaking, all you have to do is to let us
know.

"With kind personal regards, I am
"Yours very truly,

"R. H. AisHTON, President.'"

The President :—The National Railway Appliance Association has col-

lected and has set up for you a very interesting exhibit at the Coliseum.

That exhibit is open during today, tomorrow and Thursday. At any time

you find you can leave the convention hall without sacrificing your interest

in the Association, or the interest of the Association itself, you might con-

sider taking a look at the exhibit. I understand the exhibit is open eve-

nings ; this may give some of you who are busy at the three-day sessions

an opportunity of seeing it.

The next order of business is consideration of reports of standing com-

mittees.

You will observe by the program that the Committee on Standardiza-

tion is now scheduled to make its report. Will the members of that Com-
mittee please come forward?

In the absence of the Chairman, the report will be presented by Mr.

C. R. Knowles.

(For Report, see pp. 65-90.)

The President :—The next Committee to report is Committee XX

—

Uniform General Contract Forms. The report will be presented by the

Chairman, Mr. J. C. Irwin.

(For Report, see pp. 91-121.)

The President :—The Committee on Water Service will please come

to the platform. The report will be presented by Mr. C. R. Knowles, Chair-

man.

(For Report, see pp. 123-196.)
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AFTERNOON SESSION
(First Vice-President Louis Yager in the Chair.)

Vice-President Yager:—The first order of business on the program is

the report of the Tie Committee. In the absence of the Chairman and the

Vice-Chairman, the report will be presented by Mr. R. S. Belcher.

(For Report, see pp. 197-2.54.)

Vice-President Yager :—The next report is that of the Committee on

Ballast. The report will be presented to you by the Chairman, Mr. Paul

Hamilton.

(For Report, see pp. 3.55-36.3.)

Vice-President Yager:—The next Committee is that on Iron and Steel

Structures.

The report of the Committee on Iron and Steel Structures will be

presented by Mr. B. R. Leffler, Chairman.

(For Report, see pp. 365-37 4.)

Vice-President Yager :^The Chair will appoint the following members
as Tellers to canvass the votes cast for officers for the ensuing year :

G. M. Strachan, Chairman, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

;

H. E. Silcox, Chesapeake & Ohio

;

F. J. Bishop, Toledo Terminal

;

W. C. Swartout, Missouri Pacific

;

C. M. Bardwell, Missouri-Kansas-Texas;
S. M. Sherman, Illinois Central

;

M. P. Black, Illinois Central

;

E. F. Kleeberg, Illinois Central

;

C. C. Haire, Illinois Centra!
;

V. I. Smart, Canadian National

;

M. M. Backus, Illinois Central.

The Secretary will turn over the ballots to the Tellers, who will canvass

the votes and be prepared to make a report at the close of the session

Wednesday afternoon.

The Secretary received this morning a letter from Mr. J. B. Hunley,

Engineer of Bridges and Structures of the Big Four, who is also a mem-
ber of this Committee, giving some interesting information in connection

with tests which were made on the Swift Island Bridge off the Yadkin

River in North Carolina. This will be communicated to you in the next

Bulletin that is published so it will be a part of the report of this Com-
mittee.

(President D. J. Brumley in the Chair.)

The President :—The Committee on Wooden Bridges and Trestles will

come to the platform. Mr. W. E. Hawley, the Chairman, will present the

report.

(For Report, see pp. 503-511.)

The President :—The Committee on Shops and Locomotive Terminals

will please come to the platform. The report will be presented by Mr.

F. E. Morrow, Chairman.

(For Report, see pp. 375-395.)

The President :—The report of the Committee on Rules and Organiza-

tion will be presented by Mr. W. C. Barrett, Chairman.

(For Report, see pp. 513-524.)
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7, 1928

MORNING SESSION

The President :—The first report this morning is that of the Committee

on Electricity. Following the custom established a year ago, the meeting

will resolve itself into the annual session of the Electrical Section. Mr.

Sidney Withington, Vice-Chairman of the Electrical Section, will preside.

The members of the Electrical Section will please come to the platform.

Mr. Withington, Vice-Chairman of the Electrical Section, will conduct the

meeting and receive the report of the Electricity Committee.

(For Report, see pp. 255-353.

>

The President :—I believe it would be proper at this moment for the

American Railway Engineering Association to accept the report of the Com-
mittee on Electricity which has just been presented in the annual report

of the Electrical Section. The Chair will entertain a motion to that effect.

(A motion was regularly made, seconded, and carried, that the report

of the Committee on Electricity be accepted.)

The President :—The next report is that of the Committee on Signals

and Interlocking. I will ask Mr. C. H. Tillett to preside while the Com-
mittee is making its report.

(For Report, see pp. 641-674.)

The President :—The report of the Committee on Yards and Terminals

will be presented by Mr. J. E. Armstrong, Chairman.

(For Report, see pp. 397-438.)

The President:—The Committee on Economics of Railway Operation

will please come to the platform. Mr. J. M. Farrin will present the report.

(For Report, see pp. 439-474.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

The President:—^The next subject for presentation is the report of the

Committee on Economics of Railway Location. Mr. F. R. Layng, the

Chairman, will present the report.

(For Report, see pp. 475-489.)

(Past- President J. L. Campbell in the Chair.)

Past- President Campbell :—The report of the Committee on Economics

of Railway Labor will be presented by the Chairman, Mr. A. N. Reece.

(For Report, see pp. 491-501.)

Past- President Campbell :—The report of the Track Committee will be

presented by Mr. J. V. Neubert, Chairman.

(For Report, see pp. 593-604.)

(President D. J. Brumley in the Chair.)

The President :—Before we adjourn I would like to have the Secretary

announce the result of the election of officers.

Secretary E. H. Fritch :—The report of the Tellers is as follows

:
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REPORT OF THE TELLERS

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

We, the Committee of Tellers, report the following as the result of

the count of ballots

:

For President: Votes

W. D. Faucette 1,252

J. B. Cox 1

F. E. Morrow 1

For Vice-President:

G. D. Brooke 1,252

For Treasurer:

F. J. Stimson 1,253

For Secretary:

E. H. Fritch 1,254

For Directors (three to be elected) :

A. N. Talbot 652
Hadley Baldwin 638
F. E. Morrow 500
C. W. Baldridge 489
C. C. Cook 429
C. R. Harding 417
John V. Hanna 326
H. M. Stout 193

J. A. Peabody 162

For Members of Nominating Committee (five to be elected) :

T. T. Irving 834
F. W. Green 690
Maro Johnson 653
W. A. Clark 628
R. C. Bardwell 623
H. L. Ripley 606
C. M. McVay 605

J. B. Jenkins 564
B. H. Mann 543

J. C. Irwin 401

W R. Bennett 1

G. J. Ray 1

F. R. Judd 1

C. P. Richardson 1

C. R. Knowles 1

Lem Adams 1

(Signed) Committee on Tfxlers,

George M. Strachan, Chairman.

The President:—There is just one other matter I wish to call to your

attention. The membership of this Association is made up of Chief Executive

Officers of railways. Operating Officers, Chief Engineers and subordinate

Engineers. The membership now exceeds 2600. Among the 2600, we have

a member, Miss Olive Wetzel Dennis, Engineer of Service of the Baltimore

& Ohio Railroad Company. I would like Miss Dennis to please arise in

her place, so you may know her as a member of the Association. (Applause.)

Miss Olive W. Dennis (Baltimore & Ohio) :—Mr. President and Fel-

low-Members of the A.R.E.A. : That very gracious introduction seems to
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demand some sort of acknowledgment, although I claim no credit as a public

speaker. They say that public speaking is the art of taking two minutes'

worth of ideas and diluting them with an hour's worth of vocabulary. When
you have no ideas your vocabulary does nut help you.

There is one thing I should like to say to you. There is sort of a wide-

spread and popular impression that engineering is strictly a masculine pro-

fession, and that Engineers always have resented, and always would resent,

any feminine encroachment upon their domain. I must say that that idea

is all wrong, as far as my own experience is concerned, judging first by my
experience as a student in the College of Rngineering at Cornell; from my
association with the engineering officers of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad

;

from the reception of my application for membership in your Association,

and the treatment I have received since I have attended my first convention

as a member.

Here I am, a member of just one year's standing, with no point of

distinction except the one of sex, and I have been singled out for a per-

sonal introduction. (Applause.)

THURSDAY, MARCH 8, 1928

MORNING SESSION

The President :—The report of the Committee on Rail will be presented

by Mr. Earl Stimson, Chairman.

(For Report, see pp. .557-592.)

(Past- President Edwin F. Wendt in the Chair.)

Past-President Wendt :—The report of the Committee on Roadway will

be submitted by the Chairman, Mr. C. W. Baldridge.

(For Report, see pp. 525-555.)

(President D. J. Brumley in the Chair.)

The President :—The report of the Masonry Committee will be pre-

sented by Mr. C. P. Richardson, Chairman.

(For Report, see pp. 605-640.)

The President:—Mr. G. D. Br(X)ke, our newest Vice-President, will

hear the report of the Committee as Presiding Officer. (Applause.)

(Vice-President G. D. Brooke iu the Chair.)

Vice-President Brooke:—Mr. Hadley Baldwin, Chairman of the Com-
mittee, will present the report, which is found on page 675 of Bulletin 303.

(For Report, see pp. 675-706.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

The President:—'Will the Special Committee on Stresses in Railroad

Track please come to the platform? The report of this Committee will be

found in Bulletin 304, beginning on page 925, and will be presented by Dr.

A. N. Talbot.

(For Report, see pp. !t25-926.)

The President :—The report of the Committee on Wood Preservation

will be presented by Mr. F. C. Shepherd, the Chairman.

(For Report, see pp. 707-748.)
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The President :—Will the members of the Committee on Records and

Accounts come to the platform? This report will be presented by Mr.

J. H. Hande, Chairman of the Committee.

(For Report, see pp. 749-924.)

(Vice-President Louis Yager in the Chair.)

Vice-President Yager:—The report of the Committee on Buildings is

found in Bulletin 304. beginning on page 927. The report will be submitted

by Mr. Frank R. Judd, the Chairman.

(For Report, see pp. 927-965.)

(President D. J. Brumley in the Chair.)

The President :—The next item on the program is the report of Com-
mittee XXIV—Co-Operative Relations with Universities.

Mr. Robert H. Ford (Rock Island) :—Although not in the printed

record, a great deal of work has been done by the Committee on Co-Opera-

tive Relations during the past year. They are wrestling with a very diffi-

cult problem and that is to find some practical way whereby the railroads

can constructively co-operate with our universities to the mutual benefit of

both.

The Committee are in contact with various bodies, including the Society

for the Promotion of Engineering Education, the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers, and others.

The manner of employment and the diversifications of requirements for

railway service, as well as the practical problems concerning centralization

of employment as compared with the practices of other lines of industry,

necessarily introduce complications.

I will say, however, that there is a great deal of hope for the future and

I assure the Convention that this Committee hope to have something next

year that will justify the absence of a definite report this year.

The President :—This completes the consideration of Committee Reports.

Before we proceed to the order of New Business, I should like to read

to you the results of the registration this year compared with those of 1927

and 1926.
'

.

The total registration, including today, for this convention shows 968

members and 348 guests, or a combined total of 1316.

Last year there were 925 members, 346 guests, or a total of 1271.

In 1926, 831 members and 199 guests, or a total of 1030.

Apparently the registration at the meeting this year has established a

new record in the history of the Association, being the first time in which

the number of members registered has exceeded 950 and the total registra-

tions have exceeded 1300. It is noted also that Z7 per cent of the entire

membership attended the meeting this year. (Applause.)

The next order of business is New Business. Under this heading

I would like to ask if anyone has any resolution to offer, or an>lhing to

suggest for the good of the Association.

Secretary E. H. Fritch :—Mr. President, I have a resolution to offer.

"Resolved, That the members of the American Railway Engineering
Association, in convention assembled, desire to place on record their hearty

appreciation of the capable manner in which this convention has been pre-

sided over by Mr. D. J. Brumley, and for the efficient administration of the

affairs of the Association during his occupancy of the Presidential Chair;

"That this resolution be spread upon the Minutes of the meeting, and a

suitably engrossed copy presented to Mr. Brumley." (Applause.)
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Vice-President W. D. Faucette:—Gentlemen, you have heard the motion

by Mr. Fritch. It has been moved and seconded that this be accepted.

(The motion was carried unanimously.)

Vice-President Faucette:—Mr. Fritch will present Mr. Brumley with a

copy, properly and duly executed.

The President :—^Thank you very much, gentlemen.

Are there any further resolutions?

Mr. Earl Stimson (Baltimore & Ohio) :—I wish to move the adop-

tion of the following resolution

:

"Resolved, That the American Railway Engineering Association, in

convention assembled, does hereby express its appreciation for the untiring

efforts and the sound business judgment with which he has conducted the

affairs of his office to Mr. E. H. Fritch, our able and always genial Sec-
retary." (Applause.)

(The motion was carried unanimously.)

Mr. F. J. Stimson (Pennsylvania) :—•! move the adoption of the fol-

lowing resolution.

"Resolved, By the American Railway Engineering Association, in con-

vention assembled, that its thanks are hereby extended to Mr. L. A.
Downs and John A. Rowland, Esq., for their excellent and instructive

addresses at the annual dinner on the evening of March seventh."

(The motion was carried unanimously.)

Mr. W. H. Woodbury (Duluth & Iron Range) :—I should like to offer

this resolution

:

"Resolved, By the American Railway Engineering Association in con-
vention assembled that its appreciative thanks are hereby extended to the

National Railway Appliances Association for the interesting exhibit of rail-

way devices and appliances ; to the management of the Palmer House and
Mr. Juan Muller for the capable manner in which the convention was
handled and courtesies extended to the members and guests."

I move the adoption of this resolution.

(The motion was carried unanimously.)

Mr. H. C. Crowell (Pennsylvania) :—I should like to submit this reso-

lution for adoption

:

"Resolved, By the American Railway Engineering Association in con-

vention assembled that its appreciative thanks are hereby extended to the

Chairmen, Vice-Chairmen and members of the several committees for their

labors during the past year and for the valuable reports presented to the

meeting; to the technical and daily press and WJJD Broadcasting Station

for broadcasting the addresses at the A.R.E.A. Annual Dinner on the eve-

ning of March 7th, and for the many courtesies extended during the year
and during the convention."

I move the adoption of the resolution.

(The motion was carried unanimously.)

The President:—Are there any other resolutions? If there are no other

resolutions or no further business to be transacted at this time, the Secre-

tary will report the result of the election of officers for the ensuing year.

Secretary E. H. Fritch :—The result of the vote for officers is as

follows

:

President, W. D. Faucette; First Vice-President, Louis Yager; Second

Vice-President, G. D. Brooke; Treasurer, F. J. Stimson; Secretary, E. H.

Fritch ; Directors, A. N. Talbot, Hadley Baldwin, F. E. Morrow ; Members

of Nominating Committee, T. T. Irving, F. W. Green, Maro Johnson, W. A,

Clark, R. C Bardwell.
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The President:—I will appoint Past-Presidents J. L. Campbell and

Edwin F. Wendt to escort President-elect Faucette to the platform.

(Past- Presidents J. L. Campbell and Edwin F. Wendt escorted President-

elect Faucette to the platform.)

The President :—Mr. Faucette, one year ago today I was in the same
situation you are in now. Our beloved President, Mr. C. F. W. Felt,

stood on this platform and turned over to me the office of the Presidency

of the American Railway Engineering Association. When he left the plat'

form, it seemed to me that the task I had assumed was an enormous one,

but as I looked over the audience I recalled that the American Railway

Engineering Association was not composed of one individual, but there were

2510 other earnest men who were working with me. I assumed that all the

2510 would willingly devote as much of their time as was necessary to

further the interests of the Association. In that respect I was not dis-

appointed in a single instance.

In your case you have 2606 others who, I am quite sure, will be of

as great use to you in your administration as the 2510 were to me.

It is with great pleasure I deliver to you the emblem of the office of

the President of the American Railway Engineering Association. (Ap-

plause.)

(President W. D. Faucette took the Chair.)

The President :—Gentlemen of the Association : Mr. Brumley has

stated the situation with regard to the work of this Association. Taking

from him the cue of the way he has handled the Association and realizing

the record he has made, it is with some difficulty to feel that I may approach

what he has done. I am deeply sensible of the honor and responsibility

required of this position. No sane man in his normal faculties can but feel

an honor and a pride in being President of the American Railway Engineer-

ing Association. How far he may fall below the measure of his capabili-

ties and equipment to discharge fully the duties of this position, pride is no

fault, and no human being who has not the pride in this Association should

be an offi.cer thereof.

I know full well that with this Association of its 2600 odd members, I

will receive, as have the Past-Presidents, full co-operation and full support.

No executive can function successfully without that support that comes from

the membership. The Board of Direction of this organization and its offi-

cers are part of you. They are the creation of your wishes and it is their

intention and endeavor to carry out, honorably and aggressively, and endeavor-

ing to keep the high plane of your standard, the duties which you have

imposed upon them.

I may say we may fall far beneath your expectations, but realize that

our motive is to do the right and proper thing. We are now entering upon

a period of twelve months before we shall meet again. I think it is fair

that I shall devote a few minutes to the method of administration that we

have in our Association.

You have a Board of Direction, in whom I have the greatest faith and

abiding confidence that they will keep me from many pitfalls. Due to

the diversity of the geography of our membership, and the many and mani-

fold duties that are assigned to these different committees, it is obviously

impossible that one man can comprehend the activities of all. Therefore,

in order to decentralize the control and place the work in the hands of

responsible heads we have among the Board of Direction, a list of commit-
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tees. I think you should know those I propose to place in charge of these

several committees for next year.

May I add that if you have any suggestions, if you have any names,

if you have any ideas, I should like to have them submitted to the Secre-

tary or to the Chairmen of these committees. I will read them: The Board

committees are as follows : The names of the activities of the committees are

carried by their titles. 1 will only read the chairmanship

:

Finance Committee: A Montzheimer, Chairman.

Publications Committee: Louis Yager, Chairman.

Library Committee: J. E. Armstrong, Chairman.

Outline of Work for Standing Committees for the Next Year: Robert

H. Ford, Chairman; Past- President D. J. Brumley, Vice-Chairman.

Personnel of Committtees: J. V. Neubert, Chairman; G. D. Brooke,

Vice-Chairman.

Special Committee on Manual: J. L. Campbell, Chairman.

Committee on Membership: G. D. Brooke, Chairman.

These men are from the Board of Direction of our Association. These

men are selected with the full knowledge and belief in their capabilities and

their full ability to direct the affairs of this Association.

I think it is only proper I should say to you there is one other com-

mittee not composed of members of the Board of Direction, but members

selected by the Presidents and Past-Presidents until this Committee has

grown to one of size and one of vast importance, and that is the "Committee

on Arrangements for this Convention." On the Committee for next year

we propose and I will appoint W. D. Simpson as Chairman, assisted by

two other men, R. T. Scholes as Vice-Chairman and Second Vice-Chairman

R. C. Bardwell.

To those men are entrusted the mass of details, and to them we owe,

collectively and individually, our gratitude and our thanks for the covering

of these several arrangements.

In conclusion, gentlemen, I wish to say, and I repeat, that I do not feel

that I merit the honor that has been given me. I shall look forward

to receiving and I know I shall receive your co-operation, support and help.

It is the purpose of your Board of Direction and it is the purpose of your

Chief Officer to carry on the work of this Association diligently and

earnestly and we hope the standard that you have prescribed will be lived

up to.

In closing, I wish to say that I render to you my hearty thanks and my
full appreciation. (Applause.)

The new Board of Direction will convene immediately in Room No. 11

on the third floor of this hotel. The Chairmen and Vice-Chairmen, as you

have had notice today, will also follow with their meeting immediately there-

after.

I now declare this convention closed and adjourned siixe die.

(The thirtieth annual convention of the American Railway Engineering

Association will be held at the Palmer House, Chicago, March 5, 6, 7, 1929.)

'^ ^/V^ CT^-^.^:^^^^
Secretary.
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REPORT OF SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON
STANDARDIZATION

W. C. Gushing, Cfuiirman

:

*]. R. W. Ambrosk, Vice-Chairman,

J. E. Armstrong, F. R. Judd,
C. W. Baldridge, *E. B. Katte,
Hadley Baldwin, C. R. Knowlks,
W. C. Barrett, *F. R. Layxg,
*F. L. C. Bond, B. R. Leffler,
W. J. Burton, F. E. Morrow,
J. M. Farrix, J. V. Neubert,
Robert H. Ford, W. M. Post,
Paul Hamilton, A. N. Reece,

J. H. Hande, C. p. Richardson,
W. E. Hawley, F. C. Shepherd,
J. C. Irwin, Earl Stimsox,

Committee.

•Members of the First Committee, 1919.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Special Committee on Standardization submits the following in-

formation as its annual report for the year 1927-1928

:

WHY IS A COMMITTEE?
A member in Los Angeles sent in "Sparks," the "organ of the Electric

Club," with the following marked item:

"Why Is a Committee?"

"But first, what is a committee?" A committee is a relatively small

number of members of an organization which undertakes to perform a cer-

tain service for or on behalf of the whole organization.

"Often a committee appointment is regarded as an honor.

"But it isn't. Committee service is a job.

"Committees are appointed in the confidence that the functions for

which the committee was created will be performed, faithfully and well.

In accepting committee duty, the member gives his virtual promise that

he will 'do his stuff'.

"When a committee fails to percolate, it has done a double injury to

its organization. It leaves the work undone, in the first place, and stands

in the way of any one else doing the work, in the second place. And to this

may be added the blighting effect on the morale of the membership which
results whenever the program of the organization is hindered or the obliga-

tions of officers and committees treated as of little importance and no bind-

ing quality.

"Fellow-members, when you accept official or committee obligation, in

heaven's name, make good! Do the job, if possible. If you find that you
can't, then step aside and clear the way for someone else.

"To fall down on the job is lamentable; but to lie down on the job is

shameful and inexcusable."

In its annual report for the Association-year 1926-1927, the Committee

discussed the problem of "Standardization," and submitted a plan for activity

in making it workable.

The Board of Direction has graciously acce])ted the recommendation,

and has made its own this :

Hinietin :5nn, October, 1927.

65
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POLICY OF PROCEDURE CONCERNING "RECOMMENDED
PRACTICES"

(A) The motive force of this Association is the Standard Committees
and its organized effort hy means of disseminated rather than hy central

concentration.

(B) A Standing Committee shall be the Continuing Sponsor of its

own adopted "Recommended Practices," embracing the following duties

:

(1) An annual review of each Manual-incorporated "Practice"
with the recommendation for revision when found desirable.

(2) A Statistical Survey periodically to ascertain the extent of

use by the Association members of the "Practice" under study.

(3) Selection of an "Association-adopted Recommended Prac-
tice" as worthy to be considered of "Mutual Interest" and import-
ance to special industry and technical associations, or of national

scope, coupled with an outline of its scope, a complete history of
its development and a full statement of the extent of its use, for

presentation to the Board of Direction with recommendation that it

be submitted for co-operation with the bodies in which right of action

has been vested. In the case of Industrial-and-Association-Mutual
Interest the active body will be a co-operative committee or tech-

nical association, and in the case of National Scope, the American
Engineering Standards Committee.

(C) The Board of Direction, after favorable action upon the recom-
mendation of a Sponsor Committee, shall proceed as follows

:

(1) In the case of Industrial-and-Association-Mutual Interest,

authorize the Secretary to present the proposal to the interested

body.

(2) In the case of National Scope, authorize the Secretary to

request the approval and further action of the American Railway
Association.

(D) The Special Committee on Standardization shall keep informed
of the 'Rules of Procedure and general fields of activity of the associations

and committees which may be considered to have interests in common with
this Association, and shall be kept informed of the special co-ordinating
recommendations of standing committees, in order to act as an Advisor to

the Board of Direction.

(E) Attention has been called to the fact that sometimes several mem-
bers from the Engineering Division have been designated to serve on the same
sectional committee, American Engineering Standards Committee, without

having any point of contact for concerted action. It is desirable, therefore,

when these committee members are named by the Secretary of the Amer-
ican Railway Association, in the case of several being appointed, for the

Secretary to name one of them to act in bringing them all together as may
be considered desirable, in order to keep each other posted on the things

which are being done and to enable them to decide on their mode of pro-

cedure.

These recommendations provide for a continuing organization for

activity on the part of the Special Committee on Standardization, and as.

no additional instructions will be necessary no suggestions for future com-

mands are made.

The work of the Committee for this year has been the collection of

information relating to matters of "Recommended Practice" and "National

Standardization," and the report is presented under those two captions.
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PART I.—"RECOMMENDED PRACTICE"

The presentation of statistical information of the results of research work
into scientific and technical problems, and of statements of variable prac-

tices of members concerning- important details of construction and main-

tenance forms a large and important division of the activities of the

Association in addition to the praiseworthy effort for the establishment of

"Recommended Practice," and the elimination of waste in manufacture by

simplifying the practice, thus bringing about reduction in stocks and forms,

moulds, patterns and rolls.

At a meeting of the Committee, June 17th, the main discussion fell

upon the distinction between standardization of materials and the imprac-

ticability of placing technical design in that category (Leffler).

The view was taken that technical design such as that of bridges,

buildings, etc., should not be a subject of standardization, and sympathy with

that view (Neubert) was expressed, but at the same time it was necessary

to recognize that it was possible to come to a common understanding con-

cerning certain features in connection with bridge and building design, and

attention was called to the fact (Farrin) that standardization even in

connection with bridges and buildings dealt with materials, their strength and

use, rather than details of mechanical and engineering design.

Attention was called (Judd) to the fact that one of the useful lines

of standardization work was the establishment of codes, both safety and

structural. In certain cases, and particularly in the case of buildings which

are built in many different cities under many different codes, these codes

are so variable and contrary to each other that a building built under the

code of one city should by rights fall down when built under the code of

another city, and several cities were named, such as Memphis and Galveston,

where such codes are markedly different. Several members stated (Baldwin)

that a good deal could be accomplished by having more unified practice in

connection with building codes, and the view also was expressed (Farrin)

that the technical societies have a good influence in that work.

The outcome of the discussion was that this subject of technical design

requires careful judgment in each case.

The field for simplification of general sizes, dimensions and styles, and

for standardization in quality of materials and their application, with methods

of conveying information in the case of country-wide use, is very large, and

in the latter connection it was pointed out (Ford) that things having a very

enlarged scope are the questions of highway crossing signs, efforts at sim-

plification of which should be put forward at all times by members of the

Association.

In dealing with the subject of national standardization it was pointed

out (Anderson) that we need not be so concerned about the outside world

as with our own internal work within the A.R.E.A. It was stated also

('Barrett) that we should adhere to the policy already expressed of not

attempting to place too many of the A.R.E.A. standards under the jurisdic-

tion of the A.E.S.C. as being unnecessary and likely to arouse complications

because of the almost exclusive interest of the A.R.E.A. in those particular
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subjects. Unless a standard is really of national scope there would be no

justification for putting it under the aegis of the A.E.S.C.

In this connection attention was called to the difficulty (Burton) had

in the procedure of revising a national standard once established.

It was recognized also in this discussion that it is impossible to force

the adoption of a standard by individual members of any association,

but while it is recognized (Farrin) that the members of the A.R.E.A. should

make the most use possible of the recommended practice of the Manual,

nevertheless such use will not be made unless the recommended practice

proves its own value for the purpose. No member will make use of prac-

tice recommended by a society, which as often happens is a compromise

recommendation, unless its value is so outstanding that he will find it of

great use to himself and his company, and, therefore, it is necessary in the

preparation of reports and when requesting the adoption of recommended

practice that the work be done with the utmost care and that after approval

it be kept up to date constantly, and that is the work of each committee and

its members. Some of the difficulties in connection with work of this kind

were pointed out (Leffler) wherein it was stated that reinforced concrete

dealers are constantly endeavoring to, have the committee place their ma-

terials on the same basis as structural steel, while the steel dealer com-

plains that concrete codes are entirely too favorable to that material, and

another committee (Judd) finds that certain industrial agencies have been

working against the idea of the building code.

It was also pointed out (Chairman) that there are three disturbing

factors in the purchase of materials and supplies

:

1. Interstate Commerce Commission requirements for an open
market.

2. The inventor and manufacturer of proprietary articles.

3. The demands of shippers upon the Traffic Department of

railways for reciprocal business.

Concerning the adoption of its "Recommended Practice" by the mem-
bers of the A.R.E.A., an effort has been made by each Chairman of a com-

mittee to ascertain to what extent these recommendations have been made

use of by the members of his own committee, and such information as has

been forthcoming is cited below. There are three degrees of use for which

the dogma of "Recommended Practice" are available, or adaptable for

appropriation in one's own specifications or instructions

:

1. Adoption verbatim, or nearly so, of the plans, specifications,

instructions or rules.

2. Incorporation of the fundamental or main items of import-

ance in settling upon and maintaining unification of methods.

3. Acceptance of the general influence of the data, and cita-

tions, in order that one's own practice may be in general accord.

From insufficient information it has been rather difficult to give the

Association member.ship a complete view of the progress made in the effort

for standardization and simplified practice. It is gratifying to learn of

the degree of the value of the committee industry by answers like that of

the Missouri Pacific
—"Probably 70 percentum of standard plans, specifica-
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tions and practices are American Railway Engineering Association or close

thereto."

Committee I—Roadway

It can scarcely be expected that the "Recommended Practices" are used

by everyone in accordance with the first degree, but it is probable that the

observance is in accord with the reply of the Baltimore and Ohio—"Gen-

erally follow recommendations of Manual, in so far as our conditions will

permit."

There are many useful hints in the 13 or more subjects treated, and

they can be adhered to with advantage.

Committee II—Ballast

Information furnished by 47 railroads tells us that the "Recommended
Practice" of the "Manual" is being used to the following extent, and pre-

sumably in the first degree above.

( 1 ) Ballast Section for Gravel 16 roads

(2) Ballast Section for Stone 12 roads

(3) Specifications for Stone Ballast 17 roads

(4) Specifications for Washed Gravel Ballast 16 roads

(5) Using the Ballast Tests 14 roads

In addition, the Illinois Central and Baltimore & Ohio inform us that

they are making use of the "Specifications for Ballast Tools."

Committee III—Ties

The "Specifications for Cross-Ties" and the "Specifications for Switch

Ties" of this Committee have this year (1927) become a "National Stand-

ard" by approval of the American Engineering Standards Committee,

Serial Designation 03-1926, so that the fact of general and almost uni-

versal use by the railways may be accepted.

It is probable, too, that the "Specifications for Dating Nails" are ac-

cepted by those whose practice is to make use of them.

Much of the work of this Committee has been that of keeping the

Association members informed concerning the care, use and materials of

cross-ties, especially frequent reports of the life-service record of ties of

different kinds of wood and methods of preservation, and an annual state-

ment of the facts of service given by ties of materials other than wood,

as steel, and reinforced concrete, etc.

Keeping the Association members informed of subjects pertaining to

their work is as valuable as the establishment of standards, when this infor-

mation embraces

:

Cost-life statistical data.

Details of the experimental use of materials and appliances, with
conclusions established therefrom.

Accounts of the manner of construction and cost of engi-

neering structures, laboratory tests and studies dealing with the

mechanics of materials.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has informed us that the "Specifications for

Tie Plugs" have been accepted "in toto" as its own.
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Committee IV—Rail

The 23 railroads represented on the Committee are

:

1. Baltimore & Ohio 12. Missouri Pacific

2. Nashville, Chattanooga & 13. Canadian Pacific

St. Louis 14. Canadian National
3. Santa Fe 15. Boston & Maine
4. Rock Island 16. Illinois Central
5. Louisville & Nashville 17. New York Central
6. Lehigh Valley 18. Southern Pacific

7. Norfolk & Western 19. Wabash
8. Reading 20. Chesapeake & Ohio
9. Pennsylvania 21. Burlington

10. Union Pacific 22. Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
11. Northern Pacific 23. Lackawanna

The information concerning the use of "Recommended Practices" of

the Rail Committee by its own personnel has been furnished by the first

14 listed. Only general statements can be made to illustrate the influence of

each item

:

Rail Sections.—The 90-Ib. RA-A has been used by the Southern Pacific,

Union Pacific, and with base modification by the Santa Fe.

The 100-lb. RE is being used by the- Canadian Pacific.

The 110-lb. RE is being used by the Santa Fe, and Nashville, Chat-

tanooga & St. Louis.

The 130-lb. RE is being used by the Lackawanna, Baltimore & Ohio,

and Southern Pacific.

Rail Specifications.—With some modifications, more or less slight, the

rail specifications are being used by a number of the railroads, those answer-

ing being the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, Pennsylvania, Santa Fe,

Rock Island, Burlington, Louisville & Nashville, Lehigh Valley, Reading, and

Baltimore & Ohio (without modification). It is pretty well known that this

is but a small proportion of those making use of them.

Rail Drilling.—Only two have signified adherence to this, the Santa Fe

for 110-lb. RE, and the Canadian Pacific for 100-lb. RE.

Drop Test Machine.—This is practically in universal use.

Specifications for Joint Bars, Heat Treated.—They are followed quite

closely by the Baltimore & Ohio and Santa Fe, and the Reading without

change.

Specifications for Track Bolts, Heat Treated.—They are followed quite

closely by the Baltimore & Ohio and Santa Fe, and by the Nashville, Chat-

tanooga & St. Louis and Reading without modification.

Rail Record Forms.—Certain of these forms are quite generally fol-

lowed, principally the Track Foreman's Report of Rail Failures in Main

Tracks. The Pennsylvania Railroad makes more extended use than any

other company.

Specifications for Spring Washers.—There was no reply claiming use

of these specifications, criticism being made in some cases that they are

not deemed satisfactory.

Girder Rail Sections—Girder Rail Specifications.—These are both used

by the Pennsylvania Railroad.

Several of the respondents replied that, while they did not always use

the "Recommended Practices" in toto, they were used as the basis for their

standards, and considered as a general guide for determination of practice
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where conditions permitted. The work of the Association is considered espe-

cially beneficial in every line.

Committee V—Track

The track being the working partner of the wheel in carrying traffic,

the "raison d'etre" of a railroad, uniformity in design and interchange-

ability of appliances, so generally used by all, leads to greater economy,

and the work of this Committee has been found to meet these requirements

so well that the plans and specifications for frogs and switches, especially

the manganese work, have been quite generally accepted. In addition, the

designs for track spikes and track tools are quite widely used, the Baltimore

& Ohio, Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, Louisville & Nashville, Reading,

Pennsylvania having replied to that effect. The Pennsylvania Railroad has

adopted the Specifications for Steel Track Spikes "in toto," and they have

also been made a tentative standard of the American Society for Testing

Materials, Serial Designation A 65-26 T.

The information on "Maintenance of Line" and "Speeds of Trains

Through Curves and Turnouts" are very useful to the members.

Committee VI—Buildings

The preparation of specifications for any single building is a laborious

and difficult job, and therefore an examination of the "Specifications for

Railway Buildings" will bring appreciation of the magnitude of the work

done by this Committee, in addition to the preparation of skeleton designs for

miscellaneous railway buildings, including details of roofs and flooring.

The Baltimore & Ohio and Seaboard Air Line have informed us that

they work along the same lines.

Committee VII—Wooden Bridges and Trestles

The "Grading Rules and Classification of Timber and Lumber for Rail-

way Uses" is an outstanding contribution of valuable information by this Com-
mittee, to which the economical comparison of the "Merits of Ballast Deck
and Reinforced Concrete Trestles" is a good second. The former of these

has become a national task in co-operation with other societies and the

industry. In October, 1922, the "Central Committee on Lumber Standards"

was set up by the "lumber industry" under the leadership of the U.S.

Department of Commerce and comprises men appointed by dififerent interests

to represent their side of the industry in establishing standards of grade,

size and methods of conduct of the business. The resulting standards have

been printed in Simplified Practice No. 16. Wm. E. Hawley was chosen

by the American Railway Association to represent the railroads and he is

Vice-Chairman.

Committee VIII—Masonry

The "Specifications for Portland Cement" have been made a "National

Standard" by adoption of the American Engineering Standards Committee,

.Serial Designation Al-1922, through the co-operation of engineering societies

and industry with the American Society for Testing Materials as sponsor,

and have been almost universally adopted in concrete construction every-

where.

The preparation of "Specifications for Concrete, Plain and Reinforced"

likewise has become a w-ork of co-operation between engineering bodies,

the American Society for Testing Materials and the U.S. Bureau of Stand-
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ards being leaders. Many of the "Methods of Test" for aggregates employed

in concrete making have become national standards by adoption of the

American Engineering Standards Committee with the American Society for

Testing Materials as sponsor. The Illinois Central, Union Pacific, and the

Pennsylvania Railroad have informed us that they have become their stand-

ards, and the latter company has also adopted the "Specifications for Billet-

Steel Reinforcing Bars," American Society for Testing Materials, Serial

Designation A 15-14.

Committee IX—Grade Crossings Design, Protection and Elimination

Prior to the annual convention of 1927, this was the Committee on

"Signs, Fences and Crossings."

Two of the most useful "Recommended Practices" are the "Specifica-

tions for Right-of-Way Fences" and the "Specifications for Concrete Fence

Posts." The Pennsylvania Railroad reports that it has made both of them

its own, though they have been written in dififerent form.

Committee X—Signals and Interlocking

This is really the Signal Section of Division IV—Engineering, of the

American Railway Association, and its recommended practice is not repub-

lished in the Proceedings, American Railway Engineering Association. It

is believed, however, that the principles established are generally in use

by the railways.

Committee XI—Records and Accounts

The Track Chart of the Committee is in use by the Pennsylvania

Railroad and probably by others, though the information has not been

given.

A very complete set of "Conventional Signs for use on Railway Profiles

and Architectural Details" has been approved by the Association, and the

Committee has provided the members with a set of "Engineering Depart-

ment Forms," "Specifications for Maps, Charts, and Profiles," forms for

"Statistical Records," and an explanation of "Cost-Keeping Methods."

The following projects have been undertaken through Sectional Com-
mittees by the American Engineering Standards Committee

:

Z 10 Scientific and Engineering Symbols and Abbreviations.

Z 14 Standards for Drawing and Drafting Room Practice.

G. R. Walsh is our representative on both.

Committee XII—Rules and Organization

Many "Recommended Practices" have been established by this Com-
mittee, but no information concerning extent of use by its members has

been furnished. The nature of the work makes it laborious and difficult.

Committee XIII—Water Service

The Illinois Central has adopted the "Specifications for Cast Iron Pipe

and Special Castings," and the "Specifications for Hydrants and Valves,"

and the Baltimore & Ohio in proposed new work makes use of the method

of calculating economies of water treatment. Specifications for the chem-
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icals for several water softeners have been provided, and also "Specifica-

tions for Wooden Water Tanks and Timber Substructures," and "Specifica-

tions for Steel Water and Oil Tanks," the "General Principles of Water

Supply Service" with proposed "Organization" and "Water Service

Records."

Committee XIV—Yards and Terminals

The "Track Scale Specifications" appearing in the 1921 Edition of the

Manual may be considered as belonging in the first degree, as they are the

standard track scale specifications throughout the United States for both

railways and industrial concerns, being also published in pamphlet form,

Circular No. 83, by the U.S. Bureau of Standards.

It is reported that some 750 track scales have been set up in con-

formity with these specifications.

In addition, other portions of the scale sections of the Manual, par-

ticularly the portion devoted to rules for their location, maintenance, test-

ing and operation, have been the basis for the adopted practice of various

railways.

The Manual information comes in general under the headings of

Passenger Terminals, Freight Terminals, and Scales, and that under the two

first consists essentially of principles and other general information which

may be used as a guide.

Important studies of yard design and operation have been made by

the Committee.

Committee XV—Iron and Steel Structures

The Baltimore & Ohio, Rock Island and Union Pacific use the "General

Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges" as a basis for their own. This is a

large and important work, and has been made the basis of Project A-3-a

of the American Engineering Standards Committee with this Association

as sponsor.

Two other great works are "General Specifications for Steel Turntables"

and "Specifications for Movable Railway Bridges." The latter are the

most recent and complete for such structures and are used to a large extent

by those engaged in this class of design. The specifications have been recom-

mended to the American Engineering Standards Committee for adoption

as a "National Standard" by the American Railway Engineering Association

as sponsor, and the subject is now Project A 25.

Committee XVI—Economics of Railway Location

Profound mathematical study is involved in this subject, and examina-

tion into the mechanics of the locomotive has been necessary with considera-

tion of its power from fuel and water consumption, together with the effect

on this power of resistance from grade, curvature and rolling stock, dis-

sertations on each of which have been given.

Committee XVII—Wood Preservation

The "Specifications for Creosote Oil' (different grades), the "Methods

of Analyses," and the "Specifications for the Preservative Treatment of
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Wood" may be confidently said to be in general use. A great deal of valu-

able information has been given by the Committee.

Committee XVIII—Electricity

Doubtless much of this "Recommended Practice" is being used in one

way or another by the Association members, as the specifications and infor-

mation are very useful, profound study of technical physics and mechanics

being required.

The "Specifications for Electric Light, Power Supply, and Trolley Lines

Crossing Railways," and the "Specifications for Maintenance of Overhead

Electric Supply Lines" should be used by all of us, and, in the event of the

National Electrical Safety Code (Project C 2-1922 A.E.S.C.) being ap-

proved for "National Standard," it will be desirable to liave our interests

amalgamated in order to avoid confusion, which means money waste. This

latter is about to receive the approval of the American Engineering Stand-

ards Committee.

The Pennsylvania Railroad informs us that it has incorporated in its

"Letters of General Practice" the "Rules for Recommended Practice Rela-

tive to the Protection of Oil Sidings from Danger Due to Stray Currents,"

a most useful guide.

All members in electrical territory will find the "Overhead Clearance

Lines for Permanent Way Structures on Electrified Railways" valuable for

reference.

The several "Specifications for Friction Tape, Adhesive Tape, Rubber

Insulating Tape and Porcelain Insulators for Railroad Supply Lines" are

being used by some.

Important information is given in the "Tables of Curves and Con-

ductor Sags" and the graphical representation.

Committee XX—Uniform General Contract Forms

Only one of the members of the Committee gave any specific informa-

tion to the Chairman on the use of the Committee's own "Recommended

Practice" concerning uniform general contract forms. Mr. E. L. Taylor,

Assistant to Vice-President, New York, New Haven & Hartford R. R.,

stated that
—

"the forms are of substantial value as a guide to good practice,"

and—"they use the A.R.E.A. Standard Contract Forms in so far as they

conform to requirements."

This Committee has provided the members with advantageous informa-

tion about 16 forms suitable for bases of agreements concerning railroad

operation.

Committee XXI—Economics of Railway Operation

There is much difficulty in obtaining reliable data for studies of this

subject, but three important contributions have been made by the Committee

for the benefit of the members : "A Formula or Method of Calculating the

Cost of Moving Freight Traffic," a "Method for the Determination of

Proper Allowances for Maintenance of Way Expenses due to Increased Use

and Increased Investment," and "Methods of Analyzing Costs for the Solu-
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tion of Special Problems, including the Study of the Costs of Starting and

Stopping Trains."

In addition the Chairman, James M. Farrin, has provided the Associa-

tion with an excellent and useful brochure entitled "Economics of Railway

Track."

Committee XXII—Economics of Railway Labor

The same difficulty of obtaining reliable data for studies appertains in

this subject, but three important studies have been made: "Standard Methods

for Performing Maintenance of Way Work for the Purpose of Establishing

Units of Measure of Work Performed," "Extent to which it is Practicable

to Stabilize Employment in the Maintenance of Way Department in the

Interest of Efficiency, and the Necessary Measures Thereto," and finally

"Methods of Alaintaining Motor Cars."

Committee XXIII—Shops and Locomotive Terminals

The subjects of "Engine House Design," "Ashpits," "General Layout

and Design of Passenger Car Shops," "Recommended Practice for Freight

Car Repair Shops" and principles relating to "Fuel Oil Stations" have been

reported, but it is not known to what extent the principles are in use.

Committee XXIV—Co-Operative Relations with Universities

A liaison committee between the Universities where our professional

education began, and the Railways where the application of the fact and

theories is made, for the purpose of maintaining this relationship as per-

petual graduate students, and imparting the knowledge of practical experi-

ence to the army of cadets, in order that their vision may be directed to

the advancing importance of the economic problem of transportation to the

growing mass of population may be considered a general concept of its

origin.

Its task is so abstract, that putting it through the concrete mixer will

be most difficult, but until that is done, it will not occupy space in the

"Manual." A beginning towards the collection of aggregates has been

made in the preparation of a "Questionnaire on the Employment and Train-

ing of College Graduates in Railway Service."

PART II—"NATIONAL STANDARDIZATION"

The A.R.E.A. liaison with National Standardization is by membership

of the American Railway Association as one of the twenty-four Member-

Bodies forming (1927) the American Engineering Standards Committee

as shown in the 1926-1927 report of your Committee.

The Membership Representative is Division IV—Engineering, sub-

divided into three sections

:

(1) Construction and Maintenance Section (American Railway
Engineering Association).

(2) Electrical Section.

(3) Signal Section.
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The accredited members of the Divisions assigned to service on the

American F,np;ineering Standards Committee to the end of the year 1927

arc

:

Kepresentative : *W. C. Gushing, Engineer of Standards,

The Pennsylvania Railroad,

607 Broad Street Station, Philadelphia, Pa.

Alternate

:

J. R. W. Ambrose, Chief Engineer,

Toronto Terminals Railway,

Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

Alternate: J. E. Saunders, Signal Engineer,

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad,

Hoboken, N. Y.

The American Railway Association has seven Divisions and several

Special Committees for carrying on its operating and technical work, as

follows

:

IDivision I—Operating.
Telegraph and Telephone Section.

Committee on Grade Crossing Protection and Trespassing.
Division II—Transportation.
Division III—Traffic.

fDivision IV—Engineering.
Construction and Maintenance Section.

Electrical Section.

Signal Section.

fDivision V—Alechanical.

fDivision VI—Purchases and Stores.
Division VII—Freight Claims.
Several Special Committees.

The four Divisions marked (f) are really interested in standardization

and simplification of practice, but Division IV has the only membership

representative.

Nevertheless, quite a number of the men of these several Divisions

are serving on Sectional Committees of the American Engineering Stand-

ards Committee and assisting in other ways.

Of the two hundred and thirty-eight projects having official status, the

American Railway Association and the American Railway Engineering

Association have accredited representation officially co-operating in the Sec-

tional Committee work of projects as folows

:

(Revision) A 1 —1922—Portland Cement, Specifications and Tests for.

A 3 —Bridges, Steel.

$A 3a —Bridges, Steel Railway, General Specifications for.

—Shapes, Structural Steel.

—Pipe, Cast Iron, and Special Castings, Specifi-

cations for.

—Walkway Surfaces, Safety Code for.

—Bridges, Movable Railway, Specifications for.

—Manhole Frames and Covers.
—Rating of Rivers.

—Pipe Flanges and Fittings.

—Bolt, Nut and Rivet Proportions.
—Conveyors and Conveying Machinery, Safety
Code for.

•Member of Executive Committee also.
tDenote.s the Projects for which American Railw.iy F.ngineerinR Association is

Sponsor.

A 4
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(Revision) C 2

C 4

C 5

C 7

tC 8

(Approved)
(Approved)

(Approved)

(Approved)

(Approved)

C 10-

C 11-

C 18

C 19-

C 20
C 2Z
C 24

C 25

C 26

C 29

D 3

E 8 -

E 9 -

E 10

-1924

-1927

-1925-

1922—Electrical Safety Code ("National Electrical

Safety Code").
—Power Control, Electrical, Safety Code f^^r.

—Lightning, Code on Protection Against.

—Rating of Electrical Machinery.
—Wires and Cables, Insulated (Other than Tele-

phone and Telegraph).
Symbols for Electrical Equipment of Buildings.

Aluminum Conductors, Hard Drawn, Standards
for. (In Press.)

Dry Cells.

Control Apparatus, Industrial. (Electrical.)

—Line Insulators for Voltage not Exceeding 750.

—Direct-current Rotating Machines, Standards for.

—Alternators, Synchronous Motors and Synchron-
ous Machines in General, Standards for.

—Induction Motors and Induction Machines in

General, Standards for.

—Fractional Horsepower Motors, Direct—and Al-
ternating—Current, Standards for.

—Power Line Insulators for Voltages Exceeding
750.

—Colors for Traffic Signals, Safety Code for.

1926—-Rail, 7-inch, 82-lb. Plain Girder for use in Paved
Streets, Recommended Designs for.

1926—Rail, 7-inch, 92-lb. Plain Girder for use in Paved
Streets, Recommended Designs for.

—Trackwork, Special Materials for use in the
Manufacture of, Specifications for.

1926—Rail, 7-inch, 102-lb. Plain Girder for use in Paved
Streets, Recommended Designs for.

—Zinc Coating of Iron and Steel, Specifications for.
—-Steels, Numbering of.

1926—Ties, Railroad, Specifications for. (In Press.)
—Wood, Methods of Testing.
—Poles, Wood, Specifications for.

1922—Heads and Eyes of Industrial Workers, Safety
Code for the Protection of.

—Sanitation, Industrial, Safety Code for.—^Scientific and Engineering Abbreviations and
Symbols.

The American Railway Engineering Association is the sponsor for four

projects only, one of which has been adopted and in press, while the American
Society for Testing Materials is sponsor for fifty-five and the Bureau
of Standards for thirteen.

It would be desirable to add to the above list of projects the names
of the A.R.A. delegates serving on them, but complete and accurate infor-

mation is not available at present.

There will be no presentation this year by the American Railway Asso-

ciation of projects for approval as American Standards by the American
Engineering Standards Committee.

An attempt has been made to ascertain the names of Standing Com-
mitteemen of the American Railway Engineering Association who are serv-

ing as members of Sectional Committees of the American Engineering

Standards Committee, and in other co-operating societies, as it was reah'zed

(Approved) E 11^

—

(Approxed)

(Revision)

G 8
G 15

$0 3 -

O 4
O 5

X 2 -

Z 4
Z 10
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that it would be impractical to obtain that information from the full

mcmbersliip of the American Railway Engineering Association, and still

more so from the American Railway Association. Even so, ciimplcte infor-

mation has not been forthcoming, but it is hoped that the jjartial roster

submitted will lead to complete information in a future report.

.\1kmbkrs of A.R.E.A. Standing Committees Serving as Members ok

A.E^S.C. Sectional Committees and on Committees of Co-Operat-

iNG Societies

No. of Committee
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No. of Committee
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No. of Committee
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The American Engineering Standards Committee has been studying for

some time two very important changes, (1) a revision of the constitution

with the object of strengthening the hands of the organization in order to

speed up the machinery, and (2) membership in a central body of co-ordi-

nated groups in control of international standardization.

Since the first question was opened, there has developed quite a move-

ment for making the Committee a real national standardizing body, rather

than a co-ordinating committee as it is now. At the same time, Mr. Morrow
of the Electrical World has been writing editorials in favor of a stand-

ardizing body under executive control of governmental agencies and your

oflficial representative on the American Engineering Standards Committee

was invited by a member of the Constitution Revision Committee to express

his views, which he did after careful preparation, and, on account of the

information given therein, and the general review of the work of stand-

ardization, it is made a part of this report, as follows

:

"I had already read Mr. Morrow's article from the Electrical World,
w'hich I was enabled to do through our A.E.S.C. headquarters before the

receipt of your letter of May 27th.

"I am glad indeed to have this letter, together with the copy of letter

to Mr. Morrow, as it calls attention to several things about which our
reasoning has been much confused, owing, we might say, to the particular

point which seems to have impressed Mr. Morrow, viz., "Multiplicity of
Agencies," and which subject indeed I do not think he has handled with
entire clear vision or he would not be proposing a hypothetical organization
for executive control by governmental agencies, and which you have ably
criticized in your letter.

"There are two subjects before us

:

1. A revision of the constitution of the A.E.S.C.
2. A proposed international alliance.

"I have always endeavored to keep these two subjects entirely separate
in discussing them, but it is very difficult to do and most of us are inclined

to argue about them indiscriminately.

"My letter of May 24th, to Dr. Agnew, which I find he has circulated,

was intended to deal only with the international question with the object
of trying to withhold celerity of action before the subject had been suffi-

ciently examined into and understood at home.
"I have also been mulling over the question of standardization in our

own country in order to of?er helpful criticism rather than only destructive

criticism and have come to the conclusion in my own mind that there are

several ideas which may be considered fundamental in this problem and that

settling them for our own conditions in this country will help us to settle

the question of international relationship.

"I may, therefore, consider your letter as an invitation to set down
some of these thoughts, which I now do.

Thoughts on Standardization

"1. The active energetic and working forces for standardization any-
where are

:

(a) The numerous trade associations, each of its own kind, a
good representative being the Society of Automotive Engineers.

(b) The Technical societies, managed and dominated by the
users of materials, appliances and manufactured articles of all kinds,

such as Division IV—Engineering, and Division V—Mechanical, of
the American Railway Association.
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(c) The technical societies, combining the interests of both (a)

and (b), best represented by the American Society for Testing

Materials.

"I might place government engineering bureaus under (c), for it has

activities both in manufacturing and from the users' standpoint also, but

inasmuch as it does not manufacture for public use, they can best be

classed under (b).

"The national engineering societies are considered as representing both

the field of pure and applied science, and the strength of materials as con-

cerned with the high problems of construction work of all kinds. They are

generally of the nature of a forum for the presentation and discussion of

their general principles and problems requiring research in relation to their

own field, generally divided into four great societies, Civil, Mechanical,

Electrical and Mining.
"All of these organizations are the working forces in these various

fields and have been originated because their problems extend over a wide
field and are of mutual interest to large bodies of men. They will always
hold this position.

"2. Some of the agencies discussed above have found themselves inter-

related in some respects with other agencies, and they have, therefore,

joined themselves together into groups of their own kind, such as the Elec-

trical Group, the American Society for Testing Materials representing

both users and manufacturers with the avowed object of placing methods of
testing on a standard basis, a work of the greatest importance, and another
is the Railway Group, working under the aegis of the American Railway
Association, embracing seven Divisions, I—Operating, II—Transportation,
III—Traffic, IV—^Engineering, V—Mechanical, VI—Purchases and Stores,

and VII—Freight Claims.

"Probably the greatest combination of all has been brought about
within the government service itself by the union of many of its engineering

divisions into the Federal Specifications Board and several other co-operat-

ing agencies within the diflferent departments. The government is a great

user of materials, appliances and articles of all kinds and organization of

this kind is undoubtedly of the greatest value.

"These various agencies are listed more or less completely in Standards
Year Book, 1927, of the U.S. Department of Commerce; from page 307 to

page 387 are listed a large number of these active working standardizing

bodies of which I have spoken, and in other parts of the Year Book are given
more completely an idea of the multitude of government bureaus having more
or less to do with these subjects.

"3. The cross-currents of interest between all of these different organ-
izations have become more numerous, crooked and diverse, so that the next
step is to bring the many groups into a harmonious and instructive rela-

tionship with each other.

"A perusal of the list will show that all of these groups can never be

brought together, as the interests of many of them are so utterly diflferent

from the others that there is no relationship between them. There will

thus be several diflferent organizations in a country of national scope whose
object will be to co-ordinate the various working agencies in which they
are severally interested, and it is my understanding the American Engineer-
ing Standards Committee was organized to act in that capacity for technical

engineering bodies. It should, therefore, have a definite engineering field

and not attempt to spread over all the interests in which it is not materially

interested. It has no great interest in the standardization work of the

Department of Agriculture for instance, except in so far as the Department
of Agriculture has within its jurisdiction the Bureau of Public Roads and
the Forest Products Laboratory.

"It seems to me, therefore, that the first course of procedure is to have
in view a fairly well fixed scope of activity for the A.E.S.C.
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"For the above reason 1 am opposed to the proposed new name Amer-
ican Standards Association, as it is entirely too unrestrictive and does not

appear to me U) indicate on its face the real work of the A.E.SC. 1

believed the word 'Engineering' belongs in the name.

"It is evident from what has already been said that there are other

organizations besides that A.E.S.C. claiming work of national scope and

which are not affiliated with the A.E.S.C.

"It seems to me, therefore, that the A.E.S.C. is already formed on

the correct basis of being a co-ordinating body only and can never become
in itself a maker of standards. That work will always be done by the

active agencies referred to in No. 1, and some of those standards being

of limited application never will be referred to the A.E.S.C. It is only those

of widespread use between inter-related associations and bodies which will

or should be referred to the A.E.S.C. Examples of the kind mentioned are

the Cement Specifications, the Cross-Tie Specifications, etc.

"It is unfortunate that the word 'Committee' has been used in the

A.E.S.C. organization to mean so many different kinds, but confusion can

be eliminated either by changing the word 'Committee' in the name, or

which will answer the purpose just as well, by altering the names of its

other uses, as, for instance, the 'General Committee,' which is not a good
one anyhow.

"4. We have not arrived at international relationship and we find the

following already in the field listed in Standards Year Book, 1927, of the

U.S. Department of Commerce, pages 9 to 19

:

Non-govermnental

—

International Astronomical Union.
International Commission on Illumination.

International Electrotechnical Commission.
International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry.
Commission on Pure Products for Research Analytic Reagents.

International Commission on the Chemical Elements,

and several hundred national associations for the most varied purposes.

"One of these, the Electrotechnical Commission, which already has a

representative in this country in the Institution of Electrical Engineers
through a special committee organized for the purpose, known as the U.S.
International Committee, and this international organization has proposed

that the A.E.S.C. be taken into it as a part of it.

"As explained in my letter to Dr. Agnew, May 24th, it lias not been

made clear to me that this will be an advantageous relationship, and I believe

it will require a great deal further consideration before we can agree that

it is or will be an advantageous relationship. We must know something of

the influence and working of the I.E.C. in foreign countries in relationship

to other engineering standardizing bodies before that point can be settled.

After that has been settled then it will be time enough to proceed with the

details of union.

"In this union there should be no double representation. All associa-

tions which co-ordinate through the A.E.S.C. should have their representa-

tion in that body only.

"This letter is a great deal longer than I intended when I started, and
you are at liberty to make such use of it as you desire with the membership
of the A.E.S.C."

Yours very truly,

W. C. CUSHING,
Representative, American Railway
Association Engineering Division,
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The extent of the standardization work of the U.S. Department of

Agriculture will probably be surprising to many. One bureau only, the

Bureau of Agricultural Economics, has an annual appropriation of approxi-

mately $5,000,000, of which $2,000,000 is spent in research and general

educational work in connection with standardization of agricultural products.

In the year 1916, Congress passed two compulsory standardization

laws, one in regard to cotton and one in regard to grain, and also two others

that affect standardization—the U. S. Warehouse Act, and the U. S. Standard

Container Act. "Congress gave to the Bureau the authority to establish

standardized grades of grain which were to be mandatory for all grain

shipped in interstate commerce. The U.S. Grain Standards Act is, even

today, the most far-reaching compulsory act regarding agricultural stand-

ardization that we have on the books. Not only must every shipper who
wishes to ship grain out of his state use the grades established by the Bureau

under this Act, but he must also undergo supervision, must secure an inspec-

tion of his carload of grain, and have a written certificate which is the basis

of the transaction between buyer and seller. The government, so far as the

grain business is concerned, has a close contact with the business of market-

ing grain. No car can be moved across any state line until a certificate of

inspection is obtained from the Department of Agriculture through the

Bureau, now the Bureau of Agricultural Economics.

"Cotton was somewhat similarly dealt with, but no certificate is required.

The standards must be used, but anyone can buy and sell unless found in a

misuse of the standard. There is one exception. When a future shipment

is delivered against contract, the goods must be examined and inspected by

the Bureau."

*In order to give an idea of the extent of the activity of the Division

of Simplified Practice, the accompanying statement is taken from the report

of the Chief, Ray M. Hudson.

As the work of this Committee is largely that of dissemination of infor-

mation concerning progress in the efforts for standardization, no recom-

mendations are made.

Respectfully submitted.

Special Committee on Standardization,

W. C. CusHiNG, CJiairman.

*Since this was written, Mr. Hudson has been appointed Asst. Director, Bureau
of Standards, in charge of a new sub-division carrying the name of Commercial
Standards. Apparently it will be the successor of the Division of Simplified Practice,
thus raising its standing and importance by placing its direction in the Bureau of
Standards.
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SPR

V Cotton Duck (Widths and Weights) 5c

28. Sheet Steel (First Revision).^..... 5c

29. Eaves Trough and Conductor Pipe .

.

5c

30. Terne Plate (Weights) • •
• ^c

31 Loaded Shells (Second Revision)... be

32 Concrete Building Units. (Length,

Width and Height of Blocks

Tile and Brick) „,••.•••

33. Cafeteria and Lunch Room China-

ware ^^

34. Warehouse Forms '^^J^

35. Steel Lockers
l^

36. Milling Cutters ^c

37. Commercial Purchase Forms....... X
38. Sand Lime Brick (Length, Width

and Height)
J^

39. Dining Car Chinaware ac

40. Hospital Chinaware • • •• • ^c

41. Insecticides and Fungicides (Pack-

ages) l^
42. Paper Grocers' Bags ^c

43. Paint and Varnish Brushes ^c

44. Box Board Thicknesses 5c

45. Grinding Wheels • 1^^

46. Tissue Paper (Roll Tissure) i'c

Shoe Tissue •••••'
c

47. Cut Tacks and Small Cut Nails, Sizes 5c

Packing Weights

48. Shovels, Spades and Scoops 5c

49. Sidewalk Lights (Sizes) ^c

Styles

Shapes -

50. Checks, Notes, Etc ^c

51. Die Head Chasers (For Self-Open-

ing and Adjustable Die Heads) 5c

52. Staple Vitreous China Plumbing.... 5c

Fixtures

53. Steel Reinforcing Spirals 5c

54. Sterling Silver Flatware ^c

55 Tinware, Galvanized and Japanned

Ware ^^

56. Carbon Brushes and Brush Shunts. 5c (3)

57 Wrought Iron and Wrought Steel

Pipe Valves and Pipe Fittings .
.

5c

Sizes of Valves and Fittings

Sizes of Pipe ••

58 Classification of Iron and Steel Scrap lUc

59'. Rotary Cut Lumber Stock for Wire-

bound Boxes ^'^

Length
Width
Thickness

62. Metallic Cartridges ^'^
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SIMPLIFIED PRACTICE RECOMMENDATIONS IN PROCESS OF
ACCEPTANCE

S.P.R. Reduction in Varieties Per Cent
No. Item From To Reduction

*60. Packing of Bolts and Nuts (1) 18

*61. White Glazed Tile and Unglazed Ceramic
Mosaic (4)

63. Metal Spools and Reels (1) 6
*64. Spark Plugs (1) 6**
*65. Piston Rings Oversizes (1) 6**
*66. Brake Linings (1) 37**

*67. Taper Roller Bearings (1) 172**
*68. Flashlight Cases 25 14 44
*69. Razor Blade Packages (2 systems of pack-

ing reduced to 1) 50

*70. Salt Containers 35 19 46
*71. Grading of New Billet Steel for Concrete (3 grades of steel

Reinforcement reduced to 1 ) 67
*72. Solid Section Steel Sash 42,877 2244 95

*73. One-Piece Porcelain Insulators 272 249 9

*74. Hospital and Institutional Textiles 575 26 95

*75. Composition Blackboard
Colors 3 1 66

Widths 18 8 55

Lengths 54 13 76
*76. Ash Handles (Grades) (1) 3

(1) Original Total not known.
(2) These figures are the average reduction in catalogue items in l^ii of four

leading manufacturers of Builders' Hardware as result of simplification.

(3) Increments of increase in dimensions, and dimensional tolerances for carbon
brushes, sizes of holes or slots in terminals for flexible shunts, and size and specifi-

cations for cable for brush shunts.
(4) Shapes, patterns, dimensions, grade nomenclature, grade marks, grade specifi-

cations and certifications of grades, for white glazed tile and unglazed ceramic mosaic.
*• Society of Automotive Engineers Standards.

WORLD INTERNATIONAL STANDARDIZATION

(Supplemental Memorandum with Report of Special Committee on

Standardization)

The closely knit business relationship of nations has made it necessary

for them from time to time to agree upon unified business arrangements in

their public affairs, as in the case of the International Postal Union, a

tablet in celebration and record of which has been erected in Berne, Switzer-

land, and more particularly perhaps in the matter of Weights and Measures.

These large affairs can best be dealt with by the governmental authorities

of nations, which leads governments into the field of Standardization. The

Seventh International Conference on Weights and Measures was held last

September in Paris and the memorandum of the conference stated in the

Technical News Bulletin of the Bureau of Standards, November, 1927. is

reproduced for the information of our members :

Seventh International Conference on Weights and Measures

A remarkable advance toward complete international agreement on
fundamental questions of measurement took place at the Seventh Interna-
tional Conference on Weights and Measures, held last September in Paris.
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At this conference the United States was represented by the Director of

the Bureau of Standards. The present year is the fiftieth anniversary of

the establishment of the International Bureau of Weights and Measures,
and in commemoration of the event a special meeting was held under the

auspices of the French Academy of Sciences in connection with the confer-

ence. A history of the International Bureau by its director, Dr. Ch.-Ed.
Guillaume, was published and gives an interesting review of past achieve-

ments.
The conference just held was the most important in point of results

secured since the first conference in 1875. The actions taken afifect funda-
mentally many kinds of measurements and standards and are based on the

results of painstaking scientific research, covering many years. The new
decisions involve the international temperature scale, the fundamental stand-

ard of length of the world, and the basis of the world's electrical units.

Under the treaty of May 20, 1875, there was established the International

Committee on Weights and Measures, the International Bureau of Weights
and Measures, and the International Conference on Weights and Measures.
The treaty, to which 31 of the leading governments are now parties, gives

the conference jurisdiction over the fundamental problems affecting the

international metric standards and precise metrology. The royal grounds
and residence at Sevres set aside by the French Government w"ere made
internationally neutral territory to be devoted to the International Bureau
of Weights and Measures, where the international standards were to be
deposited and the precise comparisons of national standards executed from
time to time. Here were made the final standards of the meter and kilo-

gram, and here these standards were intercompared for distribution to the

various governments of the world. This historic center is now replete

with records of achievements in the science and art of measurement during
the past half century.

The international conference meets once in six years and is made up
of delegates from the 31 national governments. Adoption of any proposition
by the conference can only be secured by the unanimous vote of all nations
represented, each nation having one vote. The recommendations of the
conference are (in effect and when ratified) binding on the signatory
powers, and because of this fact and because unanimous agreement is required
for adoption the process of efifecting important changes is usually slow.

Immediately before the conference just held the Director of the Bureau
of Standards met with the representatives of the national laboratories of

Great Britain and Germany, and in an informal conference these three
nations agreed on every value for the international temperature scale. These
values were accepted by the international conference, with the understanding
that a special international committee would be chosen to study the matter
of temperature measurements and recommend such revisions as may be
found necessary from time to time in the future.

The significance of the final adoption of the international temperature
scale by 31 nations is a matter of such great interest to science and industry
that a brief summary of what this involves should be given. The action

assures the following desirable ends

:

1. A uniform basis for expressing all quantities involving temperature
and heat measurement, such as tables of properties of refrigerants, steam
tables, heats of combustion, specific and latent heat of materials, and par-
ticularly fixed temperatures, such as freezing, boiling, and transition tem-
peratures of substances.

2. A uniform basis for calibration of all temperature-measuring instru-
ments, particularly those for export from one nation to another. This is

particularly important in the case of pyrometers for use at very high tem-
peratures.

3. A common basis in all countries for the certification of precision
temperature-measuring instruments for use in all precise experimental or
research work involving temperature measurements. Such basis is now so
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: well defined and universally understood as to make it unnecessary for the
researcher in publishing his results either to establish or define his own
temperature scale as has often been necessary in the past.

4. While for a number of years the three national laboratories of Eng-
land, Germany, and the United States have been in substantial agreement
in the certification of tcmperaturc-moasuring instruments, the adoption of
their recommendations by the international bureau will have the effect of
bringing all the important countries of the world together in the matter
of temperature measurements, and will stabilize the basis of temperature
measurement and eliminate differences in details. The desire to eliminate

such differences has already led the laboratories to make intercomparisons
of calibrated instruments in preparation for the formal adoption of the

scale, and this interchange will lead to the establishment of closer and more
cordial relations.

5. It is also significant that each of the laboratories has been willing
to modify its position where necessary, since it was apparent to all that

international agreement was of much greater importance than precise adher-
ence to the practice of the individual laboratories.

The proposition of the United States to define the length of the inter-

national meter in terms of the wave length of the red radiation from the
cadmium lamp was also tentatively adopted, the final wording of the recom-
mendation as decided upon by the conference being an improvement on that

submitted by the United States. As a result of this action, there is now
established a permanent natural standard of length, easily reproduced, and
capable of being used in the most precise measurements we are ever called

upon to make. Although the particular line chosen in the spectrum of
cadmium is believed to be a very good one for this purpose, the way has
been left open to utilize a better line, such as one of those in the spectrum
of Krypton, if future investigations prove this to be desirable.

The conference tentatively adopted the value determined by Fabry and
Perot in 1906 as expressing the relation between the international meter and
the wave length of red light from cadmium vapor. This relation is

1 meter = 1,553,164.13 waves

under certain definitely stated standard conditions.

The wave length of cadmium light is thus accepted as a standard in

terms of which lengths may be measured and other light wave standards
may be expressed. This action is of great importance because of the fact

that many precise length measurements in science and industry are now
made in terms of light waves, and is particularly useful for setting up and
intercomparison of gage blocks and other subdivisions of the meter.

It was also the hope of the United States delegates that the conference
would adopt or recommend a definite relation between the yard and the
wave length of light, or between the yard and the meter. The adoption of
such a relatjon is equally important, since it would overcome a difficulty

which often arises ; that is, of converting wave lengths to inches, a different

relation being used in this country and in Great Britain.

This agreement on the length of the British and American yards, which
now differ by a few millionths of an inch, unfortunately was not brought
about. Research is now in progress in England on the length of their

national standard, and pending the completion of this work it appeared
impossible to reach an understanding. The difference is very small, but is

becoming of importance in making some of the finer measuring tools nov.

used by industry. It was held by the conference, however, that the relation

between the yard and the meter, or between the yard and the wave length
of light, was a matter that should be settled by the United States and Great
Britain rather than by the international conference, and no action was there-

fore taken. However, the British delegates expressed themselves as heartily

in favor of the idea, and agreement between the systems of the two coun-
tries will undouhtedlv he brought abotit in time.
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The matter of standard temperatures at which end standards (gage
blocks) shall be certified was also considered in connection with length
measurements. It is desirable to employ a temperature or temperatures at

which the blocks are actually used. At present, there are many variations
in the practice of different nations. A committee will be chosen to consider
the question and, if possible, agree upon not more than two standard tem-
peratures at which end standards will be certified.

The third major problem considered by the conference was the standard-
ization of the electrical units and the scope of the international bureau in

relation to electrical measurements.
Up to the present time international agreements with regard to

electrical measurements have been made by electrical congresses and inter-

national committees formed for this specific purpose. The number of inter-

national organizations has, however, multiplied so greatly that it has become
desirable to combine them and reduce the number of special organizations.

In accordance with this general principle the international conference has
been authorized to establish electrical units.

The United States is concerned with maintenance of international uni-

formity in electrical measurements for two practical reasons. One is the

need for uniformity in manufacture and rating of electrical machinery and
appliances, and the other the international use of the results of scientific

research. In order to bring about such uniformity, agreement was reached
many years ago on certain electrical units which were called "international"

to distinguish them from the "absolute" values which might be found more
or less different from the accepted units as methods of measurement were
perfected. In fact, such a difference has been fovmd in the case of the ohm,
and we now know that the international ohm is one-twentieth of 1 per cent

too large. While such a diiYerence is of no great practical importance at

the present time, the demands of industry for precise measurements are
growino rapidly, and such a difference may become important in the future.

The international committee must, therefore, decide whether to maintain the

old value of the ohm or to adjust it to accord with mechanical measurements
as originally intended

When the international units were adopted certain kinds of concrete

standards were also accepted as a means of maintaining the values of the

unit. These are a column of mercury of specified dimensions for the ohm,
and a voltmeter in which the amount of silver deposited in a given time

by a current is used as a measure of the ampere. The international commit-
tee must decide whether to retain these old standards or to substitute new
methods of establishing the units which have been developed in the several

national laboratories.

In order to advise it as to the best solution for these questions, the

international committee is establishing a special technical commission of 10

members, including representatives appointed by the several national labora-

tories, and is to report by March, 1929.

For several years the Bureau of Standards has been pu11;ing as much
attention as it could on these fundamental electrical problems and has already

made some redeterminations of the true value of the ohm and the ampere
by absolute methods. In order to be of value the results of such work
must be certain to be within a few parts in 100,000, and, therefore, many
precautions must be taken which are entirely unnecessary in any ordinary
measurements. The work is therefore very time consuming, and still more
intensive effort must be put upon it in order to have results available by the

spring of 1929.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE XX—UNIFORM GENERAL
CONTRACT FORMS

J. C. Irwin, Chairman; Clark Dillexbeck, Vicc-Chaimian;
C. Frank Allen, Samuel Murray,
H. E. Barlow, F. L. Nicholson,
W. H. Brameld, C. B. Niehaus,
B. S. DrcKERSON, W. G. Nusz,
W. D. Faucette, H. a. Palmer,
F. H. Fechtig, Chas. Silliman,
B. Herman, Huntington Smith,

J. S. Lillie, E. L. Taylor,
S. L. Mapes, C. a. Wilson,
A. A. Miller, John Worley,
O. K. Morgan, Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report covering the

following subjects:

(1) Revision of Manual (Appendix A).

(2) Form of Agreement for Joint Use of Freight Terminal Facilities (Ap-

pendix B).

(3) Form of Agreement for Use of Railway Property for Public Highways

(Appendix B).

(4) Form of Construction Contract for Particular Items of Work (Ap-

pendix C).

(5) Form of Cost-Plus Percentage Construction Contract (Appendix C).

(6) Form of Agreement for Joint Ownership, Use and Management of a

Terminal Project (Appendix B).

Action Recommended

1. That the changes in the Manual in Appendix A be approved and

the revised version substituted for the present recommendatioh in the

Manual.

2. That the Form of Agreement for Joint Use of Freight Terminal

Facilities, as printed in Appendix B, be approved for publication in the

Manual.

3. That the subject "Form of Agreement for Use of Railway Property

for Public Highways" be eliminated from the Outline of Work, as there

seems to be no general need for such standard form.

4. That the conclusions in Appendix C in regard to the method of

preparing a Form of Construction Contract for Particular Items of Work,

be followed and that this subject be eliminated from the Outline of Work.

5. That the Form of Cost-Plus Percentage Construction Contract, as

printed in Appendix C, be received as information and for discussion.

6. That the subject "Form of Agreement for Joint Ownership, Use

and Management of a Terminal Project" be included in the Outline of Work
for the ensuing year.

Bulletin 300, October, 1927.

91
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Recommendations for Future Work

1. Revision of Manual.

2. Form of Agreement for Joint Ownership, Use and Management of a

Terminal Project.

3. Continue study of Form of Cost-Plus Percentage Construction Contract.

4. Form of Agreement for Purchase of Electrical Energy in Large Volume

(such as required for Traction Purposes).

5. Form of Application for Industry Track.

6. Outline of Work for ensuing year.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Uniform General Contract Forms,

J. C. Irwin, Chairman.

Appendix A

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL

F. L. Nicholson, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; C. Frank Allen, Clark Dillen-

beck, W. D. Faucette, O. K. Morgan, Samuel Murray, H. A. Palmer,

Chas. Silliman, C. A. Wilson.

FORM OF AGREEMENT FOR INTERLOCKING PLANT
FORM OF AGREEMENT FOR INDUSTRY TRACK

Your Sub-Committee has given careful consideration to these subjects

and recommends that the forms as revised be approved and substituted for

the forms now printed in the Manual.

The recommendations for changes in the Form of Agreement for Inter-

locking Plant result from joint study of the form by this Sub-Committee

and Committee VII of the Signal Section, American Railway Association.

The recommendations for changes in the Form of Agreement for In-

dustry Track result from conferences of a Special Committee of Commit-

tee XX headed by the General Chairman, with representatives of the In-

dustries and with Consulting Counsel, and especially from joint meetings

between members of Committee XX and representatives of the American

Petroleum Institute. Study of the Liability Section is still in progress and

this is not included in present recommendations, but your Sub-Committee

hopes to make definite report on this subject at the annual meeting.

FORM OF AGREEMENT FOR INTERLOCKING PLANT
Adopted 1918, Vol. 19, pages 358 and 1177

Present Proposed

This Agreement, made this .... This Agreement, made this ....

day of 19 . . . by and day of 19 . . . by and
between between
hereinafter called the hereinafter called the
Company and Company and
hereinafter called the Iiereinafter called the
Company Company
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Present

WITNESSETH ThAT :

Where.\s,
(Note.—Include brief description

of conditions, including the location

of existing or proposed grade cross-

ing ; an enumeration of all existing

agreements, if any ; the names of the

companies between which agreements
were made, their dates, purpose, etc.)

Whereas, the parties hereto
mutually desire to construct, main-
tain, renew and operate an inter-

locking plant at said crossing ; the

location of said crossing being

shown, and the said interlocking

plant to be arranged as shown on

the blue print marked Exhibit A,
dated
identified by the signatures of the

of the

Company,
and of the of the

Company,
hereto attached, and hereby made a

part of this agreement.
Now, Therefore, in consideration

of the premises and of the mutual
conditions and agreements herein-

after set forth, the parties hereto do

covenant and agree as follows :

Definition

1. No change*

Proposed

WITNESSETH ThAT :

Whereas,
(Note.—Include brief description

of conditions, including the location

of existing" or proposed grade cross-

ing ; an enumeration of all existing

agreements, if any ; the names of the

companies between which agreements
were made, their dates, purpose, etc.)

Whereas, the parties hereto
mutually desire to construct, main-
tain, renew and operate an inter-

locking plant at said crossing, the

location of said crossing and the

arrangement of the interlocking

plant to be as shown on the blue

print marked Exhibit A, dated

identified bv the signatures of the

of the

Company,
and of the

of the Company,
hereto attached, and hereby made a

part of this agreement.

Now, Therefore, in consideration

of the premises and of the mutual
conditions and agreements herein-

after set forth, the parties hereto do
covenant and agree as follows :

Definition

1. The term Interlocking Plant,

herein contained, shall be held and
taken to include any and all houses,

towers, power plants, machinery, ap-
pliances and appurtenances required

for the operation of the same.

Construction Construction

2. The Company 2. The Company
agrees to construct an interlocking agrees to construct an interlocking

plant, as shown on said Exhibit A, plant, as shown on said Exhibit A,
and in accordance with specifica- and in accordance with specifications

tions which have been approved by which have been approved by the

the of the of the

parties hereto, and identified by their parties hereto, and identified by their

signatures. signatures.

The cost of removing any existing The Company
safety appliances or devices shall be agrees to begin the construction of

,• -J J .—rn TT :— said interlocking plant within
divided in like manner as the main- , r. .i * 4.- c ^.u-days after the execution of this
tenance and renewal expense of said agreement, and to carry the same
appliances or devices has heretofore forward to a prompt completion,

been divided.

The Company
agrees to begin the construction of

said interlocking plant within ....

days after the execution of this

agreement, and to carry the same
forward to a prompt completion.

(Note.—Insert penalty clause if

desired)
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Present

Apportionment of Cost

3. (a) The cost of constructing,

maintaining and renewing said in-

terlocking plant, as shown on said

Exhibit A, shall be borne by the

parties hereto as follows :

Elach party hereto shall participate

in the ownership of said interlock-

ing plant in the ratio which the pay-
ments made by it for construction
of said interlocking plant, including
extensions and changes chargeable
to capital account, bear to the total

cost of construction thereof.

(c) The expense of maintaining

and renewing said interlocking plant

shall include taxes, assessments and
insurance ; all losses by fire, flood

or other damage caused by the ele-

ments ; also any change made neces-

sary by an act, law or ordinance, of

a lawfully constituted public au-
thority.

(d) The cost of operating said

interlocking plant, including power,
heat, light, and supplies, shall be
borne by the parties hereto as

follows

:

Proposed

Apportionment of Cost

3. (a) The cost of removing any

existing safety aopliances or devices

shall be divided in like manner as

the maintenance and renewal ex-

pense of said appliances or devices

has heretofore been divided.

(b) The cost of constructing,

maintaining and renewing said in-

terlocking plant, as shown on said

Exhibit A, shall be borne by the

parties hereto as follows

:

Each party hereto shall participate

in the ownership of said interlock-

ing plant in the ratio which the pay-
ments made by it for construction

of said interlocking plant, including

extensions and changes chargeable
to capital account, bear to the total

cost of construction thereof.

(c) The cost of maintaining and

renewing said interlocking plant

shall include taxes, assessments and
insurance ; all losses by fire, flood or

other damage caused by the ele-

ments, strikes or other such con-
tingencies, also any expense made
necessary by an act, law or ordi-

nance, of a lawfully constituted pub-
lic authority.

(d) The cost of operating said

interlocking plant, including the

wages of the operators and signal

men together with the cost of power,

heat, light, and supplies, shall be
borne by the parties hereto as

follows

:

Company

Company

any other expenses properly charge-

able to operations, shall be borne

by the parties hereto in the same

proportion as provided for mainte-

nance in paragraph 3 (b).
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Present
Spare Space

(Omitted in Proposed Form)
4. Spare levers, machine spaces,

and building space, may be provided

for its exclusive use upon request

of either of the parties hereto, at the

sole cost and expense of such party

:

provided further, that the other party

to this agreement may hereafter ac-

quire the right to the exclusive use

of the same by either paying the

original cost, or by providing an

equal amount of space of the kind

used when the same shall be re-

quired, at the election of the party

which originally provided the spare

space.

Extensions and Changes
5 (Renumbered 4). Either party

shall have the right to make ex-
tensions or changes in said inter-

locking plant, provided that they
shall not materially impair the effi-

ciency of the same. AH such ex-
tensions or changes, arising from
changes made in any existing track
or tracks, or made to cover any
future track or tracks or connec-
tions, which either party hereto may
have the right to construct, or which
may be required by reason of any
changes made in the standard appli-

ances of either party, or which may
be ordered by a lawfully constituted

public authority, shall be made by
the Company,
and the cost of such extensions or

changes shall be borne by the party
hereto for whose benefit said exten-
sions or changes are made, and the

amount chargeable to each party for

maintenance, renewal and operation
in such case shall be determined as

follows :

Control of Plant

6 (Renumbered 5). Maintenance
(a) and (b). No change.

Proposed

Extensions and Changes
4. Either party shall have the

right to make extensions or changes
in said interlocking plant, provided
that they shall not materially im-
pair the efficiency of the same. All
such extensions or changes, arising

from changes made in any existing

track or tracks, or made to cover
any future track or tracks or con-
nections, which either party hereto
may have the right to construct, or
which may be required by reason
of any changes made in the standard
appliances or practices of either

party, or which may be ordered by
a lawfully constituted public au-
thority, shall be made by the ....

Company, and the cost of

such extensions or changes shall be
borne by the party hereto for whose
benefit said extensions or changes
are m.ade, and the proportion charge-

able to each party for maintenance,
renewal and operation in such case

shall be determined as follows

:

Control of Plant

5. Maintenance, (a) The main-
tenance and renewal of said inter-

locking plant shall be under the sole

charge and control of the

Company, and it shall em-
ploy competent persons to maintain
and renew the same, and such parties
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Present Proposed

from time to time so employed shall

be removed for good and sufficient

reason npon request in writing of a

general managing officer of the

Company.
Each of the parties hereto, through

its authorized employees and repre-

sentatives, shall have the right at

all times to inspect said interlocking

plant, as well as the accounts cover-

ing the construction, maintenance,
renewal and operation of the same

;

and in the event that the

Company shall notify the

Company,
in writing, of renewals and repairs

• that may be necessary for the safe

and proper operation of said inter-

locking plant, and if the

Company neglects for a

period of thirty days to make said

necessary renewals and repairs, then

the Company
shall have the right to make such

renewals and repairs, and the

Company shall, upon
presentation of proper bills, and
within the time provided in Section

8 hereof, pay its proportion of the

amount so expended.
(b) Each of the parties hereto

shall, at its own expense, keep all

switches and derails in its own
tracks free from ice, snow, dirt or

other obstructions which may inter-

fere in any way with the proper
working of said interlocking plant;

and in case either party fails to do
so, the other party may enter upon
the premises of the party at fault

and remove such ice, snow, dirt or

<ither obstructions ; in which event,

the party at fault shall reimburse the

party doing such work, as provided
in Section 8 hereof, for all expense
thereby incurred.

Operation, (c) The operation of Operation, (c) The operation of

said interlocking plant shall be under said interlocking plant shall be under
the sole charge and control of the the sole charge and control of the

Company, Company,
and it shall employ competent per- and it shall employ competent per-

sons to operate the same, and such sons to operate the same, and such
persons from time to time so em- persons from time to time so em-
ployed shall be removed for good ployed shall be removed for good
and sufficient reasons upon request and sufficient reasons upon request

in writing of a general managing in writing of a general managing
officer of the officer of the

Company. Company.
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It is further mutually understood
that either party may use the opera-

tors at said interlocking plant in its

telegraph or telephone service, pro-

vided said party shall give the other

party at least ten days' prior written

notice of the same; but in the event

that additional expense is so in-

curred, either on account of in-

creased wages of operators over
levermen, or on account of addi-

tional employees required, the party
using the operators in its service

shall bear the additional expense.
If for any reason it becomes neces-

sary to temporarily take the said

interlocking plant out of service, the

control of the flagmen required to

protect said grade crossing shall

also be in the

Company, and the expense of said

flagmen shall be considered, for the

purpose of apportionment, as an ex-
pense of operating said interlocking

plant.

Material and Labor Supplied by
Parties

7 (Renumbered 6). Each of tlie

parties hereto shall, without cost

to the other, furnish and install its

own derails, switch points, switch
rods, special switch and derail ties

and timbers, all track insulations,

poles, cross-arms, pins and insula-

tors, and will maintain and renew
them from time to time thereafter

;

likewise, without cost to the other

party, do all the track work and
grading along its own tracks neces-

sary to prepare the same for the

installation of said interlocking

plant, and also provide and maintain
proper drainage ; likewise, bear the

cost and expense of raising and ad-

justing pipe carrier and mechanism
foundations, or the renewal of detec-

tor bars, clips or any other appli-

ances required or made necessary by
the resurfacing, reballasting or rail

renewal of its tracks within the limits

of said interlocking plant ; likewise,

furnish and install at its own ex-
pense any signal bridges, or other

Proposed

It is further mutually understood
that either party may use the opera-
tors at said interlocking plant in its

telegraph or telephone service, pro-

vided said party shall give the other

party at least ten days' prior written

notice of the same ; but in the event

that additional expense is so in-

curred, either on account of in-

creased wages of operators over
levermen, or on account of addi-

tional employees required, the party

using the operators in its service

shall bear the additional expense.

Should both parties hereto require

additional service, the cost shall be

borne by each party in proportion to

service rendered. If for any reason

it becomes necessary to temporarily

take the said interlocking plant out

of service, the control of the flag-

men required to protect said grade
crossing shall also be in the

Company, and the ex-

pense of said flagmen shall be con-

sidered, for the purpose of appor-

tionment, as an expense of operating

said interlocking plant.

Material and Labor Supplied by
Parties

6. Each of the parties hereto shall,

without cost to the other, furnish

and install its own derails, switch
points, switch rods, special switch
and derail ties and timbers, all track

insulations, poles, cross-arms, pins

and insulators, and will maintain and
renew them from time to time there-

after ; likewise, without cost to the

other party, do all the track work
and grading along its own tracks

necessary to prepare the same for

the installation of said interlocking

plant, and also provide and main-
tain proper drainage ; likewise, bear

the cost and expense of raising and
adjusting pipe carrier and mechanism
foundations, or the renewal of de-

tector bars, clips or any other appli-

ance required or made necessary by
the resurfacing, reballasting or rail

renewal of its tracks within the

limits of said interlocking plant

;

likewise, furnish and install at its

own expense any signal bridges, or

other special signal supports, which
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special signal supports, which may
be required to support signals gov-
erning the movement of trains on
its tracks.

Either party shall have the right

to carry its automatic block signal-

ing through the limits of the inter-

locking plant at its own expense.

Where signals perform the func-

tion of both block and interlocking

signals, the party hereto whose train

movements are controlled by said

block signals shall maintain the same
at its expense.

Precedence

8 (Renumbered 7). No change.

Payment of Bills

9 (Renumbered 8). No change.

Proposed

may be required to support signals

governing the movement of trains on
its tracks.

Either party shall have the right

to carry its automatic block sig-

naling through the limits of the in-

terlocking plant at its own expense.
Where signals perform the function

of both block and interlocking sig-

nals, the party hereto whose train

movements are controlled by said

block signals shall maintain the same
at its expense, provided, however,

that work within home signal limits

shall be done by plant maintaining

party, or under its supervision, at

expense of owning company.

Precedence

7. In the use of said interlocking

plant, passenger, mail and express
trains shall have precedence over
freight trains and light engines ; and
freight trains shall have precedence
over light engines. The trains and
engines of the

Company shall have precedence over
the trains and engines of like class

of the Company.

Payment of Bills

8. All payments hereunder shall be

made within thirty days after ren-

dition of proper bills.

The Company
shall render bills covering the cost

of constructing said interlocking

plant, such expense to be billed in

one statement unless otherwise
agreed upon by the parties hereto.

Bills covering the operation,

maintenance and renewal of said

interlocking plant shall be rendered
monthly ; and those covering insur-

ance, taxes and assessments, an-
nually.

Such of said bills as are based
upon payroll cost of labor and
stock prices or material shall in-

clude a fair arbitrary charge to

cover supervision, inspection, han-
dling, transportation, accounting and
similar undistributed items of ex-
pense. Such fair arbitrary charge
shall be in accordance with the

recommendations of the General
Managers' Association of
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Liability

10 (Renumbered 9). Each party

hereto assumes for itself the respon-

sibility and risk of using and op-

erating its own trains and engines

over the space covered by the said

interlocking system, and also re-

sponsibility for the negligent acts

and omissions or the alleged negli-

gent acts or omissions of its own
officers, agents, servants and em-
ployees engaged in connection there-

with ; and in performance of any
of its separate duties under this con-

tract ; and will pay to the other

party and to third persons all dam-
ages which may arise and for which
it may be liable, arising from such

negligence and in such operation.

The party having special charge
of the management and operation

of said interlocking system shall not

be liable to the other party for the

negligent acts or omissions, or the

alleged negligent acts or omis-

sions, of any person employed in the

Proposed

, in effect from
time to time, or in the absence of

any such recommendations, shall be
agreed to by the parties, or deter-

mined by arbitration as hereinafter

provided.

Should dispute arise as to the cor-

rectness of any items included in

bills rendered under this agreement,

the party against which such bills

are rendered shall pay all items

concerning which there is no dis-

pute, and the other items shall be

paid promptly when the correctness

thereof has been ascertained by ar-

bitration or otherwise.

Liability

9. Each party hereto assumes for

itself the responsibility and risk of

using and operating its own trains

and engines over the space covered

by the said interlocking plant, and

also responsibility for the negligent

acts and omissions of its own offi-

cers, agents, servants and employees

engaged in connection therewith;

and in performance of any of its

separate duties under this contract:

and will pay to the other party and

to third persons all damages which
may arise and for which it may be

liable, arising from such negligence

and in such operation.

The party having special charge

of the management and operation of

said interlocking plant shall not be

liable to the other party for the neg-

ligent acts or omissions of any per-

son employed in the construction,

maintenance, operation or renewal

\- • , • f of said interlocking plant, but all
operation, mamtenance or repair of * i '-

said interlocking mechanism, but all

persons so emploved shall, as re-

spects any injury caused by such
negligence, be regarded and treated

as the agents or servants of each
party hereto, and each of said par-

ties hereby assumes the responsibil-

ity for all damages resulting from the

negligence of such agents or serv-

ants in the operation of its own
engines, cars and trains, and those

persons so employed shall, as re-

spects any injury caused by such
negligence, be regarded and treated

as the agents or servants of each
party hereto, and each of said par-

ties hereby assumes the responsibil-

ity for all damages resulting from
the negligence of such agents or

servants in the operation of its own
engines, cars and trains, and those

of its tenants, lessees and licensees,

at the said crossings, and shall in-
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of its tenants, lessees and licensees,

at the said crossings, and shall in-

demnify and save the other party
harmless therefrom. Any expense
caused or growing out of the injury

of any workman or employee en-

gaged upon the construction of said

interlocking plant shall be held and
considered to be a construction ex-
pense, and shall be divided as here-
in in Section 3 provided.

Arbitration

11 (Renumbered 10). In case of

any differences or dispute arising

under this agreement or concerning
the subject-matter thereof, the par-
ties hereto agree to submit such dif-

ferences or dispute to three arbi-

trators, one of whom shall be ap-

pointed by the Com-
pany, and another by the

Company, and each party
shall pive to the other party written
notice of appointment of its arbi-

trator, together with his name and
address. The two arbitrators so
chosen shall select a third arbitrator.

If either party shall fail to choose
an arbitrator as herein provided, the

arbitrator selected by the other
party hereto, at the expiration of

days after the

date of its said written notice, shall

select a second arbitrator, and the

two arbitrators so chosen shall

select a third arbitrator. If within
days after the ap-

pointment of a second arbitrator, as

herein provided, the two so chosen
shall have failed to select a third

arbitrator, either party hereto may
apply to any judge of the District

Court of the United States for the

District which shall then include

who shall thereupon appoint the

third arbitrator. The three arbi-

trators so chosen in any manner as

herein provided, or a majority of
them, shall hear and decide said dif-

ference or dispute, and their deci-

sion, or that of a majority of them,
shall be final and binding on the

parties hereto.

The expense of an arbitration un-
der the terms hereof shall be borne
by the parties hereto in the propor-
tions fixed by the arbitrators.

Proposed

demnify and save the other party
harmless therefrom. Any expense
caused or growing out of the injury

of any workman or employee en-

gaged upon the construction of said

interlocking plant shall be held and
considered to be a construction ex-
pense and shall be divided as herein

in Section 3 provided.

Arbitration

10. In case of any differences or

dispute arising under this agreement
or concerning the subject-matter

thereof, the parties hereto may
agree to submit such differences or

dispute to three arbitrators, one of

whom shall be appointed by the

Company, and
another by the

Company, and each party shall give

to the other party written notice of

appointment of its arbitrator, to-

gether with his name and address.

The two arbitrators so chosen shall

select a third arbitrator. If either

party shall fail to choose an arbitra-

tor as herein nrovided, the arbitra-

tor selected by the other party here-

to, at the expiration of

days after the date of its said writ-

ten notice, shall select a second arbi-

trator, and the two arbitrators so

chosen shall select a third arbitra-

tor. If within days after

the appointment of a second arbitra-

tor, as herein provided, the two so

chosen shall have failed to select a

third arbitrator, either party hereto

may apply to any judge of the Dis-

trict Court of the United States for

the District which shall then in-

clude or
who shall thereupon appoint the

third arbitrator. The three arbitra-

tors so chosen in any manner as

herein provided, or a majority of

them, shall hear and decide said dif-

ference or dispute, and their deci-

sion, or that of a majority of them,
shall be final and binding on the

parties hereto.

The expense of an arbitration un-

der the terms hereof shall be borne
by the parties hereto in the propor-

tions fixed by the arbitrators.
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Cancellation of Conflicting Agree-
ments
12 (Renumbered 11). No change.

Duration and Succession

13 (Renumbered 12). No change.

Proposed

Cancellation of Conflicting Agree-
ments
11. It is mutually understood and

agreed that any and all agreements
existing between the parties hereto
or their predecessors, so far as they

conflict, or are inconsistent with the

terms and conditions of this agree-
ment, are hereby annulled, but in

all other respects they shall con-

tinue in full force and effect.

Duration and Succession

12. This agreement shall take

effect on the day of

19 , and shall

continue in force during the exist-

ence and operation of the interlock-

ing plant, or until discontinued by
the mutual agreement of the parties

hereto.

The provisions of this agreement
shall be binding upon and inure to

the benefit of the parties hereto,

their successors, lessees and assigns.

In Witness Whereof, the parties

hereto have caused this agreement
to be executed, in duplicate, by
their respective officers, thereunto

duly authorized, the day and year

first above written.

Secretary.

Company,

3y

Sccretarv.

Company,

By
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FORM OF INDUSTRY TRACK AGREEMENT
As Adopted 1923—Vol. 24 (Pages 515, 1185 and 1188)

FORM OF AGREEMENT FOR INDUSTRY TRACK
Present

This Agreement, made this ....

day of 19. . ., be-

tween
hereinafter called the Railway Com-
pany, and
hereinafter called the Industry

;

WITNESSETH,
Whereas, the Industry desires

track facilities, hereinafter called

sidetrack, for the economical and
convenient conduct of the business

of the Industry, at or near
Station, County of

, State of ,

described as follows

:

Proposed

This Agreement, made this ....

day of 19..., be-

tween
hereinafter called the Railway Com-
pany, and
hereinafter called the Industry

;

WITNESSETH,
Whereas, the Industry desires

track facilities, hereinafter called

sidetrack, for the economical and
convenient conduct of the business
of the Industry, at or near

Station, County of

, State of ,

described as follows

:

in accordance with plan numbered in accordance with plan numbered

dated
. designated as

hereto attached and
made a part hereof ; and

Whereas the operation of cars

and engines over said sidetrack at

other than the regularly established

station facilities of the Railway

Company, involves the risk of dam-

age to or destruction of property

and injury to or death of persons

:

Now, Therefore, in considera-
tion of the covenants and agree-
ments herein contained, it is mutually
agreed that the said sidetrack shall

be constructed and maintained, and
the Railway Company hereby agrees
to operate the same under the fol-

lowing terms and conditions

:

Right-of-Way

1. No change.

dated
designated as

hereto attached and
made a part hereof

;

Now, Therefore, in considera-

tion of the covenants and agree-
ments herein contained, it is mutually
agreed that the said sidetrack shall

be constructed and maintained, and
the Railway Company hereby agrees
to operate the same under the fol-

lowing terms and conditions :

Right-of-Way

1. The Industry shall provide,
without cost to the Railway Com-
pany, all necessary right-of-way
outside of the right-of-way of the
Railway Company, required for the
proper construction and operation of
said sidetrack, said right-of-way to

be satisfactory to the

of the

Railway Company.
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The cost and expense of procur-

ing or complying with any ordi-

nance, order, permit or consent

whatsoever required by municipal.

State, or other lawfully constituted

authorities for the construction,

maintenance, operation and use of

said sidetrack shall be borne by the

Industry.

The Railway Comijany shall have

the right to enter upon the property

of the Industry, for the purpose of

constructing, maintaining and operat-

ing said sidetrack.

Construction

2. No change.

Construction

2. The cost of constructing said

sidetrack, including roadbed, trestles,

bridges and all other appurtenances

in connection therewith, shall be

borne as follows

:

Maintenance

3. No change.

Maintenance

3. Said sidetrack shall be main-

tained (including removal of ice and

snow) and renewed to the satisfac-

tion of the of

the Railway Company ; the work
shall be performed and the cost

thereof borne as follows

:

Ownership

4. No change.

Ownership

4. The title and ownership of said

sidetrack shall be vested as follows

:

Use

5. The Railway Company shall

have the right to use, without cost
,

the whole or any part of said side-

track for general railway purposes.

provided such use shall not unreas-

onably interfere with the use there-

of by the Industry.

The Industry shall not permit or

authorize the use of said sidetrack by

or for the benefit of any other per-

son, firm or corporation not one of

the parties hereto, nor assign this

contract or any rights thereunder,

without the written consent of the

Railway Company.

Use

5. The Railway Company shall

have the right to use the whole or

any part of said sidetrack, provided

such use shall not unreasonably in-

terfere with the use thereof by the

Industry.

Neither party hereto shall permit

or authorize the use of said sidetrack

by or for the benefit of any other

person, firm or corporation not one

of the parties hereto, or assign this

contract or any rights thereunder,

without the written consent of the

other party.
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Changes or Enlargement
h. It any change, rearrangement,

extension or enlargement of said

sidetrack or its structures shall at

any time be required by reason of

any change in the Railway Com-
pany's track or tracks or because of

any changes in the operating prac-

tice of the Railway or for any other

cause, the Railway Company shall

not be required to bear any expense
resulting therefrom.

Clearances

7. No change

Proposed

Changes or Enlargement
0. If any change, rearrangement,

extension or enlargement of said

sidetrack or its structures shall at

any time be necessary by reason of

any change in the Railway Com-
pany's track or tracks, or because of

any changes in the operating prac-

tice of the Railway, the Railway
Company shall not be required to

bear any expense resulting there-

from.

Clearances

7. The Industry agrees not to

permit any obstruction over said

sidetrack, less than feet

above top of rail, or alongside of

said sidetrack less than
feet from center of track, with the

necessary additional clearance on
curves.

Liability

8. The Industry agrees to in-

demnify the Railway Company and
save it harmless from any and
all claims and expenses that may
arise or be made for death, injury,

loss or damage, resulting to the em-
ployees or property of the Railway
Company or to the employes or

property of the Industry or to any
other persons or property upon the

premises of the Industry by request

or consent of the Industry, whether
by fire or otherwise (except where
it can be shown that such death or

injury to persons was due solely to

negligence on the part of employees
of the Railway Company), arising

out of the construction, maintenance,
use or operation of said sidetrack

for account of said Industry.

Liability

8.

Under study for possible revision.

Discontinuance

9. Any and all loss or damage
sustained in consequence of any
temporary or permanent elimination

of said sidetrack, shall be assumed
by the Industry, or in event the dis-

position of the property of the Rail-

way Company, or its future use or
development shall make it imprac-

Discontinuance

9. Any and all loss or damage sus-

tained by the Industry in consequence

of any temporary or permanent
elimination of said sidetrack, shall

be assumed by the Industry, or in

event the disposition of the property
of the Railway Company, or its

future use or development shall make
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ticable in the judgment of the....

of the

Railway Company to continue the

connection, the Industry hereby
waives any and all claims therefor.

Cancellation, Termination and Re-
moval
10. No change.

Witness for Railway Company

:

Railw-ay Company

By

Witness for Industry':

Industry

Proposed

it impracticable in the judgment of

the of
the Railway Company to continue

the connection, the Industr>- hereby
waives any and all claims therefor.

Cancellation, Termination and Re-
moval
10. This agreement shall be ter-

minable upon
( ) days" written notice from
either party to the other.

Upon termination of this agree-

ment the Railway Company shall

have the right to enter upon the

property- of the Industry and remove
any or all of the material owned by
the Railway Company, and shall not

be liable to accoimt in any way to

anyone for any monies paid or ex-

pended on account of any of the

track or tracks covered by this

agreement, nor for any damages re-

sulting from the removal of any or

all of the material owned by the

Railway Company.
Until terminated as hereinbefore

provided, this agreement shall inure

to the benefit of and be binding up-

on the parties hereto, their heirs.

executors, administrators, successors

and assigns.

Ix Witness Whereof, the parties

hereto have executed this agreement
in .• • • •

the day and year first above written.

WiTXESS: (For Railway Company)

(Railway Company)

Witness: (For Industry)

(Industry)
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(2) FORM OF AGREEMENT FOR JOINT USE OF FREIGHT
TERMINAL FACILITIES

(3) FORM OF AGREEMENT FOR USE OF RAILWAY PROP-
ERTY FOR PUBLIC HIGHWAYS

(6) FORM OF AGREEMENT FOR JOINT OWNERSHIP, USE
AND MANAGEMENT OF A TERMINAL PROJECT ON
THE BASIS OF OUTLINE AS PREPARED BY COMMIT-
TEE XIV—YARDS AND TERMINALS, BULLETIN 294,

PAGE 582.

E. L. Taylor, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; W. H. Brameld, W. D. Faucette,

F. H. Fechtig, B. Herman, J. S. Lillie, S. L. Mapes, A. A. Miller,

C. B. Niehaus, W. G. Nusz.

(2) The Committee recommend for adoption the Form of Agreement

for Joint Use of Freight Terminal Facilities as printed in Bulletin 293,

page 455 with the following modifications

:

Page 458 under General Supervision, par. (a) insert the words "in-

cluding land" after the words "Interchange Tracks."

Page 458 under Use of Freight Station, par. (a) insert the words "in-

cluding land" after the words "Freight Station."

Page 459 under Use of Transfer Platform, par. (a) insert the words

"including land" after the words "Transfer Platform."

Page 459 under Use of Team Track Yard, par. (a) insert the words

"including land" after the words "Team Track Yard."

Page 460 under Use of Icing Station, par. (a) insert the words "in-

cluding land" after the words "Icing Station."

The revised form recommended for adoption is as follows

:

FORM OF AGREEMENT FOR JOINT USE OF FREIGHT TER-
MINAL FACILITIES

This Agreement, made this day of 19 ....

,

by and between , a corporation organized and exist-

ing under the laws of the of hereinafter

called the ... "A" . . . Company ; and , a corporation

organized and existing under the laws of the of

hereinafter called the. . ."B". . .Company.

WITNESSETH :

That, in consideration of the covenants and agreements herein con-

tained, it is mutually agreed as follows

:

Permit and Description

1. The . . . "A" . . . Company hereby permits the . . . "B" . . . Company to

use, during the life of this agreement, jointly with ... "A" ... Company and
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any other railway company or companies, now using or which the. . ."A". .

.

Company may hereafter permit to use, the Freight Terminal and appurte-
nant facilities of the . . . "A" . . . Company at in the of

and of described as follows :

(a) The Interchange Tracks designated by the. . ."A". . .Company for

delivering and receiving cars handled or to be handled for the . . . "B" . .

.

Company at said Freight Terminal and also cars interchanged between the

parties.

(b) The Freight Station comprising freight houses, freight offices, plat-

forms, cover sheds, driveways and house tracks.

(c) The Transfer Platform comprising platforms, cover sheds, office

and cranes and appurtenant tracks.

(d) The Team Track Yard comprising yard office, tracks and drive-

ways.
(e) The Icing Station comprising icing plant and appurtenant tracks.

All being substantially as shown on plan numbered
dated designated as

signed by the of the respective companies (hereto attached and
made a part hereof).

Scope

2. The permission of joint use hereunder contemplated is confined to

the use by the. . ."B". . .Company of the said Freight Terminal and appur-
tenant facilities of the . . . "A" . . . Company for the sole purpose of con-
ducting the freight business of the. . ."B". . .Company.

Service

3. The ... "A" ... Company shall furnish and control all employees and
appliances necessary in the judgment of the. . ."A". . .Company for the

operation of said Freight Terminal and appurtenant facilities.

(a) It is understood that any employee shall be removed from service

in said Freight Terminal upon the written request of the. . ."B". . .Company.
(b) The employees engaged in said Freight Terminal shall make such

reports to the. . ."B". . .Company from time to time as it may reasonably
require, and any monies collected for the .. ."B". . .Company shall be con-
sidered as its funds and remitted as it may direct. The. . ."A". . .Company
shall not be responsible in any way for such collections and remittances

and only agrees to use ordinary care in the selection of its employees.

(c) The. . ."B". . .Company may bond any employee in said Freight
Terminal it desires or may join with the. . ."A". . .Company in bonding any
such employee.

4. The. . ."B". . .Company shall at its sole expense and as directed by
the ... "A" ... Company switch from or to said Interchange Tracks or such
other tracks in said Freight Terminal as may be designated from time to

time by the. . ."A". . .Company cars empty or containing freight handled
or to be handled by the ... "A" ... Company for account of the..."B"...
Company at said Freight Terminal.

The ... "A" ... Company shall inspect all cars placed on said Interchange
Tracks for itself and for the. . ."B". . .Company in accordance with the

rules of the American Railway Association.

(a) A car brought into said Freight Terminal by either party, for

delivery to the other party, empty or containing freight solely for such
other party, shall be considered delivered with its contents, if any, as soon
as it has been placed on said Interchange Tracks, and has passed inspection.

(b) A car brought into said Freight Terminal by either party, con-
taining freight for local delivery, or for transfer, or both, and freight for

the other party shall be considered delivered with its contents to such other

party as soon as the freight of such party has been removed therefrom.
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(c) A car brought into said Freight Terminal by either party, con-
taining freight for local delivery, or for transfer for such party, or both,

shall, with its contents, be considered in possession of such party.

(d) An empty car in possession of either party placed in said Freight
Terminal for loading and to be forwarded over the lines of the other

party shall be considered delivered to such other party as soon as it has

been so placed.

(e) Freight in a car brought into said Freight Terminal by either

party for transfer to the other party shall be considered delivered as soon
as it has been safely loaded into the car in possession of such other party.

(f) Notwithstanding any of the other provisions of this section, in

matters of interchange, the American Railway Association's Per Diem
Rules and Code of Rules Governing the Condition of, and Repair to. Cars
shall apply.

5. The ... "A" ... Company shall maintain said Freight Terminal and
appurtenant facilities in such a manner as may in its judgment be neces-

sary ; shall pay all taxes and assessments on said Freight Terminal and
appurtenant facilities and premiums on such insurance thereon as may in

its judgment be necessary; and shall provide the electrical energy, heat,

water, telephone service and other accessories necessary in connection with

the operation of said Freight Terminal; provided, however, that the . ."B".

.

Company shall, at its own cost and expense, furnish all special printed forms
and stationery it may require for the conduct of its business.

Payments

6. The. . ."B". . .Company shall pay to the. . ."A". . .Company monthly
for the privilege of using said Freight Terminal and appurtenant facilities

and for the service performed for it by the. . ."A". . .Company, the follow-

ing sums of money

:

For General Supervision of Freight Terminal, Use of Interchange
Tracks, Inspection of Cars and Switching

A proportion of the costs and expenses of the following items to be

determined by the ratio of the number of cars switched from and to said

Interchange Tracks by the. . ."B". . .Company to the total number of cars

switched into and out of said Freight Terminal during such period.

(a) Interest at the rate of.... per cent per annum upon the value of

said Interchange Tracks including land which for the purpose of this agree-

ment is hereby agreed to be $. . .

.

(b) The sum of $. . . . per annum representing reserve for retirement

of said Interchange Tracks.
(c) Taxes and assessments on said Interchange Tracks.

(d) Expense of maintaining said Interchange Tracks.

(e) The wages paid by the. . ."A". . .Company to the Agents, Yard-
masters, Car Foremen, Inspectors, Special Agents and other employees not

assigned to but whose services may be wholly or partially required in con-

nection with the work or in the supervision of said Freight Terminal and
appurtenant facilities.

(f) The cost of switching including rental of engine, wages of engine

and train crews, engine repairs, fuel, water, supplies, engine house expenses

and housing of engines.

For Use of Freight Station

A proportion of the costs and expenses of the following items to be

determined by the ratio of the number of tons of L.C.L. freight handled

at said Freight Station for account of the. . ."B". . .Company to the total

number of tons of L.C.L. freight handled at said Freight Station during

such period.

(a) Interest at the rate of per cent per annum upon tJie value

of said Freight Station including land which for the purpose of this agree-

ment is hereby agreed to be $. . .

.
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(b) The sum of $.... per annum representing reserve for retirement

of the several component parts of said Freight Station.

(c) Taxes and assessments and premiums on said insurance on said

Freight Station and the cost of electrical energy, heat, water, telephone

service and other accessories at said Freight Station.

(d) The expense of maintaining said Freight Station.

(e) The wages paid by the .... "A" ... Company to the Agent, Clerks,

Telegraph Operators, Laborers and other employees engaged at said Freight

Station.

For Use of Transfer Platform

A proportion of the costs and expenses of the following items deter-

mined by the ratio of the number of tons of L.C.L. freight transferred

for the. . ."B". . .Company to the total number of tons of L.C.L. freight

transferred at said Transfer Platform during such period.

(a) Interest at the rate of .... per cent per annum upon the value

of said Transfer Platform including land which for the purpose of this

agreement is hereby agreed to be $. . . .

(b) The sum of $.... per annum representing reserve for retirement

of said Transfer Platform.
(c) Taxes and assessments and premiums on said insurance on said

Transfer Platform and the cost of electrical energy, heat, water, telephone

service and other accessories at said Transfer Platform.

(d) The expense of maintaining said Transfer Platform.

(e) The wages paid by the. . ."A". . .Company to the Foremen, Labor-
ers, Clerks and other employees engaged in connection with transferring

L.C.L. freight at said Transfer Platform.

For Use of Team Track Yard

A proportion of the costs and expenses of the following items deter-

mined by the ratio of the number of cars inbound and outbound handled
for account of the .. ."B". . .Company to the total number of cars inbound
and outbound handled in said Team Track Yard.

(a) Interest at the rate of .... per cent per annum upon the value of
said Team Track Yard including land during such period which for the

purpose of this agreement is hereby agreed to be $. . .

.

(b) The sum of $. . . . per annum representing reserve for retirement
of said Team Track Yard.

(c) Taxes and assessments on said Team Track Yard and premiums
on said insurance on said Team Track Yard Office and the cost of electrical

energy, heat, water, telephone service and other accessories in connection
with said Team Track Yard.

(d) The expense of maintaining said Team Track Yard.
(e) The wages paid by the. . ."A". . .Company to the Clerks, and other

employees engaged at said Team Track Yard.

For Use of Icing Station

A proportion of the costs and expenses of the following items deter-

mined by the ratio of the number of tons of ice furnished to cars for

account of the. . ."B". . .Company to the total number of tons of ice fur-

nished to all cars from said Icing Station during such period.

(a) Interest at the rate of .... per cent per annum upon the value
of said Icing Station including land which for the purpose of this agree-
ment is hereby agreed to be $. . .

.

(b) The sum of $.... per annum representing reserve for retirement
of said Icing Station.

(c) Taxes and assessments and premiums on said insurance on said

Icing Station, and the cost of electrical energy, heat, water, telephone
service and other ^''cessories at said Icing Station.
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(d) The expense of maintaining and operating said Icing Station.

(e) The wages paid by the. . ."A". . .Company to the Foremen, Clerks,

Laborers and other employees engaged at said Icing Station.

Bills rendered hereunder will include 10 per cent overhead charge on
labor for supervision, transportation, accounting and similar items and IS

per cent overhead charge on materials for supervision, storehouse expense,

transportation, accounting and similar items.

Bills are to be rendered monthly on or before the day of

each month and shall be paid within days thereafter, and no bill

shall remain unpaid for a longer period than days, but it is agreed

that if any items in said bills are not agreed to at the time paid they may
be later adjusted but no account or bill shall be open for adjustment after

it has been closed or paid for twelve months.
The. . ."B". . .Company shall have the right to inspect the records and

accounts of the. . ."A". . .Company relating to the operation of said Freight

Terminal at all reasonable times.

Additions and Betterments

7. In the event that any additions to, or betterments or improvements
of, the facilities of the. . ."A". . .Company to be jointly used by the. . ."B". .

.

Company hereunder shall, at any time hereafter and during the life of

this agreement, in the judgment of the ... "A" ... Company, be deemed to

be necessary for the joint use of the parties hereto, then and in such event,

the ... "A" ... Company may, in its discretion and without the concurrence

of the. . ."B". . .Company, make and construct the same, and thereafter

the. . ."B". . .Company shall pay additional interest at the rate hereinbefore

provided on the cost of said additions and betterments as charged to

the ... "A" ... Company's capital account in accordaance with the rules of

the Interstate Commerce Commission and shall also pay a proportion of the

cost of maintenance and operation of the same as hereinbefore provided.

Custody of Property

8. All cars of the. . ."B". . .Company and the contents thereof, while

upon the said tracks of the ... "A" ... Company, as well as all freights held

by or for account of the. . ."B". . .Company in, upon or about the said

Freight House, Platform or other Terminal facilities of the... "A"...
Company so as to be jointly used hereunder, as aforesaid, shall, for the

purpose of this agreement, be deemed and considered to be under the control

and in the custody and care of the. . ."B". . .Company and the..."B"...
Company shall carry its own fire insurance upon same.

9. The ... "A" ... Company shall provide for the movement of the

freight cars of the. . ."B". . .Company over its tracks as nearly as may be
practicable in accordance with the request of the. . ."B". . .Company, and
shall exercise in the handling of such cars the same degree of care that

it exercises in the handling of its own cars.

10. In case the. . ."B". . .Company shall by reason of strike, riot, insur-

rections, civil or military authority, fire, explosion. Act of God or any other

unavoidable casualty be deprived of the use of said facilities or any part

thereof, a reduction of said rental shall be made to it for the time during
which said deprivation shall continue, proportionate to the amount of said

deprivation.

11. All employees of the ... "A" ... Company in said Freight Terminal
hereinbefore provided for shall for the purpose of this agreement, be con-
sidered to be sole employees, in the performance of, or omission to perform,
services, the benefit or other result of which accrues to either party hereto,

solely; and as joint employees, in the performance of, or omission to per-

form, services, the benefit or other result of which accures to both parties

hereto jointly.
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Liability

12. Liability for all loss of or damage to property and injury to or
death of persons (all hereinafter collectively referred to as damage), in

any manner originating or occurring upon or in connection with the opera-
tion of the property and facilities covered by this agreement, and upon or
in connection with any use made by the. . ."B". . .Company of tracks and
facilities of the ... "A" ... Company as access thereto, shall be governed by
the following provisions

:

Each party hereto shall be liable for all damage which shall be caused
in any manner by or in connection with its business or traffic, when the

business or traffic of the other party is in no wise involved.

Each party hereto shall be liable for all damage which shall be caused
solely

:

(a) By defect in its sole property or property separately

used by it.

(b) By act or by the negligence of its separate employees.

Otherwise, each party shall be liable for all damage to its separate
property, employees or traffic.

All other damages and costs and expenses in connection therewith,
including those resulting from undetermined causes, shall be borne equally
by the parties hereto.

Each party shall adjust the claims of its own employees. No settlement
for which the other party is to be held wholly responsible, and no settle-

ment in excess of Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00) for which the other
party is to be held jointly responsible, shall be made without its concur-
rence.

In event of any suit being brought against either party hereto, for

which the other party may be held liable, the party against whom such
suit is brought shall at once give the other party notice in writing thereof
in order that the other party may make such defense as it may deem proper,

and in such case the party that is liable as herein provided shall pay all

attorneys' fees, costs and expenses incurred in defending such suit, as well
as damages that may be recovered therein.

Default

13. If the. . ."B". . .Company shall make default in any of the pay-
ments hereinbefore required of it to be made, or shall fail to faithfully

perform any of the covenants herein required by it to be performed, then
in such case, and if such default or failure shall continue for a period
of (....) days after the . . . "A" . . . Company shall have given
the ... "B" ... Company a written notice thereof, the ... "A" ... Company
may, by a (••••) days' notice in writing to the. . ."B". . .Company,
declare this agreement terminated, and may at the termination of the
said (•••.) days in said notice mentioned, exclude the..."B"...
Company from the use and enjoyment of any and all of the premises and
privileges hereunder and the. . ."B". . .Company shall discontinue the use of
all of said premises and privileges and shall have no claim or demand upon
it by suit at law or otherwise, on account of such exclusion, provided, that
failure to make any payment or perform any covenant which is the subject
of arbitration or of litigation between the parties hereto, shall not, pending
arbitration or litigation, be deemed a cause of forfeiture hereunder.

The ... "A" ... Company may waive any such default or failure, but no
action of the ... "A" ... Company in waiving such default or failure shall

extend to, or be taken to affect any subsequent default or failure, or
impair its rights.
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Arbitration

14. In case any question arises under this agreement or concerning
the subject matter thereof, upon which the parties hereto cannot agree,

such question may be settled by a sole disinterested arbitrator, to be selected

jointly by the parties to this agreement.
The expense of arbitration shall be apportioned between the parties

hereto, or wholly borne by either party, as may be determined by the arbi-

trator.

Term

15. This agreement shall take effect on the day of

19.... and, unless earlier terminated as hereinbefore prescribed, shall con-
tinue in force for the period of years from said date and there-

after until terminated on a date specified by a written notice given to either

party by the other party at least prior to such date of termination.

This agreement shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the

parties hereto, their successors and assigns, but no transfer or assignment
shall be made by the. . ."B". . .Company without the prior written consent
of the . . . "A" . . . Company.

In Witness Whereof, the parties hereto have executed this agreement

the day and j^ear herein first above written.

The Company
Attest Bv Seal

.." A
Secretary President Company

The Company
Attest By Seal

B
Secretary President Company

Note:—In event the. . ."A". . .Company shall permit any other railway
company or companies to use said Freight Terminal and appurtenant facili-

ties, then the proportion of liability under Section 12 assumed by the

.. ."B". . .Company shall be determined by the ratio of one to the total

number of companies using Freight Terminal and appurtenant facilities.

(3) The Committee recommends that the Form of Agreement for

Use of Railway Property for Public Highways as printed in Bulletin 293,

page 463, be dropped from the outline of work because there seems to be

no general need for such a form.

(6) The Committee has reviewed the points to be covered in an agree-

ment between companies participating in a joint terminal project as set

forth by Committee XIV on Yards and Terminals in Bulletin 294, page

582, and that Committee's report is found to include a complete list of

items, no additional items being required.

The Committee recommend that the Form of Agreement for Joint

Ownership, Use and Management of a Terminal Project be continued in

the outline of work for the coming year, including the items recommended

by Committee XIV with some rearrangement in their order and with proper

modification of details.
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Appendix C

(4) FORM OF CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT FOR PARTIC-
ULAR ITEMS OF WORK

(5) FORM OF COST-PLUS PERCENTAGE CONSTRUCTION
CONTRACT

Clark Dillenbeck, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; C. Frank Allen, H. E. Barlow,

W. H. Brameld, B. S. Dickerson, B. Herman, F. L. Nicholson, Hunt-

ington Smith, John Worley.

(4) FORM OF CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT FOR PARTICULAR
ITEMS OF WORK

Your Sub-Committee has made careful study of this subject and after

preparing a tentative form reached the conclusion that such a form of

Contract would consist of a copy of certain parts of Form of Construction

Contract. It was further determined that the form would vary for dif-

ferent items of work, and it would be difficult to determine how much or

how little of the Form of Construction Contract should be used in pre-

paring such a standard form.

As a Contract for Particular Items of Work could readily be written

by taking and using such parts of the Construction Contract as may be

found necessary, your Committee recommends that this subject be discon-

tinued and no such form prepared at this time.

(5) FORM OF COST-PLUS PERCENTAGE CONSTRUCTION
CONTRACT

Your Sub-Committee has continued the study of this subject and has

prepared a Form of Cost-Plus Percentage Construction Contract which is

submitted herewith for information and discussion.

FORM OF COST-PLUS PERCENTAGE CONSTRUCTION
CONTRACT

This Contract, made this day of ,

in the year , by and between ,

hereinafter called the Contractor, and ,

hereinafter called the Company.
WITNESSETH, That, in consideration of the covenants and agreements

herein contained, to be performed by the parties hereto, and of the payments
hereinafter agreed to be made, it is mutually agreed as follows

:

The Contractor shall furnish all the materials, superintendence, labor,

tools, equipment, facilities, supplies and transportation except as herein-

after specified, and shall execute, construct and finish, in an expeditious,

substantial, and workmanlike manner, to the satisfaction and acceptance of

the Chief Engineer of the Company, all of the work required for
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in accordance with plans to be furnished by the Chief Engineer of the

Company, or with plans completed at the time of the execution of this

contract, identified by the signatures of the Contractor and the Chief En-
gineer, dated 19 ....

,

and described

and the specifications hereto attached, all of which are made a part of

this contract.

Time

The work covered by this contract sliall be commenced on or before the

day of , 19 .... , and shall be completed
on or before the day of , 19 ....

,

And, Whereas, Time being the essence of this contract and it is agreed
that the Company would suffer loss by the failure of the Contractor to

have said work completed in all its parts on said day, and as it might be
difficult and expensive to accurately compute the amount of such loss ; in

order to avoid such expense and difficulty, the Contractor hereby expressly
covenants and agrees to pay the Company the sum of
dollars per day for each and every day, Sundays and legal hoHdays only
excepted, after said day of during or

upon which the said work or any part thereof remains incomplete and
unfinished, not as a penalty, but as the liquidated actual losses which the

Company will suffer on account of any failure on the part of the Con-
tractor to have the said work completed in all its parts on said day; and
that any sum which may be due the Company for such losses may be
deducted and retained by the Company from any balance which may be
due the Contractor when the said work shall have been finished and
accepted as hereinafter provided. It is, however, agreed that in case any
failure to complete the said work or some part thereof on said day shall

be due to any cause beyond the Contractor's control and for which the
Chief Engineer has granted an extension of time, such delays form no
part of the number of days for each and every one of which the Contractor
is to pay to the Company the sum of dollars, as

herein specified.

And in consideration of the completion of the work described herein,

and the fulfillment of all stipulations of this contract to the satisfaction

and acceptance of the Chief Engineer of the Company, the Company shall

pay, or cause to be paid, to the Contractor, the amounts due to the Con-
tractor, based on the costs and percentage hereinafter set forth.

Intent of Plans and Specifications

1. All work that may be called for in the specifications and not shown
on the plans, or shown on the plans and not called for in the specifications,

shall be executed and furnished by the Contractor as if described in both
these ways ; and should any work or material be required which is not
denoted in the specifications or plans, either directly or indirectly, but
which is nevertheless necessary for the proper carrying out of the intent

thereof, the Contractor is to understand the same to be implied and required,
and shall perform all such work and furnish any such material as fully as
if they were particularly delineated or described.

Contractor's Understanding

2. It is understood and agreed tliat the Contractor has, by careful
examination, satisfied himself as to the nature and location of the work.
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the conformation of the ground, the character, quality and quantity of the

materials to be encountered, the character of equipment and facilities needed

preliminary to and during the prosecution of the work, the general and

local conditions, and all other matters which can in any way affect the work
under this contract. No verbal agreement or conversation with any ofRcer,

agent, or employee of the Company, either before or after the execution of

this contract, shall affect or modify any of the terms or obligations herein

contained.

Consent to Transfer

3. The Contractor shall not let or transfer this contract or any part

thereof (except for the furnishing and delivery of material) without con-

sent of the Chief Engineer, given in writing. Such consent does not

release or relieve the Contractor from any obligations and liabilities under

this contract.

Engineer and Chief Engineer

4. Wherever in this contract the word Engineer is used, it shall be

understood as referring to the Chief Engineer of the Company, acting

personally or through an assistant duly authorized in writing for such act

by the Chief Engineer, and wherever the words Chief Engineer are used

it shall be understood as referring to the Chief Engineer in person, and

not to any assistant engineer.

Power of Engineer

5. The Engineer shall have power to reject or condemn all work or

material which does not conform to this contract ; to direct the application

of forces to any portion of the work which, in his judgment, requires it;

to order the force increased or diminished, and to decide questions which
arise between the parties relative to the execution of the work.

Waiver

6. It is expressly understood and agreed that any waiver on the part

of the Company or the Engineer, of any term, provision or covenant of

this contract, shall not constitute a precedent, nor bind the Company or the

Engineer to a waiver of any succeeding breach of the same or any other

of the terms, provisions or covenants of this contract.

Adjustment of Dispute

7. All questions or controversies which may arise between the Contrac-

tor and the Company, under or in reference to this contract, shall be sub-

ject to the decision of the Chief Engineer, and his decision shall be final

and conclusive upon both parties.

Permits

8. Permits of a temporary nature necessary for the prosecution of the

work shall be secured by the Contractor.

Permits for permanent structures or permanent changes in existing

facilities shall be secured and paid for by the Company.

Fire Insurance

9. The Contractor shall secure in the name of the Company, policies

of fire insurance in amount, form and companies, satisfactory to the Chief

Engineer, upon such structures and material as shall be specified by the

latter, payable to the Company for the benefit of the Contractor or the

Company as the Chief Engineer shall find their interests to appear.

Workmen's Compensation Insurance

10. The Contractor shall comply with all the laws of the State where
the contract is to be performed, arising under any "Workmen's Compensa-
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tion Act," and shall at all times carry and pay the premiums on all policies

of insurance required by the laws of the State where the work is being
performed, under any "Workmen's Compensation Act," so that the Com-
pany shall be fully protected from any and all claims for damages for

personal injury, including death, which may arise from operations under
this contract, whether such operations be by himself, or by any sub-con-

tractor, or anyone directly or indirectly employed by either of them. Cer-

tificates of such insurance shall be filed with the Chief Engineer, if he so

requires, and shall be subject to his approval for adequacy of protection.

Indemnity

11. The Contractor shall indemnify and save harmless the Company from
and against all losses and all claims, demands, payments, suits, actions,

recoveries and judgments of every nature and description made, brought or

recovered against the Company by reason of any act or omission of the

Contractor, his agents or employees, in the execution of the work, or in

guarding the same.

Superintendence

12. The Contractor shall constantly superintend all of the work em-
braced in this contract, in person or by a duly authorized representative

acceptable to the Company.

Notice—How Served

13. Any notice to be given by the Company to the Contractor under
this contract shall be deemed to be served if the same be delivered to the

person in charge of the office used by the Contractor, or to his representa-

tive at or near the work, or deposited in the postoffice, postpaid, addressed

to the Contractor at his last known place of business.

Protection

14. Whenever the local conditions, laws or ordinances require, the

Contractor shall furnish and maintain necessary passageways, guard fences,

lights and such other facilities and means of protection as may be required.

Work Adjacent to Railway or Other Property

15. Wherever the work embraced in this contract is near the tracks,

structures or buildings of the Company or of other railways, or persons,

the Contractor shall use proper care and vigilance to avoid injury to

persons or property. The work shall be so conducted as not to interfere

with the movement of trains or other operations of the railway; or, if

in any case such interference be necessary, the Contractor shall not proceed
until he has first obtained specific authority and directions therefor from
the proper designated officer of the Company and has the approval of the

Engineer.

Rights of Various Interests

16. Wherever work being done by Company forces or by other con-
tractors is contiguous to work covered by this contract, the respective rights

of the various interests involved shall be established by the Engineer, to

secure the completion of the various portions of the work in general

harmony.

Order and Discipline

17. The Contractor shall at all times enforce strict discipline and
good order among his employees and any employee of the Contractor
who shall appear to be incompetent, disorderly or intemperate, or in

any other way disqualified for or unfaithful to the work entrusted to

him, shall be discharged immediately on the request of the Engineer,
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and he shall not again be employed on the work without the Engineer's
written consent.

Contractor Not to Hire Company's Employees

18. The Contractor shall not employ or hire anv of the Company's
employees without tlie permission of the Engineer.

Unavoidable Delays; Extension of Time on Parts of Work
19. If the Contractor shall be delayed in the performance of the work

from any cause beyond his control, he may, upon written application to

the Chief Engineer within three days of such delay be granted such ex-
tension of time as the Chief Engineer shall deem equitable and just.

Tools, Equipment and Labor

20. The Contractor shall provide a full and ample supply of the best
and most suitable equipment, tools, and supplies required for the perform-
ance of the entire work covered by tliis agreement, and provide material
of every kind that may be needed for the thorough and expeditious execution
of said work, and furnish and provide in sufficient numbers at all times, all

mechanics, laborers, and other workmen necessary and requisite for the
construction and completion of the whole of the work herein agreed upon
to be done.

Sub-Contractor

21. The Contractor shall procure and submit to the Chief Engineer com-
petitive proposals, from such sub-contractors as are mutually agreed upon,
for items of work to be sub-contracted. From these competitive proposals
the Chief Engineer shall select the sub-contractors to perform the work,
and when so selected the Contractor shall enter into a contract with each
sub-contractor in a form mutually approved by the Contractor and the
Chief Engineer.

Upon award of any sub-contract as hereinabove provided, the dealings
of the sub-contractor shall be directly with the Contractor, who shall be
responsible for the carrying out of the work in accordance with the terms
of this agreement, and shall superintend, supervise, and direct the entire
construction of the work, and the character of the materials furnished and
used, and shall coordinate the performance of all the various sub-contracts
so that the entire work will proceed in an efficient, workmanlike and
economical manner.

Routing Shipments

22. The Contractor shall ship all materials entering into the work
and the tools, supplies and equipment required over the lines of the
Company or allied interests wherever the freight rate is the same or
less than by a competing line.

Test of Materials

23. The Contractor shall furnish the Chief Engineer, if requested,
samples of any and all materials to be used in the prosecution of the work,
for the purpose of making such tests as may be desired, and shall see that
the materials thereafter furnished are in strict accordance with the approval
of such samples.

Changes

24. The Chief Engineer shall have the right to make any changes that
may be_ hereafter determined upon, in the nature or dimensions of the
work, either before or after its commencement, and such changes shall in
no way_ affect or void the obligations of this contract. Should such altera-
tions diminish the quantity or extent of the work to be done, they shall
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not constitute a claim for damages, on any ground whatever, including

anticipated profits, in respect to the work which may be altered or dis-

pensed with.

Suspension or Termination

25. The Company reserves the right to suspend or terminate the worl:

embraced in this contract for reasons not herein specified, and the Con-
tractor hereby agrees to discontinue all work within days
after receiving notice of such suspension or termination. In the event of

such suspension or termination, the Contractor shall be entitled to payment
in full of the cost of the work done to the date of suspension, plus the

percentage thereon hereinafter provided for, and plus also the actual cost to

the Contractor of being relieved from further liability with respect to

commitments actually entered into prior to date of notice of such suspension

or termination ; it being agreed, however, that the Contractor will make
no voluntary settlement with any sub-contractor or any other party to

whom commitment is due without the approval of the Chief Engineer,
and it being agreed further that the Contractor shall make no claim for

consequential damages or anticipated profits upon work not actually per-

formed, or damage of any kind resulting from such suspension or ter-

mination.

Accounts and Records

26. The Contractor shall keep accurate and detailed accounts of all

disbursements in form satisfactory to the Company, and shall give the

Company access at any or all times to its books pertaining to the execu-
tion of same. If the Company desires, it shall have the right to place

competent employees in any position of accounting or checking, in which
event such employees shall perform their respective duties in accordance
with the method in liandling the work adopted by the Contractor, and the

Contractor shall furnish monthly statements accompanied by such original

bills or invoices certifying to the expenditures incurred under this contract,

as may be required by the Company.

Cancellation

27. If at any time during the progress of the work it shall appear
to the Chief Engineer that the work is not progressing with reasonable

speed, or the qiiantity or quality of the tools, equipment and labor provided,
or work done or materials furnished are not respectively such as to insure

the completion of the work in accordance with the terms of this agree-
ment, or that the work is not being prosecuted by the Contractor in an
intelligent and workmanlike manner, or that legal proceedings have been
instituted by parties other than the Company against the Contractor, in

such a manner as to interfere with the prosecution of the work, or to

subject the Company in making payments under this agreement to the

peril of litigation, or that the Contractor is failing in any manner to observe
and perform this agreement, then and in that case, the Chief Engineer may,
by a writing, served upon the Contractor, declare this agreement ter-

minated and annulled, and from the time of such service this agreement
and every part thereof shall cease and terminate, and the Company may
thereupon take possession of the said work or any part thereof, with the
tools, equipment and other appurtenances for the completion of said work.
In the event, however, of the Company utilizing the tools, equipment and
other appurtenances of the Contractor for the completion of the work, the

Contractor will be entitled to and shall receive the rental charges as pro-
vided for under this contract, until such time as the work is completed
and the said tools, appliances, equipment and appurtenances are no longer
required for the carrying out of the work.
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COSTS
Labor Cost

28. The "Labor Cost," to which the percentage bid by the Contractor
shall be added, shall be the actual payroll costs for all fieldmen employed
by the Contractor in connection with work, and shall include the cost of
loading plant, tools and equipment for shipment to the site of the work and
unloading at the site, the cost for loading same upon completion of the

work for shipment to the Contractor's store yard and unloading at the

store yard. Nothing shall be added to said labor costs for Contractor's
profit, for general expenses and salaries of his officers who do not devote
their entire time to the work covered by this contract or for the wages of
any person or persons employed in the home office or any regularly estab-

lished branch office of the Contractor.

Material Cost

29. The "Material Cost," to which the percentage bid by the Con-
tractor shall be added, shall be the actual cost as indicated by the original

receipted bills rendered by the seller to the Contractor, and approved by
the Chief Engineer or his Engineer in charge of the work, after having
been awarded by the Contractor to the lowest bidder from at least three

tenders submitted by reputable merchants, provided the said materials can
be furnished within the time required for the proper prosecution of the

work, and are of the prescribed quality.

Sub-Contracts

30. The cost of sub-contracts, to which the percentage bid by the Con-
tractor shall be added, shall be the actual cost as per original bills and
(or) payrolls, rendered by the sub-contractor and approved by the said

Chief Engineer, or his Engineer in charge of the work, after having been
awarded by the Contractor under terms and conditions as hereinbefore
expressed.

Plant Rental

31. The rental of plant and equipment shall be in accordance with
prices hereinafter provided for and shall cover rental of plant and equip-
ment exclusive of small tools and perishable equipment hereinafter provided
for, and hand tools owned by workmen.

When such plant and equipment shall arrive at the work, it shall be
in sound and workable condition, and shall be subject to approval of the
Chief Engineer as to its fitness and condition for the work to be per-
formed, and the Contractor and the Chief Engineer shall agree upon a

fair valuation at that time of each part of such plant and equipment. When
the rental paid by the Company for the plant and equipment or parts there-
of owned by the Contractor amount to of the total value
thereof determined as hereinbefore described, no further rental shall be
paid on such plant, equipment or parts thereof, and the title thereof shall

vest in the Company.
The rental for plant and equipment shall commence with the date it

is first placed in operation on the work, and shall be continuous, including
Sundays and holidays, until such time as the Chief Engineer or his Engineer
in charge of the work decides it is no longer necessary for the proper
prosecution of the work, which decision shall be stated in writing to the
Contractor.

Small Tools Purchased

32. Small tools and perishable equipment for which no rental is to be
paid shall be currently inventoried by the Contractor to the Company at
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prices satisfactory to the Chief Engineer, and upon completion of the

work, any tools or perishable equipment in usable condition shall be either

retained b}^ the Company or resold to the Contractor at prices fixed by the

Chief Engineer.

Repairs to Plant

33. The cost of running repairs to plant and equipment will be con-

sidered as part of the cost of the work, and the Contractor will be reim-

bursed for same in accordance with the terms hereof, but no repairs con-

stituting "major repairs" shall be included in the cost of this work or the

Contractor be reimbursed for same, without first obtaining approval of

the Chief Engineer.

Operation of Plant

34. The cost of labor for the operation of plant and equipment and
the cost of labor for running repairs in the field, shall be paid for on the

basis of labor cost hereinbefore referred to.

Overtime Plant

35. The schedule of rates hereinafter enumerated for rental of plant

and equipment are on the basis of a single shift constituting the regular

working hours of the "labor." Plant and equipment used for double shift

will be paid for at one and one-fourth times the per diem schedule of rates

so provided for, and plant and equipment which may not be temporarily

in use or held on the work by the Contractor available for use with the

approval of the Chief Engineer, will be paid for at one-half the per diem
schedule of rates.

Costs to Which the Percentage Bid by the Contractor Shall Not be

Added

The following items of cost incurred by the Contractor shall be naid by
the Company, but without the addition of percentage bid.

Freight

36. Freight on plant and equipment from the store yard of the Con-
tractor to the site of the work and return from the site of the work to

the said store yard, or freight on plant and equipment shipped from some
point other than the store yard of the Contractor to the site, of tlie work
and return to the Contractor's store yard.

Demurrage

37. Demurrage on cars containing plant and equipment, or material,

when such charges are unavoidable, or when cars are held bv order of the

Chief Engineer.

Work Train

38. The cost of work train service furnished by the Company if paid

for by the Contractor.

Watchmen

39. The cost of watchmen and flagmen furnished by the Company if

paid for by the Contractor.

Plant Rental

40. Fixed prices for rental of plant and equipment.

Fuel, etc.

41. The cost of fuel, lubricants, materials, supplies and accessories

necessary for the operation and repairs of the plant and equipment.
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Miscellaneous Expenses

42. Miscellaneous expenses of the Contractor, such as telephone and
telegraph tolls, solely in coiTuection with tlic work, railroad fares and
personal expenses of Resident Engineers, Superintendents, timekeepers, fore-

men and other employees at tlie field office of the Contractor.

PAYMENTS
Monthly Estimates

43. During the progress of the work, so long as the Contractor shall

fully comply with the terms of this contract, the Company shall and will

upon or about the day of each calendar month make to

the Contractor payment for and on account of the cost of the work done,
materials furnished and delivered to the site' of the work and rental of
plant and equipment during the past preceding calendar month in accord-
ance with the terms and conditions hereinbefore expressed, to which shall

be added a fee of with the exceptions hereinbefore noted
at the following schedule for labor, plant and equipment rentals :

In the absence of any specific rate or rates in the above schedule, the

Contractor shall apply to and obtain the approval of the Chief Engineer of
such rate or rates required before putting same in force.

This contract shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the

legal representatives and successors of the parties respectively.

In Witness Whereof, the parties hereto have executed this contract

in the day and year first above written.

Witness

Contractor.

Attest

Secretary.

Comjiany
President.
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Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee on Water Service presents below its report to the

Twenty-Ninth Annual Convention on the following subjects

:

(1) Revision of the Manual.

Report of Sub-Committee on this subject appears in

Appendix A.

(2) Drinking Water Supply on Trains and Premises of Railways.

Progress report on this subject appears in Appendix B.

(3) Pitting and Corrosion of Boiler Tubes and Sheets.

Progress report on this subject is submitted in Appendix C.

(4) Value of Water Treatment and Comparison of Methods.

Progress report on this subject is submitted in Appendix D
(1), D (2) and D (3).

(5) Report on Various Types of Hydrants for Coach Yard and Gen-

eral Service.

Final report appears in Appendix E.

(6) Most Suitable Kinds and Types of Pipe for Small Service Lines.

Final report on this subject is submitted in Appendix F.

(7) Use of Gravity and Pressure Filters.

Committee reports progress under Appendix G.

(8) Methods for Disposal of Sludge at Water Softening Plants.

A final report is submitted in Appendix H.

(9) Design and Maintenance of Track Pans for Locomotives.

Progress is reported in Appendix L

(10) Methods Used in Obtaining Successful Wells in Fine Sand

Formation.

Progress report on this subject appears in Appendix J.

(11) Proper Spacing of Water Stations in Capacity of Engine Tenders.

A final report is submitted in Appendix K.

(12) Outline of* Work for Coming Year.

123
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Action Recommended

Your Committee recommends the following action on its report

:

(1) That the examination of subject-matter in the Manual be again

referred to the Committee for further study and report.

(2) That the report on the progress of drinking water regulations be

received as information and that the subject be reassigned to the Com-
mittee for further study and report.

(3) That the report on pitting and corrosion of boiler tubes and sheets

be reassigned to the Committee for further study and report.

(4) That the progress report on the value of water treatment and

methods followed in treatment of water be accepted as information and the

subject reassigned to the Committee for further study and report.

(5) That the final report on design of hydrants for coach yard and

general service be accepted as information.

(6) That the report on the most suitable kinds and types of pipe for

small service lines be accepted as information.

(7) That the subject on use of gravity and pressure filters be reas-

signed to the Committee for further study and report.

(8) That the final report on methods for disposal of sludge at water

softening plants be accepted as information.

(9) That the report on the design and maintenance of track pans be

reassigned to the Committee for further study and final report.

(10) That the subject on the best methods to be used in obtaining wells

in fine sand formation be reassigned to the Committee for further study

and final report.

(11) That the final report on proper spacing of water stations and

capacity of engine tenders be accepted as information.

Suggested Subjects for Next Year's Study and Report

(1) Continue study of subject-matter in the Manual with a view to

recommendations for changes.

(2) Continue study of progress of regulations of Federal and State

authorities pertaining to drinking water supplies.

(3) Continue the study and report on the causes and extent of pitting

and corrosion of locomotive boiler tubes and sheets, giving consideration to

quality of water, character of metals, methods of manufacture, and types

of boiler construction.

(4) Continue study on the cost of impurities in locomotive water supply

and value of water treatment, with particular reference to the following

phases of the subject:

(a) Study and report on methods of treatment where complete
lime and soda-ash treating plants cannot be justified, or pending
their construction.

(b) Review progress in water treatment on railroads and report
(in possible future development.

(5) Study and report on protective coatings for steel water tanks and

underground pipe lines.
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(6) Study and report on incrustation in pipe lines and methods of

prevention, particularly where treated water is used.

(7) Continue study and make final report on the use of gravity and

pressure filters.

(8) Study and report on fire protection and prevention at water sta-

tions, taking into consideration type of construction, power used, and fire

protection appliances.

(9) Continue study and make final report on the design and mainte-

nance of track pans for locomotive supply.

(10) Continue study and make final report on methods used in secur-

ing successful wells in fine sand formation.

(11) Study and report on water columns, their advantages over tank

spout delivery, required range of operation, type of pit, and relative merits

of rigid and telescopic spouts.

(12) Outline of work for ensuing year.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Water Service,

C. R. Knowles, Chairman.

Appendix A

(1) REVISION OF THE MANUAL

C. R. Knowies, Chairman, Sub-Committee; E. M. Grime, D. A. Steel.

The work of this Committee has consisted of a study of the subject-

matter in co-operation with Committee XII—Rules and Organization, in

establishing rules for the guidance of Water Service employees in the

Alaintenance of Way Department, and the rearrangement of subject-matter

in the Manual. The work on Rules and Organization appears in the report

of Committee XII.
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Appendix B

(2) DRINKING WATER CONDITIONS ON RAILROADS
DURING MISSISSIPPI FLOOD

Dr. S. C. Beach, Chairman, Sub-Committee; H. W. Van Hovenberg, A. B.

Pierce, O. T. Rees, C. M. Bardwell, S. C. Johnson, L. E. Elliott, J. B.

Wesley.

Taxed beyond their capacity by an unprecedented volume of water,

breaks occurred in the levees on both sides of the Mississippi River in April

and May, 1927, causing the most disastrous flood in the history of the

Mississippi Valley, inundating 101 counties in seven states, a total of 18,000

square miles and driving three-quarters of a million people from their

homes.

Not the least of the problems involved in connection with a flood of

this magnitude is the question of drinking water supply ; fortunately some of

the more progressive railroads which were directly involved in this flood

had trained sanitary personnel regularly employed who immediately began

work on the protection of drinking water supplies, being assisted in many
instances by untrained workers who volunteered their services and acted

under instructions, thus enabling the work to be extended over greater

territory.

With the prospect of countless cases of typhoid due to contaminated

di inking water and every reason to believe that such cases might occur,

yet the number was comparatively few among people who had disregarded

the warning of the authorities or were hopelessly ignorant of their

danger and not in a position to even boil such water supplies as could be

obtained. Never has the value of chlorinating drinking water supplies been

so well demonstrated as during this disastrous overflow of the Mississippi

and it is to be remembered that it was started early, both quantity chlorina-

tion and for individuals and families as well. It preceded the formation

of the splendid refugee camps which were soon started and accompanied the

sanitary regime of such camps until they were able to procure drinking

water rendered safe for the use of the thousands cared for at such camps

and even then the process of sterilization was chlorination.

When one remembers that the wholesale anti-typhoid innoculation

which was given in the camps did not re-act until nearly a week after the last

or third innoculation before immunity occurred, the time of the innocula-

tions occupying from one and a half to three weeks, it will be readily seen

the value of water sterilization cannot be overestimated.

Where the drinking water supply is derived from driven or drilled

wells or even properly constructed dug wells, or is a river supply properly

filtered and sterilized, and all sources depended upon existed in the flooded

states, even then contamination took place due to the height of the waters

and the force of the currents ; few, if any, of the flooded towns escape dam-

age to their water plants and widespread contamination of their drinking

water and it was only by careful laboratory tests, all of which took time,
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that the safety of the water could be determined. If the source of the

water happened to be an untreated surface supply, flood conditions made

but little change since even under ordinary conditions surface water supplies

cannot be considered safe.

In accord with universal custom, the people were told to boil the water

but investigation revealed that few of them followed instructions. Simultane-

ously with instructions to boil water arrangements were made to extempo-

raneously chlorinate a quantity of water with chloride of lime, always

easily obtainable even in the small town. This treated water was placed in

containers easily accessible and instructions were given to obtain and drink

water from these containers. This was followed by house-to-house instruc-

tions in the use of a furnished solution of chlorinated lime, the houses dur-

ing flood time consisting largely of box cars furnished by the railroads

to refugees. By a careful supervision of these methods the majority of

the refugees drank only treated water and by passing along the information

to newcomers with emphasis on the dangers of drinking flood water

untreated, it was possible to keep the number of people using contaminated

water down to a very small number.

It was found that private wells of the drilled or driven type which

were adequately protected at the top so that flood waters could not enter

them continued to give a safe water, as was determined by laboratory tests.

Dug wells were always regarded with suspicion and only under exceptional

circumstances furnished a safe water. Most of these wells within the

flooded area were of the shallow dug type, especially in the rural and small

town districts and were badly contaminated during the flood. Numbers of

such wells were found to be unsafe even during normal conditions existing

after the flood by reason of improper construction and close proximity to

privies and other sources of pollution. Proper methods of constructing

wells can be obtained from American Railway Engineering Association

Bulletin 270.

Flooded wells should be chlorinated as soon as conditions allow, using

an ounce of hypochlorite to each thousand gallons of well water, the chem-

ical first being dissolved in a small quantity of water and then throvm

into the well, mixing thoroughly by continued agitation. After half an

hour the water may be considered as ready for drinking and safe for human

consumption. The water may have a slight taste but this is not harmful and

is even desirable, the taste of the chlorine being an index that the water

has been properly sterilized. As soon as the taste of the chlorine begins to

grow faint, the doseage should be repeated, for it is to be remembered that

the water in the well is constantly changing as it is renewed from its source

and must, therefore, be kept chlorinated. It is well to pump out the water

completely as soon as conditions allow, giving the entire lining of the well

thorough scrubbing with milk of lime and then allowing the well to refill

to its former level, at once chlorinating this new supply in the same manner

as was originally done.

Cisterns should be treated in a precisely similar manner where there

exists the least doubt as to the safety of the water.
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The Illinois Central System put otit a bulletin (Revised Circular No.

24) containing instructions for the use ni chloride of lime in the extem-

poraneous treatment of drinking water, directing the use of a "level table-

spoonful" to the quart of water. This gives a 120 to 150 grain solution,

one tablespoonful of which was added to ten gallons of water, thoroughly

stirred and allowed to stand twenty minutes to one-half hour before using.

This makes three-parts-per-million chlorination which should render even

badly contaminated water safe providing sufficient attention be given to

the thorough mixing and allowing the mixture to stand a sufficient time.

The circular was much used during the prevalence of the Mississippi over-

flow. It must be realized as a fundamental point that impure or contami-

nated drinking water such as existed during the overflow is the most com-

mon cause of typhoid and other intestinal disturbances and that not only

public water supplies of cities and towns but thousands of private supplies

were rendered unsafe. The railroads faced a most serious condition in-

volving not only the town and city public supplies from which drinking

water must be obtained for laborers but hundreds of isolated and moving

groups had constantly to be furnished with safe drinking water, these being

the army of men who worked on the immense task of repairing damages caused

by the flood and composed not only of track and other laborers but scores

of highly paid and skilled directors of the vast work undertaken.

Fortunately some of the supplies which were derived from properly

drilled or driven wells and even supplies taken from the Mississippi where

properly filtered and sterilized and these useful adjuncts had not been

put out of commission by the fury of the flood, and remained safe for public

use; their number, however, was small.

The State Health Departments installed a number of emergency liquid

chlorinating machines in some of the larger towns, this step becoming neces-

sary on account of the damage to the pumping plants supplying these towns.

Tests made on waters of towns so equipped often showed contamination and

investigation showed that the inhabitants did not follow instructions and

allowed their hydrants to run for twenty minutes or half an hour, so as to

drain off the contaminated water in the service pipes ; the feeling that

good water was precious and must be conserved had taken possession of

them and some vigorous efforts were put forth before this difficulty was

overcome.

Until good water supply conditions have become firmly established after

a flooded period, it is well to have barrels or tubs of treated and sterilized

water placed in several easily accessible places in the town or community

from which the citizens may obtain their water supply and no one should be

allowed to use water from any other source. This is similar to methods

used in the army where portable canvas bags were suspended at suitable

points and filled with treated sterilized water, the chemical used being

chloride of lime.

Early in the flood the railroads in the troubled territory issued instruc-

tions for sterilizing water from wells, cisterns or springs, running about

as follows : Water from wells, cisterns or springs subject to contamination
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should be sterilized before it is used for drinking or culinary purposes.

The shortest and easiest method of sterilization is to boil the water for ten

or fifteen minutes, timing from the instant that the water comes to boiling

point; the fiat taste which is left from boiling may be removed by pouring

from vessel to vessel and thus mixing with air, or by adding a pinch of

table salt.

As it is not always convenient or possible to boil a large amount of

water, the use of chloride of lime may be substituted, this chemical being

put up in sealed tins. The chemical deteriorates somewhat on standing, even

in its sealed tin box, but should give off a decidedly pungent smell when
opened in proof of its chlorine content.

One ounce of chloride of lime should be used to every thousand gal-

lons of water to be treated, making about a two-part-per-million solution.

If scales are not available an ordinary tablespoon may be used, two heaping

tablespoonsful weighing approximately an ounce. Rub up the dry powder

with a small amount of water to form a paste, carefully breaking up the

lumps and adding enough water to make the paste of pouring consistency,

then empty into a bucket of water, stirring constantly until thoroughly

mixed. It is well to perform this operation out-of-doors or in a good

draft in order to avoid inhaling the chlorine fumes which are evolved but

which cannot be considered harmful nor poisonous. Pour the bucketful of

solution into the well and either stir with a clean board or raise and lower

the well-bucket a sufficient number of times to thoroughly mix the solu-

tion with the well water ; water from this well should not be used for about

half an hour in order to allow sterilization to become thorough.

Chloride of lime contains about one-third available chlorine and the

above treatment corresponds to about two and one-half parts per million

dosage with chlorine. This amount should impart a slight taste to tlie water,

harmless however, and even reassuring to the user, inasmuch as it indicates

that sufficient chlorine has been added. Unless this taste is present in addi-

tion to a slightly pungent odor it is well to repeat the dosage using about

one-half the former quantity.

It must be borne in mind that such a procedure will sterilize only the

water actually present in the well at the time of treatment; when it is

estimated that this amount of water has been withdrawn the chlorinating

process should be repeated, especially when through defective walls, faulty

construction or insanitary surroundings, it is felt that contributory con-

taminative seepage is taking place.

The following table has been devised to enable the fieldman to rapidly

estimate the amount of water present in the well which is being chlorinated :

Diameter of well in feet 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Gallons for each foot depth of water... 6 24 53 94 147 212 288 376

The United States Army Medical Corps have found that two drops of

7 per cent tincture of iodine added to a quart of water will destroy all

germ life in one-half hour, rendering the water safe for drinking purposes.

It is well to bear in mind that any process of sterilization is, at best, only

a temporary measure and that immediate steps should be taken to remove
contaminative influences.
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While much has been said concerning chloride of lime it is not the only

chemical which may be used for water sterilization, there being several on

the market which were used in the overflow with success and which are

equally efficient, most of them, however, being dependent upon their chlorine

content for sterilizant effect.

When it is realized that the breaks in the levees inundated 18,000 square

miles in seven southern states and rendered homeless three-quarters of a

million people, not only destroying their properties and endangering their

lives but covering the land with from ten to twenty feet of swirling, muddy,

swift-currented flood water containing the bodies of decomposing animals

and other refuse defying description, the magnitude of the problem becomes

apparent.

This flood water covered the dug, driven and drilled wells and arose

so high as to put out of commission many of the pumping plants ; thus

the very source of the domestic water supply was shut off and the suflferers

forced in many localities to drink the flood water. The unsubmerged por-

tions of land were crowded with human beings and stock, the resulting condi-

tion as regards sanitation being indescribable. Even fuel was scarce, thus

limiting the building of fires over which to cook the scanty food, much less

boil the filthy flood water and thus render it reasonably safe for drinking.

Under these trying circumstances chlorinated lime became a prophylactic

necessity and under supervision of trained workers was put to good use in

the sterilization of drinking water, a stock solution being carried and given

to small groups with instructions for its proper use. Measured portions of

this were added to the water to be used for drinking and after standing for

a time, the mixture could be used with safety. For larger groups where a

greater quantity was needed, tanks were used containing a solution of an

ounce of the chloride of lime to the thousand gallons of water and in the

municipalities having water works, an emergency chlorinator using liquid

chlorine was used, the inhabitants being directed to flush their hydrants for

half an hour before venturing to use the city water.

It is to be noted with pride that the railroad companies involved in the

flooded areas were working literally night and day for the aid and relief

of the unfortunate victims of this the most devastating flood ever occurring

in the Mississippi Valley in recent years ; refugees were hauled out freely,

supplies were hauled in same way and often the relief train carried its

freight, both human and otherwise, over tracks which were covered by 20

inches of water, it being barely possible for the locomotive to make head-

way. Even when forced to suspend sending trains through, motor boats

were placed in service and tlie work of aid and relief continued without

intermission, the efforts of these companies proving a godsend to the be-

leagured inhabitants. Later in the fight every able-bodied railroad man who
had experience with disaster conditions flocked into the country to help in

any way he could, the trained sanitarians being especially useful in fighting

the possibilities of after-coming disease and instructing the people in proper

preventive measures.
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Appendix C

(3) PITTING AND CORROSION OF BOILER TUBES AND
SHEETS

In the absence of a progress report by the Committee, monographs have

been prepared by Messrs. C. H. Koyl, of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul, and L. O. Gunderson, of the Chicago & Alton, outlining certain more

or less well-known principles of corrosion, and describing methods followed

on those two roads in efforts to prevent pitting and corrosion.

These monographs are submitted as information.

CAUSES OF BOILER PITTING AND MEANS OF PREVENTION
IN NEUTRAL AND ALKALINE WATERS

By C. H. Koyl, Engineer Water Service, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

Railway

The problem of boiler pitting is now more than sixty years old.

When a problem has waited thus long for solution, it requires no argu-

ment to prove that something has been lacking in careful observation of

its characteristics or something in the theoretical knowledge applicable to it

;

and the study of the causes of locomotive boiler pitting has been hampered

by both.

In the matter of observation, the principal difficulty has been the great

complexity of the forms of pitting, due partly to the many different kinds

of water (acid, neutral and alkaline) taken by a locomotive boiler during

the months while the pitting is being effected ; and the increase of knowledge

during the last few years is partly due to having isolated some of these

boilers and studied the kind of pitting produced by each kind of water alone.

In the matter of theoretical knowledge, the principal difficulty has been

the lack of agreement among research chemists as to the fundamental

factors and reactions of corrosion in general ; and it is only within the last

few years that agreement may be said to have been reached.

That corrosion in a boiler is due partly to the character of the water is

proved by the everyday observation that boilers are corroded in some waters

and not in others ; and that it is due partly to inequalities in the metal is

proved by the fact that the corrosion is not of uniform depth.

This Sub-Committee in its reports from 1921 to 1926 portrayed yearly

the advancing state of knowledge as conclusions were definitely established,

and these may be summarized now in non-technical language as follows, it

being assumed that the reader has a general knowledge of the theory of the

dissociation or ionization of acids, bases and salts in dilute solution in water:

(1) The purest iron dissolves slowly in the purest water. E^ch atom

of iron that disappears in the water carries a definite positive electric charge

(thus becoming an ion) and forces out from solution an ion of hydrogen.

Even the purest of iron strips does not dissolve uniformly, and the released

hydrogen atoms cling to the more slowly-dissolving parts. The passage of
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an electric charge from the site of the pit into the water with each dissolv-

ing atom of iron, and the transfer of a similar electric charge to some adja-

cent point on the metal by the contact of the ion of hydrogen, which thus

becomes an atom, constitutes an electric current, called electrolytic. The
site of the pit whence the charge leaves is called the electro-positive or anodic

surface, and the point at which the hydrogen ion arrives and gives up its

charge is called the electro-negative or cathodic surface.

(2) When commercial steel constituting the flues and sheets of boilers,

pits, the metallic iron from the pits is dissolved in the surrounding water,

throwing out of solution a corresponding amount of ionic hydrogen which

either clings to the adjacent metal or escapes to the surface of the water.

(3) Water can hold in solution only an infinitesimal amount of iron,

and therefore the water becomes saturated with iron (reaches a state of

equilibrium) and pitting stops before noticeable damage is done unless there

is something in the water (acid or oxygen) to combine continuously with

the dissolved iron, taking it out of solution and making room for more.

(4) The hydrogen liberated by the dissolving iron tends to cling to

the cathodic iron surface and to destroy the difference of electric potential

which dissolves the iron from the pit, so that on this account also (the

formation of this protecting film of hydrogen on the unpitted surface, tech-

nically called polarization) pitting would stop in neutral or alkaline water

were it not for dissolved oxygen in the water which combines readily with

this hydrogen film and removes it.

Pitting therefore requires several conditions and a cycle of operations,

and if we can destroy one of the conditions or one of the series of opera-

tions we can prevent the pitting.

(a) There must be difference of electric potential between parts of

the boiler interior. This we have little hope of ever changing, because even

if steel were absolutely uniform while hot, it segregates on cooling; and

even if it were chemically uniform on cooling, the least little hammering

or bending or strain of any kind sets up a difference of potential.

(b) There must be hydrogen ions in the water. Our reports from

1923 to 1926 show how the hydrogen ion concentration in boilers can be

reduced to almost negligible proportions by keeping the water charged with

sodium hydroxide to the amount of 15 per cent of the dissolved electrolyte.

This is a simple matter in the case of waters softened by the lime-soda pro-

cess, and is effectively used to prevent pitting on a few railroads ; but it is

difficult when using natural hard waters.

(c) For pitting to be continuous and harmful the metal must be kept

free from any protecting cover like a hard dense scale, or like the film

of hydrogen which naturally forms on clean flues and sheets. We cannot

protect the metal with scale because it obstructs the flow of heat and wastes

coal. But the natural film of hydrogen is a practically perfect protection

and it can be kept on the metal surface by abstracting from the feedwater,

before it reaches the boiler, the oxygen dissolved from the air, which if

admitted to the boiler would combine with and destroy the hydrogen film.
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Or the metal can be protected by an artificial film electro-negative to

hydrogen.

Accounts of the successful use of the hydrogen film in a locomotive

boiler on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway for two years, and

of the successful use of an artificial film in two locomotive boilers on the

Chicago & Alton for three years, constitute our report and are found in

the two following papers.

THE PREVENTION OF BOILER PITTING IN NEUTRAL AND
ALKALINE WATERS BY THE EXCLUSION OF DISSOLVED
OXYGEN FROM THE FEEDWATER

By C. H. KoYL, Engineer Water Service, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

Railway

In the matter of boiler tubes, the duty of the boilcrman in an engine

house is to replace them so soon as, or just before, they become useless. But

when one is studying the cause of boiler pitting it is necessary to withdraw

some tubes at regular short intervals to observe the beginning and progress

of the pitting, and it is necessary at such times to record the location

of pits as to the position of the tube in the boiler and the location of the

pit on the tube.

In 1918, on the Great Northern Railway, by such observations the

boilermen soon established the fact that in water slightly acid from any

cause, either coal-mine or swamp or sewage, the pitting commenced at the

hot end of the boiler and gradually worked forward until, sometimes, it

reached the front end before the tube became useless. And they noted also

that in alkaline water the pitting commenced at the front end of the boiler

and gradually worked back toward the hot end, sometimes reaching it

before it was necessary to scrap the tube.

But on the main line running through North Dakota and Northern

Montana we had for 700 miles a lime-soda water-treating plant at every

water station and maintained the treated water, as it went to the boilers,

at about 2 grains-per-gallon carbonate of lime, 6 grains caustic soda, and

various amounts of sodium sulphate and chloride according to the original

character of the water.

Before the water was treated, locomotive boiler pitting had been very

bad, tubes lasting 9 to 10 months ; and after treatment was in operation there

was still more than enough pitting, tubes lasting about two years. But

soon the boilermen began asking me why these treated-water tubes were

pitted only on the front half, because apparently both tubes and water

were the same from end to end of the boiler; why there were no pits

on the tubes near the back flue-sheet where, on account of touching the

copper ferrules, pitting is expected to be bad ; and particularly why the

switch engine tubes at Havre, Montana, lasted less than two years while

the flues of the stationary boilers with a feedwater heater lasted easily four

years. I was unable to answer at the time, but it was evident that there

was more to boiler pitting than the electrolytic difference of potential
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between hard spots and soft spots in steel, and between steel tubes and

copper ferrules; and just as evidently the controlling factor in this case

came into the boiler with the feedwater and wasi used up when the water

was half-way back to the firebox.

After many examinations of the feedwater the conclusion was reached

that the only active content of the water as it enters the boiler is oxygen

dissolved from the air—one part per hundred of the water by volume, 12

parts per million by weight; and a study of the laboratory work of the

research chemists made it plain. The originating cause of pitting is diflfer-

ence of electric potential between parts of the metal, but in any except acid

water an oxidizing agent is necessary to the continuation of the pitting

because something must take the iron out of solution before the water is

saturated, and something must combine with the hydrogen which otherwise

would cover the negative places on the metal and stop the process.

Since it was very probable that the oxygen which would have pitted

the back half of the boiler had gone up into the steam-space by the time

the water was half-way back to the firebox, it remained only to devise a

means of depriving the feedwater of the principal part of its oxygen; and

immediately the utilization of an open feedwater heater attached to the

locomotive and heated by exhaust steam from the cylinders suggested

itself. Such a heater would not only stop the pitting but would save $2000

in coal per year.

Measurements at the Altoona laboratory showed that under ideal condi-

tions such a heater extracted about 90 per cent of the oxygen; and in

April, 1925, on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, a locomotive

with new tubes was fitted with an open feedwater heater and placed for

test on one of our treated-water districts in South Dakota where formerly

pitting was very bad, and where even with treated water and caustic soda

averaging 40 grains-per-gallon between washings the tubes average only

two years' service. For comparison, another engine with new tubes of

approximately the same date, a mate in all respects except that it has no

heater, has been on the same run.

At intervals of two months we have taken out a few tubes for examina-

tion from the locations where pitting is worst on other engines working on

this district, and during the two-and-one-half years that the locomotive has

been in service the boiler foreman has always reported "No pits
;
good for

service."

During this time the mate engine has been pitting steadily, so that

more than half her tubes are in the scrap heap.

It is known that under certain concentrations of hydrogen ions boilers

will pit even in the absence of oxygen, but the dividing line has not been

established, and this year we are fitting up four more locomotives in the

same manner for tests on other districts.

In actual road practice this heater has taken out about 60 per cent

of the dissolved oxygen, and it is known that in stationary boiler practice

the oxygen content must be reduced to about 0.5 c.c. per litre to prevent

pitting. But the cases are not comparable. In a closed system, like a water
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pipe, where there is no surging nor possibility of the escape of oxygen,

the extraction must be almost perfect to prevent pitting. In a stationary

boiler, where there is steam-space and considerable bubbling of the water,

something like 90 per cent of the oxygen must be excluded to prevent pit-

ting. But in a locomotive, where the boiling is many times faster than in a

stationary boiler, with violent bubbling and continuous surging, it is certain

that a much less complete exclusion of oxygen will be sufficient.

There are some 2000 to 3000 of these open feedwater heaters in use

on locomotives, and only a very few of them have reported such preven-

tion of pitting as noted above, but it should be remembered that (1) the

water in the heaters is heated only by exhaust steam from the cylinders,

and when standing at stations, water, if needed, must be taken through the

injector or taken cold through the heater, in either case taking oxygen

with it into the boiler; (2) in drifting very little steam is being used,

but the heater pump is sometimes kept working so that cold oxygen-

charged water goes to the boiler; (3) in hill climbing, it frequently happens

that the heater cannot keep up the water supply and the injector is used

also; (4) cold water from the engine tank to the heater and hot water from

the heater to the boiler are handled by two pumps in the heater, one work-

ing against very low pressure, the other against boiler pressure, and if

the packing in the hot-water high-pressure pump is allowed to deteriorate,

it may easily happen that the low-pressure pump delivers the more water,

with the flooding of the heater, cutting ofif the escape of gases and possibly

flooding the enginer cylinders.

Such details of operation and maintenance I explained to our men when

the heater was put in service, and they have operated it with almost no

trouble.

In this particular water we have proved that pitting can be prevented

by keeping intact the film of hydrogen which naturally covers the metal ; and

the chief advantage of this method of pitting-prevention over other methods

is that the prevention costs nothing, while the heater is saving $2000 per

engine per year in coal.

PREVENTION OF PITTING AND CORROSION BY ELECTRO-
CHEMICAL POLARIZATION

By L. O. GuNDERSON, Chemical Engineer, Chicago & Alton Railroad

For the past three years the Electro-Chemical Polarization System of

pitting and corrosion prevention installed on locomotives on the Chicago &
Alton Railroad has successfully prevented all pitting and grooving or other

forms of corrosion on flues, fire-boxes and shells of all boilers so equipped.

This road has now twenty-three such installations with others under way
in the shops for protection of the boiler materials in corrosive water dis-

tricts. The ease and simplicity with which the system is installed in the

boilers and the negligible maintenance and attention required, commend it

for railroad service.
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The Electro-Chemical Polarization System of protection as installed

and successfully operated on the Chicago & Alton Railroad is described

essentially as follows : Two perfectly insulated electrodes are inserted in

the boiler shell, one in the upper part of the boiler and one diagonally

opposite in the lower part. The conducting members of these electrcxles

are rigidly connected to iron anodes which extend longitudinally practically

the entire length of the boiler submerged in the boiler water, and which

anodes are rigidly attached by insulated clamps to the boiler shell. Con-

(luited insulated wires connect the electrodes to a shunt from the headlight

turbo-generator, with suitable fuses and resistance in scries to provide

approximately 2 volts Avith two or three amperes to each electrode, making

.001 to .002 ampere per square foot of protected surface. The negative pole

of the generator is grounded to the boiler shell, which permits the current

to travel in the circuit from anodes through the boiler water electrolyte,

and through the boiler metal back to the negative pole of the generator.

A soluble arsenic salt is added to the boiler water at the rate of two

pounds for initial charge and one pound every two weeks while locomotive

is in service. This permits the plating out of the arsenic "secondary cathode,"

which is the one important essential of the polarization effect which makes

the system successful.

It has developed that a reverse electric current alone docs not stop local

galvanic action or pitting under boiler conditions. It has been demonstrated

experimentally in the laboratory (Railway Review, September 24, 1926)

and by experience in practical engineering application that the fact that

a metallic body acts as a whole as a cathode in an electric circuit does not

necessarily stop local galvanic couples from functioning at any point or

points on its surface. The experiment mentioned may be duplicated by anyone

by simply connecting together a strip of copper and a strip of iron and

partly immersing this couple in a dilute acid solution or corrosive water,

noting the rapid corrosion of the iron. Now cause this couple to act as a

cathode (electro-negative) in an electric circuit by connecting the negative

pole of a dry cell to the iron-copper couple and immersing a carbon or

other insoluble anode in the same solution or water connected to the posi-

tive pole of the cell. It will be found that the corrosion will still con-

tinue at only a slightly slower rate. Add a few crystals of sodium arsen-

ate to the solution and all corrosion and local galvanic action will at once

cease. This explains the effectiveness of the electro-chemical method in

overcoming corrosion.

The mechanism of corrosion in form of pits is somewhat as follows:

a small area of the boiler material becomes electro-negative or cathodic

in relation to the adjacent area which becomes electro-positive or anodic,

which difference of potential causes the anodic area to corrode or pass into

solution into the boiler water in contact with it and at the same time hydro-

gen is plated out of solution onto the cathodic area. This action will con-

tinue as long as the difference of potential is strong enough to plate out

more hydrogen and evolve it as a gas, and if it is not great enough to

evolve hydrogen as a gas then the action will stop almost immediately,
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unless there is oxygen in the boiler water. When oxygen is present, as it

is in all boiler waters, then it will unite with hydrogen and form water,

and the corroding of the anodic area will proceed as fast as this hydrogen

is removed, which permits more iron to go into solution. Since an applied

electric current alone, plating out hydrogen on the boiler metal, is not able

to stop local galvanic action or pitting, it appears that the potential neces-

sary to discharge hydrogen upon the cathodic areas (probably magnetic

scale) is lower than the electromotive force which actually exists between

the elements of the pits, that is, between the anode and cathode of the local

pits. With high hydrogen-ion concentration some corrosion will continue

even in the absence of oxygen, and an electric current passed from anodes

to the boiler metal as cathode will not succeed in stopping the corrosion,

for the tiny galvancic cells within the pits can still continue active, dis-

solve iron and plate out hydrogen, which are the essential steps in the cor-

rosion reaction according to the generally accepted electrolytic theory. If

arsenic is added to the boiler water under the above conditions, it will at

once begin to plate out in preference to hydrogen, due to its low discharge

potential, but after it is once plated out on the cathodic areas of the pits

even in molecular thickness it will prohibit any further plating out of

hydrogen by the galvanic cells due to the high discharge potential of hydro-

gen upon arsenic. In other words the pits will be effectually polarized; and

the excess hydrogen plated out by the electric current will prevent oxygen

from depolarizing the pits. Thus the protection is complete.

In practical operation the system needs little attention aside from inspec-

tion at terminal engine houses by electricians to see that the wiring to elec-

trodes is intact. The interior surfaces of the boiler are uniformly covered

with a thin deposit of carbonate scale and silica, giving the flues a very

smooth appearance. That this coating does not render any physical pro-

tection against corrosion was demonstrated when one of the electrode-

equipped locomotives was stored for a period of three months, after which

time it was inspected again and rust spots covered the flue, showing that the

iron was corroding through the carbonate deposits ; the boiler was stored

without water, but no efforts were made to dry the interior prior to storage.

The special insulation used stands up under boiler conditions remarkably

well, which is a guarantee of its continued efficiency.

Through close observation it appears that in at least some water con-

ditions a high hydrogen-ion concentration is developed within the boiler

in spite of the high caustic alkalinity of the feed-water introduced into the

boiler, and the discharge potential of hydrogen on the cathode of the pits

becomes such that under staiidard conditions of boiler pressure and tempera-

ture that hydrogen is evolved as a gas, thus precluding the necessity of

depolarization by oxygen, wherein oxygen would enter only as a accelerat-

ing agent by facilitating the removal of the hydrogen and decreasing the

resistance to the flow of current. This theory would make the hydrogen-

ion concentration of the boiler water under boiler conditions the sole cri-

terion of its corrosibility, with oxygen content its factor of acceleraticm.

This condition is overcome by the electric current in conjunction vAiti the

polarizing chemical, arsenic.
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Appendix D

(4) SODIUM ALUMINATE AS AN AID TO WATER
SOFTENING

C. H. Koyl, Chairman, Sub-Committee; C. M. Bardwell, R. C. Bardwell,

W. M. Barr, O. W. Carrick, R. W. Chorley, R. E. Coughlan, J. H.

Davidson, B. W. DeGeer, L. E. Elliott, E. M. Grime, J. P. Hanley, J. R.

Hickox, P. M. LaBach, O. T. Rees, H. H. Richardson, D. A. Steel,

Dennistoun Wood.

Some four or five years ago there was offered a new commercial

article, sodium aluminate, for use in boilers. Presented first in liquid form

as an anti-scale boiler compound it met with indifferent success, but worked up

later into a dry powder and offered as an aid to the lime-soda process of

water softening it has won its way.

In the plain lime-soda process, the magnesia in the water appears finally

as magnesium hydrate, which is a very light precipitate and slow to settle.

In difficult cases it has been the custom to add to the treatment from

one to three grains-per-gallon of aluminum sulphate or ferrous sulphate

so that the aluminum hydrate or ferrous hydrate formed in the reactions

should weigh down the light particles of magnesium hydrate and cause them

to settle more quickly. It has been found also that this addition of alum-

inum or ferrous sulphate has acted to free the softened water from the

grain or so of calcium or magnesium carbonate which is slow to come

out of solution in the settling tank and has caused endless trouble as "after-

precipitation," which means coming out of solution later and forming scale

in the pipe lines.

When sodium aluminate is used for this purpose instead of ferrous or

aluminum sulphate, it is usually found that the results are both more speedy

and more complete, and at last a plausible explanation has appeared in the

statement that the alumina and the magnesia combine chemically to form

the precipitate magnesium-aluminate which is heavy and settles quickly,

and the reaction is so complete that it frees the water from the cause of

"after-precipitation." About V/z grains of sodium aluminate per gallon of

water is used, and if there is not enough magnesia left in the water to

satisfy the alumina then the balance of the alumina combines with calcium

to form calcium aluminate.

The composition of the dry sodium aluminate is given as

:

Sodium Aluminate (Na2Al204) soluble in water 76 per cent

Sodium Carbonate (NajCO.) 5 per cent

Water-insoluble 19 per cent

When sodium aluminate is proposed as a substitute for aluminxun sul-

phate as a coagulant in water, the argument is that each pound of aluminum

sulphate requires for its proper precipitation .53 lb. of soda-ash and .42 lb.

of hydrated lime, and that with aluminum sulphate at 1.30 cents per lb.,

soda-ash at 1.45 cents per lb., and hydrated lime at 0.55 cent, the actual

cost of using a pound of aluminum sulphate is 2.3 cents, and that even so we
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get only 17 per cent of the pound of aluminum sulphate available as alumina

which is the useful part. On the other hand, we get from a pound of

sodium aluminate 48 per cent of alumina, and this without the use of any

additional lime or soda-ash. If then enough aluminum sulphate is used to

produce 48 per cent of a pound of alumina the cost is 6.5 cents against a

sodium aluminate cost of 4.7 cents ; and the result of using the aluminum

sulphate is to get aluminum hydrate which acts mechanically to weight

down the particles of magnesium hydrate which it touches, while the action

of the alumina from sodium aluminate is to combine chemically with the

magnesia and both make a heavier precipitate and a more complete clean-

ing up of the magnesia.

In the use of sodium aluminate it is particularly recommended that the

powder be not added to the water until after the lime has been added and

thoroughly stirred in. The chemical reaction has not yet been solved, but

in many waters the addition of the sodium aluminate with the hydrated

lime has seriously detracted from the efficiency of the softening. Evidently

there is considerable yet to learn concerning the action of this material

in the lime-soda softening process.

Feeding of the dry sodium aluminate independently of the lime and

soda-ash has in ground-operated plants presented a serious problem. But

of late the problem appears to have been solved by feeding the powder

in a uniform stream to a small blower which sends it through a pipe to

the top of the mixing tank where it is wet by a spray and conducted to the

water which has already been mixed with lime and soda-ash. Not the least

interesting part of this apparatus is the appliance for feeding the powder

from the hopper. The material packs so tightly in the conical hopper that

only a column of about three inches diameter (the size of the small end

of the hopper) would feed down, while the balance remained behind the

vertical wall of this hollow cylinder. Some genius filled the hopper with

tin cones, each three inches at the top and all delivering to the common
three-inch bottom, and now no one could desire a more uniform feed.

As illustrating the results in railroad water softeners, the report of

Paul M. LaBach, of the Rock Island Lines, is selected from the material

contributed by members of the Sub-Committee, and follows.

USE OF SODIUM ALUMINATE ON THE ROCK ISLAND LINES

By Paul M. LaBach, Engineer Water Service

The Rock Island Lines began the treatment of water in 1904 by the

erection of four lime and soda-ash treating plants of the intermittent type.

Since that time there has been a gradual growth until the present year.

At present the following are in operation

:

Lime and Soda-Ash Plants 58

Soda-Ash Plants 20
Sodiimi Aluminate Plants 25
Sedimentation Plants 2

Experience scattered over this period of years showed that something
in addition to lime and soda-ash was desirable, particularly in cold weather.
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Much of the water in the territory traversed has natural foaming qualities

due to sodium salts. Various chemicals, such as alum and iron sulphate,

were used without marked success. At points the natural water will cause
pitting, corrosion, leaking and foaming.

The use of sodium aluminate, as a third chemical, was begun a couple
of years ago in conjunction with lime and soda-ash in different types of
softeners. Very careful tests were made with several chemists present in

order to ascertain how to use it to the best advantage. Experience has
been of great value in anticipating requirements. Separate tests were made
for each plant as there was no rule of general applicability apparent at

first, although this has been worked out since for a great many places.

In all the following data, direct burette readings are used without sub-

traction for a lather factor. In a continuous plant at Sheffield, Illinois, the

following results were had : Water from creek.

"H" "A" "C" Grs.perGal.

River Water 29.0 15.5

Lime and Soda-Ash 3.5 7.0 4.5

Lime, Soda-Ashand
Sodium Aluminate ... 1.0 5.0 2.7

In an intermittent plant at Herington, Kansas, water is taken from a
creek carrying the sewage for a town of 5,000. The hardness runs about
27.0 and the alkalinity about 22.0. I have no analysis of the raw water the

day the following complete analysis was made, but it shows results that are

possible

:

Date Grs. per Gal.

Calcium Carbonate 0.93

Calcium Chloride
Magnesium Carbonate 0.62

Magnesium Chloride
Calcium Sulphate
Magnesium Sulphate
Oxides of Iron, Aluminum and Silicon 0.44

Alkali Chloride 10.09

Alkali Sulphate 27.22
Alkali Carbonate 4.85

Total Solids 44.15
Incrusting Solids 1.99

Tests of the above nature were made at practically all points and
treatment adjusted accordingly.

The whole subject was then handled as a routine operation with the

treating plant attendant making the daily tests and reporting them weekly
on blank forms for the purpose.

The standard to which we work is H-1.5, A-6.5, and C-4.5. As an
example of routine performance, the following will illustrate. Averages are

used.

Whitewater, Kansas

January, February, March, 1927

Lime, Soda-Ash and Sodium Aluminate:

"H" "A" "C"
Raw 69.2 14.7

Treated 2.1 9.8 6.1

For further illustrations of routine operating results see Table 1, which
is compiled averages from routine attendant's reports.
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Average results shown are taken from attendant's report for the last

six months of 1925 and compared with the same period in 1926.

Following the name of each station are two lines.. The top line shows
results for lime, soda-ash and sodium aluminate. The bottom line shows
average results for lime and soda-ash alone.

The physical results are quite as apparent as the chemical, particularly

when the water is 40 deg. Fahr. or less. The lessened amount of sludge in

pipe lines resulted in $1,000 per year saving in one terminal. Also old incrus-

tation is gradually coming out of cold water lines.

The advantages gained by the use of sodium aluminate are:

1. Increased plant capacity or output due to more rapid clarification or

settling

;

2. Less total hardness without the necessity of carrying excess alkalin-

ity and causticity which should, in turn, result in reduced trouble from
foaming

;

3. The avoidance of the increase of alkali sulphates in treated water
resulting from the use of either alum or copperas

;

4. The elimination or material reduction in the amount of after-pre-

cipitation which will result in

:

(a) Reduced trouble of pipe lines, heaters, branch pipes and injec-

tors becoming clogged

;

(b) A material reduction in foaming troubles

;

(c) A decided reduction in the number of boiler washings.
On one of our operating districts of 4,000 miles (approximately) the

engine failures reported were as follows

:

Leaking Failures Foaming Failures Total

1916 89 45 134
1926 2 1 3

This is due to more careful supervision and better water treatment.

The Rock Island uses dry sodium aluminate in intermittent type
softeners.

The analysis is as follows

:

Sodium Aluminate (Ma2Al204) 82 per cent
Sodium Carbonate Na^COa 6.5 per cent
Water-Insol 10.8 per cent

One hundred per cent passes J^-inch screen.

In continuous type softeners No. 2 Sodium Aluminate, a liquid, is

used. This is put into the downtake about one-third of the distance below
the top by a small proportioning pump. The analysis is as follows

:

AI2O4 20.4 per cent

Na2Al204 32.8 per cent

Excess NaOH 14.6 per cent

NasCoi 0.0 per cent
Total NasO 23.6 per cent

In Table 1 the items of chief importance are, the reduction of hardness,
the reduction in the use of soda-ash and lime. By the expenditure of $7,462,
a saving in hardness removed of $55,445 in these sixteen plants was made.
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Appendix D-1

(4) FOAMING OF LOCOMOTIVE BOILERS, WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCE TO THE INFLUENCE OF SUSPENDED
MATTER ON FOAMING, AND COST OF BLOWDOWN

C. H. Koyl, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; C. M. Bardwell, R. C. Bardwell,

W. M. Barr, O. W. Carrick, R. W. Chorley, R. E. Coughlan, J. H.

Davidson, B. W. DeGeer, L. E. Elliott, E. M. Grime, J. P. Hanley,

J. R. Hickox, P. M. LaBach, O. T. Rees, H. H. Richardson, D. A.

Steel, Dennistoun Wood.

In any effort to eliminate trouble, the logical course is first to deter-

mine the cause. Among boilermen the word "foaming" does not necessarily

imply a true foam anywhere in the boiler but means any condition which

produces wet steam ; so that our problem is to determine the cause of foam-

ing in locomotive boilers and also the other causes of wet steam.

For long years our discussions on foaming were limited to the state-

ment on one side that foaming is caused by concentration of sodium salts

in the boiler, and the statement on the otjier side that foaming is caused by

the small particles of solid matter in su^ension in the water in the boiler.

Gradually it came to be admitted by each side that the other was partly

right, but the question still remained whether sodiimi salt in solution or

solid particles in suspension were the originating cause, since in either case

the other was certainly an aggravant.

We all have known that steam rises through the boiler water in bub-

bles which in good boiler waters break their containing films at the water

surface so as to deliver to the steam-pipe steam containing not over 5 per

cent of water. And we have known too that if a substance like soap is

added to the' water, the water skins which surround the steam bubbles become

viscous and do not break easily and carry large amounts of water into the

steam pipe. On the surface of the water the accumulation of these bubbles

is called foam.

Of late years there has been some scientific study of foams with the

discovery that a sufficiently stabilized film (tough skin) can be formed

when water containing sodium salts in solution also contains in suspension

such finely divided solid matter as precipitated sludge, comminuted scale,

light mud, etc. So that in a boiler we may expect to find a true foam and
its effect of wet steam even without the presence of soap or organic slimes

if only the water contains both concentrated sodium salts in solution and
fine solid particles in suspension.

As far back as 1919 the Sub-Committee on Revision of our Manual
stated, page 280, "Foaming is due primarily to the presence of suspended

matter in the water. The suspended matter gives a mechanical strength

or tenacity to the liquid in the thin films encasing the steam bubbles, which,

rising to the surface, retain their films and collect to produce foam. It is

aggravated by the concentration of alkali salts present in the natural waters
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or added by the process of water softening, which increases the viscosity

of the surface films."

In Professor W. D. Bancroft's book on "Applied Colloid Chemistry,"

published in 1921, page 268, etc., appears this statement of essentials in foam

formation: "To get a foam the only essential is that there shall be a distinct

surface film, in other words, that the concentration in the surface layer shall

diflfer perceptibly from that in the mass of the liquid. To get a fairly

permanent foam the surface film must either be sufficiently viscous in itself

or be stabilized in some way. This can be done by introducing a solid

powder into the interface. The presence of enough of a finely divided solid

in the interface will make the film so viscous that the foam will be quite

stable."

In November, 1924, there appeared in Industrial and Ilmjinccring Chcm-

ustry. Vol. 16, No. 11, page 1121, a paper by Professor C. W. Foulk, of Ohio

State University, which brought together all the information to date and

gave the results of a long set of laboratory tests to settle disputed points

and furnish the foundation for a theory of boiler foaming. He cites

various published papers back as far as 1890, each stating the author's

inability to get strong alkali solutions foaming except in the presence of

matter in suspension, then his own Experiments in the laboratory with water

boiling in 500-cc. glass flasks at pressures ranging from below that of the

atmosphere to 37 pounds per square inch above.

In Professor Foulk's tests, when solutions of various individual sodium

salts and various mixtures of these salts were boiled, there was practically

no sign of foaming even though the concentrations varied from 25 parts per

million to almost saturation. The same results were obtained when other

soluble substances were used instead of the sodium salts.

When distilled water w^as boiled and various powdered substances, such

as boiler scale, precipitated calcium carbonate, pumice, boneblack, and lime-

stone, were added, no foaming resulted unless the amount of solids was

very large.

But when one of these powders was added to a solution of any of the

soluble salts stronger than 500 parts per million, and itself in quantity

greater than 500 parts per million, there was, on boiling, immediate forma-

tion at the top of the water of a true foam whose thickness increased with

increasing strength of the solution or increase of amount of powder, some-

times to two or three inches.

The conclusion from Professor Foulk's flask tests is that foaming com-

mences when sodium salts in solution and finely divided solid matter in

suspension each amounts to 500 parts per million or 30 grains per gallon

;

that increase in foaming follows increase in amount of either soluble or

insoluble material up to a maximum at 7000 parts per million or 400 grains

per gallon. He finds powders more efficient the finer they are.

Professor Foulk points out that the solid particles must have a natural

tendency to adhere to that kind of water if they are to be efficient in stabiliz-

ing the films which surround the steam bubbles ; and he surmises that the
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pronounced efficiency of castor oil in stopping and preventing foaming is

due to its reduction of the adherence between particle and water.

Accepting the above as a statement of the causes of boiler foaming

with which all can agree, it yet remains for us to learn the upper and lower

limits of sodium salt concentration which can be carried with each amount

of sludge of a certain character in a locomotive boiler of a certain size, the

locomotive doing a certain amount of work and with other operating condi-

tions definitely stated.

Small stationary boilers have been known to carry water containing

3000 to 4000 grains-per-gallon of sodium salts without foaming when the

amount of loose sludge does not exceed 10 grains-per-gallon. Road locomo-

tives can seldom carry more than 400 grains-per-gallon, and switch engines

can seldom exceed 200 grains-per-gallon. These differences we attribute to

the motion of the locomotive boilers and to the fluctuations in the use of

steam.

We have found a road engine foaming because the fire was poor and

\he engine was calling, for more steam than the boiler was making. We
changed the fireman and improved the fire, and the boiler stopped foaming.

We found a boiler fed with soda-ash water foaming and noticed that

the suspended matter in the gage glass looked very fine and light. We
increased the amount of soda-ash so as to make a quicker and heavier pre-

cipitate which tended to remain in the boiler bottom, and the foaming

stopped.

We cite these experimental results to show that a formula covering

only the amount of sodium salts in the water, or only the amount of sludge,

can have but limited application.

It is certain that, for foaming tests, boilers must be divided into three

classes: (1) stationary, (2) road locomotives with approximately uniform

motion and approximately uniform use of steam, and (3) switch engines

with excessive to-and-fro motion and excessive fluctuations in the use of

steam.

For stationary boilers there are unpublished reports showing that one

boiler could operate at 225 per cent rating with an alkali-salt concentration

of 1300 grains-per-gallon when the load was steady, but with only 230 grains

when the load was fluctuating. In another boiler under similar conditions the

respective concentrations were 630 grains and 220 grains. No mention is

made of the amount or kind of matter in suspension in the water of the

boilers.

One large manufacturing company turning out food products which must

be cooked in dry steam, has made a long and careful determination of per-

missible conditions as to solid matter in suspension and matter in solution

which can be carried in its stationary boilers so as never to have wet steam.

The boilers were water tube, from 300 to 800 HP., carrying a steam

pressure of 145 lb., and working from 140 to 200 rating, averaging about

160 rating. Its report is that when using such waters as that of Lake

Michigan and precipitating the calcium and magnesium salts as sludge

within the boiler, not more than 200 grains-per-gallon of alkali salts in solU'
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tion can be carried in the boilers ; but when using water from an efficient

water-softening plant whose efifluent water is not more than one grain-per-

gallon hard, the boiler water can carry 600 to 800 grains-per-gallon of

alkali salts; and when using a natural water which contains only a trace of

calcium and magnesium, but 87 grains-per-gallon of various kinds of sodium

salts, there is no difficulty in operating boilers with a concentration of 2500

grains-per-gallon total solids.

In the matter of boilers in motion, O. W. Carrick, of the Wabash
Railway, and other locomotive men who use the method of precipitating

the sludge within the boilers by means of soda-ash, have found that the

boilers of road engines must be blown oflf with sufficient frequency to pre-

vent the alkali concentration exceeding 250 parts-per-100,000, or 150 grains-

per-gallon. Mr. Carrick states that determination of the foaming point

was made by observation of the whistle, the pop-valves, and the lubrica-

tion of the cylinders ; the engines were carrying water as low as possible

in the glass, were developing their maximum boiler power, but were not

subject to fluctuation of steam demand. The feedwater was free from

'

sewage and low in organic matter, and no anti-foam compound was used.

Using waters which had been treated with soda-ash so that the scale

matter would be precipitated within the boiler he found that when the feed-

water was clear as it entered the boiler an alkali concentration of 175 grains-

per-gallon could be carried without foaming; when the feedwater was

slightly turbid the highest concentration was 145 gr.p.g. and with feedwater

very turbid only 125 gr.p.g. With clear feedwater less than 10 gr.p.g. hard

(so that there would be little precipitation within the boiler) he found the

permissible concentration mounting finally to 500 gr.p.g. Chart marked "A"
shows the results graphically. Chart "B" illustrated a method used on the

Wabash for instructing enginemen as to amount of water to be blown off

;

and chart "C" gives the results of a road test using the waters shown on

"B." The purpose of the test was to demonstrate the ffectiveness of blow-

ing off to prevent foaming and to indicate that the locomotive could be

operated indefinitely so far as foaming was concerned without water change

or washout. Charts "D," "E" and "F" illustrate conditions of waters from

locomotive boilers on the Chicago & Alton Railroad where feedwaters are

similarly treated with soda-ash.
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Exhibit 6
LocoMorrvE Boiler Water Analyses Showing Amount to be Blown

Off per 1000 Gallons Evaporated to Prevent Foaming
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Locomotive Boiler Water Analysis

(Elxpressed in Parts per 100,000)

Samples Collected at Chicago & Alton Railroad

Exhibit D

I>ate
Collected

Eng.
No.

i Dis- Total
From I solved Hard-

Sotids 1 ness

Alka-
j
Percent

\

lirity ' Sodium
Meihvl Carb.
Oranse T. D. S.

Phenol
phtha-
lein

Caus-
ticity

OH

8-22-27-

a-22-27. 33.0 j

c' -0

?3.0

5>-i4-2:
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Locomotive Boiler Water Analysis

(Expressed in Parts per 100,000)

Samples Collected at Chicago & Alton Railroad

Exhibit E

Date
Collected
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Locomotive Boiler Water Analysis

(Expressed in Parts per 100,000)

Samples Collected at Chicago & Alton Railroad

Exhibit F

Date
Collected
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Cost of Blowdown

We offer a mathematical demonstration, prepared by R. A. Tanner,

with formulas and charted curves illustrating the cost of blowdown where

the blowdown point has been determined. You will note that it is based on

steam consumption and not on the total amount of water fed to the boiler as

in our previous chart on page 207 of Bulletin No. 281 of 1925.

COST OF BLOWDOWN OF LOCOMOTIVE BOILERS

By R. a. Tanner, Assistant Ejigineer, Northern Pacific Railway.

When water containing ordinary impurities is used in a boiler, some of

the water will be utilized as steam while the solids remain. As new feed-

water is added, more and more solids will accumulate in the boiler and a

part of these solids, depending on the character of the water, will precipi-

tate and form sludge or scale. When the sludge and dissolved solids reach
a certain concentration, it becomes necessary to "blowdown" the boiler to

prevent foaming. This concentration may be called the "Blowdown Point"
and practically it becomes identical with the "Foaming Point" of alkaline

waters.

As new feedwater is added to replace the blowdown water, the concen-
tration will be slightly below the blowdown point, gradually increasing as

steam is exhausted and additional feedwater admitted, until it again becomes
necessary to blowdown the boiler.

The blowdown point will vary considerably with diflferent waters, load

conditions, etc., and may also be influenced by the use of anti-foaming
compound, but for this discussion it is sufficient to assume that it lies

between 1000 and 15,000 parts per million, i.e., 58.5 and 877.2 grains per

gallon.

It may be assumed that the same amount of steam will be exhausted
during identical engine runs, and that the feedwater is partly used to main-
tain the steam supply and partly wasted as blowdown.

In order to determine these relative amounts, let it be assumed that a

quantity V oi feedwater contains S solids per unit, or a total of VS solids.

If the blowdown point is F, then a quantity W = V (1)

F
must be blown off, leaving a quantity V =^ V— W (2)
which can be utilized as steam.

From (2) we have V = V -{- W and, inserting the value of W from
5* F

(1), we have V = V' + V—, from which V = V' , (3)
F F— S

i.e., the quantity of feedwater required, and

V'F—V (F— S) S
W = V— V' = = V , (4)

F— S F— S
i.e., the quantity of feedwater blown off.

These formulae are well illustrated by considering the two extremities.

If the feedwater contains no impurities, then S = O, W becomes O, i.e.,

no blowdown is required, and V becomes V, i.e., all feedwater is utilized to

make steam.

If, however, the feedwater contains as much impurities as the per-

missible blowdown concentration of the boiler water then S ^^ F, V as well

as W becomes infinite, i.e., all feedwater must be blown off as soon as it is

heated to the steaming point, and V becomes 0, i.e., no steam can be utilized,
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The blown off water represents several losses, of which the wasted heat,

water and chemicals for treating the water shall be considered.
The heat loss in a gallon of blown off water is 8.34 (t—t') B.T.U.,

where 8.34 is the pounds of water in a gallon, t is the temperature of the
blown off water and t' the temperature of the water as fed to the tender ; t

is obtained directly from the steam pressure tables, and t' from temperature
readings at the standpipes.

If the unit price of fuel is P, and each unit contains B—heat units

P
(B.T.U.), and the efficiencv of the boiler is P, then each lieat unit cost

,

BP.
and the heat loss in each gallon of blown off water becomes

8.3i(t— t') P,
C' = , (5)

If C" is the cost of water, according to the water station records, for
each gallon delivered to the tender, including pumping, treating, anti-
foaming compound, waste, etc., then the total cost of heat and water is

C + C" per gallon, the cost of blowdown will be L = IV(C + C"),. . . (6)
and by inserting the value of 11^ from (4) we have

S
L = V (C'+C") (7)

P— S
It is convenient to take V'= 1000 and let C= V {C + C") (8)

whereby the cost of blowdown per 1000 gal. water (8340 lb.) actually ex-

hausted as steam becomes L' = C , (9)
P— S

Formulae (3), (4) and (9), using F' = 1000, give a direct comparison
of the amounts of feedwater, blowdown and cost of blowdown of various
waters based upon the identical power output of 8340 lb. steam exhausted.

It may sometimes be practicable to recover part of the heat of the blown-
off water for heating the feedwater. This may effect a saving in live steam
otherwise used in the feedwater heater, and a corresponding credit should
be given to the blowdown cost; or it may raise the temperature of the feed-
water, and a higher value should then be given to t' in equation (5).

No credit, however, can be given to the blowdown cost for any heat and
water recovered in the boiler-washing plant, as the boiler washing is an addi-
tional expense chargeable to the impurities of the water, and the credit

should go to the boiler washing plant.

This discussion does not intend to fix any value for the blowdown point
P. Pending further development in this field, it will be necessary to depend
upon experience, with occasional experiments, to determine the blowdown
point for any particular water, or for the mixture of waters usually en-
countered in the engine run.

The following example illustrates the use of these formulae in preparing
the graph, also how additional cost scales may be applied for frequently
recurring values of C. and the use of the graph for quick comparison :

V = gallons of feedwater required per 1000 gal. exhausted as steam.
F' := 1000 gallons of water (8340 lb.) exhausted as steam.
P =5000 ppm. (292.4 gr.p.g.) blowdown point, selected by experience.

S = 1000 ppm. (58.5 gr.p.g.) solids in the feedwater, by analysis.

P = $0.0016 per lb. corresponding to $3.20 per ton of coal.

B z= 11,000 B.T.U. per lb. of coal.

p =: 0.5, efficiency of boiler.

f = 388 deg. Fahr., temperature boiler water under 250 lb. steam pressure.
A' =: 38 deg. Fahr., temperature of water as fed to tender.

C" =$0.00015, cost per gallon water in tender, from records.
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Then

:

F 5000
From (3), F = F' =1000 = 1250 gal.

F— S 5000— 1000

S 1000
From (4), W = V' =1000 c= 250 gal.

F— S 5000— 1000
8.34 (t—t')P 8.34 X 350 X 0.0016

From (5), C = = = $0.00085
BE 11,000X0.5

From (8), C= l" (C + C") =1000 (0.00085 + 0.00015) =$1.00

S 1000
From (9), L'= C =1 = $0.25

F— S 5000— 1000

Start at 1000 ppm. at bottom of graph, follow the vertical line to its

intersection with the curve for F = 5000, then to the left margin where 1250
gal. is found as the required amount of feedwater; then follow the same line

to the right margin where $0.25 is found as the cost of blowdown; all per

1000 gal. water exhausted as steam.
If the blowdown point F had been 3000, then, by following the same

vertical line to the intersection with F = 3000, the required feedwater would
be found at the left margin as 1500 gal., and the cost of blowdown on the

same line at the right margin as $0.50, all per 1000 gal. water exhausted as

steam.
If the impurities through treatment or supply of better water is reduced

to i'= 600 ppm., and F =: 3000 as before, then 1250 gal. feedwater is found
at the left and $0.25 blowdown cost at the left.

In the graph the impurities in feedwater .S" are shown in full lines for

parts per million, in dotted lines for grains per gal., and the curves for the

blowdown points, F, are given in ppm. with corresponding gr.p.g., as F and S
must be expressed in the same unit.
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Appendix D-2

(4) CARBONATE AND SULPHATE WATERS, THEIR RELA-
TIVE INFLUENCE ON THE OPERATION AND MAIN-
TENANCE OF BOILERS AND THEIR COMPARATIVE
COSTS OF PURIFICATION

C. H. Koyl, Chairman, Sub-Committee; C. M. Bardwell, R. C. Bardwell,

W. M. Barr, O. W. Carrick, R. W. Chorley, R. E. Coughlan, J. H.

Davidson, B. W. DeGeer, L. E. Elliott, E. M. Grime, J. P. Hanley,

J. R. Hickox, P. M. LaBach, O. T. Rees, H. H. Richardson, D. A.

Steel, Dennistoun Wood.

Referring again to the classic work of the Water Committee of 1914 in

determining the damage done to a boiler per pound of scale deposited in

it by heated feedwater—classic, because each successive re-determination,

whether made on one engine district or on a whole railway, serves to

emphasize the statements that 7 cents of those days, or 13 cents of our day,

is a fair measure of the cost of repairs and extra fuel resultant from the

average pound of hard scale deposited in a boiler, and that this can be

calculated in adxance by analyzing the water and determining the amount to

be used—referring to this statement, we find it sometimes misunderstood.

The formula applies only to the natural hard scale deposited in a boiler

from the use of natural hard water. It is accurate when applied to waters

only slightly hard and scale which is thin. The result is too low when the

formula is used to calculate the damage from very hard waters, and very

much too low when applied to scaling waters which also cause boiler

leaking.

The formula does not say that carbonate and sulphate scale have

dosed with soda-ash or any kind of scale precipitant, so that the incrust-

ing matter is deposited as soft scale within the boiler.

The formula does not say that carbonate and sulphate scale have

equal influence on boiler cost, and it is reasonable to suppose that they are

not alike though our Committee last year was not able to affirm a difference.

But this year we were requested to extend our report to include a statement

of the comparative costs of purging carbonate and sulphate scaling matter

from water, and R. W. Chorley has written briefly as follows

:

"It is often found that boiler waters of equal degrees of hardness
differ in the amount of damage which they do to boilers, and analyses of

the waters show that in those doing the greater damage the proportion of

sulphate to carbonate scale is the greater.

"The cause of the damage to the boilers is principally the insulating

property of the scale which restricts the passage of heat from metal to

water, causing overheating of the metal which results in warping, fire-

cracking and rapid deterioration. Firebox sheets and other heating surfaces

of a boiler are limited to definite thickness of metal. The steam pressure
on boilers has been greatly increased in the past few years and the shells

and other parts which are not heating surfaces have been proportionately

increased in thickness, but side sheets and flue sheets and other heating
surfaces have not been increased in thickness, the added strength being

obtained by increasing the number of staybolts.
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"Sulphate incrusting matter is more costly to take from water than
carbonate incrusting matter.

"To precipitate in a settling tank and be entirely rid of calcium or mag-
nesium bi-carbonate requires per grain of calcium carbonate only .56 grain

of quick lime or .74 grain of hydrated lime, and per grain of magnesium
carbonate only .67 grain of quick lime or .88 grain of hydrated lime.

"The sulphates of calcium and magnesium cannot be precipitated and
gotten rid of by the lime-soda treatment but can merely be converted into

sodium sulphate which does not scale but tends to foam, and the process
requires .78 grain of soda-ash per grain of calcium sulphate or .88 grain of

soda-ash and .88 grain of hydrated lime per grain of magnesium sulphate.

"With hydrated lime, at 0.6 cent per pound and soda-ash at 1.3 cents per
pound, the cost of chemicals for treatment becomes

:

Per pound calcium carbonate 44 cents

Per pound magnesium carbonate 52 cents

Per pound calcium sulphate 1.01 cents

Per pound magnesium sulphate 1.66 cents

"It should be noted that not only is sulphate water the more costly to

treat but it is also more costly to use, because of the loss of water and heat

due to the blowing-out necessitated by the concentration of sodium sulphate
in the water in the boiler. In common practice each pound of dissolved

sodium sulphate costs about 4 cents in blowdown water, and each pound of

soft sludge and other matter in suspension costs about one cent unless

blown out by the necessity for reducing alkali concentration."
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Appendix E

(6) TYPES OF HYDRANTS FOR COACH YARDS AND GEN-
ERAL SERVICE AND METHODS FOR SUPPLYING
WATER TO COACHES

J. H. Davidson, Chairman, Sub-Committee
; J. P. Hanley, F. H. Kornf eld,

W. B. McCaleb, R. L. Holmes, H. E. Silcox, H. W. VanHovenberg,

J. B. Wesley, J. M. Fitzgerald.

GENERAL

For convenience in handling the Sub-Committee has divided this sub-

ject into three sections as follows

:

1. Hydrants for coach yards and passenger station platforms where

coaches are watered.

2. Methods of supplying water to coaches from hydrants, including

care and handling of hose, nozzles and connections.

3. Hydrants for general service such as ash pits, stock yards, small

stations and similar facilities.

HYDRANTS FOR COACH YARDS AND PASSENGER STATION
PLATFORMS WHERE COACHES ARE WATERED

Information received from representative railroads from all sections of

the United States, shows that the most satisfactory types of hydrants for

this purpose embody the following features

:

1. Hydrant should be placed in a pit or box the top of which is flush

with platform or surface of ground. This feature removes the hazard

of personal injuries presented by high top hydrants and also permits truck-

ing on platforms and in coach yards.

2. Quick opening type of valves should be used and hose connections

which permit hose to be equickly attached or removed. The time for

watering coaches in transit is usually limited and the saving in time effected

by quick opening valves and easily manipulated hose connections is important.

3. Except in localities where freezing weather is never experienced,

the hydrants should be self-draining-non-freezing or adequately frost

proofed.

4. Adequate drainage should be provided to carry away surface waste

as well as water drained from the hydrants. Ground drainage is seldom

satisfactory. Pipe drainage is preferred. The proper method will depend

on local conditions, the character of soil and frequency of use of hydrants.

5. Hydrants should be so constructed and installed that repairs may
be easily and quickly made without the necessity of digging.

6. Construction of valves should be such that they will withstand hard

usage and will not require frequent renewals to prevent waste of water.
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Hydrants meeting the above requirements are available and are in use

by many railroads.

One type of hydrant in general use is assembled by using a stop and

waste or similar hydrant valve, suitably installed in a covered pit which

provides protection against pollution, mechanical injury to parts of the

hydrant, freezing, and also provides drainage. Globe valves and air cocks

should not be used in this service as they require constant maintenance and

are a source of great waste of water.

The hydrant cock which has a "stop," usually a pin, to indicate

when valve is properly closed is a source of considerable water waste due

to the fact that the stop pin becomes broken off or lost, allowing the valve

to be reversed and permitting water from the main to be wasted, often

undetected, especially when waste is connected to pipe drainage systems.

There is a type of hydrant cock on the market which does away with

the "stop" and in which the drainage ducts are so arranged that the valve

cannot be reversed so as to waste water. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the hydrant

cock with broken pin and plug reversed so that water can waste through

the drain hole. Fig. 3, 4 and 5 show details of an improved type of

hydrant cock which will prevent such undetected waste of water.

Pits provided for hydrant cock installations should be constructed to

meet local conditions, due consideration being given to drainage and danger

from freezing. Fig. 6, 7 and 8 show details of some typical installations.

Another type of hydrant which has proven satisfactory for this

service is one which requires no pit. The valve box is made of castiron

with a steel lid which protects the nozzle and is an integral part of the

hydrant. It is made for any depth of bury and the inner parts can be easily

removed for repairs without any digging! The valve is quick opening, a

vertical lift of three-eighths inch opens it wide and unless the handle

is placed on a rest provided for this purpose, a spring closes the valve as

soon as the handle is released. Thus the valve cannot be left partly open

nor can vibration of passing trains accidently open the valve. 'It is self-

draining and non-freezing when placed at proper depth. The top of the box
is placed flush with platform or if in earth or cinders is usually placed

in a small mound of concrete. The lid is so arranged that it is self-closing

and cannot be left open. This removes the hazard of someone stumbling

over lid or stepping into the box.

Reports from various railroads using this type of hydrant indicate

that they greatly reduce the waste of water as compared with globe

valve, cut-out cocks and similar arrangements and that the maintenance

costs are very low. Fig. 9, 10 and 11 show details of this hydrant.

Fig. 12 shows details of a recent installation of these hydrants at Alex-

andria, Louisiana, on the Texas and Pacific and Fig. 13 shows details ol

installation at Bowling Green, Kentucky, on the Louisville & Nashville.
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Fig. 2

Unimproved Hydrant Cock
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Fig. 3

NOTE HUMP

Fig. 5

Improved Hydrant Cock
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Quick Opening, Non-Freezing Hydrant
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Fig. 10

Quick Opening, Non-Freezing Hydrant
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METHODS OF SUPPLYING WATER TO COACHES FROM HY-
DRANTS INCLUDING CARE AND HANDLING OF HOSE,
NOZZLES AND CONNECTIONS.

Although there are a few small terminals where drinking- water is car-

ried from hydrants to coaches in buckets, the method generally employed

is to convey the water through hose. This method is satisfactory in prac-

tically all respects except in regard to danger of pollution of the water.

Pollution of drinking water is frequently introduced through dragging the

watering hose ends along the ground or platform, by throwing the hose

under coaches onto ground or platform, or from top of coaches to the

ground. Such handling renders it practically impossible to prevent con-

tamination of the ends of the hose and the water which passes through

the hose.

Special nozzles and devices to protect the ends of the hose are in

limited use. Their usefulness depends in a large measure on the manner

of handling. If used in accordance with instructions, they may be efifec-

tive in preventing pollution but if used carelessly they are of doubtful value.

One type of nozzle in use at certain terminals of the Illinois Central is

described on pages 409-411 of Vol. 22 of the Proceedings of this Associa-

tion. Another type now being used on the Texas and Pacific is shown in

Fig. 14. Fig. 15 shows details of a proposed nozzle protector.

A few roads have tried providing hydrant pits sufficiently large to per-

mit coiling hose in them when hose is not in use. This does not overcome

the danger of pollution as the hose is dragged over ground or platform when

being taken to or from the hydrant pit. The extra expense of such an

installation is not justified by benefits derived.

The Committee recommends that coach watering crews be given in-

structions in proper use of equipment and that closer supervision be given

to the process of watering coaches in order that principles of sanitation

be followed.

HYDRANTS FOR GENERAL SERVICE

Both the high top hydrants and those with top flush with the surface

of the ground are suitable for cinder pit service, the local conditions govern-

ing which type is to be preferred. If there is danger of freezing, they

should be of self-draining, non-freezing type.

As a general rule the self-draining, non-freezing, quick opening type

placed in a pit or with a self-contained valve box is to be preferred over

other types. Satisfactory types are shown in Fig. 6, 8, 16 and 17.

For use at stock yards, some type of high top hydrant is preferred.

They should be rugged in construction and have no parts which can be easily

damaged or removed. Where there is danger of freezing they should be of

the self-draining type. Unless these hydrants are to be placed in a paved

area it is not usually considered necessary to place them in pits although

repairs can be much easier made if pit is provided. Fig. 16, 17, 18 and 19

show satisfactory types of hydrants for stock pens.
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The various types of hydrants described as suitable for ash pits and

stock pens can be adapted to general service around stations and grounds.

Conclusions

The most suitable type of hydrant for coach yards and station platforms

is a quick opening, self-draining, non-freezing valve in a pit or box flush with

the surface. Types which have proved satisfactory are shown in Fig. 6, 7,

8, 9, 10 and 11.

The method of conveying drinking water from hydrants to coaches

through hose is satisfactory in practically every respect excepting the very

important one of sanitation. No method of protecting nozzles and hose ends

yet devised has proven entirely satisfactory since these devices cannot

offset the evils of careless handling. Proper instruction and supervision of

forces watering coaches will be more effective in promoting sanitation than

mechanical devices.

Types of hydrants which have proven satisfactory in general service

are shown in Fig. 16, 17, 18 and 19.
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Appendix F

(6) PIPE FOR SERVICE LINES, THREE INCHES AND
UNDER IN SIZE, WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO
THE USE OF PREPARED JOINT CAST IRON PIPE AND
COPPER AND BRASS PIPE AS SUBSTITUTES FOR STEEL
AND WROUGHT IRON PIPE

J. P. Hanley, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. M. Fitzgerald, F. H. Kornfeld,

H. E. Silcox, A. E. Willahan, F. D. Yeaton.

General

A service pipe is one used in conveying water from the distribution

system to a particular building or facility, and the report is intended to

cover this class of pipe only.

The cost of installing and maintaining water service pipes in the early

days of railway building was relatively smaller than at present. Less inter-

ference was encountered from paving, trackage and other surface con-

struction. The smaller amount of underground sewers and drains did

not carry off the leakage of defective pipes to such an extent as now

exists. Leakage then found its way to the surface niore readily and

repairs were made more economically than at the present time.

The increased cost of present-day repairs coupled with the growing

insistence of water users for uninterrupted service has created conditions

which call for the installation of service pipes of very durable materials.

Municipal Practice

The conditions just referred to apply in municipal operation to an

even greater extent than in railway practice and municipal water service-

men have studied the service pipe problem for years. We have read

many of their reports and have summarized some of the information and

conclusions they have worked out, which, we believe, will be of benefit to

this Association.

The "Report of the Committee on Service Pipes" of the New Eng-

land Water Works Association published some years ago contained the

following conclusions on service pipe

:

1. It should not affect the water passing through it to the injury

of the health of the water users.

2. It should not affect the appearance or taste of the water.

3. It should have sufficient capacity to give adequate service at all times.

4. It should be strong and durable.

5. It should be easily laid.

6. It should be inexpensive.
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Kinds of Service Pipe

These requirements are not always easj' to meet as it is often difficult

to select pipe which combines all the qualities necessary to meet varying

conditions of soil, water and mechanical stresses.

The following kinds of material are used for service pipe :

Galvanized wrought iron Copper

Galvanized wrought steel Brass

Lead Cast iron

Galvanized Iron and Steel Service Pipe

This class of pipe exceeds all other classes now used for service lines.

The galvanizing should be well-done to retard corrosion and prevent dis-

colored water. This pipe has the advantage of being strong and not easily

flattened or punctured, and of being easily laid. It has the disadvantage

of being less durable than lead or copper pipe and incrusts and corrodes.

It will not last long if laid in corrosive soils, and should be used only

under favorable soil and water conditions. Under similar conditions wrought

iron pipe is generally more durable than wrought steel pipe.

Lead Service Pipe

Lead pipe has been known since the earliest times. Specimens of it

have been found in the ruins of the ancient Roman water systems. It is now
largely used by cities under pavements where very durable service is

required. It has the disadvantage of being easily flattened or punctured and

in saline soils, when "wiped" joints are used, has been known to be

subject to galvanic action, which weakens the joint. Some waters will dis-

solve lead to a sufficient extent to cause lead poisoning, but these cases are

rare and can be guarded against and should not cause prejudice to this class

of service pipe under usual conditions. Lead has so many advantages that

it will, perhaps, always be a very acceptable material for service pipes. It

does not corrode or incrustate, can be readily bent around obstructions and

when properly installed gives no mechanical trouble. It has an indefinitely

long life and high salvage value.

Brass Service Pipe

Brass or bronze has been used for ages in the manufacture of utensils

and is now used in industry where other metals will not last long under the

effects of certain elements ; for example, in marine service piping and con-

denser tubing.

The development in the mining and manufacture of copper has so

reduced its cost that the use of pipe made of copper and its alloy, brass, is

now coming into commercial competition with galvanized wrought iron and

lead pipe for service lines.

Brass is a mixture of copper and zinc in various proportions. There are

mixtures which contain 60 per cent copper and 40 per cent zinc ; 65 per

cent copper and 35 per cent zinc, and 70 per cent copper and 30 per cent

zinc. A variation of the latter mixture is 70 per cent copper, 29 per cent

zinc and 1 per cent tin and is known as admiralty metal. This metal is
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used extensively in marine piping and other work subject to the action of

salt or brackish water. Pipe with 85 per cent copper is also manufactured

and is sometimes referred to as "red brass" owing to color given by the

high copper content.

Brass service pipe is made in the usual wrought iron pipe sizes and

may be cut and threaded with standard iron pipe tools. It combines many

of the advantages found separately in wrought iron and lead pipe, but

not combined in either. It has strong wall construction coupled with extreme

durability under service conditions.

Fittings of approximately the same composition as the pipe should be

used, as under certain conditions fittings of a different composition might

create a tendency to electrolysis at the junction of the pipe and fitting.

Copper Service Pipe

This pipe contains 99 per cent pure copper and is softer and more

pliable than brass pipe. It has higher resistance to corrosion than brass

but is slightly more expensive and more easily damaged by flattening,

puncture or other mechanical means.

The joints of copper service pipe are usually made by expanding and

flanging the ends of the pipe in the fittings by means of a special tool.

Threading may also be done as in the case of brass or iron pipe, but the

ductility of the copper lends itself readily to the flanging process.

Standard Bell and Spigot Cast Iron Service Pipe

This pipe is made in the 2 and 3 inch sizes, the 2-inch size

is made in 9-foot sections and the 3-inch size in 12-foot sections,

At the present time there is an extra cost of $10 per ton on 3-inch cast-

iron pipe as compared with the price quoted on cast iron pipe in sizes 6

inches and over, and the price of 2-inch castiron pipe is quoted on a per-

foot basis. This differential is asked by the manufacturers on account of

the extra cost of incorporating the metal in pipe of the smaller sizes. It will,

no doubt, always exist but might be reduced through the usual economies

of greater production if the demand for small cast iron pipe increases.

This class of pipe is usually coated with a tar pitch coating and possesses

many advantages for water service. The joint has the disadvantage of

being affected by traffic vibration when laid under tracks, which may cause

leakage. As recommended by this Committee in their report on Pipe Lines,

appearing in Vol. 27, 1926, Proceedings of the Association, we believe that

in such installations bell and spigot pipe should be incased or otherwise

protected against traffic vibration.

Screwed Joint Cast Iron Service Pipe

This class of pipe is made in 1^, 2 and 3 inch sizes. The Ij^-inch

size is made in 5-foot sections and the 2 and 3 inch sizes in 6-foot sections.

It may be used with standard screwed fittings.

Fittings are made for connecting this class of pipe with wrought iron

screw pipe and bell and spigot cast iron pipe. The ends of screwed cast

iron pipe are prepared for threading by increased wall thickness and the
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manufacturers recommend that any adjustments in length be made by cutting

the pipe to proper length and using bell end fittings to reconnect it, instead

of attempting to cut threads on unprepared sections of the pipe in the field.

Pre-Calked Joint Cast Iron Service Pipe

This class of pipe is made in 1J4. 2 and 3 inch sizes and in sections 5 and

6 feet long. The joint is moulded in the pipe bell at the factory by means

of lead, jute and steel wedges. A mandrel slightly larger than the spigot

end of the pipe it represents is inserted in the bell around which the joint

is poured, and calked for approximately one-half of its perimeter. When
the pipe is laid the pre-calked part of the joint should be turned down in

the trench and the top section of the joint calked against the pipe which

has been inserted. This top calking forces the pipe against the pre-calked

bottom section which is also given a light calking for finishing the entire

joint. The use of prepared joints eliminates the use of jointing material

in the field and permits lower priced labor in pipe installations.

Bolted Joint Cast Iron Service Pipe

This pipe is made in 2 and 3 inch sizes and in sections 6 feet long.

It is also known as universal joint cast iron pipe. The joint is made by

machining and tapering the ends of the pipe so that they will fit closely

when bolted together. This joint should be considered when pipe lines are

laid in partially consolidated fills or other locations where settlement may
be expected, as it allows considerable variation from established line or

grade without straining the pipe joint.

At the present time ordinary steel bolts are furnished with this pipe.

It is our opinion that an improvement would result by using genuine wrought

iron bolts sherardized or copperized, these bolts to have sufficient oversize

to withstand corrosion during the estimated life of the pipe in addition to

the mechanical stresses for which the joint is designed.

This pipe is easily laid and does not require the use of calking equip-

ment in the field, it can be laid without excavating bell holes and permits

the use of fewer men in pipe installation than bell and spigot pipe of the

same size.

Pipe Linings and Coatings

Under special water conditions it is sometimes found advisable to use

lined pipe. Linings are usually made of tin, lead or cement. Tin lining

is used where certain waters would dissolve lead with resulting danger of

lead poisoning. It is also used in industrial plants for pipes conveying

liquid pulp, mineral waters or liquids which have a dissolving action on

other metals. Lead lining is not as expensive as tin and is used for waters

that would incrust or corrode plain iron pipe, but do not affect lead lining.

Cement lining is less expensive than lead or tin and is used to good advantage

for large mains as well as small service pipes.

Wherever iron or steel is used it is benefited by some surface coating for

the prevention of rust. Cast iron pipe is usually covered with a tar pitch

varnish applied in accordance with the specifications of the American Water
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Works Association. Wrought iron and wrought steel service pipe is usually

"galvanized." The galvanizing process consists of first immersing the

pipe in a bath of sulphuric acid then washing off all traces of the acid and

immersing the pipe in a bath of molten zinc heated to a temperature of 800

deg. Fahr. ; the weight of zinc adhering to the pipe is from 2 to 3 ounces

per square foot of surface.

A considerable number of proprietary pipe coatings are now on the

market. Some of these appear to have merit, and should be considered

and investigated where conditions of soil or pipe metal make some form

of exterior pipe protection advisable. In general coatings of this nature

have not been found adequate to prevent corrosion although they are of

some benefit in retarding it.

The tar pitch and galvanized coatings are the coatings most generally

used on service pipe and are of benefit in preventing what is usually known
as "red" water caused by iron rust, which occurs when the iron surface

is exposed.

Where unusual installations, such as laying pipe in cinder fills, are

considered special coatings, wrappings or encasements may be advisable.

Such installations should be studied carefully and the most suitable pipe

and methods used that cost conditions will justify.

Present Practice of Railroads and Cities

We sent a questionnaire to many railroads and cities requesting infor-

mation on the kind of service pipe used by them. A summary of the infor-

mation received from this questionnaire follows and indicates that large

cities are using lead, galvanized iron and steel, copper, brass and castiron

with the general preference apparently in favor of lead in sizes up to Ij/^

inches and cast iron with bell and spigot joints in sizes 2 inches and over.

Many cities expressly permit the use of brass, copper and galvanized iron

and steel in their code for this work. None of the cities reporting use

ungalvanized or "black" wrought iron or wrought steel service pipe.

The cities, as a rule, have carefully detailed plans and specifications for

service lines while railway companies, with limited exceptions, reported no
detailed plans or specifications and are using any class of pipe available

even black steel, which is known to have relatively short life when laid

underground. The Illinois Central System, however, reported a specifica-

tion for protected wrought iron service pipes for new facilities, which is

as follows

:

"All underground piping 2 inches and under shall be extra heavy gal-
vanized genuine wrought iron pipe. All threads shall be cut clean and
all burrs reamed out before connecting. Fittings shall be heavy galvanized
malleable iron. All underground wrought iron pipe shall be protected by
covering with asphalt and burlap. The asphalt shall be applied hot and
pipe then wrapped diagonally with a strip of burlap 6 inches in width. The
burlap shall lap 2 inches and shall be coated after wrapping with asphalt.
Burlap and asphalt covering shall be continuous and shall cover threads
and couplings. No damage shall be done to covering with wrenches or other
tools. The back filling around wrought iron pipe shall be sand or clay
and shall be carefully packed under pipe to prevent settlement."
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Summary of Information Received on Questionnaire

Name of Railway or City

Union Paci6c
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Illinois Central

Central of Georgia
Chesapeake & Ohio
Kansas City Southern

Great Northern

Atlantic Coast Line
Denver & Rio Grande

Louisville & Nashville

Missouri-Kansas-Texas
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

Southern

Pennsylvania

New York Central
Northern Pacific

Florida East Coast
St. Louis Southwestern
New York, New Haven

& Hartford

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
New York City

Chicago

New Orleans

Boston

Charleston, S. C.

Kind of Pipe Used

Wrought iron and steel, black and galvanized.

Wrought Steel—galvanized.

Extra heavy wrought iron galvanized and
wrapped with burlap and asphalt.

Wrought steel, black and galvanized.

Wrought iron—black.

Wrought steel and iron—black and galvan-
ized.

Wrought steel, black and galvanized ; small

amount cast iron pre-calked joints.

Wrought steel—galvanized.

Wrought iron, black and galvanized. Some
cast iron, bell and spigot.

Wrought iron, black, wrought steel—galvan-
ized, cast iron with flanged, calked, pre-

calked and universal joints.

Wrought steel, black and galvanized.

Wrought steel, black and galvanized.

Wrought iron, black and galvanized, cast-

iron pre-calked.

Wrought iron galvanized. Now considering

2-inch pre-calked cast iron.

Wrought iron or steel galvanized.

Wrought steel galvanized. Have given \%-
inch pre-calked cast iron a trial but on
account of ununiformity of wall thick-

ness this cast iron pipe was not entirely

satisfactory. If manufacturers develop
a good small cast iron pipe would prefer
it to galvanized wrought iron or steel.

Wrought steel galvanized.

Wrought iron, black and galvanized, lead.

Wrought iron galvanized. Have made two
or three trial installations of pre-calked
cast iron—have not, as yet, decided on its

qualities.

Steel, black and galvanized.
Services 2 inches and under—lead. Services

over 2 inches—extra heavy galvanized
iron or bell and spigot cast iron. Serv-
ices of any size may be of brass with
extra heavy brass fittings. Copper with
flanged joints may be used up to 2
inches in size.

Services up to 2 inches in size shall be lead.

Services 3 inches in size standard bell

and spigot—cast iron.

Services up to 1^ inches in size—lead, two
inches and over—standard bell and spigot
cast iron.

Services up to 1 J/2 inches—lead, 2 inches and
over—standard bell and spigot, cast iron.

Services up to 2 inches—lead 3 inches—cast
iron with bell and spigot or simplex
joints. Cement lining sometimes used to

prevent incrustation, which exists in this

locality.
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St. Paul Services 2 inches and under—copper; 3

inches—standard bell and spigot, cast

iron.

Los Angeles Wrought steel galvanized. Cast iron with
screw, flanged and calked joints. Pre-
calked cast iron abandoned recently.

Lead goosenecks sometimes used for con-
necting to main. Short runs of copper
sometimes used for sewer flush tanks.

Spokane Wrought iron and steel galvanized. Humas-
tic dip on steel pipe. Are now consider-
ing use of copper and cast iron for sizes

2 inches and under instead of present
materials.

Springfield, Ohio New services

—

^brass.

Cost of Various Kinds of Service Pipes

As the relative cost of materials is usually of interest we quote the

prices of the various kinds of pipe considered as of April, 1927. These prices

are nominal f.o.b. foundry or mill in carload lots and are subject to change.

Price per 100 Feet
Kind of Pipe Y^-inch 1-inch 1%-inch 2-inch 3-inch

Wrought steel—black $ 4.26 $ 5.97 $ 8.08 $ 13.00 $ 26.88
Wrought steel—galvanized 5.46 7.75 10.48 16.87 34.88
Wrought iron—black 7.86 11.30 15.29 27.06 52.32
Wrought iron—galvanized 9.72 14.05 19.00 32.68 63.22
Brass 26.02 36.52 53.72 84.38 174.40
Copper 29.15 41.04 60.32 94.86 196.22
Lead 39.44 53.53 67.62 101.43 180.32
Cast iron—bell and spigot * * * 28.00 39.00
Cast iron—universal * * * 26.00 39.00
Cast iron—pre-calked * * 22.50 22.50 41.00
Cast iron—threaded * * 22.50 25.50 41.00

Note: *Not manufactured in this size.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Much has been written on the durability and general suitability of cast

iron, pure wrought iron, wrought steel, copper, lead, and brass for small

service lines.

A considerable portion of these reports has been written by the tech-

nical staffs of the various producers ; other reports have been written by
representatives of the users, by technical societies through their committees

and by independent writers.

The reports written by the producers tend to show great suitability

under nearly all conditions for their particular product. These reports some-

times include exposure tests under service conditions as well as accelerated

laboratory tests to support the text of the report.

The reports written by the representatives of the users are not so whole-

hearted in support of any particular material. Their reports tend to show
that while some product may be suitable and even pre-eminent in certain

locations it does not give satisfaction when used in other locations where
the conditions are diflFerent.
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The reports of the technical committees are mostly in the nature of

progress reports, which usually contain information on continued exposure

tests of materials under natural conditions of soil and water, which test is

preferred to accelerated laboratory tests.

If any of our members wish to obtain more detailed information on

the durability of materials for service lines we would suggest the reading

of the following reports

:

U.S. Bureau of Standards
1926—Corrosion resistence of iron and steel. Letter circular 192. This

includes an extensive bibliography on the subject by American and foreign
writers.

1923—Protective metallic coatings for the rust proofing of iron and
steel. Circular letter 80.

American Society Mechanical Engineers—^Journal

1918—Relative corrosion of cast iron, wrought iron and steel pipe in

house drainage systems by W. P. Gerhard, Vol. 40, page 945.

Engineering News-Record
1925—Half of Lowell service pipes changed in 52 years, R. J. Thomas,

Vol. 95, page 104L

National Research Council
Research information surveys on corrosion of metals as follows

:

1923—Nickel.
1923—Aluminum.
1923—Copper.
1924—Zinc.
1924—Tin.
1924—Lead.

American Water Works Association—^Journal

1925—Brass and copper for water service and plumbing pipe, Wm. G.
Schneider. Copper and Brass, Research Association, New York, Vol. 14,

No. 2, August.
1925—Copper service pipe, W. Twaits, Mueller, Limited, Sarnia, Canada,

Vol. 14, No. 3, September.
1925—Experiences with small service pipes, J. E. Gibson, Manager and

Engineer, Water Department, Charleston, S. C, Vol. 14, No. 4, October.
1926--Experiences with cement lined cast iron pipe. J. E. Gibson, Man-

ager and Engineer, Water Department, Charleston, S. C, Vol. 16, No. 4,

October.
1926—A comparison of service pipe materials, O. B. Mueller, Presi-

dent, Mueller Brass Company, Port Huron, Michigan, Vol. 16, No. 4,

October.

American Railway Engineering Association—Proceedings

1926—The design, construction and maintenance of pipe lines. A com-
mittee report. Vol. 27, page 221.

American Society for Testing Materials—Proceedings

1918-1925—Progress Reports of Committee A-5 on Continued Exposure
Tests of Various Metals.
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American Foundrymen's Association—Transactions

1924-1925-1927—Progress reports on soil corrosion of pipes.

The reports of the Bureau of Standards are the most extensive and use-

ful on this subject. The Bureau has selected 46 kinds of soil for tests

located in 32 widely separated places in the United States. Types of com-

mercial pipes were buried, including cast iron, wrought iron and wrought

steel. Six complete sets of pipes were buried and are taken up for examina-

tion every two years. Under this schedule 14,000 specimens of pipe of 28

varieties have been exposed, each specimen being labeled and numbered.

The types of corrosion varies in different soils. The Bureau has, as

yet, arrived at no definite conclusions, but is publishing the information

gained in the form of continued reports.

Conclusions

(1) Service pipe materials may be divided into two general classes:

The ferrous materials, of which wrought iron, wrought steel and cast iron

are examples, and the non-ferrous materials represented by lead, copper and

brass. The ferrous materials are cheaper, but the non-ferrous materials

are more durable under similar conditions of soil and water.

(2) Cast iron pipe is extensively used for large water mains and is

generally more durable than wrought iron or wrought steel. It is now com-
mercially available in \yi, 2 and 3 inch sizes and we suggest that its use

for permanent service lines in these sizes be considered.

(3) Extra heavy galvanized wrought iron pipe is suitable for service

lines of a semi-permanent nature or for pipe sizes not available in cast iron.

Galvanized steel may be considered where the installation is intended to last

for a relatively short period.

(4) We do not recommend black wrought iron or steel pipe for service

lines on account of the relatively lower durability and the tendency of the

uncoated metal to rust and cause discolored water.

(5) Where service lines one inch, or less, in sizes are laid under pave-

ments or in other locations where an indefinitely permanent installation is

required we suggest the use of copper pipe, or brass pipe with 85 per cent

copper content in preference to lead pipe for the reasons that such pipe is

cheaper and stronger than lead, fully as durable, and easier to install owing
to the absence of the "wiped" joint.

(6) The pre-calked joint for cast iron pipe in 1j4, 2 and 3 inch sizes

is a convenience and economy over the older method of installing the molten

jointing material in the field. While pipe users have not fully accepted it,

we believe their reluctance is largely due to a natural hesitation in super-

seding an established process until someone else has fully tried out the

newer method. We suggest small trial installations of pre-calked cast

iron pipe in \%, 2 and 3 inch sizes by railways interested to fully test it.

(7) We do not recommend the use of any form of calked joints under

railway tracks without encasement or other protection against vibration.
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(8) The universal cast iron joint in 2 and 3 inch sizes should be con-

sidered for use in partially settled fills or in locations subject to vibration

or movement where protective measures are not provided, as this class of

joint will adjust itself to considerable disturbance without leakage.

(9) Where service pipe is laid in cinders or corrosive soils or where

the water has an unusual tendency to corrode or incrustate a special study

should be made to select the piping material and protective methods best

suited for the conditions.

(10) It is our opinion that too many pipe sizes are now used for service

lines and we believe that railways should limit these sizes to a suitable

minimum.

Appendix G

(7) USE OF GRAVITY AND PRESSURE FILTERS

D. A. Steel, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; C. M. Bardwell, S. C. Beach,

R. E. Coughlan, B. W. DeGeer, H. W. Faus, J. M. Fitzgerald, O. T.

Rees, R. W. Savidge, R. A. Tanner.

Committee reports progress.
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Appendix H

(8) DISPOSAL OF SLUDGE AT WATER SOFTENING
PLANTS

R. E. Coughlan, Chairman, Sub-Committee; R. A. Baldwin, R. W. Chor-

ley, J. H. Davidson, S. C. Johnson, P. M. LaBach, J. R. Hickox.

The disposal of sludge from water softening plants is one of the prob-

lems with which the railways operating lime and soda-ash softening plants

have to contend. In some cases, this sludge has become a possible menace

to the railway companies, as the property-owners in the vicinity of the

softening plants sometimes raise serious objections when this material

happens to get on their land. Some of the cities have also forbidden its

disposal through municipal sewers.

In an endeavor to solve the problem of its disposal, your Committee
has canvassed practically all of the railways operating softening plants as

well as some of the municipalities which use this method of water softening.

Analysis of this material on a water-free basis shows that it consists

principally of calcium carbonate, with varying percentages of magnesium
hydrate. It also contains the mud, sand and other impurities which were
originally in the water as suspended matter. When it is removed from the

softening plants, it contains 80 to 90 per cent of water. This water upon

evaporation leaves the sludge in the form of a whitish or brownish white

paste or powder, depending upon how much of the water is retained.

The general method of its disposal, wherever possible, is to allow it

to drain out of the plant onto low ground or into a creek or moving
body of water. Where this is not practical, it is necessary to construct

pits to retain the sludge until such time as these pits are cleaned by clam

shell or other means at considerable expense. The sludge is then hauled

in cars to a suitable disposal ground, or mixed with cinders or other refuse

for convenient disposal. Where pits are necessary, it has been found ad-

vantageous to build them in two or more water-tight compartments, so

that after the sludge has settled the water is pumped back into the softening

plant.

In many cases the sludge is simply dumped along the right-of-way or

allowed to accumulate in piles which are scattered to some degree by the

wind. At several points it has been found that piling the sludge upon

ground slightly higher than the surrounding country greatly aids in its

disposal, as it dries quickly and disappears quite rapidly.

Some railways have specially designed sludge disposal cars. These are

made out of a tank car, putting 8-inch quick opening gate valves in on

opposite sides of the car, near the bottom towards each end. A 2-inch

perforated pipe runs the full length of the car on the bottom ; with a gland

at one end and a stuffing box. This pipe has quarter-inch holes about 10

inches apart on the bottom. When the car has been hauled out to the dis-

posal ground, the perforated pipe is connected by means of a hose to the
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blowoff cock of the locomotive handling it. Water and steam are blown into

the car in order to stir up the sludge, after which the gate valves are

opened and the car empties itself.

Some of the uses to which this sludge has been applied with varied

success are

:

Reburning.—Reburning the sludge to convert it back to calcium

oxide results in a recovered calcium oxide of poorer quality than the

original commercial product. The expense incurred in hauling the

sludge to a central point prohibits the extensive use of this method.

Whitewash.—This sludge is not as economical or as efficient as the

ordinary commercial lime sold for this purpose. It can, however, be used as

a "filler" for the whitewash as well as mortar.

Chalk ajid Toothpaste.—A small quantity of the sludge has been

used in the manufacture of chalk. The commercial raw materials at

present used for these products are far superior to the sludge.

Fertilizer.—This appears to be the only economical method of

disposal of this material where sludge pits are necessary. It is an excellent

antidote for "sour land." The difficulty of its use is due to its consistency

which makes it difficult to distribute it uniformly over the land with the

present farm machinery. A campaign of education is necessary among
the agricultural agents to get them interested eneugh to solicit demand

from local farmers. A common experience has been that a small percentage

of the sludge will be hauled away gratis by farmers living in the vicinity

of the softening plant, but in order to make this method of any value

its use must be advertised on a larger scale.

It is the opinion of your Committee that the most economical method

of disposal of this sludge is to allow it to drain away onto low land or into a

moving body of water. At points where pits are necessary, a united effort

should be made to interest agricultural agents in the use of this material as

a fertilizer, allowing them to take it away at their own price.
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Appendix K

(11) ECONOMICAL SPACING OF WATER STATIONS IN
CONNECTION WITH INCREASING CAPACITY OF
ENGINE TENDERS

R. C. Bardwell, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; C. M. Bardwell, B. W. DeGeer,

E. M. Grime, J. P. Hanley, R. L. Holmes, F. H. Kornfeld, H. H.

Richardson.

The economical spacing of water stations in connection with increasing

capacity of engine tenders is largely a question pertaining to possible

operating economies on the individual district concerned. Special study is

required for the individual freight train sub-divisons under consideration, and

a general report of this character can only call attention to the various

factors involved.

One of the present measures of freight train operating efficiency is

gross ton miles per train hour. An increase in gross ton miles per train hour

is produced in two ways: (1) by greater train load, and (2) by accelerating

train movement. Acceleration of train movement is directly influenced by

the elimination of unnecessary stops which not only delay the train in

question but retard the progress of following traffic on busy main line.

One of the means for acceleration of train movement, of which ad-

vantage has been taken by a number of railways during the past few years,

has been effected by increasing the size of engine tenders with the cor-

responding elimination of many stops for water formerly necessary.

The advantages to be obtained by the elimination of water stops are,

in a large measure, peculiar to the individual district and location. In addi-

tion to the time lost in bringing the train to the stop and regaining the

original speed, it is customary on heavy tonnage trains to detach the locomo-

tive from the train for taking on water and coal which frequently involves

further loss of time in pumping up train line to required pressure and also

incident inspection of locomotive and train. Where water is taken in con-

nection with regular schedule stops the deceleration and acceleration loss

will not be affected, but the other delays are frequently of much greater

extent. Water stops are often complicated by stations located in a sag,

which promotes greater wear on the brake equipment in stopping, and

increased load on the drawbars in starting. It is frequently necessary to

cut trains for crossings where water stops are located in municipalities or

where important highway crossings are blocked, with further loss of time.

Consideration of average conditions indicates that a time loss of 30 minutes

may be expected, including the deceleration and acceleration delays. The
approximate coal waste will average about one-half ton and water between

600 to 1000 gallons, which appears conservative, particularly where cold

weather may be an influencing factor.

Taking a hypothetical case for an example, it is considered advisable

to maintain four intermediate water stations or an approximate 20-mile

spacing over a 100-mile engine district where 9000 or 10,000-gallon-capacity
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engine tanks are used. Although it might be possible in the majority of

cases for the locomotive to skip the intermediate station and make a 40-mile

water run, the margin of safety is small, especially in view of possible

emergency delays which would involve cutting and running for water, so

that, under ordinary operating conditions, stops will be made at each water

station with incident losses.

With the use of 16,000-gallon-capacity engine tenders, one water stop

only should be necessary with ample margin of safety to provide for

emergency, thus eliminating three water stop delays. With the use on such

district of 22,000-gallon-capacity tenders, the largest size reported to be in

use in this country, it should be possible to make the terminal-to-terminal

run without stop for water under full tonnage conditions.

The elimination of three water stops should reduce the train time over

the district approximately one and one-half hours with corresponding increase

in gross ton miles per train hour and also a corresponding increase in the

availability of the equipment. Coal saving should approximate 1^ tons,

and water between 2000 and 3000 gallons. Wages of train and engine

crews, accounts 392 and 401, will not be affected except where they are

on the overtime rate. Other saving will be made in account 399, "lubricants

and other supplies for train locomotives" ; accounts 308, 309 and 310, per-

taining to costs of locomotive repairs, depreciation, and cost of ownership

;

and in accounts 314, 315, and 316 pertaining to freight train car repairs,

depreciation, and cost of ownership, as outlined by the Committee on

Economies of Railway Operation, appearing as Appendix B in the Committee

report to the twenty-eighth annual convention held in March, 1927, on

"Study of the Costs of Starting and Stopping Trains."

In addition to the economies in train operation through reduction in

stops for water, there will also be an additional saving in elimination of

water station cost where such stations may be abandoned. The actual

power cost for furnishing the water used will be only slightly changed, but

the fixed charges, such as labor and attendance, together with the maintenance

costs of the abandoned station will be eliminated. The longer runs should

also permit a better selection as to quality of the supply which should prove

advantageous in many cases.

From the possible savings which may be derived by the elimination of

water stops the additional expense must be subtracted for hauling the added

weight of the larger engine tank and water, and for the interest and deprecia-

tion on the increased investment in equipment.

In considering the additional expense for hauling the additional weight

of the greater capacity tenders, the fixed charges such as crewtime and
terminal attention, will not be affected appreciably. The additional cost for

fuel, water, and lubricants can be prorated on a tonnage basis.

The maintenance costs for the larger tenders does not greatly exceed

those of the smaller capacity. Except in the largest size, the axle load on
the 6-wheel truck does not exceed the wheel load on the 4-wheel truck used

on the 9000 and 10,000 gallon tanks, so that the wear and replacements will

not be appreciably increased.
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The interest and depreciation charges on the additional investment will

depend upon the type and capacity selected. Following is estimated cost

for respective size tank.

9,000 gallon capacity $ 9,000

10,000 gallon capacity 10,000

12,000 gallon capacity 12,000 .

16,000 gallon capacity 15,000

22,000 gallon capacity 18,000

Summary

(1) Determination of the economical size for water capacity in engine

tenders can be developed by consideration of the operating requirements on

the respective individual engine district on freight sub-division, with view

of effecting maximum available increase in gross ton miles per train hour

by the acceleration of train movement and elimination of delays caused by

stops for water.

(2) The decision as to most suitable engine tender capacity will gov-

ern the water station spacing which should be handled with view of expedit-

ing regular operation and providing sufficient margin of safety to take care

of emergencies and prevent delays from water shortage.

(3) Due to the many variable factors influencing operation and train

movement throughout the country, your Committee does not feel that

general rules can be formulated at this time for universal application, and

recommends that careful study be made of the individual districts under

consideration for determination of the possible economies available.
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5. That the report on Traffic Unit, Appendix E, be received as infor-

mation this year with the understanding that a recommendation will be

submitted for inclusion in the Manual next year.

6. That the report on Average Ties Renewed per Maintained Mile,

Appendix F, be received as information.

Recommendations for Future Work

1. Revision of Manual.

2. Complete report on anti-splitting devices.

3. Continue investigation and report on extent to which specifications

are being adhered to.

4. Make recommendation for the Manual on renewal of switch ties.

5. Report on substitute ties.

6. Report on methods of marking ties to indicate acceptance.

7. Report on methods of tie acceptance inspection.

8. Make recommendation for the Manual on traffic unit.

9. Report data on average ties renewed per mile of maintained track,

both with and without the traffic unit adjustment.

10. Define the several species of wood included in the Standard Speci-

fications for Cross-Ties and Switch Ties.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Ties,

W. J. Burton, Chairman.
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Appendix A

(2) ANTI-SPLITTING DEVICES

E. L. Crugar, Chairman, Sub-Committee; R. S. Belcher, W. C. Bolin,

H. R. Clarke, R. S. Hubley, L. T. Nuckols, H. B. Reinsagen.

The Sub-Committee has not completed its investigations on this subject,

and cannot make a final report this year. Supplementing the report of last

year, the following is submitted as information.

The Committee was fortunate in being able to secure the assistance

of the Pennsylvania Railroad laboratory at Altoona and this progress

report contains the results of the tests made at Altoona.

Several types of anti-splitting devices were tested in a machine to

the point of failure of either irons or wood.

Method of Tests

The tie sections used in these tests were cut to 14 in. length, care being

taken to eliminate knots as much as possible. A % in. slot was cut from

one end of the block to within 3 in. of the other end. The irons were

then pressed into the end of the block so that they extended across the

slot and were separated sufficiently to admit the wedge which was used to

split the tie. This wedge was 3% in. wide, with a 45 deg. point. When
pressing the wedge into the tie, the sides of the slot in contact with the

wedge were faced with greased sheet iron in order to reduce the eflfect

of friction.

In making the test, the wedge was forced into the slot by the movable

head of a testing machine, the stretch of the block across the slot being

observed at each 1000-lb. increment of load as registered on the testing

machine, until maximum load was reached.

In all, twelve different types, or arrangements, of irons were tested,

three samples of each type being used. The tests are accordingly designated

as Samples Nos. 1 to 36, inclusive.

The results of these tests are shown by the accompanying charts and

photographs.

Sheet No. 18690 shows the relative holding power of the several anti-

splitting devices tested. Sheet No. 18691 shows graphically the same data,

the load being plotted as ordinates and the stretch across the slot as abscissa.

Photographs T-18249 to T18262, inclusive, and T-18645 to T-18654,

inclusive, show the appearance of the samples tested both before and after

the tests. The samples are numbered consecutively on the photographs in

the same manner as on the data and the curve sheets.

An examination of the photographs, data and curve sheets would indi-

cate the following conclusions

:
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Te5TS 1, 2 AND 3

"S"-irons with short perpendicular lug at each end—this test shows

that the wood in the tie fractures first, away from the heart of the tie.

This is to be expected, but in this test the wedges were driven between the

"S"-irons, thus supporting the heart wood.

Tests 4, 5 and 6

"S"-irons without perpendicular lugs—with one exception these "S"-

irons have slipped on one end, only one tie being fractured, while on Tests

1, 2 and 3 three ties were fractured, indicating greater holding power for

the device with the perpendicular lug at the end.

Tests 7, 8 and 9

Two types of "S"-irons were used in this test; slippage of the irons

about the same.

Tests 10, 11 and 12

These seem to indicate better holding power for the "S" section than

for the oblique bend, even with the lug. This is the condition on Tests 11

and 12 ; however, on Test 10 the reverse is the case. It would seem that

in Tests 11 and 12 the angled end is in good wood at the "S" end, while in

Test 10 it is reversed.

Tests 13, 14 and IS

These are shapes prepared in the laboratory and show the disadvantages

of having a. curve in the device where it crosses the split, as, for instance,

in crinkle irons.

Tests 16, 17 and 18

These show greater holding power for right-angled bend, with lug on

end, than for standard "S"-iron, but this is not conclusive, inasmuch as

right-angled bends were supported by the wedges and also are near the

heart of the tie.

Tests 19, 20 and 21

These tests show the superior holding power for "S"-irons with per-

pendicular lug on the end.

Tests 22, 23 and 24

These tests show the inefficiency of crinkle irons, the bends flattening

out at the point of split.

Tests 25, 26 and 27

These tests show the superiority of right-angled bends with perpendicu-

lar lugs at the end, as compared to 45 deg. bends with perpendicular lugs

at the end.

Tests 28, 29 and 30 and Tests 31, 32 and Zl

These tests do not show anything conclusive.
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Tests 34, 35 and 36

This test sliows greater holding power of devices with right-angle bends

where the anchor is at right angles to the radial lines, than where parallel

with the radial lines. If the devices had been placed so as to cross the

split at right angles, greater holding power probably would have been de-

veloped. Some of the movement, no doubt, was due to lateral movement, the

devices tending to assume a right-angled position, as evidenced in the

photographs.

Conclusions

(1) An -anti-splitting device should be straight where it crosses the

split or check, rather than curved.

(2) It should cross the split at right angles.

(3) "S"-irons with a small perpendicular lug at the end have more

holding power than the standard "S "-irons.

(4) The holding power of a device with a right-angle bend supported

by end lug is slightly in excess of the standard "S"-iron with end lug.

The Committee feels that the information derived from these tests is

not sufficient to permit definite recommendations as to size and type of

irons and therefore no recommendation is made this year.

The Committee wishes to acknowledge the assistance rendered by the

Pennsylvania Railroad Company, and by L. J. Riegler, Assistant Engineer.

Sheet No. 18690

Data showing ths ralaii'e
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Sheet No. 18691
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Appendix B

(3) SIZE OF HOLES FOR PRE-BORING

R. S. Belcher, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; F. T. Beckett, J. S. Rufif, W. W.
Wysor.

This report is a continuation of report on the same subject last year, in

which report mention was made of tests which were then under way to

indicate proper size hole for pre-boring. These tests have now been suffi-

ciently concluded to permit a report of results.

This Committee was fortunate in securing the co-operation of the Test

Department of the Santa Fe Railway and the assistance of E. E. Chapman,

Engineer of Tests. Mr. Chapman's report follows

:

SIZE OF HOLE TO BORE FOR TRACK SPIKES

Object

The object of this test was to ascertain the proper size of hole to

bore in cross-ties before treating for f^ by 6-in. and % by 6-in. cut

spikes, as determined by the resistance of the spikes to vertical pull and
horizontal thrust when driven into various sizes of holes.

Materials

Tests were made to determine the holding power of is-in. and -^^-in.

spikes in ten kinds of wood, untreated, creosote treated, and creosote and
crude oil mixture treated. The following woods were supplied for this test

:

From Somerville, Texas

:

Red oak, hewn ties.

Red gum, sawn ties.

Black gum, sawn ties.

Close-grained short leaf pine, hewn ties.

Wide-ring loblolly pine, hewn ties.

From Albuquerque, N. M.

:

New Mexico pine, hewn ties.

Red spruce, hewn ties,

Fugleman spruce, hewn ties,

Corkbark fir, hewn ties.

From National City, Calif.

:

Douglas fir, sawn ties.

Thirty ties of each of the above were supplied, ten of which were fine

grain, ten medium grain, and ten coarse grain. The hewn ties had the
heart at the center and the sawn ties were what are known as half cut ties.

Before they were received for test, the ties were cut in three parts, num-
bered and bored, as shown in the sketch. Fig. 1. One-third was left untreated,
one-third was treated with 5-lb. of creosote per cubic foot, and one-third
treated with 8 lb. per cubic foot of 50-50 mixture creosote and oil. Both
treatments were of the Rueping process with gain in weight per cubic foot as
shown in Table 1.
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Fig. 1

Table 1.

—

Summary of Treatment

Average Gain in Weight, Lb. per Cu. Ft.

Kind of Wood Creosote Treated Mixture Treated

Red oak, hewn 5.92 *7.92
Red gum, sawn 5.11 *7.84
Black gum, sawn 5.18 8.17
Close-grained short leaf pine, hewn 5.65 5.83
Wide ring loblolly pine, hewn 4.37 5.83
New Mexico pine, hewn 5.70 8.30
Red Spruce, hewn 4.36 4.70
Engleman spruce, hewn 6.56 6.00
Corkbark fir, hewn 10.57 8.84
Douglas fir, sawn 5.46 7.81

*—Full cell treatment.

Tests

In order to determine the maximum vertical force required to pull the
spikes after being driven into the various sizes of holes, the tie was laid
across the fixed head of the testing machine and the spikes pulled with a
hook fixed to the moving head, as shown in the photograph, Fig. 2.

Six ties of each treatment were used, two of fine grain, two of medium
grain, and two of coarse grain being selected. As far as possible, cor-
responding thirds of the same ties were used in making the tests on the
untreated, creosote treated, and mixture treated ties. In driving the gage
was used and all spikes driven until the heads were % in. from the tie, which
had been found to approximate track conditions. In order to split the tie
as little as possible, spikes were driven into the S/s, h, H and J^-J"- holes at
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Fig. 2

—

Photograph Showing Set-Up in Test Machine for Pulling
Spikes from Ties

Fig. 3

—

Set-Up in Test Machine for Loading Spikes in Horizontal
Thrust and Measuring Deflection of Spikes
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/j-inch Spike

Fig. 34.—Distortion of spike and wood fiber in side thrust in New Mexico pine, hewn
ties, mixture treated. Numbers indicate size of bored hole.
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5^-inch Spike

Fig. 35.—Distortion of spike and wood fiber in side thrust, in Douglas fir, sawn ties,

creosote treated. Numbers indicate size of bored hole.
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"^ -fr

/5-inch Spike

Fig. 36.—Distortion of spike and wood fiber in side thrust in Douglas fir, sawn ties
creosote treated. Numbers indicate size of bored hole.
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§^-inch Spike

Fig. 37.—Distortion of spike in wood fiber in side thrust in New Mexico pine, he
ties, creosote treated. Numbers indicate size of bored hole.
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Fig. 38.—Distortion of spike and wood fiber in side thrust in New Mexico pine, hewn
ties, mixture treated. Numbers indicate size of bored holes.
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5 8 -inch Spike

Fig. 3'J.—Distortion of spike and wood fiber in side thrust in wide ring loblolly pine,

hewn ties, creosote treated. Numbers indicate size of bored holes.
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HOLDING POWLR OF SPIHL5

RED OAK- HEWN TIES

HOLDING POWER OF SPIKLS

RED GUM- SftWN TIES

9>e'6-W a/T 3Plf(ES ii'6-IN CUT SPiKtS

aooo
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HOLDING POWER OF SPIKLS

WIDE. RING LOBLOLLY PINE- HEWN TIES

9fii'6W CUT 6f>l/<C:S ^'6^Ma/T SfWCS

8000

7000

6000

J5000

'^, 4X}00

I\zooo

1000
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HOLDING POWLR OF SPIKE.S

CORHBflRK r/R- H£WN TIE5
LEGCUP

/HtfTDUTZD B-auasoTt mMTtD c-fwrmmt mcirrzo

Wa'S-ty CUT 6fV<C.S_ J^'&iKOJT SPtMCS

aooo

TOOO

6000

sooo

''4000

^3000

\zooo

1000

""
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HORIZONTAL THRUST - CZrUCriON
RLD OftK- HLmj TITS

9fa'6'/N CUT 3PIK16

HORIZONTAL THRUST - DEFLECTION
RED GUM- 6flWN TIES
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hOAiZOA/TAL THRUST - DeFLLCTION
WCC RING L03L0tLY P/N£ HSWN TIES

TOii^ 'iSr..'.

Hs-a-zA- car ^^kis

HORIZONTAL THRUST - DEFLLCTION
NEW MLXICO PINL - HEW TIES

H,>6-m CUT SftKii
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HORIZONTAL 1HRUS7 - DEFLECT/ON
CORKBf\RK FIR - HEWN TICS

%J000
t

\jooo

%

1000

HORIZONTAL THRUST - DErLLCTION
DOUGLAS riR - SMN TILS

fl„-6-M CUT SflKCi
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TART.R 2 ,

Hm.DTN:; par pip of spjksr th hahd \^noDS

Kind of Wood

Red Oak
Red Gum
Black Gum

Average

Red Oak
Red Gum
Black Gum

Average

Red Oak
Red Gum
Black Gum

Average

Red Oak
Red Gum
Black Gum

Average

Red Oak
Red Gum
Black Gum

Average

Red Oak
Red Gum
Black

Average

"FTT"
Hole

1/4- in.

Hole
i/S-uu
Hnlfl

t,^^^|art. ;Sri)^^. _mi

Hnla Hnls

9/16 by 6-in- Gilt Rpikaa

5370
5100
5750

6390

4390
4533

5430

6010

6190

6110
4700

5160

4170
4710 4810

4830 4700

5190 4430
4200 3700
5750 bOlO

505t)

5/8 by 6- in. Ciit SpiksB

5290

5950

6200
4000
4010

4740

5410
3510
3870 3980

4760 4260 400C

4710

7920M
6560

4970

9/16-in.
Hnlfl

7650
3920
4530

5030

5450
3410
3800

4220

4090
3520
4530

4050

8190
4320
5030

5850

p
3990

4540

4280
2920
3740

3640

5/y-in.
Holfl

6360
3080
4350

4600

5440

2J3O

3810

3060

m
3250

5530

5120

4060

3960'

3000
j390

345t)
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Kind of Wood

HnT.TTT^r, POWSR OF SPTKSS IN SOFT WOOD

7A6-in. 1/2- in.No
Hala

1/4- in
__iifiia

3/6-in.
Hole Hole

9/16 by 6-in. Oiit Spikaa

llntreatyi,

Short Leaf Pine 4
Loblolly Pine
New Mexico Pine 24'

Red Spruce 4070
lilnglenan Spruce 1840
Cofltbark Fir 1690
Douglas Fir 3^00

Average 3010 3130

Craoaotfl Traatadi

Short Leaf Pine
Loblolly Pine
New Mexico Pine
Red Spruce
Snglecan Spruce
Uorkbark Fir
Douglas Fir

Avera^

Mi Yt.iirf? Trflated.

Short Leaf Pine
Loblolly Pine
New Mexico Pine
Red Spruce
Enrf.enBn Spruce
Corkbark Fir
Douglas Fir

Iff
3610
2830

i
19^0
3040

3090

3090

3310
2940
3110
4040

W)
2900

Hole

3090

Average 3250 2970 3180

2940

2440
2620

^6§0
1450
3040

2570

. Hole

2600

2430

I960
2680
1710
1460
2620

2290

^/9-in.
Hole

1810

2680

?}g
1620
1060.
1140
2050

1710
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'rART.a .4.,

HOT.DTNG POaSB Il£ gPTKdlS UJ. SOW WflOn

No
Kind tif fnnil lola

nnt.rnatBd

Short Leaf Pina 4680
Loblolly Pine 1040
New Mexico Pine 1220
Red Spruce 570(
"Snglenan Spruce 2520

1/4- in.
Hole

PiiU t.fi Stftrt Snikaa. lb.

/8-in^ 7A6-in. 1/2-in.
Hnl9 Jlola.

^/fl by 6-1 n. niit Spikes

Corkbark Fir
Douglas Fir

2140
4440

Average 3^80 3700

Creosote Trefttad

Short Leaf Pine 3970
Loblolly Pine j420
Kew Mexico Pine 4330
Red Spmce 4300
Engleman Spruce 2310
Corkbark Fir 3130
Douglas Fir

Av e rage

10

3720 3750

MirtiirB Treate

Short Leaf Pine 4340 ^

Loblolly Pine 3120
New Mexico Pine 4l80
Red Spmce 5190 I

Sngleman Spruce 2430 2

Corkbark Fir 2550 ^

Douglas Fir 4270 '

3730

3690

4350
2820

4120

4430
2150
2480
4230

3593

Average 3800 3550 3393

Hnlfl

3910 3610

3I?

2050
2440
3870

3410

9/16-in.
Holfl

4790
2720
2140
''293

1850
2340
4140

3180

3500

3120
3470
l8l0
2190
4240

3040

3040" 29 ?3

5/i-in.
Hnin

4170
2210
1640
4110
1940
1710

2890

3420
2450
2433
3100
1540

32W

2550

3900
2290
2360
2500
1740
1640

24^
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TABT.E S -

THWTST fiRSTSTAWm OF RPTKJiS

Ho lA.in?^j%.fn^ "?^gH'i?" felig!^ m'in. ^M-i.
M& Holfl Hn1» Hnlft Hnlfl Hula HqIq

«y,^v z . ^ Hard, Wood Tiaa
9/16 bv 6-1 n. 01,1. SpiicBH

U,ntreat,ed;.
Thrust, lb; 3000 3OOQ 3050 2950 2800 295D 28OO
Deflection, in. 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.5o 0.14

ThrysriC. ™"^00 24% 2350 245) 26OO 265(3 2400
Deflection, in. 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.l3 0.14 O.U 0.10

Thrusl'jib;
""

'^550 2350 2500 2200 26% 2550 2300
Deflectim, in. 0.10 0.11 0.13 0.10 0.12 O.ll O.Il

5/8 by 6r;ni Ciit Sgikoa
lint rsatpri •

Thrust, lb. 31% ^250 3200 3300 3150 3050 3250
Denection, in. 0a4 0.14 07l6 0.20 0.14 0.15 0.14

Grepantfl Trflftlgd-

Thmsi, Ibi ^4cO 2550 2750 3000 2750 28OO 32OQ
Deflection, in. 0.10 0.13 O.lfa 0.18 0.16 0.l5 0.l5

JiixtflXflJLcaatflsJLL
Thrust, Ibi 2700 3OOO 2950 2750 .31OO 30% 3550
Deflection, in. O.O8 0.13 0.14 0,15 0.1b 0^16 0.19

goft Wond Tiaa
9/lt' by 6-int Cut ^irikaa

Ilntrftfttflrt'

Thrust, lb. 2250 225) 2300 2300 2300 230O 2400
Deflection, in. 0.18 0.14 0.12 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.1b
^^CraoBntft Trftatiffli,:

?hrust, lb; 2000 2400 2200 2100 2400 235) 2250
Deflection, in. 0.12 0.17 0.14 0.10 0.12 0.15 0.13
Mixture Trflat.fvi-

Thrust, lb. 195Q 19% 2050 2300 2150 2850 2150
Deflection, in. O.O8 O.O8 0.09 0.13 O.I8 0.17 0.12

5/8 by 6-ini Cut Spikes
^ Untreated:
Thrust, lb. 23OO 2700 2700 26^0 2750 2550 2550
Deflection, in. 0.13 0.16 0.20 0.18 0.20 0.15 0.19

CreoantR Trfia.t.nfi-

Thrusi'Ib. 245) 2750 26% 2900 2700 280Q 2700
Deflection, in. 0.12 0.20 0.19 0.21 0.20 0.18 0.16
k 1 Yt.n re Treat. sd-

, „^ , ,^ ' „
Thrust, lb. ^bOO 21% l850 2350 26% 2700 28OO
Deflection, in. 0.20 0.08 0.07 0.14 0.20 0.19 0.16
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one time and these spikes pulled before driving spikes into the J^-in., A-in.
and no hole. A pulling speed of 0.2 in. per minute was used to start the

spikes.

In determining the resistance to horizontal thrust, the set-up was used as

shown in the photograph, Fig. 3. The tie was placed on end onj the fixed

head of the testing machine and a load applied to the throat of the spike

through a ^-in. plate attached to the moving head. Deflection of the spike

was measured by an extensometer attached to the moving head and con-
nected with a wire to a nail driven in the tie. With this arrangement, all

movements between the tie and the fixed head were eliminated from the

extensometer reading. An initial load of 200 lb. was applied and the
extensometer set at zero. Readings were taken at 500-lb. increments of

load. Three ties were selected for the test having one of each type of grain.

Spikes were driven to gage as in the pull test.

After pulling the spikes, the ties were sawed and split through the spike

hole so as to note the efifect of the spike in the fiber. Pliotographs of repre-

sentative fiber deformation for the untreated, creosote treated and mixture
treated wood are shown in Fig. 4 to 33, inclusive.

After the side-thrust test, a number of the ties were sawed and
split in order to show the character of the deformation of both wood and
spike. Photographs of these cross-sections are shown in Fig. 34 to 39,

inclusive.

Discussion

In driving the spikes for this test, it was difficult to make the spikes

follow the holes, particularly in the ^-in. and ^-in. holes. In the larger
holes, the spikes had a tendency to twist while being driven. Due to the
arrangement of the holes, very few splits were encountered. Spikes were
not driven in holes bored through splits or visible knots. In all woods, the
starting load was the maximum load.

In analyzing the data on the resistance to vertical pull, a series of
graphs were made in which maximum pull was plotted against the size of
holes as shown in Fig. 40 to 49, inclusive. Curves are drawn for untreated,
creosote treated and mixture treated ties, using both "u and % in. spikes.

A study of these curves shows the untreated wood to have a more defined
curve with the more definite placing of the correct size of hole to give
maximum pull. The curve for the mixture treated wood in most cases
is the more indefinite as to the correct size of hole to bore.

The lubricating efifect of the treatments reduces the holding power of
the spike in most cases excepting New Mexico pine and loblolly pine. In
these woods, the creosote treatment increases the holding power of the spike,

probably due to a toughening of the brittle fibers of these woods.
As it is considered impractical to determine upon the correct size of

hole for each wood, the woods were grouped into hard and soft classes.

The summary of the data for the three hard woods used in this test, viz., red
oak, red gum, and black gum, is given in Table 2, and the curves plotted
from these data are shown in Fig. 50. The remaining seven woods used
were classified as softwoods and the summary of these data is given in Tables
3 and 4 with the accompanying curves in Fig. 51. Due to the difficulty in

making the spikes follow the ^-in. and 5^-in. holes, these sizes of holes
are deemed too small for practical use. A study of the data with this in

mind shows the correct size of holes for maximum pull in hard woods to
be /ff-in. for the fs-in. spikes and J^-in. for the 5^-in. spikes. For the soft-
woods, T^-in. diameter gives the maximum pull for both fs-in. and 5^-in.
spikes.

Analysis of the data on resistance to horizontal thrust required a series
of graphs in which horizontal thrust was plotted against deflection, as shown
in Fig. 52 to 61, inclusive. This gave a stress-strain curve for each size
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hole from which the load at yield point with its accompanying deflection

was determined.
A study of these data shows no great variance between load and deflec-

tion with no hole, and load and deflection when spike is driven into §-^-in.

hole. As in the case of the vertical pull, the woods were classified and
average stress-strain curves drawn for the hardwoods and the softwoods,

as shown in Fig. 62 and 63. Table 4 shows results of this grouping.

Averaging the untreated, creosoted treated and mixture treated woods, it is

found that for the ^^c-in. spikes, the te-in. hole has the highest load at

yield point for both hard and soft woods. For the 5^-in. spikes, the 5^-in.

hole takes the higher load, for the hardwoods, and there is practically no
difference with the J^, ^s, and % in. holes for the softwoods, as shown
by the data in Table 5. However, there is such small variation between the

load at yield point for the various sizes of holes that for all practical pur-

poses the size of hole can be governed by the size of holes giving the

highest holding power to the spikes in vertical pull.

A study of the distortion of wood fibers in the various kinds of wood.
Fig. 4 to 33, shows the deformation in the red oak and red gum to be very
regular and smooth. The fibers have a tendency to straighten after the

spike is withdrawn. The deformation in the black gum is similar to that

in the red gum, but not so regular, and there are considerable broken fibers

where spikes were driven with no holes.

The deformation in the close-grained shortleaf pine is rather irregular

with short bends and many broken fibers in the coarse grained wood. In

the loblolly pine the fibers are torn, crushed and broken with very little

bending. Deformation in the New Mexico pine and red spruce is very
similar. Both have short bending of the fibers close to the spike. The
fibers are crushed and broken, particularly in the New Mexico pine. In
the Engleman spruce and corkbark fir there is very little bending of the

fibers, but the wood is torn and broken even where the spikes were driven
in the smaller sizes of drilled holes. The fiber was so badly torn that

it was difficult to secure a representative cross-section of the hole. In
Douglas fir the deformation is very regular with long bends and no broken
fibers.

A comparison of holding power of the spikes and the deformation of

wood fibers shows the lowest holding power in the woods having the most
torn and broken fibers. Lowest holding power is in Engleman spruce and
corkbark fir and the highest in red oak.

A study of the distortion of wood fibers in the various sizes of holes

shows the disturbance of fibers to be much less where spikes were driven
in holes -^ in. diameter or larger. It was also noticed that treatment is not

nearly so thorough in case of the ]4-'m. and ?^-in. drilled holes as in the

larger holes.

Cross-sections of the wood and spike after thrust test, Fig. 34 to 39,

inclusive, show that there was practically no distortion of wood or spike

due to horizontal thrust deeper than one-inch below the surface of the tie.

It will be noted that the tests made by Mr. Chapman involve more

than 5000 individual tests. Particular attention is called to the photographs

showing damage to the wood fiber, which is greater where no holes are

bored or where the holes are too small. The benefit from pre-boring is,

therefore, not only in the added resistance to withdrawal and side thrust,

but also that due to the greater freedom from damaged wood fiber and

the resulting rapid deterioration of the tie.

One feature developed by these tests which should have further atten-

tion is the design of the point of the spike. It was found that tiie ordi-
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nary chisel pointed spike does not follow the hole as well as desirable, and

the Committee is, therefore, recommending this subject for further investi-

gation.

Tests so far would indicate that a modified chisel point may be desir-

able, in which the chisel edge is slightly less than the diameter of the hole.

Such a spike will not only follow the bored hole but can be used where

holes have not been bored, and when spikes must be driven into tie plugs.

While the Committee has not considered the question of the size of

spike as included in its assignment, attention is called to the fact that these

tests would indicate little, if any, advantage from the 5^-in. spike as com-

pared to the ft-in. This more particularly as regards withdrawal tests.

It is the customary American practice to bore the holes entirely through

the tie. It is the understanding of the Committee that it is common European

practice not to bore entirely through the tie. The only suggestion coming to

the attention of the Committee which would indicate that holes should not

be bored entirely through the tie is from a direct current electric line having

covered track. Under these conditions, it was found after a few years

that the spikes were badly corroded, due to electrolysis, the theory being

that a comparatively low resistance path was formed for the return current

from the bottom of the spikes through the holes to the sub-soil. This, how-
ever, is a condition peculiar to the street railways. No such trouble has

been noticed on electrically operated steam railways so far as the Committee

is aware.

Conclusions

(1) The less the distortion of the wood, the greater the resistance of

the spike to horizontal thrust.

(2) There is the least damage to the fiber when the largest hole is used.

(3) For hardwood ties, the greatest resistance to withdrawal results

with a hole slightly smaller than the largest.

(4) The %-m. and ^-in. holes are too small for use with chisel pointed

spikes.

(5) The chisel pointed spike is unsatisfactory for driving into bored

holes because of the tendency of the sharp corners to lead the spike away
from the hole.

Recommendations

(1) That holes for cut spikes in hardwoods be ^-in. smaller than the

diameter of the spike.

(2) That holes for cut spikes in softwoods be J/^-in. smaller than

the diameter of the spike.
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Appendix C

(5) MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS AS TO RENEWAL OF
SWITCH TIES

W. C. Bolin, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; M. S. Blaiklock, P. B. Jeffries,

J. E. King, J. S. Ruff, R. W. Willis.

Renewal of switch ties out of face (complete set) usually takes place

when 50 per cent or more of the ties are unserviceable. The remaining

ties would have remaining lives of from one to six or seven years approxi-

mately. Considering those having a remaining life of from one to three

years the tendency would be to scrap rather than store them for future

use. If they were to be used again, a 12-foot tie may have to be used

instead of a 10-foot tie on account of not having complete sets. In this case

(in order to have a uniform appearance, which is desirable) the 12-foot

ties would have to be cut shorter and re-adzed which would mean a loss

of material and an additional labor cost.

Owing to the fact that the ties under the switch point and frog wear

out sooner than the others, there would be a surplus of intermediate ties

salvaged when the out of face (complete set) method of renewals is used

which would cause a considerable amount of the loss mentioned above.

To show further loss when the out of face (complete set) renewal

method is used, consider the switch ties in a No. 10 turnout, having sixteen

years average life, 10 per cent wall require renewal each year, beginning

with the eleventh year and completing with the twentieth year.

Under this method needed renewals might be postponed until the end

of the fifteenth year, when 50 per cent of the ties would be unserviceable.

The remaining 5 per cent of the ties having a total of 99 tie years life yet

remaining would then be taken out. The average tie for the set would cost

$6.30 ; the annual cost would be $0.64 ; the loss in material at each renewal

would be 99 times $0.64= $63.40.

The labor cost of applying the average tie of this No. 10 set is $0.70 by

out of face method; by the method of individual renewal, it is $1.00 per tie.

The saving in labor per renewal of the set is $1.00 less $0.70, or $0.30

multiplied 66 times= $19.80. The loss in both labor and material by the

out of face method is $63.40 less $19.80, or $43.60.

From the standpoint of economy, out of 28 railroads canvassed, 8 recom-

mended the out of face method, 12 recommended the individual method, 8

were conditional.

In regard to safety, the tendency in renewing out of face is to let

conditions get bad enough to justify it, which is contrary to safe practice.

In general the individual method is the best economically, because of

the saving on material and labor, and better from a safety standpoint, and

because of the more uniform maintenance it provides an easy riding track

at all times.
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Appendix D

(6) SUBSTITUTE TIES

S. B. Clement, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; W. W. Wysor.

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad

Reported by Eari. Stimsox, Chief Engineer Maintenance.

Date—June 21, 1927.

Kind—Wyckoff.

During July, 1927, the installation of crossing bells required use of

track circuits through the section of track in which these test ties were

located. Short circuits developed from these test ties, and occurred inter-

mittently so that their removal was necessary during latter part of Septem-

ber, 1926.

Inspection of the ties following their removal indicated the following:

The steel tees (7 ft. long, 5% in. wide, 2^^ in. high, 14 in. thick) which

separated the wood blocks and served as a bearing for the rail, were in good

shape, corrosion only having affected them to an extent of rust scale of about

% of an inch. The bolts were tight and true but were well corroded.

Wedges and lugs were still serviceable but were considerably battered from

maul heads used in driving.

The wooden blocks of No. 1 tie showed marked signs of wear. One-

third of "the area of one of the blocks had been split out for 12 in., and

one other had a well defined split running for 8 in. of its length.

Blocks of No. 2 ties were also bad, two of them having well defined

soft spots of 2 in. in diameter. These soft spots begin at the outside and

penetrate along the heart, going through for 6 in. or 8 in. on one and entirely

through the other.

Only one block of No. 3 tie was bad, with a 1 in. diameter soft spot

in the heartwood, where decay liad set in which penetrated 6 in. or 8 in.,

if not more, along its length.

No. 4 tie had two blocks with very pronounced decay spots, which

penetrated deeply along their lengths through the heartwood.

All of the blocks had splits and check marks, but rang sound under

the hammer, except in one instance where rot had gone clear through.

Their condition would not warrant the reinstallation of the ties in track with-

out their renewal. Fully 60 per cent of the life of these wood blocks was
gone when tliey were removed after a service of 4 years and 10 months.

Bangor & Aroostook Railroad

Reported bv Moses Burpee, Chief Engineer.
Date—May 26, 1927.

Kind—Maine Concrete.

Sixty-nine of these ties were placed in track in 1923, and all are at

present in service.
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Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway

Reported by Hadley Baldwin, Chief Knsinccr.

Date—June 6, 1927.

Kind—Carnegie.

Three thousand of these ties were placed in track in 1908. In 1926

all of the ties then in service (1952 ties) were removed.

All of the ties removed showed considerable corrosion in the web, quite

a number to such an extent that holes had developed in the web, and in a

good many of the ties the web had buckled. In some cases the flanges

were warped so that the ties would not bed themselves, causing rough track.

Duluth & Iron Range Railroad

Reported by W. A. Clark, Assistant to General Manager and
Chief Engineer.

Date—June 20, 1927.

Kind—Hatch and Carnegie.

During the year nineteen Carnegie ties have been removed on account of

breakage, leaving 1045 in track. Of the Hatch ties, seven are in good condi-

tion, the four remaining ties are showing considerable disintegration of

the concrete.

Duluth, Missabe & Northern Railway Company
Reported bv W. H. Hoyt, Chief Engineer.

Date—May 26, 1927.

Kind—Carnegie and Kimball.

Of the 22,380 Carnegie ties installed in tracks in 1908 and 1909, 20,358

remain, a reduction of 364 during the year.

The thirty Kimball ties installed in 1914 are all in place and giving

good service.

Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Railway

Reported by Arthur Moxtzheimer, Chief Engineer.

Date—May 27, 1927.

Kind—Bates Concrete and Carnegie Steel Cross-Ties and Switch
Ties.

The sixty-two Bates ties installed in 1912 are still in track and in

good condition.

Carnegie cross-ties (Section M-21) have been put in at various times.

Number placed in track 15,514

Removed, 1916 50

1917 260
1918 182

1919 453
1920 306
1921 1165

1922 641

1923 2620
1924 1341

1925 262
1926 550
1927 12 7,842

Number remaining in track 7,672
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The Carnegie switch ties are of Section M-21 and are in yard tracks

with heavy switching. The number of steel switch ties placed and removed

is as follows

:

Lin. Ft. Lin. Ft. of Lin. Ft. of Lin. Ft. of
of Steel Sw. Steel Sw. Ties Sw. Ties Steel Sw. Ties
Ties Used Taken UpA/C Used in TakenUpA/C

Year in Renewals Renewals Construction Track Retired

1912 30,452 5,580

1913 196,333 11,527 430
1914 142,939 5,135

1915 58,314 2,023 1,615

1916 17,856 10 7,120 16,498

1917 3,789 1,907 8,623 17,340

1918 4,511 3,006 6,564 5,453

1919 6,483 526 1,582 1.582

1920 575 22,737 2,588 2,774
1921 4,712 24,855 717 4.744
1922 241 21,903 444 527
1923 846 19,451
1924 2,300 18,124 441 1,394

1925 180 33,700 2,271

1926 1,708 37,098 255 2,550
Jan., 1927, to April,

1927, inclusive 12,812 192

471,239 196,129 52,599 57,370

Linear feet of steel switch ties used in renewals and con-
struction 523,838

Linear feet of steel switch ties taken up 253,499
Linear feet of steel switch ties in track at present 270,339

Long Island Railroad

Reported by G. P. Williams, Engineer Maintenance of Way.
Date—October 7, 1927.

Kind—Carnegie.

Of the 30 Carnegie ties placed in track at Hicksville, N. Y., in May,

1909, eighteen remain. The rail is 100 lb., the ballast is cinders and the

traffic heavy passenger and freight at 20 m.p.h.

Los Angeles Railway

Reported by B. J. Eaton, Engineer Way and Structures.
Date—August 11, 1927.
Kind—McDonald Concrete.

The reconstruction of the track in which these ties were laid is in

progress and they are being replaced with creosoted pine ties.

Pennsylvania Railroad—Central Region

Reported by T. J. Skillman, Chief Engineer.
Date—August 26, 1927.

Kinds—

•

Metal Safety Railway Ties.—•These ties have all been removed on

account of cracks having developed at the rail seats and difficulty in keeping

the keys tight. The ties became bunched and were considered unsafe for

the heavy freight traffic on this track.
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RiEGLER Concrete Ties.—During the past year seven of the Riegler

Concrete Ties were removed and repaired on account of crushing on one

end under traffic. These ties have been in service 19 years, with slight

repairs.

Snyder Composite Ties.—Sixty-seven of these ties in yards on the

Pittsburgh Division were removed during the year on account of the filler

breaking down and crushing.

Concrete Tie Company—"Casey Concrete" Ties.—We are about to

place, in various freight and running tracks, additional concrete ties made

by the Concrete Tie Company of Pittsburgh, Pa., as illustrated in last year's

report, with slight modifications.

Pittsburg, Shawmut & Northern Railroad

Reported by J. N. Thompson, Superintendent Maintenance of Way.
Date—June 7, 1927.

Kind—Carnegie.

Seven hundred and ninety-five Carnegie ties were placed in track in

1907. During the year the last twenty-seven of these were removed because

of crushing in the web under the rail.

Southern Pacific Lines

Reported by E. A. Craft, Engineer Maintenance of Way.
Date—June 17, 1927.

Kind—U. S. Indestructible Concrete.

The twenty-three ties installed near E^gle Pass in 1916 are all in

good condition. Of the one hundred ties installed in February, 1926, two

have been removed.

St. Louis-San Francisco Railway

Reported by F. G. Jonah, Chief Engineer.
Date—July 5, 1927.

Kind—Clark or Applegate Steel Tie.

All of the one hundred and twenty-five ties installed in 1914 are still in

service. Extended comments were made in last year's report on these ties.

Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis

Reported by H. J. Pfeifer, Chief Engineer.
Date—June 2, 1927.

Kind—Miller.

A recent inspection of the one hundred Miller ties installed in May,

1924, shows that they are in first-class condition and likely to last twenty-

five to thirty years.
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Appendix E

(9) DEVELOP AND RECOMMEND A TRAFFIC UNIT FOR
USE IN COMPARING CROSS-TIE LIFE

A. F. Maischaider, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; H. F. Hrown, C. S. Kirk-

patrick, M. F. Lungwill. H. M. Tremaine, J. W. Williams.

The unit desired is one whicli will permit of proper comparison of tic

life results under varying conditions of traffic. In selecting the unit, con-

sideration has been given to available statistics and the unit selected is

proposed to be used in connection v^ith the now available figures showing

the average number of ties renewed per maintained mile for each railroad,

without attempting the further refinement of making the application to indi-

vidual tracks. It is the thought of your Committee that the average renew-

als per maintained mile, adjusted for differences in average traffic, will give

the most nearly correct comparison of the results of the cross-tie practices

and policies of individual carriers which can reasonably be made.

After careful consideration of the subject, your Committee recommends

as this unit the "equated gross ton miles per mile of equated track per day."

This unit is derived by dividing the "total annual equated gross ton

miles" by 365 and multiplying by the "equated miles of track maintained."

The "total annual equated gross ton miles" is the sum of the following

items

:

A ^ Gross freight ton miles, including locomotives and tenders.

B = Equated gross ton miles of passenger cars.

C= Equated gross ton miles of passenger locomotives.

A—"Gross ton miles including locomotives and tenders" are given as

Item (8) I.C.C. Form OS. A.
B—"Equated gross ton miles of passenger cars" equal "passenger car

miles" times the average weight of passenger car times the factor for

greater speed of passenger trains over freight trains. Passenger car miles

are given in Mileage Statistics of Annual Report. We can assume 00 tons

as the average weight of passenger car and the speed factor as 2y^.

We then have B equals "passenger car miles" times 150.

C= "Equated gross ton miles of passenger locomotives" equal "pas-

senger locomotive miles" times the average wcigiit of pa.ssenger locomo-

tive times the speed factor.

"Passenger locomotive mileage" is given in the Mileage Statistics of

Annual Report. Average weight of locomotive in working order can be

arrived at approximately by taking the tractive effort (shown as Itini

2.A.2 I.C.C. Comparative Statement of (Operating Averages) and multiply-

ing this by 12.

We then have C equals "passenger locomotive miles" times tractive

effort divided by 2000 times 12 times 2j/< ; or, "passenger locomotive miles"

times tractive effort divided by 67.

Let D equal "equated track miles maintained," which is shown as Item

ID in the I.C.C. Comparative Statement «>f Operating Averages.
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The traffic unit, that is, the "equated gross ton miles per equated mile of

A-i-B + C
track maintained per day" =

L>X365

This unit would be comparable on all railroads unless it is tmbalanced

too much by traffic hauled over that part of a railroad operated under track-

age rights. This difference is very largely compensated for by the traffic

burden that is put on the railroad by other railroads which have trackage

rights.

Appendix F

(10) REPORT DATA ON AVERAGE TIES RENEWED PER
MILE OF MAINTAINED TRACK

J. H. Roach, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

A careful investigation of the data available up to 1926 indicates that

because of complications between "operated" and "maintained" mileage, and

for other reasons not necessary to repeat here, results derived for represen-

tative roads would be from 1 to 26 per cent in error. As the statistics in

the revised form recommended by this Committee will be available from

1927 on, it has been thought best to defer the first report on this subject

until next year.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE XVIII—ELECTRICITY
AND OF THE

ELECTRICAL SECTION—AMERICAN RAILWAY
ASSOCIATION

Edwin B. Katte, Chairman; Sidney Withington, Vice-Chairman;
F. AURYANSEN, A. E. OWEN,
B. F. Bardo, J. A. Peabody,
H. M. Bassett, M. Schreiber,
R. Beeuwkes, W. M. Vandersluis,
D. J. Brumley, H. M. Warren,
J. C. Davidson, I.. S. Wells,
J. H. Davis, C. G. Winslow,
J. V. B. DUER, R. P. WiNTON,
F. D. Hall, G. I. Wright,
W. L. Morse, A. H. Woollen,
R. J. Needham, Committee.

To the American Raikvay Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report covering the

following subjects

:

(1) Revision of the Manual (Appendix A).

(2) Study of electrical interferences caused by propulsion circuits

including recommendations for eliminating interferences with signal, tele-

phone and telegraph lines caused by propulsion circuits and adjacent trans-

mission lines (Appendix B).

(3) Study and report on the utilization of water power for electric

operation, with particular reference to the international development of

power on the St. Lawrence River, the tidal power project on the Passama-

quoddy Bay, water power development on the Saguenay River and water

power development on Gatineau River, near Ottawa, Ontario (Appendix C).

(4) Collaboration with American Committee on Electrolysis (Ap-

pendix D).

(5) Collaboration with the U.S. Bureau of Standards in the revision

of the National Electrical Safety Code (Appendix E).

(6) Study of design and construction for catenary-supported working

conductors (Appendix F).

(7) Study of economics of railway location as affected by electrical

operation, collaborating with Committee XVI—Economics of Railway Loca-

tion (Appendix G).

(8) Study and report on Specifications for Rubber Insulating Tape,

collaborating with Telegraph and Telephone Section, Signal Section, and

Mechanical Division (Appendix H).

(9) Revision of Insulator Specifications previously adopted (Appen-

dix I).

(10) Revision of the Tables showing Third-Rail Clearances and

Overhead Working Conductor Clearances (Appendix J).

Bulletin 301, November, 1927.
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(11) Study and report on Rules for the Protection of Oil Sidings

from Danger Due to Stray Currents (Appendix K).

(12) Study and report on Specifications for Track and Third-Rail

Bonds for Electric Railway Circuits, with particular reference to: (a)

Developing a standard specification for measurement of bond resistance

;

(b) securing data on current carrying capacity of bonds; (c) details on

bond design; (d) the effect of heat of welded bonds on track rails, co-

operating with the Rail Committee; and (e) means of attaching bonds to

manganese track rails (Appendix L).

(13) Revision of Schedule of Incandescent Lamps and report on Flood

Lights for Classification Yards and for other railroad purposes (Appen-

dix M).

(14) Study and report on the Design of Indoor and Outdoor Sub-

stations (Appendix N).

(15) Study and report on Design and Specifications of High Tension

Cables (Appendix O).

Action Recommended

(1) That no changes be made in the subject-matter of the Manual this

year other than the removal of the present lamp schedule.

(2) That the report on Inductive Co-ordination in Appendix B be

accepted as an indication of progress and the subject continued.

(3) That the report on Water Power in Appendix C be accepted as

information and the general subject continued.

(4) That the report on Electrolysis in Appendix D be accepted as

progress and the subject continued, with representation on the American

Committee on Electrolysis without commitment as to subscription or dues.

(5) That the report on co-operation with the U.S. Bureau of Stand-

ards in Revision of National Electrical Safety Code under the procedure

of the American Engineering Standards Committee, as contained in Appen-

dix E, be accepted as information and the co-operation continued with the

U.S. Bureau of Standards.

(6) Tliat the report on Overhead Transmission Lines and Catenary

Construction in Appendix F be accepted as a progress report and the sub-

ject continued. It seems at present too early to include the specifications on

transmission lines in the Manual.

(7) That the report on collaboration with Committee XVI—Economics

of Railway Location, contained in Appendix G, be accepted as a progress

report and the subject continued.

(8) That the report on Standardization of Friction and Rubber Tapes

Specifications contained in Appendix H be accepted and the subject con-

tinued.

(9) That the report on Insulator Specifications as set forth in Appendix

I be accepted as information and the subject continued.

(10) That the report on Clearances for Third-Rail and Overhead

Working Conductors, Appendix J, be accepted as information and the

subject continued.
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(11) That the report on Protection of Oil Sidings from Danger Due

to Stray Currents, Appendix K, be accepted as a progress report and the

subject continued.

(12) That the report on Specifications for Track and Third-Rail

Bonds, Appendix L, be accepted as a progress report and the subject con-

tinued.

(13) That the revised schedule of Incandescent Lamps in Appendix

M be accepted as information and the subject continued. That the present

schedule be eliminated from the Alanual.

(14) That the report on Design of Indoor and Outdoor Substations in

Appendix X be accepted as a progress report and the subject continued.

(15) That the report on High Voltage Cables, Appendix O, be ac-

cepted as a progress report and the subject further investigated.

Recommendations for Future Work

(1) Revision of the Manual as may be found necessary.

(2) Continue the subject of Inductive Co-ordination, as well as

representation on the American Committee on Inductive Co-ordination.

(3) Report further on the tidal water power development on Passama-

quoddy Bay and on the St. Lawrence River, when actual construction is in

progress ; also report on the Alabama power development on the Tennessee

River and present information as to the extent that water power is used

for railroad operation at the present time.

(4) Continue representation on the American Committee on Elec-

trolysis \vithout commitment as to subscription or dues.

(5) Continue collaboration with the U.S. Bureau of Standards in

the revision of the National Electrical Safety Code and other Codes of

similar character. Continue the study of Electric Light, Power Supply, and

Trolley Lines Crossing Railroads, with a view to keeping the Association

informed with regard to changes which may be desirable in the specifica-

tions. Continue State representatives and their alternates.

(6) Revise and keep up to date the Transmission Line and Catenary

Specifications.

(7) Continue the study of Economics of Railway Location as affected

by electric operation, collaborating with Committee XVI—Economics of

Railway Location.

(8) Continue the study of insulating tapes, with especial reference to

cambric and paper tapes.

(9) Continue the study of insulators, with a view of keeping up to

date the specifications previously adopted.

(10) Review the subject of clearances of overhead conductors, with

a view of harmonizing discrepancies which now exist in various specifica-

tions, collaborating with the Special Committee on Clearances and other

Committees as may be necessary.

(11) Continue the study of protection of oil sidings from danger due

to stray currents, with a view to keeping up to date rules previously adopted.
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(12) Continue the study of track and third rail bonds, with especial

reference to:

(a) Study of details of bond design with a view to developing
specifications covering the different classes of bonds.

(b) Collection of information as to methods and extent of

practice in re-applying bonds.
(c) Collection of data on composition used, if any, on rail

joints to replace bonds.
(d) Study of contact areas and resistances for different types

of bonds.
(e) Compiling information concerning rail joint clearance and

its effect on rail bond design.

(13) Revise and keep up to date the incandescent lamp schedule. Con-

tinue the study of flood lighting for classification yards and for other

railroad purposes.

(14) Continue the study of design of indoor and outdoor substations.

(15) Investigate cables for carrying high voltages.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Electricity,

By Sidney Withington, Vice-Chairman.

Appendix A

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL

W. M. Vandersluis, Chairman, Sub-Committee; A. E. Owen, Vice-Chairman,

Sub-Committee; J. H. Davis, E. B. Katte, W. L. Morse.

Conclusions

(1) Remove from the Manual the 1926 Tungsten Lamp Schedule as

approved at the Annual Meeting in March, 1927, Appendix M, pages 128-

131, Vol. 28, No. 291, November, 1926.
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Appendix B

(2) INDUCTIVE CO-ORDINATION

J. V. B. Duer, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; Sidney Withington, Vice-Chair-

man, Sub-Committee ; R. Beeuwkes, J. C. Davidson, E. B. Katte, W. M.

Vandersluis.

The Sub-Committee reports that it has been following the work of the

American Committee on Inductive Co-ordination through the representa-

tives of the American Railway Association on this Committee : E. B. Katte,

J. V. B. Duer, L. Behner, W. A. Jackson, W. F. Follett, and G. H. Dryden

(Alternate).

There have been no meetings of the American Committee on Induc-

tive Co-ordination since the last meeting of the Electrical Section, and the

Sub-Committee therefore has no report to make at this time.

It will continue to follow the work of the American Committee on

Inductive Co-ordination and report its activities in this connection from

time to time. ,

Conclusions

That this subject be continued and the activities of the Sub-Committee

for the present be confined to collaboration with the American Committee

on Inductive Co-ordination.

Appendix C

(3) WATER POWER

R. J. Needham, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; W. L. Morse, Vice-Chairman,

Sub-Committee; H. M. Bassett, R. Beeuwkes, J. C. Davidson, H.

Flood, Jr., F. D. Hall.

The Sub-Committee was instructed to investigate and report on the

progress of the following water power developments

:

1. The International development of Power on the St. Law-
rence River.

2. The tidal water power project on the Passamaquoddy Bay,

off the Bay of Fundy.
3. Water power development on the Saguenay River, near

Lake St. John, in the Province of Quebec.
4. Water power development on Gatineau River, near Ottawa,

Ontario.

Members of this Sub-Committee were also delegated during the past

summer to represent the American Railway Engineering Association and

the Electrical Section of the American Railway Association at the Southern

Appalachian Power Conference which was held at Chattanooga, Tennessee,

on October 13th, 14th, and 15th. W. L. Morse, Vice-Chairman, attended

the Conference.
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A strong program relating to the possible power developments in the

Southern states and means of presenting proper information to the general

public relative thereto was presented and followed by discussion led by speak-

ers of note. It has been reliably estimated that by 1940 the Southern

states will need 6,000,000 H.P. The United States Geological Survey places

the possible water power development at 5,000,000 H.P. To properly co-

ordinate this power was the purpose of the Conference and since the develop-

ment of these states depends largely on this co-ordination, the railroads have

reason to be interested and to be informed on the subject. The first develop-

ment will probably come from the building of eleven dams on the upper

Tennessee River between Chattanooga and Knoxville, application to do which

has been made to the Federal Power Commission by the East Tennessee

Development Company. The granting of the permit is now awaiting dis-

position of the Muscle Shoals question ; when granted it will open a topic

for this Sub-Committee to consider and report upon to the Association.

ST. LAWRENCE RIVER POWER DEVELOPMENT
Considerable engineering data have been collected, but no actual con-

struction work has been done. The matter is still under consideration be-

tween the Federal Governments of the United States and Dominion of

Canada. Inasmuch as this is an international waterway, the consent of

both countries is required.

TIDAL WATER POWER PROJECT AT PASSAMAQUODDY BAY

A considerable amount of preliminary engineering data have been

assembled and investigation undertaken, in connection with this project, but

no actual construction work has been started. This is also an international

development which will require the sanction of the United States and

Canadian Governments.

DEVELOPMENTS ON THE SAGUENAY RIVER

The Saguenay River flows from Lake St. John about ninety miles south

into the St. Lawrence River, located in the Province of Quebec, Canada.

There are two desirable water power locations, one at Isle Maligne, close

to Lake St. John, and the other at Chute a Caron, twenty miles further

down the river.

The Isle Maligne development contemplates an ultimate capacity of

540,000 H.P., of which 450,000 H.P. is at present in service, with a head

of 110 feet. A fuller description of this installation has been submitted

in a previous report.

At Chute a Caron, near Arvida, a town recently brought into existence

as a result of the larger undertakings of the Aluminum Company of Amer-

ica, the site is now being cleared for the second development.

The power plant will be located near the mouth of the Shipshaw River,

a small branch of the Saguenay River. The dam at Chute a Caron will

be 200 feet high, 3400 feet long, and will require 250,000 cubic yards of
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concrete. The water will be conveyed through a canal two and one-half

miles long, across a small neck of land, to the power plant at the mouth of

the Shipshaw River. This canal will range from 70 to 300 feet in width,

with a maximum depth of 150 feet. The total ultimate capacity of this

development will be 720,000 K.V.A. Twelve generators are to be installed

of 60,000 K.V.A. capacity each. The head at the power plant will be

210 feet.

The Saguenay River receives its water from Lake St. John, which is

26 miles long by 18 miles broad, with an elevation of 341 feet above sea

level. This lake has a drainage area of 30,000 square miles, and a storage

capacity to 19 feet draw down of 200,000,000,000 cubic feet. The average

controlled flow of the river is 40,000 sec- feet.

Sketch showing the portion of the river on which the two develop-

ments are located accompanies the report.

GATINEAU WATER POWER DEVELOPMENT
The Gatineau River flows from Lake Piskatosson to the Ottawa River,

a distance of 127 miles, entering the Ottawa River near the City of Ottawa,

and is located in the Province of Quebec, Canada.

The fall from the source to the mouth of the river is 598 feet. There

are four locations suitable for power development, namely, Farmers, Chelsea,

Pougan and Miniwaki, with a total capacity of 662,000 H.P.

The drainage area of this river above the Chelsea plant is 9600 square

miles. Near the source of the river a large reservoir has been erected by

what is known as the Mercier Storage Dam, in which is impounded 96

billion cubic feet of w^ater. This reservoir will be the third largest artifi-

cial storage reservoir in the world, the others being the lake above the

Gatun dam, in the Panama Canal Zone, and the Gouin Dam on the St.

Maurice River, in the Province of Quebec. The ultimate regulated flow

of the river has been estimated to be between ten and eleven thousand cubic

sec-feet.

A diagrammatic map showing location of power houses and transmission

lines accompanies the report.

FARMERS DEVELOPMENT
The Farmers plant, with a capacity of 120,000 H.P., is located seven

miles from the Ottawa River, and is designed for five units of 24,000 H.P.
capacity each, three of which have already been installed, and the fourth

one is now in progress of installation. The length of dam, including spill-

way, power-house section, and wing dams, is 4800 feet ; maximum height 75

feet. The operating head is 65 feet.

CHELSEA DEVELOPMENT
The Chelsea plant, with a capacity of 170,000 H.P., is located 7000 feet

above the Farmers plant, and the water is backed up from the Farmers
plant to the tail race of the Chelsea plant. The latter has space provided for

A
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five units of 34,000 H.P. each. Tliree of these units are in operation, anrl

(he fourth is being installed. The plant operates under a head of 96 feet.

The dam is 1600 feet long and 100 feet high, and will back the river up 2U

miles to the tail race of the Paug:an Falls, impounding about 440,000,000

cubic feet of water.

PAUGAN DEVELOPMENT

The Paugan plant, which is now under construction, has a capacity of

272,000 H.P., being designed for eight units of 34,000 H.P. each, of which

the initial installation will be six units. The dam will back the water up a

distance of 30 miles, submerging nine falls and rapids, and creating a head

of 136 feet.

MINIWAKI DEVELOPMENT

No construction work has yet been undertaken at the Miniwaki power

project. The proposed plant for this development will have a capacity of

100,000 H.P.

Generators in these plants operate on a voltage of 6600, stepped up at

the Farmers and Chelsea plants to 110,000 for transmission to the Gatineau

Paper Mills on the Ottawa River, and to 220,000 volts at the Paugan plant

for transmission to Toronto, Ontario, to connect in with the Hydro-Electric

Power Commission's system. The Paugan plant will operate on 25 cycles.

The Farmers and Chelsea plants are operated on 60 cycles, but have sbme

25-cycle generators, to be used in conjunction with the Paugan plant. A
225-mile transmission line will carry power from the Paugan plant to

Toronto.

i

POWER PROJECTS ON THE TENNESSEE RIVER

It has been reported that Major Harold C. Fiske of the U.S. Army,

Chief of the Tennessee Valley Survey, has recently announced a plan that

contemplates the building of one hundred dams with a possible output of

4,000,000 horsepower on a 400-mile stretch of the Tennessee River between

Paducah, Kentucky, and Knoxville, Tennessee. The plan proposes a system

of artificial lakes and the deepening of the Tennessee River so that ships

may travel from Knoxville through the Tennessee, Ohio and Mississippi

Rivers to the Gulf of Mexico, and a ship canal from the Tennessee River

to the Tombigbee River to give this vast interior countr)' still another

port at Mobile, Alabama.

This project will be made the subject of a special report for the com-

ing year.

Conclusions

This report is submitted as information, with the recommendation that

the subject be continued.
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Diggram-nTofic Map
Ofthe Gatineau PbwerCo

J-n OU£.BEC.
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Appendix D

(4) ELECTROLYSIS

M. Schrciber, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; W. M. Vandersluis, Vice-Chair-

man, Sub-Committee; E. B. Katte.

There has been one meeting of the American Committee on Electrolysis

since the report of March, 1926, was submitted.

The Sub-Committee on Research reported having assisted in revising a

chapter on stray current electrolysis prepared by a member for the book

on "Corrosive Engineering," compiled by Dr. F. N. Speller. Considerable

attention to the various aspects of the "Grounding Rules" was also reported.

The Sub-Committee advised that it had criticized a paper on "Electrolysis

Mitigation," by E. R. Shepard, as submitted by the Bureau of Standards.

Due to the fact that two parent organizations of the American Com-
mittee on Electrolysis had resigned, the question of continuing the com-

mittee was thoroughly discussed. The need of having such a committee to

handle electrolysis and closely related questions and investigations was ex-

pressed by representatives present.

Resolutions were finally passed covering the continuing of the com-

mittee, extending invitations to the two organizations which had resigned

to return, and the enlarging of the committee to include organizations

handling allied subjects.

Information as to further activities of the committee is expected shortly.

Conclusions

That representation on the American Committee on Electrolysis be

continued.

Appendix E

(5) CO-OPERATION WiTH U.S. BUREAU OF STANDARDS

W. L. Morse, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; F. Auryansen, Vice-Chairman,

Sub-Committee; B. F. Bardo, J. H. Davis, J. V. B. Duer, J. T. Seaver,

Z. H. Sikes, L. S. Wells.

The Sub-Committee has through correspondence and by conference con-

ferred with the U.S. Bureau of Standards in the revision of the National

Electrical Safety Code, under the procedure of the American Engineering

Standards Committee.

Progress in relation to various parts of the Code has been made as

follows

:

On November 15th, 1927, the American Engineering Standards Com-
mittee approved the entire revised Code as American Standard, designating
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it as Number C2-1927. Various parts of the Code as heretofore printed by

the Bureau of Standards and now available as separate publicatiorts (Hand-

books 6 to 9, inclusive) are now being printed together under one cover as a

new edition of Handbook No. 3 of the Bureau of Standards.

Part 1—Rules for the Installation and Maintenance of Electrical Sup-

ply Stations, and Section 9—Grounding Rules ; Part 4—Rules to be Ob-
served in the Operation of Electrical Equipment and Lines, and Part 5

—

Safety Rules for Radio Installation, have each been previously recommended
for acceptance by the American Railway Association when the entire Code

has finally been revised.

Part 2—Rules for the Installation and Maintenance of Overhead and

Underground Electrical Supply Lines : The previous report in regard to this

part of the Code was that it had not been found satisfactory, particularly in

respect to clearances and strength of structures where long spans and high

voltages were involved and because of this the American Railway Associa-

tion representatives submitted to the Chairman of the Sectional Committee

under date of June 30th, 1926, a minority report dated June 18th, 1926. It

was also previously reported that following a conference on October 27th,

1926, representatives of the National Electric Light Association and repre-

sentatives of the American Railway Association would confer with a view

toward reconciling differences with the part of the Code affecting overhead

supply lines crossing railroads.

The representatives of the two associations above referred to effected

an agreement, authority to sign which was obtained by the representatives

of the American Railway Association and which agreement has been filed

with the Chairman of the Sectional Committee as quoted below:

Altoona, Pa., September 17, 1927.

Mr. M. G. Lloyd,
Chairman, Sectional Committee for Parts II and IV,

National Safety Code, Bureau of Standards,
Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir :

The American Railway Association, through its representatives, will

accept Part 2 of the National Electrical Safety Code revised as of April,

1926, with the following specific statement of its position in regard to that

portion of this part of the Code covering power wire crossings over rail-

roads :

1. It disagrees with the values of separation of conductors on the same
support, particularly those which carry potentials in excess of 7500
volts and those in spans in excess of 400 feet.

2. It disagrees with the values of vertical clearance at the crossing of power
lines over railroads.

3. It disagrees with the method of determining the loading on crossing
supports.

4. It disagrees with the unit stresses specified for steel.

5. It disagrees with the difference between the longitudinal load specified

for continuous and for isolated construction.
6. It disagrees with the theory which permits the same flashover value for

insulators at a railroad crossing as in the rest of the line.
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The American Railway Association, through its representatives, agrees
to co-operate with the National Electric Light Association in the preparation
of a mutually satisfactory general agreement as to Principles and Practices,
witli accompanying specifications, covering power wire crossings over rail-

roads to be made the standard of both Associations covering this subject.
The Minority Report, covering Part 2 of the Code, submitted by the

American Railway Association under date of June 18, 1926, is hereby with-
drawn.

E. C. Keenan W. L. Morse
G. H. Dryden J. V. B. Duer

A.R.A. Representatives.

The National Electric Light Association, appreciating the position of
the American Railway Association with respect to Part 2 of the Code, will
ap[)oinl representatives to co-operate with the American Railway Association
representatives in preparing a mutually satisfactory general agreement as
to Principles and Practices, with accompanying specifications, covering
power wire crossings over railroads, which when completed will be made
the standard for both Associations covering this subject.

J. C. Martin H. S. Bennion
W. C. Wagner Thomas Sprouls

N.E.L.A. Representatives.

For the preparation of the general agreement as to Principles and
Practices, with accompanying specifications, the following representatives of
the American Railway Association have been appointed

:

J. V. B. Duer, representing the Electrical Section,

W. L. Morse, representing the Construction and Maintenance Section,

E. C. Keenan, representing the Telegraph and Telephone Section,

G. H. Dryden, representing the Signal Section.

Part 3—Rules for the Installation and Maintenance of Electrical

Utilization Equipment : It has been found that the Minority Report pre-

viously reported was filed with the Sectional Committee subsequent to the

printing of this part of the Code and in such form that the Chairman of

the Sectional Committee took it to be a letter of objections rather than a

Minority Report fromi the representatives of the American Railway Asso-

ciation.

Considering the above facts it would appear that changes to rules 381

(b) and 382 (c) (2), should be taken under consideration when this part

of the Code is next revised.

Conclusions

That the work be continued in co-operation with the U.S. Bureau of

Standards for the revision of the National Electrical Safety Code under

the procedure of the American Engineering Standards Committee for any

part of the Code that may be reopened or in the preparation of specifica-

tions for Supply Lines crossing Railroads and with representatives of the

National Electric Light Association in the preparation of a general agree-

ment as to Principles and Practices, with accompanying specifications, cover-

ing power wire crossings over railroads to be made the standard of both

Associations.
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Appendix F

(6) OVERHEAD TRANSMISSION LINE AND CATENARY
CONSTRUCTION

L. S. Wells, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; G. I. Wright, Vice-Chairman, Sub-

Committee; F. Auryaiisen, B. F. Bardo, H. M. Bassett, J. C. David-

son, J. V. B. Duer, F. D. Hall, P. S. Mock, R. J. Needham, H.

Pattison, J. A. Peabody, H. W. Pinkerton, J. E. Sharpley, R. P. Win-

ton, S. Withington.

The following is an outline of the work under consideration by this

Sub-Committee

:

1. Revise and keep up-to-date the transmission line specifica-

tions previously adopted.
2. Continue the study of design and construction for catenary

supported working conductors.

The Sub-Committee submits for consideration its report, as follows

:

1. The Sub-Committee has considered the transmission line

specifications previously adopted and has no changes or additions to

recommend at this time.

2. The work of Sub-Sub-Committees 1, 2 and 3 has been ad-

vanced and co-ordinated. Sub-Sub-Committee 2, with the co-opera-

tion of Sub-Sub-Committee 3, has developed a preliminary draft of

specifications covering design and construction for catenary sup-

ported working conductors. This draft has been reviewed by the

full Committee, following which certain changes and additions have
been incorporated. The revised specifications in tentative form are

submitted herewith. Their requirements with respect to loading, unit

stresses, etc., conform in general with those of the transmission

line specifications. The specifications are subject to further revision,

particularly such parts as relate to loading, unit stresses and clear-

ances. It is the feeling of your Committee that fiirther considera-

tion of these features should be deferred until such time as the work
of Sub-Committee No. 5, jointly with the National Electric Light
Association, in the preparation of wire crossing specifications satis-

factory to the railroads, has been concluded.

Conclusions

It is recommended that this subject be continued.

SPECIFICATION FOR CATENARY CONSTRUCTION FOR
RAILROAD USE

Preliminary Draft Revised 9/13/27.

GENERAL
1. Scope

These specifications describe the recommended practices for the design

and construction of overhead contact systems of the catenary type with rail

return. In all cases of joint construction with transmission lines, except

where specific modification is contained herein, they shall conform to the
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requirements of the A.R.A. "Specifications for the Construction of Over-

head Electric Supply Lines for Railroad Use on Railroad Property," in

case these latter requirements are more severe. The systems covered are

designated as follows

:

(A) Single phase Alternating Current Catenary System.

(B) Direct Current Catenary System over 700 Volts Nominal.

2. Definitions

Catenary Suspension.—Term catenary as used in these specifications

means all forms of suspension of overhead contact systems in which the

contact member is supported at more or less regular intervals by one or

more messenger cables to produce a contact surface nearly parallel to top

of track rail. The catenary system is made up of supporting cables referred

to as messengers, the working conductor which is referred to as the contact

wire (or trolley) and the connecting members called the hangers, together

with auxiliary conductors if required.

Classification.—Catenary construction may be classified under three

general heads, first, as to alignment, second, as to messenger system, and

third, as to the contact system.

Under alignment there are two general types, tangent-chord construction

and inclined construction.

As to messenger classification, there are three general types : ( 1 ) single

catenary construction, (2) double catenary construction, and (3) compound

catenary construction.

As to contact classification there are three general types, the single,

the duplex or tandem and the double or twin contact.

Tangent-Chord Catenary is that construction in which, on curves, the

catenary is the same as on tangent, suitably deflected at proper intervals.

Inclined Catenary is that type in which, on curves, the messenger

system not only supports the vertical load but also carries the horizontal

load reaction of the entire system, the hangers assuming the direction of

the resultant force.

Single Catenary is that construction consisting of one or more con-

tact wires supported by a single messenger.

Double Catenary is that construction consisting of one or more con-

tact v^rires, with auxiliary conductors if used, supported by triangle or V
hangers from two messengers having the same vertical sag and which are

supported from the same elevation in the same span.

Compound Catenary is that construction where one or more contact

wires are supported by a secondary messenger, which in turn is supported

by a primary messenger.

Messenger System

The Primary Messenger is the cable which carries the entire load of

the catenary system and which is attached to the supporting structures.
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The Sfxondary Messenger is the cable wliich is attached to the con-

tact wires by hangers and is supported by the primary messenger.

Hangers

The Hanger is the device of a length varying with the messenger sag

used for attaching the contact wires to the messenger system, at more or

less regular intervals.

The AIessenger Hanger is the device which may be of varying length

used for attaching the secondary messenger to the primary messenger.

A Lacing Messenger is a flexible continuous conductor which is at-

tached alternately to the messenger system and the contact wires at more
or less regular intervals as a substitute for hangers.

Contact System

Single Contact type consists of but one conductor which is the con-

tact wire, supported by the messenger system.

The Duplex or Tandem type of contact consists of a contact wire

supported by one or more auxiliary conductors directly above by members

known as auxiliary clips which are always the same length.

Double or Twin Contact type consists of two contact wires held in

approximately the same horizontal plane, usually by alternate hangers or

clips.

The Contact Wire is the wire member with which sliding or rolling

contact is made by the current collecting device.

Supporting Structures

The supporting structure is the pole, tower, bridge, etc., used for sup-

porting the catenary system and includes foundations, anchors, guys, braces

and similar reinforcing attachments. Supporting structures are classified

as

:

Bracket Construction consisting of an arm attached to a supporting

pole or tower at one side of the track.

Bridge Construction consisting of a transverse beam, truss or similar

rigid member attached to poles or towers at both sides of the track or

tracks.

Cross Span Construction consisting of a transverse cable or similar

flexible member attached to poles or towers at both sides of the track or

tracks.

Included with the supporting structures are steady braces and steady

spans. A Steady Brace is a rigid member normally unstressed connecting

the contact wire to the supporting structure. A Steady Span is the flexible

member used with bridge or cross span construction between supports to

steady either the messenger wire or the contact wire.

With the supporting system are included those members, either rigid

or flexible, which sustain the horizontal load due to change in alignment.

They are classified as Pull-Offs, consisting of tension members between
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the messenger or coulact wires and the supporting structure ; Push-Offs,

consisting of compression memhers between the messenger or contact wire

and the supporting structure, and Bridles, extending hetween supporting

structures and attached to the catenary system at points between supports.

Wind Bracing may consist of steady braces, steady spans or bridles, as

defined above.

A Deflector is a device or construction used at track switches or turn-

outs to hold the contact wires over each track in the same horizontal plane

to prevent the current collecting device on the car or locomotive from

fouling when passing from one contact wire to another.

3. Preliminary Considerations

(a) Determine the extent of initial and probable ultimate electrifica-

tion of main tracks, 3'ards and sidings, having in mind possible additions

of trackage and other physical changes, in order that the structures can be

so designed and located as to require the least alteration to meet changed

conditions.

(b) Determine the source or sources of power supply, present and

future, so that catenary supporting structures may be proportioned to ac-

commodate the loading of initial and future transmission lines and feeder

circuits.

(c) Determine the initial, and, as far as possible, the ultimate train

schedules, passenger and freight, in each direction, inclusive of headway,

length of trains, weight, speed, etc., so that adequate electrical capacity may
be provided in the catenary construction.

(d) In laying out the catenary construction, bear in mind the effect

of ballast changes, the correction of surface or alignment, construction of

future buildings or other structures such as bridges, etc., along or over

tracks.

(e) Conduct a complete survey of the physical roadway property

involved in the electrification so that preferred locations for supporting

and guying structures may be determined with due regard to physical ob-

structions, nature of soil, possible future improvements, signals, signal

control lines, communication lines and other local considerations.

4. Protective Coating

(a) Steel poles, towers, or supporting structures, bolts, nuts, washers,

guys, guy clamps, turnbuckles, anchors, anchor rods and similar items of

material subject to rapid corrosion under prevailing conditions shall be of

corrosion resisting material, or shall be protected by galvanizing, painting,

or both, or other treatment which will effectively retard corrosion. Material

subject to corrosion shall be thoroughly cleaned at the shop before treat-

ment by corrosion resisting applications.

(b) Galvanizing shall be by means of hot dip process, in accordance

with A.R.A. Specification for galvanizing. Material to be galvanized shall

he cut. drilled or punched or otherwise worked before galvanizing.
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(c) When painting is required an approved paint shall be used and

painting shall consist of one shop coat on contact surfaces before assembling,

one complete shop coat and one or more complete field coats after erection.

Before painting in the field, the surface shall be thoroughly cleaned, and

worn or defaced spots, field rivets and bolts shall be touched up. No
painting shall be done on frosted or wet surfaces.

5. Guards and Warning Signs

(a) Supporting structures and guys exposed to traffic or damage which

will materially affect their strength shall be protected by suitable guards,

preferably painted white.

(b) Warning signs shall be provided where local conditions require

their use.

CLEARANCES

6. Clearances from Tracks

Vertical and horizontal clearances from tracks shall be in accordance

with A.R.E.A. clearance diagrams.

7. Clearance from Live Catenary Construction

The clearance between any live portion of the catenary in its normal

position and the surfaces of overhead grounded structures shall be as great

as possible, preferably not less than 5.0 inches plus the maximum possible

displacement of the live catenary.

8. Clearances at Highways, Canals, Creeks and Navigable Streams

The clearances of lines over highways, canals, creeks and navigable

streams will depend on local conditions and shall be in compliance with

Federal, State and local requirements.

LOADING

9. General

(a) The district loading map (see Appendix reference) shows the

recognized division of the continental territory of the United States into

three districts known as Heavy, Medium and Light Loading Districts for

the purpose of pole line construction. This division shall be held to apply

to catenary construction. Other loadings may be used where they better

represent conditions in a particular locality. In arriving at an assumed

loading, the experience of the railroad concerned. Weather Bureau wind

velocity records, local records of ice coating, direction of the line, direc-

tion of prevailing winds, shelter and such other modifying features may be

considered.

(b) In the calculation of stresses no reduction in assumed load shall

be made on account of deformation, deflection or displacement of any part

of the supporting structure, including the suspension insulators.
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10. Heavy Catenary Loading (H)

Heavy loading on the catenary shall be the weight of the wires, cables

and accessories plus the weight of a coating of ice Yz inch in radial thick-

ness combined with a transverse horizontal wind pressure of 8 lb. per sq.

ft. on the projected area of the ice covered wires, cables and accessories at

0° Fahr.

11. Medium Catenary Loading (M)

Medium loading on the catenary shall be the weight of the wires, cables

and accessories plus the weight of a coating of ice ^ inch in radial thick-

ness combined with a transverse horizontal wind pressure of 10 lb. per sq.

ft. on the projected area of the ice-covered wires, cables and accessories at

15° Fahr.

Note.—The weight of ice shall be assumed as 57 lb. per cu. ft. (0.033

lb. per cu. in.)

12. Light Catenary Loading (L)

Light loading on the catenary shall be the weight of the wires, cables

and accessories combined with a transverse horizontal wind pressure of 15 lb.

per sq. ft. on the projected area of the wires, cables and accessories at 32°

Fahr.

13. Loading on Supports

On supporting structures having cylindrical surfaces, the wind pressure

per sq. ft. for heavy, medium and light loading shall be the same as that

specified in Sections 10, 11 and 12, respectively. On flat surfaces, these

unit wind pressures shall be increased by 60 per cent. On latticed struc-

tures the wind pressure shall be taken on the actual exposed area of one

face, increased by 50 per cent. The total thus obtained for latticed struc-

tures need not be considered in excess of that for a solid structure of the

same outside dimensions. In calculating the wind pressure, ice covering

on supporting structures may be neglected.

14. Vertical Loading

The vertical loads upon poles, towers, foundations, crossarms, bracket

arms, pins, insulators and attachments shall be their own weight plus the

superimposed weight of the catenary construction which they support, ice

coated where specified, together with the effect of any difference in eleva-

tion of supports.

15. Transverse Loading

The transverse loading on poles, towers, foundations, crossarms, bracket

arms, pins, insulators, and attachments shall be that due to the horizontal

wind pressure specified for the district (in which the construction is located)

in Sections 10, 11 or 12 on the catenary construction, ice covered where
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specified, the wind pressure (for the said district) on the structures them-

selves as s{>ccified in Section 13, together with any transverse load due to a

turn, curve or angle in the line. On structures carrying light curve pulls

the transverse pressure due to wind in reverse direction should be considered.

16. Longitudinal Loading

(a) The longitudinal loading on supporting structures (except as pro-

vided for in "C" below) shall be assumed as a longitudinal horizontal wind

pressure of 20 pounds per square foot on cylindrical surfaces and 30 pounds

per square foot on flat surfaces. On latticed structures, the exposed area

shall be calculated as in Section 13. Consideration should be given to

additional longitudinal loading due to one or more broken wires.

(b) Where there is an unbalanced load for any reason which will

cause torsional stresses in excess of the stresses due to the longitudinal

and transverse loading specified, such conditions shall be taken into con-

sideration and adequate provision made for them.

(c) On anchor or dead-end structures, the longitudinal loading on

poles, towers, bridges, foundations, crossarms, bracket arms, pins, insula-

tors and attachments shall be the total pull of the catenary construction sup-

ported, the pull being taken as the tension in the wires and cable supported

resulting from the loading specified in Sections 10, 11 or 12.

UNIT STRESSES AND FACTORS OF SAFETY

17. Tables of Permissible Unit Stresses and Proportion of Ultimate

Strength

(a) Wood Supporting Structures

Fiber Stress
Allowable Unit Stresses, Pounds per

Square Inch, for
Vertical, Transverse
Angle and Dead End Longitudinal

Material Loads Loads

Poles:

Chestnut

1670 5000

Washington Cedar
Idaho Cedar
Port Orford Cedar
Southern Red Cedar
White Oak
Bald Cypress (Heartwood)
Yellow Pine

Eastern White Cedar ^

Catalpa J
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(b) Steel Supporting Structures Allowable Unit
Stresses, Pounds
per Square Inch,

for Vertical,

Transverse,
Angle and Dead

Material End Loads

Structural Shapes Tension (net section)

or Bending 20,000

/

Compression (gross section) *18,000— 80—
r

Steel Insulator Pins and Suspension In-
sulator Attachments, Tension or
Bending 20,000

Shop
Driven

Rivets and Bolts Rivets

Shear 13,500
Bearing 27,000
Bending 20,000

(c) Concrete

Material

Mass Concrete 1 :3 :6 (Compression)
Reinforced Concrete 1:2:4 (Compres

sion)

Reinforcing Steel (Tension)

Longitudinal
Loads

26,000

24.000—100-

26,000

/

Bolts
and Field-

Bolts
Rivets
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Wires and Cables

18. Material

All wires and cables should preferably be of material which will not

corrode excessively under the prevailing conditions. Contact wire should

be of hard drawn copper or bronze.

19. Minimum Sizes

The minimum sizes of conductors and cables shall be as follows

:

Main line contact wire—single—3/0 AWG
Main line contact wire—double—2/0 AWG
Yard and siding contact wire—2/0 AWG
Galvanized steel strand—^"

20. Contact Wire Gradient

Contact wire gradient relative to the track shall approximate 0.5 to 1.0

per cent. It is desirable not to make gradient changes at low clearance points

but rather adjacent to them.

Insulators

21. Porcelain Insulators

(a) Insulators made of porcelain shall conform to the requirements

of the A.R.E.A. "Specifications for Porcelain Insulators for Railroad Supply

Lines."

(b) Insulators or combinations of insulators shall have mechanical

strength adequate to withstand the loads specified without exceeding 33

per cent of their ultimate strength.

(c) Due to their use in a traction circuit, one side of which is

grounded, insulators shall have a dry flashover rating approximately 80

per cent greater than the requirements of the insulator specification. Where
insulators used in a traction circuit one side of which is grounded, are

installed above tracks jointly operated by steam and electric locomotives,

insulators shall have a dry flashover rating approximately 180 per cent

greater than the requirements of the insulator specification.

(d) Suspension insulators not in vertical suspension position, such as

dead ends, shall have higher insulating values than similar insulators in

vertical position due to the desirability of governing the location of flash-

overs (namely protecting dead ends from flashovers) and also of com-
pensating for loss of insulating value on account of position in which

used. Insulators in any position at strategic locations (station platforms,

etc.) shoiUd, where desirable, have higher insulating values in order to

prevent flashovers at those points.

22. Wood and Other Insulators

Insulators of wood or other approved material shall conform as nearly

as possible to the requirements of the A.R.E.A. "Specifications for Porcelain

Insulators for Railroad Supply Lines." They shall also conform to the

provisions of Section 21- (b), (c) and (d) above. Wood stick insulators
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may be used for the purpose of normally separating distribution circuits

of the same potential from one another. Where conditions makes it desir-

able, wood may be used for insulation to ground.

Accessories

23.

In all cases where it is necessary to attach accessories or wires, or

parts of accessories to each other, of dissimilar metals, care shall be taken

by the insertion of sleeves that the resulting electrolytic action will be re-

duced so as not to weaken any essential part of the construction.

24. Hanger Rods and Wires

(a) In the longitudinal or track catenary, hangers may be of cable,

tubing or solid metal, normally rectangular or round in section, which shall

not corrode excessively under prevailing conditions. The minimum dimen-

sions recommended for any section shall be ^ inch in diameter for the

round or ^ inch for rectangular.

(b) In the cross span construction, hangers may be stranded cables

or solid metal rods of such material as will not corrode excessively imder

prevailing conditions.

(c) Flexible cables or messengers—sometimes called "lacing cables"

—

may be used in place of hangers.

25. Clamps, Sockets, Turnbuckles, Miscellaneous Hardware

(a) Clamps and Sockets.—Clamps used with contact and messen-

ger wires may be of either galvanized malleable iron or pressed or cast

bronze with galvanized steel or bronze bolts and nuts.

(b) Sockets may be of bronze, mallebale iron or steel, the latter

two galvanized, and may be attached to messengers by means of lugs cast

on the end of the wire, or by compression of the socket about the wire or

both. Fittings of this nature should be designed to develop at least the full

strength of the wire with which they are used.

(c) Turnbuckles.—Turnbuckles shall be of bronze or galvanized

steel of the split forging type.

(d) Insulator Attachments,—Attachment to strain insulators shall

preferably be made by means of malleable iron, steel or bronze castings.

(e) Miscellaneous Hardware.—All miscellaneous hardware shall

preferably be made of the same material as those parts of the construction

with which it is associated. In all cases where the parts are of iron or

steel, they shall be galvanized.

26. Section Breaks for Contact Wire

Section breaks for the purpose of sectionalization shall preferably be

placed at major crossover locations and at substations. At all points where
breaks are placed in the main line over through tracks, an overlapping air

section break preferably should be used. Where it is difficult to install

the overlapping air section break, such as over crossovers, yard tracks, or

siding tracks, the non-overlapping type of break with metal gliders may
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be used. The insulation used in both types of breaks may be wood, porce-

lain or otlier approved material.

27. Switches

Where the sections are not directly energized through substation circuit

breakers, mamially operated or remotely controlled switches with or without

horn gaps, as the situation requires, shall be employed. Manually operated

switches should preferably be designed to operate from the ground.

Strength of Supporting Structure

28. Vertical and Transverse

Each support shall have strength adequate to withstand the combined

loads specified in Sections 14 and IS without exceeding the allowable unit

stresses specified in Section 17 for vertical, transverse, angle and dead end

loads.

29. Longitudinal

Each support shall have strength adequate to withstand the loads spe-

cified in Section 16 without exceeding the allowable unit stresses specified

in Section 17 for longitudinal loads.

30. Any Direction

(a) Each support shall have strength adequate to withstand the result-

ant forces due to any probable combination of assumed loads specified in

Sections 14, 15 and 16 without exceeding the allowable stresses specified in

Section 17 for longitudinal loads.

(b) At intervals, preferably not more than one mile, suitable anchor-

ages for the catenary shall be provided. With bracket construction more

frequent anchorages may be desirable.

Wood Structures
31. Material

Wood poles and beams shall be of chestnut, cedar or other selected ma-
terial, reasonably straight, peeled and free from defects which will decrease

their strength or durability. Poles shall have a nominal top diameter of

not less than 7 inches.

32. Depth of Setting

Wood poles shall be set in the ground to depths not less than those

shown in the following table

:

Length of Poles Depth in Feet
Feet In Earth In Rock
25 5.0 3.0

30 5.5 3.5

. 35 6.0 4.0

40 6.0 4.0
45 6.5 4.5

50 7.0 4.5
55 7.0 5.0
60 7.5 5.0
65 8.0 6.0
70 8.0 6.0
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Where located in soft or swampy ground, the setting of poles shall be

suitably reinforced by setting in barrels of broken stone or gravel, or in

stone or timber footings or by other equally cflFective methods. Where-

located in the side of banks or subject to washouts, foundations or pole set-

tings shall be given additional depth or be protected by cribbing or riprap.

Where poles are subject to a continually unbalanced load, such as at

angles in the line or dead ends and it is impracticable to install guys, methods

of setting shall be employed that will develop the full required strength

of the poles.

Back fillings for foundations or pole settings shall be carefully tamped

or otherwise thoroughly compacted while being placed.

Steel Structures

33. Material and Designs

(a) Structural steel shall conform to the specifications A-9, "Struc-

tural Steel for Buildings," as adopted by the American Society for Testing

Material.

The design and workmanship shall be in accordance with the best recog-

nized practices.

Assembled members shall be free from twists, bends or other defects.

Alinor bends may be carefully straightened, but members having bends whose

removal by field methods might injure the material, shall be replaced by

new material. Mispunched holes shall not be subjected to excessive drifting.

Bolting up wrenches of undue length shall not be used and care shall be

taken to obtain tight bolts without overstraining the material thereof.

The form of the frame shall be such that stresses may be computed

with reasonable accuracy. The construction, where practicable, shall be

such that all parts are accessible for inspection, cleaning, and painting, and

shall not have pockets in which water or dirt might collect. Where there

are unavoidable pockets or depressions which would hold water, they shall

have drain holes or be filled with waterproof material.

(b) The minimum thickness of metal shall be:

Galvanised Painted

Main members % inch -^ inch

All other members is inch ^ inch

Note.—Where members are subject to excessive corrosion, these values

shall be increased proportionally. Attention is directed to the use of copper

bearing steel for the retardation of corrosion.

(c) The minimum size of angles shall be 2 by \% inches, and the

minimum width of flats \}i inches. The minimum size of bolts and rivets

shall be §^ inch in diameter. The diameter of rivet or bolt holes shall not

exceed the nominal diameter of rivets or bolts by more than ^ inch. The

distance from the center of a rivet or bolt hole to a rolled edge or to a

sheared edge shall be

:

Distance from Rolled Distance from Sheared
Diameter or Plane Edge Edge

For s/s inch Not less than ^ in. Not less than ^ in.

For Vi inch Not less than 1 in. Not less than 1 '/^ in.
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The minimum distance from center to center of rivet or bolt holes

shall be one and three-quarter inch for five-eighth inch diameter and two

and one-eighth inches for three-quarter inch diameter rivets or bolts.

(d) The unsupported length of a main compression member shall not

exceed 150 times its least radius of gyration.

The unsupported length of a secondary compression member shall not

exceed 180 times its least radius of gyration.

The unsupported length of a compression member which is introduced

merely to reduce the unsupported length of a main or secondary member
and, therefore, has no calculated stress, shall not exceed 200 times its least

radius of gyration.

Note.—For slender guyed poles the above values may be modified.

34, Strength of Foundations

Both gravity type or "deep" side bearing type foundations for steel poles

or towers shall withstand the vertical and transverse loads specified in Sec-

tions 14 and 15 without exceeding one-half of the ultimate strength or sta-

bility of the foundation. They shall withstand without failure the longi-

tudinal load specified in Section 16.

For anchor or dead end structures, the foundations shall withstand the

resultant forces due to the combined loading specified in Sections 14, 15 and

16 without exceeding one-half of the ultimate strength or stability of the

foundations, including the surrounding earth pressure and weights.

In all cases where a steel pole acts merely as a vertical strut, the founda-

tion shall be of such design as to prevent any settling and undue flexibility.

In designing foundations for poles and towers or anchorages for guys,

the weight of concrete shall be considered as 140 lb. per cubic foot. The
weight of earth, calculated at 30 degrees from the vertical, shall be con-

sidered in good ground, as 100 lb. per cubic foot. In swampy ground,

special measure shall be taken to prevent uplift or depression.

The top of a concrete foundation or casing shall extend at least 6 inches

above the surface of the ground, except where pavement or sidewalks make

this impracticable, and in all cases should have sufficient slope to prevent

collection of water.

Concrete Structures

35. Material and Designs

Portland cement concrete shall be used in proportion not less rich than

one part Portland cement, three parts clean, sharp sand and six parts

clean, hard broken stone, gravel or other approved aggregate. Water shall

be clean, fresh and free from salts or other injurious impurities and used

in such quantities as to obtain a quaking consistency.

Ample reinforcement shall be provided in the form of steel rods so as

to take all strains set up in the completed structure except those of com-

pression. The design of the structure shall be such that all reinforcement

is completely covered by the concrete.
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Guys

3fl. Strength of Guys and Anchors

(a) Guys, their anchors and attachments shall withstand the stresses

imposed by the transverse loads specified in Section 15 without exceeding- the

proportions of their ultimate strength given in Section 17- (e). They shall

withstand without failure the stresses imposed by the longitudinal loads

specified in Section 16.

(b) Where guys are used to obtain the required strength in combina-

tion with wood or other flexible supports or concrete poles, the guys shall

be considered as taking the horizontal component of the entire load, the

pole acting as a strut, but subject also to simultaneous bending.

(c) Rigid steel structures should not be guyed except under special

conditions in which case an investigation of the stresses should be made.

37. Materials for Guys

Guys shall be galvanized steel strand, or other material which will not

corrode excessively under the prevailing conditions and shall have a minimum
diameter of ^ inch.

38. Guy Anchorages

Guys to groimd anchors shall be connected to a well anchored rod

of such length that the eye of the rod will at least be one foot above

the surface of the'ground. Rods with a diameter of one inch or more need

not be galvanized but should be protected below ground line by concrete

jacket. The anchorages shall be at least as durable as the guys or guyed

structures.

39. Location of Guy Attachments

(a) Attachment to Structures.—Guys shall be attached to struc-

tures as near as practicable to the center of the load to be resisted by

the guy.

(b) Location of Anchors.—Guy anchors should, where practicable,

be placed at a horizontal distance from the poles, measured at the ground

line of not less than one-third of the height of the point of attachment of

the guy to the pole.

(c) Stub Guys.—Guys from a structure to stub poles or to other

poles shall be so placed and maintained that no part of any guy will come

within eight feet of the ground.

(d) Contact Between Guys.—No guy shall be placed or main-

tained in contact with any other guy except where attached to the same

pole, stub or anchor, nor in any case in contact with a metallic covered

cable, suspension wire or ground wire.

40. Guy Insulation Requirements

(a) Mechanical.—Strain insulators in guys should preferably be

of the interlocking type in which case they shall have a mechanical strength
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;it least equal to the re(iuiicd strength of guys in which they are installed.

When of the non- interlocking- type, they shall have a mechanical strength

ivot less than 50 per cent in excess of the required strength of the guys

in which they are installed.

(b) Electrical.—Strain insulators or combinations of strain insula-

tor in guys shall not flashover at twice the maximum normal line voltage

to ground under uniform precipitation equivalent to one-fifth inch of rain

per minute at an angle of 45 degrees to the axis of the insulator.

Where strain insulators are used in guys they shall be located not less

than 8 feet above the ground nor less than 6 feet horizontally from the

pole to which the guy is attached.

Where a guy passes above or below the conductors of another line,

strain insulators meeting the requirements outlined in paragraph (a) above

for the line guyed, and paragraph (b) above for the highest voltage con-

cerned shall be installed in the guy between the two lines and at a horizontal

distance of not less than four feet from the nearest conductor of either

line, unless guy is effectively grounded.

Grounding

41. Grounding of Steel Structures

All steel structures shall be permanently and effectively grounded, pre-

ferably to the rail return circuit. This may be done by means of one or

more overhead wires electrically bonded to the structure which shall be

grounded to the rail return circuit by connection to the mid-point of imped-

ance bonds. These wires may serve also as lightning protection wires. If

impedance bonds are not used, it is preferable to ground each steel struc-

ture direct to the rail return circuit and to avoid all electrical connections

between steel structures except those through the rail return circuits.

42. Grounding of Guys

Guys shall be permanently and effectively grounded or equipped with

suitable strain insulators which meet the requirements of Section 40.
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Appendix G

(7) COLLABORATION WITH COMMITTEE XVI—ECONOM-
ICS OF RAILWAY LOCATION

J. V. B. Duer, Chairman, Sub-Committee; D. J. Brumley, Vice-Chairman,

Sub-Committee; H. M. Basset, J. C. Davidson, A. E. Owen, J. A. Pea-

body, H. M. Warren.

Up to the present time Sub-Committee No. 7 has not been called upon

to co-operate with Committee XVI, and is holding itself in readiness to do

so at such time as the latter Committee feels that co-operation is necessary

and desirable.

Conclusions

It is recommended that the subject be continued.

Appendix H

(8) STANDARDIZATION OF FRICTION AND RUBBER
TAPES

H. M. Warren, Chairman, Sub-Committee; R. Beeuwkes, Vice-Chairman,

Sub-Committee ; H. M. Bassett, J. H. Davis, C. B. Martin, J. L. Minick,

M. Schreiber, G. I. Wright.

Certain minor changes in the wording of the Specifications for Friction

Tape, as approved during the year 1925, have been suggested.

From correspondence with representatives of the Telegraph and Tele-

phone Section, the Signal Section, and the Mechanical Division, it was

found that the consensus of opinion was that no changes should be made
in the specifications.

The suggested changes were discussed at the meeting of the Electrical

Section on April 27th, 1927, and at that meeting it was decided not to

approve the proposed revisions.

No other comments have been received.

Conclusions

That the subject of tape specifications be continued.
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Appendix I

(9) STANDARDIZATION OF INSULATORS

F. D. Hall, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; B. F. Bardo, Vice-Chairman, Sub-

Committee; J. V. B. Duer, R. J. Needham, M. Schreiber, H. M. Warren,

G. I. Wright.

Assignments

:

1. Revise and keep up to date the Insulator Specification as adopted.

2. Consider the tensile strength of suspension type insulators as mea-
sured over a short period of time, as compared with the tensile

strength as measured over a long period of time.

The following action has been taken

:

1. The Sub-Committee is of the opinion that a revision of the Insulator

Specifications is not called for at this time.

The Sub-Committee is represented on and is keeping in close touch

with the work of the American Engineering Standards Committee, which

has two Sectional Committees working on insulators.

The Sub-Committee recommends approval of the report of the Depart-

ment of Commerce on One-Piece Porcelain Insulators, presented herewith,

in the interest of elimination of waste.

2. The Sub-Committee has secured a limited amount of information

covering the tensile strength of suspension type insulators, and has noted

the increase in strength of the newer designs. It is of the opinion that

there is not information of sufficient importance before it to justify a report

this year.

Conclusions

It is recommended that this subject be continued.

SIMPLIFIED PRACTICE RECOMMENDATION NO. 73—ONE-
PIECE PORCELAIN INSULATORS

In accordance with the unanimous action on June 3, 1927, of the general

conference of representatives of manufacturers, distributers and users of

One-Piece Porcelain Insulators, the United States Department of Com-
merce, through the Bureau of Standards, recommends that stock varieties

of One-Piece Porcelain Insulators be limited to those listed in the following

tables.

It is further recommended that stock varieties be specified wherever

practicable.

These recommendations are to become effective for new production on

October 1, 1927, subject to annual revision by a conference of the standing

committee of the industry.

Promulgation recommended R. M. Hudson, Chief,

Division of Simplified Practice,

Promulgated George K. Burgess, Director,

Bureau of Standards.
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LEGEND

(See also illustrations commencing on page 288)

Cook —Cook Porcelain Insulator Corporation
Findlay —'Findlay Electric Porcelain Co.
Franklin —Franklin Porcelain Co.
Gen. Pore. —General Porcelain Co.
Hartford —Hartford Faience Co.
111. Pore. —Illinois Electric Porcelain Co.
Knox —Knox Porcelain Corp.
Lapp —Lapp Insulator Co. (Inc.)

Locke —Locke Insulator Corp.
Ohio —Ohio Brass Co.
Pinco —Porcelain Insulator Corp.
Thomas —R. Thomas and Sons Co.
West'house —Westinghouse Hi Voltage Insulator Co.

SIMPLIFICATION OF ONE-PIECE PORCELAIN
INSULATORS

HISTORICAL

The rapid growth of the electrical industry during the last quarter of

a century, the improvement in methods of conducting electrical current over

long distances, and the decided increase in demand for electric power for

industrial and domestic purposes, have quite naturally led to the develop-

ment of a large variety of sizes, types and dimensions of one-piece porcelain

insulators. The industry concluded that this condition could be improved,

and as a first step planned to determine which varieties of insulators repre-

sented the best thought and practice.

In requesting the co-operative services of the National Committee on

Metals Utilization, the industry called attention to the prevalent over-

diversification of their product, and pointed out that in the circumstances it

was necessary for the manufacturers to spread their production and invest-

ment over a wide range of varieties, sizes and dimensions. The distributors

of insulators, and of insulator pins as well, have to tie-up large amounts

of capital in stocking their shelves to meet every possible demand, when the

bulk of normal requirements could be satisfied by fewer varieties.

These considerations supplied the reason for the preliminary conference

of porcelain insulator manufacturers which was called by the National Com-
mittee on Metals Utilization, on November 10, 1926. The conferees ex-

pressed the opinion that the elimination of superfluous varieties of insulators,

based upon a knowledge of major demand, would benefit everyone. For

the purpose of determining that demand, the conferees constituted them-

selves a Committee of the Whole, with Jay R. Palmer, of the Ohio Brass

Company, as Chairman. It was decided that the scope of the survey should

be confined to one-piece porcelain insulators.

The Committee of the Whole held a progress meeting in Washington on

January 20, 1927. The Chairman presented a graphic layout of the various

one-piece porcelain insulators as displayed in the current catalogs of the
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respective manufacturers. The available data served as a common denomin^

tor in designating those insulators which enjoy the greatest demand, and

further served as a basis upon which to build a tentative Simplified Practice

Recommendation.

Initially, the recommendation was in the form of tabulation which

suggested the definite retention of certain insulators as stock items, and

the elimination of certain other insulators which are seldom called for and

therefore superfluous. A third classification, under the caption, "To be

discouraged," was included in the tabulation for the following reason. As
the adequacy of the recommended stock items becomes more and more firmly

established, it will be possible to eventually eliminate those items which

appear in the last-named category. The transitional period thus provided

will insure that no one will be embarrassed or inconvenienced by too abrupt

a change.

GENERAL CONFERENCE AT DEPARTMENT OP^ COMMERCE
JUNE 3, 1927

With the survey completed, the Committee of the Whole requested the

Department of Commerce to call a general conference of all interests to

consider the tentative program, and formulate a definite Simplified Practice

Recommendation for the guidance of all interests. On June 3, 1927, such a

meeting was held, under the joint auspices of the National Committee on

Metals Utilization and the Division of Simplified Practice.

Except for the retention of one catalog number which has been sug-

gested for elimination, and one or two minor changes, the program was

approved as it appeared in the agenda for the conference. In thus approv-

ing this program, the conference moved that it be suggested to all manu-

facturers of one-piece porcelain insulators that they in turn recommend

to the trade (through their advertising media, catalogs and sales represen-

tatives), the adoption and use of the standards shown in Simplified Practice

Recommendation No. 72).

The conferees were of the opinion that the consistent adherence of all

concerned to this program would make possible an annual saving, to all

interests, of approximately $400,000. It was further stated that a release

of any fraction of the large amount of "frozen" capital that is tied-up in

molds alone, would be decidedly welcome to everyone. If the burden of mak-
ing and maintaining a large stock of molds can be removed from the shoul-

ders of the manufacturers, a big step forward will have been taken to reduce

costs all along the line.

While the conference frankly believed that further elimination could

be made without embarrassing the industry, it is stated that this first appli-

cation of the principles of Simplified Practice to porcelain insulators was

sufficient in scope to bring the industry closer to the ultimate standards which

will serve all interests best, at a minimum of expenditure. It was also the

opinion of the conference that the successful operation of this program
would not only pave the way for further eliminations, later on, but would

also stimulate other branches of the electrical industry to similarlv clear
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out the superfluous varieties of many of its commodities. In this connection

the chairman of the meeting directed attention to the fact that this project

is the fourth to be passed through the regular procedure of the Department

of Commerce by the electrical industry.

Pursuant to the request of the conference, the Department of Commerce

will organize a standing committee of the porcelain insulator industry, whose

function it will be to revise or otherwise review this recommendation an-

nually, for the purpose of keeping the program thoroughly useful and abreast

of existing conditions and advancement of the art of electrical insulation.

The personnel of the Standing Committee will be made known at a later

date.

RESULTS

The combined efforts of this general conference resulted in a reduc-

tiot^ from a total of 272 varieties to 210 varieties of one-piece porcelain in-

sulators, corresponding to an elimination of 22.4 per cent. The deletion

of these varieties will take place in two stages. Twenty-three will be deleted

on the effective date of this recommendation (October 1, 1927). The
remaining thirty-nine will, in the course of time, gradually be dropped from

production, for it is anticipated that the trade will progressively discourage

their use, in favor of those varieties which satisfy the major demand.

As stated hereinbefore, this program holds a potential saving of $400,-

000 a year for all interests.

It is hoped that engineers, purchasing agents, works superintendents,

standardization bodies, and all manufacturers, distributors and users of one-

piece porcelain insulators will derive such tangible results from this

Simplified Practice Recommendation that it will become desirable to extend

the application of the principles of simplification to other items in the elec-

trical field. Such practice should decrease stocks, production costs, selling

expenses, misunderstandings, and all costs to the ultimate consumer.

Personnel of General Conference

Name Representing

Anderson, George O. General Porcelain Co., Parkersburg, W. Va.
Bishop, Fred L. Hartford Faience Co., Hartford, Conn.
Dalgleish, R. H. American Electric Railway Ass'n, New York.
Freeman, L. W. Truscon Steel Co., Youngstown, Ohio.
Gilchrest, Geo. I. Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Derry, Pa.

Holmes, H. R. The R. Thomas & Sons Co., E. Liverpool, Ohio.
Hyde, W. A. National Ass'n of Purchasing Agents, New York.
Kettron, C. W. Illinois Electric Porcelain Co., Macomb, 111.

Kirkwood, R. S. War Department, Washington, D. C.

Maxwell, Alexander National Electric Light Ass'n, New York.
Palmer, Jay R. Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, Ohio.
Patterson, Joseph V. Findlay Electric Porcelain Co., Findlay, Ohio.
Snyder, Capt. W. K. U. S. Marine Corps, Washington, D. C.

Department of Commerce:
Ely, Edwin W. National Committee on Metals Utilization

Gait, A. B. Division of Simplified Practice

Haltted, Arthiir Bureau of Standards.
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Appendix J

(10) CLEARANCES FOR THIRD RAIL AND OVERHEAD
WORKING CONDUCTORS

H. M. Bassett, Chairman, Sub-Committee; C. G. Winslow, Vicc-Chairman,

Sub-Committee; F. Auryansen, D. J. Brumley, F. D. Hall, A. E. Owen,

W. M. Vandersluis.

Tables are presented herewith indicating up to date practice on electri-

fied railroads for third rail and overhead conductor clearances. The data

include information as to location of third rail above the plane of the

running rail and beyond the gauge line.

Conclusions

It is recommended that this subject be continued.

Appendix K

(11) PROTECTION OF OIL SIDINGS FROM DANGER DUE
TO STRAY CURRENTS

J. V. B. Duer, Chairman, Sub-Committee; Sidney Withington, Vice-Chair-

man, Sub-Committee.

The Sub-Committee has kept in touch with the Rules for Protection of

Oil Sidings from Dangers Due to Stray Currents, recently adopted by the

American Railway Engineering Association, with a view to determining

whether changes are necessary.

So far no changes have been found to be necessary, but the Sub-Com-

mittee will continue to keep in touch with this situation with a view to

recommending changes in the rules if, and when, they seem desirable.

Conclusions

It is recommended that this subject be continued.
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Appendix L

(12) SPECIFICATIONS FOR TRACK AND THIRD RAIL
BONDS

J. H. Davis, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. V. B. Duer, Vice-Chairman, Sub-

Committee; F. Auryansen, E. B. Kattee, A. Knapp, J. A. Peabody,

J. T. Scaver, W. M. Vandershiis, L. S. Wells, R. P. Winton, S. With-

ington

Five subjects were assigned to the Sub-Committee for study and inclu-

sion in its report as follows

:

1. Developing a standard specification for measurement of bond
resistance.

2. Securing data on current carrying capacity of bonds.

3. Study of details of bond design with a view to developing speci-

fications covering the different classes of bonds.

4. The effect of heat of welded bonds on track rails, co-operating

with the Rail Committee.
5. Means of attaching bonds to manganese track rails.

(1) Specification for Measurement of Bond Resistance

Rail bond resistance is measured in ohms and in equivalent rail feet or

the ohmic resistance divided by the resistance per foot of rail.

The resistance of a bond is governed by the cross-sectional area and

length of the bond and the contact resistance of the terminals. The contact

resistance of stud terminal bonds is the resistance of the contact of the

terminal stud with the wall of the rail hole. The contact resistance of

welded bonds is three-fold, the resistance of the attaching metal, plus that

of its contact with the rail, plus that of its contact with the bond term-

inals. The kind and character of the attaching metal is variable and there

are no constants yet established for contact areas of the bond terminals

and on the rail.

The resistances of stud terminal bonds are easily obtained and careful

laboratory tests have been made. While these resistances are generally a

little lower than for welded bonds it is recommended that they be used as a

guide.

The curves Fig. 1 give the ohmic resistance of stud terminal bonds of

various lengths and capacities. The resistance is given in rail feet on the

same curve for convenience in converting from one to the other.

The curve is simple to read and of wide range. Start in the upper left-

hand corner with the length of bond and follow across to the inter-section

with the size or capacity of bond. Reading down gives the ohmic resist-

ance. For the equivalent resistance in rail feet, continue down the vertical

to the intersection with the size of rail. Reading across to right or left as

indicated gives the feet of rail. To conserve space the lower curve is

folded back upon itself so the figures are continued upward on the right

hand side. Foot of rail equivalents are readily converted to ohms or bond
size and length, also ohms to bond size and length.
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The ohniic resistances uf I'ig. 1 nvv iiuiicated for single bonding, one

bond per joint including contact resistance. For multiple bonding other

factors must be considered. Fig. 2 illustrates the most likely combinations

to be found and the formulas show how the bonded joint resistance is ob-

tained. The bonded joint is the space between the outside bond terminals.

The splice bar contacts are independably variable and unknown so they are

neglected.

The resistance of various sizes of rails at different ratios of con-

ductivity of steel to copper are given in Table 1. These are calculated

from the cross-sectional area of the rail and the specific resistance of

copper. Copper steel ratio of 12:1 is reasonably accurate for track rails.

The resistance of the rail in series with the bonds "d" in Fig. 2 is obtained

from Table 1.

Table 2 gives the copper area equivalents for the same ratios of con-

ductivity as Table 1.

Having figured the ohmic resistance of the multiple bonded joint from

Fig. 1 and 2, the equivalent rail feet can be obtained directly from the

lower part of Fig. 1.

The resistance per unit length of bonded rail, say one mile, is obtained

from the formula R = NB + T (5280— NA)

.

where R ^Resistance per mile of bonded rail in ohms
B = Resistance per bonded joint in ohms
A/'= Number of joints

T' = Resistance per foot of rail in ohms
A = Rail shunted by bonds per joint in feet

E^ch bonded joint shunts a fixed amount of rail, leaving the balance of

solid rail between joints which is obviously less than one mile. The num-
ber of joints is fixed by the individual rail length.

It will be found that considerable calculation with small decimals is re-

quired to obtain the bonded rail resistance per mile. Fig. 3 and 4 are based

upon the foregoing data and for single bonded joints the bonded rail resist-

ance per mile can be obtained without calculation. In the case of multiple

bonded joints first determine the ohmic resistance per bonded joint and

from the lower part of Fig. 3 the resistance of all the joints in a mile is

obtained directly for standard rail lengths.

To use the curve Fig. 3 first determine the length of individual rail used,

30, 33 or 39 feet. Then take the straightened and extended length of bond

in the upper left-hand corner, follow the horizontal line to the point of

intersection with the size of bond, follow the vertical line at the point of

intersection to its junction with the proper rail length line. Reading across

at this point gives the resistance of the bonds in one mile of rail. The

curve is folded back upon itself, and curves, d, e and f are continuations of

curves a, b and c. '

In the case of a single bond per joint, the value obtained from Fig.

3, added to that obtained from Fig. 4, gives the resistance per mile of

bonded rail.
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Fig, 4 gives directly the resistance of the net rail between joints per

mile on the basis of the amount of rail shunted by the bonds per joint, and

the individual rail length.

To use the curve Fig. 4, start in the upper left-hand corner with the

inches of rail shunted by the bonds per joint. This is the distance between

terminals for one bond, or the distance between the outer bond terminals in

the case of multiple bonding. Follow the horizontal line to its intersection

with the proper rail length line, then follow the vertical line at this point

of intersection to its intersection with the size of rail. Reading across gives

the resistance of the net solid rail, in one mile. For all sizes of rail other

than 50 and 60-lb. read to the left. For SO and 60-lb. rails read right.

Intermediate sizes of rails can be interpolated.

Example: Find the resistance per mile of 100-lb. rail, bonded with

one 13-inch 4/0 bond per joint, each bond shunting 12 inches of rail per

joint, 33-ft. rail length.

From Fig. 3 we find the resistance of the bonds per mile of track equals

.00945 ohms.

From Fig. 4, on the basis of 12-inch shunting per joint and 33-ft. rail,

we find the resistance of the rail only equals .051 ohms.

Resistance of Bonds 00945 ohms
Resistance of Rail 051 ohms

Resistance per mile of bonded rail 06045 ohms

In case of multiple bonding, first find the resistance of the bonded

joint in ohms from Fig. 1 and 2.

For example, take case No. 5 and assume the same bond rail as given

in the previous example for a single bond, that is, two 4/0 13-inch bonds

with the terminals of each bond spaced 12 inches apart, 100-lb. rail, 33-ft.

rail length.

Assume that letter E, Fig. 2, equals 18 inches, then d equals 6 inches.

The resistance of one 4/0 13-inch bond is 58 microhms= /4. The resistance

of 6 inches of 100-lb. rail at 12 to 1 ratio, Table 1, is practically 5 microhms

= (f. From the formula of case 5 we find the bonded joint resistance equals

63

y2 {A-\- d) ^^ microhms= 31.5 microhms.
2

From Fig. 3 we find that 31.5 microhms bond resistance per joint equals

.0052 ohm total bond resistance in one mile.

From Fig. 4 with 18 inches shunted by bonds per joint we find the

net solid rail resistance to be .0502 ohms. Adding these together we have

Resistance of bonded joints 0052 ohms
Resistance of rail 0502 ohms

Resistance per mile of bonded rail 0554 ohms

All of the foregoing data may be used for resistance measurements

where the actual ohmic resistance is measured in testing, or it may be used

for the purpose of calculation.
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The testing of bonds in the field is very often done with commercial

instruments operated on the Wheatstone Bridge principle or by equalizing

the "drops" obtained simultaneously with two millivolt meters. In such

cases the resistance of the joints is read in feet of solid rail and usually

the propulsion current which is variable and of unknown value is utilized

for the meter indications.

Fig. 5 and 6 are for use in connection with field testing. Fig. 5 shows

various arrangements of bonds to be tested together with formulas which

give the true resistance of the joints as tested. The reason for the spacing of

the bond tester contacts, letter X, Fig. 5, being sometimes greater than the

spacing of the bond terminals is that in many commercial testing sets the

rail contact device is arranged with a spacing of three feet between contacts.

The formulas of Fig. 5 are arranged for the calculation of the bonded joint

resistance between tester contacts so that corrections are not required in

the field.

Fig. 6 shows diagrams of commercial bond testers.

There are no alternating current instruments for measuring the resist-

ance of rail bonds directly, so that on AC systems it is necessary to intro-

duce a direct current for testing purposes. This may be done with a battery

in a number of ways. The current introduced by the battery can be used

in conjunction with an ammeter and millivolt meter for the purpose of ob-

taining the resistance of the bonds in ohms. It can also be used in con-

junction with a bridge set where the readings are taken in terms of rail

feet.

The mistake is often made to test rail bonds without previously deter-

mining the resistance to be expected. In some cases where the bonds are

of high resistance with respect to the rail, the splice bars will reduce the

resistance very materially and the results are apt to be misleading. For a

proper interpretation of the field tests, the resistance of the joints as

tested must be determined from the foregoing data.

(2) Further consideration has been given the subject of current carry-

ing capacity of bonds but aside from preliminary tests to which reference

was made in last year's report no further progress has been made on study

of this subject. Representatives of the bond companies have advised that

due to difficulty in arriving at any reliable figures on current carrying

capacity of bonds it is doubtful if any further information of value can be

obtained pertaining to this subject. It is therefore suggested that study of

the subject be discontinued.

(3) The Sub-Committee has continued its study of details of bond

design with a view to developing specifications and in this connection

submits the following:

There are two main advantages in connection with standardization of

rail bonds: 1st, manufacturing tools and stock expense; 2d, field applica-

tion and stores expense.

A standard bond will permit (a) minimum nimiber of sizes for stock,

which not only reduces stores cost but may allow quicker delivery if occa-
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Figure 1
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sion requires; (b) tools that will provide for installing a maximum num-

ber of sizes with minimum equipment; (c) a uniform number of wires or

strands for each size of strand or cable in the maximum number of types

;

(d) a uniform terminal size for each current carrjnng capacity in order

that bonds of various manufactures may be readily interchangeable.

In pin terminal bonds the smaller the terminal the less material is re-

moved from the rail and the less is the cost of labor and drills and the less

material is required for the terminals themselves. There will be less varia-

tion in contact resistance with temperature changes as the size of the ter-

minal is reduced.

The lay of the strand should be as short as practicable. The shorter

the lay the longer is the vibration life. The chief limitation is in manufac-

turing. The wires should all be layed in the same direction. This is known
as "loose lay."

A uniform lengfth is desirable on account of drilling of holes in the rail

where this is done at the mill, but limitations of angle bar design stand-

ardization make it somewhat difficult to standardize on bond lengths in

this respect

It is sometimes desirable to use two independent bonds per joint, of one

standard size, applying one bond to a joint for low loads and two per

joint where current requirements are heavier.

In the case of gas welded bonds, which are coming into use in connec-

tion with hea\'y electric traction, many of the limitations in the design of

pin terminals do not exist and it is possibly too early to endeavor as yet

to standardize that type of bond, especially as standardization is not so

important as with pin terminals.

U-shaped and straight bonds each have distinct advantages under spe-

cial conditions, although it is doubtful whether the U-shaped is satisfactory

in capacities greater than 4/0. It is important also to so install welded

bonds where they are fastened to the ball of the rail that mischievous tres-

passers cannot turn them over the rail where they wiU. be destroyed bj'

passing trains. The terminal stock may be either of steel or copper, but

should be of copper if a forged design is used, unless the forging is later

stamped around the strand. A copper terminal ca;i be forged to the strand

but steel may be pressed around the strand leaving the end exposed to be

welded at the time the bond is applied to the rail.

It is usually ad\-antageous to utilize a graded degree of flexibility be-

tween the bond strand and the terminal in order to damp the vibration in

the strand.

It is desirable to so design the bond as to reduce the vibration to a

minimum. There may be a natural period of vibration in the bond resonant

with the rail vibration which will cause excessive bond deterioration by

breakage and which can readily be avoided by properly choosing the length

or w-eight of the bond.

A bronze alloy is usually used for welding. Bonds should always be

made of annealed copper of 98 per cent conductivity. The following table

indicates the suggested standardization:
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Pin Terminal Bonds

250,000 300,000 400,000 500,000

Capacit}' of

Bond 1/0 2/0 3/0 4/0 CM. CM. CM. CM.
Diameter o f

Terminal . ^" ^" ^" %" Vs" 1 " 1 " 1 "

Length of
Terminal . y^" %" ^:i" ^4" )4" ig" {%" {i"

Number of
C o n duc-
tors 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Lay of Strand 2.82" 3.17" 3.56" 4.00" 4.34" 4.76" 5.50" 6.15"

N um b e r o f

W ires in

Each Con-
ductor ....37 37 37 61 61 91 91 91

Size of Each
Wire 0537" .0603" .0667" .0589" .0644" .0577" .0667" .0745"

Diameter o f

Pin il^" A" jV V2" V2" IV U" U"
Length of

Pin VA" VA" \A" iA" IVi" 1/2" iy2" VA"
Diameter o f

Hole in Pin
Terminal . W hi" W i^" W fz" H" W

Diameter o f

Tapered
Punch ... hV h¥' ir M" M" Vs" Vs" H"

Oversize
Punch.... W ii" M" W U" ii" ' U" W

Oversize pin. %" V^" y2" /k" fn" W ¥1" II"

It is sometimes advantageous to use double or divided bonds, and in

that event there will be variations in the above figures.

(4) Tlie effect of heat of welded bonds on track rails has been given

further consideration by the Rail Committee of the American Railway Engi-

neering Association and at its meeting in Chicago on March 9, 1927, adopted

the following resolution

:

"The application of welded bonds to the outside of the head of
the rail within the limits of the joint bars for standard bonding
and outside of joint bars for special work where not practicable
to apply them within the joint bar limits is good practice."

This resolution of the Rail Committee was in response to an earlier

resolution of the Committee on Electricity which was presented to the Rail

Committee as follows

:

"The Electrical Section looks with favor upon the extended
use of welded track bonds attached to the side of the head of the
rail by electric or gas weld process and asks the advice of the
Rail Committee if there is any objection on their part to such
method of track bonding for traction purposes."

Earl Stimson, Chairman of the Rail Committee, in transmitting the

Rail Committee's resolution to the Chairman of this Sub-Committee, advises

that the Rail Committee's resolution applies to propulsion bonds as well
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as signal bonds and applies only to gas welding. Mr. Stimsoii further states

that the reason for limiting the application of welded bonds to the gas pro

cess is that the subject as assigned to the Rail Committee si)ccified gas

welded bonds only. He assumes that the limited use of electric welded bonds

was the reason the subject as assigned to his Committee did not include that

method of welding.

In response to further inquiries by the Chairman of this Sub-Commit-

tee, the Chairman of the Rail Committee advised that from such data as

the Rail Committee has been able to gather it does not favor the use of gas

welded bonds on rails having other than the normal manganese content.

(5) Means of attaching bonds to manganese track rails has been the

subject of further study and the following report is submitted:

Manganese rails in electrified territory have not been extensively used

and consequently the application of bonds to them has not received very

much attention except in a few isolated locations where the methods used

were largel}' experimental in working out a problem which presented two

chief difficulties: (a) objection to the use of heat in the application of

bonds, and (b) the extreme hardness of the rail made it difficult to drill

holes for mechanically applied bonds.

A study has been made of the methods used and a brief summar\-

follows

:

Gas weld or electric weld process

:

Tests which have been conducted show that bonds can be readily ap-

plied by either the gas weld process or the electric weld process. It is

stated by some of the welding companies that the composition of manganese

rail is such as to facilitate welding and the steel flows more readily than in

ordinary steel rail. The Manganese Steel Rail Company, however, advise

against the use of any heat applied bonds claiming that the structure of the

rail is injuriously afifected. This Committee has made no investigation of

the effects of heat on the rail structures and therefore welded bonds are not

recommended for application to manganese rails or rails having other than

the normal manganese content.

Mechanically applied bonds

:

Very little has been done to develop a practical method for mechanicall\-

applying bonds to manganese rails. Several methods have been tried out to

some extent but there are no records available giving comparisons of the

relative efficiencies. The methods used are briefly described as follows :

Holes are punched in the rail at the factory to take a copper bushing which

is expanded into the rail by means of a steel ball driven through the bush-

ing. The ball is preferred to an expanded pin as it forces the copper into

the irregular surfaces of the punched hole. Pin terminals are expanded

in the ^-inch hole made in the bushing by the ball in the usual way.

One of the railroad companies arranged for }§-inch punched holes at

the factory. These holes were then cut out to 1-inch diameter by means of

carborundum wheels, the holes plugged with copper terminals to protect them
against corrosion. These terminals were backed nut in the field and ex-
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panded terminal bonds applied in the usual way. During the last few years

the 1-inch bond holes have been satisfactorily drilled at the factory using a

heavy drill press and special high speed drills.

The subject of field drilling of manganese rails presents difficulties which

as yet have not been satisfactorily worked out. Tests which have been

conducted at the factory and in the field indicates that drilling can be done

with a machine that will give a heavy rigid feed and slow speed. This speed

for 1-inch drills should be about 60 r.p.m.

The manufacturers advise that they doubt that the drilling of man-

ganese rails can be developed as a commercial proposition and naturally

do not feel inclined to go into the subject very far until there is an actual

demand which would justify it. Consequently our study of the subject has

not gone beyond demonstrating that the drilling can be done.

Conclusions

That the subject be continued with especial reference to:

1. Study of details of bond design with a view to developing specifica-

tions covering the different classes of bonds.

2. Collection of information as to methods and extent of practice in

re-applying bonds.

3. Collection of data on compositions used, if any, on rail joints to

replace bonds.

4. Study of contact areas and resistances for different types of bonds.

5. Compiling information concerning rail joint clearance and its effect

on rail bond design.
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Appendix M

(13) ILLUMINATION

E. B. Katte, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; R. J. Needham, Vice-Chairman,

Sub-Committee ; L. S. Billau, H. A. Currie, J. V. B. Duer, F. D. Hall,

C. B. Martin, J. L. Minick, A. E. Owen, J. H. Van Buskirk, Sidney

Withington, A. H. Woollen.

(1) INCANDESCENT LAMP SCHEDULE

1. The Sub-Committee has reviewed and revised the Tungsten Lamp
Schedule as it appeared in Bulletin 291 of November, 1926, as indicated in

accompanying schedule of Incandescent Lamps. These changes, primarily,

consist of increasing the voltage of cab lamps from 33 to 34, and permitting

the use of 34 volt lamps for headlight service. A 60 watt, 32 or 34 volt,

P-25 bulb for headlight service was added to the list. The G.18J4 bulb, in

the 23 and 36 watt lamps in headlight service. Street Railway Lighting

Service, has been changed to the new manufacturers' standard, A. 19. These

changes have been made to correspond with the Incandescent Lamp Schedule

recommended by the Mechanical Division of the American Railway Asso-

ciation.

INCANDESCENT LAMP STANDARDS—1927

General Lighting Service

Watts Voltages Bulb Base
*15 110, 115, 120, 125
*25 110, 115, 120, 125
*40 110, 115, 120, 125
*50 110, 115, 120, 125
*60 110, 115, 120, 125

75 110, 115, 120, 125
*100 110, 115, 120, 125

150 110, 115, 120, 125

200 110, 115, 120, 125

300 110, 115, 120, 125

500 110, 115, 120, 125

750 110, 115, 120, 125

1000 110, 115, 120, 125

The following inside frosted lamps are now in regular production. It

is expected that they will supersede the above indicated lamps (*) and their

use therefore is encouraged.

Watts Voltages Bulb Base

15 110, 115, 120, 125 A-17 Med.
25 110, 115, 120, 125 A-19 Med.
40 110, 115, 120, 125 A-21 Med.
50 110, 115, 120, 125 A-21 Med.
60 110, 115, 120, 125 A-21 Med.
100 110, 115, 120, 125 A-23 Med.

S-17
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High Voltage Lighting Service

Watts Voltages Bulb Base
*25 220, 230, 240, 250 P-19 Med.
*50 220, 230, 240, 250 P-19 Med.

*100 220, 230, 240, 250 PS-25 Med.
200 220, 230, 240, 250 PS-30 Med.
300 220, 230, 240, 250 PS-35 Mog.
500 220, 230, 240, 250 PS-40 Mog.
750 220, 230, 240, 250 PS-52 Mog.
1000 220, 230, 240, 250 PS-52 Mog.

Tlie following inside frosted lamps are now in regular production. It

is expected that they will supersede the above indicated lamps (*) and
their use therefore is encouraged.

Watts Voltages Bulb Base

25 220, 230, 240, 250 A- 19 Med.
50 220, 230, 240, 250 A-21 Med.
100 220, 230, 240, 250 A-23 Med.

Rough Service (Mill Type)
Watts Voltages Bulb Base
*50 110, 115, 120, 125 P-19 Med.
*50 220, 230, 240, 250 P-19 Med.

The following inside frosted lamps are now in regular production. It

is expected that they will supersede the above indicated lamps (*) and
their use therefore is encouraged.

Watts Voltages Bulb Base

50 110, 115, 120, 125 A-19 Med.
50 220, 230, 240, 250 .A-21 Med.

Sign Lighting Service

Watts Voltages Bulb Base

10 110, 115, 120, 125 S-14 Med.
15 110, 115, 120, 125 S-14 Blue Med.
25 110, 115, 120, 125 A-19 Clear Med.

Blue Med.
50 110, 115, 120, 125 A-19 Clear Med.

Blue Med.

Floodlighting Service

Watts Voltages Bulb Base

500 110, 115, 120, 125 PS-40 Mog.
750 110, 115, 120, 125 PS-52 . Mog.
1000 110, 115, 120, 125 PS-52 Mog.

*1000 110,115,120,125 G-40 Mog.
*For use in 23-inch floodlights under special conditions.

Train Lighting Service

Watts Voltages Bulb Base
*15 32, 34, or 64 PS-16 Med.
*15 2,2, 34, or 64 G-IS^^ Med.
*25 Z2, 34, or 64 PS-16 Med.
*25 Z2, 34, or 64 G-18^ Med.
*50 ?,2, 34, or 64 PS -20 Med.
75 32, 34, or 64 PS-22 Med.

*100 32, 34, or 64 PS-25 Med.
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The following inside frosted lamps are now in regular production. It

is expected that they will supersede the above indicated lamps (*) and their

use is, therefore, encouraged.

Watts Voltages Bulb Base

IS 32, 34, or 64 A-17 Med.
25 32, 34, or 64 A-19 Med.
50 32, 34, or 64 A-21 Med.
100 2,2, 34, or 64 A-23 Med.

Switch Indicator Service

Watts
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(B) Illumination Values at Engine Terminals

Illumination values in the vicinitj^ of engine houses, turntables, inspec-

tion pits, coaling stations, etc., where the work is of a more specialized

nature, are much higher than those required within the body of a freight

yard and vary considerably with the character and importance of the work
performed. Average values cannot readily be determined. There are, how-
ever, installations as low as 0.5 and as high as 2.0 foot candles.

(C) Height of Lighting Units

Two considerations determine the height of the lighting units above

the working plane. The item of cost alone requires that the units be

mounted as low as possible as the cost of both wood poles and steel towers

increases rapidly as lengths increase. On the other hand the reduction of

glare and the reproduction of light distribution and diffusion approaching

daylight conditions require the units to be mounted as high as practicable.

The generally accepted compromise between these two extremes is a mini-

mum of approximately 70 feet with such additional heights as cost con-

siderations will permit.

(D) Glare Reduction

It must be remembered that with a mounting height of only 70 ft.

the lighting units will be within the normal angle of vision of an engine-

man in the cab of a locomotive to within a distance of about 200 ft. from

the base of the tower on which the unit is mounted. Glare will be pro-

nounced under this condition. Glare is measured by the intensity of the

light emanating from the reflecting surface of the lighting unit and is usu-

ally expressed in terms of candlepower per square inch of reflecting sur-

face. Commercial types of flood lights vary from a minimum of about 500

candlepower per square inch to a maximum of 3000 candlepower per square

inch, depending upon the size of reflector, lamp, etc. These values are

many hundred times greater than the normal capacity of the human eye and

must be reduced for obvious reasons. The methods commonly employed to

reduce glare to a minimum are to so locate the lighting units, both vertically

and horizontally, that they will not normally be within the range of vision

of the enginemen, or yardmen, or to apply lightly frosted or amber colored

cover glasses to the lighting units. The use of light amber colored cover

glasses is highly desirable, as light colored in this manner appears to pene-

trate fog more readily than white or clear light.

(E) Location of Lighting Units

The selection of locations for floodlighting towers calls for considera-

tion of three features. Towers should be so located that the floodlights

will not interfere with main line signals and operations, they should be so

located that expansion of the yard will not require the removal of the

tower foundations, which are both large and heavy, and they should be so

located if possible that the direct rays of light will strike the sides of
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the cars in the yard ;U a slight angle [<> improve the diffusion of the

light ill the passage ways hctwceti tracks.

(F) Tower Design

Most of the steel towers of commercial design are of tapered form,

small at the top and large at the base. Such towers require relatively large

foundations and must be designed to suit local conditions.

The Sub-Committee is of the opinion that a tower design may be de-

veloped which will permit a somewhat greater choice of selection and now
have this subject under advisement. The Sub-Committee is also endeav-

oring to collect data concerning the various methods employed in laying out

installations in the expectation that a standard method acceptable to all

interested parties may be developed.

Conclusions

1. That the schedule of incandescent lamps presented herewith be,-

accepted as recommended practice and the subject continued. It is not'

recommended that the list be now printed in the Alanual, on account of

probable changes in the near future.

2. That the study of floodlighting be continued.
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Appendix N

(14) DESIGN OF INDOOR AND OUTDOOR SUBSTATIONS

J. V. B. Duer, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; W. M. Vandersluis, Vice-Chair-

man, Sub-Committee; B. F. Bardo, L. S. Billau, C. L. Doub, J. C.

Davidson, C. P. Ferguson, J. S. Hagan, C. B. Martin, S. Withing-

ton, P. S. Mock, H. Pattison, H. W. Pinkerton, J. S. Sharpley, J. J.

Skelly, L. S. Wells, R. P. Winton, G. I. Wright.

The program of work for this Sub-Committee was outlined as follows:

1. Determine conditions affecting selection of indoor and outdoor types

of station.

2. Determine applicability of various methods of controlling substa-

tion and equipment as follows

;

a. Manual control
b. Remote control

c. Supervisory control

d. Semi-automatic control
e. Automatic control

3. Study and report on present development and major considerations

in selection of:

a. Circuit breakers—normal and high speed A.C. and D.C.
b. Air break switches.
c. Transformers—self-protecting, air-cooled, oil-cooled, oil-

insulated water-cooled.
d. Synchronous converters, motor generators, synchronous

condensers, static condensers, mercury rectifiers.

e. Protective devices

:

1. Relays.

2. Lightning arresters.

f. Meters and meter transformers.

4. Design best fitted to obtain a maximum of safety and continuity

of service during maintenance and repairs, and operation.

5. Miscellaneous important questions :

a. Tabulation of minimum clearances between conductors, and
conductors to ground for various voltages, both indoor and
outdoor.

b. Tabulation of adequate insulation, phase to phase and phase
to ground, for various voltages, both indoor and outdoor.

c. Study of permanent and emergency grounding practices.

d. Study of possibilities in unit tj'pe of construction as applied
to substations.

Action Taken

(1) The Sub-Committee feels that, among the conditions which have

a bearing on the selection of the indoor or outdoor type of substation, there

are two major conditions to be given consideration; first, the location of

the substation with respect to surrounding property, as well as the character
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of the property; second, the character of apparatus which the substation

is to accommodate.

When rotating apparatus is installed in a substation it is of course

necessary to provide housing for such facilities as cannot be exposed to the

weather. This applies also to certain other types of apparatus such as

mercury arc rectifiers, which are not at present built for outdoor service.

A general outline of the subject was given in the report of the Committee

last year.

It may be said in general that the decision to select indoor or outdoor

equipment for a static substation is one of economy. It is true that in some

instances, such as location in a residential neighborhood where appearances

are important, or in crowded districts where space is limited, the adoption

of an indoor type may be justified even at additional cost, both of installa-

tion and subsequent maintenance. It is true to some extent also that the

higher the voltage handled the greater the advantage of outdoor apparatus.

Apparatus designed for use out of doors (especially circuit breakers)

is in many instances more expensive than indoor apparatus. On the other

hand, the indoor type of substation requires a more or less elaborate build-

ing, which in itself is an expensive item, together with cells for circuit

breakers, etc., and also involves costly conduit and cable installation. A
small building may be required in any event for the use of the operator if

the substation is attended, and to house a storage battery, relays, meters, etc.,

even if the substation is to be controlled from a remote point or is automatic.

Other things being equal, there is no doubt that the use of outdoor

apparatus—transformers, circuit breakers, etc.—spread out so there is

plenty of room to work around them, is likely to be more satisfactory than

an indoor installation. Any trouble which occurs is not as likely to spread

throughout the station as is the case indoors, and any fire which may
occur is easier to fight. It is also in general easier to clear up trouble and

to safely start at least partial operation after a failure.

(2) The first thing to consider in the selection of a control arrange-

ment for the substation apparatus is the proper source of power for actuat-

ing the operating mechanisms. There are three methods which are in gen-

eral use ; namely, storage battery, alternating current supplied from the

substation bus and alternating current supplied independent of the sub-

station circuits.

The most common method is perhaps by means of a storage battery

which is usually charged either by a small motor generator set, or by a

static rectifier. When a rectifier is used it may be of the so-called "trickle

charger" type. When a reliable independent source of alternating current

power is available, the local operation may be controlled by such a supply.

Unless absolutely necessary the alternating current supply for the local

control should never be taken from the substation circuits, since, at times

of power failure, the ability to control the apparatus is a very important

matter.

The methods of closing the different apparatus installed in the substation

may be by means of solenoids or magnets, or by motors. The solenoid has
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a more rapid action and requires little maintenance. The motor operation

is slower but where large circuit breakers are involved much less current is

required than for solenoid operation.

The tripping is usually performed by small solenoids, actuated either

by controllers from a remote point or through contactors operated by

series transformers connected in the main circuits to automatically open

the circuit, when it is subjected to short circuit or overload.

It is always desirable for the apparatus to be controlled from a remote

point in order to operate a large number of switches in a short time. If

the substation is non-automatic and requires the attendance of an operator

the control can be accomplished satisfactorily by controllers mounted on a

switchboard in the station and directly connected to the apparatus to be

operated. This method requires at least one conductor for each operation of

the particular apparatus involved. This method can also be used for con-

trol from some point, distant from the substation, in which case a multiple

conductor cable must be used between the substation and the control point.

The number of conductors in the cable depends upon the number of opera-

tions desired. In order that the size of conductors may be as small as possible

in the cable, the apparatus is operated by contactors nearby and these are

controlled from the remote point. As each operation is on a different

circuit, simultaneous operation and indication of the different switches

or circuit breakers can be obtained.

A method of remote control has now become common, which enables

the apparatus in the substation to be controlled from very remote points,

over a small number of conductors. This method is known as "Supervisory

control," of which there are three general systems ; namely, selector, dis-

tributor and carrier current.

The selector system employs selector relays similar in general prin-

ciple to those developed for train dispatching service. Manipulation of a

selector key automatically sets up a circuit and performs the operation

desired. Three conductors are usually required between the operating

station and the substation. A maximum of about 100 units can be con-

trolled over one set of line wires, but as simultaneous operation or indication

is not obtainable where there are a large number of devices to be operated,

the speed of operation is slowed up. Approximately 8^ seconds are re-

quired for each operation, or a total of 17 seconds for a complete cycle

of operation and indication.

The distributor system is somewhat similar to the old multiplex tele-

graph system. Two synchronously rotating distributors operate, one at the

substation and one at the control point. Arms of these distributors con-

tinuously sweep over corresponding contact segments at each point, com-

pleting any one of about 50 operating circuits during each revolution. This

system permits control and indication of 50 switches or circuit breakers over

a set of line wires and selectors between stations in a period of less than

five seconds after operating the master key. Indications of all changed

conditions are reported in the dispatcher's office within five seconds after
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the operation is completed in the outlying station. The position of each

device is automatically checked every five seconds. These circuits may be

employed for the operations and indications desired. Usually four con-

ductors are required between the operating point and the substation.

The third system employs selectors with carrier current circuits, but

your Committee has no detailed information on the practical operation of

this system at the present time.

Of the systems outlined above for supervisory control, the first is

utilized as a rule where a relatively small number of operations is con-

templated—usually six or eight—as with a large number of devices and

resulting number of circuits, the first cost becomes ,very high. The second

system is advantageously employed where a number of stations can be

served by the same group of line wires, such as may be located along a

railroad. Any number of operations up to a maximum of 192 can be

handled on one group of line wires, but this system is limited to locations

where a great many operations are not to be performed and the speed of

operation is not an important consideration. The third system permits 100

operations over each set of wires, and provides rapid operation, and is

advantageously employed for the largest installations. All three schemes

usually require storage batteries.

It sometimes occurs that a substation is required to operate entirely

automatically. In this instance the load or voltage conditions automatically

start a sequence of operations which ends by cutting the substation in on

the line or shutting it down where it is no longer required. This may be

applied to rotary substations or static substations equally well, and has

the advantage that no operator of any kind and no control connection is

required at any outlying point. Sometimes it is desirable to make a sub-

station semi-automatic, in which case an operator receives indications as to

the status of the load or other characteristics, even to the extent of being

informed when the door is opened for admitting a maintainer or other per-

son. In some instances, the station is operated fully automatic, but in the

event of an emergency or disturbance, or to anticipate load conditions, a

remotely located operator may assume control.

The Sub-Committee submits this report as a report of progress and

recommends that its work be continued for the following year, especially

with respect to further development of the control systems.

3 (a) DIRECT CURRENT CIRCUIT BREAKERS

The two types of circuit breakers now used in direct current railway

circuits are the carbon circuit breaker, which has been used for many

years, and the high-speed circuit breaker. This latter type is a development

of the last few years. Both types are air breakers.

Carbon Circuit Breakers

This type of breaker is designed with copper leaf brush main contact and

auxiliary carbon arcing contact. The requirements of a good carbon circuit
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breaker may be briefly summarized as : good contact, low operating tem-

perature of current carrying parts, self-cleaning contacts and rugged me-

chanical construction to withstand the heavy forces which are imposed when

the breaker opens under load. A carbon circuit breaker will open in from

.08 to .15 seconds as compared to the opening rate of high speed breakers

which is from .004 to .008 seconds.

Carbon circuit breakers may be of the hand-operated or electrically-

operated type. In railway substations the breakers may be designed to

trip on overload, on reverse current or designed to remain closed on over-

load and to open only on short circuit.

As applied to railway substations the carbon breakers may be arranged

to close either manually or electrically, by remote control or, as in the

case of automatically reclosing feeder breakers, through the action of

suitable relays.

High-Speed Breaker

The high-speed breaker is considerably more complicated than the car-

bon circuit breaker. It is electrically operated and full automatic in its

operation. The breaker is closed electrically and is held in the closed

position by a holding coil. The breakers may be arranged to open either

on short circuit or on heavy overload. Ordinarily when applied to feeder

breakers the overload setting is high, and the breaker is tripped by short

circuits as differentiated from overloads.

The high-speed breaker is tripped through the action of a series coil.

On short circuit the current through this coil causes a change in flux in

the magnetic circuit which holds the small holding armature. The design

is such that tripping action is almost instantaneous on short circuit and the

breaker contacts begin to open in about .004 second.

Application of Circuit Breakers

Carbon circuit breakers are used on all direct current voltages in rail-

way service. High-speed breakers have been applied on both normal 600 volt

third rail and trolley, and on high voltage overhead trolley systems.

Until the last few years, carbon circuit breakers were used almost ex-

clusively in both machine circuits and feeder circuits of direct current sub-

stations. This is the least expensive arrangement but provides less protec-

tion to substation machinery and connected trolley circuits than high-

speed breakers do. When short circuits occur on D.C. feeder of high current

carrying capacity and low resistance, the tendency for commutators of D.C.

generators and the D.C. end of synchronous convertor to flashover is acute.

This is particularly so on 60 cycle synchronous convertors. With 25 cycle

converters the effect of short circuit is less severe.

The principal advantage of the high speed circuit breaker is the pro-

tection which it affords the comniutating machines in the substation. Since

the high-speed breaker opens the circuit in less time than it takes for a

given commutator bar to move between the positive and negative brush arms,

on the D.C. end of synchronous converter or D.C. generator, flashovers of
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commutators due to disturbances on the direct current circuits are prac-

tically eliminated. Another advantage of opening the circuit quickly is the

reduction of burning of overhead trolley under the pantograph and reduc-

tion in damage to motive power equipment when short circuit occurs on

cars or locomotives.

High-speed breakers have been applied to feeder circuits with carbon

circuit breakers in machine circuits, to machine circuits arranged to cut in

current limiting resistors when short circuit occurs, and to both feeder

circuits and machine circuits.

High-speed circuit breakers in either feeder or machine circuits effec-

tively protect the substation equipment from direct current short circuits,

external to the station. H high-speed breakers are used in feeder circuits,

the only additional protection gained by using high-speed breakers in

machine circuits is the protection against direct current short circuits on the

D.C. bus in the station. This occurs so infrequently and the additional

protection afforded by the high-speed breaker in such a contingency is so

small that it would appear that the general use of high-speed breakers

in both machine and feeder circuits is not justified.

When there are a large number of feeders from a substation in com-

parison with the number of machines in that station, high-speed breakers

have been applied in machine circuits and carbon circuit breakers in feeder

circuits in order to reduce the first cost and still secure complete protection

of the substation machinery. With this arrangement, the high-speed circuit

breaker is so connected in the machine circuit that when it opens on the short

circuits, the current limiting resistor is inserted in this circuit. When an

external short circuit on a feeder occurs, the high-speed breaker in the

machine circuit opens to limit the D.C. short circuit current to value which

the machine can carry momentarily. At the same time, but acting more
slowly, the carbon feeder breaker in the feeder circuit on which the short

has occurred, will open, clearing the short circuit. After the feeder breaker

has opened, the high-speed breaker automatically recloses, short-circuiting

the series resistor in the machine circuit and the station is again normal,

except that the feeder breaker is now open on the defective circuit. During

the time the high-speed breaker is open, which is in the order of one second,

the substation D.C. bus voltage is lowered which is noticeable only by a

flickering of lights on the trains.

There is considerable variation in opinion between engineers as to the

relative advantages of high-speed breakers in machine and feeder circuits

and this still may be considered an open question.

Automatic Reclosing Breakers

When carbon breakers or high-speed breakers are applied to substa-

tion feeder circuits or to tie circuit breakers between the trolleys in tie

stations, they may be of the automatic reclosing type. There are two forms

of control which may be used on the automatic reclosing breakers.

In the first type of control the re-set or closing coil of the tie breaker

is connected to the feeder side of that breaker. When the breaker is open
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it will not reclose until voltage is applied at third rail or trolley, from an

external source. In the event of short circuit, the breaker after opening

cannot reclose against the short circuit. This is due to the voltage not

being available on the closing coil as long as the short circuit is main-

tained. This form of control is applicable only where there are two or

more points of feed to each section of third rail or trolley. Even then,

when all points of feed on a section are open, additional means must be pro-

vided for re-energizing that section. This in fact means that this type of

automatic reclosing is suitable only for circuits having a feed from two
opposite points.

A second form of automatic reclosing breaker which has been used in

both automatic substations and tie circuit breaker stations is of the so-called

resistance measuring relay type. A comparatively high resistance is con-

nected across the circuit breaker contacts so that when the breaker is open,

as for instance on a short circuit, a limited current will flow through this

resistor to the short circuit. Relays are connected to this resistor on the

Wheatstone bridge principle in such a way that they hold the circuit breaker

open as long as the resistance from the substation bus to the point of short

circuit is below a pre-determined value. When the resistance from the sub-

station to the point of short circuit is above the pre-determined value or

when the short circuit is completely cleared, the reclosing relays permit the

circuit breaker to close. This form of control is effective but has the pos-

sible operating disadvantage that approximately 10 amperes are fed into a

short circuit from each feeder breaker connected to the section on which

the short occurs. When the feeder breakers are open, this may at times

be advantageous in burning off minor short circuits.

On third rail installations when automatic reclosing breakers are used

in tie stations, it has been considered advisable in some instances to provide

remote or supervisory control for opening and locking out tie circuit

breakers, even though the tie breakers are automatic in opening and closing.

It is obvious that this is advantageous in emergencies to deenergize any

third rail section even though there may be no short circuit on that section,

and still keep other trolley or third rail sections alive.

Alternating Current Circuit Breakers

The circuit breakers for rupturing alternating currents may be of an

airbreak type or an oil-insulated type, in which the arc which is pro-

duced across the contacts when the breaker is opened, is ruptured in the

oil. The first type has not been used to any great extent for the rupturing

of high currents on any but the very low voltage circuits. This type has

lately been given consideration for as high as 15,000 volts, but no extensive

information is available now and will, therefore, be made a subject for

investigation and report during the coming year.

Oil Circuit Breakers—General Considerations

A.C. oil circuit breakers have two limitations; continuous current

carrying capacity and rupturing capacity. The continuous current carrying
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capacity depends on the size of the contacts and the heat dissipation in the

oil. The rupturing capacity is limited by explosion pressures in the tank

and burning of the contacts. Oil circuit breakers should be selected to be

able to rupture the maximum energy that can be fed by the system through

the breaker on short circuit. In determining the maximum short circuit

current, due consideration should be given to possible future additions to

the capacity of the system and parallel feeds into the short circuit. The

breakers should be able to rupture the short circuit current several times

in succession without injuring the breaker so that the breaker can be kept

in service without examining the contacts.

Tanks for oil circuit breakers should be of substantial construction and

means provided for conveniently lowering the tanks for maintenance. Frames

for the breakers should be of structural steel and all castings made of steel.

High tension bushings should have adequate flash-over values for the line

voltage.

Breakers should be installed with sufficient clearance so that they can

be maintained with safety without interruption to adjoining apparatus and

high enough above the floor to prevent accidental contact with the high ten-

sion bushings.

All breakers should be arranged to "trip free" so that the operator

cannot hold the breaker in on short circuit. The "anti-pumping" feature

should be incorporated so that the breaker cannot close after tripping on

short circuit.

On account of the heavy arc, which is produced across the contacts of

an A.C. oil circuit breaker, some arrangement must be made in the circuit

breaker to keep this arc from its main contacts. This arrangement is known

as the arcing contacts. If there are no arcing contacts, or if they are not

properly designed and located, excessive burning of the main contacts will

result, and after a few openings, even under normal load conditions, the

contacts are so rough that imperfect contact is made.

There are practically no circuit breakers on the market today which do

not have some arcing contact arrangement which will carry the arc while

the circuit is being interrupted. The design of this arcing arrangement

depends upon the speed with which the arc is to be broken, the resultant

voltage tending to maintain the arc across the opening contacts and affects

the interrupting ability of the circuit breaker.

Methods of breaking the arc are almost as numerous as there are

manufacturers of circuits breakers, all of which are along the following

principles or a combination of them

:

(1) Opening the arcing contacts at the same rate as the main
contacts open.

(2) Opening the arcing contacts at a higher rate than the main
contacts.

(3) Using the explosive action of the gases produced by the

developed arc, to help extinguish the arc.

(4) Use of magnetic blowout coils.

(5) Use of arc chutes.
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All of the above metliods, if properly applied, will prevent excessive

burning of contacts. The first method is only adaptable to circuit break-

ers of medium voltage and interrupting capacity. If used for other than

this interrupting capacity, either the speed of contact opening must be

increased, the breaker must be of a more rugged design to withstand the

increased gas pressure, or a combination of both.

The second method can be used with good results on the breakers of

large interrupting capacity, or breakers of the higher voltages. A degree

of ruggedness to breaker parts can be omitted if the third method men-
tioned is combined to a certain extent with this arrangement.

The third method covers approximately the same class of circuit

breakers as the second arrangement, but is probably superior as to the

speed of breaking the arc and control of the gas formation. Another

advantage is that the gas pressures are taken care of in the explosion

chamber and, therefore, the tanks can be reduced in strength. It has the

disadvantage of numerous parts to inspect and maintain, and complicated

passages and separators for the escape of the developed gases.

The fourth arrangement, combined with the fifth, has lately come

into use in oil circuit breakers, due to the demand for a breaker of

very high interruptive ability combined with a higher speed of circuit

interruption than heretofore demanded. Its arrangement is a magnetic

field produced about an arc chute, as has been used for a number of

years on contactor switches. Its application and the power requirements

demanding its use have been discussed elsewhere in this report.

A heavy arc produces magnetic effects which tend to quickly lengthen

it to the rupturing point without the aid of blowout coils. This magnetic

effect increases rapidly with the increase in short circuit current which

the breaker is called upon to open and makes possible the rupturing of

excessive currents in a very short time with arcing contacts of a simple

nature. On the breakers where the current is below a value where this

magnetic blowout effect takes place, which condition predominates to a

great extent in the higher voltage breakers, arcing contacts must be so

designed as to open at a high rate, in order to rupture the arc. This

magnetic blowout effect begins to become effective at about 8000 amperes.

Oil Circuit Breakers—33,000 Volts A.C. and Higher

Since transmission line voltages of 33,000 and above have been found

to be more economical for power systems distributing over an extensive

territory, the connected substations will involve high tension circuits which

will require switching apparatus insulated for these higher voltages in

order to properly sectionalize and protect those circuits.

If the system involves the feeding of single substations with two or

more high tension lines, both the step-up and step-down transformers can be

considered as a part of the line and the operating can be done on the low

tension side and high side circuit breakers can be excluded. This arrange-

ment has the advantage of a reduction of the magnitude of the voltage
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surges resulting from high tension switching. Sectionalizing of the high

tension lines is then carried out by the use of airbreak switches, either

manually or electrically operated.

If the system involved is a network of lines connecting widely separated

loads, the connected substations must be equipped with high voltage oil

circuit breakers in order to insure adequate protection of the service.

It is highly desirable to eliminate the oil circuit breaker in cases where

the higher connected voltages are involved, not only because of a high

first cost, but also on account of the costly maintenance required. But this

elimination has been found undesirable on a large number of systems and

therefore the high voltage circuit breakers must be considered.

An advantage to be found in the use of high voltage circuit breakers,

is that the short circuit currents are not as large as for the low voltages.

Therefore, the circuit breakers do not have to withstand the heavy current

duty involved in the low tension circuits. As the voltage increases the

current interrupting ability requirements decrease until the most important

consideration for high voltage circuit breakers becomes the insulation and

clearance factors. Since the interrupting ability of a circuit breaker depends

largely on the size, shape and construction details of the tank and the

bracing of the terminals the cost of the low voltage breakers will vary with

this factor, while the insulation and clearance requirements become the deter-

mining factors as to cost for circuit breakers of the higher voltages.

Since the high voltage circuit breaker tanks are necessarily large, due

to the clearance requirements, an added advantage is found in the large

body of oil involved, which gives more than the adequate space necessary

for dissipating the energy of the short circuit arcs, but requires the handling

of very large volumes of oil in maintenance work.

A disadvantage to be found in the necessity of large porcelain insula-

tors is that the necessary clearances prohibit extensive bracing of the ter-

minals inside the tanks. The two terminals per phase, along with the move-

able contact constitute a loop which tends to expand, due to the force of

the magnetic flux, when a current flows through a breaker. This force due

to the magnetic flux along with the internal disturbances caused by the

arc upon opening, may be great enough to crack the porcelain bushings

and cause an insulation failure with probable arc to ground inside the

tank. This arc may produce sufficient expansion of the gases above the oil to

completely disrupt the breaker. The possible explosion of a circuit breaker

containing a large quantity of oil forms another disadvantage of the high

voltage circuit breaker, in that the burning oil is difficult to quench.

Another consideration in the use of high voltage circuit breakers is

the necessity of extensive filtering apparatus for cleaning the oil and like-

wise greater labor costs. Oil tanks having a storage capacity equal to that

of the breaker tank are necessary in order that the oil can be removed

from the breaker for maintenance purposes. Therefore, when the higher

voltage circuit breakers are installed the oil system becomes a considerable

item of expense.
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High Speed Oil Circuit Breaker

The use of high speed circuit breakers for alternating current circuits

has not been general in this country because the need for development has

not this far been very great. There are several advantages in quickly

rupturing short circuit currents, the most important to the operator is un-

doubtedly the reduction of damage to the line or apparatusi in the event of

trouble. The quick rupturing of a circuit in trouble also reduces system

voltage surges which may on occasion be troublesome. If a transmission

line can be cleared promptly in the event of disturbance the process of

clearing can often be completed before the short circuit current reaches its

maximum value. This obviously reduces stress on generators as well as

line. Another advantage of a quick rupture is the reduction of energy

transfer to neighboring communication circuits by electro-magnetic induc-

tion. The interference from such causes is a function of the actual transfer

of energy, and, with a short time element, a considerably higher voltage

value can be reached without undue difficulty than is the case if the dis-

turbance extends over a period of several cycles.

It is thus sometimes desirable to clear short circuits within a period

of half a cycle, and various types of circuit breakers have been proposed

with this end in view. The type which is most fully developed is an oil

switch of more or less standard design, except that it is heavier in its mov-

ing parts than the usual type of circuit breaker of similar capacity. This

breaker is closed against a very heavy spring and upon the occasion of a

short circuit, a light relay closes contacts, allowing the flow of a heavy

direct current through the trip coil, releasing the spring and opening the

breaker. Direct current is employed for tripping, in order to avoid delay

in building up magnetism in the trip coil, which is "supersaturated." Such

circuit breakers have ruptured up to 30,000 amperes at 11,000 volts, 25

cycles in about half a cycle. The contacts are so designed that there is a

virtual magnetic blowout of the arc.

It is a characteristic of oil circuit breakers that the arc is not quenched

until the current value passes through zero—thus if the short circuit occurs

close to the end of a wave, the arc may not be broken at the next succeeding

zero point, the rupture being delayed until the second zero point following

the short circuit. In this instance the time required is obviously slightly

more than half a cycle.

Air type circuit breakers for the lower voltages have been developed

successfully capable of opening large amounts of alternating current in a

few hundredths of a second. Such breakers are of the same general ar-

rangements as direct current breakers.

Two considerations are important in designing circuit breakers—one is

the normal current-carrying capacity and the other is the rupturing capacity.

The current-carrying capacity of oil circuit breakers is to some extent a

ftmction of the size of the contacts and the amount of oil in the tank, and

thus its capacity for dissipating heat, while the rupturing capacity is a

function of the pressure the tank can withstand and to some extent the
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speed of opening, which determines the duration of the arc. In some

designs the main circuit is carried outside the tanks, and the circuit breaking

contacts thus do not carry the current except for a short period during the

process of opening. The oil tanks are thus relatively small.

The duty imposed by normal flow of current is obviously a function of

the load on the system fed by the circuit breaker, while the rupturing re-

quirement is a function of the capacity of power plant or substation behind

the system. Both considerations should be carefully kept in mind in select-

ing circuit breakers for any given location.

Truck Type Oil Circuit Breakers

Truck type oil circuit breakers have many advantages for medium
capacities up to 15,000 volts for indoor mounting. They provide ease and

safety for maintenance as the whole truck is dead when it is removed from

the bus structure. The interruption to service in case of trouble is reduced,

as a defective switch can be replaced with a whole new truck and com-

plicated switching arrangements are not required for spare breakers. There

is considerable saving in space required for truck type breakers and still

provide adequate room for safe maintenance. The principle of the indoor

truck type breaker could be applied to outdoor breakers by mounting the

breakers on wheels and providing couplers similar to those used on mul-

tiple unit cars for the control circuits.

3 (b) DISCONNECTING SWITCHES
The use of Air Break Disconnecting Switches can be divided into two

classes

:

(1) Disconnecting switches in series with oil circuit breakers which

are not required to break any current.

(2) Horn Gap Switches for breaking load current.

Disconnecting switches are usually of knife blade type without horns

and may be mounted in any position. These switches require only one

break but may be mounted on rotating insulator and have two breaks. The
principal requirements of these switches are ample current carrying capacity,

self-cleaning contacts and protection against contacts freezing where sleet

is foimd. These switches may be hook stick operated or remote control

by means of levers insulated from the blade by porcelain insulators.

Horn gap switches should be used to break load current or where there

is danger of the switches accidently opening under load. Horn gap switches

can usually be used for much less cost than oil circuit breakers up to

132,000 volts for opening parallel transmission circuits or charging current

on transformers. The safe rupturing capacity of horn gap switches de-

pends on the spacing between phases and wind conditions. Where it is

necessary to open switches under loads of 200 or 300 amperes, it will

usually be more satisfactory to use oil circuit breakers. Horn gap switches

should have ample spacing between the phases and the insulators should

have sufficient flashover value to prevent arcing to ground. Greater flash-

over value for insulators on horn gap switches is usually required than for
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line insulators for the same voltage. Horn gap switches should preferably

be installed on the top of the structure where sufficient room can be pro-

vided for the rise of the arc. Single break switches will operate as satis-

factorily as double break switches, with the added advantage of simplicity

and lower cost. Horn gap switches may be of the horizontal or vertical

break type, but the horns should break at the tip as the arc cannot be de-

pended upon to rise on the horns of its own accord. The main contact

should be self-cleaning and protected against freezing. Flexible shunts

should be provided around current carrying parts. All bolts should be
of non-corrosive material.

Horn gap switches may be mechanically operated from the ground or

motor operated. For light loads automatic load tripping can be provided.

3 (c) POWER TRANSFORMERS
On account of the wide differences in the characteristics of power

systems, the proper selection of a transformer to give satisfactory operation

becomes a very important matter. The particular characteristics of the

transformer, when they approach the limits of design, involve an increase

in expenditure for the unit. Therefore, for economy, the selection should

be made on the basis of the least deviation from the most economical design

as may be required for efficient operation.

There are two main requirements which have been found desirable for

transformers and which are the determining factors, as to the cost, when
deviations from standard design are necessar>\ These requirements are pro-

tection against heavy short circuits and reactance values.

Since the capacities of power transformers have, of necessity, increased

considerably within the past decade, there has been a corresponding increase

in the stresses to which windings and cores are subjected when short circuits

and grounds occur on the connected system. Where large systems are inter-

linked, resulting in momentary short circuits at sustained primary voltages,

the internal stresses are so excessive that the ordinary type of transformer,

used heretofore, may become inoperative on account of displaced windings

and damaged insulation.

For this reason it has become necessary to build transformers with the

windings so strongly braced as to withstand the maximum short circuit

stresses across the secondary terminals, with sustained voltage on the primary

terminals. Transformers so constructed are considered protected types. All

large transformers, which are built today should have incorporated in their

design the bracing necessary for the protection as required by the system to

which they are to be connected.

On any system the quantity of reactance plays a very important part

in its satisfactory operation. Since the per cent reactance of a trans-

former is mainly determined by the degree of coupling of the windings, the

lower this requirement becomes, the more difficult it is found to give a high

degree of protection against stresses due to short circuits. Certain types of

windings are adopted to ease of bracing for short circuit protection and
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others are adapted to the ease with which a close coupling of windings can

be made. Unless extreme limits of protection or coupling are desired, any-

type of winding can be designed to give a reasonable degree of both.

Other fundamental requirements to be met in power transformer design

are: (1) adequate insulations; (2) heat dissipation and (3) mechanical

strength. Other factors pertinent to the choice of type of cars and wind-

ing which are not fimdamental but which are most important are weight and

cost and relative ease of assembly and repair. A transformer of a given

rating and specified electrical characteristics may be one of several types

with respect to core and winding.

For convenience, the various types of cores used in power transformers

may be classified as follows

:

(A) Central vertical leg and winding with four vertical

legs external to winding. This is variously termed by manufac-
turers as "Distributed Core" or "Distributed Shell" type. The
central leg on which are the windings may be either rectangular
or cruciform in section.

(B) Core with three vertical legs, the windings being on the
central leg with coils on horizontal plane. This is usually called a
core type, although windings are surrounded by iron.

(C) Core with two vertical legs, the windings being on both
legs. This is a simple core type.

(D) Core with three vertical legs, the windings being on all

three legs. This is 3 phase core type.

(E) Shell Type. Windings are usually of the rectangular

pancake type mounted vertically with core laminations stacked hori-

zontally, surrounding the coils.

The windings of core type transformers may be either the concentric

type, in which the high tension and low tension winding are arranged

concentrically ; or the interleaved group type in which form wound circular

disc high tension and low tension coils are stacked in groups.

In small single phase power transformers up to about 100 K.V.A.

capacity and voltages up to 6600 volts, the Type "A" distributed shell (also

called distributed core) with concentric or interleaved windings is an eco-

nomical design which has been generally adopted by leading manufacturers.

In transformers of this class the fundamental requirements of adequate

insulation, heat dissipation, and adequate mechanical strength are not diffi-

cult to meet, and the problem is one of economical design from standpoint

of weight and first cost to meet specified electrical characteristics.

In the larger capacities at all voltages, and in the voltage range be-

tween 6600 and 110,000 volts in all capacities there is a wide divergence

of opinion between designing engineers as to the relative advantages of the

shell and core types of constructions.

Insulation

The problem of insulation of individual turns of a coil, the insulation

between adjacent coils, and between groups of coils and ground is not diffi-

cult in either the shell or core type, and this need not be considered as a
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major factor in the selection between the two types, except for voltages

higher than 110,000.

Heat Dissipation—Core Type

The proponents of the core type transformer believe that type of con-

struction is superior to the shell type from the standpoint of heat dissipa-

tion. The windings of the core type usually are of the interleave circular

disc type in the larger sizes, with discs horizontal arranged in a stack.

The coil discs are separated by strips of insulating material usually placed

radially between coils. Both edges of all rectangular wire in the discs

are in contact with the cooling oil, except the wire covered by the radial

strips of insulating material between coils. Heat generated in the parts

of the windings under the insulating spacers is conducted a minimum dis-

tance along the wires in both directions to the parts of winding between

insulating spacers. It is claimed that liability of hop spots is reduced

because the length of wire along which heat must be conducted to reach

cooling oil is less with this type of construction than that of the shell type

described below. It will be noted that in this type of core transformer

the hot oil must flow horizontally to the inner and outer edge of each coil

of the stack, before rising in the tank, in the space between core and

windings, and between windings and tank.

The advocates of the shell type of construction take the opposite view

that heat is dissipated more readily in shell type transformers than in core

type transformers. In the shell type transformer the rectangular pancake

coils are supported with planes of coils vertical. Adjacent coils are usually

separated by vertical serpentine spacers along the sides of the coils, and

straight vertical spacers at top and bottom of coils. The pancake coils

being vertical, it is claimed that oil circulation is less impeded than in the

core type with horizontal coils. Also, it is claimed that the cooling of the

core is more effective, since the laminations surround the coil and edges of

laminations are exposed to the cooling oil. The core type is often designed

with oil ducts through the core to secure better cooling.

Mechanical Strength

Where transformers are to be connected to power systems of large

generating and transmission capacity, the requirements of adequate mechanical

strength to withstand the heavy forces resulting from short circuits are

most important.

Engineers favoring shell type transformers believe that the concentric

winding, used on certain core type transformers, is not best adapted to

applications of this type because of the great radial forces which occur

between the low tension winding and concentric high tension winding on

short circuit. The tendency is to expand the outer coils, and to crush the

inner coils. The interleaved core type and the shell type are similarly con-

structed with reference to the relation of coils. High tension and low

tension windings are arranged in pairs, and the forces between coils tending

to throw them apart are covmterbalanced except at the ends of the stack.

In either type effecting bracing on the end coils can be applied.
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The advocates of the core type transformers beheve that the circular

disc type of coil used in core transformers has certain mechanical advan-

tages over tliat of the rectangular pancake coil used in shell type transform-

ers. It is claimed that the circular coil is easier to manufacture without

danger of weakening the dielectric strength of the insulation of individual

conductors. When current is passed through an individual coil of any

shape, there is a tendency for it to assume a circular shape, and for

this reason manufacturers of core type transformers claim that there is

less chance of distortion of the circular coils. The advocates of shell type

transformers using rectangular coils points out that when high and low

tension coils are interleaved, the forces reacting between the pair of coils

are practically balanced with respect to attraction and repulsion of the two

sides of the coils, and the tendency to assume a circular form disappears

in a practical design of shell type transformer.

In core type circular coil transformers, the coil stack is much longer

than in the shell type. If in manufacture, coils are not stacked accurately

with centers in line, there are unbalanced forces. The advocates of shell

type transformers are of the opinion that it is more difficult to construct a

core type transformer than a shell type transformer with these unbal-

anced forces minimized. The opposite view is taken by manufacturers

of core type transformers.

There is the same divergence of opinion with regard to ease of repairs.

When it is necessary to replace a coil in the shell type transformer, all of

the laminations must be removed from transformer and after the coil is

replaced the transformer laminations restacked. In the core type trans-

former the yoke iron at the upper end of the core may be more easily

removed to give access to coils.

The coils of the shell type and of the interleaved core type transformer

are easily accessible after the iron is removed. The coils of the concentric

type of transformer are more difficult of access after the iron is removed.

After windings are repaired, the laminations must be built up on shell type

transformer which requires more time than replacing the yoke of iron on

the core type. There is a difference of opinion relative to the ease of

blocking and bracing transformers after iron is assembled.

Air blast transformers of all sizes and voltages are of the shell type

for the reason that this type lends itself more readily to air cooling.

Another consideration in connection with the selection of transformers

is the method of keeping the transformer windings cool. There are five

methods in general use at the present time, namely, oil-insulated, self-cooled

;

air blast ; forced oil circulation ; natural connection ; oil-insulated, water-

cooled.

All large power transformers are oil-insulated and the cooling method

is either self or water-cooled. The self-cooled transformer takes up much
more space than the water-cooled transformer, due to the surface necessary

for the dissipation of heat. This large surface is secured by the use of

radiators which are placed about the tank and the cooling is done by circula-

tion through them. Numerous tubes extending from top to bottom of the
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transformer, outside the tank and connected to it, are also used on self-

cooled transformers. On smaller size transformers, the tank is simply

corrugated. This method is only suitable for outdoor service.

The water-cooling is done by the circulation of water through coils

immersed in the oil near the top oil level. This method allows of smaller

space than the oil-cooled transformer, but cannot be used in outdoor sub-

stations, in localities where the temperature reaches a point low enough

to cause freezing of the water and probable bursting of the coils. Also,

extensive piping may have to be done to bring the cooling water to the

substation and continuous supply must be arranged for, even to the extent

of duplicate supply lines.

Air blast transformers are usually used in connection with rotating

equipment. Where forced ventilation fans are used for cooling converters,

motor generators, frequency changers, etc., it is economical to utilize this

air blast also for cooling the windings of transformers which may be con-

nected. This type of cooling is used only on indoor transformer installa-

tions. Conditions of space, cost and elimination of oil usually control the

selection of this type of cooling.

Forced oil and natural air circulation are not very generally used for

power transformers, but are mentioned here as methods of cooling, which

may be used in case they are found more economical or desirable for special

installations than the above methods.

Auto-Transformers—An auto-transformer is one in which there is

only one winding and an iron core. The difference in voltage between

the primary and secondary circuits is secured by making taps to the winding

at the desired point.

There are very few classes of service where auto-transformers are

used that could not be taken care of by two-coil transformers, but where

low ratios are involved the auto-transformer is the more efficient.

The auto-transformer has been used in certain cases at ratios higher

than 3 to 1, but its greatest field is for this ratio and lower. At a ratio

of 3 to 1 the amount of copper required is equal to that necessary for the

two circuit transformers. Below this ratio the amount of copper required

is less. Therefore, at or below the 3 to 1 ratio the copper losses are equal

or less than the two-coil transformer with a corresponding higher efficiency.

The impedance drop in tlie secondary winding of the auto-transformer

has a negative effect which tends to raise the secondary voltage instead of

lowering it. This gives the transformer a high regulation and adapts it

for use as a voltage regulator, provided that it is so designed as to allow

a variable displacement of the proper portions of the windings with respect

to each other.

Under short circuit conditions on the secondary side of the transformer,

the value of current flowing through the short is very large, probably four

times that allowed to flow by the use of a two-circuit transformer of equal

rating.
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3 (d) ROTATING MACHINERY

Synchronous Converters—In the selection of rotary converters for rail-

way service, one of the first characteristics that must be studied is that of

rotative speed. A high speed converter is lighter, cheaper, and occupies

somewhat less floor space than a low speed machine, but in general has a

shorter life and costs more to maintain. To successfully handle railway

loads without an excess of installed capacity the commutators of the con-

verters should be liberally designed, with a low voltage between commutator

bars and a maximum distance between brush arms. For a given frequency

the distance between brush arms is proportional to the peripheral speed

of the commutator, so that a high peripheral speed is necessary.

For a given peripheral speed, the centrifugal force acting on the com-
mutator segments tending to spring them out of position varies inversely with

the diameter of the converter, so that a commutator of large diameter on

a low speed machine can be more easily manufactured than one of small

diameter on a high speed machine.

The same reasoning applies to the insulation on the armature winding,

vhat of a low speed machine being subjected to less mechanical stress than

that on a high speed machine, which tends to reduce failures due to insula-

tion breakdowns.

The flywheel effect of a low speed large diameter machine is greater

than that of a high speed machine, and the low speed machine therefore

takes more energy in starting and requires more time to come to rest after

power is shut off, but is not as liable to shunt due to surges.

The low speed machine is preferable for large traction systems where

the conductivity of the distribution network is high due to many tracks

being connected in parallel, where frequently heavy load peaks are encoun-

tered, and short circuits necessarily are severe ; whereas on small systems

the high speed machine may be preferable due to its lower first cost.

The necessity for commutating poles is not as great for synchronous

converters as for generators of equal rating due to the smaller effective

armature current and lower self induction of the armature winding of the

converter. Low speed, low voltage converters, which are not subjected to

severe overloads, may be successfully operated without commutating poles.

Modern design, however, favors the use of commutating poles for most

applications, as the material in the machine can then be worked at higher

densities, reducing the weight and cost of the equipment per K. W. of rating.

The interpole has the disadvantage that when the converter is started

from the A.C. side as an induction motor, severe sparking will occur at the

D.C. brushes, and machines with interpoles must be provided with means for

raising all the brushes from the commutator, with the exception of two
small pilot brushes which are used for the operation of relays and volt-

meters.

Synchronous converters are usually started in one of the three ways
outlined below:

i
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1. As an Induction Motor by Supplying Low Voltage to the A. C. End
of the Machine.

This is the simplest method of starting as it eliminates syn-
chronizing but draws a large amount of current at low power
factor, which is a disadvantage if the rating of the converter is

large in proportion to the generating and distributing system which
feeds _ it, but in large systems is not a consideration. When the
machine synchronizes it may have reversed polarity on the D. C.
end, and this is corrected by slipping a pole which can be done by
momentarily reversing the field connections until the correct polarity
is obtained, or by separately exciting the field from the station
control battery, a separate motor generator set, or the D. C. bus of
the station, or by disconnecting from the A. C. supply and recon-
necting again until the correct polarity is obtained.

The low voltage may be obtained by taps on the secondary of
the main supply transformer, by the use of an auto-transformer
supplying reduced voltage to the primary of the main transformer
or by changing the primary connections of the transformer to wye
for starting and to delta for running. The use of secondary taps
has been the usual practice, but changing the primary connections
is now becoming quite common, as it eliminates the use of switches
of large current capacity in the secondary circuit of the transformer,
and is readily adaptable to automatic switching, although it involves
additional high voltage circuit breakers.

2. By Means of a Separate Direct Connected Induction Motor Having
at Least One Pair of Poles Less Than the Converter and Capable
of Accelerating the Converter Above Synchronous Speed.

The starting motor should be specially designed for high start-

ing torque with a minimum KVA input so that the advantages of
this method of starting may be fully realized. Starting in this
manner requires a small KVA input and is therefore desirable in

cases where starting the rotary from the A. C. and would cause an
objectionable drop in voltage on the transmission system, which
might affect other synchronous apparatus. It has the disadvantage
that the converter must be synchronized and that the additional
motor increases the shaft length of the machine, as well as an
additional cost for the induction motor.

3. As a Direct Current Motor.

The rotaries are started by means of a starting rheostat in

the same manner as any direct current motor and the rotary syn-
chronized and thrown on the line. The power required to start is

low and the system disturbances at a minimum.
The disadvantage of this system is that upon a complete shut-

down there is no D. C. current available for starting. Also there is

the expense of a large rheostat to consider. It is, therefore, neces-
sary to equip at least one of the machines for A. C. starting under
such conditions.

On large systems where the surge due to starting machines
A. C. is not noticeable, the expense and complications of D. C.
starting may be avoided.

Relative Advantages of Synchronous Converters, Motor Generator
Sets and Mercury Arc Rectifiers

In deciding upon the type of equipment for railway service the principal

factors to be considered are first cost, operating cost, adaptability to service
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requirements, and reliability of operation. In general, it is difficult to classify

various types of equipment with regard to first cost, as variations in service

conditions materially affect these costs. For 750 volts and lower, a rotary

converter installation, including building, is in most cases cheaper than

either a mercury arc rectifier or a motor generator set. For 1500 volts

there is no material difiference in first cost, while for 3000 volts the mercury

arc rectifier is much cheaper than either of the other two equipments.

In considering the relative advantages of rotary converters versus motor

generator sets, the obvious differences between the two are that a rotary

installation has a rather definite ratio between the A. C. voltage supply and

the D. C. voltage output, and is not readily adaptable to A. C. power factor

correction, whereas in the case of the motor generator set, the direct current

voltage may be varied in any desired manner, and any desired amount of

power factor correction may be obtained. In most railway installations,

constant D. C. bus voltage with an average A. C. power factor of unity

is satisfactory and the rotary converter is capable of meeting these require-

ments unless the variation in high tension voltage is excessive, which,

however, would be a special and rather unusual case.

The mercury arc rectifier presents the attractiveness of having no main

moving parts, which would seem to eliminate most of the troubles encoun-

tered with rotating machinery, but the susceptibility of rectifiers to internal

short circuits presents a source of trouble equivalent to the commutation

difficulties of rotating machinery. Arc rectifiers also cannot be used on

mountain roads to convert regenerated D. C. power to A. C. for return to

the high tension transmission system.

The regulation of a mercury arm rectifier is similar to that of a rotary

converter, the direct current voltage bearing a constant ratio to that of

the A. C. supply. The power factor of the rectifier is more constant than

that of a converter under varying loads, and is substantially unity, except

at very light loads, where the exciting current of the transformers reduces

the power factor. Experience has shown that for operating voltages of

750 volts and lower the rotary converter is most satisfactory in a majority

of cases.

For 1500 volt service, the rotary converter loses some of its advantages

over the motor generator set, because for maximum reliability, both use

two 750 volt machines in series, but the motor generator set consists of

one motor and two generators on the same shaft, although at a sacrifice

of reliability, either type can be built to deliver 1500 volts with one com-

mutator. At this voltage the mercury arc rectifier begins to compete eco-

nomically with rotating apparatus, and as it has a higher efficiency than

such equipment, it will probably be favored in the future as soon as suffi-

cient operating experience has been gained from units now in service.

For 3000 volt operation, the motor generator has been favored, since

the design of rotary converters to operate in series at this voltage is difficiUt.

It is here that the mercury arc rectifier has the greatest possibilities, as it

has a decided advantage in first, cost over all other types of equipment, and
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the design difficulties of the rectifier do not increase materially with the

voltage.

Frequency Changers—Where two alternating current power systems

are inter-connected at the same frequency and operate synchronously, the

connection is static ; that is, either through transformers or direct connection.

Where, however, the two systems are of different frequencies, or where

it is not practicable to operate them synchronously, or where a close control

of the load through the connection is desirable, independent of conditions

of voltage, frequency, or power factor, rotating apparatus is used.

If the problem is purely one of change of frequency, the connecting

motor-generator may be composed of two synchronous machines on the same

shaft coupled together, each independently excited by its own exciter. The
exciters are usually also mounted on the main shaft, as is the starting

motor, if one is used. In order to facilitate synchronizing and load control,

the stator of one of the machines is often so arranged that it can be

rotated about the shaft as desired, to modify phase relationship between

the two machines.

In this "double synchronous" type of frequency changer a short circuit

on one system may not draw much power from the other, as the current

feeding a short circuit is often highly reactive or "wattless" and the phase

relations of the two systems do not change automatically. This may have

some advantages, but under some circumstances, such as the supply to a

given load from both systems, may cause undesirable complications. To
meet this difficulty frequency changer machines are sometimes built with

one main unit in the form of a wound rotor induction motor, the other

machine being a synchronous machine. The induction motor stator is then

excited from the first system and the rotor from the second system through

a transformer with tap changing facilities and usually at relatively low

voltage. The number of poles and the speed characteristics of the com-

bined unit are such that the field rotation of the induction motor is added

to the mechanical rotation to produce 60 cycles in the stator, from the 25

cycle excitation. Through the field excitation transformer taps, the field

or rotor can be over-excited in such a manner that the 25 cycle circuits

compensate for low 60 cycle power factor. Direct current over-excitation

of the synchronous machine may be employed to improve the power factor

of the '25-cycle system in the usual manner. The characteristics of a tie

of this kind are much the same as those of a static transformer connection

in that voltage disturbances of one system are transmitted to the other.

This reduces complication in the case of parallel operation from the two

systems for a given load.

' In the event of a tie between two systems by means of what might

be called a "constant frequency" or rigid motor-generator connection, there

is a definite minimum size of machine which it is practicable to operate

to hold the two systems together in synchronism and take care of the

inevitable slight changes in frequency which are always present. This

minimum size has been found to be approximately 10 per cent to 13 per
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cent of the aggregate connected capacity of the smaller system in the case

of steam plants, and 20 per cent to 25 per cent in the case of hydro plants.

If the amount of power to be transferred is less than the minimum rating

as thus determined, there is obviously poor economy, and the installation

may not justify the investment. There are also instances where inter-

connection is desirable, but where frequency variation of one or both systems

is so great as to prohibit the use of "constant frequency" sets. Further-

more, the power transferred through sets of this kind is dependent on

various conditions in one system or the other, and may not be under direct

control. It is often desirable to control directly the power passing through

the set irrespective of all other conditions in either system, and also to

automatically hold it at a definite predetermined value so that, for instance,

a small system will not supply more than its fair proportion of a given

load, or conversely that a large system shall supply an amount of power

to a small one at all times as desired.

To meet these requirements, so-called "variable speed" motor-generator

sets have been developed as connections between systems of different nominal

frequency, and indeed also of the same nominal frequency but of widely

varying capacities. One method of arriving at the solution of this problem

is, of course, the use of a synchronous converter in series with an "inverted"

synchronous converter, but this arrangement is not common. The usual

method of accomplishing this result is by the use of a main set consisting

of a wound rotor induction motor and synchronous generator as in the

scheme mentioned above, but with the difference that by means of additional

auxiliary regulating apparatus the field of the induction motor is made to

rotate electrically at varying speeds. This rotation allows speed control

and therefore load control. Below synchronous speed the voltage of the

regulating set opposes the secondary circuit in the rotor of the main induc-

tion motor, and above synchronous speed the regulating motor voltage

imposes added voltage on the rotor or secondary circuit; that is, below

synchronism, current induced in the secondary or rotor of the main motor,

which would be lost in resistance, under usual methods of speed control,

is transferred through the regulating set back into the line, and above

synchronism power is furnished through the regulating set from the line

to the main rotor.

One method used to accomplish this consists of a number of auxiliary

apparatus, including essentially (1) regulating machine which is an A. C.

commutation machine with slip rings, the rotor being quite similar in

general design to a synchronous converter
; (2) A. C. exciting machine

which is similar to a three-phase wound rotor induction motor, the rotor

being used as the armature; and (3) D. C. exciter which furnishes excita-

tion to the two synchronous machines of the A. C. exciting set. There are

also facilities for driving these machines at proper speeds.

The control of load is performed by a reversing rheostat which controls

the excitation of the field of the A. C. exciting machine from a maximum
in one direction to a maximum in the other.
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Another method used for controlling the slip frequency and therefore

the speed of the induction motor, and consequently the load transferred

through the set, is by means of a single regulating motor of the commuta-

tion type having shunt fields excited at slip frequency. Three phase voltage,

at low frequency from this motor, is applied to the slip rings of the main

induction motor. The regulation in this instance is performed by what is

known as an "ohmic drop exciter" similar to the armature of a rotary

converter with slip rings and commutator, but without field winding. Power

is supplied to this exciter through the slip rings from the main line, while

power for excitation of the regulating machine is taken from the commutator

and through three sets of brushes set 120 electrical degrees apart.

With the set running at exactly synchronous speed, the field of the

ohmic drop exciter is stationary in space and direct current is taken from

its commutator. The regulating motor thus supplies direct current to the

main motor secondary or "field." At other than synchronous speed the

magnetic field revolves at the slip speed, and the voltage on the commutator

of the regulating motor is of the same frequency as the secondary voltage

of the main motor. The voltage of the excitation of the field, and thus

the speed and therefore the load of the main induction motor, is varied by

means of a brush shifting device on the ohmic drop exciter, which moves

the brushes to include more or fewer commutation bars between brushes

for each phase, thus varying the slip frequency voltage.

The characteristics of the variable speed frequency changer sets are

such that power may be transferred in either direction at any desired

amount, so that mutual stand-by service may be supplied between two power

systems so connected. For example, an electrified railroad rtmning over a

long distance through territory served by several power companies may
purchase power economically in predetermined amounts from various power

companies, each supplying power independently of all conditions either on

the railroad's own lines or on the systems of the other power companies.

Motor-generators of various types may be made to function as syn-

chronous condensers to improve power factor on power circuits thus con-

nected when they are not required for transferring power. This may be

accomplished for both systems simultaneously by separating the two main

units mechanically at the coupling. This is sometimes done by means of

a clutch, for ease of manipulation. Where improvement of power factor

in one circuit only is desired, the set while operating as a condenser is

merely disconnected electrically from the other power system and operated

as an idle motor with over-excited field. Even when transmitting power,

the machine may be employed to improve power factor up to the extent

of its capacity, by manipulation of the field of the synchronous unit. Spare

equipment not required for transfer of power may thus be more fully

utilized.

Phase Converters—It is sometimes desirable to supply a single phase

load for railroad operation directly from a three phase source of the same

frequency, wherein it may be important for commercial reasons to maintain

a balance of load on the three phases. A small unbalance of load of this
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kind is usually not important, but where the railroad load forms a relatively

large proportion of the total load, it is necessary to make special provisions,

especially in the field of the generating unit. The unbalance also, if it is

very great, causes a lack of balance of voltage among the phases, which

may be undesirable, and also to some extent reduces the effective load

capacity of the generators.

In order to eliminate difficulties of this kind there has been developed

a phase converter or phase balancer by means of which the single phase

load is balanced among the three phases of the generating plant. There

are various types of machines of this nature, and normally they may be

operated, so to speak, in either direction ; that is, to balance a three phase

source supplying a single phase load, or to supply three phase power from

a single phase source. This latter application is utilized in the case of heavy

constant speed locomotives employing three phase induction motors taking

power from a single phase trolley.

One type of phase converter is in the form of a two-phase induction

motor. Such an induction motor, after being started, will continue to operate

on one phase, and the disconnected phase may be used as a source of single

phase power, displaced about 90 degrees from voltage and current of the

supply phase. After such a machine has been started as an induction motor,

one of the phases is reversed and connected to the supply in series with the

load. The action is entirely automatic and no regulators are required.

Another type of phase balancer consists of a large and a small unit

mounted on the same shaft. The large unit has the same capacity as the

unbalanced load and is similar to a synchronous motor with a heavy squirrel

cage attached to the rotor to reduce impedance. The stator of the smaller

unit is wound poly-phase and the rotor contains two separate windings dis-

placed 90 degrees apart. This rotor is wound for the same number of

poles as the larger machine. The currents transmitted are resolved into

synchronous and inverse. The synchronous components have the same phase

rotation as the three phase generated power and drive the machine. The
balancing action occurs on account of the fact that the inverse components

have an opposite phase rotation. Such a machine automatically balances

any single phase load, provided the net unbalancing is within its capacity.

Synchronous Condensers—When the field magnets of a synchronous

motor are over-excited, a quadrature leading current is caused to flow. This

characteristic of the synchronous motor makes it valuable for use as a

power factor regulator, and when so used it is called a synchronous con-

denser.

On systems which involve a large amount of inductive load with cor-

responding demand for lagging wattless exciting current from the supply

system, the synchronous condenser has proved satisfactory for eliminating

this wattless current from the system without reducing the amount taken

by each individual piece of apparatus, or affecting their operation in any

way. The field excitation of the synchronous condensers can be so adjusted

that they demand an amount of loading wattless current taken by the induc-

tive apparatus, so that the current actually supplied by the system contains
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no wattless component, and hence is directly in time phase with the im-

pressed voltage. The extent to which this power factor correction can be

regulated depends entirely upon the balance between the wattless K.V.A.
of the installed inductive apparatus and the K.V.A. of the synchronous

condensers with the proper degree of over-excitation.

An inductive load in actuality is a load which requires excitation cur-

rent, which is lagging. A synchronous machine is simply a mechanism by

which excitation energy and current may be introduced into the system.

If this synchronous machine be placed at the load center of the system,

the excitation current may be introduced at this point, and if introduced

only in the proportion required by the load, there results that no excitation

current has to flow over the transmission from the generating station, only

load current, which is unity power factor current.

To introduce at the load center more excitation current than is required

by the load is to waste energy, unless it is desired to use this energy in

raising the system voltage at this point by an amount proportional to the

negative drop of leading compensating current over an inductive line between

the load center point and the generating point.

A synchronous machine designed to introduce excitation energy into a

system requires a very large field structure and should have a relatively

large reactance to stabilize its operation (large air gap).

A synchronous machine designed to take electrical energy from a system

and convert it to mechanical energy needs a field structure only large enough
to supply its own excitation energy, and not one large enough to supply

its own plus the excitation energy of a large number of other machines.

As a motor it requires a relatively low reactance (small air gap).

It is evident that the two designs are different fundamentally.

It is true that either is most economical when carried to the limit of

the design possibilities.

In small installations where switching becomes a relatively large factor,

a compromise design may prove economical. In larger installations this is

not true.

Very often a compromise is purely a compromise per se. It is dictated

by factors other than the pure economics of the situation, and is accepted

as a compromise for which one is willing to pay a price in order to meet
the other conditions involved. Careful analysis will translate the advantages

of compromise design from economy to some of these other conditions,

except possibly for small installations as above mentioned.

The Sub-Committee submits this report as information and recommends
that the work be continued during the following year along the lines of

revision of the information at hand and a detailed study of protective

devices and apparatus not covered in this report.

4. Study and report on substation design best fitted to obtain a maxi-
mum of safety and continuity of service during maintenance, repairs and
operation. This was covered in report for 1926, pp. 137-139, Bulletin 291,

November, 1926.

5. (a) Compile tabulation of minimum clearances between conductors,

and conductors to ground for various voltages, indoor and outdoor.
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(b) Compile tabulation of adequate insulation phase to phase and

phase to ground, for various voltages, indoor and outdoor.

(c) Study and report on permanent and emergency grounding prac-

tices.

(d) Study and report on possibilities of unit type of construction as

applied to substations.

Parts "a" and "b" involve a questionnaire which is just taking shape

and which it is hoped will be a part of 1928 report.

Parts "c" and "d" have been considered this year, and the following

paragraphs are submitted as a preliminary report.

(C) Grounding

Grounding in or at a substation is a protective measure and is done

to keep the wire or equipment "grounded" at the same potential as the

medium from which work on the "grounded" wire or equipment is to be

done. It means that the "grounded" wire or equipment is electrically con-

nected to earth, or to adjacent steel work, or possibly to return circuit by

means of a high capacity, low resistant wire. All substation construction

should include facilities for grounding any high potential wire or equip-

ment in the substation. Grounding protects the workman from induced

or directly applied voltages on the wire or equipment on which he is

working and due to any cause whatsoever.

Grounding arrangements or facilities may be either of a permanent or

emergency nature. Permanent grounding devices are those which are in-

stalled at one location in the station circuit only. This arrangement usually

consists of a disconnecting switch with the jaw side permanently connected

to the circuit to be grounded and the hinge side permanently connected to

ground. This switch can be arranged to be operated locally or from a

remote point. Permanent grounding devices are usually required where

frequent grounding is necessary, in locations that are high above the ground

and therefore difficult or dangerous for the application of grounding devices,

and on circuits which have such great clearances from structures, on account

of high voltage, as to be beyond reach. In such cases remote controlled

mechanism or operating rods and bell cranks for the operation of the ground-

ing switches must be used on account of their inaccessibility.

Some substations may be so arranged that one of the buses can be

grounded, using fixed apparatus, and by means of this bus any of the major

equipment in the substation can also be grounded.

Emergency grounding devices may be either portable or fixed. The
portable kind consists of an insulating wood pole, whose length is dependent

upon the normal voltage and location of wires to be grounded. To one

end of this pole a substantial conducting clamp is fastened, the design

being such that by rotating the pole about its long axis, the clamp is

tightened on the wire. Permanently soldered to the clamp is a variable

length of flexible copper strand usually insulated for 600 volts and terminat-

ing in another substatial conducting clamp of the "C" type for fastening

to ground wire, rod, steel work, etc. The length of strand depends on

location of parts to be grounded, and in size it should be large enough to
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carry any instantaneous short circuit current without fusing. The fixed

emergency ground is similar to the portable one except that the clamp, on

the end of the strand opposite the pole, is omitted and is replaced by perma-

nent connection to ground wire, bus or rod.

The emergency grounding device is used by affixing the "C" clamp at

end of strand to "ground," then applying clamp on pole to wire or equip-

ment to be grounded. This operation must be done from a safe place,

because the wire to be grounded may be found energized. It is usual to

set up rigid rules to govern the method of groimding, those qualified to do

it, and the method of procuring and tagging circuits or equipment to ground.

In order to prevent the possibility of grounding a circuit which has

not been de-energized and therefore forestall the possibility of damage to

the conductor or injury to the workmen, many operators require the testing

of the circuit before grounding. There are a number of voltage detectors

on the market. Some make use of the electrostatic field about the con-

ductor and some are simply high resistances with a lamp in series. In

substations where circuits are placed in such a manner that an arc, in rising,

would come in contact with a circuit above, the policy of testing circuits

before grounding is good practice. This is equally true when clearances

make it necessary to get too close to the circuit in order to apply the ground-

ing device. In all cases of grounding, the grounds should be applied at

points on both sides of the apparatus or circuit on which work is to be

done, unless the circuit can be energized from one end only.

(D) Unit Type Substations

The various purposes for which substations are required are such that

unit type design and construction can be used. This means, for instance,

that for each step-down transformer the design and installation of supporting

structure, switches, circuit breakers, lightning arresters, etc., can be the

same. The unit may be for a 5000 KVA transformer, and some sub-

stations may have one unit while others would have two or three.

It seems apparent that this treatment of substation design has the fol-

lowing advantages :

—

1. A tendency to decrease first cost and cost of erection.

2. Readily lends itself to estimate of land requirements for any
given present and future installation.

3. Adds considerably to safety for workmen due to fact that ar-

rangement and clearances in all substations of given company
would be the same.

4. Reduces necessity for large inventory of replacement parts and
makes it possible to procure replacement parts readily from
stock of manufacturer who constructed the unit.

In railway service, particularly electrification, the handling of substation

work on a unit basis seems particularly fitting because of the reasons

enumerated above.

Changes in design of apparatus due to progress in the art may reduce

the advantages of unit type construction in providing for future installation.

Conclusion

It is recommended that this subject be continued.
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Appendix O

(15) HIGH TENSION CABLES

J. A. Peabody, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. H. Davis, Vice-Chairman,

Sub-Committee; H. C. Griffith, J. T. Seaver, W. M. Vandersluis, L. S.

Wells, Sidney Withington.

This Sub-Committee has tentatively considered the following subject:

(a) Collecting information relative to cables as now in service.

(b) Collecting information from publications, societies and manu-
facturers that has a bearing on the subject.

(c) Determining on a form for tabulating the information.

Progress only can be reported at this time and because of the infancy

of the art of conveying high voltage circuits through cables it will not be

possible to make any definite recommendations for some time.

(a) Considerable information has already been obtained relative to

various installations but most of such information appears to be lacking in

certain features. Until a form for recording is definitely decided upon it

is useless to try to complete the information.

(b) Some material has been obtained and for the information of the

members the following list is given

:

National Electric Light Association—Specification for Impregnated
Paper Insulated, Lead Covered Underground Cable—1920.

National Electric Light Association—Suggested Specifications for

Lead Covered Underground Cable Insulated with Impregnated
Paper—1927.

National Electric Light Association—Cable Operation and Under-
ground System Maps and Records—1925-1926.

National Electric Light Association—-Inspection on Testing of
Cable—1925-1926.
Inspection and Testing of Cable—1927.

American Institute Electrical Engineers—Standard Wires and
Cables— 1925.

C. C. Knipmeyer—Underground Heat Transfer Tests.

Herman Halperin—Two 66,000 Volt Cables now in Service on
Edison System—1926.

(Edison Company to Install Six Alile Line of 132,000 Volt
Cable—1926.)

Harrv W. Fisher—Methods of Impregnating Cables—1926.

Donald M. Simons—A New 132,000 Volt Cable Joint—1927.
A. M. Meyer—Barrier Type High Voltage Terminal—1926.

Donald M. Simons—Calculation of the Electrical Problems of
Transmission by Underground Cables—1925.

Donald M. Simons—Calculation of Current Carrying Capacitv of
Type H Cables—1926.

F. M. Farmer—Tests of Paper Insulated High Tension Cable—1926.

(c) The settling on a form for recording information has not been

found an easy one, as to record all information would be cumbersome and

unsatisfactory.
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There is some doubt as to what is essential but the following has

tentatively been decided on

:

Location
Owning Company
Manufacturer
Type (Single Conductor, etc.)

f Number of Phases

Voltaee I
Frequency

^
j Operating Voltage

[ Grounded or Ungrounded
Rating

Thickness
Insulation |

Character

Sheathing
r Number

Conductors
Stranded or
Solid

Size of each
Shape

Length
Years in Service

Conclusion

It is recommended that this subject be continued.





REPORT OF COMMITTEE II—BALLAST
Paul Hamilton, Chairman; E. I. Rogers, Vice-Chairman;
L. L. Adams, A. R. Jones,

J. S. Bassett, a. a. Johnson,
G. J. Bell, W. J. H. Manning,
C. J. Coon, E. F. Manson,
W. O. CuDwoRTH, J. F. Montgomery,
C. E. Dare, P. T. Robinson,
F. T. Darrow, W. a. Roderick,
C. T. Dike, N. H. Self,
R. C. DuNLAY, H. F. S hartley,

J. A. Ellis, C. B. Stanton,
A. B. Hillman, a. H. Woerner,
Daniel Hubbard,

Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith its report on the follow-

ing subjects

:

(1) Revision of the Manual.

The report of the Sub-Committee will be found in Appendix A.

(2) Make critical review of the material now appearing in the litera-

ture of the Association relating to Ballast; ascertain existing views

and practices of the railways ; and recommend such changes as

are found desirable.

The report of the Sub-Committee on this subject will be

found in Appendix B.

(3) Investigate the comparative values of various ballast materials

with special reference to drainage and effect on costs for track

maintenance, collaborating with Committee I—^Roadway.

The report of the Sub-Committee on this subject will be

found in Appendix C.

(4) Make critical study of the cause and effect of pumping joints in

railway track and the excess cost of maintenance resulting there-

from, with suitable recommendations for removal of cause, col-

laborating with Committee I—Roadway and Committee V—Track.

The report of the Sub-Committee on this subject will be

found in Appendix D.

(5) Investigate and report upon the shrinkage of ballast materials.

The report of the Sub-Committee on this subject will be found

in Appendix E.

(6) Outline of work for the ensuing year.

Action Recommended

(1) That the changes in the Manual recommended in Appendix A be

approved.

(2) That the report of the Sub-Committee (Appendix B) be received

as information.

Bulletin 301, November, 1927.
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(3) That the report of the Sub-Committee (Appendix C) be received

as a progress report and the subject continued.

(4) That the report of the Sub-Committee (Appendix D) be received

as information.

(5) That the report of the Sub-Committee (Appendix C) be received

as a progress report.

Recommendations for Future Work

1. Revision of the Manual with particular reference to revision of

specifications for washed gravel ballast.

2. Continue study of comparative merits of various ballast materials.

3. Continue study of subject of shrinkage of ballast.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Ballast,

Paul Hamilton, Chairman.

Appendix A

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL

C. J. Coon, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; C. E, Dare, J. A. Ellis, A. A.

Johnson, W. J. H. Manning.

The Committee collaborated with Committee XII—Rules and Organi-

zation, with the object of determining what subject-matter now appearing

in the Manual under Ballast might properly be incorporated in the work

of the Rules and Organization Committee. It was found that the matter on

pages 83 to 86 inclusive of the Manual under the caption "Instructions to

Govern Ballasting on an Operated Line" should be properly included in

the rules to govern conduct of work.

It was agreed that the Committee on Rules and Organization will sub-

mit to the Association for approval rules to govern the conduct of ballast-

ing operations.

The Committee recommends that the Instructions to Govern Ballasting

on an Operated Line, appearing on pages 83 to 86, inclusive, be eliminated

from the Manual upon the adoption by the Association of rules covering

this subject presented by Committee XII—Rules and Organization.

No other changes in the Manual are recommended at this time.
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Appendix B

(2) MAKE CRITICAL REVIEW OF THE MATERIAL NOW
APPEARING IN THE LITERATURE OF THE ASSOCIA-
TION RELATING TO BALLAST; ASCERTAIN EXISTING
VIEWS AND PRACTICES OF THE RAILWAYS; AND
RECOMMEND SUCH CHANGES AS ARE FOUND
DESIRABLE

C. B. Stanton, Chairman, Sub-Committee; W. O. Cudworth, A. R. Jones,

W. A. Roderick, H. F. Sharpley.

The Committee sent a questionnaire to the membership of the Asso-

ciation and forty-seven replies thereto have been received.

The following tables are a digest of the replies made by the several

railroads

:

SECTIONS

Number of roads using No ansiver Type
Type of A.R.E.A. A.R.E.A. Their own io

_

not

Ballast Standard Modified Section question used

Gravel 8 8 26 1 4
Stone 6 6 25 3 7

Other 4 2 25 4 12

SPECIFICATIONS

Number of roads using

Type of A.R.E.A. A.R.E.A. Their oivn

Ballast Specifications Modified Specifications

Gravel 9 7 23

Stone 11 6 20

Other 4 2 25

No ansivcr
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Appendix C

(3) INVESTIGATE THE COMPARATIVE VALUES OF VARI-

OUS BALLAST MATERIALS, WITH SPECIAL REFER-
ENCE TO DRAINAGE AND EFFECT ON COSTS FOR
TRACK MAINTENANCE, COLLABORATING WITH COM-
MITTEE I—ROADWAY

Daniel Hubbard, Chairman, Sub- Committee; C. T. Dike, A. B. Hillman,

Paul Hamilton, A. H. Woerner.

This subject has been studied in collaboration with representatives of

Committee I—Roadway.

In connection with the work of the Sub-Committee a questionnaire was

sent out to forty-three railroads in the United States. Answers were re-

ceived from twenty-one of these railroads. The information contained in

these answers has been tabulated and is being studied by the Committee.

In making a study of these figures and of conditions on different rail-

roads, considerable variation is found, due to different physical charac-

teristics and density of traffic. The economical use 6f the various kinds of

ballast is almost entirely dependent on these factors.

Where traffic is heavy and subgrade conditions are such that frequent

surfacing is not necessary, stone ballast is more economical to use. How-
ever, where subgrade conditions are not good and a frequent movement

occurs, caused by physical conditions, making necessary frequent working

of the track, gravel ballast, which can be worked approximately fifty per

cent cheaper and quicker, is much more economical.

Regarding drainage conditions, there is some diversity of opinion as to

the economical advantage obtained in the use of stone ballast on heavy coal

carrying roads, due to the rapid filling up of voids by small particles of coal

and coal dust. This, of course, would only occur within a certain distance

of the mines, say ISO miles, as a greater part of the dust will sift out in

that distance. This necessitates much more frequent cleaning and the

resulting loss of ballast.

The Committee has not attempted to take into consideration the actual

cost in dollars and cents, as it does not feel that there has been sufficient

time to give this phase of the question proper study.

It is recommended that the study of the subject be continued for another

year.
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Appendix D

(4) MAKE CRITICAL STUDY OF THE CAUSE AND EFFECT
OF PUMPING JOINTS IN RAILWAY TRACK AND THE
EXCESS COST OF MAINTENANCE RESULTING THERE-
FROM, WITH SUITABLE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
REMOVAL OF CAUSE, COLLABORATING WITH COM-
MITTEE I—ROADWAY, AND COMMITTEE V—TRACK

L. L. Adams, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. S. Bassett, J. F. Montgomery,

P. T. Robinson, N. H. Self.

Representatives from Committee I—Roadway and Committee V

—

Track, collaborated with the Committee in their work on this subject. This

is a very broad subject, and in most cases is governed by local conditions.

However, there are a number of general causes for pumping joints, and the

effect is always the same.

The general causes can be listed almost entirely under five heads

:

(1) Water impounded in roadbed.

(2) Foul ballast.

(3) Creeping rail.

(4) Light rail under heavy traffic.

(5) Improper or insufficient tamping.

The effect of this condition is as follows

:

(1) Bad riding track.

(2) Excessive labor maintenance cost.

(3) Excessive damage to ties, rail, and track fastenings.

(4) Unsightly appearance.

The remedies for these conditions in most cases have to be handled

individually. However, there are certain general remedies that can be

applied.

Committee I—Roadway, has in the past years devoted considerable study

to the question of water pockets in roadway, this being closely interlocked

vrtth construction of roadway, drainage, deformation of roadbed, and has

previously reported as follows

:

1921 Manual, page 28, paragraph 40, as revised on page 765 of
Volume 27.

1921 Manual, page 57, "Surface and Sub-surface Drainage."
1921 Manual, pages 64 to 66, "Means for Prevention or Cure of

Water Pockets in Roadbed," partly revised in Vol-
ume 27, paragraph (e), page 787.

Supplement to Manual, Volume 24, Bulletin 249, page 2, "Soft Spots."

Proceedings—Volume 22, beginning on page 714, Appendix E, "Drainage
of Large Cuts," with conclusions on pages 716 and 717, and Exhibits on
following pages.

Proceedings—Volume 23, "Soft Spots," pages 402 and 403.
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Where it is necessarj' to drain water pockets in roadbed, tiling or some

form of pipe drain is considered best, due to "French drains" choking up

more quickly than pipe, but each location must be studied separately, as

the most economical arrangement in one location may be different from

that in another, depending upon availability and cost of pipe, stone, etc.

The roadbed and tlie track structure on top of it, including the ballast,

should be constructed so that the maximum pressure per square foot would

not be greater than that which the roadbed would stand. We know ap-

proximately the loading applied through the ballast at various depths, so

we should select a depth which would evenly distribute this loading and

then construct our roadbed to stand that pressure.

It has been observed that water pockets are now in evidence where

irregular, wet and rutted conditions existed at time of construction of

roadbed. In other words, with grading properly done in accordance with

roadway specification ; ballast depth designed to meet conditions of roadbed

and load ; and drainage properly provided for, there should be no "water

pockets."

One road has done considerable work in stabilizing the roadbed, the

method used in curing water pockets Ixing generally about the same as

used on other roads, viz.
;

putting in French drains or tile to cure the

trouble. It has in the last few years done considerable work in stabilizing

the roadbed in shallow wet cuts where track was badly affected by water

pockets which may be a little out of the ordinary, and that is, driving piling

about three feet to six feet beyond the end of ties on each side of track

through soft spots. This piling seems to do two things ; first, stabilizes

the track by acting as a retaining wall on each side of the roadbed, and

also breaks up the underlying stratum, which in the case of this road is

usually shale, so that some underground drainage is afforded. This method

should never be used unless there is an underlying stratum that will act as

sub-drainage.

Churning track and pumping joints should not be confused with what

is commonly known as soft track, where the roadbed has broken down and

water pockets have formed under the track. These spots require almost

constant attention and, when cut open show presence of water even in

driest weather. The ballast in these pockets is usually found loose, as

contrasted with the hard packed ballast where the churning occurs.

Where the ballast has become fouled, either from mud being pumped

up through the ballast from the roadbed or from dirt falling on the ballast

from any cause, the water will not drain and pumping joints will invariably

be the result, in which case it is necessary to clean out all of the foul

ballast, and either clean or replace with new, and give the track a sub-

stantial raise on the clean ballast. Local conditions will have to determine

as to whether the expense of cleaning the ballast is justified. There are

at present a number of ballast-cleaning machines on the market that will

greatly reduce the cost of this work, and in most cases where the ballast

is sufficiently fouled to cause a large number of pumping joints, the expense
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of cleaning will be justified, as we have developed that it costs two and

one-half to four times as much to maintain track where the joints are

pumping badly than where the track is well drained and no signs of pump-
ing occur.

Where track is not properly anchored and the joints are slot-spiked to

the joint ties, the creeping of the rail will move the joint ties off of their

beds, and this condition will always aggravate and sometimes cause the

joints to pump. If, in addition to this, the bolts in the joints arc permitted

to become loose or worn, the bad condition will be increased. In order

to check this movement of the rail, anchors should be applied to such an

extent as to reduce the movement of the rail to a minimum.

Where the ends of the rail have become chipped or battered pumping

joint are nearly always found. We ha\e a report where one road had twenty

miles of track laid with badly battered one-hundred-pound rail, a year ago.

Nearly all of the joints in this stretch of track were pumping badly, but

were almost entirely cured by building up the rail ends by a welding process,

and the labor cost of maintaining this stretch of track before the building

up was done was about two and one-half times as much as it has been

since the work was completed.

Where a light rail is used under heavy loads, the pressure on the

ballast and roadbed is not distributed as it is where heavy rail is used, and

this concentration of load causes a churning of the track, and pumping

joints are much more likely to develop than where the rail is of sufficient

weight to properly carry the load.

Improper or insufficient tamping is a very direct cause of pumping

joints. On account of joint construction it is difficult to tamp immediately

under the rail at the joints and under the ties next to the joint ties. Very

often a ridge of undisturbed ballast ,is left under the rail, especially at the

joint, leaving a soft place in the ballast, where water will collect. This,

of course, is prevalent over the entire track, but is much more pronounced

at the joint, and it has a much more disastrous effect. It is believed that

with proper tamping of joints one of the major causes of pumping joints

will be eliminated.
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Appendix E

(5) INVESTIGATE AND REPORT UPON THE SHRINKAGE
OF BALLAST MATERIAL

E. I. Rogers, Chairman, Sub-Committee; G. J. Bell, F. T. Darrow, R. C.

Dunlay, E. F. Manson.

Previous consideration of "Shrinkage of Ballast" has been along the

lines of determining what percentage should be added to the amount of

ballast loosely loaded on cars at point of origin to produce a given ballast

section after tamping in track, without having given consideration to any

solidification or compacting as a result of the traffic passing over the track.

Certain percentages have heretofore been recommended and same appear

on page 6, Volume 26, No. 267, Supplement to the 1921 Manual.

Ballast other than pit run gravel cannot be measured in place at point

of origin, so the usual practice is that of measuring the loosely loaded

ballast on cars or by weighing. The majority of railroads in handling

their ballast, while they may buy it by weight, usually convert it into cubic

yards and report it as used and paid for on that basis.

Discussion of this subject has brought out that it is the belief of many

that there is no actual shrinkage or loss of ballast between the point of

origin and destination if loaded in proper equipment, admitting, however,

that there is a loss in the volume, due to the settlement of the ballast in

the cars, and that when the ballast is unloaded at destination it again

approximately takes the same volume as' it had when first loaded.

Two tests conducted by a railroad company, one with gravel ballast

and one with broken stone, have come to our attention, and in the case

of the washed river gravel, it was found that after transporting same

152 miles, there was a loss of 13.79 per cent in volume, and in the case

of the crushed limestone, while there was only a loss in the four cars

tested of 190 lb., there was a loss in volume of 13 per cent. These two
tests, while for small quantities of ballast, indicate clearly that there is a

volumetric shrinkage due to hauling the ballast ; these tests also show that

the amount of ballast (by measurement) received is dependent upon where

and when it was measured, in other words, whether at loading point or

at destination. These tests also bring out the fact that considerable care

should be exercised as to the determination of the average weight of the

cubic yard of ballast which is to be later applied to the aggregate weight

of ballast used or purchased, as injustice can be done either the purchaser

or seller by measurement at the point of origin where the gravel is loose

in the cars or at destination where it has become somewhat compacted.

This might become a source of considerable controversy and it is believed

that no injustice will be done either the railroad or the contractor if it is
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definitely settled where and when measurements are to be taken, for the

price will be adjusted to meet the requirements.

There has been no new information received which would lead the

Committee to make any recommendations toward changing the percentages

as referred to above, which precentages must be taken into consideration

and used as only covering the solidification or shrinkage, which takes place

in the loosely loaded ballast hauled and placed in the track without con-

sideration being given to traffic moving over the finished track or to an

elapsed time after ballasted.

The Committee is attempting now to determine the shrinkage of ballast

by comparing the yardage loaded loosely in cars at point of origin, where

it is paid for, with the yardage of the same material tamped and compacted

in track under the passage of trains. It is of the opinion that this can

only be determined by tests being conducted on either old solidified roadbeds

or on concrete trestles, and under either of these conditions it will only

be possible to secure authentic information by following the ballast material

from its source to the track and periodically inspecting, measuring and

taking into consideration the tonnage moving over the track. It is hoped

that this work can be done the coming year through the co-operation of

those roads particularly which will construct new concrete trestles and

assist the Committee in handling and securing the data.

Attention is at this time called to the "Shrinkage of Ballast" as it

appears on page 84, Volume 27, No. 277, Supplement to the Manual of

1921, as same has been set forth by H. E. Hale, Vice-Chairman of the

Eastern Group of the Presidents' Conference Committee.

The Committee is not at this time making any recommendations as to

the data therein, but is of the belief that it is very valuable, and calls par-

ticular attention to this paragraph

:

"The difficulty of measuring with reasonable accuracy the

shrinkage of ballast is due to the usual practice of ballasting a road
piecemeal and to the general practice of keeping no record of the
location of ballast bought under various contracts from various
pits."

The Committee has found this difficulty to exist as stated by Mr. Hale

and it is our belief that it can only be overcome by the Committee itself

being present when the ballast is weighed or measured, loaded, placed and

tamped under the track.

The Committee recommends that this subject be continued for further

study.
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On Subject No. 6, Investigation of Copper-Bearing Steel for Struc-

tural Purposes, the use of copper-bearing steel for various industrial and

structural purposes is increasing; it is now being used in the manufacture

of steel cars, tie plates, track spikes, smoke stacks, stationary boilers, metal

culvert pipes, metal flashings, ventilators, wire fencing, light structural steel

for warehouses, steel sash, power line supports, flood light towers, and

overhead electrification structures for railway tracks.

Copper-bearing steel in such service has, in many instances, been found

to last twice as long as ordinary steel. It has been little used in railway

bridge construction, but records show its use in several important highway

bridges. Its application for structural purposes is widening, and its use

is now extending to roof trusses in railway shop buildings that are ex-

posed to marked corrosive influences.

Copper-bearing steel can be readily secured at slight increase in cost.

On Subject No. 10, Investigation of Bearing Pressures on Large Rollers,

the investigation has brought out much new and valuable information on the

bearing values of rollers. Tests to determine the bearing value of large

rollers have continued through the year at the University of Illinois. Roll-

ing tests have been made on plates of medium grade steel castings varying

in thickness from .5 inches to 4 inches when rolled by cylinders having

diameters of 188 inches, 356 inches, and 476 inches.

Funds have been obtained from the Scherzer Rolling Lift Bridge

Company which, added to the remainder of the appropriation from the

A.R.E.A., enabled the University to employ a half-time graduate research

assistant to continue the tests.

A Conference Committee composed of members of Committee XV, and

representatives of the American Society of Civil Engineers, are developing

Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges. This committee is approaching the

completion of its preliminary work and it is quite possible a new specifica-

tion will be presented to the convention in 1929 as information.

No definite progress was made during the year on the other four sub-

jects of the Committee's Outline of Work given below:

3. Electric welding of connections in steel structures.

4. Investigation and tests of I-beams connected in groups by dia-

phragms and bracing.

7. Influence of dead load upon the impact from moving loads on

bridges.

11. Specifications for steel tanks and tiieir supports for the Storage of

water and oil—collaborating witli Committee XIII.

Recommendations for Future Work

The Committee recommends the reassignment of the following sub-

jects in the form given:

1. Revision of the Manual.

2. Specifications for steel highway bridges.

3. Electric welding of connections in steel structures.
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4. Testing of I-beams in groups.

5. Column tests.

6. Investigation of copper-bearing steel for structural purposes.

7. Outline of work for the ensuing year.

8. The influence of the dead load of bridges on the impact from moving

loads.

9. Tests on rollers.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee ox Iron and Steel Structures,

B. R. Lefflek, Chairinan.

Appendix A

(9) PUNCHED AND REAMED WORK
F. O. Dufour, Chairman, Sub-Committee; Thos. E^rle, J. B. Hunley,

G. A. Haggander, A. Reichmann, A. F. Robinson, G. H. Tinker,

W. L. Wilson.

The Committee makes the following recommendations: That Ar-

ticle XII, Workmanship, in General Specifications for Steel Railway
Bridges, as issued August, 1925, Third Edition, be revised and their

report be received as information.

For comparison the old and proposed articles are placed in parallel

columns.

Present Specifications

Class of Work
206. The work shall be "Punched

Work" or "Reamed Work" as

stipulated. (Omitted.)

General
207. The workmanship and finish

shall be equal to the best general

practice in modern bridge shops.

Material at the shops shall be kept
clean and protected from the weather
as far as practicable. (No change.)

Straightening Material
208. Rolled material, before being

laid off or worked, must be straight.

If straightening or flattening is

necessary, it shall be done by meth-
ods that will not injure the material.

Sharp kinks and bends may be

cause for rejection. (No change).

Finish
209. Shearing and chipping shall

be neatly and accurately done and
all portions of the work exposed to

view shall be neatly finished. (No
change.)

Proposed Specifications

General
206. The workmanship and finish

shall be equal to the best general
practice in modern bridge shops.
Material at the shops shall be kept
clean and protected from the weather
as far-as practicable.

Straightening Material
207. Rolled material, before being

laid off or worked, must be straight.

If straightening or flattening is

necessary, it shall be done by meth-
ods that will not injure the material.
Sharp kinks and bends may be
cause for rejection.

Finish
208. Shearing and chipping shall

be neatly and accurately done and
all portions of the work exposed to
view shall be neatly finished.
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Present Specifications

Punched Work
210. In punched work, holes in

material whose thickness is not

greater than the diameter of the

rivets plus % in. may be punched
full size. Holes in material of
greater thickness shall be drilled.

(Omitted.)

Reamed Work
211. In reamed work, holes in

material % in. or less, used for

lateral, longitudinal and sway brac-
ing, lacing stay plates and dia-

phragms, may be punched full size.

(Practically no change.)

212. Holes in other material ^ in.

thick or less shall be sub-punched
and reamed. (Changed.)

213. Holes in other material more
than ^^ in. thick shall be drilled.

(Changed.)

Punched Holes
214. Full size punched holes shall

be tV in. larger than the nominal
diameter of the rivets. The diam-
eter of the dies shall not exceed the
diameter of the punch by more than
r?i in. If any holes must be en-
larged to admit the rivets, they
shall be reamed. Holes must be
cleancut, without torn or ragged
edges. Poor matching of holes may
be cause for rejection. (Changed.)

Sub-Punched and Reamed Holes
215. In sub-punched and reamed

work, the holes shall be punched I'u

in. smaller and, after assembling,
reamed ^^ in. larger than the nom-
inal diameter of the rivet. The
diameter of the punch used shall be

i^g in. smaller than the nominal
diameter of the rivet and the diam-
eter of the die not more than n^j in.

larger than the diameter of the
punch. Outside burrs shall be re-

moved with a tool making a ^ in.

fillet. (Changed.)

Accuracy of Punching in Reamed
Work
216. In sub-punched and reamed

work, the punching shall be so ac-

curately done that, after assembling

Pro(>osed Specifications

Punching and Reaming
209. All main material, forming

parts of a member composed of not

more than 5 thicknesses of metal,

may be punched with a punch -^ in.

larger than the nominal size of the

rivets, whenever the thickness of the

metal is not greater than ^ in.

When there are more than 5 thick-

nesses, or when any of the main
material is thicker than ^ in., all

of the holes shall be punched with a

punch A in. smaller, and after as-

sembling reamed h in. larger than
the nominal size of the rivets, ex-
cept that when the metal is thicker

than the size of the rivet minus ^
in., the holes shall be drilled.

210. Holes in material ^ in. or

less, used for lateral, longitudinal

and sway bracing, lacing, stay plates

and diaphragms, may be punched
with a punch A in. larger than the

nominal size of the rivet.

211. The diameter of the die shall

not exceed the diameter of the punch
by more than j^ in. If any holes

must be enlarged to admit the rivets,

they shall be reamed. Holes must
be clean cut, without torn or ragged
edges. Poor matching of holes may
be cause for rejection.
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Present Specifications

and before reaming, a cylindrical

pin % in. smaller in diameter than

the nominal size of the punched hole

may be entered, perpendicular to the

face of the member, without drift-

ing, in at least 75 of any group of

100 contiguous holes in the same
plane. If this requirement is not

fulfilled, the badly punched pieces

shall be rejected. If any hole will

not pass a pin tV in. smaller in

diameter than the nominal size of

the punched hole, this shall be cause

for rejection. (Omitted.)

Reaming After Assembling

217. Reaming shall be done after

the pieces forming a built member
are assembled and so firmly bolted

together that the surfaces are in

close contact. Before riveting, they

shall be taken apart if necessary

and any shavings removed. When
it is necessary to take the members
apart for shipping or handling, the

pieces reamed together shall be so

marked that they may be reas-

sembled in the same position in the

final setting up. No interchange of

reamed parts will be permitted.

(Practically no change.)

Accuracy of Reaming and
Drilling

218. When holes are reamed or

drilled, 85 of any group of 100 con-

tiguous holes in the same plane

shall, after reaming or drilling,

show no offset greater than 3*2 in.

between adjacent thicknesses of

metal. (Omitted.)

Reamed Holes
219. Reamed holes shall be cylin-

drical, perpendicular to the member,
and not more than ^2 in. larger

than the nominal diameter of the

rivets. Reamers preferably shall

not be directed by hand. Outside

burrs shall be removed with a tool

making a ^ in. fillet. (Changed.)

Drilled Holes

220. Drilled holes shall be iV in.

larger than the nominal size of the

rivet. Burrs on the outside surfaces

shall be removed. (Changed.)

Proposed Specifications

Reaming After Assembling

212. Reaming shall be done after

the pieces forming a built member
are assembled and so firmly bolted

together that the surfaces are in

close contact. Burrs on the out-

side surface shall be removed. The
pieces shall be taken apart before
riveting, if necessary, and any shav-
ings removed. When it is necessary

to take the members apart for ship-

ping or handling, the pieces reamed
together shall be so marked that

they may be reassembled in the

same position in the final setting

up. No interchange of reamed
parts will be permitted.

213. The holes shall be cylindri-

cal, perpendicular to the member,
and not more than -fs in. larger than
the nominal diameter of the rivets.

Reamers preferably shall not be
directed by hand.

DrUled Holes

214. Drilled holes shall be A in.

larger than the nominal size of the

rivet. Burrs on the outside sur-

faces shall be removed. Drilling
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Present Specifications

Assembling for Drilling

221. Connecting parts requiring

drilled holes shall be assembled and
securely held together while being
drilled. (Omitted.)

Shop Assembling

222. The parts of riveted members
shall be well pinned and firmly

drawn together with bolts before

riveting is commenced. The drift-

ing done during assembling shall be

only such as to bring the parts into

position, and not sufficient to enlarge

the holes or distort the metal. Sur-
faces in contact shall be painted.

Bolts in field connection holes shall

be left in place. (Slight change.)

Field Connections

223. Solid floor sections shall be

assembled to the girders or trusses,

or to suitable frames, in the shop,

and the end connections made to fit.

(No change.)
224. In reamed work, riveted

trusses and skew portals shall be

assembled in the shop, the parts ad-

justed to line and fit, and the holes
for field connections drilled or
reamed while so assembled. Holes
for other field connections, except
those in lateral, longitudinal and
sway bracing, shall be drilled or
reamed in the shop with the con-
necting parts assembled, or else

drilled or reamed to a metal tem-
plate. (Changed.)

225. In punched work, the field

connections (except those in lateral,

longitudinal and sway bracing)
shall be reamed to metal templates.

(Omitted.)

Match-Marking
226. Connecting parts assembled

in the shop for the purpose of ream-
ing or drilling holes in field con-
nections shall be match-marked, and
a diagram showing such marks shall

be furnished the Engineer. (No
change.

)

Proposed Specifications

shall be accurately done and poor
matching of holes may be cause for

rejection.

Reaming and Drilling

215. Reaming and drilling shall be

done with twist drills.

Shop Assembling

216. The parts of riveted members
shall be well pinned and firmly

drawn together with bolts before
riveting is commenced. The drifting

done during assembling shall be
only such as to bring the parts into

position and not sufficient to enlarge

the holes or distort the metal.

Field Connections

217. Solid floor sections shall be
assembled to the girders or trusses,

or to suitable frames, in the shop,

and the end connections made to fit.

218. Riveted trusses shall be as-

sembled in the shop to line and fit

and the holes for field connections

drilled or reamed while so assembled,

or these connections may be reamed
to proper metal templates so placed
as to result in fair holes for the
connections. Holes for other field

connections, except those in lateral,

longitudinal and sway bracing, shall

be reamed or drilled to a metal
template.

Match-Marking
219. Connecting parts assembled in

the shop for the purpose of reaming
or drilling holes in field connections
shall be match-marked, and a dia-

gram showing such marks shall be
furnished the Engineer.
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Present Specifications
Rivets

227. The size of rivets called for

on the plans shall be the size of the

rivet before heating. (No change.)
228. Rivet heads, when not coun-

tersunk or flattened, shall be of ap-
proved shape and of uniform size

for the same diameter of rivet.

Rivet heads shall be full, neatly
made, concentric with the rivet holes,

and in full contact with the surface
of the member. (Slight change.)

Riveting

229. Rivets shall be heated uni-

formly to a light cherry red and
driven while hot. Rivets, when
heated and ready for driving, shall

be free from slag, scale, and carbon
deposit. When driven, they shall

completely fill the holes. Loose,
burned, or otherwise defective rivets

shall be replaced. In removing
rivets care shall be taken not to in-

jure the adjacent metal, and if

necessary, they shall be drilled out.

Caulking or recupping will not be
permitted. (Slight change.)

230. Rivets shall be driven by
direct-acting riveters where prac-

ticable. The riveters shall retain

the pressure after the upsetting is

completed. (No change.)
231. When necessary to drive

rivets with a pneumatic riveting

hammer, a pneumatic bucker shall

be used for holding up, when prac-

ticable. (Slight change.)

Field Rivets

232. Field rivets shall be fur-

nished in excess of the nominal num-
ber required to the amount of 15%,
plus ten rivets, for each size and
length. (No change.)

233. Field rivets shall be care-

fully selected, and shall be free

from fins on the under side of the

head. (Slight change.)

Turned Bolts

234. Where turned bolts are used

to transmit shear, the holes shall be

reamed parallel and the bolts shall

make a tight fit with the threads

entirely outside of the holes. _A
washer not less than % in- thick

shall be used under each nut. (No
change.)

Proposed Specifications
Rivets

220. The size of rivets called for

on the plans shall be the size of the

rivet before heating.

221. Rivet heads shall be of ap-
proved shape and of uniform size

for the same diameter of rivet. They
shall be full, neatly made, concen-
tric with the rivet holes, and in

full contact with the surface of the
member.

Riveting

222. Rivets shall be heated uni-

formly to a light cherry red and
driven while hot. They shall be
free from slag, scale, and carbon
deposit. When driven, they shall

completely fill the holes. Loose,
burned, or otherwise defective rivets

shall be replaced. In removing
rivets, care shall be taken not to

injure the adjacent metal and, if

necessary, they shall be drilled out.

Caulking or recupping will not be
permitted.

223. Rivets shall be driven by
direct-acting riveters where prac-
ticable. The riveters shall retain
the pressure after the upsetting is

completed.
224. When rivets are driven with

a pneumatic riveting hammer, a
pneumatic bucker shall be used for
holding up, when practicable.

Field Rivets

225. Field rivets shall be fur-
nished in excess of the nominal
number required to the amount of
15 per cent, plus ten rivets, for each
size and length.

226. Field rivets shall be free
from fins on the under side of the
head.

Turned Bolts

227. Where turned bolts are used
to transmit shear, the holes shall be
reamed parallel and the bolts shall

make a tight fit with the threads
entirely outside of the holes. A
washer not less than % in. thick
shall be used under each nut.
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Present Specifications

Planing Sheared Edges
235. Sheared edges of material

more than % in. thick and carrying
calculated stress shall be planed to

a depth of % in. Reentrant cuts

shall be filleted before cutting.

(Changed.)

Lacing Bars

236. The ends of lacing bars shall

be neatly rounded, unless otherwise
called for. (No change.)

Fit of Stiffeners

237. Stiffeners under the top

flanges of deck girders and at all

bearing points shall be milled or
ground to bear against the flange

angles. Other stiffeners must fit

sufficiently tight against the flange

angles to exclude water after being
painted. Fillers and splice plates

shall fit within J4 '" at each end.

(No change.)

Web Plates

238. Web plates of girders which
have no cover plates may be ^ in.

above or below the backs of the top

flange angles. Web plates of gird-

ers which have cover plates may be

J/2 in. less in width than the distance

back to back of flange angles. (No
change.)

239. When web plates are spliced,

not more than 5^ in. clearance be-

tween ends of plates will be allowed.

(No change.)

Facing Floor Beams, Stringers
and Girders

240. Floor beams, stringers and
girders having end connection angles
shall be made of exact length after

the connection angles are riveted. If

facing is necessary, the thickness of

the angles shall not be reduced more
than % in. at any point. (Changed.)

Finished Members
241. Finished members shall be

true to line and free from twists,

bends and open joints. (No change.)

Abutting Joints

242. Abutting joints in compres-
sion members and girder flanges,

and where so specified on the draw-
ings, in tension members, shall be
faced and brought to an even bear-
ing. Where joints are not faced,

Proposed Specifications

Planing Sheared Edges
228. Sheared edges of material

more than ^ in. thick and carrying

calculated stress shall be planed to

a depth of % in- Reentrant cuts

shall be filleted before cutting.

Lacing Bars

229. The ends of lacing bars shall

be neatly rounded, unless otherwise
called for.

Fit of Stiffeners

230. Stiffeners under the top

flanges of deck girders and at all

bearing points shall be milled or
ground to bear against the flange

angles. Other stiffeners must fit

sufficiently tight against the flange

angles to exclude water after being
painted. Fillers and splice plates

shall fit within J4 Jn. at each end.

Web Plates

231. Web plates of girders which
have no cover plates may be l4 in.

above or below the backs of the top

flange angles. Web plates of gird-

ers which have cover plates may be

% in. less in width than the distance

back to back of flange angles.

232. When web plates are spliced,

not more than ^ in. clearance be-

tween ends of plates will be allowed.

Facing Floor Beams, Stringers
and Girders

233. Floor beams, stringers and
girders having end connection angles
shall be made of exact length. If

facing is necessary, the thickness of
the end connection angles shall not
be reduced more than % in. at any
point.

Finished Members
234. Finished members shall be

true to line and free from twists,

bends and open joints.

Abutting Joints

235. Joints in compression mem-
bers and girder flanges, and where
so specified on the drawings, in ten-

sion members, shall have the abutting
surfaces faced and brought to an
even bearing. Where joints are not
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Present Specifications

the opening shall not exceed % in.

(Practically no change.)

Eye-Bars
243. Eye-bars shall be straight,

true to size, and free from twists,

folds in the neck or head, and other

defects. The heads shall be made
by upsetting, rolling or forging.

Welding will not be allowed. The
form of the heads will be deter-

mined by the dies in use at the

works where the eye-bars are made,
if satisfactory to the Engineer. The
thickness of the head and neck shall

not overrun more than ^ in. for

bars 8 in. or less in width, ^ in.

for bars more than 8 in. and not
more than 12 in. in width, and -^ in.

for bars more than 12 in. in width.

(Changed.)
244. Eye-bars which are to be

placed side by side in the structure

shall be bored so accurately that,

upon being placed together, the pins

will pass through the holes at both

ends at the same time without driv-

ing. Eye-bars shall have both ends

bored at the same time. (No change.)

Annealing
245. Eye-bars shall be annealed

by heating uniformly to the proper

temperature followed by slow and
uniform cooling. Proper instru-

ments shall be provided for deter-

mining at all times the temperature

of the bars. (No change.)

246. Other steel which has been

partially heated shall be annealed ex-

cept where used in minor parts. (No
change.)

Boring Pin Holes

247. Pin holes shall be bored true

to gage, smooth, straight, at right

angles with the axis of the member
and parallel with each other, unless

otherwise required. The variation

from the specified distance from
outside to outside of pin holes in

tension members, or from inside to

inside of pin holes in compression

members, shall not exceed ^ in. In

built-up members the boring shall be

done after the member is riveted.

(Qianged.)

Proposed Specifications

faced, the opening shall not exceed

% in.

Eye-Bars

236. Eye-bars shall be straight

true to size, and free from twists,

folds in the neck or head, and other
defects. The heads shall be made
by upsetting, and rolling or forging.

Welding will not be allowed. The
thickness of the head and neck shall

not overrun more than tV in. for

bars 8 in. or less in width, Y^ in.

for bars more than 8 in. and not
more than 12 in. in width, and iV in.

for bars more than 12 in. in width.

237. Eye-bars which are to be
placed side by side in the structure

shall be bored so accurately that,

upon being placed together, the pins

will pass through the holes at both
ends at the same time without driv-
ing. Eye-bars shall have both ends
bored at the same time.

Annealing

238. Eye-bars shall be annealed
by heating uniformly to the proper
temperature followed by slow and
uniform cooling. Proper instru-

ments shall be provided for determ-
ining at all times the temperature of
the bars.

239. Other steel which has been
partially heated shall be annealed
except where used in minor parts.

Boring Pin Holes
240. Pin holes shall be bored

true to gage, smooth, straight at

right angles with the axis of the
member and parallel with each
other, unless otherwise required.
The variation from the specified dis-

tance from outside to outside of pin
holes in tension members, or from
inside to inside of pin holes in com-
pression members, shall not exceed
3^ in. for each 75 ft. or fraction
thereof in length. In built-up mem-
bers the boring shall be done after
the member is riveted.
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Present Specifications

Boring Pins

248. Pins more than 9 in. in diam-
eter shall have a hole bored longi-

tudinally through the center of each
not less than 2 in. in diameter. (No
change.)

Pin Clearances

249. The difference in diameter be-

tween the pin and the pin hole shall

be 1/50 in. for pins up to 5 in. in

diameter and 3*3 in. for larger pins.

(No change.)

Pins and Rollers

250. Pins and rollers shall be ac-

curately turned to gage and shall be
straight, smooth and free from
flaws. (No change.)

Screw Threads

251. Screw threads shall make
close fits in the nuts and shall be

U. S. Standard, except that for pin

ends of diameters greater than 1|^
in. they shall be made with six

threads to an inch. (No change.)

Welds
252. Welds in steel will not be

allowed, except to remedy minor de-

fects. (Omitted.)

Forging Pins

253. Pins more than 7 in. in diam-
eter shall be forged and annealed.

(No change.)

Bearing Surfaces Planed

254. The top and the bottom sur-

faces of base and cap plates of
columns and pedestals, except those

in contact with masonry, shall be
planed, or hot-straightened, and parts

of members in contact with them
shall be faced to fit. Connection
angles for base plates and cap plates

shall be riveted to compression mem-
bers before the members are faced.

(Qianged.)
255. Sole plates of plate girders

shall have full contact with the

girder flanges. Sole plates and
masonry plates shall be planed or
hot-straightened. Cast pedestals
shall be planed on the surfaces in

contact with steel and shall have
the bottom surfaces resting on
masonry rough finished. (Changed.)

Pilot Nuts
256. Two pilot nuts and two driv-

ing nuts shall be furnished for each
size of pin, unless otherwise speci-

fied. (No change.)

Proposed Specifications

Boring Pins

241. Pins more than 9 in. in diam-
eter shall have a hole bored longi-

tudinally through the center of each
not less than 2 in. in diameter.

Pin Clearances

242. The difference in diameter
between the pin and the pin hole
shall be 1/50 in. for pins up to 5 in.

in diameter, and ^ in. for larger

pins.

Pins and Rollers

243. Pins and rollers shall be ac-

curately turned to gage and shall

be straight, smooth and free from
flaws.

Screw Threads
244. Screw threads shall make

close fits in the nuts and shall be

U. S. Standard, except that for pin

ends of diameters greater than l}i
in. they shall be made with six

threads to an inch.

Forging Pins

245. Pins more than 7 in. in diam-
eter shall be forged and annealed.

Bearing Surfaces Planed

246. The top and bottom surfaces

of base and cap plates of columns
and pedestals shall be planed, or

hot-straightened, and parts of mem-
bers in contact with them shall be
faced to fit. Connection angles for

base plates and cap plates shall be

riveted to' compression members be-

fore the members are faced.

247. Sole plates of plate girders

shall have full contact with the

girder flanges. Sole plates and
masonry plates shall be planed or

hot-straightened. Cast pedestals
shall be planed on the surfaces in

contact with steel and on surfaces

resting on masonry.

Pilot Nuts
248. Two pilot nuts and two driv-

ing nuts shall be furnished for each

size of pin, unless otherwise speci-

fied.
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Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report covering the

following subjects

:

(1) Locomotive Coaling Stations (Appendix A).

(2) Methods for the Safe and Convenient Storage of Crude and Fuel

Oil and Oil Reclaiming Sumps (Appendix B).

Action Recommended

(1) That the conclusions and typical specifications for mechanical type

coaling stations in Appendix A be approved for publication in

the Manual.

(2) That report in Appendix B be received as information only.

Recommendations for Future Work

1. Revision of Manual.

2. Continue the study of design for

:

(a) Coaling stations,

(b) Typical locomotive repair shops,

(c) Storehouses,

(d) Shops and locomotive terminals

with particular reference to convenience and economy of operation, col-

laborating with Committee VI—Buildings.

3. Outline of work for ensuing year.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Shops and Terminals,

F. E. Morrow, Chairman.

Bulletin 301, November, 1927.
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Appendix A

(2-a) LOCOMOTIVE COALING STATIONS

L. P. Kimball, Chairman, Sub-Committee; A. L. Atwill, C. N. Bainbridge,

J. H. Davison, C. D. Harding, J. L. Haugh, Leland Clapper, H. C.

Lorenz, J. S. McBride, E. A. Dougherty, V. B. W. Poulsen, J. W.
Raitt, John Schofield, R. J. Hammond.

It is now a well-established practice among the railways generally to

use a mechanical type of coaling station, and for that reason this report

will be confined to installations of that type. A mechanical coaling station

should be understood as one consisting of an unloading hopper and some

form of mechanically operated conveying machinery for elevating the coal

and delivering same to locomotive tenders either directly or through

storage bins.

Again recognizing the well-established practice of a majority of the

railways to purchase coaling stations completely installed, including struc-

tures and mechanical features from contractors specializing in that char-

acter of work, it will be the purpose of this report to outline the require-

ments for such projects and develop a typical specification, which, when

amplified to fill the requirements of a particular installation, will serve as

a basis for securing competitive proposals that are on a comparative scale,

and which will also be a guide for the checking of detailed working drawings

which are prepared by the successful contractor after the award of contract.

In addition to any typical specification which can be developed it will

be necessary to give consideration for each installation to a number of

items which must be developed to suit the individual requirements of the

location.

Photographs of several modern coaling stations of concrete construction

which are typical of the recommendations in this report are included here-

with.

Conclusions
Location

The location of coaling station should, of course, be selected with a

view to serving the best interests from an operating standpoint. There are

two general classes of locations for coaling stations, those at terminals and

those at roadside locations between terminals. At terminals coaling stations

should be located so as to serve both inbound and outbound tracks as

recommended for engine terminal layout.

Track Layout

The mechanical coaling station can readily be arranged to deliver coal

on one, two, three, four or even more tracks. Each location should be

studied separately and the most suitable arrangement for that particular

installation selected. A number of combinations which can be used, and

which will provide suitable clearances and space for elevating equipment,

are shown below.
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Hopper and Unloading Track

Elxcept in cases where coal is delivered direct to locomotives without

the use of a storage bin, the unloading hopper should be at least twenty

(20') feet in length and in larger installations it is desirable to use a

greater length to secure additional storage before elevation and to avoid

the necessity of accurate spotting of cars. In some very small plants where

hopper bottom cars are used a less length of hopper may be justified^ to

save construction cost. In some larger installations it may be desirable

to use two unloading hoppers, in which case they should be on separate

tracks. The unloading track or tracks should have a capacity both for

loaded and for empty cars equivalent to the capacity of the storage bins.

This will permit the operation with only one shifting of cars in each 24

hours and will thereby avoid any interruption to the unloading and elevation

of coal.

Car Haul

It is usually desirable and convenient for use in spotting of cars over

track hopper to have a mechanically operated car puller either as a separate

unit or in conjunction with the hoisting equipment, and specifications should

state definitely just what is required.

Storage Bins

The bins should have a total capacity at least equal to the consumption

in 36 hours, and separate bins should be provided for different grades of

coal where required. Except in cases of very small storage capacity it is

good practice to divide the storage space into two bins even where different

grades of coal are not handled. This will permit the cleaning or repair

of a bin without affecting the operation of the coaling station seriously,

and will also be desirable in the event of any future requirements for more

than one grade of coal. Storage,of coal in unused pockets should be pre-

vented on account of fire hazards.

Hoisting Capacity

The hoisting capacity of the elevating machinery should be such as to

permit the elevation of an entire 24 hours consumption during one eight

(8) hour shift. In large and important stations it may be desirable to

divide the hoisting capacity into two units to guard against breakdowns.

Power

Electricity for power purposes is yearly becoming available at an in-

creasing number of locations. Where available its use should be adopted

and the particular characteristics of the current to be used should be given.

At locations where electricity cannot be secured, steam or internal combus-

tion engines may be used and the particular one desired should be specified

together with the requirements for the handling and storage of fuel.

Material of Construction

Coaling stations may be constructed of wood, steel or concrete materials,

but in any case the particular materials selected should be specified.
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Crushers and Breaker Bars

Where coal in proper sizes cannot be obtained from mines, or when

it is not economical to do so, provision should be made for the installation

of crushers or breaker bars. Specifications should state type and capacity

of crusher required, and whether it is desired to locate same in hopper or

over bins. Location in hopper is generally preferred as this eliminates the

necessity of carrying a heavy load with considerable vibration high up in

the structure but it usually involves the use of an additional horizontal

conveyor unit to avoid an abnormally deep pit.

Scales

Where accounting requirements are such that an accurate record must

be kept of the amount of coal delivered to each locomotive, scales should

be provided for that purpose. This can best be accomplished by the use

of a small weigh hopper supported on scale levers over each delivery spout.

Capacity of hopper should be slightly greater than the largest amount issued

to a locomotive at one time.

Interior Chutes

Where conditions make it desirable to prevent, as far as possible, the

breaking up of lump coal and the separation of lump and slack, provision

should be made in the specifications for the installation of special chutes

or other means of preventing long drops when discharged from conveyor

into storage bins.

Housing

Vertical or inclined shaft for elevating equipment may be housed or

not as desired. Specifications should definitely state whether or not housing

is required, and if required the materials to be used should be fully de-

scribed. It is usually the practice to provide a housing over unloading

hopper if same is not so arranged as to be protected by the structure of

the bins. Specifications should definitely state whether or not such a

housing is required and if desired the materials to be used should be

described.

Sanding Facilities

As it is usually' desirable from an operating standpoint to supply loco-

motives with coal and sand at the same time, it is usual to provide with

most coaling stations some character of sanding facilities. The importance

of such facilities, no doubt, justifies their consideration in a separate and

more detailed report but when combined with a coaling station project the

specifications should provide for the requirement of unloading, storing and

drying of green sand and for the elevating, storing and delivery of dry

sand to locomotives.

Electrical Work
Electric wiring for light and power service is usually eliminated

from coaling station contract work and handled by the railroad's own
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organization or on separate contract. Specifications should state defi-

nitely, however, as to this feature, so that contractors may understand

whether or not electrical work should be included. In the event that

same is to be included in the contract the specifications should describe

in detail the extent and character of the work required.

TYPICAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR COALING STATIONS-
MECHANICAL TYPE

General

These specifications are intended to cover the special features which

will be required in connection with the design and construction of coaling

stations. They shall be used with special specifications prepared for a

particular installation, and also with the specifications of the American

Railway Engineering Association for buildings, masonry, iron and steel

structures and wooden bridges and trestles for items of structural design,

character of materials and execution of work in so far as they apply.

Intent

It is the intention of these specifications to provide for the design and

construction of a complete automatic coaling station of such type of con-

struction as may be specified, notwithstanding any omissions in these specifi-

cations.

Type of Construction

Storage bins and supports, hoist tower, and machinery house shall be

constructed of timber, structural steel, or concrete, or a combination of

same, as may be indicated in special specifications for particular installation.

Foundations and hopper pit shall be of concrete construction, and in the

event any all steel or concrete superstructure is specified no wood of any

kind will be permitted in the finished structure.

Description of Plant

The plant shall consist of an unloading hopper or hoppers into which

coal may be unloaded from cars and mechanically operated conveying equip-

ment for elevating coal and bins for storing same and delivering to loco-

motives by gravity. The design of the plant shall be such that its opera-

tion is entirely automatic and that once the elevation of coal is commenced

the operation shall be continuous without further attention on the part of

operator to the elevating equipment until it is desired to stop the operation.

Design

Unit stresses used in design shall be in accordance with American Rail-

way Engineering Association requirements as previously specified. As a

basis for proposal unless otherwise specified an allowable soil bearing pres-

sure of 3,000 pounds per square foot shall be used. All foundations shall

be carried at least four feet below base of rail of adjacent tracks. Wind
load shall be assumed at 30 pounds per square foot acting horizontally in

any direction.
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Track Arrangement

The required arrangement of hopper track and coaling tracks for which

the plant must be designed is shown on location plan accompanying these

specifications.

Storage Bins

Storage bins of the number and capacity required by the special speci-

fications shall be provided and the capacity specified must be obtained with-

out any trimming or handling of coal in bins. The sloping surfaces of

bins shall be at least 45 degrees and all valleys and ridges shall be rounded

to a radius of at least 18 inches.

In steel superstructures side plates of storage bins shall have a minimum

thickness of 54 inch and bottom plates }i inch. In wood superstructures

floor shall be lined with i^ inch steel plates, and side walls for full height

of bin with No. 10 gage steel plates. Steel plate lining shall be securely

fastened in place with countersunk flat head screws and shall be accurately

fitted to slope of bin and gates and shall be properly curved at valleys and

ridges.

Clearances
i

The design shall be such that when delivery chutes are raised all parts

of the structure shall have clearances to tracks at least the equivalent of

those adopted by the Association in the General Specifications for Steel

Railway Bridges, unless otherwise prescribed in special specifications or

required by any law.

Unloading Hopper

The unloading hopper shall be of concrete construction 16'0" wide and

at least 20'0" long in clear. The slopes shall be at least 10 inches vertical

in 12 inches horizontal and all valleys shall be rounded to a radius of at

least 18 inches. The lines of intersection of the side walls of the pit with

the sloping floor of same shall be such that there will be at least 18 inches

clearance below bottom of any track beam or breaker bars to the surface

of the hopper. The unloading track shall be carried over the hopper on

a structural steel beam under each rail, preferably spanning the entire length

of the hopper. If an intermediate support is necessary a steel cross girder

rather than a masonry pier shall be used. Rail will be installed by the

Railroad Company. The level of the unloading track at the unloading

hopper shall, unless otherwise specified, be at least two feet above that of

the coaling tracks. The Contractor shall waterproof the hopper and

the hoist pit and shall guarantee this waterproofing for a period of at

least one year after the acceptance of the plant.

Collision Walls

Frame work supporting storage bins, where adjacent to coaling tracks,

shall be protected by means of a concrete collision wall extending the full

length of the structure and to a point 4 ft. in. beyond center line of

supporting column at each end, at least 2 ft. in. thick and extending to a
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height of 6 ft. in. above the top of rail of coaling tracks. Openings shall

be provided in these collision walls as required to permit the convenient

salvaging of coal wasted ofi of tenders. These walls must have clearances

as hereinbefore specified.

Screening and Separation

Each coaling station shall be provided with bar screen over bins, bars

to be spaced about two inches apart to permit the separation of lumps and

screenings in run-of-mine coal and shall further be provided with chutes and

gates which will permit the delivery of any grade of coal to any bin.

Operating mechanism for the control of these gates, screens, etc., shall be

placed in convenient location at track level.

Ladders, Stairways, etc.

The Contractor shall provide ladders on the outside of the structure

with the necessary platforms and railings to enable the operator to reach

each gate, outside sheave, sand spout and sand pipe turn for repairing, oiling,

or any other purpose. He shall also provide ladders on the inside of the

bins so that the operator may be able to reach the bottom of each bin at

each gate. He shall also provide a suitable stairway located where most

convenient and extending from the track level to the top of hoist tower.

All stairways, platforms and landings, either inside or outside of structure

shall be provided with suitable railings and approved open grating treads.

Open grating walkways 2 feet wide shall be provided on each side of

unloading hopper, of an approved type.

Windows and Doors

The Contractor shall install necessary doors to provide access to struc-

ture and such pivoted steel windows as are necessary to af¥ord ample light

in all parts of the plant for the purpose of general inspection and safe

performance of operator's duties.

For concrete and steel superstructure all windows and doors shall be

of metal construction and glazed with wire glass.

Coaling Fixtures

The Contractor shall install, for the delivery of coal from each storage

bin to each coaling track, a steel chute and gate of approved design. Each

chute shall be equipped with an apron and baffle plate arranged so that

fall of coal after leaving chute will be vertical and over center line of

coaling track.

Chutes and gates shall be counterweighted and designed and installed

in such a way as to permit of same being operated by one man when stand-

ing on top of locomotive tender or on overhead platform if provided.

Counterweights shall be so adjusted that gate and chute will close and

return to normal position when released by the operator. All outside parts

of mechanism shall be hooded or otherwise, protected against freezing. Hand
hole shall be provided in side of chute between each gate and bin wall.

Chutes when in low position shall be not less than 15 ft. 6 in. above top

of rail.
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Power

The power to be used for operation of equipment shall be as provided

in special specifications. In the event electric power is used the electrical

equipment furnished shall conform to the characteristics of current as

specified.

Hoisting Equipment

The hoisting equipment, which shall be furnished and installed by the

Contractor, shall be entirely capable of hoisting the quantity of coal per

hour as required by special specifications, without undue crowding, over-

loading or forcing. The hoist and power units shall be placed upon suit-

able concrete foundations and shall be placed at such an elevation as to

allow ample clearance for gears, fly wheels and belting. All gearing and

exposed parts and belting shall be protected in an approved manner by

means of neat and substantial guards or railings so that operator will not

be exposed to any danger from moving machinery. All machinery and

other equipment shall be assembled and installed in a thorough and work-

manlike manner. The transmission equipment and cables between hoist

and hoisting tower shall be securely housed to provide adequate protection

from weather.

Electrical Equipment

Electrical equipment and wiring shall be designed to operate with cur-

rent of the kind and voltage as stated in special specifications. Electric

service will be brought to the machinery house and connected to a main

service switch by the Railroad. Wiring for lighting will also be done by

the Railroad unless otherwise specified. Installation of motor, control and

all other necessary wiring and accessories to make a complete and satis-

factory installation shall be furnished and installed by the Contractor. The

rigid conduit system of wiring construction shall be used. Conduit shall

be either sherardized or galvanized. Thirty per cent rubber compound
insulated wire of approved brands shall be used for all wire having rubber

insulation. All work must conform to the requirements of the National

Board of Fire Underwriters, local municipal building codes and any special

regulations of the lighting service company that may be in effect. Motors

shall have proper speed and torque characteristics for the service for which

they will be used. They shall have anti- friction bearings and insulation

suitably impregnated to withstand moisture, coal dust, etc. If motor is

located where it is subjected to excessive coal dust conditions, it shall be of

the enclosed type. Control shall be of the magnetic type with all necessary

accessories for proper operation of the equipment, equipped with under-

voltage protection, overload protection of the temperature overload relay

type, necessary push button stations, limit switches, etc. Control shall be

of the type that will limit starting currents to values permitted by the

local central station company supplying the electric service. Make and type

of motors, control, and accessories to be used shall be approved by the

Railroad Company.
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Plans to Accompany Proposal

Each bidder shall accompany his proposal with plans and descriptions

in sufficient detail to indicate just what arrangement is intended to be fur-

nished and proposal may also be accompanied by photographs of similar

structure.

Plans to be Furnished by the Contractor

Immediately upon being awarded the contract, the successful Con-

tractor shall prepare complete detail drawings of all parts of the structure

and equipment, including machinery, buckets, gates, stairs, ladders, piping

and wiring diagrams, if necessary. These plans shall be submitted in

triplicate to the Engineer for approval, and upon completion of the work,

the Contractor shall furnish a complete set of original or reproduced trac-

ings on cloth of all drawings, which shall be a true record of the structure

and equipment as built and installed. He shall also furnish, in triplicate,

a complete list of all parts of machinery with pattern numbers or other

designation to permit the ready ordering of repair parts. One of these lists

shall be framed and glazed and hung in prominent location in machinery

house.

Guarantee

The Contractor will be held solely responsible for the design of the

coaling station and equipment in accordance with these specifications, and

the checking and approval of plans by the Engineer will not relieve him

of this responsibility. The Contractor shall guarantee the perfect opera-

tion of the entire plant and equipment for a period of one year after the

completion and acceptance and shall agree to make good at his own ex-

pense, any defects which may develop within that time, due to faulty de-

sign, workmanship or materials, and not caused by carelessness or improper

handling on the part of the Railroad. The Contractor shall furnish a com-

petent mechanic to instruct the Railroad's operator for at least one week

after the plant is placed in operation.
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Roadside Coaling Station. Storage 500 Tons of Coal, 400 Tons of

Sand. Delivery on Three Tracks.
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Terminal Ccialixg Station. 1000 Tons Storage. Delivery on Six Tracks.
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Roadside Coaling Station. Storage 500 Tons. Delivery on Three Tracks.
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Roadside Coaling Station. Storage 650 Tons. Delivery on Five Tracks.

J
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Terminal Coalixg Station. Storage 500 Tons. Delivery on Three
Tracks.
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Roadside Coaling Station. Storage 500 Tons. Delivery on Four Tracks.
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Appendix B

(3) METHODS FOR THE SAFE AND CONVENIENT STOR-
AGE OF CRUDE AND FUEL OILS

J. M. Metcalf, Chairman, Sub-Committee; F. E. Morrow, C. N. Bainbridge,

K. B. Duncan, G. W. Hand, G. W. Harris, C. A. Hornecker, W. H.
Kirkbride, D. A. Porter.

The most common method of large storage of crude and fuel oils, as

well as the lighter petroleum products, is in steel tanks. Tanks of 37,500,

55,000 and 80,000 barrels capacity are standard sizes with the manufacturers

and are in general use both by the oil companies and by the fuel oil using

railways. There has been some use, for larger storage, of earthen and

concrete tanks by some oil companies, but the steel tanks are generally

standard in the industry as among the railroads. The various practices as

to tank roofs and the design of protecting dikes around tanks were dis-

cussed in detail in the report of this Committee to the 1927 convention of

the Association.

The danger of fire loss in stored oil varies with the character of the

oils. The more volatile refined oils and some crude oils having an unstable

mixture of the lighter elements are not only more readily inflammable but

present a greater hazard when stored in other than gas-tight receptacles, on

account of the presence on the surface and in the vicinity of the tank of in-

flammable gases resulting from evaporation. For such oils the all-steel

tank with floating or other gas-tight roof affords the best protection against

lightning or other fire risk. The increasing use of such tanks by oil com-

panies and others is evidence of belief that the greater cost is justified by

the added protection and reduction in loss by evaporation. Some western

railroads using more readily inflammable oil report extensive use of floating

roofs of various designs, the most recent installations being of the "pon-

toon" or non-sinkable type.

The residuum fuel oils in common use as locomotive fuel by the rail-

ways contain little volatile matter and offer comparatively little risk of

loss by fire. Replies to questionnaire indicate that the railroads generally,

which are using oil of this character, are installing no special devices for

lightning protection and have had, over a series of years, practically no loss

by fire. More than one case is reported in which a tank with tar and gravel

roof on wood frame has been struck by lightning without causing a serious

fire.

A common method of fire protection is the introduction at two or more
places near the top of a tank of small pipe outlets, two inches or so in

diameter, through which live steam may be discharged in case of fire, over

the surface of the oil, for the purpose of smothering the flames. Chemical

extinguisher and engine of the smothering type are also desirable and eflfec-
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tive and should be on hand at convenient locations wherever oil is stored

or delivered.

Oil Reclaiming Sumps

The use of sumps for reclaiming fuel oil from waste and runoff water

around storage tanks and locomotive terminals is in general recommended

only where required to prevent damage to adjoining property. Where the

discharge into open drainage channels of waste water containing oil causes

complaint, some means of separating the oil from the water and removing

it before the water is turned loose becomes a necessity. With waste kept

to a minimum as it should be the quantity of oil so recovered is not com-

monly great enough to make such recovery economical except as a means

for preventing damage.

Sumps for separating oil from water operate by gravity, the lighter oil

naturally rising to the surface when allowed to settle, while the water is

drawn off from the bottom. A box with a series of baffles open at the

bottom for the passage of the water is a common form, the oil being

skimmed off at the top. Several plans illustrating such sumps, of various

sizes, are appended. The capacity required depends largely upon the extent

to which local conditions make necessary the complete removal of oil from

the water. For the ordinary case the simple form of bafHed box may be

sufficient. For such conditions, one railway reports satisfactory results

from a provision of 12 inches of width of baffle for each 20 gallons per

minute of discharge.

The more elaborate design illustrated by the Santa Fe installation at

Prescott was to meet a situation where use of water for irrigation purposes

made necessary more complete separation. For such conditions, a formula

is suggested for determining capacity which provides 10 square feet of top

area and 25 cubic feet of volume for each engine handled per month.

Some difficulty is likely to be experienced with filling of sump with sand

and trash. For smaller installations it is customary to clean the sump at

intervals by shoveling. At larger plants the accumulated rubbish may be

pumped out by centrifugal pump.
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J. E. Armstrong, Chairman;
J. R. W. Ambrose,
Irving Anderson,
C. E. Armstrong,
H. M. Bassett,
E. J. Beugler,
C. H. Blackman,
Alfred Bousfield,
C A. Briggs,

H. F. BuRCH,
W. A. Christian,
C. H. Crawford,
A. W. Epright,
O. H. Frick,
E. H. Fritch,
Otto Gersbach,
John V. Hanna,
M. J. J. Harrison,
E. M. Hastings,
H. O. Hem,

J. G. WiSHART, Vice-Chairman,
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H. C. James, Jr.

D. B. Johnston,
H. D. Jouett,
E. K. Lawrence,
L. L. Lyford,
C. P. McCausland,
A. Montzheimer,
C. H. Mottier,
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H. R. Saunders,

J. E. Saunders,
V. I. Smart,
C. U. Smith,
C. H. Spencer,
E. E. R. Tratman,
J. L. Wilkes,

Cont>nittee.

To the American Railzvay Engineering Association:

Your Committee on Yards and Terminals submits the following

reports

:

(1) Revision of Manual (Appendix A).

(2) Passenger Sub-Terminals (Appendix B).

(3) Freight Terminals—Suggested Arrangement of Units and

Description of Operations for a Generalized Type of Large

Hump Classification Yard (Appendix C).

(4) The Proper Width of Driveways for Team Tracks and for

Freight Houses (Appendix D).

(5) Scales (Appendix E).

(6) The Proper Requirements for Practical Design and Construc-

tion of Humps in Terminal Yards. Committee reports prog-

ress on this assignment.

(7) Outline of work for ensuing year.

Collaboration with Other Committees

Pursuant to instructions, your Committee on Yards and Terminals
has collaborated with other committees as follows :

Buildings : Permissible Grades for Ramps in Railway Buildings.

See Appendix A—Revision of Manual.

Signals and Interlocking: Automatic Train Control; no request

for collaboration has been made to this Committee.

Water Service: Types of Hydrants for Coach Yard and General

Service. Report by Water Service Committee is satisfactory to this Com-
mittee.

Bulletin 302, December, \^27.
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Electricity ; Flood Lighting of Classification Yards and for Other

Railroad Purposes ; no request for collaboration has been made to this

Committee.

Uniform General Contract Forms : Form of Agreement for the

Organization and Operation of a Joint Passenger Terminal Project; this

matter is being studied and will be continued during the coming year.

Economics of Railway Operation : Flat Switching versus Hump
Method; this matter is being studied and will be continued during the

coming year.

Action Recommended

(1) That the recommendations in Appendix A be approved.

(2) That the report on Passenger Sub-Terminals be received as

information (Appendix B).

(3) That the report on Freight Terminals be received as information

(Appendix C).

(4) That the conclusions in Appendix D on the Proper Width of

Driveways for Team Tracks and for Freight Houses be approved and

inserted in the Manual.

(5) That the conclusions in Appendix E in regard to Scales be

approved for insertion in the Manual.

Recommendations for Future Work

(1) Revision of Manual.

(2) Continue the study of design and operation of passenger ter-

minals, with particular reference to convenience and economy of operation

of coach yards, collaborating with Committee XXHI-—Shops and Loco-

motive Terminals, and Joint Committee on Railway Sanitation.

(3) Collaborate with Committee XX—Uniform General Contract

Forms, on Form of Agreement for the Organization and Operation of a

Joint Passenger Terminal Project.

(4) Continue the study of design and operation of freight terminals,

with particular reference to (a) car-to-car transfer of through L.C.L.

freight; (b) general handling of L.C.L. freight, collaborating with Com-
mittee XXI—Economics of Railway Operation.

(5) Continue the study of the proper requirements for practical

design and construction of humps in terminal yards, collaborating with

Committee XXI—Economics of Railway Operation.

(6) Continue study of and specifications for various types of scales

used in railway service.

(7) Study and report on weight control of railway test weight cars.

(8) Outline of work for ensuing year.

Respectfully submitted.

The Committee on Yards and Terminals,

J. E. Armstrong, Chairman.
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Appendix A

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL

J. E. Armstrong, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; E. H. Fritch, M. J. J.

Harrison, L. L. Lyford, C. H. Mottier, H. L. Ripley, V. I. Smart,

E. E. R. Tratman.

Your Committee submits the following revisions of the Manual, and
recommends their approval

:

PASSENGER TERMINALS

Present Form Proposed Form

(30) The gradient for passenger (30) The gradient for passenger
ramps should not exceed 10 per ramps preferably should not exceed
cent, etc. 1q per cent, etc.

(40) A gradient of 6.5 per cent (40) A gradient of 7 per cent is

is the steepest yet used to any ex- the steepest yet used to any extent
tent for truckmg ramps m large for trucking ramps,
passenger stations.

SCALES

Your Committee calls attention to the fact that, during the past year,

question hds been raised as to the advisability of continuing the use of the

three-second minimum weighiHg time which has heretofore been shown
generally in those sections of the Manual relating to motion weighing of

cars. Reasonable doubt has been cast on the sufficiency of this interval, in

view of the increase in the average gross weight of loaded cars since the

three-second interval was first accepted. Investigation and consideration

of the matter by your Committee has resulted in increased doubt as to the

adequacy of the three-second interval as an absolute minimum. In addition,

cognizance has been taken of the concerted efforts now being made to

reduce both the number and the money value of freight claims. Since

better control of point of origin weights is an important factor in reduc-

ing freight claims, and as it is indisputable that an increased minimum
weighing time, within reasonable limits, is productive of more accurate

weights, your Committee feels justified in recommending an increase in the

minimum time interval. It is therefore recommended that, in all parts of

the Manual where reference is now made to a three-second minimum weigh-

ing time, the value be changed to four seconds.

Conclusion

\. When cars are to be weighed in motion, each car shall be entirely

and alone on the scale a minimum of four seconds.
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Appendix B

(2) PASSENGER TERMINALS

(a) Joint Passenger Terminal Agreement
(b) Sub-Terminals—Motor Bus

H. L. Ripley, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. E. Armstrong, J. G.

Wishart, J. R. W. Ambrose, H. M. Bassett, E. J. Beugler, C. H.

Blackman, H. F. Burch, C. H. Crawford, E. H. Fritch, John V.

Hanna, E. M. Hastings, H. D. Jouett, C. H. Mottier, W. B. Rudd,

J. E. Saunders, V. I. Smart, C. U. Smith, C. H. Spencer, J. L. Wilkes.

JOINT PASSENGER TERMINAL AGREEMENT
At the annual meeting of the Association in March, 1927, the Yards

and Terminals Committee submitted a comprehensive outline of "Points

to be covered in an Agreement between Companies Participating in a

Joint Terminal Project," stating the principles that should control in con-

nection with each point.

The Association accepted the report of the Committee and the prin-

ciples enumerated as being a synopsis of the cardinal points which should

be covered in such agreement, and directed that the matter be referred

to Committee XX—Uniform General Contract Forms, to prepare an

"Agreement" in accordance with the principles therein set forth, in due

form to be presented to the Association, co-operating with Committee

XIV in connection with the matter.

Through some oversight the assignment to Committee XX was not

made until into the summer and the Chairman of the Sub-Committee

having the matter in hand for that Committee has advised the Chairman

of this Sub-Committee that a draft is being prepared under the title of

"Form of Agreement for Joint Ownership, Use and Management of a

Terminal Project," but it will not be ready to submit, and Committee XX
will not be prepared to present other than a progress report this year. It

is recominended, therefore, that the subject be continued for the ensuing

year as an assignment to Committee XIV, to co-operate with Committee

XX.
SUB-TERMINALS

CO-ORDINATION OF STEAM RAILWAY AND MOTOR BUS
TRANSPORTATION TERMINAL FACILITIES

A comprehensive survey, made as of July 1 and reported in Railway

Age of September 24, 1927, shows 52 railways operating more than 800

motor buses transporting passengers over the highways. Of these 52

railways one-half are Class 1 carriers. On 44 of the 52 railways these

buses are being used in line service similar to main or branch line rail

service. Two-thirds of them are supplementing or extending train service

and the balance have replaced discontinued train service. In all these

cases, subject only to the divergence of the highway from the railway
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the territories served by the motor buses are the same as that now or

formerly served by railway trains.

While the growth of the motor bus as a means of passenger trans-

portation has covered about ten years, substantially all the activity of

steam railways in this field of passenger transportation has taken place

within the last two years.

The question of terminals caused little difificulty at first, as the high-

ways of the cities and towns seemed to furnish ample opportunity to

stand, load, and unload buses. In many cases the nearest approach to

a terminal, in the railway sense, consisted in hiring a vacant store, usually

in the center of a chosen district, and fitting it up as a waiting room,

with some sort of toilet facilities and sometimes separate facilities for

handling baggage. It w^as often chosen regardless of its relation to, or

distance from, the railway station with which the highway service was,

South Braintree, Mass.

in theory at least, to be co-ordinated. There were, of course, many
exceptions to this method but generally speaking all of those exceptions

arose in cases where the steam railway had available, and centrally

located, a considerable area of railway-owned property adjacent to the

passenger station. In the beginning, and continuing to the present time,

such areas are still being used.

To illustrate this condition, a photograph is appended showing the

station of the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company at

South Braintree, Mass. The picture shows parallel tracks and shelter

sheds. On one track stands a motor driven passenger coach. On the

parallel track, adjacent to the station, stands a steam train from Boston.

Across the platform, stands a motor bus which belongs to the New Eng-
land Transportation Company, the subsidiary of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford Railroad handling its highway service. This motor
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bus, which provides a substitute for certain former branch line service,

stands in the railway yard on the highway side of the platform awning.

To complete the transfer from train to motor bus and the reverse,

merely requires the passenger to step out of one conveyance, cross the

narrow platform under shelter and enter the other. Where connections

are made with definite trains at definite hours this arrangement works

out reasonably well, and, so far as the passenger is concerned, requires

no additional station or sub-terminal facilities, but in extreme cold or in

storm it provides no place for the waiting bus to be kept out of the

weather, and offers the further objection of some exposure of the pas-

sengers while transferring from rail to bus, as would be the case if

they took a taxi.

With the growth of motor traffic, large cities in particular, seeing

tremendous prospective congestion, have enacted ordinances forbidding

motor buses to use the highway for the purpose of terminal waits.

This action, actual or contemplated, has forced the immediate consid-

eration of the problem of sub-terminals co-ordinated with the main pas-

senger terminal, or as an extension service to pick up and deliver

passengers nearer to the center of travel, a notable example of the latter

being the Baltimore and Ohio service in New York City.

One of the first cities to forbid the use of streets for a terminal

service was Worcester, Mass. The Worcester passenger station is used

jointly by the Boston & Albany, the Boston & Maine and the New
Haven and is quite centrally located. Grades in Worcester were sep-

arated several years ago, so the main tracks and the station proper are

above the street level. There is a considerable covered space at the street

level reached by stairs from the station and platforms, which space at

the time the grades were separated, was used as a sub-terminal for street

cars. With the coming of the automobile, street car service at the station

was reduced sufficiently so that the street railway was able to release

two of its tracks under the viaduct. Availing itself of this situation, and

complying with the mandate of the Worcester Licensing Board that

motor buses be kept off the highway while loading and discharging pas-

sengers, the New England Transportation Company made an arrangement

with the three railways that operate the station and built an office and waiting

room under the viaduct connecting by the stairway with the station and

platforms at train level. From its location, the waiting room and load-

ing platform is free from serious weather inconvenience, and the waiting

room is heated. The motor buses are free to stand in the sheltered

space so provided for such time as is necessary, and the co-ordination of

terminals as between steam trains, street cars, and buses, in this instance,

works out extremely well.

At the meeting of the Society of Terminal Engineers in New York,

held January 11th, 1927, the extension of the Baltimore and Ohio service

between Jersey City and New York was described at length. There
again the railway terminal on the New Jersey side was used and, by
giving up a pair of tracks and converting them into a driveway, they are
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able to run the motor bus directly to the train, offering protection from

the weather and the greatest of convenience to the passengers.

Several cities have enacted ordinances taking the motor bus terminal

stops off the streets, and the solution of the problem so presented is as

yet in the temporary stage. Waiting rooms located in business buildings

are still in use and, for the time being, buses draw up to the curb, remain

only long enough to load and unload, and proceed. Between times they

are parked somewhere off the highway, using such available areas as

exist in or about the neighborhood.

Elaborate designs for motor bus terminals are in process of devel-

opment by highway transportation engineers. However, they demand
large sums of money for their execution and some ver}' elaborate plan-

ning in order to carry out the necessary financing. Ultimately, however,

there can be little doubt that specially constructed buildings and accesso-

ries will be erected as sub-terminals, not only in New York but in other

large cities, to meet the necessity for getting the motor buses off the

streets and into privately controlled areas.

Examples of the modern idea in motor bus terminals are to be

found in California and in Chicago, where the independent operators

have gone extensively into the consideration of such buildings and their

accessories. They are, however, entirely independent of any other form

of transportation and so do not enter into the problem of railway sub-

terminals. They can be studied, however, as a basis for ideas when the

railways themselves are compelled to combine or extend their rail and

highway passenger terminal accommodations.

A most excellent example of the way in which sub-terminals for the

handling of highway passengers can be co-ordinated with railway stations

is being displayed to-day by the work of the Boston Elevated System in

the city of Boston. There is being completed in Boston an electrification

for rapid transit purposes of the "Mattapan Branch," a line formerly

operated by the New Haven Railroad in steam service. The right-of-

way, with main tracks above the street grade, is being utilized by the

rapid transit system, as are the stations formerly used by the steam road.

All these stations are in the older residential portions of the city where

the streets as a rule are narrow and accommodations for motor buses

would be unsatisfactory.

An outstanding example on this branch of a co-ordinated terminal

between railway, street car, and bus service is now under construction at

Fields Corner, Boston, through the conversion of one of the stations on

this Mattapan Branch. While the line will no longer be operated by

steam trains, that point is not essential. It is a main station on a rapid

transit line, formerly a steam line, and the principle is no different.

Using the location of the former railway station as a nucleus about

which to work, an effective passenger transfer has been constructed. The
main station is on the upper level, as are the two main tracks. High
platforms serve these two main tracks. On this same level the street

cars come in on one side, pass down an incline, through an underpass
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under the main tracks, and up an incline to the other side, making a loop

circuit for the street cars, with loading platforms between the main line

tracks and the street car tracks. The loop connects at either end with

the trolley tracks in the streets.

Under the main station, and level with the streets in the neighbor-

hood, is located the enclosed driveway for the buses, wide enough to

pass one bus by another. A wide concrete platform is provided along the

inner edge of the driveway. This platform connects near either end of

the station with a corridor and easy stairways connect with the loading

platforms above. Platforms open out at either end on to an existing

highway.

As in Worcester, this passenger terminal is provided with waiting

rooms, toilets, booths for concessionnaires, lobbies for employeesj etc.,

but here they are on the main track level, and serve three distinct

classes of passengers—the main line traveler, the traveler by surface

trolley cars and the traveler by motor bus. It provides a safe and con-

venient means of transfer from one to the other, all protected from the

weather, and yet without costly construction. Any steam railway station,

where the main line and the street crossings are at separate grades, could

be adapted as a sub-terminal to take care of motor bus or trolley car

business in a similar manner.
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While it is true that all motor bus terminals are not located in cities

the size of New York, Boston or Worcester, nevertheless the methods

used in overcoming the problem of congestion in the cases of Boston,

Worcester and Jersey City, as cited, furnish a basis upon which similar

situations in lesser communities may be met.

Generally speaking, the problem of co-ordinated rail and highway

terminals is one that has but recently been forced upon the attention of

the railways, even those roads which operate both types of transportation.

Except in the case of new construction it is bound to be a problem which

will cause more or less annoyance, unless, as was the case in Worcester,

the existing stntcture readily lends itself to a co-ordination plan.

There is, of course, one feature of co-ordination which may be

expected to cause some embarrassment. Railway stations, generally

speaking, and particularly in the lesser cities, are not located in the

sections from which motor bus travel originates. The problem in that

case is one of physical connection or extension of service between exist-

ing railway stations and a more convenient sub-terminal for the highway

transportation. That was the problem that faced the Baltimore and Ohio

in New York. It is complicated by the obvious necessity of the highway

unit discharging its principal function of providing accommodations ; that

is to say, going where the people are who desire to use it, rather than

attempting to force the people to inconvenience themselves because of

remote location. Any physical problem involved in the situation must be

solved in the interest of convenience to the passenger, rather than that

of convenience to the transportation interests.

In solving the problem' of co-ordinated terminals, the flexibility of the

newer method of transportation and the accessibility of terminal service,

must not be sacrificed, or the investment of the 52 steam roads in the

great fleet of motor buses may prove disappointing.

While the illustrations that have been used in this report are in the

east, the situation which they typify, and the necessity for serious and

early attention to the problem, is common to all parts of the country, the

diflference being only one of degree and not at all one of principle.

This report is presented as a matter of information only. No con-

clusions are drawn and no specific recommendations are included. It is

recommended that the subject of sub-terminals be discontinued for the

time being.
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Appendix C

(3) SUGGESTED ARRANGEMENT OF UNITS AND DESCRIP-
TION OF OPERATIONS FOR A GENERALIZED TYPE
OF LARGE HUMP CLASSIFICATION YARD

L. L. Lyford, Chairman, Sub-Committee
; J. R. W. Ambrose, C. E.

Armstrong, J. E. Armstrong, H. F. Burch, W. A. Christian, C. H.

Crawford, O. H. Frick, Otto Gersbach, J. V. Hanna, E. M. Hastings,

H. C. James, Jr., D. B. Johnston, H. D. Jouett, E. K. Lawrence,

C. P. McCausland, A. Montzheimer, W. B. Rudd, J. E. Saunders,

H. R. Saunders, C. U. Smith, J. G. Wishart.

In the 1927 Proceedings, Volume 28, are found the conclusions of the

Yards and Terminals Committee that should govern the design of freight

terminals. A yard designed with these features in mind should produce

a freight terminal that can be operated at the least cost. This year's

report of the Sub-Committee applies these principles to the design of a

large hump classification yard, shown in Exhibit No. 1.

It is comparatively simple to lay out a typical yard plan without

having in mind an}- particular location, but when this plan is applied to

a particular location there are always certain restrictions as to property

and other local conditions, and the Engineer consequently may not have

the opportunit}^ nor liberty to develop what, theoretically, would be the

most economical layout.

In the study that is submitted, no consideration has been given to the

amount of property available nor the topography of the country. Prob-
ably there are facilities included in this general type of j-ard that seldom,

if ever, would all be needed in one yard, in actual practice. The different

units that go to make up a completed yard would vary with different

railways, with different kinds of traffic and with different conditions sur-

rounding the handling of that traffic, so that in this study only general

principles of design are being considered.

The northward main track is shown as passing by one side of the

yard and the southward main track the opposite side. In practice, it is

often desirable or necessary to have both main tracks on the same side of

the yard, making it necessary to provide one or more thoroughfare tracks

on the opposite side.

In this plan an auxiliary running track, located between the two main
tracks, extends south from the south end of the yard, and such a track

should be at least as long as the longest train that is run on this partic-

ular district. It can also be used for warming up cars that have been

standing in receiving yards, which is desirable in cold weather.

The northward receiving yard consists of 20 tracks of 110 car

capacity each, holding a total of 2200 cars. If this yard is located at an
intermediate terminal, many of the trains will terminate at the yard and
it will not be necessary to make provisions for setting out part of the
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trains in the yard, although it may be necessary to provide tracks for

inspecting trains while changing locomotives or crews. If it is located

near the end of a railway near a large city, it is probable that a number

of manifest trains will handle dead freight into the yard and then con-

tinue on their way with their manifest loading to the city terminal. In

that case, it is necessary either for the train to leave its manifest loading

on the main track or on the auxiliary main, while the remainder of the

train is being set out in the yard. Provision will have to be made on

both sides of the receiving yard to get this locomotive back to the

remainder of its train without interfering with the humping operations.

There should be a sufficient number of tracks in the receiving yard so it

will not be necessary to hold out trains on account of insufficient room.

The capacity of such a classification yard is so great that it is probable,

during certain periods of the year, it will not be necessary to operate all

of the shifts. Therefore, there will have to be sufficient surplus capacity

to receive the trains arriving during that period when the hump is not

operating.

In previous reports, the Committee has set out a minimum number

of tracks which should be sufficient to accommodate the number of trains

arriving during' a certain specified period. At one of the important

yards of this kind, experience seems to indicate that the number of tracks

should approximate 50 per cent of the number of trains entering the

yard in a 24 hour period. Often the receipts during a three or four hour

period will approximate 50 per cent of the number of trains entering in a

24 hour period. The distance from the -end of the receiving yard to the

hump should be such as not to obtain an excessive gradient and to pro-

vide the necessary number of crossovers between the end of the yard and

the hump, assuming there will be two tracks over the hump. There

should be at least two crossovers in this territory in opposite directions.

The northward classification yard as proposed consists of six units of

ten tracks each, or a total of 60 classification tracks holding 5000 cars.

These tracks vary in capacity from 60 to 100 cars. In actual practice,

this would depend upon the number of classifications it is necessary to

make at the terminal and how fast these classifications build up. Far

instance, there may be a heavy run of business to certain connecting

lines, making it necessary to handle three or four transfers every 24

hours. In such cases, provision should be made for long tracks, as this

avoids doubling over to build up a train. In cases where the transfer or

road train consists of groups of cars to be delivered to many different

locations, short tracks are satisfactory because it will be necessary to

build up a train from a number of different classification tracks. One of

the reasons for providing a few long tracks in the classification yard is

the possibility of running trains directly from the classification yard.

There are reasons both for and against such a practice. If trains are

run directly from the classification yard it is necessary to have a second

or a third track for this same classification, in order to take care of the

overflow when the track is filled. It is not possible to immediately run a
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train when the track becomes full, as it has to be coupled up, inspected,

tested for air, etc. On the other hand, moving this cut of cars to a

departure yard costs considerable and consumes yard-engine hours doing

work that could just as well be performed by road engines.

There are provided in this classification yard three short tracks to

receive bad-order cars. In some instances, it might be possible to set

aside one of these tracks for light repairs and have this work done in

this location, but to do this a second track must be set aside for use

while light repairs are being made, as repairmen cannot work on a track

while cars are being humped to it.

There is provision made on one side of this classification yard for

eight tracks for hold cars, such as grain held for inspection and coal

held for billing. These cars, during certain periods, may number from

500 to 1000 and some provision must be made to store them in such a

manner that they are easily switched. As releases are obtained for these

cars two or three times daily, they are in a position to be humped and

forwarded to destination. Provision is made for handling these cars

back for rehumping without taking them back over the hump.

A series of crossovers is run through the easterly ten classification

tracks, so that these tracks can also be used for hold cars in case the

hold yard is full. Cars from these tracks are pulled back over the

auxiliary track immediately west of the main line into the most easterly

receiving j'ard track and are then in a position to be put back over the

hump. The moving of these cars from the hold track can be carried

out without delay to hump operation, as cars destined for these classi-

fication tracks can ordinarily be routed temporarily to some other track

while the move is being made. There is also the advantage of getting

a better gradient, as in the winter it may take from two to three loco-

motives to get hold cars back over the hump that can be handled the

other route with the one hump-engine.

At the north end of the classification j'ard an independent ladder and

drill track is provided for each ten track unit. As a rule, not more than

three tracks can be provided for the movements between the classification

and departure yards, and under ordinary conditions it would not appear

practical to provide independent leads to the end of each of these ten

track units. While there are at times some advantages, there are also

disadvantages, particularly if trains must be built up from classifications

out of several different ten track units. Provision is made for handling

bad-order cars direct from the three tracks in the classification yard to

the car repair yard without moving through the throat between the

classification and departure yard.

The departure yard has eight tracks of 110 cars capacity each, or a

total of 880 cars. While in theory probably as many tracks should be

provided in the departure yard as in the receiving yard, this may in practice

be reduced if there is an opportunity to properly space the departing trains.

It can be reduced also, if it is possible to run some of these trains direct

from the classification yard. Experience indicates that it takes more
engine-hours to couple cars and build up trains in the departure yard
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than it takes in hump-engine hours in classifying. The cost of classi-

fying cars, by means of hump classification yards, has been reduced, but

the cost of subsequently assembling the cars into trains is considerable,

and running trains directly out of the classification yard (thus doing away

with pull-down engines) should result in more economical yard operation.

At the north end of the departure yard is an auxiliary main track

which should be of such length as to enable a train to get out of the

yard and on to the main line without delaying other trains, or unduly

delaying yard operation. This track can also be used by hump-engines

in warming up cars that have been standing in the receiving yard, which

is desirable in cold weather.

At the north end, on the inside of the northward classification yard,

provision is made for eight short tracks for the storage of company fuel.

It is the intention that company fuel should be moved directly from class-

fication yard tracks into these hold tracks, where they are in such a posi-

tion that they can be moved readily to the fuel unloading tracks in the

locomotive terminal. If fuel is received from the opposite direction, this

yard would be correspondingly located.

Immediately west of the northward departure yard is a hold yard

of five tracks for 150 cars. Here cars humped from the south and des-

tined to points in the same direction would be held until they could be

sent back over the southward hump. In certain yard locations, this is

necessary as business from branch lines comes in at one end of the

yard and departs at the same end, making it necessary to move these cars

over both humps. This short yard is provided in lieu of handling the

cars from the northward classification yard immediately to the southward

receiving yard.

There is also provided an L.C.L. hold yard of five tracks for 150

cars, to hold this type of freight until it can be moved to the main

L.C.L. yard for rehandling of the packages and loading for destination.

Undoubtedly, in many freight terminals, provision will not be made for

handling L.C.L. shipments, in which case such a storage yard would not

be necessary.

Between the northward departure yard and the southward receiving

yard provision is made for a car repair yard, with its auxiliary buildings.

The yard consists of 22 tracks holding 880 cars when spaced 55 feet per

car, and is so located that bad-order cars in the classification yard can

be easily switched to and from the yard at either end.

At the north end, provision is made for a sorting yard of 380 cars,

which will serve as an overflow and the storing of cars that cannot be

immediately repaired. In the operation of a repair yard, it is often

necessary to give preference to a certain class of equipment, and there

must be provision for sorting this particular equipment and storing the

remainder until opportunity is obtained for repairing them. This applies

only to empty cars, as loads are moved direct to the repair tracks.

At the north end of the classification yard provision is made for four

caboose tracks, which would be of such length as to hold the required

number of cabooses. The method of operation would be to take these
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cabooses off the rear end of trains arriving in the southward yard and

store them on the caboose tracks until they are needed for northward

departing trains. They are then taken from the yard by the pull-down

engines and placed on the rear of the train in the departure track.

The southward portion of the yard will, in general, consist of the

same number and type of units, the plan providing for an ultimate

•capacity of 20 tracks in the southward receiving yard of 110 cars capacity

each. On the inside of this yard, provision is made for a small rehump

hold yard to place cars received over the northward .hump and destined

for points requiring cars to move over the southward hump. In addition,

there are storage tracks for miscellaneous empty equipment when not in

use. This j^ard should be so located that it will be available for the most

economical handling of cars, depending upon the direction of receipt and

departure of a preponderant number of cars. What is said about the dis-

tance from the end of the receiving yard to the hump on the northward

yard applies equally to the southward yard. It is probable there will be

a preponderance of loaded cars in one direction and a preponderance of

empty cars in the opposite direction which might affect, to some extent,

the gradients that would be used off the two humps.

The southward classification yard consists of four ten track units, a

total of 40, with hold tracks and bad-order tracks on either side. Cars

can be moved back from the hold tracks to the receiving tracks without

passing over or interfering with the operation of the hump.

At the south end of the classification yard are tracks for holding

bad-order cars, from which the cars can be handled direct to the repair

yard. A connection between the south end of the southward classifica-

tion yard and the north end of the northward receiving yard provides for

handling cars received from the north and destined to points north. A
rehumper yard of five tracks with 300 car total capacity is provided for

these cars. Each ten track unit in the southward classification yard is

provided with an independent drill track.

The throat between the southward classification and southward de-

parture yard' is composed of three tracks, so that three movements

between these yards to certain tracks can be made at one time. This is

desirable in a classification yard, because there will be certain periods

when manifest trains are leaving, when it will be necessary to work from

three to five engine-crews at one time in the pull-down service.

As in the northward yard, provision is made for a departure yard

of six tracks of a total capacity of 660 cars. The number of tracks in

the departure yard will depend upon the number of trains it will be

necessary to run from this yard and the schedule of these trains. If

certain business can be run direct from the classification yard, the num-

ber of engine-hours worked in the yard will be at a minimum.

A caboose yard at the south end of the departure yard has a sufficient

number of tracks to hold the cabooses required in the service. A single

caboose track near the north end of the departure yard will save time of

engines in getting caboose on trains, as they can bring several back in

making trips to the south end.
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In the southward unit provision is made for System storehouses and

store yard tracks to serve. It is not always possible to incorporate a

unit of this kind close to this type of yard, but where it is possible a

considerable saving can be made as inbound cars can be moved direct

from the classification yard to the store tracks and outbound cars handled

over the hump with a minimum number of engine-hours. Where these

facilities are located independently of the yard, it will be necessary daily

to operate a train from the yard to the location of the System storehouse

and the location adjacent to a yard eliminates this switching or road

movement.

The plan includes also an L. C. L. yard with platforms and sheds and

16 tracks, for making up and consolidating L.C.L. shipments that other-

wise might have to be handled at the in and outbound freight houses.

Sometimes the volume of local business at these houses is so great it is

not desirable to add the business originating at other terminals, destined

to points beyond or to connecting lines. Where freight houses are of

great length it costs considerable to move the package from end to end,

and at large terminals a point is reached where it is not advisable to

handle other than local business through these freight houses. Further-

more, the cost of switching in congested territoi-y of this nature is greater

than the cost of switching cars in a classification yard to the L.C.L. yard.

The necessity for a yard of this kind in a hump yard layout would prob-

ably not occur often.

The locomotive terminal is shown located between the two classifi-

cation yards, resulting in a minimum amount of handling and of distance

traveled by road and switch engines operating into and out of the j'ard.

The plan provides for duplicate units of enginehouses, cinder pits

and engine-storage tracks, all located for the greatest economy of space.

Objection might be made to this arrangement on account of the possi-

bility of requiring two sets of supervisory forces for the two engine-

houses. In the development of a yard of this size it is probable that in

the beginning one enginehouse with coaling station and cinder pits and

tracks to serve would be adequate, but as the volume of business increased,

it would be desirable eventually to provide a second unit. An objection

to the location of the enginehouses in this vicinity is the fact that with

the wind in certain directions, the smoke from the enginehouse might
drift over to the humps, causing poor visibility and thus interfering with

hump operation. If the smoke would prevent safe and continuous opera-

tion of the humps then the locomotive terminal should be located at a

more distant point. Such a location, however, will result in increased

operating costs, as it wilj take locomotives longer to move from the

locomotive terminal to the more distant points in the yard. Provision

is made that running tracks or thoroughfare tracks be kept open for

handling locomotives to either end of the yard and to the humps. As a
rule, crews on the yard-engines will take their assignments at the yard-

masters' ofifices at the humps and at each end of the yard. Double track

movements are provided for the movement of locomotives from locomo-
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tive terminal to each end of the yard, which eliminates the necessity of

providing switch tenders. A track runs under each hump, converging

into and connecting with the outside thoroughfare track of the yard,

forming wye tracks on which locomotives can be turned in emergencies.

Icing tracks and facilities are provided south of the south engine-

house and connecting with the southward classification yard and the

northward receiving yard. The location of this icing plant will depend,

to a great extent, upon the direction in which the cars to be iced are

moving. The preponderant number of cars to be iced is always in one

direction, and the icing facilities should be located so as to make it most
economical to ice cars moving in that direction. It will always be neces-

sary to ice a lesser number of cars in the opposite direction, and before

the location is definitely approved, consideration should be given to the

'cost of getting these cars to the icehouse.

In some yard locations it will be necessary to provide tracks and
other facilities to feed and water cattle, hogs and other livestock. The
facilities will consist of stockpens and feeding lots served by one or more
unloading tracks adjacent to stockpen chutes, as well as a track to handle

feed to storage warehouses. If the requirements of the service are such

as to require extensive facilities, it will be necessary to have storage

tracks for stock cars, as well as unloading tracks adjacent to the stock

chutes.

While the service performed is different than in ordinary yard classi-

fication, yet the location of these facilities adjacent to a terminal yard is

desirable, in that it will be possible to handle the cars for unloading by
a yard crew instead of the crew of a road train. The location of these

facilities in the yard should be such as to have them accessible to the

main line and permit trains to arrive and depart with the least amount
of extra movement and delay.

With the development of car retarders it is probable that when the

volume of business is such as to justify hump yards, this type of retarda-

tion will be used rather than car riders. Previous reports of this Com-
mittee have dealt with the question of gradients and the arrangement of

tracks to permit the use of this device. The smaller number of car

retarder units it is necessary to provide, the less volume of business it

will take to justify the construction of hump yards, and undoubtedly
plans will be developed for track arrangements that will permit one
retarder unit to serve a greater number of tracks than heretofore. The
majority of the present retarder installations are so arranged that the

operator handles both the switches and the retarders within a specified

group; thus the control of the car is entirely in the hands of that one
man. For this system of operation it is very necessary that the operator

should be able to see the car from the time it enters his territory until

it passes over the last retarder and out of his control.

A system of flood-lights is essential and should be so located and
focused that the greatest amount of illumination is provided where most
needed.
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Water columns are located at the throat of the yards and at the

ends, where locomotives can take water without interfering with the

arriving or departing trains.

Unless modern facilities for handling waybills are provided in a

yard of this magnitude, there is expense and delay in handling bills to

the general yard office and getting them out as the train leaves the yard.

At a recently constructed yard, the waybills are handled to the general

yard office and to the yard office at the departing end of the yard by

underground pneumatic tubes. On arrival of trains in the receiving yard,

the conductor gives the waybills and a consist of his train, in car order,

to the yard clerk who immediately sends them through the pneumatic

tube to the general yard office. There the waybills are checked, destina-

tion of car corrected or changed on instructions from the shipper, and a

switching list of train immediately prepared. This list is sent to the

hump yard foreman and to the various retarder tower operators by means

of the teletype machines.

The master teletype machine is operated from the yard agent's office

and in each tower there is printed a switching list containing the fol-

lowing information:

Location in the cut, numbering from the head end.

Car number and initials.

Contents.
Destination of the car by station or railway.

Number of track to which it goes in the classification yard.

Heavy or light load.

With this arrangement there is no delay in getting the switching

list prepared, so that as soon as the train has been inspected, it is ready

for humping and only one man has been employed (the teletype operator)

in the transmission of this information. When the cars are assembled

in trains in the departure yard, the yard clerk furnishes a consist of the

train, waybills are assembled and immediately sent by pneumatic tube to

the yardmasters' office at the departing end. This handling not only

enables the speeding up of all the operations in the yard, but does away
with expensive messenger service and consequent delay.

In addition to a general yard office with working facilities for a

maximum of 50 to 75 clerks and supervisory forces during any one shift,

provision should also be made for j'ardmasters' offices between the north

and southward units at each end of the yard, at each end of the classifi-

cation yard and on each hump, a total of six. The size of these yard

offices will depend upon the work to be done; the largest offices usually

being at the ends of the yard, as it is at these points that the largest

number of trainmen receive their assignment for their day's work.

Air testing plants should be provided at each departure yard, and air

lines run across the tracks so that as soon as trains are pulled down, the

air equipment can be tested and the train line built up to the proper

pressure before the arrival of the locomotive. In case trains are run
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direct from any tracks in the classification yards, air lines should be ex-

tended to these tracks for the same purpose.

For weighing cars uncoupled as they pass over the hump, a scale

should be provided just below the apex of the hump, the gradients being

laid in such a manner that immediately after uncoupling, the car will

accelerate to such an extent that it will clear the car following and not

pass over the scale too fast to be weighed. Track scales have been

developed in recent years of capacity, type and length suitable for this

purpose. Operation may be facilitated by installation of track scales of

sufficient capacity to sustain, without any damage, the heaviest locomo-

tives likely to be used in this yard, thus making dead rails unnecessary.

The length of the scale should be so related to the gradients above and

across it that an adequate minimum weighing time will be secured for

free running cars. Scales suitable for this purpose will represent a sub-

stantial investment and they should be protected by supplying artificial

heat in their pits during cold weather. This will also tend to insure

continuity' of service, in that it will prevent sweating, due to temperature

changes, and corrosion of certain essential parts and variations in accuracy

due to wide temperature changes. With this arrangement it is possible

economically to weigh and check-weigh a great many cars which might

not otherwise be weighed. The fact that it is possible to check-weigh

these cars without increased expense gives the railway a check on the

other weighing points, and has an inestimable influence on the general

accuracy of weighing performed at other points on the railway.

Some provision should be made for varying the height of the hump
during summer and winter, as a gradient that gives the proper speed for

loads in summer is not adequate for loads in the winter. Provision

should be made for a greater change between winter and summer condi-

tions on one of the hump tracks, as empty cars in the winter need much
more acceleration than can be obtained by a slight change in the gradient

just below the hump apex. This is accomplished in yards with two
hump tracks, by raising one of the tracks two or three feet above the

elevation of the track on which loaded cars are humped.

The yard should be provided with adequate telephone service, so that

information can be transmitted quickly to and from supervisory officers.

Conclusion

It is recommended that this report be accepted as information.
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Appendix D

(4) THE PROPER WIDTH OF DRIVEWAYS FOR TEAM
TRACKS AND FOR FREIGHT HOUSES

C. H. Mottier, Chairman, Sub-Committee; Irving Anderson, C. E. Arm-

strong, J. E. Armstrong, H. M. Bassett, E. J. Beugler, W. A.

Christian, C. H. Crawford, O. H. Frick, Otto Gersbach, John V.

Hanna, H. C. James, Jr., D. B. Johnston, H. D. Jouett, C. P.

McCausland, A. Montzheimer, H. L. Ripley, H. R. Saunders, C. H.

Spencer, E. E. R. Tratman, J. L. Wilkes, J. G. Wishart.

The increase in the length of motor tracks and their increased use

in the handling of freight make this assignment of general interest to all

railways. Many driveways built when the horse-drawn vehicle was the

principal means of transporting freight to and from freight houses and

team tracks have had their usefulness greatly impaired because their

width is now inadequate for the proper accommodation of the large motor

trucks using them.

The requirements for team-track driveways will first be considered,

after which consideration will be given to the width of freight-house

driveways.

TEAM-TRACK DRIVEWAYS

A team-track driveway may serve only one track, may be adjacent to

a public street (thereby providing backing up space to the cars without

blocking the street) or it may be located between and serve two tracks.

Obviously the main problem relates to the last mentioned case, and

therefore, this study will be based principally on that type of team track.

The Committee has pursued the following three lines of investiga-

tion in arriving at its conclusions

:

(1) Existing driveways have been studied to determine the influ-

ences that should be given consideration in determining the desirable width
of driveways.

(2) The trend in the use and length of motor trucks used in team
tracks has been studied with a view of determining the probable future
length of trucks that will use team-track driveways and for which the
driveways should be designed.

(3) Information has been collected as to the present tendency among
American railways in the design of team tracks.

These three investigations will be presented in the order given.

The Committee desired to study the relation between width of drive-

way, traffic, and vehicular delay. For this reason, an effort was made to

locate team tracks with a relatively great density of traffic and with suf-

ficiently narrow driveways to result in congestion and delay to vehicles.

As several members of the Committee were located in Chicago it was
decided to make a rather comprehensive study of all of the Chicago team
tracks and most of the observations were made in the Chicago area.
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Practically all of the Chicago team tracks were visited and 22 in 11

yards were selected as being the best suited for a study of this character.

In all, 26 team tracks in 1^ different yards were observed.

The Committee found difficulty in locating team tracks with sufficient

density of traffic to result in a large amount of delay. There are many

team-track driveways that are too narrow to be of value when both

tracks are occupied. In most cases where such narrow driveways exist

the practice is to place cars only on one track and in this way the team

tracks are used to about 50 per cent of their original capacity. Relief has

been obtained in many of the narrow driveways by introducing cross

driveways and the relief obtained by this expedient has made many narrow

driveways serviceable that otherwise could not have been used to advantage.

In order to place all of the observed team tracks on as nearly the

same basis as possible, all periods of observation when the number of

vehicles in the driveway did not equal 15 per cent of the number of cars

served by the driveway for a continuous period of at least 24 minutes,

were ignored. Pertinent information collected in the team-track observa-

tions appears in Table 1.

On the assumption that the delay to vehicles varies directly with the

average number of trucks per car in the driveway and with the length

of team track (number of cars served) all delays in vehicle minutes per

hour were reduced to the common basis of the average traffic and the

average number of cars served. The resulting calculated delays appear

in Column 27.

The contention is not made that the above assumptions are precise.

The number of observations is inadequate to prove any such relation

where so many variables are involved. However, the general tendency

of such a variation is obvious and the results obtained are indicative of

the effect of driveway widths on delays. A very large number of obser-

vations would be necessary to establish a quantitative basis for delays,

and the variables involved would make the basis of questionable value.

•The results obtained do illustrate certain facts, which readily become

apparent when observing the action of vehicles in driveways, and these

will now be presented.

For driveways less than 24 ft. in width the delays are very heavy.

For driveways between 24 and 30 ft. in width the delays are considerable

but do not vary directly with the width of driveways. For driveways

over 30 ft. in width delays are infrequent.

The reason why the amount of delay does not vary directly with

the driveway width, to a large extent, is due to the tendency in certain

cases for drivers to adjust themselves to the width of the driveway, while

at others they are less careful in this respect. The extent to which drivers

skew vehicles was observed and is shown in Table 2. It will be noted that,

speaking generally, there is a greater tendency for teamsters to skew
their trucks against a car if the driveway is narrow. There are two
reasons for this. One is that the driver prefers to leave his truck in

such a position that he can move straight out with the load without having

to seesaw with the loaded truck. The other is the disposition on the
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Table 2—Position of Long Trucks (Over 17 Ft. in Length) at Car
During Loading Period, in Various Widths of Driveways

Width
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fact should receive major consideration in the design of team-track

facilities. Obviously the longer the open-ended driveway becomes, the

more nearly it approaches, in effect, two stub-ended driveways joined at

the stub ends. The shorter the driveway the less liability for delays. It

is recommended, therefore, that wherever possible stub-ended driveways be

avoided. It is recognized that intermediate cross driveways are objection-

able in that they require the cutting of cars and some decrease in capacity,

but it is felt, nevertheless, that where team tracks are more than 20 cars

long (per single track) that intermediate cross drives should be intro-

duced. In large team-track developments where exceptionally long tracks

are provided, cross drives should be introduced, so that 14 cars per track

is the maximum length between any two drives.

The desirability of having numerous cross drives becomes less pro-

nounced as the width of driveways increases and it ceases to be an impor-

tant factor when driveways are sufficiently wide to preclude the possibility

of delays. Through routes that entail the crossing of tracks by vehicles

other than those using the team tracks should be avoided.

In laying out team-track facilities, the desirability of being able to

switch cars with minimum disturbance to the remaining cars should not

be overlooked. In yards where only night switching is employed, this

factor IS not important.

Certain types of commodities, such as large rolls of paper, and heavy

machinery, frequently necessitate the trucks approaching the car at right

angles. Other commodities, such as produce, can be handled satisfactorily

with the trucks standing at an angle to.the car. Certain other commodities

such as brick, sand, stone, coal, and lumber, can be loaded to advantage

with trucks parallel to the cars. In team tracks where this last class of

commodities is handled exclusively, allowance can be made for this type of

unloading in determining team-track widths. If this can be done material

economies will result.

Fig. 1 shows the relation between the angle of loading of a vehicle

and its occupation of the driveway. For a vehicle of the assumed dimen-

sions (7.5 ft. wide by 25 ft. long) it will be observed that where the

angle of loading between the truck and car is more than 56 degrees and

less than 90 degrees there is a slightly greater occupation of driveway

than when the truck is at 90 degrees to the car. The angle of loading

at 45 degrees only decreases the occupation of the driveway by two feet.

In other words, the angle of loading of the vehicle to be of material

value in decreasing the occupation of driveway must be 45 degrees or less

and where it is necessary to decrease materially the occupation of the

driveway, as would be the case with long trucks in narrow driveways,

the angle of loading must be relatively small. But such a heavy skew

tends to increase the objection to the narrow driveways from the stand-

point of the driver. In the case of the heavy skews it is necessary to

use the tail gate on the truck as a bridge between the truck and the car.

Observations indicate that approximately 40 per cent of the trucks are

equipped with tail gates and approximately 10 per cent with side gates,

making them adaptable to skew or side loading respectively.
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From the observations made it does not seem wise at this time to

recommend generally driveway widths that will necessitate side loading

of trucks, though the advantages of this form of loading from the stand-

point of the railroads are obvious. The observations, which are cor-

roborated by the information shown in Table 1, indicate that a width of

driveway should be provided that will allow the longest trucks to stand

backed up to the car at practically 90 degrees and, at the same time, leave

sufficient space between the front of the truck and the opposite car to

permit another truck to pass. This, generally speaking, should be the

minimum width that should be provided. Any addition to this width will

add to the ease with which trucks can be manipulated in the driveways.

It might be contended that the width of a driveway should be sufficient

1^5
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periods of observation. Columns 4 and 5 of Table 3 show an analysis

of this comparatively short period of more intense traffic. It should be

borne in mind also that the team tracks observed were selected out of a

large number because of their relatively dense traffic. In the large number

of observations made, there were very few times when delays were

occasioned by trucks backing up simultaneously to opposite car doors. In

some of the cases when this did occur, the trucks could have been skewed

so as not to result in blockades even though the driveway were consider-

ably narrower than the total length of the two trucks.

Table 1 shows that no delays were experienced in driveways where

the width exceeded 30 ft. during the period of observation covered by

the table. Delays, however, do occui* when the width of driveway is less

than sufficient to provide a clear passageway in front of a truck backed

up perpendicularly to the car. The efifect of wide driveways was strikingly

observed in the case of team track 10 (Table 1). Here the driveway is

28 ft. wide for approximately three-fourths of its length and 33 ft. for

the remainder, and there was a relatively great amount of delay, when
its width is taken into consideration. Taking the length of the period of

observation into consideration, the traffic on this driveway was intense.

During the entire period of observation, all delays noted occurred on the

28 ft. width of driveway, which showed that the addition of 5 ft. of width

eliminated delays under the conditions experienced in this driveway. The
team-track foreman stated that, where cars were consigned to certain

companies using long trucks, he frequently went to the trouble and expense

of additional switching in order to place these cars along the portion of

the team track where the driveway was 33 ft. wide.

Table 4 presents information on the effect of the width of driveway

on costs and utilization of property, and shows the extravagance of unnec-

essarily wide driveways.

On account of the foregoing facts, the added cost of providing the

wider driveways, and, in many cases, the resulting decrease in capacity

with such a small amount of resulting benefit, it does not seem wise to

recommend a width determined by providing a straight clear driveway

between trucks backed up simultaneously on opposite sides of the drive-

way.

With this general conclusion reached, it next becomes desirable to

study the length and width of trucks now using driveways and the tend-

ency in truck design, in order to select the dimensions of trucks that

should be used in determining the proper width of driveways.

A study, quite similar to the one now being presented, was made of

several of the Chicago team tracks in 1920. The investigation was suffi-

ciently general to indicate the types of vehicles using Chicago team-track

driveways at that time. This information compared to that obtained in

the 1927 investigation is shown in Table 5.

Table 6 shows the number of horse-drawn vehicles and motor trucks

operated in Chicago from 1910 to 1926 as reflected by vehicle-tax regis-

tration.
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Both of these tables show a pronounced tendency for motor trucks

to replace horse-drawn vehicles. There are still many horse-drawn

vehicles using team tracks, though the four-horse vehicles and to a large

extent the three-horse vehicles have, for all practical purposes, disap-

peared. The trend of recent years would indicate that, in large centers

of population, motor trucks, to a great extent, will eventually replace

horse-drawn vehicles.

Table 4—Effect of Team-Track Driveway Widths on Team-Track
Costs and Space Occupied

Width of
Driveway
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to be used in freight-house and team-track operation. A committee of

representatives of the principal motor truck manufacturing companies was

appointed. This joint committee also conferred with representatives of

the Cartage Exchange of Chicago. Several meetings were held with this

Committee, and questionnaires were submitted to members of the Cartage

Exchange and several of the leading motor-truck manufacturers. As a

result of this investigation, the following information relative to the trend

in motor-truck construction has been compiled.

Table 8 shows the production and registration of motor trucks in the

United States and Canada since 1906. Table 9 shows the number of trucks

of various capacities manufactured in the United States and Canada.

Table 7

—

Comparison of Length of Vehicles Using Chicago Freight

Houses in 1921 and 1927

Type of Vehicle
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this classification. These trucks are required, in making deliveries, to

operate through busy city streets and in many cases through city alleys.

This places certain restrictions on the size of these trucks. The use of

motor trucks in this class of service has passed the experimental stage and

there has been little change in motor-truck design, so far as length and

width of trucks are concerned, in the past several years. It is the opinion

of both the manufacturers and the users of these trucks that the present

size of truck is well adapted to the requirements, and it is felt that there

will not be a great tendency to increase the length of trucks over the

maximum length now being used, except in special cases, which will be

so infrequent as not to warrant consideration in this problem. The use of

tractors and trailers in freight-house and team-track operation has become

quite common. This form of truck will not be a limiting factor in deter-

mining driveway widths.

The maximum overall length of motor trucks manufactured today by

principal truck manufacturers range from 25 to 27 feet, and practically

all truck manufacturers feel that this maximum length is close to the

limit of practicability for trucks used in freight-house and team-track

operation.

The maximum overall size of truck recommended for determining

team-track driveway widths is 8 x 27 ft.

In order to ascertain the present practice as to driveway widths, a

questionnaire (Exhibit 1) was sent to the Chief Engineers of American

railways. Information was requested only on driveways built since 1920

or now proposed. Replies covering team-track installation at 117 different

points were received from 27 roads. A tabulation was made of those

driveways that were reported as giving satisfactory service and that were

of a form permitting comparison with others of a similar type. The result

IS summarized in Table 10, from which it will be observed that about

59 per cent of all driveways reported are open-ended. The tabulation

has been prepared on two bases. The first, which is in detail, considers

each driveway as a unit. The second, which is in summary only, considers

each installation as a unit, all driveways in each installation being repre-

sented by the average width of all driveways in that installation. On the

first basis, approximately 67 per cent of all driveways are from 30 to

42 ft. in width, the average width being 37.6 ft. On the second basis,

the average width is 38.8 ft. Fourteen driveways ranging in width from

20 to 31 ft. were reported as not giving satisfactory service. Practicallj''

all driveways less than 26 ft. were reported as not giving complete satis-

faction. One Chief Engineer advised that, in certain regions of Canada,

the motor truck had not replaced, to any great extent, the horse-drawn

vehicle, and that side loading of wagons was used extensively. He reported

that as a result of these conditions 30 ft. driveways, and in some cases

20 ft. driveways, were satisfactory. It is evident that, if side loading of

trucks could be made the universal practice, 30 ft. driveways would be

adequate and material economy would result. Most cartage companies

are agreed that, outside of heavy machinery, there is only a relatively
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small amount of team-track business that could not be handled by side

loading if the trucks were designed to accommodate such form of loading.

It is, therefore, very advantageous to railroads to encourage truck manu-

facturers to produce truck bodies suitable for side loading.

Four Chief Engineers volunteered recommendations for team-track

driveway widths as follows : 40 ft. ; min.—40 ft., max.—60 ft. ; vary from

32 to 42 ft.; and 45 ft.

One of the principal cartage companies of Chicago reported "It is

our belief that the railroads should make their driveways at least 35 ft.,

and wider if space permits. They should also have cross driveways con-

necting the several driveways at not more than 600 ft. apart." Another

very active member of the Cartage Exchange of Chicago recommends a

minimum driveway width of 40 ft.

It has been recommended previously that a truck 8 x 27 ft. be used

in determining driveway widths. For trucks eight feet in width, a clear

driveway of at least ten feet should be provided. One truck backed up

to a car, and having a clear 10 ft. passageway in front of it, would require

a minimum driveway of 37 ft. Any increase in this width will add to the

ease in manipulation of trucks and will assist in the longitudinal move-

ment of trucks along driveways on which trucks are backed up to cars

on both sides. As previously stated, a width of driveway sufficient to

accommodate two trucks backed up simultaneously to opposite sides of

the driveway is not justified, except in special cases.

Based on the information here presented it is recommended that the

clear width of driveway for the various conditions be as follows :

A Where side loading is employed

:

For driveway alongside of one track 20 ft.

For driveway between two tracks 30 ft.

B Where side loading is not universally followed

:

Normal Conditions,

For driveway alongside of one track 37 ft.

For driveway between two tracks 40 ft.

For backing-up space along a public thorough-
fare 27 ft.

Where land value is high,

For driveway between two tracks 35 ft.

Track centers, where the driveway is located between tracks, should be

ten feet greater than the width of driveway.

The spacing of tracks, where multiple team tracks are built, may be

fixed by regulatory bodies, but it is recommended that the minimum dis-

tance between track centers be 13 ft., if it is desired to open refrigerator-

car doors for inspection on both sides of the cars.

FREIGHT-HOUSE DRIVEWAYS

The determination of proper width of driveways for freight houses

is subject to more variables and is, therefore, more difficult than the
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determination of proper drivewaj' widths for team tracks. There is fre-

quently a tendency to use freight-house driveways as reservoirs for the

storage of waiting trucks when there is not tailboard space available. As
a general proposition, freight-house traffic is much more intense than

that for team tracks. In many freight houses, the tailboard frontage is

used to capacity. In others, particularly those used exclusively for inbound

business, the house is used also as a storage warehouse, which may tend

to reduce the driveway requirements.

In team tracks, skew loading in narrow driveways often is used with-

out seriously impairing their usefulness. In freight houses, on account

of the relatively large amount of teaming and the rather common practice

of providing continuous doors on the tailboard side of the house, there

is a greater necessity for square loading of trucks. Side loading, as

previously pointed out, can be used to advantage in team tracks for certain

types of commodities, but in freight houses it is used very infrequently

on account of unduly obstructing the tailboard.

Desirability of making driveways double-ended is as true for freight

houses as for team tracks. The desirability of having multiple approaches

to freight-house driveways varies directly with the length of the freight

houses. For this reason, and on account of the large amount of trucking,

a large percentage of freight houses are located adjacent to public streets.

In some cases, where the street is not a thoroughfare, only sufficient space

is allowed for backing up the trucks without blocking the sidewalk. In

such installations the sidewalk, on the freight-house side of the street,

is eliminated.

The information as to those freight-house driveways which are com-

parable, collected in response to the questionnaire referred to above, is sum-

marized in Table 11. This table includes only those freight houses built since

1920 where the width of driveway is reported as satisfactory by the Chief

Engineer. Replies were received from 20 roads submitting information on 70

freight houses. Four driveways were reported as insufficient, their widths

being 34, 37, 45 and 47 ft. The average width of the driveways of the 49

freight houses listed in Table 11 is 46 ft. One freight house (not included in

Table 11) had a driveway 57 ft. wide between and serving two houses.

The driveway was reported as being satisfactory. The tendency to locate

freight houses adjacent to public streets was demonstrated by the replies

received. Of the 65 freight houses reviewed 10 or 15 per cent were located

alongside a public street. The driveway width provided adjacent to the

street for "backing-up space" ranged from 15 to 40 ft. and averaged 22 ft.

The table shows that the width of driveway did not vary in proportion

to the length of house. But unless multiple entrances are provided for

the driveway, consideration should be given to increasing the width of

stub-end driveways at the entrance end.

Obviously, the minimum width of a freight-house driveway should

be sufficient to provide for trucks backed up to the freight house at right

angles and to provide room in front of the truck for two trucks to pass.

On the basis of the size of truck adopted in the foregoing analysis, which
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applies equally well to freight-house operation, a freight-house driveway

with tailboard on one side would require a minimum width of 47 ft. If

the driveway serves tailboard space on both sides, the width should be

70 ft. At short houses, where the volume of teaming will be light, it might

be possible to decrease these widths slightly. However, it would be unwise

to recommend lesser widths for driveways 400 ft. or more in length unless

provision can be made for one-way trafific, which is a special case that

is not considered in this report. If the freight house is several hundred

feet long, has a stub-end driveway, and there is a probability of trucks

standing in the driveway for any length of time, serious consideration

should be given to increasing the width of driveway beyond the widths

given above. For a freight house located alongside a public street, 21 ft.

should be provided for free back-up space.

In this report no consideration has been given to widths of freight-

house driveways in which columns supporting air-right buildings are

Table 11

—

Freight House Driveways, Classified as to Widths, Reported

AS Having Been Built Since 1920 and Giving Satisfactory Service
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3. There probably will not be any further tendency to increase the

maximum size of trucks now being operated in team-track and freight-

house service. The maximum overall size of truck recommended for

determining team-track and freight-house driveway widths is 8 x 27 ft.

4. Outside of heavy machinery, heavy rolls of paper, and similar

shipments, practically all commodities handled on team tracks are adapted

to side loading of trucks.

5. At present only about ten per cent of the trucks used in team-

track service are adapted to side loading.

6. It is not advisable at the present time to recommend generally a

width of team track based on exclusive side loading of trucks, though the

economic advantages of this method of loading from the railroad's stand-

point are obvious. Truck manufacturers should be encouraged in the

building of trucks adapted to side loading.

7. The following clear width of team-track driveways are recom-

mended for the various conditions indicated

:

(A) Where side loading of trucks is employed exclusively:
For driveway alongside one track 20 ft.

For driveway between two tracks 30 ft.

(B) Where side loading of trucks is not universally fol-

lowed :

Normal conditions,

For driveway alongside one track 37 ft.

For driveway between two tracks 40 ft.

For backing-up space alongside a public thor-
oughfare 27 ft.

Where land value is high,

For driveway between two tracks 35 ft.

8. The distance between track centers where the driveway is located

between tracks, should be ten feet greater than the width of the driveway.

9. The spacing of tracks, where multiple team tracks are built, may
be fixed by regulatory bodies, but it is recommended that the minimum
distance between track centers be 13 ft.

10. Stub-ended driveways serving team tracks should be avoided.

Where team tracks are more than 20 cars long (per single track), inter-

mediate connecting cross drives should be provided. In large team-track

developments where exceptionally long tracks are provided, cross drives

should be introduced so that 14 cars per track is the maximum length

between any two drives.

11. The maximum width of a freight-house driveway should be

sufficient to provide for trucks backed up to the freight house at right

angles and to leave room in front of the truck for two trucks to pass.

12. Freight-house driveways should be of the following minimum
widths for the various conditions indicated :

(A) With tailboard on one side 47 ft.

(B) With tailboard on both sides 70 ft.

(C) Free back-up space alongside a public street. .27 ft.
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Exhibit No. 1

QUESTIONNAIRE

1. List team tracks and freight houses built by your company since

1920 or now planned for immediate or early construction. Prints showing

the widths of driveways and lengths of tracks served with entrance and

exit facilities should accompany the questionnaire for the analysis of the

Committee.

2. Did the question of increased length of motor trucks receive

serious consideration in the determination of the adequate width of drive-

ways provided in these facilities?

3. In your judgment was the width provided ample or were there

other limitations such as limit of the size of property or value of land

that restricted the width to less than should have been provided?

4. Has the width of these driveways proven ample?

5. State the general character of business handled on each driveway

or give any other information that might be of interest in a study of

driveway widths.
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Appendix E

(5) SCALES

M. J. J. Harrison, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. E. Armstrong, A. Bous-
. field, C. A. Briggs, A. W. Epright, E. M. Hastings, H. O. Hem, E. K.
Lawrence, H. M. Roeser, H. R. Saunders.

The assignments to this Sub-Committee for the current year's work
were as follows

:

(5) Specifications for various types of scales used in

railway terminals.

(6) Study and report upon the disposition of track scales

which have been removed by reason of inadequacy,
obsolescence or inaccuracy.

Your Committee has nothing to report at this time in connection

with assignment (5), and the following, therefore, pertains entirely to

assignment (6), which assignment resulted from the following communi-
cation from the Director of the U. S. Bureau of Standards to the Secretary

of the American Railway Association on January 19th, 1927.

"In conducting our railroad track scale testing program, we
occasionally come across reported instances where track scales of
antiquated design or obsolete types, discarded by carriers, have
been sold either directly by the carriers to industrial concerns or
have reached industrial concerns through a scrap jobber. Such
instances sometimes result in rather unfortunate consequences.

"For instance, an industrial concern that may have purchased
such a scale in good faith faces the possibility of having its

weight agreement refused by either the carrier who sold the scale,

or other carriers, on the ground that the scale is inadequate for
modern freight weighing requirements. Again, a carrier who has
disposed of such a scale because of lack of suitability for its own
requirements may later find itself accepting weights over the scale
after having disposed of it for scrap. This, we understand, has
rather frequently occurred after scales have gone through the
hands of scrap jobbers.

"In any event, these instances are probably due to inadver-
tence and the loose articulation of railroad organizations, one
department of which usually condemns a scale, another disposes
of it, and yet another makes and supervises weight agreements.

"While some of these cases have come to us both formally
and informally as complaints, we do not, of course, have regulatory
control over such matters, nor does it appear in any event that
the circumstances justify invoking governmental authority to

remedy the situation.

"Might it not be a good idea to lay the matter before respon-
sible railroad officials through your association? The incongru-
ities are obvious. A practical remedy is for each carrier to issue
instructions to its responsible officers that all weighing machinery
to be disposed of for scrap or other purposes be first demolished
beyond possibility of repair."
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It will be noted that, while Director Burgess' letter refers only to the

sale of inferior scales to industrial concerns, assignment (6) quoted above is

somewhat more general in scope. Therefore the following are stated as

the possible methods of disposing of a track scale which has been removed

for the causes stated

:

1. Sell as scrap metal after being rendered unfit for further use as

a scale or parts thereof.

2. Retain for use as repair parts of existing scales of the same type

and size.

3. Retain for working over the parts into motor truck and other

similar scales.

4. Re-install in a new location.

5. Sell as scrap metal in the same condition as when removed from

service.

6. Sell as a scale in the same condition as when removed from

service.

7. Repair and sell as a complete scale.

In considering these various methods of disposition, it is immediately

evident that method No. 1 requires no comment whatever in this discus-

sion, except to the effect that it is entirely proper and justifiable.

The same comment applies also to method No. 2, except that, obvi-

ously, the necessity for so utilizing the old parts will gradually diminish

with the decrease in the number of obsolete track scales retained in

service.

As to method No. 3, examination of the motor truck scale specifica-

tions adopted by this Association in 1923, together with the slightest

familiarity with the type of track scales covered by this discussion, will

at once indicate the practical undesirability of this method.

The inclusion of method No. 4 in this discussion presupposes the

exercise of an option by the individual carrier. However, it should be

kept in mind that the railways in general have expressed their views as

to what sort of track scales they desire to install when a new scale is

necessary. This choice is represented by the 1920 track scale specifications

of the American Railway Engineering Association (pages 696-716 of the

1921 Manual, A.R.E.A., or Circular No. 83 of the U.S. Bureau of Stand-

ards), which specifications have become, through general acceptance, the

standard track scale specifications of the country. These were supple-

mented by the additional specifications which were reported (Vol. 28, 1927

Proceedings) to and adopted by the 1927 convention of this Association.

All of these specifications are descriptive of the details which go to

make up the completely assembled scale, and it is reasonable to say that

there was at least one good reason for the adoption of each item contained

therein. Some of these reasons had to do directly with the ability of the

scale to weigh correctly at the time of installation. Others had to do

directly with the life of the scale, or the period over which the scale

would continue to weigh correctly. It may be said, however, that the

composite specifications represented the judgment of those assumed to
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know as to what would result in a weighing machine which would require

the smallest initial investment consistent with its ability to weigh cor-

rectly during a reasonable period of time, and which would not require

more maintenance attention during that period than could, under ordinary

circumstances, be practicably provided. In other words, the intent of the

specifications was clearly to provide a scale which would result in the

maximum net economy during its useful life.

There is no record of any serious criticism during the past seven

years of any section of the present standard specifications, and this is

certainly evidence of their fundamental soundness. Then, since both the

railways and the general public have so universally accepted the present

track scale specifications as is clearly evident, the question is pertinent

as to how a railway can consistently justify the installation by itself of a

scale which does not embrace the details which have been accepted as

being correct. Apparently there can be but one answer to this question,

and that answer must be to the effect that the reinstallation of the old

scale is not justified.

Before discussing methods Nos. 5, 6 and 7, it is necessary that the

situation regarding installation of track scales by industries be examined,

and it also seems desirable to ascertain why an industry should install

a track scale in the first place. Your Committee finds that, except for

intra-plant accounting purposes, the installation of a track scale is rarely

undertaken by an industry unless it wishes to have its weights recognized

by the railways. Such recognition is accomplished through the medium

of a properly supervised weight agreement, set up in some cases be-

tween the industry and the directly interested carrier, but more generally

between the industry and the Inspection and Weighing Bureau having

local territorial jurisdiction for the account of the various railways operat-

ing in that territory. The several Inspection and Weighing Bureaus func-

tion independently of one another, but have a common meeting place in

the Traffic Division of the American Railway Association.

The various forms and blanks used by the Inspection and Weighing

Bureaus in consummating their industry track scale weighing agreements

have been examined by your Committee, and it is found that while these

forms outline the terms and conditions under which the industry track

scale weights will be recognized, in none of them is there any specification

or reference which governs the type, capacity or length of the scale on

which the weights are to be obtained. Except for such supervision as is

exercised within its boundaries by the State of Minnesota, the sole require-

ment for industry track scales seems to be that such scales, whatever their

class or type, shall be kept in "good weighing condition." Whether or not

this condition obtains is determined at comparatively infrequent intervals,

and by means which, in at least some cases, are of doubtful value.

In most of the weight agreement forms, reference is made to the

Track Scale Specifications and Rules of the American Railway Associa-

tion, but it appears that these apply only to maintenance, operation and

testing (see pages 718-720 of the 1921 edition of the A.R.E.A. Manual). It

therefore seems that neither the Inspection and Weighing Bureau having
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local jurisdiction, nor the railway on whose line an industry may be

located, has, in general, any power to say what sort of track scale shall

be used to obtain weights for revenue waybilling purposes, as long as the

industry so maintains its scale that it will not be condemned by the in-

spector who tests it from time to time. Furthermore, the railway cannot

justifiably object to the continuance in service of any given industry track

scale, and recommend the suspension of the industry track scale weighing

agreement, unless it can be shown that the scale is consistently weighing

incorrectly.

There is frequently, if not usually, a considerable advantage to a

railway in being able to accept a shipper's weights, and thus avoid the

expense and delay which is often incident to weighing cars in a congested

yard. It follows, therefore, that the railways should be interested in

seeing that the industries, whose scale weights are accepted by the rail-

ways, are provided with proper weighing facilities, and it is also reasonable

to suppose that the friendly relations which usually exist between a railway

and its patrons should prompt the railway to encourage its industries to

install scales which will most economically serve the needs of the indus-

tries. If it is false economy for a railway to install a so-called "cheap"

scale, then it is also false economy for an industry to do likewise. It

therefore appears that the railways should encourage the installation by

industries of "standard" scales, and, as a means to that end, should so

dispose of their worn-out and replaced scales that such scales will not

fall, either directly or indirectly, into the hands of industries, the manage-
ments of which, misled by the low first cost, may easily believe that the

installation of such scales will result in ultimate economy. When con-

sideration is given to the fact that, in general, the railways have more
competent men in their scale maintenance forces and better facilities for

scale maintenance work than has the average industry, it is obvious that

the average industry cannot practicably provide the degree of maintenance

attention for a "cheap" scale which would be required and provided for

the same scale under like service on the average railway, and, therefore,

a scale which has been deemed unsatisfactory for railway service would
be even more unsatisfactory when installed by an industry for use under

like conditions.

From the foregoing considerations it is concluded that methods 5, 6

and 7, as enumerated above, are entirely devoid of merit, and that a

definite recommendation to this efifect should be adopted.

Conclusions

A track scale which has been removed by reason of inadequacy,

obsolescence or inaccuracy, should be disposed of in either of the follow-

ing ways

:

1. Treat as scrap metal after rendering unfit for further use as a

scale or parts thereof.

2. Retain for use as repair parts of existing scales of the same type

and size.
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To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report covering follow-

ing subjects

:

(1) Revision of the Manual. (No revisions are recommended.)

(2) Develop and report on methods for obtaining a more intensive

use of existing railway facilities, with particular reference to increasing

carrying capacity

:

(a) Without material additional capital expenditures.

(b) With due regard to reasonable capital expenditures consistent

with traffic requirements (Appendix A).

(3) Develop and report upon methods or formulas for solution of

special problems relating to more economical and efficient railway operation

(Appendix B).

(4) Begin study to determine the most economical makeup of track

to carry various traffic densities (Appendix C).

(5) Develop suitable units for operating and equipment statistics re-

quired by Interstate Commerce Commission, to be used in cost comparison

of transportation, equipment and roadway maintenance, with necessary addi-

tions thereto, collaborating with Committee XI—Records and Accounts,

and Committee XXII—Economics of Railway Labor (Appendix D).

(6) Determine what volume or other conditions of business or service

justifies a change from fiat switching to the hump method in any given

yard, collaborating with Committee XIV—Yards and Terminals (Appen-

dix E).
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(7) Study problems of railway operation as affected by the introduc-

tion of motor trucks and bus lines, with particular reference to its effect

upon branch or feeder lines (Appendix F).

(8) Outline of work for ensuing year.

Action Recommended

1. No revisions of the Manual are recommended.

2. That the progress report of the Sub-Committee (Appendix A) be

received as a method for arriving at operation economies realized both

with and without capital expenditure.

3. That the report of the Sub-Committee (Appendix B) be received

showing work accomplished.

4. That the report of Sub-Committee (Appendix C) be received as

information and work on this subject held in abeyance until similar subject

which was assigned to Rail Committee has been reported upon.

5. That report of Sub-Committee (Appendix D) be received as a

progress report.

6. That the report of Sub-Committee (Appendix E) be received as

information.

7. That the report of Sub-Committee (Appendix F) be received as

information.

Recommendations for Future Work

That the same subjects be reassigned with the understanding that no

work be done on No. 4 until data bearing on same is worked up by Rail

Committee.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Economics of Railway Operation,

James M. Farrin, Chairman.
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Appendix A

(2) DEVELOP AND REPORT ON METHODS FOR OBTAIN-
ING A MORE INTENSIVE USE OF EXISTING RAILWAY
FACILITIES, WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO IN-

CREASING CARRYING CAPACITY

(a) Without material additional capital expenditures.

(b) With due regard to reasonable capital expenditures

consistent with traffic requirements.

M. F. Mannion, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; B. J. Schwendt, G. E. Boyd,

L. S. Rose, E. E. Kimball, J. F. Pringle, Albert Hansen, F. L. Thomp-
son, F. H. McGuigan, B. T. Anderson, R. B. Abbott, J. N. Brand, D. M.
DriscoU.

HISTORY

The primary object of this .Sub-Committee's work has been to study

the effects of various changes in operating conditions upon freight train

performance to determine the extent to which these changes increase the

traffic capacity of a railroad.

Thus far the Committee has investigated the following

:

(1) The effect of the number of trains per day.

(2) The effect of the length of engine district.

(3) The effect of double-trackirig.

(4) The effect of passenger train operation upon freight train

performance.

(5) The effect of supervision.

(6) The effect of substituting heavy steam power for light.

(7) The effect of installing automatic signals.

This year the Committee felt that a report containing the operating

statistics and physical characteristics of a heavy traffic single-track road or

section of road showing what traffic can be handled on a single-track road

would be very valuable. Also what improvements if any were made to

increase this capacity and the effects of same.

The Committee selected the heaviest traffic section of a single-track

railroad, upon which average steam railroad conditions exists, that they could

find. The selection was a 48-mile single-track section of one of the large

Southern roads, on which an average of 28 passenger trains and 28 freight

trains were operated per day (both directions) during 1926.

(1) Study and Report on Heavy Traffic Single-Track Road

Fig. 1 is a sketch map of the road on which this study was made. The

North & South Railroad trains are operated from A to C and from C to A
and the East & West Railroad trains are operated from A to D and from

D to A. The trains of both roads use the 48-mile single-track section AB.

There are no turn-around runs between A and B and trains are not fleeted

over this section.
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Fig. 2 shows plan and profile of Section AB. The grade line is broken,

and the grades are heavy. The sidings are lap sidings and average about

4 miles apart.

Fig I
Skstch/^/iPor 5j:cr/0Nof/^o^D

Showing Opf/?/^r/of^ or 7p/?//ys

/f.roc.

c.To/i:

/^.ToD.
D.ro/f.

Manual Block Operation

Minimum distance between passing sidings 2 miles

Maximum distance between passing sidings 5 miles

Average length of block 5 miles

Automatic Block Operation

Northbound Southboiind

Number of automatic signals 59 62
Average distance between signals 81 miles .77 miles

Description of Motive: Power
Prior to 1923:

Passenger Service

K-l-A tractive power
K-2 tractive power

Freight Service

H-9 tractive power
L-1 tractive power

Commencing in 1923 following engines were used

:

Passenger Service

.T-1 tractive power
J-l-A tractive power

Freight Service

L-2 tractive power
L-2-A tractive power

Total
or

Average

121

.79 miles

33,800

39,200

45,900

50,900

53,800

53,800

54,800

65,800
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Improvements
The improvements made within the past several years to increase the

capacity of this section were as follows :

Lengthening of passing tracks where necessary :

The lap siding and interlocking arrangements were installed between
1906 and 1910.

Manual block system installed about 1908.

Boiler pressure of locomotives increased from 185 lb. to 200 lb.

Boosters applied.

Main line laid with 110-lb. rail beginning in 1925 and completed in

1926.

Automatic signals installed, beginning in 1925 and completed in

1926.

Operations

The manual block system was in force from its installation in 1908

until automatic signals were completed and put into service on March,

1926. The manual block was absolute for opposing trains, also surrounding

movements of passenger trains, and was permissive for movement of freight

trains following freight trains.

Operations were on 31 orders. A speed limit of 35 miles per hour is

in efifect for freight trains.

Description of Motive Power
Passenger Service

:

Pacific type, weight in working order 385,000 to 420,800.

Mountain type, weight in working order 502,000 to 519,000.

Freight Service

:

Consolidation type, weight in working order 279,000 to 390,900.

Mikado type, weight in working order 420,000.

Heavy Mikado type, weight in working order 481,000.

There has been no increase in the size of motive power within the

years 1922 to 1926, inclusive, except boosters were added and steam pres-

sure increased from 185 lb. to 200 lb.

Operating Statistics

The following tables 1 to 6, inclusive, give passenger and freight train

statistics for the years 1922 to 1926, both inclusive.

Table 1

—

Average Number Passenger Trains Daily

1922 1923 1924 1925 1926
January 22.71 23.42 26.26 26.90 30.32

February 22.11 23.82 26.24 26.64 30.39

March 22.19 24.65 26.42 26.23 29.68

April 22.00 24.40 26.34 26.37 29.53

May 20.64 22.48 24.12 25.35 27.17

June 20.40 22.40 23.50 25.93 26.57

July 20.13 22.35 22.29 25.35 26.90

August 20.03 22.06 22.16 25.58 27.65

September 20.10 22.17 22.20 27.93 26.13

October 20.45 22.32 22.19 29.10 26.19

November 21.40 23.30 24.40 30.33 28.20

December 22.Z2 26.48 27.Z2 30.48 27.87

Total 20.93 23.32 24.47 27.18 28.03
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Table 2

—

Average Number Freight Trains Daily

1922

January 23.26

February 27.18

March 27.20

April 21.97

May 20.48

June 22.67

July 19.68

August 21.29

September 26.13

October 26.13

November 25.43

December 28.35

1923
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Table 5

—

Average Freight Train Speed Miles per Hour

1922 1923 1924 1925 1926

January 14.1 12.8 11.6 12.8 13.5

February 14.4 12.0 12.3 13.9 13.5

March 14.1 12.2 12.4 13.6 14.1

April 13.3 12.1 11.3 13.0 14.2

May 13.9 12.6 12.0 14.1 15.6

June 13.7 12.9 12.6 14.8 15.3

July 12.1 12.9 11.6 14.5 15.5

August 11.5 12.5 11.9 13.7 15.6

September 10.9 12.7 11.5 14.3 17.0

October 11.9 12.7 11.2 12.4 16.8

November 11.6 12.2 11.2 12.7 16.4

December 11.6 12.3 10.9 13.3 16.1

Average ... 12.8 12.5 11.7 13.6 15.3

Table 6

—

Average Freight Train Running Time

1922 1923 1924 1925 1926

January 3.41 3.76 4.15 3.76 3.57

February 3.34 4.01 3.91 3.46 3.49

March 3.41 3.95 3.88 3.54 3.41

April 3.62 3.98 4.26 3.70 3.39

May 3.46 3.82 4.01 3.41 3.09

June 3.51 3.73 3.82 3.25 3.15

July 3.98 3.73 4.15 3.32 3.11

August 4.19 3.85 4.05 3.51 3.09

September 4.42 3.70 4.19 3.37 2.83

October 4.05 3.70 4.30 3.88 2.87

November 4.15 3.95 4.30 3.70 2.94

December 4.15 3.91 4.42 3.62 2.99

Average ... 3.76 3.85 4.11 3.54 3.15

Fig. 3 was plotted from the above tables. From this chart it will be

seen that there was an increase in the number of trains, number of cars per

freight train and average monthly tonnage, each year from 1922 to 1926.

The average running time was longer in 1923 than in 1922 and longer in

1924 than in 1923. The effect of change in power in 1923 is shown by the

increase in tonnage during 1923 and 1924. However, in 1925 the running

time was less than in 1922 or 1923 while in 1926 there was a further

reduction in running time over 1925.

The average road time per train for each year was plotted against the

average number of trains per day, and a slope line drawn through these

points, as shown on Fig. 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. The slope lines for the different

years were then all replotted on Fig. 9.

Also the average monthly tonnage for each year was plotted against

the average road time per train for each year, and a slope line drawn

through these points as shown on Fig. 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14. The slope lines

were then replotted on Fig. 15.
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In Fig. 14 for an average running time of 4 hours there is shown an

increase in capacity during 1925 over 1924 of 450,000 tons per month or

approximately 43 per cent. In 1926 there is shown an increase in capacity

over 1925 of 525,000 tons or approximately 35 per cent. The total increase

in capacity in 1926 over 1922 is 975,000 tons or 93 per cent.

Fig. 14 shows that the time required to handle the 1922 tonnage during

1925 was reduced 39 minutes per train, while during 1926 it was reduced

1 hour per train over 1922. Also the time required to handle 1925 tonnage

in 1926 was reduced 25 minutes.

On an average of 28 trains per day for 365 days per year this resulted

in a saving during 1926 over 1922 of 28 X 365 X 1 hr. or 10,220 train hours.

For 1925 over 1922—28 X 365 X 39 min. or 6,643 train hours. For 1926

over 1925—28 X 365 X 25 min. or 4,259 train hours.

Fig. 15 shows that the performance during 1922, 1923 and 1924 was
practically the same, the change in power, boiler pressure and boosters re-

sulting in increased tonnage, and that there was a decided improvement

during 1925 and a further improvement during 1926.

As stated before, aside from change in motive power in these years,

the only other improvement made in facilities were the automatic sig-

nals which were not put in operation until 1926, and increase in weight

of rail.

Upon investigation the Committee learned that beginning with 1924

more study and supervision was given to the operation of trains over this

section of road. Efforts were made to reduce delays and to keep trains

moving regularly and at a moderate and efficient speed. Every effort was
made to reduce train stops. A reduction in 31 orders and an increase in

19 orders occurred. The results accomplished by this increase of super-

vision are shown by the performance of 1925.

During 1925 the management realized that in addition to the supervision

given this section, additional steps must be taken in order to provide addi-

tional capacity for the increase in business. They decided on automatic

signals and the effect of the automatic signal installation is shown by the

performance of 1926.

All the improved operation and increased capacity obtained in 1926 can

be laid to the installation of automatic signals, as there was no change in

power used, sidings, grades, alinement, operators, or speed limit of trains

in 1926 over 1925. However, there was a further reduction in 31 orders and

increase in 19 orders. The principal reason for the saving in time with

automatic signals was the reduction of the spacing between following

trains. Before signals were installed the trains were operated by train

orders and spaced station to station or an average of 5 miles. With auto-

matic signals in use a train can follow another as soon as train has traveled

an average distance of .79 miles.
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Conclusions

(1) Increased supervision consisting of scientific study and thoughtful

effort will increase the capacity of a railway.

(2) Installation of automatic block signals on a single-track railway

will increase the capacity of the road, this increase varying with the length

of the division on which installed and with the number of passenger trains

operated.

(3) The above methods of increasing capacity being very economical

ones, resulting in a saving in road time on present traffic and increased

earnings as traffic increases.

(4) In addition to the increase in capacity, supervision and automatic

signals provide other intangible benefits (See Bulletin 284, pages 745-746).

(5) A single-track railway, with proper supervision eliminating un-

necessary delays and train stops, proper number and spacing of sidings, and

proper signaling is a very efficient transportation machine, all of which

have more intensive use than a double-track line handling traffic which does

not reach its capacity.

Before second track is constructed careful study should be given to

the practicability of increasing the capacity of the single track, either by

increased supervisiofi and study of operations, signals, or electrification, etc.
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Appendix B

(3) DEVELOP AND REPORT UPON METHODS OR FOR-
MULAS FOR SOLUTION OF SPECIAL PROBLEMS
RELATING TO MORE ECONOMICAL AND EFFICIENT
RAILWAY OPERATION

J. E. Teal, Chairman, Sub-Committee; M. F. Steinberger, B. Wheelwright,

J. M. Farrin, H. T. Porter, J. M. Brown, C. C. Williams, S. B. Cooper,

W. J. Cunningham, H. A. Osgood, V. I. Smart.

No new work was undertaken this year, all the eflforts of the Sub-

Committee being devoted to editing last year's report on cost of stopping

trains for printing in Manual.

Appendix C

(4) BEGIN STUDY TO DETERMINE THE MOST ECONOM-
ICAL MAKEUP OF TRACK TO CARRY VARIOUS

TRAFFIC DENSITIES

No Sub-Committee was appointed to take up this work as it developed

that similar assignment was being studied by Committee IV—Rail. It is

therefore recommended that this subject be held in abeyance until Rail Com-

mittee has made its report and reliable data is available for conclusions.

Appendix D

(5) DEVELOP SUITABLE UNITS FOR OPERATING AND
EQUIPMENT STATISTICS REQUIRED BY INTERSTATE
COMMERCE COMMISSION TO BE USED IN COST
COMPARISON OF TRANSPORTATION, EQUIPMENT
AND ROADWAY MAINTENANCE WITH NECESSARY
ADDITIONS THERETO

W. J. Cunningham, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; L. E. Dale, H. C. Crowell,

M. F. Mannion, G. D. Brooke, H. A. Osgood, F. H. McGuigan, L. E.

Little, H. T. Porter, C. C. Williams, M. L. Byers.

No definite conclusions have been reached that could be added to last

year's report. Recommended that subject be reassigned for further study.
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Appendix E

(6) DETERMINE WHAT VOLUME OR OTHER CONDITION
OF BUSINESS OR SERVICE JUSTIFIES A CHANGE
FROM FLAT SWITCHING TO THE HUMP METHOD IN

ANY GIVEN YARD

J F. Pringle, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; R. T. Scholes, B. J. Schwendt,

L. S. Rose, L. E. Dale, J. M. Farrin, B. T. Anderson, Albert Hansen,

G. F. Hand, J. L. White, A. C. Shields, M. F. Steinberger, T. C.

Macnabb.

This year's work consisted in analyzing answers to questionnaire sent

out the previous year. Fourteen railroads replied to the questionnaire, their

answers being summarized as follows

:

1. How many hump yards have you on your system?
One to sixteen.

2. How many of these yards are equipped with car retarders?
From the fourteen roads replying, only two have yards equipped with

car retarders, but many others are investigating with a view to installation.

3. Generally speaking, what volume of business justifies hump yard
operation compared with flat yards?

The volume of business which would justify hump yard operation as

compared with flat switching is dependent on (a) number of classifications

made; (b) ratio of total cuts to total cars handled.
Generally speaking, hump yard operation would be justified by 700 or

more cars per day in and out with 15 or more classifications and a greater
ratio of classification than 1 :5, i.e., average of 20 cuts per 100 cars handled.

4. What train arrival frequency justifies hump yard?
The conditions as to volume and classification as given in answer to

previous question rather than train frequency are the determining factors.

When the class of business is such that it must be moved immediately and
volume is greater than can be handled currently by fiat switching the ad-
vantage of hump switching must be considered. In general train arrival

frequency of one hour with 15 or more classifications will justify hump
operation. Train frequency in flat yard operation interferes with switching
and when this becomes acute the only alternative is hump operation.

Train frequency indicates facilities that should be installed to meet a
given condition rather than necessity of hump operation.

5. How does number of classifications per train combined with train

frequency arrival aff^ect decision to use hump instead of flat yard switching?
The total volume per shift or per 24 hours, number of classifications

to be made regularly and the ratio of cuts to total cars handled are the
determining factors. Flat switching as compared with hump switching can-

not be economically performed when the number of classifications exceed
20, as rehandling then becomes necessary.

6. How does mixed consist of trains and character of business affect

economy of hump yards (several hump yards have been converted back to

flat yards on account of business handled being unsuitable for hump yard
operation) ?
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The more mixed the consist of trains and the greater the number of
classifications or cuts to be made the greater the efficiency of the hump
yard as compared with the flat yard. With 60 or more cuts per 100 cars

hump operation is three times as fast as flat switching. Where the business

to be handled is pre-classified and the only work is to add fillers to either end
of the train there is no justification for hump switching. Where the busi-

ness to be handled is both pre-classified and mixed a few tracks can always
be provided for the handling of through trains by flat switching.

7. How does frequency of service to patrons afifect the practical

use of hump yards (in these days of competitive dispatch service it is

often necessary to mix consist of freight trains and upon arrival at terminal

make special deliveries) ?

The flexibility of hump yard operation exceeds that of the flat yard
operation and while the advantage of handling in time and economy depends
upon the number of classification tracks available, with sufficient of these for

the business offered cars can be classified and disposed of quicker by hump
switching than by flat switching. For special delivery service short tracks

can be provided.

8. How many cars per hour can be humped in a hump yard using
one engine?

The number of cars which can be humped per hour using one engine
both for bringing the cars from the receiving yard and shoving them over
the hump depends upon

(a) Number of riders assigned and facilities provided for their

return to the hump.
(b) Number of cars per train and number of cars per cut.

(c) Design of yard with special reference to speed with which
cars will clear the lead.

and varies from 50 to 100 cars per hour. With two engines, one bringing
cars from the receiving yard and the other pushing them over the hump
and other conditions equal, this can be increased approximately 25 per cent,

depending upon the distance from the receiving yard to the hump and the
grades of the receiving yard.

9. Are more than two engines justifiable in a hump yard per shift?

In general more than two engines working on one hump are not
economically justified but are necessary at times to clear the receiving yard
and keep business moving currently.

10. What is the average maximum number of cars that can be humped
per 8-hour shift and what number of engines are necessary?

With one engine working on a hump from 400 to 800 cars ; with two
or more engines 500 to 1000 cars.

11. In No. 10 do all engines utilized have full ground crew and if

not state make up of each?
As a general rule engines working on hump have full ground crew^

but in a number of cases conductor and one or two brakemen with car
riders handle both engines.

12. What is the average maximum number of cars that can be classi-

fied in a flat yard per 8-hour shift and what number of engine hours
necessary?

The number of cars which can be classified in a flat yard per 8-hour
engine shift depends on number and length of classification tracks, number
of classifications to be made and number of cars per cut as well as amount
of interference on the lead. With 15 to 20 classifications and 2 cars per
cut the number will vary from 125 to 300. Two or more engines will handle
proportionately more if design of yard permits them to work without inter-

ference.

13. What per cent of cars are weighed on the average?
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This is purely a local operation and no general conclusion can be drawn.

14. How much is your car damage per 1000 cars actually handled in

yards for

(a) Hump yard with car riders.

(b) Hump yard with car retarders.

(c) Flat Yards.

The majority of roads reporting show less damage to cars in hump yards
than in flat yards. Replies give insufficient data to enable comparison to

be made with yards equipped with retarders.

One road states there should be less damage in hump yards with car

riders and car retarders than in flat yards because the speed of each car is

controlled, which is not the case in flat yard switching, and another road,

"Whether or not hump switching is carried on with less damage to cars than
flat switching depends largely on the attention given to the education of
hump riders. It is our experience that where proper educational methods
are adopted and every case promptly investigated and appropriate disciplinary

action taken, hump switching can be performed with less damage to equip-

ment than is usually sustained in flat switching."

15. How many cars per 8-hour shift per car rider are handled?

The number of cars per 8-hour shift per car rider varies with the length
of classification yard, whether or not cars are ridden to coupling, facilities

for return of riders, number of cars per cut and number engines assigned to

the hump. The range is from 30 to 60 cars with 45 a fair average.
One road operating a large hump yard reports 46.6 as an average

over an extended period.

16. How many cars per 8-hour shift per car inspector are handled
in hump yards.

The number of cars per 8-hour shift per car inspector varies between
60 and 320 with 200 as a fair average.

17. How many cars per 8-hour shift per skateman are handled in both
retarder equipped hump yards and car rider hump yards?

The majority of the roads do not use skatemen and those using them
do not employ men on this work exclusively and have no figures to report.

The only answer received giving number of cars per 8-hour shift per skate-
man shows 792. Other roads stated that they had done away with skatemen,
having found that a rigid inspection of brake equipment renders them
unnecessary.

18. How many men per track mile necessary to maintain

(a) Hump yard with car retarders.

(b) Hump yard with car riders.

(c) Flat Yards.

There are so few retarder equipped yards that no conclusion can be
drawn with the data supplied. For other yards both flat and hump 0.5 men
per mile track is the general average, and there is very little difference in

the maintenance cost.

19. From actual statistical data derived from your operations, what is

average cost per car handled in

(a) Hump yard retarder equipped.
(b) Hump yard with car riders.

(c) Flat Yard.
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In arriving at these costs consider following expenses

:

(a) Engine crews, including ground crews.

(b) Fuel, water, lubrication, etc., for engine, but no engine house
expenses or repairs.

(c) All yard forces pertaining to particular yard operation.

(d) All office forces pertaining to particular yard operation.

(e) Electrical power.
(f) Maintenance expenses, labor and material for tracks, retarders,

interlockers, etc.

(g) Give total number of cars handled per day in yard for which
cost figures are given.

There are so few retarder equipped yards that the data submitted does
not permit a conclusion to be drawn.

The answers submitted for other types of yard do not permit conclusion
to be drawn as to comparative costs.

20. Is Classification Yard used as departure yard or is separate yard
provided? If the latter describe briefly method of handling cars from classi-

fication track to departure yards.

The practice in regard to provision of advance or departure yard is

about equally divided. Some of the roads replying have separate departure
yards and the others dispatch their trains direct from the classification yard.

Where departure yards are provided switch engines are used to shove or

pull cars from the classification to the departure yard.

Recommended this subject be reassigned for further study and Com-

mittee's conclusions.
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Appendix F

(7) STUDY PROBLEMS OF RAILWAY OPERATION AS AF-

FECTED BY THE INTRODUCTION OF MOTOR TRUCKS
AND BUS LINES, WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO
ITS EFFECT UPON BRANCH OR FEEDER LINES

H. C. Crowell, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; R. B. Abbott, G. E. Boyd, S. B.

Cooper, G. F. Hand, E. E. Kimball, L. E. Little, L. H. Powell, Mott

Sawyer, A. C. Shields, M. F. Steinberger, J. E. Teal, Barton Wheel-

wright.

Last year the Committee reported on the growth of highways and high-

way transportation and the effect of this growth on railroad traffic and rev-

enue. The field of usefulness for motor coaches and trucks was pointed

out. The advisability of making changes in operating rail lines where the

traffic is light, through the use of these new transportation tools, was

considered.

Since that report nothnig has happened to indicate the advisability of

changing any of the conclusions or recommendations. The growth of hard-

surfaced roads and the increase in the number of motor vehicles of all varie-

ties have continued unabated. The federal and state commissions continue

to authorize the abandonment of unprofitable rail lines and railroad com-

panies have made large increases in the size of bus and truck fleets.

The Society of Automotive Engineers, which includes many railroad

officers in its membership, held its annual Transportation Meeting in

October, 1927 ; the session pertaining to rail motor cars and motor coaches

was attended by many railroad men, some of whom contributed papers

bearing on the subject assigned to this Committee.

The tabulation of revenue passenger statistics for the years 1916

to 1925, published last year, is again presented, with additional information

for the year 1926. The outstanding features in this report covering" the

Class I railroads in the United States are as follows :

Passengers carried reached its maximum in 1920 and has steadily

declined to a minimum for the eleven-year period in 1926.

Passenger miles also reached its maximum in 1920 and has declined

more or less continuously ever since, the figures for 1922 and 1926

being the lowest since 1916; the decline has not been as rapid as in

the case of the number of -passengers carried.'

Average journey: a fairly steady increase since 1916, indicating

that the loss in passengers carried has been largely, if not entirely,

in the short-haul rider.

Passenger revenue reached its maximum with the increase in fares

in 1920 and in 1926 had declined to the lowest figure since 1918.
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Revenue per passenger mile has declined since 1921, the first full

year in which the increased fares were in effect; this is due to increase

in excursion and other cut-rate fares and to the increasing ratio of com-

muters to total passengers.

Passenger train miles in 1926 reached its maximum since the slump

following the war, the 1926 figure being the highest since 1917 when
troops were being mobilized.

Passengers per train have been declining since the peak in 1919

when troops were being demobilized; the 1926 figure is the smallest

since 1916.

Passenger car miles reached a maximum for all time in 1926; this

shows that the decline in passengers, passenger miles and passenger

revenue was not brought about by the failure of the railroads to give

service.

Passengers per car in 1926 reached the lowest figure for any year

in the period covered and possibly the lowest in history; when it is

remembered that this figure, 14.3, is the average for all trains, includ-

ing commutation service, in which cars occasionally carry 100 passen-

gers, the seriousness of the situation is more apparent. This item is

probably the best index of the relationship between service furnished by
the railroads and the patronage of that service.

In the first nine months of 1927 the loss in passenger revenue (com-

pared with the same period in the preceding year) was even greater than

in the first nine months of 1926 and 1925. This loss was $46,000,000, or

nearly half of the loss in total (passenger and freight) earnings; the

percentage of loss was 5.8. For the first time in many years the travel in

parlor and sleeping cars has declined, previous losses having been confined

to the coaches where the length of journey is comparatively short.

This corroborates reports from independent motor coach operators that

there has recently been a large increase in bus travel over comparatively

long distances. Routes extending along the West Coast for more than a

thousand miles have been in operation for several years, and plans for bus

lines from Chicago to San Francisco, a distance of about 2200 miles, are re-

ported under way.

Why are travelers using motor coaches more and more every year?

At least three reasons may be given: (1) Economy, bus fares being usually

well under railroad fares; (2) frequency of service; (3) convenience, the

"store-door" principle having been applied to passenger service. For many
of the railroad-coach passengers, the saving of 10 to 25 per cent of the

highway time by use of rail transportation is of little importance, whereas

the reduction in fare is important. Furthermore, a saving in time may
result by using a bus that is ready to leave rather than by waiting several

hours for the train. So far as comfort and enjoyment are concerned,

much may be said on each side. The tendency is for greater comfort in

motor coach designing, especially as regards the seating. In any case, it is

thought that railroad operators should try to forget the old theory that

novelty is the principal cause of bus-riding, at least for journeys exceeding
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50 miles, and that after a few rides the novelty will disappear and the

passenger will be back on the rails. Experience, especially in the middle

and far west, indicates that the motor coach for comparatively long journeys

is the popular conveyance for a certain class of travelers.

While the motor coach has drawn its patronage largely from the day-

coach passengers, the recent installation of "super-de-luxe" motor coaches,

with wider seats, better toilet facilities, buffet service, observation deck and

more glass area in sides and rear, together with extra fares for the added

comforts, indicates that strong efforts are being made to attract parlor car

passengers. Where there is sufficient traffic to justify the expenditure, this

situation is being met by faster rail schedules and more luxurious Pullman

equipment.

As indicated in last year's report a railroad should give serious

consideration to the use of rail motor cars or highway motor coaches wher-

ever the use of one or both of these substitutes will result in larger net

income or a reduction in loss. In some cases savings have been made by

substituting rail motor cars for steam trains, and then further savings by the

substitution of motor coaches for the rail motor cars. Emphasis is laid on

the fact that the maximum economy should be obtained in one step; in

other words, the sav.'ng resulting from the proposed substitution of rail

motor cars for steam trains is no argument for the substitution unless it

can be shown that no other transportation tool, such as a motor coach, will

produce a greater saving.

A word of caution is ofifercd those whose duty it is to determine the

economy of providing some form of substitute service for unprofitable steam

train operation : do not be misled by estimates of the cost of train operation

that include high interest and depreciation charges. If the service is on a

light traffic branch line where a small eight-wheel locomotive and one or

two obsolete wooden coaches are used, the analyst should ascertain what

use, if any, can be made of this released equipment if some substitute is

provided. Often there is no place to use it, and with the continued abandon-

ment of branch lines and the release of better equipment from the main

line this condition will become more and more prevalent. In this case the

determination of the cost of existing service, for the sole purpose of deter-

mining the economy of substituting some other form of service, should not

include interest on the original cost or reproduction cost of equipment in

in service, but merely interest on its resale or scrap value. Similarly,

depreciation may have been accrued on the old equipment nearly or fully

equal to its ledger value ; to charge against the existing operation the full

amount of depreciation for the class of equipment to which these old units

belong is merely to mislead one's superiors as to the legitimate savings that

are possible. On the other hand investment in rail cars and motor coaches

means new money for which interest and depreciation may legitimately be

charged. On lines where daily mileage is small these fixed overhead items

represent a considerable portion of the total mileage cost and the theoretical

savings may be only the result of inaccurately figured fixed charges. Re-

gardless of the accountant's method of figuring costs for entirely different
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purposes, the analyst should confine himself to a practical, common-sense

viewpoint.

Recently there has been an effort to bring back the steam-propelled

rail car that was used with more or less success a generation ago. Several

manufacturers are working on cars of this type and in a year or two it

may be possible to purchase a "gas" car that uses liquid fuel under a boiler

rather than in an internal combustion engine. Theoretically a steam car

has many points of advantage when compared with a car propelled by a

gas-engine, and if the technical details that surround the design of burner,

boiler and high-pressure steam engine can be successfully worked out it

may be necessary to revise our estimates of the cost of rail motor car

operation. Railroad operating officers should follow carefully these new
experiments in rail car design.

In an appendix to this report there is a copy of a paper submitted by

H. F. Fritch, Passenger Traffic Manager of the Boston & Maine Railroad,

to the Transportation Meeting of the Society of Automotive Engineers on

October 27, 1927, entitled : "Rail Car or Motor Coach—The Economic Field

of Each." This paper contains so much material of value to railroad

operators that it is reprinted here, by permission, in full.

Another railroad that has made good use of motor coaches in an

entirely different field is the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad. A description

of this road's train-side service in the New York di trict is included in

the appendix.

The use of motor trucks by railroads and independent operators con-

tinues to increase. While this form of highway competition is frequently

unfair the traffic diverted from the rail to the highway is usually short haul

L.C.L. freight that added little if any to the net income of the rail car-

riers. On the other hand, the motor truck has proved to be a useful ally to

the railroads in terminal and suburban work. The use of containers for

L.C.L. freight is increasing and in the handling of these containers motor

trucks and trailers are finding a new field for service. Many papers of

interest to the railroad officer who operates or contemplates operating a fleet

of trucks were presented at the Transportation Meeting of the Society of

Automotive Engineers in Chicago on October 26, 1927; reports of this

meeting, with copies of the papers, may be found in the Journal of the

Society.

During the past year the Interstate 'commerce Commission has com-
pleted its hearings on the interstate operation of motor vehicles and the

effect of this operation on interstate railroads. It is thought that the Commis-
sion will make a report to Congress, either recommending specific legisla-

tion or stating merely its conclusion as to the necessity for regulation.

Decisions of state courts, following the lead of the Supreme Court of

Illinois, continue to uphold the right of the existing rail carrier to fur-

nish such highway transportation as is needed. The recent decision of the

Supreme Court of Appeals of West Virginia, by which rail carriers were
given exclusive rights to furnish highway transportation over the protest

of independent operators, indicates the trend of judicial thought along this
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line. A complete story of motor transport legislation, past, present and

future, may be found in papers presented at the Transportation Meeting of

the Society of Automotive Engineers and reported in the Journal of that

society.

This report is mainly an amplification of the report presented last year,

and is submitted as a progress report. The effect of growth of highways,

motor coaches and trucks on railway operation, especially the operation of

light traffic branch lines, is serious and demands the careful attention of

railway officers. The Committee, therefore, recommends that the subject

be continued so that it may do its part in keeping the members of the

Association informed of new developments.

Exhibit 1

RAIL CAR OR MOTOR COACH—THE ECONOMIC FIELD OF
EACH

Presented at the Annual Transportation Meeting of the Society of Automotive
Engineers, held in Chicago on October 27, 1927; reprinted by permission of the Society.

A railway has the right and the obligation to use the most efficient vehicle

available to handle its traffic so long as it renders a reasonable service.

This is regardless of whether the vehicle operates over its rails, over the

highways or through the air.

The railway was for many years the only means of handling passengers
and merchandise on land in volume with speed. The development of the in-

ternal-combustion engine and the simultaneous development of the highways
has changed this condition. The private automobile has revolutionized the
travel habit of people in the last 15 years and more especially in the last

10 years. The diversion of large volumes of traffic from the railway to

the private automobile has forced the railways to find cheaper means of
caring for their traffic on lines where the volume of business has fallen off.

It is economically unsound for a railway to continue to operate with any
other than the most efficient unit available. To do so is not for the good
of the railway or the community ; for the railway it means unnecessary
operating expenses and to the public depleted service and eventually the
unnecessary high operating cost will have to be paid by the public.

The internal-combustion engine has made possible two new units for
handling the smaller volumes of traffic—the inotor coach for highway use
and the rail car for use on the railway right-of-way.

The contemporaneous development of these two vehicles results in

interesting problems to determine which of the two may be used in each
particular instance to the best advantage. There is a field for each and these
fields seem to overlap. Each case under investigation must be decided on
its own facts. It is impossible to lay down a hard and fast rule or formula
by which all cases may be decided.

For the purposes of this paper, the transportation of passengers and of
classes of goods ordinarily transported on passenger trains only will be
considered. These are mail, newspapers, baggage, express and milk. No
consideration is here given to the truck which may in some instances be a

desirable unit to use along with the motor coach in substitute services to

care for freight. I will point out some of the factors we have found in our
experience on the Boston & Maine Railroad which should be considered
in determining whether an operation should be converted to rail car or
motor coach.

In studying this problem, one of the most important things is to be for-

ward-looking and recognize that the automobile has changed travel habits,
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has an appeal to personal convenience which is very powerful and that

diminished service on branch lines facing such competition is very lik(;ly to

result in further depletion of revenue. Furthermore, the advantages and
limitations of both the rail car and motor coach must be squarely recognized
and their effect not only upon oprating cost but upon traffic promotion
reckoned with.

One of the fundamentals to determine is whether the continuation of a
rail line is necessary or desirable for other traffic independent of the
passenger requirements. If the passenger service alone must bear the

burden of supporting the rail line where the traffic is light, the motor
coach acquires quite an advantage over the rail car, as it may become
possible to dispense with the privately supported rail line and use the pub-
licly supported highway. On the other hand, if the maintenance of a
rail lin(! is desirable for the operation of freight service the use of a
public highway as compared with the private way is of no great importance
and the two vehicles must be compared on a cost basis disregarding
maintenance or investment in way. It has been argued that the operation
of motor coaches in place of rail service would endanger the continuance of a

rail line and hasten the day of its abandonment.
This is not sound if there is any economic justification for the existence

of the rail line at all. If, as is usually the case, there is a fairly substan-
tial freight business on branch line and a light unprofitable passenger busi-

ness, the reduction of the passenger loss as a result of going onto the high-
way would lessen rather than increase the danger of abandonment of the
line.

Highways in the territory must be studied both with respect to their

layout with reference to the communities to be served and also with respect
to their character and capacity. It is frequent that the communities can
be better served by highway than by rail because of the closer proximity of
the highway to the settled sections or the ability to detour a motor coach
through the settled sections, while the path of the railroad is expensive to
change and is more limited as to curves and grades.

The character of highway surface and foundation is especially important
in territory where the winter conditions are severe. The improvement of
highways is one of the most remarkable things of our time of remarkable
accomplishments. In the last few years great progress has been made in

snow removal. It has been demonstrated that much more can be done along
this line than was ever dreamt of a few years ago and that the effect

on the highway surface is beneficial rather than harmful as had been pre-
dicted. In New England, as I suppose elsewhere, while this opening of
the highways in winter has made it possible to operate our motor coaches,
it has deprived our transportation lines of substantial amounts of revenue
by making it possible for the automobile to stay in service.

Consideration should be given to the state of development of the motor
coach and the rail car, having in mind its effect on obsolescence, cost of
maintenance and operation and reliability of performance.

The motor coach for general highway use has been a comparatively
recent development from the motor truck. There are large numbers of
them in operation but I feel that they have not as yet reached the same
degree of development as has the private automobile. Rail cars were being
produced before the motor coach was beins built for general highway use
but the production of the former practically ceased about ten years ago,
onlv to be resumed with increased activity since the world war. The
real necessity for such a unit and the development of the gas-electric unit

with throttle control of speed have been important factors in bringing
this unit again into prominence. In the last four or five years great
progress has been made but I would hesitate to say that its design has
yet become stabilized. It appears to me that the tendency in rail car
design since the motor coach has come into the field is toward larger and
more powerful units than were first produced since its renaissance.
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Neither the motor coach nor rail car have finished their period of

development but good serviceable units of each kind are being produced and
operated.

The ordinary maximum capacity of single deck motor coach today is

twenty-nine. The capacity is limited to about this number in many states

as a result of limitation on length. With a compartment in the rear with
19 sq. ft. of floor space for baggage, mail or express, the seating capacity

becomes 24 with 5 supplementary taxi type folding seats in the baggage
section.

Rail car capacity is not a matter subject to legislative regulation

but is controlled only by restrictions dictated by good engineering and
operating practice. Some rail cars have a capacity as low as 25 to 30
passengers. Others run to an over-all length of IZ feet, which if devoted
entirely to passengers provides accommodations for as many as 86 passen-

gers or 57 ft. of length for baggage or the like. Trailer cars are being

operated up to about 12> ft. in length with seats for 90 passengers if there

is no baggage space. Two-car motor rail car trains are now being com-
monly operated with the space in the train divided between passengers, mail

and baggage, as the necessities of the particular operation require.

In studying any particular case, the possibility of redistributing traffic

between other services available should first be gone into carefully. It

is sometimes possible to rearrange traffic having in mind not only the

passenger service but the freight service available, so that trips at first

appearing to be beyond the range of rail car or motor coach capacity be-

come possibilities for such substitution. Newspapers, express and milk are

commodities which can sometimes be properly accommodated by other service

without inconvenience to the public. These commodities can be much more
readily accommodated on a rail car than on a motor coach. Ordinarily it

is difficult to take care of much more than first-class mail and some baggage
or newspapers on a motor coach. The Boston & Maine Transportation Com-
pany has in service motor coaches with baggage compartment in the rear,

which are capable of carrying six medium sized trunks or 30 sacks of
mail. As a practical matter, their capacity has been found to be ample in

the services in which they are used. Then, too, it has been found practical

in some instances, to reroute some of these commodities so that a reasonable

service is retained but trips lightened so that they may be converted to rail

car or motor coach. It has been surprising to find the number of trips

which were originally out of the motor coach or rail car range of capacity,

which by rerouting or transfer of commodities to other services, could be con-

sidered for substitute vehicles.

The final test in studying any case is of course the cost of providing the

service with steam equipment, rail car or motor coach. Our experience
with rail car costs as they have been obtained from other companies, is

that they extend over a very wide range which is very disconcerting. It is

difficult to obtain figures made up in a viniform manner and then, too, the

costs vary so greatly, dependent upon the type of service and especially

upon the length of run. Motor coach costs seem to have less variation as

between carriers. We now find that the only satisfactory way for us

to analyze each problem is to use costs based upon our own experience.

On account of their importance and wide variation in different cases, we
attempt to estimate the labor expense for the exact runs involved ; similarly

with respect to interest and depreciation. Fuel and maintenance are figured

on a per mile basis, based on experience.
The motor coach has a big advantage over the rail car in wage costs.

Motor coaches in such operations have a one-man crew with daily wages
of something like $5.00. A rail car has a crew of at least two men whose
minimum daily wages would amount to $14.04 and frequently a crew of
three men with wages of $19.70. Furthermore, the restrictions as to hours
and mileage of the rail car crew are such as to frequently increase these
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minimum figures. These differences are very important where the volume
of traffic is within the capacity of the motor coach ; they are less important

where the volume of traffic will fill a rail car unit.

On the Boston & Maine, after passing through a transition period, it

has now become very largely a matter of volume of traffic to be handled

which determines whether a rail car or a motor coach will be used in any

case of substitution. The first experience of this road with these units was
on a branch line of very light traffic density. A small rail motor car was
substituted for steam service and the operating expenses substantially re-

duced. The mileage, however, was very low which resulted in the cost still

being excessive. This rail car was then replaced with a motor coach

and the cost still further reduced. An interesting development has since

taken place. The distance from the town at the end of the branch line to

the principal adjacent city by bus line following the branch line of the

railroad or the parallel highway and by main line railroad is 13 miles ; the

main highway distance between the two is only eight miles. The substitute

motor coach still furnishes some service parallel with the branch line but its

principal activity is in carrying passengers over the short route to the

neighboring city. This is of course an improvement in service to the

community.
The Boston & Maine Railroad now has 24 rail cars in operation. Its

Transportation Company has 12 motor coaches of which 22 may be said to

be operating in substitution for rail service. On the other hand, it should

be pointed out that there is some rail car mileage being operated, not in

substitution for steam rail service but in addition to the former steam service

in an effort to attract business by increasing the frequency of service. This

type oi rail car service is being operated on main lines and experience seems
to indicate it is worth while. In one instance, the service on a branch
line has been increased with rail car operation compared with what it was
with steam operation, after some experimenting was done with motor
coaches. Steam rail service was curtailed and supplemented by motor coach

trips, the total number of trips being increased. Later, when a rail car

became available, it was found that it was more efficient to provide all the

service by rail car rather than part by steam and part by motor coach.

On another line 96 miles in length, between Worcester, Massachusetts,

and Concord, New Hampshire, all the rail service is now provided by
rail car units. The arrangement of trips with a minimum number of units

made it impossible to make one main line connection, important for mail

and passengers for a part of the line, so a motor coach was put in to cover

this deficiency.

In New England, intrastate motor coach operations are very thoroughly

regulated. This is as it should be, but in some instances the Boston &
Maine has been unable to convince those having the licensing power that

they should make substitutions of motor coaches for rail service where the

railroad has felt it desirable. This has retarded the use of motor coaches

to their full advantage. On the other hand, the substitution of rail cars for

steam service lies entirely with railroad management and the Boston &
Maine today is operating rail cars as it sees it, to substantially the greatest

possible extent, having available only one and two-car rail units. It is now
studying the possibilities with respect to heavier units capable of handling

three cars all or part of the time.

I will briefly outline some of the typical rail car and motor coach

operations on the Boston & Maine. Rail cars are now being operated at the

rate of 970,000 train miles a year. The Worcester-Concord run previously

referred to is an example of the most common use of these units. It is an

out and out substitution of rail car units for steam trains, made because

the volume of traffic was such that it could be handled by the rail car. This

operation is a one hundred per cent change over, while on the other lines

only part of the service has been changed.
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On a 21-mile line between Plymouth and Lincoln, N. H., the two
steam trips were changed over to rail car and because of the less expensive
operation a third trip was added.

Main line service between Boston and Lawrence, 26 miles, was in-

creased during the normal hours and two of the trips made by rail car

with very short turn-around time.

Train service between Boston and Portland was considerably speeded

up in part by eliminating stops from through trains. It was desirable to

serve some of these places and feed into and from the express train at its

midway stop. The rail car on account of its C' nomy of operation made
such a service feasible.

A suburban service is operated between Northampton and Springfield,

Mass., 17 miles. There is a demand for a frequent service but the traffic

is not heavy. It could be reasonably taken care of at least in part by
motor coaches but a competitive condition with a trolley company makes it

impractical to obtain license to operate, so a 1Z ft. rail car making 5

round trips a day is being used.

Motor coaches covering 1,600,000 miles a year are being operated by
the Boston & Maine Transportation Company. A substantial amount of

this is paralleling the railway in competition with independent motor coaches
operating without licenses on interstate routes. People are traveling on
them because of the lower rates and the desire to use a motor coach.

Highway operation by the railroad makes it possible for it to compete for

these passengers and to meet rate cuts without changing the rate structure

of the Railroad.

A motor coach line is operated 13 miles between Franklin and Bristol,

N. H., in replacement of rail passenger service, except that expfess is

handled in freight service. More frequent service is furnished by motor
coach than was furnished by rail making connections with main line trains.

This operation is in sparsely settled territory where the traffic is light

and the rail losses substantial. The operation of a rail car would be an
extravagance. At Bristol passengers and mail are delivered right in

the center of the town instead of at the foot of a long, steep hill and at

Franklin the school children are taken right to the school. Winter condi-
tions are severe and the highway had never been kept open until the
Transportation Company bought a tractor to demonstrate that it could
be done. This type of operation to reduce rail operating losses is probably
where the motor coach can be of the greatest benefit to the railroad.

Between Northampton and Greenfield, Mass., 19 miles, a motor coach line

replaces some steam rail service and some stops on other trains which have
been speeded up.

An independent, trolley line connecting a beach with the railroad at

Hampton, N. H., failed on account of lack of business, so the Transportation
Company put in a coach line because of its value to the railroad as a feeder.

The coach line just falls short of earning its full cost but it is a worth-
while operation, as it is an encouragement for people to travel by rail rather

than by automobile. The railroad must do such things wherever it can.

The motor coach and rail car are both useful tools to be used in

keeping the railroads on a sound operating basis and afford the means of
furnishing organized transportation to communities which would otherwise
cease to have it and a better service in many instances than would be
possible with more expensive units.
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Exhibit 2

THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAILROAD MOTOR COACH
OPERATION IN NEW YORK

By M. F. Steinberger, Special Engineer

During the World War and for a number of years thereafter, the

trains of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad entering and leaving New
York used the terminal facilities and station of the Pennsylvania Railroad.

However, in the year 1926 it became necessary to find another method of

continuing this service and arrangements were made with the Central

Railroad of New Jersey for the use of both its station, track, and ferry

facilities. Under the plan used by that and other roads whose rail lines

terminate on the New Jersey shore it is necessary for passengers to make

their own way from there to their destinations in Manhattan and New
York, using, of course, the ferry boats of the roads upon which they

traveled for the movement between the Jersey shore and Manhattan.

The management of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad realized the desire

of the public for a more convenient method of reaching their Manhattan

destinations, and further having noted the increasing popularity of the motor

vehicle, determined to make use of that means of transportation to give the

service which it felt was desired.

Having reached that conclusion it was then necessary to develop the

details involved in the successful inauguration of the plan, and studies were

made to determine the following data

:

First : The manner in which the operation should be conducted,
namely: whether by the Baltimore and Ohio itself, by a
subsidiary company, or by contract with an established

operator.

Second : Where and how many stations should be established.

Third: The route or routes which should be followed.
Fourth: The number, type and character of motor coaches.

Fifth: The character of the stations, their fittings, etc.

Sixth : The ticketing and baggage arrangements.
Seventh : The manner in which the operation should be con-

ducted at Jersey City, and other stations, so passengers
could leave or board motor coaches with a minimum of
delay and maximum ease.

In the consideration given the proper location of stations the Pas-

senger Traffic Department, of course, had available information as to trend

of travel and the location of strategic points by which the needs of travelers

could best be met. Their studies, therefore, led to the choice of the follow-

ing places in the business, hotel and theater districts, as the points at

which passengers were to be received and delivered

:

(a) Equitable Insurance Building (33rd Street and Seventh
Avenue) in proximity to the Pennsylvania Hotel and
Station.

(b) McAlpin Hotel.

(c) Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.

(d) Pershing Square (opposite Grand Central Station).

(e) Vanderbilt Hotel.

(f) Consolidated Ticket Office (57 Chambers Street).
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After some experiment an additional stop was installed at Wanamaker's

(4th Avenue and 9th Street). In addition to these stops, early in Novem-

ber further stations were established on Joralemon Street and at the St.

George Hotel in Brooklyn.

Having decided that the proper method to be employed in transporting

passengers between Jersey City and points east of the Hudson River was

by motor coach, the next step was to determine upon the most desirable

means of operating the motor coaches which would be employed. Three

plans were considered, namely

:

(1) Operation by the Baltimore and Ohio, under its own operat-

ing officers.

(2) Formation of a subsidiary company to perform the services.

(3) Negotiation of a contract with an experienced operator
already functioning in New York.

The latter plan was the one adopted and the Fifth Avenue Coach

Company chosen as the operating medium, and a contract entered into

with it. Among the reasons for this action were the fact that they are

the largest operators of motor coaches in New York, and have adequate

garages, service stations, etc., and a trained personnel. Furthermore, they

have so large a fleet that they are always in a position to supply surplus

equipment to meet any emergency which may arise. It was obvious that

with all these things in their favor, as well as the fact that the time to

prepare for the installation was limited, such a company could establish

the service with greater ease than the railroad could, as it would have had

to build up from the bottom an operation with which its officers were

less familiar than the coach company's staff.

Upon the conclusion of the preliminary negotiations covering the opera-

tions, and the decisions as to probable locations of the stations, studies

were made to determine the routes to be used. Trial trips were made
in motor cars and coaches over various suggested travel lanes ; the time

required and traffic interferences encountered carefully noted and studied.

As a result of these studies the coaches move over streets on which they can

travel with the least interference and quickest time to reach the scheduled

stops and stations. They are as follows :

Liberty St. Route

Ferry to foot of Lib-
erty St.

West Street
Chambers Street

Lafayette Street

Fourth Avenue
Park Avenue to

Pershing Square Sta-
tion on 42nd Street

with stops at

Consolidated Ticket
Office on Chambers
Street

Wanamakers
and Vanderbilt Hotel

Tzvcuty-Third St. Ron
Ferry to 23rd St. Ter-
minal

Twenty-third Street
Seventh Avenue
34th Street
Park Avenue to

Pershing Square Sta-

tion on 42nd Street

with stops at

Hotel McAlpin
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
and Vanderbilt Hotel

tc Brooklyn Route

Same as Liberty Street

Route
to Canal Street
Manhattan Bridge
Jay Street
Concord Street

Henry Street

Joralemon Street
to the

Station on that Street
and stopping at

St. George Hotel
en route.
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As previously stated these routes were picked as the best, after numer-

ous surveys were made. Of course it should be understood that in the

event unforeseen traffic delays develop, the coach operators can exercise the

right to deviate from the routes laid down, but are obliged to make the

scheduled stops.

The question as to type and character of motor coaches then arose, and

after careful consideration it was decided to place in the service what is

known as the Y type coach, manufactured by the Yellow Coach and Truck

Manufacturing Company of Chicago, they being of latest design and construc-

tion, giving convenient and comfortable accommodations with easy riding

and smooth operation. It was felt that the affiliation of these manufacturers

with the principal metropolitan coach lines of the country gave them ex-

perience which enable them to produce the coach best fitted to the needs of

this particular and specialized service.

Orders wer6 then placed for twelve such coaches ; ten for service betw-een

Jersey City and Manhattan. Since that time the demands have been such as

to make necessary the purchase of additional equipment, so that there are

now in operation on the Jersey City-Manhattan-Brooklyn runs 22 motor

coaches.

It will possibly be of some interest to give a brief description of the

equipment used, and that is done in a general way without attempting to

give too many technical details of construction.

In order to conform as nearly as possible to the Baltimore and Ohio

train color scheme, the body of the coaches is painted Pullman green. The
belt rail is royal blue with gilt letters reading "Baltimore and Ohio Train

Connection." The window posts, hood top and wheel disks are of a light

oflf-shade of green and the roof, fenders and hubs are black.

They are 28 feet 8 inches in length, the body proper being 22 feet

5 inches long, 7^ feet wide and 8 feet 1 inch high, and are of the de-luxe

parlor car type.

The doors for passengers are of the sedan type and open outward.

The door at the rear right side is for handling baggage in and out of a

separate compartment which has been provided to take care of baggage

requirements. In this compartment taxicab seats have also been provided for

emergency use.

Only hand baggage is handled, there being no provision for trunks.

A rail is also placed around the tops of coaches so that baggage can be

handled there in case there is an overflow or some emergency requires

the use of the taxicab seats in the rear compartment.

There are seats for twenty-two passengers, in addition to a seat for

the driver and one for the coach attendant. These seats are arranged : ten

double seats, five on each side and two single seats, one on each side

beside the wheel housing.

The space over the wheel housing is occupied by a nickel-container de-

signed as a receptacle for small packages. Its primary purpose, of course, is

to eliminate the ordinary seat over the wheel housing which is uncomfort-

able, and was therefore not desired. In addition, as has been indicated
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before, there are four auxiliary folding seats in the baggage compartment

and the regular seats of the operator and an attendant. The seats are of

the comfortable wicker chair type, having arm rests and divided backs,

and double cushions provide proper resilience for smooth riding.

The frame work of the coach bodies is of second growth, thoroughly

seasoned ash, all joints being treated with white lead or glue and either

screwed or bolted. The roofs are grooved strips over ash car lines, over-

lapped by heavy duck dipped in white lead and painted, thus providing a

waterproof roofing. All exterior panels have sheet aluminum covering

so that wooden parts will not become exposed, and the entire cowl, wind-

shield and door pillars are of unit steel construction.

The side panels on the interior are covered with fabric leather to

match the seats, while the side post panels and roof headlining are of

matched grain mahogany. Each side post is equipped with a plate-glass

mirror. All hardware is finished in bright nickel and the floor covering is

of battleship linoleum.

The windows are post-spaced with 44-inch centers, of plate glass,

without frames, the glass slides being embedded in felt channels. They
can be opened and shut by operating crank-type regulators. This arrange-

ment applies to all side and rear windows, the rear windows being sta-

tionary. The side and rear window drapes slide on nickel rods.

Windshields are of plate glass framed with metal, having upper venti-

lating panels and electric windshield wipers. To supplement air circula-

tion provided by windows and windshield are four roof ventilators in the

sides and tops of cowl.

It was, of course, necessary that passengers be comfortable at all times,

so that besides the means provided to keep them cool in summer, provision

had to be made to keep them warm in winter. Therefore, a thorough system

of heating was installed. Adjustable valves permit the exhaust gas to be

carried through the thin-walled steel tubing that encircles both sides of the

coach bodies, all exposed parts being covered with perforated steel guards

;

these guards are enameled to blend with the general interior colorings.

Special arrangements have been made for heating coaches electrically

while standing for long periods at their terminals, before stations or in

train shed at Jersey City. This was done to assure that coaches are com-

fortable when passengers are received after waits when engine was not

running.

The interior illumination is furnished by ten opal glass dome lights

of 21 C.P. and head lights are provided with ante-glare lenses, drum
shaped and finished in nickel. This is important, as passengers are used to

well lighted trains and the same degree of light had to be furnished on

the coaches. Every effort is made to have passengers feel that the coach

ride is but a continuation of train ride, with all its facilities. Other exterior

lights are the front and rear markers, stop and combination tail and stop

light.

The coaches are equipped with six cylinder sleeve valve engines, the

valves having a bore of 4}4 inches with a 5}4 inch stroke. The upper and
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lower crank cases are of aluminum. The crank shafts are 2^ inches, prop-

erly balanced to eliminate distortion and providing a smooth, quiet and

powerful engine. The transmission control mechanism, drive shafts, propel-

lor shafts and rear axle are off-centered, permitting a low-level chassis,

obviating aisle interference and affording more entrance space.

Steering is by means of a well-raked steering column actuating a cam

and lever type gear. Quick and positive braking is secured by 4-wheel air

brakes, in addition to which there is the usual hand or emergency brake.

The air compressor is built as an integral part of the engine and the air

is passed through an automatic control regulating the pressure in the storage

tank, then back through an application to each wheel.

While it is appreciated that these descriptions make rather dry reading,

it is felt necessary to indicate in not too great detail some of the salient

points in connection with the construction of these coaches.

Having picked the location of the permanent stations, plans were then

effectuated for equipping them. In order to put the service on as high a

plane as possible, the appointments were made as complete as possible, and

an air of richness as well as quiet dignity striven for. It was and is the

constant aim to maintain the highest standards and prevent any blatant

advertising or appearances in any direction. These stations are equipped

with the best furniture possible to secure, comfortable chairs, splendid

hangings and rugs and quiet and mellow lighting arrangements. All the

necessary ticket racks, etc., were installed, but out of sight. Men's and

women's rest rooms, maids and uniformed porters in addition to the ticket-

ing forces were provided.

One of the questions which immediately arose when it was decided to

use motor coaches was just how were passengers to be transferred between

trains and coaches. It was apparent, of course, that they must be handled

in motor coaches from Jersey City via ferry boats to Manhattan, and it

immediately became apparent that they should be able to step directly from

the trains to the motor coaches or vice versa. To accomplish that purpose,

the Central Railroad of New Jersey assigned two tracks definitely for use

of Baltimore and Ohio trains, and the tracks between were taken up and

replaced by a broad roadway. This permits the motor coaches to be

placed in position directly beside the trains so passengers can make the

transfer with a minimum effort. The coaches are spotted beside the train

in such positions as to require a minimum effort on part of passengers in

passing to or from them.

Another difficulty presented itself through the fact that though the

roadway constructed was wide enough for its purpose, the coaches could

not be turned on it. To meet this difficulty a turntable was constructed at

the end of the platform and satisfactorily solved the problem. It is, of

course, manually operated, it being the duty of the coach operator and

attendant to see that it is turned.

When this portion of the operating procedure had been solved con-

sideration then had to be given the handling of the motor coaches on the

ferry boats so that the comfort and safety of passengers would be abso-
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lutely safeguarded. Arrangements were made so that unless it is absolutely

impossible motor coaches be placed on the aprons so as to be out in the

open. This is for the double purpose of giving those who elect to remain

in the coaches for the boat trip a clear view of the New York skyline, and

to assure light and fresher air than would be possible if the coaches

were in the interior of the boats.

Further to insure safety and comfort, additional chocks were placed

on the boats chained to their sides so that they could be placed under

the wheels to prevent movement. Instructions were issued to operators to

stop their engines immediately upon coming to rest on boats, place cars in

the proper gear to further prevent movement, set their brakes, keep their

tail lights burning, and they themselves instructed not to leave their places

behind the wheel.

Other vehicles are not permitted within a certain distance, and the

coaches are not permitted to exceed specified speeds in moving on or oflf

the boats. No doors are permitted to be opened until the coaches are com-

pletely at rest. After that time passengers are informed that they may

leave the coaches if they desire to move about the boat, but told at what

time they are to be back in their seats.

Every effort is made to insure the comfort and convenience of pas-

sengers. For instance, here is the way they are handled when entering

New York. The train conductor canvasses the train before reaching

Philadelphia, to determine the number of New York passengers aboard.

This information is telegraphed to New York so that sufHcient motor

coach equipment will be available. After leaving Philadelphia additional

information is forwarded so that if any change in plans is necessary, such

change can be made.

At Philadelphia a train attendant boards the train and interviews

every New York passenger. He gets his New York destination from him

and then tells him the proper coach route to use, whether the 23d Street

route, Liberty Street route or Brooklyn route. He tags his baggage show-

ing the proper coach and issues a stub which indicates the route and also

shows the coach number. The latter procedure is to assure that the

passenger and his baggage get on the same coach. Different color tags are

used for each route, so that porters can properly identify and handle baggage.

After the attendant has made his rounds, during course of which he prof-

fers any other assistance possible, such as securing hotel accommodations,

etc., the train porter gathers up the baggage and places it in the vestibules

of cars, both Pullman and day coach.

Immediately the train comes to a stop the station porters take the bag-

gage from the train and distribute it to the coaches shown on the baggage

tags, the passengers proceeding direct to the motor coaches with no delay

and no concern as to their belongings. Before boarding the coach they

present the stub given by the train attendant to the coach attendant, which

insures that they are on the proper motor coach. A force of station at-

tendants is also present to assist the passengers if any are uncertain as to

their proper movements.
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The motor coaches then go to their places on ferry boats and on

arrival on the Manhattan side continue on their routes, making the scheduled

stops. At all hotel or other stops, other than the final station stops, the

coach attendant handles their baggage from the coaches, placing it in the

possession of passengers or hotel or other porters as they may desire. This

service is, of course, performed without cost to the passenger, he being

relieved of the necessity of tipping porters, paying taxi fares, etc., and,

even in the event he is proceeding beyond the final coach stop and uses

a taxi, his taxi charge is less.

Any passenger who for any reason desires to remain only for the

day in New York may check his bags at one of the regular stations without

charge and either call for it later or, if he is nearer to another one of our

stations, when he desires to leave New York, he may telephone the station at

which the baggage was left, giving the check number, and the baggage will

be sent to Jersey City where he will find it beside his train on his arrival.

In the case of a Pullman passenger, if he telephones his seat or berth

number, he will find his baggage in his berth or beside his seat when he

reaches the outbound train.

With respect to outbound passengers the general method is the same.

They may check their baggage at stations at any time and it will be sent

to their proper place on the train. They may purchase tickets at the regular

stations and board motor coaches there, or they may board them at the other

scheduled stops. If a passenger does board a motor coach at one of these

points without having purchased a ticket, one dollar is collected from him

by the coach attendant, a receipt being given therefor. This receipt is

accepted by the train conductor as having a value of one dollar when

applied to the purchase of a ticket to some point on the Baltimore and Ohio.

This is to prevent any other than bona-fide passengers from riding the

motor coaches.

One of the advantages of the system is the fact that passengers are to all

intents and purposes on the train as soon as they board the coach. This is

because trains always await the arrival of the coaches. However, in the

event that an accident should occur, serious enough to cause material delay

to the motor coach, the attendants have instructions to secure taxicabs from

any source and forward passengers in them, giving proper authorization

slips which are honored by ticket agents at designated point. This applies

no matter if passengers are going to or from trains.

In order that the passengers may be thoroughly acquainted with the

stops, the schedules have been prepared in such a way that both the place

and time of all regular stops is shown. These schedules were prepared

with great care and made conservatively so that there may be no question of

their maintenance.

The Fifth Avenue Coach Company provided a new garage to take

care of this equipment and carefully organized a trained corps of operators,

attendants, supervisors, and despatchers. Before the operation was started

these men were picked and classes were held at which they were taught

and drilled in the details for which they were responsible. Dress rehearsals
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were held, that is, coaches were run over the routes and all the details of

operation were performed.

Such questions as the assignments of coaches and men to particular

runs, tours of duty, inspections of coaches, oiling, greasing, repairs, etc.,

are functions performed under the contract by the Fifth Avenue Coach

Company.

The establishment of the service herein described on August 29, 1926,

was an innovation in terminal motor coach operation. It gives a pleasing

service to patrons, removes the annoyances occasioned by the employment of

porters and walks through passenger stations to taxis, eliminates the so

frequent scramble for taxis, dissipates baggage worries, eliminates necessity

for tips, and has many attractive features which appeal to the traveling

public. The results obtained since its establishment give ample justification

for the performance of such service in the manner described.
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Committee.

To the Ame7-ican Raihvay Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report covering the

following subjects:

(1) Continue the study of economics of railway location as affected

by the introduction of electric locomotives (see Appendix A).

(2) Continue the study of relative merits of increasing tonnage by

the reduction of ruling grades, or by the introduction of more powerful

locomotives, including the consideration of momentum grades and the

availability of the locomotive booster (see Appendix B).

(3) Continue the study of locomotive capacity, giving special attention

to oil burning locomotives, collaborating with the appropriate Committee

of Division V—Mechanical, American Railway Association (see Appen-

dix C).

Action Recommended

1. That the progress report in Appendix A be received as information.

2. That the progress report in Appendix B be received as information.

3. That the data in Appendix C be received as information.

Recommendations for Future Work

1. Revision of the Manual.

2. Continue the study of economics of grade revision as affected by

the introduction of electric locomotives, collaborating with Committee

XVIII—Electricity.

3. Continue the study of the relative merits of grade lines lighter

than 0.4 per cent.

4. Continue the study of the relative merits of increasing tonnage

by the reduction of ruling grades or by the introduction of more powerful

locomotives, including the consideration of momentum grades and the avail-

ability of the locomotive booster.

Bulletin 302, December, 1927.
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5. Continue the study of locomotive capacity, giving special attention

to oil burning locomotives, collaborating with the appropriate committee

of Division V—Mechanical, American Railway Association.

6. Outline of work for ensuing year.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Economics of Railway Location,

F. R. Layng, Chairman.

i

Appendix A

(1) ECONOMICS OF RAILWAY LOCATION AS AFFECTED
BY THE INTRODUCTION OF ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES

F. L. Batchelder, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; F. E. Wynne, M. A. Zook,

A. K. Shurtlefif, Frank Lee, Fred Lavis, C. E. Day.

The assignment to this Sub-Committee is "Continue the study of eco-

nomics of grade revision as afifected by the introduction of electric loco-

motives." When the traffic on a portion of a railway fully equipped with

the most modern steam locomotives and tlie using of other most modern

facilities is approaching the limit of track capacity, one of the questions

which naturally arises is "Shall the grade be revised or shall the existing

line be electrified?" The answer cannot be given offhand but the problem

is subject to an economic solution. This solution involves certain steps.

The grade revision must be designed and its cost calculated. The per-

formance of steam locomotives on the revised grade must be determined

and the best combination of train weights, speed and distribution of trains

selected for the expected amount of traffic. The total cost of steam opera-

tion on the revised grade, including operating expenses, depreciation, taxes

and interest on the new investment, may then be estimated.

On the other hand, the cost of electrification of the existing line must
be calculated, the performance of electric locomotives determined and the

best method selected for handling electrically the expected amount of traffic.

The total cost as defined above of electric operation of the existing line

may then be estimated and compared with that for steam operation of the

revised line and a conclusion drawn on an economic basis.

The Manual gives a method for determining steam locomotive charac-

teristics, and performance in service. The designers of electric locomotives

are in a position to supply characteristic curves for any type and size of
electric locomotive. From these characteristic curves, the detailed loco-

motive performance in service can be predicted with a high degree of

accuracy. The Committee feels that a method of determining the service

performance of the electric locomotive from its characteristic curves will

be useful information for the Association to have in its records. The
preparation of this information, together with typical examples of its appli-

cation, is in progress.
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Appendix B

(2) RELATIVE MERITS OF INCREASING TONNAGE BY
THE REDUCTION OF RULING GRADES, OR BY THE
INTRODUCTION OF MORE POWERFUL LOCOMO-
TIVES, INCLUDING CONSIDERATION OF MOMENTUM
GRADES AND THE AVAILABILITY OF THE LOCO-

MOTIVE BOOSTER

W. L. R. Haines, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; L. O. Sloggett, J. L. Camp-

bell, C. P. Howard, C. E. Day, J. C. Wrenshall, F. M. Patterson,

E. E. King.

LARGER LOCOMOTIVES VS. GRADE REDUCTIONS

This particular problem is but one sub-division of the general problem

of making a dollar earn the most interest. To solve it the main elements

to be considered are those of the general problem, viz. : Revenue, expense

and investment.

Of course, were the earnings or gross revenues unaffected by the choije

as between larger locomotives or lighter grades the elements of revenues

might be eliminated from consideration. But in general it sho,uld be care-

fully considered as the capacity of the road for increased business may be

seriously affected, for some years at least, by the present decision.

To What Extent Is the Problem an Alternative?

There may be presented the present alternative of doing several different

things.

(1) Get more powerful engines;

(2) Reduce grades
;

(3) Increase the number of main line tracks;

(4) Improve the signal system and yard facilities.

It is evident that any one, or a combination of these four alternatives,

may be advisable in a given case, but confining our attention to the first

two it is evident that they are not necessarily alternatives.

In certain cases both may be resorted to simultaneously to advantage.

Thus it may pay to reduce the grades, assuming no increase in the power

of locomotives. But a further computation may show that with the grades

so reduced an additional saving may be affected by the use of heavier loco-

motives. Thus some very light grade railroads use powerful locomotives.

It takes a powerful locomotive to handle one hundred loaded cars on a

0.3 per cent grade.

The most general form of the problem is probably—which expenditure,

if either, should be made first; i.e., at the present time?

Reduction of grades will not necessarily prevent additional savings by

the use of heavier locomotives, and the purchase of heavier locomotives

will not necessarily prevent further economics by the reduction of grades.
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(a) Advantages in the Use of Heavier Locomotives to Handle an

Existing Traffic

(1) Their purchase is easily financed.

(2) Their total cost may be assumed as approximately the same as

the cost of a greater number of smaller locomotives to do the same work.

Similarly for repairs and renewals. There is no necessary increase in the

permanent investment in equipment or in repairs and renewals of same.

In the given case it may be possible to transfer the smaller locomotives

to other lines or service where needed, or they may be gradually replaced

by heavier locomotives as they wear out or become obsolete.

(3) In many cases it happens that the cost of heavier locomotives

can be more accurately determined in advance than the cost of contemplated

grade reductions.

(4) Usually it takes less time to purchase locomotives than to make
grade revisions, and there is quicker return on investment.

It must be remembered that a comparison between antiquated existing

locomotives and improved new locomotives is not a fair one. If the com-

parison is fairly made between modern locomotives of different tractive

power, the total cost of the necessary tractive power, as well as the cost

of repairs, renewals, fuel, water, etc., might be assumed to be approximately

the same.

(b) Disadvantages of Heavier Locomotives to Handle an Existing

Traffic

(1) Longer turntables, larger engine stalls.

(2) Heavier rails may be necessary.

(3) More ballast may be required, this in turn requiring the widening

of the roadbed.

(4) The strengthening of bridges (steel as well as wood) may be

required. As the strengthening of trestles usually requires shorter spans,

more or heavier stringers, or both, with possibly more piles and posts to

the bent, operating expenses (repairs) will be increased.

(5) The lengthening of passing and certain yard tracks. This disad-

vantage also applies to lengthening trains by reducing grades.

Items Nos. 1 to 4, inclusive, usually involve an increase in permanent

investment, whereas an expense is involved for item No. 5 ; the total invest-

ment is not necessarily affected, as the total length of passing and yard

tracks may be the same.

(b) Advantages of Grade Reduction vs. Heavier Locomotives to

Handle a Given Traffic

As compared with an increase in the size of locomotives to effect the

same reduction in the number of train miles, grade reduction has the fol-

lowing advantages

:

(1) No increase in investment in equipment.

(2) Reduction in operating expenses due to saving in engine repairs,
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and renewals, and in fuel and water, provided the rise and fall is also

reduced as it usually is.

(3) A future possible saving, assuming that additional main tracks

will be needed in the not distant future, and that it will later be necessary

to reduce grades.

For, if second, third and fourth tracks are added on the present grades,

and later it becomes necessary to reduce grades (probably involving also

changes in line) the amount of work thrown away, and to be charged off

the investment, will be much greater than if the grade had been reduced

in the first place. It may be added, in this connection, that if grade reduc-

tion will be required in the future, the sooner it is done the less it will cost

in many cases due to the increased number of facilities which will have

to be replaced, increased cost of property, etc.

To effect a given reduction in the number of trains to handle a given

traffic, grade reduction will increase the permanent capital investment in

road and decrease investment in equipment and operating expenses as com-

pared with substitution of more powerful locomotives. The saving in train

wages would be approximately the same as for heavier locomotives, except

for the differentials paid enginemen according to the age of the locomotives.

A moderate grade reduction will not save as much on certain classes

of trains. They may be entirely unaffected by it. These are passenger

trains, local and package freights, and certain fast freights in some cases.

Estimated cost of grade reduction should include the lengthening of

passing tracks, and new bridges, when necessary, should be constructed so

that they may be ultimately used for heavier power, at a minimum of

additional expense.

If additional tracks will probably be needed, there is an advantage in

grade reduction.

We must consider the permanency of the proposed route before going

to heavy expenditures on a given line. Not only consider whether there

should not be a new location abandoning parts or perhaps all of the new
line, but in some cases it will be most important to consider the possibility

of the acquisition by purchase of another line which would better serve the

purpose. Should this be done, the savings from grade reduction might be

much less than anticipated.

It should be borne in mind that the problem involved in a proposed

grade reduction for a given division, or other length of line, is frequently

one of considerable difficulty. For instance, it may appear today that a

reduction to a given rate of grade could be most economical, and large

expenditures made ; later investigations might show that a different rate of

grade, or an entirely different line, would have been most economical.

Best General Rule

Make a careful survey of present conditions, a forecast of future con-

ditions and careful computations of the savings to be effected on each

alternate plan to fit the present or future assumed conditions, and compare

results. As there must necessarily be many important conditions that can-
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not be accurately forecasted, a good real of judgment must be used. It is

recommended, however, that the computations be made first and judgment

exercised afterwards.

The whole computation, if the conditions can be correctly forecasted,

is a matter of computing the greatest net earnings on the money to be

permanently invested.

Any computations as to the savings between large and small locomo-

tives, otherwise of identical design, in handling an existing traffic should

primarily omit fuel savings except as a temporary matter, as it may be

assumed that the fuel efficiency of the locomotive of moderate dimensions

will generally be the same as for the larger locomotive—i. e., the amount

of fuel consumed should be approximately proportional to the foot-pounds

of work done or the tonnage hauled over the same line and grades. Some
minor savings in fuel consumption by the use of larger locomotives may
be effected by the elimination of congestion and delays with consequent

saving of a portion of the fuel consumed while the engine is starting.

It is pointed out that if the decision is made that a grade revision is

the answer to the problem the work should be done as promptly as possible

for the reason that this country is expanding rapidly, construction costs are

rising, and for the further reason that municipal and private improvements

will make a proposed change more expensive if delayed. It should also be

borne in mind that in some cases permanent improvements such as grade

separation projects will be demanded on the existing line, which improve-

ments may become entirely useless when the new grade line is constructed.

Appendix C

(3) LOCOMOTIVE CAPACITY, GIVING SPECIAL ATTEN-
TION TO OIL BURNING LOCOMOTIVES, COLLABO-
RATING WITH THE APPROPRIATE COMMITTEE OF
DIVISION V—MECHANICAL, A.R.A.

W. H. Winterrowd, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; Walter Constance, A. W.
Galbreath, J. A. Noble, W. L. Webb, Fred Lavis.

The data in this Appendix was prepared by W. H. Winterrowd, a

member of this Committee, and is submitted as information.

THE LOCOMOTIVE BOOSTER

By W. H. Winterrowd, Vice-President, Lima Locomotive Works,
New York City

In the field of transportation, as in other lines of endeavor, the subject

of economics is obviously of vital importance. Transportation, like other

business, is founded for profit. Profits, being the difference between the

amount which can be charged for the commodity and that which it costs

to manufacture the same, allows very slight margins. Therefore, in any
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business venture which requires production, it is essential that the costs be

maintained at the lowest level, as a dollar saved in production is worth

many times that of increased sales. Therefore, in the field of trans-

portation it is essential that all "expenses involved should be kept at a

minimum. To do this requires a thorough analysis and consideration of

all the details of operation, which eventually reverts to the statistics relative

to operation. It is from the history of the past, as shown by these statistics,

that the operation of the future and the necessary economies may be

forecast.

From a perusal of the various expense items that go to make up the

total operating expense, it will be observed that the majority of the expenses

are directly affected by power. Thus power must receive primary con-

sideration in any analysis in which the object is a reduction in the expense.

From the 1925 operation it is found that of the total operating expendi-

tures, 17.8 per cent was for maintenance of way and structures ; 27.7 per

cent for maintenance of equipment, and 50.5 per cent for conducting trans-

portation, while 4 per cent was for the general expense.

Of the total expense for conducting transportation, it is found that

approximately 60 per cent was expended for the direct expense. These

direct expenses include enginehouse expense, fuel, wages, locomotive sup-

plies, such as water, lubricants, etc., and train supplies. Approximately

45 per cent of the total transportation expense was expended in these items

for road service alone. Under these conditions it becomes essential to

provide ways and means for a reduction in these items, and as the greatest

reduction can be obtained by decreasing all items, one naturally turns to the

source from which these expenses arise. From a survey of these various

expense items it will be observed that, with the exception of fuel, all

expenses classed as direct expenses will remain practically constant for

a train unit, regardless of the train load. Fuel, on the other hand, will

vary with the train load, but not in the same ratio. Inasmuch as the

majority of these expenses are constant for the train unit, it is essential

that the maximum tonnage be handled per train unit, in order that the unit

cost of production will be a minimum.

Another item of expenditure, which is inclusive in itself, but does

fluctuate with the train unit, is the expenditure for maintenance of equip-

ment, the largest expenditure being for locomotive maintenance. The main-

tenance of locomotives will depend on the class of service to which they

are assigned, physical characteristics of the road and the design of the

locomotive. It has been found from actual operation that with all condi-

tions constant, but with a difference in the locomotive design, there is a

considerable fluctuation in the maintenance cost per locomotive mile. On
one road the following average maintenance costs were obtained for a

number of locomotives of each class:

Per Locomotive Mile

Mallet Type $0.52

2-10-2 Type 48
Light Mikado Type with the Booster 27
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On another road it was found that with two types of locomotives

operating in fast service, there was a great variation in the maintenance

cost. The average maintenance cost for the Pacific type locomotive was

$0.19 per locomotive mile, while the cost of maintenance for the Consolida-

tion type locomotive was $0.30 per locomotive mile. Thus, because of the

wide variation in locomotive maintenance cost, on account of locomotive

design, it becomes necessary to consider locomotive maintenance in con-

junction with any analysis relative to a reduction in the unit cost of direct

expense, for it may occur that the element of locomotive maintenance will

be the deciding factor in determining the type of power to be used.

From an analysis of the transportation expense together with the

locomotive maintenance expense, it is obvious that increasing the train load,

thereby reducing the train unit, train miles, and locomotive miles, to do

a given amount of work, offers the best field for the greatest economy.

An increase in train load may be accomplished in either of two ways, or

a combination thereof. The maximum grades may be reduced or the power

of the locomotive may be increased, thus permitting of heavier loading per

train unit. In any event, it always becomes a necessity to consider the

type and power of the locomotive to be assigned, so as to obtain the

maximum economy. With sufficient traffic available, to warrant increased

power, so that greater train loads may be handled, the problem resolves

itself into whether it would be more economical to obtain this increased

power through the medium of a number of drivers, or whether the loco-

motive booster should be applied to some idle weight supporting wheel.

On the other hand, because of the fact that locomotive maintenance is the

minimum for locomotives having the least number of drivers, and increases

with the number of drivers, would it not be more economical to utilize a

locomotive with less number of drivers and the booster, in conjunction with

grade reduction? These are problems, of course, which will vary with

local conditions.

The locomotive booster is a simple, double-acting steam engine, having

10-inch by 12-inch cylinders. The power from these cylinders is transmitted

through crankshaft and gears to the trailer wheels of the locomotive, or to

the wheels of the front truck of the tender. The gear ratio between the

booster and the trailer axle is 2.57. The control used in conjunction with

the booster is of the semi-automatic type. In order that the booster may
be put in use it is merely necessary that the main throttle of the locomotive

be open and the booster latch on the reverse lever be lifted, so as to open

the reverse lever pilot valve. The control valves then permit steam to enter

the cylinders to idle the booster, so the booster gears idle and intermesh,

open the main booster throttle and finally close the cylinder cocks, thus

permitting the booster to deliver its maximum power.

At the present time there are four types of boosters being manufac-
tured and in use. These types are the "C-2-L," "C-2-S," "D-l-L" and
"D-l-S." Both of the "C-2" types are for locpmotives of standard gage. The
"C-2-L" booster has an average cutoff of 75 per cent stroke, while the "C-2-
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S" booster has a cutoff of 50 per cent stroke. These two types of boosters

are applicable to either the trailer or tender of the locomotive. The type "D"
booster is manufactured with either a long or short cutoff, similar to the

"C-2." The type "D" booster, however, is for use on roads where the

track gage is less than standard.

Inasmuch as all track in this country is of standard gage, only the

type "C-2" booster will be considered. From many tests on various rail-

ways and on our test plant it has been possible to obtain the drawbar pull,

horsepower, mechanical efficiency and water rates for the booster.

It has been determined from the various tests that the "C-2-L" booster

will deliver the drawbar pulls shown on Table I and derived from the

following formula, in which the numerical factor takes into consideration

the mean effective pressure, drop in pressure in booster inlet line and the

mechanical efficiency of the booster.

2475 X P
D.B.P.

—
,

D
when P = Boiler gage pressure

D = Diameter of trailer wheel.

In Table II is shown the drawbar pull for the "C-2-S" booster, derived

from the following formula,

2250 X P
D.B.P. = ,

D
the numerical factor taking into consideration the same items mentioned for

the "C-2-L."

From these tables it will be observed that with both the "C-2-L" and

"C-2-S" boosters, the drawbar pull which may be developed depends on the

pressure, diameter of trailer or tender wheels and the speed at which the

locomotive is moving. It will be noted that as the speed increases the

drawbar pull of the booster decreases. This, of course, is due to the in-

creasing velocity of the steam flowing through the inlet steam line to the

booster. The booster should never be operated at speeds where the revolu-

tions per minute of the booster crankshaft is in excess of 400 r.p.m. There-

fore, in these tables no drawbar pull is shown where the speed is greater

than the recommended practice.

The power which may be delivered by a locomotive is a function of the

capacity of the locomotive boiler. Inasmuch as the booster will add to the

steam consumption of the main engine, which in turn will limit its effective

use at certain speeds, the data as to the steam consumption of the booster is

presented in Chart I. This data for saturated steam applying to the

"C-2-L" booster shows the steam consumption for various piston speeds

of the booster. Every nine degree rise in the superheat will decrease the

steam consumption of the booster by 1 per cent. In the case of the "C-2-S"

booster the decrease in cutoff from 75 per cent to 50 per cent reduces the

steam consumption 20 per cent. Therefore, the steam consumption of the

"C-2-S" booster is 20 per cent less than that shown on Chart I for the
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"C-2-L" booster. In order that the steam consumption of either type of

booster may be obtained, it is necessary to know the piston speed of the

booster and the pressure in the booster inlet manifold for the desired speed.

On Chart II is presented the piston speed of the booster in feet per

minute in relation to the speed of the locomotive in miles per hour for

various diameter of trailer or tender wheels. On Chart III is pre-

sented the percentage of boiler pressure obtainable at the booster inlet

manifold for various booster ^piston speeds. With the data contained in

these three charts it is possible to obtain the steam consumption of the

booster for various speeds and trailer or tender wheel diameters.

The power which is developed by the booster as supplemental power for

the main engine makes it possible to start and haul greater train loads on

any grade. On Chart IV are shown the additional tonnage in 45-ton cars

which may be handled at a speed of 5 m.p.h., on all grades up to 3 per cent.

This chart may be used in conjunction with Tables I and II for determin-

ing the tonnage which the booster will handle in addition to that hauled by

the main locomotive. In a particular case determine from Table I or II

the drawbar pull which the booster will deliver at 5 m.p.h., then on Chart

IV lay in this drawbar pull line parallel to the line shown for the drawbar

pull on the side of the chart. At the point where the drawbar pull line

intersects the vertical grade line, lay in a diagonal line similar to the ones

shown for each 100 tons. In this manner the tonnage which the booster

will handle on the maximum grade at 5 m.p.h. may be obtained.

The booster is one means of obtaining greater power per locomotive

unit, thereby making it possible to increase train loads and thus decrease

unit costs. The other means of obtaining greater power is through the

medium of additional drivers, which of necessity causes an increase in loco-

motive weights. Because the booster makes it possible to handle an in-

creased train load it will sometimes be found that a locomotive with a

less number of drivers and the booster may be used in place of the more

powerful locomotive. This reduction in the number of drivers will show

substantial economies in locomotive maintenance, while the use of the

booster will increase locomotive maintenance by only $0,005 per locomotive

mile, a very small proportion of the locomotive maintenance expense for

any type of engine.

On one road which enjoys a profitable business of the preferred class,

which makes it imperative that the service be prompt and fast, it was
found after several years that the business as delivered by the connecting

lines could not be handled in one train unit with one Pacific type locomotive,

as was previously the case. It was, therefore, necessary to either double-

head or use heavier engines to handle the business in one train unit. The
road naturally chose the last mentioned method and substituted a Consolida-

tion type locomotive for the Pacific type which was in use. After several

years of operation with the 2-8-0 type locomotive a study of the operation

was made, which revealed that the cost of locomotive maintenance with

the Consolidation type was $0.30 per locomotive mile, while with the Pacific
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type it was $0.19. A study of the local conditions relative to the use of a

booster on the Pacific type showed that train loads were based entirely on

starting on the maximum grade. The supplemental power of the booster as

applied to the Pacific type locomotive gave the same starting power as the

Consolidation type locomotive. At a speed of 8 m.p.h. there was a slight

deficiency in power with the booster-equipped Pacific type locomotive. At

a speed of 25 m.p.h. the Pacific type locomotive developed greater power

than the Consolidation. The booster was therefore applied to the Pacific

type locomotive. The service rendered was the same with both the Con-

solidation and booster-equipped Pacific, but in using the Pacific type equipped

with the booster the maintenance cost of the locomotives for this service was

reduced from $0.30 to $0,195 per locomotive mile, a saving of $0,105 per

locomotive mile attributable to the booster.

In another instance the traffic on one sub-division of a railway had

increased to such an extent that the trains being brought from the first

division into the terminal could not be carried over the second division in

one unit, and therefore a greater number of train units were necessary for

this division than for the first division. It was realized that a locomotive

with greater power would handle greater tonnage per train unit and thus

reduce the number of necessary train and locomotive miles. A study was

made to determine whether or not to use a 2-10-2 type locomotive or

equip the existing Mikado locomotive with the booster. It was found from

this study that whereas the existing operation was costing $0,734 per 1,000

gross ton miles, the estimated cost of operation with a 2-10-2 type locomo-

tive handling 500 additional tons per train unit would be $0,642 per 1,000

g.t.m. and with the present Mikado and booster, capable of handling 400

additional tons per train unit, the cost would be $0,611 per 1,000 g.t.m. This

road therefore decided to apply boosters to the existing power. After the

boosters were in operation for a sufficient period of time a check of the

operation showed that while the operation without boosters cost $0,734 per

1,000 g.t.m. the operatioij with boosters during a similar period had cost

$0,605 per 1,000 g.t.m. Thus the increased train load made possible by the

booster actually caused a reduction of $0,129 per 1,000 g.t.m., which is

equivalent to a reduction of 17.6 per cent.

Thus two roads have made studies of their local conditions and decided

on the use of the locomotive booster because of the economic benefits which

would result from their operation. One road obtained an economy in main-

tenance expense because of using a booster-equipped locomotive of different

design in the same class of service. The other road obtained economic

benefits because of the increased load per train unit.

It is operations such as these that have made it possible to place over

3000 boosters on 68 railways in the United States and foreign countries

during the past six years.
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*Died July 8, 1927.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith reports covering the

following subjects

:

No revision of the Manual is recommended.

(1) The extent to which it is practicable to stabilize employment in

the Maintenance of Way Department in the interest of efficiency and the

necessary measures to accomplish it (Appendix A).

(2) Economy in the use of labor-saving devices (Appendix B).

(3) Standardization of motor car parts (Appendix C).

(4) Equating track values for labor distribution (Appendix D).

Action Recommended

(1) That the work of the Sub-Committee be accepted as final and

Sub-Committee be excused.

(2) That the work of the Sub-Committee be continued and considera-

tion be given to reducing the number of labor-saving devices to be studied

each year to be reduced not to exceed two items in order to allow intensive

study of the devices assigned.

(3) That the report of the Sub-Committee be accepted as information.

Recommendations for Future Work

(1) Revision of the Manual.

(2) Continue the study of methods for securing greater efficiency

and economy by the use of labor-saving devices in railway track maintenance.

(3) Continue the study of standardization of parts and accessories

for railway maintenance motor cars.

(4) Continue the study of equating track values for labor distribution.

Bulletin 302, December, 1927.
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(5) Economic ratio of supervision to labor.

(6) Practical education and training of the individual workman in

his assigned duties as a means of securing an increased output of better

quality with less effort and fewer accidents.

(7) Outline of work for ensuing year.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Economics of Railway Labor,

A. N. Reece, Chairman.

Appendix A

(1) THE EXTENT TO WHICH IT IS PRACTICABLE TO
STABILIZE EMPLOYMENT IN THE MAINTENANCE OF
WAY DEPARTMENT AND THE NECESSARY MEASURES
TO ACCOMPLISH IT

Lem Adams, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; W. S. Bennett, H. M. Stout, Cale

Wamsley, J. M. Sills, E. T. Howson, R. L. Schmid, C. A. Ashbaugh,

C. C. Cook, Wm. Carpenter, A. E. Botts.

After further and extensive study of our subject during the present

year we find no changes to be made in the conclusions as adopted for pub-

lication in the Manual last j'ear, but, on the contrary, our investigations have

added decided strength to the conclusions heretofore reached.

Therefore, in order to bring this subject more forcibly before our

membership, we submit the following resume of reports that have been

submitted over the past three years

:

No single factor exerts a more direct influence on the efficiency in han-

dling maintenance of way work than its orderly prosecution throughout

the year. It is, therefore, essential that a budget be prepared and approved,

based upon a program outlined sufficiently in advance of the budget, that

will enable the materials to be assembled and forces organized for the

proper execution of the year's work, and still more important, that all

officers adhere as strictly to this program as possible in order to secure its

full effectiveness.

It has long been recognized in industry that uniformity in volume of

work and continuity in operations are essential to the maximum efficiency,

and that as these decrease, the cost of work increases. The general practice

on many of our American railways of making maintenance allowance from

month to month to conform to the wide fluctuations in earnings exerts a

very heavy toll on maintenance of way operations, by added costs due to

decreased efficiency in the force employed. We believe that if the losses

which result from this practice were more fully realized by all concerned,

this policy would be discontinued. This method of parceling out funds

for maintenance of way expenditures makes it necessary to do the max-
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imum amount of work when the traffic is heaviest, regardless of the fact

that, at this period, men are more difficult to secure, wages highest and a

poor quality of work generally obtained at a very high unit cost. This

condition is not necessary to the financial security of the average American

railway, and large economies can be effected if they will forego a small

adverse showing in earnings for certain months in order to secure an in-

creased net earning for the entire year.

In its 1926 report, your Committee made three sub-divisions of this

subject

:

(1) The equalization of expenses.

(2) The determination of the extent to which the maintenance
of uniform forces is justified.

(3) The effect of stabilization of employment on uniform pur-

chases of materials and on their costs.

THE EQUALIZATION OF EXPENSES

The Interstate Commerce Commission made an order, effective July 1st,

1914, which authorized the railways to equalize their monthly charges for

the repair of fixed improvements by including in appropriate primary

accounts a uniform proportion of the amount of authorized estimates of

such expenses for the year.

By further order of the Commission on June 2, 1924, the order was

revised to permit the equalization of authorized estimates for maintenance

of fixed improvements by dividing such authorized estimates into equal

parts, corresponding to the number of months remaining in the year after

the adoption of the maintenance program.

The order further specifies Account 280, "Equalization Way and

Structures," for showing each month the adjustment necessary between

actual expenditures included in the other primary accounts and the equal

monthly proportion of the estimated or authorized maintenance expense for

the period.

The authorization by the Commission of such optional procedure on

the part of carriers is a recognition of the principles of freedom of action

which should rest with the railways, and might be construed as a sugges-

tion of the opportunity provided for efficient practice.

The opinion has been advanced that the equalization of expenses is

unsound from an accounting standpoint, i. e., that "The function of accounts

is to show facts, not ends desired but unattained." But the maintenance

officer is charged with a greater responsibility than simply showing the

facts as to the money expended. He must show efficient accomplishment

and satisfactory condition of property. In other words, he must have good
riding track, nice appearing structures and still keep within his maintenance

allowance.

Since the forces destructive to track are at work throughout the year,

it seems logical that the expense for doing renewal work should also be

spread out over the entire year, rather than to have the burden of these

expenditures fall within a few months of the year. Therefore, it seems

A
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that the policy of the equalization of expenditures is economically sound

and should be generally adopted, and we wish to repeat the

Conclusion

The equalization of expenses permits work to be done at the most

economical time, seasonal and traffic conditions considered. It also prevents

the distortion of operating ratios, while by its application more uniform

forces may be employed in maintenance of way work, thereby tending

toward stabilization of forces.

THE DETERMINATION OF THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE
MAINTENANCE OF UNIFORM FORCES IS JUSTIFIED

Your Committee has made further analysis of labor payroll reports

and mass information on labor turnover conditions, and does not find that

the average turnover is any less than that reported last year on page 285

and page 286 of the 1927 Proceedings. It, therefore, seems very essential

that sufficient year around work be provided in order that a normal force

be kept employed throughout the year.

On page 286 of the 1927 Proceedings, there was published a list of

"Accounts affected by work that can be economically done in winter months."

Among this list, we wish to call to your particular attention Accounts

Nos. 214, 216 and 220, which apply to rail renewals in general, as this is

the most promising field for steady employment of track gangs in the

winter months. However, Account No. 220 covers adzing and gaging rail

;

tightening bolts and driving down spikes and other items that are too

often postponed during the rush of summer work and are not given the

attention that they should receive.

We believe that ample work can be found to keep a normal mainte-

nance of way force economically employed during the winter months, and

thus prevent the necessity for large force increases during the summer.

Where men are given a reasonable assurance of steady employment,

they will strive to put forth their best efforts in order that they may retain

their positions and, of course, the longer they serve the more experience

they obtain and the more valuable they become to their employer. A new

man that is unacquainted with the work that he is to perform is of little

value until he has secured a general knowledge of the work that he is

engaged in. Therefore, we do not believe that a track man is more than

SO per cent efficient until he has served at least three months, and with

present day methods of laying these men off as soon as the summer work

is completed, our labor must necessarily be anything but efficient, and we

think that this whole subject is well summed up in the following

Conclusion

In consideration of the ultimate economy of building a strong per-

sonnel of labor forces and the immediate economy of holding experienced

men in maintenance of way service, as much work as is economically pos-

sible should be done in the winter, thus stabilizing forces.
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THE EFFECT OF STABILIZATION OF EMPLOYMENT ON
UNIFORM PURCHASES OF MATERIALS AND ON

THEIR COSTS

The cost of maintenance of way work is divided between two major

factors, labor and material. The effect of stabilization of forces is reflected

largely and most directly in the labor costs. However, since the rate of

use of materials varies with the number of men employed, any measure

which tends to promote uniformity of employment will at the same time

lead to the more uniform use of materials. This, in turn, will tend to

the more uniform distribution of their purchase and delivery throughout

the year.

Your Committee has discussed this phase very thoroughly with manu-

facturers of railway supplies, and it is the unanimous opinion that, if

material could be furnished the railroads throughout the entire year, rather

than for a few working months, the costs to the railroads would be mate-

rially decreased, and we believe that this phase of our subject is summed

up in the following

Conclusion

Minimum cost is secured through uniform production ; reductions in

manufacturing costs are directly reflected in prices charged the railroads

;

stabilization of forces with the resulting increase in the uniformity of use

of materials will lead to savings in the cost of materials over and above

the savings ^effected directly through the increased eflficiency of the forces.

Your Committee in its four-year study of this subject feels that it

has covered the ground very thoroughly, and the more we have studied

this matter of stabilizing employment, the more we are able to realize the

economies, direct and indirect, that are to be obtained by having a trained

force to perform our maintenance of way work, the same as we have

for the maintenance of equipment.

We do not find that the average railway officer appreciates the fact

that maintenance of way work requires trained men. Therefore, it should

be to the interest of all concerned in maintenance of way work to sell

this idea, with the end in view of ultimately obtaining a year-around,

experienced maintenance of way force.
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Appendix B

(2) ECONOMY IN THE USE OF LABOR-SAVING DEVICES

G. M. O'Rourke, Chairman, Svib-Committee
; J. F. Dobson, John Evans,

H. M. Church, J. B. Mabile, Wm. Carpenter, J. D. Keiley (deceased),

H. M. Stout, W. A. Murray, C. S. Joseph.

Your Committee has continued its studies of the economics in the use

of labor-saving devices and has submitted a questionnaire to the railways

of the United States and Canada for the purpose of ascertaining- the econo-

mies resulting from the use of (1) Rail-handling' devices; (2) Rail-oiling

devices; (3) Advantages of using machines such as ditchers singly and

in tandem
; (4) Use of mechanical, air, and electrically-driven tools.

The returns from this questionnaire indicated a lack of detailed infor-

mation on the actual performance of the different machines. While many
of the larger railways are using several or all of the different types of

machines mentioned and claim economies from their use and operation,

they were not in a position at this time to give definite facts and

comparisons.

This lack of information is, in all probability, due to recent develop-

ment of many of these machines and the lack of sufficient time to fully

determine their relative value as compared with hand operation.

Your Committee feels that a more limited number of machines

should be investigated each year and believes that, by this plan, some
definite information on the economies resulting may assembled.

To this end your Committee wishes to report progress in their

work and proposes, during the ensuing year, to carry on an exhaustive

research covering rail-handling devices.
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Appendix C

(3) STANDARDIZATION OF PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
FOR RAILWAY MAINTENANCE MOTOR CARS

J. A. Heaman, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. B. Mabile, F. S. Schwinn,

H. A. Cassil, F. M. Thomson, C. C. Cook, W. A. Murray, J. R. Caswell,

F. B. Doolittle, E. T. Howson, C. S. Joseph, John Evans.

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report covering the

following- subject:

Standardization of Parts and Accessories for Railway

Maintenance Motor Cars, the Sub-Committee Being Instructed

to Work with the Committee of Manufacturers of Motor Cars

with a View of Standardization of all Motor Car Parts and

Report of Results with such Definite Recommendations as

their Hemdling Would Permit.

Your Committee has been in correspondence with the manufacturers

in an endeavor to secure a report from the Manufacturers' Committee,

which organized in February of this year and submitted a report of

organization dated February 2, 1927.

From the replies secured from a number of the manufacturers and

particularly from Mr. Gilleland, Manager Railway Division, Fairbanks,

Morse & Company, who evidently speaks for the Manufacturers' Com-

mittee, it appears that the manufacturers are willing to work with Sub-

Committee No. 4 toward standardization of motor car parts and acces-

sories, but your Sub-Committee has been unable to arrange a joint meeting

between it and the Manufacturers' Committee up to date.

Acting upon the suggestion made at the last Committee meeting at

St. Louis, a meeting was called of .Sub-Committee No. 4, September 22,

1927, in Buffalo, during the session of the Roadmasters' convention. The

representatives of the Motor Car Manufacturers and their committee were

requested to attend this meeting, it being the thought that most of these

gentlemen would be present at Buffalo at the convention.

A meeting of the Manufacturers' Committee, or their representatives,

was held on September 21st, and they wrote your Sub-Committee advising

that they had made a thorough investigation and compiled a report and

that this report, if approved by the manufacturers—as they expect it to

be—would be furnished the Sub-Committee.

The activities of your Sub-Committee have been confined to endeavor-

ing to enlist the aid of the manufacturers in the consideration of standardi-

zation of parts and accessories of railway motor cars. The Committee

has nothing to show for their efforts, except assurance of the manufac-

turers that they will work with us. Possibly the report mentioned will

indicate this willingness and outline those parts of the motor car that the

manufacturers will consider for standardization.

The report of the manufacturers was not available at the last general

meeting of Committee XXII ; hence your Committee feels there is nothing

else to do but to report progress.
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Appendix D

(5) EQUATING TRACK VALUES FOR LABOR
DISTRIBUTION

J. C. Patterson, Chairman, Sub-Committee
; J. F. Dobson, H. M. Church,

A. E. Botts, Cale Wamsley, J. M. Sills, C. A. Ashbaugh, H. A. Cassil,

J. R. Caswell, F. S. Schwinn, W. S. Burnett, F. B. Doolittle, R. L.

Schmid.

In the report for 1922 the Committee on Economics of Railway Labor

(Vol. 23, page 685) suggested a definite list of comparative values for

reducing the various physical features of track to the equivalent of one

mile of first main track. This table of values was derived from actual

costs extending over a period of years for a main line division, which

was the subject of special study. The values were as follows

:

One mile of first main track equivalent to

:

1.15 miles of second main track

1.33 miles of third or fourth main track
2.00 miles of branch line track
2.00 miles of passing and thoroughfare track
3.33 miles of yard tracks
12 main track switches
20 side track switches
10 railroad crossings
12 city street crossings

25 to 50 county road crossings

One-half mile of track pans
4 miles of ditches

For the purpose of elasticity in the application of these values to meet

the changing conditions of various elements of the track, it was suggested

that the condition of the main elements per section be stated monthly and

a "Condition per cent" of the whole section determined. This result,

applied to the equivalent mileage, as determined from the table of values

referred to, gave the equated mileage for the section.

The ratio of the equated mileage of the section to the total equated

mileage of the division determined the number of men allotted to the

section from the total number of men allotted the division.

The above method of "Force Distribution" was submitted as informa-

tion and so received.

In order to determine the necessity or desirability of equating addi-

tional features of track maintenance for use in labor distribution, a ques-

tionnaire was issued to 57 member railways requesting information as

to the results of the application of the suggested method of force distribu-

tion. Replies were received from 26 railways, 14 advised they do not

equate track values for the purpose of distribution of track labor, and 12

advised they do equate track values for that purpose.

None uses the "Condition per cent" in determining the equated mileage.

Of the 12 railways reporting use of equated mileage, 4 use the items

suggested by the Committee, 4 use a less number of items and 4 use a

greater number. These 4 railroads equate 32 additional items, not one
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of which is common to the 4 railways. Two items are common to 3

railways and only 8 items are common to 2 railways.

Consideration of the replies to the questionnaire and deliberation of

the Committee lead to the conclusion that no extension generally is neces-

sary or desirable in the number of features to be equated and that the

comparative values heretofore suggested by the Committee are reasonable.

It is evident that there are peculiar features of maintenance on individual

railroads that affect the force required and railroads having such peculiar

features should add them to the list above stated and apply values thereto

which they deem proper.

It is well known that the work necessary to be performed on a section

will vary from year to year, due to the changing conditions of various

elements of the track and the Committee endeavored to compensate for

this by suggesting a "Condition per cent."

It appears that judgment enters so largely into any distribution of

labor that it is desirable, if possible, to find some method of aiding judg-

ment or an accurate substitute for that judgment. ^

There are several elements in the problem (1) the physical units, (2)

condition of the units, (3) use of the property and (4) characteristics of the

railway as to curvature and grades. As to the first item, physical units,

the units heretofore suggested are considered sufficient. As to the second

item, condition of units, the report of the Committee presented in 1922

gave in Exhibit "J" a method of arriving at the "Condition per cent"

which could be applied to the equated mileage for each section so as to

give an equitable distribution of labor. It is probable that the method

there described can be simplified so that it will be more practicable in

application and the Committee plans to give further study to this feature

of the assignment. As to the third term, use of the property, the Com-
mittee presents a study made on a railroad in the west to determine the

effect upon labor costs of maintenance due to volume of traffic and speed.

It was first determined that 40 per cent of the maintenance labor was

not affected by traffic, the basis for which was the following

:

Relation to Total
' Maintenance Labor.

Kind of Work Not Affected by Traffic— Per Cent

Grassing track and cutting sod line 5.01

Mowing and burning right-of-way 2.69

Dressing ballast shoulder 2.52

Cleaning ditches 2.33

Bridges, trestles and culverts 0.43

Repairing right-of-way fences 1.08

Repairing stock guards and wing fences 0.70

Repairing crossings and signs 1.15

Care of station grounds and buildings 1.79

Caring for switch lamps in yards 0.84

Caring for switch lamps outside of yards 1.91

33 per cent of tie insertions 2.69

25 per cent of lining and surfacing 2.50

25 per cent of rail laying 0.54

33 per cent of spotting 5.51

50 per cent of tightening bolts 1.02

SO per cent of patrolling track 1.93

25 per cent of miscellaneous and other labor 4.95

39.59
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In figuring the man-factor we start with the basis of .40, this being

the labor unaffected by traffic. Factors are then built up as follows

:

Minimum maintenance labor not affected by traffic 0.40 per cent

Per million gross tons of freight per mile of track 0.03 percent
Per 5,000 cars of passenger equipment 0.01 per cent

Per 8 miles of maximum speed 0.01 per cent

For example, assuming that a given stretch of track handles 10,000,000

tons gross freight per mile per year, 20,000 cars of passenger equipment,

and is limited to 60 miles per hour speed, the traffic factors would be

as follows

:

Minimum not affected by traffic 0.40 per cent

iM-eight traffic, 10,000,000 tons at 0.3 per million 0.30 per cent

Passenger traffic, 20,000 cars at 0.1 per 5 million 0.04 per cent

Speed, 60 miles per hour 0.08 per cent

Classification factor 0.82 per cent

Making an assumption that one man per year is necessary to maintain

one equated mile of track, 100 equated track miles would require 0.82 times

100 equals 82 men.

In order to make a check on this method, it was applied to a portion

of a trunk line railroad in the east on which the data was available with

the following results

:

No. of Men
Main Gross Tons Pass. Cars No. of Standard
Track Per Mile of Per Mile of Equated Man Men Re- Basis

Division Miles Main Track Main Track Speed Miles Factor quired in Use
A 449.32 5,669,520 38,000 60 726.45 0.72 523 550
B 67.63 539,800 33,400 60 109.36 0.56 61 66
C 42.90 451,000 41,850 60 63.67 0.57 36 45

D 206.50 11,748,600 37,600 50 252.16 0.89 224 211

E 110.41 6,176,171 3,985 60 187.04 0.67 125 146
F 274.00 15,945,500 30,685 60 400.13 1.01 404 365

G 64.74 273,200 3,720 40 86.39 0.47 41 41

H 142.61 1,040,000 8,400 50 196.40 0.51 100 98
I 220.00 5,430,000 7,332 60 364.82 0.65 237 247

Total 1,578.11 2,386.42 1,751 1,769

Figures for territory as a whole

:

1,578.11 7,250,473 25,876 60 2,386.42 0.74 1,766 1,769

The above result checks as close as any average could be expected to

check and being applied on railroads in entirely different territories with

different traffic conditions would appear to verify the method proposed.

Having determined the proper working force, the seasonal distribu-

tion of the force allowed for the year is necessary. Some railroads make

a distinction between summer and winter forces and accomplish this by

varying the man-basis per mile of equated track. Another method used by a

railway is to determine the man allowance for the year total and apportion

5 per cent of this total for each of the months of January, February

and December ; 7 per cent for the month of March ; 9 per cent for

each of the months of April and November, and 10 per cent for each

of the months of May to October, inclusive. This method, while satis-

factory in the territory in which applied, would vary according to the
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geographical location of each railroad, due to climatic conditions and

changes in periods of working season. The method outlined is quoted as

an example of the principle of allotting the maintenance labor on basis of

seasonal requirements.

As to the fourth item, characteristics of the railway as to curvature and

grades, it is the intention of the Committee to give further study to that

feature for the purpose of establishing the value it should have in the

equation.

Conclusion

That the report be accepted as a progress report and that the assignment

be continued.





REPORT OF COMMITTEE VII—WOODEN BRIDGES
AND TRESTLES

Wm. E. Hawley, Chairman; J. B. Maddock, Vice-Chairman;
H. AUSTILL, *W. H. HOYT,
F. E. Bates, C. T. Jackson,
E. H. Browx, M. B. Kent,
Charles Chandler, L. V. Lienhard,
C. H. Chapin, R. E. Miller,
C. R. Chevalier, J. A. Newlin,
F. H. Cramer, C. E. Paul,
W. J. Gooding, G. W. Rear,
S. F. Grear, Arthur RiunwAV,
R. P. Hart, J. R. Sexton,
F. M. Hawthorne, D. W. Smith,
C. S. Heritage, M. A. Stainer,
A. P. Himes, G. C. Tuthill,
VV. B. Hodge, J. L. Vogel,
C. J. HoGUE, Wm. Walkden,

*Died November 10, 1927.

Committee.
To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report covering the fol-

lowing subjects

:

(1) Revision of Manual.

The report of the Sub-Committee on Revision of Manual will be

found in Appendix A.

(2) Continue work on simplification of grading rules and classification of

timber for railway uses, collaborating with Committee XH—Rules and

Organization, and other organizations dealing with this subject.

The report of the Sub-Committee on this subject will be found in

Appendix B.

(3j Prepare a revision of present specifications for treated and untreated

timber piling, collaborating with Committee XVH—Wood Preservation.

A specification for piles is offered in Appendix C.

(4) Study and report advantage of establishing supply yards for standard

trestle timbers at various locations throughout the country.

The Sub-Committee having this subject offers a progress report in

Appendix D and desires to continue the study.

(5) Study and report on the standardization and simplification of store stock

and disposition of material reaching obsolescence, collaborating with

other committees and organizations concerned.

This is a new subject witii the Committee and of such a nature that

it can only be handled when plenty of time is available and more time will

be required than it has been possible to give to the subject.

Bulletin 302, December, 1927.
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The recommended suggestions for future work of the Committee are

therefore as follows

:

1. Revision of the Manual.

2. Continue work on simplification of grading rules and classification

of timber for railway uses, collaborating with other organizations dealing

with the subject.

3. Study and report advantage of establishing supply yards for standard

trestle timbers at various locations throughout the country.

4. Study and report on the standardization and simplification of store

stock and disposition of material reaching obsolescence, collaborating with

other committees and organizations concerned.

5. Study economic comparison of reinforced concrete trestles as against

wooden trestles.

6. Outline of work for ensuing year.

Action Recommended

1. That the specifications for piles in Appendix C be adopted by the

Association for printing in the Manual.

2. That the other reports be received as progress and the subjects con-

tinued as noted.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Wooden Bridges and Trestles,

Wm. E. Hawley, Chairman.

Appendix A

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL

H. Austin, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; Charles Chandler, F. H. Cramer,

C. J. Hogue, W. H. Hoyt, M. B. Kent, L. V. Lienhard, J. A. Newlin,

C. E. Paul, Arthur Ridgway, G. C. Tuthill.

In anticipation of a revised edition of the Manual, the Committee last

year completed the editorial and typographical changes in its material now
appearing therein, considered necessary.

The Committee has no further changes to recommend at this time.
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Appendix B '

(2) SIMPLIFICATION OF GRADING RULES AND CLASSI-
FICATION OF TIMBER FOR RAILWAY USES, COL-
LABORATING WITH COMMITTEE XII—RULES AND
ORGANIZATION, AND OTHER ORGANIZATIONS DEAL-
ING WITH THIS SUBJECT

C. J. Hogue, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; H. Austill, Charles Chandler,

J. B. Maddock, J. A. Newlin, D. W. Smith.

This subject provides for the keeping of contact with the lumber

standardization efforts in this country and its application to the railway

requirements. Such contact is being maintained by this Committee.

The lumber standardization in softwood industry from which standards

were drawn and adopted by the A.R.E.A. last year has reached the point

at which a look backward and another year's trial might be made without

further revision. Hence it was not thought necessary that the lumber in-

dustry should need hold an annual conference in Washington in May, 1927,

and none was held. This is a sign that real progress has been made and

a fair degree of unanimity of opinion in the industry has been secured.

Hence the Committee has not found it necessary to report new revisions

to these standards.

The emphasis has now passed from the formation of the standards to

the securing of the more general use of these standards by all users. It is

here that the Committee desires to ask that the railways of America shall

give their support to these new standards by using them in all their designs,

orders for materials, and inspections.

The lumber associations have revised their rule books to conform to

these American Lumber Standards, and it would seem desirable to replace

previous rules with the American Standard rules. Orders placed on basis

of old rules are confusing to production and pricing.

The Committee is fully aware that even some of the lumber agencies

are offering material to the railway purchasing departments on the old

rules, and that some mills have not chosen to use the new rules, but this

Committee is unanimous that it is in the best interests of the railways that

all material shall be specified and bought on the new rules. We believe that

when the transition period is over that all concerned will be glad for the

unification of the industry.

In the hardwood situation, the Committee has had to wait until the

industry could come to some conclusions as to the rules under which it

will operate. Great progress has been made in developing a set of rules

which have secured the support of 65 per cent of the members of the

National Hardwood Lumber Association, but which under their rules must

receive a two-thirds favorable vote before adoption. The new rules failed

to secure this two-thirds and hence were referred back for further work
this year.
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In the nature of the relations the Committee deems it best to follow

rather than to lead in a field in which the railways have not as large an

interest as they have in the softwood industry.

The Committee is keeping in contact with the efforts being put forth

by the various public agencies such as the U.S. Department of Commerce

in its "Better Utilization of Timber," the U.S. Department of Agriculture

promotion of reforestation, the United States Chamber of Commerce in its

program of business treatment of reforestation and the National Lumber

Manufacturers' Association Trade Extension Program. These are all

working toward the perpetuation of the supply of timber by assuring profit

in reproduction. The railways are interested in the perpetuation of their

supply of timber, and should lend moral support to all such agencies as will

take off the railways the necessity for growing their own timber and leave

it in the hands of those best fitted to produce this material.

APPENDIX C

(3) PREPARE A REVISION OF PRESENT SPECIFICATIONS
FOR TREATED AND UNTREATED TIMBER PILING,

COLLABORATING WITH COMMITTEE XVII—WOOD
PRESERVATION

C. E. Paul, Chairman, Sub-Committee; F. E. Bates, C. H. Chapin, C. R.

Chevalier, F. H. Cramer, A. P. Himes, C. J. Hogue, C. T. Jackson,

M. B. Kent, R. E. Miller, J. A. Newlin, G. W. Rear, J. R. Sexton,

M. A. Stainer, G. C. Tuthill, J. L. Vogel.

This instruction has been followed and specifications for piles are

offered herewith. These specifications are for piles untreated, but contain

provisions which are suitable for material to be treated by processes which

are specified by the Wood Preservation Committee.

The specifications relate to roimd piling. Where sawed timber piles,

such as heavy sheet piles, are desired, the Committee recommends that appro-

priate specifications be drawn from the timber specifications already adopted

by this Association.

The specifications have been opened to fire or blight-killed, or wind-

felled timber in the interest of conservation, and because it has been shown

by the Forest Products Laboratory that such timber, if not attacked by

insects or decay, is just as strong as so-called live timber.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR TIMBER PILES

Kinds of Wood
1. The railway will specify the kind or kinds of wood* it desires to

use, and will designate the kinds it desires for preservative treatment.

2. Piles of different kinds of wood must be delivered in separate lots.

•The most commonly used species are cedars, cypress, Douglas fir, oaks, pines and
spruces.
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Physical Requirements
General Quality

3. Except as hereinafter provided, ail piles shall be free from any

defects which may impair their strength or durability as piling, such as

decay, red heart, splits in piles to be treated, or splits longer than measured

butt diameter of piles not to be treated, twist of grain exceeding one-half

of the circumference in any twenty feet of length, unsound knots, niunerous

knots or holes, or shake more than one-third of the diameter of pile. Sound
knots will be permitted, provided they are not in clusters. The maximum
diameter of a sound knot shall not exceed one-third of the least diameter of

the section where it occurs, and shall not exceed four inches. A sound knot

shall be one which at a depth not greater than its diameter shows wood as

hard as that surrounding the knot.

4. All piles shall be cut from sound, live trees, except that fire or blight-

killed, or wind-felled timber may be used if not attacked by decay or

insects.

5. The tip must be sound.

6. The butt end must be sound in all except cedar piles, which may
have a pipe or stump rot hole not more than Ij^ inches in diameter.

7. The diameter of a pile in cases where the tree is not exactly round,

should be ascertained by measuring the circumference and dividing the

number of inches in it by the number 3.14.*

8. Piles shall taper uniformly from the point of butt measurement to

the tip.

Close Grain

9. If close grain is specified for softwood piles, they shall show on the

butt end not less than six annual rings per inch, measured radially over the

outer three inches of the cross-section. Douglas fir and Southern pine

averaging from five to six annual rings per inch shall be accepted as the

equivalent of close grain if having one-third or more summerwood.

Resistance to Decay

10. Piles for use without preservative treatment shall have as little

sapwood as possible.

11. Piles for use with preservative treatment shall have no sapwood
restrictions, but have, preferably, as much sapwood as possible; in Southern

pine a thickness of not less than Ij/^ inches and in Douglas fir of not less

than one inch on the butt end. Care shall be taken to remove as little sap-

wood as possible while peeling bark. The sapwood shall not be injured

by unnecessary axe cuts. These piles shall be designated as sap piles.

*This diameter may be determined by using a steel tape suitably marked to give
the diameter by measuring tha circumference.
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Design

Dimensions—First-Class Piles

12. Southern pine and Douglas fir piles shall have the following limiting

dimensions :

Diameter 3 ft. from Butt Diameter of Tip
Length Min. Max. Min.

Under 40 ft 14 in. 18 in. 10 in.

40 ft. to 50 ft 14 in. 18 in. 9 in.

50 ft. to 70 ft 14 in. 18 in. 8 in.

70 ft. to 90 ft 14 in. 18 in. 7 in.

Over 90 ft 14 in. 20 in. 6 in.

13. Red oak, willow oak, black oak, white oak, pin oak, post or burr

oak, or cypress piles shall have the following limiting dimensions:

Diameter 6 ft. from Butt Diameter of Tip

Length Min. Ma.v. Min.
Under 30 ft 12 in. 18 in. 10 in.

30 ft. to 40 ft 12 in. 18 in. 9 in.

Over 40 ft 12 in. 18 in. 8 in.

14. Western red cedar piles shall have the following limiting dimen-

sions :

Diameter 6 ft. from Butt Diameter of Tip
Length Min. Ma.v. Widest Part Min. any Poi^tt

30 ft. or less 14 in. 22 in. 10 in.

30 ft. to 40 ft 14 in. 22 in. 9 in.

Over 40 ft 14 in. 22 in. 8 in.

Dimensions—Second-Class Piles

15. Piles for foundations that will always be completely submerged,

and piles for cofifer-dams, falsework and sundry temporary work may be

of sound, live timber that will stand driving, and need not be peeled. They

shall be free from bad knots, decayed timber, shakes and other imperfections

which will seriously affect their strength. They shall be of the following

general dimensions

:

Diameter 3 ft. from Butt Diameter of Tip
Length Min. Max. Min.

40 ft. or less 12 in. 18 in. 8 in.

Over 40 ft 12 in. 18 in. 6 in.

Tolerance

16. Dimensions given are minimum or maximum as stated, but a

tolerance of ^ inch less in a given diameter will be allowed in not more

than 25 per cent of the pieces of that diameter.

Length

17. All piles shall be furnished on order cut to any of the following

lengths : 16 feet to 40 feet in multiples of two feet and over 40 feet in

multiples of 5 feet. A variation of six inches in length is allowable, but

the average length in any shipment must be equal to, or greater than, the

billed length.
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Straightness

18. Piles shall be free from short or reversed bends, and free from

crooks greater than one-half the diameter of the pile at the middle of the

bend. A line drawn from the center of the butt to the center of the tip

shall lie within the body of the pile.

Manufacture

19. All knots and limbs shall be trimmed or smoothly cut flush with

the surface of the pile. Ends must be cut square with axis of pile.

20. When specified, piles must be peeled of bark including the inner

skin soon after cutting so that the piles are smooth and clean. >

Inspection

Place

21. Piles will be inspected at suitable and convenient places satisfac-

tory to the railway, at points of shipment or at destination. Piles will be

inspected at points other than the railway's property whenever in the judg-

ment of the railway there is sufficient number to warrant it ; but the shipper

shall provide accommodations for the inspector at the expense of the rail-

way, while away from rail or steamer lines, and shall transport him from

and to a railway station or steamer landing.

Manner

22. Inspectors will make a thorough examination of each pile. Each

pile shall be judged independently without regard for the decisions on others

in the same lot. Piles too muddied for ready examination will be rejected.

Piles will be turned over as inspected, at the expense of the producer.

Manufacture

23. Piles shall be inspected for workmanship and conformity with these

specifications in all respects.

Delivery

24. Piles delivered on the premises of a railway for inspection shall be

stacked not less than 10 feet from the nearest rail of any track, or from

highways, at suitable and convenient places, but not at public crossings, nor

where they will interfere with the view of trainmen or of people approach-

ing the railway. Piles shall be stacked in a secure manner in order that

they shall not roll onto the railroad tracks or highway.

25. Each stack shall have fastened to it a tag on which is written the

owner's name and address, the date when stacked, and the number of piles

of each kind of wood in the stack. Piles for use without preservative treat-

ment and those for preservative treatment shall be stacked separately.

26. All piles are at the owner's risk until accepted. All rejected piles

shall be removed within one month after inspection, if required by the

railway.

Shipment

27. Piles forwarded in cars or vessels shall be separated therein ac-

cording to the kinds, sizes and lengths if inspected before loading, or as

may be stipulated in the contract or order for them.
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Appendix D

(4) STUDY AND REPORT ADVANTAGES OF ESTABLISH-
ING SUPPLY YARDS FOR STANDARD TRESTLE TIM-
BERS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS THROUGHOUT THE
COUNTRY

S. F. Grear, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; F. E. Bates, E. H. Brown, C. H.

Chapin, F. H. Cramer, W. J. Gooding, R. P. Hart, F. M. Hawthorne,

A. P. Himes, W. B. Hodge, C. J. Hogue, L. V. Lienhard, R. E. Miller,

G.. W. Rear, J. R. Sexton.

A questionnaire was sent to members of the Association in order to

get the reaction to such a proposal for supply yards. Eightly-two replies

have been received, of which thirty-seven are from Chief Engineers, four

from Store Department officials, and the balance from other railway

officials, such as Engineers Maintenance of Way, Engineers of Bridges,

Superintendents of Bridges, etc.

Question No. 7 reads as follows : Should the Association recommend

to producers the establishing of commercial yards?

Answers to this question are tabulated as follows

:

Of the Chief Engineers twenty-three are opposed to the Association

making such recommendations, three are in favor of the recommendation,

and the other eleven are either non-committal or have given qualified

answers.

Of the four Store Department officials, none favor this recommendation.

Of the remaining forty-one answers, twenty-two are opposed to the

recommendation, nine are in favor of it, and ten are non-committal or gave

qualified answers.

Question No. 8 reads as follows : Should the Association recommend the

establishing of joint railway supply yards?

Answers to this question are tabulated as follows

:

Of the Chief Engineers twenty- four are opposed to the recommenda-

tion, three are in favor of it, and the other ten are non-committal or gave

qualified answers.

Of the four Store Department officials, none favored such supply yards.

Of the remaining forty-one answers, twenty-three are opposed to the

recommendation, five are in favor of it, and thirteen are non-committal or

gave qualified answers.

Question No. 4, concerning commercial yards, reads as follows : Where
should such yards be located to serve you?

Included in the thirty-seven replies from Chief Engineers, in twenty-six

separate locations are recommended and no two recommended the same

city. In the other replies mention is made of thirty-five dififerent locations,

Jacksonville, Florida, being the only one mentioned twice.

Question No. 6 is the same as question No. 4 except that it relates to

joint railway yarcjs.
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Chief Engineers mentioned seven locations, no city being mentioned

twice. In the other replies mention is made of twenty-seven different cities,

Duluth, Minnesota, being the only one mentioned twice.

With the above data it would appear that it would not be possible, at

the present time for the Committee to make a favorable recommendation as

to the establishing of commercial yards or yards operated jointly by a

group of railways. The Committee recommends that this report be received

as information and that the Committee give the subject further study during

the coming year.





REPORT OF COMMITTEE XII—RULES AND
ORGANIZATION

W. C. Barrett, Chairman; E. H. Barnhart, Vice-Chairman;
M. M. Backus, J. L. Jamieson,
D. P. Beach, B. R. Kulp,
R. G. Bowie, H. G. Laird,
H, L. Browne, W. C. Mack,
J. F. Burns, R. D. Martin,
E. N. Burrows, J. A. Peabody,
P. D. Coons, H. J. Pfeifer,

J. L. Dowi^s, R. N. Priest,
H. H. Edgerton, J. W. Stevens,

J. M. Fair, C. H. Tillett,
A. B. Griggs, R. E. Warden,
E. F. Gorman, W. H. Wheaton,
H. H. Harsh, F. B. Wiegand,
A. A. Jackson, Committee.

To the American Raihvay Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report covering the

following subjects:

1. Revision of the Manual (Appendix A).

2. Continue the study and report on rules for the guidance of em-

ployees of the Maintenance of Way Department, including therein:

(a) Duties of motor car operators and maintainers.

(b) Rules for dressing ballast.

(c) Rules for maintenance of bridges and other terminal struc-

tures, collaborating with the proper standing committees

(Appendices B and C).

3. Study the titles below rank of Division Engineer, which are em-

ployed to designate positions of corresponding rank in maintenance of way
service, and make recommendations that will promote uniformity in nomen-

clature.

Action Recommended

1. That the changes in the Manual in Appendix A be approved and

the revised version substituted for the present recommendation in the

Manual.

2. (a) The Committee reports progress on this assignment but has no

definite recommendation to make this year.

(b) Rules for dressing ballast are incorporated in revised rules for

ballasting found in Appendix A.

(c) Rules were assembled in collaboration with Committee VII

—

Wooden Bridges and Trestles and Committee XVII—Wood Preservation,

covering that part of this assignment which calls for rules for maintenance

of bridges. The rules prepared are found in Appendix B and are sub-

mitted as information only.

Bulletin 302, December, 1927.
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Some work was done in collaboration with other standing committees

on that part of the assignment which covers rules for maintenance of other

terminal structures. The result is shown in Appendix C and is submitted as

information only.

3. A questionnaire was sent to various railroads by the Secretary of

the Association to develop information on this subject. Some replies have

been received but the Committee is not prepared to make definite recom-

mendation this year.

Recommendation for Future Work

1. Revision of the Manual, making a study of the subject-matter

of each standing committee, distinguishing where necessary between

rules and specifications, collaborating with standing committees con-

cerned therewith.

2. Continue the study and report on rules for the guidance of

employees of the Maintenance of Way Department, with special ref-

erence to:

(a) Duties of motor car operators and maintainers.

(b) Rules for maintenance of buildings.

(c) Rules for maintenance of bridges.

(d) Rules for maintenance of other terminal structures.

3. Continue the study of titles below rank of Division Engineer,

which are employed to designate positions of corres]>onding rank in^

maintenance of way service, and make recommendations that will pro-

mote uniformity in nomenclature.

4. Prepare rules for fire prevention as applying to railway property.

5. Outline of work for ensuing year.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Rules and Org.\nization,

W. C. Barrett, Chairman.

DEFINITION OF THE TERMS "RULE" AND "SPECIFICATION"

Adopted by the Board of Direction March 10, 1927

"Rule—A law or order authoritatively governing conduct or action."

"Specification—A definition of quality or design of material or workman-

ship or of process that is required; a statement prescribing details of

a plan."
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Appendix A

(1) REVISION AND DEVELOPMENT OF PRESENT RULES
FOR GUIDANCE OF EMPLOYEES OF MAINTENANCE
OF WAY AND STRUCTURES DEPARTMENT

M. M. Backus, Chairman, Sub-Committee.

(Prepared by Committee XII in collaboration with proper standing

committees)

TRACK

Ties

Present Form
Storage of

695. Ties stored along the right

of way must be stacked to conform
to the standard plans, according to

class, shape and location. Stacks
must be placed on ground bare of

debris or vegetation for at least two
feet around each stack and clear of

vegetation over six inches high with-
in ten feet of any stack and suf-

ficiently well drained so that water
will not stand under the stacks or

in the immediate vicinity. Decaying
wood debris must be entirely re-

moved.

None.

None.

None.

Proposed Ponn
Storage of

695. Tics stored along the right

of way must be stacked to conform
to the standard plans, according to

class, shape and location. Stacks
must be placed on ground bare of

debris or vegetation for at least two
feet around each stack and clear of

vegetation over six inches high with-
in ten feet of any stack and suf-
ficiently well drained so that water
will not stand under the stacks or
in the immediate vicinity. Decayed
ties or wood must not be used for

sills. Decaying wood debris must
be entirely removed.

Renewals—Method of

709. Any kind of tie which starts

to split in track should have an anti-

splitting device applied promptly.

Dating Nails
711. When dating nails are ap-

plied after the tie is in the track

they must be driven the same day
the tie is inserted.

712. The section foreman must
see that marks or nails intended to

identify ties are not injured or de-
siroved.

TRACK SPIKES
Present Form

765. Spikes must be driven until

the heads arc in contact with base
of rail, but not driven too far, there-

by bending the neck and causing the

head to crack or break off.

None.

Proposed Form
764. Spikes must be started and

driven vertically and square, and so
driven that the face of the spike
shall come in contact with the base
of the rail ; but not driven so far

as to cause the neck to bend and /or
the head to crack or break off.

765. Where track is to be spiked
to standard gage, the rail must be
held against the gage with a bar
while the spike is being driven.
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BALLAST
Present Form

Cross-Section

780. The cross-section of the bal-

last must conform to the standard
plans.

None.

None.

793. Section foremen must pro-

vide proper protection by slow or-

der, caution signs, or flag, or all of

these, if necessary, when raising

track, and must, except in emerg-
ency, raise against the current of

traffic, where there is more than one

track. A long easy runoff must
always be prepared ahead of fast

passenger trains.

None.

None.

None.

791. Where directed by the Divi-
sion Engineer, preparatory to the

distribution of new ballast, all old

ballast and unsuitable material must
be removed to the bottom of the

Proposed Form
General

780. The kind and amount of

ballast to be applied should be
determined by the proper official.

781. The Division Engineer should
lay his plans for work train service

before the Division Superintendent
in order that there may be a clear

understanding of what is desired to

be done.

782. Speed restrictions must be
arranged for in accordance with
operating rules before track is dis-

turbed and must be maintained until

track is in safe condition for sched-

ule speed.

783. Section foremen must pro-
vide proper protection by slow or-

der, caution signs, or flag, or all of
these, if necessary, when raising

track, and must, except in emerg-
ency, raise against the current of
traffic, where there is more than one
track. A long easy runoff must
always be prepared ahead of fast

passenger trains.

784. A careful inspection of pit

tracks and appurtenances must be
made and everything put in service-

able condition if the ballast is to be
secured from a Railway Company
pit or from one for which the Com-
pany is responsible.

Preparatory
785. Preparatory to placing bal-

last, the roadbed must be widened, if

necessary, to bring it to the
A.R.E.A. standard width, by dump-
ing material alongside of the track
and spreading it to the required

width and slope, by the use of a
material spreader, if available.

Where necessary to raise the road-
bed level, porous material must be

used to avoid the forming of water
pockets.

786. All bank widening must be
done far enough in advance of the
ballasting work so that there will

be no interference with progress of

the work.
787. Where directed by the Divi-

sion Engineer, preparatory to the

distribution of new ballast, all old

ballast and unsuitable material must
be removed to the bottom of the ties.
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Present Form
ties, for the full width of the road-

bed, the old ballast cleaned, and the

unsuitable material used for widen-
ing embankments or for other pur-

poses. At the same time, all ties

requiring renewal must be replaced

and the ties properly spaced, if

necessary.

None.

None.

None.

792. When old ballast has been

thoroughly cleaned, sufficient new
ballast should be unloaded to make
the first raise, which is usually

made by shovel tamping the ties.

When ballasting or surfacing track

out of face, both rails must be

raised together.

785. Part of,—If special ballast

cars are not available, hopper bot-

tom cars must be used.

Proposed Form
for the full width of the roadbed,

the old ballast cleaned, and the un-

suitable material used for widening
embankments or for other purposes.

At the same time, all ties requiring

renewal must be replaced and the

ties properly spaced, if necessary.

The track must be accurately gaged
as the new ties are being spiked up.

Old ties must be disposed of as

directed.

788. Ballast grade stakes must be
set after the ditching, bank widen-
ing, skeletoning and re-tieing have
been done and before the ballast ma-
terial has been dumped and spread.

It is desirable to avoid, as far as

possible, interference with the stakes,

yet to have them available as a guide

for the unloading of ballast.

789. All drains required to take

care of water from between tracks

must be placed before the ballast is

unloaded.
790. Stone and hard slag ballast

must be cleaned when so foul as to

prevent proper drainage. Cleaning
should be to the sub-shoulder and
where cribs are cleaned, to the bot-

tom of ties, but if the cribs are not

cleaned, cross ditches should be

cleaned at least every rail length but

no cross ditch should be placed at

any rail joint. Cleaning between
tracks should be to a depth of six

inches or more below the bottom of

the ties.

Unloading
791. When old ballast has been

thoroughly cleaned, sufficient new
ballast should be unloaded to make
the first raise, which is usually made
by shovel tamping the ties. When
ballasting or surfacing track out of

face, both rails must be raised to-

gether.

792. Cars for transporting ballast

must be carefully chosen with re-

gard to the work to be done. If for

raising track, center dump cars

should be used and ballast spread

with plow or tie drag. When un-
loading ballast for a parallel track,

side dumps are preferred, especially

when air operated. Convertible cars

where the sides swing out and up,
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Present Form

None.

None.

785. Part of,—When unloading
ballast, care must be exercised to

secure proper disposition and avoid
waste.

None.

794. In gravel or broken stone

ballast the ties must be tamped from
fifteen inches inside the rail out to

the ends. If possible, the end of

the tie outside of the rail must be
tamped first and a train allowed to

pass over before tamping on the

inside of rail. The space under the

rail must be tamped well. The cen-

ter of the tic must not be tamped.

Proposed Form
when used with side plow and un-

loading engine drum and cable, are

satisfactory wiien dump cars are

not available.

793. Ballast sliall be unloaded by
dumping or plowing as the cars pro-

vided permit. If the ballast be in

center dump cars, it must be un-

loaded by having one or more cars

opened a little at a time and allow-

ing the desired amount of ballast to

flow out as the train is slowly moved
along. If the ballast be on flat or

open side cars, it shall be plowed
of? by means of an unloading ma-
chine while the train is standing or

moving at such a rate of speed as

to provide the desired amount of

ballast.

794. The unloaded ballast must be
leveled down by means of a plow
or a spreader, consisting of a heavy
timber placed in front of the lead-

ing pair of wheels of the rear truck

and so constructed and used as to

avoid sliding of the car wheels on
the rail.

795. When unloading ballast, care

must be exercised to secure proper
distribution and avoid waste.

Ballasting

796. In using jacks, they must be

placed outside the rail and close

enough together to prevent undue
bending of the rail or overstrain of

the joints. When the roadbed ma-
terial is heavy or holds to the ties

tenaciously, it is sometimes neces-

sary to place three or more jacks per

rail length. Jacks should be worked
in pairs directly opposite each other,

and a sufficient number should be

used simultaneously, so that no jack

will raise the rail more than four

inches above its level at the next

succeeding jack or place of support.

797. In gravel, stone, chats, chert,

slag, hard burnt clay and cinders,

the ties must be tamped from fifteen

inches inside the rail out to the ends.

The end of the tie outside of the rail

must be tamped first, and if pos-

sible, a train allowed to pass over

before tamping on the inside of the

rail. The space under the rail must
be tamped well. The center of the

tie must not be tamped.
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Present Form
None.

795. Where track is electrically

bonded, the ballast must be kept at

least one inch below base of rail.

At road crossings, platforms, etc.,

where this is not practicable, rails

may be insulated by painting them
with an asphaltum or tar product,
and good, clean stone mixed with
the same material may be used for

at least one foot each side of rails.

None.

None.

None.

Proposed Form
798. In earth or clay ballast the

ties must be tamped from eighteen

inches inside the rails out to the

ends. The end of the tie outside of

the rail must be tamped first, and if

possible, a train allowed to pass

over before tamping the inside of

the rail. The space under the rail

must be tamped well. The center

of the tie must be tamped loosely

with the blade of the shovel. The
dirt or clay between the ties must
be placed in layers and firmly packed
with the feet or otherwise so that

water will quickly shed. The earth

must not be banked above the bottom
of the ends of the ties, the filling

between the ties must not touch the

rail, and in the middle of the track

should be as high, or higher, than
the top of the rail.

799. Where track is electrically

bonded, the ballast must be kept at

least one inch below base of rail.

At road crossings, platforms, etc.,

where this is not practicable, rails

may be insulated by painting them
with an asphaltum or tar product,

and good, clean stone mixed with
the same material may be used for

at least one foot each side of rails.

800. Where raise is sufficient to

require a filling lift, a preliminary
surfacing gang must follow the un-
loading as closely as the regularity

of the ballast supply will permit.

801. The amount which the track

should be raised at one lift will de-

pend upon the depth of ballast to

be applied. Usually, track should

not be raised more than six inches

at a lift. Both rails must be raised

at one time and as nearly uniformly
as practicable.

802. The ';filling lift" must be
made by jacking the track up to the
required height and the ballast then
forked or shoveled in and worked
to as uniform a surface as possible

by the use of shovels. It shall then
be left to be compacted by traffic,

but a small "lookout" gang must go
over it after a few trains have
passed, and pick up any spots that

show too great an inequality of
settlement.
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Present Form
None.

None.

None.

790. Track must be kept in good
line and surface while ballasting.

The ballast program should be so
arranged, and the supply so regu-
lated as to leave the least possible
open track when the season closes.

During the progress of ballasting,

open track must be watched care-
fully and protected with the pre-
scribed slow signals, if necessary.

None.

None.

796. The following tools shall be
used ; For broken stone or furnace
slag ballast : Shovel, tamping pick
and stone fork. For gravel, chats,

chert or cinder ballast : Shovel,
tamping pick or tamping bar.

Proposed Form
803. After a few days, depending

upon the amount of traffic over the
track, another lift shall be made,
cither another filling lift or a
finishing lift, according to the depth
to which the track is to be ballasted.

If another filling lift, it must be
made in the same manner as the

first one.

804. When the track has been
raised to within two or three inches

of the final grade and properly com-
pacted, a finishing lift must be made
by jacking up the track to the de-

sired grade, and the necessary ballast

forked or shoveled in and then driven

to place by the tamping machines,
tamping picks or bars, if rock or

heavy ballast is used. Shovel tamp-
ing should be used with gumbo,
cinder or light sandy gravel ballast.

In making all lifts, the spot board
and level board must be used with
care, and the track brought to sur-

face.

805. Center stakes must be set for

the alignment before the finishing

lift is made, and the final alignment
must conform to the center stakes.

806. The track must be placed in

good alignment before the finishing

lift is made, but a lining and surfac-
ing gang shall follow one or two
days' work behind the finishing lift

to pick up all low spots and give
the track the final alignment.

807. After the track has been
given final line and surface, the
track center shall be filled in to the

required depth and ballast dressed
out to the proper shoulder or toe,

using a template if necessary to se-

cure the standard section.

808. Boulders, clinkers or any
refuse from the ballast must be re-

moved and disposed of so as to not
disfigure the right of way and inter-

fere with the mowing.
809. The following tools should

be used : For stone or slag ballast

—

shovel, tamping pick, tamping ma-
chine and stone fork ; for gravel,

chats, chert, hard burnt clay, or

cinder ballast—shovel, tamping pick

or tamping bar ; for earth or clay

ballast—shovel or tamping bar.
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Present Form
None.

Proposed Form
810. When not surfacing out of

face, as in the case of picking up
low joints or other low places, the
general level of the track must not
be disturbed.

LINING AND SURFACING

Gaging
832. Where frogs occur on the in-

side of curves, the gage at the frog
must be standard, unless a frog with
widened flangeway is used.

Gaging
832. Where frogs occur on the in-

side of curves, the gage at the frog
must be standard, unless a frog with
widened flangeway is used, in which
case gage must be widened to cor-

respond with widened flangeway.

ROAD CROSSINGS

None. 883. Holes or pockets in bitum-
inous crossings must be repaired as

soon as they appear and a small
quantity of material should be kept
on hand for this purpose.

WATER SERVICE

None.

None.

None.

Reading and Testing Meters

1759. Employee must make sure
water meter is registering before
attempting to read it.

1760. Employee must note the

values of the unit on each dial and
that one complete revolution of the

pointer is equal to one division on
the dial of next higher value.

1761. To test meter, employee
must weigh the water delivered

through one complete revolution of
the pointer on the first dial of the

meter, allowing sixty-two and five-

tenths pounds to the cubic foot of
water registered. If this method is

impracticable meters may be tested

in place by using a hose or pipe from
the outlet of meter to a test meter
of known accuracy.
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Appendix B

(2c) RULES FOR HANDLING, FRAMING AND STORING
TREATED PILING AND TIMBERS

R. N. Priest, Chairman, Sub-Committee

(Submitted as information only)

1. In liandling, any tool that will puncture or otherwise injure the

treatment must not be used.

2. Care must be used in unloadin.i; piling or timbers to avoid crack-

ing- or otherwise injuring them.

3. Piling must not be bored for staging.

4. Piling must not be adzed to frame sway braces.

5. Sway braces must be fitted from the bottom and any cutting found

necessary must be made at the top.

6. Wherever it is necessary to cut treated piling or timbers or they

become scarred or abraded, the abrasion must be carefully trimmed and

there must be applied to the cut or abraded surface, three coats of hot

creosote oil and surface must be covered with roofing pitch.

7. Before caps are placed and following the brush treatment, the pile

heads must be covered with a tar or asphaltic fabric.

8. Hot creosote oil must be forced in all holes before driving bolts.

Unused holes must be likewise treated and plugged with creosoted plugs.

9. Piling or timbers must not be cut or bored below high water mark.

10. Piling must be driven as soon as possible after treatment. When
necessary to store them, they must be stacked closely on the ground free

of all vegetation and the top of the stack covered with earth to prevent

checking.

11. All unused or untreated piling or timbers must be removed from

the water in the vicinity.
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Appendix C

(2c) RULES FOR MAINTENANCE OF OTHER TERMINAL
STRUCTURES

A. B. Griggs, Chairman, Sub-Committee

(Submitted as information only)

Machine and Other Shop Buildings

(1) Where fans are used, special attention should be given to their

maintenance, and duplicate of wearing parts should be kept on hand at

all times.

Oil Houses

(1) Oil houses at terminals should be separated from other buildings.

(2) Oils that are stored in large quantities should be delivered to the

tanks in the house direct from tank cars. For oils that are stored only

in small quantities, provision should be made for delivery to storage tanks

from barrels by pipes through the floor.

(3) The delivery system from the storage tanks to the faucets should

be such that the oil can be delivered quickly and measured automatically.

The delivery should also be such that there will be a minimum of dripping

at the faucet and that the dripping may drain back to the storage tanks.

Coaling Stations

(1) Special attention should be given to maintenance of bins, pens,

chutes and working apparatus of gravity type coaling stations.

Ash Pits

(1) Where brick or concrete materials form any part of the support of

the track over the pit, particular attention should be given to the maintenance

of these parts.

(2) Approaches to pits and fastenings to steel beams should be given

constant attention.

(3) Water connection should be provided and strict supervision main-

tained to see that when fire is dumped from locomotives that water is

immediately applied in order to prevent destruction of the pit walls and

track supports.

Turntables

(1) All refuse and dirt must be kept of? the deck and out of the pit at

all times.

(2) The center bearing of turntables must be kept clean and properly

lubricated.

(3) At stated intervals, the turntables should be jacked up and center

carefully examined, cleaned and lubricated.

(4) Top flanges and cross bracing of turntables must be kept clean.

(5) Turntables should be cleaned and painted as provided for iron

and metal structures, so as to prevent corrosion.
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Track Scales

(1) All track scales should be numbered and referred to by number
and location.

(2) Extensive repairs to scales, such as renewal of or sharpening of

pivots, should be made in a properly appointed shop.

(3) Track scales must be kept well drained, free from dirt, snow
and ice, and pit must be cleaned out when necessary. In removing snow

and ice, salt must not be used.

(4) The best rust preventatives obtainable should be applied to pivot

and heavy steel bearings, but it should be so applied as not to interfere

with the proper working of the scale.

(5) Where compressed air facilities are available provision should be

made for loose hose connection so that dust and dirt can be blown off of the

scale.

(6) Where compressed air facilities are not available provision should

be made for connections with weigh engines for blowing dust and dirt

from scales as may be required.
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C. W. Baldridge, Chairman; W. H. Woodbury, Vice-Chairman;
Anton Anderson, A. A. Johnson,
H. B. Barry, Noah Johnson,
E. J. Bayer, W. C. Morris,
A. E. BoTTS, W. A. Murray,
W. G. Brown, E. C. Oyler,
Paul Chipman, O. V. Parsons,
H. A. Dixon, E. M. Smith,
M. H. Doughty, W. C. Swartout,
J. S. Goodman, H. E. Tyrrell,
F. L. Guy, Jamison Vawter,
C. B. Harveson, W. D. Wiggins,
F. W. Hillman, J. R. WiLKS,
J. C. HoLDEN, Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith a report covering the

subjects assigned to it for the year's work, and we recommend action upon

the reports as follows

:

Subject No. 1—Revision of the Manual

The report of the Committee is given in Appendix A, and since no revi-

sions of the Manual are offered, no action is recommended.

Subject No. 2—Study of Corrugated Metal Culverts

The report of the Committee is given in Appendix B. The Committee

offers the report as information and requests that the subject be reassigned.

Subject No. 3—Study of Deformations of Roadbed

The report of the Committee is given in Appendix C. The report is

offered as information and it is recommended that the subject be reassigned.

Subject No. 4—Study of Improved Methods for Preventing Corrosion

of Fence Wire

The Committee reports progress and asks that the subject be reassigned.

Subject No. 5—Study of Specifications for Steel Fence Posts

The report of the Committee is given in Appendix E. The Committee

recommends that the specifications for metal fence posts be adopted for

inclusion in the Manual, and that the subject be discontinued.

Subject No. 6—Permanent Roadbed Construction

The report of the Committee is given in Appendix F. The report is

offered as information, and it is recommended that the subject be reassigned.

Subject No. 7—Methods for Policing the Right-of-Way

The report of the Committee is given in Appendix G. The report is

offered as information and it is recommended that the subject be discon-

tinued.

Bulletin 303, January, 1928.
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Subject No. 8—Outline of Work for the Ensuing Year

The following subjects are offered to the Committee on Outline of Work
for their consideration in making their assignments to this Committee for

next year's work. The Committee recommends that subjects Nos. 2, 3, 4 and

6 of the past year's outline, be reassigned; also, that other subjects be

assigned as follows

:

(A) Where and under what conditions should culverts be used in

railway construction and maintenance and factors which determine the most
suitable kind to be used.

(B) Drainage areas, and water runoff and sizes of waterway open-
ings required under the differing conditions in various parts of the country.

(C) Specifications for concrete arch, concrete box and concrete pipe

culverts.

(D) Specifications for cast iron and corrugated and other sheet metal
culverts.

(E) Means of avoiding the burying in of ballast, and prevention of
water pockets therefrom, when widening and building up embankments.

The Committee desires to acknowledge the aid of Committee V—Track,

in the preparation of the report on the subject of Permanent Roadbed and

we thank that Committee and its members participating for the assistance

given to us.

Respectfully submitted,

Thk Committee on Roadway,

C. W. Baldridge, Chairman.

Appendix A

(1) REVISION OF THE MANUAL

E. C. Oyler, Chairman, Sub-Committee; H. B. Barry, H. A. Dixon, W. A.

Murray, O. V. Parsons, E. M. Smith, H. E. Tyrrell.

We have no revisions to recommend, due to the fact that the Committee

has thoroughly reviewed and revised the subject-matter of the Manual

within the last few years.
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(2) CORRUGATED METAL CULVERTS FOR RAILWAY
PURPOSES

W. H. Woodbury, Chairman, Sub-Committee
; J. C. Holden, Noah Johnson,

W. C. Swartout, Jamison Vawter, J. R. Wilks.

The Committee has made but little progress in the analysis of loads on

corrugated culverts. The number of variable quantities that enter into

the problem is so large that results from tests other than the ones made

at Farina will have to be included in the analysis in order that the Committee

will not be misled into erroneous conclusions. Information from tests

that are now being made at various points will be necessary before very

much more progress can be made.

Loads on and Stresses in Corrugated Metal Culverts

The problem is of such a character, on account of the many variable

factors, that a final determination of either the loads acting on the culvert, or

of the stresses resulting therefrom can not be made from a strictly theoretical

mathematical treatment of the subject. Such mathematical treatment will

have to contain certain empirical coefficients.

The Committee submits the following mathematical theory which covers

what is available at the present time, and shows how it compares with the

tests at Farina, Illinois. Due to the present lack of empirical coefficients it

has been necessary to use theoretical quantities, as well as they could be

determined.

The following nomenclature will be used:

D = the greatest horizontal outside width of culvert.

pD = the projection of the top of the culvert above the level surface of
adjacent solid ground.

H= the total height of the top of the embankment above the top of the
culvert.

He = the "height of equal settlement," which is that height of embankment
above the top of the culvert at which equal settlement occurs over the
culvert and at each side due to the addition of any added uniform
horizontal layer of embankment.

f^c=the total vertical load per unit of length on the culvert from embank-
ment materials.

V = the total vertical pressure in the prism of embankment directly over
the culvert, per unit length, at any level.

w = the weight of the embankment materials per unit volume.
M= the coefficient of internal friction of the embankment materials

(=tan$).
k= the ratio of lateral to vertical pressure in the embankment materials

1 — sin

(considered constant and given Rankine's value -

1 + sin

e= the base of natural logarithms.

Cr = coefficient of loads for rigid culverts.

C/^ coefficient of loads for flexible culverts.
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Culverts, in their action under embankment loads, can be divided into

two types, rigid and flexible.

In Type I (rigid) the deflection of the culvert plus the settlement of the

culvert into the foundation is less than the settlement of the adjacent prism

of embankment materials to the top of the culvert plus the settlement of

the adjacent prism into the foundation.

In Type II (flexible) the converse is true.

In Type I the adjacent prism of earth exerts a downward frictional

force on the prism of earth over the culvert, thus increasing the total load.

In Type II this frictional force is upward, thus decreasing the total load

carried by the culvert.

Mathematical Theory of Loads on Culverts

Type I

"WWMsmim

Fig. 1

log

2ku
wD-{- V

D

wD

2ku= h
D

2ku
wd-{- V

D h
:^2ku

zvD D

In Fig. 1 a thin segment of thick-

ness dh is shown with the forces act-

ing upon it.

Case I, H Less Than He
V

dV = wDdh + 2ku— dh (a)

D
dV

2ku
zvD + V

D

dh (b)

Solving the differential equation

2ku 2ku
\og(wD + V)

—
h +

D D
constant (c)

When h = 0, V = O, therefore

constant= log wD
Then

2ku 2ku
log (wD + V) = h 4-

D D
log u'D (d)

(e)

(f)

At top of culvert h = H and V = W*
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Transposing

^ D — 1

W. = wD'' (g)
2ku

Or, W^= CrwD'- (1)

— 1

Where Cr = (2)
2ku

Formulas (1) and (2) are good for all values of H up to He.

Case II, H Greater Than H»

Let the notation be the same as in Fig. 1 except,

h = the vertical distance below height He.
Fh =^ the total vertical stress, in prism over culvert, at level h due to em-

bankment materials above height He.

Fh
dV\= 2ku dh (h)

D

dV^ 2ku= dh (i)

Fk D

Solving,
2ku

log Fh^ h + constant ( j

)

D

When h = 0, Vb— {H— H^)wD, therefore constant = log (H— He)zuD
Fh 2ku

Then, log = h (k)
(H— H.)wD D

^'•^
-^^-- " r (1)

(H— H.)zc'D
^

h
(m)

At the top of the culvert h = H* and Fh = the addition to Wc due to

the embankment materials above the level He.

-,2ku

D — 1 H— Ho He

2ku D ^Therefore, Wc = ivD- 4- ^2ku

wD' (n)
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Or, Wc = Cr wD^

Where d

H.

2ku

1 H — He
,,2ku—

—

^ D

(1)

(3)

To Derive a Formula for Computing He

Let E = modulus of elasticity of embankment materials.

Then the total settlements due to the embankment materials above the level

He are

:

(H— He)zu
At each side of culvert = (He -\- pD)

Over culvert

Substituting from (m)

/
He

dh

Equating the two settlements,

H, „.
h

Hs + pD r̂ He I
c^

D
dh O I

2^n

D

(He \

Or e^

H, He
2ku = 2knp + 1

D

(o)

(4)

The above theory, with a few slight changes in nomenclature, has been

taken from various bulletins and papers by Dean Anson Marston. The
formulas agree very closely with his experimental work in which he allowed

no settlement and no deflection of the culverts. If these become more than

a slight amount they will have an appreciable effect on the results.

In his later publications, Dean Marston has shown how the formulas

given above should be modified in a simple way to allow for the effects of set-

tlement and deflection. (See Proceedings, Highway Research Board, Decem-

ber, 1925.)
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Type II

The Committee was, at first, not quite certain whether a similar treat-

ment would apply to flexible culverts. It was finally decided that the same

conditions would hold good except that the friction would act upward on

the prism of earth over the culvert. Photo 1 shows the action in a sand

box where the effect of the culvert deflection was exaggerated by lowering a

segment of the bottom. This indicates that the maximum friction is along

a vertical plane on either side of the culvert and also that there is a height

of equal settlement.

In Fig. 2 the forces shown acting

on the segment of thickness dh are the

same as in Fig. 1 except the direction

of the friction has been reversed.

Case I, H Less Than He

V
dV — ivD dh— 2 kii— dh

D
(P)

dV
dh

wD
2ku

D

(q)

m^m^mm

Then

Solving,

log {wD

2 ku

D

2 ku

D
V) - constant

h (r)

When h = 0, V = 0,

Therefore constant ^= zuD.

2 ku
log (zvD V) -

D
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Transposing

1

1

H
-,2ku

D
Wc = wD- (v)

2 ku

Or, Wc = Cr wD' (5)

1

1

H
^ D

Where Ct= (6)

2 ku

Equation (v) is the same as the formula for the load on pipes in

ditches as given by Dean Marston on page 33, Bulletin 31, Iowa State

College Experiment Station ; it is also practically the same as Janssen's

formula for pressure in deep bins except in this case the frictional forces

are acting on the two opposite sides of a prism instead of on the perim-

eter of a bin.

Case II, H Greatkr Than He

Let the notation be the same as in Case II, Type I.

Then,

_ J\
dVh=— 2 kii dh (w

)

D
Following the same steps as in tlie solution in Case II, Type I,

Fh 2 ku
log = h (x)

(H— He)wD D

(H— H.)wD
Fh= (y)

h
/,2ku

D

At the top of the culvert h^= He and Fh = the addition to fr<- due to

the embankment materials above the level He.

Therefore,
1

1

^2ku

w. = g^p.+ <«-»-)"'^ W
2ku „,

H,
^21ai

D

Or.
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Wc = Ct wD'

1

1

2ku-^
D H— H.

He
n ^2ku

D
2 kii

To Derive a Formula for Computing //e for Type II

(5)

(7)

Referring to our definition of 7/e it is readily seen that, since Vh is less

tiian the stress in the adjacent prism, and //e is less than (He -{- pD), it is

impossible to equate these products. This is because the large deflection of

the culvert causes Vh to be less and this deflection must be included. For

this reason E will not disappear from the equation, which somewhat destroys

its practical- value.

This derivation is the same as in Type I except the quantity di will have

to be introduced.

f?= deflection of culvert at height H.
rfi =^ deflection of culvert due to filling materials above height He.
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iH— H.)w
(H. + pD)=--i D

E I — dh-\-dx (A)
E

O

In the previous report this Committee stated that the deflection of cor-

rugated culverts is an exponential factor of the height of embankment.

This exponent varies greatly for different filling materials and also pro-

duces a very complicated formula for the solution of He. At a conference

in Chicago with representatives of the Committee on October 28, 1927,

Dean Anson Marston, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa, showed them his

recently developed solution for a general equation for He for flexible cul-

verts, including also the effect of settlement of culvert and of subgrade of

embankment. Dean Marston showed them a single diagram for convenient

calculation of loads on both rigid and flexible culverts, including the effects

of settlement and deflection. Dean Marston also called their attention to

the fact (from which they could derive a solution for He corresponding

closely to his) that the deflection curves in Charts 3, 4 and 5 of this Com-
mittee's 1926 report (Vol. 27, Proceedings A.R.E.A., pp. 815-817) show that

the upper portions of the curves are essentially straight lines. A straight

line can be drawn very close to all deflection readings above the point where

the pressure readings indicate H» is located.

Therefore, for the deflection above He,

d=(H— i)S (B)

where i is the intercept of this straight line on the vertical axis and 6"= the

slope of this straight line with reference to the vertical axis. Then,

dt=(H— He)S (C)

Substituting (C) and (y) in (A) and arranging,

He
dh SE
- +— (D)

He + pD=f ^^^±_ w
D

O

Integrating and arranging,

H, He / SE \
e-'^-pT+'^ku =l + 2^n ( p ) (8)

D \wD /

/
D

He
Diagrams 1 and 3 give values of for various values of p and

D

\wD / . Diiagrams 2 and 4 give values of Ct and Ct for various values
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He H
of and . These four diagrams could be combined into one, eliminat-

D D
He

ing the solution of , but the Committee considered it advisable to give

D
them in the present form as they can be more readily identified with the

mathematical theory. Also, at the present stage of the Committee's work,

it is desirable to solve for He to compare with the shape of deflection and

load curves, so for that reason Diagrams 1 and 3 are required to be shown

separately. The value of 2ku= 0.385 has been used in these diagrams, cor-

responding to «= 0.52. The error will be very slight if these diagrams are

used for any angle of internal friction between 22° and 40°. The curved part

of Diagrams 2 and 4 gives values of Cr and Ct when H is less than He.

Application of Above Formulas to Farina Tests

The Committee has made the following calculations on the Farina

installations.

Line No. 6, 42-Inch Castiron Pipe. H= 34.2'

k= 0.37. « = 0.52. Outside diameter =44.5" or 3.7'. p = 0.8.

He
From Diagram 1, — ^1.8.

D
H = 9.25, from Diagram 2 Cr = 17.57.

D
Wc = 17.57 X 105 X 3.7' = 25,300 lb.

Average= 47.4 lb. per sq. in.

Top cell reading = 35.3 lb. per sq. in

Weight of earth = 25.0 lb. per sq. in.

H
Line No. 6, H = 14.7'. —= 3.97

D
From Diagram 2, Cr= 6.93.

Wc = 6.93 X 96 X 3.7' = 9,120 lb.

Average= 17.1 lb. per sq. in.

Top cell reading*= 11.98 lb. per sq. in.

Weight of earth = 9.8 lb. per sq. in.

If the nominal diameter is used rather than the outside diameter the

average unit pressure obtained will be almost identical with the value

obtained above.

Corrugated Culverts

In using Formula (8) it is necessary to have the value of E and the

slope of the upper portion of the deflection curve. When the data from

other tests now being made are available the Committee expects to obtain

SE
an empirical coefficient to use in place of — in this formula, which coefifi-
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cient will also include the difference in the settlement of the foundation

under the culvert and under the adjacent fill. In applying Formula (8)

to the Farina tests the Committee has used the slope of the actual deflec-

tion curve and endeavored to obtain a fair value of E.

The E dcbired for this formula is the stress strain ratio or the unit

stress divided by the total unit deformation. The Committee had the

modulus of elasticity of the embankment materials determined by the Bureau

of Public Roads. Their standard test defines this modulus as the rebound

which occurs upon the removal of the load. In making the test a specimen

one inch in diameter and approximately one inch in height was cut from

the soil and, while confined laterally, was first subjected to a vertical load

of 3 kg. per sq. cm. for two days, and then was allowed to soak up water for

two days without load. The modulus of elasticity, as determined by the

Bureau, was 130 kg. per sq. cm. for the top soil used in the first eight feet

of embankment and 150 kg. per sq. cm. for the clay that was used for the

larger part of the remainder of the fill. The ratio of the rebound to the

total deformation of these soils was 0.126 and 0.177, respectively. These

moduli have to be multiplied by these ratios to obtain the value of E as

needed in the formula. The value of E for these soils would then be

16.4 and 26.5 kg. per sq. cm.

The Committee feels that, due to the nature of the test, and due to

the fact that the soil was not in the same condition when tested as it is

in the fill, these values are not very close to the values that would be

obtained if the soil were tested in its natural state. They are probably

lower. The Committee has not had time to have other tests made in line

with their needs, so in the absence of something better, these values have

been used. As He extends into the clay it is necessary to use both moduli.

In some of the calculations the greater portion of Ha occurs in the top soil

and in some the larger portion is in the clay. Using approximate values of

He as indicated by the pressure and deflection curves, the greater portion

of He will be in the clay. As great refinement is not here warranted, the

Committee used the same value of E for all calculations and obtained it by

averaging the two values above. Reducing to proper units this is 43,900

lb. per sq. ft.

The diameter used is the nominal diameter of the culvert increased by

the horizontal deflection obtained in the tests.

Line No. 5, 42-Inch Corrugated Culvert. //= 33.5'.

H
Other data same as for Line No. 6 except /> ^ 0.65. D = 3.74'. — :=8.95.

D
5" = 0.0101.

SE 0.0101 X 43,900

p = 0.65 = 0.48.

wD 105 X 3.74

//. ^
From Diagram 3, = 1.76.

D .']
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From Diagram 4, Ct = 4.97.

Wc= 4.97 X 105 X 3.74^= 7,300 lb.

Average =: 13.54 lb. per sq. in.

Top cell reading = 13.0 lb. per sq. in.

Weight of earth= 24.5 lb. per sq. in.

Line No. 7, 42-Inch Corrugated Culvert. H = 15.4'.

H
p = 0.8. D=3.56. — = 4.33. 6' = 0.009.

D
SE 0.009 X 43,900

p = 0.8= 0.332.

wD 98 X 3.56

H.
From Diagram 3, =1.44.

D
From Diagram 4, Ct = 2.78.

IVe = 2.78 X 98 X 3.56== 3,460 lb.

Average ^ 6.75 lb. per sq. in.

Top cell reading =: 8.9 lb. per sq. in.

Weight of earth ='10.5 lb per sq. in.

Line No. 8, 48-Inch Corrugated Culvert. H = 31.6.

H
p=z 0.8. D = A27. — = 7.A. 6- = 0.0163.

D
SE 0.0163 X 43,900

p = 0.8 = 0.795.

wD 105 X 4.27

He
From Diagram 3, = 2.36.

D
From Diagram 4, Ct = 3.60.

Wc =3.60 X 105 X 4.27= = 6,900 lb.

Average' = 11.2 lb. per sq. in.

Top cell reading =^ 12.5 lb. per sq. in.

Weight of earth= 23.1 lb. per sq. in.

The settlement of the culvert into the foundation has not been included

• in the above. While the Committee has some readings on the settlement of

the culverts it has no information on the settlement of the foundation under

the adjacent embankment. The difference between these two settlements is

required and this is probably very small. In any case there is less error in

ignoring both than including one and ignoring the other.

Summary

It is to be expected that the calculations for the castiron pipe will give

results greater than those from the tests. The formulas are based on the

supposition that there is no deflection of the culvert. If the small deflection is
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\ tvD/
introduced in the calculations, replacing /> by ( p | , the calculated pres

sure will be reduced a small amount.

The agreement between tlie calculations and the tests for the corrugated

culverts is remarkably close, particularly in view of some of the assumptions

it was necessary to make. If a larger value of E is used, which the Com-

mittee believes would be nearer the correct one, or a value of Ho near to the

value indicated by the pressure and deflection curves, the calculated pressure

will be reduced so as to be below the cell readings in all cases so far cal-

culated.

If the distribution of the unit vertical pressure varies very much from

the average it will modify the above formulas somewhat. The unit pressure

at the center is probably a little greater than the average. The Committee

expects to go into this phase before the time of its next report.

Diagrams 1 to 4 will not need to be changed when the empirical coeffi-

cients are determined. It will only be necessary to substitute the values of

\wD /
these coefficients for the values of p and! p I in Diagrams 1 and 3.

\wD /
The Committee is now considering deflection and moment formulas as

applicable to corrugated culverts. Its next step will be to study the side

pressures in connection with the vertical pressures and supporting strength

of the pipe itself at different deflections. The Committee will then be ready

to specify allowable deflection and recommended gages.
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Appendix C

(3) DEFORMATION OF THE ROADBED

Jamison Vawter, Chairman, Sub-Comnuttee ; H. B. Barry, W. G. Brown,

F. L. Guy, F. W. Hillman, H. E. Tyrrell, W. D. Wiggins.

The points considered in the Committee's work on the above subjects

were : what depths of ballast give particular trouble, difference in mainte-

nance cost for deeper ballast sections, maintenance costs in wet cuts or other

places of poor foundation, and suggested remedies. Among the remedies

considered were ; drainage, deeper ballast, and concrete slabs.

Adequate drainage is the most important requirement for a railway

roadbed and is very essential in the treatment of wet cuts and water

pockets. Where the cost is not prohibitive the roadbed should be prepared

by the removal of all inferior subgrade material and replaced with a better

material applying at least 12 inches of high-class ballast. Where this can-

not be done it would be necessary to use some method of subgrade drainage

to give relief.

Water pockets in cuts are in most cases natural, those in embankments
are artificial and are caused by the sealing up of the outlet drainage after

the roadbed has become depressed under the rails by the continued applica-

tion of loads. Water pockets in cuts may be remedied by providing outlet

drainage below the bottom of the pockets and proper cross drainage. In

embankments they will have to be tapped, either by driving pipe through

the side of the embankment, laying drain tile, or by digging trenches from

the side and back-filling with rock. Driving piling sometimes proves

successful. In cuts they should be driven deep enough to permit the water

to escape through the impervious strata that holds it.

In studying the effect of deeper ballast the following pressure was ob-

tained from a report of the Special Committee on Stresses in Railroad

Track (Vol. 21, A.R.E.A. Proceedings, pages 778 to 814) 6-inch by 8-inch

by 8-foot cross-ties spaced 21 inches with 12 inches of ballast. The loading

used was an E-60 locomotive. Allowing 50 per cent impact the maximum
pressure at the bottom of the ballast was 6300 lb. per sq. ft. The report

of the Special Committee indicated that for a depth of ballast of 24 inches

the weight of the locomotive would be uniformly distributed over the

foundation.

In the 1927 report of the Roadway Committee (Vol. 28, Proceedings

A.R.E.A., page 863, Fig. 9) there is shown a section of an 8-inch plain

concrete slab used by the Long Island Railroad Company. This company
installed about 73,000 sq. ft. of this slab in 1912 under slip switches, frogs

and crossings on a 22- ft. embankment. There is a train movement of about

1200 trains daily through the yard. The company reports that in the 15

years since they were installed there was no frog or switch renewal until

last year when one slip switch was changed. The slabs have cost nothing

since they were installed and track work has cost very little. They have

since put these slabs in at other points, and particularly on soft ground where
they have served the purpose for which they were intended, i. c, to prevent

track settling.

If a concrete slab were placed under the 12-inch ballast .section, properly
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designed to care for the distribution of pressure figured above, a six-inch

mesh reinforced slab or an 8-inch plain concrete slab would be required.

This would cost roughly $4.50 per ft. of track on new construction and

considerably more on old track. Twelve inches of additional ballast could

be placed at about $1.25 per ft. of track.

The use of concrete slabs under existing track as a remedy for roadbed

deformation is somewhat questionable, partly due to the cost and also since

the track will have to be withdrawn from operation during the period re-

quired for the curing of the concrete. On the basis of the above costs it

appears that, in general, roadbed deformations may best be eliminated by,

first, preparing the roadbed to stand a reasonable load and, second, applying

such a depth of ballast as would so distribute the load applied that the

pressure per square foot would not be greater than the capacity of the

roadbed. In certain bad spots the use of the slabs might be a desirable

remedy.

It will be necessary to have comparative maintenance costs for different

ballast sections and various foundation conditions in order to make proper

comparison of the above. The Committee was unable to obtain sufficient

information from its own personnel. It is now the intention of the Com-
mittee to try to obtain this information by means of a general questionnaire.

Appendix E

(5) CONTINUE THE STUDY OF SPECIFICATIONS FOR
STEEL FENCE POSTS

A. E. Botts, Chairman, Sub-Committee; H. A. Dixon, J. S. Goodman,

W. C. Morris, E. M. Smith, J. R. Wilks.

Introduction

The Committee was instructed to continue the study of specifications

for steel fence posts, but after going into the subject thoroughly, deemed it

proper to elaborate upon same sufficiently to include iron posts in the

specifications. In our endeavor to establish the extent to which steel posts

are used by various railroads, we find from data assembled, the use thereof

limited, but the tendency being toward greater use. Many roads have only

a few for test purposes, some of which had not been in use long enough to

make report one way or the other.

History

We have record of galvanized angle iron posts installed in 1880 along

the N.Y.N.H.&H.R.R. which are in excellent condition today. Analysis of

these posts as follows

:

Carbon 0.03
Manganese 0.017
Phosphorus 0.200
Sulphur 0.026
Silicon 0.18
Copper 0.019

We also have record of metal posts yet in good condition, which were
erected by the Chicago, Pekin & Southwestern Railway between Joliet and
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Plaines, Illinois, in 1886. These posts were set in rock and wedged with

metal spikes. The only weakness that has appeared in these posts is the

method of fastening the wire, which was done by using a part of the post,

which was crude and would have been better had holes been bored for wire

fasteners.

Types

Various types of metal pf)sts are manufactured and used, some of which

are the Tee, Ell, Wye, Channel and Tubular sections. Of these, the types

most used by railroads are of tlie tee and the tubular patterns.

Advantages

Metal fence posts are easy to install and their use eliminates fire hazards,

reduces drifting of snow because of the fence, gives better appearance, and

probably is economical.

Strength

The chart given herewith shows the results of the only tests of which

we were able to secure information, but even with this meager data it is

evident that there is no lack of strength for the purpose for which they

are used, of good metal fence posts. It will be noted that one of the posts,

covered by the test chart, failed at 283.5 pounds, while the other failed at

535.5 pounds, applied at the center with the post supported at the ends.

Application

Except where set in concrete bases, the application of metal fence posts

is less expensive than that of wooden posts. The application of metal

fence posts is particularly advantageous in rocky regions where a fair

sized drill hole is sufficient to receive the metal post, but where blasting must

be resorted to in order to make a post hole large enough for wood or

concrete post.

General

The Committee submits the following specifications for metal fence

posts, which it believes will insure a post which will prove satisfactory

both as to strength and durability.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR METAL FENCE POSTS

Classes

Metal fence posts shall be divided into two classes

:

(1) Posts which support the straight away body of the fence

shall be designated as "line posts."

(2) Such other special posts as are needed at the end or corner
of the fence and at gates, shall be designated as "end, corner,

and gate posts."
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Material

To avoid rust as far as possible, the material of which fence posts are

made should be either—pure iron, copper-bearing iron, copper molybdenum

iron, or copper-bearing steel.

Note.—Analyses of these metals can be obtained from the

Bureau of Public Roads, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture.

Strength

Material used for fence posts shall have a minimum tensile strength

of 40,000 lb. per sq. in., and shall have a gross load strength of not less

than 500 lb., applied at the center of the post, with supports three feet

each way from the center. The load for this test shall be applied to the

face of the post against which the fence material bears.

Ductility

Test pieces of the finished posts, with the exception of tubular posts,

shall bend cold around a mandrel of a radius equal to twice the dimension

of the post at right angles to the mandrel, through 90 degrees without frac-

ture of the material.

Tubular Posts Test.—The cold rolling of tubular posts is sufficient

test for ductility.

Workmanship

All posts shall be smoothly rolled or formed and shall be straight through-

out the length. Each finished post shall be free from burrs or other

deformation caused by fabrication. They shall also be free from slivers,

depressions, seams, crop ends and evidence of being burnt.

(The above does not refer to rough places caused by zinc coating when
galvanized.) Variations in length shall not exceed Yz inch. Variations in

other dimensions shall not vary more than -h inch.

Coating

Zinc.—All galvanized posts shall be galvanized by the hot dip process

and shall possess a uniform coating of prime Western spelter or better

grade with not less than two ounces per square foot of surface as deter-

mined by the spot test or by the Preece Test with four dips.

Galvanized posts are to be desired. All posts not galvanized shall be

painted or dipped in a protective coating of metallic paint.

Special Fabrication for Line Posts

Line posts shall be fabricated to the section agreed upon by the pur-

chaser.

If the posts are not so designed as to make anchorage for alinement

unnecessary, an anchorage device shall be rigidly fabricated to bottom

portion of posts.

All posts shall be provided with some convenient means of fastening

wire to same for at least 12 positions in a height of five feet, above the
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surface of the ground. All posts shall permit the refastening of the wire

at least five times without damage to the connecting appliance, if an integral

part of the post.

All posts shall be capable of being driven in ordinary earth without

injury to the post.

All posts shall have sufficient length so that when installed with the

required height above ground, one-third of the total length shall be under-

ground, providing that the post shall extend into the ground not less than

2y2 feet.

Special Fabrication for End, Corner and Gate Posts

All special posts shall be fabricated the same as line posts, except as

follows

:

All posts shall have sufficient length to permit installing 3 ft. in.

into the ground.

All posts shall be equipped with some suitable form of bracing and

anchorage which shall aid in keeping the post vertical.

Weight

The main stem of all form sections not including tubing shall weigh

at least 1.40 lb. per linear foot. Posts made of tubing shall be fabricated

of at least ten gage material and not less than 1^ inches in diameter.

Inspection

Inspection and approval of the posts shall be made by the Engineer or

other authorized representative of the purchaser. Such inspection shall be

made at the plant of the manufacturer, who will allow the inspector access

to all operations involved and shall facilitate as much as possible the

work of inspection and provide necessary facilities for inspection. Two
posts out of each 200, selected at random by the inspector, shall be inspected

and tested and if they meet the requirements, the lot shall be accepted. If

either fails to meet requirements, three other posts shall be selected in like

manner by the inspector and if either one of these shall fail, the lot shall

be rejected.

, Appendix F

(6) PERMANENT ROADBED

E. J. Bayer, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; Paul Chipman, M. H. Doughty,

A. A. Johnson, C. B. Harveson, W. A. Murray, W. D. Wiggins.

The subject assigned is "Continue the Study of Permanent Roadbed."

collaborating with Committee V—Track.

The instructions to collaborate with Committee V are undoubtedly due

to subject No. 5 as assigned to thaj: Committee, which reads, "Study and

report on design and specifications for foundations under railway crossings,"

etc.
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As permanent roadbed and foundations under crossings are or may be

very similar in construction, conflicting reports might easily be made if

each committee acted alone, therefore Committee V was requested to desig-

nate a Sub-Committee to work with Committee I on this subject and the fol-

lowing members were assigned to that Sub-Committee by Chairman Neubert

:

Collaborating Sub-Committee of the Track Committee : E. R. Lewis.

Chairman ; W. H. Bevan, F. S. Hales, J. C. Mock, G. J. Slibeck.

The two Sub-Committees are therefore making a joint report, as

follows

:

REPORT OF COLLABORATING COMMITTEE 8 OF COMMITTEE
V—TRACK

It is understood that the object of consideration of this assignment is to

determine what design of track and track foundation will most suitably and
economically carry railway traffic. Most designs suggested to date include

alterations in the track structure as well as the roadbed, notably the rail

fastenings. Increasing loads demand stiffer track members as well as

more permanent roadbed. Track failures are largely due primarily to poor
drainage of the track foundation. This fault may be in the ballast, the

roadbed and/or the foundation on which the roadbed rests. It is believed

that drainage is the first and most important structural requirement for a
railroad track and roadbed ; that the fullest consideration and best possible

treatment should be given to drainage preferably before the roadbed and
track are built ; that attractive returns on such an investment are invariably

realized from the beginning; and that cost items of labor and materials of
track maintenance, as well as maintenance of equipment and cost of opera-
tion, greatly benefit as a result of proper drainage.

In consideration of permanent roadbed the degree of permanency desir-

able in the structure of the track and its foundation is a matter for debate.

Any disturbance of the soil under a roadbed of permanent construction, espe-

cially if elevated on an embankment, would be more disastrous than a similar

disturbance under rails laid on wood ties and ballast. Replacement would be
slower and more expensive. It is frequently desirable to shift tracks, to

introduce or eliminate turnouts, to alter the levels of the roadbed and tracks,

etc. Furthermore such alterations are not always subject to the sole

discretion of the owner companies, but are made on insistence of public
authorities, being frequently incidental to public improvements which are
sometimes outside of the realms of transportation. It is suggested that per-
manence of location should be assured as a second prime requisite for con-
sideration of permanent roadbed. To be useful a roadbed preferably should
be built on a stabilized foundation.

Various degrees of roadbed permanency have been attained where neces-
sary to build and operate railroads through swamps, wet cuts or other natural
formation of insufficient bearing power. The means employed in construc-
tion, such as log corduroy, mattresses of saplings, sawed timber floors on
mud sills or pile trestles, etc., are frequently improved or replaced during the
operating period as necessity demands with a view to minimizing maintenance
costs and supporting increased axle loads.

Pile foundations are sometimes necessary in wet cuts through quick-
sand, muskeg, etc., which could only be drained at great expense. The
floor may be of close laid sawed timber or reinforced concrete slabs on
which the ballasted track is laid. Local conditions usually necessitate spe-
cial treatment for individual cases.

Both expedients are employed by the New York Central in the vicinity
of Poughkeepsie. New York, and Staatsburg, the concrete slabs being
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built below subgrade level and between limiting lines of sheathing driven

parallel with the rails, while the timber floors rest on 12 ft. caps of 4 or 5

pile bents driven for spans of 12 ft. lengths center to center. Cost of slab

foundations vary from $6.70 to $9.30 per linear foot of single track, while the

trestle cost $15.50 per linear foot of single track. Both unit cost figures

include all expense involved in excavation and disposal of earth, placing of

cinders, etc.

The foremost material of construction considered in designs of perma-
nent roadbed is reinforced concrete. Designs vary with the theories of the

desirability of more or less resiliency to that of absolute rigidity in the

structure, the former seeking in some measure to distribute the loads through
the track members and ballast to the concrete slab, while the latter provides

for concrete foundation directly supporting the rails. While the placing of

a permanent foundation beneath the ballast permits the continued use of

standard ballasted track with wooden ties or some modification thereof, the

rigid type of rails-on-concrete eliminates both ties and ballast, and necessi-

tates some design of rail fastening suitable to steel on concrete with provi-

sion for insulation. A modification of such a design tending towa.rd sim-

plicity is the introduction of short wood ties or blocks partially embedded in

the concrete slab. Short stretches of such track have been in service in

stations, tunnels, etc., for a considerable time with satisfactory results.

Examples of rigid street car track foundations in service are those at

Bridgeport, Connecticut, and Detroit, Michigan. In these cases the rails and
steel ties are first laid on a concrete base, after which a course of concrete

is added between and outside the rails to the level of the top of rail, this

last course being thoroughly compacted by repeated application of a steam
roller. It has been found that the renewal of rails or foundations in such
cases are comparatively expensive, though necessary only at infrequent inter-

vals. Reference is made to the 1927 report of the Roadway Committee and
the suggested design for standard concrete railvray track support. Fig. 22,

bottom of page 870 Bulletin 295 of March, 1927, and the following text

entitled "Economic Considerations." A rail chair partially embedded in the

concrete instead of the "U" bolts with clips which are a part of this design
is perhaps worthy of consideration as a fastening of known excellence.

Experience indicates that the greatest care is required to prevent settle-

ment of foundation slabs of concrete even when the supporting soil has
been reasonably drained. Inequalities occur through the unequal though
gradual drying and shrinkage of the ground beneath the slab, as well as

through conditions resulting from high water, heaving from frost in winter,

etc. While a concrete foundation for the rails may eliminate ties and
ballast with the attendant costs of maintenance and renewals thereof, the

maintenance of surface of a track on such a roadbed is likely to prove both
difficult and expensive. If on the other hand the concrete slab is laid as a

floor for ballast, surface is more readily maintained, but the faults in design
of the present track are not corrected, while the permanent foundation will

largely increase the first cost of track without greatly reducing maintenance
and renewal expense.

One railway company reports experimental sections laid in a well

drained gravel cut some 13 years ago. The best of these types consists of a
concrete slab 8 ft. wide and of a minimum thickness of about 14 in., laid

on a bed of 9 in. of rock ballast. In the concrete are set two longitudinal

3 in. by 6 in. timbers under each rail carrying 6 in. by 8 in. by 24 in. tie

blocks fastened with drift bolts. These tie blocks spaced 11 in. center to

center, support the 90-lb. rails on J4 in. by 7 in. by 9 in. tie plates with
screw spike fastenings. Panel openings between ties are specially drained
and filled with gravel. This type, which costs at the rate of over $45,000
per mile, kept good line and surface for six years. The average cost of
maintenance over a period of some seven years was $1510 per mile as

against an average of $1300 to $1500 per mile for adjacent standard gravel
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ballasted track on 8 ft. wood cross-ties. Maintenance of line and surface

has been effected through shimming and renewals oi tie blocks, no correc-

tions having been made in the slab. A somewhat similar section laid on a

fill was removed because of settlement. In the opinion of the Chief Engineer

"the construction is very expensive and would be entirely impracticable for

general use on high or low fills where substantial settlement would be likely

to occur."
Another similar design is that of the Detroit River Tunnel tracks of

the Michigan Central laid in 1910. In this case a longitudinal open gutter

occupies central spaces between double track. Short untreated soft wood
cross-ties were laid on the concrete floor of the tunnel to support the tie

plates and rails. After laying the track, concrete was poured between and
around the outer ends of the ties to a height of from^two to three inches

below top of tie. There are no tie rods or other device to hold the rails

to gage. This track has given no trouble to date. The maintenance com-
pares favorably with standard track on ballast and 8 ft. ties. The short

soft wood ties in the tunnel absorb enough moisture to keep them tight

in the concrete. No tight gage has ever resulted and no ties have been

removed due to causes other than mechanical wear. The rail wears some-
what faster than rail on ballasted track, due in part to heavy traffic and
grades.

Roadway Sub-Committee No. 6

In the report appearing in the 1927 Proceedings, page 852, a history of

this subject was given and specific mention made of installations of perma-
nent character.

The Committee this year has been endeavoring to develop information

as to whether or not the types so far used will be able to justify their

continued use by proving conclusively that they require less maintenance.
The railways experimenting with a type of permanent roadbed were

canvassed and it was found that no data was available or maintained which
could be compared with a stretch of track in the same locality, of the

ordinary type of construction.

The New York Central and Pere Marquette are, however, starting to

keep costs on their respective types of construction and the Committee is

of the opinion that by next year it will be in a position to give compara-
tive costs for one year at least. It is also the expectation that the railroads

will continue to furnish this information from year to year so that definite

conclusions may be reached as to the advisability of continuing the type

developed by them and afford a means of comparison between the different

types developed. Further attempts will also be made to secure information
from the other roads which are now experimenting along the same lines.

The Committee made an inspection of the installation on the Pere
Marquette during August and the following is given as to conditions exist-

ing at that time

:

Concrete: No signs of failure.

Line: Not very good owing to the difficulty of aligning the bolt

holes for the rail clips. If this type of track proves eco-
nomical, a form of adjustable fastening must be developed.

Surface: Fair. Probably a part of the roughness is due to the
insulating pads.

Insulation : The insulation placed under the rails throughout their en-
tire length has crushed and squeezed out, allowing the rail

to bear directly on the concrete. Some signal failures have
also been noticed during wet weather.

Expansion : With the air at a temperature of approximately 80 degrees
no joints were noted in which the expansion had not
been lost.

Creeping: A tendency was also noted towards creeping.

A more detailed report on the present installation is given by Mr.
Chipman in the following report, which was prepared subsequent to the

Committee's inspection

:
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"Operation began over the concrete roadbed December 19, 1926. Up
to the present time there has been no expense in connection with it which
is properly charged to maintenance. The material which was originally

placed under the rails proved to be unsatisfactory and has been removed.
This has resulted in some signal trouble in wet weather, and it is the inten-

tion to place insulating fiber under one rail for the entire length of the

concrete. This material has been ordered and will be put in place within
the next thirty days. This change will result in some expense, which under
accounting regulations would be charged to maintenance, but inasmuch as
the entire project is experimental it does not seem to me that such expense
is what our sub-committee should report as maintenance. Aside from this

feature there has been no maintenance expense to date on this work.
"In regard to the concrete roadbed, aside from the insulation feature,

it is in practically the same condition as when operation started. It rides

very smoothly, as it has from the start. Three very fine cracks which
extend through the slab at right angles to the track have developed ; one
of these is in the first 30 foot section placed, and is a construction joint

caused by this section not having been finished the first day. Level readings
taken at these cracks do not indicate any unequal settlement.

"One of the most interesting things about this installation is the fact

that the entire section has settled about an inch. This settlement is uniform
transversely. That is, it has caused no appreciable difference in the relative

elevation of the two rails at any point. The least settlement when levels

were last run was .03 of a foot and the greatest .12, and the change between
is gradual. The subgrade consisted of as much of the original gravel
ballast as lay beneath the old ties. Under this was the original subgrade
of sand and sandy loam. Most of the section was on a shallow fill not
exceeding three feet in depth, but a small part of it was in a shallow sandy
cut. The old roadbed had been in service nearly three years, and it is

scarcely probable that any more compression took place in it and in the
ballast after the concrete slab was placed above them. My idea is that
the_ entire roadbed has been driven into the ground. We know that this

action takes place in ordinary track on shallow fills, but it would hardly
be expected to continue under a solid concrete slab. The evidence indicates,

however, that it has. About half of this settlement took place in the first

two weeks after operation began, about half of the remainder within the
following six weeks and the balance within the next following two months,
or about four months after operation began. Since that time there has
been no appreciable settlement.

"The wear of the rail at the joints appears to be proceeding at about
the same rate as in the ordinary track adjacent—certainly not any faster.

There is as yet no conclusive evidence of wear in the concrete beneath the
rail, that is, of the rail cutting into the concrete. At several rail joints

we_ have suspected that something of the kind might be taking place ; but
if it is, the amount is so small that it cannot yet be measured. Those places

will be kept under observation in order to determine whether such wear
is actually taking place or whether it is our imagination.

"Creeping of the rails has caused no trouble. The rails are well
anchored to the ties for some distance each side of the test section. The
maximum creeping on the concrete this summer was about two inches near
the center of the quarter mile section."

One other railway which has a test section of permanent roadbed was
approached for information. They, however, took the position that if the

railroads were not enough interested in what they were doing to send repre-

sentatives to go over their experimental section, that they did not think a

report on what they were doing would prove of any use in benefiting railroad

construction or maintenance.

The Committee recommends that this report be accepted as information

and that the subject be continued.
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Appendix G

(7) PROPER METHODS FOR POLICING RIGHT-OF-WAY,
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO APPEARANCE AND

ECONOMY OF MAINTENANCE

Anton Anderson, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; F. L. Guy, J. C. Holden, C. B.

Harveson, W. G. Brown, F. W. Hillman, A. A. Johnson.

The Committee understands the term "policing" as used in this subject

to mean the caring for the right-of-way, including everything which goes

to improve its appearance and to add to the safety and convenience of

operating the railway, and the protecting of the company's property against

fire or damage in other ways, against the intrusion of persons or of live

stock, and against its being made a dumping ground for rubbish, etc.

General correspondence with members of the Association and the Road-

way Committee indicates that it is an almost universal practice to have

the section forces police the right-of-way and station grounds.

The Books of Rules of practically all carriers contain more or less

instructions on policing, under track inspection, general instructions, and

duties of section foreman. Apparently, all are agreed that there is a good

return for the expense involved in one form or another, such as the adver-

tising value, the good appearance of the property, reclaiming all scrap and

usable material, preventing of fires, etc.

The uniformity, orderliness and neatness of the right-of-way in general

tend to increase the efficiency of company forces.

Improving the appearance of the right-of-way involves numerous

actions, which include the clearing away of all brush, stumps, unsightly

trees, rocks, hummocks of earth, etc., the mowing of the right-of-way and

the disposal of the grass and weeds cut down, the clearing away of rubbish

which finds its way onto the railway's grounds, the collecting and disposal

of coarse gravel or rocks which are culled out of ballast because of being

too large.

The time to begin the cleaning up of the right-of-way is while the

roadbed is being built. All grading operations should, so far as possible,

be conducted in such manner that no places shall be left so uneven that

they will interfere with the mowing of right-of-way by mowing machines,

nor should depressions or holes be left in which water will stand. Mainte-

nance of way, however, must take care of the thousands of miles of

right-of-way of the railways, as it now exists, and the following pages

endeavor to present some means of improving the appearance of the road-

way and at the same time lower the costs of keeping it in a presentable

condition, if possible.

The extent to which waylands are prepared so that mowing and clean-

ing can be done neatly and economically, varies from nothing to very

extensive work.

After the right-of-way has been burned over in the autumn and before

the vegetation grows again in the spring, it should be gone over and all
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stumps, snags, stone, trees, etc., should be cleaned out and burned or dis-

posed of. Rough places should be smoothed over. By digging around

them, old poles can be cut down low enough to be leveled off. Old fence

wire and other rubbish should be placed in washes, or ditches, which it is

desirable to fill up. Borrow pits and low places where water stands should

be drained or filled up, surplus material from cleaning or ditching, etc.,

should be used to fill holes and low spots or it should be leveled off so that

a mowing machine will work over it without trouble. In some cases a

tractor with a road grader can be used to good advantage in smoothing off

the right-of-way.

The clearing up of the right-of-way should also include the collecting

into piles of all loose rocks, and particularly the coarse refuse from the

ballast, in such manner that when riprap or filling material is needed, the

rock can be loaded conveniently with the aid of a derrick or locomotive

crane, thus making the cost of riprap pay for the clearing.

After clearing up the right-of-way and leveling it so that it can be

mowed by machine wherever possible, such right-of-way should be seeded

to the best variety of hay grass which the locality will produce. After this

has been done, farmers are usually glad to mow the right-of-way for the

hay, thus eliminating all the cost of mowing to the company.

To prevent fires, some roads clean the outer edge of the right-of-way

from two to five feet in width. If the adjoining fields are susceptible to

the spread of fire the more general practice is to have fire guards made by

plowing a few furrows parallel to the right-of-way and at such distance

outside of it as will prevent fire starting outside of the guards, due to

sparks from passing locomotives. The permission to plow such fire guards,

and the cost of the work usually depends upon the Section Foreman's

ability as a diplomat.

Most states have laws which require noxious weeds to be cut before

seeding time or in certain months. The killing of troublesome weeds and

grasses can be greatly aided by burning over the right-of-way after the

mov^m material has had time to dry.

The cost of mowing varies from nothing to $100 or more per mile,

depending on the standard of the railway and the roughness or uneveness

of the right-of-way, and the kind of growth to be cut. On one railway

in Missouri and Kansas, the actual cost of mowing right-of-way in 1927

averaged (with right-of-way 100 ft. wide) by hand mowing, $41 per mile,

and where teams could be used, the average cost was $15.40 per mile. This

shows that a saving of at least $25.60 per mile per annum can be made
by smoothing up right-of-way so that it can be mowed by machine instead

of mowing it by hand.

This represents 5^4 per cent earnings upon $465 and by judicious

handling of the necessary cleaning up, such as making use as riprap of

the rock collected, or making use of earth removed, for filling material or

for widening banks, the sum which can be spent for smoothing up right-of-

way can be made to accomplish surprising improvements.

Where shrubs, trees and flowers are maintained, the maintenance work
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is, of course, more expensive. Particular attention is paid by some carriers

to having the right-of-way in residential and industrial districts cleaned up

and planted to conform with the locality in which the right-of-way is

located. They feel that a well-kept property is always attractive and in

general the public will be favorably impressed by the attractive appearance

thus produced.

The practice of every railway company should be some method whereby

the section forces, as a matter of routine, are required to keep their sections

in standard shape, or condition, including general appearance. In order to

reduce the expense to a minimum, instructions should provide that the

work be done as a matter of daily routine, with the various elements of

the work done at the most seasonable periods of the year, or at such periods

as best permit of work which can be done at any time being performed

without interfering with other work which must be done at some specified

time or fixed season.

To give a good appearance, the ballast section should be clean with

the toe line of the ballast and the sod, or bank lines, straight, or parallel

with the track. Grass and weeds should be kept down. Usable material

should be kept piled in neat piles and scrap material should be promptly

conveyed to the scrap bins, both to improve the appearance of the railway

grounds and to prevent its being lost in the weeds or covered up by exca-

vated material, or in the ballast, and thus lost. In cleaning up right-of-way,

like in all other work, it is good practice to finish the work up to standard

as the work progresses and not to leave it in a partially finished condition,

expecting to come back and finish it at some other time.

Material taken from cuts, or from the right-of-way along embankments,

for bank widening or for other purposes, should be so handled that both

the place from where it is taken and the place where used will be finished

in a workmanlike manner so as to leave the surface smooth and of good

appearance.

The use of weed killing chemicals, applied with hand apparatus, around

buildings may be done effectively. Care should be taken in its application

so that ragged or irregular grass lines will not result from its use.

Fences should be maintained in straight lines or on uniform curves as

required by the property lines. Wing fences, rail rests, stone trim or edging

around signals and handcar setoffs, etc., can be improved in appearance at

small expense by whitewashing. Such attention results in giving the whole

right-of-way a uniform and good appearance.

Trash, refuse, ashes, brush, etc., should be piled in designated places as

it accumulates and disposed of before it produces an unsightly condition.

A neat and well kept right-of-way is a feature which catches the eye, and
usually the attention, of those traveling over, or along the railway, and
cannot help creating a favorable impression, which is a result always to

be desired.
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To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfullj^ presents herewith report covering the

following subjects

:

(1) Revision of Manual.

(2) Continue the study of details of mill practice and manufacture

as they affect rail quality (Appendix A).

(3) Continue the study of rail failures (Appendix B).

(4) Continue the study of transverse fissures (Appendix C).

(5) Continue the study of cause and prevention of rail battering,

collaborating with Committee V—Track (Appendix D).

(6) Study the economic value of different sizes of rail.

(7) Study the reconditioning of battered or worn rail ends by

electric welding process, with especial reference to the effect upon rail.

(8) Study the drilling and spacing of holes in rails of all weights,

and sizes of bolts for use with each weight.

(1) Revision of Manual

The Committee proposes no material for Manual revision this year.

(2) Mill Practice

The Committee has continued its study of mill practice as affecting

quality of steel rail and calls attention to Appendix A, which outlines

improvements that have been made at the various steel mills.

The Committee has undertaken jointly with the rail manufacturers

investigations which will be referred to later under Subject (4) Trans-

verse Fissures.

(3) Rail Failures

The Committee presents rail failure statistics for the period ending

October 31, 1926, as Appendix B.

Bulletin 303, January, 1928.
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The Committee ig in active co-operation with the Rail Manufac-

turers' Technical Committee in the attempt to determine the original

cause of transverse fissures. A series of tests has been outlined in which

test rails, which in their manufacture have been subjected to different

cooling conditions, heat treatments, etc., will be examined by deep etching

for shattering cracks. Microscopic examinations and thorough chemical

and physical tests will also be made.

The Bethlehem Steel Company, co-operating with the Pennsylvania

Railroad, and the Carnegie Steel Company, co-operating with the Balti-

more and Ohio Railroad, will undertake to carry out these tests.

(5) Rail Batter

The Committee presents, as Appendix D, a progress report on this

subject in collaboration with the Committee on Track.

(6) Economic Value of Different Sizes of Rail

The Committee reports progress on this subject.

(7) Reconditioning of Battered or Worn Rail Ends

The Committee has under way an investigation of the effect upon

rail steel of reconditioning by acetylene and electric welding processes

and reports progress at this time.

(8) Drilling and Spacing of Holes in Rails of All Weights

The Committee has given this subject careful study and reports

progress.

Action Recommended

(1) No revisions of the Manual are recommended.

(2) That the report in (Appendix A) be received as information.

(3) That the report in (Appendix B) be received as information.

(4) That the report in (Appendix C) be received as information.

(5) That the report in (Appendix D) be received as information.

Recommendation for Future Work
1. Revision of Manual.

2. Continue the study of details of mill practice and manufacture

as they affect rail quality, collaborating with the Rail Manufacturers'

Technical Committee.

3. Continue the study of rail failures.

4. Continue the study of transverse fissures, collaborating with the

Rail Manufacturers' Technical Committee.

5. Continue the study of cause and prevention of rail battering, col-

laborating with Committee V—Track.

6. Continue the study of the economic value of different sizes of rail.

7. Continue the study of reconditioning of battered or worn rail ends

by electric welding process with especial reference to the effect upon the rail.

8. Continue the study of the drilling and spacing of holes in rails of all

weights, and sizes of holts for use with each weight.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Rail,

Earl Stimson, Chairman.
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Appendix A

(2) DETAILS OF MILL PRACTICE AND MANUFACTURE
AS THEY AFFECT RAIL QUALITY

C. B. Bronson, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. E. Armstrong, F. L. C.

Bond, E. E. Chapman, W. C. dishing, C. R. Harding, G. J. Ray,

C. P. VanGundy, F. M. Waring, J. B. Young, W. C. Barnes.

Your Committee presents as information the following notes on recent

changes and improvements in mill practice.

Several important changes and improvements have occurred in rail

manufacturing processes w^ithin the past year or more, which are in part

directly traced to the changing requirements of the railways. Specific

details are not entirely available for the different steel companies manu-
facturing rails, but the general trend is given as indicative of the improve-

ments and changes which have developed.

Rail production records show a marked increase in the demand for

heavier rails, particularly within the last five years. The percentage of

rails of 100-lb. per yard or heavier to the total rail production increased

from 28 in 1920 to 61 per cent in 1926. Increased weight combined with

the almost universal adoption of the 39-ft. standard length has affected

rail handling methods in the finishing mill and back as far as the open-

hearth department.

In the open-hearth departments, changes have been made in furnace

construction as to their width, length, shape of roof, back wall, as well

as changes in design of the ports at either end, increasing the efficiency

of combustion, mixing and flame action to effect more thorough refine-

ment in the bath. Tar and oil have been used on some furnaces to

increase the intensity and sharpness of the flame action, and decrease

the sulphur carried into the bath.

The work at the pouring platform at some mills has been improved

by coating the interior of the molds with both graphite and tar, which

prevent the splattering particles of molten metal from adhering to the

sides of the mold, and creates much smoother ingot surfaces for easier

rolling conditions.

The permissible increase in percentage of silicon which was intro-

duced into the A.R.E.A. and other rail specifications has reduced or

eliminated the necessity of "killing" the steel in the molds with aluminum,

and its use has now been discontinued at several plants.

Stopper rods and nozzles for ladles have received considerable atten-

tion, and improvements have been made in the type and materials used

to reduce the liability of spattering, or leaking and running stoppers when
filling the ingot molds.

Some mills have introduced changes in the shape and size of ingot

molds, particularly wall thickness and cross-section at the bottom com-
pared to the top, and have increased the radii at the corners to prevent

cracking of the molds and shortening their life, and have thus reduced

the possibility of weakness in the corners of the cast ingots.
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"Hot top" molds were also used on sizable experimental tonnages

by three different roads independently. The purpose of these tests was
to determine what effect this tj'pe of mold has on the various processes

involved in rail manufacture, and to determine the relative quality of

the material compared to that made in standard ingot molds. The rails

are now in service and at some later date, interesting test data may be

available.

The practice of duplexing steel by the rapid conversion of Bessemer
into open-hearth has been abandoned by most of the rail mills, and the

open-hearth furnaces in these installations have now been converted for

standard open-hearth heats.

Changes have been made in both the type and composition of the

rolls used at some of the rail mills for the purpose of increasing their

life and usefulness, reduce roll failures, and by reducing the wear on the

roll obtain rail sections which are closer to template.

The desirable practice of wash heating the blooms after the ingot

has been reduced to bloom size and before rolHng into rails has been

extended, and at present one mill is engaged in rebuilding its plant and
incorporating reheating furnaces for this purpose.

A decided improvement has taken place in the hot sawing of rails

at several rail mills. Experiments were made with various types and
thicknesses of saws so that the end faces of the cross-sections cut through

would not contain objectionable and deep ridges, be maintained practically

square, and reduce the saw burr. Automatic and adjustable curving or

cambering rolls have been installed and are proving of great value in

eliminating the drag and blurring of the burr from the hot saw cut. The
result is that a much smoother and more even finish is secured on the

rail ends.

The practice of spacing of rails on the hotbeds to promote uniform

cooling is now being followed by several of the rail mills, and has resulted

in a noticeably smoother rail at the straightening presses and a reduction

in the amount of gagging required to straighten rails. The equipment

for handling rails on the hotbed is rather elaborate at some mills, while

the rails are being spaced largely by hand at other plants.

The arduous work of handling long and heavy rails in the straighten-

ing presses has caused some mills to devise and install mechanical devices

for rotating rails into position under the presses. Preliminary trials

have also been made with roller straighteners to determine the advantages

and possibilities of the use of this practice which is general in the Euro-

pean rail mills.

The classification of rails as to quality, fitness, chemistry, as well as

lengths, as outlined in the A.R.E.A. and other specifications, has neces-

sitated remodeling of the finishing mills at many rail plants, and the

handling facilities. The change from the 33 to 39-ft. standard length

required the expenditure of several million dollars in the aggregate for

all of the rail mills.

Economic conditions have recently required one rail mill in the Eastern

district to rebuild and enlarge its facilities at the cost of several million

dollars, and in particular to meet the demands for heavier and longer

rails.
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As to the use of different grades of steel, there has been a consider-

able increase in the demand for Intermediate or medium manganese, which

is a steel of promising superiority over the standard open-hearth com-

position.

Experimental lots of heat-treated rails have recently been installed

on five different railroads on sharp curves in heavy traffic territory.

Cumulative data are being secured of the relation of cost, physical char-

acteristics and wear compared to standard untreated rails. There has

been more activity in experiments on heat-treated rails during the past

year than for a great many years, and the experiments are being observed

in a number of different places.

Appendix B

(3) RAIL FAILURE STATISTICS FOR 1926

By W. C. Barnes, Engineer of Tests, Rail Committee

The rail failure statistics for the year ending October 31, 1926, appear-

ing in this report, have been compiled in accordance with the standard

method of basing the failure rate on mile years of service in track.

The rollings for 1921 and succeeding years are embodied in these sta-

tistics, the tonnages and track miles reported being as follows

:

Year Rolled Tons Track Miles

1921 1,192,112 7,686.27

1922 1,118,711 7,116.14

1923 1,553,362 9,737.02

1924 1,488,415 9,371.49

1925 1,752,426 10,838.62

Table 1 shows the average results of all of the rail from all mills re-

ported on, together with the results taken from previous reports, including

both Bessemer and Open-Hearth rails. The 1921 rollings, whose period of

observation is now concluded, show a lower failure rate than any rolling

since 1915, as was forecast in last year's report. The four-year record of

the 1922 rollings indicates that the improvement in the failure rate will

continue, but probably will not quite equal the low rate of the 1921 rollings.

Fig. 1 shows diagrammatically the general average results.

Table 2 presents a summary from 14 years' reports showing track

miles and total failures in addition to the failures per 100 track miles

shown in Table 1. The average results of the rails from each of the mills

for rollings since 1908 are given in Table 3 and these results are shown

diagrammatically in Fig. 2.

Table 4 and Fig. 5 present the performances of rails rolled at each

of the mills in recent years. In Table 4 the failures per 10 track miles

per year of service are shown and the weighted average is shown for the

rollings from 1921 to 1925, inclusive, for each mill. These averages, which

take into account the mileages represented in each of the five years' rollings,

are presented diagrammatically in Fig. 3. Inland again shows the lowest
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failure rate, but this is somewhat offset by the fact that no 1921 rail is

represented therein. Illinois again shows the lowest rate on a comparable

basis with a figure of 8.32. Pennsylvania is next in line with 11.17, fol-

lowed by Colorado with 12.31, and Carnegie with 12.67. This somewhat
changes the ranking of last year in which Carnegie held second place after

Illinois. Due to absence of reports on Maryland rollings from 1922 to

1924 inclusive, and on Dominion rollings for 1921 to 1924 inclusive these

two mills do not appear in Fig. 3, 4 and 5, nor in Table 4.

Fig. 4 rates the relative performance of the mills from the same data

as used for Fig. 3, except that a traffic density factor has been introduced

into the final computations. A factor for each reporting road, based on

its revenue freight ton miles per mile of road, was applied to the rail tonnages

on that road from any given mill and the resulting weighted average traffic

density factor, for all rail on all roads from that mill, was applied to the

failure rate of that mill's output as given in Fig. 3. In like manner,

weighted traffic density factors were obtained and applied for rail from each

mill. No claim is made for the entire accuracy for this system of rating,

but it does give more consideration to the work which the failed rails from

the respective mills are called upon to perform, than does the system of

rating on which Fig. 3 is based. Fig. 4 is similar to Fig. 4 of last year's

report and is presented as information.

Table 5 shows the average weight of rails, from the various mills and

from all mills. The average reported for the year 1925 stands at 102.8

lb. per yard.

Table 1—Average FaUures per 100 Track Miles

Year
Rolled
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Table 3—Failures for Various Ages of Rail per 100 Track Miles

ieap
Rid
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Table 3—Failures for Various Ages of Rail per 100 Track Miles

—(Continued)

Year
iUa
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Table A—Recapitulation—Totals and Averages Grouped by Mills. Track
Miles—Represents Quantity Originally Laid. Failures to Date

—

Computed by Mile Years of Rail in Service

Year
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Table 5—Average Weights of Rails Compiled from Tonnages
Used in This Report

Mill
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Diagrams Showing Mill Ratings for Five-Year Period Compiled
by Usual Method

Mill
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Diagram Showing Failures per 100 Track Miles by Mills and Years

for Period Ending October 31, 1927

UIl
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Appendix C

(4) TRANSVERSE FISSURE STATISTICS

By W. C. Barnes, Engineer of Tests, Rail Committee.

These statistics constitute a cumulative record of 27,346 simple trans-

verse fissure failures that have been reported up to and including Jan-

uary 31, 1927.

Table 1 corresponds with Table 1 of last year's report and shows

the number oj. simple transverse fissure failures reported by each of 49

reporting roads and the years in which such failures occurred. The
Northern Pacific fissure failures for 1924 and 1925, which were received

too late for inclusion in last year's report, have been added.

The total reported up to January 31, 1926, inclusive, was 22,750 and

that up to January 31, 1927, 27,346, or an addition during the year 1926

of 4,596 fissure failures. This exceeds the total for the year 1925 by 460,

of which 142 is due to roads not previously reporting, leaving a net

increase over the year 1925 of 318 reported from previously reporting

roads.

Table No. 2 corresponds with Table No. 2 of last year's report and

classifies all the fissure failures accumulated from year rolled to January

31, 1927, for each year's rollings from each mill unweighted by tonnage

output of mills and by amounts of traffic carried. •

This table is most useful in comparing the failures in the various

rollings from any one mill.

The rollings of 1910 from all mills continue to show the maximum
number of fissure failures (2,912), which is due to the exceptionally bad
record of the 1910 rolling from Illinois.

The 1913 rollings from all mills are a close second with 2,821 failures,

influenced largely by Illinois and Maryland rollings.

The greatest number (502) of failures for all mills in 1926 occurred

in the 1917 rollings, for which the excessive failures of Illinois 1917 rail

are responsible.

The 1926 rollings from all mills produced, in the year 1926, 72 per

cent more fissure failures than did the 1925 rollings in the year 1925,

that is, there was an increase from 29 failures in 1925 rollings, to 50 in

the 1926 rollings. This increase is due to the numbers of failures in the

first year of service in rail rolled in 1926 at Carnegie, Illinois, Lacka-
wanna and Tennessee mills.

Table No. 3 corresponds with Table No. 3 of last year's report and
gives for each mill the rate of total transverse fissure failures on 31

selected roads accumulated to January 31, 1927, per 10,000 tons of rail

reported on, by years rolled.
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To reduce the confusing factors, in the preparation of this table, all

fissure failures reported to date from the following roads were elim-

inated, viz.,

(1) Those for which rail tonnages are not available.

(2) Those which did not report prior to the year 1924.

(3) Those which have discontinued reporting.

This comparison includes a total of 22,225 fissure failures.

The perfect record for Maryland 1921 to 1923 inclusive rollings, is

due to absence of tonnages of such rollings on those roads which are

included in Table No. 3.

Table No. 4 classifies the accumulated transverse fissure failures by

rail letter and by weight of section, by mills.

It will be noted that for all mills the majority of the fissure failures

occurred in the A rails and that this holds in the case of individual mills

such as Colorado, Illinois, Lackawanna, Pennsylvania and Tennessee, but

that other mills consistently show the failures to predominate in the

B, C or D rails.

For classification of fissure failures by carbon content, the reader is

referred to Table No. 3 of Rail Report No. 92.

Roads making no report account incomplete records, etc.

:

Alabama & Vicksburg Kansas City Southern
Ann Arbor Lake Erie & Western
B. & O. C. T. Maine Central R. R. & Portland
Central Vermont Ry. Terminal
Central R. R. of New Jersey M. St. P. & S. S. M.
Chicago & Alton Minneapolis & St. Louis
Chicago Great Western Montour Ry.
C. I. & L. Morgan's La. & Texas
Colorado & Southern M. M. & S. E.
Delaware & Hudson New York, Ontario & Western
Denver & Rio Grande Pere Marquette
Duluth & Iron Range P. & L. E.
Florida East Coast Ry. Temiskaming & Northern Ontario
Grand Trunk Railway System Western Pacific

Great Northern Ry. Wheeling & Lake Erie

Roads which have discontinued reporting

:

C. B. & Q. N. Y. C. & St. L,
Missouri Pacific
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Table 1—Simple Transverse Fissure Failures by Railroads and by Year Failed

(Report Year Ends with January 31st of following Calendar Year.)

Railroad 1911
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Table 3—Rate of Accumulated Transverse Fissure Failures on Selected
Roads from Year Rolled to January 31, 1927, by Mills and Years
Rolled

(Basis of Rating Is Number of Fissures per 10,000 Tons of Rails Produced
for Reporting^ Roads)

Year
Rolled
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Appendix D

(5) CAUSE AND PREVENTION OF RAIL BATTERING
Collaborating With Committee V—Track

Hunter McDonald, Chairman, Sub-Committee; W. J. Backes, L. C. Fritch,

E. A. Hadley, R. H. Howard, C. W. Johns, R. Montfort, W. H. Pen-

field, G. A. Phillips, W. P. Wiltsee, W. C. Barnes.

In response to inquiries made regarding the most promising lines of

investigation to be taken up and methods to be followed, the following reply

of August 1st was received from W. C. Cushing, Engineer of Standards,

Pennsylvania Railroad

:

"I am greatly obliged to you for sending me a copy of the minutes of
your meeting and it occurs to me that it might be well to call your attention
in this connection to the value which I think heat-treatment of steel rails

will have in reducing^ the tendency to battering on account of the enhanced
physical qualities.

"For instance, the few rails which we have received from the Bethlehem
Steel Company display the following increases of heat-treated rails com-
pared with untreated rails.

Per Cent

(1) Increase in elastic limit per sq. inch 52.4

(2) Increase in ultimate strength per sq. inch 18.0

(3) Increase in elongation by tensile tests 39.3

(4) Increase in reduction of area of specimen tensile tests 141.1

(5) Increase in angle of bend before rupture 343.5

(6) Increase in number of drop test blows before breaking 10.0

(7) Increase in Brinell hardness 23.5

(8) Increase in resistance to impact (Izod) 50.0

"You will note the great increase in strength, ductility and toughness,
while at the same time being greatly harder, all of which should assist in

preventing battering."

In this connection, attention is again called to the last clause of Appendix

C to the Rail Committee's report for 1926, reading as follows

:

"Prevention of Rail Battering.—No rail which has been under obser-
vation by the writer in these tests has been found to be free from battering.

Quite a number show excessive battering. On the other hand, a consider-
able number show a minimum amount of battering. End overflow is usually
also missing on rail and joints of such minimum batter. In the writer's

opinion, the best course to be pursued in prevention of rail battering or
reducing its intensity, is to study carefully the cooling conditions and metal-
lurgy of those rails which show the least tendency to batter and when the

conditions which bring about this quality of minimum battering are dis-

covered, some method of manufacture which will bring the output of the

mill up to point of producing rails of that or even better quality should,

if possible, be devised and put into practice. The price to be paid for such
improved rail cannot be appropriately discussed here further than to say

that it should be agreed on by the manufacturers and purchasers. There
can be no question but that tremendous economies can be effected in mainte-

nance of way expenses by improving the quality of the rail."

An analysis of the variations in battering of different rails on Mile 106,

Chattanooga Division, N. C. & St. L. Railway, made by J. L. Fergus,
Division Engineer, illustrates quite clearly the variation in the quality of

the rails as well as the fact that improvement cannot be arrived at by
manipulation of the chemical content alone. It also illustrates the tremen-
dous saving to be accomplished if rail could be obtained which would show
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an annual batter not in excess of .005 inches under an annual traffic of
ten million gross tons. This study appears in Volume 28 of the Proceed-
ings, pages 1391-1398, inclusive, under title "Discussion on Cause and Pre-
vention of Rail Battering."

Through the courtesy of the Reading Company officials, every facility

was provided for an inspection by the sub-committee of the battering of
rails laid w^ith "head- free" joints on that road between Philadelphia and
Reading. At a joint meeting with a Sub-Committee of the Track Committee,
held at that time, the opinion was generally expressed that a tapered gage
is sufficiently accurate for statistical as well as service measurements and
probably more accurate than any type of micrometer instrument. It was
pointed out that one side of the tapered gage could be graduated into

thousandths and the other into fractions of an inch.

At this meeting the following opinions were formulated with the under-

standing that they were subject to further action at a subsequent joint meet-

ing of the two Sub-Committees:

(A) It was the general opinion that sufficient attention had not been
in past years bestowed on the care of the rail during and after laying, such
neglect generally taking the form of inadequate anchorage against creeping,

improper expansion spaces, excessive bolt tensions, failure to check the

bad effects of end overflow lay sawing off and deferring too long the welding
up of rail ends.

(B) It was recognized that the end overflow takes place not only
with open joints but also where joints have been laid and maintained without
expansion space. That in either case chipping may be greatly reduced by
systematic and judicious readjustment of joints which are found open at

rail temperatures ranging about 120°. To make such adjustments end over-

flow should be sawed off, after which bolts should be slacked and the

rails allowed to come together. The bolts should then be tightened. By
this method the proper distribution of expansion allowance may be improved.
If, however, too much expansion allowance was made at the time the rail

was laid, the difficulty can only be corrected by driving the rail up. It

was declared desirable that members try out this plan and report results

obtained toward the prevention of chipping.

(C) It was the unanimous opinion that rail ends which show a batter

of 3/64" should be built up by the welding process. That building up
should not be resorted to until a batter of at least 3/64" is shown to exist.

(D) That it is not economical to weld up rail ends out of face and
that as the welders pass over the line welding should be limited to joints

where the rail ends show on one side or the other of the joint a batter of
3/64" or more or excessive chipping.

(E) That where joints have been built up by the welding process
metal which has adhered to the ends of the rail in the joint gap and which
will interfere with expansive movement of the rail should be removed.
That this subject is one which should be inquired into with a view of
developing the costs and methods now in vogue for such removal of welded
metal.

(F) That rail battering on high-speed tracks with mixed traffic

usually in one direction may extend on the receiving rail to a considerable
distance beyond the joint gap. In such cases the cost of labor and material
required in welding up should be balanced against the cost of resawing
and redrilling ; the decision will also be influenced by the question whether
the rail is of the maximum section likely to be used on the system or of a
lighter section suitable for resawing and relaying on lighter traffic lines.

If of maximum section welding up is more economical than resawing.

(G) It was the unanimous opinion that the general milling of rail

ends in order of reduce chipping is not necessary ; that the rolling back
by the cambering rolls of fins produced by the hot saws can be prevented
by better and more effective means than milling.
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Subsequent to this meeting, Mr. Bronson furnished a description of the

methods now being pursued at some mills in the sawing, cambering and

finishing of rails which it is thought will prove of interest and value and

is inserted at this point.

"The general practice regarding rail sawing and cambering varies con-

siderably from mill to mill. After the rail bar which may be two, three
or even four or more rail lengths long leaves the finishing pass, it travels

along the saw runway roller line to the hot saws. Some mills saw singly

;

others saw all the rails in the bar at one time through the use of gang
saws. The shape of the teeth varies from plant to plant, also the thickness

of the saws. Some saw from the head to the base; others from base to

head. Some have saws travelling clockwise; others counter-clockwise. The
material in the saws also vary. All of these details effect the condition of

the end of the rail, and also the condition and size of the burr.

After sawing, the rails enter a curving roll stand, known as the camber-
ing machine. This consists of a pair of horizontal rolls, and one vertical

roll in front and back of these. The function of the machine is to curve
the rail so that the head is on the convex side of the curve to compensate
for the difference in rate of cooling of the mass of metal in the head and
base, and to make the rails come out more nearly straight from the cooling

beds to minimize gagging.
"At some of the mills the vertical rolls are or were fixed, so that as the

rail travelled through, the burrs on the rail end on top of the head were
mashed down and made it difficult to chip and file them properly. The
plant at Gary introduced a steel plate just ahead of the cambering machine
which was supposed to act as a scrapper to remove the head burr, on
account of its saw tooth construction. This did more damage than good
as it scrapped off the burr and bevelled the ends also of many rails.

"Some mills have now introduced automatic adjusting vertical rolls

which permit the burred end of the rail to pass through the machine without
in any way touching the burr, and commence to tighten up on the rail only
when about lj4 to 2 inches of the rail has passed through the machine.
This leaves the saw burr standing up on the edge of the rail end and makes
it easy to chip ofT, and we are now getting an excellent finished rail end
from several mills we deal with. The practice will probably be universal

before long at all of the mills. This obviates one necessity for milling.

The other, of course, is off-squaring, which can be controlled by proper
supervision of the inspecting forces."

The advantages to be obtained from lubrication to promote movement

of rail through the joints under excessive bolt tensions are considered worthy

of further investigation.

It is Mr. McDonald's intention to continue his observations on the

relative rate of battering of high and low carbon rail now being carried

out at two points on the Atlanta Division of the N. C. & St. L. Railway,

also to make a study of the wear on each side of the joint gap between

fishing surfaces and the head of the rail on the joints on the test mile 106,

Chattanooga Division, where the arrangement of ties under the joint has

not been disturbed since the rail was laid. The intention is to endeavor

to find the relative effect on the fit of the joints when laid suspended, sup-

ported or neutral, as outlined in monograph. Appendix C, heretofore re-

ferred to.

Exhibit 1 shows the manner in which the monthly observations for the

above mentioned test to determine the relative rate of batter between high

and low carbon rail, are made and recorded. Exhibit 2 is a graph of the

result of these tests from the time they were instituted in February, 1926,
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Exhibit 2

Graph of Progressive Batter for High and Low Carbon Rail,

Vinings, Ga. (Between Poles l-Qi^ and ll-lQi^)
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up to September, 1927. Another line on the graph shows the approximate

gross tonnage and the figures, the monthly and accumiilative tonnage.

Exhibit 3 is a graph similar to Exhibit 2 and covers observations more

lately instituted than those on Mile 11 on 110-lb. rail of so-called low

carbon only (.68 to .72) but showing the total batter and tonnage since the

rail was laid in October, 1924, on Mile 46, Atlanta Division. Comment on

these results will be withheld for the present, but the observations will be

continued. However, it is important to state that the test rails on Mile 11

are located on a long grade of .6 per cent where all southbound trains run

at high speed, while northbound freight trains are slowed down and the

use of sand is common. Mile 46 is at the bottom of a long grade averaging

.6 per cent southbound where all trains run at high speed in both directions

but where the use of sand is rare.

Consideration of the matter of joint mill and track tests suggested by

Chairman McDonald brought out the following

:

That the difference in hardness in rails of the same heat could not be

reliably determined by the use of any form of portable hardness tester.

That such differences could only be brought out by the use of the large

ball Brinell machine and mill conditions seem to preclude the practicability

within reasonable cost of determining with the large ball machine the rela-

tive hardness near the ends and on the side of the head of each rail of a

given heat.

s That the difficulty regarding the proposed mill investigations was one

of cost rather than of possibilty.

It was fully recognized that ladle analysis gives no reliable index to

the chemical content of the rails at their ends and that for conclusive infor-

mation as to the effect of chemical constituents toward prevention of rail

battering it is essential that the actual carbon and manganese contents of

the metal at the ends of the rail under investigation should be known with

reasonable certainty.

That resistance of rail to flange wear is no more important than its

resistance to battering under traffic but that possibly the improvement of

the quality of the rail in one direction may result in improvement also in

the other.

That probably more rails are removed from track as a result of rail

battering than from abrasion of the outside rail on curves.

That the proposed combined mill and track test which will cover both

conditions of manufacture and service in the track is very desirable and

should be brought to the attention of the joint committee of experts repre-

senting the Manufacturers' Technical Committee and the Rail Committee

of the American Railway Engineering Association for its careful considera-

tion in connection with the matter of improvement of the quality of rails

which said joint committee now has under investigation. This matter will

be presented to the Board of Direction for its determination.

It was arranged that Messrs. Markley of the Rail Joint Company and

Wrenshall of the Reading Company, would jointly make batter measure-

ments on head free and angle bar joints laid about the same time and carry-

ing approximately the same traffic. These observations are to include such

an equal number of joints of each type as these gentlemen may determine.

They are also to include information as to the temperature of rail, width
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Graph of Progressive Batter for Low Carbon Rail.

W. & A. Div.

Exhibit 3

M.P. 46.2-46.3,
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of joint gap, condition as to chipping and condition as to movement or non-

movement of rail through the joints, these results to be reported to all

members of both sub-committees.

The following is a summary of the data submitted with this report and

for comparison there has also been added to the table batter measurements

made on 75 tangent rails on the test Mile 106 of the Chattanooga Division,

N. C. & St. L. Railway.

Reading Railroad Measurements, Rail Laid April, 1924, Measured August

11, 1927

Number and
Description of

of Joints
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tests should be made. These should also include measurements on rail of

lighter sections than 130 lb.

The only discussion of the report of Messrs. Wrenshall and Markley

received was submitted by Mr. Bronson of the New York Central on

October 5th and his letter is here reproduced.

"With reference to your letter of Sept. 24th, file 15-V-3-0, and

attached report of measurements of joints on the Philadelphia &
Reading-, made by Mr. Wrenshall.

"While these measurements apparently make it appear that the

continuous head-free joints are superior, yet there are several

things which are not explained in studying over this data.

"For instance, on joints 32 and 33 for the continuous head- free

type, the batter on the receiving end is 3/128 compared to 1/128
between the two joints. The batter on the leaving ends does not

indicate that one rail is necessarily softer than the other. We find

a similar case between joints 48, 49 and 50 of this same series.

"On the 100 per cent head-free joints, compare joints 8 and 9;
23 and 24 ; and 37 with 38.

"For the 100 per cent angle bar joints, compare joints 1 with 2;
23 with 24; and 40, 41 and 42.

"It seems to me that either these individual rails are soft, the

expansion is too great, or the ballast, ties and sub-soil at the par-

ticular joints are not the equal of that at other joints. Expansion
does not seem to offer the solution, neither does the softness or

hardness of the rail, comparing leaving and receiving end batter

for any individual rail. It looks as though it is a combination of all

of these conditions mentioned.
"One other point—where the measurements are down to 1/128

inch which, of course, is essential, and the reading deviates slightly

one way or other, the observer may favor the reading of batter at

one joint in one direction and in the opposite direction for the next
one which would make the difference in batter appear more than it

really is between individual joints.

"These points occurred to me and I thought I would write

you for what consideration you may think they are worth."

At the Chairman's request, Mr. Wrenshall removed a pair of "Head-

Free" Continuous joint bars from the southward track at Pole 31/7 north

of Mingo, at which point the rail was laid in 1922. Mr. Wrenshall's obser-

vations as to the wear of the plates follow

:

Outside Plate

Receiving end worn smooth on top and on side of fillet. Leaving end
worn for full length on top but little wear on side of fillet except for 3

inches near end of rail. Part of plate fitting top of base of rail worn
slightly for full length but hardest on leaving end for first 7 inches from
end of rail. Part of plate fitting under base of rail worn only under
receiving end.

Inside Plate

Receiving end worn smooth on top and on side of fillet for full length
but much harder on first 6 inches from end of rail. Leaving end worn
uniformly on top and on side of fillet except no wear on first 1^ inches

at end of plate. Part of plate fitting top of base of rail worn for full

length of receiving end and on leaving end only for first 3^ inches from
end of plate. Part of plate fitting under base of rail worn for full length
of leaving end and on receiving end only for first four inches from end
of plate."

The views on following pages are a part of Mr. Wrenshall's report.

Regarding observations which have been in progress since July, 1923,

on 110-lb. rail laid on Mile 106, Chattanooga Division, N. C. & St. L. Rail-
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way, reference is made to monograph, Appendix C to Report of Rail Com-
mittee, Vol. 26 of the Proceedings, and to Exhibit "O," which is a statement

of the batter measurements made Sept. 15, 1927, on every joint which has

been under observation heretofore. This statement also shows what has

been termed, for want of a better name, the "The Head Fishing Wear" at

each rail and for each joint. For these measurements a taper gage was

used and each joint was jacked up slightly so as to show the entire fishing

wear.

This Exhibit also shows the dates upon which rail ends have been

welded up on account of battering and such loose bolts as were found at

that time, and the rails which are laid on tangents and on curves. A profile

of this test track showing the grades and alignment will be found in

Exhibit "C" to Appendix C, above mentioned.

A considerable portion of this test track has been overhauled in 1927

and while the track was being lifted a number of the ties were respaced

and some renewed. This respacing has, of course, resulted in changing the

relationship between a number of the ties and the joints to which the ties

were adjacent. The original relationship of ties to the rail joints is shown

on Exhibit "A" of Appendix C, above mentioned.

However, position of the ties at a large number of these joints, remains

undisturbed. Exhibit "P" has been prepared with a view of showing the

relationship between the batter and the head fishing wear as affected by

the position of the rail joint with reference to the ties on each side.

Suspended, supported and neutral joints, as well as the combination of all

three of these types, are shown on the graph by appropriate variations in

the lines. The number at the angles in these lines show the number of

rail ends corresponding to a given head fishing wear and batter.

This graph seems to support the theory heretofore held by many and

concurred in by the Chairman that with a well designed and manufactured

angle bar joint it makes little difference whether the joints are suspended,

supported or neutral. Further observations should be made.

In this connection, we are reproducing here the answer of G. J. Ray,

Chief Engineer, Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad, to Question

17 of the questionnaire sent out in 1925, and now appearing on page 995

of the Proceedings for 1926:

"We have found by using a plate 27 inches long by 12^ inches

wide by 54 inches thick on two ties and supporting the joint coupled

with the girder bars that batter is reduced to practically nothing."

This is a very important statement and well worthy of consideration.

In the report of the Chairman at the 1927 convention, beginning at the

bottom of page 1352 of Volume 27 of the Proceedings, reference is made

to test of lubricated joints. In these tests it was shown that lubrication

did not accelerate the movement of the rail through the joint. Reference

was also made to a new test with graphite grease, known as Gredag, con-

taining 50 per cent of graphite. Sixteen joints were so treated last spring

and examination this fall shows no better results than those heretofore

obtained with oil and other greases. Fourteen joints were found frozen,

one with one end frozen and one with both rails moving. The material did

not prevent corrosion.

In this connection, it will be noted from the 1927 report that when the

hibricated joints were removed bright spots were found opposite the bolt
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holes which were attributed to the fact that in punching the joint bars the

bars are widened opposite the bolt hole resulting in the contact of the

fishing surfaces being limited to these high spots.

In our trip over the Reading this matter was brought up and the state-

ment made by a number of those present to the effect that while this bulging

at the bolt holes may be present with the smaller weights of rail there is

no such bulging in the joint bars punched for the 130-lb. rail.

This report is submitted as one of progress only.

Exhibit O
N. C. & ST. L. RAILWAY

MEASUREMENTS OF BATTER AND HEAD FISHING WEAR
ON MILE 106, CHATTANOOGA DIVISION, TAKEN

SEPTEMBER 15th, 1927

Batter Head Fishing Wear
Remarks

S. end welded 4-29-26

N. end welded 4-29-26

Rail No.
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C. R. Harding, Vice-Chairman;
T. T. Irving,

H. D. Knecht,
E. R. Lewis,

J. DE N. Macomb,
F. H. Masters,
C. M. McVay,
J. C. Mock,
J. B. Myers,
A. J. Neafie,
G. A. Peabody,
W. H. Petersen,
0. C. Rehfuss,
1. H. Schram,
G. J. Slibeck,
G. M. Strachan,
J. B. Strong,
E. D. Swift,

J. R. Watt,
Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report on the subjects

assigned as follows

:

(1) Revision of Manual (Appendix A).

(2) Make critical review of the material now appearing in the pub-

lications of the Association relating to curve elevation; ascertain existing

views and practices of the railways, and recommend such changes as are

found desirable (Appendix B).

(3) Continue the study of detailed plans of switches, frogs, cross-

ings and slip switches, including self-guarded frogs (Appendix C).

(4) Continue the study of track construction in paved streets (Ap-

pendix D).

(5) Study and report on design and specifications for foundations

under railway crossings ; also proper methods for tie spacing and tim-

bering under railway crossings (Appendix E).

(6) Study and report on methods of reducing rail wear on curves,

with particular reference to oiling the rail or wheel flanges, collaborating

with Committee IV—Rail (Appendix F).

(7) Make critical review of material in former Proceedings with

respect to the cause and effect of brine drippings, collaborating with

Committee IV—Rail, and Committee XV—Iron and Steel Structures

(Appendix G).

(8) Outline of work for ensuing year. (The Committee's recom-

mendations are given under "Recommendations for Future Work.")

Bulletin 303, January, 1928.
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Action Recommended

1. That the changes in the Manual outlined in Appendix A be

approved and that revised version be substituted for the present recom-

mendations in the Manual.

2. That the conclusions in Appendices C, D and E be adopted as

recommended practice and published in the Manual as outlined in these

reports.

3. That further data as outlined in Appendices C and E, also re-

ports as outlined in Appendices B, F and G, be received as information

only.

Recommendations for Future Work

(1) Revision of Manual.

(2) Continue critical review of the material now appearing in pub-

lications of the Association relating to curve elevation ; ascertain existing

views and practices of the railways ; and recommend such changes as are

found desirable.

(3) Continue the study of detailed plans of switches, frogs, cross-

ings and slip switches.

(4) Continue the study of track construction in paved streets.

(5) Continue study and report on design and specifications for

foundations under railway crossings; also proper methods for tie spacing

and timbering under railway crossings.

(6) Continue study and report on methods of reducing rail wear

on curves, with particular reference to oiling the rail or wheel flanges,

collaborating with Committee IV—Rail.

(7) Continue critical review of material in former Proceedings with

respect to the cause and effect of brine drippings, collaborating with Com-
mittee IV—Rail, and Committee XV—Iron and Steel Structures.

(8) Outline of work for ensuing year.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Track,

J. V. Neubert, Chairman.
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Appendix A

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL

J. V. Neubert, Chairman, Sub-Committee; C. R. Harding, W. G. Arn,

C. W. Breed, E. W. Caruthers, O. F. Harting, E. R. Lewis, C. M.

McVay, J. B. Myers, J. R. Watt.

The Committee recommends the following changes in the Manual

and to adopted plans

:

All future plans and specifications of the Track Committee to have
the initials "A.R.E.A." (standing for American Railway Engineering

Association) placed thereon in a conspicuous manner, preferably above

main title. Existing plans and specifications are to be modified in this

respect only when reprinted.

Withdraw Plan No. 953, Details of Movable Point Crossings, angles 8

deg. 10 min. to 15 deg, 30 min., inclusive, dated November, 1926, adopted
March, 1927, and substitute plan of the same number (953) entitled

A.R.E.A. Details of Movable Points for Curved Crossings, angles 8 deg.

10 min. to 15 deg. 30 min.. dated revised November, 1927.

It has been found desirable for movable points for cur\^ed crossings

for range of angles covered by this plan to recommend carrying the

points to 3 inches from the center of the knuckle rail so as not to leave

a gap as large as permitted by the 5 inch dimension specified on plan

adopted March, 1927, which change has made necessary the introduction

of a special cast steel clip for interlocking, a design for which is detailed

on the plan. It has also been found desirable to modify the plan as to

planing to afford a bearing of the wheel on the movable point closer to

the end.

Withdraw Plan No. 983, Solid manganese steel frogs for 7 inch

and 9 inch girder rails, dated November, 1926, adopted March, 1927, and
substitute plan of the same number (No. 983) entitled A.R.E.A. Solid

manganese steel frogs for 7 inch and 9 inch girder rails, dated revised

November, 1927.

Revised plan No. 983 shows more information. Table of arm lengths

now includes No. 4 frog, and further dimensions for other frogs are

given in this table.

Revisions to plans since last presentation

:

Plans No. 305 and No. 308:

In section show clip for fastening base plate, change diameter of

clip bolt from % inch to ^ inch.

This change recommended to make frog and crossing plans uniform
in this respect.

Plan No. 771-B:

Change first sentence of Note 6 to read : "All special length splice

bar bolts for connecting adjoining rails to be furnished with crossing
and to have square nuts and spring washers unless otherwise specified

or required."

Plan No. 773:

Change last paragraph of specifications relating to special length
splice bar bolts to read

:

"All special length splice bar bolts for connecting adjoining rails

shall be furnished with crossing, and to have square nuts and spring
washers unless otherwise specified or required. Splice bars for connect-
ing adjoining rails not to be furnished unless specified, or unless special

bars are required."
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Above changes recommended to make these plans consistent with
later plans adopted.

Plan No. 640:

Omit classes "H" and "J," as lengths given do not allow proper tie

spacing.

The Committee has under consideration a new set of dimensions for
heavy sections of rail and plans to submit these at a later date.

Plans No. 643 and No. 670:

Omit classes "H" and "J," for same reasons explained above in con-
nection with plan No. 640.

Also make the following changes on plans No. 643 and No. 670

:

Change second sentence of first paragraph under Notes to read:
"Bolts to have button heads, oval necks, square nuts, and spring

washers, unless otherwise specified or required."

Plans No. 651, No. 652, No. 653, No. 654, No. 655 and No. 656:

Change second sentence of first paragraph under Notes to read:

"Bolts to have button heads, oval necks, square nuts, and spring
washers, unless otherwise specified or required."

Plan No. 774:

Change fourth paragraph under Notes to read

:

"All special length splice bar bolts for connecting adjoining rails

shall be furnished with crossing. Bolts to have button heads, oval necks,
square nuts, and spring washers, unless otherwise specified or required."

Also change title to read : "A.R.E.A. Solid Manganese Steel Cross-
ing" and add underneath this line : "with Interior Connecting Rails."

Revisions to Specifications for Switches, Frogs, Crossings and Guard
Rails, as follows

:

Change Section 33, reading: "Flangeways. The width of flangeways
shall not be less than nor more than i'^ inch greater than the width
specified, when measured on the level of gage line 5^ inch below tread
surface. Flangeways shall not be less than iT/g inch deep measured from
top of the tread surface, unless otherwise specified."—to read:

"33. Gages and Flangeways.

"Track gage may be % inch under or tW inch over that specified for

manganese construction and tV inch under or over for bolted construction.

"Guard gage (distance between guards) shall not exceed that speci-

fied but may be % inch less.

"The width of flangeways may not be less than specified nor more
than -^ inch wider than specified.

"All the above measured on the level of gage line 5/g inch below tread

surface.

"Flangeways shall not be less than V/i inch deep measured from top
of tread surfaces, unless otherwise specified."

Change Section 47, reading : "The acceptance of any material by an
inspector shall not prevent subsequent rejection if found defective after

delivery, and such defective material shall be replaced by the manufac-
turer at his own expense"—to read

:

"47. The acceptance of any material by an inspector shall not pre-

vent subsequent rejection if found defective after delivery.

"No guarantee of specific length of service will be required. A
claim for defective material and/or workmanship shall cover only such
defects as will impair the life of the work.

"No claim for free replacement of defective material and/or work-
manship shall be recognized unless made promptly and based on defects

appearing within three months from date of installation and in any event
within two years from date of shipment."
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Revision to Section 33 is recommended as above for reason that

present specifications do not give tolerances for gage of track. The Com-
mittee considers such tolerances necessary, particularly for crossings.

Revision to Section 47 is recommended as above to clarify and am-
plify specifications in this respect in line with present practice.

Withdraw Index Pages I, II and III, dated March, 1927, and substi-

tute Index Pages I, II, III and IV, dated March, 1928. Revised Index
Page IV lists changes in plans that are offered for adoption or as information
March, 1928, also changes in plans and specifications made since their last

presentation, including changes recommended above.

Appendix B

(2) REPORT ON MATTER NOW APPEARING IN THE
MANUAL RELATING TO CURVE ELEVATION, CAN-
VASSING VARIOUS RAILROADS WITH VIEW OF
ASCERTAINING THEIR PRACTICES AND VIEWS AND
RECOMMEND SUCH CHANGES AS ARE FOUND
DESIRABLE

C. W. Breed, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. V. Neubert, C. R. Harding,

J. B. Akers, W. G. Arn, W. H. Bevan, H. W. Brown, H. G. Clark,

C. J. Geyer, F. S. Hales, E. T. Howson, T. T. Irving, E. R. Lewis,

C. M. McVay, J. B. Myers, J. R. Watt.

This subject is still under investigation and we only have progress to

ofi^er.

Conclusions

The Committee recommends that the subject be continued.
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App)endix C

(3) DETAILED PLANS OF SWITCHES, FROGS, CROSSINGS
AND DOUBLE SLIP SWITCHES, INCLUDING SELF-

GUARDED FROGS

C. R. Harding, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. V. Neubert, E. W. Caruth-

ers, J. W. DeMoyer, L. W. Deslauriers, E. B. Entwistle, 0. F.

Harting, F. H. Masters, J. C. Mock, A. J. Neafie, G. A. Peabody,

W. H. Petersen, O. C. Rehfuss, I. H. Schram, G. J. Slibeck, G. M.
Strachan, J. B. Strong, J. de N. Macomb.

The plans presented in this Appendix and the revisions to the Man-
ual in Appendix A coming under this subject have been prepared in

conference with the Standardization Committee of the Manganese Track

Society.

ITEM I—SOLID MANGANESE CROSSINGS, STEAM RAILROAD
OVER STEAM RAILROAD

Two years ago the Committee presented, as information to invite

criticism. Plan No. 775 of Solid Manganese Steel Crossing, Single Rail

Construction, angles 14 deg. 15 min. to 8 deg. 10 min., inclusive, dated

December, 1925.

This plan, dated Revised November, 1927, with title changed to read

:

"A.R.E.A. Solid Manganese Steel Crossing, with Interior Connecting

Rails," etc., is now offered for adoption as recommended practice, revised

in other respects as to flangeway widths, lengths of guards and wording

of notes.

This plan completes series of plans of solid manganese crossings,

steam railroad over steam railroad.

ITEM II—MOVABLE POINT CROSSINGS

Plan No. 955, dated November, 1927, A.R.E.A. Details of Solid

Manganese Steel Knuckle Rail for No. 8 and No. 10 Slip Switches, is

offered for adoption as recommended practice.

Plans No. 801 to 804, inclusive, and No. 851 to No. 854, inclusive,

detail only open-hearth construction for knuckle rails. Last year Plan

No. 954, details of manganese railbound knuckle rail, was adopted as an

alternate design. Plan No. 955, Details of Solid Manganese Steel Knuckle

Rail, is offered for adoption as an additional alternate design.

The Committee has under consideration the preparation of a series

of plans to cover movable point crossings of all angles and expects to

make a report on this subject later.

ITEM III—FLANGE OR SELF-GUARDED FROGS
Plan No. 343, dated November, 1927, of A.R.E.A. No. 8 Self-

Guarded Rigid Bolted Frog, is presented as information to invite

criticism.
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This plan gives dimensions for laying out No. 8 frogs of this type

for all standard sections of rail of 80-lb. weight and over.

The Committee has under consideration the preparation of a series

of plans of open-hearth self-guarded frogs to cover other frog numbers

and expects to make a further report on this subject later.

ITEM IV—RAIL BOUND MANGANESE STEEL FROGS

The Committee offers for adoption as recommended practice the

following plans of rail bound manganese steel frogs:

Plan No. 600, dated November, 1927, of A.R.E.A. rules for laying

out rail bound manganese steel frogs (copied from Manual).

This plan conforms to rules for laying out rail bound manganese

frogs in the 1921 Manual, pages 221 to 225, inclusive.

Plan No. 609, dated November, 1927, A.R.E.A. Nos. 9. 12 and 14

rail bound manganese steel frogs.

Plan No. 610, dated November, 1927, A.R.E.A. Nos. 15 and 18 rail

bound manganese steel frogs.

Present plans Nos. 601 to 608, inclusive, of rail bound manganese

steel frogs do not show details for frog numbers 9, 12, 14, 15, and 18,

Design A and 18 Design B. Plans No. 609 and 610 have been prepared

to cover these numbers and make the series of plans for rail bound man-

ganese frogs more complete. In order to confine these additional frog

numbers to two plans, sections are omitted but are covered by reference

to existing plans.

Conclusions

The Committee recommends that the following plans submitted here-

with be adopted as recommended practice and printed in the Manual.

Plan No. 775, dated (revised) November, 1927, solid managanese

crossing.

Plan No. 955, dated November, 1927, details solid manganese knuckle

rail for Nos. 8 and 10 slip switches.

Plan No. 600, dated November, 1927, rules for laying out rail bound
manganese frogs.

Plan No. 609, dated November, 1927, Nos. 9, 12 and 14* rail bound

manganese frogs.

Plan No. 610, dated November, 1927, Nos. 15 and 18 rail bound man-
ganese frogs.

The Committee also recommends that the following plan submitted

herewith be received as information

:

Plan No. 343, dated November, 1927, No. 8 self-guarded rigid bolted

frog.
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Appendix D

(4) TRACK CONSTRUCTION IN PAVED STREETS

E. W. Caruthers, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. V. Neubert, C. R. Hard-

ing, J. B. Akers, J. W. DeMoyer, J. E. Deckert, E. B. Entwistle,

W. J. Harris, G. A. Peabody, O. C. Relifuss, G. M. Strachan, J. B.

Strong, J. de N. Macomb.

The plans presented in this Appendix and the revisions to the

Manual in Appendix A coming under this subject have been prepared in

conference with the Standardization Committee of the Manganese Track

Society.

The Committee presents for adoption as recommended practice a

series of plans of iron bound manganese center frogs for 7 inch and

9 inch girder rails, as follows

:

Plan No. 984, dated November, 1927, A.R.E.A. Nos. 4 and 5 frogs,

iron bound manganese steel center for 7 inch and 9 inch girder rails.

Plan No. 985, dated November, 1927, A.R.E.A. Nos. 6 and 8 frogs,

iron bound manganese steel center for 7 inch and 9 inch girder rails.

Plan No. 986, dated November, 1927, A.R.E.A. No. 10 frog, iron

bound manganese steel center for 7 inch and 9 inch girder rails.

The Committee has under consideration plans for grooved tongue

switch and mate for industrial tracks and connected tongue switch for

main line use for presentation at a later date.

Plans for iron bound manganese insert crossings are also under con-

sideration for presentation in a report at a later date.

Conclusions

The Cprnmittee recommends that the following plans submitted here-

with be adopted as recommended practice and printed in the Manual.

Plan No. 984, dated November, 1927, No. 4 and No. 5 iron bound

manganese steel center frogs for 7 inch and 9 inch girder rails.

Plan No. 985, dated November, 1927, No. 6 and No. 8 iron bound

manganese steel center frogs for 7 inch and 9 inch girder rails.

Plan No. 986, dated November, 1927, No. 10 iron bound manganese

steel center frogs for 7 inch and 9 inch' girder rails.
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GRAPH
THIS GRAPH SHOWS MINIMUM AN-
CUES BETWEEN TANGENTS AT IN-

TERSECTION OF CENTER LINES OF
TRACKS FOR WHICH RIGID POINT
CROSSINGS MAY BE USED AS REC-
OMMENDED ON PLAN NO. 700, RE-
VISED NOVEMBER, 1926,

FOR CURVED TRACK THE CENTER
LINE OF TRACK HAVING THE GREAT-
ER DEGREE OF CURVATURE WITHIN
THE LIMITS OF THE DIAMOND OF
THE CROSSING SHALL APPLY

NOTES

TOE ENDS OF END FROGS SHALL BE
EXTENDED TO CONNECT DIRECT WITH
MOVABLE POINT RAILS WHEN CROSS-
ING ANGLE ANO DETAIL DOES NOT
PERMIT SEPARATE CONNECTING RAILS
OF 10 FT. IN LENGTH OR OVER.

RAIL BOUND MANGANESE STEEL
KNUCKLE RAILS

Design A

Gage line lengths of manganese knuckle

rail casting for angles S=-10' (No. 7) and

to but not Including 11°-2S' shall be as

shown on plan No. 952.

For angles ll°-25' (No. 5) and to but

not including 15°-30' these lengths shall

be 2' 7" from knuckle vertex.

Designs B and C

Gage line lengttls of manganese knuckle

rail casting for angles 8°-1Q' (No. 7j and

to but not including 15°-30' shall be the

same as shown on plan No. 952.

FOR FURTHER DETAILS NOT COVERED
BY THIS PLAN. SEE PLANS NOS. 951 AND
952 OF NO. 7 MOVABLE POINT CROSS-
ING. WHICH APPLY EXCEPT LENGTH OF
PLATES SHALL BE INCKEASED TO SUIT

CROSSING ANGLE AND DETAIL

FOB BlVE-TtD aSCTS

fOdaxOBSEIlsi

A.R.E.A.
DETAILS OF

MOVABLE POINTS for CURVED CROSSINGS
ANGLES

8- 10' TO 15*- 30' INC

PLAN NO. 953
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A. R. E. A. INDEX
March, 1928

Exhibit A-3

PACE I

Vo. Date

Split Switches, Layouts
Sep. 15, l"!' 16' 6' Split Switch \

Sep. l\ 1919 16' 6' Split Switch \

Sep. 15, 1919 11' 0' Split Switch i

Sep 15, 1919 W 0' Split Switch i

Sep. 15, 1919 22' 0' Split Switch i

Sep. 15, 1919 22' 0' Split Switch '

Sep. 15, 1919 30' 0' Split Switch '

Sep. 15, 1919 30' 0' Split Switch'

DATE OF ACCEPTANCE PLAN
By A. R. E. A. No.

Switches

•ith Uniform Risers Adopted Mar., 1920

•ith Gradu.ited Risers Adopted Mar., 1920

•ith Uniform Risers Adopted Mar., 1920

,ith Graduated Risers Adopted Mar., 1920

,ith Uniform Risers Adopted Mar., 1920

,ith Graduated Risers Adopted Mar., 1920

.•ith Uniform Risers Adopted Mar., 1920

•ith Graduated Risers Adopted Mar., 1920

Diagrams of Preferred Names of Parts

190 Sep. 15, 1919 Diagram illustrating Preferred Names of Parts for Split

Switches with Uniform Risers Adopted Mar., 1921

HI Sep. 15, 1919 Diagram illustrating Preferred Names of Parts for Split

Switches with Graduated Risers Adopted Mar., 1921

Adopted Mar.,
Adopted Mar.,
Adopted Mar.,

Adopted Mar.,

Adopted Mar.,

Adopted Mar.,

Adopted Mar.,

Adopted Mar.,

1920
1920
1920

1920

1924

1924

1924

1924

Split Switch Fixtures
201 Sep. 15. 1919 Details of Split Switch Fixtures (General)

202 Sep. 15. 1919 Details of Split Switch Fixtures (Special Features)

203 Sep. 15, 1919 DetailsofSpUt Switch Fixtures (Heel Plates and Turnout Plates)

204 Sep. 15, 1919 Details of Spht Switch Fixtures (Heel Plates and Turnout Plates

for 22' 0" and 30' 0' Switches)

205 Nov., 1923 Details of Spht Switch Fixtures for Rails 6],i' High and Over
(General)

205 Nov., 1923 Details of Split Switch Fixtures for Rails 6I-2" High and Over
(Special Features)

207 Nov., 1923 Details of SpUt Switch Fixtures for Rails 6]4" High and Over
(Heel Plates and Turnout Plates for 11 ' " and 16' 6 " Switches)

208 Nov., 1923 Details of Split Switch Fixtures for Rails 6}4" High and Over
(Heel Plates and Turnout Plates for 22' " and 30' " Switches)

Illustration Bills of Material
210 Sep. 15, 1919 Illustration Bills of Material for 11' 0" and 16'6" Split Switches .Adopted Mar., 1920
211 Sep. 15, 1919 Illustration Bills of Material for 22' 0° and 30' 0" Split Switches Adopted Mar., 1920
212 Nov., 1923 Illustration Bills of Material for Rails 614" High and Over for

11' 0" and 16' 6" Split Switches Adopted Mar., 1924

Derail Switch Point
213 Nov., 1925 Detailsfor Split Switch Point Derail Adopted Mat. 1926

Switch Stands
251 Nov.17, 1920 Switch Stand Connecting Rods and Requisites for Switch

Stands, including Connecting Rods Adopted Mar., 1921
i32 Nov., 1921 Detail of Lamp Tips for Switch Stands Adopted Mar., 1922
«3 Nov., 1922 Detail of Switch Stand Target Shapes Adopted Mar., 1923
254 Nov., 1921 Day Target Discs for Switch Lamps Adopted Mar., 1922

Frogs
Bolted Rigid Frogs

Ml Sep. 15, 1919 No. 6 Bolted Rigid Frog Adopted Mar., 1920
^i Sep. 15, 1919 No. 7 Bolted Rigid Frog Adopted Mar., 1920

PLAN
Date TITLE

DATE OF ACCEPTANCE
By A. R. E. A.

303 Sep.

304 Sep.

305 Sep.

305 Sep.

307 Sep.

308 Sep.

309 Oct.

320 Nov

401

402

403

404

420

490

501

502

15, 1919

15, 1919

15, 1919

15, 1919

15, 1919

15, 1919

19, 1920

, 1920

, 1925

325 Nov., 1925

No. 8 Bolted Rigid Frog

No. 10 Bolted Rigid Frog

Detail of Plates for No. 6, 7, 8 and 10 Bolted Rigid Frogs

No. 1 1 Bolted Rigid Frog

No. 16 Bolted Rigid Frog

Detail of Plates for No. 11, 16 and 20 Bolted Rigid Frogs

No. 4 and No. 5 Bolted Rigid Frogs

Data for Laying Out Bolted Rigid Frogs

Tie Layout Standard Length Rigid Frogs for One-piece
Guard Rail, 6 Ties, 19" to 20" Spacing, Suspended Joints. .

.

Frog Fillers for Rails 80 lb. per Yard and Heavier

Adopted Mar.,

Adopted Mar.,

Adopted Mar.,

Adopted Mar.,

Adopted Mar.,

Adopted Mar.,

'Inform. Mar.,

Adopted Mar.,

Inform. Mar.,

*Inform. Mar.,

1920

1920

1920

1920

1920

1920

1921

1921

1926

1926

Clamp Frogs

331 Sep. 15, 1919 No.

332 Sep. 15, 1919

333 Sep. 15, 1919

334 Sep. 15, 1919

No. 6 Clamp Frog Adopted Mar., 1921

No. 7 Clamp Frog Adopted Mar., 1921

No. 8 Clamp Frog Adopted Mar., 1921

No. 10 Clamp Frog Adopted Mar., 1921

335 Sep. 15, 1919 Detail of Plates for No. 6, 7, 8 and 10 Clamp Frogs Adopted Mar., 1921

Bolted Rigid Self-Guarded Frogs

343 Nov., 1927 No. 8 Rigid Bohed Self-Guarded Frog 'Inform. Mar., 1928

Diagrams of Preferred Names of Parts

390 Sep. 15, 1919 Diagram illustrating Preferred Names of Parts for Bolted Rigid
Frogs Adopted Mar., 1921

391 Sep. 15, 1919 Diagram illustrating Preferred Names of Parts for Clamp Frogs Adopted Mar., 1921

Spring Rail Frogs

Sep. 15, 1919 No, 10 Spring Rail Frog Adopted Mar., 1920

Sep. 15, 1919 No. 8 Spring Rail Frog Adopted Mar., 1920

Sep. 15, 1919 No. 11 Spring Rail Frog Adopted Mar., 1920

Nov., 1923 No. 10 Spring Rail Frog for Rails 6'A' High and Over Adopted Mar., 1924

Nov., 1922 Data for Laying Out Spring Rail Frogs Adopted Mar., 1923

Sep. 15, 1919 Diagram illustrating Preferred Names of Parts for Spring Rail

Frogs Adopted Mar., 1921

Guard Rails

Nov.

Nov.

1920 Details of Guard Rails Adopted Mar., 1921

1920 Details of Guard Rail Fixtures Adopted Mar., 1921

590 Sep. 15, 1919 Diagram illustrating Preferred Names of Parts for Guard Rails Adopted Mar., 1921

The star (*) indicates the plan has been accepted as information only by the American Railway Engineering Association.

The double star (") indicates plan recommended to be adopted Mar., 1928.
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Exhibit A-3

PAGE a

PLAN
Date

DATE OF ACCEPTANCE
By A. R. E. A.

bOO Nov

dOl Sep.

602 Sep.

603 Sep.

604 Sep.

605 Sep.

606 Sep.

607 Sep.

60S Oct
609 Nov
610 Nov

Frogs, Manganese
Rail Bound Manganese Steel Frogs

, fj; D.ita for laying Out Rail Bound Manganese Steel Frogs.
, . **Adopted Mar., 1928

15. 1'319 Xo. 6 Rail Bound Manganese Steel Frog Adopted

15, 1919 No. 7 Rail Bound Manganese Steel Frog Adopted

15. 1919 No. S Rail Bound Manganese Steel Frog Adopted

15. 1919 No. 10 Rail Bound Manganese Steel Frog Adopted

15. 1919 Xo. 11 Rail Bound Manganese Steel Frog .Wopted

15, 1919 Xo. 16 Rail Bound Manganese Steel Frog Adopted

15, 1919 No. 20 Rail Bound Manganese Steel Frog Adopted
19, 1920 Xo. 4 and Xo. 5 Rail Bound Manganese Steel Frogs *Inform.

, 1927 Nos. 9, 12 and 14 Rail Bound Manganese Steel Frogs ''Adopted
', 1927 Xos. 15 and 18 Rail Bound Manganese Steel Frogs "Adopted

,
1920

, 1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1920
1921
1928
1928

Solid Manganese Steel Self-Guarded Frogs
6W Nov., 1926 Standard Dimensions for Solid Manganese Steel Self-Guarded

Frogs Adopted Mar., 1927

643 Nov., 1926 Xo. 8 Self-Guarded Frog, Solid Manganese Steel Ado-ted Mar., 1927

Solid Manganese Steel Frogs
651 Sep. 15, 1919 Xo. 6 Solid Manganese Steel Frog Adopted Mar., 1920

652 Sep. 15, 1919 Xo. • 7 Solid Manganese Steel Frog Adopted Mar., 1920

653 Sep. 15, 1919 Xo. 8 Solid Manganese Steel Frog Adopted Mar., 1920

654 Sep 15, 1919 Xo. 10 Solid Manganese Steel Frog Adopted Mar., 1920
655 Sep, 15, 1919 No. 11 Solid Manganese Steel Frog Adopted Mar,, 1920
iSb Oct. 19, 1920 No. 4 and No. 5 Solid Manganese Steel Frogs 'Inform, Mar,, 1921
670 Nov., 1926 Standard Dimensions for Solid Manganese Steel Frogs Adopted Mar,, 1927

Diagrams of Preferred Names of Parts
690 Sep. 15, 1919 Diagram illustrating Preferred Names of Parts for Rail Bound

Manganese Steel Frogs Adopted Mar., 1921

691 Sep. 15, 1919 Diagram illustrating Preferred Names of Parts for Solid Man-
ganese Steel Frogs Adopted Mar., 1921

Crossings

TOO Nov., 1926 Application of Crossing Designs and Recommended Practices.

.

Adopted Mar.,
T0O-.\ Data and Record Sheet for Ordering Crossings Adopted Mar.,
700-.\ Eiample No. 1 Data and Record Sheet for Ordering Crossings Adopted Mar.,
70O-.\ Eiample No. 2 Data and Record Sheet for Ordering Crossings Adopted Mar.,
700-B Nov., 1924 Data and Record Sheet for Ordering Compromise Joints Adopted Mar.,
"OO-C Nov., 1924 Data and Record Sheet for Ordering Compromise Rails Adopted Mar.,

7«1 Oct.,

'02 Oct.,
03 Oct.,

'04 Oct.,
"05 Oct.,

'W Oct.,

"W Oct..

Bolted Rail Crossings
1921
1921

1921

1921

1921

1921

1921

''8 Oct., 1921

Three Rail Design—Angles 90° to 50°, inclusive Adopted Mar.,
Two Rail Design—Angles 90° to 50°, inclusive Adopted Mar.,
Three Rail Design—Angles below 50° to 35°, inclusive Adopted Mar.,
Two Rail Design—Angles below 50° to 35°, inclusive Adopted Mar.,
Three Rail Design—Angles below 35° to 25°, inclusive Adopted Mar.,
Two Rail Design—Angles below 35° to 25°, inclusive Adopted Mar.,
Single Rail Design and Two Rail Design with Short Easer

Rails—Angles below 25° and above 14° 15' Adopted Mar.,
Single Rail Design and Two Rail Design—Angles below 25° and
above 14° 15' Adopted Mar.,

1927
1923
1923
1923
1925
1925

1922
1922
1922
1922
1922
1922

1922

PLAN
No.

PLAN
Date TITLE

DATE OF ACCEPTANCE
By A. R. E. A,

709 Oct., 1921 Single Rail Design and Two Rail Design with Short Easer
Rails—Angles 14° 15' to 8° 10', inclusive

710 Oct., 1921 Single Rail Design and Two Rail Design—Angles 14° 15' to
8° 10', inclusive

Bolted Rail Crossings, Llectric Railway over Steam Railroad
716 Nov., 1924 Bolted Rail Crossings, Steam Railroad over Electric Railway

—

Angles 90° to 50°, inclusive

717 Nov., 1924 Bolted I^ail Crossings, Steam Railroad over Electric Railway-
Angles below 50° to 30°, inclusive

Adopted Mar.,

Adopted Mar.,

Adopted Mar.,

Adopted Mar.,

"orm. Mar.,

1922

1922

1925

Tie Layouts for Railroad Crossings
719-A Nov., 1927 Tie Layout for Railroad Crossings, angles 8° 10' to 14' 15' 'Inform. Mar., 1928

719-B Nov., 1927 Tie Layout for Railroad Crossings, angles 14° 15' to 25° 'Inform. Mar., 1928

719-G Nov., 1927 Tie Layout for Railroad Crossings, angles 25° to 50° 'Inform. Mar., 1928

720 Dec, 1925 Tie Layout for Railroad Crossings, Angles 50° to 90° 'Inform. Mar., 1926

720-A Nov., 1926 Alternate Tie Layouts for Railroad Crossings, angles up to 90°.. . 'Inform. Mar., 1927

Reinforced Concrete and Pile Crossing Foundations
721 Nov., 1927 Design of Reinforced Concrete and Pile Crossing Foundations. "Adopted Mar., 1928

Manganese Steel Insert Crossings
751 Nov., 1920 Designs and Dimensions of Inserts, Detail A—Angles 45° to

above 14° 15'. Adopted Mar., 1922
752 Nov., 1920 Designs and Dimensions of Inserts, Detail B—.Angles 45° to

above 14° 15' Adopted Mar., 1922

753 Nov., 1920 Designs and Dimensions of Inserts—Angles 14° 15' to 8° 10',

inclusive Adopted Mar., 1922

754 Oct., 1921 Three Rail Design, Detail A—Angles below 45° to 35°, inclusive Adopted Mar., 1922

755 Oct., 1921 Two Rail Design, Detail A—Angles below 45° to 35°, inclusive Adopted Mar., 1922

756 Oct., 1921 Three Rail Design, Detail A—Angles below 35° to 25°, inclusive Adopted Mar., 1922

757 Oct., 1921 Two Rail Design, Detail A—Angles below 35° to 25°, inclusive Adopted Mar., 1922

758 Oct., 1921 Two Rail Design with Short Easer Rails, Detail A—Angles
below 25° and above 14° 15' Adopted Mar., 1922

759 Oct., 1921 Two Rail Design, Detail A—Angles below 25° and above 14° 15' Adopted Mar., 1922

760 Oct., 1921 Single Rail Design with Short Easer Rails, Detail A—Angles
below 25° and above 14° 15' Adopted Mar., 1922

761 Oct., 1921 SingleRailDesign,DetailA—Anglesbelow25°andabovel4°15' Adopted Mar., 1922

762 Oct., 1921 Three Rail Design, Detail B—Angles below 45° to 35°, inclusive Adopted Mar., 1922

763 Oct., 1921 Three Rail Design, Detail B—Angles below 35° to 25°, inclusive Adopted Mar., 1922

764 Oct., 1921 Two Rail Design with Short Easer Rails, Detail B—Angles
below 35° to 25°, inclusive Adopted Mar., 1922

765 Oct., 1921 Two Rail Design with Short Easer Rails, Detail B—Angles
below 25° and above 14° 15' Adopted Mar., 1922

766 Oct., 1921 Single Rail Design with Short Easer Rails, Detail B—Angles
below 25° and above 14° 15' Adopted Mar., 1922

767 Oct., 1921 Two Rail Design—Angles 14° 15' to 8° 10', inclusive Adopted Mar., 1922

768 Oct., 1921 Single Rail Design—Angles 14° 15' to 8° 10', inclusive Adopted Mar., 1922

Manganese Steel Insert Crossings, Electric Railway over Steam Railroad
778 Nov., 1925 Manganese Steel Insert Crossings, Steam Railroad over

Electric Railway, Angles below 45° to 30° inclusive Adopted Mar., 1926

Insulated Internal Joints
770 Nov., 1922 Insulated Internal Joint for Crossings, Three Rail Design^

Angle below 45° to 25°, inclusive 'Inform. Mar., 1923

Tile star (*) indicates the plan has been accepted as information only by the American Railway Engineering Association.
The double star (**) indicates plan recommended to be adopted Mar.. 1928





A. R. E. A. INDEX
March, 1928

No.

PLAN
Date TITLE

DATE OF ACCEPTANCE
By A. R. E. A.

Solid Manganese Crossings
771 Nov.. 1<)23 Solid Manganese Steel Crossings—Angles 90° to 60°, inclusive. Adopted Mar. 1924

771-B Nov., 1924 Solid Manganese Steel Crossings—Angles 90° to 60°, inclusive,

Design No. 2 and Design No. 3, Alternates for Design de-

tailed on Plan 771 *Inform. Mar., 1925

Solid Manganese Steel Crossings—Angles below 60° to 40°,

inclusive Adopted Mar., 1924
772 Nov., 1923

773 Nov., 1924

774 Nov., 1926

775 Nov., 1927

Solid Manganese Steel Crossings—Angles below 40° to 25°,

inclusive Adopted Mar., 1925

Solid Manganese Steel Crossing with interior connecting rails

Double Rail Construction—-Angles below 25° and above
14° 15' .Adopted Mar., 1927

Solid Manganese Steel Crossing, with Interior Connecting
Rails, Single Rail Construction angles, 14° 15' to 8° 10',

incl **.^dopted Mar., 1928

Solid Manganese Crossings, Electric Railway over Steam Railroad
776 Nov., 1923 Solid Manganese Steel Crossings, Steam Railroad over Electric

Railway—.\ngles 90° to 60°, inclusive Adopted Mar., 1924

777 Nov., 1923 Solid Manganese Steel Crossings, Steam Railroad over Electric

Railway—Angles below 60° to 40°, inclusive Adopted Mar., 1924

'80 Nov., 1926 Solid Manganese Steel Crossings, steam railroad over electric

railway , for 7 " and 9 " girder rails, angles 90° to 60°, inclusive . . Adopted Mar., 1927

'81 Nov., 1926 Solid Manganese Steel Crossings, steam railroad over electric

railway, for 7 " and 9 " girder rails, angles below 60° to 40°,

inclusive Adopted Mar., 1927

Tables for Gages and Flangeways
1921 Tabic Xo. 1—Gages and Flangeways in Curved Track Adopted Mar., 1922

1921 Table No. 2—Gages and Flangeways in Curved Track—Gage
Diagrams for Rigid Wheel Base Locomotives Adopted Mar., 1922

791 Nov
792 Nov

Double Slip Switches

Double Slip Switch Layouts
801 Nov., 1922 No. 8 Double Slip Switch with Movable Center Points with

Uniform Risers Adopted Mar., 1923
802 Nov., 1922 No. 8 Double Slip Switch with Movable Center Points with

Graduated Risers Adopted Mar., 1923
803 Nov., 1923 No. 10 Double Slip Switch with Movable Center Points with

Uniform Risers Adopted Mar., 1924
804 Aug., 1923 No. 10 Double Slip Switch with Movable Center Points with

Graduated Risers Adopted Mar., 1924

Details of Double Slip Switches
•'1 Nov., 1922 Details of No. 8 Double Slip Switch with Movable Center Points

Unilorm Risers Adopted Mar., 1923
^52 Nov., 1922 Details of No. 8 Double Slip Switch with Movable Center Points

with Graduated Risers Adopted Mar., 1923
*53 Nov., 1923 Details of No. 10 Double Slip Switch with Movable Center

Points with Uniform Risers Adopted Mar., 1924
^>* Aug., 1923 Details of No. 10 Double Slip Switch with Movable Center

Points with Graduated Risers Adopted Mar., 1924

Exhibit A-3

PAGE III

DATE OF ACCEPTANCE
By A. R. E. A.

Diagram of Preferred Names of Parts
890 Nov., 1924 Diagram illustrating Preferred Names of Parts of Double Slip

Switch with Movable Center Points Adopted Mar., 1925

Turnouts and Crossovers

900





A. R. E. A. INDEX—SUPPLEMENT
March, 1928

Changes in Plans and Specifications listed in 1928 Index (Pages I, II and III) made since their last presentation.

Revisions to All Plans and Specifications

Ml future plans and specitications to ha\'e initials "A.R.E.A." that is, abbreviation for American Railway

kncineering Association, placed thereon in a conspicuous manner, preferably above main title. Existing

plans and specifications are to be modified in this respect only when reprinted.

Exhibit A-3

PAGE IV

Revisions to Plans Since Last Presentation

Ttiis list includes revisions offered March, IW", and March. 1928)

Nos. 301. i»l. 303, 304, 306, 307, 309, 331, 332, 333, 334, 401, 402, 403, 404 and 501

:

Omit physical test specifications for heat treated bolts, as these requirements are covered

by Section 14, Specifications Appendix B, which superisede same.

Nos. 305 and 308:

.Add the following note: "For tie layouts to accommodate one-piece guard rails requiring

five tie spaces from 19 in. to 20 in., see Plan No. 321."

.Also make the following change on these two plans; In section showing clip for fastening

base plate change diameter of clip bolt from 3^ in. to ^ in.

No. 608:

In detail of heel rail change spread between gage lines at beginning of flare in manganese
from 2H in. to \H in.

No. 640:

Omit Classes "H" and "J," as lengths given do not allow proper tie spacing.

Nos. 643 and 670:

Omit Classes ''H" and "J," as lengths given do not allow proper tie spacing,

.^so make the following change on these two plans: Change second sentence of first paragraph
under Notes to read : "Bolts to have button heads, oval necks, square nuts, and spring washers,

unless otherwise specified or required."

Nos. 651, 652, 653, 654, 655 and 656:

.Add the following note: "For heavy rail data and additional options, see Plan No. 670, dated
November, 1926: also disregard tabulated heights and widths designated as 'Casting Data'."

-Also change second sentence of first paragraph under Notes to read: "Bolts to have button
heads, oval necks, square nuts, and spring washers, unless otherwise specified or required."

No. 700-A:
Lnder "Compromise Joints" in middle of sheet, change caption of first column to reafl "No.
of Joints" instead of "No. of Pairs."

On right half of plan there are listed nine items of data to be shown on diagram; add a tenth
item reading as follows;

"Tie layout, if crossing is to have base or tie plates."

Sos. 701, 702, 703, 704, 705, 706, 707, 708, 709, 710, 716, 717, 751, 7i>2, 753, 754, 755, 756, 757, 758,
759, 760, 761, 762, 763, 764, 765, 766, 767, 768, 771, 772, 774, 775, 776, 777 and 778.

Add the folic

ng Designs and Recommended Practices, see Plan Ni

ng note:

"For Application of A.R.E.A. Cn
700, dated November, 1926."

So.771-B:

Add the following note; "For application of A.R.E.A. Crossing Designs and Recommended
Practices, see Plan No. 700, dated November, 1926."

Also in type A joint, change Sli in. sp.ace to 6^ in. and show splice bar 31 in. long. In type
B joint, show splice bar 31 in. long.

Also change first sentence of Note 6 to read:

".All special length splice bar bolts for connecting adjoining rails to be furnished with crossing
and to have square nuts and spring washers unless otherwise specified or required."

NOTE: Plans listed in this index, Pages I, II, III and IV, have been desif
yard in weight and for girder rails as noted. They will not apply in all

Add the following note: "For Application of A.R.E.A. Crossing Designs and Recommended
Practices, see Plan No. 700, dated November, 1926."

Also change last paragraph of specifications relating to special length splice bar bolts to read:
"All special length splice bar bolts for connecting adjoining rails shall be furnished with
crossing, and to have square nuts and spring washers unless otherwise specified or required.
Splice bars for connecting adjoining rails not to be furnished unless specified, or unless special
bars are required."

No. 774:
Change title to read: "A.R.E.A. Solid Manganese Steel Crossing, with Interior Connecting
Rails, Angles below 25° 00' and above 14° 15', Double Rail Construction."

Also change fourth paragraph under Notes to read:

".All special length splice bar bolts for connecting adjoining rails shall be furnished with
crossing. Bolts to have button heads, oval necks, square nuts, and spring washers, unless
otherwise specified or required."

Nos. 851, 852, 853, 854:

Add the following note:

"Details shown on this plan apply to rails less than 6)i in. high. For details for rails 6H
in. and higher, see Plans No. 205 to 208, inclusive."

Revisions to Specifications for Switches, Frogs, Crossings

and Guard Rails (Appendix B) Since Last Presentation

Change Section ii to read:

"33. Gages and Flangeways.

"Track gage may be Js" under or Vi'c" over that specified for

J-iV under or over for bolted construction.
agnese construction and

"Guard gage (distance between guards) shall not exceed that specified but may be Js" less.

"The width of flangeways may not be less than specified nor more than "/fs" wider than speci-
fied.

"All the abo\-e measured on the level of gage line ^" below tread surface.

"Flangeways shall not be less than 1J|" deep measured from top of tread surfaces, unless
otherwise specified."

Change Section 47 to read:

"47. The acceptance of any material by an inspector shall not prevent subsequent rejec-

tion if found defective after delivery.

"No guarantee of specific length of service will be required. A claim for defective material
and /or workmanship shall cover only such defects as will impair the life of the work.

"No claim for free replacement of defective material and ,'or workmanship shall be recognized
unless made promptly and basefl on defects appearing within three months from date of

installation and in any event witliin two years from date of shipment."

>ned for standard tee rails of sections down to and including 80 lb. per
details for lighter section tee rails weighing less than 80 lb. per yard.
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RIXES FOR LWING OIT DESIGN A
AppbtMbie ro AU Frogsfrom So. 4 to .Vo. 20. Inclusive

L Bed
Tbc bed end of manganese point is placed where the spread be-

tveea gage Eiies b 4*4 in.

X Heci Blo(± Extmsioa

Tbe bed block extenskw running out from the heel of manganese
poiat brtmwn tbe bee! laik to be 33 in. long for frogs Nos. 4, 5 and 6
aad 26 in. ^xsg for No. 7; abo^^ No. 7. the heel extension is to run

in. beyood tbe point where spread between gage lines is 7'4 in.

~-e heel biocfc exten^oa is integral with the manganese body casting

jI ho^ Dp to and intruding No. 15; for frogs No. 16 to No. 20,

l^iasn^ ibe tntegial part is made 10^ 2 in- 'ong from the heel of

Tr-^Tiganese point and a separate hed bk>c^ casting forms the balance.

Tbc riser at tbe end of all bed Wocfcs is to have a slope from U in.

below tie fcvd of tbe head of raib at the end to tread level in a length

of 6is.

3.H«elRails

The bed rails are onset horizontally toward the gage line by a
short heod at the end of the heel block extension and a re\'erse bend
15^2 HL from die point end of the rails on all fro^ up to and including

No. 15. and 20^i in. from tbe point end of the rail for frogs No. 16 to
Nol 20, indiiave. so as to bring tbe center line of web ^ in. (+ ijj in.)

from ^tge Mat of frog and nmning parallel to gage line from point end
to re^wse bend- Head 00 gage line is planed to straight line con-
JomBOg to 3de oontoor of b^d. Back of head is planed to a straight

taper vitfa a Tertkal ^de from l^o i°- °^t: nndth of head at point to
fa^ aectioD at end of bed block extension.

The point end of rail is cut at an angle of 45 deg. to the gage line

aad the bad of bead at point end is rounded by 5 in. radius.

4^ WfagRafl

Wiag rail kps bed rail from point end to re\-er5e bend or for a
kae^ of 15^2 in, for an frc^ up to and including No. 15, and 20?^
IBL for No. 16 to No. 20. inclusive, and is parallel to gage line with a
width <rf fiangevay of l^i in. using a standard section filler made
iora \}^ in.fiai^e«ay »ith full rail heads, but producing a width of
V/i m. between tbe line of bead of wing rafl and the planed away head
«f bed laiL The 3de of tbe bead of wing rail is planed for a straight
ia« oa the goard side running on a line from the 1^^ in, width flange-
way of^nsze to a 1% m. spread of the gage lines fexcept for No. 4
aad Xo- 5 frDgs) to a 3^ »n- flare opening at die end of a flare measured
H M- hAm tread lev-d. The side of flare planing on the wing rail

<o*ineaaac at the end of the manganese wing to be on a bevel of
23 deg. IpMn venkaL For .No. 4 and Xo. 5 Ir-Ygi the beginning of the

. l-.llT or

flare line is placed at opposite spread bctw

instead of 2H in.

WTiere the flare lino intt r^*^ t-

at the 2'4 in. width of Hani:o\.i\

head of wing rail is notclml tn .1 r

the manganese steel wing and rail

so as to bring side of full head 4 in.

point. Opposite theoretical point v

ning to a gage line toe spread of 3 i

1 in S with gage line (frogs Ni»

comes out smaller than 1 in S, n

'

frog and 2.67 in. for No. 12 frog) i

mum toe spread of 2 '2 in. is reaclu <

when such minimum spread and 1

and the middle bend of wing rail 1

frog by extending the line of wing
f)oint 4 in. out at theoretical point

from 2J-2 in. toe spread on the 1 in

een gage line of l^g in.

ilu- -i(k- of the head of wing rail

u,i-iircd 5^ in. below tread level,

luis of ^s in- fof tl^c reception of

^ Unt outward on a straight Hnc
rom gage line opposite theoretical

ng rail is bent back on a line run-
plo of not less than
:iuMV.-V If anjiilc

lils arc beveled, when filler is cut flush with end of the i

fnr \n. 11

tical side from notch to full :

iiinur.iini aiv^U- .-f 1 in 8 are kept
no\cd toward the toe end of the

rail running from the notch to the

until such tine meets the line drawn
8 angle. Head is planed with

1 of head at middle bend.

5. Manganese Steel Body and Wings

From the heel end of the manganese point at the A^ In. spread

the mangane^ is carried across the flangeway on an angle of 30 deg.

to the gage line to the web of the wing rail. It then follows the web
of bent wing rail to the bend at toe, where the manganese body ends.

The back of the manganese wing fits into the notch in the wing rail

and follows the planed and bent head of the wing rail to the toe end,

where it lies up against the side of the full head section of the wing
rail, the end being sloped and rounded. Manganese wing is flared to

follow flare line from \^i in. width of flangeway to 2^ in. opening
at notch to meet flare planed in wing rail. Bottom bearing of the

manganese steel casting on top of base of wing rail to be continuous
throughout except at bends. Bearing under head and against web
of wing rail to be 3 in, long at ever>' other through bolt commencing
with the second bolt from the manganese heel towards the toe down
to the first bolt from the theoretical pnint towards the heel and then
at every bolt to the toe end; and for a length of 4 in. at the last bolt
through the toe end of manyanes<- bo<l\'.

Heel extension to have continuous bearing on the top of base of
heel rails and to bear against the web and under head continuous
from the point end of heel rails for same length as flangeway filler,

then for 3 in. at each bolt beyond end of filler and 4 in. at end of heel
block extension,

6. Fillers and Toe Blocks

Fillers between heel rails and wing rails are of a constant length
of 14J4 in. for frogs No. 4 to No. 15, inclusive, and 19}-^ in. for frogs
No, 16 to No, 20, inclusive, measured on gage line, being cut on an
angle of 30 deg, to correspond to angle of manganese steel body
carried across flanj^eway and square on outer end, except when wing

Toe blocks
body and are 7 ii

No, 15, and 12

inclusive.

re placed 2 in, from the toe end of the manganese
, long, with one bolt for all frogs up to and including

n. long with two bolts for frogs No. 16 to No. 20,

7. Bolt Spacing

At heel end spacing of bolts through heel rails, wing rails and
fillers is constant; 3 in.-5 in.-5 in. for all frogs from No. 4 to No, 15,

inclusive, and 3 in,-5 in.-5 in.-S in. for frogs No. 16 to No. 20, inclusive,

measured on gage line from point end of heel rail. Bolt at end of heel

block extension is placed 2 in. from extreme end of all frogs. In 26 in.

long heel block extension one additional bolt is placed midway between
end bolt and last bolt through filler (No, 7 and No. 8 frogs). In

longer extensions (No. frog and above) first bolt outside of end of

wini: rails is placed O'-j in. fr'^-m la«t bolt through flangeway fillers

M frn,; aii'l above) are spaced between this

l> ,t I niimln r of equal spaces not exceeding

10 in. from c. to c. .\i i^r .ihI pn iiiim of bolts through toe block is

constant, being 6 in. nieaMircd (ni gage line from toe end of manganese
body for 7 in. toe block and 4 in. -8 in. for 12 in. toe block. Position

of first two bolts through manganese body at toe end is constant

2 in. -7 in. for all frogs, measured on gage line from toe end of casting.

Body bolts between fixed position of bolts at heel and toe ends are

spaced in least number of equal spaces not exceeding 12 in. from c. to c.

RULES FOR LAYING OUT DESIGN B

Applicable to All Frogsfrom No. 16 to No. 20, Inclusive

The rules for the laying out of Design B are the same as given

for Design A for frogs No. 16 to No. 20, inclusive, with the following

modifications:

The heel end of manganese point is placed where the spread
bet^vccn gage lines is 414 in. instead of i% in,

9. Heel Block Extension

To correspond with rules for Design A.

10. Heel Rails

To correspond with rules for Design A,

n. Wing Rail

Tu rnrrcspfind with rules for Design A, from heel down to opposite

theoretical point at 4 in. out from gage line. The wing rail is then

bent back on a straight line to meet guard line at opposite the point
where the toe spread between gage line is 1 in. (equals 2J^ in. wide
throat). Angle of this line with guard line to be not smaller than I in

8 (1 in 7.1 for No. 16 frog). In No, 18 and No. 20 frogs run line on
angle of 1 in 8 from guard line from opposite the 1 in. toe spread and
extend line of wing from notch to 4 in. from gage line at theoretical
point until the two lines meet. Toe end of manganese wing is placed
at opposite the 1 in. toe spread. Wing rail then follows a straight line

through throat to a 2 J.^ in, spread between gage line, where it is again
bent to the line of the frog angle.

12. Manganese Steel Body and Wings

To correspond with rules for Design A, commencing at the 4^4
in. heel spread to toe end of manganese wing at throat. Manganese
body is extended beyond end of manganese wing toward toe as a
filler between wing rails a distance of 10 in. with continuous bearing
on top of base and under head and against web of rail from toe end
of casting to second bolt through manganese wing.

13. Flangeway Fillers and Toe Blocks

Fillers between heel rail and wing rail same as Design A. Toe
blocks are placed 2 in. from end of manganese steel body—1 block
20 in, long for No. 16 frog—2 blocks 2 in, apart, outer one 16 in. long-
inner one 6 in, long for No. 18 frog; and 2 blocks 2 in. apart—outer
one 1634 in- 'ong—inner one 9}4 >" 'ong for No. 20 frogs.

14. Bolt Spacing

Rules for bolt spacing at the heel and heel block extension are

the same as for Design A,
At the toe end the position of the first four bolts through the

manganese steel body is constant: 2 in.-5 in.-6 in.-7 in. from end of

body extension between wing rails. Bolts through toe block are spiiced

as follows; From first toe bolt through manganese btidv towards toe

end of frog-No. 16 frog, 8 in,-12 in.; No. IS frog, 7 in.-7 in,-12 in.;

No. 20 frog. 8M in.-9 in.-12 in.

Body bolts between fixed position of bolts at heel and toe ends

are spaced in the least number of equal spaces not exceeding 12 in.

from c. to c, same as Design A.

INT)EXTOPL.\NS
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METHOD OF FASTeNING If
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Appendix E

(5) DESIGN AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR FOUNDATIONS
UNDER RAILWAY CROSSINGS; ALSO PROPER METH-
ODS FOR TIE SPACING AND TIMBERING UNDER
RAILWAY CROSSINGS

O. F. Harting, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. V. Neubert, C. R. Harding,

C. W. Breed, H. W. Brown, J. E. Deckert, F. S. Hales, W. J. Harris,

H. D. Knecht, E. R. Lewis, F. H. Masters, J. B. Myers, A. J. Neafie,

W. H. Petersen, L H. Schram, G. J. Slibeck, E. D. Swift.

The plans presented in this Appendix have been prepared in confer-

ence with the Standardization Committee of the Manganese Track Society.

Plan No. 721, dated November, 1926, design of reinforced concrete

crossing foundations, was presented last year as information to invite

criticism.

This plan, dated revised November, 1927, entitled A.R.E.A. design

of reinforced concrete and pile crossing foundations, is now offered for

adoption as recommended practice, revised to include additional notes as

to details and as to pile foundations.

The following series of plans showing tie layouts for crossings are

presented as information to invite criticism

:

Plan No. 719-A, dated November, 1927, A.R.E.A. tie layout for rail-

road crossings, angles 8 deg. 10 min. to 14 deg. 15 min.

Plan No. 719-B, dated November, 1927, A.R.E.A. tie layout for rail-

road crossings, angles 14 deg. 15 min. to 25 deg.

Plan No. 719-C, dated November, 1927, A.R.E.A. tie layout for rail-

road crossings, angles 25 deg. to 50 deg.

The Committee has under consideration plans of tie layouts for cross-

ings of angles 50 to 90 deg. for presentation in a report at a later date.

Conclusions

The Committee recommends that the following plan submitted here-

with be adopted as recommended practice and printed in the Manual

:

Plan No. 721, dated November, 1927, reinforced concrete and pile

crossing foundations.

The Committee also recommends that the following plans submitted
herewith be received as information

:

Plan No. 719-A, dated November, 1927, tie layout for railroad crossings,

angle 8 deg. 10 min. to 14 deg. 15 min.

Plan No. 719-B, dated November, 1927, tie layout for railroad crossings,

angle 14 deg. 15 min. to 25 deg.

Plan No. 719-C, dated November, 1927, tie layout for railroad crossings,

angles 25 to 50 deg.
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Appendix F

(6) STUDY AND REPORT ON METHODS OF REDUCING
RAIL WEAR ON CURVES WITH PARTICULAR REFER-

ENCE TO OILING THE RAIL OR WHEEL FLANGES,

COLLABORATING WITH COMMITTEE IV—RAIL

C. M. McVay, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. V. Neubert, C. R. Harding,

W. H. Bevan, W. G. Brown, H. G. Clark, L. W. Deslauriers, J. M.

Fair, C. J. Geyer, E. T. Howson, H. D. Knecht, F. H. Masters,

G. M. Strachan, E. D. Swift, J. R. Watt.

Quite a number of railroads are oiling rail and flanges both by hand

and with devices made for this purpose. There seems to be no question

but that desirable economies can be effected by rail and flange oiling and

roads which have taken up this practice claim considerable saving through

it. Wear on the high rail of the curve is greatly reduced, life of ties is

lengthened due to less re-gaging, less tread wear occurs on the low rail,

curve resistance is lessened and there is reduced wear on flanges.

To secure proper results from oiling, it is essential that the proper

oil be used. The viscosity of the oil is important, as the oil must be

sticky enough to adhere to the flanges for application to the rail ahead

and must function through a considerable temperature range. It is also

essential that the oil be continuously applied, either to the wheels of

every train using the track or to the rail ahead of every train, as less

frequent applications of oil are not satisfactorj^

Your Committee feels that this subject should be investigated fur-

ther as more roads are now engaging in the practice of oiling and in the

next year or two considerable additional information should be available

on this subject.

The Committee also proposes to consider other than oiling devices

which are claimed to reduce rail and flange wear.

Conclusions

The Committee recommends that this report be received as informa-

tion only and that the subject be continued, collaborating with Committee

IV—Rail.
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Appendix G

(7) MAKE CRITICAL REVIEW OF MATERIAL IN FORMER
PROCEEDINGS WITH RESPECT TO THE CAUSE AND
EFFECT OF BRINE DRIPPINGS, COLLABORATING
WITH COMMITTEE IV—RAIL, AND COMMITTEE XV—
IRON AND STEEL STRUCTURES

W. G. Arn, Chairman, Sub-Committee
; J. V. Neubert, C. R. Harding,

W. H. Bevan, W. G. Brown, J. M. Fair, E. T. Howson, T. T. Irving,

J. C. Mock, E. D. Swift.

A review of the material in former Proceedings yielded only the

following of interest

:

In 1911 the Sub-Committee on Brine Drippings recommended as

follows

:

"1. All salt-water drippings should be retained in the ice tanks and
drained off only at icing stations.

"2. The total capacity of drain openings should not exceed the

capacity of traps, and the capacity of drains and traps should be sufficient

to release all drippings within the time limit of icing the train.

"3. The mechanism adopted for handling drain valves should be
simple and positive, and so designed as to insure closing the valves before
hatch plugs can be returned to their places.

"4. Salt drippings should be conducted from ice tanks through the

drain valves above described and thence to the outside of the car through
the regular traps and drain pipes.

"The packing companies have co-operated with jour Committee in

their investigation, and have expressed their willingness to put into effect

the practice recommended by your Committee, if these recommendations
meet with the approval of the Master Car Builders Association.

"Arrangements were subsequently made for taking care of brine

drippings in accordance with the above recommendations and the Amer-
ican Railway Association Code of Rules (M.C.B.) governing the condi-

tion of, and repairs to, freight and passenger cars for the interchange of

traffic, as effective January 1, 1927, as follows:

'Rule 3—Cars not conforming to the following requirements
will not be accepted in interchange, or from car owners, as
specified.

'(2)—Refrigerator cars equipped with brine tanks. Suitable

device for retaining the brine between icing stations. From owners.'

"The Proceedings of 1926 (Volume 27, page 467) give an interesting

report of the effect of brine drippings on track appliances, but the data
are not conclusive."

Information recently obtained shows the following:

Most of the roads enforce interchange requirements in Rule 3 quoted

above as to meat refrigerator cars, this rule having been put into effect

January 1, 1923. For the United States as a whole, the rule is enforced
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about 95 per cent. This rule applies only to refrigerator cars constructed

for meat shipments and equipped with brine tanks, and does not apply

to the type of refrigerator cars in which fruits and vegetables are shipped.

Beginning in 1923, salt is used to a limited extent in refrigerator cars

other than meat cars.

The practice of using salt in refrigerator cars other than meat cars

is increasing, it being used in the shipment of certain berries, other fruits,

melons, vegetables, fish, poultry and dairy products.

It is anticipated that the use of salt in cars other than meat cars will

continue to increase, and as a consequence brine drippings will continue to

damage rail, track fastenings, bridges and interfere with signals unless

protection is provided.

Information obtained from various railroads indicates that no one

protective coating, which is entirely satisfactory, has been found. Among
the coatings w^hich have been used more or less successfully are the

following

:

Crude oil

Asphalt and Asphalt Compounds
Tar and Tar Compounds
Mastic Paint.

A possible solution of this problem is the use of some refrigerant

other than ice, preferably one which has no deleterious effect on refrig-

erator cars, track structure and the products which are being shipped.

One such possible refrigerant is solid carbon dioxide (so-called "Dry
Ice"). The cost of this material is as yet so high that its use as a

substitute for ice and salt or ice alone may not be justified, but the satis-

factory results obtained from its use and the increasing extent of its use

promise increased manufacturing facilities with a possible decrease in cost,

which makes it a promising possibility for refrigerator car shipments.

Conclusions

The Committee recommends that this report be received as informa-

tion only and the subject be continued with the scope broadened to include

investigation of promising substitute refrigerants.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE VIII—MASONRY

C. P. Richardson, Chairman; Job Tuthill, Vice-Cltainnan;

J. T. Andrews, A. N. Laird,

W. M. Beach, J. F. Leonard,

J. A. Bohland, Blair Ripley,

G. E. Boyd, F. E. Schall,
T. L. Condron, L. W. Skov,

W. T. Davis, A. W. Smith,
T. L. D. Hadwen, T. M. von Sprecken,
M. Hirschthal, G. E. Tebbetts,

A. C. Irwin, R. A. Van Ness,
G. :\L Johnson, C. C. Westfall,
A. R. Ketterson, p. H. Winchester,

J. A. Lahmer, J. J. Yates,
Committee.

To the American Railzvay Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith its report on

:

(2) Principles of design of concrete, plain and reinforced, for use in

railroad structures.

(3) Report on progress being made in methods of concrete manu-

facture.

(5) Specifications for foundation work, including excavation, coffer-

dams, piling, etc.

(6) Outline of work for the ensuing year.

Action Recommended

(2) Principles of design of concrete, plain and reinforced, for use in

railroad structures

:

(a) That section on "Flexure of Reinforced Concrete T-Beams," para-

graphs 137 to 143, inclusive (Appendix A), be adopted for incorporation

in the Manual as recommended practice.

(b) That the data on concrete encasement of steel members, concrete

piles, reinforced concrete columns and arches (Appendix A), and mono-

graph on flat slabs (Appendix B), be received as information.

(c) That the Board of Direction take under advisement the formation

of a Joint Committee of Affiliated Engineering Societies to make a study

and report on "The Concrete Encasement of Steel Members."

(3) Report on progress being made in methods of concrete manu-

facture.

That the report upon progress being made in methods of Concrete

Manufacture (Appendix C) be received as information.

(5) That the typical specifications for foundations (Appendix D) be

received as information.

(6) That the progress report on Waterproofing of Railway Bridges

(Appendix E), be received as information.

Bulletin 303, January, 1928.

605
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Recommendations for Future Work
1. Revision of Manual.

2. Principles of design of plain and reinforced concrete for use in

railway buildings, bridges and culverts, collaborating with Committee VI

—

Buildings and Committee XV—Iron and Steel Structures.

3. Report upon progress being made in methods of concrete manu-

facture.

4. Maintain contact with Joint Committee on Standard Specifications

for Concrete and Reinforced Concrete and report to the Association.

5. Prepare specifications for foundations, including excavation, cof-

ferdams, piling, etc.

6. Study and report upon general practices for waterproofing railway

structures, collaborating with Committee VI—Buildings, and Committee XV
—Iron and Steel Structures.

7. Outline of work for ensuing year.

Respectfully submitted.

The Committee on Masonry,

C. P. Richardson, Chairman.

Appendix A

Your Committee has continued the study of the specifications for Rein-

forced Concrete "T" Beams, Columns and Flat Slabs, as presented in the

Joint Committee Report, and presents a new specification for "Flexure of

Reinforced Concrete 'T' Beams" (paragraphs 137-143, inclusive) for in-

corporation in the Manual, as recommended practice.

In view of the marked difference of opinion as to the column formulas

presented in the Joint Committee Specifications, your Committee presents a

progress report on this subject (Section IV) and requests written discus-

sion of this report from the membership of the Association as an aid to

the Committee in the formulation of a recommended practice for the design

of reinforced concrete columns.

Appendix B

Your Committee has reviewed the Specifications for Flat Slabs, as

presented in the Joint Committee Report and reports progress. It is felt

that the Joint Committee Report should be enlarged to include provisions

for the design of structures subject to heavy locomotive concentrations, but,

as your Committee desires further time for study and report on this sub-

ject, it presents herewith a monograph by one of the members, entitled

"Regulations for Flat Slabs" (Four-Way System), and requests written

discussion of this subject during the coming year.
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Appendix A

(2) PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN OF CONCRETE, ETC.

M. Hirschthal, Chairman, Sub-Committee; Job Tuthill, T. L. Condron,

A. C. Irwin, A. R. Ketterson, A. N. Laird, J. F. Leonard, A. W.

Smith, T. M. von Sprecken, G. E. Tebbetts, C. C. Westfall.

I—FLEXURE OF REINFORCED CONCRETE T-BEAMS

Flexure Formulas

137. Computations of flexure in reinforced concrete T-beams shall be

based on the following formulas

:

(a) Neutral Axis in the Flange.

Use formulas for rectangular beams and slabs in Section 85.

(b) Neutral Axis below the Flange.

Position of neutral axis,

kd=
2nAB + 2bt

Position of resultant of compressive stresses,

_ / 3kd— 2/ \ /

\ 2kd— t / 3

Arm of resisting couple,

jd^d— 3

Compressive unit stress in extreme fiber of concrete,

Mkd fB / k \

" bt{kd— V2t) id n\l— k /

Tensile unit stress in longitudinal reinforcement,

M
/»=

Asjd

The above formulas neglect compression in the web below the bottom

of flange. See footnote for exact formulas where thickness of the flange is

small as compared with the depth of the web.*

l2ndA.'\- (b—b') f- /nA, -{- (b— b') t\ /nA» -\- (b— b') t

kd
andA-^ (b—b') r- /nAs+ (b— b') t\ /i

''—^—H—^->-(-
Position of resultant of compressive stresses,

(kd'-v3nb + [((kd-t)Ht'hV3(kd-~t))]b'

b'

t (2kd— t)b-\-(k(r^t) *5'--"ir'.

•Position of neutral axis.
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Arm of resisting couple,

jd ^= d— :;

Compressive unit stress in extreme fiber of concrete,

2 Mkd
/c =

{{2kd— t) bt-\- (kd — t)'h') jd

Tensile unit stress in longitudinal reinforcement,

M
/. =

A,jd

Notation

138. The symbols used in T-Beam formulas are as defined in Section

86 together with the following

:

b' = width of web of T-Beam.
t= thickness of flange of T-Beam.
L = distance between lateral supports.

General

139. The slab forming the flange of the T-Beam shall be designed

and constructed as an integral part of the beam. Effective and adequate

bond and shear resistance shall be provided in beam and slab construction

at the junction of the web of the T-Beam and the slab.

Flange Width and Thickness

140. (a) For symmetrical T-Beams in slab and beam construction the

effective flange width to be used in the design shall not exceed one- fourth

the span length of the beam, nor shall the overhanging flange width on

cither side of the web exceed six times the flange thickness or one-half the

clear distance between faces of the adjacent T-Beam webs.

(b) For T-Beams having a flange on one side only, the effective

flange width to be used in the design shall not exceed one-tenth of the

span length of the beam, nor shall the overhanging flange width beyond

the face of the web exceed four times the flange thickness or one-half the

distance from the face of its web to that of the adjacent T-Beam.

(c) Isolated beams, in which the tee form is used only for the pur-

pose of providing additional compression area, shall have a flange thickness

not less than one-half the web width and a total flange width not more

than three times the web width. The distance between lateral supports shall

not exceed sixteen times the least width of the compression flange. The allow-

\ 30b/
able compressive stress in the flange shall not exceed /

but in no case shall it exceed /c

Transverse Reinforcement

141. The area of steel near the upper face of the flange of T-Beam
effective as transverse reinforcement shall be not less than 0.3 of one per

cent of section of the slab and shall extend, not less than one-quarter of the span
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into the slab, each side of the axis of the T-Beam. The spacing of bars

shall not be greater than three times the effective depth of slab nor more

than 18 in.

Compressive Stress at Supports of Continuous T-Beams

142. Provision shall be made for the compressive stress at the support

in continuous T-Beam construction, considering the web section as a

rectangular beam with both tensile and compressive reinforcement

Shear

143. The flange overhang of T-Beams shall not be considered as

effective in computing the resistance of the beam to horizontal and vertical

shears or the diagonal tension resistance of the beam.

II—CONCRETE ENCASEMENT OF STEEL MEMBERS

Concrete encasement of steel members has been common practice for

many years, but never in design has it been permitted to consider the con-

crete as aiding the steel except for columns with a concrete core where

it is sometimes taken into consideration. In fact, it is considered necessary

to increase the amount of steel required in order to carry the weight of

the concrete encasement. Existing building codes require that this be

done.

A considerable number of tests have been made during the last five

year to determine the relative strength value of the concrete, and while it is

felt that these tests are neither sufficient in number nor sufficiently varied in

character to justify definite recommendations, they indicate the following:

(1) That steel and concrete act together to form a com-
posite member.

(2) That concrete encasement can be applied to a steel mem-
ber so as to give a greater strength than that of the

unencased steel.

Your Committee has reviewed these tests with great interest and

presents a bibliography as information.

The importance of the subject, in view of the data developed by these

tests, would appear to your Committee sufficient to warrant a comprehensive

study, requiring additional tests, and it would further appear that such a

study, to be of value, should best be made through the joint activities of

all engineering societies and by a committee similar in organization to

the Joint Committee on Standard Specifications for Concrete and Reinforced

Concrete.

BIBLIOGRAPHY—STEEL ENCASED WITH CONCRETE

1912-1917—Vol. 1. "Elementary Principles of Reinforced Concrete Con-
struction," by E. S. Andrews, B.Sc. Eng. (London).

"Calculation of Steel Structures"—W. Cyril Cocking.

Vol. XVI. "Reinforced Concrete in Practice," by Alban H.
Scott, M.S.A.; MCI.
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1922-1923—Tests at National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, England.
Tests at plant of Dominion Bridge Company, by Professors
H. M. McKay of McGill University, Peter Gillespie of the

University of Toronto, and C. Leluan of University of Mon-
treal, reported in Engineering Journal, August, 1923.

1925 —"Haunching as Reinforcement for Steel Beams," paper by Prof.

C. R. Young of the University of Toronto, published in The
Canadian Engineer, December 22, 1925.

"Steel I-Beams Haunched in Concrete," by Prof. Peter Gil-

lespie and R. C. Leslie, Bulletin No. 5, 1925, University of
Toronto.

1926 —"Steel I-Beams Haunched in Concrete," by Prof. H. M. McKay,
Dean, Faculty of Applied Science, McGill University. Paper
presented before American Institute of Steel Construction, and
published in The Canadian Engineer, November 30, 1926.

1927 —"Tests of Corroded Steel Beams Restored with Concrete," by
Prof. J. R. Shank, Associate Professor of Structural Engineer-
ing, Ohio State University. Published in Engineering News-
Record, April 7, 1927.

"Concrete Encased Structural Steel," by Prof. Clyde T. Morris,

Ohio State University.

Ill—PRE-MOLDED CONCRETE PILES

Pre-molded concrete piles may be classified in two divisions:

(a) Piles for foundations.

(b) Piles for trestle work or for uses where piles are only

partially imbedded in the ground.

(a) For foundation purposes, either pre-molded piles or piles molded

in place may be used. The pre-molded pile must be designed to carry the

required load and to withstand the stresses due to handling and driving.

On account of the varied requirements for each type of foundation, a

standard design does not appear feasible.

(b) The pre-molded concrete pile for trestle or similar uses, in addi-

tion to being designed for the requisite strength for use in foundations,

must be designed for bending without lateral support, or for action as a

reinforced concrete column throughout the portion not imbedded in the

ground or concrete cap.

Your Committee, at this time, is not prepared to recommend a design

for a pre-molded concrete pile for trestle purposes, but submits a typical

design of a pile (Fig. 1) which is designed and constructed as standard

practice by a Class "A" railroad, in accordance with the following speci-

fications :

Concrete shall be of such a mixture as to give a strengUi of 3000 lb. per

sq. in. at 28 days.

The design shown is a straight pile of octagonal section, and is based

on an assumed penetration of 20 ft. Soft soil or mud shall not be considered

as part of the pile penetration. For the shorter piles, a maximum unsupported

length of 20 ft. is assumed to act as a column; for length of 40 ft., a

maximum unsupported length of 25 ft. is assumed to act as a column.
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The pile is designed for column action as follows

:

35 ft. pile—20 ft. unsupported 79>^ tons

40 ft. pile—2S ft. unsupported 84 tons

Handling stresses

:

40 ft. pile /c 400-lb. per sq. in.

/» 8800-lb. per sq. in.

Investigations, thus far made, indicate that the 18-inch section and a

spiral reinforcement are preferable for protection of reinforcement, bearing

power and resistance to handling and driving.

IV—REINFORCED CONCRETE COLUMNS

Your Committee, in considering the subject of reinforced concrete

columns, studied the results of column tests made by Prof. M. O. Withey,

reported in Bulletin No. 466 of the University of Wisconsin.

The following are some of the conclusions stated by Prof. Withey

which should be especially considered

:

"Although the yield point of a reinforced concrete column is

practically independent of the percentage of spiral reinforcement,

the ultimate strength and the toughness are directly affected by it.

On account of the excessive deformations accompanying loads be-

yond the yield point, on account of the probability that both yield

point and ultimate strength are less in repeated or long time

load tests than in the progressive load tests ordinarily made in the

testing machine, and on account of the uncertainties which always
surround the hypothesis adopted in designing, good practice de-

mands that only a portion of the stress producing disintegration of
the outside shell be used as a tvorking stress* Consequently, only
enough lateral reinforcement is needed to prevent the longitudinal rods
from bulging outward, and to provide an additional factor of safety

against an overload by increasing the toughness and raising the

ultimate strength somewhat above the yield point. From these tests

one per cent of a closely spaced spiral of high carbon steel seems
to be sufficient for this purpose.

"By the addition of longitudinal steel the yield point, ultimate

strength, and stiflFness of a spirally reinforced column can be con-
siderably increased. If maximum economy in floor space is desired,

if a column is so long or is so eccentrically loaded that tension

exists on a portion of the cross-section, or if a large dead load
must be sustained by the column while the concrete is green, a

high percentage of longitudinal reinforcement may often be ad-
vantageously employed. Such reinforcement is also a valuable
safeguard against failure due to flavvs in the concrete. In gen-
eral, however, cement is a more economical reinforcement than
steel. Therefore, for ordinary constructions, it does not seem
advantageous to use in combination with a rich concrete more than
two or three per cent of longitudinal steel.

"The amount of data presented on tests of columns subjected

to repeated or time loadings is far too small to warrant drawing
definite conclusions as to limiting stress for repeated loadings which
will hold true for all kinds of columns and for an infinite number
of repetitions, or for a prolonged loading. However, it does appear

'Italics by Committee.
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from the results presented that there is practically no increase in

set or deformation after a few repetitions of loads equal to 40 to

50 per cent of the yield points of the columns tested. The results

of the repeated load tests also plainly indicate tliat there is con-

siderable additional strength and toughness afforded by the spiral

after the yield point of the longitudinal steel has been passed.

"Briefly summarizing the foregoing, it seems economical to use

for reinforced concrete columns a very rich mixture, and advantage-
ous to employ about one per cent of closely spaced high carbon steel

lateral reinforcement combined with two or three per cent of longi-

tudinal reinforcement. From the test data presented, it seems appar-
ent that such columns, centrally loaded, may be subjected to a

static working stress equal to one-third of the stress at yield point.

"Closely spaced spiral reinforcement will greatly increase the

toughness and will considerably increase the ultimate strength of a

concrete column, but will not viaterially affect the yield point*
The ultimate strength under dead load will doubtless be somewhat less

than the value obtained from a testing machine. Since spiral rein-

forcement should be employed principally as a factor of safety

against sudden collapse, more than one per cent does appear to be
necessary. On account of lack of stiffness in columns made from this

grade of concrete and reinforced with spirals only, it seems neces-

sary to use some longitudinal steel.

"Longitudinal steel in combination with such spiral reinforce-

ment raises the yield point and ultimate strength of a column and
increases its stiffness. As was shown in Bulletin No. 300, columns
reinforced with longitudinal steel only are brittle and fail suddenly
when the yield point of the steel is reached ; but they are consider-

ably stronger than plain concrete columns made from the same
grade of concrete.

"From behavior under test of the columns reinforced with
spirals and vertical steel and the results computed, it would seem
that a static load equal to 30 to 40 per cent of the yield point

would be a safe working load."

A comparison of the allowable stresses for spirally hooped reinforced

concrete columns recommended by the "Joint Committee" with the results

of Professor Withey's tests shows that these recommended unit stresses

apparently correspond with the conclusions of Professor Withey, that a

safe working load would seem to be a static load equal to 30 to 40 per

cent of the yield point. Your Sub-Committee therefore presents as tenta-

tive, formulas Nos. 42 and 43 for determining the allowable stress in

spirally reinforced concrete columns as recommended by the Joint Com-
mittee and given in Bulletin No. 269 of the A.R.E.A.

Your Sub-Committee also presents the following text as tentative

:

REINFORCED CONCRETE COLUMNS

Limiting Dimensions

1. The following sections on reinforced concrete columns are based

on the assumption of a short column. Where the unsupported length is

greater than 40 times the least radius of gyration (40 R), the column shall

be designed as a long column with suitable reduction in the allowable load.

'Italics by Committee.
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Principal columns in buildings shall have a minimum diameter or thickness

of 12 in. Posts tliat are not continuous from story to story shall have a

minimum diameter or thickness of 6 in.

Unsupported Length

2. The unsupported length of reinforced concrete columns shall be

taken as

:

(a) In flat slab construction the clear distance between the

floor and under side of the capital

;

(b) In beam and slab construction the clear distance between
the floor and the underside of the shallowest beam framing into

the column at the next higher floor level

;

(c) In floor construction with beams in one direction only,

the clear distance between floor slabs

;

(d) In columns supported laterally by struts or beams only,

the clear distance between consecutive pairs (or groups) of struts

or beams, provided that to be considered an adequate support, at

least two such struts or beams shall meet the column at approxi-

mately the same level and the angle between the two planes formed
by the axis of the column and the axis of each strut respectively is

not less than 75 deg. nor more than 105 deg., and so connected to

the columns that they will act as ties as well as struts.

(e) When haunches are used at the junction of beams or struts

with columns, the clear distance between supports may be consid-

ered as reduced by two-thirds of the depth of the haunch.

Safe Load on Spiral Columns

3. The safe axial load on columns reinforced with longitudinal bars

and closely spaced spirals enclosing a circular core shall be not greater

than that determined by the formula:

where P = ^c /c -f nfcpA
P = total safe axial load on column whose h/R is less than 40

;

A ^=^ area of the concrete core enclosed within the spiral ; the

diameter of the core (or of the spiral) shall be taken as

the distance center to center of the spiral wire;

p= ratio of effective area of longitudinal reinforcement to

area of the concrete core

;

Ac=^A (I— p) = net area of concrete core; and
/c = permissible compressive stress in concrete=

300 -f (0.10 + 4/)) /'c

The longitudinal reinforcement shall consist of at least six bars of

minimum diameter of J/^ in., and its effective cross-sectional area shall not

be less than one per cent, nor more than six per cent, of that of the core.

Spiral Reinforcement

4. The spiral reinforcement shall be not less than one-fourth the

volume of the longitudinal reinforcement nor less than one-half of one per

cent of the core area. It shall consist of evenly spaced continuous spirals

held firmly in place and true to line by at least vertical spacer bars. The

spacing of the spirals shall be not greater than one-sixth of the diameter

of the core and in no case more than 3 inches. The spiral reinforcement shall
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meet the requirements of the Tentative Specifications for Cold-Drawn

Steel Wire for Concrete Reinforcement.

Protection of Reinforced Column

5. Reinforcement shall be protected everywhere by a covering of con-

crete cast monolithic with the core, which shall have a minimum thickness

oi \y2 in. in square columns and 2 in. in round or octagonal columns.

Safe Load on Columns with Lateral Ties

6. The safe axial load on columns reinforced with longitudinal bars

and separate lateral ties shall be not greater than that determined by

formula (Joint Committee formula 44)

p= {A'c-\-Ash) /c

where .(4'c= net area of concrete in the column (total column area

minus area of reinforcement)
;

As = effective cross-sectional area of longitudinal reinforce-

ment ; and
/c= permissible compressive stress in concrete and shall not

exceed 0.15 /'c

The amount of longitudinal reinforcement considered in the calculations

shall be not more than 2 per cent nor less than 0.5 per cent of the total

area of the column. The longitudinal reinforcement shall consist of not

less than four bars of minimum diameter of ^ in., placed with clear

distance from the face of the column not less than V/t in.

Lateral Ties

6. Lateral ties shall be not less than yi in. in diameter, spaced not

more than 8 in. apart.

Bending in Columns

7. Reinforced concrete columns subject to bending stresses shall be

treated as follows

:

(a) With .Spiral Reinforcement.—The compressive unit stress on

the concrete w^ithin the core area under combined axial load and bending

shall not exceed by more than 20 per cent the value given for axial load

by formula /, = 300 + (0.10 -f 4/)) f\ (Joint Committee formula 43).

(b) With Lateral Ties.—Additional longitudinal reinforcement may

be used if required and the compressive unit stress on the concrete under

combined axial load and bending may be increased to 0.30/'c. The total

amount of reinforcement considered in the computations shall be not more

than 4 per cent of the total area of the column.

Tension in the longitudinal reinforcement due to bending of the column

shall not exceed 16,000 lb. per sq. in.

The accompanying diagram (Fig. 2) shows the values of /c (the

allowable stresses on the concrete in spirally reinforced columns) according

to the formulas in the Joint Committee specifications and the values of

the average stresses on the core areas.
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Diagram (Fig. 3) shows the comparative column capacities for rodded

and for spirally reinforced columns for one per cent and two per cent

vertical reinforcement on columns ranging from 12 in. square, with 9-in.

diameter core, to columns 36 in. square with 33-inch diameter core, all of

2000 lb. per sq. in. concrete, according to Joint Committee specifications. On
this diagram are also plotted curves showing the capacities of rodded

columns using /c = .15/'c, as recommended by this Sub-Committee instead

of /c = .20 /'e given in the Joint Committee specifications. The recom-

mendations of the Sub-Committee avoid the error of permitting greater

loads on rodded columns than on spirally reinforced columns.

V—ARCHES

Concrete arches, whether plain or reinforced, shall be designed on the

basis of the elastic theory applied to arches of variable moment of inertia.

This assumes fixedness with unyielding supports resulting in

:

(1) Span remaining constant (horizontally).

(2) Springing lines remaining at constant elevation (vertically).

(3) Tangent to neutral axis at supports being at constant

inclination.

Stresses shall be figured for dead load, live load, temperature changes,

and rib shortening. Maximum stresses shall be the algebraic sum of all

of them.

Maximum allowable compressive stress in the concrete shall not exceed

}i ultimate fc Reinforcing steel in tension shall not be stressed higher

than 20,000 lb. per sq. in.
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Appendix B

REGULATIONS FOR FLAT SLABS
(Four-Way System) •

By M. HiRSCHTHAL, Concrete Engineer, Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

Railroad

Moments for flat slabs designed for railroad locomotive loading shall

be figured by the theorem of three moments for spans center to center of

columns longitudinally for such locomotives as are held standard on the

railroad in question. In figuring these moments, such conditions of loading

shall be assumed and figured as will give the maximum positive moments
on the end spans and on the intermediate spans as well as the maximum
negative moment over the support adjacent to the ends and over the inter-

mediate supports. Conditions of loading for maximum sheers shall also

be figured.

The distribution of the live load moments shall be dependent on the

distance center to center of tracks over which distance the live load may be

considered distributed, where platforms need not intervene. That portion

of the maximum positive moment included between the center lines of col-

umns shall be considered as resisted by the two longitudinal half bands
and the two diagonal bands in inverse proportion to the respective distances

of the center of gravity of these bands to the center of live load moment
on the panel.

The maximum negative live load moments along the center line of

columns transversely as well as the postive moments at the centers of trans-

verse bands shall be figured by the theorem of three moments using the

equivalent uniform load for the condition of maximum moment longitudin-

ally, with the condition of one track loaded, two tracks loaded, etc., to

determine the various maximum moments transversely.

The moments due to the uniform and concentrated dead loads (train

shed or canopy columns, signal bridge supports, etc.) shall then be figured

and distributed as indicated. The maximum live load moment plus the dead
load moment plus the impact derived by use of the formula

L.L.M.
X L.L.M. , shall be considered the moment to be resisted

D.L.M. -f L.L.M.

by the various bands.

For the reduction of the moment due to the shortening of the spans by
means of the column design the various moments shall be modified by the

coefficient (1-C)' where C is the ratio that the diameter of the column
capital bears to the span length center to center of columns. The moment
on diagonal bands shall then be modified by the relationship between diagonal
and direct spans and by the fact that two diagonal bands transfer the

stresses at the center of span.

In figuring moments in either direction the amount of end restraint

or the lack of it shall be given consideration. In the case of skew or irregu-

lar panels, each diagonal shall be considered as resisting the moment of

diagonal bands in inverse proportion to the distances center to center of

columns of the respective diagonals.

For slabs with drop panels the slab thickness may be assumed as ob-

tained from formula /:= 0.02L V tc 4- C where A = span length in feet

center to center of columns, 7t' = total uniform load in pounds per sq. ft.

and C:= fireproofing protection to center of reinforcing steel; /.. is in inches.

The depth of drop panel shall not exceed 1J4 times t-.
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For slab without drop panels the thickness maj- be assumed from

t= 0.026 L V~^=C.
After the moments and shears have been found the slab thickness may

be modified to meet these requirements.
L L

In no case shall the slab thickness be less than — for floor slab (nor —
Z2 40

for roof slabs). Where the dropped panels is used, the length of side or

L L _
diameter shall not be less than — nor greater than — where L = span in

3 2

feet center to center of columns. The column capital shall have a diameter

or side of not less than 2L nor more than .25L.

The section to be figured for resisting the positive moment in any bands

L
shall not exceed — in width nor shall anv steel other than that of the band

2

be considered.

For negative moment the section to be considered shall not exceed the

periphery of the drop panel, and only such reinforcement which extends 40

diameters beyond the column capital shall be considered as resisting the

moment.
The compressive stress in the concrete resisting positive moment shall

not exceed .35 /'c and that resisting negative moment at the column capital

shall not exceed .40 /'c.

The allowable shearing and bond stresses in flat slab design shall be

similar to those in simple slab, but the critical section for such stresses may
be taken at a point distant from the column capital equal to the depth of

the dropped panel and in the slab at a point at a distance from the dropped

panel equal to the depth of slab.

The point of inflection may be assumed as being 0.25 L for slabs

with dropped panels and 0.3 L for those without dropped panels. Reinforce-

ment shall be so designed as to carry the bars either side of the point of

inflection at least 20 diameters for all bands. At least one-third of the bars

used for positive reinforcement shall extend into the dropped panel not

less than 40 diameters and preferably beyond the center line of columns.

Where there are no dropped panels the bars shall extend at least to within

one-eighth of the span center to center of columns.
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Appendix C

(3) REPORT ON PROGRESS BEING MADE IN METHODS
OF CONCRETE MANUFACTURE

R. A. VanXess, Qiairman, Sub-Committee; J. T. Andrews, M. \V. Beach,

A. C. Irwin, L. W. Skov, P. H. \\'inchester.

INUNDATION METHOD OF SAND MEASURING

Appendix B of the Report of the Committee on Masonry published in

Bulletin 295 gives the fundamentals upon which the inundation method

of sand measurement is based and outlines how to proceed in using the

inundator. It was there pointed out that by measuring the sand in an

inundated condition, a large part of the variation occasioned by the bulking

of the sand when measured volumetrically is eliminated. In other words,

the bulk of inundated sand is always the same, while, if the sand is meas-

ured by volume as in wheelbarrows, the actual amount of sand will var>'

considerably because of moisture content.

There are certain limitations, however, to the practical use of the inun-

dator that may be noted. Basic proportions for concrete are usually ex-

pressed in terms of the dry, rodded aggregate, in order to eliminate errors

due to the bulking effect of moisture and measurement of loose aggregate.

Such proportions must be corrected to allow for the bulking of the

aggregate.

The inundator does not automatically correct for changes in the grad-

ing of sand nor for the condition arising when the amoimt of water of

inundation plus that in the coarse aggregate exceeds the specified total

amount of water specified per sack of cement.

Tests indicate that a volume of inundated sand contains somewhat

less sand than the same volume of dry rodded sand, although it is usual

to assume that sand in its inundated condition is equivalent in amount to

dry rodded measurement.

The inimdation method is limited to the measurement of fine aggre-

gate and, in preparing to use the inundator, it is necessary to first work out

the proper proportions, on the basis of dry rodded measurements, that will

give the workability desired with the specified amount of water per sack

of cement. As an illustration, assume a mix of 1 :2j/2 :3^ and a specification

of 6^ gallons of water per sack of cement. This 6^ gallons will be

made up of the water of inundation, the water introduced with the course

aggregate and the water supplied by the excess water tank. The water

supplied by the inundator may be found as follows

:

Dry a sufficient amount of sand to fill a % cu. ft. measure dr>- rodded.

Weigh this sand. Fill Vo cu. ft. measure with water and place it in a pan.

Sift suflficient sand into this measure to bring the sand level with the top of

the measure. Considerable water will be displaced by the sand and will be

caught in the pan. The weight of this water subtracted from the weight

of V5 cu. ft. of water (12.5-lb.) will give the weight of water required to
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inundate Vs cu. ft. of sand. Some of the Vs cu. ft. of dry rodded sand

will be left over and the weight of this remainder of sand compared with

the weight of the Vs cu. ft. of dry rodded sand will give the percentage of

difference between sand in its dry rodded condition and its inundated condi-

tion. Assume 8J^ pounds of water overflowing into the pan and 6% of

the sand left, the volume for which the inundator must be set to produce 2j^

cu. ft. of sand and also the amount of water introduced into the mix by

the inundator can be computed. Thus the inundator must be set at

(1.06X2.5) =2.65 cu. ft. and the water volume equals 2.65 (12.5 — 8.5) 5 =
53 lb. or 6.36 gallons per sack of cement. There is, therefore, 6.75 — 6.36=
0.39 gallons to be supplied by the excess water measuring tank and by water

in coarse aggregate. If the coarse aggregate carriers 1 per cent of free

water and the weight of a cu. ft. of dry, loose, coarse aggregate is 92 lb.

.01 X 92 X 3.5

per cu. ft., the coarse aggregate furnishes 1= 0.39 gal-

8.33

Ions of water per sack of cement. Thus, it is found that no water is re-

quired from the excess water measuring tank, but greater amounts of free

water may be found in the coarse aggregate. Assuming this free water

.02 X 92 X 3.5

amounts to 2 per cent, there would be = 0.78 gallons of

8.33

water added per sack of cement and .39 gallons to be withdrawn from the

inundator. While the foregoing is an assumed example, it is not as strik-

ing as would result with sands of very high moduli used in lean mixes.

Whenever there is a marked change in the grading characteristics of

the sand, it is necessary, if accurate control is desired, to redetermine the

water of inundation and the ratio of inundation measurement to that of dry

rodded.

' When the amount of water in the coarse aggregate plus the water of

inundation of the fine aggregate exceeds the amount of water that is speci-

fied, it is necessary to compensate for the excess water of the inundation.

SIZE OF CONCRETE MIXERS

So far as your Committee has been able to ascertain, no extensive tests

have been made to determine the quality of concrete manufactured under

similar conditions as affected by changing the size of mixers. Results of

questionnaires sent to concrete machinery manufacturers indicate that in

their investigations, the size of mixer has little or no relation to the quality

of the concrete produced.
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Appendix D

(5) SPECIFICATIONS FOR FOUNDATIONS, INCLUDING
EXCAVATION, COFFERDAMS, PILING, ETC.

J. J. Yates, Chairman, Sub-Committee
; Job Tuthill, J. T. Andrews, M. W.

Beach, J. A. Bohland, T. L. Condron, W. T. Davis, J. A. Lahmer,

A. N. Laird, Blair Ripley.

Your Committee has confined its work this year to a review and study

of specifications for foundations obtained from a number of Railroad

Companies.

The Committee has selected certain abstracts from these specifications

that are typical of the open well dredging caisson, the pneumatic caisson,

and the floating caisson founded on pile foundations, which abstracts are

published as information.

OPEN WELL DREDGING CAISSONS

The open well dredging caisson method used by the New York, New
Haven & Hartford Railroad in 1916 in the construction of the Thames

River Bridge at New London, Connecticut, consisted in the sinking of the

wood caisson with reinforced concrete cutting edge to average depths of

96 ft. to 132 ft. below mean low water by means of dredging the mud,

clay, loam and shells, in the open wells, within the caissons. After the

caissons reached the required depths the wells were completely sealed with

concrete.

The dimensions of the cutting edges of the caissons reaching 96 ft.

below mean low water were 30 ft. by 94 ft., while those reaching 132 ft.

below mean low water were 42 ft. by 99 ft.

Clauses in the specifications applying to this method are as follows

:

Building up of Caisson Walls

Open-well caissons shall be built to general dimensions shown upon
the plans, and the' side walls of the caisson added to as the sinking

progresses. The plans for pier caissons show general arrangement and
dimensions. The Contractor shall submit detail plans of each caisson for

approval by the Engineer.

Cost of Caisson

The materials in the caisson walls shall be paid for at contract unit

prices. These unit prices are to include the cost of removal of those portions

of the outside caisson walls which are used as temporary cofferdams extend-
ing above the river bed and must be removed to the elevations as indicated

on the plans.

Caissons to be Watertight

The side walls and dredging well walls of the open well caissons shall

be watertight so that the concrete filling between the dredging well walls

and the exterior walls can be laid in the dry. Timber used in caissons shall

be long leaf Southern yellow pine of "Merchantable" inspection as pro-
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vided by "Interstate rules of 1905," and shall be surfaced, framed, fastened,

and caulked as shown on plans or required by the Engineer.

Sinking Caissons

Each caisson shall be kept to its proper position throuRhout sinking

and when the sinking is completed the top of the caisson shall not be more
than 6 in. out of line in either direction, and not more than 2 in. out of
level in length or more than 1 in. in the width of the caisson.

Sinking Weights for Caisson

If additional weight is required during the sinking of the caisson other

than the weight furnished by the caisson itself and the concrete and gravel

filling placed during sinking, this additional weight shall be supplied and
removed by the Contractor as part of his work, without any further com-
pensation than the unit prices paid for the permanent portions of the pier.

Ballast for filling the permanent pockets of caissons shall consist of good
clean gravel.

Note.—Gravel as specified herein was not used as the filling material,

all wells and pockets being filled with concrete throughout.

Control of Sinking

The Contractor must take every precaution to control the sinking of

the caisson, keeping same level and plumb throughout the entire process.

Divers

The Contractor shall provide divers and necessary apparatus for proper
examination of the sinking as it progresses, the entire cost of which shall

be covered by unit prices for excavation. The Engineer may, at his dis-

cretion, call for examination by the Contractor's diver.

Depth of Sinking Determined by Engineer

Caissons shall be sunk to an elevation satisfactory to the Engineer.
Elevations shown on the plans for the bottoms of the caissons are approxi-
mate only, and will be varied in accordance with conditions encountered
during the sinking of the caissons, and the caissons may be founded, at

the discretion of the Engineer, at higher elevations of base, or at lower
elevations of base than that shown on the plans, and in case such variations

in the base elevations are made, there is to be no change in the unit prices

for the various portions of the completed work.

Water Jets in Caissons

The caissons are to be provided with proper arrangement of water jets

to be used in controlling the sinking.

PNEUMATIC CAISSONS

In the construction of the New York Central Railroad's Castleton Cut-

off in 1922, over the Hudson River, below Albany, New York, it was

necessary to construct two of the three channel piers, supporting the two

main channel spans by means of pneumatic caissons.

The area covered by the west channel pier foundation is 80 ft. by 32 ft.

The area covered by the center channel pier foundation is 80 ft. by

35 ft.

The depth below the river of these foundations is 45 to 50 ft.
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The following abstracts on pneumatic foundations, including an alter-

nate method for open well dredging, are taken from the New York

Central Specifications covering this work

:

General

The pneumatic caissons shall be built by the Contractor in accordance

with the Railroad Company's drawings, these specifications and the direc-

tions of the Engineer. These drawings are general in character and show
the nature of the design. The Contractor will make the detail drawings
of same and arrange all shaft, piping, locks and other equipment required

by the Contractor in connection with his work. Such plans shall be approved
by the Engineer before materials are ordered. All details and all equipment
shall be in accordance with the best modern practice for work in com-
pressed air. A cofferdam will, in all likelihood, have to be used in con-

nection with the caissons and shall be of an approved design and construc-

tion. This cofferdam shall be removed at the completion of the work.

Depth of Foundations

The caissons shall be sunk into bed rock to such depth as the Engineer
may direct. The eleyations shown on the plans are approximate average
elevations. If the Engineer so directs, the excavation may be carried below
the cutting edge, or the rock may be left inside the chamber above the

cutting edge.

Compliance with Laws

The Contractor shall comply with any and all laws of the State of
New York regulating the employment of workmen in compressed air.

Caisson Equipment

Each caisson shall be equipped with one main shaft, not less than 48 in.

in diameter together with an air lock of ample capacity; this air lock shall

be placed so as to be above the water level at all times. The shaft shall

be equipped with elevator hoist and cage. Each caisson shall also be
equipped with two horizontal cylindrical man-locks, each of ample capacity

to take care of the maximum number of men that will be employed in the

caisson. A refuge chamber shall be provided between these locks and the

working chamber with capacity equal to the two locks combined ; this work-
ing chamber shall be provided with the necessary air supply pipe. These
locks will be connected with the open air by means of a shaft equipped
with stairs or ladders, the top extending at all times above high water
level.

A shaft for handling material together with a suitable lock shall be
provided for each of the compartments into which the working chamber is

divided ; this shaft shall be not less than Z6 in. in diameter and shall be pro-
vided with iron ladders the whole length, so that this shaft may be used
by the workmen in case of an emergency.

All shafts shall have hinged bottom doors, each shall hang freely when
the shaft is in use and when not in use this door shall hang so as to be
almost closed.

There shall be no less than two independent lines of piping connecting
the working chamber and the refuge chamber with the regular air supply
equipment, and in addition two similar independent lines connecting with
the reserve (emergency) air equipment. Each air supply pipe of the work-
ing chamber shall be fitted with an automatic check valve. There shall

he a similar enclosed check valve, located at some convenient and approved
location in each supply line. Each of the caisson compartments shall be

equipped with the necessary pipes for blowing and grouting.
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E^ch man-lock shall be equipped with an air gage and clock placed so

as to be visible to the lock tender ; in addition each man-lock shall have
a recording gage which shall automatically record the change in air pressure
within any five minutes.

The working chamber, man-locks and shafts shall be equipped with the

necessary amount of electric lights, the wiring to be done in the most
approved manner, preferably in approved metallic conduits, all fixtures and
wirings made safe as to risk of short circuiting and fire.

Telephone shall be installed in the working chamber and man-locks for

communication with the outside, also necessary appliances for signaling pur-
poses. Every possible precaution shall be taken against fire, both inside

and outside of the working chamber, and the necessary means for fighting

a fire shall be installed.

Compressor Plant

The Contractor shall provide two compressor plants, one of which shall

be of sufficient capacity to take care of maximum working conditions besides

any emergencies that may arise. The other plant shall be held in reserve
and shall be of sufficient capacity to maintain the necessary air pressure
during an emergency. The plants shall have a separate source of power.

Air in Working Chamber

The working chamber shall be supplied at all times with a sufficient

amount of fresh air, and be well ventilated ; if necessary in the opinion of
the Engineer, air cooling devices must be adopted. Care shall be taken that

the air supply taken from the outside shall be absolutely pure and free from
smoke or other impurities.

Medical and Hospital Service

The Contractor shall employ a competent physician who has had experi-

ence in the treatment of illness caused by compressed air. This physician
shall be present at all times when work is carried on in compressed air,

so as to promptly render medical assistance when necessary. The physician
shall also examine every man to be employed in compressed air and repeat
the examination at regular intervals, say once every sixty days. A hospital

room shall be provided for by the Contractor in close proximity to the w^ork.

Each room shall contain a hospital lock of modern type connected with
the compressed air supply and equipped with cots, lights and telephone.

Such locks shall be heated and well ventilated. The hospital lock shall

be in charge of a competent nurse selected by the physician. This nurse
must have had actual experience in handling compressed air illness.

Dressing Rooms

The Contractor shall also supply necessary dressing rooms with benches,
lockers, shower baths, etc.. for the use of compressed air workers. Such
rooms shall be kept at all times in a neat and sanitary condition.

Refreshments

Hot coffee shall be provided for compressed air workers during working
hours.

Launching of Caissons

The Contractor may launch the caissons by any approved method, or
they may be built in position if desired.

Timber

The timber shall be of long leaf yellow pine, merchantable quality and
framed carefully and accurately, all joints having a close fit. All seams
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to be caulked must be carefully prepared. All holes for drift bolts shall

be J^-in. diameter less than the diameter of the bolt. All other bohs shall

fit close in the bolt holes of the timber. All seams and joints of the timber
exposed to the water or air pressure shall be thoroughly caulked in accord-
ance with the best practice used in shipbuilding yards. All materials and
workmanship shall be approved of by the Engineer before launched. If for
any reason the caisson springs a leak after launching or if the timbers are
exposed to drying in the sun for any length of time before sinking they
shall be re-caulked satisfactory to the Engineer.

Sinking of Caisson and Preparation of Foundation

In placing the caisson great care shall be taken in maintaining it in,

its true position while being sunk; for this purpose the Contractor shall

drive substantial guide piles and staging well braced together. Any devia-
tion that may take place during the sinking shall be promptly corrected and
all means possible shall be used to bring the caisson back to its correct
position. The excavation shall be brought down to bed rock of such quality

as in the opinion of the Engineer is sufficient to carry the load imposed
upon it. The rock surface shall be leveled or stepped oflf and benched, or
otherwise prepared in such manner as the Engineer may direct. The rock
surface shall be thoroughly cleaned and approved by the Engineer before
any concrete is placed.

Allowed Variation in Position and Level

When a caisson has been sunk to its permanent location it shall not
be more than one foot out of its true position in either direction. If a
level plane be drawn through the highest corner of the caisson the opposite
comer, diagonally, shall not be more than 6 in. below this plane ; the op-
posite corner on the short side of the caisson not more than 2 in. and the

corner opposite on the long side not more than 4 in. below said plane.

Concreting of Working Chamber

When the caisson has been inspected and approved by the Engineer
as to its final position, the surface of the rock, etc., the concreting of the
working chamber may begin. The concreting shall be done carefully and
thoroughly, especially under the cutting edges and the bulk-heads, so as to
bring about a perfect bearing of same on the underlying rock. Any voids
must be grouted in a manner approved by the Engineer.

CAISSONS

Type of Caissons

The caissons for the center and West river piers shall preferably be
of the general type shown on the plans. The East river pier may be con-
structed in an open cofferdam provided the cofferdam is pumped sufficiently

dry to permit the inspection of the rock bed and the desired excavation of
the solid rock. Where caissons are used, the Contractor shall make pro-
vision for the excavation of material overlying the rock and the clearing
and excavation of the solid rock by the use of compressed air. The Con-
tractor may submit plans for another type of caisson which may be sub-
stituted for that shown on the plans, if approved by the Engineer. In
any event, the Contractor shall submit full detail plans of the caissons for
the approval of the Engineer before ordering material or starting work.

Caissons to be Watertight

If material is excavated by the open well dredging method, as specified

in Art. 32, the caisson walls shall be made watertight so that the concrete
may be deposited in the dry.
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Timber in Caissons

Timber used in caissons shall be long leaf yellow pine of "Merchant-
able Inspection" grade in accordance with the Interstate Rules for grading

timber. It shall be surfaced, framed, fastened and caulked as shown on the

plans or as directed by the Engineer.

Steel in Caissons

The steel used in the construction of the caissons shall have been made
by the open-hearth process and shall conform to the Standard Specifications

for Structural Steel for Buildings of the American Society for Testing

Materials. The fabrication shall conform to accepted good practice in

modern bridge shops. The Contractor shall place his order for fabricated

steel with a shop approved by the Engineer.

Sinking Caissons

Each caisson shall be kept in its proper position throughout the sinking

and when sinking has been completed the top of the caisson shall be not

more than 9 in. out of line in either direction, not more than 6 in. out of

level between diagonally opposite corners, not more than 4 in. out of level

between opposite corners lengthwise, and not more than 2 in. between op-

posite corners crosswise.

Sinking Weights for Caissons

If additional weight is required during the sinking of the caisson other

than the weight furnished by the caisson itself and the concrete placed

during the sinking, such additional weight shall be supplied and removed by

the Contractor at his own expense.

Control of Sinking

The Contractor shall take every precaution to control the sinking of the

caisson, keeping it level and plumb throughout the entire process.

Divers

The Contractor shall provide divers and necessary apparatus for the

proper examination of the sinking as it progresses. The Engineer may,
at his discretion, require examination by the Contractor's diver. The cost

of diver's services shall be included in the unit prices named in the Contract

for Excavation.

Depth of Sinking

The Engineer shall determine when the caissons have been sunk to

the proper depth. No increase in the unit prices or in the lump sum prices

for the various classes of work will be allowed, should the Engineer require

the caissons to be sunk to a greater or less depth than shown on the plans.

Water Jets in Caissons

The Contractor shall provide a satisfactory arrangement of water jets

to be used in controlling the sinking.

Obstructions to Sinking

Any obstructions met with during the sinking of the caissons are to

be removed by the Contractor at his own expense.

Sealing of Pneumatic Caissons

Pneumatic caissons shall be sealed at the bottom in accordance with
directions of the Engineer. Great care shall be taken to secure a thorough
bond between the concrete in the working chambers and the rock surface
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in the foundation. Steel dowels shall be used if required by the Engineer.
All loose and disintegrated rock shall be removed and the solid rock exca-
vated, as required by the Engineer, and the space between the caisson and
side face of the rock shall be thoroughly sealed.

Filling Working Chamber

The working chamber sliall be filled in such a manner as to eliminate

all voids, to the satisfaction of the Engineer.

Payment for Caissons

Caissons and cofferdams, complete in place, for the three main river

piers, will be paid for at the lump sum prices named in the contract. These
prices will include the removal of the cofferdams after completion of the

work and will include common excavation to the solid rock elevations shown
on the plans and the concrete from the rock foundation to elevation— 9.5.

FLOATING CAISSONS FOUNDED ON PILE FOUNDATIONS
The approach piers of the Newark Bay Bridge of the Central

Railroad Company of New Jersey between Bayonne, N. J., and Elizabeth,

N. J., built in 1925, which support the 125 ft. plate girder spans, are of

concrete with a protective band of granite within the tidal range, resting

on wood piles, cut off about 22 ft. below mean tide.

The method of construction consisted in first dredging the pier area

to a level of three feet below the proposed pile cut-offs to allow for the

uplift of the earth caused by the driving of the piles, driving the piles, and

cutting off to the desired elevations, then floating and sinking on this pile

foundation a caisson, consisting of a reinforced concrete bottom with

removable wood sides, constructed and launched near the site of the piers.

The average size of reinforced concrete caisson bottom was 45 ft. by

22 ft. 6 in. Each concrete pier rests on a pile foundation of 153 piles.

Clauses in the Specifications for preparing the site, pile-driving, and

caisson work are as follows

:

DREDGING

General

The dredging will be done by the Company in accordance with
Plan also in accordance with Specifications

entitled "Specifications for Dredging for new Newark Bay Bridge, situated
between Bayonne and Elizabeth, New Jersey."

It is understood that this specification does not form a part of this

contract but is furnished in order that the Contractor may have full knowl-
edge of the order and manner in which the dredging will be done.

Inflow

Any inflow that may occur between the time of the completion of the
dredging by the Company and the beginning of the pile driving that may
in the opinion of the Engineer interfere with the proper placing of the
caisson shall be dredged by the Contractor prior to the driving of the piles

at the rates named for dredging.
In case of delay or delays by the Contractor resulting in additional

dredging being required, the expense for such additional dredging must
then be borne by the Contractor.
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Disposal of Dredged Material

Dredged material must be disposed of by the Contractor as provided

by law.

PILE FOUNDATIONS
General

The Contractor shall submit full details as to the method and apparatus
he proposes to use in the driving and cutting off of the piles and shall

secure the approval of the Engineer before any work is started.

Piling

Piles may be of either spruce, Douglas fir or other approved timber
which will float so that the pile head will rise to the surface when cut off

below water.

Piles shall be cut from sound trees, free from defects, injurious ring

shakes, large and unsound knots, decay or other defects which may in the

opinion of the Engineer affect their strength, durability or proper driving.

Each pile shall be of not less than twelve (12) inches minimum diam-
eter at the cut-off in the work and shall taper uniformly to not less than
eight (8) inches diameter at the small end. A line drawn from the center
of the butt to the center of the small end shall everywhere fall within
the pile.

All measurements must be made under the bark.
Before driving, the bark shall be peeled from all piles.

Pile Driving

Piles shall be driven to a firm bearing satisfactory to the Engineer.
No pile shall be less than twenty (20) feet in length in the finished work.

A steam hammer and water jet must be used and the type and weight
of the hammer shall be such as to produce the desired results without injury
to the pile.

A follower may be used.
Pile tips may be pointed to a four (4) inch square when driving or

if the Engineer so requires shall be provided with metal shoe of approved
design, to be paid for at the unit price herein provided.

Piles injured in driving or driven out of place must be replaced by
others when so directed by the Engineer.

All piles shall be driven true to line and grade.
Any piles that may be driven too low to be cut off at the required

grade shall be replaced by another pile.

The Contractor will not be allowed to pull any pile up to the required
grade to make it available in the work.

Any pile so damaged in driving as to be, in the opinion of the Engineer,
unfit for the place in which it is driven, must be replaced or repaired, as
the Engineer may direct.

Any pile, after having been driven, which may be forced up, due to
the driving of surrounding piles, shall be redriven to a satisfactory bearing.

Piles must be cut off level to the proper elevations ; variations of cut-off
exceeding one-quarter (J4) of an inch from the true elevation of cut-off
will be cause for the rejection of the pile, unless it can be driven to proper
elevation.

Inspection*

An inspection of the foundation piles, after having been cut off, will

be made by the Company's diver and, if required by the Engineer, again
previous to setting the caisson. The Contractor must render assistance
to the extent of furnishing the necessary float stages from which the diver
may work.
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CAISSONS
General

While the Contractor will be afforded full opportunity to suggest
methods of constructing the piers, the following is a description of the
concrete bottom open caisson method. It is recognized by the parties hereto
that inasmuch as the success of this method depends to such an extent
upon the skillful handling of the caissons and the providing of the proper
and sufficient safeguards, the Contractor is required to assume full respon-
sibility therefor.

It is proposed by this method to construct the caissons on pile and
timber ways, from which the caissons will be launched.

After launching they will be towed to the location of the cut-oflf pile

foundations and the piers constructed as herein specified under piers. The
wood sides of the caissons will be removed for use in other caisspns.

The Company will provide a location south of its existing bridge for

the construction of launching ways.

Concrete Bottoms

The concrete bottoms must be constructed in the air and allowed to
season at least twenty-one days after the concrete is fully deposited and
before launching.

The concrete and metal reinforcement shall conform to requirements
specified under concrete.

Wood Sides

The wood sides shall be constructed as indicated on plans
or such modification thereof as may be approved by the Engineer.

They shall be constructed of sound lumber in a workmanlike manner,
properly caulked and sealed to prevent water coming in contact with the
concrete while being deposited or seasoned.

Gates

The caisson shall be provided with gates or valves of an approved
design and of sufficient number and capacity to provide for the rapid sinking
of the caisson on the piles.

The caisson must be accurately settled on the cut-off piles ; variations
exceeding two (2) inches from the locations indicated on the plans will

not be accepted.

Any caisson inaccurately settled must be refloated and relocated by
and at the expense of the Contractor.

PIERS

General

All concrete and stone masonry must be deposited in the air and must
conform to the requirements of these specifications for concrete, metal rein-

forcement and stone masonry.

First Section

After the caisson is launched and brought to the location of the cut-off

pile foundation, the first section of concrete must be deposited continuously
until completed and allowed to season at least five (5) days before water
is permitted to enter.

Second Section

After the expiration of five (5) days from the completion of the
first section, the concrete in the second section shall be deposited in one
operation.
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When the second section is completed, any water that may be in contact

with the first section must be pumped out of the caisson and tlie concrete

of the first section permitted to season for an additional period of at least

five (5) days.

The concrete of the second section shall season in the air for a period

of at least ten (10) days.

Third Section (Granite Faced)

After the concrete of the second section has seasoned for five (5)

days, the granite facing and concrete backing may be constructed.

After the completion of facing and backing and pointing of the joints,

five (5) days shall be permitted for seasoning before water is allowed to

come in contact therewith.

Fourth Section (Upper Shaft)

The upper section or shaft of the pier may be started within five (5)
days after completion of the granite faced section, and must be deposited

continuously, including the bridge seats, until completed.

Note.—A complete bibliography on foundations was published by the

American Railway Engineering Association in Volume 19, 1918, Appendix
C, page 72i2)-7Z7.

The American Society of Civil Engineers published in Proceedings,

May, 1925, a progress report of the special committee to codify present

practice on the bearing value of soils for foundations.

An article of interest by J. W. Rollins, Jr., on Foundation Problems
for Piscataqua Bridge, Portsmouth, N. H., was "published in Transactions

of the American Society of Civil Engineers, Volume LXXXVI, 1923,

page 443.

A paper entitled "The Science of Foundations ; Its Present and Future,"

by Charles Terzaghi, published in the November, 1927, issue of the Proceed-

ings of The American Society of Civil Engineers, reviews the present

state of the science of foundations as related to the bearing power of soils.

Appendix E

(6) STUDY AND REPORT UPON GENERAL PRACTICES
FOR WATERPROOFING RAILWAY STRUCTURES
(BRIDGES) COLLABORATING WITH COMMITTEE VI,

BUILDINGS, AND COMMITTEE XV, IRON AND STEEL
STRUCTURES

J. A. Lahmer, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; G. E. Bojd, T. L. D. Hadwen,

G. M. Johnson, A. R. Ketterson, F. E. Schall, L. W. Skov, R. A.

VanNess, P. H. Winchester.

Consideration of this subject has been limited to concrete bridges. A
questionnaire was prepared and sent to Class I railroads, Z7 of which

furnished data. Sixteen others replied that they had very. little experience

with this class of work, or for other reasons were unable to furnish infor-

mation which would be useful to the Committee.

This questionnaire and replies are tabulated on annexed sheets. Sum-

mary of replies to the various questions is as follows:
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(Question 2)

22 railroads substantially follow specifications for waterproofing solid

floors of railroad bridges as recommended by Committee XV and adopted
by 1927 Convention ; mileage 163,000.

11 railroads do not substantially follow these specifications.

4 railroads which replied did not indicate whether or not these specifica-

tions are followed.

(Question 3)

19 railroads use Type A.
8 railroads use Type B.

5 railroads use Type C.

2 railroads use Type D.
5 railroads use Type E.
4 railroads use Type F.

(Question 4)

26 railroads use asphalt between layers of membrane.
1 railroad uses coal tar products between layers of membrane.
9 railroads use both between layers of membrane.

(Question 5-A)

7 railroads use brick to protect membrane on horizontal surfaces.

18 railroads use concrete to protect membrane on horizontal surfaces.

15 railroads use asphalt mastic to protect membrane on horizontal surfaces.

7 railroads use asphalt blocks to protect membrane on horizontal surfaces.

(Question 5-B)

9 railroads use brick to protect membrane on sloping or vertical surfaces.

18 railroads use concrete to protect membrane on sloping or vertical sur-

faces.

5 railroads use asphalt mastic to protect membrane on sloping or vertical

surfaces.

1 railroad uses asphalt blocks to protect membrane on sloping or vertical

surfaces.

2 railroads use metal plates to protect membrane on sloping or vertical

surfaces.

5 railroads do not protect membrane on sloping or vertical surfaces.

(Question 5-C)

7 railroads use copper plates or joints to prevent rupture at joints.

2 railroads use galvanized sheet metal or lead plates to prevent rupture
at joints.

11 railroads fold membrane into joint or recess to prevent rupture at joints.

2 railroads lay membrane over pipe which is later withdrawn to prevent
rupture at joints.

3 railroads use tar paper, felt or asphalt sheet to prevent rupture at joints.

5 railroads have special design to prevent rupture at joints.

2 railroads have no standard practice to prevent rupture at joints.

3 railroads do not protect against rupture at joints.

In some of the groups in above summary the number of railroads is

greater than total number who furnished information because some of

them follow more than one practice.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE X—SIGNALS AND
INTERLOCKING

W. M. Post, Chairman; F. W. Pfleging, Vice-Chairman;
B. T. Anderson, F. P. Patenall,
W. E. BoLAND, J. A. Peabody,
W. J. EcK, A. H. RuDD,
W. H. Elliott, Thos. S. Stevens,
G. E. Ellis, E. G. Stradling,
P. M. Gault,

_
W. M. Vandersluis,

J. V. Hanna,
'

R. C. White,
J. C. Mock, F. B. Wiegand,
H. G. Morgan, Leroy Wyant,

Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee on Signals and Interlocking submits report on the

following assignments:

(2) Continue study of automatic train control—collaborating with Com-
mittee V—Track and Committee XIV—Yards and Terminals (Ap-

pendix A).

(3) Continue study on automatic manual and non-operative signals for high-

way crossing protection, collaborating with Committee IX—Grade

Crossings (Appendix B).

(5) Prepare and submit as information a synopsis of the principal current

activities of the Signal Section, American Railway Association, supple-

mented with list and reference by number of adopted specifications,

designs and principles of signaling practice (Appendix C).

Action Recommended

1. That the report in Appendix A relating to development in Auto-

matic Train Control since the last report be accepted as information.

2. That the report in Appendix B relating to development in Highway

Crossing Protection be accepted as information.

3. That the report in Appendix C, giving a synopsis of the principal

activities of the Signal Section, American Railway Association, together

with a list of adopted specifications, designs and principles, of signaling

practice, be accepted as information.

Recommended Outline of Work for the Ensuing Year

(1) Revision of the Manual.

(2) Report developments of Automatic Train Control, collaborating

with Train Control Committee, American Railway Association.

(3) Report developments of Automatic Highway Crossing Protection.

Bulletin 303, January, 1928.
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(4) Prepare and submit as information a synopsis of the principal

current activities of the Signal Section, American Railway Association,

supplemented with list and reference by number of adopted specifications,

designs and principles of signaling practice.

(5) Outline of work for ensuing year.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Signals and Interlocking,

W. M. Post, Chairman.

Appendix A

(2) AUTOMATIC TRAIN CONTROL

G. E. Ellis, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. A. Peabody, W. M. Vandersluis,

R. C. White.

The last report on Train Control was published in Vol. 28, page 300.

There have been no important new devices presented since that date, and

therefore no additional operating tests have been made. The American Train

Control device which had been installed on the Chesapeake & Ohio Rail-

way has been removed and there is now no example of that device in

service.

I.C.C. ORDERS

No additional roads have been required to install train control since

the last report, but a considerable mileage above that required by the orders

of the Commission has been installed or is under construction on several

different roads which already had complied with the orders. A number of

orders have been issued permitting various roads to operate non-equipped

branch line locomotives of their own and tenant lines over short stretches

of equipped track, generally less than five miles in length.

In addition to omission of the requirement that required a displace-

ment checking device on certain devices in the reports on the various in-

stallations, the Commission has definitely, by formal order, permitted the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway to remove the displacement de-

tectors from their ramps. There has been no change, however, in the

general requirements under which these displacement detectors were first

required.

Progress

As of September 1, 1927, the number of roads required at present

to make an installation is forty- four under the first order, five having been

exempted or have had their time for completion indefinitely postponed.

Under the second order, eleven roads have been exempted or have had the

time of completion suspended, leaving thirty-six roads which are required to

inake the installation. Under the first order all but one road have com-
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pleted their installations, and work is well under way on that. On the

second order, twenty-six roads have finished their installations and work is

in progress on the remainder. There have been some minor changes in the

mileage involved, and the total now being 7,646 miles of track in place of

7,769 as last reported. The second order totals 7,494 miles of track,

although there may be some readjustments which will change this total a

small percentage, as well as in the number of locomotives. Exhibit "A"
gives the mileage as at last reported for the first and second orders together

with the number of locomotives as of September 1, 1927. It will be noted

that in some cases all the locomotives required for both orders are in-

cluded in the first order. These figures have been compiled from the

records of the Committee on Automatic Train Control of the American
Railway Association.

I.C.C. INSPECTIONS AND APPROVALS
Additional inspections are made of the permanent installations as soon

as they are completed and in operation. As of September 1, 1927, 38

inspections have been made on the first order, and 19 on the second order.

Inspections have also been made of some of the voluntary installations re-

ferred to in a previous paragraph. Reports have been issued by the Com-
mission on 49 inspections. Exhibit B gives an abstract of the exceptions,

requirements, recommendations, etc., made in each of the reports issued

since the list published in Exhibit C of Volume 28. These have been
arranged in the order as issued by the Commission and not according to

devices. The first and second orders are grouped separately.

ANALYSIS OF ACCIDENTS

The Committee on Automatic Train Control of the American Railway
Association is continuing its study on accidents as reported by the Commis-
sion, but the work has not been completed and no information is available

at the present time on this subject.
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Exhibit B

(FIRST ORDER)

Installation : Delaware & Hudson Company.
Device: General Railway Signal Company.
First Order: Whitehall to Rouses Point, N. Y.

111.65 miles single track—4.6 miles double track—66 loco-

motives.

Inspected: July 27-August 20, 1927.

I.C.C. Report: Decided January 13, 1927 (Sub. No. 23). Opinion 11978.

Exceptions :

Non-equipped locomotives must not be operated in train stop territory,

and those with the device cut out must not be run from terminals in such
territory, unless double heading behind an equipped locomotive with
apparatus in service; locomotives cut out between terminals must have
special protection provided.

Requirements : as to Maintenance, Tests and Inspections.

Instructions, reports and records relative to tests of locomotive and
wayside apparatus, cleaning periods and seals, should be observed; all

reports to be made on forms and forwarded to a designated officer.

Some defects in maintenance are noted.
The proper relation between locomotive receivers and the rail should

be rigidly maintained through the use of accurate gages.

Enginemen should show on all work reports complete information cov-
ering all cases of train stop failures.

Careful consideration should be given to locating the cab whistle of the

device on locomotives of double cab type, or having it of such volume that

it can be distinctly heard by both engineer and fireman.

Headlight generators of 500 watts capacity are to be replaced with
adequate capacity.

Installation and maintenance of the track inductor circuits must be
such as to protect the integrity of this circuit. Crosses in the wiring of

the inductor itself may result in a false clear condition. An instance is

given.

Inductors must be so securely maintained in place that dragging equip-

ment cannot displace them.

Installation: Baltimore & Ohio Railroad.

Device: General Railway Signal Company.
First Order: Baltimore, Md., to Washington, D. C.

34.4 mi. double track—2.2 miles four track—136 locomo-
tives.

Inspected: Aug. 23-Oct. 1, 1926.

I.C.C. Report: Decided January 13, 1927 (Sub. No. 24). Opinion 11979.

Exceptions :

Relationship between the track inductor and locomotive receiver must
be maintained within the margin of safety prescribed by the manufacturer.
Instances are given of false clear failures due to this incorrect relationship.

Non-equipped locomotives must not be operated in train stop territory,

or those with the device cut out must not be run from terminals in such
territory, unless double heading behind an equipped locomotive with apparatus
in service; locomotives cut out between terminals must have special protec-

tion provided.

Reset element must be removed from the pilot beam to a point at which
it cannot be operated while the locomotive is in motion.

Requirements : as to Inspections, Maintenance and Tests.

Arrival and departure tests should be made of all train stop equipment
on all locomotives in train stop territory. A daily report should be made
on a proper form and forwarded to a designated officer. Periodic tests of
locomotive equipment must be made.
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Inspection indicated that locomotive apparatus was not being adequately
maintained, and grounds in the locomotive circuits were not being kept at

a minimum.
Headlight and cab wiring was found in bad condition on some locomo-

tives.

Loop coupler covering was found to have been damaged which might
result in grounds or short circuits.

Specific instructions regarding the cutting out of device are needed, and
enginemen should report whenever the device is cut out of service.

A form should be provided for enginemen in reporting failures of the

apparatus.

In case of train stop failures on the road, enginemen should show full

information on their work reports.

Locomotive receivers should be checked with proper gage on level

track.

The cab whistles should be frequently inspected and so maintained to

be readily heard by enginemen and firemen.

The indicator pointer and pinion in the brake valve head should be

securely attached to the shaft in all cases to prevent the pinion from fall-

ing into the actuator housing and interfering with the manual operation of

the brake valve.

Locks for the relay housing, reset apparatus and acknowledging con-

tactor should be provided on all engines.

Where signals are line controlled, the track inductor wires should be

carried through contact point of the track relay.

Installation and maintenance of the track inductor circuit shall be such

as to protect the integrity of this circuit against crosses.

When changes are made, roadway installation should be checked with

the circuit plans.

Periodic checks should be made to insure that the inductors are proper

height and gage in relation to the rail and free from crosses or grounds.

Closer cooperation between the maintainers of the roadway apparatus

and the locomotive equipment is advantageous.
Several indicators showed evidence of having been rubbed by passing

train or locomotive equipment.

It is suggested that information of interest to train and enginemen
regarding this installation should be included in the current time tables.

Installation: Southern Railway.
Device: General Railway Signal Company.
First Order : Spencer, N. C, to Greenville, S. C.

152.11 mi. double track—107 locomotives both orders.

Inspected: Sept. 7-30, 1926.

I.C.C. Report: Decided Nov. 29, 1926 (Sub. No. 25). Opinion 11814.

Exceptions :

The reset contactor must be so located that the brakes cannot be re-

leased after an automatic application until the train has stopped.

Requirements : as to Maintenance, Inspection and Tests.

Arrival and departure tests should be made of all train-stop equipment
on all locomotives in train stop territory. A daily report should be made on

a proper form and forwarded to a designated officer. Periodic tests of all

locomotive equipment must be made.
Inspection indicated that locomotive apparatus was not being ade-

quately maintained, and grounds in the locomotive circuits were not being

kept at a minimum.
A form should be provided for enginemen to report failures and

irregularities in the operation of the device, and details should be given

when necessary to cut out the device.

In case of train stop failure on the road, enginemen should show full

information on their work reports.

The cab whistles should be frequently inspected and so maintained to

be readily heard by engineman and fireman.
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Locomotive receivers should be checked with proper gage on level

track.

Failures reported to be due to core sand causing the governor valve of

the headlight generator to stick, should be followed up.

The automatic brake valve should be so assembled and maintained that

all ports will accurately register when the rotary is moved either manually
or automatically.

The indicator pointer and pinion in the brake valve head should be

securely attached to the shaft in all cases to prevent the pinion from falling

into the actuator housing and interfering with the manual operation of the

brake valve.

The double heading cock should be designed and installed so that the

train stop apparatus cannot be cut out without also cutting out the air

brake system.

Installation and maintenance of the track inductor circuit shall be such

as to protect the integrity of this circuit against crosses.

It is suggested that information of interest to train and enginemen
regarding this installation should be included in the current time tables.

Other means for fastening inductors to the ties should be employed if

the present method proves to be inadequate.

When changes are made, roadway installation should be checked with
the circuit plans. '

Consideration should be given the type of fouling protection employed
at siding and crossovers with a view of giving increased protection. Switch
boxes should be carefully maintained. Check should be made to see whether

a car or locomotive can be placed between switches and crossovers without

maximum protection being afforded to main line traffic.

Installation: New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad.

Device: Union Switch & Signal Company.
First Order: W. Fort Wayne, Ind., to W. Stony Island Ave., Chicago.

123.25 miles single track—15.8 miles double track—45

locomotives.

Inspected: October 12-November 9, 1926.

I.C.C. Report: Decided February 17, 1927 (Sub. No. 26). Opinion 12103.

Exceptions :

Signal and inductor circuits must be entirely separated to avoid crosses

which might lead to a false clear condition. In this installation, the signal

relay control common is carried through the track inductor winding.

The reset button must be so located that the brakes cannot be released

after an automatic application until the train has stopped.

Requirements : as to Maintenance, Inspection and Tests.

The substitution of higher capacity generators should be vigorously

followed to a conclusion.

Inspection indicated that locomotive apparatus was not being adequately
maintained, and grounds in the locomotive circuits were not being kept at

a minimum.
Correction of irregular headlight generator voltage should not be cor-

rected by adjustment features in the relay. These relays should be sealed

after their initial installation and should not be changed, unless there is a

change in receiver coils or other essential features.

It is suggested that consideration be given to the restoration of an
audible warning in the cab.

Non-equipped locomotives must not be operated in train stop territory,

and those with the device cut out must not be run from terminals in such

territory, unless double heading behind an equipped locomotive with ap-

paratus in service ; locomotives cut out between terminals must have special

protection provided.

Check should be made perio<lically to insure that the relationship be-

tween track inductors and the rail as to height and gage should be main-
tained within the limits prescribed by the manufacturer ; also that the
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inductors are free from grounds or crosses. Inductors should be readjusted
after any change in rail.

Locomotive receivers should be checked with proper gage on level

track.

Installation and maintenance of the track inductor circuit shall be such
as to protect the integrity of this circuit against crosses.

When changes are made, roadway installation should be checked with
the circuit plans.

In.«^tallation : Lehigh Valley Railroad.

Device: General Railway Signal Company.
First Order: Newark, N. J., to Easton, Pa.

0.92 one track—32.34 two track—19.94 three track—12.40

four track—150 locomotives.
Inspected: Oct. 20-Nov. 13, 1926.

I.C.C. Report: Decided January 18, 1927 (Sub. No. 27). Opinion 12012.

Exceptions :

Non-equipped locomotives must not be operated in train stop territory,

and those with the device cut out must not be run from terminals in such
territory, unless double heading behind an equipped locomotive with ap-
paratus in service ; locomotives cut out between terminals must have special

protection provided.

Pusher and other locomotives operated backward in road service, with
the current of traffic, must be equipped with the train-stop device for such
movements.

Requirements : as to Maintenance, Inspection and Tests.

Tests for grounds should be included in report forms for roundhouse
inspection, which are otherwise adequate.

Thorough and complete tests of the locomotive equipment should be
made periodically.

The double heading cock sliould be designed and installed so that the

train stop apparatus cannot be cut out without also cutting out the air

brake system.
The automatic brake valve should be so assembled and maintained that

all ports will accurately register when the rotary is moved either manually
or automatically.

Careful consideration should be given to locating the cab whistle of
the device on locomotives of double cab type, or having it of such volume
that it can be distinctly heard by both engineer and fireman.

Integrity of locomotive circuits should be adequately protected against
crosses, as some crosses will produce false clear operations.

It is not believed that the type of headlight generator used before the

installation of the train stop will be inadequate.

Steps should be taken to make sure that all locomotives have electro-

pneumatic valve housings so designed that water will not enter from the

outside.

Several locomotives were found without seals or locks on mechanism
boxes.

Signal maintainers should have written instructions covering their duties

as to the inductor and its circuits, and arrangements should be enforced
for periodical inspection of roadside apparatus and circuits.

The proper relation between locomotive receivers and the rail should be
rigidly maintained through the use of accurate gages.

Installation and maintenance of the track inductor circuit shall be
such as to protect the integrity of this circuit against crosses.

The conditions resulting from use of two position signals at certain
points in the three position signal system might warrant special con-
sideration.

It is suggested that braking distances at specified locations be checked.
It is suggested that information of interest to train and engincmen

regarding this installation should be included in the current time tables.
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Installation : Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Ry.
Device: Sprague Safety Control & Signal Corporation.

First Order: South Hammond to Monon, Ind.

67.7 miles single track—32 locomotives.

Inspected: November 4-29, 1926.

I.C.C. Report: Decided February 17, 1927, (Sub. No. 29). Opinion 12102.

Exceptions :

The railroad is required to complete the full installation of 68 miles

referred to in an order of April 6, 1925, requesting a change of location.

This requires an extension of 4.4 miles.

Adequate means must be employed to prevent overcharging the capacity

reservoir.

The reset button must be so located that the brakes cannot be released

after an automatic application until the train has stopped.

Non-equipped locomotives must not be operated in train stop territory,

and those with the devise cut out must not be run from terminals in such

territory, unless double heading behind an equipped locomotive with ap-

paratus in service; locomotives cut out between terminals must have special

protection provided.

Requirements : as to Maintenance, Inspection and Tests.

Arrival and departure tests should be made of all train stop equipment

on all locomotives in train stop territory. A daily report should be made
on a proper form and forwarded to a designated officer. Periodic tests of

locomotive equipment must be made.
Inspection indicated that locomotive apparatus was not being adequately

maintained, and grounds in the locomotive circuits were found.

In cases of train-stop failure on the road, every effort should be made
to definitely determine the cause and apply the necessary remedy in each

case.

The standard of adjustment of the equipment company of the magnetic

receiver on the engine should be insured.

Attention is called to the alternative method of the Sprague Company
to insure proper operation of the service application valve in the brake

valve head. In the present installation this depends upon the maintenance

of the integrity of the connecting pipe from the oil reservoir.

The absence of the choke in the oil reservoir and supply valve whistle

would delay the application of the brakes, and the absence of the whistle in

itself would result in failure of the brakes to be applied.

Locomotive receivers must be maintained within prescribed limits with

respect to the top of the rail.

Storage batteries where employed on the locomotive should be fre-

quently inspected.

A weak spring in the cut out relay on the current supply panel should

be giving consideration pending the installation of new generators and the

removal of the storage batteries.

Attention is called to cases in which the equalizing reservoir-service

reduction choke was almost completely stopped up with white lead.

Track magnets should be tested and instructions followed as to in-

stallation, and after each removal of battery, wire or magnet, an inspec-

tion should be made to insure that proper connections have been made.

Substantial filler blocks should be provi-ded under track magnets to

lessen the danger of dragging equipment catching under them.

Track magnets should be maintained within the prescribed limit with

respect to the top of the rail.

It is suggested that dual responsibility of two departments for main-
tenance of train control should be abandoned, and one officer placed in

charge.
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Installation: Erie Railroad.

Device: General Railway Signal Company.
First Order: Port Jcrvis, N. Y., to Susquehanna, Pa.

102 miles two track—104 locomotives.
Inspected: Jan. 12-Feb. 16, 1927.

I.C.C. Report: Decided April 26, 1927 (Sub. No. 30). Opinion 12268

Exceptions :

Reset element must be removed from the pilot beam to a point at which
it cannot be operated while the locomotive is in motion.

Pusher and other locomotives operated backward in road service, with
the current of traffic, must be equipped with the train-stop device for such
movements.

Non-equipped locomotives must not be operated in train-stop territory,

and those with the device cut out must not be run from terminals in such
territory, unless double heading behind an equipped locomotive with ap-
paratus in service ; locomotives cut out between terminals must have special

protection provided.

Requirements : as to Maintenance, Inspection and Tests.

Written instructions regarding the duties of the maintainers of locomo-
tive apparatus should be posted in order that the men will understand the

vital importance of maintaining the integrity of the train-stop apparatus.

Thorough and complete tests of the locomotive equipment should be
made periodically.

Locomotive receivers should be checked with proper gage on level

track.

Integrity of locomotive circuits should be adequately protected against
crosses, as some crosses will produce false clear operations.

Generators employed to furnish current should be properly designed to

furnish ample current.

Double heading cocks not yet already altered should be so modified
that they will cut out the automatic brake valve before they cut out the
train stop device.

The automatic brake valve should be so assembled and maintained that

all ports will accurately register when the rotary is moved either manually
or automatically.

Locomotives which run over one or more divisions before reaching
train-stop territory should have the device tested at terminals at the entrance
to train-stop territory.

Check should be made periodically to insure that the relationship be-
tween track inductor and the rail as to height and gage should be main-
tained within the limits prescribed by the manufacturer. Also that the in-

ductors are free from grounds or crosses.

Installation and maintenance of the track inductor circuit shall be such
as to protect the integrity of this circuit against crosses.

It is suggested that the type of fouling protection employed at cross-
overs be considered with a view to possibly securing increased protection.

It is suggested that information of interest to train and enginemen
regarding this installation should be included in the current time tables.

Installation : Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific Ry.
Device: General Railway Signal Company.
First Order : Ludlow to Somerset, Ky.

78.0 single track—78.5 double track—179 locomotives both
orders.

Inspected: Januarv 17-February 21, 1927.

I.C.C. Report: Decided April 25, 1927 (Sub. No. 31). Opinion 12261.

Exceptions :

The reset contactor must be so located that the brakes cannot be re-

leased after an automatic application until the train has stopped.

i
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Requirements : as to Maintenance, Inspection and Tests.

Arrival and departure tests should be made of all train-stop equipment

on all locomotives in train-stop territory. A daily report should be made
on a proper form and forwarded to a designated officer. Periodic tests of

all locomotive equipment must be made.
Locomotive receivers should be checked writh proper gage on level

track. Two failures from lack of proper adjustment were noted.

The headlight generators should be carefully checked to ascertain

whether the addition of the train-stop device has resulted in overloading

them.
The cab whistles should be frequently inspected and so maintained to

be readily heard by engineman and fireman.

There is doubt as to hinge pin of contact finger of reset contactor

being sufficiently rugged.
Small clearances in electro-pneumatic valve are noted. A failure from

this cause was noted.

Seals should be applied to apparatus and record kept.

Attention is called to possibility of crosses in inductor lead wires. The
fact that they are in separate grooves is noted.

Requirements as to use of testing equipment at terminals should be

enforced.

The test inductors manufactured by the carrier should be carefully

checked to make sure that they have the desired values and characteristics.

Installation : Boston «& Maine Railroad.

Device: Union Switch & Signal Company.
First Order: West Cambridge to East Deerfield, Mass.

94.6 miles double track—4.9 miles three track—137 locomo-
tives.

Inspected : January 20-February 25, 1927.

I.C.C. Report: Decided May 2, 1927 (Sub. No. 32). Opinion 12277.

Exceptions :

The reset cock must be so located or so designed and constructed that

the apparatus can not be reset while the locomotive is in motion. The
main switch should be sealed and steps taken to prevent the possibility of

defeating the purpose of the train stop system by any of the foUoyving

methods : Depleting the train-stop pressure and acknowledging, shutting

down headlight generator and acknowledging, opening main switch and
acknowledging, or manipulating the reset cock in conjunction with the

double heading cock upon the starting of an automatic brake application.

Requirements : as to Maintenance, Inspection and Tests.

A definite rule should be established to insure the operation of the

turbo generator during the entire time an engine is in train-stop territory.

Certain ball check castings sliould be marked to reduce the possibility of

improper installation.

An additional "cut-in loop" should be established at one specified loca-

tion for further tests of locomotives. Where the automatic cut in feature

is installed, which involves reliance upon the human clement, it should be

supplemented by such additional check as may be practicable.

Recurrent acknowledgment loops should be installed at all one arm
distant signals which are stop indication points at braking distance from
home signals.

Switch box shunts at crossovers and turnout switches must be so

maintained that a red cab signal due to an open switch shall not be released

at such distance as to permit an increase of speed of the train sufficient to

be dangerous.
Braking distances should be nivcn careful consideration and attention,

is called to certain instances.

Arrangements should be made to afford maximum signal and train-

stop protection to main track traffic at cross overs with an engine occupy-

ing a crossover and fouling both main tracks.
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Attention is called to the possibility of lack of proper protection should
one of the rails break in insulated track sections installed for annunciator
circuits.

The circuits should be arranged to correct a possible improper signal

indication at a specified location.

Two interlocking plants should be provided with detector or approach
locking or detector bars.

Means should be provided to insure that a red cab signal will be main-
tained throughout the block in connection with all absolute stop signals.

Attention is called to a discrepancy in the rule stating that the cab
signal will change from green to red on passing a distant signal at caution

and what may occur in operation should this change occur with the distant

signal at caution due to a signal failure.

Installation: Chesapeake & Ohio Railway.
Device: Union Switch & Signal Company.
First Order : Orange to Staunton, Va.

70.0 miles single track—86 locomotives both orders.

Inspected: January 20-March 19, 1927.

I.C.C. Report: Decided April 26, 1927 (Sub. No. 33). Opinion 12265.

Exceptions :

None.

Comment:
Since certain crosses or grounds in the locomotive wiring of this in-

stallation could result in false-clear operations, the integrity of these circuits

must be adequately protected. A cross in the wires leading to the inductor

winding, or in the winding itself, would result in a false-clear condition of

the inductor. For this reason it is necessary that the integrity of this cir-

cuit also be adequately protected.

Installation: New York Central Railroad.
Device: General Railway Signal Company.
First Order: Albany to Syracuse, N. Y.

18.23 miles double track—118.0 miles four track—8.93
miles five track—477 locomotives.

Inspected: March 15-May 28, 1927.

I.C.C. Report: Decided June 27, 1927 (Sub. No. 34). Opinion 12454.

Exceptions :

The reset contactor must be so located that the brakes cannot be re-

leased after an automatic application until the train has stopped.

Pusher and other locomotives operated backward in road service, with
the current of traffic, must be equipped with the train-stop device for such
movements.

Non-equipped locomotives must not be operated in train-stop territory,

and those with the device cut out must not be run from terminals in such
territory, unless double heading behind an equipped locomotive with ap-
paratus in service; locomotives cut out between terminals must have special

protection provided.

Requirements : as to Maintenance, Inspection and Tests.

Instructions relative to trip and periodic inspections of locomotive
equipment, records and seals, should be continued.

The integrity of the locomotive circuits must be protected at all times,

since certain crosses or grounds could result in false clear failures.

The work of modifying the double heading cocks so as to cut out the

engineer's automatic brake valve before the train-stop device should be
promptly completed.

The automatic brake valve should be so assembled and maintained that

all ports will accurately register when the rotary is moved either manually
or automatically.

Locomotives which run over one or more divisions before reaching
train-stop territory should have the device tested at terminals at the en-

trance of train-stop territory.
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Installation and maintenance of the track inductor circuit shall be

such as to protect the integrity of this circuit against crosses.

Consideration should be given the type of fouling protection employed
at siding and crossovers with a view of giving increased protection.

Installation : Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad.

Device: Union Switch & Signal Company.
First Order : Pittsburgh, Pa., to Youngstown, Ohio.

11.9 miles two track—0.7 miles three track—51.6 miles four

track—126 locomotives.

Inspected : March 28-April 27, 1927.

I.C.C. Report: Decided June 28, 1927 (Sub. No. 35). Opinion 12488.

Exceptions :

None.

Requirements : as to Maintenance, Inspection and Tests.

Measures to maintain constant voltage for train-stop system should be
promptly taken.

Since certain crosses or grounds in the locomotive wiring of this in-

stallation could result m false-clear operations, the integrity of these cir-

cuits must be adequately protected at all times.

Locomotive circuits must be so maintained that changes in resistance

will not result in failure.

Correction of irregular headlight generator voltage should not be cor-

rected by adjustment features in the relay. These relays should be sealed

after their initial installation and should not be changed, unless there is a

change in receiver coils or other essential features.

It is important that meters used in testing be calibrated to the same
scale.

Portable test sets used on locomotives should be studied to determine
whether their values are correct.

Attention is directed to possibility of high resistance in contacts of
electro-pneumatic valves.

The improved spring should be substituted for the original spring in

the electro-pneumatic valve.

Bells of low resistance should be replaced by those of a higher re-

sistance on locomotives ; this is desirable since certain contacts are in-

corporated within this bell.

Certain braking distances should be checked.
Installation and maintenance of the track inductor circuit shall be such

as to protect the integrity of this circuit against crosses.

Installation : Boston & Albany Railroad.

Device: General Railway Signal Company.
First Order : Springfield, Mass., to Rensselaer, N. Y.

0.68 miles one track—68.21 miles two track—32.66 miles
three track—232 locomotives both orders.

Inspected: April 20-June 10, 1927.

I.C.C. Report: Decided July 27, 1927 (Sub. No. 36). Opinion 12572.

Exceptions :

Non-equipped locomotives must not be operated in train-stop territory,

and those with the device cut out must not be run from terminals in such
territory, unless double heading behind an equipped locomotive with ap-
paratus in service ; locomotives cut out between terminals must have special

protection provided.

Pusher and other locomotives operated backward in road service, with
the current of traffic, must be equipped with the train-stop device for such
movements.

Requirements : as to Maintenance, Inspection and Tests.

The double heading cock should be so designed and installed that the

train-stop apparatus cannot be cut out without also cutting out the air

brake system.
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Integrity of locomotive circuits should be adequately protected against

crosses, as some crosses will produce false clear operations.

Installation and maintenance of the track inductor circuit shall be
such as to protect the integrity of this circuit against crosses. Methods for

testing should be adopted that will disclose any short circuits in receiver

or inductor coils.

Exhibit B

(SECOND ORDER)

Installation: Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railway.
Device: Miller Train Control Corporation.

Second Order: Danville, HI., to Clinton, Ind.

38.7 miles double track—33 locomotives.

Inspected: Dec. 3-22, 1926.

I.C.C. Report: Decided March 30, 1927 (Sub. No. 2-2). Opinion 12204.

Exceptions :

Positive stop valves must be corrected so that they will prevent the

release of the brakes until train has been brought to a stop.

The reset contactor must be so located that the brakes cannot be re-

leased after an automatic application until the train has stopped.

Non-equipped locomotives must not be operated in train stop territory,

and those with the device cut out must not be run from terminals in such
territory, unless double heading behind an equipped locomotive with apparatus
in service ; locomotives cut out between terminals must have special pro-
tection provided.

Locomotives with New York engineer's brake valve must have their

equipment corrected so that the required brake pipe reduction will be made.

Requirements : as to Maintenance, Inspection and Tests.

Arrangements should be made for inspection and test of all engines on
arrival at and before departure from inspection and repair point.

Inspection indicated that apparatus was not being properly maintained.
Care should be taken to keep apparatus free from water, especially to

avoid freezing.

Enginemen should show on all work reports complete information cov-

ering all cases of train-stop failures.

Braking distances should be checked.
Arrangements should be made at crossovers to afford maximum signal

protection to main track traffic.

Greater protection would be given if tracks of Nickel Plate at a

crossing were equipped with track circuits.

Installation : Southern Pacific Company.
Device: National Safety Appliance Company.
Second Order: Tracy to Fresno, Calif.

125.4 miles single track—75 locomotives.

Inspected: July 12-27, 1926.

I.C.C. Report: Decided November 22, 1926 (Sub. No. 5-2). Opinion 11801.

Exceptions :

None.

Requirements : as to Maintenance, Inspection and Tests.

Instructions in effect as to cleaning of locomotive equipment, checking
of seals, etc., should be continued.

Efforts should be made to locate cause of every failure.

Unnecessary bends and right angled turns in certain pipes should be

eliminated.

Forestalling valves to be properly inspected and tested to insure correct

timing.

Consideration should be given to securing greater clearances in the

parts of the duplex control valve.
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Proper adjustment should be provided for the control valve magnet
armatures.

Periodical inspection and test should be made of the magnetic qualities

of the track magnet and reports made on a form and sent to a designated

officer.

Circuit plans should be checked with roadside installation when changes

are made.
Consideration should be given to providing increased fouling protection.

Installation: Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad.

Device: Sprague Safety Control & Signal Corporation.

Second Order: Pacific Junction, la., to Lincoln, Nebr.
56.2 miles single track—24.1 miles double track—44 loco-

motives.

Inspected: October 19-November 13, 1926.

I.C.C. Report: Decided January 6, 1927 (Sub. No. 9-2). Opinion 11951.

Exceptions :

Adequate means must be applied an all locomotives to prevent over-

charging the capacity reservoir.

Requirements : as to Maintenance, Inspection and Tests.

Higher degree of maintenance will be required.

Care must be used to maintain the headlight generator and lights and
the train-control system free from grounds.

Attention is called to the alternative method of the Sprague Company
to insure proper operation of the service application valve in the brake valve

head. In the present installation this depends upon the maintenance of the

integrity of the connecting pipe from the oil reservoir.

It is important to check operation whenever changes are made or new
equipment installed.

Track magnets should be tested and instructions followed as to in-

stallation, and after each removal of battery, wire or magnet, an inspec-

tion should be made to insure that proper connections have been made.
Certain braking distances should be checked.

Installation: Great Northern Railway.
Device: Sprague Safety Control & Signal Corporation.

Second Order: New Rockford to Minot, N. D.
104.52 miles single track--4.39 miles double track—24 loco-

motives.

Inspected: August 2-23, 1926.

I.C.C. Report: Decided December 28, 1926 (Sub. No. 10-2). Opinion 11887.

Exceptions :

Adequate means must be applied on all locomotives to prevent over-

charging the capacity reservoir.

Train stop reset apparatus which is not installed in accordance with

requirements must be relocated.

Requirements : as to Maintenance, Inspection and Tests.

Arrangement should be made for inspection and test of all engines on
arrival at and before departure from inspection and repair point, and a

daily report made on suitable form for the purpose and sent to a designated

officer.

A form should be provided for enginemen in reporting failures of the

apparatus. Enginemen should report in detail whenever necessary to cut

out the device.

In case of train stop failures on the road, enginemen should show full

information on their work reports.

Care must be used to maintain the headlight generator and lights and
the train control system free from grounds.

Attention is called to the alternative method of the Sprague Company
to insure proper operation of the service application valve in the brake

valve head. In the present installation this depends upon the maintenance
of the integrity of the connecting pipe from the oil reservoir.
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Location of vent valve manifold under cab floor is such as to possibly

permit water to enter.

Certain junction box conditions may make crosses possible.

It is important to check operation whenever changes are made or new
equipment installed.

Track magnets should be tested and instructions followed as to in-

stallation, and after each removal of battery, wire or magnet, an inspection

should be made to insure that proper connections have been made.
Interlocking circuits at crossing of Soo Line should be rearranged to

prevent a clear signal being displayed for Great Northern with Soo Line
train between home signals.

Consideration should be given to providing increased fouling protection.

Installation : Northern Pacific Railway.
Device: Sprague Safety Control & Signal Corporation.

Second Order: Dickinson, N. D., to Glendive, Mont.
106 miles single track—8 locomotives.

Inspected: August 27-September 23, 1926.

I.C.C. Report : Decided December 28, 1926 (Sub. No. 17-2). Opinion 11888.

Exceptions :

Adequate means must be applied on all locomotives to prevent over-

charging the capacity reservoir.

Train-stop reset apparatus which is not installed in accordance with
requirements, must be relocated.

Automatic train-stop protection should be afforded at two locations

where track circuits are not carried through.

Requirements : as to Maintenance, Inspection and Tests.

Attention is called to the alternative method of the Sprague Company
to insure proper operation of the service application valve in the brake
valve head. In the present installation this depends upon the maintenance
of the integrity of the connecting pipe from the oil reservoir.

The absence of the choke in the oil reservoir and supply valve whistle

would delay the application of the brakes, and the absence of the whistle

in itself would result in failure of the brakes to be applied.

Location of vent valve manifold under cab floor is such as to possibly

permit water to enter.

Receivers must be installed and maintained at standard height.

Conditions leading to forestalling at clear signals should be remedied.
Circuits at two locations should be so arranged to protect against im-

proper indications.

Track magnets should be tested and instructions followed as to in-

stallations, and after each removal of battery, wire or magnet, an inspec-

tion should be made to insure that proper connections have been made.

Installation : Southern Railway.
Device: General Railway Signal Company.
Second Order: Greenville, S. C, to Atlanta, Ga.

151.91 miles double track.

Inspected: Sept. 7-30, 1926.

I.CC. Report: Decided Nov. 29, 1926 (Sub. No. 25-2). Opinion 11615.

Exceptions :

The reset contactor must be so located that the brakes cannot be re-

leased after an automatic application until the train has stopped.

Requirements : as to Maintenance, Inspection and Tests.

Arrival and departure tests should be made of all train-stop equipment
on all locomotives in train-stop territory. A daily report should be made on
a proper form and forwarded to a designated officer. Periodic tests of all

locomotive equipment must be made.
Inspection indicated that locomotive apparatus was not being ade-

quately maintained, and grounds in the locomotive circuits were not
being kept at a minimum.

i
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A form should be provided for enginemen to report failures and
irregularities in the operation of the device, and details should be given
when necessary to cut out the device.

In case of train-stop failure on the road, enginemen should show
full information on their work reports.

The cab whistles should be frequently inspected and so maintained
to be readily heard by engineman and fireman.

Locomotive receivers should be checked with proper gage on level

track.

Failures reported to be due to core sand causing the governor valve
of the headlight generator to stick, should be followed up.

The automatic brake valve should be so assembled and maintained
that all parts will accurately register when the rotary is moved either
manually or automatically.

The indicator pointer and pinion in the brake valve head should
be securely attached to the shaft in all cases to prevent the pinion from
falling into the actuator housing and interfering with the manual
operation of the brake valve.

The double heading cock should be designed and installed so that
the train-stop apparatus cannot be cut out without also cutting out
the air brake system.

Installation and maintenance of the track inductor circuit shall be
such as to protect the integrity of this circuit against crosses.

It is suggested that information of interest to train and engine men
regarding this installation should be included in the current time tables.

Other means for fastening inductors to the ties should be em-
ployed if the present method proves to be inadequate.

When changes are made, roadway installation should be checked
with the circuit plans.

Consideration should be given the type of fouling protection em-
ployed at siding and crossovers with a view of giving increased pro-
tection. Switch boxes should be carefully maintained. Check should
be made to see whether a car or locomotive can be placed between
switches and crossovers without maximum protection being afforded
to main line traffic.

Installation: Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific Ry.
Device: General Railway Signal Company.
Second Order: Somerset, Ky., to Chattanooga, Tenn.

92.3 miles single track—82.7 miles double track—179
locomotives both orders.

Inspected: Januarv 17-February 21, 1927.

I.C.C. Report: Decided April 28, 1927 (Sub. No. 31-2). Opinion 12274.

Exceptions :

The reset contactor must be so located that the brakes cannot be
released after an automatic application until the train has stopped.

Requirements : as to Maintenance, Inspection and Tests.

The railroad company is expected to comply with the requirements
as set forth in connection with report on installation of first order.

Installation: Chesapeake & Ohio Railway.
Device: Union Switch & Signal Company.
Second Order: Staunton to Clifton Forge, Va.

55.0 miles single track—86 locomotives both orders.

Inspected: January 20-March 19, 1927.

I.C.C. Report: Decided April 26, 1927 (Sub. No. 33-2). Opinion 12267.

Exceptions :

None.

Comment:
Since certain crosses or grounds in the locomotive wiring of this in-

stallation could result in false-clear operations, the integrity of these cir-
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cuits must be adequately protected. A cross in the wires leading to the

inductor winding, or in the winding itself, would result in a false-clear

condition of the inductor. For this reason it is necessary that the integrity

of this circuit also be adequately protected.

Installation : New York Central Railroad.

Device: General Railway Signal Company.
Second Order: Cleveland, Ohio, to Buflfalo, N. Y.

0.21 mile one track—8.19 miles two track—3.32 miles three

track—168.33 miles four track—0.03 mile five track

—

0.68 mile six track—362 locomotives.

Inspected: April 1-June 10, 1927.

I.C.C. Report: Decided July 26, 1927 (Sub. No. 34-2). Opinion 12571.

Exceptions :

Locomotives operated backward in road service with the current of

traffic should be equipped with the train-stop device for such movements.
The reset contactor on Pennsylvania locomotives operated on or over

•this installation must be so located that the brakes cannot be released after

an automatic application until the train has stopped.

Requirements : as to Maintenance, Inspection and Tests.

Cautionary paragraphs of report of first installation also apply, as

follows

:

(a) Instructions and records as to inspection and tests.

(b) Integrity of locomotive and inductor circuit.

(c) Means to determine device on through locomotives is in opera-
tive condition when entering train-stop territory.

Means should be devised for detecting short circuits in receiver and
inductor coils.

The work of modifying the double heading cocks so as to cut out the
engineer's automatic brake valve before the train-stop device, should be
promptly completed.

The automatic brake valve should be so assembled and maintained that

all ports will accurately register when the rotary is moved either manually
or automatically.

Repairmen should be instructed as to testing and repairing coils when
removed from receivers and when they are replaced, the polarity should be
known to be correct. If inherent trouble exists, the receivers should be
returned to manufacturers for repairs.

Measures for maintaining constant voltage on U. S. & S. Company
apparatus on Pennsylvania Railroad locomotives operating on this territory

should be taken. Locomotive circuits must be so maintained that changes
in resistances will not result in failure.

Portable test sets used on Pennsylvania Railroad locomotives should be
studied to determine whether their values are correct.

Carefully arranged program for inspection of Pennsylvania Railroad
locomotives should be made effective.

Circuits at Pennsylvania Railroad interlocking at Erie should be ar-
ranged to prevent the clearing of signals on N. Y. C. when a Pennsylvania
train is between derails.

Similar arrangements should be made at Ashtabula.

Installation :

Device :

Second Order:

Inspected:
I.C.C. Report:

Exceptions :

None.

Boston & Albany Railroad.
General Railway Signal Company.
Boston to Springfield, Mass.
0.85 mile one track—60.01 miles two track—15.53 miles

three track—20.82 miles four track—232 locomotives
both orders.

April 20-June 10, 1927. .

Decided July 30, 1927 (Sub. No. 36-2).
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Appendix B

(3) CONTINUE STUDY ON AUTOMATIC MANUAL AND
NON-OPERATIVE SIGNALS FOR HIGHWAY CROSSING
PROTECTION, COLLABORATING WITH COMMITTEE
IX—GRADE CROSSINGS

A. H. Rudd, Chairman, Sub-Committee; T. S. Stevens, J. A. Peabody.

There have been few changes in the highway crossing protection situa-

tion in the past year. Some of the most important are as follows:

1. The Signal Section, American Railway Association, revised and

finally adopted revision of Requisite 2, previously approved July, 1925,

which now reads as follows

:

"2. Location

The railroad standard highway crossing sign and the signal

shall be mounted on the same post. Either a signal of the flashing

light type or one of the wig-wag type may be used, but both should

not be placed on the same post. No lights, markers or signs, other

than those provided in the requisites, shall be placed on this post."

2. While recognizing that in most states the type, location and method

of operation of the signals are subject to the requirements and approval of

the State Commission, it is the opinion of the Committee that no additional

protection is afforded to the occupants of automobiles by the addition of

bells. This proposition has been very ably covered by the report of F.

Horler (Assistant Signaling Engineer, London & North Eastern Rail-

way) to the Institution of Railway Signal Engineers of Great Britain,

submitted March, 1927, which states in part:

"Bell signals have an arresting and penetrating quality of tone

but are subject to considerable modifications due to wind. In addi-

. tion, many heavy road vehicles carry along with them a great deal

of opposition noise." Even "if they are made powerful enough
to remain audible under all conditions, their range will generally

be less than that of visual signals. In fogs or snowstorms the

bell would no doubt have the advantage. As supplements to visual

signals in special circumstances, bells may have considerable value,

but by themselves they are not self-explanatory."

The Committee recognizes the fact that bells to be of use in stopping

all classes of automobiles must usually be so loud as to constitute an annoy-

ance, and should not be used for this purpose; but they may be a valuable

auxiliary to the visual signals at crossings used by considerable numbers of

pedestrians, such as those located near factories and schools. It is sug-

gested that where such bells are provided as auxiliaries, one be installed

which in some states is known as the "pedestrian" bell, and is sufficiently

loud to warn pedestrians or drivers of horse-drawn vehicles, but is not as

loud as the recommended bell and is, therefore, less annoying to people in

the vicinity. In short, bells should be considered as an adjunct rather

than a requisite and only be provided in exceptional cases.
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3. The Ohio Public Utilities Commission has held hearings on the ques-

tion of uniformity of highway crossing protection, particularly the utility

of electric signals, either wig-wags or alternately flashing lights, for the

protection of crossings in place of watchmen.

The Illinois Commerce Commission has also held hearings on the

proposition of standardizing either on the wig-wag or the alternately flash-

ing lights, and on the location of such warning signals, whether at the side

or in the center of the highway. The Pennsylvania and New York Com-
missions have standardized on the alternately flashing lights.

The California Commission has issued a definite order prescribing that

the wig-wag type automatic flagman shall be the type of protection used

for highway crossings, and that the banner shall be painted red.

The Board of Railway Commissioners of Canada has established as

standard the three-position wig-wag, the third position indicating that the

device is out of order.

In Delaware where there is no Public Service Commission, the High-

way Department requires that the signals be located in the center of the

highway and in several cases has agreed to widen the highway if necessary

for this purpose.

In Pennsylvania, the Department of Highways desires the signals at

the side of the road, but, under a recently executed agreement, the Public

Service Commission will determine the location.

In Illinois the Highway Department desires the signals located at the

side of the road, and in New York and New Jersey the Board of Public

Utility Commissioners prefers the signals in the center of the street—here

again the Highway Department wishes them at the side of the road.

In fact, with the exception of Delaware, the Highway Departments in

a number of the states object to obstructions in the middle of the highway.

The executive ruling handed down by the Public Service Commission

of Pennsylvania is as follows

:

"The Department of Highways of the Commonwealth of Penn-
sylvania, The Public Service Commission, and such railroad com-
panies as may become parties hereto, have agreed upon the estab-

lishment of a uniform type of warning signals, as follows:

(1) When automatic warning signals are authorized by the

Public Service Commission at crossings of state highways with
railroads, the railroad companies shall erect a signal on each side of

the railroad which, actuated by approaching trains, shall present to

the highway traveler the appearance of a horizontally moving red
light the direction of which shall reverse alternately. The signals

are to be erected and function in accordance with the recommenda-
tions of the signal division of the American Railway Association
approved July, 1925. The railroad companies affected shall install

and maintain the signals, and the Department of Highways shall pay
one-half of the cost of installation. If the installation is made under
contract, competitive bids will be requested by the railroad' com-
panies ; otherwise detailed estimates of the cost of installation will

be prepared, and copies of such bids or estimates will be attached
to the request for the Department of Highways' participation in the

cost of installation and shall be approved as to acceptability by the

Chief of the Bureau of Accidents of the Public Service Commis-
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sion. Upon the completion of the installation a statement of the

actual cost will be forwarded, together with the completion report

of the work.
(2) Where a full view of these signals is less than 500 feet on

account of curvature or grade in the highway, an additional signal,

consisting of a continuously yellow flashing light, shall be installed

approaching the curve or grade, so as to give advance warning of

the curve and the railroad ; the Highway Department to erect and
maintain such signals, and the railroad company affected to pay
one-half of the cost of installation. Copies of bids or estimates of

cost will be forwarded and approved as required where installation

is made by the railroad companies, and upon completion of the

work, certified statements of the actual cost will be forwarded to

the railroad companies.

(3) Approaching dangerous curves, due to separation of grade
of highway and railroad, where, in the opinion of the Chief of the

Bureau of Accidents of the Commission, additional protection is

necessary, similar continuously yellow flashing lights shall be in-

stalled, under the same conditions, namely, the Department to erect

and maintain, and the railroad company affected to pay one-half of

the cost of installation.

(4) The Department of Highways shall not permit the erection

of any horizontal alternately flashing red lights on the state high-

ways except for the purpose of indicating the approach of trains

at such crossings.

(5) The use of the standard disc approach sign shall be con-
tinued and additional ones erected as necessary, and the Department
of Highways shall recommend to the Township Supervisors the erec-

tion of these signs on township highways where they are not now
in use, such discs to be paid for by the railroad company and erected

and maintained by the local authorities.

The plan would tend to the establishment of uniform protec-

tion devices at crossings now wholly unprotected and improvements
over devices now in use at others, and subject to the following con-
ditions and reservations is approved. This approval (1) shall not
be construed to diminish or in any wise change or transfer the pri-

mary responsibility imposed on railroad companies by the Public
Service Company law to furnish and maintain service and facilities

at and over grade crossings that shall be at all times safe to their

patrons, their employes and to the public ; nor to affect the duty of
the railroads to change the protection measures when necessary or
proper for the safety of any or all of said classes of persons

; (2)
is conditioned upon notice being given to the Chief of the Bureau
of Accidents of this Commission of any proposed installation of
lights under the arrangement and in sufficient time prior to the pro-
posed installation to enable said Chief to make an investigation or
inspection with respect to the crossing conditions and the sufficiency

of the devices proposed to be installed."

Substantially all the railroads have become parties to this agreement.

4. In a large number of cases the authorities have permitted the sub-

stitution of automatic signals for gates, and in a number of cases have

permitted the protection of several crossings by electric signals in place of

gates, the signals being operated by a crossing watchman centrally located.

Such a method of operation possesses economic advantages, while not carry-

ing with it the danger incident to lowering gates directly in front of or upon

approaching automobiles.
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Such signals have also been installed on a line where there are no

passenger trains, and the entire movement is a shifting proposition, switches

being located at three places so arranged that the signals can be operated

from either of these places or rendered inoperative at either of the three

by trainmen, who are required, before trains or engines use the crossing, to

throw on the lights and to extinguish them when the train movement is

finished. A bell has been installed for additional warning to the public

and as a reminder to the trainmen.

At other locations, where considerable shifting is done and watchmen

are on duty at such times, they manually control the highway crossing

signals, operating them not only for movements on the main track but for

movements on the sidings, restoring the automatic feature when going oflf

duty.

While most of the railroads have recognized the utility of highway

crossing signals operated automatically, only a few have developed their

manual application to anywhere near the extent possible through the remote

control of these signals by a watchman at a central point.

Some installations have been made where there is no highway crossing

watchman, but where the approaching train sets the city traffic signals at

stop and causes it to display this indication until the train reaches the

crossing.

Several combinations have been installed for the joint operation of the

city traffic signals by the traffic officers, by railroad watchmen, or by trains.

Such joint control is also entirely feasible, utilizing the standard railroad

crossing signals instead of the city signals for this purpose.

At Orlando, Fla., signals protecting twenty-three street crossings are

controlled from five cabins, the local conditions being such that automatic

protection was impracticable. They are operated between the hours of 6 :00

A. M. to 10:00 P. M., sixteen hours a day. During the eight hours the

signals are inoperative, the lever controlling each set of signals is in the

"off duty" position and a flashing yellow light is displayed. The indications

are the same as those at street intersections of the city, red for Stop

;

yellow and a bell for change of indication, and green for Proceed. The
bell does not ring when the lever is in the "off duty" position. The city

officials agreed to elimination of crossing gates then protecting crossings if

the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad would install traffic light signals at cross-

ings of its line and the city streets, and that if the traffic signals conformed

to those of the city, police supervision would be given, which was very ably

proved when a reckless driver who ran into and destroyed a signal was
heavily fined, sentenced to a road term and forced to pay the cost of replac-

ing the signal. They have also fined other drivers for disregarding the

signals. However, after the first two or three weeks the signals were in

service, no violations have been reported. With such co-operation from
the police department, it can be readily seen that the crossings in Orlando

are going to be made safe, or could be made safe in any other city. The
night or day speed restriction through the city is twenty-five «niles per hour.
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It is questionable whether it is good policy for the railroads to give a

"Go" signal to highway travelers over the crossing with the railroad.

5. The Safety Section of the A.R.A. has suggested that crossing watch-

men, provided with red lamps shielded from the railroad, swing these lamps

across the highways when a train is approaching, in order that this lamp,

under present practice held stationary, might be distinguished from an

automobile tail light or some other stationary red light.

Your Committee is very much in favor of this proposition, as such

action on the part of the watchman would provide a signal almost identical

with our recommended highway crossing signals, namely, have "the ap-

pearance of a horizontally swinging red light and/or disc." In our opinion,

the more closely we can approximate the standard, the more confusion will

be eliminated.

If this were universally done, it seems to us that it might result in

many cases in substituting highway crossing signals for the watchman,

which signals, as expressed quite recently by a prominent operating official,

"do not go to sleep, do not put in a large part of their time talking to their

friends and in fact do not wait for the engine whistle to blow."

6. The location of lights on crossing gates, the kind of light to be

installed and the method of operating, perhaps by having them swing or

give the appearance of swinging, might well be carefully studied in an

attempt to standardize in this important matter and improve present

conditions.

7. A number of Committees are engaged in this effort at standardiza-

tion, and there is danger, imless they co-operate, that great confusion will

result—among them are : State Railroad Commissions ; State Highway Com-
missions; Safety Section of the American Railway Association; Grade

Crossing Protection and Trespassing Committee, Division 1, Operating,

American Railway Association; Special Committee on Highway Crossing

Protection, Signal Section, American Railway Association; American Rail-

way Engineering Association Committees IX and X ; Committee on

Municipal Traffic Ordinances and Regulations, National Conference on

Street and Highway Safety, appointed by Secretary Hoover, which had a

meeting in Washington on December 8, 1927; the American Engineering

Standards Committee, whose report on Code on Colors for Traffic Signals

has been approved by the three sponsors and on November 15, 1927, was
approved as an American Standard ; and the American Association of State

Highway Officials, which has standardized on the non-luminous signs gov-

erning highway traffic, and is one of the sponsors which has approved the

report of the American Engineering Standards Committee for luminous

signs and signals to be used in connection with highway traffic.

The signs adopted are all yellow with black lettering; the Stop signs

are octagonal in shape; the Caution signs triangular, on which are shown

words and graphically, curves, street intersections, street crossings, etc.

;

Information signs are square; the Approach sign to the railroad is the well
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known "R.R." with the cross, except that the background is yellow instead

of white.

8. Various devices have been submitted, varying from the recommended

standards of the American Railway Engineering Association and the

American Railway Association, some of which undoubtedly have good

points, but if uniformity is ever to be attained, it can only be done by

adhering to some standard and the elimination of local variations there-

from. The Signal Section, American Railway Association, requisite pro-

vides for a signal giving "the appearance of a horizontally swinging red

light and/or disc." This, with the other requisites, except the one cited at

the beginning of this report, has been approved by the American Railway

Engineering Association and is included in the recommendations of the

American Engineering Standards Committee, Sectional Committee for Code

on Traffic Signals, which was approved as an American Standard by the

main committee November 15, 1927, copy of which is shown in Exhibit A.

In view of the great progress which has thereby been made in stand-

ardization, it would appear that it is the duty of the members of this

Association to advocate the use of these standards and discourage any

variations therefrom.

Exhibit A

CODE OF COLORS AND FORMS FOR TRAFFIC SIGNALS
FOR HIGHWAYS AND VEHICLES

Section 1. Purpose and Scope

Rule 10. Purpose

The purpose of this code is to provide a standard of colors and
methods, as applied to highway traffic and vehicles, which will promote
uniform usage and thus decrease the likelihood of accidents, and conserve
human life and limb. The approval of specific signs or glasses, as com-
plying with the specifications herein contained, should be based upon tests

made by competent and disinterested organizations having proper facilities

and recognized standing, with final appeal to the United States Bureau
of Standards.

Note.—To secure the uniform application of this code, en-
forcing officers are urged to consult the committee which formu-
lated it (or the American Engineering Standards Committee,
29 West Thirty-ninth Street, New York City) regarding matters
of interpretation or items of dispute.

Rule 11. Scope

This code is intended to cover the use of luminous* signs and sig-

nals in connection with highway traffic, including moving and flashing
signals; the use of lights, semaphores, and other signaling devices on
vehicles.

•It is intended to cover standards for non-luminous signs in a future addition to
this report.
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Section 2. Vehicle Lights and Signals

Rule 20. Headlights

(a) Headlights shall be white, amber, yellow, or any intermediate
hue. If electric headlights are used, they shall conform to the rules

governing the approval of electric headlighting devices for motor vehicles,

of the Illuminating Engineering Society (tentative standard of the
A.E.S.C. D2).

(b) No red or green lights shall be displayed upon any vehicle so
as to be visible from a point directly in front of it.

Rule 21. Tail Lights

Tail lights shall be red, as seen from the rear.

Note.—Red has been adopted on account of its present uni-

versal use for this purpose. This use is not considered consistent
with the general standardization of colors, and if a change is

made in any jurisdiction, yellow is recommended.

Rule 22. Warning Signal Lights

(a) Light signals displayed on a vehicle to indicate the driver's

intention to reduce speed or change direction should be yellow. They
shall not be red or green.

(b) Non-luminous mechanical signals displayed to indicate the

driver's intention to reduce speed or change direction shall consist of a
semaphore which can be projected from the left side of the vehicle. It

is recommended that the position of the semaphore when projected be
limited to the horizontal.

Rule 23. Marker Lights

Marker lights to indicate the dimension limits of bodies or loads
should be located as near the upper left front corner as possible and
should be yellow and visible from the front and rear.

Section 3. Highway Traffic Signals

General

Rule 30. Significance of Colors

(a) Red shall be used as an indication to stop and for other pur-
poses where required by law.

Note.—The use of red is proper as an indication to stop
and to then proceed if conditions are favorable, as, for example,
when "stop and proceed" regulations are in effect.

(b) Yellow shall be used as an indication to exercise caution.

Note.—Yellow is appropriate when caution is to be exercised
without stopping, as for partial street obstruction, so as to re-
serve red for a stop signal.

(c) Green shall be used as an indication to proceed.

Rule 31. Significance of Form
Where definite forms of luminous signs or signals are used either

alone or in combination with colors to give the indications specified in
Rule 30, the following will apply

:

(a) Stop shall be indicated by having the greatest dimension hori-
zontal, as with a horizontal string of lights.

Note.—Where the word STOP is used to direct traffic, it

should be in red letters arranged horizontally.
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(b) Caution shall be indicated by having the greatest dimension at

an angle of 45 degrees with the horizontal when an inclined string of

lights is used.

(c) Proceed shall be indicated by having the greatest dimension
vertical, as with a vertical string of lights.

Note.—Where the word GO is used to direct traffic, it should
be in green letters arranged vertically.

Rule 32, Significance of Flashing

Flashing luminous signals shall conform to the use of colors pre-

scribed in Rule 30.

Section 4. Signals at Railroad Grade Crossings

Rule 40. Aspect

An electrically or mechanically operated signal used for the protec-

tion of highway traffic at railroad crossings shall present toward the

highway when indicating the approach of a train the appearance of a
horizontally swinging red light and (or) disk.

Note.—This covers the use of so-called wigwags and of
alternately flashing red lights, and the use of these devices should
be restricted to the purpose of indicating the approach of a train.

Rule 41. Location

The railroad standard highway crossing sign and the signal shall be

mounted on the same post.

Rule 42. Operating Time

Automatic signal devices for indicating the approach of trains shall

be so arranged as to indicate for not less than 20 seconds before the

arrival at the crossing of the fastest train operated on the track. Local
conditions such as three or more tracks, bad approaches, etc., should be

allowed for by increasing the operating time, bearing in mind that too
long an operation by slow trains is undesirable.

Rule 43. Flashing Light Type

(a) Height. The lamps should preferably be not less than 6 feet

nor more than 9 feet above the surface of the highway.
(b) Width. The two lamps shall be mounted horizontally 2 feet 6

inches centers.

(c) Flashes. Lights shall flash alternately. The number of flashes

of each light per minute shall be 30 minimum, 45 maximum.
(d) Hoods. Lamp units shall be properly hooded.
(e) Range. When lamps are operated at normal voltage, the range,

on tangent, shall be at least 300 feet on a clear day, with a bright sun at

or near the zenith.

(f) Spread. The beam spread shall be not less than 3 degrees each
side of the axial beam under normal conditions. This beam spread is

interpreted to refer to the point at the angle mentioned where the inten-

sity of the beam is 50 per cent of the axial beam under normal conditions.

(g) Lenses or Roundels. The size shall be 5^ inches minimum, 8^
inches maximum.

Rule 44. Wigwag Type

(a) Length of stroke is the length of chord which subtends the arc,

determined by the center of the disk in its extreme positions, and shall

be 2 feet 6 inches.

(b) Disk. The disk shall be 20 inches in diameter. A red lens or
roundel shall be placed at the center in front of the lamp.

i
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(c) Number of Cycles. Movement from one extreme to the other

and back constitutes a cycle The number of cycles per minute shall be

30 minimum and 45 maximum.
(d) The lamp, with which the disk shall be equipped, shall be

lighted when the disk is swinging.

Rule 45. Approach Signal

Advance warning signals which indicate approach to a railroad

crossing, and not the actual approach of a train, shall conform to the

provisions of Section 3, Rule 30.

Section 5. Specifications for Colors

Rule 50. Definition of Colors

Red, yellow and green as used in this code are intended to mean

:

(a) The colors resulting from the transmission of the proper light

through the proper glasses and having the characteristics described in

Rules 51 and 52.

Rule 51. Qualitative Definition of Colors for Luminous Signals

(a) Red. The spectrum of red shall contain both red and orange
but not more than a trace of yellow and no green, blue or violet. The
most desirable hue is entirely free from yellow which means that the
glass does not transmit the yellow light from a sodium flame.

(b) Yellow. The spectrum of yellow shall contain red, yellow and
grecii, with but little blue and no violet. The most desirable hue is en-
tirely free from blue and might be designated a light amber.

(c) Green. The spectrum of green shall contain yellow, green, blue
and violet, with only a trace of red and orange. This hue is known as
"admiralty green" and has a bluish tint when observed by daylight.

Rule 52. Quantitative Definition of Colors for Luminous Signals

The colors red, yellow and green shall have the following char-
acteristics :

Integral trans-
Dominant wave-length Purity mission of glass

Millimicrons Per cent Per cent
Red Not less than 624 Not less than 100 Not less than 10
Yellow Not less than 592 Not less than 97 Not less than 24

nor more than 600
Green Not less than 496 Not less than 45 Not less than 11

nor more than 536

These values are determined by the transmission of light from a
source at the color temperature of 2,360 degrees K (practically that of
the acetylene flame or present type of vacuum tungsten lamp at normal
voltage) through the respective glasses. They are based upon spectral
transmission measurements and upon computations carried out in accord-
ance with the methods and data described in the Colorimetry Report of
the Optical Society of America.

Note. The light and dark limits of the glasses on which the
above values are based have the following relative transmissions
on the scale of the American Railway Association

:

Light Limit Dark Limit
Red 300 150
Yellow 200 100
Green 250 100
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Appendix C

(5) PREPARE AND SUBMIT AS INFORMATION A SYNOP-
SIS OF THE PRINCIPAL CURRENT ACTIVITIES OF THE
SIGNAL SECTION, AMERICAN RAILWAY ASSOCIATION,
SUPPLEMENTED WITH LIST AND REFERENCE BY
NUMBER OF ADOPTED SPECIFICATIONS, DESIGNS
AND PRINCIPLES OF SIGNALING PRACTICE.

W. M. Vandersluis, Chairman, Sub-Committee; H. G. Morgan, Vice-

Chairnian, Sub-Committee ; F. W. Pfleging.

There is given below a synopsis of the principal current activities

of the Signal Section, American Railway Association.

Preparation of outlines for use in determining the economics of auto-

matic signaling and interlocking.

Presentation of summaries of results obtained in train operation by
signal indication on the Missouri Pacific Railroad and Seaboard Air Line
Railway.

A study of the savings effected by remotely controlled switches.

Revision of the present specification covering electro-mechanical inter-

locking to bring it up to date.

Revision of the present specification covering the installation of an
electric interlocking system to bring it up to date.

Preparation of typical circuits for power interlockings.

Development of typical plans and specifications for automatic signal

protection at railroad grade crossings, including circuits covering a single

track crossing a single track and a single track crossing a double track.

Revision of specifications covering direct current neutral relays, wood
trunking and capping and resistors to bring them up to date.

A very comprehensive book on "Signaling" is under way. The
printing of Chapter 6, covering direct current relays, has been issued and
a large number of copies sold to the various railroads for distribution to

interested parties. Chapter 5, covering "Batteries," and Chapter 10, cover-

ing "Alternating Current Relays," have been completed and authorization

given for printing. These Chapters will be sold at small cost to the rail-

roads, as has been done with Chapter 6.

Chapter 7, "Direct Current Track Circuits," and Chapter 23, "High-
way Crossing Protection," are completed and are now under discussion.

In addition, considerable work has been done in the preparation of

definitions for technical terms used in signaling.

Standard drawings are prepared each year, covering apparatus used

in signaling. This work has continued, not only covering the preparation

of new designs, but also revising the old designs where necessary and
eliminating drawings wherever found necessary, due to the progress of

the art.

There has been a demand for a revision of the table of signal units

and values to include train control and car retarder equipment. This has

been given consideration, with a view to adopting a comprehensive table.

Train control accounting has received attention and a table has been

set up to show the distribution of initial charges and also maintenance and
operation charges to the various accounts.

A specification for Portland Cement, as agreed upon by the American
Railway Engineering Association and several other Engineering Soci?ti^§,

has been included in the literatyre, for convenient reference,
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Information relative to the development of automatic train control is

being kept up to date and included in the literature.

The present signal aspects, indications, and names of indications are
being discussed, with a view to arriving at a standard system for sema-
phore, color light and position light signals.

Requisites covering highway crossing signals have been revised. A
monograph on the development of highway crossing protection has been
presented.

The Section has various representatives co-operating with other En-
gineering Societies.

Co-operative work of particular importance has been carried on with
the American Engineering Standards Committee on colors for traffic signals.

There follows a list of Specifications by Manual part number, Speci-

fication number, description and approval date of those now in effect.

Approval
Description of Specification Date

Alternator May, 1920

Portable A.C. Ammeters Nov., 1921

Alternating Current Automatic Block Signal
System Mar., 1921

Direct Current Automatic Block Signals—Low
Voltage July, 1924

Type "A" Caustic Soda Primary Cells and Re-
newals Mar., 1921

Gravity Battery Coppers 1913

Primary Battery Jar Nov., 1921

Gravity Battery Zincs 1913

Cement Concrete Battery Box Nov., 1922

Glass Battery Jar for Storage Cells Nov., 1922

Electrolyte for Lead Type Storage Battery 1914

Nickel, Iron, Alkaline Storage Battery None
Lead Type Portable Storage Battery for Sig-

naling Mar., 1921

Composite Type Stationary Storage Battery for

Signaling None
Pure Lead Type Stationary Storage Battery for

Signaling 1917

Annunciator Bells 1913

Direct Current Vibrating Highway Crossing

Bell 1927

Bonding for Track Circuits July, 1924

Aerial Aluminum Cable Steel Reinforced 1916

Aerial Braided Cable for 660 Volts or Less Mar., 1921

Rubber Insulated Armored Submarine Cable
for 660 Volts or Less Mar., 1921

Armored Submarine Cable for 2200 Volts Mar., 1921

Lead Covered Cable for 660 Volts or Less Mar., 1921

Lead Covered Cable for 2200 Volts Mar., 1921

Underground Braided Cable for 660 Volts or

Less Mar., 1921

Cylindrical Dry Cells Dec, 1923

Copper or Tin Plated Channel Pin 1912

Portland Cement Concrete 1911

Impregnated Fiber Conduit for the Protection

of Insulated Wires and Cables 1918

Installation of Fiber and Metal Coiiduit System? 1916

Steel Pipe Conduit 1910

Part
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Part
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Part



Part
No.
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Part Description of Rules, Reports and Approval
No. Principles Date
118 Information for Calculating Power Supply and Distribu-

tion Nov., 1921
124 Instructions for inspecting and testing alternating current

relays and indicators Dec, 1923
125 Direct Current Relays 1918
126 Instructions for inspecting and testing direct current

relays July, 1927
127 Requisites for minimizing the effect of foreign current on

direct current track circuits July, 1927
128 Rules for the setting of time releases applied to signal or

switch apparatus Mar., 1921
130 Measurement of insulation resistance July, 1924
131 Direct current track circuit rail and ballast resistance

report Nov., 1922
132 Formula for computing limiting resistances in series with

track battery Nov., 1922
133 Tables of Minimum Limiting Resistance allowable in

series with track battery Nov., 1922
134 Curves for determining minimum limiting resistance

allowable in series with track battery for various train
shunt resistances and various battery voltages Nov., 1922

137 Rules governing maintenance of block signals 1914
138 Rules governing maintenance of interlocking plants 1918
139 Rules governing signal foremen 1912
140 Rules governing signal supervisors 1914
141 Table of average service life in years of the important

units of the different types of signal installations Nov., 1922
142 Construction Program for signaling Nov., 1922
143 Signaling Practice 1912
148 Highway crossing signals July, 1927
149 Requisites for light signals for day and night indications Nov., 1921
150 Method of testing first range D. C. upper quadrant motor

signal in service Nov., 1922
151 Signs or markers for conveying instructions to enginemen

and recommendations 1918
154 Instructions for installation and operation of switch-

boards Mar., 1921
156 Requisite sheet for switchboard material 1917
159 Electric wire and cable terminology 1916
160 Instructions for making shop torque tests at the sema-

phore shaft of power operated signals Nov., 1921
161 A. C. track circuit characteristics July, 1926
162 Instructions for the adjustment, care and operation of

A. C. track circuits Dec, 1923
163 Automatic train control 1914
170 Voltage Ranges for signal work 1912
171 Impregnating compound treatment of non-oil-proof elec-

trical windings Nov., 1922
172 Impregnating compound treatment of partially oil-proof

electrical windings Nov. 1922
173 Impregnating compound treatment of oil-proof electrical

windings Nov., 1922
174 Varnish treatment of electrical windings Nov., 1922
178 Wire inspection report 1919
185 Recommended sags for messenger wire 1914
187 Insulation resistance in megohms per mile at 60** Fahren-

heit 1919
188 Requisites for minimizing the sweating of relays July, 1927
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Part Description of Rules, Reports and Approval
No. Principles Date
189 Tables of wires required for stranded and flexible con-

ductors 1919
190 Instructions for handling insulated wires and cables July, 1924
194 Signal layout for remote switches July, 1925
198 Factors which govern in determining the type of inter-

lockings which should be installed July, 1926
199 Testing electric locking July, 1926
200 Inspecting and testing mechanical locking of an interlock-

ing machine July, 1926
201 Resistances of D. C Relays July, 1926
203 Example of use of unit value basis July, 1926

205 Requisites for minimizing the sweating of semaphore
signal mechanisms July, 1927

The number of current standard drawings is so large that reference is

made to the index portion of the standard drawing section of the Signal

Section Manual, pages 1 to 33, inclusive.
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Hadley Baldwin, Chairman;

J. ASTRUE,
O. C. Badger,
F. D. Batchellor,
H. D. Blake,
B. Blum,
J. G. Brennan,
R. E. Chamberlain,
W. E. COLLADAY,
R. D. COPELAND,
L. B. Curtiss,

J. F. Deimung,
A. F. DORLEY,
G. N. Edmondson,
R. A. Feldes,
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C. E. Herth,
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W. O. Houston,
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R. B. Kittredge,
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A. H. Utter,

Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee presents herewith report covering the following sub-

jects assigned to it:

(1) Revision of Manual (Appendix A).

(2) Continue the study of methods for apportioning the cost of high-

way improvements adjacent to railway rights-of-way: (a) within incor-

porated limits of municipalities
;

(b) without incorporated limits of muni-

cipalities (Appendix B).

(3) Investigate and report on the comparative merits of various types

of grade crossing protection, collaborating with Committee X—Signals and

Interlocking (Appendix C).

(4) Continue the study of excessive number of highway grade cross-

ings of railways, with methods for their removal (Appendix D).

(5) Continue the study and report on the economic aspects of grade

crossing protection in lieu of grade separation (Appendix E).

(6) Investigate and report on the use of center columns for highway

grade separation.

(7) Study and report on various types and locations of approach and
warning signs for grade crossings, also the practices in the several states

and Federal requirements, with a view to securing uniformity of practice

and standards (Appendix C).

(8) Continue the study and report on (a) laws and regulations

affecting the apportionment of Federal aid; (b) the proper form and
character of division of costs of separation of grades as between the rail-

way, state, county, municipal or other corporation (Appendix F).

The Committee reports progress on Item (5) Continue the study and
report on the economic aspects of grade crossing protection in lieu of
grade separation, and on (6) investigate and report on the use of center

Bulletin 303, January, 1928.
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columns for highway grade separation; but not to such extent as to justify

report.

Action Recommended

(1) That the report on standard highway crossing sign be adopted and

published in the Manual.

(2) That the report be accepted as information.

(3) That the conclusions of the Committee be adopted and printed in

the Manual.

(4) That the report be accepted and that the recommendations be

referred to the Board of Direction.

(8) That recommendation of the Committee be approved and referred

to the Board of Direction for transmission to the American Railway

Association.

Recommendations for Future Work

1. Continue the study and report on the economic aspect of grade

crossing protection in lieu of grade crossing elimination.

2. Continue the investigation and report on the use of center columns

(either over or under crossings) in connection with highway grade separa-

tion.

3. Study and report on proper division between the railways and

the public authorities of the cost of grade crossing protection.

4. Evolve a formula which will develop and evaluate the relative

benefits to public and railways from

:

(a) Grade Crossing Protection,

(b) Elimination of Grade Crossings,

(c) Reduction of Traffic on Highway Grade Crossings.

Respectfully submitted.

The Committee on Grade Crossings,

Hadley Baldwin, Chairman.
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Appendix A

(1) REVISION OF THE MANUAL

Maro Johnson, Chairman, Sub-Committee; R. A. Feldes, W. O. Houston.

HIGHWAY CROSSING SIGN

Following the 1927 convention, the Committee on Grade Crossings was

instructed by the Board of Direction to give immediate consideration to the

highway crossing sign, with a view to having the plan submitted to the

membership for letter-ballot, and in event of approval, to endeavor to

have it adopted by the railways and specified in orders by public service

bodies. Also, to consider placing on the sign an indication showing the

number of tracks to be crossed, in accordance with suggestion made

at the 1926 convention, and a later communication received from the Presi-

dent of the American Railway Association, in which was cited the practice

of the Union Pacific as an example.

At its first meeting, following receipt of above instructions, the Com-

mittee gave consideration to the design of the sign, and a plan was prepared

and mailed to the membership with the following letter

:

"To THE Members :

"The Committee on Grade Crossings was instructed to consider

a revision of the Highway Crossing Sign, with special reference

to providing an additional sign on the post to indicate the number
of railroad tracks to be crossed.

"Your comments on this revised Highway Crossing Sign
are desired for the guidance of the Committee.

Respectfully,

E. H. Fritch,

Secretary."

Replies received to the above letter numbered 176. They brought out

comment on the following features of the sign:

Auxiliary Sign Showing Number of Tracks at Crossing

Fifty-seven members approved the crossbuck sign with auxiliary sign

as designed by the Committee.

Fifty members approved the use of the auxiliary sign, but suggested

changes in its details or those of the crossbuck sign.

Forty-three members opposed the use of the auxiliary sign.

Twenty-six members were non-committal as to the use of the auxiliary

sign.

Those opposed to the auxiliary sign regard it as unnecessary, liable

to distract the attention of the motorist, and to lead to legal difficulties.
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They are for the most part men of authority on their lines and represent

large mileage. The following letter is quoted as covering the views of

these members

:

"I have noted questionnaire on highway crossing signs sent

out by you under date of August 20th, and understand that the ques-
tion now under consideration is specifically the providing of an
additional sign to indicate the number of tracks crossed.

"This question was considered some time ago on this railway
and it was the judgment of the interested officers that the use
of the additional sign was not desirable. I concur in this judgment
for the following reasons

:

"(a) There is a question whether the additional sign will add
anything to the safety of the motorist. The statement that there
are a definite number of tracks to be crossed may lead him to be
less cautious than if he is simply informed by sign that he is in

dangerous territory.

"(b) If there is no added safety to motorists there is no
justification for the additional expense of maintaining sign.

"(c) The sign would be of questionable value unless the

statement as to the number of tracks is at all times correct; it

would be very easy for the proper revision of the sign to be over-
looked when an additional track is added or one or more removed.

"(d) If not maintained to show the correct number of tracks

this failure on the part of the railway would be used by damage
suit attorneys as evidence of negligence on the part of the railway.

"(e) There is an uncertainty as to whether the sign is designed
to state the number of active tracks such as main tracks and switch
leads, or whether it is to indicate the total number of tracks. This
may be interpreted differently by different railways, adding to the
confusion of the motorist.

"(f) There are many locations where tracks of two or more
railways are adjacent and a sign erected by one road would fur-

nish information that is correct for that road's own property,

but not correct considering the total number of tracks to be crossed.

"(g) If the use of the sign is adopted by A.R.E.A. any railway
not using the sign will be placed at a disadvantage in defending suits

for damages account crossing accidents.

"It is my judgment as well as the practice on this railway that
nothing should be placed in the vicinity of a road crossing that will

tend to take the motorist's attention from the fact that he is in

dangerous territory. For this reason we have avoided placing
advertising signs or other sign boards at railway crossings, except
the crossbuck sign and such other signs as the laws of the various
states required.

"Where the state law does not require any specific sign we
prefer the use of a board bearing the word 'Danger* rather than
the board showing the number of tracks."

Crossbuck Sign

Striping the Post

The most frequent suggestion received was that the post be striped.

The Committee on Grade Crossing Protection of the American Railway

Association has objected to the striping of the post for the reason it may
be mistaken by motorist for a crossing gate in the open position. The
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convention of the A.R.E.A. in 1927 voted to omit the striping from the

post.

Black Border on Blades

Several members objected to painting a black border around the edge

of the blades. All signs now shown in Manual have black borders, and

the border on the highway crossing sign is in conformity therewith.

(Note pages 457, 460, 462, 488, and following, in the Manual.)

Height of Sign

Several members think the sign is too high. Two members think it

not high enough. Some have evidently regarded the dimensions 11 ft.

3 in. showing height of top of post as applying to the center of the sign,

as suggestion is made that the sign be lowered 2 ft. 3 in. The height of

the center of the sign is 10 ft. above the center of the roadway. To lower it

2 ft. 3 in. would bring lower corner of the blades within 6 ft. of the surface

of the highway, where they would interfere with pedestrian traffic. The
height of 10 ft. was arrived at after consultation with the Committee on

Grade Crossing Protection of the A.R.A. and is in accordance with their

recommendation.

Angle of Blades
"

There are two or three suggestions that the angle of the blades be 60

deg. instead of 50 deg. because the former is easier for the carpenter to

lay out. As most signs are made at division or system shops, the Committee

does not consider this suggestion of much importance, but likes the appear-

ance of the sign with blades at 50 deg.

Five members, including three Signal Engineers, favor the use of the

sign shown on page 396, Volume 27 of the Proceedings, with 4-ft. blades

at an angle of 90 deg., as adopted by the Signal Section and this Associa-

tion for use with flashing light or wigwag signals. When the sign now
being revised was adopted, the matter of using the same crossbuck sign

with and without automatic signals was discussed with the Chief Engineer

of the New York Public Service Commission, who was of the opinion that

it is not desirable or advisable to have the two signs alike ; that there

should be a distinction between the two so there will be no confusion or

chance to mistake them, as the absence of a flashing or warning light

might be taken by the traveler to indicate no train is approaching.

Other Suggestions

The Committee has accepted suggestions that a post 8 by 8 ft. may
be larger than necessary, that the portion of the post in the ground should

be creosoted, and that the height of the sign should be measured from

the surface of the highway rather than the ground line adjacent to the

post.
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State Requirements

Several correspondents called attention to state requirements in con-

flict with this sign. The Committee's instructions are that an effort is to

be made to secure the adoption of such sign as is approved by the conven-

tion, by states and public regulatory bodies.

Conclusions

After carefully considering all suggestions received, the Committee

recommends the adoption of the sign approved at the convention of 1927

with minor modifications above mentioned and omitting specific require-

ment for an auxiliary sign showing number of tracks at crossing as shown

on page 681 of this Bulletin.
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I

NOTE-

PAINT BUDES WHITE WITM BUCK LEHERS

ANO BORDER. WITH ONE SIGN AT A CROSSINQ

PAINT BOTH SIDES AS ABOVE.WITH TWO SIQNS

PAINT BACK OF SIQNS BLACK.

LOCATE SIQNS AT SUCH POINTS AS WILL ADMIT

OF THE BEST VIEW BY PERSONS APPROACHINQ

THE CROSSING. WHERE ADDITIONAL SIGNS.

SUCH as-'stop: 'danger: "TWO tracks: etc,

ARE REQUIRED OR DESIRABLE, THEY SHOULD

BE PLACED ON POST BELOW THE CROSS-BUCK

AS INDICATED BY DOTTED LINES.

THE PLAN SHOWS THE SIGN MOUNTED ON A

WOOD POST. WHEN A POST OF STEEL OR

CONCRETE IS USED THE DIMENSIONS Of THE

POST SHOULD BE SUITABLE TO THE MATERIAL

EMPLOYED.

^SURFACE OF HIGHWAY

IWTlfSSniANS^ v-MIHOT LESS THAN 6"

Highway Crossing Sign
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Appendix B

(2) METHODS FOR APPORTIONING THE COST OF HIGH-
WAY IMPROVEMENTS ADJACENT TO RAILWAY

' RIGHT-OF-WAY:

(a) Within Incorporated Limits of Municipalities

(b) Without Incorporated Limits of Municipalities

B. Blum, Chairman, Sub-Committee; R. E. Chamberlain, R. B. Kittredge,

R. D. Copeland.

The report of this Sub-Committee last year covered the same subject

but was confined to highways outside the incorporated limits of municipali-

ties and this year our work has been confined to improvements in cities

and towns.

The work was started by formulating a letter to the chief tax officers

of some 14 of the larger railways of the United States, which included a

questionnaire as to existing practices in the various communities along

their lines so that the facts would be approximately developed.

The following questions were asked in the letter

:

1. What in your opinion would be a fair method of apportioning
the cost of street or highway improvements adjacent to railway
property ?

2. What in your opinion are unfair methods of apportioning the
cost of such improvements? Are they general, or to what locality

are they confined?
3. Are there any municipalities on your line that assess railways for

road improvements not abutting the right-of-way?
(a) If so, to what extent and on what basis?
(b)_ What is your opinion of that method?

4. Js it the general tendency in your territory to pay for street

improvements such as grading and paving through direct assess-
ments against the property affected or through other means, such
as bond issues, general tax fund or other means?

5. Have you any cases where repaving has been directly assessed
against the railways?

6. To what extent has your road contributed to the cost of high-
way or street improvements through municipalities by direct

assessment for property benefited?
(a) Number
(b) Cost $

Replies were received from the following:

Great Northern Railway, James T. Maher, Right-of-Way,
Land and Tax Commissioner.

Illinois Central Railroad, L. H. Bond, Engineer Maintenance
of Way.

New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad, A. A. Maxwell,
Commissioner.

Northern Pacific Railway Company, M. T. Sanders, Tax
Commissioner.
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Southern Pacific Company—Pacific Lines, Guy V. Shoup,
General Solicitor.

Southern Railway System, John B. Hyde, Solicitor.

Union Pacific System, H. C. Mann, Assistant Chief Engineer,
System.

The replies from these representative railways were in general quite

complete and show the existing trend of charging highway improvements

against railway property. The answers to the several questions propounded

were given in such form that it did not seem practical to quote directly

each one in tabular form but we are summarizing the replies for each

question and formulated composite answers as follows

:

1. There is a general agreement that assessments for street or highway

improvements should be in proportion to benefits received. There is also a

general agreement that the benefits to non-operating railway land from

improvements are the same as to similarly located private property. There

is also agreement that the benefits to be derived from improvements adjacent

to station grounds is greater than those adjacent to right-of-way for roadway
only. One carrier takes the position that right-of-way should not be as-

sessed for any part of the cost of street or highway or other public improve-

ments, due to the fact that it is not benefited by such improvements and is

also devoted in perpetuity to a public use. One correspondent states that in

general the theory of the courts has been that although the paving may be

of no benefit to the railway property in view of the present use being

made of the property, yet the property might be devoted to some other

use respecting which the paving would be of value. Louisville & Nash-

ville R. R. Co. vs. Barber Asphalt Co., 197 U. S. 430, is cited as a leading

case.

2. The front-foot rule is cited as an unfair basis, as it generally

results in railways standing one-half the cost irrespective of the areas

involved or benefits received.

Another unfair method is to require the railway companies to bear the

entire expense across the right-of-way when the balance of the improve-

ment is paid from general tax funds.

3. In some sections of the country it is common practice to assess

railways for road improvements not abutting the right-of-way. This has

been done through the so-called Zone method. There does not seem to

be much objection to this method if carried out consistently. Where such

assessments have been made in State of New York, the court has held them

unlawful.

4. The general tendency is to pay for improvements by direct assess-

ments against the property affected. In a number of cases street and alley

intersections are paid from the general tax funds and in a few cases the

entire cost is paid from general tax or bond issues.

5. Most replies indicate that repaving cost is paid for in the same

manner as the original paving, but some exceptions are noted as in the
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case of communities served by the New York, New Haven & Hartford

Railroad and other cities where the charter provides for the city to main-

tain pavements.

6. The average amount of assessments for highway improvements for

those roads reporting has been approximately $25 per year per mile of

road operated. The number of assessments has varied from one to three per

hundred miles of road operated but the majority of reporting lines did not

have this figure available.

This report is submitted for information. The Committee recommends

that further study on this subject be discontinued.
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Appendix C

(3) COMPARATIVE MERITS OF VARIOUS TYPES OF
GRADE CROSSING PROTECTION, COLLABORATING
WITH COMMITTEE X—SIGNALS AND INTERLOCKING

(7) VARIOUS TYPES AND LOCATIONS OF APPROACH
AND WARNING SIGNALS FOR GRADE CROSSINGS, ALSO
THE PRACTICES IN THE SEVERAL STATES AND FED-
ERAL REQUIREMENTS, WITH A VIEW TO SECURING
UNIFORMITY OF PRACTICE AND STANDARDS

F. D. Batchellor, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; H. W. Fenno, W. E. Colladay,

A. C. Mackenzie, H. M. Shepard, M. V. Holmes.

These subjects are so closely allied that we have made a study of them

as one subject.

An examination of the annual reports sent to tlie Interstate Commerce

Commission by the railways shows that there were 1457 more grade cross-

ings on December 31, 1926, than on December 31, 1925, this in spite of

the fact that 1254 crossings were actually eliminated during 1926.

There are four types of crossing protection as reported to the Com-
mission. These are gates, watchmen, signals and fixed signs.

Below is statement showing the relative number of each type, December

31, 1925, as compared with December 31, 1926.

Kind of Protection 1925 1926 Increase Decrease

Gates 6,386 6,170 216
Watchmen 7,935 7,765 170
Signals 12,964 13,992 1,028

Fixed Signs 202,348 202,620 272

Sub-Total 229,633 230,547 914
Otherwise Unprotected... 4,068 4,611 543

233,701 235,158 1,457

It will be noted from this statement that the number of crossings

protected by signals is gaining, while the use of gates and watchmen is

decreasing.

Table 1 shows the type and per cent of crossings protected with each

type of protection on \'arious railways.

As reported last year, we believe that the signal type of protection is

the best when protection is needed and that this is being recognized by

the railways and government authorities.

In order to show what progress has been made in reducing accidents at

highway grade crossings the following tables are given for the years

1925 ind 1926:

Bull. 303
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Grade Crossing Accidents According to Type of Protection

Number Accidents Persons Killed Persons Injured

Kind of Protectioti 1925 1926 1925 1926 1925 1926

Gates 210 227 115 100 143 175

Watchmen 568 603 164 195 734 718

Signals 777 884 392 478 867 999

Fixed Signs .... 3897 4148 1535 1718 4811 5099

5452 5862 2206 2491 6555 6991

Number Deaths and Injuries According to Type of Conveyance

Killed Injured

Kind of Protection 1925 1926 1925 1926

Motor propelled 1797 2080 5938 6371

Animal drawn 62 49 155 126

Pedestrians 299 300 273 261

Miscellaneous 48 62 189 233

2206 2491 6555 6991

These tables show that there were 285 more persons killed and 436

more persons injured in 1926 than in 1925. This would indicate on the face

of it that no progress was being made in reducing accidents at crossings,

but an examination of the number of motor vehicles registered shows that

on December 31, 1925, there were 19,954,357, while on December 31, 1926,

there were 22,046,957 registered, or an increase of 2,092,600 motor vehicles.

This shows that a material improvement has been made, but there are

still too many accidents at crossings due very largely to carelessness on

the part of drivers.

The number of accidents at protected crossings indicates that the public

are not taking advantage as fully as they should of the additional protection

afforded.

To overcome this the public should be educated as to the various types

of protection such as has been done by some railways by issuing pamphlets

and advertising in the newspapers.

Where grade crossing protection is necessary there should be a uni-

form type of signal which would be recognized by the public in any part

of the country. Fig. 1 shows the type of flashlight or wigwag signal

which we recommend. Where these are used they should replace the

standard crossbuck crossing sign.

Fig. 2 shows the location which we recommend for these signals. Where
practicable they should be placed in the center of the highway.

Table 2 is a tabulation of the practices in the various states showing

the extent to which approach and warnings sign are used.

The most noticeable and encouraging feature of this statement is that

37 states now use the warning signs recommended and adopted by the

American Association of State Highway Officials, although some of them

do not use the yellow background. Eight states require railways to bear

the cost of installation of warning signs and five states require the railways

to maintain them.
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We recommend that advance warning signs should be placed at im-

portant crossings, as it is desirable that motorists receive advance informa-

tion that they arc approaching a railway crossing in time to bring their

cars under control.

Where required by law or regulation, the stop sign should also be used.

The advance warning signs and stop sign are shown in Fig. 3. The

location of these signs is shown in Fig. 4.

Conclusion

We recommend that Fig. 1, showing flashlight or wigwag signal, and

Fig. 2, showing the location of signal, be adopted as recommended practice

and that they be placed in the Manual.

We recommend that the advance warning signs and stop sign, Fig. 3, and

the location of these signs, Fig. 4, which have already been adopted by the

American Association of Highway Officials, be approved as recommended

practice.

Table 2

—

Statement of Advance Warning Signs .\t Highway Crossings

Approach
Sipns Re- Cost of Cost of Kind

States quired by Installation Maintenance of

Law Borne by Borne by Sign
Location Remarks

.\Iabama
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Table 2

—

Statement of Advance Warning Signs at Highway Crossings
— (Continued)
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m Bell when required,

j^
pinnacle otherwise.

BASE FOR SIDE OF ROAD INSTALLATION

Fig. 1
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Normal
Width of
Pavement

i

iQht

Wi( -

MinimumlMinimum

CEriTER OF ROAD INSTALLATION SIDE OF ROAD INSTALLATION'

Fig. 2
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Appendix D

(4) STUDY OF EXCESSIVE NUMBER OF HIGHWAY GRADE
CROSSINGS OF RAILWAYS, WITH METHODS FOR
THEIR REMOVAL

L J. Riegler, Chairman, Sub-Committee; H. D. Blake, A. F. Dorley, L. P.

Rossiter.

The highway grade crossing problem is one of the most important

confronting the railways and public authorities at the present time. The
ever-present hazard, and the growing density of highway traffic demand

that serious consideration be given as to how the situation can best be met.

Statistics show that, notwithstanding the large expenditures for grade sepa-

ration each year, the number of grade crossings is actually increasing. Every

grade crossing constitutes a condition dangerous to traffic and particularly

to highway traffic. Accidents are not confined to crossings with bad ap-

proaches or poor visibility. Experience has shown that they frequently

occur where approaches and visibility arc good ; lack of caution and care

in crossing seemingly offset the other advantages.

Crossing protection is effective in preventing accidents and at many
locations is all that is necessary or can be provided. In some locations

grade separation is the only solution. There are many other crossings

which can be closed or consolidated and a serious effort should be made in

this direction. Public interest and safety should impel public authorities

to make reduction in the number of grade crossings one of their most

important activities. Not only are municipal, county, and state authorities

involved in this problem, but it should enlist the active interest of the Fed-

eral government by reason of the interstate character of much of the

highway traffic. We have come into an era of long tours by automobile

travel and long distance bus and truck lines, transcending state limits,

and the Federal authority should be interested in the safety, welfare and

control of this traffic as well as that of the railways.

The excessive number of grade crossings will continue until some

method is provided by which the several arms of the government participate

in solving the problem. The difficulties have been discussed from time to

time, but until there is genuine activity along feasible lines, not much
will be accomplished. Heretofore, grade separation has been depended

on, and although great sums have been expended, hardly any impression

has been made upon the grade crossing problem ; experience has shown that

this method by itself is not practicable nor conducive to early results. Lack

of progress is not due to physical or engineering difficulties, but is a ques-

tion of finance. Tht extraordinary expense attending grade separation has

retarded elimination ; in fact, the cost is so great as to discourage both

the railways and the public authorities in such undertakings.

To solve the problem adequately, some method should be adopted that

will eliminate a large number of existing crossings at negligible expense as
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compared with grade separation. Such plan would comprise in the first

place the prohibition of new grade crossings or their restriction to unavoid-

able situations. Along with this it should provide for the vacation or clos-

ing of existing grade crossings not manifestly necessary for the convenience

and welfare of the community, or the diversion or relocation of highways to

avoid grade crossings. The cost of diversion usually is less than for grade

separation, and it will serve the purpose of elimination as well as grade

separation. Grade separation should be limited to situations where none of

the other methods can be used and where the traffic is such as to require it.

This plan will result in the greatest good to the greatest number in the

shortest time and at less expense. To carry it out, legislation in many of

the states would no doubt be necessary. The statutes at the present time

have to do with grade separation, and are generally not applicable to high-

way diversion, abandonment of existing crossings and restriction of new

crossings.

RESTRICTION OF NEW GRADE CROSSINGS

Heretofore, grade crossings have been created upon the least provoca-

tion and with little formality. Some eflFort in recent years has been made

to restrict the establishment of new crossings but the number is still being

increased e^ch year. Statistics of the Interstate Commerce Commission cover-

ing the last three years show the number of grade crossings at the ends of

each year to be as follows

:

1924 232,710

1925 233,633

1926 235,158

To ascertain the present attitude of public authorities, a questionnaire

was sent to each of the states and to Canada, requesting information as

follows

:

1. A concise statement as to what proceedings are necessary to

create a new public grade crossing of a highway and the main
tracks of a railway.

2. A concise statement as to what proceedings are necessary

to close a grade crossing already established.

3. Has there been any tendency in recent years toward restricting

the creation of grade crossings.

The questionnaire was sent to the Attorneys-General of the respective

states and of Canada. In many instances replies were received from

Public Service and Utilities Commissioners, Railroad Commissions and

Highway Commissions. The replies indicate that in twenty-six states a

tribunal has been erected whose consent must be obtained before a new

grade crossing can be established. Usually the authority is vested in a Public

Service or Public Utility Commission, but in some cases in Railway or

Highway Commissions or the Common Pleas Court of the county. Approval

generally is given only after a public hearing and in some cases the railway

k
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may appeal to another commission or to the courts. In two of the states

there seems to be no formality required and there are no statutes to cover the

subject. Two states prohibit the creation of new grade crossings and a

large number prohibit new grade crossings on state roads. In eight states

the power to create grade crossings seems to lie with the Board of County

Commissioners, though in some cases their action is subject to appeal to

the courts.

Nearly all the replies indicate a decided and strong tendency to restrict

and in some cases to prohibit additional grade crossings. The replies also

indicate that many public authorities are becoming sensible to the gravity

of the grade crossing situation as developed within the last few years, due

to the startling increase in volume and speed of highway transportation.

That the restrictive policy so quickly follows the emergency, augurs wel'.

for the future and indicates the early prohibition or rigid restriction in many
states of all new grade crossings, unless altogether unavoidable. The rail-

way companies should foster such a policy by an educational campaign, call-

ing attention to the needless hazard and waste at superfluous grade cross-

ings, and the inevitable future cost of grade separation. The uneconomical

aspect and unnecessary tax burden of maintaining useless secondary roads

with grade crossings should be pointed out.

ELIMINATION OF EXISTING GRADE CROSSINGS

Existing grade crossings can be eliminated by : vacation and closing

;

diversion and relocation ; and by grade separation.

Vacation and Closing

In view of the ease with which grade crossings have heretofore been

established, there are, no doubt, many that can be vacated and closed with-

out any substitute and without unreasonable inconvenience to the public

or damage to local .landowners. Horse-drawn vehicles have practically

disappeared and traffic is nearly all borne by motor transport at high velocity.

This increases the danger at grade crossings but at the same time makes

unnecessary some of the secondary roads. Motor traffic will follow the

better improved trunk roads, and secondary roads become obsolete except

to reach adjacent localities. Where roads are not abandoned grade cross-

ings upon them may in some cases be closed without unreasonable incon-

venience. This would seem to be particularly true in towns and cities

having parallel streets a few hundred feet apart where alternate grade

crossings could be closed without harm to the general welfare of the

community. In such cases better protection can be provided for tlie remaining

crossings. It is a matter that should receive systematic study and planning.

The cost of grade separation has constantly increased so as to be

practically prohibitive in many cases, both to the railway company and to

the community. Resort to vacation and closing as an alternative follows

in logical sequence. Public opinion is slowly but surely changing to meet

the new conditions and the railways should be prepared to intelligently co-
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operate. It would seem, therefore, that large railway systems can well

afford to assign an engineer to the special duty of studying the grade

crossing situation, with a view of finding situations where the above

methods can be put into practice through negotiations with public authori i

As to whether or not the statutes in the several states are such as to

foster such projects or to empower public authorities to carry them out

if contrary to the wishes of the property holders is questionable, yet an

effort along that line should be made, initiated, if necessary, by the railway

companies. Public authorities initiate projects on important highways,

but neglect situations on minor highways where the crossings might be

closed with little or no expense. It is to the railways' interests to initiate

such projects.

Diversion and Relocation

The same study will disclose situations where existing grade crossings

may be eliminated by diversion or relocation of the highway and in some

cases by the relocation of the railway tracks. With present-day speed of

motor cars, extra distance is of little consequence and often a longer route

is voluntarily taken to avoid the hazard and possible delay at a grade

crossing. A diverted road usually inconveniences only those going to or

from the properties immediately adjacent. General traffic across the rail-

way can be handled by through routes where grade separation or protection

has been provided. A grade separation project should only be undertaken

after a thorough study has been made as to what other crossings may be

closed or the roads diverted to a separated crossing, and care should be

taken to insure that the project is properly located to adequately handle

all general traffic.

Where a highway crosses a railway twice within a few miles, relocation

of the highway generally furnishes the best and most economical solution.

This condition occurs more often in hilly country, where the railway and

highway occupy one or the other side of a valley. In such situations it

sometimes is most economical to move the railway tracks. When this is

done, the railway must, of course, give up its solidified roadbed for a

new one with consequent greater maintenance charges for some years, and

due allowance should be made in the distribution of cost of the project.

Where a second highway enters or crosses one to be diverted or relo-

cated the situation becomes complicated, unless the highway can be closed.

If investigation demonstrates that it is impractical to close the road, grade

separation of one crossing is more economical than for two crossings and

there is greater probability that favorable terrain for an over- or underpass

may be found along the diverted road. If an entering or cross road is not

a part of the general highway scheme and is used only by near land-

owners for whom it is impractical to provide other means of ingress and

egress, then the crossing should be vacated as a public road and restricted to

the status of a private crossing.

An effort should be made to locate new highways and relocate or div-r-

existing highways, through structures already existing on the railway In-
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vestigation when highways arc being improved may often show economy in

constructing along a new route, while at the same time eliminating a dan-

gerous crossing.

Grade Separation

Where an important public highway crosses a railway at grade, and

public safety and convenience requires elimination of the crossing, and the

public need is such that the crossing cannot be closed or the highway or

traffic diverted, grade separation is the only solution.

No grade separation project should be undertaken until a thorough

investigation has been made to fit the project into the general scheme of

highway transportation. A study should also be made to determine the

possibility of diverting other roads to the crossing to be separated, so as to

eliminate as many crossings as possible with the one structure. Grade

separation projects should not be undertaken without complete investigation

to determine whether or not such construction will interfere with future

improvements of the railway.

Summarizing:

In approaching the problem, it will be necessary to take into considera-

tion the viewpoint of interested citizens and property-owners. Their view-

point is essentially different from that of the railways, and to solve the

problem in a large way, the arguments of both sides must be given con-

sideration.

When a grade crossing is to be closed, the people who live adjacent

to it think very largely in terms of their own convenience. Frequently,

objections are entered because the change will make it necessary to travel

longer distances in going to market or in visiting their neighbors. The

question of developing property adjacent to cities and in undeveloped por-

tions of the state, as a whole, makes it difficult to interest property-owners

in closing projects. Where a road is to be diverted, the property-owners

on the old road have certain rights which seem to become very valuable at

such times and which are used as arguments to prevent the project. It is

the viewpoint of many people that the railway is an intruder and that the

railway company has large sums of money to pay for everything con-

nected with its physical property, and many people feel that the arguments

of economy and safety advanced by the railways are not true.

Between these people and the railways stand the public officials, acting

in conformity with the police power or public welfare clauses of the

Constitution, which give them certain specific authority to act in the public

interest. It is their problem to work out a solution as nearly satisfactory as

possible. These officials are frequently limited in the performance of their

duty by lack of funds and are sometimes hampered by public opinion as de-

scribed above. On the other hand, if it can be shown that the closing of a

crossing or diversion of a road is in the public interest, they can usually be

depended upon to support such project.
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It can be said that the railways appreciate the objectional features of

grade crossings and the desirability of reducing their number and are in a

general sense favorable to such projects within the limits of their ability

to pay, and providing a fair apportionment of the cost can be agreed

upon. Heretofore, because of the general mandatory nature of grade

separation laws and the inequitable apportionment of cost, the railways

have taken a more or less defensive attitude towards the subject. They

have, so to speak, had their backs to the wall, awaiting the next move

of the public authorities. Inflexibility of statutes withholding from public

authorities sufficient discretion to enter into workable agreements with the

railways has also retarded elimination. Greater opportunity to exercise

discretion by public authorities and a fairer apportionment of cost under

the statutes should be met by the railway companies in closer co-

operation.

The immensity of the subject, the extraordinary expense involved in

grade crossing elimination, the inequitable apportionment of cost under

present status, and the impracticability of grade separation as a means to

get early results, should be kept before the public and public authorities. The

economy and feasibility of other methods than grade separation should be

emphasized.

Recommendations

It is recommended that the American Railway Association be requested

to adopt means and use its influence to get before the public and public

authorities the desirability of enacting such laws as will assist in restricting

the creation of new grade crossings, permit closing and vacation of exist-

ing grade crossings, relocation and diversion of highways to avoid or

eliminate grade crossings and finally for grade separation. The statutes

should give public authorities more discretion to enter into agreements

with the railways as to method of elimination, procedure and distribution

of cost. An effort should be made to enlist the aid of the Federal govern-

ment and to secure a more equitable apportionment of cost from state,

county and municipal authorities.

It is recommended that the railways, particularly the larger systems,

definitely assign Engineers to study the grade crossing situation on their

lines, with special reference to the abandonment or consolidation of exist-

ing crossings, the assignment to include the necessary study of local political

and highway conditions, highway and grade crossing laws, and method

of procedure.

It is recommended that the railways then take the initiative in negotiat-

ing with town boards, county, and state officials, with a view to closing

or combining those crossings where the survey indicates that the conditions

are favorable.
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Appendix E

(5) STUDY AND REPORT ON THE ECONOMIC ASPECTS
OF GRADE CROSSING PROTECTION IN LIEU OF GRADE
SEPARATION

A. H. Utter, Chairman, Sub-Committee; L. B. Curtiss, T. E. Rust, R. L.

Huntley, G. P. Palmer, E. H. Roth, C. E. Herth.

Data on which to base a report on this subject is being assembled and

studied but considerable additional information must necessarily be secured

before making any reliable statement on the merits of protection in lieu

of separation.

Therefore your Committee presents a report of progress and recom-

mends continued study of the subject.

Appendix F

(8) STUDY AND REPORT ON (a) LAWS AND REGULA-
TIONS AFFECTING THE APPORTIONMENT OF FED-
ERAL AID; (b) THE PROPER FORM AND CHARACTER
OF DIVISION OF COSTS OF SEPARATION OF GRADES
AS BETWEEN THE RAILWAY, STATE, COUNTY, MUNI-
CIPAL OR OTHER CORPORATION

F. Ringer, Chairman, Sub-Committee; R. L. Huntley, J. F. Deimling, F. G.

Jonah, F. J. Stimson, A. E. Korsell, J. Astrue, J. G. Brennan, \V. J.

Towne, H. D. Blake.

(a) LAWS AND REGULATIONS AFFECTING THE AFFQRTIOX-
MENT OF FEDERAL AID

Provisions of Federal Highway Act as Amended and of Regulations

Pertaining Thereto:

The Secretary of Agriculture is authorized to co-operate with the

states, through their respective highway departments, in the construction of

rural post roads. The term "rural post roads" shall be construed to mean
any public road a major portion of which is now used, or can be used, or

forms a connecting link not to exceed ten miles in length of any road or

roads now or hereafter used for the transportation of United States mails,

excluding every street and road in a place having a population, as shown by

the latest Federal census, of 2500 or more, except that portion of any such
street or road along which within a distance of one mile the houses aver-

age more than 200 ft. apart. In approving projects to receive Federal aid

the Secretary of Agriculture shall give preference to such projects as will

expedite the completion of an adequate and connected system of highways
interstate in character.
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Before any projects are approved in any state, such state shall select or

designate a system of highways not to exceed 7 per centum of the total

highway mileage of such state. Upon this system all Federal aid shall be

expended. Highways which may receive Federal aid shall be divided into

two classes, one of which shall be known as primary or interstate highways,
and shall not exceed Zp of the total mileage which may receive Federal aid,

and the other which shall connect or correlate therewith and be known as

secondary or intercounty highways, and shall consist of the remainder of

the mileage which may receive Federal aid. The Secretary of Agriculture

shall have authority to approve in whole or in part the systems as designated

or to require modifications or revisions thereof.

Before any project shall be approved by the Secretary of Agriculture

for any state, such state shall make provisions for state funds required each

year for construction, reconstruction, and maintenance of Federal aid high-

ways within the state. Any state desiring to avail itself of the benefits of

this act shall submit to the Secretary of Agriculture project statements set-

ting forth proposed construction of any primary or secondary highway
therein. If the Secretary of Agriculture approves the project, the state

highway department shall furnish to him such surveys, plans, specifications

and estimates therefor as he may require. When the Secretary of Agri-
culture approves such surveys, plans, specifications and estimates he shall

notify the state highway department and immediately certify the fact to

the Secretary of the Treasury. The Secretary of the Treasury shall there-

upon set aside the share of the United States payable under this act on
account of such projects, which shall not exceed SO per centum of the total

estimated cost thereof, and shall not exceed $15,000 per mile, exclusive of

the cost of bridges of more than 20 feet clear span. The term "bridges"

includes railroad grade separations, whether by means of overhead or under-

pass crossings.

The construction and reconstruction of the highways or parts of high-

ways under provisions of the Federal aid act and all contracts, plans, speci-

fications, and estimates relating thereto shall be undertaken by the state

highway departments, subject to the approval of the Secretary of Agricul-

ture. When the Secretary of Agriculture shall find that any project ap-

proved by him has been constructed or reconstructed in compliance with

such plans and specifications, he shall cause to be paid to the proper authori-

ties of said state the amount set aside for such project. The Secretary

of Agriculture may make payments on such construction or reconstruction

as the work progresses, but these payments, including previous payments, if

any, shall not be more than the United States pro rata part of the value

of the labor and materials which have been actually put into such construc-

tion or reconstruction in conformity to said plans and specifications. Vouch-
ers showing amounts expended on any project and the amount claimed to

be due from the Federal government on account thereof shall be submitted

by the state highway department to the Bureau of Public Roads. Payments
shall be made by the Secretary of the Treasury on warrants drawn by the

Secretary of Agriculture.

The Secretary of Agriculture, after deducting proportion specified for

administration and research, shall apportion the appropriation for each fiscal

year among the several states in the following manner : One-third in the

ratio which the area of each state bears to the total area of all the states

:

one-third in the ratio which the population of each state bears to the total

population of all states as shown by the latest available Federal census;
one-third in the ratio which the mileage of rural delivery routes and star

routes in each state bears to the total mileage of rural delivery and star

routes in all states.

Each state highway department shall file with the Secretary of Agricul-

ture a state map showing' the proposed Federal aid highway system and in-
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dicating the primary and the secondary portions thereof in such form and
with such information as he may require. The Secretary of Agriculture,
through his authorized representatives, will make an examination of the

proposed system and will from time to time notify the state highway de-

partment of the acceptability of the parts of the system examined. The
state shall make formal request for the approval of the Secretary of Agri-
culture, which shall be accompanied by a state map showing the full proposed
Federal aid highway system with the primary and secondary highways upon
which formal approval is requested.

Within two years after this act takes effect (act approved November 9,

1921) the Secretary of Agriculture shall prepare, publish and distribute a

map showing the highways and forest roads that have been selected and
approved as a part of the primary or interstate, and the secondary or inter-

county systems, and at least annually thereafter shall publish supplementary
maps showing his program and the progress made in selection, construction

and reconstruction.

Grade crossings occurring on the Federal aid highway system shall be

classified.

The Sub-Committee understands that the present practice, under the

rulings of the Bureau of Public Roads, is that Federal aid may be allotted

to construction of railway grade crossing separations to the extent of 50

per centum of the cost thereof, except that the Federal authority has de-

clined to reimburse the state for more than the amount actually paid by

the state.

Under the provision of the Federal aid act a definite allotment of

funds is made to each state, which is the maximum of Federal aid which it

may receive from the amount appropriated. It follows, therefore, that if

Federal aid is not used for paying any part of a railway grade separation,

the state has an accordingly greater amount left for use on other road

improvements. There is a tendency on the part of some states to apply

Federal aid in this manner, and as a result fewer grade crossings are

eliminated than would otherwise be done.

It is understood there is no provision of the Federal aid act which

railway companies can use to compel the states, through legal proceedings,

to apportion part of the Federal aid allotment to a particular grade separa-

tion project, and it is possible for necessary grade separations to be segre-

gated and kept out of Federal aid projects.

It is understood that classification of railway grade crossings of Federal

aid highways has not yet been completed. It is the view of the Sub-Com-
mittee that a statement showing by states classification of railway grade

crossings of highways of the Federal aid system should be prepared and

published annually by the Bureau of Public Roads.
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Provisions of States Governing Division of Costs of Highway Grade

Crossing Eliminations

State

Alabama
Arkansas
Arizona
California
Colorado
Connecticut

Authority vested

in

Courts
Courts
Corp. Com.
State Com.
Pub. Util. Com.
Statutes

Delaware
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Authority vested
State in Remarks

Oklahoma Corp. Com. Participation by city, town or municipal-
ity limited by statutes to 50%.

Oregon Statutes 50% railway, 50% state.

Pennsylvania Pub. Serv. Com. With right to appeal to Superior Court.

Rhode Island Courts Not specifically defined by statutes.

South Carolina R. R. Com.
South Dakota R. R. Com.
Tennessee Courts Not specifically defined by statutes.

Texas Courts Not specifically defined by statutes.

Utah Pub. Util. Com.
Vermont Statutes 65% R. R., 25% state, 10% munic.

Virginia State. Corp. Com. Some limitations by statutes.

Washington Dept. of Pub.
Works

West Virginia Statutes 50% R. R., 50% state, county or munic.

Wisconsin R. R. Com.
Wyoming R. R. Com.

Summary

Division, of costs determined by state commissions 24 states

Division of costs determined by statutes 13 states

Division of costs determined by agreements or by courts. . 11 states

Total 48 states

(b) PROPER FORM AND CHARACTER OF DIVISION OF
COSTS OF SEPARATION OF RAILWAY GRADE CROSSINGS

Replies to questionnaire with reference to division of costs for highway

grade crossing eliminations, constructed from date of Federal valuation

to December 31, 1926, have been tabulated and a summary is appended hereto

as Exhibit "A."

Recommendations

1. Authority to order grade crossing eliminations, separations, or

proper protection at grade crossings should be vested in the state commis-

sion or other state body having jurisdiction over railways, which should

also determine and enforce proper division of cost between the railways

and the public.

2. The Federal Highway Act should be amended to provide that every

elimination of a grade crossing of a railway with a Federal aid highway

should be included in a Federal aid project and Federal aid should be

applied to such crossing elimination to the extent of 50 per cent of the

cost thereof.

3. The cost of a grade crossing elimination in excess of the Federal

aid allotment thereto should be apportioned between the state and/or sub-

division thereof and the railway company on the basis of the conditions

at such crossing, and of the benefits arising from such elimination.
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Exhibit A

SUMMARY OF REPLIES TO QUESTIONNAIRE WITH REFER-
ENCE TO DIVISION OF COSTS OF ELIMINATIONS OF
GRADE CROSSINGS OF FEDERAL AID HIGHWAYS CON-

STRUCTED FROM DATE OF FEDERAL VALUATION TO
DECEMBER 31, 1926

Classification:

Class 1—Grade crossing elimination by relocation of highway.

Class 2—Crossing of primary highway and trunk line of two or more

tracks.

Class 3—Crossing of single track railway and primary highway or of

trunk line railway and secondary highway.

"A" Crossings for Which Cost Borne by Fedejr.^l Aid Is Reported

(Miles of road reporting, 70,808)

Number
of

Cross- Rail- Cost Borne by
ings way State Federal Air Total

Class 1 30 $ 222,700 $^^= 582,674 $* 702,441 $*1,507,815
Av. per crossing 7,423 19,422 23,415 50,260
Av. % per crossing... 15 38 47 100
Class 2 18 $ 372,983 $ 431,243 $ 257,617 $1,061,843
Av. per crossing 20,721 23,958 14,312 58,991
Av. % per crossing... 35 41 24 100
Class 3 80 $1,166,875 $ 674,456 $ 847,008 $ 2,688,339
Av. per crossing 14,586 8,431 10,587 33,604
Av. 7o per crossing... 44 31 25 100
Totals all classes 128 $1,762,558 $1,688,373 $1,807,066 $5,257,997
Av. per crossing 13,770 13,190 14,118 41,078
Av. % per crossing... 34 32 34 100

"B" Crossings for Which Cost Borne by Fedekal Aid Is Not (In

Reports) Segregated from Cost Borne by State

(Miles of road reporting, 71,664)

Number
of

Cross- Rail- Cost Borne by
ings way State Federal Air Total

Class 1 66 $ 243,197 $* 351,724 $ X $* 594,921
.\v. per crossing 3,685 5,329 9,014
Av. % per crossing.. 41 59 100
Class 2 22 $ 419,025 $ 401,484 $ X $ 820,509
Av. per crossing 19,047 18,249 37,296
Av. % per crossing.. 51 49 100

Class 3 148 $1,488,635 $1,413,324 $ X $2,901,959
Av. per crossing 10,058 9,549 19.607

Av. % per crossing.. 51 49 100

Totals all classes 236 $2,150,857 $2,166,532 $ X $4,317,389
Av. per crossing 9.114 9,180 18,294

Av. % per crossing.. 50 50 100
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All Crossings Reported

(Miles of road reporting, 101,946)

Number
of

Cross- Rail- Cost Borne by
ings way State Federal Air Total

Class 1 96 $ 465,897 $*1,636,839 $ X $*2,102,736

Av. per crossing 4,853 17,050 21,903

Av. % per crossing .

.

22 78 100

Class 2 40 $ 792,008 $ 1,090,344 $ X $ 1,882,352

Av. per crossing 19,800 27,259 47,059

Av. % per crossing .

.

42 58 100

Class 3 228 $2,655,510 $ 2,934,788 $ X $ 5,590,298

Av. per crossing 11,647 12,872 24,519

Av. % per crossing.. 47 53 100

Totals all classes 364 $3,913,415 $5,661,971 $ X $9,575,386
Av. per crossing 10,751 15,555 26,306

Av. % per crossing.. 41 59 100

Totals classes 2 and 3

only 268 $3,447,518 $ 4,025,132 $ X $ 7,472,650

Av. per crossing 12,864 15,019 27,883

Av. % per crossing.

.

46 54 100

Notes.—Cost shown as borne by state include amounts contributed by local

authorities.

"X"—Costs borne by Federal aid are included in amounts shown as

borne by states.
""—Includes cost of constructing long stretches of highways whicii

were relocated for general improvement, the elimination of grade
crossings being incidental.

Miles of
Road Operated

I. C. C. 1925 Per Cent

Roads reporting costs of grade separation shown
above 101,946 39

Roads reporting no grade separations of Federal
aid highways 11,470 4

Roads not reporting or information incomplete.... 146,549 57

Total I. C. C. Class I, II, and III railways in

U. S. 1925 259,965 100
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Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

This Committee respectfully presents herewith a report covering the

following subjects

:

(1) Revision of Manual (Appendix A).

(2) Submit definitions of terms used in Wood Preservation (Appen-

dix B).

(3) Report upon Service Test Recor<3s for Treated Ties (Appendix C).

• (4) Investigate and report on Piling used for Marine Construction

(Appendix D).

(5) Study and report upon the effect of preservative treatment with:

(a) Creosote and Petroleum (Appendix E).

(b) Zinc Chloride and Petroleum (Appendix F).

(c) Air-Seasoned Douglas Fir (Appendix G).

(6) Outline of work for ensuing year.

Action Recommended

Your Committee recommends that Appendix A, Revision of Manual

;

.A-Ppendix B, Definitions of Terms ; Appendix C, Service Test Records

;

Appendix D, Marine Piling Investigation ; Appendix E, Treatment with

Creosote and Petroleum ; Appendix F, Treatment with Zinc Chloride and

Petroleum, and Appendix G, Treatment of Air-Seasoned Douglas Fir, be

accepted as information.

Bulletin 304, February, 1928.

707
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Outline of Work for Ensuing Year

1. Revision of Manual.

2. Submit definitions of terms used in Wood Preservation.

3. Report upon Service Test Records for Treated Ties.

4. Investigate and report on Piling used for Marine Construction.

5. Study and report upon the effect of preservative treatment with:

(a) Creosote and Petroleum.

(b) Zinc Chloride and Petroleum.

6. Specifications for Treatment of Air-Seasoned Douglas Fir.

7. Outline of work for ensuing year.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee o.\ Wood Preserv.\tio\,

F. C. Shepherd, Chairman.

Appendix A

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL

Dr. Herijiann von Schrenk, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; R. S. Belcher, C. S.

Burt, E. B. Fulks, W. R. Goodwin, F. D. Mattos, O. C. Steinmayer,

G. C. Stephenson, Galen Wood.
«

This Sub-Committee feels that in view of the very extensive revision

of the Manual, as offered and adopted at the last convention, it has no report

to offer for this year other than that of progress.
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Appendix B

(2) DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED IN WOOD
PRESERVATION

E. B. Fulks, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; Z. M. Briggs, G. M. Davidson.

W. D. Pender, R. S. Hubley, Dr. Hermann von Schrenk, G. C. Stephen-

son, O. C. Steinmayer, Galen Wood.

This Sub-Committee was appointed this year with instructions to "sub-

mit definitions of terms used in wood preservation." One meeting was held

at which it was decided to confine the work for this year to the preparation

of definitions of tlie more important terms now appearing in the Manual.

This work has been carried on by correspondence and a list of definitions

is submitted.

Absorption, Gross.—Total amount of preservative injected into wood dur-

ing the treating operation.

Absorption, Initial.—The amount of preservative absorbed by the wood

while the retort is being filled.

Absorption, Net.—The amount of preservative left in the wood after

completion of the treating operation.

Adzing.—See Tie, Adzed.

Air-Dried.—Seasoned by exposure to the atmosphere until there is no further

appreciable loss in weight due to evaporation of moisture.

Air-Seasoned.—See Air Dried.

Artificial Seasoning.—See Seasoning, Artificial.

Borer, Increment.—See Increment Borer.

Boring.—See Tie, Bored.

Charge (noun).—All the wood assembled for treatment in one cylinder

at one time.

Charge (verb).—To place the wood in the cylinder for treatment.

Charging Tank.—See Tank, Charging.

Coal Tar.—The non-aqueous portion of the liquid distillate obtained during

the carbonization of bituminous coal.

Coal-Gas Tar—Gas-House Tar.—Coal tar produced during the manu-

facture of illuminating gas in gas retorts.

Coke-Oven Tar.—Coal tar produced during the manufacture of coke in by-

product coke ovens.

Coke Test.—A test used to determine the amount of "fixed carbon" in

creosote or tar.

Creosote.—A distillate from coal tar. It is heavier than water ; usually

contains separated crystals when cold but becomes liquid when heated

;

its distilling range lies about 200 deg. C. and the major portion distills

below 360 deg. C.

Creosote Coal-Tar Solution.—Solution of coal tar in creosote in various

proportions. Usually contains 20 to 40 per cent coal tar.

Cylinder, Treating.—A horizontal steel tank in which timber is placetl

while being treated with preservative under pressure. A retort.
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Density (of wood).—A term used to denote the relative proportion of

spring wood and summer wood and also the number of annual rings

per inch.

Distillation.—The process of separating creosote or tar into "fractions"

having different boiling temperatures. The material to be distilled is

placed in a distilling flask, the temperature gradually raised and the

vapors given off at various temperatures are condensed and collected

separately.

Drain Tank.—See Tank, Drain.

Empty Cell Treatment.—A treatment in which the cell walls in the

treated portion of the wood remain coated with preservative, the cells

being empty or only partially filled.

Emulsion.—A mixture of liquids insoluble in one another. In wood preserv-

ing, a mixture of creosote or other oils and water or solution of a salt

in water.

Expansion Factor.—Coefficient of expansion. A constant representing the

change in volume of creosote for one degree of temperature.

Final Vacuum.—See Vacuum, Final.

Float Test.—A test used to measure viscosity. Used in testing creosote

as a means of judging the amount of tar in solution.

Full Cell Treatment.—A treatment in which the cells in the treated por-

tion of the wood remain either partially or completely filled with

preservative.

Gas-House Tar.—See Coal-Gas Tar.

Gages, Recording.—See Recording Gages.

Gross Absorption.—See Absorption, Gross.

Heart Wood.—The inner portion of a tree in which the wood cells are

dead and perform no vital function.

Impregnation.—Penetration of preservative into wood.

Incising.—Puncturing the lateral surface of resistant wood as an aid in

securing penetration by the preservative.

Increment Borer.—An auger with a hollow shaft used in removing a small

core from wood for examination. Convenient for determining the depth

of penetration in treated timber.

Initial Absorption.—See Absorption, Initial.

Initial Vacuum.—See Vacuum, Initial

Measuring Tank.—See Tank, Measuring.

Mixing Tank.—See Tank, Mixing.

Net Absorption.—See Absorption, Net.

Oil Seasoning.—See Seasoning Oil.

Penetration.—The depth to which preservative enters wood through both

lateral and end surfaces.

Perforating.—Same as Incising.

Pump, Pressure.—A hydraulic pump used to force the preservative into

wood.

Pump, Vacuum.— Puni]) used for reducing atmospheric pressure in treat-

ing cylinders.
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Recording Gages.—Automatic instruments for measuring and recording

graphically the time, temperature, pressure and vacuum used in a treat-

ing operation.

Refractory Timber.—Timber which offers unusual resistance to the entrance

of preservative ; timber which is difficult to treat.

Refusal Treatment.—Treatment of timber by pressure until absorption of

preservative practically ceases.

Refusal Point.—The point on the gage beyond which no more preserva-

tive can be forced into timber.

Retort.—A cylinder used for holding timber while it is being treated with

preservative under pressure.

S Iron.—A piece of flat iron, sharpened on one edge and bent to the shape

of the letter S, C or Z used for driving into the end of a piece of timber

to prevent splitting and checking.

Sample Thief.—Apparatus for taking samples of preservatives from tanks

or other containers.

Sap Drum.—Small tank or drum, located below treating cylinder for col-

lecting sap or condensation during steaming.

Sap Wood.—The outer portion of a tree in which the wood cells are alive

and perform vital functions.

Seasoned^ Air.—See Air Dried.

Seiasoning, Artificial.—Removing moisture from wood by some means

other than air drying.

Seasoning, Steam.—See Steaming.

Seasoning, Oil.—Seasoning wood artificially by immersion in oil heated

above the boiler point of w^ater at atmospheric pressure or under vacuum.

Steaming.—Preparing green timber for treatment by subjecting it to the

action of steam in a closed cylinder.

Storage Tank.—See Tank, Storage.

Tank, Charging.—^A calibrated tank used for supplying preservative to

the cylinder and measuring the quantity of preservative used in the

treating process.

Tank, Drain.—Usually a horizontal, cylindrical tank so located that the

surplus preservative can be drained into it by gravity upon completion of

the treatment.

Tank, Measuring.—A calibrated tank sometimes used, in addition to the

charging tank, for measuring the amount of preservative forced into the

wood.

Tank, Mixing.—Tank equipped with agitating apparatus for mixing pre-

servatives or making solutions.

Tank, Storage.—Tank for storing preservatives.

Tank, Unloading.—Usually a horizontal tank placed below a standard

gage track, to enable tank cars to be unloaded by gravity.

Tar, Coal.—See Coal-Gas Tar.

Tar, Coke-0\'en.—See Coke-Oven Tar.

Tar, Water-Gas.—See Water-Gas Tar.

TrE, Adzed.—Tie prepared with smooth surface at the rail bearing points.
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Tie, Boreu.—Tie with holes bored where spikes are to be driven.

Toxic, Poisonous.—Capable of killing wood destroying organisms.

Treating Cylinder.—See Cylinder, Treating.

Ullage.—The amount which a tank or vessel lacks of being full.

Vacuum, Final.—Vacuum applied as the final operation in the treating

process; used to aid in the removal of surplus preservative injected and

in drying the timber.

Vacuum, Initial.—Vacuum sometimes applied as the first step in the treat-

ing operation for the purpose of removing air from the wood cells.

Water-Gas Tar.—Tar produced in the manufacture of carburetted water-

gas by the decomposition of petroleum oil by heat in the presence of

blue gas.

Zinc Chloride.—A salt formed by the action of hydrochloric acid on zinc.

Used in solution in water for preserving timber.

Zone, Samples.—Samples from a tank taken at a certain depth and in sudi

a manner that they represent aliquot portions of the contents of the

vessel.

Conclusions

It is recommended that this report be accepted as information and the

subject be continued.

Appendix C

(3) REPORT UPON SERVICE TEST RECORDS FOR
TREATED TIES

C. F. Ford, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; C. S. Burt, Z. M. Briggs, G. M.

Davidson, G. F. Eberly, Andrew Gibson, W. R. Goodwin, W. R. Rhodes,

W. L. Smith, T. H. Strate, J. H. Waterman.

1. A table is given of additional completed service tests of cross-

ties reported by the Forest Products Laboratory. This table is a sup-

plement to the complete table printed in 1926.

2. The Committee has revised and extended the table of tie

renewals per mile which now includes 26 railroads. In addition to

tabulating the insertions and renewals as given in this table, the Com-
mittee has made a detailed study of tie insertion records of a good

many of the railroads whose tie performance is recorded in this table.

It was hoped that a definite relationship could be shown betw^een the

number of treated ties inserted from year to year, and the tie renewals

per mile in subsequent years. After a very extended study and analysis,

it was found impossible to do this for the following reasons:

The number of ties removed per mile in any one year will depend

upon a considerable number of definite factors, the more important

of which are as follows:

(1) The proportion of untreated and treated ties laid each year.

(2) The type of treatment of the ties inserted, including herein the

kind and the quantity of preservative used, and the character of the

treatment.
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(3) The kind of timber used.

(4) The type of track construction; that is, ballast, use of tie

plates, weight of rail, whether ties were bored and adzed, etc.

(5) The density of traffic.

(6) The percentage of proper maintenance.

(7) The degree of approach to the normal age limit of treated ties.

Taking up these points individually :

(1) Proportion of Treated and Untreated Ties: It is perfectly

obvious that a railway with a high percentage of insertions per year of

untreated ties will, in the course of time, remove a higher proportion of

ties from its track than a road on which the situation is reversed. In

other words, this is simply stating that a treated tic will last longer than

an untreated one.

(2) The Preservative Used: Included in this factor are the type

of preservative, the quantity of preservative, and the kind of treatment.

Illustrating this point briefly, experience has shown that one may reason-

ably expect longer life from ties treated with creosote than from the same

ties treated with zinc chloride. Experience has also shown that where ties

are treated after proper material inspection, proper seasoning, and care-

fully supervised treatment, better results are obtained than when ties are less

carefully handled. Any tie renewal figures per mile for any one year

will, therefore, reflect difference in length of life due to the particular

points discussed under this heading. This first mentioned factor is of the

utmost significance at this time because so many railroads have both

zinc-treated and creosoted ties in track. Such railroads will show an

apparently high annual renewal when compared with roads having a

similar percentage of treated ties in track, all of which are creosoted.

The same reasoning will apply to quantity of preservative used. The

greater the quantity of preservative initially injected into the ties, the

greater will be the guarantee for long life.

(3) The Kind of Timber Used: Experience has shown that longer

life will be obtained from hardwoods than from softwoods under heavy

traffic. Roads with a higher percentage of treated hardwood ties in track,

therefore, will usually show correspondingly lower annual renewals.

(4) Type of Track Construction: The length of life of treated ties

is obviously dependent upon factors which influence their mechanical life.

A treated tie which may be protected against decay for 30 years may be

otherwise destroyed long before that time has been reached. Of tlie factors

which are, conducive to giving a maximum life, the following are the most

important : the type of ballast used, the tie plates of sufficient size and

thickness, adzing and boring before treatment, "S" irons and other anti-

checking devices, anti-rail creepers, and the weight of rail used in relation

to the traffic handled. Annual tie renewals will reflect the type of practice

herein referred to even where all treated ties are used.

(5) The Density of Traffic: This factor is so obvious that it re-

quires no further discussion.

I
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(6) The Percentage of Proper Maintenance: When a tie no longer

performs the function for which it is intended, and the adjoining ties are

compelled to carry more than their share of the load, the life of such

adjoining ties is materiallj' reduced. Such a track is usually called "under-

maintained." Where such a condition of under-maiiitenance exists in any

one or more years, the result will be a showing of low tie renewals per

mile, but it will also cause an abnormally high annual insertion in subse-

quent years. While this condition is not usual, it nevertheless is a factor

which must be taken into consideration in interpreting any one year's tie

renewals.

(7) The Degree of Approach to the Normal Age Limit of Treated

Ties: While treated ties will have a very much longer life than un-

treated ties, tliere is a definite limit even to their life. The actual life will

be determined by the variability inherent in wood, the type of treatment,

and the numerous factors above mentioned affecting the mechanical service.

Of a given number of treated ties inserted in any one year, a certain small

number will come out rather rapidly. There will then be the larger per-

centage with a considerably longer life, and again a very small percentage

with an extreme life. Each year's insertions will have a definite cycle of

renewal. One may therefore, anticipate that after a railroad has inserted

a considerable percentage of treated ties for a term of years, the renewals

per mile will drop until the average life of that particular group of ties

has been reached, after which the renewals per mile per year will rise

again. The greatest drop will naturally occur on those roads which have

inserted 100 per cent treated tics each year for a term of years ; it will be

relatively less for roads in which the percentage insertions of treated ties has

been less than 100 per cent. There has been much study given to the

probable nature of these drops and rises. The curves of various types which

have resulted from these studies all indicate the probability of this fall

and rise. It would appear, therefore, that after a railroad has had treated

ties in track for a certain term of years, there should be a relatively rapid

reduction in the number of ties inserted per mile, but that this reduction

will be followed by an increased insertion of ties per mile, which will

become more or less constant, provided the treated tie insertions and the

conditions of use of the ties remain constant.

For a proper understanding of the significance of tlie figures presented

in the table of tie renewals per mile, it is, therefore, obviously necessary

that the detailed history of tie insertions and practice of any particular

railroad be known, because all of the factors above referred to have a

bearing on the ultimate showing.
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Appendix D

(4) MARINE PILING INVESTIGATIONS USED FOR MARINE
CONSTRUCTION

Dr. Hermann von Schrcnk, Qiairman, Sub-Committee; William G. Atwood,

C. S. Burt, G. F. Eberly, Andrew Gibson, W. H. Kirkbride.

The Sub-Committee submits a report on the recent inspections of the

long-time test pieces prepared by the Chemical Warfare Service, some of

its own members, the Army and Navy and other co-operators. This report

is submitted as information.

I. IMMUNE TIMBER AND MECHANICAL PROTECTION

The timbers included in this group are all indigenous to foreign coun-

tries. Not all specimens on which reports were submitted last year are

included for various reasons, but it is expected that in another year a more

complete report can be submitted.

The test pieces with scupper nail protection placed at the Pearl Harbor

Naval Station are practically destroyed. The pieces are heavily attacked by

teredo and limnoria and have eroded the wood to such a depth that many of

the nails have dropped out.

Location of tests and inspection reports follow:

Angelique (Dicorynia paraensis, Benth)

New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad

Slades Ferry, Conn. Installed July 17, 1923. No attack to No-
vember 7, 1927.

Southern Pacific Company
Galveston, Texas. Installed July 11, 1923. No sign of attack in

September, 1927.

Florida East Coast Railway

St. Augustine, Fla. Installed July 31, 1923. No attack in evi-

dence in October, 1927.

Panama Canal

Mirafiores, C. Z. Installed September 17, 1923. No evidence of

attack in October, 1926.

Manbarklak (Lecythis ollarin, L)

New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad

Slades Ferry, Conn. Installed July 17, 1923. No attack to No-
vember 7, 1927.

Southern Pacific Company
Galveston, Texas. Installed Julv 11, 1923. No attack to Septem-

ber, 1927.

San Francisco, Cal. Installed January 5, 1924.

Florida East Coast Railway

Key West, Fla. Installed August 5, 1923. The limnoria attack

previously reported on this specimen has apparently increased in in-
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tensity and in October, 1927, had reached a depth of about one inch
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1

—

Manbarklak Blocks, 4 Years' Test at Key West, Fi.a.

Panama Canal

Miraflores, C. Z. Installed September 13, 1923.

Greenheart (Ncctanda rodioi, Schomb)

No reports have been received on these specimens this year but their

condition was such in 1926 that they are probably destroyed by this time.

Turpentine Wood (Syncarpia laurifolia, Tenorc)

New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad

Slades Ferry, Conn., and Warren, R. I. Installed July 14, 1924.
A itw shallow shipworm burrows were found in the sapwood in

1926, and in November, 1927, the specimen at Slades Ferry contained
60 holes and the one at Warren a smaller number.

Florida East Coast Railway

Key West. Fla. Installed June 10, 1924. A few shallow shipworm
burrows were found in 1926.

Seaboard Air Line Railway

Seddon Island, Fla. Installed June 4, 1924. Slight sapwood attack
by shipworms in 1926. Specimen lost during a storm in 1927.

U. S. District Engineer, Charleston, S. C.

Castle Pinckney, S. C. Installed June 24, 1924. A slight attack in

the sapwood was found in December, 1924. In October, 1927, there
were a large number of holes, some of them containing borers 4 to 5

inches long, but in no place had they penetrated the specimen more
than % to 1/2 inch.
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II. CHEMICAL WARFARE SERVICE
The standard sets of test specimens prepared by the Chemical

Warfare Service consisted of three pieces, each numbered and treated

as indicated below:

No. 1— 1 per cent ammoniacal solution of copper carbonate in

water.

No. 2— 1 per cent Diphenalamine chlorarsine in creosote.

No. 3—0.75 per cent Diphenalamine chlorarsine and 0.5 per cent

phenyldichlorarsine in fuel oil.

New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad

Warren, R. 1. Installed May 15, 1925. No attack to October, 1926,

and luinc to November 7, 1927.

Southern Pacific Company
Oakland Tier. Installed July 21, 1925. Untreated control piece

completely destroved. No attack on any treated specimens in October

10, 1927.
"

Ferry Slip, Port Costa, Cal. Installed July 22, 1925. In 1926 the

untreated control piece was destroyed and the treated pieces were still

intact and the control piece placed in 1926 showed only a light attack.

Florida East Coast Railway

Key West, Fla. Installed September 21, 1925. The untreated

control pieces were found to be destroyed and were replaced in 1926,

while none of the treated pieces showed any attack. In October, 1927,

the control pieces were again found to be destroyed and the treated

pieces slightly eroded by limnoria.

Naval Air Station

Pensacola, I'la. Installed June 5, 1925. In September, 1926, the

control pieces were found to be destroyed and the treated pieces unattacked.

In October, 1927, the control piece had again been destroyed and the treated

pieces were still intact

Naval Station

Pearl Harl)or, H. I. Installed August 17, 1925. The test rack

on the Torpedo Pier has been lost. The report on the rack on the

Coaling W^iarf is as follows:

Control Piece heavily attacked

No. 1—Soft and spongy with some indication of attack. Heavily

encrusted.

No. 2—No attack and practically no encrustation.

No. 3—Heavily encrusted and attacked by limnoria.

It is probable that Nos. 1 and 2 have been reversed in this report.

Puget Sound Navy Yard

Bremerton, Wash. Installed October 14 and November 3, 1925.

Inspected September 25, 1926, and October 4, 1927. In 1926 the control

pieces were heavily attacked and the untreated pieces showed no sign

of attack. There were three untreated specimens and the set of 3

treated pieces under Pier 4, October, 1927, treated piece No. 1 was covered

in spots with barnacles equal to 3 per cent of the surface, while all others

were heavily encrusted. The untreated controls were practically destroyed

by borers and were replaced, while none of the treated pieces were

attacked, but the No. 3 piece had softened so that a knife blade easily

penetrated it about K inches (Fig. 2).
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A second test set under Pier 8 showed the same results except that

barnacles covered about 6 per cent of the area of the No. 1 treated piece.

All others were heavily encrusted.

Fig. 2

—

U.ntreated Control Piece, in Water One Yi;Ak, Split Open.
Bremerton, Washington.

Coco Solo, C. Z.

Submarine Base. Set "A" installed July 23 and set "B," Aug. 11,

1925. The inspection of Sept. 3, 1926, showed heavy attack on the control

pieces and none on the treated pieces, with practically no encrustation on
the No. 1 pieces. Inspection of Oct. 10, 1927, Set "A" showed very slight

encrustation on the No. 1 piece and heavy encrustation on the others. None
of the treated pieces were attacked but the control piece was destroyed.

Set "B" was in the same condition.
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U. S. District Engineer, Charleston, S. C.

Castle Pinckney, S. C. Installed, May 12, 1925. The control pieces

were found to be destroyed on October 14, 1925, were replaced, destroyed
again by September, 1926, and again in October, 1927. The treated pieces

were not found to be attacked at any of these inspections except that in

October, 1927, one of the two No. 1 pieces was slightly scratched in ont
or two places by borers.

Bureau Lighthouses

San Juan, P. R. Installed July 1, 1925. Inspections later in 1925 and
in August, 1926, showed heavy attack on control pieces, practically no
encrustation on the No. 1 treated pieces and an incipient I'unnoria attack on

one of the No. 3 pieces. Inspection of September 28, 1927, showed No. 1

pieces still intact and relatively free from encrustation. No. 2 pieces free

from attack but heavily encrusted, while both No. 3 pieces had been eroded
to a depth of about ^ inches by livinoria (Fig. 3).

Frc. 3

—

Tkst Sets at S.\n Juax, Pokto Rko.

U. S. Quartermaster Corps

Manila, P. I. Installed June 2, 1925. The following results of

inspection are reported:
August 6, 1926, changes not noticeable in treated blocks. Un-

treated blocks attacked.

January 3, 1927. Slight attack by borers on treated blocks. Un-
treated blocks partly destroyed.

May 21, 1927. Treated blocks show several % inch holes by
borers. Untreated lauan blocks destroyed.

September 26, 1927. No. 2 piece showed no action by borers but
was completely covered by barnacles. No. 3 piece showed action by
borers in the form of several % inch holes and was also completely
covered by barnacles. The piece marked No. 1 was lost on account of

the breaking of bolts in the cage.

Chemical Warfare Service

Beaufort, N. C. Installed June 13, 1925. These test racks carried a

large number of specimens treated with other materials than those men-
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tioned above. Most of them were lost because of the destruction of a part

of the wharf to which they were attached and only six specimens were
recovered. None of them have been attacked to date. These pieces were
treated with the following materials

:

No. 20-2 Copper orthonitro benzoate in creosote

No. 24-2 Mercury benzoate in creosote

No. 25-2 Mercury resinate in creosote

No. 35-2 Mercury stearate in creosote

No. 50-2 Diphenalaminechlorarsine in creosote

A set of posts treated with diphenalaminechlorarsine in equal parts

petroleum, tar oil and crude water gas tar are also unattacked.

III. EXPERIMENTS WITH CREOSOTES
A full report on the Forest Service experiments was included in the

1927 report of this Committee and it is thought unnecessary to include it

this year. It is hoped that it may be included in 1929.

COMMITTEE EXPERIMENTS
The test specimens prepared by impregnation with various creosotes

as described in previous reports have been inspected with the following

results

:

Report on Inspection October 10, 1927, of Specimens Installed in San
Francisco Bay on Request of Dr. Hermann von Schrenk

Barrett Manufacturing Company Materieil

Placed Station B, Pier 7, San Francisco, January, 1923. Moved to

Biological Station, Oakland Pier, c/o S. P. Co., December, 1925. No
attack except slightly by limnoria.

^N? ^^No""^"
Treatment Condition October lo, 1927

B 4 Pi Coke oven original oil. P i intact.

2 ditto, solids removed. . P 2, 3 and 4 slightly eroded

3 ditto, acids removed. hy limnoria on ends; sides

4 ditto, bases removed. slightly attacked near ends.

B 5 P 5 Coke, minus residue above 360° C. All slightly eroded by
6 Coke, minus fraction 230-270° C. limnoria on ends. P 5 also

7 Coke, minus fraction up to 230° C. on sides next to end. P 8

8 Coke, minus fraction 270-360° C. slightly worse.

B 6 P 9 Vertical retort original oil. All slightly eroded by
10 ditto, minus solids. limnoria on ends; sides

11 ditto, minus acids. intact.

12 ditto, minus bases.

B 7 P 13 ditto, minus residue above 360° C. All slightly eroded by
14 ditto, minus fraction 230-270° C. limnoria on ends; sides

15 ditto, minus fraction up to 230° C. have merest traces.

16 ditto, minus fraction 270-360° C.
B 8 F I All slightly eroded on ends.

2 Coke oven oils duplicating B 4 On sides attack confined

3 in identical order. to line across specimen*

4 where gate had rubbed
against a submerged brace.
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The set at San Diego was exposed for test by the A. T. & S. F. Rail-

way in their Wharf No. 63, until this wharf was dismantled in July of

1925. After being repaired they were redriven by the Southern Pacific

Company at Long Beach, California, and the test continued.

Test Piles—Table 1-A

Creosoted Fir Piles from Southern Pacific Company Old Long Wharf
Dock "A," Oakland. Originally Driven in 1890. Pulled in 1919

and Redriven Elsewhere. Exposed to Marine Borer Attack

Thirty-seven Years to Date.

Redriven for Test IQ27 Inspection

Mark Date Railroad Location Remarks Borers

A-6 1920 NP Ry Co

A-8 1920

A-32 1920
"

A-19 1919 NWP Ry

A-28 1919
"

A-29 1919
"

A-5 1919 SP Co

A-20 1919
"

A-34 1919

A-2 1920 AT&SF Ry

A-2 1925 SP Co

A-7 1920 AT&SF Ry

A-7 1925 SP Co

A-33 1920 AT&SF Ry

A-33 1925 SP Co

Seattle

Tiburon*

San Pedro

San Diego

Long Beach

San Diego

Long Beach

San Diego

Long Beach

No attack to date

Slight teredo attack in

knot and in small

check; otherwise pile

OK
No attack to date

u

Slight limnoria ero-

sion in 3 spots; no
further attack since

last year Limnoria

Slight limnoria ero-

sion ; no further attack
since last year Limnoria

2 holes 3 inches deep
by limnoria Limnoria

Pulled, 1925

Holes attacked by
limnoria repaired 1925
and attack stopped ; no
further attack to date Limnoria

Pulled, 1925

Holes attacked by
/imnon'a repaired 1925
and attack stopped

;

no further attack to

date Limnoria

Pulled, 1925 Limnoria

Holes attacked by
/imnorta repaired 1925
and attack stopped

;

no further attack to

date

*San Francisco Bay.
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Test Piles—Table 1-R

Creosoted Fir Piles From Southern Pacific Company Old Long Wharf
Dock "E," Oakland. Originally Driven in 1901. Pulled in 1919

and Redriven Elsewhere. Exposed to Marine Borer Attack

Twenty-six Years to Date.

Redriven for Test ig27 Inspection

Mark Date Railroad Location Remarks Borers

E-46 1920 NP Ry Co

E-42 1919 NWP Ry

E-38 1919 SP Co

E-50 1920 AT&SF Ry
E-50 1925 SP Co

Seattle Slight teredo attack in

small check; other-
wise pile OK

Tiburon* 2 holes attacked by
limnoria repaired in

1924; no further at-

tack to date Limnoria

San Pedro Slight attack by lim-

noria Limnoria

San Diego Pulled in 1925

Long Beach Old scorings by lim-
noria repaired in 1925;
slight limnoria at-

tack during past year Limnoria

•San Francisco Bay.

Test Piles—Table 1-C

Freshly Creosoted Fir Piles, Exposed to Marine Borer Attack Seven
Years to Date.

Driven for Test IQ27 Inspection

Mark Date Railroad Location Remarks Borer

47
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Test Piles—Table 1-D

Untreated Fir Piles. Exposed to Marine Borer Attack.

Driven for Test
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to be effective against these animals. Fortunately, they are found only in

tropical or semi-tropical harbors.

The British Committee are studying the corrosion of various irons

and steels. Results are so far not conclusive but indications are that some

metals and alloys which give good results when not constantly immersed

show different results when placed below low tide. Copperized steel is

one of these.

A great difference is found between the rate of corrosion at Halifax,

N. S., luiglish harbors and Colombo, Auckland, N. Z., and Singapore.

The rate of corrosion in practically all specimens is much lower in the

Northern harbors than in those in the tropics.

Summary

The tropical timbers containing silica continue to show high resistance

to attack except at Key West where limnorui have made a heavy attack-

on manbarklak.

The results from the turpentine wood confirm previous reports. In

practically all cases the thin sapwood is attacked but no serious damage

is apparent.

The Chemical Warfare Service specimens are beginning to show some

attack, especially the No. 3 pieces treated with two arsenical compounds

in a fuel oil carrier. The No. 1 pieces continue to show resistance, not

only to attack by borers but also to encrustation.

The San Francisco tests of the various creosotes are still inconclusive

because practically all test pieces are not appreciably damaged.

The piles from the "Long Wharf" of the Southern Pacific at Oak-

land which were redriven in various harbors on the Pacific Coast have been

little damaged after 37 years' service.

Recommendations

It is recommended that the work of this Sub-Committee be continuec!

with no change of plan.

Appendix E

(5-a) TREATMENT WITH MIXTURE OF CREOSOTE AND
PETROLEUM

R. S. Belcher, Chairman, Sub-Committee; J. E. Fanning, E. B. Fulks.

W. R. Goodwin, L. J. Reiser, W. R. Rhodes, O. C. Steinmayer, G. C
Stephenson, T. H. Strate, J. H. Waterman.

Your Committee reported on this subject in 1924, 1925, and 1926*, the

report this year being a continuation of the subject, and covers the creo-

sote-petroleum ties in the Qeveland Test Section of the Beaumont Division

of the Santa Fe, inspection of which was made by the Committee in October,

1927. Tables 1 to 25, which follow, are the result of this inspection, and

•Vol. 25, pages 862 to 895; Vol. 26, pages 102 to 209; Vol. 27, page 1000.
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in these tables comparison of the various groups ul these test ties is made

as to kinds of wood, pounds of creosote per cubic foot of timber, pounds

of mixture per cubic foot of timber, and kinds of mixture.

The rainfall on the Cleveland Test Section in 1926 was 4Sj/2 inches,

and the gross tonnage over the Section was approximately 4,253,000 tons.

The ties are in dirt ballast.

Comparison of kinds of wood (Table 1) indicate.s better resnit.s from

hewn heart pine and hewn gum than from the other woods.

Comparison of results on the basis of pounds of mixture absorbed per

cubic foot of timber (Table 9) indicates lowest average life to date for

those ties which absorbed less than 5 pounds of mixture. As yet, no one

of these groups shows greatly better' results than another.

Comparison on the basis of pounds of creosote (in mixture) per cubic

foot of timber (Table 17) shows lowest average life in track to date for

those ties which received less than 1 pound of creosote per cubic foot.

To date, however, no one group is strikingly better than another in this

comparison. In both tables 9 and 17 there is considerable variation in

per cent removed up to date of inspection, but this variation does not point

definitely to advantage of more or less mixture or more or less creosote

per cubic foot.

The comparison this year of the several mixtures in this test (Table

25) indicates somewhat better results from the one part creosote and two

parts petroleum mixtures than from the one to three and one to four

mixture groups. This is in line with the Committee's findings in 1923.

It should be stated in connection with all of these comparisons, that

mechanical wear in its various forms is responsible to a very considerable

extent for the failure of ties which have been removed, which has influenced

comparative results.

Considering the 815 creosote-petroleum ties as a whole (Table 1) 154,

or 18.90 per cent, have been removed from track for all causes during the

14 and 15 years they have been in track, and their average life in 4:rack

up to the inspection in October was 13.88 years. There are 19 ties, or

2.33 per cent of the number inserted, which show some decay but not

sufficient to make renewal necessary. It is of interest to note the follow-

ing renewals each year for the past five years

:

Calendar
Year Ties Per Cent

1923 48 5.89

1924 109 13.37

1925 112 13.74

1926 130 15.95

1927 154 18.90

Recommendations

This report is submitted to the Association as information, with recom-

.flendation that the studv of the subject be continued.
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Appendix F

(5-b) TREATMENT WITH A MIXTURE OF ZINC CHLORIDE
AND PETROLEUM

R. S. Belcher, Chairman, Sub-Committee
; J. E. Fanning, E. B. Kulks,

W. R. Goodwin, L. J. Reiser, W. R. Rhodes, O. C. Steinmayer, G. C
Stephenson. T. H. Strate, J. H. Waterman.

Your Committee reported on this subject in 1924, 1925, and 1926*, and

the report this year is a continuation of the subject.

Inspection of zinc-petroleum and straight zinc chloride ties in the Cleve-

land Test Section of the Santa Fe, which has been referred to in connec-

tion with the creosote-petroleum ties in the report on that subject, was
made by the Committee in October, 1927, and the tables which follow are a

study of the performance to date of these ties.

The ties w^ere treated one to two years prior to date of insertion,

and were air seasoned for several months following the zinc chloride treat-

ment, after which the petroleum treatment was given. Some of the ties

were not given the zinc-petroleum treatment, but were treated with zinc

chloride only, and were inserted in the Test Section for comparison with

those which received both the zinc chloride and petroleum.

Of the ties inserted in the year 1915 (Tables 1 to 23) 234 were of

the zinc-petroleum treatment (Tables 1 to 8, and 13 to 20) and 119 were

treated with zinc chloride only (Tables 9 to 11, and 21 to 23). Of the

234 zinc-petroleum ties, 21.37% had been removed up to the time of the

October inspection, and the average life in track to date is 11.70 years. Of
the 119 ties treated with zinc chloride only, 42.86% had been removed up

to date of inspection, and the average life in track up to this date is 10.81

years, the zinc-petroleum ties having made a considerably better showing to

date than the straight zinc chloride ties.

Of the 200 ties ir>serted in 1917, 100 were zinc-petroleum (Tables 24

to 28, and 34 to 38) and 100 were straight zinc chloride (Tables 29 to 33,

and 39 to 43). During tlie ten years these ties have been in service, 12%
of the zinc-petroleum ties have been removed and the average life in track

up to date of inspection is 9.81 years ; while 37% of the straight zinc

chloride have been removed and the average life to date is 9.32 years, which

comparison lines up very well with the ties inserted in 1915.

Other comparisons attempted by these tables do not show consistent

results in the different groups, which may be due to the following : first

—

the number of ties in some of the groups is small ; second—mechanical wear

in its various forms is responsible to a very considerable extent for the

failure of ties which have been removed to date ; third—sufficient percentage

of the ties have not been renewed to show definite re.sults.

Recommendations

This report is submitted to the Association as information, with recom-

mendation that the study of the subject be continued.

•Vol. 25, pages 895 to 897; Vol. 26. pages 109 to 111; Vol. 27. page 1001.
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Appendix G

(5-c) THE EFFECT OF PRESERVATIVE TREATMENT WITH
AIR-SEASONED DOUGLAS FIR

R. S. Belcher, Chairman, Sub-Committee; Andrew Gibson, R. S. Hubley,

W. H. Kirkbride, F. D. Mattos, G. P. MacLaren, W. D. Pender, L. J.

Reiser, Dr. Hermann von Schrenk, W. L. Smith, G. C. Stephenson,

C. M. Taylor, J. H. Waterman.

This Committee reports that it does not seem to be advisable to attempt

to write specifications for Air-Seasoned Douglas Fir for this year's report

because of the fact that there is a very small amount of information addi-

tional to that when "Specifications for the Preservative Treatment for

Douglas Fir" were submitted to the Association for adoption and publication

in the Manual at the last convention and feels that it should attempt to

obtain history of Douglas Fir in structures, ties and tracks before preparing

specifications.

For this a questionnaire has been issued so as to gather as much
available information as possible in dealing with past experience, before

proceeding on attempt to prepare specifications.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE XI—RECORDS AND
ACCOUNTS

J. H. Hande, Chairman,
E. Y. AiXEX,
B. A. Bertenshaw,
A. M. Blanchard,
R. R. L. BULLARII,

E. S. Butler,
E. B. Crane,

J. W. Dansey,
C. C. Haire,
H. E. Hale.
W. A. Hill,

G. R. Walsh, Vice-Chairman;
Alfred Holmead,
C. A. Knowijis,
Henry Lehn,
H. T. Livingston,
E. W. Metcalf,
C. K. Smith,
James Stephenson,
V. R. Walling,
H. R. Westcott,
Louis Wolf,

Committee.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee on Records and Accounts respectfully presents here-

with its annual report to the Association covering the subjects assigned,

as follows :

(1) Revision of the Manual.

The changes made by this Committee in the revised Manual and its

plans for future revisions are reported upon in Appendix A.

(2) Continue study of methods for reporting proportional increases in ex-

penditures resulting from increased use of physical property and also

through increase of property investment, collaborating with Committee

XXI—Economics of Railway Operation.

A report on the results of collaboration of this Committee with Com-
mittee XXI is covered in Appendix B.

(3) Develop units or methods for use in control of maintenance expenditures

from data taken from maintenance foremen's reports and used in pre-

paring reports for the I. C. C, collaborating with Committee XXII

—

Economics of Railway Labor and Committee XXI—Economics of

Railway Operation.

The report on this assignment is covered in Appendix C.

(4) Report on the use made of aerial surveys and results obtained therefrom.

The report on this assignment is presented in Appendix D.

(5) Collaborate with other Committees in the preparation and design of

forms pertinent to their work.

The plan of Committee XI for providing the forms for tile Con-

struction, Maintenance and Valuation Departments of the railroads, and

for other Committees of this organization, is presented in Appendix E.

Bulletin .104. February, 192R.
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(6) Report progress upon changes or revisions in I. C. C. Classification

of Accounts.

A resume of the work done by various agencies interested in revision

of the classification is presented in Appendix F.

(7) Plans, methods and forms for gathering and recording data for keep-

ing up to date the physical and valuation records of the property of

railways.

The report on this assignment for inclusion in the Manual is presented

in Appendix G.

(8) Methods and forms for handling the Interstate Commerce Commission's

requirements under Order 15100—Depreciation Charges of Steam Rail-

road Companies.

The Committee has been instructed by the Board of Direction to dis-

continue study on this assignment pending the outcome of hearings on the

Order scheduled for November 9, 1927.

(9) Outline of work for ensuing year.

See "Recommendations for Future Work" below.

Action Recommended

Your Committee's recommendations are as follows

:

1. That the conclusions in Appendices B, C and D be accepted as final

and that the subjects be discontinued.

2. That tlie progress reports made in Appendices E and F be accepted

as information.

3. That the report made in Appendix G be accepted for publication

in the Manual.

Recommendations for Future Work

The following subjects are recommended for future work:

1. Revision of Manual.

2. Collaborate with other Committees in the preparation and design of

forms pertinent to their work.

3. Report progress upon changes or revisions in I. C. C. Classification

of Accounts.

4. Develop such revisions in methods and forms for gathering and

recording data for keeping up to date the physical and valuation records of

the property of railways as are made necessary by changes in governmental

regulations.

5. Methods and forms for handling the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion's requirements under Order 15100—Depreciation Charges of Steam

Railroad Companies.

6. Study of maintenance foremen's reports with the accounting and

statistical report procedure in the Maintenance Department developed there-

from.
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IN MEMORIAM
Committee XI records its deep sense of loss at the death on May 31 h

1927, of William H. Burrage, a member of this Committee for several years.

His wealth of experience and sound judgment were invaluable in the delibera-

tions of the Committee. His many admirable personal (jualities make his

loss as a friend particularly felt.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee on Records and Accounts,

J. H. Ha.nde, Chairman.

Appendix A

(1) REVISION OF MANUAL
C. K. Smith, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; A. M. Blanchard, R. R. L. Bullard,

E. S. Butler, C. C. Haire, H. E. Hale, W. A. Hill, Alfred Holmead,

H. T. Livingston, V. R. Walling, Louis Wolf.

The Committee has completed the rearrangement of material for the

revised Manual. That rearrangement has been in accordance with a com-

prehensive plan looking to a systematic building up of Committee XI's

section of the Manual.

An exposition of this plan is given hereinafter in Appendix E.

Appendix B

(2) CONTINUE STUDY OF METHODS FOR REPORTING
PROPORTIONAL INCREASES IN EXPENDITURES RE-

SULTING FROM INCREASED USE OF PHYSICAL PROP-
ERTY AND ALSO THROUGH INCREASE OF PROPERTY
INVESTMENT, COLLABORATING WITH COMMITTEE
XXI—ECONOMICS OF RAILWAY OPERATION

H. E. Hale, Chairman, Sub-Committee; E. Y. Allen, E. S. Butler, C. A.

Knowles, Henry Lehn, E. W. Metcalf, V. R. Walling, H. R. Westcott,

Louis Wolf.

Committee XI has reviewed the report of Committee XXI—Economics

f)f Railway Operation, printed on pages 911 to 926, inclusive, of the 1925

Proceedings (Volume 26) and adopted by the Association in March, 1925,

for inclusion in the Manual (page 1351, Volume 26). In this report detailed

instructions are given for compiling the data under the two methods pro-

posed.

Committee XI has collaborated witli Committee XXI—Economics of

Railway Operation and that Committee is in accord with the views of (Com-

mittee XI that no special printed and ruled forms need be designed and

recommended by Committee XI at this time, and tliat plain, unruled paper

work sheets only are necessary in applying either method recommended.

It is recommended that this subject be dropped.
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Appendix C

,
(3) DEVELOP UNITS OR METHODS FOR USE IN CONTROL

OF MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURES FROM DATA
TAKEN FROM MAINTENANCE FOREMEN'S REPORTS
AND USED IN PREPARING REPORTS FOR THE I.C.C.

COLLABORATING WITH COMMITTEE XXII—ECO-
NOMICS OF RAILWAY LABOR, AND COMMITTEE XXI
—ECONOMICS OF RAILWAY OPERATION

B. A. Bertenshaw, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; E. B. Crane, Henry Lehn,

H. T. Livingston, C. K. Smith, James Stephenson, G. R. Walsh, H. R.

Westcott.

Committee XI is of the opinion that the scope of its assignment is

limited to the design of any form required in connection with the reports

of Committee XXI—Economics of Railway Operation, and Committee

XXII—Economics of Railway Labor.

Committee XI has collaborated and agrees with Committees XXI and

XXII that the reports of their Committees require no specially designed

forms, and respectfully recommends that it be relieved from further study

of this subject.

Appendix D

(4) REPORT ON THE USE MADE OF AERIAL SURVEYS
AND RESULTS OBTAINED THEREFROM

G. R. Walsh, Chairman, Sub-Committee; B. A. Bertenshaw, A. M.

Blanchard, E. B. Crane, J. W. Dansey, W. A. Hill, C. A. Knowles,

E. W. Metcalf, James Stephenson.

Indicative of the widespread interest that is being taken in Aerial Sur-

veying a surprisingly large amount of literature, both technical and jxipular,

has appeared on this subject within the past few years. A bibliography

has been prepared listing the more important books and articles on this

subject and is submitted with this report.

Aerial photography is useful in supplementing the present ground

methods of surveying. It has proved of direct practical value for engineer-

ing projects such as power transmission surveys, railroad location surveys,

reservoir surveys, harbor surveys, large area maps, city maps, traffic .studies,

flood control, timber surveys, legal evidence, United States Geological sur-

veys, War Department maps. Dominion I_^nd surveys, tax assessments and

city planning.

Aerial photographs are in general of two kinds, depending upon whether

the photograph is taken with the camera pointing obliquely or vertically

downward. The application of aerial photography to map making has been

developed extensively by the United States and Canadian Governments.

Private capital has also contributed a great deal toward development of
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aerial mapping in a practical way and in the United States several com-

mercial companies are exclusively aerial surveying concerns.

Two distinct types of maps have come into use for engineering pur-

poses, each of which offers special advantages for certain purposes. The

mosaic or photographic map is built up of contact prints to produce a con-

tinuous photostatic representation of the area being surveyed. When com-

ponent photographs are rephotographed to bring them to uniform scale the

map is very satisfactory for reconnaissance purposes if the area mapped is

flat or only slightly rolling. A line map is produced by transferring to

tracing cloth or paper the more important features portrayed in the aerial

photograph. Four methods of doing this have been developed:

1. In the method used by the United States Geographic Survey the

photographs are rectified and the details desired are taken off on sheets

which are sent to the field to have the contours, boundary lines, etc., added

by the topographer. The final map is then made from those sheets.

2. In the Tennessee River method the contours are sketched on the

original photographs in the field. The desired details are then transferred

to the final map by hand methods.

3. In the Canadian method oblique photographs are used and by a

system of perspective grid lines the features are drawn off to scale on the

map.

4. In the fourth method the successive photographs are taken so that

each point on the ground appears in three pictures. The photographs are

rectified and by use of the stereoscopic principle, the elevation of desired

points is located and the contour lines drawn on the photographs. The map
is then drawn from the corrected and contoured photograph.

In surveys combining photography and ground work, the aerial work

is usually done by companies specializing in that field and the ground work

by the companies purchasing the photographic service. Aerial photographic

service is usually done under contract to deliver certain material for a

specified sum. The price depends upon the material delivered, the amount

of flying involved and on flying conditions.

Conclusions

The Committee is of the opinion that owing to the commercial nature

of aerial surveying and the contractual relations existing between the pur-

chaser and the company specializing in aerial photography, no recommended
practice should be submitted as the result of this Committee's study of the

subject.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Appendix E

(5) COLLABORATE WITH OTHER COMMITTEES IN THE
PREPARATION AND DESIGN OF FORMS PERTI-

NENT TO THEIR WORK
C. K. Smith, Chairman, Sub-Committee; A. M. Blanchard, R. R. L. Bullard,

E. S. Butler, C. C. Haire, H. E. Hale, W. A. Hill, A. Holmead, H. T.

Livingston, V. R. Walling, Louis Wolf.

In addition to the definite instruction to Committee XI embodied in

assignments (2) and (3) to collaborate with Committees XXI and XXII
on specific phases of those assignments that have points of contact with the

work of the committees named, our Committee has been given this general

assignment to "Collaborate with other Committees in the preparation and

design of forms pertinent to their work."

The specific collaborations having been accomplished, for our Com-

mittee to wait, under this general assignment, until forms are presented to

it for consideration by other committees, makes this general assignment

passive in character. We have chosen therefore to give active consideration

to the scope and field of activity of this Committee, writh a view to determin-

ing our points of contact with the work of other committees.

We have approached the question from this point of view : that the

output of this and other committees is intended for information of or active

use by some one or several sections of a railroad's engineering organization.

The forms or records designed or recommended by this Committee are for

specific use by some such railway engineering organization unit.

To determine how adequately the forms and records recommended by

this Committee are supplying the needs of the railway engineering organi-

zation units, we have endeavored to list, as completely as possible, all of the

positions (functions), or units in a typical railway engineering organization

and to check off the forms now available for each such position or function.

From this we should be able to tell what forms or records are needed that

have as yet not been supplied. The design of such needed forms or records

in collaboration with other committees should then be the future objective

of Committee XI.

In endeavoring to .set up a typical organization outline, we face the

difficulty of making it representative of any one of several types of organi-

zation. We have chosen to consider the entire matter from the viewpoint

of "functions" rather than from that of relative positions. It appears to
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us that the entire field of railway engineering could be divided, for our

purpose, into three major functions or departments :

(A) Design and Construction.

(B) Maintenance.
(C) Valuation.

These functions exist whatever the type of organization and specific

duties in each field are performed by certain individuals or positions no

matter what such positions may be named in this or that plan of organization.

We have set up in each of the three major departments a list of posi-

tions, the names of which will indicate the scope of the activities of that

position. In this preliminary report we have listed for each position only

the forms already designed and recommended. We invite suggestions as to

additional forms that may be considered necessary for any one of these

position, or that may be suggested by the activities of other committees.

Since forms originate in the lower positions and are referred to the

higher positions, we have listed the positions in the reverse order of their

responsibilities, i. e., foreman first and chiefs last. Reference has been

given to form numbers and pages where these forms appear in the 1921

Manual, and to BiUletins where their presentation may be noted.

This list indicates the manner in which Committee XI has recommended

that its material for the new Manual be arranged. It was so made with

the idea of facilitating the finding of a desired form as well as to furnish

\ check list that would serve to call to' attention forms not yet designed.

This list, concerning which we invite suggestions, is as follows

:

(A) DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION DEPARTMENT

Position Originat-

ing Form
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Position O rillmat-
in Form

Electrical

Engineer

Signal
Engineer

Assistant Engineer
or Engineer of

Construction

Any officer in

charge of work

Chief Engineer

(B)

All Foremen

Track Foreman

Title of I'onn

Resident Engineer's
Monthly Estimate of
Bridges and other

Roadway items
Resident Engineer's
Monthly Estimate of

Buildings
Progress Profile

Steam Shovel Reports.

(See page 49 for de-

scription. )

Electrical Wiring Sym-
bols

Form of Agreement for

Purchase of Electrical

Energy

Conventional Signs for

Signals and Interlock-

ing

Assistant Engineer's Con-
solidated Monthly Es-
timate

Authority for Expendi-
ture

Detailed Estimate

Form of Proposal
Form of Construction

Contract
Form of Bond
Conventional Signs, Maps
and Profiles

Conventional Signs, Arch-
itectural Details

Specifications for Maps
and Profiles

Form of Option for Pur-
chase of Land

1921
Manual Bulletin

Reference Reference

Form Page Bull. Page
No. No. No. No.

1103

1104
1122

1105

1113
1114
Rev.

504

505
540

554

506

513

954

967

541

530

MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT

Time Roll 1119 525

Report of Rail Failure in

Main Track
Monthly Track Material
Report

Report of Work Order
Work

402-A

1107

146

508

249 35

289 49

249 32

293 439

257 a

278 65

250 77
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Position Originat-
in Form Title of Form

Daily Record Track

1921
Manual Bulletin

Reference Reference

Form Page Bull. Page
No. No. No. No.
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Position Oriyimii-
in Form

Supervisor Wood
Preserving Plant

Supervisor Work
Equipment and
Roadway M a -

chines

Any officer in

charge of work

Chief Engineer of
Maintenance

Title of Form
I'orm A—Report of In-

spection of Treatment

Form B—Report of In-

spection of Treatment

Recapitulation of Road-
way Motor -Car Report

Roadway Motor Car
Service and Mainten-

Aiitliority

ture

for Expendi-

Detailed Estimate

Contract and Lease Rec-
ord

Track Chart
Rail Failures for Year

Statement of Transverse
Fissure Rail Failures

Manufacturing Record of
Interior Fissure Rail

Heats
Location Diagram of

Rails Removed
Diagram showing lines of

wear
Statement of Compara-

tive Wear of Test Rail

Side Track Record
Register of Title Deeds

(See DA^ Forms 107-8

I.C.C.)
Form of Agreement for

Trackage Rights
Form of License for

wires, pipes, conduits,

drains, hopper pits, and
other structures on
Railway property.

Form of Agreement for

placing snow or sand
fences beyond the Rail-

way Company's prop-
erty Line

1921
Manual Bulletin

Reference Reference

l""orm Page Bull. Page
\<). Xo. No. No.

1700

1701

851

852

289 48

289 48-4

111.^

1114
Rev.

513

249

1120 520
1121 539

402-C 295
Rev.

32

930

402-E
Rev.

295 9M

402-F 257

403-

A

152

403-B 153

403-C 154
1106 510-11

20

267 58

267 65

267 67
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Position Originat-

in Form Title of Tonii

Form of Agreement for

Joint Use of Passen-
ger Station facilities

Form of Agreement for

joint use of poles on
Railway Rights of

Way
Form of Agreement for

furnishing water from
Railway water systems
to Employees and oth-

1921
Manual
Reference

Form Page
No. No.

Bulletin

Reference

Bull. Page
No. No.

278 59

289 52

293 467

Supervisor Valua-
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(6) REPORT PROGRESS UPON CHANGES OR REVISIONS

IN ICC. CLASSIFICATIONS OF ACCOUNTS

Investigated and Reported by Alfred Holmead.

INDEX

Page

Introductory statement 768

General statement 768

Tentative revisions of Road and Equipment classification 779

March, 1926, draft 779

Arrangement of accounts 779

Changes in general instructions 780

Changes in track accounts 783

Changes in land account 783

Classifications proposed by Railway Accounting Officers' Association 786

Statement with reference thereto, by Director, Bureau of Accounts. 795

June, 1926, draft issued by Bureau of Accounts 796

New general account, "Investment Suspense" 796
Arrangement of accounts 796

General instructions 796

October, 1926, draft 797

Arrangement of accounts 797

Track accounts 797

Change in general instructions 798

April 26, 1927, draft 798

Arrangement of accounts 798

Primary accounts for general expenditures consolidated. . .

.

799

General account V, "Investment suspense" 799

Changes in general instructions 800

Property changes 800

Definition of ledger value 801

Cost of construction 801

Taxes and interest during construction 801

Adjustments for converted property 802

Railroad purchased 803

Depreciable accounts 804

Track accounts 804

New account, "Sand and gravel pits and quarries" 805

Account IV, "General" 805

, Land Account 805

Public improvements 806

Recommendations by carriers' accounting committee 806

Property changes and retirements 807

Transportation for construction 807

Expense for funded debt 807

Interest on property changes and short projects 807

Elimination of general account IV, "General" 807

766
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Index—Continued
Page

Recommendations by carriers' accounting committee—Continued

Joint crossings 807

Accounting for railroad purchased 807

Consolidation of grading and track accounts 808

Cost of ballast distribution, to tracklaying 808

Account 81, "Unadjusted investments'' 809

Proposed revision of Classification of Operating Revenues 809

Proposed revision of Classification of Operating Expenses 810

November, 1923, draft 810

October, 1926, draft 810

Arrangement of accounts 811

General instructions 813

Depreciation accounts 813
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Equalization of expenses 814

Fixed improvements retired and replaced 814

Other changes in instructions 815

Track accounts 816

Valuation expenses 816

Transportation for investment 817

Recommendations by carriers' accounting committee 817

New general account, "Miscellaneous" 817

New primary accounts 817

Consolidation of primary accounts 818

Charges for property abandoned 819

Pensions and reliefs 819

Valuation expenses 820

Transportation for investment account 820

April, 1927, draft. 820

General instructions 820

Depreciation accounts 820

Extraordinary repairs 820

Position of carriers' accounting committee 821

Miscellaneous changes 822

Pension and relief 822

Recommendations of carriers' committee 823
Arrangement of accounts 823

Proposed revisions of Income Classification 825
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Joint facility, leased road, and miscellaneous rent accounts 827
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Form of income statement 833

Proposed revisions of Profit and Loss classifications 835
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INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT
This report is submitted in response to the assignment to this Com-

mittee calling for a report upon the progress made in the matter of revis-

ing the Interstate Commerce Commission's accounting classifications. The
information utilized in preparing the following statement has appeared

cither in printed bulletins issued by the Railway Accounting Officers'

Association (which association has been in conference and co-operation

with representatives of the Interstate Commerce Commission concerning

the proposed revisions), in general notices issued by the Secretary of

the Commission, in annual reports of the Commission, or in published

articles. The statement is devoid of discussion or comment by this Com-
mittee, it being merely a resume of the work which has been done and

the revisions proposed by the agencies directly involved in the work of

revising the several classifications.

Various drafts of proposed revised classifications have been circulated

from time to time by the Bureau of Accounts of the Interstate Commerce
Commission. The most recent drafts are those of April, 1927, printed

in Bulletin 113 of the Railway Accounting Officers' Association.

The following statement is a review of the tentative revisions as far

as they have progressed at the time this report is submitted (November

9, 1927). The proposed revisions have not been passed on by the Com-
mission.

GENERAL STATEMENT
In its annual reports to Congress for 1921 and 1922 the Interstate Com-

merce Commission made reference to a contemplated revision of its ac-

counting regulations, intended to make them responsive to requirements

imposed by new legislation and to improve them in the light of the experi-

ence gained in their practical application during recent years. Regarding

the latter purpose, the revision was to be undertaken with a view to reliev-

ing the carriers from the burden of recording unnecessary information and

with a view to securing all useful information in the form that would

best serve the public interest.

The Commission's Bureau of Accounts is in charge of the work of

preparing revised classifications for consideration by the Commission. In

accordance with the usual practice in the formulation of accounting rules,

co-operation was established between the Bureau of Accounts and the Rail-

way Accounting Officers' Association. The procedure has been substantially

as follows J

Tentative revisions are prepared by the Bureau of Accounts and sub-

mitted to a committee of the Accounting Officers' Association appointed

to confer with the Commission's representatives. Changes recommended or

suggested by the association, and tentatively accepted by the Commission's

representatives, are incorporated in revised drafts of the proposed classifica-

tions, together with changes initiated by the Bureau of Accounts. The
revised drafts are then considered jointly by the railway and the Commission's

representatives. The proposed revisions of the classifications are sent by
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the Commission to the State Commissions and to others believed to have

an interest in the matter, for the purpose of eliciting criticisms and sug-

gestions with reference to the changes proposed in the accounting rules.

In November, 1923, the Bureau of Accounts circulated copies of a

tentative revision of the classification of operating expenses. The Bureau

was assisted in its work by the committee appointed by the Railway Ac-

counting Officers' Association. Prominent features of the proposed revision

were: (1) adherence to the existing practice of departmental accounting;

(2) a substantial reduction in the nimiber of primary accounts; (3) transfer

of various primary accounts from one general account to another
; (4) a

subdivision of the primary accoimts as between (a) labor, (b) material,

and (c) miscellaneous items; (5) exclusion of all items of rent from the

expense accounts, payments for the use of property of others to be charge-

able to income
; (6) elimination of equalization accoimts, on the ground

that the function of accounts is to show facts rather than ends desired

but unattained (7) a new general account V, "Other Departments and Ex-

penses," to supplant the existing general account VII, "General," and

designed along departmental lines to conform to the usual railway organiza-

tion, and eliminating the present distinction between maintenance and other

operating expenses; (8) a new general account VI, "Compensation for

Damages," bringing together all expenses incident to the settlement of such

liabilities; (9) a requirement that all service loss on property retired shall

be charged to operating expenses in place of the present rule that loss on

fixed property retired and not replaced is chargeable to profit and loss;

(10) change in the character of the insurance accounts to make them

clearing or equalization accounts through which to account for insurance

recoverable, creditable under the present classification to the maintenance

account appropriate for repairs of the insured property, the proposed plan

thus leaving the repair accounts to show the full amount of expenditures for

repairs; (11) certain new primary accounts such as, for example, "Work
Train Service," to include the expense of operating work trains in mainte-

nance work and avoid the detailed distributions required by the existing

classification; "Shop Expenses," to replace with one primary account the

present practice of distributing shop expenses among a number of primary

accounts, thereby avoiding detailed prorations of balances in clearing ac-

counts ; 260 "Preparing Motive Power," "Preparing Cars," and "Transfer

and Delivery Service," the latter account to include items now chargeable to

revenue accounts where payment is made to other than common carriers,

the theory being that the full expense incurred in accomplishing transporta-

tion and earning the revenues incident thereto should appear in the operat-

ing expense accounts.

In January, 1924, the Committee on General Accounts of the Railway

Accounting Officers' Association expressed the view, by resolution, that the

present requirements of efficient and economical railroad operations do not

require an entirely new set of accounting classifications, and that any

revisions or changes contemplated by the Commission in its present account-

ing rules should be made by amendments or changes in the present account-
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ing classifications and limited to the necessary requirements of the Trans-

portation Act of 1920, and to a consolidation, clarification or amplification of

the present operating primary accounts within the general accounts. It was

further stated, however, that if after consideration of this view the Com-
mission should still feel that new accounting classifications are required,

the association would give its full co-operation to that end.

In July, 1924, Commissioner Eastman advised the Accounting Officers'

Association (in annual meeting) that much interest had been shown in the

proposed revisions, not alone by carriers but by state commissions, organiza-

tions of shippers, banking institutions, expert accountants, and economists

;

and that the Bureau of Accounts, in its work of revision, had been in-

structed to prescribe a minimum of detail which experience has shown to

be genuinely useful, but also to consult and collaborate with other bureaus

of the Commission having occasion to use accounting and statistical data.

In its annual report for 1924, the Commission stated that the desired

criticisms and suggestions from the carriers had been slow in forthcoming

owing to difference of opinion among them. In June, 1925, Commissioner

Eastman again wrote the Accounting Officers' Association stating in part

that the work of revising the accounting classifications had met with con-

siderable delay, due in part to the difficulty of obtaining an expression of

views from the association in regard to changes suggested by the Bureau

of Accounts; and suggesting that the Commission be given the benefit of

an expression of divergent views rather than to incur further delay in an

attempt to reconcile differences of opinion. The Commissioner's letter was

accompanied by a memorandum from Alexander Wylie, Director of the

Bureau of Accounts, which memorandum stated in part

:

"The accounting officers are not at all unanimous in their opin-

ions as to the form the revisions of the classification of operating
expenses should take. The primary accounts now prescribed, with
the exception of the depreciation accounts, were adopted with sub-

stantially full concurrence of the accounting officers. Many of the

Class I carriers which are using the primary accounts in a greater
or less degree in connection with the carrying on and supervision

of their operations do not care to have the number of accounts
reduced. If fewer accounts are prescribed tliey will desire permis-
sion to subdivide into substantially the same number of accounts
as now provided. Other carriers are of the opinion that they can
get along with a greatly reduced number of accounts. One solution

of the problem would be to make only the minor changes which are
necessary in the primary accounts as now provided and to provide a
condensed classification which might be used by Class I roads when
so authorized by the Commission upon a showing that a material
saving in expenses would actually be effected and the furnishing of a

certification that a greater subdivision of the accounts was not
necessary for the purposes of the particular railroad making the
application for use of the condensed classification. This plan
would doubtless lead to an investigation of the subject by all car-

riers and would probably impel those now asking for a condensed
classification to accept one substantially in the same detail as that

now in effect.

"In the preparation of the classification of operating accounts
it is planned to give very careful consideration to providing, sn

far as practicable, for the essential elements of cost accounting. It
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must be recognized, of course, that the proportion of directly

assignable expenses in connection with the various classes of trans-

portation is relatively small ; that the proportion of these ex-
penses which must be assigned upon a more or less arbitrary basis

is relatively large as compared with most other industries."

In its annual report to Congress for the year 1925, the Commission

stated that tentative revisions of all accounting classifications for steam

roads had been prepared, and that conferences with the railway accounting

officers had continued.

On June 5, 1926, Commissioner Eastman again wrote the Accounting

Officers" Association. His letter contained excerpts from a memorandum
by Director Wylie to the effect that a revision in tentative form of the

classification of operating revenues had been submitted to the carriers'

committee, and advising further that

:

"In addition to this classification the Classifications of Invest-
ment in Road and Equipment, Income and Profit and Loss have been
in the hands of the sub-committee for a number of months.

"The general balance sheet classification is ready to hand to

the sub-committee just as soon as it is in position to handle it.

"During the year the only classification which has been con-
sidered by the sub-committee with representatives of the commission
is the Classification of Operating Revenues, and the consideration
of this has been practically completed.

"At a meeting held May 19-20, at Washington, the Committee
on General Accounts considered the classification of Operating
Revenues. It also considered the Classifications of Income and
of Profit and Loss Accounts without waiting until the sub-committee
had given them consideration. In general the recommendations of
the General Accounts Committee were constructive, and the greater
part of their suggestions have been incorporated in the tentative
draft of the classifications.

"From the foregoing it will be noted that during the past
year only a small part of the work of reviewing the classifications

by the Railway Accounting Officers' Association has been accom-
plished. It is very important that the work of the committee in

this connection be greatly speeded up if time be afforded after their

work is completed to submit the classification, as has been the
practice heretofore, to the state commissions for their sugges-
tions or criticisms, and to produce them in form for the commis-
sion's order issuing them as of January 1, 1927."

Under date of November 27, 1926, the following notice was issued by

the .Secretary of the Commission

:

"Notice to All Coxcerned :

"A tentative draft of revised accounting rules for steam railroads
has been prepared by the Bureau of Accounts of the Commission
after conferences with committees representing the Railway Ac-
counting Officers' Association, and this draft has been printed by
that association for the use of its members. Included in this print

are recommendations by committees of the association, which have
not been adopted in the tentative draft. There is further included
a letter of transmission to the chairman of the Commission from
the Director of Accounts which contains a general explanation of
the changes in the present accounting regulations which arc con-
templated in the draft, and also a discussion of certain of the
recommendations of the accounting officers.
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"The Commission is in no way committed to tliis tentative draft,

and the members of the Commission have as yet given it no study.

It is now being sent to the State Commissions and all others that

there is reason to believe may have an interest in it from the

public point of view, in the hope that the Commission may elicit

criticisms and suggestions that will be of value in determining what
changes, if any, should be made before it is finally adopted. The
modifications of our present regulations, which are embodied in the

draft, have been governed by the intent

:

(1) To correct such deficiencies as experience, particularly in

the accounting, statistical, valuation and finance branches of the

Commission's work, has shown to exist in the present regulations.

(2) To eliminate all requirements that cannot be shown to \yc

of substantial public u.se, in the broadest sense of those words.
"The subject of depreciation charges is being covered in a separate

proceeding and such changes in the tentative draft as may be re-

quired by the order in that proceeding, which will soon be issued,

will be made in the final draft.

"There may be others interested in the tentative draft to whom
it has not been sent, and if copies are desired with a view to sub-

mitting criticisms and suggestions to the Commission, after study

and analysis, such copies may be obtained by application at tin-

Commission's office.

G. B. McGiNTY,

Secretary.

The letter referred to in the Secretary's notice is as follows

:

Interstate Commerce Commission

Bureau of Accounts

Washington

November 24. 1926.

Hon. Joseph B. Eastman, Chairman,
Interstate Commerce Commission,

Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Eastman

:

I hand you herewith, as a progress report, revised accounting
rules as prepared in tentative form for steam railroads.

In pursuance of the established practice in the formulation of
accounting rules, tentative revisions were first prepared by this

bureau and submitted to a Committee assigned by the Railway
Accounting Officers' Association to co-operate with representatives

of the Commission by offering criticisms and recommendations as

an aid in producing rules which, while meeting the needs of the
Commission and others who use the carriers' returns, would also
provide suitable records for the carriers' financial, administrative,
and operating purposes. This Committee devoted much time and
labor to the consideration of this matter. The rules were redrafted
to incorporate in them such suggestions of the Committee as, in

the judgment of the representatives of the Bureau of Statistics,

the Bureau of Valuation, and the Bureau of Accounts, seemed to

be appropriate. The Committee then rendered a report to the Gen-
eral Accounts Committee of the Railway Accounting Offi-

cers' Association indicating the recommendations which had been
offered but not tentatively accepted, and submitted copies of the
revised drafts of the rules.
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The General Accounts Committee considered the subjects, for

the most part approving the suggestions previously offered, and sub-

mitted further recommendations. The drafts that are now pre-

sented to you were then prepared. Upon pages 3 to 9 (Bulletin

No. 112, Railway Accounting Officers' Association) are shown 68
recommendations of the General Accounts Committee, which are

now being held for further consideration. A number of this Com-
mittee's recommendations have been incorporated in these drafts.

Of the recommendations which have not been tentatively accepted,

47 relate to modifications of the effective accounting rules.

In each of the classifications the instructions have been ampli-

fied and consecutive numbers assigned to them for convenience of

reference. The texts of the accounts have also been expanded to

include important items which have been brought to the attention of

the Bureau of Accounts since the issuance of the effective ac-

counting rules.

The report of railway accounting officers, upon the subject of

assigning operating revenues and expenses to states, is contained on

pages 11 to 13 of this publication. (Bulletin No. 112, Railway Ac-
counting Officers' Association.) In the preparation of the tenta-

tive rules, this subject has been given very careful consideration.

It is my view that any showing of revenues and expenses by states,

if of value, must be produced by the assignment of the details enter-

ing into the primary accounts and not by the assignment of the

total amounts includible in these accounts by the individual car-

riers. In other words, the results are obtainable by a.ssigning items

of revenues and expenses rather than by prorating the total charges

to each primary account.

Our experience has been that the assignment of expenses to deter-

mine the cost of transporting any specific class of business must be

through special studies. Any attempt to show in the financial ac-

counts of carriers currently the expenses of all classes and kinds

of business carried could only be effected through imposing upon
the carriers enormous burdens of expense in accounting. Care has

been exercised in preparing these rules, however, to preserve the

primary accounts in such form that they are equally available for

cost studies as are the effective rules.

The following will indicate the more important changes which
have been made in the tentative drafts as compared with the effec-

tive rules ;

Road and Equipment

The total number of primary accounts has been reduced from 62
to 42. This has been accomplished by eliminating 22 accounts

through consolidation of accounts carrying relatively small items

of investment and by the addition of two accounts, one for sand
and gn"avel pits and quarries, and one for unadjusted investment

items.

A general account has been provided for land.

Investment in shop and power-plant machinery has been in-

cluded under the general account "Equipment." This was done
for the purpose of classifying the investment in and the maintenance
of the property under the corresponding general accounts.

A new general account, "Investment Suspense," is provided in

which to carry items held in suspense until the necessary informa-
tion is obtained to assien them to the other accounts. This sus-

pense account will permit, should it be found desirable, adjusting

of primary accounts to include the carriers' investment in railway
property in accordance with the ha<;ic inventory valuation mst-new.
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the difference between the allowance thus distributed and the total

investment to be carried in the "Unadjusted Investment" account
until the final disposition of this difference is authorized by the

Commission.
In the Commission's valuation, the direct costs of structures

were first determined, and to these costs there were added, on a
percentage basis, the overhead costs to cover expenditures such as

those provided for in the proposed general expenditures group.

This was necessary for the reason that in the accounting bj' most
carriers a part of the overhead expenses had been directly included

in the cost of .structures, while other items of the same character

had been included under general expenditures. It is the view of

the Bureau of Valuation that, because of the impracticability of

assigning all general expenditures to the individual units of property,

such expenditures should be carried in the general account and dis-

tributed pro rata in determining the ledger value of any particular

piece of property. (The Railway Accounting Committee recom-
mends that all these expenditures be assigned to the primary
accounts to which the direct costs of the structures are charged.)

The following are some of the more important recommendations
of the Railway Accounting Committee with respect to this classi-

fication, which have not been tentatively accepted

:

Service value of fixed improvements retired and not

replaced should be charged to operating expenses. (Such
losses heretofore have been chargeable to profit and loss.)

The discontinuation of the charges for transportation

of construction material over the carrier's own line. (Vari-
ous carriers are insistent upon the allowances for such ex-
penses in connection with valuation. The valuation and the

accounting departments of the railroads therefore do not

seem to be in accord on the subject.)

Operating Revenues
It is provided that the carriers shall file with the Commission

their plans of accruing unaudited revenues and shall make no
change in practice thereafter without filing the supplementary plans

with the Commission. This and similar provisions in other classi-

fications have been inserted for the purpose of keeping the Com-
mission informed as to the practices of carriers in such matters,

and it will permit the correction of improper practices. (The
Railway Accounting Committee objects to these rules for the reason

that they restrict initiative and experiments.)
An account has been provided for the revenue from heating

and refrigerating service. The amount of this revenue, since the

present classifications were promulgated, has very greatly increased

and is of sufficient volume to justify a special revenue account
therefor. (The Accounting Committee recommends the elimina-

tion of this account for the reasons given under Item 26. page 5,

of this publication.)

Operating Expenses
The number of accounts has been reduced from 209 to 125. This

has been accomplished by the elimination of 90 accounts through
consolidation of those carrying minor charges and the addition

of 6 accounts to provide for equalization and amortization ex-
penses.

The accounting committee recommended the consolidation of
additional accounts. This recommendation appears under Item 29.

page 6, of this publication. It is questionable whether these
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consolidations would result in releasing any considerable amount
of labor for other work of the carriers. The thing to be deter-

mined is whetlier these accounts should be continued in the ac-

counting rules in view of the fact that a large number of car-

riers will desire to maintain them.
The Committee recommends that clearing accounts be eliminated

for shop expenses and store expenses and that primary accounts

be set up for shop expenses, store expenses and work train services.

The acceptance of this recommendation would relieve the carriers

of considerable labor. It would, however, render more difficult the

determination of costs through special studies.

A single account for depreciation and a single account for the

retirements of property are provided under each general account,

"Maintenance of way and structures," and "Maintenance of equip-

ment," but the assignment of such charges to the various classes of

property should be maintained and shown in the annual reports or

in special reports to the Commission as required.

The insurance accounts provide that the amounts recovered

from insurance companies on account of losses shall be credited

to the account to which the premiums covering the hazards have
been charged. This rule would secure a showing for each and all

carriers of the net amount charged against the revenues contributed

by the public for insuring the carriers against hazards. It would
also permit comparisons with respect to direct costs of mainte-

nance, and expenses on account of personal injuries, loss and damage
and similar claims, betw^een the carriers that insure and those that

do not insure, inasmuch as under the plan the total amount of such

expenses wiH be stated in the appropriate accounts.

The primary account for valuation expenses is limited to the

expenses incident to the ascertainment of the value of the carriers'

property. This will require the current expenses of maintaining

the carriers' records of property changes to be stated in appropriate

primary accounts under general account "General."

The Accounting Committee recommended the creation of an

additional general account under the title "Miscellaneous" (Item

27, page 5, of this publication), for the purpose of recording items

which are now included under other general accounts.

Income
These rules provide that all rents shall be excluded from the

operating accounts and included in the rent accounts in income.

The income statement has been modified to include an account

for "Net railway operating income."
Balancing accounts have been provided for hire of equipment,

and contributions to cover the profit and loss in operation of

separately operated properties. This will permit the showing of

the net results in the accounts relating to such items.

The carriers recommended (Item 45, page 7) that the "Cost
of advertising bonds drawn for redemption," "Cost of trusts, cur-

rent expenses of maintaining and administering," and "Losses due
to conversion of funds of a foreign country into U. S. funds," shall

be included as operating expenses. These items heretofore have
been shown in the income statement below the "Net railway operat-

ing income."

Profit and Loss

The -Accounting Committee recommends (Item 47, page 8) that

the account, "Donations," shall be modified to include grants re-

ceived from states, municipalities and other public corporations

toward the construction or acquisition of carrier property, and
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that the account, "Grants in aid of construction," shall be eliminated.

The tentative rules provide that penalties and fines for viola-

tion of the interstate commerce act or other Federal laws shall be
included fn profit and loss. The Accounting Committee recom-
mends that all such items should be included in operating expenses.

Balance Sheet

In Instruction 703 (c) it is provided that verification shall be

made currently of all suspense and open accounts. This rule is

followed by most carriers. The provision is included for the pur-

pose of putting all carriers on notice that this practice is manda-
tory. (The Accounting Committee, Item 51, page 8, recommends
the elimination of this provision, but does not indicate the reason

therefor.)

Provision has been made for carrying in the balance-sheet ac-

counts for investment, the ledger value of railroads that are leased

under such terms and conditions and for such duration as effec-

tively to vest in the lessee ownership of the property. This provision

is proposed in order that the returns of the carriers to the Com-
mission may include the ledger value of property owned by inac-

tive non-operating companies as well as all other carrier property.

The Accounting Committee recommends (Item 53, page 8)
that expenses in connection with the issuance and sale of evidence

of funded debt, such as fees for drafting mortgages and trust deeds,

cost of engraving and printing bonds, certificates of indebtedness
and other registration papers, fees paid to trustees provided for in

mortgages and trust deeds, fees paid for legal services to trustees

relative to mortgage securities, fees and commissions paid to under-
writers and brokers for marketing such evidence of debt, specific

cost of obtaining government authority to issue funded debt, and
other like expenses, be included under operating expenses. These
items are now classed as an expense of funded debt and included in

income.
The text of the account for "Cash" provides that the carrier

shall show the entire amount of cash on hand without deduction
for checks, vouchers, etc., outstanding against this balance. This is

for the purpose of securing uniform accounting for items included

in this account.

The Accounting Committee recommends (Items 67 and 68. page
9) that accounts, "Additions to property through income ami sur-

plus," and "Funded debt retired through income and surplus," shall

be eliminated. These accounts were provided for the convenience
of carriers in showing invested surplus distinctly from other profit

and loss balances. The labor involved to maintain the accounts is

small and it is questionable that they should be eliminated.

Alexander ^^'vIII^.

Director.

In June, 1926, there had been distributed tentative classifications of

investment in road and equipment, income accounts, profit and loss ac-

counts, and operating revenues. (See Bulletin No. Ill, June 1, 1926, of

Railway Accounting Oflficers' Association.) In November, 1926, distribu-

tion was made of what were known as the October, 1926, drafts of tenta-

tive classifications of investment in road and equipment, operating revenues,

operating expenses, income accounts, profit and loss accounts, and balance

sheet accounts. (See Bulletin No. 112, November 15, 1926, of Railway

Accountinjr Officers' Association.)
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Under date of November 2, 1926, the Interstate Commerce Commission

promulgated rules and regulations concerning depreciation charges of com-

mon carriers and issued an order relating thereto (Order No. 15100) to

become effective January 1, 1928. On February 21, 1927, the Bureau of

Accounts submitted tentative changes in the accounting rules providing

for the administration of the depreciation order, with reference to which

proposed changes there followed, between March 23 and April 22, 1927, an

extended conference between the Commission's representatives and represen-

tatives of the Accounting Officers' Association. The position of the car-

rier's committee regarding the depreciation order and its relation to the

matter of revised accounting classifications was expressed in the following

resolution, which was made a matter of record

:

"Whereas, This Committee, has, for several years, been co-

operating with the representatives of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission in the revision of the Accounting Rules, and the Director
of the Bureau of Accounts of the Commission having presented to

the Committee certain suggestions as a basis for incorporating in

the tentative classification of Investment in Road and Equipment,
the provisions of Order No. 15100 of the Commission regarding
Depreciation Charges of Steam Railroad Companies,

"Resolved, That the Committee deems it necessary, before pro-
ceeding to further consideration of the tentative revised accounting
classifications, to state that its co-operation with the Commission, in

the tentative revision of the Accounting Classifications hereafter
issued by the Commission directly or through the R.A.O.A., shall

not be construed as an acceptance or approval by the Committee or
any member thereof of the principles contained in the Commission's
Order No. 15100 and shall not prejudice the right of any carrier

individually or the carriers collectively to contest any of the provi-

sions of said Depreciation Order."

On April 25, 1927, the Bureau of Accounts submitted revised drafts

of the six classifications, modified in accordance with the requirements of

the provisions of the Commission's Order No. 15100. It was found that

because of the changes due to the depreciation order, a number of the

previous suggestions and recommendations made regarding the proposed

classifications were no longer applicable. The carriers' association was

advised that all others of its recommendations were being held for con-

sideration in the preparation of the accounting rules in final form.

In June, 1927, Commissioner Eastman advised the association that

the effective date of the Commission's Order No. 15100 had been advanced

to January 1, 1929, and that since the revised classifications must of neces-

sit.v conform with the requirements, as finally determined, of the deprecia-

tion order, both should become effective at the same time. The Commis-

sion had therefore concluded to work toward making the new classifications

effective January 1, 1929. The Commissioner further advised the associa-

tion as follows

:

"Your committee on revision, since your last annual meeting,
has devoted a great deal of time and much labor to the tentative

accounting rules and has very diligently co-operated with repre-

sentatives of the bureaus of accounts, statistics, and valuation in the

preparation of tentative drafts of the classifications of investment in
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road and equipment, operating revenues, operating expenses, income,
profit and loss, and general balance sheet accounts. We very much
appreciate not only the quality and quantity of this co-operation but

also the spirit in which it has been tendered. * * *

"At the time when we made public the tentative draft of the

revised classification, we sent copies to all that we had reason to

believe might be interested and extended a general invitation that

we be given the benefit of comments and criticisms. The state

commissions have individually and as a body, throufih general com-
mittees, devoted much time to the matter and have sent in many
helpful suggestions and promise more. Many interesting communica-
tions have reached us from other sources. The interest in the

subject seems, I am glad to say, to be growing. Certain shippers'

organizations are working on the matter, and there have been
various requests for a public hearing. Whether these will be

granted remains yet to be determined. Clearly all interested parties

must have full opportunity to express their views and to combat, if

they so desire, the views of others, and the question is merely the

best way from all points of view of affording this opportunity.

"What the Commission desires to promulgate, of course, is a

classification of accounts which will impose no unnecessary and use-

less labor upon the carriers, but will at the same time make readily

available, within practical limits, the information in regard to the

operations of the carriers for which there is a real public need.

And I include in this phrase the needs of the shippers, of investors,

and of the carriers themselves. Manifestly as in the case of
depreciation accounting, the subject is complex and difficult, and
we need all the light upon it that we can obtain in order that we
may act both intelligently and wisely. We shall look forward to

and count upon the continued co-operation of your association."

On October 11, 1927, the Secretary of the Commission issued a general

notice to the effect that the Commission had decided to make the general

revision of the accounting rules for steam railroads the subject of a public

hearing, to commence November 9, 1927 ; and to hold such hearing in con-

nection with the further hearings in No. 15100, Depreciation Charges of

Steam Railroads, and No. 14700, Depreciation Charges of Telephone

Companies. The notice stated that various requests had been received for

a public hearing, and that the Commission had been informed that the

National Industrial Traffic League was prepared to submit a revision of

the accounting rules involving a marked departure from the system of

accounting now in effect. It had also been represented to the Commission

that there is such interrelation between the general revision of the account-

ing rules and the matter of depreciation charges that the two subjects

should be considered together or at least in close proximity. It was further

stated that, while it seemed to the Commission that the records on the two

subjects should be kept separate, although taken consecutively, it should

be understood that it may prove desirable for the Commission to consider

these records together, and that the subjects are sufficiently related so that

the record in one proceeding may have a bearing upon the action to be

taken in another. The proceeding concerning the revision of the accounting

classifications is designated by the Commission ex parte No. 91.
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TENTATIVE REVISIONS OF CLASSIFICATION OF
INVESTMENT IN ROAD AND EQUIPMENT

March, 1926, Draft

The Bureau of Accounts in March, 1926, gave informal circulation to

a tentative revision of the Road and Equipment accounts for the pur-

poses of discussion and criticism. The proposed general and primary

accounts, as compared with the accounts in the existing classification, were

as follows

:

General Accounts
Present Proposed

I. Road I. Land
II. Equipment II. Fixed improvements

III. General expenditures III. Equipment
IV. General expenditures

Primary Accounts
I. Road

1. Engineering
2. Land for transportation

purposes
3. Grading
4. Underground power tubes

5. Tunnels and subways
6. Bridges, trestles and cul-

verts

Elevated structures

Ties
Rails

Other track material

Ballast
Tracklayiiig and surfac-
ing

13. Right-of-way fences

14. Snow and sand fences

and snow sheds
Crossings and signs

Station and office build-

ings

17. Roadway buildings

18. Water stations

19. Fuel stations

20. Shops and enginehouses
21. Grain elevators
22. Storage warehouses
23. Wharves and docks

Coal and ore wharves
Gas producing plants

Telegraph and telephone
lines

Signals and interlockers

Power dams, canals, and
pipe lines

Power plant buildings
Power substation build-

ings
Power transmission sys

terns

/.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

15.

16.

24.

25.

26.

Z7.

28.

29.

30.

31.

I. Land
1. Land for common car-

rier purposes
Fixed improvements
2. Grading
3. Underground power tubes

4. Tunnels and subways
5. Bridges
6. Ties
7. Rails

8. Other track material

9. Ballast

10. Tracklaying and surfac-

ing
11. Right-of-way fences

12. Snow and sand fences

and snow sheds
13. Crossings and signs

14. Station and office build-

ings
Roadway buildings

Water stations

Fuel stations

Equipment shops
Grain elevators

Storage warehouses
Wharves and docks
Coal and ore wharves

23. Gas producing plants

24. Telegraph and telephone
lines

Signals and interlockers

Power plants

Power transmission sys-

tems
Power line poles and
conduits

29. Miscellaneous structures

30. Paving
31. Roadway machines
32. Small tools

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.
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II.

III.

Present

Road—Continued

32. Power distribution sys-

tems
Power line poles and
fixtures

Underground conduits
Miscelleaneous structures
Paving
Roadway machines
Roadway small tools

Assessments for public
improvements
Revenues and operating
expenses during construc-
tion

Cost of road purchased
Reconstruction of road
Other expenditures—road
Shop machinery
Power plant machinery
Power substation ap-
paratus
Unapplied construction
materials and supplies

Equipment
51. Steam locomotives

Other locomotives
Freight-train cars
Passenger-train cars

Motor equipment of cars

Floating equipment
Work equipment
Miscellaneous equipment

General Expenditures
71. Organization expenses

General officers and
clerks

Law
Stationery and printing

Taxes
Interest during construc-
tion

Other expenditures

—

General

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

72

73.

74.

75.

76.

77.

Proposed

II. I'ixed Improvements—Con-

tinued

33. Shop machinery
34. Power plant machinery
35. Unapplied constructit)n

material and supplies
III. Equipment

51. Steam locomotives
Other locomotives
Freight-train cars
Passenger-train cars
Motor equipment of cars

Floating equipment
Work equipment
Miscellaneous equipment

IV. General Expenditures
71. Organization expenses

General officers and
clerks

Engineering
Law
Stationery and printing

Earnings during con-
struction

Assessments for public

improvements
Taxes
Interest during construc-

tion

Other expenditures

—

General
Tointly owned property

—

"Dr.

lointlv owned propert\

—

Cr.

52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

72.

73.

74.

75.

76.

77.

78.

79.

80.

81.

Changes in General Instructions

Various changes were proposed in the General Instructions, partly

to clarify language, but also to incorporate certain new provisions, among
which, in substance, were the following

:

(a) With reference to the amount of detail in a carrier's records,
the general book entries shall contain sufficient reference to the detail

records to permit ready identification, and the detail records, includini,'^

journal or other entries, memoranda, and all other data compiled in

connection therewith , shall be filed in such manner as to be readily acces-

sible for examination by representatives of the Commission.

(h) The company's records shall be kept in such manner as to show
separately its investment in property devoted to common carrier purposes
which it operates and in stich property which is operated by others.
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(c) The carrier's investment in uncompleted road and equipment
projects shall be included in account 703, "Uncompleted Projects," and
when the projects are completed and devoted to common carrier service
shall be cleared to the appropriate accounts of this classification.

(d) The carrier's records shall be kept in such form that expendi-
tures for additions and betterments may be reported separately from
those for original road, original equipment, and road extensions, and
shall show separately by primary accounts the expenditures under each
authorized addition and betterment project.

(e) Jointly Owned Property: The carrier shall include the entire
cost thereof in the appropriate primary accounts of this classification,

and shall credit the amount borne by others to account 82, "Jointly owned
property—Cr." The amount charged by others to the carrier as its pro-
portion of the cost of jointly owned property acquired or constructed
by others, shall be included in account 81, "Jointly owned property—Dr."

(f) Cost of Construction: The accounts for fixed improvements
and equipment shall include the cost of construction of such property,
including the cost of preliminary work such as sinking test holes or

making soundings for tunnels, buildings and other structures; the cost

of laying and taking up tracks for temporary use in construction, other

than those provided for the protection of traffic during the progress of

addition and betterment work .

(g) Grading Grounds of Buildings: The cost of grading and
preparing grounds both before and after the construction of buildings,
and the cost of constructing sidewalks, driveways, and fences thereon
shall be included in the cost of the buildings, but the cost of restoring
the grounds after addition and betterment work shall be included in the
appropriate operating expense accounts.

(h) Ledger Value of Property: This value (at which property
is carried in the property investment account) shall include not only the

amount carried in the primary accounts under general accounts I, II,

and III, which are provided for directly assigned elements of cost, but

also equitable proportions of unassigned costs carried in the primary

accounts under general account IV, "General expenditures," such as cost

of engineering, interest during construction, etc.

(i) Salvage from Retired Property is the net value of the mate-
rial recovered from property retired. In case the material is sold this

net value is determined by deducting from the proceeds of the sale the
cost of recovering and conditioning the material for sale. If the material
is retained and again used by the carrier, the net value should be de-
termined by deducting from the fair prices for material in its condition
as again used, the cost of recovering and reconditioning. The charges
for reused material shall be based upon fair prices for the material as
reconditioned, due allowance being made for its secondhand condition.
In no case shall the reused material he charged at prices in excess of
its cost when originally acquired.

(j) When a unit of property other than land or equipment is retired
from service and replaced with property (either owned or leased ) of

like purpose, the ledger value of the retired property shall be credited
to the appropriate accounts of this classification.

(k) If so authorized by the Commission, the carrier may charge to
Profit and Loss any extraordinary large item representing the cost (less

net salvage) of property retired and replaced, instead of charging such

item to operating expenses.

(1) Adjustments for Converted Property: When property such
a? a unit of equipment, building or other imil of fixed improvement is
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converted into property of another class requiring the transfer of the

investment therein from one primary account of this classification to

another primary account thereof, the ledger value of the unit before

conversion shall be credited to the primary account in which included and
charged to the primary accoimt appropriate for the converted unit.

A corresiKinding transfer of the balance in the accrued depreciation ac-

count with respect to the properly shall be made. The cost of conversion
in amount not in excess of the estimated cost to restore the unit before

conversion to its original condition shall be charged to the operating

expense account appropriate for the repairs of the property before con-

version. The remainder of the cost of conversion, if any, shall be

charged to the primary account of this classification to which the cost of

the converted unit is chargeable.

(m) Cost of Railroad Purchased: When the consideration for

the purchase of a railroad includes not only road and equipment but

also securities and other assets, the appraised value of the securities and
other assets shall be deducted from the total cash consideration, and the

remainder of the cash cost shall be charged to balance sheet account No.
704, "Undistributed Cost of Road Purchased." The carrier shall charge
to the accounts of this classification the amounts carried in the primary
accounts of the predecessor company representing the cost to it of the

property purchased ; the amount thus charged to these accounts being
credited to Account 704.

(n) Rehabilitation of Road Purchased: If the fixed improvements
of a railroad purchased, when acquired, arc in such physical condition

that it is necessary' substantially to rebuild the road in order to bring
it up to the standard required by the carrier, the cost of such rebuilding

upon approval of the Commission shall be charged to balance sheet

account, "Unassigned Cost of Railroad Purchased." A comprehensive
statement of the estimated aiuount necessary to reconstruct the road shall

be made to the Commission as soon as the estimates can be completed.
In case such work is to be accomplished after the beginning of operations,

the statement shall show the proportion of expenditures to be charged
to operating expenses representing the service life consumed in the opera-
tion of the carrier and the amount chargeable on account of deferred
maintenance in the property at the date of its acquirement. When the

work of reconstruction is completed, a special statement shall be rendered
to the Commission showing reconstruction expenditures classable under
each primary account of this classification.

The General Instructions of the proposed classification omitted the

provision in the existing classification that if the total cost of additions

and betterments to any class of equipment, or any class of fixed improve-

ments (except tracks), under a general plan, considered as a whole, is

less than $200, the option may be exercised of charging the amount

expended to operating expenses. It also omitted the present provision

imder Section 7 that if property retired and replaced with property of

like purpose is of minor importance, and is replaced in kind without

betterment, the replacement cost shall be charged to operating expenses

without adjustment in the road and equipment accounts. It omitted the

instruction in the same section that when renewals to an important build-

ing or other structure constitute the major portion of its value when
renewed, the property, when taken out of service, shall be considered as

retired; the renewed property to be considered as an addition, and the

appraised cost thereof included in the investment accounts.
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Track Accounts

In account 6, Ties, it was proposed in the tentative revised classi-

fication that if ties of a superior type are installed in place of an inferior

type removed, the excess cost of the new ties over the cost at current

prices (in the condition in which originally placed in the track) of the

ties removed should be charged to this account. Conversely, if ties of

an inferior type are laid in place of a superior type removed, the decreased

cost of the new ties, below the cost at current prices of the ties removed,

should be credited. The types of ties to be recognized under this pro-

vision were stated to be untreated wooden ties, treated wooden ties, steel,

and concrete ties. The substitution of one kind of wood for another

was not to be counted a change in type. In connection with account 7,

Rails, it was proposed that if rails of a superior quality or heavier type

are used to replace an inferior quality or lighter type, the excess cost

of the rails laid over the cost at current prices (in the condition in

which originally placed in the track) of the rails removed, should be

charged to this account ; and conversely, credited to this account. A
similar provision was inserted in account 8, Other track material.

In account 9, Ballast, it was proposed that when cinders accumulated

by the carrier are used as construction ballast, only the cost of trans-

porting the cinders should be charged to this account ; the cost of unload-

ing to be charged to "Tracklayinp and surfacing," and no charge made
for the value of the cinders.

In account 10, Tracklaying and surfacing, it was proposed that

charges to this account for labor installing additional elements of track

construction after commencement of commercial operations, such as appli-

cation of ballast or tie plates to tracks not previously ballasted or tie-

plated, would be limited to the cost, computed at current prices, of such

additional labor as it would have been necessary to expend had the addi-

tion been made at the time of the original construction; the remainder

of the labor cost to be charged to operating expense. To operating

expenses would be charged, as at present, the entire cost of applying

additional or improved balla'^t to tracks which had previously been bal-

lasted.

The revisions of text of the primary accounts reflect generally more
specific detail regarding the accounts and the charges to be made thereto,

than in the existing classification. The instructions concerning the dis-

position of related items arc frequently amplified. This practice is also

carried through the succeeding drafts issued by the Bureau of Accounts.

Land for Common-carrier Purposes

The land account, in the proposed classification, was made a separate

general account with one primary account, "I^nd for common-carrier
purposes." The explanation in the existing classification of what the

land account shall include was expanded to provide also for inclusion

of the cost of rights or easements to occupy permanently, for common-
carrier purposes, land not purchased outright ; the cost of land for storage

warehouses, ballast pits, farms for experimental purposes conducted for
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file purpose of increasing traffic, and for ice ponds used in securing ice

for use in carrier operations. It was also amended to include proceeds

from the sale of minerals, as well as timber or other improvements pur-

chased with right-of-way as now provided for.

The list of items of expense chargeable to this account, given in

account 2 of the present classification, was materially expanded to include,

among other items, the following:

Fees of commissioners appointed by the court to assess damages in

condemnation proceedings.

Agreed settlements in proceedings to clear or defend titles. (The
cost of settlements, judgments, witness fees, and decreed court costs in

proceedings in connection with defects arising subsequent to date of

acquirement of property to bo charged to operating expenses.)

Costs of making changes in or relocating property of others, includ-

ing highways or tracks of other carriers, to avoid crossings or to secure

permanent rights to locations; also the cost of securing sites for such

relocations.

Cost of securing less restricted use of right-of-way, such as relief

from obligation to permit highway or farm crossings.

Damages for non-fulfillment of conditions of purchase of riglit-of-

way.
Damages to interests of others, arising from proximity of railroad.

Directly assignable expenses incurred in procuring passage of ordi-

nances granting right to occupy public property with tracks.

Easements, granting right of permanent occupancy of property for

transportation purposes.

Fees asssessed by public authority for issuing permits to the carrier

to construct and maintain tracks, either on property owned or controlled

by the carrier or on public property.

Land adjacent to roadway acquired to avoid suits for damage by
fire from locomotives, slides, or similar causes.

Land for control of water sheds to obtain water for operating pur-

poses.

Land outside of right-of-way for slopes of highways, to avoid building

retaining walls in constructing undergrade or overgrade highway crossings.

Land used in diverting drainage from right-of-way to prevent damage
to tracks.

Licenses to occupy land for right-of-way, the owners reserving the

right to require that premises be vacated upon demand, by furnishing

other locations.

Payment to vendors to secure relea.se from restrictive provisions of

original deeds.

Recording easements.

With reference to the acquisition of land in excess of that necessary

for common-carrier operations, and division of the cost of the land pur-

chased between this account and balance-sheet account "Miscellaneous

physical property," the present rule was amended to provide that when

that portion of the land acquired which is not, or will not in the near

future, be used for common-carrier purposes, is practically worthless, it

may be included in "Miscellaneous physical property" at a nominal value,

for record purposes ; the remainder of the cost to be included in the land

account of the Road and Equipment classification as representing the cost

of land for transportation purposes.
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It was further provided, by notes to this account, that when land

is purchased for gravel and sand pits and quarries, only its estimated

residual value after the gravel, sand or stone shall have been removed,

shall be included in this account; that when land is rented primarily in

connection with addition and betterment projects, pending actual purchase,

and is later purchased for such projects, the rent paid, minus any rent

received from subtenants, shall be included in this account ; that payments

for options and of interest on options and on contracts to purchase land

proposed to be used in contemplated construction shall be carried in

balance-sheet account "Other unadjusted debits" pending determination

as to whether the project will proceed, and if it be decided to proceed

with the project, the balance in balance-sheet account "Other unadjusted

debits" shall be cleared by a charge to this account, and if the project

does not proceed the amounl lost, including the interest, shall be charged

to operating expense account 211 , "Other expenses," or to profit and loss

account "Miscellaneous debits," as appropriate.

It was further provided that should the cost of removal of timber

or improvements purchased with right-of-way exceed net proceeds if

and when subsequently sold, the net debit should be included in account

3, "Grading." When timber or other material acquired with the land is

used for construction or operating purposes, its value would be credited

to this account and debited to the appropriate account according to the

use made thereof.

When property has been purchased for right-of-way of a proposed

extension and the project definitely postponed before construction work-

commences, it was proposed that the cost of the property be transferred

to balance-sheet account "Miscellaneous physical property," sufficient details

being included in the entry to permit classification of the various items

of cost in case the work is resumed; the cost of engineering work which

may have been done to be included in balance-sheet account "Other unad-

justed debits" until decision is made as to the execution or abandonment

of the project, when it shall be included in investment account "Engi-

neering" or profit and loss account "Miscellaneous debits," as appropriate.

Expenditures for condemning property for extensions of line would

be included, pending purchase, in balance-sheet account "Other unadjusted

debits," and transferred to this account when the property is purchased.

In cases of abandonment of the project before purchase of the property,

the amount in suspense would be cleared to profit and loss account "Mis-

cellaneous debits."

Amounts received for easements or permanent rights to use the right-

of-way, such as, for example, a permanent right to build, maintain and

operate telegraph, telephone, or pipe lines thereon, and the right to use

roadways and footpaths across the right-of-way, would be credited, under

the proposed classification, to this account, to an extent not exceeding

the cost of the property involved; any excess over such cost to be

credited to profit and loss account "Profit on road and equipment sold."
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It was further provided that the cost of land purchased for trans-

portation purposes along lines held under long-term lease, or lines of

controlled companies, and used in common-carrier operations of those

lines, should l)e included in this account.

CLASSIFICATION OF INVESTMENT IN ROAD AND EQUIP-
MENT RECOMMENDED BY COMMITTEE ON GENERAL

ACCOUNTS OF THE RAILWAY ACCOUNTING
OFFICERS' ASSOCIATION

On May 19-20, 1926, the committee on general accounts of the Rail-

way Accounting Ot^cers' Association recommended to the Commission

a proposed classification of investment in road and e(|uipment consisting

of but three primary accounts:

Account 1, "Road."
Account 2, "Equipment."
Account 3, "Investment Suspense."

The proposed classification was submitted to the representatives of

tlic Commission for their consideration. A complete copy as printed in

Bulletin No. Ill, Railway Accounting Officers' .Xssociation. follows:

CLASSIFICATION OF INVESTMENT IN ROAD AND EQUIP-

MENT OF RAILROADS
Rcconiimnded by the Committee on General Accounts of tlie Railway Accountiiii:

Officer.s' Association, Washington, D. C, May 19-20, 102r,

(A) General Instructions

1. Purpose of the Classification

(a) This classification prescribes a basis for recording, by projects,

the detail of charges for investment in property held for or used in the serv-

ice of transportation includible in account 701, "Investment in road and

equipment."
(b) The carrier's investment in land and improvements thereon, other

than that described in (a), shall be charged to account 705, "Miscellaneous

physical property."

2. Accounts for Investment in Road and Equipment

(a) The accounts herein prescribed are designed to show the invest-

ment of the carrier in property held for or used in the service of trans-

portation, and the carrier's investment in uncompleted road and equipment

projects.

(b) The investment in property held for or used in the service of

transportation shall be classified as follows

:

Account No. 1, "Road."
Account No. 2, "Equipment."
Account No. 3, "Investment suspense."

3. Records

(a) The records shall be kept in such form as to show the ex-

penditures under each construction project; also to show by projects

the property retirements.

(b) Such records shall be kept to show the facts pertammg to entries

in the accounts for investment in road and equipment. Where the infor-

mation is not recorded in the general books, the entries shall be supported
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by records in which the details shall be shown. Such general entries shall

contain sufficient reference to detail records to permit identification ; and
the detail records, including journal or other entries, memoranda and all

other data compiled in connection therewith, shall be filed in such manner
as to be accessible for examination by representatives of the Interstate

Commerce Commission, and shall be retained in accordance with the effec-

tive Regulations to Govern the Destruction of Records, promulgated by the

Commission.
(c) An authority for expenditure shall be prepared for each project

and shall, as far as possible, be issued in advance of the work. Such
authorities shall not overlap valuation section limits, and shall describe fully

the location and kind of work to be done. Blanket authorities may be
issued for minor items in each valuation section.

(d) A register shall be established in which a record shall be kept by
consecutive numbers, with appropriate state and valuation section reference,

of all authorities for expenditure issued.

(e) Upon the completion of a project a completion report shall be

prepared and attested under oath by the official under whose direction it

was prepared, which shall show a reference to the authority for expenditure,

the .ownership of the facilities covered and by whom operated, the location

and description of the work, by whom the costs are borne, and the aggre-

gate cost of the project. This aggregate cost shall be distributed to show
the units of labor, material and miscellaneous expenditures, and shall be

used as a basis for transfer from "Investment suspense" to the accounts

"Road" or "Equipment."

4. Definitions

(a) CoNSTRUCTiox includes all processes connected with the acquisition,

formation, additions to and betterments of property held for or used in the

service of transportation.

(b) Additions are additional facilities, such as additional tracks, build-

ings, bridges and other structures ; additions to such facilities, such as ex-

tensions to existing tracks, buildings and other structures ; additional ties

laid in existing tracks ; additional equipment ; and additional devices applied

to existing equipment.
(c) Betterments are improvements of existing facilities, the objective

being greater usefulness or increased capacity, such as the substitution of

steel-tired wheels for cast wheels, the application of heavier rail in tracks,

and the strengthening of bridges. The amount chargeable to these accounts

is the excess cost of new parts over the cost at current prices of new parts

of the kind retired. All labor costs incurred in installation of betterments

shall be charged to operating expenses.

(d) Cost shall be actual money cost, or its equivalent, entering into the

project. No deductions shall be made in stating project costs where con-

tributions have been made by states, municipalities or other public corpora-

tions (see account 754, "Grants in aid of construction"), or in cases where
contributions have been made by individuals or companies (see account 606,

'TDonations"). The construction of a railway, highway or other crossing,

station, yard or other facility, and the elimination of grade crossing or other

project in which the physical property of two or more carriers or a carrier

or carriers and a governmental body is concerned, and the cost of such

construction is met jointly by the several parties shall be considered a joint

project; the carrier's portion only of the cost shall be included in these

accounts.

5. Basis of Charges and Credits

(a) Charges shall be based upon the cost of the property acquired or

constructed. When the consideration given for the purchase or the improve-

ment of property is other than money, the money value of the consideration

at the time of the transaction shall be included in these accounts, and the
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actual consideration shall be described in the record in sufficient detail to

identify it

(b) Credits shall be based upon the cost, estimated if not known, of

the property permanently retired from the service of transportation.

6. Minimum Charges and Credits

Wlien the total cost of additions to and betterments of, or retirements

of, fixed improvements and equipment (except land and tracks), under a

general plan, considered as a whole, is less than $200, the amounts involved

shall be charged to the appropriate operating expense accounts. This rule

is not to be construed as authorizing the parceling of expenditures in order

to bring them within this limit.

7. Construction Costs

Construction costs are those incident to the acquisition of land, and the

acquisition or construction of fixed improvements and equipment. The costs

include also, expenditures on account of labor, materials and supplies, work
train service, special machine service, transportation, contract work, injuries,

damages and casualties, privileges, interest during construction, general

expenditures, assessments for public improvements and other analogous

elements in connection with such work.

8. Expenses in Connection with Additions and Betterments

Costs of removing old material from fixed property and equipment,

removing foundations, filling excavations and restoring grounds, rearranging

and relocating tracks, telegraph and telephone lines, fences, signals, buildings,

bridges, trestles, highway and other crossings, crossing gates and signs and
maintaining and protecting traffic during the progress of the work, shall

be charged to operating expenses.

9. Accounting for Railroad Purchased

There shall be included in these accounts the cash cost of any road or

portion thereof purchased. Where the contract of purchase includes not

only road, but also equipment, securities and other assets, the appraised

value of such equipment, securities and other assets shall be deducted from
the total cash cost, and the remainder of the cash cost shall be charged to

this account. Where the consideration given for the property purchased is

other than cash, such consideration shall be valued on a current cash basis.

If the consideration includes the assumption of liabilities, such liabilities shall

be included in the determination of the cost at their cash value at the time

the contract is made.

10. Rehabilitation of Railroad Purchased

When a road is purchased and the property acquired is in such physical

condition that it is necessary substantially to rebuild to bring it up to the

standard required by the carrier, the cost of such rebuilding shall be charged

to these accounts.

11. Accounting for Leased Railway Property

(a) When' contracts are drawn for a specific term of years and/or
contain renewal clauses virtually continuing the agreement in perpetuity, the

accoimting shall be substantially the same as if the ownership of property

leased were vested in the lessee. Lessee shall include in account 701, "In-

vestment in road and equipment," and concurrently credit to new balance

sheet account under "Other deferred liabilities," "Road leased from others

—

book value," an amount equal to the sum recorded in account 701, "Invest-

ment in road and equipment," on the lessor company's books. Lessor shall

concurrently close account 701, "Investment in road and equipment," and

transfer to new balance sheet account under "Other deferred assets," "Road
leased to others—book value," the amounts representing the property so

leased.
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(.b) When tlie lessee company is required under the terms of such
contracts to assume the cost of additions to or betterments of the lessor's

property, the cost thereof shall be included by the lessee in account 701,
'Investment in road and equipment." When such additions and betterments
are retired prior to the expiration of the contract, the lessee shall credit the
original cost of the improvements to account 701, "Investment in road and
equipment," and concurrently charge to depreciation reserve account, if any,
an amount equal to the credit therein applicable to the property retired ; the
residual value (or salvage) shall be accounted for in accordance with the
disposition thereof. The original cost, less the amount charged to deprecia-
tion reserve account and the residual value (or salvage), plus the cost of
demolition, shall be charged to operating expenses.

(c) Where the contract provisions specify that improvements made
by lessee upon lessor's property revert to lessor at the termination of the
agreement and such improvements are in the service of transportation at the
date of contract expiration, a joint appraisal shall be made of the improve-
ments and the estimated appraised value shall be included by the lessor in

account 701, "Investment in road and equipment," and concurrently credited
to "Profit and loss." The lessee company shall consider tlie reversion as

a retirement and account for same as set forth in paragraph (b).

(d) When the contract requires that additions and betterments are to

be made by the lessor to property leased, maintained and operated by lessee,

without obligation for reimbursement by lessee, the cost thereof shall be
included in lessor's account 701, "Investment in road and equipment." If

contractual provisions are as stated in paragraph (a) hereof, the accounting
shall be as prescribed in that paragraph.

(e) When the lessee is obligated, under the terms of the agreement, to

reimburse lessor, either currently or at expiration of contract, for retire-

ment of original property acquired, the lessee, upon retirement of facilities,

shall credit account 701, "Investment in road and equipment," with the
original cost, estimated if not known. Concurrently, there shall be charged
by the lessee to new balance sheet account under "Other deferred liabilities,"

"Road leased from others—book value" an amount equal to the depreciation
reserve if any, upon the lessor's books at the date of the lease; and there
shall be charged to the depreciation reserve, if any, on lessee's books an
amount equal to the credit therein applicable to the property abandoned

;

salvage shall be accounted for in accordance with the disposition thereof

;

the difference between the original cost and the total depreciation accrued
by lessee and lessor and the value of salvage recovered, plus cost of demoli-
tion, shall be charged to operating expenses. Lessor shall concurrently
charge depreciation reserve account, if any, with an amount equal to the

credit therein applicable to the property abandoned and credit new balance
sheet account under "Other deferred assets," "Road leased to others—book
value."

12. Delayed Investment Accounting

When projects are completed and enter the service of transportation

and for any reason the accounting has not been accomplished, carriers are

permitted to include in account 1, "Road," and account 2, "Equipment," the

actual cost, if known, or the estimated cost of the project. Concurrently,
the cost shall be credited to account 3, "Investment suspense," to which
account expenditures during the progress of the work and delayed charges
shall be made. Upon completion of accounting, any adjustment necessary

shall be made in the investment accounts.

13. Salvage from Retired Property Retained and Used
When material is retained and again used in construction or in addition

and betterment projects, the value shall be established upon the basis ol

current market prices of new material of the same kind, less a suitable

allowance for service loss.
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14. Disposition of Retirement Charges
In order that operating expenses for a current period may not be unduly

distorted by including charges covering extraordinarily large retirements,

carriers may, upon tiling notice with the Interstate Commerce Commission,
anticipate such charges by creating reserves against the time of retirement,

or may suspend such charges for a period not exceeding three years after

retirement to be absorbed in operating expenses by equal monthly charges
during the period of suspension.

15. Submission of Questions

To the end that uniformity of accounting may be maintained, carriers

are invited to submit questions of doubtful interpretation to the Commis-
sion for consideration and decision.

Text Pertaining to the Accounts

(B) Account 1, "Road"

1. To this account shall be charged the cost of land held for or used
in the service of transportation and of fixed improvements thereon, such
as grading, ballast, tunnels, subways, bridges, tracks and appurtenances,

fences, crossings, signs, buildings, stock yards, grain elevators, signals,

interlocking plants, automatic train control and car retarder systems, ware-
houses, docks, wharves and other structures, telephone and telegraph lines,

power plants, power transmission and distribution systems, maintenance of

way and equipment machines, such as tractors, motor, hand and push cars,

machinery and specialties mounted on equipment exclusively assigned for

use in and about shops, storehouses, stations, roadway and other similar

service for maintenance of way and equipment forces, and small tools

and all other property with machinery, fixtures and appurtenances necessary

to equip for service, assessments for public improvements and taxes and
interest during construction ; also the cost of additions to and betterments

of such property.

2. There shall be credited to this account the cost, estimated if not

known, or property sold, dismantled or otherwise permanently retired from
the service of transportation. The amount of the credit shall be concur-

rently charged in accordance with the disposition of the property.

Items to be Charged and Credited

3. The cost of acquisition and the cost of rights or easements to

occupy permanently land required for roadway, station, office, shop, storage,

warehouse and other structures ; for ingress to or egress from such facili-

ties; for borrow pits, waste banks, ballast pits, snow fences, sand fences

and other railway appurtenances ; for experimental farms ; for ice ponds

;

for storage of material and for wharves and docks including riparian or
water rights ; and the cost of removing from the right-of-way and locating

elsewhere the property of others, including the cost of land for relocation

of such property, shall be included in this account.

4. When land is purchased and any substantial part of it is not held

for or used in tlie service of transportation, that part not held for or used

in the service of transportation shall be appraised and included in account

705, "Miscellaneous physical property," at its appraised value.

5. When land is rented to facilitate construction and addition and
betterment projects, the rent paid, less any rent received from subtenants,

shall be included in this account.

6. Payments for options and of interest on options and on contracts

to purchase land for contemplated construction and addition and better-

ment projects, shall be carried in account 727, "Other unadjusted debits,"

pending disposition. Upon exercise of options or contracts, the balances

in account 727, "Other unadjusted debits," for such projects shall be cleared
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to the accounts of this classification; otherwise the amounts involved shall

be charged to account 277, "Other expenses."
7. Preliminary surveys and reconnaissances for contemplated construc-

tion and addition and betterment projects shall be carried in account 727,
"Other unadjusted debits," pending disposition. When the project is con-
structed, the amount shall be cleared from account 727, "Other unadjusted
debits," and charged to this account. If abandoned, the amount shall be
charged to account 277, "Other expenses."

8. Cost of labor includes the pay, office and other expenses of the
carrier's forces (see section 15 of special instructions for operating ex-
pense accounts) ; also the cost of fidelity bonds and employers' liability

insurance premiums. When officers or members of their staffs are specially

assigned to construction work, their pay, office and other expenses while
thus engaged shall be included in the cost of the project to which assigned.

9. Cost of materials and supplies includes the purchase price, plus
freight charges paid to others ; the cost of inspection and loading assumed
by the carrier; and store expenses. (See sections 16 and 17 of special

instructions for operating expense accounts.) Proper allowance shall be
made for the value of salvage, such as cuttings, turnings, borings, material
recovered from temporary tracks, scaffolding, cofferdams and other tem-
porary structures used in construction ; and for the value of small tools

recovered.

10. Work train service includes the pay and expenses of enginemen,
trainmen and other employees, including crews held or deadheading for
such service ; the cost of fuel and other supplies ; enginehouse expenses on
account of locomotives in such service ; expenditures for rent and mainte-
nance of equipment of others; and maintenance of the carrier's own equip-
ment. When owned equipment is specifically assigned to projects, rental

shall be charged therefor, based upon a fair percentage of the value of
the equipment thus assigned during the construction period. Such rentals

shall be concurrently credited to "Income." Where work train service
involves expenditures chargeable both to operating expenses and to invest-

ment in road and equipment accounts, an apportionment shall be made
between the accounts affected.

11. Special machine service includes the cost of labor and of materials
and supplies consumed in maintaining and operating steam shovels, rail

unloaders, ballast unloaders, pile drivers, dredges, ditchers, weed burners
and other machines ; also expenditures for rental and maintenance of
machines of others. When owned equipment is specifically assigned to

projects, rental shall be charged therefor, based upon a fair percentage
of the value of the equipment thus assigned during the construction period.

Such rentals shall be concurrently credited to "Income." When a con-
struction project necessitates the purchase of special equipment, the cost
thereof, less appraised or salvage value at time of release, shall be included
in the project.

12. Transportation includes only the amounts paid to others for the
transportation of men, materials and supplies, special machine outfits,

appliances and tools in connection with construction.

13. Contract work includes amounts paid companies, firms or individ-

uals for work performed under contract ; also costs incident to the award
of the contract.

14. Injuries, damages and casualties include expenditures on account
of protection, injuries to persons and damage to or loss of property when
incident to construction projects; al-so that portion of insurance premiums
applicable to the period prior to the completion of the project. Recoveries
.shall be credited to the project.

15. Privileges include payment for temporary use of public property or
streets in connection with construction projects.

16. Interest during construction includes reasonable charges for inter-
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est on expenditures during the construction period before the project

becomes available for the service of transportation.

17. General expenditures, such as organization and law expenses, spe-

cial engineering expenses and pay and expenses of general officers and
staffs, when specially assigned to the work, shall be allocated to the projects.

When such expenditures cannot be directly allocated they shall be appor-
tioned to the projects upon an equitable basis.

18. Assessments for public improvements shall be treated as projects

and shall include, coincident with the completion thereof, the entire costs,

regardless of the parceling over future years of assessment maturities.

When assessments arc deferred, the amount shall be concurrently credited

to accoimt 770, "Other deferred liabilities." Deferred interest payments,
penalties, etc., shall not be included in this account. Assessments on prop-
erty carried in account 705, "Miscellaneous physical property," shall he

charged to that account.

19. Property retired includes land and improvements thereon and other

facihties removed from the service of transportation. The amount of the

credit shall be concurrently charged in accordance with the disposition of

the retired property. If property other than land is definitely abandoned,
the cost, estimated if not known, shall be credited to account 701, "Invest-

ment in road and equipment ;" and an amount equal to the credit balance

in the depreciation reserve, if any applicable to such property, shall be

charged to the reserve account ; the remainder, less salvage, together with

the cost of demolition, shall be charged to operating expenses. When land

is retired from the service of transportation, the cost, estimated if not

known, shall be credited to account 701, "Investment in road and equip-

ment," and (if retained by the carrier) concurrently charged to account

705, "Miscellaneous physical property."

20. Property replaced, rebuilt or converted includes the substitution

of facilities (other than land), such as a section of main, side, yard or

other track, shop or power plant building or machine, or other structures

for facilities of like purpose replaced, rebuilt in kind or converted. The
accounting therefor shall be upon the Betterment basis as prescribed in

paragraph 4 (c) of General Instructions. Additions involved shall be

accounted for as prescribed in paragraph 4 (b) of General Instructions.

21. When, due to track construction, expenses are incurred in removing
and replacing public highway paving the cost of which is not included in

account 701, "Investment in road and equipment," the expenses shall be

included in this account. If the cost of the old paving is included in

account 701, "Investment in road and equipment," the cost of removing

and replacing shall be included in account 267, "Paving."

22. When a tunnel is converted into an open cut, there shall be charged

to the project the cost of grubbing, clearing and actual open cut excava-

tion. There shall be credited to account 701, "Investment in road and
equipment," the cost, estimated, if not known, of the portion of the tunnel

abandoned.
23. Expenditures for temporary trestles required for fills, bridges, etc.,

shall be included in the cost of the project. The salvage recovered when
the project enters the service of transportation shall be credited to this

account and accounted for in accordance with the disposition made thereof.

24. The cost of ties, rails and other track material used in the con-

struction of car floats shall be included in the cost of such floating

equipment.
25. The cost of ties, rails, other track material and ballast used in the

construction of temporary tracks, such as gravel-pit and quarry tracks,

shall be included in the appropriate clearing accounts under account 716,

"Materials and supplies."

26. When cinders accumulated by the carrier are used as ballast, or

otherwise, in construction or addition or betterment work, the cost of
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unloading, also the cost of reloading if previously wasted, shall be charged
to this account. No charge shall be made for the value of such cinders.

27. Labor in connection with the installation, after the commencement
of commercial operations, of tie plates, anti-creepers and additional ballast

shall be charged to account 220, "Track laying and surfacing."

28. Payments for the right to erect snow fences on land adjacent to

the right-of-way shall be included in this account if the rights are in per-

petuity ; if for temporary rights, they shall be included in account 223,

"Snow and sand fences and snowsheds."
29. The cost of signs and monuments marking the boundaries of land

not used for transportation purposes shall be included in account 705,

"Miscellaneous physical property."

30. The cost of structures located off the right-of-way, not held for

or used in the service of transportation, shall be included in account 705,

"Miscellaneous physical property."

31. The cost to the carrier of installing cross arms on pole lines owned
by others, under agreements vesting in the owners of the pole lines a

partial interest in the cross arms, shall be included in this account.

32. Investment in buildings and machinery of detached plants pro-

ducing power both for operating purposes and for sale shall be included

in this account. When plants are intended and used solely for producing
power for sale, the investment shall be included in account 705, "Miscel-
laneous physical property."

33. This account shall include the cost of small tools provided for

maintenance of way and structures or maintenance of equipment at the

time the road, extension thereof or addition thereto enters the service

of transportation. The cost of small tools acquired subsequently shall be

charged to the appropriate accounts in operating expenses.

34. Expenditures for disposing of material excavated shall be con-

sidered a part of the cost of the project, except where such material is

used for filling, the cost of loading, hauling and dumping shall be ap-

portioned between the projects in connection with which the removal and
filling occurs.

35. When machinery or other roadway property, the title to which
will rest with the carrier at the expiration of contract, is acquired upon
a deferred payment or rental plan, the cost, less interest, shall be charged
to this account. The amounts of the deferred payments shall be con-

currently credited to account 770, "Other deferred liabilities," and cleared

as payments are made.
36. Proceeds from the sale of timber or surface improvements pur-

chased with land to be held for or used in the service of transportation,

less any expenses incurred, shall be credited to the cost of the property

acquired. In no case shall the cost of the property be reduced to an amount
below a fair value (not in excess of original cost) of the property at date

of acquisition; the excess received in the sale of timber or improvements

over such fair value shall be credited to "Profit and loss." Royalties from
oil or mineral rights received from property owned shall be credited to

"Profit and loss."

37. When land is purchased for gravel and sand pits and quarries,

only the estimated residual value after removal of the gravel, sand or

stone shall be included in this account. The difference between the cost

and the residual value shall be charged to a suspense account under account

716, "Materials and supplies," and cleared as provided in section 11 of

special instructions for operating expense accounts.

(C) Account 2, "Equipment"

1. To this account shall be charged the cost of all equipment
owned by the carrier or held under equipment trust agreements or

contracts for purchase, such as steam locomotives, electric locomo-
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tives, internal combustion locomotives, motor-propelled train cars,

passenger-train cars, freight-train cars, work equipment, floating equip-
ment, auto buses, auto trucks, horses and harness and other miscel-

laneous equipment held for or used in the service of transportation,

and the necessary appurtenances, including automatic control appli-

ances, furniture and fixture first to equip, including the cost of inspec-

tion, setting up, trying out and transportation over foreign lines; also

the cost of additions to and betterments of such equipment.
2. There shall be credited to this account the cost, estimated if

not known, of equipment sold, dismantled or otherwise permanently
retired from the service of transportation. The amount of the credit

shall be concurrently charged in accordance with the disposition of

the equipment.
Items to Be Charged or Credited

. 3. Cost of labor includes the pay, office and other expenses of the

carrier's forces (see section 15 of special instructions for operating
expense accounts) ; also the cost of fidelity bonds and employers'
liability insurance premiums. When officers or members of their

staffs are specially assigned to construction of equipment, additions to

and betterments thereof, their pay, office and other expenses while
thus engaged shall be included in the cost of the equipment.

4. Cost of materials and supplies includes the purchase price, plus
freight charges paid to others, the cost of inspection and loading
assumed by the carrier and store expenses. (See sections 16 and 17

of special instructions for operating expense accounts.) Proper allow-

ance shall be made for the value of salvage, such as cuttings, turnings,

borings, material and small tools recovered.
5. Transportation includes only the amounts paid to others for

the transportation of equipment to the lines of the carrier.

6. Contract work includes amounts paid companies, firms or

indivduals for work performed under contract; also costs incident to

the award of the contract.

7. Injuries, damages and casualties include expenditures on ac-

count of protection, injuries to persons and damage to or loss of

property when incident to equipment construction projects; also that

portion of insurance premiums applicable to the period prior to the

completion of the project. Recoveries shall be credited to the project.

8. Interest during construction includes reasonable charges for

interest on expenditures during the construction period before the
equipment becomes available for the service of transportation.

9. General expenditures, such as organization and law e.xpenses,

special engineering expenses and pay and expenses of general officers

and staffs specially assigned to the work, shall be allocated to the
equipment projects. When such expenditures cannot be directly

allocated they shall be apportioned to the projects upon an equitable

basis.

10. Property retired includes equipment sold, dismantled or other-

wise permanently removed from the service of transportation. When
a unit of equipment is retired, the cost, estimated if not known, shall

be credited to this account and an amount equal to the credit balance
in the depreciation reserve applicable to such unit of equipment shall

be charged to the reserve account; the remainder, less salvage,

together with the cost of demolition, shall be charged to operating
expenses, and the value of salvage recovered accounted for in accord-

ance with disposition thereof.

(D) Account 3, "Investment Suspense"

1. This account is provided for inclusion of charges during the progress

of large construction projects, or additions to and betterments of property
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where in the ordinary course the formation thereof will extend over an
indefinite period. Expenditures for fixed improvements and additions
and betterments, such as heavier rail laid in replacement or devices added
to equipment, etc., which go into service coincident with their construction
or placement, may be charged direct to account 1, "Road," or 2, "Equip-
ment," as appropriate, and not to this account.

2. This account shall include suspense credits due to the inclusion in

account 701, "Investment in road and equipment," actual or estimated costs

of projects which are complete and have entered the service of trans-

portation but for which complete accounting has not been accomplished.

See paragraph 12 of General Instructions.

3. This account shall be cleared and account 1, "Road," or 2, "Equip-
ment," as appropriate, charged with the cost of projects which are held

for or have entered the service of transportation and for which the

accounting has been accomplished, either actually or as permitted in para-

graph 12 of General Instructions.

STATEMENT BY DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF ACCOUNTS

Explanatory of the situation then existing with reference to a revision

of the road and equipment classification, the Director of the Commission's

Bureau of Accounts, by letter, in June, 1926, advised the Accounting

Officers' Association as follows

:

"The responsibility for the preparation and prumulgation of

the accounting rules under the Interstate Commerce act being
with the commission, the plan of procedure adopted in the prepa-

ration of the effective classifications was that the classifications

in tentative form were first prepared in the offices of the commis-
sion. Thej' were then submitted to the Committee on General
Accounts of your association and frequent conferences were held

and changes made in accordance with helpful suggestions from that

committee or special sub-committees thereof.

"You will doubtless recall that I stated to the Committee
on General Accounts at its last meeting that it was the intention

of the commission to continue this plan of procedure and that the

recommendations and suggestions from your association, its com-
mittees, or individual members thereof, would be received as

being directed to the several classifications as they are promulgated
in the tentative form for suggestions and recommendations.

"The proposed road and equipment rules submitted by the

Committee on General Accounts will therefore be considered as

relating to the tentative classifications which were submitted to

the sub-committee of your association, and were reproduced by
it in the form as presented. With the exception of comparatively
few items, the rules proposed by your committee are taken from
or conform to the rules as shown in the tentative draft of the
commission. It is only the exceptional features that are there-

fore to be considered. These special features are in substance as
follows

:

"(1) All expenditures to be classified under account
1, 'Road,' account 2, 'Equipment,' and account 3, 'Invest-

ment suspense.'

"(2) Loss on fixed improvements retired and not

replaced to be charged to operating expenses.
"(3) Accounting for the replacement of fixed im-

provements to be upon the 'betterment' basis.

"(4) No charges to investment account for trans-

porting construction material in transportation service

trains.
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"In accordance with the plan which I understand it is the

intention of the Committee on General Accounts to follow, the
way will be open for further discussion of these four important
particulars as the consideration of the tentative Classification of

Investment in Road and Equipment progresses with the sub-com-
mittee, with the Committee on General Accounts, and with the

association itself after all classifications have been put in a more
nearly final form.

"I trust that the foregoing will make entirely clear the situa-

tion with respect to this classification."

JUNE, 1926, DRAFT ISSUED BY BUREAU OF ACCOUNTS

In June, 1926, the Bureau of Accounts issued another draft of a

proposed Road and Equipment classification, the substance of which was

not materially different from its earlier draft (March, 1926) except to

add a general account V, "Investment Suspense," to include four primary

accounts as follows

:

91, Road and equipment under construction.

92, Unapplied construction material and supplies.

93, Unadjusted investments.

94, Road purchased—unassigned.

Under general accounts II and III, "Fixed Improvements" and

"Equipment," respectively, the arrangement of the accounts of the present

classification and the present account numbers were restored, except for

the omission of the following accounts of the present classification, which

in each instance were either to be absorbed in other primary accounts or

transferred to general accounts IV and V, "General Expenditures" and

"Investment Suspense
:"

1, Engineering (to be account 7i under General Account IV).
4, Underground power tubes.

7, Elevated structures.

2^, Power dams, canals and pipe lines.

30, Power sub-station buildings.

32, Power distribution systems.

34, Underground conduits.

39, Assessments for public improvements ( to be account 77 under
General Account IV).

40, Revenues and operating expenses during construction (to be

replaced by proposed account 76, "Earnings During Construc-

tion," under General Account IV).
41, Cost of road purchased (to be account 94 under "Investment

Suspense," a temporary clearing account).

42, Reconstruction of road purchased (to be charged to proposed
account 94 until cleared to primary accounts).

43, Other expenditures—Road.
46, Power sub-station apparatus.

47, Unapplied construction material and supplies (to be account

92 under "Investment Suspense").
55, Motor equipment of cars.

Under "General Instructions," there appeared a provision that when

the total cost of additions and betterments to any class of equipment or fixed

improvements (except additional track) does not exceed $100, it may be
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charged to operating expenses ; the carrier being permitted to fix a limit

less than $100 providing it so advise the Commission and make no change

therefrom except upon authority of the Commission. Regarding the cost

of removing old material and equipment from buildings, bridges and other

fixed improvements, there was inserted a provision that the cost of apply-

ing new parts for betterment purposes shall be charged to the appropriate

operating expense accounts. Regarding the proposed account 94, "Road

Purchased, Unassigned," under "Investment Suspense," it was proposed

that expenditures thus charged be cleared only under specific instructions

of the Commission.

OCTOBER, 1926, DRAFT

Another tentative draft of the investment classification was circulated

by the Bureau of Accounts in October, 1926. The general and primary

accounts proposed in this draft were as follows

:

General Accoiints

I. Land
II. Fixed improvements

III. Equipment

IV. General expenditures
V. Investment suspense

Primary Accounts

I. Land
1. Land for transportation

service

2. Public improvements
II. Fixed improvements

3. Grading
4. Tunnels and subways
5. Bridges
6. Ties
7. Rails

8. Other track material

9. Ballast

10. Tracklaying and surfacing

11. Fences, snowsheds, cross-

ings and signs

12. Station and office build-

ings

13. Roadway buildings

14. Fuel and water stations

15. Equipment shops
16. Wharves
17. Telegraph and telephone

lines

18. Signals and interlockers

19. Power plants

20. Power transmission sys-

tems
21. Miscellaneous structures

23. Roadway machines and
tools

IV.

III. Equipment
51. Locomotives

Freight cars

Passenger-train cars

Floating equipment
Work equipment
Miscellaneous equiiinicnt

Shop machinery
Power plant machinery

General Expenditures
71. Organization expenses

General officers and clerks

Engineering
Law
Stationery and printing

Earnings during construc-

tion

Taxes
Interest during construc-

tion

Other expenditures

—

General
V. Investment Suspense

91. Unadjusted investments
92. Road purchased—Unas-

signed

52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

72.

7Z.

7A.

75.

76.

77.

78.

79.

In account 6, Ties, the provision inserted in the previous drafts to the

effect that if ties of a superior type arc used to replace lies of an inferior

type, the excess cost may be charged to this investment account, and con-
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versely if ties of an inferior type are used to replace ties of a superior

type the diflFerence shall be credited, was in this draft omitted; the similar

provisions, however, in the account "Rails" and "Other Track Material"

being retained.

Several changes were made in tlic "General Instructions," among which

were the following

:

(a) The previously proposed instruction that, "the accounting
companies' records shall be kept in such a manner as to show
separately its investment in property devoted to common carrier
purposes which it operates and in such property which is operated
by others," was omitted.

(b) There was inserted a new provision that the classification

of property between carrier and non-carrier shall be consistent with
the carrier's classification for valuation purposes.

(c) Regarding donations, a provision was inserted to the
efifect that the carrier shall charge to the investment classification

the current cash value of property donated by others for transpor-
tation service and also the cost of carrier property acquired through
the expenditure of donations of cash or its equivalent.

(d) A new instruction entitled "Property Changes" was
inserted, providing that: To the accounts of this classification

shall be charged the cost of all carrier property acquired, including

property purchased, property constructed by or for the carrier,

impovements made to existing property, and of property trans-

ferred from noncarrier to carrier use. To these accounts shall

be credited the ledger value of all carrier property retired.

(e) In "Property Changes," it was proposed, "for reasons
of practicability and to avoid undue refinement in accounting,"

(1) that when new parts applied in connection with maintenance
have a greater or less capacity or durability than those removed,
there shall be charged or credited the difference between the cost

of new parts and the current value of the parts retired; (2) that

charges shall be made to operating expenses for carrier property
(except land or tracks) acquired under a general plan considered
as a whole, when the total cost does not exceed $200, with per-

mission to adopt a limit of less than $200 providing the Commission
be notified of the maximum amount proposed to be used and no

. subsequent changes in practice be made except by authority of the

Commission; (3) that adjustments in these accounts shall be
omitted when property (other than land or tracks) is retired and
replaced, if the cost of replacing and the ledger value of the

property retired are each within the limit of $200.

APRIL 26, 1927, DRAFT

Under date of April 26, 1927, the Bureau of Accounts submitted a

new draft of a tentative investment classification, designed to give effect

to the provisions of the Commission's depreciation order as well as to

incorporate the results of a further consideration of the proposed revisions.

The general and primary accounts proposed in the latter draft are as

follows

:

General Accounts

I. Land for transportation service IV. General
II. Fixed improvements V. Investment suspense

III. Equipment
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Primary Accounts

I. Land for transportation service 18. Signals and interlockers

1. Land 19. Power plants

2. Public improvements 20. Power transmission sys-

n. Fixed improvements terns

3. Grading 21. Miscellaneous structures

4. Tunnels and subways 22. Sand and gravel pits and
5. Bridges quarries

6. Ties 23. Roadway machines and
7. Rails tools

8. Other track material 111. Equipment
9. Ballast 51. Locomotives

10. Tracklaying and surfacing 52. Freight cars

11. Fences, snowsheds, cross- 53. Passenger-train cars

ings and signs 54. Floating equipment
12. Station and office build- 55. Work equipment

ings 56. Motor vehicles

13. Roadway buildings 57. Shop machinery
14. Fuel and water stations 58. Power plant machinery
15. Equipment shops I\'. General
16. Wharves 71. Corporate
17. Telegraph and telephone V. Investment susi>ense

lines 81. Unadjusted investments

The number of primary accounts is reduced to 33. General account IV.

entitled, "General expenditures" in the preceding draft of October 19, 1926,

and there consisting of 9 primary accounts, is entitled in this most recent

draft, "General," and consists of but one primary account, 71, "Corporate,"

to include all corporate organization expenses, consisting of charter costs,

promoters' fees, costs incident to capital stock, expenses of reorganization

committees, pay and expenses of executives, general officers and general

office clerks, law services incident to organization, taxes, and stationer\-

and printing.

General account V, "Investment Suspense," reduced to two primary

accounts in the October, 1926, draft, is further reduced to one primary

account, 81, "Unadjusted investments," intended to show the amount of a

carrier's investment in carrier property in excess of that shown in the

other accounts of this classification. All proposed changes in the account

must be submitted to the Commission for its approval and no adjustments

made except upon authority of the Commission. The cost of road pur-

chased may be temporarily carried in this account until distributed to the

primary accounts under general accounts I, II, and III.

Under "General Instructions" the general rules for accounting both

for the acquisition and retirement of carrier property appear in one instruc-

tion, 6, "Property changes" ; and the following instructions which appeared

in the preceding drafts are eliminated : "Grading grounds and buildings,"

"Property retired and replaced," "Property retired and not replaced,"

"Equipment retired," "Land retired," and "Expenses in connection with

property changes."
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The proposed instruction to govern property change« is as follows

:

6. Property Changes

(a) To the accounts of this classification shall be cliarged the cost
of all carrier property acquired, including property purchased, property
constructed by or for the carrier (including property replacing property
retired), improvements to the existing property, and all property trans-

ferred from non-carrier to carrier use.

(b) To these accounts sliall be credited, at the time of retirement,
the ledger value of all carrier property retired.

The accounting for property retired shall be as follows :

(1) Fixed improvements and equipment: Concurrently with
the retirement of the property (the cost of which is chargeable to

the depreciable accounts of this classification) the ledger value,

plus the cost of 'ismantling (including the cost of removing the

foundations and lling excavations of buildings removed), and
recovering the sal. age less the value of the salvage (see instruc-

tion 2-m) and insurance recovered if any, shall be appropriately

charged to account 776, "Accrued depreciation—Road," or accountm , "Accrued depreciation—Equipment." The value of the salvage
recovered (see instruction 2-m) by the carrier shall be charged
to account 717, "Material and supplies," or elsewhere according
to the purpose for which the material is used.

(2) Property changes made by the lessee on leased property
which, under the terms of the lease, are not borne or assumed by
the lessor, shall be accounted for by the lessee in account 702,

"Leased railway property."

(3) In case retired fixed improvements or equipment are

held without dismantling, their salvage value shall be included, as

may be appropriate, in account 705, "Miscellaneous physical prop-
erty," or account 731, "Other unadjusted debits."

(4) Land: The ledger value (estimated if not known) of

land retired, together with the proportionate cost of public improve-
ments pertaining to the retired land, sh^ll be credited to these

accounts. If the land be sold, the difference between the ledger

value, estimated if not known (including the proportionate cost

of assessments for public improvements), and the sale price of

the land, shall be debited to account 614, "Loss on retired road and
equipment," or credited to account 603, "Profit on road and equip-

ment sold," as may be appropriate. If the land be retained by
the carrier, the aforesaid ledger value and proportionate cost of

assessments shall be charged to account 70S, "Miscellaneous

physical property."

(5) Grading and tracklaying and surfacing: Concurrently

with the retirement of tracks the amounts included in account 3,

"Grading," and 10, "Tracklaying and surfacing," with respect to

the retired property, shall be credited thereto. These amounts
(less salvage if any) shall be charged to account 202, "Roadway
and track repairs," except that if the tracks are not replaced with

property of like purpose, the charge shall be to account 614, "Loss

on retired road and equipment."

(c) For reasons of practicability and to avoid undue refinement in

accounting, the cost of replacing in kind parts of fixed improvements

(other than tracks) and equipment shall be charged to Operating Expenses.

Note: The provisions of the foregoing paragraph are not

applicable to the replacement of parts if the new parts are of

superior or inferior capacity or durability as compared with the
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parts retired, nor shall it apply to the replacement of longitudinal
sections of continuous structures, such as long trestles, fences,

snowsheds, pole line, wire lines, etc. Such replacements shall be
accounted for under the provisions of instruction 6-a and 6-b except
that when the cost of labor applying the new part in replacement
is substantially the same as the present cost of labor to apply
the part retired, the cost of labor applying the new part and
removing the part retired shall be charged to Operating Expenses.

(d) If the cost of repairs to any unit or fixed improvements or
equipment in any instance exceeds 70 per cent of the cost new at current
prices, it shall be accounted for as retired from service in accordance with
instruction 6-b. The cost of the renewed unit shall be charged to the
appropriate road and equipment account. This cost shall include the ap-
praised value on the basis of current prices in place for the second-hand
parts retained in the rebuilt unit without disassembling and replacement
(due allowance being made for the second-hand condition thereof), plus

the cost of material used and labor expended in the renewal thereof, but
shall not include the cost of dismantling the old unit, the accounting for
which is indicated in instrution 6-b-l.

The definition of "Ledger Value" is given as the value at which the

property is carried in the property investment account ; and it is further

provided that in determining the ledger value of property retired from

service when it is impracticable because of the relatively large number and

small size of units of any kind to determine the specific ledger value

thereof, estimated average prices may be used. The units referred to are

such as rail, ties, tie plates, track spikes, track bolts or fence posts. By
"property retired" is meant property permanently withdrawn from trans-

portation service.

The instruction (No. 7) regarding "Cost of construction" is amplified

to include rules concerning taxes and interest during construction, as

follows

:

(j) Taxes on carrier physical property belonging to the

carrier assessed during construction and before the facilities are
used for transportation service shall be included in the accounts
appropriate for the property so taxed.

(k) Interest During Construction includes the amounts of

interest incurred in the acquisition of carrier property. Such
interest shall be charged to the accounts appropriate for the cost

of the property in connection with the acquirement of which the

interest is incurred. The interest includible in these accounts under
this instruction is :

(1) Interest on bonds, notes and other evidence of

indebtedness sold, and upon any interest-bearing debt

incurred for the acquisition of carrier property. It

includes the interest accruing on the part of the debt rep-

resenting the cost of property acquired (less interest, if

any, allowed by depositaries on unexpended balances) after

such funds become available for use and before the receipt

or the completion or coming into transportation service of
the property so acquired.

There shall be deducted from such interest charges
a proportion of premium on securities sold. The amount
of premium thus deductible shall be determined by the
ratio which the period between the date the proceeds from
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the securities issued become available and the receipt, com-
pletion, or coming into service of the property bears to the

entire life of the securities issued. Interest on bonds,

notes or other evidences of indebtedness accruing before

the proceeds from the sale of the securities become avail-

able for use shall not be included in these accounts
nor shall there be included any interest accruing after

the property with respect to whicli the proceeds are
expended is received or becomes available for use in con-

nection with transportation servcic. For definition of

securities actually issued, see note B to account 755.

(2) The proportion of discount and expense on
funded debt issued for the acquisition or construction of

carrier property. The amount of discount and expense
thus chargeable shall be determined by the ratio which the

period between the date the proceeds from the securities

issued become available and the receipt, completion, or
coming into service of the property bears to the entire life

of the securities issued. If any securities which have been
issued or assumed by the carrier are sold or exchanged
by or for the carrier for a consideration the actual money
value of which at the time of such sale or exchange is

less than the value of the securities at par and tlie accrued
interest thereon, if any, the difference between the money
value of the consideration received and the par value of
the securities plus the accrued interest, if any, shall be
deemed a discount. In no case except as provided in this

paragraph shall discounts be included in these accounts.

(3) Reasonable charges for interest during the con-
struction period before the receipt, completion or coming
into transportation service of the property acquired, on the
carrier's own funds expended for construction purposes,
though mandatory as to important projects, does not apply
to property changes, the cost of which is less than $1,000,

nor to projects which are under construction for short
periods only. Interest on the carrier's own funds charged
to investment under the provision of this instruction, in-

cluding the funds secured from sale of capital stock, shall

be credited to account 523.

(4) When the work upon an important construction
project is suspended for a period of one year or more the

facts with respect to each case shall be submitted to the

Commission for decision as to whether interest shall be
charged to investment during the period of suspension. In

case construction work on a project is definitely abandoned,
no further interest charges shall be made.

Regarding adjustments for converted property, it is proposed that

if the expense of physical conversion does not exceed $100 the ledger value

of the unit shall be credited to the account in which carried and charged to

the account appropriate for the use to which the property is converted

;

and the amount included in the accrued depreciation account for the con-

verted unit shall he correspondingly transferred. If substantial physical

changes are made in the unit because of conversion, the unit shall be

retired in accordance with the rule governing "Property Changes."

The instruction in the preceding drafts covering "Rehabilitation of

road and equipment purchased," is eliminated on the ground that under
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the provisions of the depreciation order there is no requirement for this

instruction. The proposed instruction (No. 12) governing "Railroad

Purchased" is as follows

:

The accounting for a railroad purchased shall be as follows

:

(a) If the consideration paid or payable is other than cash,

the current value thereof shall !)c determined on a current cash

basis.

(b) The net purchase price of carrier property acquired

shall be reckoned by adding to the cash value of the consideration

determined as above the liabilities assumed (appraised on a cur-

rent cash basis) and from this sum shall be deducted the appraised

value of miscellaneous physical property, of securities, and of

other assets (except carried property) acquired.

(c) The original cost of carrier property acquired includible

in these accounts shall be ascertained

:

(1) For property chargeable to account 1 on the

basis of the actual cost of the land when first acquired for

carrier use. In this cost there shall be included fair allow-

ances to cover expenditures made by prior owners charge-

able by them to accounts 2 and 3. The allowance for

assessments for public improvements shall be limited to

improvements made for the benefit of land actually

acquired by the carrier, and allowances for crossings shall

be limited to crossings still in existence.

(2) For property chargeable to general accounts II

and III on the basis of finding 8, depreciation charges

No. 15100.

(d) If the net purchase price of the carrier property

acquired equals the original cost (determined in accordance with

paragraph (c) of this instruction), minus the past accrued depre-

ciation, the original cost of the property shall be included in these

accounts and the past accrued depreciation shall be credited to

the appropriate accrued depreciation reserve accounts.

(e) If the net purchase price of the carrier property acquired

exceeds the original cost (determined in accordance with para-

graph (c) of this instruction), minus the past accrued depreciation,

such excess cost shall be charged to account 81, "Unadjusted
investments," the original cost of the property acquired shall be
charged to the accounts of this classification, and the past accrued
depreciation shall be credited tn the appropriate accrued depre-

ciation reserve accounts.

(f) If the net purchase price of the carrier property acquired

is less than the original cost (determined in accordance with para-

graph (c) of this instruction), minus the past accrued depreciation,

the original cost and the amount of past accrued depreciation shall

be proportionately reduced to absorb this difference. The ad-

justed original cost thus determined shall be included in the

appropriate accounts of this classification and the adjusted allow-

ance for past accrued depreciation shall be credited to the

appropriate accrued depreciation reserve accounts.

General instruction 3, "Accounts for investment in road and equipment,"

is as follows

:

(a) These accounts are designed to show investment of the

carrier in carrier property.
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(b) For accounting purposes, the classification of property

between carrier and noncarrier shall be consistent with the car-

rier's classification for valuation purposes.

(c) The accounts for each month shall be recorded currently.

(d) The carrier's accounts shall be so maintained that, at

the close of any month, statements may be prepared showing:
(1) Amounts unaudited at the close of the month for

projects completed on or before the last day of the month.

(2) Amounts audited and included in the accounts

for the month or prior thereto for projects uncompleted at

the close of the month.
(e) For accounting purposes the accounts of this classifica-

tion are of two general classes

:

( 1 ) Depreciable accounts

4. Tunnels and subways
5. Bridges
6. Ties
7. Rails

8. Other track material

9. Ballast

11. Fences, snowshcds, crossings and sit>ns

12. Station and office buildings

13. Roadway buildings

14. Fuel and water stations

15. Equipment shops

16. Wharves
17. Telegraph and telephone lines

18. Signals and interlockers

19. Power plants

20. Power transmission systems
21. Miscellaneous structures

23. Roadway machines and tools

51. Locomotives
52. Freight cars

53. Passenger-train cars

54. Floating equipment
55. Work equipment
56. Motor vehicles

57. Shop machinery
58. Power plant machinery

(2) Non-depreciable accounts

1. Land
2. Public improvements
3. Grading

10. Tracklaying and surfacing

22. Sand and gravel pits and c|uarrios

71. Corporate
81. Unadjusted investments

The text of the primary accounts for Ties, Rails, Other track mate-

rial, and Ballast is changed to include the cost of these elements of tracks

which are directly used for transportation purposes, this being in accord-

ance with the requirements of the depreciation order. It is proposed that

the ledger value of all ties, rails, and other track material removed from

tracks shall be accounted for as retired ; and when ballast is applied in

renewals, a quantity of ballast equal to that applied shall be reckoned as
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retired and its ledger value considered its service value. To correspond

with these changes in the road and equipment classification, the operating

expense accounts "Ties," "Rails," "Other track material," and "Ballast"

are eliminated entirely from that classification.

A new account, 22, Sand and gravel pits and quarries, is added in

the last two drafts to include the value of sand in sand pits, gravel in

gravel pits, and rock in quarries, and cost of improvements therein, when
the products of the pits or quarries are to be used for construction or

maintenance. There shall be credited to this account, monthly, and charged

to the appropriate clearing account, provided in accordance with instruction

213 (classification of operating expenses), the monthly depletion of invest-

ment in this account. The depletion charges shall be reckoned on the ratio

of the monthly production to the total estimated production of the pit

or quarry.

Regarding general account IV, "General," it is proposed that with

the exception of expenses of a general character, as outlined for account

71 (and previously mentioned), other expenses formerly included in this

general account shall be distributed to the various primary accounts for

the property in connection with which the expenditures occurred.

Land Account

The proposed revisions of the land account in the tentative draft of

March, 1926, have previously been mentioned. Land was there made a

general account, with one primary account, "Land for common carrier

purposes." In subsequent drafts, a second primary account has been

added, "Public improvements," which is, in substance, present account 39,

"Assessments for public improvements." The most recent draft, that

of April, 1927, contains the two accounts under land. The general account

is there entitled, I, "Land for transportation service ;" and the primary

accounts are, respectively, 1, "Land," and 2, "Public improvements."

Account 1 has been amended in minor respects since the earlier draft.

In the April, 1927, draft, for example, there are omitted from the detailed

list of items chargeable to the account, (a) damages for non-fulfillment

of conditions of purchase of right-of-way, (b) damages to property or

interests of others arising from proximity of the railroad, (c) directly

assignable expenses in procuring passage of ordinances granting right to

occupy public property with tracks, (d) fees assessed by public authority

for permits to build and maintain permanent tracks, either on property

of the carrier or on public property, and (e) rent of land when a part

of consideration for purchase. New items are inserted covering (a) lump

sum payments for right to use in perpetuity or for a period of years

public property for transportation service (such amounts paid for right

to use for a period of years only, to be amortized through income account

532, "Railway tax accruals") ; and (b) permanent rights to erect and

maintain snow and sand fences.

There are omitted from the later draft the provisions (previously

mentioned) in the March, 1926, draft to the effect that rent paid (less
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rent received from subtenants, if any), pending actual purchase, for land

rented primarily for addition and betterment projects and later purchased

for the projects, shall be included in this account; that amounts received

for easements or rights to use the right-of-way for telegraph, telephone,

or pipe lines, or for permanent roadways and footpaths, be credited tu

this account to an extent not exceeding the cost of the property involved,

the excess, if any, to go to profit and loss account; and that cost of land

purchased along lines held under long-term lease or lines of controlled

companies, and used in transportation service, be included.

The proposed rule covering sale of minerals is to the effect that pro-

ceeds therefrom of minerals "known to be in the land when purchased

and considered in the purchase price thereof," shall be credited to this

account. The net proceeds from sale of minerals or timber in excess of

the amount considered therefor in the purchase price of the land shall

be credited to profit and loss account, "Miscellaneous credits."

Account 2, Public improvements, is intended to include amounts as-

sessed on carrier property by governmental authority to cover the cost of

constructing public improvements, when such assessments are made against

property within defined areas of taxing districts, and also the cost borne

by the carrier of public improvements constructed by it under govern-

mental requirements. Items of public improvements include curbing streets

and highways, drainage systems, flood protection, grading streets and high-

ways, irrigation systems, levees, paving (except at crossings), sewer systems,

sidewalks, street lighting systems, and water works. The costs borne by

a carrier of joint projects are not to be considered assessments for public

improvements. Any portion of the cost of public improvements included

in the general tax levy for a regular taxing district would go to tlie

appropriate tax account. If an assessment is to be paid in installments, the

full amount shall be charged to this account when the assessment is levied

and the deferred payments included in balance-sheet account "Other de-

ferred liabilities." Interest on installments which are deferred without

nption of the carrier are to be included as a part of the assessments, all

other interest on assessments to go to income debit account "Interest on

unfunded debt." Penalties for failure to pay assessments within allotted

time shall be charged to income debit account "Miscellaneous income

charges." The cost of maintaining public improvements shall be charged

to operating expenses, as at present. Assessments on non-carrier property

for constructing public improvements go to balance-sheet accounts for

miscellaneous physical property.

Recommendations by Carriers' Accounting Committee

In considering the tentative draft of April, 1927, submitted by the

Bureau of Accounts, the Committee on General Accounts of the Accounting

Officers' Association expressed the opinion in regard to the proposed rules

governing property changes that the loss on all carrier property retired

should be uniformly charged to operating expenses; and recommends a

change in proposed instruction 6, paragraph b-5, accordingly. (See above.)
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Regarding paragraph (c) under general instructions for property

changes (see above), the committee recommends the elimination of the

reference to replacing longitudinal sections of continuous structures such

as long trestles, fences, snowsheds, pole lines, etc., for the reason that it

is impossible to determine definitely what constitutes the longitudinal sec-

tion of a continuous structure.

Regarding the provision that it the cost of repairs to any unit of

property exceeds 70 per cent of the cost new at current prices it shall

be accounted for as retired from service, the committee recommends 75

per cent in place of 70 per cent, believing that if the cost of repairs to

any unit equals 75 per cent of its cost new at current prices the policy

of the management would be replacement.

Regarding the rule that a fair allowance representing the expense to

tlie carrier of transportation in transportation service trains over the

carrier's own line in connection with construction work shall be included

as a cost of construction, amounts thus charged being credited to operating

expense, the committee again recommends the elimination of this rule

on the ground that such charges cannot be definitely determined and the

allowances so used are merely arbitrary estimates.

Regarding paragraph k-2 under "Cost of construction"' (see above),

l)roviding that a proportion of discount and expense on funded debt issued

for the acquisition or construction of carrier property be included in the

investment accounts on the basis of the ratio of the period prior to the

property coming into service and the period representing the life of the

securities issued, the carriers' committee considers that expenses of that

nature, as distinct from discount, should be included in operating expenses.

Die committee is also of the opinion that the minimum sum upon which

interest should be reckoned in the case of property changes, or projects

under construction for short periods only, should be not less than $10,000.

Regarding general account IV, primary account 71, "Corporate," the

accounting committee suggests the elimination of this entire general, and

primary, account, being of the opinion that all expenditures for road

and equipment should be included as direct charges to the cost of the

project and structures, and the i)rimary accounts affected, or, if direct

charges cannot be made, the expenses should be equitably apportioned.

With reference to crossings, the committee recommends that, for the

purpose of accounting, all crossings constructed at the joint expense of

a carrier and others be considered as joint projects, the amcmnt to be

included in the investment accounts to be the construction cost of the

structures acquired by the carrier regardless of the terms of settlement

for the joint project; and that the cost of property acquired in the con-

struction of joint projects, in excess of the cost to the carrier, be con-

sidered a donation and credited to profit and loss.

Regarding a railroad purchased, it is recommended by the account-

ing committee that the net jiurchase price of the carrier pro[)crty acquired
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be recorded by primary accounts of the investment classification on the

following basis :

1. General account I

—

Appraised current value.

2. General accounts II and III

—

Estimated cost to reproduce at current prices less suit-

able allowance for present condition.

3. General account IV-

—

The difference between the total net purchase price and
the aggregate amounts charged to accounts I, II, III.

The committee also considers the proposed instructions, covering a

railroad purchased, that carrier land when subsequently acquired by other

carriers shall be accounted for at "actual cost of the land when first

acquired for carrier use"; that if the net purchase price of property

acquired equals the original cost, minus the past accrued depreciation,

the original cost shall be included in these accounts and the past accrued

depreciation be credited to the appropriate depreciation reserve account;

the paragraph requiring the purchasing carrier to account for the amount

paid in excess of the original cost of the property acquired to "Unad-

justed investments" ; and the paragraph requiring the purchasing carrier

to "scale down" depreciable accounts if it has been able to acquire physical

property at cost less than original cost; are all objectionable, if not

impossible.

In submitting these recommendations to the Commission's representa-

tives, the Committee on General Accounts of the Accounting Officers'

Association retains the position expressed in its proposed classification

of investment in road and equipment, recommended in May, 1926, based

upon the principle of three accounts, namely, I, "Road," II, "Equipment,"

and III, "Investment Suspense" ; and suggests the foregoing changes in

the tentative classification proposed by the Bureau of Accounts only in

the event the Commission retains the system of primary accounts for

the investment classification. In the latter event, it is further recom-

mended that the following accounts be combined

:

Account 3—^Grading '

6—Ties
7—Rails
8—Other track material
9—Ballast

10—Tracklaying and surfacing,

these accounts to be consolidated into one account, "Roadway and track."

The accounting rule for ballast, in the proposed classification, is that

the ballast account include the cost of the ballast material and also the

cost of work-train service and unloading; the cost of placing ballast in

tracks not previously ballasted being charged to tracklaying and surfac-

ing, account 10. The carriers' committee recommends that the cost of

labor unloading and distributing at point of use, including the cost of

work-train service in connection with the distribution of the ballast, be

charged to tracklaying and surfacing. This would provide the same

treatment for labor handling ballast as that accorded ties, rails, and other
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track material. The cost of preparing tracks, which have been used in

operation, for the reception of initial ballast, will be charged, under the

proposed classification, to operating expenses. The application of ballast

in tracks previously ballasted will be charged to operating expenses, as

at present.

The cost of installing additional elements of track construction, after

the commencement of commercial operations, such as the application of

ballast or tie plates to tracks previously ballasted or tie-plated, is to be

charged to operating expenses in the proposed classification.

Regarding proposed account 81, "Unadjusted Investments," it is recom-

mended that this account include not only the excess but recess, if any

;

and that the account be restated to conform to this principle.

PROPOSED REVISIONS OF CLASSIFICATION OF OPERATING
REVENUES

The Bureau of Accounts submitted a proposed revision of the classi-

fication of operating revenues in 1925. It was jointly considered with

the representatives of the Accounting Officers' Association, redrafted,

and circulated again in June, 1926. (Printed in Bulletin No. Ill, Railway

Accounting Officers' Association.) It w^as again redrafted, with somt-

changes, and reprinted in October, 1926. (Bulletin No. 112, Railway

Accounting Officers' Association.) A further draft was issued under

date of April 26, 1927, without substantial change from the preceding

draft. (Bulletin No. 113, Railway Accounting Officers' Association.)

The several changes proposed include a provision that the carriers

shall file with the Commission comprehensive statements of their plans

for accruing unaudited revenues and for adjusting accrual estimates to

actual revenues earned; and make no change in practice without sub-

mitting the proposed revisions to the Commission. The purpose of the

provision is to inform the Commission of the practices of the carriers

in this matter and to permit correction of improper practices. The car-

riers' accounting committee objects to it for the reason that such require-

ments will restrict initiative and experimcnt.s.

Regarding estimates for unaudited items affecting operating revenues,

it is proposed that if, during the interval between the date of inclusion

of the item in the accounts and the date on which it is audited, a sub-

stantial difference is determined ])etween the initial estimate and the

actual amount of the item, api^ropriate adjustment shall be made in the

current accounts to cover such difference; the carrier to preserve a record

of the information upon which the supplemental estimate is based.

The proposed classification includes a new account for revenue from

heating and refrigerating service, in view of the greatly increased revenues

from this source. The carriers' representatives recommend its elimination

because it seeks to distinguish between "stated refrigeration" and miscel-

laneous icing charges, the former to be credited to revenue and the latter

to operating expense, whereas there is no profit in either ; and because it

would penalize carriers in states where taxes are asses.sed on gross oper-

ating revenues, since there is no profit from this incidental refrigeration
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service. Should the Commission retain the proposed account in the revised

classification, it is recommended that the cost of ice be deducted from

the credits to the account.

The proposed classification provides that no amount representing rent

of property shall be included in the revenue accounts.

Regarding joint facility accounts, joint train service would be con-

sidered a joint facility operation, each carrier involved to include in the

appropriate revenue accounts (other than joint facility aixounts) the

revenues pertaining to the trains operated by it, the difference between

the revenue thus credited by each carrier and its proportion of the total

pooled revenue to be adjusted through the joint-facility revenue accounts.

No amounts may be included in revenue account, under the proposed

classification, representing transportation over a company's lines of mate-

rial and supplies for its own use, unless such charges arc included in the

price thereof and borne by the shipper.

The accounts "Dining and BufTet" and "Hotel and Restaurant,"

upon recommendation of the carriers' representatives, are made net ac-

counts, representing the difference between receipts from the service and

the cost of consumable and salable supplies.

Other minor changes are proposed in the accounts. Under general

account III, Incidental, the present accounts 134, Parcel room, 135, Stor-

age-freight, and 136, Storage-baggage, are abolished, these credits to be

absorbed in the account, "Station, Train, and Boat" ; and account 142,

"Rents of buildings and other property," is abolished in accordance with

the proposed rule not to credit in the revenue accounts any amounts

representing rent of property. A new account, 140, "Other Service," is

added, to include revenue from miscellaneous operations such as coal-

storage, cold-storage, cotton compress, wood preserving, and ice-supply

;

in addition to the new account "Heating and refrigeration" previously

mentioned. Thus the number of primary accounts is reduced from 3*^

to 37.

PROPOSED REVISIONS OF CLASSIFICATION OF OPERATING
EXPENSES

A tentative revision of the accounting rules for operating expenses

was the first of the several tentative classifications submitted by the

Bureau of Accounts for di.scussion and suggestions. It was circulated

in November, 1923. The principal features of the proposed revision havt-

been previously mentioned in the first part of this report.

DRAFT OF OCTOBER, 1926

A revised draft was given general circulation in October, 1926

(Printed in Bulletin No. 112, Railway Accounting Officers' Association.^

The suggested arrangement and number of general and primary accounts

were as follows :
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General Accounts

I. Maintenance of way and strucnires.

II. Maintenance of equipment.
III. Transportation—Rail line.

IV. Transportation—Water line

V. Miscellaneous Operations.
VI. Traffic.

VII. General.
VIII. Transportation for investment— Cr.

Primary Accounts

[. Maintenance of Way and Structures

—

201. Supervision.
202. Roadway and track.

203. Tunnels.
204. Bridges.
205. Ties.

206. Rails.

207. Other track material.

208. Ballast.

209. Fences, snowsheds, crossings and signs.

210. Station and office buildings.

211. Roadway buildings.

212. Fuel and water stations.

213. Equipment shops.
214. Wharves.
215. Telegraph and telephone lines.

216. Signals and interlockers.

217. Power plants.

218. Power transmission systems.

219. Miscellaneous structures.

220. Roadway machines and tools.

221. Roadway supplies.

2Z2. Removing snow, ice and sand.

222. Public improvements.
224. Injuries to persons.

225. Stationery and printing.

226. Other expenses.
227. Maintaining joint tracks, yards, and other facilities—Dr
228. Maintaining joint tracks, yards, and other facilities—Cr
229. Insurance.

230. Fixed improvements—Depreciation.

231. Fixed improvements—Retirements.
232. Equalization—Way and structures.

233. Amortization—Way and structures.

[1. Maintenance of Equipment

—

301. Supervision.
302. Shop machinery.
303. Power plant machinery.
304. Locomotives—Repairs.
305. Freight cars—Repairs.

306. Passenger-train cars—Repairs.

307. Floating equipment—Repairs.
308. Work equipment—Repairs.
309. Miscellaneous equipment—Repairs.
310. Injuries to persons.
311 Stationery and printing.
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II. Maintenance hi l-'tiuipnient—Continned

342. Other expenses.

313. Maintaining joint equipment—Dr.
314. Maintaining joint equipment—Cr.

315. Insurance.
316. Equipment—Depreciation.

317. Equipment- -Retirements.

318. Equalization— Equipment.
319. Amortization— Equipment.

in. Transportation—Rail Line

—

371. Supervision.
372. Dispatching trains.

373. Station employees.
374. Weighing, inspection, and demurrage jjureaus

375. Coal and ore wharves.
376. Station supplies and expenses.

377. Yardmasters and yard clerks.

378. Yard conductors and brakemen.
379. Yard switch tenders.

380. Yard enginemen.
381. Yard motormen.
382. Fuel for yard locomotives.
383. Yard switching power produced.
384. Yard switching power purchased.

385. Water for yard locomotives.

386. Lubricants for j^ard locomotives.

387. Other supplies for yard locomotives.

388. Enginehouse expenses—Yard.
389. Yard supplies and expenses.
390. Train enginemen.
391. Train motormen.
392. Fuel for train locomotives.
393. Train power produced.
394. Train power purchased.
395. Water for train locomotives.
396. Lubricants for train locomotives.

397. Other supplies for train locomotives.

398. Enginehouse expenses—Train.

399. Trainmen.
400. Train supplies and expenses.
401. Operating sleeping cars.

402. Signal and interlocker operation.

403. Crossing protection.

404. Drawbridge operation.

405. Telegraph and telephone operation.

406. Water transfer operation.
407. Stationery and printing.

408. Other expenses.
409. Operating joint facilities—Dr.
410. Operating joint facilities—Cr.

411. Clearing wrecks.
412. Damage to property.

413. Damage to live stock on right-of-way.

414. Loss and damage^—Freight.

415. Loss and damage—Baggage
416. Injuries to persons.
417. Insurance.
418. Equalization—Transportation.
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IV. Transportation—Water Line

—

431. Operation of vessels.

432. Operation of terminals.

433. Incidental.

434. Insurance.

V. Miscellaneous Operations

—

441. Dining and buffet service.

442. Hotels and restaurants.

443. Other miscellaneous operations.

VI. Traffic—

451. Supervision.

452. Solicitation.

453. Development.
454. Stationerj' and printing.

455. Other expenses.

456. Insurance.

457. Equalization—Traffic.

VII. General

—

461. General officers.

462. General office clerks and attendants.

463. General office supplies and expenses.

464. Law expenses.

465. Pensions and relief.

466. Stationery and printing.

467. Valuation expenses.
468. Other expenses.
469. General joint facilities—Dr.

470. General joint facilities-—Cr.

471. Insurance.
\'III. Transportation for Investment—Cr.

The formerly proposed requirement that the primary accounts be

subdivided as between (a) labor, (b) material, and (c) miscellaneous

items, was abandoned. Similarly, the proposed new accounts "Work Train

Service," "Shop Expenses," "Preparing Motive Power," "Preparing Cars,"

and "Transfer and Delivery Service," were dropped. "Roadway Mainte-

nance" and "Tracklaying and Surfacing," Accounts 202 and 220 in the

present classification, are here combined into one account. "Roadway and

Track.'"

Depreciation Accounts

One primary account was provided, in the proposed classification,

imder general account I, Maintenance of Way and Structures, to cover

charges for depreciation of fixed improvements. A similar account was

provided under general account II, Equipment, to include charges for

depreciation of equipment. The amounts thus charged were made credit-

able to account 776, "Accrued depreciation—Road," or account 111 , "Ac-

crued depreciation—Equipment," in the balance sheet account, to meei

or reduce amounts otherwise chargeable as might be appropriate tn

Operating Expenses or to Profit and Loss to cover the service value of

property retired. Amounts charged to operating expenses or other ac-

counts to cover depreciation of fixed improvements or equipment under
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lease, when the investment therein is not included in the property invest-

ment account, werp tn he inchided in balance sheet arroimt "Other Unad-

justed Credits."

Property Requirements

One primary account was provided under general account I, Mainte-

nance of Way and Structures, to include the service value, of fixed

improvements retired and replaced, in excess of the amounts previously

provided for, with respect to retired property, in balance sheet account

776, "Accrued depreciation—Road"; a similar account l^eing provided

under general account II, Equipment, in which to include service value

of equipment retired in excess of amoimts previously provided for, with

respect to the retired property, in account 111, "Accrued depreciation

—

['"quipment."

If so authorized by the Commission, the carrier may charge
to Profit and Loss any extraordinarily large item representing

the loss in property retired and replaced, instead of charging such

item to Operating Expenses. With its application for such ac-

counting the carrier shall file with the Commission a statement

of the cost, with a description of the property so retired, and
give the reasons which, in its judgment, indicate the propriety

of charging the loss in the property to Profit and Loss. (Pro-

posed Instruction 223 b, concerning distribution of charges for

property retired and replaced.)

Equalization of Expenses

Equalization accounts, eliminated in the earlier revision, were restored

with the following instructions :

If the carrier adopts at the beginning of the calendar year
or during the year a budget or determines in advance the amount
to be expended chargeable to one or more of the primary accounts
under general accounts I, II, III or VI, for the purpose of equal-

izing the charges thereto, it shall file with the Commission as soon
as its program is adopted a statement showing the amount author-
ized for each general account for each month of the year or for

the remaining months of the year according to the plan adopted.

It shall file a supplementary statement furnishing similar infor-

mation for any modification later made in the original plan.

If the total accrued liabilities charged to the primary accounts
in any general account in any month are less than the amounts
authorized, the difference shall be charged to the appropriate

equalization account. If the total charge is more than the monthly
proportion of the authorization the difference shall be credited to

the appropriate equalization account.
Amounts charged or credited to Operating Expenses for

equalization purposes shall be credited or charged to account 775,

"Equalization reserves."

All equalization reserve accounts shall be cleared at the close

of the calendar year through the accounts used in creating the

reserves.

Fixed Improvements Retired and Replaced

The ledger value of fixed improvements retired and replaced with

liroperty of like purpose, together with the cost of dismantling and recov-
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ering the salvage of the property retired (less the value of the salvage

after recovery and the accrued depreciation) was to be included in account

231, "Fixed Improvements—Retirements." Where a longitudinal section

of a continuous structure, such as long trestle, fence, snowshed, pole

line, wire line, etc., is renewed in its entirety, with or without better-

ment, the accounting was put on the basis of property retired and

replaced.

Other Changes in Instructions

Among other changes proposed in the "Instructions" governing the

operating expense accounts are the following:

No amount representing rent of property shall be included
in these accounts. (Proposed Instruction 203 b.)

The accounting for Operating Expenses shall, as nearly as
practicable, be coincident with the transactions which create
them. If for the purpose of meeting this requirement the carrier

accounts for loss and damage, injuries to persons or other ex-
pense items upon an accrual basis it shall file with the Commis-
sion a comprehensive statement indicating the particulars of its

plan of accruals, and no change shall be made in such accounting
before the particulars of its revised plan have been submitted to

the Commission. The cost of repairs shall, as nearly as prac-
ticable, be included in the primary accounts for the month in

which the repairs are actually made. (Proposed Instruction

203 d.)

Maintenance expenses shall include the expense "of maintain-
ing or protecting railroad traffic during the progress of construc-
tion work." (208)

Clearing accounts shall be established as at present, for shop
expenses, material store expenses, and stationery store expenses,
the amounts to be subsequently apportioned as at present; the
instruction being added, however, that the balance in the shop
expense account must be cleared each calendar year; the balances
in each of the clearing accounts to be included in balance sheet
account "Other unadjusted debits."

To the insurance accounts shall be credited amounts recov-

ered from insurance companies, or released from insurance reserves,

on account of losses sustained which are covered by insurance, when
the premiums are chargeable and have been charged thereto. (225 b.)

Regarding sand and gravel pits and quarries, it is proposed
that when a pit or quarry is acquired for operations to extend
over a long period, there shall be charged to proposed R. and E.
account 22, "Sand and gravel pits and quarries," the estimated
cost of the sand, gravel, or rock, the amount paid property own-
ers for the right to remove such materials, and all other costs
incident to sinking test holes, stripping, installing tracks, build-
ings, machiner>-, etc., preparatory to operating the pit or quarry

;

and that clearing accounts shall be opened under operatinsr ex-
penses to which shall be charged: (a) The depletion in the
investment account 22, the depiction charges to be reckoned upon
the basis of the ratio of the output in the month of the estimated
total material in the pit or quarry; (b) the cost of labor and
switching service expended in producing, quarrying and loading
material, and the cost of repairs to the machinery, tracks, and
buildings in the pit or quarry; and (c) the cost of explosives,
additional small tools and miscellaneous expenses. Each such
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account shall be cleared each month by crediting thereto the cost

of the material produced. This credit entry shall show the

quantity of material produced during the month and the total

cost of production. The amounts thus credited to this account
shall concurrently be charged, according to the purpose for which
the material is used, to the appropriate road and equipment or
operating expense account or to account 717, "Material and sup-

plies." If any portion of the product from the pit or quarry is

sold, the proceeds from the sale shall be accounted for through
account 717, except that the profit over the cost of production
shall be included in account 141, "Miscellaneous." (Instruction

213.)
With reference to overhead expenses charged to others, it

was proposed that amounts included in bills collectible (ordi-

narily reckoned upon a percentage basis) to cover undistributed

expenses should be credited as follows: (1) Supervision and
accounting, to appropriate supervision account; (2) for pur-

chasing and handling material, to clearing account "Material

store expense"; and (3) overhead charges added to joint facility

bills, to appropriate joint facility creditor accounts. (211.)

Ties, Rails, and Other Track Material

• The account "Ties" (205) was modified to provide as follows:

This account shall include the cost of cross, switch, bridge,

and other track ties used in repairing tracks for the movement or
storage of locomotives and cars (including tracks in shops, fuel

stations, supply yards, etc.) except that if either bridge, switch,

or cross ties are substituted, one for the other, and the cost of

the ties laid is in excess of the cost at current prices of the ties

removed, the excess cost of the ties laid shall be included in

account 6, "Ties," and not in this account, and if the cost of the

ties laid is less than the cost, at current prices, of the ties re-

moved, the difference between the cost of the ties laid and the

cost, at current prices, of the ties removed shall be charged to

this account and concurrently credited to account 6, "Ties."

To account 206, "Rails," it was proposed to charge the cost (less

salvage) of rail used in repairing tracks, except that if rails of a heavier

type are laid in substitution of rails of a lighter type removed, the cost

of the increased weight would be charged to R. and E. account 7,

"Rails" ; and if rails of a lighter type are laid in substitution of heavier

rails removed, the cost at current prices of the decrease in weight would

be charged to this operating expense account and concurrently credited

to R. and E. account 7. Similar provision was made for accounting for

other track material.

Valuation Expenses

In connection with valuation expenses, it is proposed that primary

account 467, "Valuation Expenses," include only expenses incurred on

account of the "primary" valuations, and that expenses in connection with

perpetuation of records such as those compiled under Valuation Order

No. 3 be charged to other appropriate primary accounts under General

Account VII, General.
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Transportation for Investment

General Account VIII, "Transportation for Investment—Cr.," is in-

tended to include fair allowances representing the expense of transporting,

on transportation trains, men and material for construction; amounts

credited to this account to be concurrently charged to appropriate invest-

ment accounts.

Changes Recommended by Carriers' Representatives

The representatives of the Accounting Officers' Association recom-

mended a number of changes in the proposed classification, draft of Octo-

ber, 1926. Among them are the following:

It was recommended that a general account under the caption

"Miscellaneous" be provided to include primary accounts as follows

:

{1
Account 231—Fixed Improvements

—

Retirements,

2 Account 317 -Equipment -Retire-
ments,

{1
Account 230—Fixed Improvements

—

Depreciation,

Account 316- Equipment - Depreci-

ation,

(to remove from General Accoimts I and II items commonly referred to

as "Bookkeeping" items, leaving in these general accounts cash expendi-

tures only) ;

(c) Valuation Expenses—Account 467

(d) Insurance—Accounts 229, 315, 417, 434, 456, 471

(consolidated into one account).

(e) Pensions and Relief—Account 465.

f
1 Injuries to persons—Accounts 224.

I 310 and 416;
'< 2 Loss and Damaged Freight—Ac-

count 414;
(f) Casualties .3 Other damages

—

A consolidation of the following
; accounts: 412 Damage to Prop-

I

erty; 413 Damage to Live Stock on
! Right-of-Way ; and 415 Loss and

Damage—Baggage.

/ \ \yr ^ •
1 c* T7 (L Material Store Expenses.

(g) Matenal Store Expenses-
j 2. Stationery Store Expenses.

It was explained that expenditures incident to valuation, insurance and

pensions and relief are not considered to be in the category of General

Expenses, and should be removed from that group; that casualties of

the character described are customarily unavoidable and it is desirable

to assemble such expenditures under a miscellaneous group.

It was recommended that primary accounts be provided for:

(1) Work Train Expenses (under Maintenance of Way
and Structures).

(2) Shop Expenses (under Maintenance of Equipment).
(3) Material Stores Expenses (under Miscellaneous

Operations).
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(4) Stationery Store Expenses (under Miscellaneous
Operations).

The reasons stated for these recommendations were : (a) The neces-

sity of allocating such charges to other primary accounts, and the

complicated distribution incident thereto, would be eliminated; (b) the

expense incident to such allocation would be avoided, and clerical help

released for more important duties
;

(c) a total of the expenses would be

immediatelj* available and the responsible officers in possession of infor-

mation not readily obtainable under the present classification; (d) the

practice of charging expenses supervised by one department to other

(lepartiiicnts not haxint; supervision over such expenses would be

eliminated.

A consolidation of the following accounts was recommended:

(a) Account 373—Station Employees.
Account 374—Weighing, Inspection, and Demurrage

Bureaus,
Account 375—Coal and Ore Wharves,
Account 376—Station Supplies and Expenses,

to bring together labor, siipj)lies and incidental expenses due to the opera-

tion of stations.

(b) Account 378—Yard Conductors and Brakemen,
Account 379—Yard Switch Tenders,
Account 380—Yard Enginemen,
Account 381—Yard Motormen,

in order that all labor employed in transportation },ards be included in one

account.

( c ) Account 382—Fuel for Yard Locomotives,
Account 383—Yard Switching Power Produced,
Account 384—Yard Switching Power Purchased,

in order that all elements of fuel and power for yard services be included

in one account.

(d) Account 385—Water for Yard Locomotives,
Account 386—-Lubricants for Yard Locomotives,
Account 387—Other Supplies for Yard Locomotives,
Account 389—Yard Supplies and Expenses,

to consolidate in one account all supplies (except fuel) for yard locomo-

tives and incidental yard operating expenses.

(e) Account 388—Enginehouse Expense—Yard,
Account 398—Enginehouse Expenses—Train,

because enginehouse expense should be considered as a terminal operation

;

and the separation now being made between yard and road is not on an

accurate basis, cannot be definitely determined, and produces misleading

results.

( f ) Account 390— Train Enginemen,
Account 391—Train Motormen.

in order that all train enginemen be included in one account.

(g) Account 392—Fuel for Train Locomotives,
Account 393—Train Power Produced, '

'

Account 394—Train Power Purchased,
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for the same reason expressed as to similar accounts in yard operation.

( h ) Account 395—Water for Train Locomotives,
Account 396—Lubricants for Train Locomotives,
Account 397—Other Supplies for Train Locomotives,

Account 400—Train Supplies and Expenses,

in order that all supplies for trains (except locomoti\e fuel) be included

in one account.

(i) Account 403—Crossing Protection,

Account 404—Drawbridge Operation.

( j ) Account 412—Damage to Property,
Account 413—Damage to Live Stock on Right-of-Way.
Account 415—Loss and Damage—Baggage,

the latter three accounts to be consolidated under the title "Other Dam-
ages" for the reason that slock is "property" and charges due to loss and

damage-baggage arc small, as shown in the annual reports.

Regarding the practice of charging to suspense account property

abandoned and chargeable to operating expense, it was recommended that

provision be made for accruing, through charges to operating expenses, a

part or all of such losses in anticipation of important retirements.

Regarding "Injuries to Persons," it was recommended that the interest

paid in such claims be included in the same account as the principal sum.

Whereas the tentative classification proposed that repairs to locomo-

tives engaged in work-train service be charged to "Work Equipment^

—

Repairs," it was recommended that all repairs of locomotives be included

in account 304, "Locomotives—Rejjairs," except that when locomotives are

assigned to construction work the cost of repairs should be included in

the cost of the project on which engaged. Regarding "Clearing Wrecks,"

it was suggested that the account be eliminated and the expenses ordi-

narily included therein be charged to primary account (propo.sed) Work
Train Service and account 202, "Roadway and Track," as may be

appropriate.

Regarding "Pensions and Relief," it was recoinnicnded that tlie carriers

be permitted to charge to this account premiums paid to insurance com-

panies for annuity policies or amounts credited to reserves or turned over

to trustees to represent the carriers' provisions for pensions to employees

currently retired. The Accounting Officers' Committee had previously

explained to the Bureau of Accounts (letter, February 23, 1926) that

many carriers are faced with a rapid rise in pension payments, and to

continue on the basis of pensions paid would oblige the carriers in the

near future to increase their pension payments, so that they would

absorb a much larger proportion of the current payroll than they do now
(unless, of course, there be a correspondingly large increase in the num-

ber of employees and the pay received by them). It was suggested that

it is conservative business to have the affairs of the company in such

>hape that the balance sheet may reflect its ability to liquidate, as nearly

as may be, at any given date. The Accounting Officers' Committee was

advised by the Bureau of Accounts, in reply (letter, May 15, 1926), that
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the recommendation does not meet with the Commission's approval be-

cause (1) it does not recognize the requirements of uniformity in account-

ing implied in section 20 of the Interstate Commerce Act, and (2) there

is no evidence that any considerable number of carriers would adopt the

option recommended, if approved by the Commission.

It was recommended by the carriers' committee that the account for

valuation expenses include all expenses incurred by the carriers on ac-

count of Section 19a of the Interstate Commerce Act, and not divided,

as proposed in the tentative classification, by charging valuation order

No. 3 expenses elsewhere.

The Accounting Committee repeated its recommendation that the pro-

visions requiring charges for transportation construction material over a

carrier's own line, be eliminated, for the reason that such charges cannot

be definitely determined and are merely arbitrary estimates.

DRAFT OF APRIL 26, 1927, TENTATIVE CLASSIFICATION OF
OPERATING EXPENSES

The Bureau of Accounts, in April, 1927, submitted another draft of

its tentative classification of Operating Expenses, revised to give effect

therein to the Commission's depreciation order. No. 15100. (Printed in

Bulletin 113, Railway Accounting Officers' Association.) A new instruc-

tion relating to depreciation accounts was inserted with the following

provisions

:

219. Depreciation Accounts

(a) One primary account has been provided under general
account I, Maintenance of Way and Structures, and another under
General Account II, Equipment, to include the charges for de-

preciation of carrier physical property.

(b) The rates used in accruing the depreciation charges shall

be determined in accordance with the order contained in No. "15100,

Depreciation Charges of Steam Railroad Companies," November 2,

1926, and any supplementary orders pertaining thereto.

(c) The amounts charged to these accounts shall concurrently

be credited to account 776, "Accrued Depreciation—Road," or ac-

count 777, "Accrued Depreciation—Equipment," as may be appro-
priate, except that: If, under the terms of the lease, the service

value of leased property when retired (amount chargeable to the

accrued depreciation accounts under the provisions of Instruction

6-b-l) is borne by the lessor, the lessee shall include in these

accounts and credit to the rent account (in which the rent of the

leased property is included) the current depreciation charges on the

leased property. Correspondingly, the lessor shall currently charge

to the rent account (in which is included the rent from the leased

property) and credit the appropriate accrued depreciation account

the amount of these depreciation charges.

A new instruction, "Extraordinary Repairs—Cr.," was also included

as follows:

220. Extraordinary Repairs—Cr.

One primary account has been provided under genenal account

I, Maintenance of Way and Structures, and another under general
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account II, Maintenance of Equipment, to cover credits on account

of extraordinary repairs. (See instruction 209-b.) The amounts
thus creditable to these accounts shall concurrently be charged to

account 776, "Accrued depreciation—Road," or account 111 , "Ac-
crued depreciation—Equipment," as may be appropriate.

The instruction 209-b, above referred to, reads as follows

:

(b) If the cost of repairs, in any instance, to a particular unit

or property owned or leased by the carrier (except as provided in

instruction 6-d) to carriers, Qass I, exceeds 30 per cent of the cost

new at current prices of the unit, and to carriers, Classes II and
III, exceeds 15 per cent of the aforesaid cost of new property, the

cost of repairs in excess of the aforesaid percentages shall be

credited to the appropriate extraordinary repair creditor account

and charged to the corresponding depreciation reserve accoimt. This

provision is not applicable when the cost of repairs in any instance

does not exceed $100.00.

Previous instructions intended to govern "Fixed improvements retired and

replaced," "Equipment retired," "Accounts for property retirements," and

"Distribution of charges for property retired and replaced," were eliminated

due to the depreciation order.

The Committee on General Accounts of the Accounting Officers' As-

sociation, after reviewing this latest draft, reported as follows regarding

the new provision to govern "Extraordinary repairs" (see above) :

The procedure suggested in the (Depreciation) Order for this

item is based upon the theory that as heavy repairs tend to lengthen

the service life, such repairs should be spread over the service life

through depreciation charges instead of being charged when made
to Operating Expenses. The result will be a "dead line" of charges

to Operating Expenses through Depreciation regardless of the actual

work done and the expenses therefore for maintenance will have
no relation to the earnings. In a year of large earnings the gov-
ernment will take one-half of the profits under the recapture

clause while in poor years the maintenance expense will not change
and a possible deficit may result. In its report accompanying the

Order the Commission states that without this method of account-

ing "reserves will be created that will serve no useful purpose." It

is submitted this is a fallacy as the reserve from depreciation

charges to take care of ultimate retirement of the property will

not be aflfected by this rule but there will be added to the reserve

a sum to take care of extraordinary repairs which will be idle

until the repairs are made, leaving the "retirement" Depreciation

Reserve intact. The accounts should exhibit the facts and if

extraordinary repairs are made, the account should show it with

a proper explanation. The principal difficulty of the Bureau of

Accounts is the determination of what constitutes extraordinary

repairs and a percentage of the cost has been suggested which
appears to be pure speculation. In the case of freight cars, if the

cost of the repair is in excess of, say, 30 per cent of the pro-

duction cost of the car, such excess must be charged to Depre-

ciation Reserve instead of to Operating Expenses. This same rule

will apply to locomotives, passenger cars, work cars, stations,

bridges and all other units of carrier property classified as de-

preciable. It is submitted that the Commission has confused extra-

ordinary repairs with the ordinary classified repairs which normally
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occur in cycles throughout the life of any unit of property. Rail-

roads require certain standards of condition, whicli are maintained :

(a) Concurrently, through the medium of so-called "ciirrent"

or "spot" repairs.

(b) Through the medium of general or classified repairs. Both
are required in transportation service to maintain the standard

condition specified. Kxtraordinary repairs should only be con-

strued to comprehend repairs of unusual character, exceptionally

costly, such as restoration or reconstruction occasioned by the ele-

ments, i. e., floods, hurricane, storms, etc.

The Accounting Officers' committee recommended, in the event the

proposed provision concerning extraordinary repairs is finally included in

the classification, that the "dead line" of charges to operating expenses be

raised from the proposed 30 per cent to 50 per cent for all classes of car-

riers ; and that the rule be made not applicable unless the cost of repairs

exceed $1000.

Miscellaneous Changes

Regarding "Insurance," the rule that insurance recovered shall be

credited to the primary account to which the losses are chargeable, instead

of to the insurance premiums account, is restored in the April, 1927, draft.

Primary accounts "Ties," "Rails," "Other Track Material," and "Bal-

last," are eliminated from the operating expense classification—such charges

to be made to the investment account.

Regarding accounting for operating expenses upon an accrual basis,

in the case, for example, of loss and damage, injuries to persons, and

similar expense items, and with reference also to "Equalization expenses,"

the proposed rules require that comprehensive statements indicating in each

instance the plan of accrual or equalization be filed with the Commission

and that no change be made without supplementary statement to the Com-
mission. The carriers' representatives had made a general objection to

provisions that the carriers must file with the Commission comprehensive

statements of their methods of accruing unaudited revenues or expenses,

for the reason that it would restrict initiative and experiments. In sub-

mittihg the April, 1927, draft to the Accounting Officers' Association, the

Bureau of Accounts advised the Association that careful consideration

would be given to this feature of the classification before the new accounting

rules are issued in final form. The carriers' committee also recommends

that water line carriers be permitted to avail themselves of equalization

accounting for operating expenses.

Regarding "Pensions and Relief," a plan is provided for establishing

reserve to meet irrevocable and contractual liabilities for pensions. The

carriers' committee, with reference to this, recommends that instead of

providing a plan for establishing reserve for pensions, a rule be included

(as previously urged) providing that to the "Pensions and Relief" account

may be charged "premiums paid to insurance companies for annuity policies

or amounts credited to reserves or turned over to trustees to represent the

carrier's provision for pensions to employees currently retired."
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The carriers' committee repeated its earlier recommendation that

primary accounts be provided for ; Work Train Expenses, Shop Expenses,

Material Store Expenses, and Stationery Store Expenses—the reasons for

which have previously been mentioned. It would also propose that balances

in the accounts "Material Store Expenses" and "Stationery Store Expenses"

be included in Balance Sheet Account 717—"Materials and Supplies," instead

of 731
—"Other unadjusted debits," as proposed in the tentative draft.

The recommendations previously submitted regarding consolidation of

primary accounts, the charging of expenses for clearing wrecks, creation of

a general account "Miscellaneous," to include valuation, pensions and relief,

casualties accounts, and material and stationery store expenses, were re-

newed. A consolidation of primary accounts 207, Roadway Buildings, 209

Equipment Shops, and 215, Miscellaneous structures, into one account, styled

"Roadway, Shop and Miscellaneous structures," is also recommended.

The general and primary accounts in the draft of April 26, 1927, are

as follows

:

General Accounts

I. Maintenance of way and structures

II. Maintenance of equipment
III. Transportation—Rail line

IV. Transportation—Water line

V. Miscellaneous operations

VI. Traffic

VII. General
VIII. Transportation for investment—Cr.

Primary Accounts
I. Maintenance of Way and Structures

—

201. Supervision
202. Roadway and track repairs

203. Tunnels
204. Bridges
205. Fences, snowsheds, crossings and signs

206. Station and office buildings

207. Roadway buildings

208. Fuel and water stations

214. Power transmission systems
215. Miscellaneous structures

216. Roadway machines and tools

217. Roadway supplies

218. Removing snow, ice and sand
219. Public improvements
220. Injuries to persons
221. Stationery and printing

222. Other expenses
223. Maintaining joint tracks, yards, and other facilities—Dr.

224. Maintaining joint tracks, yards, and other facilities—Cr
225. Insurance
226. Fixed improvements—Depreciation

227. Extraordinary Repairs—Fixed improvements—Cr.

228. Elqualization—Way and structures

229. Amortization—Way and structures
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II. Maintenance of Equipment

—

301. Supervision
302. Shop machinery
303. Power plant machinery
304. Locomotives—Repairs
305. Freight cars—Repairs
306. Passenger-train cars—Repairs
307. Floating equipment—Repairs
308. Work equipment—Repairs
309. Motor vehicles—Repairs
310. Injuries to persons
311. Stationery and printing

312. Other expenses
313. Maintaining joint equipment—Dr.
314. Maintaining joint equipment—Cr.

315. Insurance
316. Equipment—Depreciation
317. Extraordinary repairs—Equipment—Cr.

318. Equalization—Equipment
319. Amortization—Equipment

III. Transportation—Rail Line

—

371. Supervision
372. Dispatching trains

"

Z7Z. Station employees
374. Weighing, inspection, and demurrage bureaus
375. Coal and ore wharves
376. Station supplies and expenses
Z77. Yardmasters and yard clerks

378. Yard conductors and brakemen
379. Yard switch tenders

380. Yard enginemen
381. Yard motormen
382. Fuel for yard locomotives
383. Yard switching power produced
384. Yard switching power purchased
385. Water for yard locomotives
386. Lubricants for yard locomotives
387. Other supplies for yard locomotives

388. Enginehouse expenses—Yard
389. Yard supplies and expenses
390. Train enginemen
391. Train motormen
392. Fuel for train locomotives
393. Train power produced
394. Train power purchased
395. Water for train locomotives

396. Lubricants for train locomotives

397. Other supplies for train locomotives

398. Enginehouse expenses—Train
399. Trainmen
400. Train supplies and expenses
401. Operating sleeping cars

402. Signal and interlocker operation

403. Crossing protection

404. Drawbridge operation

405. Telephone and telegraph operation

406. Water transfer operation

407. Operating motor vehicles
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III. Transportation—Rail Line—Continued

408. Stationery and printing

409. Other expenses
410. Operating joint facilities—Dr.
411. Operating joint facilities—Cr.

412. Clearing wrecks
413. Damage to property
414. Damage to live stock on right-of-way
415. Loss and damage—Freight
416. Loss and damage—Baggage
417. Injuries to persons
418. Insurance
419. Equalization—Transportation

IV. Transportation—Water Line

—

431. Operation of vessels

432. Operation of terminals

433. Incidental

434. Insurance

V. Miscellaneous Operations

—

441. Dining and buffet service

442. Hotels and restaurants

443. Other miscellaneous operations

VI. Traffic—
451. Supervision
452. Solicitation

453. Development
454. Stationery and printing

455. Other expenses
456. Insurance
457. Equalization—Traffic

VII. General

—

461. General officers

462. General office clerks and attendants

463. General office supplies and expenses

464. Law expenses
465. Pensions and relief

466. Stationery and printing

467. Valuation expenses
468. Other expenses
469. General joint facilities—Dr.

470. General joint facilities—Cr.

471. Insurance

VIII. Transportation for Investment—Cr.

PROPOSED REVISIONS OF CLASSIFICATION OF INCOME
ACCOUNTS

The Bureau of Accounts circulated drafts of proposed classifications

of Income Accounts dated June, 1926, October, 1926, and April, 1927. They

provide for the inclusion in the income classification of all rents now carried

in operating expenses. The income statement is modified to include an

account "Net railway operating income."

In the June, 1926, draft, under "Special Instructions," it was proposed

to provide for a clearing account to be maintained under the caption "Hire
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of Freight Cars," and to include amounts receivable accrued as rent for

use by others, either under lease or interchange arrangement, of freight-

train cars owned or controlled by the accounting company ; also amounts

charged to investment accounts as rent of freight cars used in construction.

To the clearing account it was proposed to charge amounts payable accrued

as rent for use of freight-train cars of others, either leased or interchanged.

Per diem reclaims receivable or payable were to be credited, or charged,

as appropriate, to this clearing account. Such portion of compensation for

freight cars leased as may be applicable as depreciation or maintenance would

ho included in operating expense accounts ; and rent for cars covered in a

lease of road agreement in Income accounts "Income from lease of road"

or "Rent for leased roads," as might be appropriate.

In the subsequent drafts this instruction was eliminated and balancing

accounts are provided for hire of equipment. They are intended to show the

net balance for each month and annually. Balancing accounts are also

proposed for contributions to cover profit and loss in the operation of prop-

erties which are separately operated ; and for deficits receivable and income

payable.

The balancing accounts proposed for hire of equipment consist of five

accounts, 501—"Hire of freight cars," 502—"Hire of locomotives," 503

—

"Hire of passenger-train cars," 504
—

"Hire of floating equipment," and

505
—"Hire of work equipment" ; and are to include,

"amounts receivable, accrued as rent from the use by others (except

rents under lease for one year or more, or rents includible in the

rent for lease of road accounts) of equipment owned or controlled

by the carrier ; also amounts charged to investment account as rent

of equipment, when specifically assigned to construction projects."

And to these accounts,

"shall be charged amounts payable, accrued as rent for the use of

equipment of others except equipment held under lease for one year

or more or equipment held under lease of road.

"Per diem reclaims receivable shall be credited, and such re-

claims payable shall be charged to these accounts.

"In the statement of income for each fiscal period the balance

in these accounts shall be shown in the appropriate account."

Under this arrangement, the hire of equipment (a) credit accounts and

(b) debit accounts are to receive merely the credit or debit balances in

the balancing accounts.

Balancing account 506, "Separately operated properties," is to include,

"the amounts receivable under terms of agreement or contracts

whereby the surplus for the fiscal period resulting from the opera-

tions of other carriers (having a separate corporate existence,

including terminal carriers whose services are rendered entirely or

primarily under published tariffs), is receivable in whole or in part,

without obligation for reimbursement, by the carrier.

"To this account shall be charged amounts payable under terms

of agreements or contracts whereby the deficit for the fiscal period

resulting from the operations of other carriers (having a separate

corporate existence, including terminal carriers whose services are

rendered entirely or partly under published tariffs), is payable in
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whole or in part by the carrier without obligation for reimburse-
ment to it.

"In determining the amounts receivable and the amounts pay-

able by the carrier, consideration shall be given not only operating
revenues and operating expenses, but also to other income or deduc-
tions which affect those amounts."

It is provided that dividends or other returns upon securities issued by

separately operated companies and held or controlled by the carrier, be

included in account "Dividend income," "Interest income," or "Income from

sinking and other reserve funds," as may be appropriate, except that in these

accounts there be respectively included for the fiscal period only the excess

of the amounts receivable over the deficits payable. A terminal carrier

operated for the joint benefit of two or more tenant companies is not to be

considered a separately operated properly to the extent of its operations for

joint benefit. Such operations would be accounted for as joint facility

operations.

The proposed balancing account "Deficits receivable and income pay-

able," is intended to include amounts receivable from other companies repre-

senting all or a part of the net deficit of a carrier when, under terms of

agreements or contracts, no obligation for subsequent reimbursement is

incurred ; and to this account would be charged all or any portion of the

income of a carrier payable to other companies under terms of agreements

or contracts, without obligation for reimbursement. The balance in this

account would be shown for each fiscal period in the income statement.

either in account "Deficits receivable from other companies," or "Income

payable to other companies," as may be appropriate. Dividends or other

payments on securities issued or assumed by the carrier would not be

included in this account. Distribution by the carrier of its net income to

other companies owning its capital stock, upon the basis of stock ownership,

would be treated as a dividend distribution.

Regarding unaudited items affecting income accounts, an instruction is

inserted providing for the estimating of appreciable items, the necessary

adjustment to be made when an item is audited. If, in the interval, a

substantial difference between the estimate and the actual amount is ap-

parent, adjustment shall be made immediately, the carrier preserving a

record of the information upon which the supplemental estimate is based.

Joint-Facility, Leased Road, and Miscellaneous Rent Accounts

The accounts for joint-Tacility, leased road, and miscellaneous rents in

the income classification are rewritten and conform to the proposed change

in accounting for rents, whereby all rents are excluded from the operating

accounts and included in the rent accounts in income. In the tentative

classification submitted in April, 1927, the text of these several accounts is

as follows :

Credit Accounts

S\7. Joint-Facility Rent Income

This account shall include amounts receivable, accrued for rent

under contracts or agreements covering the joint use of tracks.
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yards, terminals, bridges, stations, towers, turntables, water sta-

tions, equipment and other facilities owned or controlled by the
carrier and used by more than one carrier.

Amounts receivable from other companies in reimbursement for

taxes on property jointly used shall be credited to this account.

Note A.—The portion of the cost of maintenance, operation,

or administration of joint facilities, recoverable from others shall

be credited to the various joint-facility accounts provided for

operating expenses. When the compensation for the use of joint

facilities is a fixed amount, or is based upon a charge per passenger,

ton, car, or other unit, it shall be fairly apportioned by the creditor

between this account and the appropriate joint-facility operating-

expense accounts

Note B.—All items, other than operating revenues and ex-

penses, entering into joint-facility settlements between a terminal

company and its tenant lines, shall be regarded as factors of rent

in such settlements and included, respectively, in this account and
account 538.

Note C.—Rents received for the exclusive use of property shall

be credited to account 518 or account 519, as may be appropriate.

Note D.—The use of this account is conditional upon actual

joint use of property. Amounts received from others for the right

to use property jointly, such right not being exercised, shall be

credited to account 527.

518. Miscellaneous Rent Income

This account shall include all rents receivable, not provided for

elsewhere, from the use by others of carrier lands and structures

thereon, or portions thereof, including rents for the use of space
above or below that portion of the lands used by the carrier for

transportation purposes, the rented property being owned or con-

trolled by the carrier. It shall also include the rent from roadway
machines and from miscellaneous equipment. The rents classable

in this account are those from property, the cost of which is in-

cludible by the carrier in account 701, "Investment in road and
equipment," or account 702, "Leased railway property," and also

the rents from similar property sublet by the carrier.

If the compensations for the use of the property, the rent

from which is includible in this account, cover the cost to the

carrier of maintaining the property, such cost of maintenance shall

be charged to this account, provided the amount is considerable and
distinctly separable from the cost of maintaining other property
of the carrier.

The following list of facilities will indicate the character of
property, the rent from which is creditable to this account

:

Elevators
Enginehouses
Ferry landings
Fuel yards
General and other office buildings

Miscellaneous equipment
Repair shops
Roadway machines
Section and other houses
Station buildings

Station stockyards
Warehouses
Wharves
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Note A.—Taxes on carrier property shall be included in ac-

count 532 by the carrier assuming the taxes.

Note B.—Rent from property the cost of which is includible

in account 705, shall be included in account 520.

Note C.—Rent and other income from real estate acquired for

new lines before the beginning of carrier operations, shall be

credited to the cost of the property acquired.

Note D.—When the property of the carrier is not used by it

but is jointly used by others, the rents receivable from the users,

if leased to them severally, shall be included by the carrier in

account 517.

519. Income from Lease of Road
This account shall include rents (of all property covered in

the lease or contract) receivable from the exclusive use by others of

railroads owned or controlled by the carrier.

It shall include the rents receivable from equipment leased to

others for a period of one year or more. It shall also include the

rents receivable from the exclusive use by others of railway
bridges, tunnels, or tracks.

The rents are creditable to this account whether receivable in

cash or distributed by the lessee in behalf of the carrier as interest

on funded debt, guaranteed dividends on stock, or otherwise.

If, under the terms of the lease, the deficit or any portion

thereof resulting from the lessee's operation of tlie leased property
is assumed by the lessor, the amount thus assumed shall be treated

as a reduction in the rent creditable to this account.

When the compensation for the property, the rent from which
is includible in this account, covers the cost to the carrier of
maintaining the rented property, the cost of maintenance shall be
charged to this account

Note A.—Taxes on leased carrier property shall be included
in account 532 by the carrier assuming the taxes.

Note B.—Rents accrued for the hire of equipment that is not

included in the agreement for lease of road ; is not leased for one
year or more; or is not jointly used, shall be accounted for in the

appropriate hire of equipment accounts.

Note C.—Rents accrued for the joint use of carrier property

are includible in the joint- facility rent accounts payable severally

by the users thereof.

Debit Accounts

538. Joint-Facility Rents

This account shall include amounts payable accrued as rent

under contracts or agreements covering the joint use of tracks,

yards, terminals, bridges, stations, towers, turntables, water stations,

equipment, and other facilities owned or controlled by other car-

riers, companies, or individuals, and in the joint use of which the

carrier participates.

Amounts paid or payable by the carrier in reimbursement for

taxes on property jointly used shall be charged to this account.

Note A.—The portion of the cost of maintenance, operation,

or administration of joint facilities chargeable to the carrier, shall

be charged to the various joint-facility accounts provided for

operating expenses. When the compensation for use of joint facil-

ities is a fixed amount or is based upon a charge per passenger,

ton, car, or other unit, it shall be fairly apportioned between this

account and the appropriate joint-facility operating-expense ac-

counts. This apportionment shall be made by the operating com-
pany and shall be followed by the carrier.
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Note B.—All items other Llian operating revenues and operat-
ing expenses entering into joint-facility settlements between a
terminal company and its tenant lines shall be regarded as factors
of rent in such settlements and included, respectively, in account 517
and in this account.

Note C.—Rents payable for the exclusive use of property shall

be charged to account 539 or account 540, as may be appropriate.

Note D.—The use of this account is conditional upon actual

joint use of property. Amounts payable to others for the right

to use property jointly, such right not being exercised, shall be
charged to account 548 (Miscellaneous income charges).

539. Miscellaneous Rents

This account shall include all rents payable, not provided for
elsewhere, for the exclusive use, for carrier purposes, of lands and
structures thereon, or portions thereof, including rents for use of

space above or below that portion of lands used by the lessor, and
also the rent of roadway machines and of miscellaneous equipment.

The rents classable in this account are those for property the

cost of which, if owned by the carrier, would be includible in ac-

count 701, "Investment in road and equipment," or account 702,

"Leased railway property."

The following list of facilities will indicate the character of
property the rent for use of which is chargeable to this account.

Automatic weight-recording devices for scales.

Buildings or rooms for trainmen.
Buildings or warehouses for storing unclaimed and damaged

freight baggage
Offices used for railway transportation purposes.
Pile drivers not mounted for movement on carrier's tracks.

Right-of-way for water pipelines for locomotive supply.

Scales for stations.

Snow and sand fences, privilege of erecting.

Sources of water supply.

Stalls in roundhouses.
Station buildings.

Storehouses for company material.

Tabulating machines.
Telegraph and telephone conduits.

Note A.—If leased property the rent for which is chargeable to

this account is sublet to others, rent receivable therefor shall be
credited to the account appropriate for rent from owned property of

the same class.

Note B.—Taxes on property the rent for which is chargeable
to this account shall be included in account 532 by the carrier as-

suming the taxes.

Note C.—Rents accrued, payable for property used by the

carrier for other than carrier purposes, shall be included in account
520. (Income from miscellaneous physical property.)

Note D.—Rents accrued, payable for property used in the

construction of original railroad before the property is available for

commercial operations, shall be included in the appropriate road
and equipment accounts.

Note E.—Rents payable for facilities jointly used by the car-

rier and other carriers shall be included in account 538.

Note F.—When rented pro])erty is not used by the lessor but

is jointly rented by the carrier and other users, the rent payable
shall be included in account 538.

540. Rent for Leased Roads

This account shall include the rents (of all property covered

i
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in the lease or contract) payable for the exclusive use of railroads

owned or controlled by others.

It shall include the rents payable for equipment leased from
others for a period of one year or more. It shall also include the

rents payable for the exclusive use of railway bridge, tunnels, or
tracks of others.

The rents are chargeable to this account whether payable in

cash or disbursed by the lessee in behalf of the lessor as interest

on funded debt, guaranteed dividends on stock, or otherwise.
If under the terms of the lease the deficit or any portion thereof

resulting from the lessee company's operation of the leased prop-

erty is assumed shall be treated as a reduction in the rent charge-
able to this account.

When the compensation for the property, the rent for which
is includible in this account, covers the cost to the lessor of main-
taining the rented property, the cost of maintenance shall be
charged by the lessee to Operating Expenses and the remainder of

the compensation shall be charged to this account.

Note A.—Taxes on leased carrier property shall be included in

account 532 by the carrier assuming the taxes.

Note B.—If leased property, the rent for which is chargeable
to this account, is sublet to others, rent receivable therefor shall be

credited to the account appropriate for rent from owned property
of the same class.

Note C.—Rents accrued for the joint use of carrier property

are includable in the joint- facility rent accounts.

Note D.—Rent for equipment, that is not included in the agree-

ment for lease of road, is not leased for one year or more or is not

jointly used, shall be accounted for in the appropriate hire of equip-

ment accounts.

List of Primary Accounts

The primary accounts proposed in the April, 1927, draft arc as follows:

I. Balancing Accounts

—

501. Hire of freight cars

502. Hire of locomotives.

503. Hire of passenger-train cars.

504. Hire of floating equipment.

505. Hire of work equipment.
506. Separately operated properties.

507. Deficits receivable and income payable.

II. Credit Accounts

—

511. Railway operating re\enues.

512. Hire of freight cars—Credit balance.

513. Hire of locomotives—Credit balance.

514. Hire of passenger-train cars—Credit balance.

515. Hire of floating equipment—Credit balance.

516. Hire of work equipment—Credit balance.

517. Joint-facility rent income.
518. Miscellaneous rant income.

519. Income from lease of road.

520. Income from miscellaneous physical property.

521. Separately operated properties—Profit.

522. Dividend income.
523. Interest income.
524. Income from sinking and other reserve fvinds

525. Release of premium on funded debt.

526. Deficits receivable from other companies.

527. Miscellaneous income
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III Debit Accounts

—

531. Railway operating expenses.

532. Railway tax accruals.

533. Hire of freight cars—Debit balance.

534. Hire of locomotives—Debit balance.

535. Hire of i)asscnger-train cars—Debit balance.

536. Hire of floating equipment—Debit balance.

537. Hire of work equipment—Debit balance

538. Joint-facility rents.

539. Miscellaneous rents.

540. Rent for leased roads.

541. Miscellaneous tax accruals.

542. Separately operated properties—Loss.

543. Interest on funded debt.

544. Interest on unfunded debt.

545. Amortization of discount on funded debt.

546. Maintenance of investment organization.

547. Income payable to other companies.
548. Miscellaneous income charges.
549. Reservations of income for property investment.

550. Reservations of income for retirement of debt.

551. Miscellaneous reservations of income.
552. Stock discount extinguished through income.
553. Dividend appropriations of income.

Recommendations by the Carriers' Association

The representatives of the Accounting Officers' Association suggest

several modifications in the proposed classification. Regarding dividends

or other returns upon securities issued by separately operated companies and

held or controlled by the carrier, it was recommended that the provision in

proposed balancing account 506 (see above) that there be included k)r the

fiscal period only the excess of the amounts receivable over the deficits

payable, be eliminated. It was also recommended that the proposed rule

that a joint terminal carrier be considered a separately operated property

and its operations for joint benefit of tenant companies be accounted for as

a joint-facility operation, be eliminated.

The proposed classification would include in the account "Miscellaneous

rent income," rents "for the use of space above or below that portion of

the lands used by the carrier for transportation purpo.ses, the rented prop-

erty being owned or controlled by the carrier." The carriers' representa-

tives contend that amounts received for the use of such space should go

to the account "Miscellaneous income." They further recommend that

proposed account 519 "Income from lease of road," be eliminated, and that

the present effective account remain unchanged.

They also recommend that penalties for non-payment of taxes be

included in the account "Railway tax accruals" ; that in account ''Interest

on Unfunded Debt," the interest on overcharge be charged the same as

the principal to avoid undue refinement of accounting; and that (a) "cost

of advertising bonds drawn for redemption," (b) "cost of trusts, current

expenses of maintaining and administering," and (c) "losses due to con-

version of funds of a foreign country into U. S. funds," instead of being

charged to account 548 "Miscellaneous Income Charges," he included as

operating expenses
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Form of Income Statement

The proposed form of income statement (draft of April, 1927), as

compared with the present form, is as follows:

Present l-orm
I. Operating Income

—

501. Railway operating revenues.

531. Railway operating expenses.

Net revenue from railway operations.

532. Railway tax accruals.

533. Uncollectible railway revenues.

Railway operating income.
502. Revenues from miscellaneous operations.

534. Expenses of miscellaneous operations.

Net revenue from miscellaneous operations.

535. Taxes on miscellaneous operating property.

Miscellaneous operating income.
Total operating income.

II. Non-operating Income

—

503. Hire of freight cars—Credit balance.

504. Rent from locomotives.

505. Rent from passenger-train cars.

506. Rent from floating equipment.
507. Rent from work equipment.

508. Joint-facility rent income.

509. Income from lease of road.

510. Miscellaneous rent income.

511. Miscellaneous non-operating physical property.

512. Separately operated properties— Profit.

513. Dividend income.
514. Income from funded securities.

515. Income from unfunded securities and accounts.

516. Income from sinking and other reserve funds.

517. Release of premiums on fundefd debt.

518. Contributions from other companies.
519. Miscellaneous income.

Total non-operating income.
Gross income (or loss).

ill. Deductions from Gross Income

—

536. Hire of freight cars—Debit balance.

537. Rent for locomotives.

538. Rent for passenger-train cars.

539. Rent for floating equipment.

540. Rent for work equipment.
541. Joint-facility rents.

542. Rent for leased roads.

543. Miscellaneous rents.

544. Miscellaneous tax accruals.

545. Separately operated properties—Loss.

546. Interest on funded debt.

547. Amortization of discount on funded debt.

549. Maintenance of investment organization.

550. Income transferred to other companies
551. Miscellaneous income charges.

Total deductions from gross income
Net income (or loss).
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IV. Disposition of Net Income

552. Income applied to sinking and other reserve funds
553. Dividend appropriations of income.
554. Income appropriated for investment in physical property
555. Miscellaneous appropriations of income.

Total appropriations.
Income balance transferred to credit (or debit) of

Profit and Loss.

Proposed Form

1. Railway Operating Income

511. Railway operating revenues.

531. Railway operating expenses.

Net revenue from railway operations.

532. Railway tax accruals.

Railway operating income.

Rent Income

—

512. Hire of freight cars—Credit balance.

513. Hire of locomotives—Credit balance.

514. Hire of passenger-train cars—Credit balance.

515. Hire of floating equipment—Credit balance.

516. Hire of work equipment—Credit balance.

517. Joint-facility rent income.
518. Miscellaneous rent income.

Total rent income.
Total railway operating income.

Rents Payable

—

•

533. Hire of freight cars—Debit balance.

534. Hire of locomotives—Debit balance.

535. Hire of passenger-train cars—Debit balance.

536. Hire of floating equipment—Debit balance.

537. Hire of work equipment—Debit balance.

538. Joint-facility rents.

539. Miscellaneous rents.

Total rents payable.

Net raihvay operating income.

II. Other Income

—

519. Income from lease of road.

520. Income from miscellaneous physical property.

521. Separately operated properties—Profit.

522. Dividend income.
523. Interest income.
524. Income from sinking and other reserve funds.

525. Release of premium on funded debt.

526. Deficits receivable from other companie.s

527. Miscellaneous income.
Total other income.

Total income.

111. Deductions from Total Incomc^

—

540. Rent for leased roads.

541. Miscellaneous tax accruals

542. Separately operated properties—Loss.

543. Interest on funded debt.

544. Intere.st on unfunded debt.
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III. Deductions from Total Income—Continued

545. Amortization of discount on funded debt.

546. Maintenance of investment organization.

547. Income payable to other companies.
548. Miscellaneous income charges.

Total deductions from income.

Net income.

IV. Disposition of Net Income

—

549. Reservations of income for property investment.

550. Reservations of income for retirement of debt.

551. Miscellaneous reservations of income.
552. Stock discount extinguished through income.

553. Dividend appropriations of income.

Total appropriations of income.
Balance transferred to Profit and Loss.

PROPOSED REVISIONS OF CLASSIFICATION OF PROFIT AND
LOSS ACCOUNTS

Drafts of a revised classification of Profit and Loss accounts were

circulated in June and October, 1926, and in April, 1927. The first draft

was revised in some respects by the second draft, but the second and third

drafts are substantially alike.

The proposed instructions contain a provision that these accounts be

written up currently for each month. A provision appears regarding un-

audited items, as in the case of Income accounts, to the effect that when

the amount of a known appreciable item affecting Profit and Loss can

not be accurately determined in time for inclusion in the accounts of the

calendar year in which the transaction occurs, the amount of the item shall

be estimated and included in Profit and Loss, and credited to account 779,

Other unadjusted debits, as may be appropriate, the necessary adjustment

being made when the item is audited. If, during the interval between the

date of inclusion of the item in the accounts and the date on which it is

audited, a substantial difference is determined between the initial estimate

and the actual amount of the item, appropriate adjustment is at once to be

made in the accounts to cover such difference. The carrier is to preserve in

its files a record of the information upon which the supplemental estimate

is based.

Account 603, "Profit on road and equipment sold," which includes the

net proceeds from sale of road and equipment property in excess of its

ledger value at time of sale, is modified by a note to the effect that:

"Proceeds realized in the settlement under American Railway
Association, Mechanical Division, reciprocal rules for equipment
destroyed on foreign lines shall be considered as salvage from the

retired equipment."

The representatives of the Accounting Officers' Association recom-

mend the exclusion of this account and transfer of its text to the account,

"Miscellaneous credits."

Regarding donations, the present accounting rules provide that dona-

tions made by states, municipalities, and other public corporations toward

the acquisition or improvement of property shall be included in balance
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sheet account 654, "Grants in aid of construction," instead of profit and

loss account 606, "Donations." This rule is not changed in the tentative

revised classification. However, the representatives of the carriers' associa-

tion recommend that the latter account be modified to include all donations,

whether made by governmental bodies or by individuals and companies,

and that the former account in the balance sheet classification be eliminated.

The proposed classification contains a rule that contributions by others

toward the cost of joint projects shall not be accounted as donations.

The debit account, "Loss on retired road and equipment," which in-

cludes charges to profit and loss on account of carrier road and equipment

abandoned, sold, or otherwise retired, is modified to include also the

ledger value, less accrued depreciation, if any, of improvements on leased

railway property upon reversion to the lessor. The carriers' representatives

recommend the elimination of the account, the inclusion of loss from land

retirements in account 615, "Miscellaneous debits," and the charging of

all other property abandoned to operating expenses.

With further regard to the account "Miscellaneous Debits," the present

rules provide that penalties and fines for violation of the Interstate Com-
merce Act or other Federal laws be there included in profit and loss. This

rule is not changed in the tentative revision, but the Accounting Officers'

committee recommends that such items be charged to operating expenses.

In regard to accounting for "Reservations of surplus for property

investment," it is proposed in the tentative classification that a carrier's

records show separately appropriations for investment in carrier and non-

carrier property. Also, that if the amounts charged to this account in

profit and loss represent expenditures already made, they shall be credited

to balance-sheet account "Additions to property through income and sur-

plus" ; that if they cover expenditures to be made in the future, they

shall be concurrently credited to balance-sheet account "Miscellaneous

reserves," and when invested in physical property they shall be charged

to that account and credited to the account "Additions to property through

income and surplus."

A new debit account, "Donation reservations," is included to contain

amounts of donations in aid of construction, made by individuals and com-

panies. The carrier's accounting committee recommends that it not be

restricted to donations by "individuals and companies," but include all

donations.

A new debit account is inserted, "Reservations of surplus for retire-

ment of debt," the proposed text of which is as follows

:

"This account shall include amounts of surplus set aside

for retirement of the debt of the carrier. It shall include amounts
definitely appropriated and set aside in special funds and also ap-
propriations which are only indicated by a reserve account, the

appropriations not being segregated from the general funds of the

corporation. It includes allotments or payments of definite amounts
of surplus under the terms of mortgages, deeds of trust, or

other contracts providing for such allotments or payments.
"Note A—The amounts charged to this account shall be con-

currently credited to account 783. (Debt retirement re.serves).
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"Note B—Similar appropriations made from Income shall be
charged to account 550 (Reservations of income for retirement

of debt)."

The account "Stock discount extinguished through surplus," is modi-

fied to include a provision that the use of the account is conditional upon

the carrier having an adequate credit balance in Profit and Loss.

The present note "B" in the present account "Dividend appropriations

of surplus," to the eflFect that this account shall not include charges for

dividends on capital stock issued or assumed, and owned, by the carrier,

whether pledged as collateral or held in its treasury, in special deposits,

or in sinking or other funds, is modified in the proposed classification to

except from this provision such stock as may be reacquired by the trustees

of sinking or other special funds—the securities being subject to resale,

as distinguished from stock reacquired for the purpose of cancellation or

retirement.

The primary accounts of the proposed revision (April, 1927, draft)

as compared with the present effective classification, are as follows

:

Primary

Present

I. Credits

601. Credit balance (at begin-

ning of fiscal period).

602. Credit balance transferred

from Income
603. Profit on road and equip-

ment sold

604. Delayed income credits.

605. Unrefundable over-

charges
606. Donations
607. Miscellaneous credits

II. Debits

611. Debit balance (at begin-
ning of fiscal period)

612. Debit balance transferred
from income

613. Surplus applied to sinking

and other reserve funds
614. Dividend appropriations

of surplus
615. Surplus appropriated for

investment in physical

property
616. Stock discount extin-

guished through surplus

617. Debt discount extin-

guished through surplus
618. Miscellaneous appropria-

tions of surplus
619. Loss on retired road and

equipment
620. Delayed income debits

621. Mi.scellaneous debits

Accounts

Proposed

I. Credit Accounts

601. Credit balance (at begin-
ning of calendar year).

602. Credit balance transferred
from Income

603. Profit on road and equip-

ment sold

604. Delayed income credits

605. Donations
606. Miscellaneous credits

II. Debit Accounts

611. Debit balance (at begin-
ning of calendar year)

612. Debit balance transferred
from Income

613. Delayed income debits

614. Loss on retired road and
equipment

615. Miscellaneous debits

616. Reservations of surplus
for property investment

617. Donation reservations

618. Reservations of surplus
for retirement of debt

619. Miscellaneous reservations

of surplus
620. Stock discount extin-

guished through surplus
621. Dividend appropriations

of surplus
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TENTATIVE CLASSIFICATION OF BALANCE SHEET
ACCOUNTS

Drafts of a proposed revision of the Balance Sheet were circulated in

October, 1926, and April, 1927. The latter draft includes new accounts

as follows

:

Asset side

:

Leased miscellaneous physical property.

Road leased to others.

Past accrued depreciation—Jan. 1, 1928.

Taxes paid in advance.

Liability side:

Road leased from others.

Donation reserves.

It omits account 783, "Appropriated surplus not specifically invested
"

The instructions governing the balance sheet accounts in the proposed

revised classification provide that verification be made currently of all sus-

pense and open accounts. While this rule is now followed by many com-

panies, the new instruction would make the practice mandatory. The Ac-

counting Officers' committee recommends that the provision be eliminated.

It is proposed that the ledger value, as shown on lessor's books, of

railroads leased under such terms and conditions, and for a period of suffi-

cient duration, as substantially to vest in the lessee ownership of the property,

be carried into the balance sheet accounts for investment; the charge to be

made to account 702, "Leased railway property," concurrently crediting the

same amount to a new liability account 758, "Road leased from others."

Correspondingly, the lessor shall credit account 701, "Investment in road

and equipment," and charge new asset account 723, "Road leased to others."

Additions and betterments and retirements of property thus held shall be

accounted for through account 702, "Leased railway property." The carriers'

committee recommends that the instruction specify that the ledger value be

estimated if not known. The purpose of the proposed rule is to have the

returns of the carriers to the Commission include the ledger value of prop-

erty owned by inactive non-operating companies as well as all other carrier

property.

To secure uniform accounting for items included in the "Cash"' account,

it is proposed that a carrier shall show the entire amount of cash on hand

without deduction for voucher, checks, etc., outstanding.

Expenses incident to the issuance and sale of evidence of funded debt,

including, for example, fees for drafting mortgages and trust deeds, cost

of engraving and printing bonds, and other certificates of indebtedness,

fees paid to trustees and fees paid for legal services to trustees, fees and

commissions paid underwriters and brokers, and the cost of obtaining govern-

mental authority to issue funded debt, and similar expenses, are now included

in income as an expense of funded debt, and no change is proposed in this

rule. The Accounting Officers' committee recommends that such expenses

be included in operating expenses ; and also the expense of subsequent issues

of capital stock.
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The Accounting Officers' committee has also recommended a new account

in the balance sheet to be "Investment in securities issued, assumed, or

otherwise carried as a liability by the accounting company."

Account 701, "Investment in road and equipment," is completely rewrit-

ten in the proposed revised classification, and made to read as follows:

701. Investment in Road and Equipment

This account shall include the cost to the carrier of land, fixed

improvements, and equipment (acquired for transportation purposes
and in existence at the date of the balance sheet) which are owned
by it and are used by it or others (except as provided in note C and
in account 723, "Road leased to others") in transportation service.

It shall also include the carrier's investment in physical property
which is owned and held for imminent use for transportation service,

but not so used at date of the balance sheet. The carrier's records
shall be so kept as to show the charges and credits to this account
classified in accordance with the Classification of Investment in

Road and Equipment and also to show separately those relating to

property used and to property leased to others, the rent receiv-

able for which is includible in account 519, "Income from lease of
road."

Note A—This account shall not include any item represent-

ing titles to securities.

Note B—When any equipment or other railway property is

acquired under an agreement which provides that the cost shall be
paid in installments, the cost (its money value at time of purchase)
shall be charged to the appropriate road and equipment accounts
at the time of its acquisition, and included in this account in the
same manner as the cost of property purchased outright. When
the par value of notes or other securities issued in payment, or
in part payment, for such property is more or less than its actual

cash value at the time of the purchase, or of the proportion of the
value to which the securities are applicable, the difference be-
tween the par value of the securities and the actual cash value
of the property, or of the proportion of the value paid for by the
securities, shall be charged or credited to the proper discount and
premium account.

Note C—The carrier's investment in railway material leased to
others, such as metal bridges, rails and track fastenings, even
though used by others for transportation purposes, shall be in-

cluded by the carrier in account 705 (i. e.. Miscellaneous physical
property)

.

The Accounting Officers' committee would eliminate, in Note C, the

words : "even though used by others for transportation purposes" ; and

make the same omission in a similar note inserted in account "Material

and supplies."

Account 702, "Leased railway property," is also completely rewritten

as follows

:

701. Leased Railway Property

This account shall include the carrier's investment in additions and
betterments to property used by it in transportation service which
is held by it under lease or through control of the corporation
owning the property (the rent for which is chargeable to account
540, "Rent for leased roads"). It shall also include the ledger
value (as shown in the books of the lessor) of road and equipment
property of others held under lease (the rent of which is chargeable
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to account 540, "Rent for leased roads") under such circumstances
and of sufficient duration substantially to vest in the lessee owner-
ship of the property, the lessor's asset being merely of a deferred
character—includible in account 723, "Road leased to others."

'

The carrier's records shall be so kept as to show the charges and
credits to this account classified in accordance with the Classification

of Investment in Road and Equipment.
Note A—This account shall not include any items represent-

ing titles to securities.

Note B—When under the terms of the lease improvements to

leased railway property made by the lessee revert to the lessor

at the termination of the lease (without reimbursement to the

lessee) the value of the improvements at date of reversion in excess

of the amounts provided for the retirement of the property through
charges to operating expenses, shall be included by the lessee in

account 614. (i. e., Profit and Loss account, "Loss on retired road

and equipment").

The Accounting Officers' committee propose substitution, in the second

sentence, of the word "may" for "shall." The .second paragraph was added

primarily on account of the Commission's depreciation order.

Account 704 is entitled, in the tentative draft, "Deposits under mort-

gage provision" ; and is intended to include funds deposited with trustees

until mortgaged property sold is replaced, and proceeds from the carrier's

securities sold which are to be held until invested in physical property by

the carrier.

Account 706 becomes, in the tentative draft, "Leased miscellaneous

physical property" ; the text of which reads as follows

:

706. Leased Miscellaneous Physical Property

This account shall include the ledger value (as shown on the

books of the lessor) of miscellaneous physical property held by the

carrier under lease of road under such conditions and of sufficient

duration substantially to vest in its ownership of the property (the

lessor's asset in the property being merely of a deferred character

—includible in account 723, "Road leased to others"). It shall also

include the carrier's investment in additions and betterments to

such property held under lease.

Note.—When under the terms of the lease, improvements to

leased miscellaneous physical property made by the lessee revert

to the lessor at the termination of the lease (without reimbursement
to the lessee) the value of the improvements at date of reversion
in excess of amounts provided for the retirement of the property
through account 520 shall be included by the lessee in account 615
(i. e., Profit and Loss account, "Miscellaneous Debits").

The account "Materials and Supplies" is rewritten as follows

:

717. Material and Supplies

This account shall include the balances representing the cost,

less depreciation, if any, of all unapplied material and supplies, such
as roadway and shop material, articles in process of manufacture
by the carrier, fuel, stationery, and dining car and other supplies.

In determining the cost of material and supplies suitable allowance
shall be made for all discounts allowed in the purchase thereof.

The costs chargeable to this account are the actual cash costs

of the material and supplies at the point of free delivery plus any
transportation charges paid for transporting the material from the
free delivery point to the carrier's lines.
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Material recovered in connection with maintenance work or

the demolishing of fixed improvements or equipment shall be

charged to this account on the basis of its value as recovered.

When scrap material is sold at a higher or lower price than that

at which it is included in this account, so far as practicable,

an appropriate adjustment should be made in the account which
was credited with the material recovered when included in the

material and supply account.

Note A.—Interest paid on material bills, the payments of which
are delayed, shall be charged to account 544 (i. e.. Income account

"Interest on unfunded debt").

Note B.—An annual inventory of material and supplies shall be

taken and the necessary adjustment to bring this account into

harmony with the actual inventory balances shall be made. In

effecting this adjustment determined differences in accounting

for important classes of material shall be equitably assigiied among
the accounts to which the classes of material are ordinarily charge-

able. Other differences shall be apportioned among the primary-

accounts upon the basis of material charges since the last inventory.

Note C.—The carrier's investment in railway material leased

to others, such as metal bridges, rails and track fastenings, even

though used by others for transportation purposes, shall be included

by it in account 705.

The Accounting Officers' committee recommend elimination of Note

A, and from Note C the words, "even though used by others for trans-

portation purposes."

That committee also proposes elimination of a proposed new account

"Taxes paid in advance," and proposes that it be combined with the account

"Rents and Insurance Premiums paid in advance," with appropriate change

in the title of the latter account. The committee also recommends complete

elimination of account 754, "Grants in aid of construction" ; and proposes

also the elimination of the accounts ".Additions to property through income

and surplus," and "Funded debt retired through income and surplus."

Regarding the two latter accounts, the Bureau of Accounts explains that

they were provided for the convenience of carriers in showing invested

surplus distinctly from other profit and loss balances, and doubts that they

should be eliminated.

In the matter of funded debt matured and unpaid, the Bureau's ten-

tative draft is made to include receiver's certificates matured and unpaid,

with other funded debt. The .Accounting Officers' committee recommends

a separate account for receivers' certificates.

The tentative draft substitutes for present account 774, "Operating

reserves," an account 775, "Equalization reserves," which reads as follows

:

775. Equalisation Rcsen-es

This account shall include the net balance between the total

amounts charged and the total amounts credited to the equalization

accounts in Operating Expenses.
The balances in this account as of the close of each year shall

be extinguished through the equalization accounts in Operating
Expenses in the accounts for the month of December.

The account shall be so kept as to show separately the amounts
of the reserves on account of Maintenance of Way and Struc-
tures, Maintenance of Equipment, Transportation, and Traffic
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The carriers' committee propose elimination of the second paragraph

and in place thereof the following:

"All equalization reserve accounts at the close of the year shall

be cleared through the accounts used in creating the reserves."

The present three accounts for accrued depreciation—road, equipment,

and miscellaneous physical property, are retained, becoming accounts 776,

m , and 778, respectively ; the first two being substantially changed, however,

to meet the requirements of the depreciation order. They are all three

modified to provide that when fixed property, or miscellaneous physical

property "is destroyed, sold, or otherwise retired from service, the service

value thereof shall be charged thereto." The following requirement is

also inserted in the accounts 776 and 111 :

The carriers shall keep the details of this account in such a
manner as to show separately for each period, (a) the balance in

the account at the beginning of the period, (b) the credits thereto

during the period, (c) the charges thereto during the period,

and (d) the balance therein at the end of the period, and the

amounts shown under each of the foregoing headings shall be sub-

divided to show the amount relating to each depreciable "Fixed
improvement" (or "Equipment," as the case may be) account.

It is further provided by note that

:

When the compensation for use of fixed improvements, held
under lease, covers rent and depreciation (the lessee being respon-
sible for the current repairs) the current charges covering the

depreciation thereof shall be charged by the lessee to account 226,

"Fixed Improvements—Depreciation" (or 316—"Equipment—De-
preciation") and credited to the account to which the rent of the

property is chargeable. Correspondingly, the lessor shall charge the

portion covering the depreciation to the appropriate rent account in

income and credit it to account 776, "Accrued Depreciation

—

Road." (or 111, "Accrued Depreciation—Equipment," as the case

may be).

The Accounting Officers' committee recommends that these accounts, in-

stead of providing for the crediting of amounts covering depreciation of

road and equipment "classable in accounts 701, 'Investment in road and

equipment,' and 702, 'Leased railway property,' " should state that they

are to be credited with amounts charged to operating expenses, or other

accounts, to cover the depreciation of road and equipment, "for which the

accounting carrier is responsible as to maintenance, renewals, and replace-

ments."

Because of the Commission's depreciation order, No. 15100, an account

is added, "Past accrued depreciation—January 1, 1928," numbered 724.

The account "Insurance and casualty reserves," is rewritten as follows

:

774. Insurance and Casualty Rescn'es

This account shall be credited with amounts of surplus definitely

reserved to insure against loss through fire and other casualties. To
this account shall also be credited insurance premiums charged to

the investment in road and equipment accounts, to the insurance
accounts in operating expenses, to store expenses clearing accounts,

to account 520, "Income from miscellaneous physical property," or
to other accounts to cover losses through casualties or other causes.
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To this account shall be charged insurance premiums paid to

others for reinsurance.

To this account shall also be charged the amount of the losses

insured therein.

This account shall only be used under the condition that the

carrier reserves and maintains therein an amount adequate to cover

the risks assured through the insurance premiums credited thereto

and not reinsured.

A proposed instruction, "Investment securities," reads as follows

:

704. Investment Securities

Securities issued by the carrier and securities issued by other

companies the obligation for payment of which has been assumed
by the carrier, when reacquired for investment by the trustees

of sinking or other special funds in which others than the carrier

are interested—the securities being subject to resale—shall be stated

in the appropriate fund accounts at cost and shall be classed as

actually outstanding. Otherwise, such securities reacquired by the

carrier shall be stated in its accounts at par.

A proposed instruction, "No par value capital stock," reads as follows

:

710. No Par Value Capital Stock

(a) When capital stock of no par value has been actually

issued to a bona fide holder for value and is reacquired for retire-

ment by the carrier, account 751 "Capital stock," shall be charged
with the amoiuit of the liability resting therein with respect to the

reacquired stock. The amount thus charged shall be determined
by a prorate of the proceeds realized from the shares of the par-

ticular subclass of stock of which the shares reacquired are a

part actually outstanding immediately prior to the reacquisition.

The difference between the amount by which the liability in the

capital stock account is reduced and the amount expended in reac-

quiring the stock, shall be adjusted through profit and loss account
606, "Miscellaneous credits," or 615, "Miscellaneous debits," as may
be appropriate.

(b) If for any reason it is necessary to hold the stock alive

before retirement, the prorata proceeds from the sale of the shares
shall be charged in the short column of the balance sheet to

account 732, "Securities issued or assumed—Unpledged," or accotint

72)Z, "Securities issued or assumed—Pledged," as may be appropriate,

and an equal amount in account 751, "Capital stock," shall be trans-

ferred from the long to the short column of the balance sheet.

(c) Nominally issued no par value capital stock shall not be

included in the body of the balance sheet, but shall be included in a
supplementary statement accompanying the balance sheet.

Form of Balance Sheet

The form of the balance sheet in the proposed classification (draft

of April, 1927), as compared with the present form, is as follows:

Present Proposed

Asset Side Asset Side

Investments

:

Investments

:

701. Investment in road and equip- 701. Investment in road and equip-

ment, ment.
702. Improvements on leased rail- 702. Leased railway property,

way property. 703. Sinking funds.
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Form of Balance Sheet—Continued

Present

Asset Side

703. Sinking funds.

Total book assets at date. (In

short column.)
Carrier's own issues at date.

(In short column.)
Other assets at date. (In long

column.)
704. Deposits in lieu of mortgaged

property sold.

Total book assets at date. (In

short column.)
Carrier's own issues at date.

(In short column.)
Other assets at date. (In long

column.)
705. Miscellaneous physical nroperty.

706. Investments in affiliated com-
panies.

(a) Stocks.

(b) Bonds.
(c) Notes.

(d) Advances.
707. Other investments.

(a) Stocks.

(b) Bonds.
(c) Notes.
(d) Advances.
(e) Miscellaneous.

Total.

Current Assets

:

708. Cash.
709. Demand loans and deposits.

710. Time drafts and deposits.

711. Special deposits.

Total book assets at date. (In

short column.)
Carrier's own issues at date.

(In short column.)
Other assets at date. (In long
column.)

712. Loans and bills receivable.

713. Traffic and car-service balances
receivable.

714. Net balance receivable from
agents and conductors.

715. Miscellaneous accounts receiv-

able.

716. Material and supplies.

717. Interest and dividends receiv-

able.

718. Rents receivable. '

719. Other current assets.

Total.

Proposed

Asset Side

Total book assets. (In short

column.)
*Carrier's own issues. (In short

column.)
Other assets. (In long column.)

704. Deposits under mortgage provi-

sions.

Total book assets. (In short

column.)
^Carrier's own issues. (In

short column.)
Other assets. (In long column.)

705. Miscellaneous physical property.

706. Leased miscellaneous physical

property.

707. Investments in affiliated com-
panies.

(a) Stocks.

(b) Bonds.
(c) Notes.

(d) Advances.
708. Other investments.

(a) Stocks.

(b) Bonds.
(c) Notes.
(d) Advances.
(e) Miscellaneous.

Total.

Current Assets

:

709. Cash.
710. Demand loans and deposits.

711. Time drafts and deposits.

712. Special deposits.

Total book assets. (In short

column.)
*Carrier's own issues. (In short
column.)

Other assets. (In long column.)
713. Loans and bills receivable.

714. Traffic and car-service-debit

balance.

715. .\gents' and conductors' bal-

ances.

716. Miscellaneous accounts receiv-

able.

717. Material and supplies.

718. Interest and dividends receiv-

able.

719. Rents receivable.

720. Other current assets.

Total.
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Form of Balance Sheet—Continued

Present

Deferred Assets:

720. Working fund advances.

721. Insurance and other funds.

Total book assets at date. (In

short column.)
Carrier's own issues at date.

(In short column.)
Other assets at date. (In long

column.)
722. Other deferred assets.

Total.

Unadjusted Debits:

723. Rents and insurance premiums
paid in advance.

724. Discount on capital stock.

725. Discount on funded debt.

726. Property abandoned chargeable
to operating expenses.

727. Other unadjusted debts.

728. Securities issued or assumed

—

Unpledged. (In short column
only.)

729. Securities issued or- assumed

—

Pledged. (In short column
only.

)

Total.

Proposed

Deferred Assets:

721. Working fund advances.

722. Insurance and other funds.

Total book assets. (In short

column.)
*Carrier's own issues. (In short

column.)
Other assets. (In long ccilunin.

)

723. Road leased to others.

724. Past accrued depreciation—Jan-

uary 1, 1928.

725. Other deferred assets.

Total.

Unadjusted Debits:

726. Rents and insurance premiums
paid in advance.

727. Taxes paid in advance.

728. Discount on capital stock.

729. Discount on funded debt.

730. Property abandoned chargeable
to operating expenses.

731. Other unadjusted debts.

732. ^Securities issued or assumed

—

Unpledged. (In short column
only.)

733. *Securities issued or assumed

—

Pledged. (In short column
only.)

Total.

Stock

:

Liability Side

751. Capital stock.

Book liability at date. (In short

column.)
Held by or for carrier at date.

(In short column.)
Actually outstanding at date.

(In long column.)
752. Stock liability for conversion.

753. Premium on capital stock.

Total.

Governmental Grants

:

754. Grants in aid of construction.
Long Term Debt

:

755. Funded debt unmatured.
Book liability at date. (In short

column.)
Held by or for carrier at date.

(In short column.)
Actually outstanding at date.

(In long column.)
756. Receiver's certificates.

Liability Side
Stock

:

751. Capital stock.

Book liability. (In short col-

umn.)
*Held by or for carrier. (In

short column.)
Actually outstanding at date.

(In long column.)
752. Stock liability for conversion.

753. Premium on capital stock.

Total.

Governmental Grants

:

754. Grants in aid of construction.

Long Term Debt

:

755. Funded debt unmatured.
Book liability. (In short col-

umn.)
*Held by or for carrier. (In

.short column.)
.Actually outstanding at date.

(In long column.)
756. Receiver's certificates.
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Form of Balance Sheet—Continued

Present
Liability Side

Long Term Debt:—Continued

757. Non-negotiable debt to affiliated

companies

:

(a) Notes.
(b) Open accounts.

Total.

Current Liabilities

:

758. Loans and bills payable.

759. Traffic and car-service balances

payable.

760. Audited accounts and wages
payable.

761. Miscellaneous accounts payable.

762. Interest matured unpaid.

763. Dividends matured unpaid.

764. Funded debt matured unpaid.

765. Unmatured dividends declared.

766. Unmatured interest accrued.

767. Unmatured rents accrued.

768. Other current liabilities.

Total.

Deferred Liabilities

:

769. Liability for provident funds.

770. Other deferred liabilities.

Total.

Unadjusted Credits:

771. Tax Liability.

772. Premium on funded debt.

773. Insurance and casualty re-

serves.

774. Operating reserves.

775. Accrued depreciation—Road.
776. Accrued depreciation— Equip-

ment.
777. Accrued depreciation—Miscel-

laneous physical property.

778. Other unadjusted credits.

Total.

Corporate Surplus

:

779. Additions to property through
income and surplus.

780. Funded debt retired through in-

come and surplus.

781. Sinking fund reserves.

782. Miscellaneous fund reserves.

783. Appropriated surplus not spe-

cifically invested.

Total appropriated surplus.

784. Profit and loss—Balance.

Total corporate surplus.

I'roposcd

Liability Side
Long Term Debt :—Continued

757. Non-negotiable debt to affiliated

companies

:

(a) Notes.
(b) Open accounts.

(c) Interest accrued.

Total.

758. Road leased from others.

Current Liabilities

:

759. Loans and bills payable.

760. Traffic and car-service—Credit
balance.

761. Audited accounts and wages
payable.

762. Miscellaneous accounts payable.

763. Interest matured unpaid.

764. Dividends matured unpaid.

765. Funded debt matured unpaid.

766. Unmatured dividends declared.

767. Unmatured interest accrued.

768. Unmatured rents accrued.

769. Other current liabilities.

Total.

Deferred Liabilities:

770. Liability for provident funds.

771. Other deferred liabilities.

Total.

Unadjusted Credits

:

772. Liability for provident funds.

77Z. Other deferred liabilities.

Total.

774. Insurance and casualty re-

serves.

775. Equalization reserves.

776. Accrued depreciation—Road.
777. Accrued depreciation— Equip-

ment.
778. Accrued depreciation—Miscel-

laneous physical property.
779. Other unadjusted credits.

Total.

Corporate Surplus

:

780. Additions to property through
income and surplus.

781. Funded debt retired through in-

come and surplus.

782. Donation reserves.

783. Debt retirement reserves.

784. Miscellaneous reserves.

Total appropriated surplus.

785. Profit and loss—Balance.
Total corporate surplus.

Nominally issued and nominally outstanding.
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POSITION AND VIEWS OF THE ACCOUNTING OFFICERS'
COMMITTEE REGARDING DEPRECIATION ORDER NO. 15100

During the course of the conference work between the Bureau of

Accounts and the carriers' committee appointed by the Railway Accounting

Officers' Association to confer with the representatives of the Commission

regarding the proposed revision of the accounting rules, the issuance by

the Commission under date of November 2, 1926, of its decision with refer-

ence to depreciation charges made it necessary that the further consideration

of proposed changes in the accounting classifications recognize the require-

ments of the depreciation order. As previously explained, the Accounting

Officers' committee advised the representatives of the Commission of its

position, expressed by resolution, that its co-operation with the Commission

in the tentative revision of the accounting classifications should not be

construed as an acceptance or approval by the carriers' committee of the

principles contained in the Commission's Order 15100, and shall not prejudice

the right of any carrier individually or the carriers collectively to contest

any of the provisions of that order. During the conferences which followed,

the depreciation order was reviewed and discussed in an endeavor to

develop the underlying principles, to ascertain the reason or cause for

certain findings of the Commission in the order, and to obtain illustrations

concerning the administration of the order by the Commission through the

medium of the accounting rules. Regarding the depreciation order, the

committee of the Accounting Officers' Association reported to the committee

on general accounts of that association as follows, under date of April 23,

1927: (Printed in Bulletin No. 113, Railway Accounting Officers' Associa-

tion) .

We conclude that there are four outstanding items, or provisions, in

Order 15100 which, from an accounting standpoint, present major difficulties

in complying with the Order

:

1. Track material.

2. Extraordinary repairs.

3. Restatement of Investment in Road and Equipment by pri-

mary accounts.

4. Setting up in the Balance Sheet, in accordance with the

principles set forth in the Order, the amount of past accrued

depreciation.

1. Track Material.—Under the Order each rail length, cross-tie, frog,

switch point, rail joint, tie plate, track bolt, track spike, yard of ballast, etc.,

is a separate unit of property and when replaced must be written out of

the Investment Account at its cost by a charge to Depreciation Reserve. The
new unit installed must be charged to Road and Equipment at its cost

;

the labor of removing and replacing is to be charged to Operating Expenses.

The Primary Accounts in Operating Expenses for track material items, i. e.,

ties, rails, other track material and ballast, are eliminated, the only charge

to Expenses being Depreciation, at rates to be determined^ and the labor

of applying. This will make necessary detailed reports, by V^aluation Sec-

tions, of all items of track material removed from the track, the cost of

this material when laid, and the salvage value of the released material

;

also the quantity of each item laid, whether new or second-hand and its cost.

All replacements and retirement of these items are to be written out of and

into the R. & E. Account and will not affect Operating Expenses. This

means considerable increase in clerical force on the Divisions to li.st, check,
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price and assemble the charges and credits. A completion report by Valua-
tion Sections will be required, say each six months or each year. This
latter term has not been decided and monthly Completion Reports may be

required.

The Sub-Committee on Revision some time ago recommended that

the track material accounts, together with accounts for grading and track

laying and surfacing—be combined in one R. & E. Account to be called

Roadway and Track. (See Item 3, page 11.) This would require an amend-
ment to the Order and would eliminate the entire track structure from the

Depreciable Accounts. Under this rule all repairs and renewals would be

handled as heretofore and depreciation rates would not be set up for Road-
way and Track. As an economical and efficient method of accounting for

repairs and renewals of roadway and track this method is recommended,
particularly as it blends more readily with budget systems and the equaliza-

tion accounts. The depreciation method is cumbersome and unduly expen-

sive.

2. Extraordinary Repairs.—The procedure suggested in the Order for

this item is based upon the theory that as heavy repairs tend to lengthen

the service life, such repairs should be spread over the service life through
depreciation charges, instead of being charged when made to Operating
Expenses. The result will be a "dead line" of charges to Operating Ex-
penses through Depreciation regardless of the actual work done and the

expenses therefore for maintenance will have no relation to the earnings.

In a year of large earnings the Government will take one-half of the profits

under the recapture clause while in poor years the maintenance expense will

not change and a possible deficit may result. In its report accompanying
the Order the Commission states that without this method of accounting
"reserves will be created that will serve no useful purpose." It is sub-

mitted this is a fallacy, as the reserve from depreciation charges to take
care of ultimate retirement of the property will not be affected by this

rule but there will be added to the reserve a sum to take care of extraordin-

ary repairs which will be idle until the repairs are made leaving the 'retire-

ment' Depreciation Reserve intact. The accounts should exhibit the facts

and if extraordinary repairs are made, the account should show it with a

proper explanation. The principal difficulty of the Bureau of Accounts is

the determination of what constitutes extraordinary repairs and a percentage
of the cost has been suggested which appears to be pure speculation. In

the case of freight cars, if the cost of the repair is in excess of, say, 30
per cent of the reproduction cost of the car, such excess must be charged
to Depreciation Reserve instead of to Operating Expenses. This same
rule will apply to locomotives, passenger cars, work cars, stations, bridges
and all other units of carrier property classified as depreciable. It is sub-

mitted that the Commission has confused extraordinary repairs with the

ordinary classified repairs which normally occur in cycles throughout the

life of any unit of property. Railroads require certain standards of condi-
tion, which are maintained

:

(a) Currently, through the medium of so-called "current" or
"spot" repairs.

(b) Through the medium of general or classified repairs.

Both are required in transportation service to maintain the standard
condition specified. Extraordinary repairs should only be construed to com-
prehend repairs of unusual character, exceptionally costly, such as restoration

or reconstruction occasioned by the elements, i. e., floods, hurricanes, storms,

etc.

3. Restatement of Road and Equipment—Primary Accounts. For the

purpose of this Order the carrier is required to state the depreciable pri-

mary accounts on the basis of valuation inventory plus additions and bet-

terments and minus retirements, since valuation date, as per finding No. 8
in the Report. The total amount of depreciable accounts so stated .shall be
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deducted from the R. & E. account as it appears in the Company's books
and the differences, plus or minus, shall be carried as an unadjusted invest-
ment. This "unadjusted investment" will represent grading, track laying
and surfacing, general expenditures and land. Apparently this is in direct
opposition to the principle that the land shall be stated at its present value
and it is further emphasized in the second proviso of finding No. 8 which
requires that if the unadjusted amount shall be a minus quantity the primary
accounts shall be reduced proportionately to absorb such minus quantity.

This, however, is only to be done after approval by the Commission. The
Order on page IX provides that carriers may extend the distribution to all

other primary accounts so as to state the Valuation Inventory figures for

grading, track laying and surfacing, etc., but it specifically excludes the land
from this option. The theory underlying this is that the Investment Account
shall state the cost and not the value. The question then is immediately
raised upon what figure will the carriers be permitted to earn a return and
also which figure will be used in stating the "recapture investment."

4. Setting Up in the Balance Sheet the Amount of Past Accrued
Depreciation.—Each carrier is required by the Order to set up on its balance
sheet, January 1, 1928, as a charge in a suspense account on the asset side,

and concurrently as a credit to depreciation reserve on the liability side,

amounts estimated to represent the expired life of the tangible elements
which are classed as depreciable, the amount being ascertained in the same
manner as current depreciation is to be accrued on and after January 1,

1928.

If the guess for current depreciation is proven to be incorrect, then the
amount set up as representing amount accrued to January 1, 1928, will also

be incorrect.

This goes to the heart of the railroad situation. It affects the invest-

ment account and the balance sheet and would probably if carried out as

proposed in the Order wipe out the surplus of the carriers as a whole.
There is a most radical departure from present methods of accounting

for maintenance and upkeep of the property, in that for track structure the

cost of the replacement materials—ties, rails, ballast, and other track mate-
rial—will not be charged to Operating Expenses but to Investment Account

;

and representative quantities at costs or estimated amounts, must be retired
from Investment Account and charged to the Depreciation Reserve. This is

evidently for the purpose of removing any elasticity in maintenance accounts
and depriving the Management of any right to exercise discretion as to the

amount that shall be placed in the Income Account as a charge for the
upkeep of the property. It is vital in this respect, in that it does not permit
the carriers to include in their current operating accounts expenditures
ordinarily charged to operation for rails, ties and other track material
replaced in order to keep the property in safe condition and assure efficient

and economical operation. Such expenditures as made would under the

Order be charged to Investment Account and only the amount determined
upon as a charge through depreciation would be made to operating expenses
for account of material entering into upkeep of roadway and track. It is

clear that the purpose of this is to take away the discretion now resting
with the Management as to what they shall charge out in a good year and
what they shall spend in a lean year, which is an unrestricted exercise of
management judgment that exists in every other business.

Again, like in the scaling down of value of tangible elements, it works
only one way for the Commission ; the plan will take the money away
under recapture in the year of heavy traffic and restore nothing in the year
of light traffic.

This is further complicated by what is styled "Extraordinary Repairs."
introduced into the accounting to reduce maintenance expenses and prevent
the Management from making charges to Operation in prosperous years for

rehabilitating its property. So far as we have been able to develop, there is
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no sound economic basis for the "extraordinary repairs" feature as dealt

with in this Order.
The Order, and, so far as we have been able to ascertain, the method

of putting it into effect, would result in a radical change in the Balance
Sheet, in the Operating Expenses and Income Account of the carriers. It

would effectively destroy any comparisons, would render uncertain the rate

base for transportation charges and open up the whole railroad question,

not only as to the validity of investment but would create a situation

whereby, for a number of years at least, the carriers would find it very
difficult to defend any attack on the present freight rates unless they resorted

to what the law absolutely prohibits, i. e., keeping two sets of books and
accounts.

Our study indicates that the theory is fundamentally unsound as to

valuation and unsound as to accounting for maintenance and upkeep of the

property. It has been made very clear to the representatives of the Com-
mission that in our opinion, the purpose of the Transportation Act could
be met in a practical manner without the radical, and, what we believe, the

harmful procedure as set forth in Order No. 15100 and the tentative rules

for application so far submitted.

The following plan of procedure has been presented to the representa-

tives of the Commission and urged for their consideration

:

(A) Any reserve which may be created should be through charges to

Operating Expenses representing an amount sufficient to extinguish the

investment of the carrier in the selected facility when it is retired.

(B) That the carriers be permitted to continue present practice with
respect to depreciation of equipment, subject to such minor adjustments as

the Commission may find necessary in individual cases.

(C) That the carriers be permitted to continue charging operating

expenses direct with labor and material used in repairing and maintaining
roadway and structures. That all structures or units of property retired

shall be written out of investment and charged to Operating Expenses.
That commencing with January 1, 1928, all structures or units of property

installed shall be charged to Investment in Road. A permanent record will

be made of each unit so installed showing the date put into operation, the

cost and the best estimate as to life, which will be used as a basis for

creating a reserve for its retirement through charges to current operating

expenses.

This will afford a basis of actual units of property, the actual cost and
the only guess will be the service life. It will afford an opportunity to

secure facts and develop from these facts and experience what does take

place. This plan would eliminate the setting up of the past accrued de-

preciation as a suspense item on the balance sheet, would remove the

objectionable and expensive method of accounting for track material and
for extraordinary repairs as provided in the Order.

Appreciating the desire of the Director, Bureau of Accounts, Interstate

Commerce Commission, that the Sub-committee co-operate in incorporating

in the revised classifications accounting rules for the administration of

Order No. 15100, and, being assured by the representatives of the Com-
mission that the co-operation of the Sub-committee in the tentative revision

of the accounting classifications hereafter issued by the Commission, directly

or through the R.A.O.A., shall not be construed as an acceptance or approval

by the Sub-committee, or any member thereof, of the principles contained

in the Commission's Order No. 15100, and shall not prejudice the right

of any carrier individually or the carriers collettively to contest any of

the provisions of said Depreciation Order, qualifications fully set forth in

the resolution, quoted previously, the Sub-committee entered upon the con-

sideration of the tentative revision of the accounting rules to incorporate

therein the changes necessary by reason of Order No. 15100 and for other

reasons hereinafter set forth,
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Appendix G

(7) PLANS, METHODS AND FORMS FOR GATHERING AND
RECORDING DATA FOR KEEPING UP-TO-DATE THE
PHYSICAL AND VALUATION RECORDS OF THE PROP-
ERTY OF RAILWAYS

C. C. Haire, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; E. Y. Allen, B. A. Bertenshaw.

A. M. Blanchard, E. S. Butler, J. W. Dansey, H. E. Hale, W. A. Hill.

The Committee's report for this year consists of a review of the previ-

ous two progress reports, and, in addition, report is submitted, for the first

time, on certain features of the assignment not previously covered.

New problems are constantly developing in connection with this sub-

ject, due to systematizing present methods and contemplated changes in the

science of accounting ; also, consideration must be given to the proposed

Classification of Accounts and Depreciation Order, Docket No. 15100, of

the Interstate Commerce Commission. It has become manifest that the

Committee's assignment must be kept alive indefinitely, or until conditions

are more stabilized in valuation and accounting requirements.

The Committee desires to make a final report on certain phases of

the assignment, for publication in the Manual, part of which have been

published heretofore in the Proceedings of the Association ; also it submits

additional material for consideration at this time and recommends that it

be included in the Manual.

The Committee's report covers the following subjects:

1. Definition of Terms.

2. Organization for Collecting, Compiling, Recording and Filing

3. Forms for Recording Changes in Physical Property.

(a) Field Survey Note Books
(b) Final Construction Record
(c) Engineer's Diary
(d) Record of Side Tracks
(e) Structural Record—Buildings

(f) Roadway Machine Record

(g) Shop Machine Record
(h) Equipment Index—Record of Equipment Changes
(i) Structural Record—Bridges

(j) Rail Chart
(k) Record of Ballast Changes—Ballast Chart

(1) Record of Rail in Main Track and Record of

Heat Numbers

4. Forms for Analysis of Expenditures and Comparison With

Actual Changes in Physical Property.

(a) "Consolidation Sheet" for Analysis of Expendi-
tures

(b) Cost of Property Retired

(c) Cost Data Analysis
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5. Mandatory Forms Required by Federal Regulations.

(a) A.F.E. Form (Authority for Expenditure)
(b) Detailed Estimate Sheet
(c) Record of Property Changes

6. List of Units of Railway Property.

7. Recommended Practice to Follow, in Reporting the Construc-

tion Cost and Physical Characteristics of a New Line or

Extension.

(1) DEFINITIONS OF TERMS

(Definitions of certain accounting terms have been briefly stated herein

;

for more complete definitions reference should be made to the I.C.C. Ac-

counting Classification and other authorities.)

Addition.—A structure, facility, equipment or other property unit added to

those in service.

Accounts.—Written and delineated statements of financial or pecuniary

transactions of a carrier.

Accounting Adjustment.—A re-stating of an amount in the accounts of

a railway to another account or accounts.

Accounting Report.—A statement compiled and published by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, showing the financial history of a railway

and a re-statement of its accounts as of a stated date of valuation.

Authority for Expenditure.—An authorization made in writing by an

executive officer of the railway management giving permission to

create, purchase, change or retire certain physical property, setting

forth in detail the description, reasons, costs and financial effect of

the project.

Betterment.—Improvement of an existing facility through the substitu-

tion of superior parts for inferior parts retired.

Budget.—A statement giving recommended projects and their estimated

cost to be undertaken for a definite period or a forecast of income or

expenditures for a given period.

Carrier (adj.).—Physical property of a railway and other assets used in

or held for transportation service.

Carrier (noun).—A corporate company, owner of physical property and

other assets used in or held for transportation service.

Charge.—An entry in accounting; setting down or debiting an item or sum

to some account.

Chart.—A delineation or statement in graphical form.

Cost.—The outlay incurred in acquiring, creating, operating or maintaining

a property, including the money value of the services rendered and other

considerations involved.

Credit.—A negative charge.

Depreciation.—Loss of physical worth, due to age, use, inadequacy, obso-

lescence, depletion and other similar causes.

Equipment.—Rolling stock, floating equipment and highway vehicles devoted

to common carrier's service.
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Equipment Completion Report.—A record prescribed by Valuation Order

No. 3, Second Revised Issue, showing for equipment detailed informa-

tion with respect to additional units placed in service, withdrawals

therefrom, additions and betterments thereto, and the costs chargeable

and creditable to the accounts of the carrier as a result thereof.

Facility.—A portion of the property capable of rendering a specific service.

Feder.'KL Valuation.—A mandate of Congress designated as Section 19a

of the Interstate Commerce Act requiring the Commission to investi-

gate, ascertain and report the value of all the property owned or used

by every common carrier subject to the provisions of the Interstate

Commerce Act.

Final Valuation.—The value found by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission as the Rate Base in pursuance of its work under the Valuation

Act of 1913.

Fixed Property.—Property of immovable nature or incapable of a change

in location without reconstruction, either in whole or in part
;
property

which may not be used except in a fixed location.

Forms.—A prepared medium upon which to transcribe records and accounts,

such as ruled sheets for books, ledgers and statements.

Gross Charge.—A sum on the debit side, representing the entire amount

or total of the charges resulting from any transactions before credits

are deducted.

Gross Credit.—A sum representing the entire amount or total of credits

resulting from any transactions before debits are deducted.

Gross Cost.—The total outlay incurred in any transaction, including the

money value of services rendered and other considerations involved,

before credits are deducted.

Investment Account.—The account in the transportation industry to which

is charged or credited amounts affecting changes in the cost of the

railway ; the ledger value of the railway.

Income Account.—The account showing the net amount of money received,

or the deficit for services rendered by a railway, including returns from

investments. Operating Revenues and other sources of income are

credit accounts and Operating Expenses, Taxes»and other similar costs

are debit accounts.

Interstate Commerce Commission's Engineering Report.—A statement

compiled and published by the Interstate Commerce Commission, show-

ing the physical property of a railway, classified according to ownership

and use (except "Land") by units, unit prices and totals, purporting to

give the cost of reproducing a railway at a given date of valuation;

also, showing cost of reproduction with depreciation deducted.

Inventory (noun).—Records showing material, supplies and other assets

of a railway at end of any given period.

Inventory (verb).—The act of counting and recording material, supplies

or other property of a railway.

Investment in Road and Equipment.—The account in transportation

accounting tu which the cost of all changes in carrier property is

debited or credited. (See Investment Account.)
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Joint Facility.—Railway property which two or more carriers either

jointly own, maintain or operate by formal agreement.

Labor—Cost of.—The amount paid for labor performed by the carrier's

own employees.

Land Report.—A statement compiled and published by the Interstate Com-

merce Commission, showing a detail of the real estate owned by a

railway and the value reported by the Commission as of a stated date,

indicating that property used for transportation purposes and other-

wise.

Ledger Value.—The value at which the property is carried in the Property

Investment Account of the carrier.

Material—Cost of.—The amount paid for the purchase, inspection, trans-

portation and loading of material, plus a proportion of the store expense.

Net Charge.—A sum on the debit side, representing the entire amount or

total of the charges resulting from any transactions after credits are

deducted.

Net Credit.—A sum representing the entire amount or total of the credits

resulting from any transactions after debits are deducted.

Non-Caruier.—Physical property and other assets of a railway neither used

nor held for transportation service.

Operating Expenses.—The expenditures of a railway for furnishing trans-

portation service, including expenditures for maintaining the carrier

property used in such service.

Operating Expenses—M. of W. and S.—The expenditures of a railway

for maintenance, repairs and depreciation of fixed improvements de-

voted to operations except shop and power plant machinery.

Operating Expenses—Maintenance of Equipment.—The expenditures of

a railway for maintenance, repairs and depreciation of equipment, shop

and power plant machinery.

Operating Expenses—Transportation for Investment—Cr.—The amount

representing the cost to a railway for transporting men, materials and

equipment for construction work, which is a credit to Operating Ex-

penses and a debit to the Investment Account.

Operating Expenses—.Water Line.—The expenditures of a railway for

transporting persons and freight by water lines, including water terminal

expenses.

Operating Expenses—Transportation Rail Line.—The expenditures for

train service by a railway for transporting persons and freight including

station, yard and terminal service.

Operating Expenses—General.—The expenditures of a railway for gen-

eral administration, accounting, law, real estate, claim, relief, pensions

and expense not directly assignable to other phases of railway operating

expenses.

Operating Expenses—Traffic.—The expenditures of a railway for adver-

tising, soliciting and securing traffic, including the publication and dis

tribution of tariffs.
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Operating Expenses—Miscellaneous Operations.—The expenditures of

a railway for dining cars, hotels, restaurants, grain elevators, stock

yards and other miscellaneous operations.

Original Cost to Date.—Cost of original construction, plus all charges

against Capital, under proper accounting principles, for expenditures

incurred thereafter, and minus all proper credits to Capital for the

cost of property which has been disposed of, or otherwise retired.

Payroll (noun).—A list of persons or employees showing amount earned

for services performed.

Payroll (adj.).—Expenditures in railway accounts resulting from the cost

of labor.

Plat.—A portion of a map designed to show some part with particularity.

Primary Account.—A mandatory, designated subdivision of a general

account in railway accounting required by the Interstate Commerce

Commission.

Profile.—A longitudinal section through a work or section of country to

show the elevations and depressions.

Profit and Loss.—A subdivision of railway accounts in which to record

transactions which result in gains and losses from common carrier

operations.

Project.—A scheme or plan for creating or changing physical property.

Property Change.—Any change in the physical property.

Property Replaced.—An accounting unit of property which is taken out of

service and replaced with another.

Physical Records.—Written and delineated information showing the loca-

tion, extent, size, history and other essential details of the property of

a railroad.

Records.—Facts or statements written, delineated or otherwise transcribed

to perpetuate a knowledge of acts and events pertaining to the trans-

portation industry.

Replacement.—Property put in place of some previously existing facility,

to serve a like purpose.

Retirement.—Property which for any reason is taken out of the service

for which it was created or installed ; fixed property moved from one

valuation section to another.

Retirement Entry.—An amount credited to the Investment Account as

the ledger value for a unit of property taken out of transportation

service.

Roadway Completion Report.—A report required by Interstate Commerce
Commission, Valuation Order No. 3, Second Revised Issue, to show for

each project the detailed changes in fixed physical property by units

and costs.

Salvage.—Material or value recovered from property retired or from prop-

erty after use as a construction aid.

Transportation Service.— (As used in Investment in Road and Equipment

accounting.) The date any property change is placed in or removed

from transportation service.
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Tentative Valuation.—A tentative draft of a report by the Interstate

* Commerce Commission to Congress on each common carrier, made
pursuant to Section 19a of the Interstate Commerce Act, setting forth

the Commission's tentative findings of fact, as specified by law, and its

findings of the value of property owned or used by such common car-

rier for common carrier purposes, and certain other information

prescribed by law on its non-carrier property, served upon each common
carrier owning or using any part of such common carrier property, and

upon certain other parties specified by law, as a basis for receiving

testimony and hearing argument from all interested parties concerning

a final report by the Commission to Congress of its findings of such

facts and values for such common carrier.

Unit Cost.—The cost of any selected unit of property.

Unit of Property.—The amount or quantity of any class of physical prop-

erty adopted as a standard of measurement for other amounts or quanti-

ties of the same kind.

Valuation Order No. 3.—An Order of the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion to enable it to comply with the provisions of paragraph (f) Section

19a of the Interstate Commerce Act. It prescribes a uniform system

for recording and reporting changes in the physical property of every

common carrier subject to the act to regulate commerce.

Voucher.—A record of payment used in the railway industry that indicates

in detail and by proof the entire history of the transaction.

Valuation Records.—Physical records of a nature to show the money

value of the component parts of railroad property and evidence of

methods and data used in determining such costs and value.

(2) ORGANIZATION FOR COLLECTING, COMPILING
RECORDING AND FILING

In recommending an organization for collecting, compiling, recording

and filing, consideration has been given to the carriers' own requirements

and to the regulations of the Interstate Commerce Commission's Valuation

Order No. 3 and the regulations of various states.

The collecting, compiling, recording and filing of data for keeping

up to date the physical and valuation records is so closely allied to the

railways' accounting methods that it is considered in the interest of efficiency

and economy that all the requirements can well be combined.

For years many carriers maintained some form of organization which

recorded currently and reported to the Interstate Commerce Commission

annual expenditures to Investment in Road and Equipment, and require-

ments of some few states necessitated reports from a few carriers as to

changes in physical property, so that many railroads had some scheme to

collect and record information for all accounting purposes and for their

own internal needs.

The issuance of Valuation Order No. 3 has brought to the front the

need of greater refinement and elaboration of accounting for Investment in
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Road and Equipment expenditures, as it is mandatory to set up property

changes in detail on prescribed form and to submit summaries of the result,

annually and semi-annually.

The procurement of information as to physical changes to the property

of railways naturally requires an orderly and systematic method of pro-

cedure. The mandatory requirements outlined briefly certain procedure,

but it is insufficient to meet all the needs of the carriers for their physical

records and accounting work.

The methods that are considered best by the Committee for gathering

and recording data can be summarized as follows

:

(1) All physical changes to property to be included in an annual

budget, excepting special and emergency cases, which it may
be necessary to handle, or the condition of expenditures and

revenue may permit of subsequent changes to the budget,

which can be added thereto.

(2) All changes in physical property, except ordinary repairs to

be carried out under an "Authority for Expenditure."

(3) "Authority for Expenditure" estimates should be prepared

in the same general form as required to record the expendi-

tures on roadway completion reports, so that direct com-
parison can be made and so that the estimates may serve as

a guide to those who handle construction accounting.

(4) Expenditures to be recorded, tentatively distributed and sum-
marized under the direction of the organization responsible

for collecting, compiling, recording and filing physical data,

and the system of records and accounts required for Invest-

ment in Road and Equipment and other mandatory regulations

of states and the Interstate Commerce Commission.

(5) Physical changes to be inventoried and recorded by proper

units under the direction of the organization mentioned im-

mediately above.

(6) The analysis of charges and comparison of inventory of phys-

ical property, perpetuated to compile final accounting records

and records of physical changes required for carriers' internal

use and mandatory regulations to be handled under the direc-

tion of the organization mentioned above.

The record of physical changes to property is needed in the operation

and maintenance of the carriers and it is important to keep up to date maps

and profiles and to have complete records of this nature to show what

changes were made. In the administration and handling of an Engineering

Department, correct station maps, profiles, right-of-way and alinement maps

and records, etc., are of importance and these records must be maintained

to a high state of perfection at all times.

The Engineering Department is required to continually originate esti-

mates for the purpose of improving and maintaining the property. Esti-

mates cannot be made intelligently and correctly unless there are physical

data in some form to show the characteristics of the property. This must

be complete information of all local conditions, costs, topography of country,

construction difficulties encountered, geological conditions, etc. Much of

this information is interwoven with accounting records, such as the cost

of performing work, but llie majority of it siiould come from tiie construe-
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tion engineers who should record currently, by diaries and other records,

in an historical manner, the progress of the work and all difficulties and

conditions encountered.

After original construction of a railroad, all the records in connec-

tion therewith should be carefully preserved, but it is evidently of greater

importance, as improvements are made in a plant, that each engineer who
handles any construction or changes in connection with maintenance, should

make a record of changes, giving a complete outline in the nature of an

engineering report of the new units added and their cost and those units

that are retired. Such an engineering report should be profusely illustrated

with drawings, plans, sketches, photographs, etc.

In constructing new lines and extensions, or additions to existing prop-

erty, engineers ordinarily keep notes and memoranda of a varied nature

;

they must, of necessity, prepare progress profiles, cross-section sheets,

sketches, field notes, make working drawings of any changes and, in a

varied way, a complete history of the project reported, and it is obvious

that the scattered notes, memoranda and data be collected in a uniform

manner, in one record, so that this information can be conveniently reported

and filed.

This Committee is of the opinion that ordinarily no more time or work

is required to record all notes and construction data of physical changes in

one set of records of uniform size and manner than to prepare the data

in any other form.

It is considered that information of this kind can be easily collected and

filed so that for all future time it will be readily accessible as a history and

as a record of any construction work or physical change in the property.

The collecting, compiling, recording and filing of the physical data is

further made necessary by the present-day refinement of accounting and

the needs of reporting cost of construction in a uniform manner. Road-

way Completion Reports require that the cost of construction be reported by

using standardized units and reporting the cost of units of property added

and property retired. It is only from the correct record of physical changes

that this information can be called ; therefore the Committee calls attention

to the obvious necessity of combining the two functions under one organiza-

tion and one head.

All other records in connection with the State and mandatory regula-

tions of the Interstate Commerce Commission revolve around a physical

record as described above and cost reported on Roadway Completion Re-

ports, and the collection of the information in a summary that is required

either semi-annually or annually is a mere matter of detail and office routine.

The accounting requirements, as promulgated in the Classification of

Investment in Road and Equipment, has stipulated, for many years, certain

procedure in recording cost of construction work, but no method is specified

in detail as to how to arrive at the information; consequently the accounting

for the cost of construction by railways has not been uniform nor regular.

The cost of construction work cannot be correctly recorded and the

requirements of the Classification of Investment in Road and Equipment
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cannot be carried out correctly unless based upon the construction data

outlined in the foregoing. This is obvious in connection with the separation

between the various primary accounts of Investment, Operating Expenses,

Income, etc., as unit quantities are frequently the only basis of making a

separation. Much could be said and there could be much argument as to

why this is a fact.

The keeping up to date of the valuation records of railroad property,

aside from the physical records, involves the question of amounts added to

and retired from the Investment Account of the carriers and as such

amounts are based upon construction costs and information originating with

engineers and their subordinates, the Committee is of the opinion that

construction cost accounting is a joint accounting and engineering function,

for the following reasons

:

(1) The accounting and engineering work involved in handling the

collecting, compiling, recording and filing of data for the

physical changes to property, as is required for carriers' own
use and in the mandatory form, and the accounting for Invest-

ment in Road and Equipment projects, are inseparable.

(2) The handling of accounting in connection with construction

cost and the engineering work in connection with collecting,

compiling, recording and filing the physical changes to prop-
erty, requires specialized employees of both engineering and
accounting experience.

(3) The control of Capital Expenditures and those expenditures
chargeable to Operating Expenses or Other Accounts, in con-

nection with construction work, is a responsibility of the en-

gineers who are in charge of the execution of work and the

inseparable engineering and accounting work required, for

construction expenditures must be co-ordinated with such con-

trol of expenditures.

In considering the mandatory requirements of the various regulatory

bodies, both federal and state, and the carriers' own needs, it is obvious

that it is both efficiency and economy to organize so as to satisfy all the

following purposes simultaneously

:

(1) Collect, compile, record and file data for carriers' own use,

such as:

(a) Construction cost data and physical records.

(b) Investment in plant for tax return purposes.

(c) Investment in plant for insurance schedule purposes.
(d) Participation in joint ownership.
(e) Investment in joint facilities.

(f) Compile indices of price trend for equating original

cost to date, to cost of reproduction for rate

purposes.

(2) Accounting for Investment in Road and Equipment expendi-
tures.

(3) Records and accounts prescribed by Valuation Order No. 3
and Supplements No. 1 and No. 2 thereto.

(4) To comply with the requirements of Valuation Order No. 23,

which requires the maintaining up to date of certain valuation
maps.

(5) To comply with State laws and requirements of Public Serv-
ice Commissions.
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To comply with governmental regulations it is necessary to carry out

the suggestions made in the preceding paragraph. It is necessary, further,

that the data be compiled concurrently with the progress of the work;

therefore the carriers' own interests will also be served by making the

reports within the time limits prescribed by the legal requirements.

The failure of many railways to meet the time limit imposed on them

ill the submission of their reports to governmental bodies can be traced

directly to division of responsibility existing between various departments

and the fact that the engineering work and the accounting work is not

combined in handling the various features directly or indirectly connected

with the real objective of preparing final returns for the reports.

The most feasible and proper organization to function so as to obtain

all the results can best be secured by a separate bureau or department,

properly correlated to the Accounting, Operating and Engineering Depart-

ment. A separate bureau or department, functioning in a dual manner,

eliminates any division of responsibility and duplication of work performed,

with its consequent heavy cost to the railway. Duplication of work often

exists in railway organizations, instituted under the cloak of department

needs and so-called departmental responsibility. However, from the stand-

point of efficiency and economy, such duplication is in the last analysis

superfluous.

Centralization of authority, including centralization of working forces,

answers the requirements of expediency and economy as a close co-operation

between a bureau and other departments that can be maintained. Efficiency

is, however, a direct contribution of the personnel.

A single acting department or bureau to handle all functions is required

to efficiently administer to the handling of the mandatory regulations and to

maintain correct accounting. The interest of any department should not

dominate nor influence the proper handling of the various records and

accounts, and the mandatory systems of records and accounts cannot be suc-

cessfully maintained unless handled in an independent manner from other

organizations, not prejudiced in any way by other department needs.

The handling of this branch of engineering and accounting work being

a specialized field and having important functions should, therefore, in the

opinion of the Committee, be an independent department or bureau under

the direction of an experienced engineer or accounting officer. The im-

portance of reliable accounting and the interest engineers should have in

cost data, accounting records and accounts in general was called forcibly to

the attention of the members of the American Railway Engineering Asso-

ciation by Past-President Lee, in his address before the March, 1924, Con-

vention, as follows :

"Railroad Accounts are valuable as a record of past perform-
ance and existing status, but a more important element of their

value is in the use of these records as a basis for decisions as to

future practice and performance. Necessarily these accounts are
kept so as in a way to resemble a code. All railroad officers should
have some general knowledge of railroad accounts. Many of the

members of our Association have such a knowledge, but every mem-
ber of the Association should make it his business to familiarize
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himself thoroughly with railroad accounting, both in principle and
practice, in order to be able to decide for himself information con-
stantly necessary.

"If I may hand on a word of advice to our younger members,
so full of brains and ambition and enthusiasm, I would be inclined

to say, as everyday work, do the job in hand to the best of your
ability ; as special work, master railroad accounting in principle
and practice; and, as a general interest, study the psychology of
your fellowmen."

The Committee's recommendations for a separate bureau or department

form of organization for collecting, compiling, recording and filing data

are based upon the following conclusions

:

(1) The collecting, recording, compiling and filing data and keep-
ing up to date the physical and valuation records of the prop-
erty of railways is essentially the responsibility of both ac-
counting and engineering organizations, and,

(2) Some one individual should be made responsible for the han-
dling of the mandatory regulations of the Federal and State
Commissions and for collecting and compiling physical data,
as well as to handle all accounting features.

(3) Accounting features should be inclusive of accounting for
Investment in Road and Equipment.

(4) That with such departmental or bureau organization, all re-

quirements of State Commissions, Federal Commissions, tax
bodies, etc., can be combined and one set of records and ac-
counts used for all purposes.

(5) That the proper control of Capital Expenditures and construc-
tion costs is essential to scientific management, and this can
be best effected by a joint bureau or departmental form of
organization, removed from influences or prejudice of any
other department's own needs.

(3) FORMS FOR RECORDING CHANGES IN PHYSICAL
PROPERTY

(a) Field Survey Note Books

Records of this character consist of Transit note book, Level note

book, Topography note book and Miscellaneous note book, and the Com-
mittee recommends the forms shown as sample pages, marked Exhibits

1, 2, 3 and 4.

All of the above note books must be of a size convenient for han-

dling in the field, for filing in the office, and at the same time be large

enough to permit the gathering of data in sufficient detail to be readily

transcribed to plans or other forms, either by the maker of the notes or

by others. The sample pages shown in the exhibits are the sizes and

designs in most general use and seem to answer the purposes of engineers

in general.

The paper should be of good quality and the rulings of fast colors

in order to be proof against adverse weather and other conditions to

which they will be subjected in the field.

Books may be secured either in bound form containing sixty to eighty

pages each, or in loose leaf form with various types of fastenings. There

arc advantages and disadvantages in both of these forms.
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With bound books only one man can use the same book or set of

notes at a time. A book containing certain notes may be desired for

use by both field and office forces at the same time, with the result that one

or the other is delayed or seriously inconvenienced ; also an entire book con-

taining notes, difficult or absolutely impossible to replace, may be lost.

With the loose leaf form, one set of men may make the field notes and

cither mail or deliver the loose leaves containing them to the office to be

transcribed, which results in speedy handling of the work and eliminates the

first-mentioned objection to the bound book. •

There is some possibility, with most of the loose leaf forms now on

the market, of leaves tearing out or otherwise escaping from the binder

and becoming lost. It will readily be seen that this might prove to be a

serious loss. The same objection holds with reference to sending in loose

leaves by mail unless an exact copy of all notes is kept by the field party.

There is the further possibility that, unless a copy of all notes is kept by

the field party, notes may be sent in, to which reference would have to be

made later in connection with field work.

The loose leaf form of note book lends itself more readily than the

bomid book to the use of the typewriter, blueprinting, photostating, or other

forms of quickly reproducing notes where more than one copy is required;

also it is m®re convenient for filing purposes, especially in the case of miscel-

laneous notes on a variety of subjects and in various locations such as

small maintenance surveys covering industrial sidings, pipe and wire line

crossings, individual bridge surveys, etc.

There are several types of loose leaf binders, as follows

:

(a) Ring with 3, 4 or 6 rings.

(b) Spring in which the leaves are clasped in a grip, either

at the left or top edges.

(c) String
(d) Covers may be both stiff or with stiff back and flexible

front cover.

Loose leaves or fillers are obtainable as follows

:

(a) In packets, each leaf entirely independent of the other.

(b) In pads, bound on one edge with perforations to permit
leaf being easily torn off.

(c) In pads providing for duplicating of notes, the top leaf

perforated while the under leaf is held in pad form.

Conclusions

(a) For continuous surveys covering many miles of line on which

it is necessary for both field and office forces to work at the same time,

the duplicating field book, either in bound or loose leaf type, is recom-

mended.

(b) For miscellaneous maintenance surveys the loose leaf type is

recommended ; the particular kind of binder is Ring, Spring or String,

to be selected by the user.

(c) Loose leaf field note or duplicate copies should be filed as a

permanent record.
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(b) Final Construction Records—(Exhibit 5)

In collecting, compiling, recording and filing all changes in physical

property, it is essential that a "Final Construction Record" be prepared

for each project to show every detail of the construction work from the

start to completion. The construction record should show a chronological

S1k« 8)fc»lline>»e3

North Qt SoothRailroad
REPORT OF 0UArmTlE5 IM COMPLETED WORK

Dot*. >wi> "'-"-' Sftctfon Ay^EI. Ho.

Dot* of Inventbr^ ttiis "Report".
De-3crtption of ^rojecf:.

Dotg. Work Commencecf Complfcfej PJt inAervIee.

Unit I Q»orit;t^
I

'^Xriofand Locat ion

history of the project, progress of the work, difficulties encountered and

all physical features illustrated, with sufficient descriptive matter to

clearly portray the construction as carried out.

Too frequently the ordinary construction practice is to work up data

in memorandum form, prepare sketches, mark up drawings, make cross-

sections, working profiles, etc., but all this information is many times

accumulated in disconnected form whereas the carrier's own needs and

the mandatory requirements justify that a systematic method be followed
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in compiling, recording and filing the information so that it will be avail-

able for future reference.

The final construction record should be prepared for each job or

project during the progress of work, so upon completion all the data

covering the physical change to the property will be available.

The record should preferably be compiled on a form of the loose-

leaf type, or using a blanket form that can be adapted to all classes

of work. The location and description of each phase of the work

should be shown and the most logical plan is to list in detail the property

change, by the standard units, under appropriate sub-divisions, by primary

accounts. This record, if compiled by primary accounts, properly indexed

and supplemented with maps and drawings, for each building, track, or

group of tracks, bridge or similar sub-division, will answer all ordinary

purposes as a record of the construction performed.

A form to meet the above described purpose has been designed and is

shown as Exhibit 5. For those cases where property is retired in con-

nection with construction work, a separate form, as shown hereafter,

should be used.

Conclusions

Grood engineering practice demands a final construction record showing

in detail, units of property added and retired and illustrated by sketches,

plans or drawings.

(c) Engineer's Diary

In connection with preliminary location and other surveys a written

chronological record should be maintained in a systematic manner of

the work done each day, giving all the essential facts as to forces em-

ployed, work done, weather conditions and other important information.

It is recommended that a leather bound, pocket size diary of approxi-

mate size 4J/2 in. by 6^4 in-, with appropriate superheading to show date,

location and weather conditions, be used.

(d) Record of Sidetracks—(Exhibit 11) (Present Form 1106)

One of the auxiliary records that is needed by carriers for recording

changes in physical property is a record of sidetrack mileage, as well as

main track mileage, changes ; such a record as this is also necessary in

connection with the mandatory records as are required by Federal

regulations.

In connection with the Federal inventory of carriers, there were estab-

lished definite side and main track lengths and a number for each sidetrack

was assigned for each valuation section. Accordingly, a perpetuation of

such a. record is of value for main and sidetrack mileage statistics that

are required annually by the Bureau of Statistics of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, and for a carrier's own internal needs.

It is only by reconciling annual sidetrack mileage and the Investment

Account records by "Authorities for Expenditure" that the changes in track

lengths can be properly maintained; therefore the advisability, as well as
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the necessity, of a record of all sidetrack changes are obvious, and the

Committee's recommendations are as shown by the attached Exhibit 11,

in lieu of Form 1106, that is shown on insert between pages 510-511 of

the 1921 Edition of the Alanual.

There is no real reason that requires the maintenance of Form 1106,

whereas there are definite reasons for the use of the form recommended by

the Committee ; also, the Committee has been in consultation with repre-

sentatives of the Bureau of Valuation of the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion who advocate a record along the lines of the Committee's proposed

form.

(e) Structural Record—Buildings (Exhibits 12, 13 and 14)

The Committee, in its study of general subject No. 3, "Forms for

Recording Changes in Physical Property," considers that a detailed record

of all buildings is essential and that all structures of this character should

be numbered and changes to each building recorded by "Authorities for

Expenditure."

Accordingly, the Committee recommends two forms, similar to the

Exhibits 12, 13 and 14, 8J/2 by 11 inches in size, to be used as a card file.

(f) Roadway Machine Record (Exhibit 15)

In recent years the general use of motor cars and improved roadway

machines of various kinds has come into vogue on steam railroads. The

investment in this class of property has grown immensely and the value of

each individual unit is sufficient to require an individual record of the In-

vestment, performance and ultimate life of the unit; furthermore, this

class of property depreciates rapidly, i. e., is worn out, destroyed in accidents,

or otherwise, and to properly maintain the Investment Account an individual

record should be kept for each unit and the Committee suggests Exhibit 15,

8J4 by 14 inches in size, to be used as a loose-leaf book record.

(g) Shop Machine Record (Exhibit 16)

This class of property requires some detail to record its individuality

and, owing to the machines being moved with some frequency from one

shop location to another, the advantage of having an individual record, from

an operating and engineering point of view, is obvious.

The identity of each machine must be maintained by numbers, and as

they are moved or retired a record of each change should be established

with definiteness.

Accordingly, the Committee recommends that a record be maintained

for each machine, in accordance with Exhibit 16, Sj^ by 11 inches in size,

to be used as a card record.

(h) Equipment Index—Record of Equipment Changes (Exhibits 17,

18, 19 and 20)

In connection with other records for recording changes in physical

property, the Committee has designed four forms for equipment changes, as

follows :
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Exhibit 17—Record of Equipment Changes, for

Account No. 53—Freight Train Cars
Account No. 54—Passenger Train Cars
Account No. 57—Work Equipment.

Exhibit 18—Record of Equipment Changes, for

Account No. 51—Steam Locomotives
Account No. 52—Other Locomotives.

Exhibit 19—Record of Equipment Changes, for

Account No. 56—Floating Equipment.
Exhibit 20—Record of Equipment Changes, for

Account No. 58—Miscellaneous Equipment.

It is considered unnecessary to use a "Record of Property Changes"

for equipment, as Equipment Completion Reports contain the detail of all

equipment changes in essential form, and to record these changes in any

other form than the "Record of Property Changes" is an unnecessary

duplication.

Exhibit 17 is an index of all items owned by a carrier of "Freight

Train Cars," "Passenger Train Cars" and "Work Equipment" and the

index is the equipment unit number. The index gives the original cost and

the "Authorities for Expenditure" for various changes for any one unit

of equipment subsequent to original acquisition.

In a manner similar to Exhibit 17, Exhibits 18, 19 and 20 are to be

used for "Steam Locomotives," "Other Locomotives," "Floating Equipment"

and "Miscellaneous Equipment."

The general scheme of maintaining a "Record of Property Changes"

for equipment in the above described manner, has been approved in principle

by the Bureau of Valuation of the Interstate Commerce Commission and

the Committee recommends its use, in the interest of simplicity in han-

dling Valuation Order No. 3, Second Revised Issue, and records of physical

changes to equipment needed by the railways for their own purposes.

(i) Structural Record—Bridges (Exhibits 24, 25, 26 and 27)

Similar to buildings, an individual record for each bridge should be

compiled, when a structure is completed, giving all the physical charac-

teristics and sufficient details, to give a history of its construction and

enough data for valuation accounting and all estimating purposes. A
Bridge Record is best divided into the following sub-divisions

:

Construction Report of Timber Trestles (Exhibit 24)
Construction Report for Wooden Boxes and Pipe

Culverts (Exhibit 25)
Construction Report for Concrete Trestles and Arches

and Boxes ( Exhibit 26)
Construction Report for Steel Bridges (Ejchibit 27)

The Committee recommends the use of the exhibits shown above for

valuation accounting and as a physical record for bridges.

(j) Rail Chart (Exhibit 28)

The Committee submits a form for maintaining records of main track

rail changes which occur with great frequency. The Committee's plan of

handling the record contemplates that the initial record of laying rail on
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a new line of railroad is shown on the profile or track chart and that for

any subsequent rail changes for main and side tracks the attached form

be used for each "Authority for Expenditure."

The Committee recommends that Exhibit 28 be used to definitely record

the history and location of each rail change for each "Authority for

Expenditure."

(k) Record of Ballast Changes—Ballast Chart (Exhibit 29)

In the study of changes in physical property, the Committee has found

that the problems of accounting and valuation for ballast are very impor-

tant and recommends a record and a method of reporting new ballast

changes for each "Authority for Expenditure," assuming that in the orig-

inal construction a construction profile or track chart will show the ballast

applied, although the form recommended by the Committee can readily be

used.

The accounting methods for ballast changes are particularly complex

for the reason that it is difficult to distinguish between expenditures for

new or additional ballast and replacements, restoration of embankment and

similar features.

The accounting procedure for ballast work should always be definitely

illustrated in graphical form.

The Committee, accordingly, recommends the use of Exhibit 29.

(1) Record of Rail in Main Track, and Record of Heat Numbers
(Exhibits 30 and 31)

Within the last few years the Committee finds tliat the practice of

making a field inventory of the location of each rail in main track has

become necessary. This information should be developed so as to have

a record of all the rails in any one heat, which has been brought about

by the desire to remove or have under observation all rails when transverse

fissures occur in rails of any particular heat.

The Committee has studied the methods used by various carriers and

arrived at the conclusion that Exhibits 30 and 31 represent the best method

to develop and record information as to location of rails of the same heat

number.

(4) FORMS FOR ANALYSIS OF EXPENDITURES AND COM-
PARISON WITH ACTUAL CHANGES IN PHYSICAL
PROPERTY

(a) "Consolidation Sheet" for Analysis of Expenditures (Exhibit 6)

In accounting for the expenditures that are incurred for labor,

material and other elements of cost, which originate from payrolls,

material bills, vouchers and from several other sources, and in keeping

up-to-date the valuation records, compiling the cost of construction work,

preparation of Roadway Completion Reports and cost data, the expendi-

tures must be accumulated to each designated unit, and, at the same time,

the number of units must be accumulated and reconciled with the

expenditures.
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The purpose of a Consolidation Sheet is to furnish a work sheet so

as to post each month all the material items used, together with the

corresponding expenditures, and to accumulate these items and then finally

to compare the accumulation of units with a final inventory, or units meas-

ured from some other sources than the accounts.

In handling the accounting for construction projects it is found that

irregularities occur in accounting practice with such frequency that such

a comparison is necessary for reason of the erroneous detail involved, and

any differences must be credited or debited to the source.

The Committee has found, in actual practice, that numerous work
sheets always must be used, and in order to systematize the method the

use of Exhibit 6 is recommended.

(b) Cost of Property Retired (Exhibit 7)

In the handling of the records and accounts in connection with Invest-

ment accounting that is required by accounting regulations, it is necessary

to ascertain or to develop the cost of property retired by three classifica-

tions, as follows

:

Property Retired and Replaced
Property Retired and Not Replaced
Betterments.

The mandatory regulations require that carriers write out of their

Investment Accounts units of property retired at ledger value (estimated

if not known).

As this fundamental principle has only been specified in detail in recent

years, the records of many carriers do not show ledger value for all

property classed as "Property Retired and Replaced" that is retired from

transportation service ; accordingly the Committee has deemed it necessary

to design Exhibit 7 to fit the various conditions encountered in attempting

to develop the cost of property retired.

The usual accounting procedure requires that a retirement entry be

set up by the various primary accounts, and, in a like manner, the records

that are required by Valuation Order No. 3 specify that property which

is retired be detailed by accounts.

Another feature that a carrier's own accounting needs requires is that

any retirement entry not only should show the accounts to be credited but

those accounts that are to be debited ; accordingly the need of proper

retirement detail is obvious.

It is considered as approved practice that when developing 'the "ledger

value" of property retired the following procedure is correct

:

(1) Ascertain the ledger value of property retired, if shown on
the carrier's books, and if not, as is frequently the case, there
should be ascertained those units shown in the Engineering
Report (Interstate Commerce Commission) and estimate the

original cost of such units as of the date of construction.

(2) As it is an accounting fundamental that a unit of property is

anything ordinarily recorded separately in the carrier's Invest-
ment Account, such property which is to be retired that has
been recorded on Roadway Completion Report subsequent
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to date of carrier's valuation, should be retired at its actual

cost unless the property change is accounted for as a "Better-

ment."

The conclusion developed in connection with item No.
1 above and subsequent property changes to the carrier's date
of valuation, as reported under Valuation Order No. 3, should
be combined in determining ledger values, when circumstances
require it.

3iz«ak«Vtinehe» t'lxbtt 7

Date
l_oc«jtion an3 I>«»trif(t

Morth & Sooth Railroad
COST OF PROPERTY RETIRED

Voluot»n ^Nectioo ATE.Ha

Bate Retired-- -A .WaaPropertu.Bestroyed, Moved Or Aboncioneii.
Do+e Ori^inall^ Cons+rurite-d - Under Authority Mo
How were the a»jQotitics orwi coats ^*'V«n m stat«rT>«fit» b*loyv otrt<a'>n«d ?

.

Description of \t«.m

(3) Through the process of maintenance, property changes occur,

the cost of which are not charged to the carrier's Investment
Account ; accordingly an inventory or survey of existing con-

ditions, preceding retirement, is usually necessary as a check
of features No. 1 and No. 2 above, and is further necessary
to develop the salvage to be recovered. Any differences that

may be determined between property actually existing prior to

retirement and as estimated, using the principles laid down in

paragraphs No. 1 and No. 2 above, should not be credited to

the carrier's Investment Account.
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The use of the features and principles described in the foregoing is

considered good practice and has the approval of the regulatory bodies in

connection with accounting and valuation.

The use of approved and uniform methods is necessary to conform

with legal requirements, as the amount charged to a carrier's Operating

Expenses in connection with retirements is of vital importance in the appli-

cation of the Transportation Act, 1920, and this Committee considers it

important to set forth approved procedure.

Amounts credited to a carrier's Investment Account and charged to

"Profit and Loss" for "Property Retired and Not Replaced" are important

in connection with the Internal Revenue Act, as well as for valuation and

other purposes.

This same form is applicable for property retired under the classifica-

tion of "Property Retired and Not Replaced."

For that class of property removed from transportation service, classi-

fied as "Betterments," it is necessary to use work sheets, or a form to

detail units of material that are replaced with improved units and the form

designed will meet that need.

Exhibit 7 as designed contemplates that the report should be divided

into appropriate sub-headings in accordance with the classification of prop-

erty retired, viz.

:

(A) Property Retired and Replaced.

(B) Property Retired and Not Replaced.

(C) Property Retired in Connection with Betterments.

Each of the foregoing classifications should be further sub-divided,

when necessary, to the following

:

(1) Property Retired, Charged to "Road and Equipment" when
Installed.

(2) Property Retired, Charged to Operating Expenses, or Other
Accounts when Installed.

The statement on this report of "Property Retired,. Charged to Operat-

ing Expenses when Installed," is necessary to determine the accounting

and salvage recovered. The statement under heading of "Property Retired,

Charged to 'Road and Equipment' when Installed," should be the quantities

included in the Engineering Report, or Land Report, broken down in suffi-

cient detail from inventory notes, D.V. Form No. 107, 108, etc., to which

should be added or deducted subsequent detail of property changes as re-

I)orted by Valuation Order No. 3, Roadway Completion Reports; therefore

the other statement, consisting of retirements, originally charged to Operat-

ing Expenses, should be all other items not included under this description.

Conclusions

A form is essential to develop the cost of property retired in any
system of records and accounts involving proi)erty retirements, and Exhibit

7 is recommended for that purpose.
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(c) Cost Data Analysis (Exhibit 8)

There are a number of methods by which railways can record and

accumulate construction cost data, but none suggests itself as flexible

as the card index form, by units. Accordingly, the Committee has designed

the form shown. The data is to be recorded from roadway completion

reports. It can be said, however, that a record of this kind overlaps to

a partial extent the record of property change form.

Sixe
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(b) Detailed Estimate Sheet (Exhibit 10) (Present Form 1114

Revised)

Consideration has been given in Form 1114, appearing on page
516 of the Manual, and it is thought by the Committee that there are more
columns shown in detailed estimate form than are generally used ; accord-

ingly a revised Form 1114, Exhibit 10, as shown, is recommended.

This form is recommended as good practice.

91m gj « 11 InehM

North A South RAllroad
l.f.t. *

•DTHOBITI FOR BtPCTDITORl

Auttiorltr for an Ezpflndtture of I li r*quait«d for

tho purpoaa of to tb« proporty

of that La oparatod by

Uoatlon of Project: Statlo

Ceaorlptlon of Projoct;

. Valuation 8a«tlon

Reaflona and naeaaalty for tha extenalon, Isprovoirent or otbar chanite:

8B1I11ARY or ESTKATT

1. tatlmatai groaa coat of projact I

Amount cdarKOabla to;

2. RaaarTO for aeorwol daprfjelatlon for propartv ratlre'l. . . •

J. Profit and loia for i-rooortr ratlrai
li. OparatlnR expenaafl for property retired

5. Value of aalTaga recoyerei

6. Coat of prooertv retired I

7. Incidental ooata charKeable to profit and loaa

S. Inoldental coata charfceabla to operating expeoaee

9. to other account

10. Ret oharae to property Inveataent account f
11. Charge to Operating Eipenaoe-OrMr of I.C.C. dated January l», 1921 1

Total coat to 60 borne by
participated in by I

Raooaimnded
(Saae) . (Title)

naiiT
"""

(Title)
Approve 1

,

rRSin (Title)

nmn (Title)
*ppro»ed and Authorlted ._

mSF) (Title)

Data of Final Appro»al and Authorliatlcn . 19

(c) Record of Property Changes (Exhibits 21, 22 and 23)

The "Record of Property Changes," generally spoken of as Exhibit "E"
of Valuation Order No. 3, Second Revised Issue, is a record that was orig-

inally designed for the dual purpose of recording and consolidating units of

a like kind that are added and deducted periodically from the property of the

carrier, and, also, to record and accumulate expenditures by debits and credits
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periodically. The record is primarily to perpetuate the Federal Valuation

by units and by money.

As a record of expenditures it differs from the usual railway accounting

procedure in recording the Investment charges currently, in that Exhibit "E"
requires a record of final or total expenditures only when the project is in

transportation service, whereas the accounting method is to report chrono-

logically the debits and credits as they originate from any source.

Siie a>;.xU.nches
bhlblf 10

North & South Railroad

Ran Mo. DETAILED ESTIMATE
Office erf- _ _

D.to 19

Location ond Description of Project: „

ATE. No...

5h««tNo of.

Reference

Acct

Mo.
Items And Description Un;v Q^'*'HPiAwt

Entitnated by; ChecHed brtj Approved..

There is a growing thought in connection with this record, which is

tending towards the abolition of the method of showing units and it may be

that in the future the only record that will be required will be one to record

only gross charges and gross credits, by valuation sections, by primary

Investment accounts.

The Committee, in its investigation of the entire subject, is of the

opinion that this record serves no useful purpose to carriers and that as
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years go by the immense volume of the record will be such as to preclude

any possible use. It has been found that those carriers who have attempted

to use the record, after a lapse of some years from the date they were

valued, found it necessary to seek recourse in the basic record, the Road-

way Completion Report, in order to bring the valuation down to date on

any basis.

So long as carriers are required to maintain a "Record of Property

Changes," the Committee recommends two methods as follows

:

Roadway Changes

(1) Exhibit 21 has been designed for the use of the larger

carriers and it permits of recording -the units added and the units

retired with the attendant costs of such units. It is similar to the

mandatory form in Valuation Order No. 3, Second Revised Issue,

except that several additional columns have been provided so as to

allocate the cost to units added and retired.

(2) For the smaller carriers, Exhibits 22 and 23 have been
designed for recording property changes. Exhibit 22 requires a
separate sheet for each unit ; accordingly there will be a number of

sheets for each primary account.

The record is to be maintained separately by valuation sections

and is of some advantage over Exhibit 21 as it permits of ac-
cumulating the expenditures, year after year, for any group of
units, particularly by individual structures.

Each year the gross charges and gross credits recorded on
Exhibit 22 should be summarized on Exhibit 23 for the purpose of
preparing the annual returns to the Investment Account as required
by Valuation Order No. 3, Second Revised Issue, on B.V. Form
No. 589.

Equipment Changes

The subject of recording equipment changes has been covered
under Subject No. 3, "Forms for Recording Changes in Physical
Property," (h) "Equipment Index—Record of Property Changes,"
and the recommendations are that the method outlined should be
followed, in lieu of using the same "Record of Property Changes"
as for roadway work.

(6) LIST OF UNITS OF RAILWAY PROPERTY
The Committee has given consideration to units that are ordinarily

used in reporting and recording railway construction work and the units

used by the Bureau of Valuation when inventorying the property of the

railways in connection with Federal Valuation. Consideration has also

been given to the published List of Units as designated by the Bureau of

Valuation, collaborating with the Presidents' Conference Committee and

published by the latter organization January 10, 1921.

The List of Units as published by the Presidents' Conference Com-
mittee has been widely distributed and is generally used by the railroads

in complying with the requirements of Valuation Order No. 3. This List

of Units is similar to the Units as used by the various districts of* the

Bureau of Valuation in their inventory work. While each district ha(J
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slightly different nu-lliods, yet in princiiile the Units, as used, were similar

thronghont the country.

The Committee has concluded that the List of Units published by

the Presidents' Conference Committee, January 10, 1921, has been used

successfully and it is practical to allocate costs to these units and to record

the units in the manner made mandatory by Valuation Order No. 3 and

in any construction records. There are a number of slight changes that

should be made that are considered good engineering practice, which are

found necessary due to conditions that have clianged subsequent to January

10, 1921. The Units as published and generally used, by the Presidents'

Conference Committee, have been tested principally in connection with

improvements to existing properties of the railroads rather than on new

lines and extensions, owing to very little work of the latter character

being done in the United States since the date of publication.

The Committee has arrived at the conclusion that changes as follows

should be made, and that the additions be made, as shown below

:

Account No. 2—Land for Transportation Purposes

There should be added to the instructions under this primary account,

requirements that the number of each parcel, map number, zone number,

dimensions, and general characteristics of the land be indicated on the

completion report. The requirements of Supplement No. 1 to Valuation

Order No. 3 make it necessary that sufficient data as to improvements,

character, etc., be reported in that system of reports. As there are occa-

sional transfers in the carrier's accounts between "Land for Transportation

Purposes," and "Miscellaneous Physical Property," it is obvious that more

complete details are required in connection with all land transactions.

Account No. 3—Grading

The Committee recommends the addition of the unit "Mattress

(Kind.) lin. ft." for work in connection with protection of

roadway, prevention of streams eroding their banks, etc.

Account No. 6—Bridges, Trestles and Culverts

The published List of Units under this account does not provide an

item for frame bents under the sub-heading of pile and frame trestles.

Owing to the large number of frame trestles, some prominence should be

given to a unit of this character and Committee recommends the addition

of item "Frame bents M. Ft. B. M."

The description for the unit "Pipe, Cast Iron," should be amplified

by the addition of the words (Kind and Specifications). There is gen-

erally pipe with specifications of either light, standard, medium, or heavy

used in railway construction. Accordingly, it is not proper to record units

of this kind under one group.

Account No. 9—Rails

It is considered advisable by the Committee that the unit of "Taper

rails" be shown under this account in order to avoid any conflict with any

units shown under Account No. 10
—

"Other Track Material."
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Account No, 10—Other Track Material

The Committee considers that the units as shown under this account

are substantially correct, but feel that where the unit hundred weight (cwt.)

appears it should be changed to pounds (lb.)- It is also recommended that

all joints except plain angle bars be listed by either joints or pairs with

a view to obtaining simplicity.

It is recommended that the description under the unit "Switches, Slips,

Complete," be amplified by instructions to show the distance from heel of

end frogs in order to compute the rail deduction. There are so many
variations between various slip switches that the description should be com-

plete in regard to this feature.

The unit "Bumping Posts" should be more complete, as when any

posts of this kind are not special or patented, such as concrete, earth,

or lumber, there should be recorded full details with the appropriate units

of measurements reported, such as cubic yards of concrete, or common
excavation, or M. Ft. B. M. of lumber.

It is recommended that there be added to List of Units under this

account the following

:

Car Stops each

Rail Qips each
Drawbridge Fastenings set

Account No. 12—Track Laying and Surfacing

In view of the preponderance of work being done in connection with

the improvements to the existing line of railroads, it is recommended that

the unit "Lin. Ft." be used in lieu of "Miles" as shown.

It is recommended that new units be added as follows

:

Derails each
Tie Plates each
Anti-Creepers each
Railroad Crossings each
Bumping Posts each
Bridge and Curve Guard Rails lin. ft.

Account No. 13—Right-of-Way Fences

It is recommended that the "Lin. Ft." unit be used instead of "Miles"

for right-of-way fences in view of the preponderance of work by railroaids

at this time is in connection with improvements to existing properties.

Those minor units shown under this account such as posts, lumber,

wire, etc., should be eliminated and the description for the unit "Fence,"

which is recommended as above, should be reported as a "Lin. Ft." unit

and should be elaborated upon in the description. It is illogical to build

up costs to such minor units as posts, lumber, wire, etc., and fencing should

be described as to type, number of wires, spacing of posts, etc., and the

cost built up to a "Lin. Ft." unit.

Account No. 15—Crossings and Signs

The Unit "Paving (kind)" should always be reported by indicating

the depth, cushion, and foundation in addition to the kind.
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Account No. 16—Station and Office Buildings

The Comtnittee suggests that tlie descriptive matter under the unit

"Building, Complete," for important buildings should be treated more in

detail. A separation should be made in connection with the important

buildings to show units for lumber, floors, brickwork, hardware, structural

steel, roofing, painting, etc.

In major building work it is logical to separate the electrical work as

between fixtures, wiring, conduit, etc., and show the number of outlets.

It is also proper in connection with large building work to break

down the cost of heating and the quantities in connection therewith as

between the heating plant proper, radiation, piping, etc.

It is recommended that the units in connection with stock pen work

be changed so that work of this character can be reported on a "Lin. Ft."

basis for that type of stock pen where fencing is the principal work. Those

stock pens having sheds, concrete floors, etc., should be reported in accord-

ance with the appropriate units for that class of work shown under other

accounts.

Account No. 18—Water Stations

It is recommended that sufficient descriptive matter be shown under

this account in connection with pipe lines to indicate that a separation be

made between the tank proper and piping beneath the surface of the

ground, so as to obtain a separation at the frost box, in view of the fact

that pipe lines within a frost box are part of the tank system and not

part of the distribution system.

General

The Committee has no definite recommendations to make in connection

with other accounts than shown above, and it is the conclusion that separa-

tion as made other than as commented is logical and good practice in

reporting engineering work and costs.

LIST OF UNITS

This list of units compiled jointly by the Bureau of Valuation, Inter-

state Commerce Commission, and the Presidents' Conference Committee.

Published by the Presidents' Conference Committee January 10th, 1921.

Account No. 1.—Eng^ineering

Item Unit

No units are required for this account. Costs shall be shown in the

appropriate columns.

Account No. 2.—Land for Transportation Purposes

Land for transportation purposes and R. of W Acre or Sq. Ft.

On the completion report, or as a supplement thereto, there should

be sufficient description to cover the general character of the land

reported as a whole. Such description may be indicated as re-

quired by D. V. Forms Nos. 107 and 108. If the carrier so

elects, these forms may be used as a supplement to and form a

part of the completion report.
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Account No. 3.

—

Grading

Clearing Acre
Grubbing Acre
Excavation

:

Elarth or common Cu. Yd.
Loose rock Cu. Yd.
Solid rock Cu. Yd.
Other material (kind) (wet or dry) Cu. Yd.
Unclassified Cu. Yd.

Embankment (kind) Cu. Yd.
Overhaul, team Beyond Ft Cu. Yd. per 100 Ft.

Overhaul, train Beyond Ft Cu. Yd. per 1,000 Ft.

Protection of roadway

:

Sodding Sq. Ft. or Sq. Yd.
Masonry (kind) Cu. Yd.
Concrete (kind) Cu. Yd.
Rip-rap (kind) Cu. Yd.
Pipe, cast iron Net Ton (2,000 lb.)

Pipe, other (kind and size) Lin. Ft.

Piling (kind) (net in place) Lin. Ft.

Sheet piling

:

Timber M. Ft. B. M.
Steel Lb.

Paving (kind) (for appropriate units see Account No. 15).

Cribbing (kind) M. Ft. B. M.
Logs Lin. Ft.

Brush mattress (kind) Sq. Yd.
Hardware Lb.
(For additional units see Account No. 6).

Account No. 4.—Underground Power Tubes

Excavation (kind) Cu. Yd.
Masonry (kind) Cu. Yd.
Concrete (kind) Cu. Yd.
Iron or steel Lb.
Drain pipes, cast iron Net Ton (2,000 lb.)

Drain pipes, other (kind and size) Lin. Ft.

Sheaves (kind and size) Each
Yokes (kind and weight) Each
Manhole castings Lb.
Slot rails (kind and weight per yard) Lin. Ft.

Underground conduit, in place (kind and size) Duct. Ft.

Account No. 5.—Tunnels and Subways

Excavation

:

Earth or common Cu. Yd.
Loose rock Cu. Yd.
Solid rock Cu. Yd.
Other material (kind) Cu. Yd.
Unclassified Cu. Yd.

Overbreak Cu. Yd.
(Qassify materials as shown under excavation.)

Shafts

:

(Classify materials as shown under excavation.)
Overhaul, team Bevond Ft Cu. Yd. per 100 Ft.

Overhaul, train Beyond Ft Cu. Yd. per 1,000 Ft.

Lining, shafts and portals

:

Timber (kind) M. Ft. B. M.
Masonry (kind) Cu. Yd
Concrete (kind) Cu. Yd.
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Steel and iron Lb.

Waterproofing (kind, number of plys, etc.) Sq. Yd.
Pipe, cast iron Net Ton (2,000 Ib^)

Pipe, other (kind and size) Lin. Ft.

Packing or backfilling :

Common Cu. Yd.
Rock Cu. Yd.
Timber (kind) M. Ft. B. M.
Cord wood Cord

Manhole castings Lb.

Ventilating apparatus, complete installation (description) Each
Lighting system, complete installation (description) Each

Account No. 6.—Bridges, Trestles and Culverts

Steel bridges:
Substructure

:

Excavation (wet or dry), classified if necessary Cu. Yd.
Foundation, timber (kind) M. Ft. B. M.
Foundation, metal (kind) Lb,
Piles (kind) (net in place) Lin. Ft.

Masonry (kind) Cu. Yd.
Concrete (kind) Cu. Yd.

Caissons

—

Pneumatic or other important caissons, report each separately

in the units given above.

Superstructure

—

Metal (kind) Lb.

Guard, timber M. Ft. B. M.
Drawbridge machinery Lb.
Power apparatus, complete Each

Pile and frame trestles

:

Excavations (wet or dry), classified is necessary Cu. Yd.
Piling (kind, net in place) Lin. Ft.

Stringers (kind) M. Ft. B. M.
Other lumber (kind) M. Ft. B. M.
Metal (kind) Lb.
Hardware Lb.
Masonry (kind) Cu. Yd.
Concrete (kind) Cu. Yd.

Water barrels (kind) Each
Masonry and concrete bridges and culverts

:

Excavation (wet or dry ) , classified if necessary Cu. Yd.
Masonry (kind ) Cu. Yd.
Concrete (kind ) Sq. Yd. or Cu. Yd.
Paving (kind) Cu. Yd.
Foundation

—

Timber (kind) M. Ft. B. M.
Metal Lb.
Piling (kind) (not in place) Lin. Ft.

Culvferts, pipe or timber:
Excavation (wet or dry), classified if necessary Cu. Yd.

Pipe, cast iron Net Ton (2,000 lb.)

Pipe, other (kind and size) .' Lin. Ft.

Timber (kind) M. Ft. B. M.
Logs Lin. Ft.

Hardware Lb.

Waterproofing (kind, number of plys, etc.) Sq. Yd.
Rip-rap (kind) Cu. Yd.
Bridge signs (kind ) Each
(For other appropriate units see Accounts Nos. 3 and 15.)
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Account No. 7.—Elevated Structures

(For appropriate units see Account No. 6.)

Account No. 8.—Ties

Main tracks

:

Cross-ties (kind and size) Each
Cross-ties, metal (weight each) Each
Bridge ties (kind) M. Ft. B. M.
Switch ties (kind) M. Ft. B. M.
Switch ties (metal) Lb.

Yard and other tracks

:

Report separately in same units as for main tracks.

Account No. 9.—Rails

Main tracks

:

New rail

—

Bessemer, weight per yard Gr. Ton
Open-hearth, weight per yard Gr. Ton
Other kinds, separately, weight per yard Gr. Ton

Re-rolled rail, actual weight per yard Gr. Ton
Relay rail

—

Bessemer, original weight per yard Gr. Ton
Open-hearth, original weight per yard Gr. Ton
Other kinds, separately, original weight per yard Gr. Ton

Yard and other tracks

:

Report separately in same units as for main tracks.

Account No. 10.—Other Track Material

Main tracks

:

Angle and splice bars (common) Cwt.
Joints, patent, insulated or special Joint

Joint, compromise Cwt.
Bolts Cwt.
Nutlocks (kind and size) M.
Spikes (kind ) Cwt.
Tie plates (kind) Cwt.
Base plates (under joint) Lb.

Rail braces (kind of material, weight per unit) Each
Frogs, rigid (kind, length, weight of rail) Each
Frogs, spring (kind, length, weight of rail) Each
Frogs, crossing (kind, number of rails, weight of rails, angle

length, with or without base plates, total weight) Each
Switches, complete (kind, weight of railj reinforcement, etc.) ... .Each
Switches, slip, complete Each

Including guard rails, center and end frogs and accompanying
stock rails, unless otherwise noted. (State, number, single

or double ; weight of rail ; whether frogs are manganese
or common ; rigid center or movable point. Thus—No. 10,

double slip switch, 90 lb., rigid, manganese insert frogs.)

Switch stands (kind), high medium, low, ground, etc Each
Switch lamps (kind) Each
Switch padlocks Each
Guard rails, common Lb.

Including filler blocks and bolts.

Guard rail clamps (kind and size) Each
Guard rails, special (kind, size and length) Each

Including attachments.
Other guard rail (bridge, curve, etc.) Gr. Ton
Derails, complete (kind and size ) Each
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Bumping posts (kind) Each
Rail rests (kind) Each
Anti-creepers (kind and size) Each
Gauge rods or bridles not in switches Each

Yard and other tracks

:

Report separately in same units as for main tracks.

Account No. 11.—Ballast
Main tracks

:

Ballast (kind) Cu. Yd.
Yard and other tracks

:

Report separately in same units as for main tracks.

Account No. 12.—Track Laying and Surfacing

Main tracks

:

Track laying, including running surface Mile
Track laying, including full earth surface Mile
Track laying, on open deck bridges Mile
Placing ballast (kind) Cu. Yd.
Placing turnouts, crossing frogs, tie plates, rail braces, anti-creep-

ers, etc Each
Framing and placing bridge ties M. Ft. B. M.
Maintenance during construction Mile

Yard and other tracks

:

Report separately in same units as for main tracks.

Note.—Track laying for various weights of rail should be separated

into the following groups

:

60-lb. rail and under,

61-lb. to 90-lb. rail,

91-lb. rail and above.

Account No. 13.—Right-of-Way Fences

Fence (if standard) Mile
(For standard fence give kind, size and spacing of posts and

description of panel.)

Posts (kind and size) Each
Lumber (kind) M. Ft. B. M.
Wire (kind) Lb.
Cattle guards (kind, number of sections) Each
Gates (kind and size) E^ch
Aprons or "A" frames Each
Hardware Lb.
Special fences, ornamental iron, hedges, etc. (kind) Lin. Ft.

Masonry fences (kind) Cu. Yd.
Concrete fences (kind) Cu. Yd.

Account No. 14.—Snow and Sand Fences and Snow Sheds
Snow fence (if standard) Mile

(For standard fence give kind, size and spacing of posts and de-
scription of panel.)

Posts (kind and size ) Each
Lumber (kind) M. Ft. B. M.
Ties (kind) Each
Hardware Lb.
Metal Lb.
Masonry (kind) Cu. Yd.
Concrete (kind) Cu. Yd.
Excavation (kind) Cu. Yd.
Embankment or filling Cu. Yd.
(For additional units see Account No. 3.)
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Account No. 15.—Crossings and Signs

Crossing plank (kind) M. Ft B. M.
Paving (kind) Sq. Yd.
Sidewalks (kind) Sq. Ft.

Curbing (kind and size) Lin. Ft.

Gutter (kind and size) Lin. Ft.

Crossing bells (kind ) , complete outfit Each
Warning signals (kind) , complete outfit Each
Crossing gate outfit, complete, excluding building Each
Signs (kind) Each
Annunciator, complete outfit Each
Drainage system. (For appropriate units see Account No. 6.)

For additional units see Accounts Nos. 3, 6, etc.

Account No. 16.—Station and Office Buildings

Important buildings shall be reported separately with description and
location ; smokestacks to be included with building.

Building complete (description and size, volume or area) Each
Including foundation, heating, lighting, and plumbing, except fur-

niture.

Important buildings should show separately (on the Completion)
Report), foundation, superstructure, heating, lighting and
plumbing.

Furniture (each building) Lot
Important or unusual pieces of furniture Each

Platform :

Masonry (kind) Cu. Yd.
Concrete (kind) Cu. Yd.
Timber (kind) M. Ft. B. M.
Filling (kind) Cu. Yd.
Metal Lb.
Curbing (kind and size) Lin. Ft.

Paving (kind) Sq. Ft.

Platform (if standard) Sq. Ft.

(Complete description.)

Stock pens :

Fence (if standard).
(For appropriate units see Account No. 13.)

Lumber (kind) M. Ft. B. M.
Posts (kind and size) Each
Hardware Yd.
Paving (kind) Sq. Yd.
Scales (kind and capacity ) Each

Drainage systems. (For appropriate units see Account No. 6.)

Water supply systems. (For appropriate units see Account No. 18.)

Coal bins (detached) Each
Coal and ore transferring machinery (not on coal and ore wharves) .Plant
Freight derricks (kind and capacity) Each
Freight handling machinery (kind) Plant

Mail cranes (kind) Each
Scales, track:

Excavation. (For appropriate units see Account No. 3.)

Drainage. (For appropriate units see Account No. 6.)

Concrete (kind). (For appropriate units see Account No. 6.)

Masonry (kind). (For appropriate units see Account No. 6.)

Timber (kind). (For appropriate units see Account No. 6.)

Scale, maker and capacity, including mechanism, structural steel

and castings Eacli
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Scales, other (description and capacity) Each
Trucks (kind) Each
Landscape gardening Sq. Yd.
Sidewalks, paving, curbing, gutters, etc. (For appropriate units see

Account No. 15.)

Account No. 17.—Roadway Buildings

Buildings and appurtennaces. (For appropriate units see Account
No. 16.)

Machinery. (For appropriate units see Account No. 44.)

Account No. 18.—Water Stations

Building, excluding machinery. (For appropriate units see Account
No. 16.)

Water tanks

:

Foundations. (For appropriate' units see Account No. 6.)

Tanks (kind, size and capacity) Each
Supports, steel Lb.
Supports, timber (kind) JiL Ft. B. M.
Supports, masonry (kind) Cu. Yd.
Supports, concrete (kind) Cu. Yd.
Steel tank and tower combined Each

State dimensions, capacity and height from top of foundation
to bottom of tank.

Frost protection (kind and size) Lin. Ft.

Tank spout and fixtures (kind and size) Each
Water crane (kind and size), including pit, lining, etc Each

• Pipe lines, including fittings:

Pipe, cast iron ( 2,000 lb. ) Net Ton
Pipe, other (kind and size) Lin. Ft.

Reservoirs and settling basins. (For appropriate units see Account
No. 3.)

Track tanks

:

Troughs Lin. Ft.

Piping, subways, masonry, protection, etc. (See appropriate units

above and in Accounts Nos. 3, and 5.)

Cisterns and dug wells

:

Excavation Cu. Yd.
Lining

—

Masonry and brick work Cu. Yd.
Concrete ( kind ) Cu. Yd.
Timber (kind) M. Ft. B. M.
Pipe (kind and size) Lin. Ft.

Wells, driven, bored or drilled (size) Lin. Ft.

Including casing.

Pumping machinery

:

Boilers (kind, maker and horse power) Each
Including foundation and setting.

Pumps (kind, maker, size and capacity) Each
Including pump jack

Engines (kind, maker, size and horse power) Each
Motors (make, type, R.P.M. and capacity) Each

Including switchboard, rheostat and connections.

Note.—^Include foundation with unit unless included with part

of building.

Windmills (kind, diameter of wheel and height of tower) ....... .Each
Water treating plant (kind and capacity) :

Units shown above where applicable, otherwise plant complete. .Each
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Account No. 19.—Fuel Stations

Fuel stations, plant complete (description, kind, capacity, etc.) Each
Excluding approach or tail trestle and embankment.

Other buildings Each
Grading, trestles, drainage, sidewalks, paving, etc. (For appro-

priate units see Accounts Nos. 3, 6, 15, 16, etc.)

Account No. 20.—Shops and Enginehouses

Important buildings shall be reported separately with description and
location.

Building, complete (description and size, volume or area) Each
Including foundation, heating, lighting and plumbing, except

furniture.

Important buildings should show separately (on the Completion
Report) foundation, superstructure, heating, lighting and
plumbing.

Turntables and transfer tables

:

Excavation. (For appropriate units see Account No. 3.)

Drainage. (For appropriate units see Account No. 6.)

Magonry (kind). (For appropriate units see Account No. 6.)

Concrete (kind). (For appropriate units see Account No. 6.)

Timber (kind). (For appropriate units see Account No. 6.)

Pit rail (kind) Lb.

Track fastenings. (For appropriate units see Account No. 10.)

Table, metal (length) Lb.

Table, wood (length) Each
Table, tractor (kind) Each

Cinder pits

:

Excavation. (For appropriate units see Accounts Nos. 3 and 6.)

Masonry (kind.) (For appropriate units see Accounts Nos. 3

and 6.)

Concrete (kind). (For appropriate units see Accounts Nos. 3

and 6.)

Drainage. (For appropriate units see Accounts Nos. 3 and 6.)

Etc. (For appropriate units see Accounts No. 3 and 6.)

Ash handling plants, exclusive of pit (description and capacity) Each
Electric-power distribution systems within building (kind) Lin. Ft.

Stacks (detached) (kind and dimensions) Each
Central heating plants

:

Boilers (kind, maker and horse power). Each
Including foundation and setting.

Material and supply truck tracks and wheel tracks. (For appropriate
units see Accounts Nos. 8, 9 and 10.)

Motor crane tracks. (For appropriate units see Accounts Nos. 8, 9

and 10.)

Pipe lines (kind and size) Lin. Ft.

In place, including fittings.

Platform, shop and yard. (For appropriate units see Account No. 16.)

Tanks, oil and gas (material and capacity) Each
Sandhouse apparatus, complete (description and capacity) Each
Grading, drainage, sidewalks, paving, etc. (For appropriate units see

Accounts Nos. 3, 6, etc.)

Account No. 21.—Grain Elevators

Grain elevators, complete (description, kind and capacity) Each
Including conveyors, machinery and fixtures.

Account No. 22.—Storage Warehouses
Storage warehouses

:

(For appropriate units see Account No. 16.)
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Account No. 23.—Wharves and Docks
Grading. (For appropriate units see Account No. 3.)

Dredging (kind) (scow measurement unless otherwise noted) Cu. Yd.
Bridges, ferry and transfer (kind, length and width) Each

Including machinery.
Pontoons (kind and dimensions) Each
Dock and wharf construction

:

Bulkheads, ferry racks, fenders, pile clusters, caissons, wharves,
piers, crib work, etc. (For appropriate units see Account
No. 6.)

Jetties and breakwaters

:

Masonry (kind) Cu. Yd.
Concrete (kind) Cu. Yd.
Rip-rap (kind) Cu. Yd.
Earth or other filling or embankment (kind) Cu. Yd.
Timber (kind) M. Ft. B. M.
Piles (kind) (net in place) Lin. Ft.

Hardware Lb.
Grading, drainage, sidewalks, paving, etc. (For appropriate units see

Accounts Nos. 3, 6, etc.)

Account No. 24.—Coal and Ore Wharves
Grading. (For appropriate units see Account No. 3.)

Dredging (kind) (scow measurement unless otherwise noted) ... .Cu. Yd.
Dock and wharf construction :

Bulkheads, ferry racks, fenders, pile clusters, caissons, wharves,
piers, crib work, etc. (For appropriate units see Account
No. 6.)

Jetties and breakwaters

:

Masonry (kind) Cu. Yd.
Concrete (kind) Cu. Yd.
Rip-rap (kind) Cu. Yd.
Earth or other filling or embankment (kind) Cu. Yd.
Timber (kind) M. Ft. B. M.
Piles (kind) (net in place) Lin. Ft.

Hardware Lb.
Buildings. (For appropriate units see Account No. 16.)

Machinery, small installations Plant
Machinery, large installations, subdivide if practicable into separate

groups Group or Plant
Grading, drainage, sidewalks, paving, etc. (For appropriate units see

Accounts Nos. 3, 6, etc.)

Account No. 25.—Gas Producing Plants

Gas producing plant, complete (description and capacity) Each
Including all apparatus.

Grading, buildings, pipe lines, etc. (For appropriate units see Accounts
Nos. 3, 6, 16, etc.)

Account No. 26.—Telegraph and Telephone Lines

Telegraph and telephone material should be reported separately.

Telegraph office apparatus (description) Set
Including wiring and inside cable.

Telephone office apparatus (description) Set
Including wiring and inside cable.

Excluding private branch exchange.
Private branch telephone exchange (plan and spec, ref.) Each

Including switchboard wiring and inside cable.

Excluding branch lines and instruments.
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Buildings. (For appropriate units see Account No. 16.)

Telephone booths (kind and size) Each
Portable telephone sets (kind) Each
Roadway telephone box (description) EUich

Poles, in place (kind, length and class) Each
Guys (kind, complete) Each
Anchorage (kind and size, complete) Elach

Cross arms, in place (kind and size) Each
Including braces and fastenings.

Cross arm pins (kind) 100
Brackets (kind) Each
Insulators (kind) 100
Guard wires (kind) Set
Cable suspension (kind and size) Lin. Ft.

Including fastenings and cable hangers.

Other hardware Lb.
Cable boxes Each

Including wiring and appurtenances.
Aerial cable (kind) Lin. Ft.

State number of pairs, number of single conductors and size.

Underground cable (kind) Lin. Ft.

State number of pairs, number of single conductors and size.

Submarine cable (kind) Lin. Ft.

State number of pairs, number of single conductors and size.

Aerial wire (kind and size) Mile
Underground conduit, in place (kind and size) Duct. Ft.

Pavement (kind) Sq. Ft.

Manholes, complete with equipment Each

Account No. 27.—Signals and Interlockers

Interlocking plant (kind, size, plan and spec, ref.) Each
Tower buildings (kind and size). (For appropriate units see Account

No. 16.)

Other buildings (kind and size) Each
Power plant, complete Each

Excluding building, line wires, poles, etc.

Signal bridges. (For appropriate units see Account No. 6.)

Outlying switch protection (kind, plan and spec, ref.) Each
Exclusive of that covered by automatic signals.

Station and train order signals, complete (kind, plan and spec. ref.).. Each
Including all connections, etc.

.\utomatic signals, complete (kind and spec, ref.) Each
Exclusive of line wire, poles, etc.

Staff blocks, complete (kind, plan and spec, ref.) Elach

Including all accessories, exclusive of line wire, poles, etc.

Gates at crossings of other railways (kind and size) Each
Pole line material. Including line wire, poles, crossarms, etc. (For appro-

priate units see Account No. 26.)

Account No. 28.—Power Dams, Canals and Pipe Lines

Gates, complete E^ch
Excluding operating machinery.

Machinery for operating gates, etc., complete. (For appropriate units

see Accounts Nos. 3, 6 and 18.)

Account No. 29.—Power Plant Buildings

For appropriate units see Account No. 20.

Account No. 30.—Power Substation Buildings

For appropriate units sea Account No. 20.
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Account- No. 31.—Power Transmission Systems
Wire, in place (kind and size) Mile

Including tie wires.

Cable (kind, maker, sheath and size) Lin. Ft.

State number of pairs, number of single conductors and size, volt-

age, insulation test.

Switchboards (kind, size, plan and spec, ref
.
) Each

Transformers (kind, size and spec, refJ Each
Including wiring, connections, etc.

Oil switches (kind, plan and spec, ref ) Each
Other switches (kind ai:d size) Each
Lightning protection (kind, size and spec, ref.) Each

Including wiring, connections, etc.

Conduits. (For appropriate units see Account No. 26.)

Account No. 32.—Power Distribution Systems
Wire, cable, switch boards, conduits, transformers, oil switches and

lightning protection.

(For appropriate units see Account No. 31.)

Trolley wire, in place (kind and size) Lin. Ft.

Third rail, complete, in place (kind and size) Lin. Ft.

Including supports, braces, protection, bonding, etc.

Rail bonding (kind and size) Joint

Pipe lines, in place (kind and size) Lin. Ft.

Including fittings, appurtenances and insulation.

Tunnels and subways. (For appropriate units see Account No. 5.)

Account No. 33.—Power Line Poles and Fixtures

Poles, crossarms and crossarm pins, brackets, guys, insulators, other

hardware. (For appropriate units see Account No. 26.)

Pole top extension (kind and specification reference) Each
Transmission on towers and bridges. (For appropriate units see

Account No. 6.)

Account No. 34.—Underground Conduits

Conduits, manholes and fitting. (For appropriate units see Account
No. 26.)

Sewer connections, in place (kind and size) Lin. Ft.

Account No. 35.—Miscellaneous Structures

For appropriate units see other accounts.

Account No. 36.—Paving

Paving (kind) Sq. Yd.
Curbing (kind and size) Lin. Ft.

Account No. 37.—Roadway Machines

Roadway machines, complete (kind, maker, size or cap.) Each
Including accessories.

Account No. 38.—Roadway Small Tools

Roadway small tools (kind and description) Set

Important or unusual tools Each

Account No. 39.—Assessments for Public Improvements

No units are required for this account. Costs shall be showii in

appropriate column. Description should identify and gener-

ally indicate the nature of the project.
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Account No. 40.—Revenues and Operating Expenses During
Construction

No units are required for this account. Amounts in money should be
shown in appropriate columns. Revenues and operating ex-
penses should be shown separately, and subdivided by periods

when necessary with appropriate descriptions.

Account No. 41.—Cost of Road Purchased

This is a temporary or suspense account. No units are required.

Account No. 42.—Reconstruction of Road Purchased

No units are required in this account.

Account No. 43.—Other Expenditures—Road
No units are required in this account.

Account No. 44.—Shop Machinery
Machines, complete with drive (kind, maker, description and size or

capacity ) Each
Excluding foundation.

Foundation

:

Excavation Cu. Yd.
Masonry (kind) Cu. Yd.
Concrete (kind ) Cu. Yd.
Timber (kind) M. Ft. B. M.
Piles (kind) : Lin. Ft.

Metal Lb.
Shafting and fittings, complete shop installation, each shop Lot

Including hangers, pulleys, couplings and special supports.

Belting, complete shop installation, each shop Lot
Portable tools

:

Important tools (kind and size) Each
Minor tools (each shop) Lot

Engines, boilers, generators and the like. (For appropriate units see

Account No. 45.)

Piping, wiring, etc. (For appropriate units see Accounts Nos. 20
and 32.)

Account No. 45.—Power Plant Machinery
Boilers, complete with apparatus (kind, maker and horse power) ... .Each

Including setting, breeching or flue, mechanical stokers, induced
or forced draft installations, steam heaters, feed water pumps,
feed water heaters, etc.

Engines, complete (maker, cylinder size, horse power, R.P.M.) Each
Air compressors, kind, complete (maker, cylinder size, R.P.M. ca-

pacity) Each
Engine generator sets, kind, complete (maker, description, R.P.M. ca-

pacity) Each
Turbo generator sets, kind (maker, description, R.P.M. capacity) ... .Each
Coal or ash handling apparatus, plant complete (description) E^ch
Condensers (maker, kind, size and capacity ) Each

Including pumps and special fittings.

Pipe lines. (For appropriate units see Account No. 32.)

Belting and shafting. (For appropriate units see Account No. 44.)

Batteries, complete (maker, kind and capacity in ampere hours) Cell

Including appurtenances.
Motor generator sets (maker, kind and capacity) Each
Frequency changer sets (kind, maker, capacity) Each
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Motgrs and generators (kind, maker, capacity) Elach

Rotary converters, complete (kind, maker, capacity) Each
Transformers, power and instrument (kind, maker, capacity) Each
Switch boards, oil switches and other switches, interior cables, light-

ning protection. (For appropriate units see Account No. 31.)

Bus bars, complete (weight of bus bar) Lb.

Including all accessories.

Voltage regulators (kind, maker, size) Each
Water wheels or turbines (kind, maker, size) Each
Machine foundations. (For appropriate units see Account No. 44.)

Account No. 46.—Power Substation Apparatus
For appropriate units see Account No. 45.

General Account II.—Equipment
For new equipment purchased, state on the Completion Report, in

the column headed "Description of equipment to which the change is

applicable" and on the Record of Property Changes in the column
headed "Remarks," the important "specialties" included in the equip-

ment as purchased. A list of the principal specialties is shown
under Accounts Nos. 1, 53 and 54.

Account No. 51.—Steam Locomotives

Steam Locomotives Each
State service type (passenger, freight or switch), kind, Whyte
symbols, cylinder size, saturated or superheated, total light weight
engine and tender.

List of Specialties

:

1. Axles, Vanadium Steel, finished weight.
Axles, heat treated and hollow bored, finished weight.

2. Cylinders, Hobart Alfree.

3. Frames, Vanadium Steel, finished weight.
4. Rods, Vanadium Steel, finished weight.

5. Springs, Vanadium or Crucible Steel, finished weight.

6. Stoker (kind).
7. Tender Frame, Commonwealth.
8. Trailing truck, Commonwealth or Hodges.
9. Valve gear. Baker, Southern or Young.

Account No. 52.—Other Locomotives
Other locomotives Eacli

State kind, drive number, of units coupled, and total weight (cur-

rent and voltage, if electric.)

Account No. 53.—Freight Train Cars

Freight train cars Each
State subclass, body and underframe (steel, wood or composite),
capacity, length (over end sills), trucks (kind).

List of Specialities

:

1. Cast steel wheels.

2. Steel ends (kind).

3. Roof (kind).

4. Draft gear (kind).

5. Truck Bolsters (kind).

6. Doors (number and kind).

7. Axles (kind).

8. Any departure from usual practice (describe).

9. Insulation (kind).
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Account No. 54.—Passenger Train Cars
Passenger train cars Each

State subclass, lengtli (over platforjii end sills), capacity in pas-
senger or pounds, vestibules (kind), kind of lighting, body and
underframe (wood, steel or composite), trucks (kind).

List of Specialties

:

1. Wheels (kind).

2. Draft gear (kind).
3. Platforms (Commonwealth).
4. Upholstery (kind).
5. Finish (kind).
6. Commonwealth Cast Steel Frame (kind).
7. Insulation (kind).

8. Seats or chairs (kind).

9. Brakes (kind).

10. Lavatories (kind).
•

Account No. 55.—Motor Equipment of Cars

Motor equipment, complete apparatus (horse power and number of
motors) I'.ach

Including controllers, switches, breakers, contactor boxes, t^rid re-

sistances, compressors, collectors, wiring, etc.

Account No. 56.—Floating Equipment
Floating equipment (kind, builder, description) Each

Account No. 57.—Work Equipment
Work equipment (kind and description) Each

Each item of work equipment, including appurtenances, shall be
appropriately described as in Accounts Nos. 51 to 56, inclusive.

Note.—For machines mounted, such as pile drivers, wrecking cranes,

etc., state kind, maker and size or capacity.

Account No. 58.—Miscellaneous Equipment
Miscellaneous equipment (kind and description) Each

Accounts Nos. 71, 72, 73, 75, 76 and 77

No units required for these accounts. Costs shall be shown in the

appropriate columns.

Account No. 74.—Stationery and Printing

Stationery and printing.

No units are required for unimportant items.

Important items, such as calculating machines, dictaphones, dicto-

graphs, hectographs, typewriters, etc. (kind and description) . .Each

A
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SizLe 6^"x EZxhibit 24

North 6c South Railroad Eott
CONSTRUCTION REPORT OF TIMBER TRESTLES

BrldAe No Name of Stream*!). _ _ AEENo
Date In Service(b) Length t) Val. Section
Station : From Xo.....f. jDrowincJ No.0)
Date WorK Commenced WorK Performed ^y
Description of WorKfe);

Character: Open DecK.
Pile Framed Bents Mud S

Water Bbls.

Treat. Ballast Floor r+. Wide
Pile 5tulob3

Covers BasKe+sSi6ns
HeTper Posts
Helper Bents
Framed Posts
Shims
Sub or Extra Caps ,

Guard Timbers .GT Bolts O.G.CuT Washers
Stringers plu 7»15, 7»lfe, 6«1(d, 8«16,8«iO, IO»li.

Caps \Z''iZi^\Z'^\^, l4»14,l4«l(o, lL,14,l(o,f».lg.

Corbels Cross Bracinq SolOjS'lZ.S'ia
Posts l^-l^ ..Sills l^.»l^

O.YP.Cv. F. U. Treat.
O.YP.Cy.F. U. Treat.
CYRCy-F. U Treat
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Size o'Vx W Exhibii es

North & Soutn Railroad

CONSTRUCTION REPORT FOR WOODEN BOXES acPIPE'ciiLVERTS.

Bridje No. Name of Stream (a) A.FX.No
Da + e In Servica ...Size (b) Len^lhf:) Drowin^No
Date WorK Commenced ..WorK Performed bij XJon^roct DaVe....

Sta+ion (center line)

Description of WorH :

1
, , ,

1

,

1
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Siie a^'* n" Exhibit 26

North 6c South Railpoad ^ .Date
Vol. Sec-

CONSTRUCTION REPORT FOR CONCRETE TRESTLES.ARCHES&BOXES.
Bridje No. .- Name of StreomCa) A.F.E.No
Date In Service Station : From _ .to

Length ...Type .Browing No.(b).

WopK Commenced- Contractor. JDote
Description of WorK _

UNITS AND
MATERIAL
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Sire Q'i'" I/' E:xhibi+ 27

North (9c Soufh Railroad ^ ^U ote
Vol. Sec...

CONSTRUCTION REPORT FOR STEEL BRIDGES
Bridge No Name of StreamCo^ A.F.E.No..
Dale In Service(b) LenAthCc) Drawin6No.(d)
WorK Performed by Con+rQC+ T)Qf e
5+Q+ ion: From ...To... Dote WorK Commanced..
De scrip-t ion of WorK Ce): _

UNITS a. MATERIAL
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5ize e/ixll Exhibit 28

North & Souih Railroad

REPORT or RAIL CHANGE
AEEI. _ Vol. Section Division..

Date WorK Commenced _ Da+e Completed.
Sta + Ion : From ."To

Description of Work*. (a) „

Dotcv,

YtAP
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Size-8J^'«ll" North 5: South Hotlroad Exhibit ^9

REPORT OF BALLAST CHANGE

AF.E N/al. Section Division..

Da+e WorK Commenced .Da+e Completed.
Sta+ion : From .To _

Description of Work'W

D«Jte.

VtAR
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EXHIBIT N9 30

NORTH & SOUTH R. R.

MILE
DISTRICT. DIVISION SECTION Ns TRACK..

RECORD or RAIL IN TRACK AS OF, 19..- RECORDER.

RAIL

N

NORTH OR EAST RAIL

CKAjNiNG RAIL ^^^^ Tut-
^

STATION SECTION TER

CHAINING

STATION

SOUTH OR WEST RAIL

LET-

TER
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EXHIBIT N! 31

NORTH & SOUTH R. R.

HEAT N»_
DISTRICT DIVISION SECTION N°- TRACK
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(7) RECOMMENDED PRACTICE TO FOLLOW IN REPORTING
THE CONSTRUCTION COST AND PHYSICAL CHARACTER-
ISTICS OF A NEW LINE OR EXTENSION

In reporting the construction costs for new lines or extensions, a report

in a complete detail that is comparable to the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission's "Engineering Report" should be made of the cost of each phase

of the construction work, and, in addition, all the physical construction fea-

tures should be faithfully recorded in a uniform way and in a manner easily

accessible for future accounting and valuation use.

The mandatory valuation requirements as promulgated by \'aiuation

Order No. 3, Second Revised Issue, do not satisfy all the future demands for

detailed construction cost data. The Roadway Completion Report is a

statement of units and costs, but underlying this record must be sufficient

engineering information to support such costs.

The Interstate Commerce Commission's inventory of railways brought

into existence various inventory records, such as grading cross-sections pre-

pared in the field, field notes of all the structural features owned or used by

a carrier and forms describing and recording characteristics of other rail-

way property. In a like manner, the construction of a new line or extension

should be recorded in detail although much of this information is always

prepared in diverse manner during the progress of construction, yet it is

not developed and recorded for future use. It can therefore be seen that

uniform and consistent methods are necessary for engineering, accounting,

depreciation accounting and valuation. Carriers should therefore handle the

accounting and engineering records for large projects along the lines set

forth in the following.

Form in Which to Report the Information

The carrier should adopt a standard binder and forms so that

the entire report of a construction project will be on uniform size

sheets, and should arrange that certain maps, profiles, cross-sections

and other graphic information should be of uniform sheets to be

placed in binders of 8^x11" or 11x17" size so that this informa-
tion will form an engineering report of the construction and can be
filed for use as a detail of the construction, or as a detail of the

Investment .Account (ledger value) covering the particular construc-

tion. This engineering report should be sub-divided in logical sub-

divisions that can best be accomplished by primary accounts, although
a number of general sub-divisions are necessary for general de-

scription and history.

(a) General Information and History

The first volume of the report should be an index to all

succeeding volumes, describing where detailed construction costs

and the engineering data for each primary account will be
found. The history of the project from its inception to final

construction should be given, including a statement as to the

incorporation, financing, general officers, engineering personnel,

and other pertinent data. In a graphic form the daily tem-
peratures, precipitation and rainfall should be recorded. Copies
of contracts giving the name of contractors, ordinances, fran-

chises and other information should be shown in these volumes.
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(b) Completion Maps, Profiles and Charts

The completion map, profile and charts to show the rail,

ballast and track lajing and surfacing work should be placed in

one or more volumes, depending upon the size of the job.

Tliesc maps should best be shown in sheets of a small size

but can be of large size in multiples of the size of the binder,

preferably blueprinted on cloth, owing to the unusual wear to

which such record will be subjected in future years. The front

of the volume should, in addition to the general index, show an

index to the map number to avoid undue handling.

(c) Construction Cost Report or Accounting Report

A volume should be set aside to show the cost of con-

struction, either in roadway completion rept)rt form, if the proj-

ect is not large, in which case the detailed cost for each pri-

mary account should be reported, separately; in appropriate

binder. For a large size job, a volume of summaries showing
the construction cost should contain a summary of the primary
accounts of Investment in Road and Equipment and Operating
Expenses, a balance sheet if a new company and the con-

densed financial statements. The report dealing with the ac-

counting characteristics should be in sufficient detail to show
the complete accounting history of the project; i. e., to show
if constructed as a separate corporation in connection with the

new line and the complete financial status.

If, in view of the magnitude of the job, it may be desir-

able to use a completion report or construction cost statement
for each primary account, a special form should be printed

for that purpose and the following outline gives a description

of the detailed reporting:

Account No. 1.
—"Engineering"

In a volume for this feature should be shown the

details of the engineering costs, giving the costs of recom-
mended preliminary surveys, location and construction. In

this statement can be shown the engineering personnel.

Account No. 2.
—"Land for Transportation Purposes"

A statement of the construction cost should report

each parcel of land on the completion report, by number,
and, as a part of the record, a map should be provided
showing these parcel numbers so as to definitely indicate

the location and legal description of the property involved.

The completion report should show, in addition to par-

cel number, the deed reference, date, consideration and
acquisition costs, and in the same volume of records re-

porting land details should be a copy of the deed, as under
the present-day requirements the Bureau of Valuation,
I. C. C, require that right-of-way deeds support any
statement of land costs.

Account No. 3.
—"Grading"

This account will be a voluminous part of the Engi-
neering Report in view of the necessity of including copies
of cross-sections. When construction work starts, provi-
sions can be made to do this by using 20x20" cross-section

paper instead of the continuous rolls, and then reducing the

sheet by the photostat process to required size. If con-
tinuous rolls are neces.sary the cross-sections should be
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platted sufficieiulv apart to permit of proi)cr reproduction

and the platting' should clearly show the station number

so that any of the grading characteristics can m the future

be readify located on the profile and alignment map.

If there is anv other work chargeable to Account \o.

3 "Grading," such as rip-rap, retaining wall or work of a

special nature, sufficient sketches or drawings should be

included in the record and indexed so that any item can be

quickly located.

Account No. 5.—"Tunnels and Subways"

In the volume or record book under this account

should be shown a portion of the profile, indicatnig the

location of tunnel and other drawings that will clearly

illustrate quantities in the bore, the lining, drainage, light-

ing, ventilation and other features.

Account No. 6.—"Bridges, Trestles and Culverts"

An individual completion report should be made for

each individual structure and with it should be filed a copy

of the exhibits recommended bv the Committee, namely.

Exhibits 24, 25, 26 and 27, as the case may be. With this

particular kind of report should be special drawings, when

made, for any individual structure.

Account No. 8.—"Ties"

Account No. 9.—"Rail"

Account No. 10.—"Other Track Material"

These accounts represent the track structure proper

and on large projects, individual volumes or record books

can be set aside for each, but ordinarily it would be pos-

sible to report the track superstructure proper on one com-

pletion report, using sub-divisions (Exhibit 5) as a state-

ment of the materials used for each primary account

The profile should give the chainage pluses of the rail

laid on various dates, changes as to weights, rail brand, etc.:

also give similar information with respect to sidings. If

this' is not shown in this way. the report recommended

bv the Committee as Exhibit 28 can be used but Exhibit 3

should alwavs be a signed inventory for Accounts No. 8

and No. 10.'

Account No. 11.—"Ballast"

In connection with reporting the initial construction for

this primary account, it is recommended that the profile

show the kind, character and quantity of the ballast applied

and the dates, and that typical sections be shown on the

form recommended bv the Committee. Exhibit 29.

The Completion Report for this account should show,

separately, the different kinds of ballast applied and the

quantities and costs and should be supported by the physical

records outlined above.

Account No. 12 —"Track Laying and Surfacing"

This account beine strictly a labor account, reporting

the cost of labor, this data should be supported by the com-

pletion profile and track chart showing the dates when track

laying was completed, and, in addition, should show the
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date on which each section goes into transportation service,

in order that once service is started the proper distinction

between charges to Capital and Operating Expenses can
be maintained. Completion Reports showing the cost for

"Track Laying and Surfacing" labor should be divided on
new construction, in accordance with standard List of

Units, recommended by the Committee.

Account No. 13.
—"Right-of-Way Fences"

The completion report for this class of work should be

compiled in the usual way and in accordance with the

recommended List of Units, but the record should contain,

in addition to the customary index, a map or graphic
record to show the various locations that are fenced,

date of construction and a sketch of the type of fence

constructed.

Account No. 15.—"Croseings and Signs"

Overhead Crossings

An individual completion report should be made for each
structure, supported by forms similar to those provided for

bridges (Exhibits 24, 25, 26 and 27) and, in addition, the

circumstances may require profile of the crossings which
should be put on an appropriate sized sheet adapted for the

records.

Grade Crossings

All the grade crossings in a valuation section for new
construction should be reported on one completion report,

with a proper description, showing the location of each
item. The construction profile should show the quantities

and a reference to cross-sections to show how the grading
quantities were calculated.

Undergrade Crossings

Any work chargeable to this account for undergrade
crossings can be reported collectively on one report under
this sub-grouping, using forms recommended by the

Committee (Exhibits 24, 25, 26 and 27) for this purpose.
If, in addition, where there are other characteristics of an
unusual nature, such as drainage, electric lighting, paving,
etc., Exhibit 5 as recommended should be used, together
with appropriate sketches or diagrams.

Accounts No. 16, No. 17 and No. 18.—"Building Work,
Water Stations," etc.

In connection with building work, water stations or
other structures of a similar kind, one page of completion
report should be set aside to each structure in order to

build up the proper detail of the Investment Account. Such
a report should be supported by a form recommended by
the Committee, "Structural Record—Buildings" (Exhibits
12, 13 and 14).

Account No. 26.
—"Telegraph and Telephone Lines"

In addition to the completion report for this primary
account, a sheet (or multiple thereof) should show graphic-
ally the entire cross-arm diagram to indicate the wire
locations, other telegraph company locations, etc., as there
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is such a continual growth of these facilities that the initial

history should be fully reported. A statement of the detail

and materials used in the construction can be shown on re-

port recommended by the Committee, Exhibit 5.

Account No, 27.
—"Signals and Interlockers"

This section of tlie construction report should have, in

addition to the completion report or statement of con-
struction cost, proper signal drawings and separate sketches

or drawings for each interlocking plant, which should be
reported separately in the record. The underlying detailed

units used should bo reported on this Committee's record,

Exhibit 5.

Account No. 37.
—"Roadway Machines"

Roadway machines, either worn out in the initial con-
struction or turned over to the Operating Department for

maintenance purposes, should be reported on this Commit-
tee's recommended form—Roadway Machine Record-
Exhibit 15. The completion report and the record should
show the full detail of the number of the machine manu-
factured, and company number so that item and accounts
will always harmonize.

Account No. 44.
—"Shop Machinery"

Any shop machinery and tools purchased for equipping
shops and enginehouses should be reported separately for

each machine, and the underlying construction record to

support tlie construction report should be this Committee's
Exhibit No. 16, "Shop Machinery and Tools."

Other Primary Accounts

The Construction Report involving other primary ac-

counts not enumerated in the foregoing should have sepa-

rate sub-divisions or they may be reported collectively,

provided proper index scheme is prepared so that the physi-

cal cost and characteristics of the entire item can be
readily located.

The present thought to bear in mind in designing an Engineering and

Accounting Report for a large construction project is to build up a com-

prehensive record for future use, so that the complete history in detail of

the project can be available for future use and can be efficiently filed.

An important feature to be borne in mind is proper preservation of

the record, as constant handling within a few years may make it useless;

therefore exceptional care should be taken in the selection of the paper

and the use of cloth blueprints for certain of the folded map records.

The Committee has concluded after investigating this subject that not

sufficient attention was paid by carriers to building up for posterity records

of the foregoing character; therefore recommend that at the start of all

large construction projects, carriers study this question and design reports

and records along the lines recommended by the Committee.
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Appendix H

(8) METHODS AND FORMS FOR HANDLING THE INTER-
STATE COMMERCE COMMISSION'S REQUIREMENTS
UNDER ORDER 15100—DEPRECIATION CHARGES OF
STEAM RAILROAD COMPANIES

J. H. Haiule, Cliairmaii, Sub- Committee ; A. M. Blanchard, J. W. Dansey,

C. C. Haire.

The promulgation by the Interstate Commerce Commission of its Order

15100—"Depreciation Cliarges of Steam Railroad Companies" (decided

November 2, 1926), created a new set of problems in method and organiza-

tion and made the above assignment to this Committee a very pertinent one.

On May 6, 1927, the Commission postponed the eflfective date of the

order from January 1, 1928, to January 1, 1929, to give the carriers more

time for the "very extensive preliminary work" necessary before the new

plan of accounting could be established, and to afford time for a rehearing.

The Commission has set November 9, 1927, as the date for this rehearing,

and has consolidated with this hearing the matter of general revision of

Accounting Rules for Steam Railroads.

In view of these facts the Board of Direction on September 23, 1927,

instructed this Committee to do no further work on this assignment.
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PROGRESS REPORT OF SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON
STRESSES IN RAILROAD TRACK

Arthur N. Talbot, Chairman; W. M. Dawley, Vkc-Chainnan;
C. B. Bronson, Paul M. LaBach,
John Brunner, C. G. E. Larsson,
W. J. Burton, G. J. Ray,
Chas. S. Churchill, Albert Reichmann,
W. C. Gushing, H. R. Safforii,

C. W. Gen NET, Jr., Earl Stimson,
H. E. Hale, V. E. Turneaure,
J. B. Jenkins, J. E. Willoughby,
George W. Kittredge, Commit I cc.

To the American Railway Engineering Association

:

The Special Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track, co-opcrating

with a similar committee of the American Society of Civil Engineers and

the American Railway Association, presents the following report of

progress

:

The subject to which the Committee has been giving its principal atten-

tion during the past year is the rail joint, its function in the track, and the

way in which elements of the design of the joint aflfect its behavior in the

track. The work in the field has included both tests to find the stresses

and movements of the joint and its parts and observations on the effect

of time and traffic on the condition of the joint in the track. The work
in the laboratory has included tests of joints under controlled conditions of

loading and reaction, thus giving information on some features of the

action of the joint that can not well be learned in the track itself. It is

believed that real progress is being made in the investigation of this very

complicated problem.

The problem involves the determination of the extent to which the

rail splice in its various forms does and should act as a girder continu-

ously with the rail, or possibly only as a hinged connection. It includes

such features as the desirable length of splice bar, the effect of shape of

bar and of fit against the rail, and the source of some of the forms of

fracture found in joint bars. Information is needed on the amount of the

tension existing in the track bolts, the range of desirable tension, and the

change in amount of tension (increase or decrease) developed in the bolt

as the wheel load passes along the rail. Pressures between rail and bar,

wear, influence of spring washers, and other topics are also part of the

investigation of the problem.

For the purpose of measuring the tension in the bolts of the rail

joint a straiiimeter was devised which reached around the rail from one

side to the other ; a reading on the bolt as used or found in the joint and

another when the nut had l)een loosened gave a measurement of the tension

in the bolt, the device having been calibrated in a testing machine. This

instrument, although its use was slow, gave useful information both in

the laboratory and in the track. It can not be used to find the effect of
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the passage of a wheel load over a joint in the track. For such purposes

new instruments iiave now been built. Special bolts of nickel steel, designed

and built for the purpose and properly heat treated, are used in place of the

ordinary track bolt. Drilled axially throughout the length of the bolt is a

j4-in. hole. A rod passes through this hole and is attached to the thread end

of the bolt ; at the other end it connects with a micrometer gage which is

attached to the head of the bolt. Any change in length is indicated on the

dial. The instrument is calibrated in a testing machine. For bolts with the

nut on the outside of the track a modification of this arrangement is used.

A large amount of data has been accumulated in the tests. The study

of the results shows that the problem is very complicated, as would be

expected from the presence of so many variables. Again and again the

study of the data has been postponed until information on the source of

certain phenomena observed or the meaning of certain results could be

learned. Even with the ordinary form of joint the amount of the bending

moment developed in it at the ends of the rail for a given load varies

greatly. The ratio of the bending moment developed in the joint bars to

that developed in the full rail away from the joint, under the same condi-

tions of loading, ranges from zero to approximately unity—from taking

no bending moment whatever to carrying the full bending moment of the

solid rail. This variation is an illustration of the puzzling questions that

are being considered in the discussion of the data of the tests. Since the

rail joint is an important and essential part of track construction, the more

so as loads and rails grow heavier, it is to be hoped that the information

obtained will throw light on the action of the rail joint and lead to the

formulation of principles needed in the design of the joint and its eflfect on

the upkeep of the track. Progress is being made in the study of the data

and in further experimentation. The subject is of such a nature tliat a

partial presentation of the materials collected does not seem feasible at

the present time.

The Committee has a number of other questions under consideration.

Respectfully submitted.

The Special Committee on Stresses ix

Railroad Track,

By a. N. Talbot, Chairman.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE VI—BUILDINGS
Frank R. Judd, Chairman; J. W. Orrock, Vice-Chairman;
G. A. Belden, a. C. Irwin,
Eli Christiansen, E. A. Johnson,
A. C. Copland, F. L. Riley,
H. G. Dalton, G. a. Rodman,
F. M. Davison, O. M. Rognan,
W. T. DoRRANCE, A. L. Sparks,
E. W. Everett, Arthur T. Upson,
Hugo Filippi, O. G. Wilbur,
E. A. Harrison, A. H. Williamson,
W. H. HoBBS, Committee.

To the American Raihvay Engineering Association:

Your Committee respectfully presents herewith report covering the

following subjects

:

1. Revision of Manual (Appendix A).

2. Study and report on Specifications for Concrete used in Railway

Buildings, collaborating with Committee VHI—Masonry (Appendix B).

3. Study and report on Artificial Lighting for Railway Buildings

(Appendix C).

4. Study of methods for improving lighting, ventilation and convenient

arrangement of railway structures used in whole or in part for office pur-

poses (Appendix D).

5. Study of rules and regulations for employees of the Building

Department, collaborating with Committee XH—Rules and Organization

(Appendix E).

6. Study and report on Design and Construction of Water Station

Buildings, collaborating with Committee XHI—Water Service (Appendix F).

7. Study of Permissible Grades for Ramps in Railway Buildings,

collaborating with Committee XIV—Yards and Terminals (Appendix G).

8. Study and report on Specifications for Buildings for Railway Pur-

poses (Appendix H).

9. Outline of work for ensuing year.

Action Recommended

1. That the changes recommended in Appendix A be approved and

the recommended version substituted for that already approved for the

Manual.'

2. That the subject be reassigned as recommended in Appendix B.

3. That the matter contained in Appendix C be received as information.

4. That this subject be discontinued as recommended in Appendix D.

5. That this subject be continued as recommended in Appendix E.

6. That the matter contained in .Appendix F be received as information

and the subject reassigned for further study.

7. That the matter contained in Appendix d be received as information.

Bulletin 304, February, 1928.
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8. That the specifications contained in Appendix H be received and

piibHshed in the Proceedings as information and for criticism of the Asso-

ciation and submitted later for publication in the Manual.

Recommendations for Future Work

9. That snl)jccts, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8 and 9 be reassigned for the ensuing

year.

Respectfully submitted,

The Committke on Buildings,

Frank R. Jupd, Chairman.

Appendix A

(1) REVISION OF THE MANUAL

Frank R. Judd, Chairman, Sub-Committee ; G. A. Belden, A. L. Sparks.

At the March, 1927, convention, amendments were made to Articles 12

, and 16 of Section 12 of the Specifications for Railway Buildings, covering

Structural Steel and Iron, by making provision for temperature stresses.

The Committee, after considering the matter, recommends that the amend-

ments to these two articles be deleted and the text restored to its original

version. The changes occur in the last paragraph of each article respectively

as follows

:

Present Form

12. Members subject to stresses

produced by a combination of dead
load, live load and impact with lat-

eral or longitudinal forces, including

temperature changes, may be pro-
portioned for unit stresses 33^/3 per

cent greater than those specified in

Article 6, but the section shall not

be less than that required for dead
load, live load and impact.

16. Provision shall be made for

expansion in structures longitudi-

nally. All expansion provisions shall

be figured for 100° Fahr. variation

in temperature and for a co-efficient

of expansion of 0.0000065 per degree
per unit of length. When expansion
joints are not used, temperature
stresses should be considered in de-
termining section.

Proposed Form

12. Members subject to stresses

produced by a combination of dead
load, live load and impact with lat-

eral or longitudinal forces, may be
proportioned for unit stresses HY^
per cent greater than those specified

in Article 6, but the section shall not

be less than that required for dead
load, live load and impact.

16. Provision shall be made for

expansion in structures longitudi-

nally. All expansion provisions shall

be figured for 100° Fahr. variation

in temperature and for a co-efficient

of expansion of 0.0000065 per degree
per unit of length.
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Appendix B

(2) STUDY AND REPORT ON SPECIFICATIONS FOR
CONCRETE USED IN RAILWAY BUILDINGS

A. C. Irwin, Chairman, Sub-Committee; W. T. Dorrance, Frank R. Judd.

This Sub-Committee has prepared a Specification for Concrete to be

used in Railway Buildings. The specification was not completed in time

for submission for criticism to Committee VIII—Masonry. Therefore the

specification is not submitted to the Association at this time, and it is asked

that the subject be reassigned to permit proper collaboration with the

Masonry Committee.

Appendix C

(3) STUDY AND REPORT ON ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING FOR
RAILWAY BUILDINGS

G. A. Belden, Chairman, Sub-Committee; O. M. Rognan, W. H. Hobbs.

The following report is submitted as information. It is not the intention

to go into technical details as to size of lights, details of installation, etc.,

but rather to point out general methods of illumination and points to be

considered in attacking individual problems.

Artificial lighting originated with crude torches of pine knots and has«

passed successively through the stages of candles, oil lamps and illuminating-

gas to its present state, which is almost exclusively by electricity and which

is the only means considered in this report.

The subject of artificial illumination is of great importance. It has been

estimated that 20 per cent of the total working hours in shops is done under

artificial lighting. The proper illumination of shops will insure much greater

efficiency and reduce accidents from 20 per cent to 25 per cent. This means

direct money saving to the railways. In freight houses, improper lighting

causes a large proportion of mis-sent goods, and in storehouses it is the

cause of much delay and expense through the selection of the wrong article

from the racks.

There are two systems of lighting, namely, general lighting and local

lighting. General lighting consists of the equal lighting of all parts of the

area under consideration by means of permanent fixtures. Local lighting

consists of desk lights and similar movable appliances to ilhnninate the

object under observation.

Local lighting is used chiefly in offices and occasionally in shops. The

principal objections are lost time in shifting lights, breakage of lights and

the usual marked contrast between the area lighted and the rest of the

room. I-X)cal lighting serves at times as an auxiliary to a general system.

The three great systems of general illumination are the direct, indirect

and semi-indirect. The application of these three systems to meet the

requirements of various types of buildings constitutes the chief problem of

artificial lighting.
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The light circuits siiould be installed with the service box located at

some central point in such a way that all liplits throughout the building can

l>e controlled from this point.

The installation of lighting should in all cases be in accordance with local

ordinances and also in accordance with the current rules of the National

Board of Fire Underwriters. Close co-operation between the Building and

Electrical Departments is essential.

SHOPS

The lighting of shops is receiving more attention than ever before

and is of great importance. Good lighting is essential to efficiency. Ample
general lighting is more desirable than local lighting and there should be no

shadows. Pits should be lighted and there should be plenty of floor and

wall or post outlets for extension cords where interior work in cars is

required. Inasmuch as all ceiling lights have to be above a traveling crane

when the shop is so equipped, the crane should have lights on its bottom

to prevent a moving shadow.

Yards and runways around shops and enginehouses should also be lighted

and the most practical method is by means of flood lights of various sizes

according to the area to be lighted. The use of poles for mounting should

be avoided as much as possible and the lights mounted on buildings, crane-

ways, etc.

OFFICES AND DRAFTING ROOMS
Offices and drafting rooms should receive in general a diflferent treat-

ment than that accorded shops, warehouses, storehouses, stations and other

buildings. For offices and drafting rooms the requirement is an ample

intensity of soft, well-dififused light without shadows to enable the close

application of the eyes to papers, books and similar objects for long periods

without fatigue.

In offices where the position of the eye with respect to the light source

must remain practically without change for considerable periods of time,

fatigue rather than instant discomfort becomes the determining factor.

This means that for best results the choice of units for offices is practically

limited to totally indirect and dense glass semi-indirect luminaries. The
highly diffused light from the totally indirect type is especially desirable in

drafting rooms, where any shadow is very annoying. With indirect or

semi-indirect lighting systems it is very essential that the ceiling and walls

be light in color and of a dull finish and so maintained.

The lighting system in offices and drafting rooms should be designed

to fit special classes of work and to permit flexibility in the arrangement of

furniture and generously supplied with outlets for local lighting.

PASSENGER STATIONS

Passenger stations are of two general types—way stations and terminal

or larger stations.

Waiting Rooms.—The principal requirements for lighting the wait-

ing room is that of providing adequate illumination to create a cheerful yet

comfortable atmosphere throughout and to permit reading with ease for

short periods of time.
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No set rules can be made for interiors of modern terminal waiting

rooms, all possible forms of lighting having been employed with varying

degrees of success. Each one requires individual treatment in order that

the lighting may not only be in harmony with the architectural features but

also comply with good engineering design. A competent illuminating engi-

neer should therefore be called in to assist in planning these elaborate

systems.

In modern terminal waiting rooms the lighting frequently consists of

batteries of flood lights installed in balconies or concealed around the walls

of the room, thus illuminating the ceiling and clere-story walls. The lower

portion of the walls, the columns and cornices of the belt course are lighted

by electric torcheres or floor standards, or fixtures attached to the seats.

The medium and smaller sized stations do not present as great a

problem as the terminal and here a more standardized treatment is pos-

sible. The enclosed type of luminarie is becoming more and more popular

for these interiors due to their utilitarian value and particularly low main-

tenance.

In the small type stations it is desirable to provide means whereby this

illumination may be reduced during the intervals when traffic is light.

The use of a few high wattage lamps is preferable to the older method

of employing a cluster of low wattage lamps, since advantage is taken of

the high efficiency of the larger lamps as well as their reduced overall

operating costs.

Ticket Offices.—Enclosed or semi-indirect luminaries should be in-

stalled in the ticket office to provide general illumination. At the ticket win-

dow, operator's table, desks, etc., it is desirable to provide additional local

lighting to facilitate speed and accuracy.

Toilet Rooms.

—

It is generally admitted that light is invaluable as a

sanitary precaution, and therefore particular attention should be given to

the arrangement of outlets to see that dark areas are eliminated.

Baggage Rooms.—Shallow bowl porcelain enameled steel reflectors

with bowl frosted lamps should, in general, be employed in baggage rooms.

Platforms and Exterior Lighting.—These lights should all be op-

erated from a common point of control, and should be so placed as

not to be objectionable to crews operating trains or to the handling

of passengers.

In the smaller stations, lights should be placed at exterior doors and

along the cornice of long buildings, and on posts for lighting platforms

throughout their entire length. .Shallow dome reflectors and bowl frosted

lamps are recommended.

The covered sheds of terminals and umbrella sheds on platforms should

have one unit per bay suspended from the roof and mounted high enough to

clear loaded trucks.

Subways—Concourses.— lor subways and concourses the most

satisfactory arrangement of lighting units is to place them at intersection

of walls and ceiling—one line staggered with the other. Supplementary

lighting should be furnished at the stairs in order that no deceptive shadows

be cast, and so arranged that the lijiht will not shine in the eves of pedes-

trians going up or downstairs.
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Signs and Markers.—Electric guide signs to aid the traveler should

be of such type that the lamps arc not visible and the design in keeping with

other architectural features of the building.

At the more important way stations the main station signs should be

illuminated.

FREIGHT STATIONS

Warerooms.—Wareroonis should have sufficient illumination

over the entire area to provide easy reading of labels and other mark-

ings in both horizontal and vertical planes. A straight overhead sys-

tem of ligliting is most satisfactory. Shallow bowl reflectors and frosted

lamps are recommended and they should be placed close to the ceil-

ing or at least 10 feet above floor to avoid loaded trucks and should be so

located as to avoid shadows from beams, trusses, etc. Vaporproof equip-

ment should be provided for cold storage rooms to prevent corrosion of

such equipment.

Loading Platforms.—Loading platform lighting should provide

sufficient illumination for easy and quick movement of freight to and from

cars. Outlets for extension cords to cars should be provided recessed along

the edge of platform or in case of covered platforms be placed along the

edge of canopy. When there are a number of parallel tracks, the extension

cords should be fitted with combination socket and plug receptable so that

additional cords may be attached for each succeeding track.

Freight Offices.—Lights in offices should be as recommended for

offices and drafting rooms.

COAL CHUTES

To avoid personal injury to workmen and for the saving of coal, chutes

should be well lighted throughout the interior of the structure. Exterior

lights should be placed at the coaling aprons and at ladders and stairways.

Appendix D

(4) STUDY OF METHODS FOR IMPROVING LIGHTING,
VENTILATION AND CONVENIENT ARRANGEMENT OF
RAILWAY STRUCTURES, USED IN WHOLE OR IN PART
FOR OFFICE PURPOSES

A. I.. Sparks, Chairman, Sub-Committee; Eli Christiansen, F. M. Davison,

E. A. Harrison, A. C. Copland.

The work assigned to this Sub-Committee largely overlaps work

which has been done or is being done by other sub-committees. The
lighting of railway buildings is included in the work of Sub-Committee

No. 3, as reported in Appendix C of this report. The ventilation of build-

ings including offices was covered by a Sub-Committee in 1925 and reported

in Volume 26, page 466, Appendix B, of the Proceedings. There is such

divergence in the grouping of offices on account of the operating require-

ments of the various railways, and local conditions are such important factors

that it is not thought advisable to make any recommendations upon this item.

This Sub-Committee therefore recommends that this subject be dis-

continued.
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Appendix £

(5) STUDY OF RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR EM-
PLOYEES OF THE BUILDING DEPARTMENT, COLLAB-
ORATING WITH COMMITTEE XII—RULES AND ORGAN-
IZATION

W. T. Dorrance, L'hainnan, Sub-Committee; (i. A. Rodman. K. A. Jolinson,

-A. II. Williamson.

It is noted in thi- current reijort of Committee XII that they iiave not

as yet considered the subject of maintenance of buildings and therefore, it

is recommended that this subject be reassigned for collaboration with them.

Appendix F

(6) STUDY AND REPORT ON DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
OF WATER STATION BUILDINGS, COLLABORATING
WITH COMMITTEE XIII—WATER SERVICE

Eli Christiansen. Chairman, Sub-Committee; Hugo Filippi, W. H. Ilobbs,

O. M. Rognan.

The following is submitted as a progress report for printing in the

Proceedings.

The Sub-Committee has predicated its report on the report of the Water
Service Sub-Committee, found under Appendix H, Bulletin 281, page 236,

and offers the following information in amplification of the above report.

The following classes of buildings arc in general use for water station

service

:

( 1 ) Pumping plants operated by steam.

(2) Pumping plants operated by internal combustion engines.

(3) Pum])ing plants operated by electric motors.

(4) Pumping plants at deep wells operated by steam, internal

combustion engines, electric motors, or compressed air.

(5) Water treating ])lants.

(6) Pumj)er's cottages.

Steam Plants.—While steam plants are to a large extent being

supplanted by other forms of power, their use in some locations is still

very desirable, particularly at junctions and at other points, for the

purpose of supplying steam for coach heating and for secondary build-

ings, in addition to their use for water service.

The size of buildings now in use for this purpose has been found

to vary considerably, ranging in size from 16'x20' to about 16'x28', with

sidewalls from 8' to 14' high.

Internal Combustion Engine Plants—Small Units.—The size of

pumphouse required for this type of plant is directly related to the kind

and capacity of equipment used and has been found to vary from alx)iit

12'xl6' to 14'x28', with sidewalls from 8' to 12' high.
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Electrically Operated Plants.—Buildings for this type can generally

1)C made smaller in size than for internal combustion engine plants. A
building from lO'xlO' upward, seems to find common use.

Large Pumping Plants.—This type of plant, being usually found at

large terminals or at important intermediate points, requires special

study. In general, such buildings should be of substantial construc-

tion and meet all special local requirements.

Pump Houses for Wells.—Buildings for this purpose are generally

not over lO'xlO', but houses 10'x20' and larger are used, depending

on the capacity of the plant and the type of power used. A derrick

frame, extending from 20'x35' above the roof, should be provided. This

frame may rest on the building or on a separate foundation.

Buildings for Water Treating Plants.—Buildings of this type are

generally of frame construction. The size of building required is directly

related to the method of treatment and the required capacity of the plant.

GENERAL DETAILS OF CONSTRUCTION
Foundation.—Owing to the proximity of water station buildings to

a body of water, the ground is frequently unstable and particular attention

should be paid to the design of the foundation so as to prevent unequal

settlement. The foundation should preferably be of concrete, suitably rein-

forced and waterproofed if necessary.

The concrete work should extend at least 6 inches above the floor line,

and sufficiently below frostline to insure good bearing soil.

Floor.—Floors should preferably be of concrete laid on suitable soil

or fill, sloped for drainage, and reinforced where necessary.

Pits.—Pits and wells are built of brick or concrete, the latter being

preferable. Where- subject to hydrostatic pressure, these structures should

be thoroughly reinforced and waterproofed, particularl\- when below high

water level.

Frame Walls.—Frame walls should be constructed with studding of

suitable size and spacing. In northern climates the outside of the building

should be sheathed and sided, with a layer of waterproof paper between the

sheathing and siding.

In southern climates, one thickness of wood siding is usually sufficient,

and corrugated galvanized iron siding may be used, if preferred.

Interior Lining.—Lining of wood or other suitable material should

be provided where climate or other local conditions warrant its use. In

some cases an asbestos wainscoting 5 feet high has been provided to reduce

fire hazard.

Ordinarily, water service buildings do not require a ceiling, the roof

serving this purpose.

Masonry Walls.—Where local or economic conditions warrant, brick,

concrete, hollow tile, cement blocks or other fire-resisting material should

be used for walls. Unless local ordinances govern, all masonry walls, other

than of concrete, should preferably be not less than 9 inches in thickness,

properly stiffened with cross walls or pilasters or both, especially in the case

of extremely long or high walls.
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Steel Walls.—Corrugated galvanized iron siding may be used either on

wood framing or, as in the case of fabricated steel buildings, on standard

or special rolled sections. If used on steel studding, special provision should

be made for attaching furring strips on the inside for properly nailing the

interior lining.

Roof Framing.—On frame buildings, the rafters should be of wood
of suitable size and spacing. The roof boards should be of dressed material

covered with fire retardent material.

Where climatic conditions permit, corrugated galvanized iron may be

used in lieu of roof boards and roofing. Either of these types may be used

for brick buildings but if fire-resisting construction is used, the roof slab

should preferably be of concrete covered with composition roofing and

insulated.

Ventilation.—Provision should be made in the roof construction for

proper ventilation, especially where internal combustion engines are used.

Windows.—At least two check rail windows of suitable size should be

provided in the boiler and pump rooms. These may be of either frame or

steel, but in fire-resisting construction, steel sash with glazing angles and

wire glass are recommended. Windows permitting at least 25 per cent

ventilation should be provided, with sufficient glass area to give adequate

natural lighting to the interior. In extremely cold climates, the steel sash

should be provided with weather stripping or made tight by double glazing.

Doors.—One or more doors should be provided to permit entrance

and convenient handling of machinery in and out of the building. For fire-

resisting buildings, use should be made of steel, kalamein or tin-clad doors.

Lighting.—If local power supply is available, electric lighting should

be provided and installed in accordance with Underwriter's rules. Base

plugs should be installed to allow the use of extension cords.

Heating.—Stove heat is perhaps most generally used, l)ut where

local steam supply is available, radiators may be installed. In northern

climates particular attention should be paid to the insulation and protec-

tion of the building to reduce radiation losses.

Painting.—The exterior surface of all frame and steel buildings

should be painted three coats. Doors and windows, whether of wood or steel,

should be painted on both sides. Interior painting other than for doors

and windows is optional and should be decided in each case.

Platforms, Coal Bins, etc.—Provide these items as may be required

for the particular building in question.

Conclusions

Sufficient study and investigation has not yet been made to justify any

definite conclusions and this rei>ort is being offered only as information and

as a progress report on the subject. A more detailed investigation is being

made to correlate all available standard plans and if possible, recommenda-

tions as to design of buildings, specific details, etc., will be made to the

next convention.

It is also proposed that the Sub-Committee prepare typical or standard

plans for the several types of buildings anel structures included under this

assignment.
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Appendix G

(7) THE STUDY OF PERMISSIBLE GRADES FOR RAMPS
IN RAILWAY BUILDINGS; COLLABORATING WITH
COMMITTEE XIV—YARDS AND TERMINALS

O. Cj. Wilbur, Chairman, Siih-Committce ; H. G. Dalton, E. W. Everett,

I-". L. Riley.

The following is submitted as information for printing in the Pro-

ceedings.

General.—The study of ramps for railway buildings is a subject upon

which, although there is only a limited amount of data available, the results

obtained from the major installations studied are of sufficient scope to indi-

cate a broad field for the efTective application of ramps in railway building

construction.

Pedestrian Ramps.—The ranip.s for pedestrian use in the Grand
Central Station, New York City, have been in service over a sufficient

number of years to have passed beyond the experimental period and are

therefore cited in this report as examples of good practice. The Chicago

Union Station, a terminal of more recent construction, is also referred to

because of the satisfactory results that are being obtained from their ramp

construction.

In designing the ramps for the New Yt)rk Central Terminal, experi-

mental ramps were built which were ascended by persons carrying bags and

other burdens. As a result of these studies the plans were prepared for

construction of ramps in general not exceeding a 10 per cent maximum grade.

This grade was used on ramps from both the Upper and Lower Level

Platforms to the Concourse, the Upper Level ramps being about 30 feet

in length and the Lower Level ramps about 135 feet in length, but in

general the grades are under 10 per cent. There is one ramp located at a

pedestrian entrance to the station which is on a grade of 11.6 per cent.

The Grand Central Terminal ramps are all of structural steel construc-

tion with reinforced concrete slab. The first of these ramps placed in

service were surfaced with cement with carborundum troweled into the

wearing surface. This surfacing was done under most trying conditions and

in extremely cold weather, but the work has stood up exceedingly well

under traffic. Ramps through the building wliich were originally surfaced

with clay tile when first laid had sufficient abrasive qualities to prevent

slipping, but with continued traffic became slippery to such an extent that

on those ramps where the traffic was heaviest it became necessary to replace

the tile with other material. On the 11.6 per cent ramp a non-slip patented

Solry cement tile was laid. This tile was cast of a size 6 in. by 6 in. about

one inch in thickness and bedded in cement mortar. On one of the wide

ramps connecting the upper and lower levels Solry cement mortar surfacing

about one inch thick was applied and rubbed with a rubbing machine similar

to that used for surfacing terrazzo and marble floors. The result has

been exceptionally good. The floor is smooth, free from cracks and has

sufficient abrasive qualities to prevent slipping without making walking

uncomfortable.
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Several other ramps in the Terminal have been resurfaced with dif-

ferent material from time to time. Kingwood stone, Potsdam sandstone

and tarvertine having been used. These materials, while sufficiently abrasive

to prevent slipping (with the possible exception of tarvertine, which has not

been on ramps in excess of 6 per cent grade) v.car out rather rapidly under

heavy traffic.

In the Chicago Union Station the ramps from the passenger platforms

to the concourse are on a 6.75 per cent grade and are 70 feet long. The
grade of the ramps from the concourse to the street level, used mostly by

commuters, is 11 per cent and the length approximately 182 feet, giving a

total lift between the street and the concourse floor of 20 feet. The ramps

of 6.75 per cent grade are constructed of concrete with carborundum grains

sprinkled over and troweled into the top of the mortar coat. Twelve pounds

of carborundum grains consisting of equal portions of sizes 30, 40 and 60

grains were used to the 100 square feet of platform. The 182 ft. ramp of

11 per cent grade is surfaced with a so-called art marble tile, which is a

composition of marble chips, sand, alundum and cement. These tiles are

3^ in. wide by 12 in. long and are laid with a transverse joint every 4

inches to prevent slipping. The face of the tiles are laid at a slight inclina-

tion to the grade of the ramp, with up-hill edge beveled. This method of

laying provides a very effective foothold every four inches and on the

ramps referred to there have been no accidents since the station was put

in service, although they lead directly to the street and are subject to track-

ing of snow.

A recent traffic count in the Chicago Union Station would seem to

indicate that these ramps are used in preference to stairways, which are

adjacent to them, in the ratio of two to one, and it is estimated that three

million people have used the 11 per cent ramp without an accident since the

opening of the station.

Trucking Ramps.—The 30 ft. ramps of 10 per cent grade in the

Grand Central Terminal referred to in the second paragraph under the cap-

tion "Pedestrian Ramps" are also used by electric trucks in trucking

baggage. Although these ramps are on a 10 per cent grade, the trucks do

not seem to have any particular difficulty in ascending them because they are

only about 30 ft. in length ; however, when consideration is given to battery

capacity, weight of truck and pay load carried, it has been the experience

of tractor and truck manufacturers that the operation of electric trucks

becomes uneconomical on 10 per cent grades unless the ramp is short.

Hand trucking on ramps whose grades exceed 10 per cent is very

difficult, except for small hand baggage trucks, unless the length of ramp

is very short.

The grade of the baggage, mail and express ramps in the Chicago

Union Station is 6.75 per cent and their length is 180 feet, making a total

lift from basement to platform of 12 feet. The wearing surface on these

ramps is asphalt mastic and no difliculty in operation is encountered either

with a burden-carrying electric truck or with an electric tractor pulling as

many as three trailers loaded with the average load of baggage, mail and

express. Occasionally, when the surface of the ramp is wet, the ramp

becomes slippery and requires sanding.
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The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad have recently constructed

a three-story, reinforced concrete general storehouse at Aurora, 111., which is

equipped throughout with ramps for tractor and trailer service, no elevators

being provided in the building.

In this building the ramps are constructed on a 7 per cent grade, the

roadways being divided into two lines, one for upward and one for down-

ward traffic. The ramps are surfaced with asphalt blocks and after being

in service over a year are found to be giving complete satisfaction.

Summary

1. Ramps for pedestrian use surfaced with a non-slip material con-

structed with gradients as high as 11.6 per cent are being used in sonic

large modern stations, but 10 per cent is recommended as a working

maximum.
2. Ramps for trucking service, either hand or power, develop difficult

and uneconomical operation when the grade exceeds 7 per cent unless the

distance traversed is very short.

3. Results obtained from operation of ramps on these grades have been

exceedingly satisfactory and it is felt that a great measure of the successful

operation of the terminal facilities mentioned in this report, in handling

people, baggage, mail and express, is due to the use of ramps and to the

elimination of elevators, stairways, conveyors,. etc.

Appendix H

(8) STUDY AND REPORT ON SPECIFICATIONS FOR
BUILDINGS FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES

J. W. Orrock, Chairman, Sub-Committee; W. T. Dorrance, A. C. Irwin,

Arthur T. Upson, A. L. Sparks, Frank R. Judd.

Under this heading it is the intention of this Sub-Committee to supple-

ment the specifications already adopted by furnishing paving and flooring

specifications as follows

:

Paving (Exterior) Flooring (Interior)

No. 21-A—Brick No. 21-B—Brick
No. 22 —Concrete
No. 23-A—Wood Block No. 23-B—Wood Block
No. 24-A—Native Sheet Asphalt No. 24-C—Native Asphalt Mastic
No. 24-B—Petroleum Sheet Asphalt No. 24-D—Petroleum Asphalt Mastic

No. 25-A—Asphalt Block No. 25-B—Asphalt Block
No. 26-A—Macadam
No. 26-B—Asphalt Macadam

At this time specifications Nos. 21-A, 21-B, 22, 23-A, 23-B, 25-A, 25-B,

26-A and 26-B are submitted for publication in the Proceedings as informa-

tion and for criticism of the Association. The full series will be submitted

later for publication in the Manual. The specifications submitted at this

time follow.
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AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION

Committee VI—Buildings

SPECIFICATIONS FOR RAILWAY BUILDINGS

SECTION 22

Concrete Pavements and Foundations

1. General

The contractor shall furnish all labor, material, tools and equipment

necessary to entirely complete the work as herein specified and shown on

the drawings.

2. Description

The pavement shall consist of a subgrade and one course of concrete

of the thickness shown on drawings, together with a curl) and gutter as

shown or indicated.

3. Grading and Subgrade

The grading shall be completed to the proper subgrade elevation to

permit the specified thickness of pavement to be laid to bring the finished

surface of the pavement to the established lines and grades.

The bottom of the excavation or top of the fill, when completed, shall

be known as the subgrade.

The subgrade shall be constructed to have, as nearly as practicable, a

uniform density throughout its entire width. It is not intended that the

rolling shall be continued beyond this point, as the purpose of rolling is

not to produce a subgrade that cannot be further compacted but to produce

a uniformly compacted subgrade.

All soft, spongy or yielding spots and all vegetable or perishable matter

shall be entirely removed from the subgrade and the space filled with suit-

able material.

Where a fill is required to bring the subgrade to the required elevation,

it shall be made in layers not to exceed six (6) inches in thickness and each

layer shall be thoroughly rolled or tamped.

Compression of the subgrade material shall be accomplished with a self-

propelled roller weighing not less than five (5) tons. Hand tamping, where

directed by the engineer, shall be done with a tamp weighing not less than

fifty (50) lb. and whose face does not exceed one hundred (100) square

inches in area.

All hauling shall be distributed over the width of the subgrade so

far as practicable, so as to leave it in a uniformly compacted condition.

Wherever the subgrade extends beyond the lateral limits of an old

roadway or wherever an old gravel, macadam, or other hard compacted

crust comes within 6 in. of the elevation of the finished subgrade, such old

roadway or crust shall be ploughed, loosened or scarified to a deptli of at

least 6 inches and the loosened material redistributed across the full width

of the subgrade, adding suitable material, when necessary. Neither fine

nor coarse aggregate shall be deposited upon the subgrade Ijcfore it has

been shaped and brought to the true finish.
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All depressions and ruts developing under traffic on the subgrade or

in connection with rolling, shall be filled with suitable material.

Shoulders, berms or ridges of earth or other material that will inter-

fere with the immediate discharge of water from the subgrade to the side

ditches shall not be left on the subgrade.

Special treatment may be required for certain subgrades such as sand,

gumbo, adobe and other materials, which cannot be satisfactorily prepared

by the methods specified in the foregoing paragraphs.

After being prepared in the manner above specified, the subgrade shall

be so maintained until the concrete pavement has been placed thereon.

Surplus excavated material shall be disposed of by the contractor. The

contractor shall remove all obstructions such as trees, stones, blocks, etc.

4. Curbing

Concrete curbing shall be built according to details shown on drawings.

5. Concrete Materials and Workmanship

All cement and concrete materials and workmanship shall comply witli

the specifications for concrete as given in Section Xo. 4 of these specifica-

tions. Not more than five (5) gallons of water shall be used to each sack

of cement.

6. Joint Filler

Joint filler shall consist of prepared strips of fiber matrix and bitumen,

or a uniform mixture of fibre and bitumen, or a combination of both, con-

taining not more than 25% by weight of inert material, having thickness of

.... inches and width equal to ... . inches greater than the thickness

of the pavement at any point. The bitumen used in manufacture of the

joint filler may be either tar or asphalt of a grade that will not become

soft enough to flow in hot weather nor brittle in cold weather.

7. Forms

Forms shall comply with the specifications for concrete as given in

Section No. 4 of these specifications. Wooden forms shall be straight,

dressed on at least one side, not less than 2 inches ( nominal ) in thickness

and equal in width to the depth of the concrete which is to be placed against

them. Wooden forms shall be held in place by stakes driven into the

ground along the outside edge at intervals of not more than 6 feet, two

stakes being placed at each joint. The forms shall be firmly nailed to the

side stakes and braced to resist the pressure of the concrete or the impact

of tamping.

Metal forms shall be of shaped sections. They shall be straight, have

a depth equal to the depth of the concrete to be placed against them and

sufficient strength to resist without springing the working strains to which

they are subjected.

8. Joints

The joints to be formed shall be transverse or longitudinal. They shall

be tested with a 10-ft. straightedge during and after finishing and any

irregularities in the surface shall be immediately corrected.
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In pavements with integral curb and gutter, joints shall be continuous

in a straight line through pavement and curb.

Manhole and catchbasin covers and all other fixed objects in the pave-

ment shall be separated from the concrete by joint filler.

All joints shall extend through the entire thickness of the pavement;

shall be perpendicular to the surface of the pavement, and be edged to a

radius of 34 in-

9. Expansion Joints

Transverse expansion joints shall be placed across the pavement per-

pendicular to the center line. They shall be ^ inch wide and spaced 35 ft.

apart between intersections. A bulkhead cut to the exact cross-section of

the pavement shall be securely staked in place at right angles to the center

line and surface of the pavement. The premolded joint filler shall be cut

to conform to the cross-section of the pavement and in lengths equal to the

width of the pavement, except that strips equal in length to half the width

of the pavement ma>- be used when laced or clipped together at the center

in a workmanlike and effective manner. The joint filler shall be placed

against the bulkhead and held in position by pins on which there is an out-

standing lug. Before the bulkhead is removed concrete shall be deposited

on both sides of it. After the concrete has been brought to the proper

crown the bulkliead shall be removed by lifting it slowly from one end and

replacing it with concrete as it is lifted, so that the joint filler will be left

in the correct position.

Before the pavement is opened to traffic the joint filler shall be trimmed

off to a uniform height of Y^ inch above the surface of the pavement.

Expansion joints in intersections shall be located as shown on the plans

or as directed by the engineer.

When expansion joints are made at the end of the day's work they

shall be formed by finishing the concrete to the bulkhead, placed as before

specified. When work is resumed the joint filler shall be placed against

the hardened concrete and held in position by pins until fresh concrete is

placed against it.

Longitudinal expansion joints shall be formed by placing the filler

against the form, bulkhead, curb, or adjacent structure and placing the

concrete against it. The filler shall extend the full depth of the pavement,

and be flush with the pavement surface.

10. Longitudinal Dividing Joint

When the whole width of the pavement is placed in one operation, and

longitudinal joints are used they shall be formed by embedding in the pave-

ment a strip of galvanized or painted 18 gauge, corrugated sheet metal 1

inch less in depth than the depth of the pavement at the joint. The metal

shall be accurately staked to line and grade by means of pins driven verti-

cally through holes provided for that purpose at not more than 4 feet

intervals. The pins shall be of mild steel W inch in diameter and at least

15 inches long, and shall be left in place. The metal strips may be of

any length. Punched or cut holes shall be provided in the strips at 5 foot

intervals to receive Vz inch round tie bars embedded 2 feet on each side

of joint. The metal shall be carefully placed in the proper location and be

vertical when the concrete is deposited about it.
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When the pavement is built in successive longitudinal strips, longitudinal

joints shall be formed by painting the edge of sections first built with a

I>ituminous paint and depositing the concrete in adjacent section against the

painted edge.

11. Placing Reinforcement

Steel fabric reinforcement when called for on the drawings shall be

placed 2 inches below and parallel to the finished surface of the pavement

unless otherwise indicated. Fabric shall extend to within 2 inches of sides

and ends of slabs. All laps of fabric sections shall be not less than three-

fourths of the spacing of members in the direction lapped.

Steel bar reinforcement when called for on the drawings shall be placed

3 inches below the finished surface of the pavement unless otherwise indi-

cated. Transverse bars shall extend to within 2 inches of the margins of

the pavement. Bar reinforcement shall be placed and securely supported

in correct position before any concrete is laid. All intersections of longi-

tudinal and transverse bars shall be securely wired or clipped together to

resist displacement during concreting operations.

12. Placing Concrete

Concrete shall be placed only on a moist subgrade, but there shall be

no pools of standing water. If the subgrade is dry, it shall be sprinkled

with as much water as it will absorb readily.

The mixed concrete shall be deposited rapidly on the subgrade to the

required depth and for the entire width between longitudinal joints in

successive batches and in a continuous operation without the use of inter-

mediate forms or bulkheads between joints. While being placed, the con-

crete shall be vigorously sliced and spaded, with suitable tools, to eliminate

voids or honeycomb pockets. The concrete shall be especially well spaded

and tamped against forms, bulkheads, curbs and gutters.

When the concrete is placed in two layers to permit the use of steel

fabric reinforcement, the first layer shall be roughly struck off with a

template or lute at the correct elevation to permit placing the reinforcement

in the specified position. The concrete above the reinforcement shall be

placed within 15 minutes after the first layer has been placed.

13. Finishing

(a) Striking Off.—Between intersections the concrete shall be brought

to the specified contour by means of a screed or template, fitted with

handles and weighing not less than 15 lb. per lin. ft. This template may be

of steel, or of wood shod with steel. It shall be shaped to the contour of

the pavement and have sufficient strength to retain its shape under all work-

ing conditions.

The template shall rest on the side forms, curbs or gutters and shall

be drawn forward with a sawing motion. At transverse joints the template

shall be drawn not closer than 3 feet toward the joint and shall then be

lifted and set down at the joint and drawn backward away therefrom.

Surplus concrete shall then be taken up with shovels.
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(b) Tamping.—After the concrete has been struck off, the template

shall be used as a tamp. In this operation one end of the template shall

rest on the side support, while the other is lifted and dropped, advancing at

such a rate that the whole pavement is struck at least once. The opposite

end shall then be lifted and dropped and advanced in the same inanner. In

no case shall either end be advanced more than 1 foot ahead of the other.

(c) Luting.—Instead of screeding with a template as specified above

in (a), the correct pavement contour may be secured by the use of a lute.

In that case steel grade stakes provided with lugs shall be driven, into the

subgrade with the top of the lugs accurately set at the elevation for the

finished pavement. These stakes shall be set at intervals of 10 ft. along

the subgrade and in a straight line perpendicular to the center line of the

pavement, one at tlie center line and one at each quarter point and at as

many additional points as the engineer may direct. The concrete shall then

be spread to the elevation indicated by the stakes.

(d) Imperfections.—Immediately after the screeding or luting has

been completed, the surface shall be inspected for high or low spots and

any needed corrections made by adding or removing concrete. Rough spots

shall be gone over with a long handled float and worked to proper contour

and grade. The entire surface shall then be floated longitudinally, with a

float board not less than 16 ft. long and 8 in. wide. This float board shall

have convenient plow-handles at each end. It shall be operated by two

men, one at each end, each man standing on a bridge spanning the pavement.

The lower surface of the float board shall be placed upon the surface of

the concrete with the long dimension parallel to the center line of the pave-

ment. The float shall then be drawn back and forth in slow strokes about

2 ft. long, and advancing slowly from one side of the pavement to the

other. The purpose of this operation is to produce a uniform even surface

on the concrete; free from transverse waves. The two bridges on which

the workmen stand should be placed about 18 feet apart when the length

of the float is 16 feet. WheiT the eiitire width of the pavement has been

floated in this manner from one position of the bridges, they shall be moved

ahead about 12 feet so that the next section to be floated shall overlap the

one previously floated from 3 to 4 feet.

Cement mortar gathered from the surface of the concrete already placed

shall not be used in filling boot tracks or stony areas, but such imperfec-

tions shall be dug out and refilled with concrete to the depth of the rein-

forcing and worked smooth. No person shall then be allowed to walk

over the area so completed.

(e) Belting.—The concrete shall be finished by using a belt of wood,

canvas or rubber, not. less than six nor more than 12 inches wide, and at

least 2 feet longer than the width of the pavement. The lielt shall l»e

applied with a combined crosswise and longitudinal motion. For the first

application vigorous strokes at least 12 inches long shall be used, and the

longitudinal movement along the pavement shall l)e very slight. The second

application of the belt shall be immediately after the water sheen disappears,

and the stroke of the Ijelt shall be not more than 4 inches and the longi-

tudinal movement shall be greater than for the first belting.
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The contractor shall provide a suitable split float or split roller having

a slot to fit over expansion joints. This device shall be so arranged as to

float the surface for a width of at least 3 feet on each side of the joint

simultaneously. This device shall be used in such manner as to produce

a true surface across the joint. Edj^cs of the pavement, at joints and side

shall be tooled for a widtii of 2 inches, the corners rounded to a radius

of J4 inch.

14. Curing and Protection

The contractor shall provide a sufficient amount of burlap or canvas

to cover all the pavement laid in any one day's maximum run. Burlap or

canvas cover shall be made up in sheets 12 ft. wide, and 4 ft. longer than

the width of the pavement. Burlap or canvas cover shall be placed on the

concrete immediately after the final belting, and shall then be sprayed with

water in such a manner that the surface of the pavement will not be dam-

aged. Burlap or canvas cover shall be kept continuously moist by spraying

until the concrete has taken final set.

As soon as it can be done without damaging the concrete, the surface

of the pavement shall be covered with not less than 2 in. of earth or 6 inches

of hay or straw. This cover shall be kept continuously wet by spraying

for 10 days after the concrete is laid.

The ponding or the spraying method of curing may be used when and

as approved by the engineer. After 14 days, the earth or other cover may
be removed. After 30 days the contractor may use a mormon or a fresno

scraper to remove the cover, except that scrapers shall not be used within

1 ft. of expansion joints. Cover within 1 ft. of expansion joints must be

removed by hand. Road machines or blade graders of the 2 or 4 wheel type

shall not be used for removing the cover.

After the cover has been removed or ponds emptied and dikes removed,

the entire surface of the pavement shall be swept clean and free from dirt

and debris. Horse or motor drawn ^sweepers sliall not be operated on the

pavement till 20 days have elapsed after the concrete is placed.

15. Prohibition of Traffic

The contractor shall provide and maintain substantial barricades across

the pavement, with suitable warning signs by day and by night, to prevent

traffic of any kind upon the pavement before it is 20 days old.

16. Adjusting Existing Structures

Maiihole and catchbasin covers, valve boxes and similar existing struc-

tures within the area to be paved shall be adjusted by tlie contractor to come

flush with the surface of the pavemeiU.

17. Guaranty

It is hereby understood and agreed that tlie contractor shall guarantee

the material furnished and used and the workmanship employed in the on-
struction of said improvements to be of such quality and character as to

insure the same to be free from all defects and to remain in continnous
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good order aiid condition satisfactory to the I'Jij^ineer of the Railroad Com-
pany for a period of two (2) years as alx)ve set forth. The guarantee

shall include all repairs to be made or, if necessary, the entire reconstruc-

tion of the work as the Engineer of tJie Railroad Company may direct

without additional charge or cost to the Railroad Company.

In case the paving, or any part thereof, is on public property where city

ordinance or other ruling requires a maintenance bond, the contractor shall

furnish wilJiin ten (10) days after the contract is let, a good and satis-

factory bond to the amount as stated in the general contract to maintain

that portion of the work on said public property as covered by this con-

tract at the finished line and grade for a i)eriod of years as re(|uirc<l by

ordinance or ruling.

18. General Conditions

All materials entering into the work and all methods used by the

contractor shall be subject to the approval of the Engineer, and no part

of the work will be considered as finally accepted until all the work is

completed and accepted. The General Conditions as given in Section No. 1

of these specifications shall be considered to apply with equal force to tliis

specification.

AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION

Committee VI—Buildings

SPECIFICATIONS FOR RAILWAY BUILDINGS

SECTION 23-A

Creosoted Wood Block Pavements

1. General

The contractor shall furnish all labor, materials, tools and e(|uipnu-nt

except as otherwise noted, necessary to complete entirely the creosoted wood

block pavement as hereinafter specified, and as shown or implied on the

drawings.

2. Description

The pavement sliall consist of a subgrade and concrete foundation and

a wearing course of creosoted wood blocks laid over either a bituminous

paint coat, a mortar bed or a bituminous mastic cushion, applied to such

foundation.

3. Grading, Subgrade and Foundation

The grading, subgrade and foundation shall be constructed in accord-

ance with the current specification of the A.R.E.A. for Concrete Pavements,

except, however, joints shall be omitted and the concrete finished to a smooth

even surface exactly the depth below the finished pavement, corresponding

to the combined depth of the w(X)d block and the thickness of the paint coat,

mortar bed, or mastic cushion to lie used.
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4. Curb and Gutter

The curb or the curb and Kutter shall be built in the location and to

the elevation, sizes and cross-section showai on drawings.

All cement and concrete materials and workmanship shall comply with

the specifications for Concrete as given in Section No. 4 of these speci-

fications.

5. Kind of Blocks

The wood from which the blocks are to be manufactured shall be

Douglas fir, Norway pine, southern yellow pine, tamarack, western larch

or other suitable wood approved by the Engineer. Blocks from only one

kind of wood shall be used in any one contract, and they shall first be treated

with a preservative as hereinafter specified.

6. Quality of Blocks

The blocks must be soiuid and well manufactured, square butted, square

edged, free from unsound or loose knots, holes, shakes, checks or other

defects that will impair their usefulness for pavement.

In Douglas fir or southern yellow pine, the number of annual rings

in the 1-inch which begins 2 inches from the pith of the block shall not be

less than six, measured radially
;
provided, however, that blocks containing

between five and six rings in this inch sliall be accepted if they contain

33^ per cent or more of summerwood. In case the block does not contain

the pith, the 1 inch to be used shall begin 1 inch aw^ay from the ring which

is nearest to the heart of the block.

7. Size of Blocks

The blocks may vary in length from 5 to 10 inches, tlie maximum
length not to exceed two and one-half times the depth ; they shall be 2j^

to 4 inches in depth (parallel to fiber), according to condition of traffic;

and they may be 2^ to 4% inches in width, but in any one job all of

them shall be of uniform width. A variation of iV inch will be allowed in

the depth and ]/$ inch in the width of the blocks from tliat specified. In

all cases the width shall be greater than the depth by at least % inch.

8. Preservative Treatment

The preservative shall be either Coal Tar Paving Oil of the Amer-

ican Wood Preservers' Association or Grade 1 Creosote Oil of the A.R.RA.

as the Engineer directs. The method of treatment used, the amount of

preservative to be contained in the blocks after treatment and the method

of its determination, and the superficial condition of the blocks after

treatment, shall be in accordance with the current "Standard Specification

for Creosoted Wood Block Street Paving" adopted by the American Wood
Preservers' Association.

9. Inspection of Blocks

All material herein specified and processes used in the manufacture of

the blocks therefrom shall be subject to inspection, acceptance, or rejection

at the plant of the manufacturer, which shall be equipped with all the
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necessary gauges, appliances and facilities to enable the inspector to satisfy

himself that the requirements of the specifications are fulfilled. The Engi-

neer shall have the further right to inspect the blocks after delivery upon

the street for the purpose of rejecting any blocks that do not meet these

specifications, except that the plant inspection shall be final with respect to

the kind of wood, rings per inch, preservative and treatment.

10. Method of Laying Blocks

The contractor shall furnish and lay the wood blocks under the direct

supervision of the manufacturer and shall arrange for such supervision.

Blocks shall be laid either by the Bituminous Paint Coat Method, or by the

Mortar Bed Method or by the Bituminous Mastic Cushion Method of the

American Wood Preservers' Association as the Engineer directs and as set

forth hereinbelow.

(a) Bituminous Paint Coat Method.—'Upon the concrete founda-

tion, which shall first be thoroughly cleaned and dried, shall be spread a

thin, hot, uniform coating of coal tar pitch, special pitch filler, or asphalt,

conforming to the current standard specifications for such materials and

methods of their test adopted by the American Wood Preservers' Associa-

tion. The bitumen shall be heated to a temperature of not less than 250 deg.

Fahr., and not more than 300 deg. Fahr., and mopped or flushed over the

concrete, while hot, to a uniform thickness of not to exceed % inch.

Upon the hardened bituminous paint coat, thus prepared, the blocks,

which shall have been thoroughly dried out after treatment, shall be care-

fully set with the fiber of the wood vertical, in straight parallel courses

with their length at right angles to line of traffic, leaving a space next to

the curb 1 inch in width for an expansion joint.

The blocks shall be driven together every fourth course, to keep the

rows straight and to eliminate subsequent slippage. No joint shall be more

than fV inch in width. Nothing but whole blocks shall be used, except in

starting or ending a course, and all joints shall be broken by a lap of at

least 2 inches. The courses shall extend at right angles to the curb. After

the blocks have been laid they shall be rolled parallel and diagonally to

the curb by a tandem roller weighing between 2J^ and 5 tons until the

surface becomes smooth and is brought truly to the grade and contour of

the finished pavement.

(b) Mortar Bed Method.—Upon the concrete foundation, which shall

first be cleaned and thoroughly wetted and which shall be finished to within

1/2 inch of the given grade, shall be spread a layer of thoroughly mixed dry

mortar, not exceeding J^ inch in thickness and consisting of one part of

Portland cement, of the character provided for in the foundation, and three

parts of sand. Only sufficient water shall be added to this mixture to

insure a proper setting of the cement, the intention being to produce a granu-

lar mixture which may be raked to the desired grade. The mortar shall

be spread in place on the foundation immediately in advance of the laying

of the blocks. The mortar bed shall be raked to the approximate grade in

uniform density and struck by template to a surface parallel to the grade

and contour of the finished pavement.
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Upon the mortar l)ccl thus prepared, after lightly sprinkling it with

water, the hlocks sliall Ix' carefully set with the fiber of the wocxl vertical,

in straight, parallel courses with their length at right angles to the line of

traffic, leaving a space next to the curb 1 inch in width for an expansion

joint. The blocks shall be laid in the pavement as soon as possible after

being treated. If they cannot be laid immctliately, provision shall be made

to prevent thcni from (h-ying out by stacking in close piles and covering

and sprinkling them thoroughly at intervals.

The blocks shall be laid by setting them' hand-tight on the mortar bed.

No joint shall be more than ui inch in width. They may be driven together

every ten courses to keep the rows straight. Nothing but whole blocks shall

be used, except in starting or ending a course, and all joints shall be broken

by a lap of at least 2 inches. The courses shall extend at right angles to

the curb.

After the blocks have been laid rind before the mortar has set, they

.shall be rolled parallel and diagonally to the curb by a tandem roller weigh-

ing between 4 and 7 tons until the surface becomes smooth and is brought

truly to the grade and contour of the finished pavement. All mortar that

has set before the blocks are in place and rolled shall be discarded and

replaced by fresh mortar.

(c) BiTiMixoi's Mastic Cdshio.v Mkthod.—Upon the concrete foun-

dation which shall first be thoroughly cleaned and dried and which shall be

finished to within Jj inch of the given grade, shall be spread a layer of

mastic, not exceeding -y^ inch in thickness, and consisting of approximately

10 per cent suitable bituminous material, either coal tar pitch or asphaltic

oil conforming to the current standard specifications for such materials

and methods of their test adopted by the American Wood Preservers' Asso-

ciation and 90 per cent clean, dry, screened sand. The mastic shall be

thoroughly mixed and spread to the approximate grade in a uniform density

and struck by template to a surface parallel to the grade and contour of the

finished pavement. This cushion shall be spread a day in advance of the

placing of the blocks to allow the mastic to cure.

Upon the cushion thus prepared, the blocks shall be carefully set

with the fiber of tlic wood vertical, in straight, parallel courses with their

length at right angles to tlie line of traffic, leaving a space next to the

curb 1 inch in width for an expansion joint.

The blocks shall be laid by setting them hand-tight on the cushion. No
joint shall be more than n; inch in width. They may be driven together

every ten courses to keep the rows straight. Nothing but whole blocks

shall be used, except in starting or ending a course, and all joints shall be

broken by a lap of at least 2 inches. The courses shall extend at right

angles to the curb.

After the blocks have hrcii laid on tiie cusiiion tiiey shall be rolled

paralk'l and (lia.L;iinall\- tn the curb by a tandem roller weighting between

4 and 7 Ions until tlie surface becomes smooth and is brought truly to the

grade and contour of the finished jiavement.
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11. Expansion Joints and Filler

Against the curb, a bituminous expansion joint one inch in width shall

be formed by laying strips of that width along the curb line. After

the rolling and surfacing has been completed and after removal of the

strips, these spaces and the joints between the blocks shall be filled with a

bituminous filler, of either coal tar pitch, special pitch filler or asphalt

conforming to the current standard specifications for such materials and

methods of their test adopted by the American Wood Preservers' Asso-

ciation.

The filler shall preferably be applied only when the temperature of

the air is above 45 deg. Fahr. It shall be heated to the highest possible

temperature without burning or injuring its consistency and at that tem-

perature shall be applied by flushing over the surface of the blocks,

working it into the spaces and joints by means of a hard rubber-edged

squeegee. Care must be exercised to fill the joints uniformly and not leave

any surplus filler on the surface. The surface of the pavement shall then

be completely covered to a depth of about Yi inch with coarse, clean, sharp

sand or stone screenings w^hich shall be permitted to remain under traffic

for several weeks.

The kettles in which the filler is heated shall be ecjuipped with tested

thermometers.

12. Grades of Three Per Cent or Over

When the blocks are laid on streets having grades of 3 per cent or

over, it is desirable that the courses shall be spaced with open joints. This

spacing may be secured by laying creosoted wood lath about -^^ inch thick

between each course, or by other approved methods. The space between the

blocks shall then be filled with a mastic filler, consisting of equal parts of

stone screenings and bitumen, as specified above. The joints shall be filled

about Yi full of the bituminous mastic filler above specified, care being

taken to leave as little as possible on the surface of the pavement. Stone

screenings shall then be spread over the surface of the pavement and per-

mitted to work into the top of the joints under traffic. It is essential to

drive the blocks together every four courses to prevent tipping and slipping

of the individual blocks.

13. Adjusting Existing Structures

Manholes and catchbasin covers, valve boxes, and similar existing

structures within the area to be paved shall be adjusted by the contractor

to come flush with the pavement surface.

14. Guaranty

It is hereby understood and agreed that the contractor shall guarantee

the material furnished and used and the workmanship employed in the

construction of said improvements to be of such (|uality and character as to

insure the same to be free from all defects and to remain in continuous

good order and condition satisfactory to the Fngineer of the Railroad

Company for a period of two (2) years as above set forth. The guarantee

shall include all repairs to be made or, if necessary, the entire reconstruction

of the work as the Engineer of the Railroad Company may direct without

additional charge or cost to the Railroad Company.
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In case the paving or any part thereof is on public property where

City ordinance or other ruling requires a maintenance bond, the contractor

shall furnish within ten (10) days after the contract is let, a good and

satisfactory bond to the amount as stated in the general contract to main-

tain that portion of the work on said public property as covered by this

contract at the finished line and grade for a period of years as required by

ordinance or ruling.

15. General Conditions

All materials entering into the work and- all methods used by the

contractor shall be subject to the approval of the Engineer and no part

of the work will be considered as finally accepted until all the work is

completed and accepted. The General Conditions as given in Section

1 of this specification shall be considered to apply with equal force to this

specification.

AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION

Committee VI—Buildings

SPECIFICATIONS FOR RAILWAY BUILDINGS

SECTION 23-B

Wood Block Floors

1. General

The contractor shall furnish all labor, materials, tools and equipment,

except as otherwise noted, necessary to complete entirely the wood block

floors as hereinafter specified, and as shown or implied on the drawings.

2. Description

The floor shall consist of a subgrade, a concrete foundation and a wear-

ing course of wood blocks laid over either a bituminous paint coat, a mortar

bed, or a bituminous mastic cushion, applied to such foundation.

3. Subgrade and Foundation

The subgrade, if one be needed, and foundation shall be designed of

sufficient strength to carry the loading to be encountered and shall be con-

structed in accordance with the current specification of the A.R.E.A. for

Concrete for railway buildings as given in Section 4 of these specifications,

except that the concrete shall be finished to a smooth even surface, with no

projections of any kind, parallel to the contour of and exactly the depth

below the finished floor level, corresponding to the combined depth of the

block and the thickness of the paint coat, mortar bed, or mastic cushion

to be used.

4. Kind of Blocks

The wood from which the blocks are to be manufactured shall be

Douglas fir, Norway pine, red cypress, redwood, southern yellow pine, tama-

rack, western larch, or other suitable wood approved by the Engineer. Blocks
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from only one kind of wood shall be used in any one contract, and they

shall first be treated with a preservative as hereinafter specified except

blocks of red cypress and redwood which may be used untreated and shall be

well seasoned.

5. Quality of Blocks

The blocks must be sound and well manufactured, square butted, square

edged, free from unsound or loose knots, holes, shakes, checks, or other

defects that will impair their usefulness for floors.

In Douglas fir or southern yellow pine, the number of annual rings

in the 1 inch which begins 2 inches from the pith of the block, shall not

be less than six, measured radially; provided, however, that blocks con-

taining between five and six rings in this inch shall be accepted if they

contain SSYi per cent or more of summerwood. In case the block does

not contain the pith, the 1 inch to be used shall begin 1 inch away from
the ring which is nearest to the heart of the block.

6. Size of Blocks

The blocks may vary in length from 5 to 8 inches, the maximum length

not to exceed three times the depth ; they shall be 2J/2 to 4 inches in depth

(parallel to fiber) ; and they may be 2% to 4% inches in width, but on any

one floor all of them shall be of uniform width. A variation of ^ inch vnU

be allowed in the depth and 14 inch in the width of the blocks from that

specified. In all cases the width shall be greater than the depth by at least

J4 inch.

7. Preservative Treatment

The preservative shall be either coal tar paving oil of the American

Wood Preservers' Association or Grade 1 Creosote Oil of the A.R.E.A.

as the Engineer directs. The treatment to be used, the amount of preserva-

tive to be contained in the blocks after treatment and method of its deter-

mination, and the superficial condition of the blocks after treatment, shall

be in accordance with the current "Standard Specification for Interior

Creosoted Wood Block Flooring" adopted by the American Wood Preserv-

ers' Association in case the blocks are to be used under dry floor conditions,

and in accordance with the current "Standard Specification for Creosoted

Wood Block Street Paving" adopted by the same association in case the

blocks are to be used under wet floor conditions.

8. Inspection of Blocks

All material herein specified and processes used in the manufacture

of blocks therefrom shall be subject to inspection, acceptance, or rejection

at the plant of the manufacturer, which shall be equipped with all necessary

gauges, appliances, and facilities to enable the inspector to satisfy himself

that the requirements of the specification are fulfilled. The Engineer shall

have the further right to inspect the blocks upon delivery for the purpose of

rejecting any blocks that do not meet these specifications, except that the

plant inspection shall be final with respect to the kind of wood, rings per

inch, oil and treatment.
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9. Method of Laying Blocks

The contractor sliall fuiiiisli and lay the wood blocks under the direct

supervision of the manufacturer and shall arrange for such supervision.

Blocks shall be laid cither by the Bituminous Paint Coat Method or by the

Mortar Bed Method or by the Bituminous Mastic Cushion Method of the

American Wood Preservers' Association as the Engineer directs and as

set forth hereinbelow.

(a) Bituminous Paint Coat Method.—Upon the concrete founda-

tion, which shall first be thoroughly cleaned and dried, shall be spread a

thin, hot, uniform coating of coal tar pitch or asphalt, conforming to the

current standard specifications for such materials and methods of their test

adopted by the American Wood Preservers' Association, except that the

melting point shall not be less than 130 deg. Fahr. nor more than 150 deg.

Fahr. It shall be heated to a temperature of not less than 250 deg. Fahr.

and not more than 300 deg. Fahr. and mopped or flushed over the concrete,

while hot to a uniform thickness of not to exceed % inch.

Upon the hardened bituminous paint coat thus prepared, the blocks,

which shall have been thoroughly dried out and under dry floor conditions

preferably have been seasoned for a period of 30 to 60 days after treat-

ment, or under wet floor conditions shall have been well sprinkled with

water about two days before being laid, shall be carefully set with the fiber

of the wood vertical, in straight parallel courses with their length at

right angles to the line of traffic, leaving a space next to all walls, columns,

and other obstructions, 1 inch in width for an expansion joint. Nothing

but whole blocks shall be used, except in starting or ending a course, and

all joints shall be broken by a lap of at least one inch.

Under dry floor conditions, the blocks shall be driven as tightly to-

gether as possible by ramming both in the direction of the courses and at

right angles to them before the floor is rolled or surfaced. Under wet

floor conditions, the blocks must not be driven up tightly together when wet

or humid conditions are encountered.

After the blocks have been laid they shall be thoroughly tamped or

rolled to a smooth level surface.

(b) Mortar Bbd Method.—Upon the concrete foundation, which shall

first be cleaned and thoroughly wetted and which shall be finished to within

J/2 inch of the given floor level, shall be spread a layer of thoroughly

mixed dry mortar, not exceeding J/^ inch in thickness and consisting of one

part of Portland cement, of the character provided for in the foundation,

and three parts of sand. Only sufficient water shall be added to this mixture

to insure a proper setting of the cement, the intention being to produce a

granular mixture which may be raked to the desired grade. This mortar

shall be spread in place on the foundation immediately in advance of the

laying of the blocks. The mortar bed shall be raked to the approximate

grade in a uniform density and struck by template to a surface parallel to

the grade and contour of the finished floor.

Upon the mortar bed thus prepared, after lightly sprinkling it with

water, the blocks, which shall have been thoroughly dried out and under dry
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floor conditions preferably have been seasoned for a period of 30 to 60

days after treatment, or under wet floor conditions shall have been well

sprinkled with water about two days before being laid, shall be carefully

set with the fiber of the wood vertical, in straight parallel courses with

their length at right angles to the line of traffic, leaving a space next to all

walls, columns, and other obstructions, 1 inch in width for an expansion

joint. Nothing but whole blocks shall be used, except in starting or ending

a course, and all joints shall be broken by a lap of at least one inch.

Under dry floor conditions, the blocks shall be driven as tightly together

as possible by ramming both in the direction of the courses and at right

angles to them before the floor is rolled or surfaced. Under wet floor

conditions the blocks must not be driven up tightly together when wet or

humid conditions are encountered.

After the blocks have been laid and before the mortar has set, they

shall be thoroughly tamped or rolled to a smooth level surface. All mortar

that has set before the blocks are in place and rolled shall be discarded and

replaced by fresh mortar.

(c) Bituminous Mastic Cushion Method.—Upon the concrete foun-

dation, which shall first be thoroughly cleaned and dried and which shall be

finished to wathin ^ inch of the given floor level, shall be spread a layer

mastic, not exceeding ^4 inch in thickness consisting of approximately 10

per cent suitable bituminous material, either coal tar pitch or asphaltic oil,

conforming to the current standard specifications for such materials and

methods of their test adopted by the. American Wood Preservers' Associa-

tion, and 90 per cent clean, dry, screened sand. The mastic shall be thor-

oughly mixed and spread to the approximate grade in a uniform density and

struck by template to a surface parallel to the grade and contour of the

finished floor. This cushion shall be spread a day ahead of the placing of

the blocks to allow the mastic to cure.

Upon the cushion thus prepared, the blocks, which shall have been

thoroughly dried out and under dry floor conditions preferably have been

seasoned for a period of 30 to 60 days after treatment, or under wet floor

conditions shall have been well sprinkled with water about two days before

being laid, shall be carefully set with the fiber of the wood vertical, in

straight parallel courses with their length at right angles to the line of

traffic, leaving a space next to all walls, columns, and other obstructions,

1 inch in width for an expansion joint. Nothing but whole blocks shall

be used, except in starting or ending a course, and all joints shall be broken

by a lap of at least one inch.

Under dry floor conditions, the blocks shall be driven as tightly to-

gether as possible by ramming both in the direction of the courses and at

right angles to them before the floor is rolled or surfaced. Under wet

floor conditions the blocks must not be driven up tightly together when wet

or humid conditions arc encountered.

After the blocks have been laid they shall be thoroughly tamix'd or

rolled to a smooth level surface.

10. Expansion Joints and Filler

Against the walls on all sides of the floor, as well as around all columns

and other obstructions, a bituminous expansion joint 1 inch in width shall
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be formed by laying strips of tliat width against and round them. After

tamping or rolling has been completed and after removal of the strips, these

spaces and the joints between the blocks shall be filled to within an inch

of the top with a bituminous filler, of either coal tar pitch or asphalt con-

forming to the current standard specifications for sucii materials and

methods of their test adopted by the American Wood Preservers' Asso-

ciation.

The filler shall be heated to the highest possible temperature without

burning or injuring its consistency, and at that temperature shall be applied

by flushing over the surface of the floor, working it into the spaces and

joints by means of a rubber edged squeegee. Care must be exercised to

fill the joints uniformly and not to leave any surplus filler on the surface.

The surface of the floor shall then be covered with sharp, fine sand, which

shall be permitted to remain under traffic for a week or ten days. The

light film of bituminous material on the surface of the blocks will wear

ofif readily under traffic.

The kettles in v^'hich the filler is heated shall be equipped with tested

thermometers.

11. Guaranty

It is hereby understood and agreed that the contractor shall guarantee

the material furnished and used and the workmanship employed in the

construction of said interior flooring to be of such quality and character

as to insure the same to be free from all defects and to remain in con-

tinuous good order and condition satisfactory to the Engineer of the Rail-

road Company for a period of two (2) years as above set forth. The
guarantee shall include all repairs to be made, or, if necessary, the entire

reconstruction of the work as the Engineer of the Railroad Company may
direct without additional charge or cost to the Railroad Company.

12. General Conditions

All materials entering into the work and all methods used by the

contractor shall be subject to the approval of the Engineer and no part of

the work will be considered as finally accepted until all the work is com-

pleted and accepted. The General Conditions as given in Section 1 of this

specification shall he considered to apply with equal force to this specification.

AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION

Committee VI—Buildings

SPECIFICATIONS FOR RAILWAY BUILDINGS

SECTION 25-A

Asphalt Block Pavements
1. General

The contractor shall furnish all labor, material, tools and equipment

except as otherwise noted, necessary to entirely complete the asphalt block

paving as hereinafter specified, acid as shown or implied on the drawings.
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2. Description

The pavement shall consist of a subgradc, a concrete foundation and

asphalt blocks laid thereon in a mortar bed.

3. Grading, Subgrade and Foundations

Grading, subgrade and foundation shall be constructed in accordance

with the current specifications of the A.R.E.A. for Concrete Pavement,

except that joints shall be omitted, and the concrete finished to a smooth even

surface, exactly the depth below the finished pavement corresponding to the

depth of the block used.

4. Curb and Gutter

The curb and gutter shall be built in the location and to the elevation,

sizes and cross-section shown on drawings.

All cement and concrete materials and workmanship shall comply with

the specifications for Concrete as given in Section 4 of these specifications.

5. Blocks

Asphalt blocks shall be of make
compressed to at least 4000 lb. per square inch at 225 deg. Fahr. Blocks

shall be 5 inches in width, 12 inches in length unless the depth required is

less than 2 inches, in which case they shall be 4 inches in width by 8 inches

in length. The depth shall be shown on the plans. A variation either way
from these dimensions of J4 inch in length or % inch in width or depth will

be sufficient cause for rejection of any block.

6. Mortar Bed

There shall be placed upon the surface of the foundation, which is to

be cleaned and wetted, a bed of cement mortar J/2 inch in thickness. This

mortar bed shall be composed of Portland cement and clean, sharp sand,

which shall be free from pebbles over % inch in diameter. The mortar shall

be made in proportions of one part cement to four parts of sand. The in-

gredients shall be mixed with good clean water to such consistency that it

can easily be spread upon the surface and struck with template to a smooth

and even face. It must not, however, be so thin as to allow the blocks to

sink into the mortar when placed thereon. This mortar shall be struck to a

true surface exactly parallel to the top of the finished pavement and the

required depth of the block below it, in the following manner.

On the surface of the foundation shall be set strips of wood 4 inches

wide by l4 inch thick, and of a convenient length or strips of metal 4 inches

w^ide by ^ inch or fg inch thick, of convenient length may be used. These

strips shall be carefully set from curb to curb to the exact crown of the

finished work, and embedded throughout their length in mortar, so that the

top surface of the strips shall be the depth of the block below the grade of

the finished surface, and not less on the average than ^ inch above the

concrete. An iron-shod straight-edge or "striker" shall be drawn on the two

sets of strips, set as above described, to strike the mortar bed to a true and

even surface. Special care must be taken to produce a bed of uniform
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density. The mortar bed shall be showered with fresh mortar and struck

off as many times as is necessary to produce a uniformly dense bed, free

from depressions. As .soon as a bed has been struck one set of strips shall

be taken up, and the trench carefully fdled with mortar.

7. Laying Blocks

Upon the mortar bed prepared as descriljcd above, the blocks shall

be immediately laid with close joints and uniform top surface. The blocks

shall be laid by the pavers standing upon the blocks already laid, and not

upon the bed of mortar, and shall be laid at right angles with the lines

of the curb, with such crown as is shown on the plans, and in such a manner

that all longitudinal joints shall be broken by a lap of approximately

four inches. The blocks siiall be laid so as to make the lateral joints as

tight as possible, consistent with keeping a good alignment of the cross-

wise course, and where possible, the longitudinal joints shall be immediately

closed by pressing each course in the direction of its length with a lever.

8. Joints

AsPH.M.T Joints.—As soon as practicable after laying the blocks, and

making necessary corrections, the surface of the pavement shall be swept

clean and hot asphalt applied with squeegee or other approved machine

over the entire area. This asphalt shall have a melting point, ring and ball,

of not less than 80 deg. Fahr. and in all other respects shall comply with

the requirements for asphaltic cement except for penetration. It shall

be heated to a sufficient temperature without burning, to run freely into

the joints, and leave as little as possible on the surface of the blocks. A
thin layer of clean, coarse sand or stone screenings passing a J4 '"ch

screen shall immediately be spread over the pavement surface and left

until the joints are entirely filled with sand and asphalt worked in by the

action of traffic.

Sand Joints.^—After the blocks have been laid the pavement shall be

covered with fine, clean, dry sand which shall be thoroughly swept into

the joints. The excess sand shall then be removed from the surface of the

pavement and a squeegee coat of bitumen shall be applied in such manner

as to insure the sealing of the joints and the coating of the surface.

Grout Joints.—After the mortar bed has taken its initial set, the joints

shall be filled with a thin grout mixed in the proportions of 1 part cement

to lyi parts of fine sand.

The sand joint is the method most generally used for 2 inch and 2y$

inch blocks. For the 1^ inch block the joint should be either grouted

or filled with asphalt. It is recommended that the asphalt filled joint be

used for all sizes of blocks when used for pavement and for installations

exposed to the weather.

9. Surfacing

The surfaces shall remain at a constant level, all edges of the blocks

shall be flush with other edges at the same joint, and if they are not laid

to meet this condition, the finished surface shall be ground by machines
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similar to those used for jjrindiiig tcrrazzo, the grinding nictHiini being a

No. 20 or 30 carborinuhiin block. This grinding will be done as an alterna-

tive to lifting and re-laying and the decision as to which method to ust

will be at the direction of the Engineer.

10. Adjusting Existing Structures

Manholes and catchbasin covers, valve boxes, and similar existing struc-

tures within the area to be paved shall be adjusted by the contractor to

come flush witli the pavement surface.

11. Guaranty

It is hereby understocnl and agreed that the contractor shall guarantee

the material furnished and used and the workmanship employed in the con-

struction of the work, to be of such quality and character as to insure the

same to be free from all defects, and to remain in continuous good order

and condition satisfactory to the Engineer for a period of one year. The

guarantee shall include all repairs to be made or, if necessary, the entire

reconstruction of the work, as the Engineer may direct, without additional

charge or cost to the Railroad Company.

12. General Conditions

All material entering into this work, and all methods used by the con-

tractor, shall be subject to the approval of the Engineer, and no part of

the work will be considered as finally accepted until all the work is com-

pleted and accepted. The (ieneral Conditions as given in Section 1 of this

specification shall be considered to apply with equal force to this speci-

fication.

AMERICAN RAILWAY EXfilXEERING ASSOCIATION

Committee VI—Buildings

SPECIFICATIONS FOR RAILWAY BUILDINGS

SECTION 25-B

Asphalt Block Floors

1. General

The contractor shall furnish all labor, material, tools and equipment,

except as otherwi.se noted, necessary to entirely complete the asphalt block

flooring as hereinafter specified, and as shown or implied on the drawings.

2. Description

The floor shall consist of a subgrade, a concrete fouiulation and

asphalt blocks laid thereon in a mortar bed.

3. Subgrade and Foundation

The subgrade, if one be needed, and the foundation shall be designed of

sufficient strength to carry the loading to be encountered, and shall be con-

structed in accordance with the current specifications of the A.R IvA. for

Concrete for railway buildings as given in Section 4 of these specifications,
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except that the concrete shall be finished to a smooth even surface, with

no projections of any kind, parallel to the contour of and exactly the depth

below the finished floor level, corresponding to the combined depth of the

block and the tliickness of the mortar bed used.

4. Blocks

Asphalt blocks shall be of make
compressed to at least 4000 lb. per square inch at 225 deg. Fahr. Blocks

shall be 5 inches in width, 12 inches in length unless the depth required is

less than 2 inches, in wliich case they shall be 4 inches in widtli by 8 inches

in length. The depth shall be shown on the plans. A variation either way
from these dimensions of J4 inch in length or % inch in width or depth will

be suflicient cause for rejection of any block.

5. Mortar Bed

There shall be placed upon the surface of the foundation, which is to

be cleaned and wetted, a bed of cement mortar ^ inch in thickness. This

mortar bed shall be composed of Portland cement and clean, sharp sand,

which shall be free from pebbles over J4 inch in diameter. The mortar shall

be made in proportions of one part cement to four parts of sand. The in-

gredients shall be mixed with good clean water to such consistency that it

can easily be spread upon the surface and struck with template to a smooth

and even face. It must not, however, be so thin as to allow the blocks to

sink into the mortar when placed thereon. This mortar shall be struck to a

true surface exactly parallel to the top of the finished floor and the

required deptli of the block below it, in the following manner.

On the surface of the foundation shall be set strips of wood 4 inches

wide by J4 inch thick, and of a convenient length, or strips of metal 4 inches

wide by % inch or ig inch thick, of convenient length may be used. These

strips shall be carefully set from curb to curb to the exact crown of the

finished work, and embedded throughout their length in mortar, so that the

top surface of the strips shall be the depth of the blocks below the grade of

the finished surface, and not less on the average than yi inch above the

concrete. An iron-shod straight-edge or "striker" shall be drawn on the two

sets of strips, set as above described, to strike the mortar bed to a true and

even surface. Special care must be taken to produce a bed of uniform

density. The mortar bed shall be showered with fresh mortar and struck

off as many times as is necessary to produce a uniformly dense bed, free

from depressions. As soon as a bed has been struck one set of strips shall

be taken up, and the trench carefully filled with mortar.

6. Laying Blocks

Upon the mortar bed prepared as described above, the blocks shall

be immediately laid with close joints and uniform top surface. The blocks

shall be laid by the workmen standing upon the blocks already laid, and not

upon the bed of mortar, and shall be laid at right angles with the longitudinal

axis of building with such crown as is shown on the plans, and in such a manner

that all longitudinal joints shall be broken by a lap of approximately

four inches. The blocks shall be laid so as to make the lateral joints as
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tigiit as possible, consistent with keeping a good alignment of the cross-

wise course, and where possible, the longitudinal joints shall be immediately

closed by pressing each course in the direction of its length with a lever.

7. Joints

Asphalt Joints.—As soon as practicable after laying the blocks, and

making necessary corrections, the surface of the floor shall be swept

clean and hot asphalt applied with squeegee or other approved machine

over the entire area. This asphalt shall have a melting point, ring and ball,

of not less than 80 deg. Fahr. and in all other respects shall comply with

the requirements for asphaltic cement except for penetration. It shall

be heated to a sufficient temperature without burning, to run freely into

the joints, and leave as little as possible on the surface of the blocks. A
thin layer of clean, coarse sand or stone screenings passing a % inch

screen shall immediately be spread over the floor surface and left

until the joints are entirely filled with sand and asphalt worked in by the

action of traffic.

Sand Joints.—After the blocks have been laid the floor shall be

covered with fine, dean, dry sand which shall be thoroughly swept into

the joints. The excess sand shall then be removed from the surface of the

floor and a squeegee coat of bitumen shall be applied in such manner

as to insure the sealing of the joints and the coating of the surface.

Grout Joints.—After the mortar bed has taken its initial set, the joints

shall be filled with a thin grout mixed in the proportions of 1 part cement

to V/t parts of fine sand.

The sand joint is the method most generally used for 2 inch and 2J/2

inch blocks. For the 1]E4 inch block the joint should be either grouted

or filled with asphalt. It is recommended that the asphalt filled joint be

used for all sizes of blocks when used for pavement and for installations

exposed to the weather.

8. Surfacing

The surface shall remain at a constant level, all edges of the blocks

shall be flush with other edges at the same joint, and if they arc net laid

to meet this condition, the finished surface shall be ground by machines

similar to those used for grinding terrazzo, the grinding medium being a

No. 20 or 30 carborundum block. This grinding will be done as an altema-

tive to lifting and re-laying and the decision as to which method to use

will be at the direction of the Engineer.

9. Guaranty

It is hereby understood and agreed that the contractor shall guarantee

the material furnished and used and the workmanship employed in the con-

struction of the work, to be of such quality and character as to insure the

same to be free from all defects, and to remain in continuous good order

and condition satisfactory to the Fngineer f<jr a periofl of one year. The

guarantee shall include all repairs to be made or, if necessary, the entire

reconstruction of the work, as the Enj^ineer may direct, without additional

charge or cost to the Railroad Company.
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10. General Conditions

All material entering into this work, and all methods used by the con-

tractor, shall be subject to the approval of the Engineer, and no part of

the work will be considered as finally accepted until all the work is com-

l)Ieted and accepted. The General Conditions as given in Section 1 of this

specification shall Ix; considered to apply with ccjual force to this speci-

fication.

AMERICAN RAILWAY ENfilNEERING ASSOCIATION

Committee VI—Buildings

SPECIFICATIONS FOR RAILWAY BUILDINGS

SECTION 26-A

Macadam Pavements
1. General

The contractor shall furnish all labor, material, tools and equipment,

except as otherwise noted, necessary to entirely complete the macadam
paving as hereinafter specified and as shown or implied on the drawings.

2. Description

The pavement shall consist of a subgrade and three courses of broken

stone with proper binder ; viz., a foundation course 6 inches in depth, a

second course 4 inches in depth, and a top surface screenings course ^
inch in depth with curb or combined curb and gutter for pavement as shown

on drawings.

3. Grading and Subgrade

Grading and subgrade shall be constructed in accordance with the

current specification of the A.R.E.A. for Concrete Pavements.

4. Curb and Gutter

The curb or the curb and gutter shall be built in the location and

to the elevation, sizes and cross-section shown on drawings.

All cement and concrete materials and workmanship shall comply

with the specifications for Concrete as given in Section No. 4 of these speci-

fications. Not more than seven (7) gallons of water shall be used to

each sack of cement.

5. Stone for Pavement

Stone and screenings shall be of hard and compact texture and
of uniform grade. The fragments shall approach the shape of a cube as

nearly as possible and have rough surfaces such as are obtained by frac-

ture. Waterworn pebbles will not be accepted. Disintegrated and rotten

stone from the surface of quarry will not be accepted. All stone shall be

thoroughly clean before crushing and must be well screened and free from

injurious matter of every nature. The contractor shall state in his proposal

at what quarries he is to secure stone.
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6. Roller

The roller shall be self-propelled and weigh not less than ten tons.

7. Foundation Course

Upon the subgrade prepared in the manner above described shall be

spread a layer of broken stone which, when thoroughly compacted, shall

not be less than 6 inches in thickness. The stone shall be broken so as to

measure not more than 2 inches and not less than 1 inch in any dimension.

After this stone is spread, screenings, which shall pass through a J/2 inch

mesh, shall be swept into the interstices with rattan or steel brooms. In

no case shall the screenings be dumped onto the course but shall be spread

with a shovel.

The surface shall then be rolled and screenings spread until the inter-

stices are apparently filled. Then the surface shall be rolled and sprinkled

and screenings spread until all the interstices are filled and the stones do

not creep or weave in front of the roller. The roller shall begin at the

outer edge of the pavement, run parallel to the center line of the roadway

and work towards the center. When the center is reached the roller shall

begin at the other edge and again work towards the center. When there

is a shoulder care shall be taken not to crush same by overlapping the

stone with the roller. If any depressions occur, they shall be filled with

stones of the specified size (not screenings) and rolled. No surplus screen-

ings shall remain on the surface.

8. Second Course

On the foundation cour.se prepared in the above described manner

shall then be spread a layer of broken stone which, when thoroughly com-

pacted, shall be at least 4 inches in thickness. The stone shall be broken so

as to measure not more than one inch nor less than ^ inch in any dimen-

sion. The surface shall be rolled dry. Screenings shall then be spread and swept

into the interstices as described for the foundation course excepting that no

water shall be used. The screenings shall pass through a J/j inch mesh.

The rolling and spreading shall continue until all interstices are filled and

the stones do not crawl or weave in front of the roller. The roller shall

w'ork in the manner described for the foundation course excepting that

where there is a shoulder the rear wheel of the roller should be half on

the .shoulder and half on the stone when starting at the outer edge. If

any depressions occur, they shall be filled with stone of the specified size

(not with screenings) and the surface rolled.

9. Top Surface Screenings

On the surface of the second course prepared in the above described

manner shall be spread a layer of screenings which shall entirely cover tlie

surface with a coat approximately }i inch thick when thoroughly com-

pacted. The screenings shall pass through a 1/2 inch mesh. The screenings

shall be sprinkled until thoroughly wet and then rolled, the roller keeping

irrunediately behind the sprinkler. The rolling should continue until a

grout is formed and a wave of grout continually forms in front of the

roller. Screenings should not be dumped on the second course but should
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be placed at one side and spread over the surface with shovels. After the

rolling is finished, the pavement shall be closed to traffic until the surface is

thoroughly dry.

10. Adjusting Existing Structures

Manhole and catchbasin covers, valve boxes and similar existing struc-

tures within the area to be paved shall be adjusted by the contractor to

come flush with the surface of the pavement.

11. Guaranty

It is hereby understood and agreed that the contractor shall guarantee

the material furnished and used and the workmanship employed in the con-

struction of said improvements, to be of such quality aiul character as

to insure the same to be free from all defects, and to remain in continuous

good order and condition satisfactory to the Engineer of the Railroad Com-
pany for a period of two years as above set forth. The guarantee shall

include all repairs to be made or, if necessary, the entire reconstruction of

the work, as the Engineer of the Railroad Company may direct, without

additional charge or cost to the Railroad Company.

In case the paving or any part thereof is on public property where

City ordinance or other ruling requires a maintenance bond, the contractor

shall furnish within 10 days after the contract is let, a good and satisfactory

bond to the amount as stated in the general contract to maintain that portion

of the work on said public property as covered by this contract at the

finished line and grade for a period of years as required by ordinance or

ruling.

12. General Conditions

All materials entering into the work, and all methods used by the con-

tractor, shall be subject to the approval of the Engineer, and no part of

the work will be considered as finally accepted until all the work is com-

pleted and accepted. The General Conditions as given in Section 1 of these

specifications shall be considered to apply with equal force to this speci-

fication.

AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION

Committee VI—Buildings

SPECIFICATIONS FOR RAILWAY BUILDINGS

SECTION 26-B

Asphalt Macadam Pavements
1. General

The contractor shall furnish all lalxir, material, tools and equipment,

except as otherwise noted, necessary to entirely complete the asphalt

macadam paving as hereinafter specified and as sho\vn or implied on the

drawings.
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2. Description

The pavement shall consist of a subgrade and two courses of broken

stone with proper binder, viz., a base course 6 inches in depth and a

wearing course 4 inches in depth with curb or combined curb and gutter as

shown on drawings. The wearing course shall have asphalt cement binder.

3. Grading and Subgrade

Grading and subgrade shall be constructed in accordance with the

current specification of the A.R.R.A. for Concrete Pavements.

4. Curb and Gutter

The curb or the curb and gutter shall be built in the location and

to the elevation, sizes and cross-section shown on drawings.

All cement and concrete materials and workmanship shall comply

with the specifications for Concrete as given in Section No. 4 of these speci-

fications. Not more than seven (7) gallons of water shall be used to

each sack of cement.

5. Stone for Pavement

Broken stone and screenings shall be of hard and compact texture and

of uniform grade. The fragments shall approach the shape of a cube as

nearly as possible and have rough surfaces such as are obtained by frac-

ture. Waterworn pebbles will not be accepted. Disintegrated and rotten

stone from the surface of quarry will not be accepted. All stone shall be

thoroughly clean before crushing and must be well screened and free from

injurious matter of every nature. The contractor shall state in his proposal

at what quarries he is to secure stone.

6. Asphalt Cement Binder

The asphaltic cement shall meet the requirements of the American

Society for Testing Materials for asphalt cement of 100 to 120 penetration,

Specification D-103-24T and current revisions thereof.

7. Roller

The roller shall be self-propelled and weigh not less than ten tons.

8. Foundation Course

Upon the subgrade prepared in the manner above described shall be

spread a layer of broken stone which, when thoroughly compacted, shall

not be less than 6 inches in Uiickness. The stone shall be broken so as to

measure not more than 2 inches and not less than 1 inch in any dimension.

After this stone is spread, screenings, which shall pass through a Yi inch

mesh, shall be swept into the interstices with rattan or steel brooms. In

no case shall the screenings be dumped onto the course but shall l)e spread

with a shovel.

The surface shall then be rolled and screenings spread until the inter-

stices are apparently filled. Then the surface shall be rolled and sprinkled

and screenings spread until all the interstices are filled and the stones do

not creep or weave in front of the roller. The roller shall begin at the
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outer edge of the pavement, run parallel to the center line of the roadway

and work towards the center. When the center is reached the roller shall

hcgin at the other edge and again work towards the center. When there

is a shoulder care shall he taken not to crush same hy overlapping the

stone with the roller. If any depressions occur, they shall be fdled with

stones of the specified size (not screenings) and rolled. Xn surplus screen-

ings shall remain on the surface.

9. Second Course

On the foundation course prepared in the above described manner

shall then be spread a layer of broken stone which, when thoroughly com-

pacted, shall be at least 4 inches in thickness. The stone shall be broken so

as to measure not more than one inch nor less than Y^ inch in any dimen-

sion. The surface shall be rolled dry. To each square yard of this layer

shall be applied not less than 2J4 to 2j/ gallons of asphalt cement binder

in such manner that the stone is thoroughly and uniformly coated. The

asphaltic cement shall be applied at a temperature of not less than 3U0

or more than 350 deg. Fahr. Screenings shall then be spread and swept

into the interstices as described for the foundation course excepting that no

water shall be used. The screenings shall pass through a K' i"ch mesh.

The rolling and spreading shall continue until all interstices are filled and

the stones do not crawl or weave in front of the roller. The roller shall

work in the manner described for the foundation course excepting that

where there is a shoulder the rear wheel of tlie roller should be half on

the shoulder and half on the stone when starting at the outer edge. If

any depressions occur, they shall be filled with stone of tlie spccifietl size

(not with screenings) and the surface rolled.

10. Top Surface

The surface of the second course shall then be swept and any excess

of stone removed. To each square yard of surface shall then be applied not

less than 3^ to Y\ gallon of asphaltic cement, and the surface again dressed

with ^8 to y^ inch stone chips or hard gravel, free from dust. Rolling with

a steam roller shall then conlinue until tlie surface is true, uniform and

Ciinpact.

The screenings shall pass through a J/' inch mesh.

The asphaltic cement shall be applied at a temperature of not less

than 300 or more than 350 deg. l<"alir.

11. Adjusting Existing Structures

Manhole and catchbasin covers, valve boxes and similar existing struc-

tures within the area to be paved shall be adjusted by the contractor to

come flush with the surface of the pavement.

12. Guaranty

It is hereby understood and agreed that tlie contractor shall guarantee

the material furnished and used and the workmanship employed in the con-

struction of said improvements, to be of such quality and character as
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to insure the same to be free from all defects, and to remain in continuous

good order and condition satisfactorj- to the Engineer of the Railroad Com-

pany for a period of two years as above set forth. The guarantee shall

include all repairs to be made or, if necessary, the entire reconstruction of

the work, as the Engineer of the Railroad Company may direct, without

additional charge or cost to the Railroad Company.

In case the paving or any part thereof is on public property where

City ordinance or other ruling requires a maintenance bond, the contractor

shall furnish within 10 days after the contract is let, a good and satisfactory

bond to the amount as stated in the general contract to maintain that portion

of the work on said public property as covered by this contract at the

finished line and grade for a period of years as required by ordinance or

ruling.

13. General Conditions

All materials entering into the work, and all methods used by the con-

tractor, shall be subject to the approval of the Engineer, and no part of

the work will be considered as finally accepted until all the work is com-

pleted and accepted. The General Conditions as given in Section 1 of this

specification shall be considered to apply with equal force to this speci-

fication.
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FREIGHT TRAIN CURVE-RESISTANCE ON A ONE-
DEGREE CURVE AND A THREE-DEGREE CURVE*

By Edward C. Schmidt,

Professor of Railway Engineering, University of Illinois

I. INTRODUCTION

When a train runs on curved track there is a certain excess of resist-

ance over that encountered when it runs on straight track. This excess

is termed curve resistance, and it is usually expressed in pounds per ton of

train weight per degree of curve. Its magnitude is generally assumed to lie

between the limits of 0.3 of a pound and 1.0 pound per ton per degree.

Very frequently its general average value is assumed to be one-half pound

per ton per degn'ee.

There are few published records of direct determinations of curve

resistance for American cars and track; and the scarcity of experimental

data has seemed to warrant the publication of the results here presented.

The practice of compensating curves on grades has, when successful, pro-

duced indirect evidence concerning the magnitude of curve resistance; and

the Manual of the American Railway Engineering Association gives rules

for compensating curves, which imply a very detailed and definite knowl-

edge of curve resistance. There remains nevertheless great divergence of

opinion as to its amount.

This paper presents the results of tests made with five freight trains

on a one^egree curve and a three-degree curve. The final results are

given in Table 5 on page 19 and in Fig. 13 on page 21. The results are

discussed in Section V and the discussion is summarized on page 27.

The test results relate exclusively to the resistance of the cars composing

the train—the curve resistance of the locomotive is not discussed. The results

apply only to freight trains with four-wheeled trucks ; although the resist-

ance of four-wheeled truck passenger cars of similar wheel-base is probably

not very different.

Throughout this report the terms "resistance" and "net resistance" mean
the number of pounds of tractive force required for each ton of train

weight in order to keep the train moving on straight and level track, at

uniform speed, in still air. The term "resistance on the curve" means the

number of pounds of tractive force required for each ton of train weight in

order to keep the train moving on a level curve, at uniform speed, in still

air. "Curve resistance" is the difference between resistance on the curve

and net resistance, divided by the degree of the curve ; and it is expressed

therefore in pounds per ton per degree of curve.

The tests were undertaken primarily to determine the relative merits

of three designs of freight car trucks, that is, to determine the effects

•This paper is an abridgment of Bulletin 167, of the Engineering Experiment
Station of the University of Illinoii.
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of truck design upon train resistance on straight track and on curves. In

arranging the tests it was clear from the outset that they would provide

an exceptional opportunity to measure curve resistance and they were so

planned as to make this their secondary purpose. To this end provision was

made to acquire and record such data as super-elevation, rail wear, variation

in gauge, and the like, which were not of first importance for the primary

purpose.

This paper is an abridgment of Bulletin 167 of the Engineering Experi-

ment Station of the University of Illinois, and is here published by the per-

mission of M. S. Ketchum, Director of the Station. The bulletin presents

additional details concerning the test track and the trains, and a somewhat

fuller discussion of the test conditions.

II. THE TRACK AND THE TRAINS

1. The Test Track.—Both the primary and the secondary purpose

of the tests required that the trains tested be of at least a length comparable

with that of short trains in service ; and considerations of accuracy in the

resistance determination demanded that its average value be measured over a

distance of about 1000 feet, with the entire train running on the curve. These

requirements implied that the curves ought to be about 1800 feet long

;

which, of course, hampered the choice of the test track, and practically barred

from consideration curves of great curvature. The track finally chosen

for the tests consists of a three-degree left curve 1733 feet long, followed

by 296 feet of tangent which was followed by a one-degree curve 3137 feet

long; this one-degree curve was followed in turn by 3341 feet of straight

track. The test track is represented in Fig. 1.

This track was especially surveyed for tlie purposes of this work, imme-

diately preceding the tests. Elevations on both rails were measured at sta-

tions 100 feet apart ; and the curvature on each of the curves was determined

for each 100-foot interval. On the one-degree curve the track gauge was

measured every 200 feet ; and on the three-degree curve, every 100 feet.

On the one-degree curve the gauge varied from 56.4" to 57.1" and its

average was 56.7" ; on the three-degree curve it varied between 56.5" and

57.2", and averaged 56.8".

At the time the tests were made the test track was in fair condition.

The roadbed was about ten years old; it was ballasted with gravel, had a

12-foot crown, and carried a single track. The ties were of untreated oak,

about 7"x9"x8', and were spaced about 21" center to center. The rails

were Illinois Steel Company's section No. 7010, weighing 70 lb. per yard

;

they were laid with the joints staggered and joined by 22" angle splices,

secured by four bolts at each joint. On the three-degree curve rail braces

were applied, about 20 feet apart, on both rails.

On the one-degree curve the contours of the rail heads were determined

on every eighth rail ; and on the three-degree curve, on every fourth rail.

These contours are shown in Fig. 14, where the worn contours lie within
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the blackened areas of the rail diagrams. The diagram outlines represent the

contour of the unworn rail. The sections as printed are of full size.

All the calculations of resistance on the three-degree curve included in

this bulletin relate to the period during which the head end of the train

(the rear end of the dynamometer car) passed from point B to point C
(Fig. 1), a distance of 800 feet; on the one-degree curve the results relate

to the period while the head end passed from D to E, a distance of 2000 feet

;

and on the tangent the results relate to the interval from F to G—2500 feet.

With the head end at B, 11 feet of the rear end of the train were on a

tangent and the remainder of the train was on the three-degree curve ; with

the head end at D, the entire train was on the one-degree curve ; when the

head end was at F, 11 feet of the rear of the train were still on the one-

degree curve. This overhang of the train when it was about to enter

the test stretches on the three-degree curve and on the tangent arose from

failure accurately to forecast the train length when stations B and F
were located, and its slight effect has been ignored in the calculations.

While the trains passed from B to C on the three-degree curve they

were subjected to the effects of an average super-elevation of 3.71 inches

and of an average track curvature of 2°—58j^', which, in deriving the

values of curve resistance, has been taken as equivalent to 3.0 degrees.

While the trains passed from D to E on the one-degree curve they were

subjected to the effects of an average super-elevation of 0.89 inches and

of an average track curvature of 1.0 degree.

2. The Trains.—Tests were made with five trains whose principal

characteristics are indicated in Table 1. The five trains differ solely in the

construction of the trucks and in the presence or absence of load on the

cars. They were all composed of 20 identical flat-car bodies arranged in

the same order in all trains. Wheels, axles, and journal brasses were iden-

tical in all five trains; and in trains 1, 2 and 3 the load was the same and

Table 1—Train Data

Train
Number
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Fig. 2. The Test Car and the Test Crew
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The tests were begun with train No. 2 which was equipped with trucks

of type C. Truck B, which was used on trains 3 and 5, is merely truck C
with certain parts removed, and this removal was effected without dismount-

ing the trucks, or disturbing the cars or their load; for train 4 truck B was

re-converted into truck C by replacing these parts. Upon the completion of

the tests with train No. 5, it was returned to the shops, the car bodies were

lifted by a crane and the trucks removed—first removing the wheels and

axles and journal brasses. Trucks of type A were then placed in position under

the car and the wheels and axles and brasses were placed in the new trucks,

care being taken to restore each axle to its original position, and each brass

to its original journal. There was then replaced on each car the identical

load it had borne in trains 2 and 3, and the cars were re-assembled in their

original order. The train thus constituted is here designated as train No. 1.

These unusual arrangements to attain similarity among the trains were

regarded as necessary to the primary purpose of the tests—the comparison

of truck performance. While they were not essential to the determination

of curve resistance, they have not made the curve resistance results less

general in their application.

All three types of trucks were of cast steel construction, and they are

representative of trucks encountered in service. Scores of thousands of

trucks of types A and B are in freight service on American and Canadian

railroads, and the special features in the construction of truck C do not make

its action dissimilar to that of trucks in common use.

All cars were steel-underframe flat cars built from the same designs.

Their principal dimensions were

:

Height from rail to top of deck 4' 0^"
Length over striking plates 41' 6

Length between pulling faces of coupler knuckles 43' 6

Center to center of trucks 30'

Truck wheel-base 5' 6

Wheel diameter 33 "

Size of journals 5" x 9

Average height of center of gravity of empty cars above the rail . . 29.3 "

Average height of center of gravity of loaded cars above the rail. . 53.5 "

Average weight of empty cars 30,075 lb.

Average weight of car body 16,375 lb.

Average weight of each truck, complete with wheels and axles

(same for all three types) 6,850 lb.

The cars and all trucks were comparatively new ; and the brasses,

journals, wheel treads, and wheel flanges were in general in excellent con-

dition. Upon the completion of the tests all truck parts were examined.

Tested by the Master Car Builders' gauge, no sharp flanges were found ; six

flat spots, varying in length from one inch to two inches, were found on

the wheel treads ; on five brasses, out of the 160 in the trains, there was

evidence of the brass having recently run hot ; and in four brasses the babbitt

was worn through. The end play between the brasses and the journal collars

varied throughout the trains from J4" to 5^".
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III. TEST PROCEDURE, METHODS AND CONDITIONS

3. Test Program.—By "test," in this connection, is meant one con-

tinuous run with any of the trains from point B to point G on the test

track (Fig. 1). Tests were run at three sj^eeds—nominally 10, 20, and 30

miles per hour. Table 2 shows the number of tests made at each of these

speeds with each of the trains.

With each train it was the intention to run at each speed enough tests

to define a reliable average value of train resistance at that speed—reliabil-

ity being largely judged by the agreement among the resistance values. It

is to be observed that notwithstanding this intention, only one test is shown

for train No. 3 at 10 miles per hour. Actually, however, five tests were

run with this train at this speed ; but during four of them the record on

the one-degree curve was incomplete and these four were rejected because

it was desired that for each resistance value on the straight track there be a

Table 2

—

Test Program

Train
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Fig. 4. The Recordixg Apparatus and Chart ix the Dynamometer Car

Fig. 5. The Circuit Breakijjs Which Operated the Pens on the

Chronographs
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From the test car records the average gross resistance was determined

for the periods while the head of the train passed from B to C, D to E,

and F to G (Fig. 1) on the three-degree curve, the one-degree curve, and

the straight track, respectively. Correcting this gross resistance for grade

and acceleration, we obtain the net resistance on straight track and the

resistance on the curves ; and the difference between these quantities is

the desired curve resistance.

5. Correction for Grade.—The resistance due to grade was deter-

mined by use of the tonnage record and the original large-scale profile, by

means of which the height of the center of gravity of the train was deter-

mined at entrance to and exit from the test sections. On the three-degree

curve, for example, the height of the center of gravity of the train was

calculated for the position when its head end was at B. This height was

found by assuming the train to be divided into short sections, correlating

these sections with the profile, and calculating for each section the height of

its center of gravity above an assumed reference plane and its moment
about that plane. The sum of these moments divided by the train weight

gives the height of the center of gravity of the whole train. This height

when the head of the train was at C was similarly calculated ; and the

diflference between these heights defines the average grade and the resist-

ance correction due to grade for the test stretch on the three-degree curve.

6. Correction for Acceleration.—The accurate determination of accel-

eration, important in all train resistance measurements, was of especial

importance in these tests, because the test sections were short and the work

to produce acceleration might, if uncontrolled, constitute a large share of

the total work performed on the train in moving it over these sections;

and any errors in the determination of the acceleration correction might

consequently occasion large errors in net resistance. For this reason precau-

tions were taken to maintain as nearly uniform a speed as possible over the

test track and to measure with as much accuracy as possible the speeds at

entrance to and exit from the test sections.

To facilitate the control of speed, a speed indicator was installed in

the locomotive cab and the engineer was instructed not only to approach

the test track at the predetermined speed, but to maintain until the end of the

run the speed at which he passed the point B (Fig. 1). While it proved

impossible precisely to conform to these instructions, his efforts did result

in a much more uniform speed and a smaller acceleration correction than

would otherwise have been attained.

The speed at the limits of the test sections (points B, C, D, E, F, and G
in Fig. 1) was measured by means of two chronographs, one of which was
located in a station building near A and the other within the test car. Two
chronographs were used in order that the data might still be complete in

case either of them failed to give a useful record. At each section limit

—

point B, for example—were placed two circuit breakers or "trips," like the

one shown in the middle foreground of Fig. 5. These trips were located

equidistant from B ; they were accurately spaced either 60 feet or 120
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feet apart, depending on the speed at which the tests were to be run, and

they were connected in series in an electric circuit which extended along

the track. This circuit controlled a magnet mounted on the drum chrono-

graph in the station at A, and the magnet operated a pen which drew a

line on the chronograph chart. As the test car passed each trip its upper

arm was displaced by a striking board mounted on the side of the car as

shown in Fig. 5, and the circuit through the trip was thereby broken until

the lower arm fell into the fork at the base and reestablished it. This

momentary interruption of the current caused an offset in the line drawn on

the chronograph chart by the pen above referred to. The distance on the

chart between these offsets represents, to some scale, the distance between

trips. Another magnet-controlled pen drew on the chart a second line

parallel to the one just mentioned. The magnet of this pen was actuated

by a contact device in a clock, which broke contact every half second and

thereby caused offsets in the time record at these intervals. By correlating

the time and distance records on the chart the time elapsed in passing from

trip to trip was evaluated and the average speed between trips was calculated.

This average speed is the speed at the instant the head of the train passed

the point B, because even though speed variation might have occurred in

passing from trip to trip, the rate of variation over so short a distance

must have been substantially uniform. In similar manner the speeds as

the train passed the other section limits were established. Knowing these

speeds, the mean accelerations in passing from B to C, D to E, and F to G
were determined and the corrections for acceleration resistance were cal-

culated therefrom.

As stated above, a second chronograph was installed within the test car.

On the paper ribbon of this instrument there were also drawn a distance

record and a time record by pens controlled by electro-magnets. One of

these magnets was connected in series with a circuit breaker mounted on

the end of the trunnion which supported the striking board hung from the

side of the test car, and shown in Fig. 5. This breaker opened at the instant

the board struck the track trip and it was closed again as the board was

drawn back into striking position by the spring shown in the figau*e. This

interruption of the current caused offsets in the distance record corresponding

to the positions of the track trips." The time record on the car chronograph

was obtained by means similar to those used on the station instrument,

except that in this case the time intervals were marked by a contact-breaking

chronometer which operated every one-fifth of a second. Because of its

superior time record, most of the speed calculations are based upon records

obtained from this chronograph in the test car, the records from the station

instrument being resorted to only when the former were incomplete.

7. Journal Temperature.—Journal temperature has an important in-

fluence on train resistance, and the resistance of a train running at any

given speed will steadily decrease until its journals reach their maximum
temperature. In order therefore to ensure uniformity of operating conditions

in this respect a recording thermometer was mounted on the first car
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of the test trains, the bulb of the instrument being inserted in a hole drilled

in the brass of one of the journals of the leading axle. The arrangement

is shown in Fig. 6. In preparation for each test the train was backed up

several miles from the entrance to the test track and was run sufficiently

at the test speed to bring its journal temperature to a condition of equili-

brium ; that is, it was run until, when the train reached the point A, the tem-

perature shown on the thermometer had reached the maximum value attain-

able at the speed at which the test was to be run. All tests at like speeds

were run under journal temperatures very nearly alike, and all the results

Fig. 6. The Recording Thermometer Used to Measure Car Journal

Temperature

presented in the bulletin show the train resistance when, for the various

speeds, temperature equilibrium had been nearly or quite attained in the

journals.

8. Correction for Wind Resistance.—Net resistance and resistance

on the curve, while they necessarily include the resistance due to still air,

ought properly to be corrected for the resistance due to such winds as

prevailed during each test. Although from the test car records the velocity

of the wind and its angle with respect to the track have been calculated for

each test, no attempt has been made to apply such corrections. The failure
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to do so is justified by the facts that the winds were unusually light, that

their effects on flat cars are small, and that the uncertainty concerning the

magnitude of wind resistance might have introduced errors almost as great

as the corrections themselves. Furthermore, while the wind velocity

during any one test did not always remain the same on the curves and on

the straight track, it did not vary greatly, and the wind resistance errors

remaining in the resistance on the curve and in the resistance on the straight

track were generally substantially the same for each test ; consequently,

since curve resistance is the difference between these two quantities, the

wind resistance errors are practically eliminated from the calculated curve

resistance by the process of subtraction.

9. Weather Conditions.—The weather during the tests was gen-

erally fair and warm, and favorable to the development of uniform and

minimum train resistance. Only 7 of the 101 tests were run during rain

or on wet rails. In only two tests did the wind velocity exceed 15 miles

per hour. The range in weather conditions for tests with each of the five

trains is presented in Table 3.

10. Methods of Calculation.—The methods used in deriving the

final results of the tests are, in general, the same as those described on

pages 86-95 of Bulletin 43 of the Engineering Experiment Station of the

University of Illinois.

Table 3

—

Summary of Test Conditions
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the nominal speed of 10 miles per hour, the average net resistance on the

straight track was 3.50 pounds per ton, and the average speed was 10.85

miles per hour. Table 6 provides similar individual and average values of

resistance and speed for train No. 1 on each of the two curves; and Tables

7, 8, 9 and 10 give the same sort of information for the other four trains.

These five tables embody all the direct results of the tests.

•ft
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middle group of points; and the eight tests at 30 miles per hour give

the right-hand group—all these points being defined by the co-ordinates

given in the third and fourth columns of Tabic- 7. In each group of

points the black dot represents the average value of the co-ordinates

of the points in that group, and it is plotted from the "average values"

shown in Tabic 7. The curve shown in the figure has been drawn to

pass through these black dots, and this curve is accepted as defining the

relation between net resistance and speed for train No. 2 when running on

the straight track. In similar manner, using the co-ordinates from columns

5 and 6 of Table 7, the curve in the center of Fig. 7 was drawn to define

the relation between resistance and speed on the one-degree curve ; while

the curve at the top, plotted from the co-ordinates in the last two columns
,

of Table 7, represents this relation on the three-degree curve. Similar

diagrams showing the relation between resistance and speed on the tangent

and both curves were drawn for each of the other four trains ; but these

diagrams are not here presented.

It may be useful to restate briefly some of the facts relating to the

results of the individual tests plotted in Fig. 7. Each point represents the

mean resistance for a period during which the train ran entirely on straight

track, entirely on the one-degree curve, or entirely on the three-degree curve.

For each point representing resistance on the straight track, there are two

corresponding points representing resistance on the curves, all three resist-

ance values being derived from measurements made within a period of a

few minutes and from the same train operating under nearly identical

conditions. For each point the resistance value has been corrected for

resistance due to grade and acceleration, but not for the slight wind

resistance which may have existed.

While the production of diagrams like Fig. 7 was designated above

as the first step in deriving curve resistance from the test results, the plot-

ting of the points representing the results of individual tests is not essential

to the process ; for the curves in these diagrams can be drawn—and they

actually were so drawn—by limiting consideration to the three points

(the black dots) which represent for each nominal speed the average rela-

tion between resistance and speed.

If consideration be limited to the average values of resistance and speed

for train No. 2, we may plot these values as in Fig. 9, and draw the three

curves there shown to define the resistance-speed relations for this train.

These curves in Fig. 9 are identical with those in Fig. 7. In like manner,

curves showing these relations for the four other trains have been pro-

duced and they are presented in Figs. 8, 10, 11 and 12. In all five figures

the points are plotted by using the co-ordinates designated as "average

values" in Tables 6 to 10 in Appendix 1. The relation between the figures,

the trains, and the tables is as follows :

Fig. 8, applying to train No. 1, is derived from Table 6.

Fig. 9, applying to train No. 2, is derived from Table 7.

Fig. 10, applying to train No. 3, is derived from Table 8.

Fig. 11, applying to train No. 4, is derived from Table 9.

Fig. 12, applying to train No. 5, is derived from Table 10.
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13. Final Results—Curve Resistance.—The resistance due to track

curvature being the difference between the resistance on straight track and

the resistance on the curve, the differences, at any speed, between the

ordinates of the three lines 'drawn in Fig. 8, for example, will give the

values of resistance due to track curvature at that speed for train No. 1.

In this discussion, however, the values of resistance due to curvature are

presented only for three speeds, which closely approach the general average

test speeds, namely 10, 20 and 30 miles per hour ; because, since the lines

in the figure are defined by only three points, their validity is questionable

except in the immediate vicinity of those points.

7
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On the three-degree curve the resistance is 5.59, and the difference between

this and 3.50 (resistance on the tangent) gives 2.09 pounds per ton as the

total resistance due to curvature; in this instance, the curvature being 3.0

degrees, the value of curve resistance is 2.09 -^ 3 = 0.70 pounds per ton per

degree. Similar values of resistance due to curvature, similarly derived, for

all trains and all speeds, are given in columns 6 and 7 of Table 4. The

10

^9

\
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%

r

Fig. 11.
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figure the the lines marked "average" show, for each curve, the average

values of curve resistance for all five of the trains. The numerals on the

lines in Fig. 13 are the train numbers. Fig. 13, like Table 5, presents

the final results of these tests.

10

\
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Table 4

—

Values of Resistance on the Straight Track and on the
Curves at 10, 20 and 30 Miles per Hour, and the Derived Values
OF Curve Resistance
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While car weight influences net resistance, it does so chiefly through

its eflFect on journal friction, and this effect is nearly, if not quite, the same

on straight track and on curves. The effect will consequently not appear

in the curve resistance, which is derived by -subtracting the resistance on

straight track from the resistance on the curve. Nevertheless, a reason

for the divergence among the results has been sought in the difference in

car weight by averaging the results separately for the three loaded trains

and the two empty trains. These averages are tabulated below.

Average Values of Curve Resistance for the Loaded and the Empty
Trains—Pounds per Ton per Degree

Train
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No. 1 at 30 miles per hour. The values of curse resistance for this train

at this speed have been separately calculated for the tests on the wet rail

and for those on the dry rail, with the following results

:

Curve Resistance of Train No. 1 at 30 Miles per Hour—Pounds per

Ton per Degree

Average for the 5 tests run on wet rail.

.\verage for the 6 tests run on dry rail.

.Average for all 11 tests (as in Table 5).

On the
One-Degree

Curve

0.87
1.17
1.00

On the
Three-Degree

Curve

0.57
0.65
0.61

The relation between these values lends some support to the inference

drawn above, namely, that curve resistance is probably diminished when

rails and wheels are wet. The showing does not, however, help to explain

the divergence among the test results exhibited in Fig. 13; for, instead of

having a low curve resistance, train No. 1 at 30 miles per hour has a higher

resistance on both curves than any other train. Whatever may be the

5pee<:/ /n M//es per /-/oc/r

Fig. 13. Curve Resistance at 10, 20 and 30 Miles per Hour for ELach

OF THE FrvE Trains, and the Average Valites for All the Trains
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influence of the wet rail, it lias obviously been overtopped in this instance

by some other influence.

It is a common experience in measuring train resistance to find that for

a given train, it will vary from time to time even under conditions which

are apparently identical. Such variation is commonly attributed to momen-
tary changes in flange resistance and oscillatory resistances ; and if any

of the divergent points of Fig. 13 were based upon one test only, its

divergence could plausibly be attributed to such changes. There is in

Fig. 13 only one point based on a single test—the one which defines

the curve resistance for train No. 3 at 10 miles per hour ; but this point

in the diagram for the one-degree curve nearly coincides with the average

for all trains, and on the diagram for the three-degree curve it is not

notably divergent. All other values plotted in Fig. 13 are averages of

the results from three or more tests, and, consequently, the momentary or

periodic variations in train resistance referred to above oflfer no acceptable

explanation for the variation in the test results.

The information at our disposal seems inadequate to account for the

differences in the curve resistance of the five trains as exhibited in Table 5

and Fig. 13. Some of the variation may be due to inaccuracies in the test

appliances and methods ; but much of it must be regarded as unaccounted

for, and likely to be encountered in trains in service. The total range in

curve resistance for all tests is from a minimum of 0.12 of a pound to a

maximum of 1.00 pound per ton per degree of curve. If from the results

on the one-degree curve we exclude the two most divergent—^those for train

1 at 30 m.p.h. and for train 4 at 20 m.p.h.—the general range in the value

of curve resistance on both curves is from 0.25 to 0.75 of a pound per

ton per degree.

16. The Influence of Track Curvature.—The best available meas-

ure of the influence of track curvature on curve resistance afforded by these

tests is the average result for all trains, irrespective of speed. This average

is presented in the last line of Table 5. For the one-degree curve it

amounts to 0.51 of a pound per ton per degree of curve; and for the

three-degree curve, 0.54 of a pound per ton per degree. Obviously the only

conclusion to be drawn from these results is that the sharpness of the

curve has no effect on curve resistance expressed in pounds per ton per

degree of curve. Whether this conclusion would hold good for curves of

a curvature greater than three degrees cannot be determined from these

tests. It is to be regretted that the test program did not include tests on

curves of greater curvature; but, as has been intimated, it was impracticable

to do so.

17. The Influence of Speed on Curve Resistance.—If in Fig. 13

we confine our attention to the lines representing the average curve resist-

ance for all five trains, we find on the one-degree curve no regular varia-

tion of curve resistance with speed. From 10 miles per hour to 20 miles

per hour the curve resistance decreases, but it increases as we pass from

20 to 30 miles per hour. If, however, we exclude from consideration the
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apparently abnormal value for train No. 1 at 30 miles, the curve resistance

constantly declines with speed, and at a fairly uniform rate—the values being

0.52, 0.46 and 0.44 at 10, 20 and 30 miles per hour, respectively. Considering

the individual trains on the one-degree curve w^e find no regularity in the

variation with speed, except for train No. 2.

On the three-degree curve the average values of curve resistance

decrease regularly with the speed, being respectively, 0.64, 0.58 and 0.41 ; the

rate of decrease between 10 miles and 20 miles is the same as on the one-

degree curve, but between 20 and 30 miles it is considerably greater. Three

of the individual trains show on the three-degree curve a similar decrease

of resistance with speed ; but trains 3 and 5 present results which vary

irregularly.

CIO

While the data do not warrant an unqualified conclusion concerning the

influence of speed, they do support the inference that in passing from

10 to 30 miles per hour there is, in general, a decrease in curve resistance

on both curves. The well-known action of the wheel flanges on curves, and

common experience in operating freight trains on curves super-elevated for

high speed trains also support this inference—for the reasons developed

below.

On any curve whose outer rail is super-elevated there is, for any car,

one speed of operation at which the car trucks have no more tendency to

run toward either rail than they have on straight track, where both rail-

heads are at the same level. At lower speeds the trucks tend constantly to

run down against the inside rail of the curve, and thereby increase the

flange friction ; while at higher speeds they run toward the outer rail, with

the same effect. This may be made clearer by reference to the accompanying

diagram, which represents the forces which operate on a car at Its center of
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gravity (0). With the car at rest on the curve there is a component of the

weight (W) which tends to move the car down toward the inner rail.

This component is represented by the line Oe, equal to bd. When the car

moves along the track centrifugal force (C) comes into play, and the car

action is controlled by the force R, which is the resultant of W and C. The

force R likewise has a component (gf) which, although smaller than bd,

still tends to move the car toward the inner rail. This tendency persists

until, with increasing speed, the value of C becomes great enough to cause

the line of operation of R to coincide with OA, the center line of the

track perpendicular to the plane of the rail. At this critical or balancing

speed the component gf is reduced to zero and there is no longer any tendency

of the trucks to run toward either rail. If the speed be still further in-

creased, the component gf arises again, but now on the opposite side

of the center line OA and of opposite sense, causing the trucks to tend

toward the outer instead of the inner rail and thereby reviving the extra

flange friction. It should be emphasized that the flange friction arising

from the play of the forces here under discussion is distinct from, and in

excess of, the flange friction which arises from the action of the flanges

in forcing the truck to follow the track curvature. This excess being a

variable element of curve resistance, we may expect to find that curve

resistance reaches a minimum value when this excess reduces to zero, that

is, when the car speed reaches the critical value above referred to.

This critical speed depends only on the super-elevation, the track

gauge, and the radius of track curvature. Using the appropriate values for

these quantities, the critical speeds have been calculated for these tests

and found to be 36 miles per hour on the one-degree curve, and 43 miles per

hour on the three-degree curve. Since curve resistance probably reaches its

minimum value at these speeds, and since they both lie beyond the maximum
speed attained on any of the tests, we might expect to find that, within the

range of the test speeds, there would be a general decrease of curve resist-

ance with speed such as has been disclosed in the discussion of Fig. 13.

18. The Applicability of the Results in Freight Service.—Ques-

tion may very properly be raised as to whether the results of these tests are

generally applicable to all ordinary freight trains or whether, because of

some of the conditions surrounding the tests, their results are limited in

their application. The conditions with respect to which such doubt may be

entertained are

:

(i) The track construction. It was inferior to that of most main

line track.

(b) The average load per car varied from 15.1 to 48.6 tons—a little

more than one-half of the usual freight service range.

(c) The weather was warm.

(d) The wear of the rails may not be typical.

(e) The super-elevation may differ from that usually encountered.
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The first three of these items may be disposed of in the same manner

and they are therefore considered together. Rail, weight and general track

construction can influence only two elements of train resistance, namely,

rolling resistance and the so-called track resistance. Average weight per

car influences resistance only through its effect on journal friction. The air

temperature, likewise, influences resistance through its effect on journal

friction. All three of these effects will undoubtedly be of the same magni-

tude on straight track and on the curve. Suppose, for illustration, that

any of the trains had been run on better track and that consequently the

net resistance on straight track would have been, say, one-half pound per

ton less than it actually was during the tests, under some particular set

of conditions. It seems certain that under these same conditions, on the

curved track, the total resistance on the curve would likewise have been

one-half pound less than it actually was during the tests. In deriving curve

resistance, however, we subtract resistance on straight track from total

resistance on the curve, and in this process the half-pound difference referred

to would obviously disappear, and the resulting value of curve resistance

would have been the same as it actually was on the inferior track. The
same sort of argument may be applied to the effects of car weight and air

temperature—and the same conclusion drawn. We may therefore conclude

that the test results are equally applicable to track of varying excellence of

construction, to the entire range of car weight encountered in service, and

to winter as well as summer temperatures.

There are reasons for assuming that curve resistance is affected by

the condition of the rail-head, as regards its wear. While there is, obviously,

no standard of rail wear with which the wear of the rails on the test curves

may be compared, inspection of Fig. 14 indicates that, under general prac-

tice, the rails were not ready to be replaced, that they may be regarded

as having served about one-half their life, and that they are consequently

in "average" condition.

The effect of super-elevation has been discussed in the preceding section,

the discussion indicating that excessive super-elevation will cause an increase

in curve resistance up to the critical or balancing speed, which lies generally

beyond the maximum speed of freight trains. While practice varies con-

siderably, super-elevation lies usually between the limits of ^^" and 1" per

degree of curve. On the one-degree curve of the test track the average

super-elevation, 0.89", lies within these limits. On the three-degree curve,

however, the super-elevation was 3.71", which is in excess of these ordinary

limits. We may infer therefore that the curve resistance results on the

three-degree curve are slightly greater than those ordinarily to be encoun-

tered on curves of this curvature.
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Fig. 14. Contour Limits of the Worn Rail Heads on the Tangent
AND the Curves
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VI. SUMMARY

The bulletin presents the results of 101 tests made with five freight

trains in order to find the excess of their resistance on curve track over that

on straight track. This excess, termed curve resistance, was determined

on a one-degree curve and a three-degree curve; it is expressed

throughout in pounds per ton per degree of curve. On each curve tests

were made with each train at three speeds—nominally 10, 20 and 30 miles

per hour.

The tests were made on track of fair construction, laid with 70-Ib.

rails. The average gross weight of the cars composing the test trains

varied from 15.1 tons to 48.6 tons. The tests were run during warm
weather, the air temperature varying from 62 to 95 degrees Fahr. During

only two tests did the wind velocity exceed 15 miles per hour. All but

seven of the tests were run when wheels and rails were dry.

The average values of curve resistance derived from the test results

are presented in Table 5 and in Fig. 13. Both the table and the figure give

the results for each train at each of the three speeds, and also the average

results for all trains. All the results apply to periods during which the

entire train ran upon curved track.

On the one-degree curve the average curve resistance amounted to 0.52,

0.46 and 0.55 pounds per ton per degree of curve, at speeds of 10, 20 and 30

miles per hour, respectively. On the three-degree curve it amounted to 0.64,

0.58 and 0.41 pounds per ton per degree at the respective speeds. Disregard-

ing distinctions in speed, the general average curve resistance for all trains

was 0.51 pounds per ton per degree on the one-degree curve, and 0.54

pounds per ton per degree on the three-degree curve.

Since the super-elevation on the three-degree curve was a little greater

than is customary, it is probable that the results for this curve are some-

what greater than the curve resistance ordinarily to be encountered on this

curvature. The excess is probably slight.

Excluding the results obtained on the one-degree curve with one

train at 30 miles per hour, the average results for all trains show, on

both curves, a decrease in curve resistance as the speed increases. The rate

of decrease is not great, nor is it uniform.

The general average curve resistance, disregarding speed distinctions,

was practically the same on the two curves. The test results offer no clue

as to whether the curve resistance would have varied with track curvature

had it been practicable to test the trains on a greater variety of curves.

The few tests run on wet rail afford some evidence that curve resistance

is diminished when rails and wheels are wet.

The analysis of the results presented in Section V indicates that they

may safely be applied to predict the curve resistance of all freight trains,

running on either good or poor track, and under either summer or winter

temperatures. It is not certain whether the results are applicable to track

curvatures much in excess of three degrees.
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Appendix 1

THE IMMEDIATE RESULTS OF THE TESTS

The immediate results of the tests are embodied in Tables 6, 7, 8, 9 and

10 of this Appendix. As has been indicated, the calculations made from

the original test data provide, for each test, a value of mean resistance and

a corresponding value of mean speed on the straight track, a similar pair

of values on the one-degree curve, and a third pair on the three-degree curve.

Tables 6 to 10 present these values of resistance and speed for each of

the five trains. The values are arranged in the tables in three groups,

one group for each of the three speeds at which the tests were run

—

nominally 10, 20 and 30 miles per hour.

The tables also show for each of the groups the average values of

resistance and speed for all tests included in the group. These average

values are the co-ordinates of the points plotted in Figs. 8 to 12 in the body

of the bulletin.

Table 6

—

^Values of Resistance and Speed Obtained from the Tests

Made with Train No. 1
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Table 7

—

Values of Resistance and Speed Obtained from the Tests

Made with Train No. 2
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Table 9

—

Values of Resistance and Speed Obtained from the Tests

Made with Train No. 4



THE HIGHWAY GRADE CROSSING PROBLEM
By Robert H. Ford,

Assistant Chief Engineer, Rock Island Lines

The highway system of the United States has undergone a most rapid

and startling transformation within the last few years until it has now

become one of the principal transportation agencies of the country. This,

in turn, has resulted in complicating the highway grade crossing situation

and makes it one of the most important problems confronting the American

public today, largely because of the wide diversity of interests and political

jurisdictions under which the highway system is supervised and controlled.

Before the advent of the automobile, the highway mileage consisted

largely of public pathways meandering through the country without respect

to curvature or gradients and with little regard for principles of economic

location. The main thing was to permit horse-drawn vehicles eventually

to reach their* destination. Time and convenience, as understood today,

were given little consideration, and except at special locations, the safety

factor was not serious because of the slow vehicular movement.

Highway maintenance was in keeping with methods of location. The
sun and wind were the two principal agencies, except in the larger com-

munities. A vast mileage also served as a convenient medium for the farmer

to work out his taxes. He could devote a few days now and then with

his farm wagon in filling up the holes in the road, or in making crude

repairs to the smaller bridges spanning the waterways.

But, overnight, as it were, a great mileage of modern highways has

been developed. Roads have been transformed from country lanes into

broad thoroughfares, graded, drained, and paved in the most approved

fashion, and constructed at costs which rival the cost per mile of a modern

steam railroad, with track, bridges and signals complete.

The public highways of the United States may be grouped about as

follows

:

(1) City Streets.—Wholly within the control of municipalities,

and supervised and directed by approximately 3100 independent organ-

izations.

(2) Boulevards and Park Roads.—Controlled by park commis-
sioners and usually independent of municipal authorities with respect

to standards, public markings, maintenance, etc. There are approxi-

mately 3000 principal commissions of this character in our larger

centers.

(3) County Roads.—Under the control of county judges, road

commissioners, etc. Independent of each other and of any central

body, and subject to their own views with respect to location of

the rc^ds and grade crossings thus created or closed, safety and
convenience of the public, highway markings and standards, character

of maintenance, etc. There are about 145,000 of these separate bodies

in the United States in charge of highways.

Paper presented before Western Society of Engineer.s, April 25, 1927. Reprintcil
by permission.
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(4) State Highways.—More or less under the control of state

highway commissions and independent of municipal or county authori-

ties. One in every State, or forty-eight commissions. E^ch state com-

mission is a law unto itself with respect to location of roads or cross-

ings, standards of maintenance, highway markings, etc.

(5) Federal Roads and Highways.—Controlled by Federal

agencies, and except for the State-aid roads, more or less independent of

state, county or municipal authorities.

From the foregoing it will be seen that our highway systems are in

the hands of over 150,000 unrelated bodies more or less independent of

each other and political in their composition, except as they may, from

time to time, delegate their powers to persons competent by training

and experience in such matters.

It is not difficult, therefore, to understand why our grade crossing

situation both at highway and railway intersections is in «such a chaotic

state. Also why our highway marking system is so widely diflFerent over

the country, to the utter confusion of the traveller, or why there is no

uniformity of standards for protection at railway grade crossings. The

excellent systems in some sections are neutralized by complete reversals of

practices in other sections—to the bewilderment and danger of the highway

user.

It also serves to throw some light on the reason why in 1926 there

were 600,000 people injured and 20,819 killed in accidents on highways

and at highway intersections; and 6991 persons injured and 2492 killed

at railroad crossings in the United States.

Railroads Are Public Property

While the railway system will probably always remain the principal

agency for transport, the newly developing highway system is of equal

importance to the public, and is used by a vastly greater number of persons

than either the waterways or the railways for profit and pleasure. These

three systems comprise the great transportation mediums of the country.

There is, in many respects, a striking similarity in the development

of the American railway system and the fundamentals of the national

highway system. From small beginnings the railroads developed during the

past 100 years until they now form a vast network spreading out over the

States, and comprising 258,000 miles of main lines, feeder and branch lines

equivalent to 8.68 miles per 100 square miles of area. The American railway

system now rivals in every respect all transportation mediums of the entire

world, a result which has been successfully accomplished in the face of

steadily rising costs and without subsidy or assistance from Federal, State

or other public agencies. This is the direct opposite for its rivals, the

waterways and highways transport system.

The three transport systems are essentially for public use and are

owned by the public irrespective of the popular notion that its railway

system is a private organism, for while true in a legal or technical sense,

it is not so in public application. The fact is that 94 per cent of railway
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ownership is distributed among hundreds of thousands of small holdings, or

held in trust for the benefit of many millions of individuals, while its secu-

rities now form one of the principal repositories for the savings of the

small investor and for their trust and reserve funds principally through

the medium of insurance companies, estates and similar agencies. Ownership

equities of the American railway system are in the hands of more than

sixty millions of people and represent a much larger public holding than

the securities of the public highway or water transport systems.

Railways Have Unified Control

Meanwhile the wages which the railways must pay; the conditions

under which its employees shall work; the rates which they may charge for

services and the form and character of this service, are controlled by the

general public through Federal and State commissions set up for the purpose.

It will be seen, therefore, that the railways have, in reality, passed to

public ownership in a much larger sense than many other public agencies

and it is but a polite fiction to say that they are private organizations.

The American system of railway transport is directed by public

opinion and so organized as to function as a single composite unit with

respect to methods of operation, standards and practices of construction,

maintenance and transportation. It works in close alliance with and func-

tions through a dual organization consisting on the one hand of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission (representing the Government) and the state

utility commission (representing the States) and on the other, through highly

skilled railway administrators, developed by long processes of training

and education in the science of transportation.

To keep this great system modernized and standardized there has been

developed a powerful auxiliary force of experts who function as the Amer-
ican Railway Association, and who also work in close alliance with the

Interstate and State commissions and the several railways or component

parts of the national railway system. This expert organization is supervised

by the executive officers of the individual roads and so subdivided and

organized as to group together, for advisory purposes, specialists in every

form of transport service, such as transportation, mechanical, engineering,

signaling, maintenance, safety, etc. It is through these organizations that

standardization and uniformity of practices are secured to keep the railway

system in step with the needs of the country and immediately responsive in

the production of safe and convenient transportation.

Highway System Not Co-ordinated

The highway system, in a similar sense, is also owned by the public,

being one of its three great systems of transportation and equally neces-

sary for its convenience. It is built and maintained by public funds and now
comprises 2,862,197 miles of roads, exclusive of streets and park road

mileage in communities with a population of 2000 or over. These roads

may be divided as follows

:
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(1) The Federal-State, or Federal Aid Highway System,
approximately 200,347 miles

(2) County, Township and other public roads 2,661,850 miles

Total 2,862,197 miles

In contrast with the railway transport system with its centralized

operating agency and close working alliance with the general public through

the Interstate and State railway commissions, the highway system is operated

by a vast unwieldy body of unrelated organizations with continually chang-

ing personnel, and except for a relatively small portion of the total mileage,

where the duties have been delegated to competent persons, there is only

fragmentary knowledge of the economic problems with which these high-

way authorities are confronted. It is not surprising, therefore, that stag-

gering sums of public funds are being wasted annually on the highways and

that an enormous number of unnecessary accidents and casualties occur.

These casualties would be greatly reduced if co-ordinated control of these

political subdivisions were set up and the highway transport system co-

ordinated and modeled, as far as practical, on the system which the public

has built up for its railway transportation system.

Many Highways Are Unnecessary

Overnight, as it were, the horse-drawn vehicle has practically dis-

appeared from the highways, to be replaced by the self-propelled vehicle

of from five to twenty times the weight and three to ten times greater speed,

and with maximum passenger and freight carrying capacities equivalent to

railway coaches and freight cars.

This rapid change has made possible such great changes in highway

transport as to render unnecessary and undesirable a vast highway mileage

of the horse-drawn-vehicle age which now constitutes an enormous drain

on the public treasury and an ever increasing burden for upkeep as well as

outstanding menace to public safety. Their continuation is an economic

public liability.

It has been stated by a prominent highway authority that with proper

education and scientific planning, approximately 30 per cent of the county,

township and miscellaneous highways would be unnecessary, and their aboli-

tion would reduce proportionately the number of existing highway inter-

sections and railway crossings, and operate in turn to decrease the annual

cost of maintenance with its excess burden of taxation, and what is more,

decrease the annual toll of lives and casualties at grade crossings. A
partial study in several western states seems fully to justify this statement.

Useless Roads Cause Heavy Tax Burden

Our system of indirect taxation makes it very difficult for the average

citizen to realize how much better off he would be financially if this great

burden of unnecessary highways with its incubus, the dangerous grade

crossing, were taken from his back and the highway system properly cor-

related between trunk and feeder lines, unnecessary branches being lopped
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off wherever their economic necessity cannot be shown. But the application

of this principle will first require proper recognition of the economic

advantage of properly correlated national railway, highway and water trans-

port systems and relieve multitudinous highway bodies of their authority on

standardization, maintenance and operation. This work should be delegated

to a properly qualified state authority functioning through state utility

commissions, who, in turn, should be required to work through a national

authority associated with the Interstate Commerce Commission with respect

to public policy in the production of safe and convenient highway trans-

portation.

New Organization Proposed

It is a matter for serious consideration whether Federal highway aid

should not be withheld until some satisfactory organization of this character

has been properly developed by the states.

One of the practical results that this would doubtless accomplish

would be to require a clearer and more comprehensive understanding of

the strategic location and development for through trunk highways, and

their relationship with secondary or feeder roads than now exists ; as

well as a more rational authority for their projection from Federal and

State sources.

The more important secondary feeder lines would thus become
tributary in fact to the trunk road, and bear the same relation that a feeder

does to the main line of a railway. What is equally important, it would

permit the prompt closing of branch roads and railway crossings as they

become unnecessary through the development of the highway system, in

much the same manner as branch line mileage is treated on the steam

roads. With the railway, when their public necessity has ceased, such

branches are torn up and not permitted to remain as a liability on the main

system, whereas, with relatively few exceptions, the unnecessary branch

highway liabilities continue.

Should Be Based on Thorough Study

The public has already expended enormous sums for the new and

improved thoroughfares with vastly increased hauling and speed capacities,

making distances no longer the comparable factor that they were heretofore.

Our unrelated highway system divides into three groups

:

Group 1—Municipal streets and park roads.

Group 2—Interstate or Federal-State trunk highways.

Group 3—County, township and miscellaneous roads ; and as previously

shown, controlled by unrelated political sub-divisions with a large mileage in

Group 1 and Group 3 rendered unnecessary by the development and improve-

ment of the highways in Group 2. It is on the latter group that Federal

and State highway funds have been principally expended.

It is apparent, therefore, that the Federal-State roads of Group 2,

with suitable secondary or feeder connections from Group 1 and Group 3,
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constitute the essence of the public highway system, to be fostered and

developed as far as practicable in the same manner as the steam railway

system has been developed in the same interest.

It is also in the collective interests of all parties that a thoroughly

scientific study should be undertaken by a properly constituted national body

working with the States, and the railway, highway and waterway interests,

for the establishment of definite principles and methods for planning and

developing a properly articulated national transport system.

The importance of this is further emphasized because of the close

relationship of the highways to the railways and waterways. No such study

has been undertaken in the newly developing highway system, for which

the national and state treasuries are annually appropriating large sums

of money. All three are being supported by the public at a staggering

expense.

Crossings Continued on Obsolete Roads

A large mileage of these branch highways now obsolete through the

building of the existing trunk system, carry their proportion of unnecessary

grade crossings. These crossings are being continued although there is

every reason why they should be closed ; because, through lack of correla-

tion, definite planning, and in the absence of any central authority, there

is usually an insistent local demand for their continuance, or for a grade

separation, which would not be the case if there was better co-operation in

locating the roads between these independent highway authorities and with

mandatory authority lodged at some central source.

Grade separations are frequently compelled at such crossings because

utility commissions, in many States, have no legal authority to close such

highways, or compel suitable relocation, although aware that the public

interest as a whole does not demand either the grade crossing or the

separation. Utility commissions are usually unwilling to assume responsi-

bility of continuing a crossing at grade, when its hazardous condition has

been officially called to their attention, and are also not inclined to assume

responsibility for modern forms of highway protection. As they have no

jurisdiction over the Federal, State or country highway authorities, a separa-

tion of grades on the unnecessary road is usually the easiest way out

irrespective of the economic or financial problem involved ; although it

should be said in justice to some of the state utility commissions that

this is not always the case.

Highway legislation in most states needs a thoroughgoing renovation

to put it in step with modern conditions, a fact well known to most high-

way engineering authorities.

The Federal Government and the States have already paid more than

$994,000,000 for the construction of about 50,000 miles of Federal-State

highways, and in the interest of the railways and the highways, as well as

in the interests of public safety and public expenditures, the excess high-

way grade crossings thus rendered unnecessary should now be closed.
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Remove Hazardous Crossings

This action should be immediately followed up by the removal of the

extra-hazardous grade crossings which now exist on every railway and are

alike dangerous to the public, the highways and the railways.

In the interest of public safety some way should be found by state

public utility commissions, through suitable legislation, if necessary, whereby

state highway commissions will be required to give first preferred attention

to such crossings, even though it reverses present policies of Federal-State

highway construction.

If plans of this character were carried out it would reduce the total

number of existing grade crossings in the United States from approximately

250,000 to about 75,000, of which only 10,000 are on the main trunk or

Federal-State thoroughfares. It would save a vast army of human lives

each year and reduce an appalling list of casualties as well as result in

the saving of staggering sums now being expended by the public through

the agency of the railways and the highways for the maintenance of unneces-

sary grade crossings.

The present planning of Federal-State highway roads in practically

every State bears absolutely no relation to these hazardous crossings, and

railway funds otherwise available for aid in grade crossing elimination are

thus diverted by the action of state highway commissions to crossings which

bear little or no relation to the existing extra-hazardous crossings.

The Federal-State highway system is being planned and developed

without proper co-ordination with the railway system, and as the laws under

which the Federal and State highway commissions are organized do not

require state highway commissions to be conversant with requirements in

steam railway transport, it is not altogether surprising that with all of

the money being paid out for grade crossing elimination, there still con-

tinues to be a heavy loss of life and unnecessary accidents at extra-hazard-

ous grade crossings which would otherwise have been given preference by

railways in elimination programs.

Uniformity of Protection Needed

There is also urgent need for agreement between public authorities and

the transport system for uniformity in the protection of the less hazardous

grade crossings and intersections. These crossings constitute by far the

greatest percentage of the total grade crossings and have the greatest

potential hazard for the public. A proper understanding of this problem

is of first importance, to be followed up by scientific treatment along mod-

ern lines and consistent with public safety requirements.

It is easily the greatest menace and correspondingly the greatest safety

measure before the public, yet, strange to say, it is little understood by

many public authorities in the light of modern necessities. Highway bodies

and commissions often fail to appreciate why manually operated protection

is now so frequently found insufficient and unsafe to cope with modern

conditions. Automatic forms (known as automatic flagmen) requiring

compulsory centributary action by the highway user with a uniformity of
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types and use, are recognized by experts as being the best and surest

means of public education.

It would seem that the accomplishment of this objective is so essentially

in the public interest that its importance need not be further dwelt upon,

but until the railways can deal with a national public authority with suffi-

cient jurisdiction, this menace seems destined to continue.

Number of Crossings Increases

Highway legislation of former days is not in step with modern condi-

tions of transport necessities, with the result that while vast sums of money

are being expended annually for grade crossing elimination, yet the number

of grade crossings continues to increase each year by official sanction

irrespective of the almost criminal hazard and liability thus created.

Some eastern states do not permit their public authorities to create addi-

tional grade crossings. In states where this is in eflfect for a number of

years, it has been found to bring about excellent results.

With a properly articulated system of trunk and feeder roads, very

few additional crossings are necessary. If such crossings were required

to be separated in the first instance and the costs apportioned by assessment

against the property and interests benefited, there would be a reasonable

decrease in this agitation. Meanwhile State public utility commissions and

other similar authorities would be relieved from the necessity of either

creating the hazard or offending their constituents.

Vehicle Operators Are Not Under Control

The self-propelled machines operating on the railways and on the

highways are now equivalent in capacity for speed, and necessarily require

the same character of systematic skilled examination, supervision, and con-

trol. The railways provide this. Their enginemen who operate the locomo-

tives are advanced to that position only after long years of training and

experience and always thereafter with continuing checks on eyesight,

discipline, habits and mental alertness. These men have behind them estab-

lished records for carefulness and with reputations for safe operation to

maintain. They are in turn supported by a staff of mechanical experts and

supervisors with facilities for thoroughgoing examinations of their ma-
chines after every trip, and backed up by stringent national safety appliance

laws with Federal inspectors to see that they are enforced. No such provi-

sion can be made by National, State, county or municipal highway authorities

because of divided responsibility, divergence of views, and defective legisla-

tion. It is only through public education that there will come laws and

regulations which wnW compel modern legislation to replace the ancient

moss-grown statutes of the horse-drawn-vehicle age with modern devices

replacing present practices so that comparable safe operation will be possible.

Roads Built With Public Funds

The Federal-State trunk highway system now completed comprises 53,958

miles. The program for extension contemplates its development into 70,752
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miles, and when finally completed 200,347 miles, with future possibilities for

development under the existing law. These highways are be'.nc; built parallel

to and across the railway system whenever in the opinion of the state high-

way authorities it appears desirable. Many of these crossings are new
and in addition to what formerly existed. In some cases the released cross-

ings are closed, but as heretofore pointed out the net result is to increase

rather than decrease the number of highwaj' grade crossings.

Under the provisions of the Federal law, to which reference has been

previously made, the government has already expended $439,339,402 to aid

in the construction of the Federal-State highway system, and the State tax-

payers have expended $555,340,454.

Since 1916 the Government of the United States has entered upon a

program of aiding in the construction of the principal trunk line mileage

constituting national or Federal-State highway systems.

The first highway act of Congress approved July 11, 1916, under the

title, "an Act to provide that the United States shall aid the States in con-

struction of rural post roads" (39 Stat. 355). In the first section it is

provided

:

"That the Secretary of Agriculture is authorized to co-operate
with the States through their respective State Highway Depart-
ments in the construction of rural post roads ; but no money appor-
tioned under this Act shall be expended until the Legislature
shall have assented to the provisions of this Act . .

."

The passage of this law resulted in the creation of the Federal Bureau
of Roads and the organization of State Highway Commissions in the sev-

eral states. These were charged with the duty of building the Federal-

State highways in conformity with the provisions of the act.

Give Bureau of Public Roads More Power

The functions of the Bureau of Public Roads are limited by this act

and largely devoted to the apportionment of Federal appropriations to the

States in the manner prescribed by law. Unfortunately the Bureau does

not have sufficient or proper authority under this law to regulate standard

practices. Beyond this their functions are largely of an advisory and

administrative character.

The Bureau is admirably organized and administered. It is composed

of well-trained engineers qualified in the science and art of highway con-

struction and it is unfortunate for the general public that the law does

not give them sufficient power or authority to insist upon uniform standards

for construction and maintenance. In the interest of public safety and con-

venience, the power and authority of this Bureau should be enlarged along

lines similar to the Engineering Corps of the United States Army. It

should be taken from the 'Department of Agriculture, where it does not

belong, and placed under the Interstate Commerce Commission or under

the Department of Commerce, depending upon how the organization is

affected.

While the State laws creating the highway commissions of the several

States differ materially, their principal function is substantially the con-
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struction and maintenance of the Federal-State highway system,, which, as

stated, constitutes a very small part of the State high\vays. They have little

or no jurisdiction over the remaining State highways. They are largely

political in character but fortunately, through provisions of Federal require-

ment, the expenditures are made through a competent body of State engi-

neers well qualified for their duties, and their jurisdiction should be extended

over the highways in their respective states with respect to construction,

maintenance, highway marking, and standard practices, also working in close

alliance with the Federal Bureau of Public Roads.

Place State Roads Under Public Utility Commission

As the Federal and State laws of all the states now vest control of the

principal transport agencies in their respective public utility commissions,

it is difficult to see why a duplicating body in the shape of a State high-

way commission with independent authority should also exist. Simplicity of

administration and public safety would be greatly advanced if the com-

missions were abolished and the administrative functions performed under

the State public utility commission to which the state bureau of highway

engineering might well report. A change of this character would be an

outstanding advantage in the advance in the administration of the public

highway system. For the same reason it follows that the jurisdiction of

the public utility commissions should also be extended over county, town-

ship and municipal roads, in so far as they aflfect safe and convenient

public operation, and placing the control of railway grade crossing and high-

way intersections solely within their jurisdiction, similar to the Illinois law

which places the control of all grade crossings in the State within the juris-

diction of its Commerce (Public Utility) Commission. This arrangement

would permit utility commissions to extend the jurisdiction of their expert

transportation staffs (now functioning for railway or water transport)

so as to include intrastate highway and waterway transport as well.

Division of Cost Is Difficult Matter

The greatest stumbling block in the way of an orderly program for the

elimination and protection of unnecessary highway grade crossings is the

lack of common understanding on the part of the parties immediately con-

cerned regarding the apportionment of cost for the changes. It may be said

at once that there is little doubt but that the railways would look with

favor upon some systematic and orderly program of grade crossing elimina-

tion if the costs were equitably apportioned with due consideration to existing

extra-hazardous crossings and the closing of unnecessary crossings, recog-

nizing meanwhile that a proper development in the highway system may fre-

quently mean the crossing of the railways at points where no crossing at

present exists, or the occasional selection of a crossing which at the time

may not be one of the particularly burdensome crossings in the affected

area. All these problems are susceptible of solution in the interests of the

general public when there is a better understanding on the part of all con-

cerned, of the economic and safety aspects of the grade crossing problem.
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The Federal Bureau of Public Roads has outlined some admirable pro-

visions with respect to grade separation. It considers that while ultimate

elimination is the final solution, it is, after all, an economic and financial

problem, in which the more dangerous crossings on the Federal-State

highway system should be first considered, and apparently recognizes in prin-

ciple the fact that there are many extra-hazardous crossings on the several

railways which are not on the Federal-aid thoroughfares, concerning

which the railways must deal with State, county, municipal or other public

bodies, and to which railway funds must also be allocated, but as the Bureau

is concerned, under the law, with aiding in the construction of what is in

effect the national highway system, the Government is directly interested in

the elimination of the more dangerous crossings created thereby.

Federal law has clearly anticipated this in Section 2 of the Act of

Congress previously mentioned, and provides, among other things

:

"That for the purpose of this Act the term 'rural post road'

shall be construed to mean any public road over which the United
States mails now are or may hereafter be transported excluding
every street and road in a place having a population, as shown by
the latest available Federal census, of two thousand five hundred
or more, except that portion of any such street or road along which
the houses average more than two hundred feet apart ; . . . neces-

sary bridges and culverts shall be deemed parts of the respective

roads covered by the provisions of this Act."

In making appropriations for the Post Office Department for the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1923, and for other purposes. Congress further

provided

:

"For the purposes of this section and of the acts heretofore
making appropriations to aid the States in the construction of rural

post roads the term 'bridges' includes railway grade separations,

whether by means of overhead or underpass crossings." (42
Stat. 660).

Also by Section 8 in Regulation 6 of the "Rules and Regulations of the

Secretary of Agriculture for Carrying Out the Federal Railway Act,"

it is stated

:

"Grade crossings occurring on the Federal Aid Highway Sys-
tem shall be classified for priority of improvement by agreement
between the State Highway Departments and the Bureau of Public
Roads."

It will be seen from the foregoing that it is clearly the purpose of

Congress to aid in the elimination of the grade crossing hazard which

the construction of the Federal Aid System of roads must necessarily

encourage. The Federal Act was originally passed as a rider to the Agri-

cultural Bill and shows evidence of being somewhat hastily drawn and in the

light of its practical application is loosely worded and susceptible of various

interpretations. This fact has permitted a number of State highway com-
missions to nullify the clear intent of Congress and apply the Federal funds

that should otherwise be spent on grade separations for the construction of

additional highways elsewhere in the State and by taking advantage of State

laws passed during the horse-drawn-vehicle age they seek to compel the

railways to assume a far greater portion of the expense than can be

reasonably justified. This is not surprising because, as previously stated,
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state highway commissions have no responsible connection with the public

for providing necessary safe and convenient railway transport.

The railways on the other hand believe that there is no difference in

principle between withholding the Federal aid from a Federal-State highway

grade separation project, so that the money might be expended elsewhere

in the construction of roads, thereby exacting from the railways that amount

of money which would be equivalent to Federal aid, and taking the railways'

moneys for constructing highways elsewhere in the State.

Railways Must Deal with Many Local Bodies

Meanwhile, the railways are called upon to deal with other highway

bodies in cities on their problems of grade separation or track elevation,

and again with county and other bodies on crossing eliminations over which

neither the municipal nor the State highway commission has jurisdiction

each applying different reasonings and formulas, and none of them directly

concerned with its effect on public transport service by the railways. It is

not surprising, therefore, that controversy results and essential grade separa-

tions are unduly delayed, and often unsatisfactorily executed in the interests

of the public when finally undertaken.

Arbitrary Assessment of Cost Is Wrong

It is a well-developed principle of economics and in harmony with

sound business methods that apportionments of cost for public improvements

of this and like character should be apportioned on the basis of the benefits

received, but it is very difficult in some States to get State highway commis-

sions or other highway authorities to concur in this principle. A railway

is benefited by a separation of grade wherever its presence enhances the

danger of a grade crossing to the extent and degree of danger which its

presence creates, and no more. In other words, an arbitrary assessment

irrespective of the benefits received is wrong in principle and contrary to the

spirit of the common law. Federal and State laws relating to appropria-

tions for highway construction should be so amended as to require a fixed

portion to be available only for grade separation projects. By so doing it

would remove the apparently irresistible temptation from state highway

authorities to please their constituents by construction of additional high-

ways while leaving the general public to be injured and killed at hazardous

or extra-hazardous grade crossings which otherwise might be abolished.

Until some action of this kind is written into the statutes, public safety at

railway crossings must remain largely a matter of policing by the railways

with such assistance from local communities as their officers may, for the

time being, persuade them to give, until the state highway commissions,

in the state where such ruling prevails, can be brought to realize that grade

crossing elimination will be greatly accelerated on the Federal-State high-

ways, and public safety and convenience enormouslj' advanced by enlisting

co-operation with all the affected interests in such a way that the appor-

tionment of costs will be equitably spread. Also that this is much more

to be desired than the building of a few more highways.

The same principle, of course, applies in the apportionment of cost

to the protection of a vast number of hazardous and other crossings where
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highway protection is necessary. Changed conditions of public travel require

that where the hazard is sufficiently great the public will be protected and

that the costs should be apportioned on the basis of the benefits received

alike to the user of the highway and the user of the railway and other

political subdivisions or interests benefited so far as their interests can be

shown. An application of this principle would permit better and safer

protection than is now possible when public authorities undertake to saddle

the expense on a single interest and divert the tax funds collected for safe

and proper maintenance to other purposes.

General Plan Would Avoid Unnecessary Separations

State utility commissions have concurrent jurisdiction with the Inter-

state Commerce Commission over the railways in their respective states but

they have no jurisdiction over State highway commissions who are the

nearest approach in the several States to controlling the highways of their

states. Although the utility commissions may give or withhold the author-

ity for the creation of additional grade crossings, they have no authority

to alter, amend or change programs of the State highway commissions

with respect to this as pertains to highways or highway crossings, even

though by so doing the railways or public interests may require such

alterations, amendments or changes. As a result, the railways are frequently

called upon to appropriate funds for the elimination of grade crossings

which later may be rendered unnecessary and would be avoided if some cen-

tral authority interested in the railway and the highways were in a posi-

tion to enforce a plan of highway construction. The same thing applies

wath equal or greater force to the lesser political divisions in the shape of

county roads.

National Problem Based on Benefits

It will be seen from the foregoing that highway grade crossing protec-

tion for elimination is a national question and that the public is interested

through its control of the railways on the one hand and the highways

on the other hand. Also that the Federal Government is equally interested

because of its control over interstate transportation. Various other agencies

are equally interested, for example, the bus or truck lines operating for

hire, or other interests including the railways as the facts may develop.

The apportionment of cost should be on the basis of benefits received,

both with respect to elimination and crossing protection, with standard

practices adopted which will represent the best and most economical forms

of construction and maintenance throughout.

If this is worked out with proper legislation incident thereto, it will

result in the development of a plan for the elimination of dangerous

crossings, meanwhile protecting the remaining highways of lesser importance

by standard marking so that the public will become accustomed to them,

which will result in the lessening of the daily loss of life and the unneces-

sary costs incident thereto, meanwhile permitting both transportation sys-

tems better to understand the workings of one another and their relations

with the public, a fact which is impossible under the present conditions.





COMMITTEE ON BOILER FEED WATER STUDIES

FOREWORD

By C. R. Knowles, Chairman Water Service Committee.

A study of the various processes employed in the purification of feed

water for locomotives and stationary steam power plants is being carried on

by this committee in co-operation with five national technical organizations,

including the American Railway Engineering Association.

The object of the research work is to determine the fimdamental princi-

ples underlying certain phenomena which take place in steam boilers. The

committee is sponsored by the American Railway Engineering Association,

the American Water Works Association, the National Electric Light Asso-

ciation, the American Society for Testing Materials and the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers. The work has been divided between

nine sub-committees and an advisory committee.

Ten reports of the committee presented at the meeting of the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers, December, 1926, and five papers originated

by this committee and read at the meeting of the American Water Works

Association in Chicago on June 26th are included in this Bulletin, and are

presented under the direction of Committee XIII—Water Service.
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WATER TREATMENT FROM THE STANDPOINT OF
RAILROAD EFFICIENCY

E. M. Grime, Engineer Water Service, Northern Pacific Railway

It is a well-known fact that the efficiency of American railways has

been increased to a remarkable extent during the past ten or fifteen years.

This has not been brought about in any great measure by the construction

of additional lines to open up new territory, but rather by large expendi-

tures to improve existing facilities so as to give better service at less cost.

Every feature of railway operation has been scrutinized and changes made

wherever a saving could be shown either in time or operating costs. Not

the least of the savings accomplished in this manner has been the lengthen-

ing out of locomotive runs. Where it was formerly the custom to operate

over a one-hundred and one-hundred-and-fifty-mile district and then put

the locomotive into a house where it was inspected, cleaned, and repaired

if necessary, now it is run two hundred, five hundred, or in some cases as

far as nine hundred miles at a stretch requiring little more attention than

was formerly considered necessary for the shorter runs.

In those cases where the water supply is of very poor quality the

accumulation of scale and the concentration of soluble salts may still make

it desirable to wash the boiler at the end of a two hundred-mile run, but

the longer runs are now successfully made in naturally good water territory

and also equally well in those districts where through the skill of the engi-

neer and the chemist very poor waters have been treated in such a way as

to make them practically equal to the best of natural waters. On railways

where bad water conditions still exist it has been stated that the correction

of this condition promises a larger return on the required capital investment

than any other improvement that now remains to be made.

The development of railway water supply facilities has been gradual

and naturally followed the increases of traffic. In early days when locomo-

tives were small, a wayside tank holding about seven thousand gallons was

ample and the most primitive methods of pumping answered the purpose,

whereas today highly efficient pumping plants, one hundred thousand-gallon

storage tanks, and water columns delivering a flow of three thousand to

five thousand gallons per minute are demanded as a necessity to serve the

modern locomotive. Each minute of time that can be saved has a definite

value, and on eastern lines of dense traffic the rather costly open water

trackpan which permits the filling of tenders without even a stop is justified.

In early days the quality of the water received little attention and most any-

thing that was wet answered the purpose, but it was not long before certain

waters were found to cause serious trouble by foaming and also to fill up

the water spaces with a hard scale which it became increasingly difficult to

remove. Various substances known as boiler compounds were tried in an

effort to overcome this trouble, but as the natural waters in a given district

invariably differ in quality what may be a help with one is not satisfactory
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for another water, and so little was gained by this method of internal boiler

water treatment. European railways were the first to investigate methods

for improving poor boiler water, but not much was accomplished until in

1841, Clark of Scotland successfully used lime to precipitate the carbon-

ates of lime and magnesium and a few years later. Porter, an Englishman,

suggested the use of soda ash to decompose the lime and magnesium sul-

phates. A combination of these two methods for treatment of the water

before it entered the boiler was soon worked out and on account of the

simplicity of the process and the comparatively low cost of the chemicals

involved this method has become the basis for most water softening processes

as used on railways.

The desirability of using properly softened water for locomotives became

more apparent as railway traffic increased, larger locomotives were put into

service and the working conditions became more severe. In aggravated

cases locomotive boiler tubes would last only six months and the dropping

of crown sheets due to overheating by reason of the insulating effect of

heavy scale deposits was not uncommon. Leaky flues would necessitate

the attention of boiler makers after every trip, and a combination of these

troubles with foaming due to concentrated alkali salts contributed to serious

operating difficulties.

Experiments with the use of water softened by the lime-soda process

indicated that the life of tubes could be considerably increased and boiler

repairs materially reduced. This gave quite an impetus to the adoption of

methods for treating the water at those locations where it was not possible

to find a suitable natural soft water, and it is now recognized that to secure

efficient results all the water on a given engine district should be softened

in order to secure approximately uniform quality. In 1904 the Water

Service Committee of the American Railway Engineering Association

reported that 27 railways had been found to have installed water treating

plants and in 1905 15 others were following the same course, and there was

no longer any question as to the beneficial results being accomplished. It

was found that as the water was improved, boiler-maker forces could be

gradually decreased and that the savings to be accomplished were worth

while not only on this account but also by reason of the shorter time the

locomotive was held out of service and the very large improvement in

train operation.

Some of the savings accomplished were found difficult to capitalize, but

it seemed desirable to arrive at definite data by which to measure the losses

due to the use of bad water and the capital expenditure that would be justi-

fied to purify a given supply. The Water Service Committee referred to

made a careful analysis of these losses in 1914 and came to the conclusion

that the damage caused by the accumulation in a locomotive boiler of one

pound of scale-forming material amounted to seven cents. Since that time,

on account of the increased cost of everything that enters into the calculation,

it has been found proper to increase this figure to thirteen cents. Stated in

other terms, each grain of hardness in a bad water does a damage of
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$.0186 per one thousand gallons of water evaporated. It is realized that a

hard sulphate scale will be more injurious than the same thickness of soft

carbonate scale, but usually there is a mixture of the two in varying quan-

tities. At the same time there are other elements to be taken into account

besides simply the insulating effects due to the scale, and this figure is

therefore taken as an average value sufficiently accurate for practical pur-

poses. That this is very conservative is shown by the fact that the actual

losses as determined by the cost of locomotive maintenance in a bad-water

territory compared with costs in a good-water territory show up much

higher than may be determined by the thirteen-cent figure. On a leading

Eastern railway, where the water quality can hardly be considered as being

in the very poor class, a careful study of boiler maintenance and fuel costs

shows that the annual loss due to bad water on its lines amounts to over

$3,000,000 and that in every case the actual loss exceeds what would be

indicated by the use of this A.R.E.A. rule. With this as a basis it is not

uncommon to find that the annual savings to be anticipated by reason of boiler

feed water treatment are annually 25 to 50 per cent of the total amount of

the capital expenditure required for construction of water treating facilities.

If doubt should still exist as to the correctness of evaluating scale accumula-

tion damage in this manner on a railway which has both good and bad-water

territory, a study of the statistics showing the cost of locomotive maintenance

per mile may fairly indicate some measure of the damage done by bad water.

All other conditions, such as type of locomotive, ruling grades, tonnage,

and other operating details being substantially the same, a cost for locomo-

tive maintenance in a certain district regularly exceeding the average cost

for this item will show to what extent bad water is interfering with efficient

operation. A comparison recently made in this way showed an excess

locomotive maintenance cost on a bad-water division of .$215,000 per annum

compared with an armual loss of $105,000 computed on the thirteen-cent

basis. The improvements suggested as necessary to eliminate this $105,000

are estimated to cost $362,000, and the correction of this condition will there-

fore show a saving of 29 per cent on the investment.

As a rule the damage done by reason of the accumulation of scale is

most apparent in the necessity for washing of boilers at short intervals, of

excessive repairs to tubes, flues, and fire-boxes, and in fuel losses ; but on

most Western railways, aside from these difficulties, we have a serious prob-

lem in the matter of pitting and corrosion which causes the scrapping of

tubes and sheets in but a fraction of what should be their useful life.

Some have held that a coating of scale seems to be a protection against

corrosion, but in most cases when sulphates of the alkali metal group are

present as well as alkali sulphates and the water is thus a good electrolyte,

corrosion takes places regardless of the scale. Pits will develop under-

neath the hardest kind of scale coating and will eventually pierce the metal,

causing failure of the tube. Where some kind of internal boiler water

treatment is resorted to, causing partial removal of the scale, the pits may

be scattered over a wider area and not penetrate the tube quite so quickly.
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It is now usually conceded that this pitting is due to electrolytic action made

possible because the boiler water is a good medium for the passage of

minute electric currents between points of differing potential on the surface

of the metal. The metal of the tube or shell is dissolved at the anode while

hydrogen is plated out at the cathode. F. N. Speller has observed that the

smaller the anodic areas with relation to the cathodic, the greater will be

the rate of corrosion at the anodic points and therefore the greater tendency

to form small holes or pits. This apparently explains the early pitting

through of the tube where scale is dense or mostly of the hard sulphate

kind as compared with more uniform corrosion but slower complete pene-

tration where scale is of the soft carbonate variety. The Water Service

Committee of the American Railway Engineering Association after con-

ducting extensive tests arrived at the conclusion that waters which are good

electrolytes can be deprived of this quality by adding in the treating process

sufficient excess lime and soda to create a sodium hydrate alkalinity. The
rule is

Grains sodium sulphate plus grains sodium chloride

plus X
10

equals the grains sodium hydrate necessary to inhibit corrosion. X
is a variable covering constituents in the water other than sodium sul-

phate and sodium chloride. For distilled water X becomes 5, but in

the presence of carbonates or hydrates of calcium and magnesium it can

probably be disregarded.

In the arid regions of the West many deep well waters are found

which contain a large amount of alkali sulphate but fortunately they fre-

quently also contain sodium carbonate and evidently the latter, under boiler

conditions, forms sufficient caustic to act as an inhibitor. It is not unusual

to find stationary boilers using such water that have been in service for

fifteen to thirty years with practically no corrosion trouble. If any incrusta-

tion is seen, it is around hand hole plates where a slight amount of leakage

and evaporation has left a rim of caustic soda crystals. A prominent railway

is now utilizing these natural deep well alkali sulphate and carbonate waters

over an entire engine district, and so far the reports indicate large savings

in boiler maintenance costs with no serious foaming troubles and no corrosion.

It seems evident that corrosion in a locomotive boiler will not continue

unless oxygen is present in the water to take up the hydrogen which collects

on the cathodic areas and which would otherwise, by itg polarizing effect,

tend to stop the flow of current. It therefore seems most desirable to

eliminate from the feed water as much as possible of the uncombined oxygen.

Working on this theory, the open feed water heater which gives the oxygen

a chance to escape before the water enters the boiler should materially

improve conditions. Experiments to determine this are now in progress

on several railways and where conditions are such that heaters of this type

can be used exclusively and kept in proper working order so far they

appear to accomplish definite results in the way of decreasing corrosion.
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As yet it cannot be said that the experiments are conclusive, but this method

of increasing locomotive efficiency will be watched with interest.

This polarizing effect of hydrogen which tends to stop the passage of

the electric current has been utilized by Mr. Gunderson in some interesting

experiments on the Chicago & Alton Railway. By means of two electrodes

(anodes) introduced into the boiler below the water line, one at the upper

right and the other at the lower left side, extending nearly the full length

and perfectly insulated from the boiler shell, a positive charge of electricity

amounting to ten amperes for each electrode is taken from the headlight

generator and is passed through the water (the electrolyte) into the tubes

and boiler shell, thus making every part that might be subject to corrosion

cathodic instead of anodic. In addition to this counter electric current, and

in order to further prevent the passage of a minute current from one point

on the metal to an adjacent point, a so-called secondary cathode is created

by adding to the boiler water once every thirty days one pound of sodium

arsenate which immediately plates out on the boiler shell and tubes, and by

reason of its high discharge potential for hydrogen, assists in holding the

hydrogen film which would otherwise be more readily removed by combina-

tion with any free oxygen present in the boiler water. Boilers in which

this method has been used are almost entirely free from corrosion whereas

others in the same territory and under similar working conditions have a

very brief tube life. For waters where scaling conditions are not serious

or where soda ash treatment alone will hold down scale accumulation to

the minimum, this counter electrical method promises a large increase in

locomotive efficiency.

There are so many factors entering into the treatment of boiler feed

water for railway uses that the problem actually becomes somewhat com-

plex and requires careful study in order to select for given conditions the

best method of treatment to secure the greatest measure of efficiency. The

lime-soda treatment for waters high in the sulphates of lime and magnesium

tends to increase the so-called foaming salts and thereby, above certain

limits, to add to the difficulties of operation. In his efforts to provide a

water free from harmful physical effects and thereby reduce the cost per

mile of locomotive maintenance the water engineer therefore faces the

objections of some operating men who fear the slightest foaming trouble

which may contribute to traffic delays. We are not certain as to the exact

cause of foaming, but it can be shown that large concentration of sodium

salts will not cause foaming if there is no insoluble or colloidal material

present in suspension. Evidently it takes a combination of the above to

cause foaming and the density of the dissolved salts as well as the character

of the suspended matter also has some bearing. In any event this matter

presents difficulties that require constant attention. When treatment is

first started and the boilers have not yet become thoroughly freed of scale,

in order to have smooth operating conditions, a limited amount of some

good anti-foam compound may be found desirable. The basis of these

anti-foam compounds is castor oil and experiments have shown that one pint
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of this substance to five thousand gallons of boiler water will hold down
a raw water containing as high as 125 grains per gallon of sodium sulphate

and twenty grains of insoluble precipitates. Its careful use with a well

treated water should therefore solve any foaming troubles. As a rule after

water treatment has been in use for a time, if all waters in an operating

district are properly softened, the enginemen find they can get along without

the compound. The period required to attain this condition will depend on

how long it takes to get the boilers thoroughly clean so there is no longer

finely divided insoluble material remaining to aggravate foaming. Under
these conditions a moderate amount of blowing down combined with the

moderate use of anti-foam compound constitute the ideal operation for

greatest efficiency. While the water engineer is interested in a water perfect

as far as corrosion and non-scaling qualities are concerned, he cannot lose

sight of the fact that the railroad is operated primarily to move traffic and

everything else must be secondary to having trains move without delay.

Foaming conditions which cannot be controlled with reasonable precautions

must therefore be avoided by securing a better water supply even thougli

this may involve considerable expense.

A discussion of increased efficiency by reason of boiler feed water

treatment would not be complete without mention of the zeolite method of

water softening. Zeolite mineral or green sand is a base exchange silicate

which has been successfully used for water softening in the industries for a

number of years and is now being tried out for railroad use on the Pacific

Coast where water conditions are suitable and common salt can be purchased

at a favorable price. This mineral can be made synthetically but is now
usually secured from one of several natural deposits in this country and put

through a cleaning and grading process to make it suitable for an efficient

filter. The raw water is passed through a filter bed composed of zeolite

mineral at a predetermined rate, depending on the softening capacity of

the zeolite sand, and the carbonates and sulphates of calcium and magnesium
are thereby exchanged for carbonates and sulphates of sodium, leaving the

water of one grain or less in hardness. When the capacity of the zeolite

has been exhausted, the filter is back-washed to loosen the bed, a solution of

common salt is passed through to restore the sodium base, and then after

washing with fresh water, the filter is again ready for the softening

process. Approximately one-half pound of salt is required for regenera-

tion of the mineral per one thousand grains of hardness removed from the

raw water. For successful operation it is essential that the raw water be

almost entirely free from turbidity as any matter in suspension will tend to

coat the zeolite grains and clog the filter. The raw water should also be

practically free from acid, iron, alumina, and manganese. The increase in

sodium salts by this method makes it desirable to have a raw water low in

sodium chloride or sulphate and the less calcium or magnesium bicarbonate,

the better. While the lime-soda process removes the calcium and magnesium
carbonates, the zeolite simply changes them to sodium carbonates. Zeolite

treatment thus increases the soluble solids over ordinary lime-soda treat-
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ment, but this is about offset by the excess treatment often required in the

lime-soda process in order to secure complete softening and a caustic qual-

ity sufficient to inhibit corrosion. While it has not yet been definitely proven,

it seems probable that the sodium carbonate produced by the removal of

carbonate hardness will, under boiler conditions, change to caustic at a

sufficiently rapid rate to inhibit the corrosive tendencies of any sodium sul-

phate which may be present. For most places in the interior of the country

the price of salt is such that for the removal of carbonates lime is a cheaper

chemical than salt while for the removal of sulphates salt is a cheaper

chemical than soda ash. For some situations a combination of lime treat-

ment to first remove part of the carbonates and the zeolite to change the

sulphates will work out to advantage. After-precipitation in long pipe lines

is sometimes a problem with lime-soda softeners and this trouble is not

present with zeolite treatment. Zeolite by-products are soluble, making

this type of treatment often advantageous where the disposal of sludge

from a lime-soda plant would be a serious problem. The operation of a

zeolite plant is simple and it does not require that close technical attention

necessary for regulation of a lime-soda plant.

One of the principal advantages of the base exchange method is the

reduction of hardness to one grain or less, a result difficult to secure by the

lime-soda process without using a considerable excess of reagents. It is

therefore worthy of mention that where the lime-soda process is in use, by

the addition of sodium aluminate the hardness in many cases is being brought

down as low as one grain, giving a treated water which in respect to total

solids may be superior to water treated by the zeolite method. Sodium

aluminate by an improved process is now being manufactured in the dry

form, making it very convenient for handling, and its use is now adding

materially to the efficient operation of many water treating plants. When
added during the treating process it forms a heavy floe which as it settles has

a filtering effect that entangles or drags down the finer particles of precipi-

tate formed by the chemical reactions and gives a perfectly clear wiater in

minimum settling time. During cold weather especially, certain waters,

which will not settle out clear for an indefinite period and still remain three

or four grains hard, when thoroughly agitated with sodium aluminate solu-

tion will clarify in thirty minutes or less and drop to a hardness between

one and two grains. The claim is made that by the use of this material the

excess treatment with lime and soda, often necessary to bring down the

hardness of certain waters, can be avoided to a large extent. This can only

be proven by actual tests with each kind of water.

It may be said that a locomotive is only as good as its boiler. As long

as steam remains the chief source of power for railroad operation, the condi-

tions of the boiler will be a prime factor in operating efficiency. The increas-

ing competition from motor busses and waterways makes the need urgent

for more powerful and efficient locomotives. With locomotives approaching

what would appear to be their maximum size, the nearest development within

reach is along the line of higher steam pressure. Increasing the rate of
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evaporation increases the rate of concentration of any impurities which may
exist in the boiler water, as well as the scale accumulation. The corrosion

tendencies then become more active and it is evident that higher efficiency

for the locomotive adds greatly to the necessity for securing perfectly pure

water. This is in line with the tendency in stationary plant practice where

water approaching zero hardness is now commonly demanded.

Water treatment is essentially an engineering problem. In order to

produce the best results and increase the efficiency of the railway, each plant

should be carefully considered with reference to its proper location for the

best train operation, the availability and quality of the raw water supply

as affecting treating costs, and the type of water treating facilities best

adapted to satisfy all conditions.



THE VALUE OF BOILER WATER TREATMENT TO THE
MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT

J. F. Raps, General Locomotive and Boiler Inspector, Illinois Central System

The paramount issue with the Transportation Department of any rail-

road is essentially the eflScient and economical movement of traffic, causing

ever-increasing demands on the Mechanical Department for motive power

capable of handling heavier tonnage at increased speed, resulting in con-

structing larger and heavier locomotives with higher steam pressure.

The boiler has been designed to accommodate and serve this increased

power, the firebox has been made larger, but in a great many instances no

provisions have been made to increase the circulation at the forward end of

the boiler. This contributes to the sluggish movement and concentration of

those agents in the water which lead to pitting and corrosion and is respon-

sible for the trouble experienced from the flues pitting and corroding just

inside of the front flue sheet.

There is no other type of steam generator that compares with the

locomotive boiler in its intermittent duty and capacity range while in service,

which ordinarily is only for a few hours of the twenty-four. The balance

of the time it is subjected to destructive stresses due to standing idle,

cooling down, washout and firing up and these stresses are greatly aug-

mented by the scale adhering on the plates, staybolts and flues, which has a

tendency to cause these parts to become fatigued due to overheating, result-

ing in cracked plates, broken and leaky staybolts and leaky flues.

The necessity of developing the maximum efficiency from the motive

power at hand has resulted in the coyoperation and co-ordination of railway

officials, in both the Mechanical and Transportation Departments. It is

becoming generally recognized that an adequate supply of water suitable for

use in locomotive boilers is the first essential towards obtaining greater

locomotive efficiency.

The cost of boiler feed water does not end however with its deliverj- to

the locomotive tender, as boiler troubles and the majority of their repairs

and renewals are traceable to the water supply. Therefore it is essential

to secure suitable water even though the initial cost may seem prohibitive

and entirely out of proportion to the actual cost of water requiring treat-

ment obtained from another source, and where it is not possible to secure

a good or fair grade of water, arrangements should be made to employ

some effective means for purification to prevent scale formation and corro-

sion within the boiler.

Impurities in the water are in the nature of mineral salts, mud, vege-

table matter and gas, and are contained in all waters in varying amounts

and proportions, the mineral salts in sufficient quantity and suspended

matter form a more or less coherent scale on the flues, firebox sheets and

interior of the boiler.

The principal scale-forming impurities are carbonates and sulphates

of lime and magnesium. Calcium sulphate is responsible for the forma-
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tion of the hardest kind of scale and is the most detrimental to the firebox

sheets and flues, causing the flues to leak and the beads to bum off, the

staybolts to leak and the side sheets to crack around staybolt holes, necessi-

tating the renewal of the flues and side sheets after about 14 to 18 months'

service.

The incrusting solids contained in boiler feed water, while contributing

largely to the maintenance cost and the decreased efficienc)- of the locomo-

tive, are not the most detrimental ingredients encountered. Waters contain-

ing calcium chloride, magnesium chloride or sulphate, sodium chloride or

sulphates or nitrates, cause a pitting and corrosive action which is exceed-

ingly dangerous and expensive.

Locomotives operating in territories where the feed waters are impreg-

nated with incrusting solids, require frequent washing of the boiler and

increased maintenance expense, such as the renewal of staybolts in the

fire line and flues. The latter can be cleaned, safe ended and replaced,

the interior of the shell scaled and the firebox sheets can be vibrated at

regular intervals and their life verv- materially prolonged. This, however,

does not apply to locomotives receiving highly corrosive waters, which

attacks the flues, firebox and shell plates. In some instances holes will

develop in the flues after about eight months' service and firebox sheets

will become dangerous and require renewing after two to three years'

service. These waters will also attack the boiler shell making it necessary

to renew the lower portion of the shell, back head, throat sheet and casing

sheets.

While corrosive waters are not as prevalent as those causing hea\'y

incrustation, they are more detrimental and more expensive to the railway,

as it is necessary- to scrap from 25 per cent to the entire set of flues

removed from some locomotive boilers.

The ordi:iar>- Mikado type locomotive has 262 two-inch and 36 5j^-inch

flues, which can be removed, cleaned, safe ended and reset for $0.75

each for the two-inch and $2.25 each for the 5^-inch flues, or a total cost

of §277.50, as compared to a total cost of $1,27425 when it becomes neces-

sary to scrap the entire set due to pitting. This comparison is also true only

to a greater degree with respect to the renewal of boiler and firebox sheets.

Impro\-ing the quality of boiler feed water is one of the most vital

factors to be considered by railway officials, as it directly or indirectly

aflFects every department on the railway. The Maintenance of Way Depart-

ment is concerned chiefly with the cost of supplying the water, the Operat-

ing Department are deeply interested because they use it and the Mechanical

Department is vitally interested, first, in reducing maintenance cost and

maintaining the locomotive in sers-ice for a longer period between shopping;

second, in providing free steaming locomotives, free from leaks and capable

of performing the hardest kind of service, without danger of a boiler failure.

The economics of water purification are far-reaching, making it diffi-

cult to determine the value of indirect benefits, such as decreased boiler

failures, improved locomotive performance, less time out of ser\-ice, better

steaming engines, fewer delays to traffic and lower maintenance cost. Even
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the savings effected by the increased life of flues and firebox sheets, reduc-

tion in broken staybolts, reduction in boiler washouts and less boiler repairs,

are hard to determine due to the transfer of motive power. In some instances

the entire assignment of locomotives have been changed since the installa-

tion of the treating plants.

Prior to the treatment of the water it was necessary to remove the

flues after 25,000 to 30,000 miles ; the firebox sheets were vibrated every

thirty days and the rear flue sheet and slide sheets were renewed at each

general repairs. Since the installation of the treating plants we have dis-

continued vibrating the firebox sheets, the flues are averaging 120,000

miles between resetting and the locomotives are being turned out of the

shop without the renewal of firebox sheets, although the locomotives are

larger and evaporate a great deal more water than those formerly used

in the treated water district.

The railway with which I am connected has in service 36 treating

plants located at points where the raw waters contain from 8.3 to 35.3

grains of incrusting solids per gallon. At other points where the consump-

tion of water is not sufficient to justify the expense of installing treating

plants, the waters are treated by chemicals applied in the roadside tanks

or in the locomotive tenders. During 1926, 2,167,365,320 gallons of water

were treated in the 36 plants at a cost of $204,150.83, resulting in the

removal of 4,334,900 pounds of scale-forming solids at an estimated net

saving of $359,386.17 based upon the figure of thirteen cents per pound for

solids removed, as adopted by the A.R.E.A.

The above does not include the saving effected by reason of treating

the water by chemicals, applied in the roadside tanks or in the locomotive

tenders for the removal of scale or the prevention of pitting and corrosion.

On one division where the waters are all corrosive, it was necessary to

renew the flues in the stationary boilers after eight months' service. Loco-

motive flues and fireboxes were renewed on an average of 40,000 and 157,000

miles, respectively. Since the introduction of anti-corrosive compound,

the flues in the stationary boilers require removal after four years' service

and about 75 per cent are scrapped. The locomotive flues average about

95,000 miles and from 30 to 50 per cent are scrapped, the entire firebox

will require renewing on an average of 202,000 miles. Prior to the intro-

duction of the anti-corrosive compound we were securing an average of

15,303,455 miles per bursted flue failure per year; at present we are securing

35,145,548 miles, an increase of 19,842,093 miles per bursted flue failure

per year.

The increase in the service secured from the flues and firebox

sheets represents an expenditure of approximately $18,000 per year, covering

the cost and handling of the chemicals. The saving effected in so far as

the maintenance and renewal cost are concerned is easily computed, but as

previously stated, it is the savings of an intangible nature such as the

elimination of engine failures, decreased overtime for crews, traffic delays,

etc., which are difficult to estimate in order to arrive at the total benefit

accruing to the railway through improved water conditions.



THE TREATMENT OF WATER FOR LOCOMOTIVES FROM
THE STANDPOINT OF THE CHEMICAL ENGINEER

W. M. Barr, Consulting Chemist, and Robert W. Savidge, Head Chemist,

Union Pacific System

Broadly considered, the treatment of water for locomotives consists

of clarification to remove suspended matter, and softening to remove the

scale-forming salts. For the purpose of discussion in this paper, treat-

ment can be restricted to mean softening only. The clarification of stream

water is an important problem in railway water supply, but the problems

involved in sedimentation and filtration are a separate topic and will not

be considered here except as they are a part of the softening process.

There is a great variety of ideas as to the correct methods for water

treatment. On railways, these may be classified as partial and complete.

Partial treatment is usually accomplished by the use of boiler compounds

or soda ash. Of boiler compounds there are many. A new one appears

almost every week. Alost of them have some virtue and are usually applied

in the tender of the locomotive, and there react with the water when they

have slowly dissolved.

A typical boiler compound contains some alkali, usually some kind of

tannin extract, and frequently silicate of soda which is also strongly caustic.

The alkalies neutralize the half-bound carbon dioxide, and partially or

wholly precipitate the bicarbonates of calcium and magnesium. Soda ash

which is usually present precipitates part of the sulphates of calcium

and magnesium, and some of the other ingredients may precipitate some

of the scale- forming material as a sludge, such that it will not form a

hard scale. The tannin extract is presumed to absorb some of the free

oxygen, but the amount is usually not sufficient to have any very pronounced

effect.

Some boiler compounds contain a great variety of substances which

have no very direct relation to the actual softening process. Through

some fancied idea of the manufacturer, or in order to produce a compound

which will differ in appearance from the others, and on which a selling

talk can be made with a somewhat obscure background of facts, these

substances, which have no value whatever, are often added. Some com-

pounds, having a certain value, are somewhat misused in boiler com-

pounds; such, for example, as sodium silicate which often appears in diluted

and colored form and occasionally in full strength, and the buyer is told

that the material contains no free alkali. It is a well-known chemical

fact that sodium silicate has a very strong caustic alkalinity and any

such argument is false.

If used in boilers with full knowledge of the material, a certain benefit

can be derived, although it is hardly to be recommended as an extremely

efficient boiler compound. One of these sodium silicate compounds, with

many claims attached to it, was thoroughly tested by the U.S. Railroad
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Administration a few years ago, and its use was condemned, not because

it was utterly worthless but because it did not fulfdl the claims made for it.

In using boiler compounds it should be understood that it is only a

partial treatment and that results are not to be expected that will be

comparable to the use of a water with practically all of the incrustants

removed.

A number of railways make boiler compound for their own use, and

thus effect a considerable saving. This, however, should not be done

except by someone who has made a study of such materials and who
will carefully follow the application so as to secure the most satisfactory

results.

Another method of partial treatment which has been in use in recent

years is by the addition of soda ash or some compound containing soda

ash, in the wayside water tank. A certain amount of the hardness may be

precipitated here, although in cold waters there is not much precipitate

formed until the water enters the boiler. It is readily seen that in such

cases all of the precipitate forms in the boiler and an excessive use of

the blow-off will be required to handle such treatment. It is the judgment

of the writers that it is not feasible to try to make water softeners out

of locomotive boilers. While some relief can be obtained by such internal

treatment, such, for example, as adding sufficient amount of soda ash to

convert all of the sulphate hardness into carbonates, it cannot be expected to

accomplish the results of complete treatment, nor can the water be as

successfully handled when the engineer is required to effect the sludge

removal from the engine rather than from an outside tank. The use of

anti-foaming compound is sometimes practiced with such treatment in order

to reduce the foaming introduced by an excessive amount of sludge. Consider-

ing the excessive use of the blow-off, with its waste of fuel, and the use

of an additional compound to reduce foaming, together with the fact that

scale formation has not been completely eliminated, it must be concluded

that this method is simply a palliative measure and should be used only

with a full understanding of this fact.

The complete treatment of water may be obtained by the use of water

softeners, either by the lime-soda, zeolite, or barium methods. The use of

barium treatment has never been very extensive. This is due to the high

cost of barium salts combined with the fact that barium is decidedly toxic,

and there is always a chance that unless treatment has been complete, and

clarification perfect, this may be a source of trouble. Barium treatment

is only advantageous when there is a large amount of incrusting sulphates

which barium carbonate will remove without leaving an equivalent amount

of sodium sulphate in the water.

Zeolite treatment, which consists of passing the water through a bed of

sodium zeolite, which exchanges its sodium for the calcium and magnesium

content of the water, has been largely confined to laundries and the textile

industries. As a softening process, it is very effective, and can be made to

produce water of practically no hardness. In order to have effective zeolite
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treatment the water must not be turbid nor contain excessive amounts of

iron compounds. It is therefore necessary to filter such water before pass-

ing through the softener. Zeolite treatment was tried a number of years

ago on one of the railways but was abandoned. It is now in use to a limited

extent on one railway but has not been in operation for a long enough

period of time to judge results.

There are certain theoretical considerations which must be taken into

account in the application of this process to railway service. In general,

the action of a zeolite softener is to exchange the bicarbonates of calcium

and magnesium, and the sulphate of calcium and magnesium, for the cor-

responding sodium salts. There is, therefore, no appreciable reduction in

the total solids of the treated water. Since the majority of hard waters

carry a considerable amount of bicarbonate hardness, most zeolite treated

waters have a large excess of sodium bicarbonate.

The greater the amount of sodium salts in solution, the greater will

be the tendency to foam, and sodium bicarbonate especially aggravates this

trouble. The zeolite method has the advantage of being very convenient to

operate but in most cases the operating cost exceeds that of the lime-soda

process. It is also very important in operating such a softener for boiler

purposes that the calcium and magnesium chloride brine, which is a product

of regeneration of the zeolite with salt solutions, be thoroughly washed

out of the softener before it is again put in operation. There may be

certain places in railway service where the zeolite softener can be success-

fully and advantageously used, but this field is extremely limited and it is

the general opinion of railway water engineers that some form of the lime-

soda water softener is better adapted to general railway use.

The lime-soda water softener has been used in railway service for more

than 25 years. However, the design and efficiency of this type of softener

has been greatly improved as a result of careful study of the operation

of many machines during this period of time. The writers are still operating

some softeners of this type that were built in 1903, and though they have

been changed in no way, they are giving reasonably good results.

The theory of operation of the lime-soda softener is quite generally

understood. -The bicarbonates of calcium and magnesium are broken up

and precipitated by lime. The sulphates of calcium and magnesium are

converted into carbonates by the addition of soda ash, and the magnesium
carbonate finally converted to magnesium hydrate by more lime. With
sufficient agitation and reaction time, and proper filtration, clear soft water

is obtained. The bicarbonates of calcium and magnesium are reduced to a

minimum of about one and one-half grains per gallon, and sulphates of cal-

cium and magnesium are converted to sodium sulphate. The ideal result

cannot be uniformly obtained by the use of lime and soda alone.

The chemical reactions involved in the softening operation follow the

law of mass action, and are very definitely accelerated by heat and retarded

by cold. In the winter months it is extremely difficult to reduce the hard-
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ness of a refractory water as low as desired for boiler use without the

addition of some reagent to drive the reaction further toward completion.

The use of sodium aluminate has recently been introduced for this

purpose and with marked success. Added after the other chemicals have

had a chance to react, it reacts quickly with the residual calcium and mag-

nesium salts, producing a good floe which assists in carrying down the

precipitate already formed, and effects a completeness of reaction which

has not been possible in cold solutions with the ordinary treatment previously

applied. In order to obtain complete precipitation in any case it is necessary

to add a reasonable excess of the reagents that bring about the softening

process.

On the other hand, the operation of locomotives require that too

great an excess alkalinity in the water should be avoided, as this, combined

with precipitation which accumulates in the boiler, may induce foaming.

However, it is important that water be treated completely because incom-

plete treatment gives rise to after-precipitation which causes trouble in

pipe lines and in the boiler. From this it is seen that in railway water

softening it is necessary to study this reaction carefully and learn just

how far the softening should be carried to effect the best results.

Some municipal softening plants introduce carbon dioxide into the

treated water to prevent after-precipitation and to improve the taste, but

this has never been shown to be profitable in handling water for boiler

feed purposes.
' IflW!

A great deal of study has been given to the methods of applying the

chemicals to the water, as well as the mechanical handling of the water

during the entire softening process, and this has been proven to be just as

important as the use of the correct amount of chemicals themselves.

The ordinary softening practice in a ground-operated machine is to mix

the lime and soda ash with water in a chemi<Jal mixing tank. This is then

pumped, either after dilution with soft water or as it exists in the mixing

tank, to the top of the softener, where it is mixed with the incoming raw

water. Proportioning devices control the relative amounts of this chemical

mixture and the raw water going into the downtake. This mixture is some-

times agitated by paddles and sometimes allowed to pass to the bottom of

the downtake without agitation, the time in the downtake being such that

the chemical reaction is practically completed when the water reaches

the bottom of the tank.

After the water leaves the downtake, it spreads over the larger area

of the outer shell of the softener, and the upward flow is thus retarded.

This upward flow being much slower than the downward flow, the precipi-

tate gradually settles to the bottom. As this precipitate accumulates in the

bottom it is removed by a sludging system, usually consisting of a series

of pipes covering the bottom of the softener, with small openings such that

the sum of the area of these openings does not exceed the total area of the

open sludge valve. This valve consists of a quick opening gate valve, in

order to get quick movement of the sludge over all parts of the tank bottom.
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As the treated water flows slowly upward and the scale- forming

ingredients are precipitated, the water at the top of the tank becomes clear.

It is the writers' policy to have an excelsior filter at the top of the softener

which completes the clarification of the water in case any light particles

are carried to the top.

There is a great deal of difference of opinion on the excelsior filter.

Many say that it is old-fashioned and inefificient. The writers began the

use of such filters 25 years ago, and have learned many things in the

operation and maintenance of this method of clarifying softened waters.

As a result of this experience this method of filtration has been installed

in the three latest type plants that have just been completed and put in

operation.

The practice here outlined in the water softening process is subject to

much variation in practice according to opinions of operators and designers.

Some machines can be successfully and conveniently operated from the top

so that the chemical solutions flow by gravity as they are measured into

the downtake. In some cases it is advantageous to have separate chemical

tanks from which the lime and soda ash may be added separately. If

alum is used, a third chemical tank is a necessity as this chemical or sodium

aluminate should be added after the other two chemicals have reacted.

The velocity of stirring in the downtake or other mixing chamber is an

extremely important factor in successful water treating, and depends upon

the character of the water and the chemicals used. As a rule, violent agita-

tion is injurious to the precipitate formed as it breaks up the floe and

does not give a precipitate that will settle as completely as if a longer period

of more gentle stirring is used. In such a case a flocculent precipitate is

developed, the reaction is completed, and when the mixture goes to the

settling chamber, the precipitate settles rapidly and completely.

Recently several horizontal type water softeners have been designed

and installed for railway service, concrete being the material of construc-

tion. In these softeners the raw water and chemicals are introduced into a

baffled race, the speed of flow being calculated so as to give the proper

amount of agitation, and the best floe to the precipitate. The chemicals

can be introduced at any point in this race that seems to be most desirable,

and can be introduced separately if desired. The time in this mixing cham-

ber is approximately one hour. From this the water is discharged into a

settling chamber where it is held for one hour, and in which a very large

percentage of the sludge is removed. This chamber has a sludge removal

device by which most of the sludge is removed daily. There is attached

to this chamber a pumping device for repumping a portion of the sludge.

This is added to the mixing chamber where the water is introduced, and

helps to develop a more desirable precipitate. From the first settling

chamber the water passes to a larger chamber where it is held for several

hours and from this to the filters.

Some treated waters are used without filtering. This, however, pre-

supposes a large settling capacity, and a very complete reaction, together with
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perfect operation. It is well to have a filter at the end of the process as

a matter of safety so that any slight disturbance in the operation will not

permit turbid water to pass through into the storage tank. This is par-

ticularly advantageous during times of peak business when it may be neces-

sary to operate the softener beyond its rated capacity.

While sand filters are a more perfect means for clarifying turbid water,

it has been found for railway use that the excelsior filter gives entire satis-

faction, costs less to install, less to maintain and requires less attention

from the operator.

In the treatment of water for locomotives, there are several important

problems to be given consideration other than the mere removal of incrust-

ing solids. Even though the scale- forming ingredients have been removed,

there may be difficulty from other sources. A clean boiler may be a fertile

field for pitting and corrosion if the elements causing such troubles are

present. This problem has and should engage the attention of railway

chemists for a long time. Iron dissolves in water with the evolution of hydro-

gen, provided the products of the reaction are removed. Otherwise the iron

becomes polarized by the hydrogen and the reaction stops. If, however,

oxygen is present in the water, the nascent hydrogen will combine with

the oxygen and the reaction will continue as long as oxygen is available.

Practically all natural boiler feed waters carry oxygen in solution. It is

therefore continuously supplied to the boiler. While the amount is very

small, ranging from perhaps five to ten cubic centimeters per liter, it is

nevertheless sufficient to do a great deal of damage.

If corrosion were uniform over the entire interior surface of the

boiler, the trouble would not be so aggravated, but owing to the lack of

uniformity of the metal, and the fact that there may be strains in flue

shoots, firebox, knuckles, and seams, the corrosion tends to localize and is

then reported as pitting or grooving, according to the shape of the cor-

roded area.

The theoretical considerations upon which this thesis is founded are

quite familiar, and are ably borne out by experimental evidence. This

excludes, of course, that corrosion due to acid water, which is not under

consideration here.

Various attempts have been made to eliminate the oxygen from locomo-

tive feed water without pronounced success. Open feed water heaters have

been used for some time, and there is wide divergence of opinion as to

whether or not they eliminate any considerable amount of oxygen. The indi-

cations are that much depends on the manner in which the feed water

heater is handled. More definite results will be forthcoming when certain

tests now running are completed. One of the best remedies at present for

oxygen is to carry an excess of caustic soda in the treated water. It is

important that this alkalinity be caustic rather than carbonate because there

seems to be some evidence that at high temperatures and pressures, sodium

carbonate breaks down into caustic soda, organic matter, and free oxygen.
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This free oxygen would then be available as a corrosive agent. This

is the explanation offered by J. H. Paul in his book on boiler chemistry.

At any rate the writers know that a boiler operating on water contain-

ing an excess of sodium carbonate at high temperature and pressure

develops caustic soda and organic matter, and shows some evidence of cor-

rosion of the general, rather than the pitting type. A caustic alkalinity

should therefore be maintained in the treated water to prevent this action.

Another difficulty met with in the use of treated water is foaming.

Foaming is a function of the concentration of dissolved and suspended solids

in the boiler. It may be relieved by frequent use of the blow-off, or the

judicious use of anti-foaming compound. The best anti-foaming com-

pounds depend upon castor oil contained in the liquid as an emulsion. A
water completely treated by the lime-soda process, carrying a moderate

excess of caustic alkalinity, should give less trouble from foaming than

waters containing boiler compound or hard waters carrying high dissolved

solids. This is because such water contains the smallest amount of dis-

solved and suspended solids.

Anti-foaming compound should be used sparingly, i. e., not until the

water begins to give trouble ; thus, the excessive use of compound may be

avoided. The writers have seen engines where so much anti-foaming com-
pound has been used that the boiler actually became compound dirty. This

makes it more difficult to control the foaming after that point is reached.

The advantages of water treatment in the removal of scale, the in-

creased life of flues and fireboxes, the reduction of engine failures due to

boiler troubles, and the consequent improvement of railway operating effi-

ciency, are too well-known to require individual comment here. Suffice

it to say that with the present trend toward higher boiler pressures, longer

engine runs, higher speeds, and greater train loads, what is now considered

efficient operation would be impossible without adequately treated water.

Much has been written of water treatment, and much more has been said,

but from the standpoint of the chemical engineer, the real problems of

water treatment are solved by faithful field supervision and competent

laboratory investigation and control.



BOILER FEED WATER TREATMENT FROM A MANUFAC-
TURER'S VIEWPOINT

J. B. RoMER, Chief Chemist, Babcock and Wilcox Company

In the manufacture of boilers, as in other lines, it is necessary to

meet a number of demands set forth by the ultimate user. These cover

quite a range. As water works chemists, we will confine ourselves to those

arising from the impurities in feed water.

The principal troubles caused by these impurities are:

1. Scale
2. Corrosion
3. Embrittlement
4. Priming and foaming.

Scale in boilers is responsible for lowered efficiency, blistered and

ruptured tubes.

Corrosion results in a thinning of the metal that may cause its

early failure, or it may result in the lowering of the safe working

pressure, thereby impairing the usefulness of the boiler.

Embrittlement manifests itself by a cracking of the plate with the

necessity of replacing same.

Priming or foaming causes wet steam, or, in extreme cases, slugs

of water, to pass over to the engine, with its attendant dangers and

evils.

The cause of these conditions lies in the nature and extent of the

materials found in water. Whenever a municipal water supply is laid

out or extended, a search is made for an abundant supply of water

that will meet the most exacting sanitary requirements. Until quite

recently, no attention was paid to the chemical analysis of the water,

and from the viewpoint of boiler feed water purposes, this is the most

important analysis.

In boiler operation, it is very common practice, whenever possible,

to connect to the city water supply. From an economic viewpoint,

this is, perhaps, unfortunate, as it means that water of a high purity

when viewed from a sanitary viewpoint, is being used for purposes

where such purity is of no moment. Inasmuch as we are dealing with

boiler feed water, we will consider only the chemical purity of the

water.

The mineral matter present in most waters consists of a few bases

and acids so combined as to give quite a number of different compounds.

The bases usually encountered are the alkaline earths, calcium and

magnesium—the alkalies, sodium and potassium, which for convenience

we will refer to as sodium, and usually a small amount of iron. Quite

a number of other bases are occasionally encountered ; however, due to the

small amount present they are usually, from a boiler feed water viewpoint,

of slight consequence and as a rule their presence is overlooked. The
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acid radicals that are present are bicarbonates, occasionally carbonates,

sulphates, chlorides and nitrates.

Calcium bicarbonate and calcium sulphate are encountered in the great

majority of all feed waters. Calcium chloride occasionally, and calcium

nitrate is only rarely found. Magnesium compounds—magnesium bicar-

bonate is about as universal a constituent of water as is calcium bicarbonate.

The sulphate, although present in many waters, is absent in many cases

where calcium sulphate is present. On the other hand, magnesium chloride

is a much more common constituent than is calcium chloride.

In certain well-defined geological districts, .sodium bicarbonate is a

common constituent ; such waters, however, represent only a small portion of

the total supply. Sodium sulphate and sodium chloride are found in prac-

tically every instance, and in very small quantities. Sodium nitrate is a

common constituent.

In addition to these minerals, there is always a small amount of iron,

silica and organic matter present.

Before taking up the effect of these minerals, let us consider how

they come to be present in surface and ground waters. The purest water

found on the earth's surface is that of rainfall and melting snow and ice

;

even these do not retain their purity very long as they readily absorb

carbon dioxide from the air, which, when in solution, forms carbonic acid.

At the same time, there is a dissociation of the water into ions, giving the

water an acid reaction and thereby increasing its facility to dissolve mineral

constituents. As such a water passes over deposits of calcium and mag-

nesium carbonate, which in themselves are quite insoluble, the dissolved

CO3, or carbonic acid, causes a certain amount of the carbonate to dissolve

as calcium or magnesium bicarbonate. Calcium and magnesium sulphates,

particularly the latter, being of a more soluble nature, are common con-

stituents. Due to the high solubility of calcium and magnesium chloride,

and all sodium salts, it can be expected that water will readily dissolve

considerable quantities of these minerals whenever it flows over or through

such deposits.

In view of the foregoing statements and the large watersheds drained

by many rivers, it would be expected that most water would be pretty well

saturated with all of these constituents. Fortunately this is not so, the

reason being there is almost an entire lack of various minerals in different

parts of the country. Throughout New England, for example, most every-

thing is granite, the result being that the waters are of very high purity

;

calcium and magnesium salts are met with in very small quantities and in

many instances sodium bicarbonate is found, resulting from the decomposi-

tion of certain minerals. Along the seaboard, it is a common occurrence to

find both magnesium chloride and magnesium sulphate, due to the in-

filtration of sea water. The coastal plain from Virginia to Texas contains

a great deal of sodium bicarbonate water. As we go inland there is an

increasing amount of calcium and magnesium bicarbonate and calcium

sulphate. This is due to the different earth formations, whereby there is
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a greater abundance of limestone, gypsum and other minerals readily

soluble in water. The extent to which these various minerals are present also

varies to a very marked degree. In some instances, the amount of calcium

and magnesium salts that are present is so great that the waters are so

hard as to be almost useless, and in other cases there is so much alkali

present that the water is equally useless.

Surface waters being chiefly run off from recent rainstorms or melting

snow and ice are, as a usual thing, much purer than the underground water

from the same territory. As the water seeps down through the earth's

crust, it is constantly dissolving minerals until it finally becomes heavily

charged with minerals.

What is the effect of all of these minerals from the boiler manu-

facturer's viewpoint? In the first place, the boiler user is interested in

obtaining steam for some specific use. He knows that he has water enough

present to meet his requirements, and he expects his boiler to function

irrespective of the quality of water available. This means that the boiler

is expected to function with equal efficiency when the water varies from

excessively hard to the extremely soft or excessive alkaline waters, and

ways and means must be devised whereby the water can be put in such

form that it will not cause any trouble. Now, then, let us turn back and

consider the various minerals present and see what effects they have on

boiler operation.

Calcium and magnesium bicarbonate represent a somewhat unstable

condition. There are, in reality, calcium and magnesium carbonate held

in solution by the presence of carbonic acid. Therefore, any condition which

will remove the carbonic acid will immediately result in the precipitation

of the calcium and magnesium carbonates. Fortunately, boiling water, at

atmospheric pressure, will not hold gases in solution. Therefore, if water

is heated to the boiling point, held there long enough for the gases to

escape, we can expect a rather complete removal of the calcium and mag-

nesium bicarbonates. If, on the other hand, the water is pumped direct to

the boiler without sufficient preheating, then we can expect the carbonate

to precipitate within the boiler. However, this usually takes place in the

cooler parts and the resultant sludge settles out in the muddrum, where it

can be readily blown out as a soft sludge.

In the event that care is not taken to prevent this calcium or magnesium

carbonate from settling out on the heating spaces, a troublesome scale will

soon build up.

Calcium Sulphate.—This material has a decreasing solubility with

increase in temperature; this results in its precipitation at the hottest

points, which, in the case of a water tube boiler, are those tubes nearest

to the fire. The material also readily adheres to the steel tubes and acts

as an excellent insulator, preventing the heat being transferred from the

steel to the water. The result is a rapid heating of the metal to a point

well in excess of the water temperature, frequently reaching such a tem-

perature that the steel loses its strength, bulges, forming a so-called blister,
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and eventually ruptures. When the tube swells or bursts, it cracks the

layer of calcium sulphate, permitting the water to reach the hot tube, form-

ing in the case of a blister, a steam pocket underneath the scale, or, if the

tube has ruptured, there is a sudden flow through the opening. In both

cases, the effect is the same ; namely, all signs of scale are removed from

the immediate neighborhood, and this leads many engineers and boiler

operators to believe that the trouble is due to defects in the steel and not

to the presence of scale, and they point, with considerable emphasis, to

the fact that in the immediate location of the blister or rupture, there is

no scale present. Investigation shows that the steel is entirely satisfactory

in the presence of scale in other parts of the boiler.

In many cases, when calcium sulphate is precipitated, it mechanically

entraps a good deal of calcium carbonate, silica, suspended matter, etc.,

which has not settled out to the muddrum; the result is a combination of

sulphate and carbonate scale, the effect of which is the same as already

described.

Magnesium Sulphate is quite soluble and is not a scale-forming

constituent ; on the other hand, it has corrosive tendencies which result in

the formation of pits and serious damage to the steel parts.

Calcium Chloride.—For obvious reasons this mineral will be con-

sidered with

—

Magnesium Chloride.—This material is extremely troublesome; the

general accepted theory is that it goes through a cycle, the net result

of which is that a little bit can do an awful lot of harm. We will

not concern ourselves with the theory or its reaction; instead, we will

confine ourselves with the result.

Whenever magnesium chloride is introduced into a boiler and no

steps are taken to offset its action, corrosion results. Typical pits are

quickly formed and these eventually become deep enough to penetrate

the metal and necessitate replacement of the part in question.

Sodium Bicarbonate.—This compound is not scale-forming nor

corrosive in the usual accepted meaning of the word. However, due to

its eventual hj-drolysis to sodium hydrate, it can be classified as a harmful

element. Those interested are referred to the voluminous literature which

has been published on the question of the action of sodium bicarbonate

waters.

Sodium Sulphate and Sodium Chloride.—These two salts are pres-

ent in practically all waters ; they are rarely considered corrosive and are

not scale-forming unless the concentration is excessive. In the presence of

oil, soap or suspended matter, sodium salts are very troublesome from the

viewpoint of priming and foaming. Iron, although present in almost every

water, is of no moment as far as boiler feed waters are concerned, unless it

happens to be present in the form of ferrous sulphate, under which con-

ditions the problem is really that of sulphuric acid corrosion.
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Invariably we find a small amount of silica present in all waters ; as

a rule it is of no moment. However, there are many cases where it be-

comes a very serious problem, especially as it frequently forms a calcium

magnesium silicate which produces a very troublesome scale.

In many parts of the country where muddy waters are common, we

have a burden of suspended matters ; this may readily settle out, give little

or no trouble, or it may come down as a hard scale and in some cases it

finds its way to the surface of the water where it becomes extremely

troublesome as a priming and foaming agent. The nature of this suspended

matter varies quite materially; it may be a fine colloidal clay, in which

case it is most difficult to remove. On the other hand, it may be more

of a suspension and therefore it can be removed by filtration.

The foregoing covers all of the minerals usually found in natural

waters. In coal mining districts we are confronted with the problem of

acid waters due to the oxidation of pyrites into ferrous sulphate. This, as

previously stated, is in reality a sulphuric acid problem, the result in both

cases being extensive corrosion. In many cases we also have to deal with

the question of trade wastes, which may contain most anything—acids,

alkalies, oils, organic matter, etc.

From the foregoing it can be seen that almost every salt that is

present in water is troublesome in one way or another. Calcium salts

are the chief scale-forming constituents. Magnesium salts are the chief

corrosive agents. Sodium salts, although in some cases quite harmless,

have an embrittling action and at the same time they can be considered

as one of the principal causes of priming and foaming, being aided in this

latter characteristic by the presence of oils, soaps, sewage and suspended

matter. This might lead one to say—why not use pure water at all times?

This, at first glance, sounds like a "cure-all."

When surface condensers first came on the market, engineers felt that

with a feed water at least 95 per cent distilled, that our troubles were

virtually over, especially as certain plants decided to evaporate the make-up,

thereby having the feed water 100 per cent distilled. This brought about

a new set of complications ; it was soon realized that very pure water was

corrosive from two viewpoints

:

1. Due to the presence of dissolved oxygen.
2. Due to the presence of hydrogen ions.

The former is particularly troublesome in connection with feed lines,

heaters and economizers; the latter is troublesome throughout the entire

cycle of the boiler.

An ideal feed water is one that is neither scale- forming nor corrosive

and will not cause embrittlement, priming nor foaming. Unfortunately,

such waters do not exist, and it therefore becomes necessary to treat the

existing supplies so that they will conform to these requirements. This

is accomplished by various treatments. In many cases, the treating is

done outside of the boiler, and therefore permits making a thorough job.
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In other cases, efforts are made to treat within the boiler ; the results are

never as good, because no boiler is a chemical stew pot.

The user, in order to maintain his boilers at their full efficiency, must

eliminate the corrosion in feed lines, economizers and certain parts of the

boiler, which is due to corrosive salts or gases within the feed water ; the

scales and sludges within the boiler proper, due to certain salts in the feed

water ; as well as priming or foaming, due to the presence of certain salts,

oils, etc.



SEDIMENTATION WITH AND WITHOUT CHEMICALS,
PRESSURE AND GRAVITY FILTERS, DECONCENTRA-
TORS AND CONTINUOUS BLOW-DOWN APPARATUS

Pr(x;rkss RKroKT ok Joint Research Committee on Boiler Feed Watkr
Studies

I. SEDIMENTATION WITHOUT CHEMICALS

Purpose.—This method of water purification, also known as plain

sedimentation or natural subsidence, refers to the clarification of muddy

waters by quiescent standing or by slow passage through tanks, basins, or

reservoirs. No limiting amount is suggested here for permissible sus-

pended solids in boiler water, because of the many variable factors, such

as character of the sediment, type of boiler, rate of evaporation, and kind

and amount of soluble salts present.

Significance of Suspended Matters in Boiler Waters.—The sus-

pended matter in surface water is made up of clay, silt, or even fine

sand particles, together with some organic debris. The amount of

suspended solids in American rivers ranges from a few parts per

million to 30,000 ppm or over, for some of the streams in the middle

west. The best comparative data available is that contained in Water
Supply Paper 236 of the U.S. Geological Survey, which shows a general

average for 95 typical surface waters (mostly rivers) in the region east

of the Rockies.

Suspended matter affects the boiler plant in three ways. First,

it increases the mineral constituents present in the boiler and is

occasionally entrained with the crystalline formation of scales to in-

crease the bulk and effect "mud burns." This is particularly true

when such suspended matter is of the sticky or "gumbo mud" type

which is sometimes present in sufficient quantity to alone cause serious

damage to flues and sheets. Second, the presence of such material will

increase the tendency toward foaming when present in connection with

appreciable amount of alkali salt concentration. Third, it tends to

stop pipe lines and causes unnecessary wear on valves and pumps.

Sedimentation by Natural Storage.—Where the water supply is

secured from a sizable impounding reservoir, such reservoir provides

a natural sedimentation basin and additional sedimentation is not help-

ful. However, where a turbid supply is taken directly from a stream,

it is usually advantageous to provide a subsiding period.

Sedimentation in Artificial Basins.—Simple clarification without

chemicals is usually carried out in artificial basins or tanks having a capacity

or detention period equivalent to several hours' or even several days' con-

sumption. The efficiency of such subsidence is quite variable according to

the quality of the suspended matter present in waters from various parts

of the country, or even in the same stream from time to time. Fig. 1 shows

typical results on several of the turbid western waters which carry a rela-
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tively high amount of suspended matter where the advantages of plain

sedimentation are therefore most obvious. Suspended solids high in sand are

usually adaptable to such treatment, but it should be recognized that there

are many streams of fairly high turbidity where the suspended solids are

so finely divided or colloidal as to make it unprofitable to attempt sedi-

mentation without the use of coagulants. In each individual case, the cost

of providing capacity for plain sedimentation must be balanced against the

benefit to be gained and the feasibility of the same degree of purification

in smaller tanks or basins by the aid of chemicals.

II. SEDIMENTATION WITH CHEMICALS

Purpose.—When satisfactory clarification cannot be obtained in

a reasonable time by plain sedimentation, it then becomes necessary to use

a chemical coagulant to assist in the precipitation of the suspended solids.

Action of Chemical Coagulants.—The chemicals useful for clarifi-

cation are certain soluble metallic salts which react with alkaline substances

to yield insoluble and gelatinous hydroxides. Aluminum sulphate or "filter

alum" is the most generally used coagulant. It is obtainable on the market

in the form of lumps or powdered, and in 200-lb. sacks, 400-lb. bbls., or

in bulk carload lots. Its value depends upon the content of water soluble

alumina (AI2O3) which, in commercial grades, averages about 17 per cent.

When aluminum sulphate is added to natural waters it reacts with the

bicarbonate present to give a precipitate of aluminum hydroxide which

has the effect of coagulating or flocculating the particles of suspended clay

and silt so that the water easily clarifies on settling. The reaction when
bicarbonate is expressed as "alkalinity," is as follows

:

Al= (S04)3— 18H;0-^3 CaC0, = 2Al (0H), + 3 CaSO* + 3 CO2

+

I5H2O.

It is of special interest to boiler users to note that in this reaction the

permanent hardness is increased. In other words, each grain per gallon

of aluminum sulphate used theoretically decreases the alkalinity by about

one-half grain per gallon and increases the sulphate or non-carbonate hard-

ness by the same amount. If there is insufficient alkalinity present in the

natural water to provide for more than an excess required for the alum

treatment, it becomes necessary to add lime in addition to the alum in

order to form the necessary hydroxides.

Another coagulant used to a considerable extent is ferrous sulphate, or

copperas. It is available in the market principally as "sugar sulphate of

iron" (Fe2 S04— 7H3O), in bags, barrels, or bulk carload. When added

to natural waters the salt decomposes to form iron hydroxide, a reddish

gelatinous precipitate, but the precipitation is seldom complete unless lime

is also added to neutralize the free carbon dioxide. The use of iron sulphate

decreases the alkalinity and increases the sulphate hardness in a similar

manner to aluminum sulphate. It has the advantage over aluminum salts

when used to hasten clarification after softening with lime and soda, in

that its hydroxide is not soluble in the presence of caustic lime.
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During the past few years there has become commercially available

various modifications of sodium aluminate, some of which appear to give

better and more effective results on certain waters than either alum or

copperas. The aluminates have the advantage in producing coagulation

without increasing the sulphate or non-carbonate hardness and also have

the inherent property of softening the water to a limited extent. When
used with lime and soda ash at water softening plants to speed up the

chemical reactions and clarification, it appears to be peculiarly efficacious

in breaking down the double complex magnesium salts and permits a lower

residual hardness in the softened water without increased addition of

alkali salts which are considered detrimental in connection with foaming

tendencies. Reports have also been received that considerable improvement

has also been effected in reducing the clogging of pipe lines from after-

precipitation.

It may be noted here that lime, although not a coagulant in the sense

discussed above, sometimes acts as a coagulant with waters containing

relatively high amounts of magnesium. The magnesium hydroxide is found

only when the water is made caustic but has coagulating properties similar

to iron and aluminum salts, although not to as marked an extent.

It is not felt to be within the province of this committee's report at

the present time to deal in considerable detail with the various aspects and

troubles encountered with different attempts at chemical coagulation. The

subject of colloidal chemistry is not, as yet, sufficiently understood to lay

down definite principles and precepts which will apply to all conditions. This

subject is still in course of study and investigation, and emphasizes the

necessity for competent chemical supervision where such methods are em-

ployed in order to obtain best results.

Importance of Mixing.—Best results in clarification are to be had

by efficient mixing of chemicals with the water treated and it is usually

advantageous to keep the mixture in motion for a period of several minutes

after addition of the chemicals in order to allow the reactions to become

completed. The advantage of a reaction period is especially apparent in

connection with softening operations where lime and soda ash are involved.

Methods of Application.—There are several systems of introducing

the chemicals into the water. In small installations where the operation is

intermittent on the fill-and-draw principle, it is customary to weigh out

the proper charge, dissolve, and add to the tank as it is filled. For continuous

flow processes, it is customary to dissolve the coagulant and feed as a

solution by orifice box and regulating valve, or by means of an automatic

proportioning device.

Where a larger amount of water is treated, dry feed machines may

be used to advantage for feeding the coagulant. It is best to have the

machines discharge into dissolving hoppers instead of direct to the water.

Doses Required.—For clarification where softening is not involved,

the dose of coagulant is only roughly in proportion to the turbidity, and
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for nirbid u-aters may var>- frorr: tr? to fire - - Z5.V.oa (0.14 to (172

lb. per 1000 gallons). WTiii^ r^ per gi ver have been

used at times, such excessive ^..^^ ,:.-..-;r to the r.^^_ ,: ,:.lain sedimenta-

tion or other preliminarT treatment before the coagnlam is added.

Retention Period.—After the coagulant is applied and thoroughly

mixed, the water is allowed to settle during the period for the flocculated

material to deposiL Clarification begins immediatdj but continues the

Icmger the water is held. Ordinarily a retention period of two to three

hours will give satisfactory results where the water is maJntained in a fairly

quiescent state, although in water works practice where good clarification

is expected, the retention period frequently amounts to from six to twelre

hours. Where filtration follows coagulation, the retention period may be

shortened ai^redaUy. In continuous lime and soda adi water softening

plants, this period will average between five and six hours which appears

to give satisfactory results when the vertical velocity is kept bekrw 8 feet

per hour.

Recommendations.—It is recommended that this be considered a

prcfgress report only and that the subject of sedimentation be given further

study, particularly with reference to results obtainable with the recently

developed t>-pes and operation of subsidence tanks with continuous sludge

remo\-al which may be applicable to either preliminary or final treatment

III. PRESSURE AND GRA\^TY JIITZJ.S

Purpose.—In water used for steam power purposes, it is usually

found desirable to remove all suspended matter possiUe before the water

enters the boiler. Wliere sedimentation facilities are not available or do

not accomplish satisfactory results, it is customary to pass the water

through a filtering medium to effect the desired clarification.

Material Used^—In some cases where filters are used in the top

of sedimentation tanks, particularly in cases of continuous lime and soda

ash treating plants, excelsior has been used for many years with varying

degrees of success. Even under favorable cooditioos, the effective hfe is

limited and the trouUe and expense fen* renewals has caused a tendency to

increase the size of sedimentation tanks or diange to ground operated sand

filters. The filtration facilities for boiler purposes which appear to meet

with favor at the present time are the rafnd sand fikers of either the

pressure or gravitj- t?-pe. The essential features are similar in either case

in that the filtering medium is graded sand.

Types.—In the pressure t>-pe. the filtering medium is enclosed in

steel tanks through whidi the water is handled noder pressure. Such S3rs-

tem may be placed directly in the water main with suitable connections.

The grarity t>-pe coiisists of either wood, sted, or concrete open-top

tanks which hold the graded sand through which the water flows into a

clear well and from there is repumped to the distribution system.
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Essential Features.—In its siiiii)lcst form, a rapid sand filler con-

sists of a tub or tank liavinf,^:

(a) A suital)lc undcrdraiii system in the bottom for collecting

the filtrate without loss of sand, and for distributing the

wash water during the cleaning operation.

(b) A thick layer of selected uniform sand constituting the

filtering medium.
(c) Suitable gutters or troughs above the sand for removing

the dirty wash water.
(d) Suitable pipe connections and valves for controlling the

water during the filtering and washing operations.

(e) Suitable facilities for furnishing a reversed flow of filtered

water to the underdrain system during washing.

Underdrain System.—The underdrain system for rapid sand filters

is still subject to experimentation for the most satisfactory design. In addi-

tion to the piping with screened openings, a feature common to all installa-

tions is the graded layers of gravel. The total depth of these graded gravel

layers will vary from 12 to 20 inches.

Sand Depth and Sizes.—The depth of sand ordinarily varies from

24 to 30 inches. The suitability of filter sand is generally judged by its

"effective size" and "uniformity coeiificient." Effective sizes range from

0.35 to 0.60 m.m., while 1.5 to 1.7 is commonly specified as the value of

the uniformity coefficient.

Ratings and Capacity.—The satisfactory rating for rapid sand filters

to be used for waters in boiler plant service will vary from two to four

gallons per square foot per minute.

Arrangements for Washing.—The suitable systematic periods for

washing can best be determined by observation of the conditions at the

individual locations. Care must be taken to control the rate of washing

in order not to float the sand bed. For average filters the rate should not

ordinarily exceed ten inches vertical rise per minute unless filters are

especially designed for higher velocities. Duration of washing will vary

from three to eight minutes and amount of water required will vary from

one to five per cent of total water filtered.

Growth of Sand Grains.—Particular attention should be given the

filter beds where used to handle water from lime and soda ash treating

plants due to after-predpitation taking place on the sand grains which

causes such growths that frequent renewals of the entire sand bed may
be found necessary.

Performance.—The practical limitations of rapid sand filters in re-

spect to the removal of turbidity are governed, in part, by certain con-

trolling factors imposed by the design of a plant and by others incidental

to its operation. The more important factors or design are

:

(a) Relative adequacy of provisions for proper preliminary coag-
ulation and sedimentation.

(b) Size, depth, uniformity aiul texture of the filtering medium.
(c) Efficiency of devices for washing and controlling the opera-

tion.
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(d) Permissible rate of filtration and its constancy nnder varying

losses of head.

Factors of Operation Are :

(a) Effectiveness of coagulation given the water
(b) Rate of filtration employed
(c) Thoroughness of cleaning
(d) Manner of operation
(e) Condition in which the filtering medium is maintained,

including rate of sand growth.

Recommendations.—It is recommended that this be considered a

progress report only and that this subject of filters be given further study

with reference to standardizing on rates of filtration for pressure filters and

rates of back wash, and also investigation of developments and results with

strainerless filters.

IV. DECONCENTRATORS

The term "Deconcentrators" is a trade name given to an apparatus

which filters the suspended matter from the water in a boiler and returns

the clarified water back to the boiler under pressure. The equipment con-

sists of a small sand pressure filter through which the boiler water is passed

and a small pump is attached in order to overcome the friction losses due

to passage of water through the piping and filter sand. Scrapers are

provided to prevent the sand from becoming clogged and a back wash

system is included, similar to other types of pressure filters.

Experience has indicated that this device performs good service in

freeing the water in the boiler from suspended matter and precipitates,

and it appears to be peculiarly adapted to increasing the efficiency of boiler

plants when the treatment of the water with resulting accumulation of

sludge is carried out in the boiler itself.

The term should not be confused with the reduction in the concen-

tration of objectionable alkali salts, as the soluble boiler water constituents

are not affected by such filtration.

Reconunendations.—The action of this apparatus should be given

definite study under service conditions and information should be presented

to show where such installations may prove adaptable and economical.

V. CONTINUOUS BLOW-DOWN APPARATUS

Purpose.—With the evaporation of water in steam boilers the pure

water leaves the boiler as steam and the dissolved or suspended impurities

originally present in the make up water remains in the boiler water in a

proportionally accumulating amount. When this concentration has reached

a certain point, governed by conditions at the individual plant, foaming or

priming occurs which seriously affects the plant operation.

Ordinary Handling.— It is the usual practice, both in power plant

and locomotive operation, to control the concentration of objectionable im-

purities by periodical blow-downs and finally by complete change of water
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or boiler washout. This involves expense in plant operation and loss of

power while boiler is out of service for cleaning.

Continuous Blow-down.—To avoid uneven operation caused by the

large variation in concentration which is brought about by heavy periodical

blow-downs, various systems of continuous blow-down have been suggested.

This increases the smoothness of operation as it tends to insure a constant

density of the boiler water.

An ingenious application of this principle which appears to have met

with favorable consideration in foreign installations, consists of a com-

bination continuous blow-down and sludge removal system from which

the heat is recovered and returned to the boiler through application to the

incoming feed water. It is claimed that such a device makes it possible

to maintain continuously in the boiler the best conditions for smooth steam

generation and permits a close control over the variations in the salt and

sludge concentration. Claims are also made that the heat lost by ordinary

periodic blow-downs is largely conserved and that 15 to 20 per cent of

the water removed is recovered in the form of condensate.

Recommendations.—There appears to be a considerable field for

efifecting economy in power plant operation through the improvement and

standardization of suitable means for controlling the alkali salt concen-

tration in boilers. The importance of this subject appears to warrant special

study and close review of existing devices which are in service in this

country as well as foreign developments in this field.



PRETREATMENT OF BOILER FEED WATER

Progress Report on Water Softening by Chemicai^s (External

Treatment)

(A) OPERATION OF CONTINUOUS AND INTERMITTENT
LIME-SODA WATER-SOFTENING PLANTS

The investigation of this subject has necessarily been broadened some-

what to include a study of the typical equipment employed in each type of

softening plant, in view of the intimate relation existing between the

installation and operation in both cases. As any manufacturer of water-

purification equipment may build either the continuous or intermittent type

of apparatus, subject only to the limitations of his technical knowledge and

engineering skill, it was felt that an impartial study of this important angle

of the problem could be made.

A typical continuous softener, as its name implies, provides for the con-

tinuous treatment, settling, and filtration of a water at either a constant or

variable rate of fiow through the apparatus. Ordinarily the retention period

provided is four hours, with the softener running at its full rated capacity,

although in some cases this has been decreased slightly and in others has

been materially increased.

The typical intermittent softening plant comprises two or more tanks

which are filled, treated, and emptied by the batch method, together of

course with the necessary auxiliary equipment. In this case also the mini-

mum time for which each tank is in service is 4 hours ; but in this case a

half-hour is provided for filling the tank, a minimum of 2^ hours for set-

tling, and one hour for emptying. The service period of each tank and

the number of tanks is frequently increased.

Comparison of Equipment

Size of Reaction and Settling Tanks.—The typical intermittent

plant requires a total tankage of at least 50 per cent more than the con-

tinuous plant, and usually requires at least twice as much floor space.

Storage.—Since a tank of the intermittent plant must be emptied

rapidly, in order not to waste the settling capacity of the tank, provision

is generally made to accomplish this emptying in not more than an hour.

The treated water is discharged through filters into a clear-well with a

capacity usually equal to V/i to two hours normal water consumption or

more.

Obviously the continuous softening plant does not require storage of

this sort, since it is delivering treated and filtered water uninterruptedly and

can meet the demand as it occurs.

Filters.—Assuming that an intermittent tank holds a four-hour supply

of water and is emptied in one hour, it is obvious that considerably greater

filter capacity must be provided than for the continuous softener in which the

same total quantity of water is distributed over a four-hour period.
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Pumps.— It pumping of tlic raw-water supply to the softener is

necessary, the intermittent plant will require pumps with about four times

the capacity of those needed for the continuous plant, since the volume

of water pumped into one of the intermittent tanks in an hour is distributed

in the case of the continuous plant over a four-hour period. Much of

this head is lost in the case of the intermittent plant due to the decreasing

head as the tank is drained. In the continuous plant, with a draw-oflf of

the treated water at the top of the tank, the head is retained in large

measure.

Mixing Chemicals with Water Being Softened.—In the continuous

type of apparatus, where a relatively small amount of water is being

treated at any given moment, it is not particularly difficult to secure good

mixing of the chemicals with the waters being softened. In the inter-

mittent system, in which the entire tank supply is treated at once, special

provision must be made for the distribution of the chemical reagents

throughout the large mass of water being treated. In small plants mechan-

ical stirrers may be employed. In larger plants, compressed air is usually

the agent employed for agitation, a compressor and auxiliaries thus becom-

ing an essential unit in this type of plant.

Initial Cost.—The initial cost of an intermittent plant, installed, of

reasonably large size, to meet the requirements of boiler-feed-water puri-

fication, will average from about 30 to 50 per cent more than for a con-

tinuous plant of the same hourly capacity. The difference in the overhead

expense of the two plants thus becomes an item of importance in considering

the operation of the apparatus.

Comparison of Operation

Cost of Chemicals.—The amount of chemicals required in either case

is approximately the same. It is standard practice in the case of the inter-

mittent plant to employ a coagulant, usually sulphate of iron, in addition to

the lime and soda required for treatment. The use of a coagulant is not

standard practice with all continuous plants, but the evidence in many cases

indicate that the improvement in results of the water treatment in such cases

effected by the use of a coagulant is sufficient justification for the additional

expense.

Cost of Power for Operation.—The total cost of the power neces-

sary for operating these plants is not vastly different for the two types,

except in special cases in which the larger pumping cost for the inter-

mittent plant may amount to a considerable item of expense.

Cost of Labor.—In very large plants, say, 50,000 gal. per hour

or more, the amount of labor required for the two types of plants is ap-

proximately the same, since in both cases the entire time of one man is

usually devoted to the care and operation of the plant. In smaller plants,

however, there is a marked difference in the amount of labor required.

For plants ranging from those of very small size up to about 20,000 gal.

per hour, the total time required in the case of the continuous softener
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should not exceed about three hours ; while in the case of the intermittent

plants, practically the entire time of one man will be required.

This difference in the amount of labor involved is due, of course,

to the fact that in the case of the continuous softener the chemical feeding

tanks may be filled very quickly with enough of the reagents to treat

water for a good many hours' supply; or in the case of the intermittent

softener the succession of filling, treating, and emptying operation is neces-

sarily so frequent that a man's time is pretty well occupied.

Comparison of Results Obtained

Assuming proper operation in both cases, properly treated water can

be obtained from either type of apparatus. The particular field of useful-

ness of the intermittent type of softener has been held to be for waters

of variable composition, such as those of rivers and of other sources of

supply. The validity of this statement is not evident upon a careful

examination of the method of operation of a typical intermittent softener,

nor of the results obtained. The ideal way to handle water in an inter-

mittent softener, of course, is to take a sample of the water shortly after

it has been thoroughly mixed with chemicals, and from tests on this water

determine what change, if any, is necessary in the treatment. If a change

is found necessary, which could easily be the case with a water of changing

composition, the tank of water would have to be held until the treatment

was adjusted either by the addition and agitation of more chemicals, or by

the waste of treated water to allow for dilution with enough raw water

to compensate for the overtreatment. The loss of time involved here

would so lessen the effective period of service of a tank that the number

of tanks would have to be increased to provide for such contingencies.

Obsen-ation of the actual operation of intermittent plants shows that as a

rule the charge of one tank is based upon the chemical test made on the

water of the previously treated tank ; that is, the treatment of any particular

tank is at least one tank behind any change in composition of the water.

In general, the human element would seem to play a greater part

in the operation of an intermittent softener than in a continuous plant,

since the number of man-made operations is considerably greater during

the course of a day's operation.

(B) ECONOMIC VALUE OF LIME-SODA SOFTENING
PRELIMINARY TO ZEOLITE SOFTENERS

The economic value of lime-soda softening preliminary to zeolite soften-

ing is dependent upon so many conditions that perhaps the best that any

committee can do for the guidance of the general public in this respect is to

point out the conditions which will affect the economic value of preliminary

treatment so that these points will be given consideration when this question

is decided.

Such preliminary treatment as the water requires for filtration purposes

may be disregarded, for it is assumed that it is well understood that all
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waters containing suspended matter must be satisfactorily filtered before

delivery to a zeolite softener. Whether or not sedimentation must be pro-

vided ahead of the filters is purely a filtration problem. The water must

be made crystal clear before delivery to a zeolite softener.

Consideration must be given to the following

:

(1) Direct Use to Which Softened Water Will Be Applied.—

If the softened water is to be delivered to evaporators the presence of a large

amount of sodium carbonate will not necessarily be seriously objectionable.

Likewise, the sodium carbonate is not objectionable if required to soften

the make-up water of the circulating system when using a cooling pond,

to prevent scale formation on the tubes of surface condensers.

Where zeolite-softened water is fed directly to the boilers the high

sodium carbonate resulting from this treatment is objectionable for the

following reasons

:

(a) There is a tendency to cause foaming and priming of boilers

because of high alkalinity concentrations in the boilers. To prevent prim-

ing the boilers must be blown down sufficiently, the amount of water

depending upon the type of boilers, the rate at which boilers are fired, and

other operating conditions.

The question in this respect that must be considered is "How much
less will the boilers need to be blown down to prevent priming if the water

is given preliminary softening before zeolite softening than if the zeolite

softener is used alone?" Clearly the blow-down losses for boilers operated

at high ratings will exceed the losses for comparatively small boiler plants

where customarily boilers are not much overloaded. For small boiler plants

unquestionably zeolite softeners have been used wnth satisfaction without

pretreatment, whereas for larger plants with boilers operated at consid-

erable overload pretreatment would be necessary before zeolite softening.

(b) The probable effect of the sodium carbonate on caustic embrittle-

ment of boiler plate is not well understood. The May, 1925, issue of

Mechanical Engineering gave the suggested rules for care of power boilers

which contained the recommendation that for working pressures of 150

lb. and under the alkalinity in terms of sodium carbonate should not exceed

the sodium sulphate; for working pressures over 150 lb. and under 250

lb. alkalinity not to exceed one-half the sodium sulphate; for working pres-

sures of 250 lb. and higher, alkalinity not to exceed one-third the sodium

sulphate.

Many waters treated by zeolite softeners will give a ratio of sodium

carbonate to sodium sulphate unfavorable to the above recommendations of

the A.S.M.E. Boiler Code Committee. To determine the economic value

of pretreatment from the standpoint of embrittlenient it is not only sufficient

to give consideration to the amount of temporary hardness in the raw
water, but the amount of sulphates present must also receive considera-

tion. This will, furthermore, obviously be dependent upon the boiler pres-

sure. The higher the boiler pressure the more necessary the pretreatment

for a given water supply.
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The after-treatment of a zeolite-softened water with sulphuric and

phosphoric acid is now being done in a number of commercial plants to

lower its alkalinity.

(2) Cost of Pretreatment.—The cost for additional equipment for

pretreatment is considerably greater per thousand gallons water treated for

small capacities than large. Consequently it would follow that pretreatment

might prove economical for comparatively large installations, whereas it

might not be economical for small capacities. The comparative costs must

therefore be considered.

Again, it is obvious that the additional cost of equipment for pre-

treatment to lower the carbonate hardness will be considerably less if in

any event the water requires, filtration. Particularly is this true if the

water requires sedimentation ahead of the filters. If before delivering

water to the zeolite softener the water must be filtered and also settled,

the additional cost for pretreatment of the water for lowering the hard-

ness will be much less than if a city supply of well water that does not

require filtration, were available.

The cost of chemicals for removal of the temporary hardness is ordi-

narily less than the cost of salt, considering that for calcium carbonate

hardness more than 4 lb. of salt must be used for the equivalent accom-

plished by 1 lb. of hydrated lime, for precipitation of magnesium carbonate

2 lb. of salt are required for the equivalent of 1 lb. of hydrated lime.

The costs of salt and lime vary quite considerably, depending upon the

proximity to the source of salt and hydrated lime. Freight rates have

an important bearing on these costs.

Comparative cost of pretreatment must also be considered with an

after-treatment of a zeolite-softened water with sulphuric and phosphoric

acid which is now being done in a number of commercial plants to lower

the alkalinity of zeolite-softened water.

This question must also be considered in comparison with the cost

of equipment for softening the water without introducing large amounts

of sodium carbonate as may be obtained by hot-process and cold-process lime

and soda softeners.

From a study of the above it is evident that the question of whether

or not pretreatment is advisable becomes complicated if an attempt is

made to derive a formula applicable to all conditions, whereas a considera-

tion of all the above factors generally becomes very simple for any plant

if all the conditions are known. It is therefore believed that the best that

this committee can do is to point out the influencing factors, the most

important of which have been mentioned above.

(C) ECONOMIC VALUE OF LIME-SODA SOFTENING
PRELIMINARY TO EVAPORATORS '

The economic value of lime-soda softening preliminary to evaporators

is dependent upon so many conditions that a number of the recommenda-

tions made for pretreatment to zeolite softeners in our previous report

will be applicable to pretreatment for evaporators.
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A survey of the central stations using evaporators indicates that waters

containing 10 grains or more "total hardness" arc being given pretrcatment,

and that waters containing 6 and 7 grains total hardness are being

evaporated without apparently giving serious trouble.

A total of 55 questionnaires were sent out to central stations throughout

the country, using evaporators, requesting data relative to operating con-

ditions, cleaning, nature of water, etc. The results of this survey are

classified as follows

:

Class 1—18 questionnaires have not been acknowledged. (32.7 per

cent.) A second attempt was made to obtain data from these companies

but apparently without success. The possible explanation for this may be

that questionnaires were addressed to holding companies as well as to the

individual company.

Oass 2—13 users acknowledged the questionnaire, but for various

reasons have not furnished information. (23.6 per cent.) These were

returned not filled out for various reasons : equipment not yet in service

;

equipment in stand-by plants ; equipment has not been in service long enough

to accumulate data; no available data, etc.

Class 3—24 users returned the questionnaire filled out as requested.

(43.7 per cent.) These questionnaires returned containing the requested

data have been carefully analyzed, and from this information our report

has been prepared.

The analysis of the questionnaires indicates that 42 per cent of the

users regard pretreatment warranted on account of scale, but 58 per cent

of the users regard pretreatment not warranted. Of the 42 per cent who
regard pretreatment warranted, 21 per cent use external softeners, 12.6 per

cent use internal treatment, but do not regard it satisfactory, and 8.4 per

cent give no treatment but recommend it.

A careful examination of the chemical analysis of the waters used

by the above installations indicates that with the exception of one water

all have a "total hardness" of 10 grains or higher. The one exception

has a "total hardness" of only 6 grains. Of the 58 per cent who regard

pretreatment not warranted, 53.9 per cent use water less tlian 6 grains "total

hardness," and 4.1 per cent use water of 7 grains "total hardness."

One installation of the above 58 per cent treats the water with sulphuric

acid to give a more favorable relation of sodium sulphate to sodium car-

bonate on account of water naturally containing 6 grains of sodium

carbonate per gallon. This is done because evaporator gives off some

moisture, and soluble salts are formed in the distillate.

It would be a difficult matter to try to indicate the average saving in

dollars and cents to be obtained by pretreatment ahead of evaporators as

there are so many variables to be considered, i.e., the amount of water

evaporated between cleanings; the condition of the water; irregular cleaning

periods ranging from one week to one year ; reduction in capacity varying

from 2 to 50 per cent, and cost of cleaning varying from $20 to $600.
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The cost of additional equipment for pretreatment might be con-

siderably greater per thousand gallons of water treated for small capacities

than for large capacities ; consequently it would follow that pretreatment

would prove economical for comparatively large installations, whereas it

would not be economical for small capacities.

The most significant facts brought out by this investigation are that

waters containing 10 grains or more "total hardness" are being given

pretreatment, and that waters containing 6 and 7 grains "total hardness"

are being evaporated without apparently giving serious trouble.



PRESENT KNOWLEDGE OF FOAMING AND PRIMING OF
BOILER WATER, WITH SUGGESTIONS

FOR RESEARCH

Progress Report on Zeolite Softeneks, Internal Treatment, Priming

AND Foaming, and Electrolytic Scale Prevention

In 1863 Stromeyer in his work on marine boilers wrote that informa-

tion on the subject of priming was "almost non-existent." Eighteen years

later Stabler evidently felt that little information had been added, for

he began his section on foaming and priming with the statement that

they "are probably the least understood of boiler phenomena." At the

present day, sixteen years later, Stabler's statement still holds. The only

modification that suggests itself would be to leave out the word "probably."

Phenomena to Which the Names "Foaming" and "Priming" Have
Been Applied

Much efifort has been expended in the past in trying to define "priming"

and "foaming." A search of the literature shows utter confusion in the

use of these terms. Some authors employ them interchangeably. Some
call a foam on the surface "priming," and others call violent ebullition

"foaming." Indeed, it can be said that a reader of any book or paper

will not know what is meant unless the writer defines his terms.

Fortunately the question can be approached another way. Instead

of seeking the meaning of the terms one can differentiate and describe

the phenomena to which these various names have been applied. From this

standpoint, then, an examination of boiler-water papers shows that one or

more of three fairly distinct mental pictures of phenomena inside the boiler

were in the minds of writers when they used the terms "foaming" and

"priming."

(1) The formation of foam on the surface of the water. This foam

may range in thickness from a layer barely covering the surface to a mass

that fills the steam space above the water. In the latter case the liquid

films around the bubbles would be drawn into the steam pipe and wet steam

would result.

(2) Another phenomenon evidently in the minds of certain writers

is merely rapid ebullition with the consequent projection of droplets or

even slugs of water into the steam pipe. This could happen without the

appearance of foam as it is de.scribed above.

(3) A third situation partakes both of the properties and appearance

of foam and of violent ebullition. The boiling is of such a character that

the whole mass of water from the bottom up is full of fine steam bubbles,

with the consequence that the interior of the boiler is filled and of course

much water passes out with the steam.

It should be emphasized, perhaps, that the tlircc situations pictured

above are not necessarily descriptions based upon actual observations of

steam boilers in operation. If such observations have been made the author
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has failed to find the record of them. They are to be looked upon more

as reasonable suppositions by men of experience with steam boilers, and

who have undoubtedly observed analogous situations in glass flasks or

open metal vessels. Moreover, some writers evidently have no picture in

mind of what goes on inside the boiler. They simply use the terms as

meaning any entrainment of water by the steam.

Systematic research may show that a fourth phenomenon, namely,

the manner in which bubbles break on the surface of the water in the

boiler, should also be considered, at least as one of the causes of wet

steam. This idea was first suggested by Dr. R. E. Hall, who used the

phrase "smoothness of boiling."

It is well known that a bubble breaking on the surface of a liquid

projects a droplet of the liquid to a height of several inches. This

phenomenon has never been studied so that nothing is known of its mechan-

ism or of any way of controlling it. It seems reasonable to suppose that

a continual projection of droplets of water into the steam space would

be a large factor—perhaps the determining factor—in causing wet steam

when other conditions were normal, that is, when there was no foaming

or priming.

The confusion of terms that exists is deplorable, and now that an

official committee representing a number of interested engineering societies

is at work on this feature of boiler-water behavior, one of its first duties

should be the clarification of the nomenclature. However, before permanent

definitions are formulated there should be an extensive series of accurate

observations made, if possible, on actual steam boilers, and failing that,

on experimental boilers, in order to determine with some precision the

various causes for the entry of water from the boiler into the steam,

Appropriate names can then be found for the phenomena.

CAUSES OF FOAMING AND PRIMING

Physical.—The causes of foaming and priming as given in boiler-

water papers fall under two general heads, physical and chemical. Among
the physical causes the design and operation of the boiler arc outstanding.

The more complex the interior—that is, the more of a maze of tubes,

staybolts, etc., there is in the boiler—the more likely is it to foam (prime).

It is also evident that, other conditions being the same, the smaller the steam

space above the water, the more likely is water to be carried out. If the

boiler is moved about rapidly while in use, as is the case with railroad

and marine boilers, the extra agitation will promote foaming.

Violent ebullition for a few seconds may result from the sudden

evolution of steam following a period of superheating of the water analo-

gous to the familiar "bumping" of liquids in the laboratory. A similar

effect would be produced by the loosening of a sheet of scale, which would

thus bring water into contact with almost redhot metal. The sudden

introduction of solid matter, entering with the feedwater or produced by

the loosening of scale, also causes a violent ebullition for a few seconds,
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and a rapid opening of the steam valve by causing a momentary lowering

of the pressure has the same cflfcct.

There is some difTcrcncc of opinion as to the relation of steam pressure

to foaming, but the majority seem to hold that high-pressure boilers

foam less than low-pressure ones. Such a statement seems logical because

a given weight of steam occupies less space the higher the pressure it is

under.

Chemical.—The available information about the chemical causes of

foaming may be classified under (1) substances that cause foaming, and (2)

physico-chemical explanations of the phenomenon. The oflfending sub-

stances are listed under such indefinite terms as "organic matter," "im-

purities," "oily matter," "soap and soapy substances," "saline matter,"

"alkalis," and "suspended solids." Sodium salts seem to be the only definite

chemical substances to which foaming and priming are generally attributed,

but the author has not been able to find a record of any experiments which

show that sodium salts alone are the cause of the trouble. The belief has

unquestionably originated from the fact that in the great majority of waters

sodium salts are the only ones that concentrate in the boiler. Others

that are present in any quantity, suCh as calcium and magnesium compounds,

precipitate for the most part.

Next to sodium salts finely divided solid matter is held responsible for

foaming and priming, and some go so far as to assert that solids are

the only cause, barring, of course, occasional cases of soap or peculiar

forms of organic matter in the water. Here again, however, the record

of experimental evidence in favor of this view is lacking.

In 1924 the author, acting on a hint from Bancroft, succeeded in har-

monizing the conflicting statements concerning the effect of sodium salts

and solid matter. An extensive series of laboratory experiments showed

that sodium salts alone or finely divided solids alone did not cause a true foam,

but that when both were in the water in sufficient concentration foaming

resulted ; that is, a true foam or froth several inches thick was produced on

the surface of the water. The explanation of this is given below.

THE PHYSICO-CHEMICAL THEORY OF FOAMING

Wherever the word "foam" or one of its derivatives is used in this

section, it refers to a true froth or foam as described in No. 1 above.

It must be said at the start that there is as yet no comprehensive

physico-chemical theory of foams. This fact, perhaps more than any

other, retards the progress of research in this field. The statement fre-

quently found that foaming is caused by lowering the surface tension of a

liquid seems merely to express a coincidence. While it is true that the

foamiest liquids (for example, soap and saponin solutions) have low

surface tensions, it is also true that pronounced foaming can be produced by

conditions that raise the surface tension. Water solutions of inorganic

substances—sodium salts, for example—foam readily if the films are sta-

bilized by finely divided solid matter.
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Furthermore there is no quantitative relation between the lowering or

raising of the surface tension of a liquid and the foam producing power of

the resulting solution. Water solutions of soap and saponin, for instance,

may be equally foamy, the saponin even foamier than the soap, and yet

the surface tension of the saponin solution will be much higher than that

of the soap.

This question of the lack of relation between surface tension and foam-

ing is discussed at length by W. Ostwald and A. Steiner, who give many
literature citations. The immediate relation of the problem to boiler water

is touched upon by Millard and Mattson, who show that what they call

"priming" is in no way related to surface tension. Though these investiga-

tors do not distinguish between true foam and other phenomena, the

description of some of their experiments leads one to think that foam

should have been present.

About all that can be said is that pure liquids do not foam. Something

must be present of such a nature that its concentration in the surface differs

from that in the mass of the liquid. This interesting situation is quite

common and can be shown by laboratory experiments. If, for example, a

mass of soap bubbles is collapsed the resulting liquid will be found to

contain more soap per unit volume than did the original solution from

which the bubbles were produced. Whether there is more or less of the

added substance in the surface than in the interior of the liquid seems to

make no difference. Either way, the surface layer differs from the rest of

the liquid and thus makes possible a separation of films from the sur-

face. This separation of films is the necessary condition for the formation

of foams. There is, however, another condition which, if not theoretically

necessary is practically so, namely, the stabilization of the films. Most

bubbles burst in the moment of their formation and therefore cannot

form a foam. The films of a true foam must have a certain structural

strength and period of existence. This is given by the viscosity of the

film itself, as in the case of soap bubbles, or by the addition of finely divided

solid matter which imparts the necessary viscosity, as in the case of the

foams of sodium salt solutions stabilized by pulverized boiler scale.

No one has yet offered a plausible explanation of why a pure liquid

does not foam and why a difference in concentration between surface

and interior of a solution permits the separation of films. When a bubble

generated in the interior of certain solutions rises to the surface it lifts a

film; or when a ring composed of any solid that is wet by the liquid is

applied with appropriate technique to the surface and lifted, a film is

removed. What now determines the plane of separation of that film from

the remainder of the liquid? The answer to that question would be the

general theory of foaming.

The author believes that research on this fundamental problem should

be directed to a study of the conditions which control the maximum
thickness of films. Heretofore attention has been focused on their minimum
thinness. Bancroft says, "I have not been able to find any statement as to
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the maximum thickness of a soap-bubble film; but it is certainly not less than

1.4^." This is many hundred times as thick as the layers of oriented mole-

cules pictured to account for surface-tension phenomena. In general, it

would be well to direct research to the relatively thick (1.0 ± mm.) layer

at the surface of liquids. It is the sea of peculiar phenomena. Liebreich

called it the "dead space in chemical reactions" because certain reactions

at least fail to take place in it. Hannan refers to another phenomenon

peculiar to this region, namely, the very rapid rate of sedimentation in it.

The relation of surface concentration to surface tension is in the sense

that those substances which concentrate in the surface lower the surface

tension, and those which recede from the surface increase the surface

tension. It can also be shown, both theoretically and practically, that surface

tension can be lowered to a much greater extent than it can be raised.

In general, organic substances lower the surface tension and inorganic

ones raise it. There are, however, exceptions to this rule. Cane sugar, for

example, slightly increases the surface tension of water and hydrochloric

acid slightly lowers it.

APPLICATION OF THEORY TO BOILER WATER

On applying these principles to boiler water, it can be said that the

fundamental condition of foaming is the presence of substances which con-

centrate either in the surface or in the mass of the water. If, however,

these substances do not at the same time have the property of making the

films around the bubbles stable, there will be no foam in a practical

sense, because the life of the bubbles will be too short—they will burst a

moment after forming. It is necessary, then, to distinguish carefully

between the two conditions for the formation of foam— (1) the presence of

something which, by modifying the surface of the water, makes possible

the formation of bubbles, and (2) the presence of something which by

imparting viscosity to the films will stabilize them—that is, prevent them

from bursting immediately after forming. This necessary viscosity can,

of course, be produced by the same substance which changes the surface.

Soap, for example, is such a substance, and an occasional water is found in

which the organic matter present has this property, either as it enters the

boiler or after modification by the action of the superheated water. In the

average boiler water, however, the change in the surface is brought about

by dissolved sodium salts and the stabilization of the foam by finely divided

solid matter. The presence of either one without the other is not sufficient

to cause foaming.

The action of the particles of solids in stabilizing the foam appears

to be purely mechanical. Edser, in a paper on ore flotation, pictures the

situation as follows

:

Imagine a number of bubbles in the interior of a liquid, each

bubble being coated with mineral particles. When these coated

bubbles come into contact after rising through the liquid, the walls

of each cell will consist of numerous solid particles held together

by films of liquid.
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In flotation the solid particles are frequently the only stabilizing agent

present. It must, of course, be emphasized that to stabilize a boiler-water

foam as well as that of a flotation process the solids must have the property

of adhering to (being absorbed on) the films. Flotation as a method of

separation would be impossible if solids did not behave differently in this

respect and, it might be added, boiler foaming would be a rare occurrence

were it not for the unfortunate circumstance that the solids usually present

in a boiler have the property of adhering to the films around the steam

bubbles.

Whether there is a manifest difTeren(!e in the stabilizing effects of

the different types of boiler scale has not yet been determined. Work
now in progress in the author's laboratory suggests at least that this point

should be investigated.

Other things being equal, the stabilizing effect increases as the

size of the solid particles decreases. It is interesting, however, to note

that particles so large that none will pass through a forty-mesh sieve can

be seen adhering to the steam bubbles.

Koyl gives the presence of finely divided solids as the cause of the

phenomenon described above under (3), but merely states that each particle

becomes a nucleus from which a stream of steam bubbles rises. It would

not be too far-fetched to assume that the particles that act in this way

have entrained minute bubbles of air, or perhaps of carbon dioxide, which

would then serA'e as permanent gas-phase surfaces at which steam bubbles

would form. The stabilizing effect of the finely divided solid matter would

tend to hold such steam bubbles intact—that is, prevent them from coalesc-

ing. In. this way the mass of the water would become filled with bubbles,

as Koyl describes.

In the author's previously mentioned paper a large number of laboratory

experiments in glass flasks are described. This experimental evidence is too

long to reproduce here, but is referred to because it furnished the confirma-

tion of the theories advanced and which are given above. There is also

another reason for referring to it. Ordinarily, laboratory experiments

offer an unsafe guide for large-scale industrial operations, so that it is

worth while in this case to record that the author has received additional

evidence in the shape of a number of letters from persons of practical

experience with steam boilers. These letters uniformly uphold the general

conclusions of the paper, so that, in a way at least, it can be said that

these laboratory experiments have been confirmed in practice.

ORGANIC MATTER AS A CAUSE OF FOAMING

Practically nothing is recorded concerning causes of foaming other

than those mentioned above. The author has received two private com-

munications to the effect that excelsior used as a filter in a water softener

caused foaming during the first few days it was in use, after which the

effect disappeared. This would mean of course that the water dissolved

out certain organic materials that caused the trouble. Another communica-
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tion cited the organic matter in certain of the highly colored surface waters

of Florida as a cause of foaming. It would be interesting to know whether

such colored waters from other parts of the country have the same effect,

for example, those from New England. The question of the behavior of

these waters, if at the same time they contain sodium salts and finely

divided solids, is one that has not yet been studied.

TESTING WATER TO DETERMINE WHETHER IT WILL FOAM

A practical question naturally arises, namely, what chemical or physical

tests can be made on a boiler water in order to determine whether it will

foam? This point has never been thoroughly studied. Boiler-water chemists

would determine the sodium-salt concentration and base their conclusions on

the result. Stabler in his famous paper, giving equations by which the

behavior of a water can be calculated, includes one on foaming which

gives what he calls the "foaming coefficient." It is nothing more than an

approximate value for the sodium and potassium salts in the water, and

obviously would not apply unless finely divided solids were also present.

If sodium salts and suspended solids were both measured a very good

guess could be made as to the foaming susceptibility of the water. Unfor-

tunately, however, it would not be safe to reason in the converse way,

because some waters that are very low in sodium salts and suspended

solids nevertheless will foam.

A foam test is still to be devised. Some preliminary work in the

author's laboratory suggests the possibility of developing something practical

from so simple an operation as blowing air into the water to be tested. If

the air enters in very fine bubbles, as when blown, through a porous septum,

a foam seems to be produced, even at room temperature, in all waters that

foam on boiling, and vice versa. There is also the "membrane meter" of

W. Ostwald and Steiner. These investigators found that when the level

of a liquid in a capillary tube is raised or lowered the rate at which the

liquid surface returns to its original position is inversely proportional to

the foaming susceptibility of the liquid. The original paper must be con-

sulted for the details of the experiment.

In applying these or any other test to a boiler, however, one must not

forget that the raw water and the same water after it has been subjected to

the high temperature of the interior of a modern steam boiler are by no

means the same things. Nevertheless the development of a foam test is

worth some research.

PRIMING

"Priming" as used in this section has a special meaning, namely, the

projection of water into the steam space due merely to violent ebullition.

In most cases, perhaps, it results from the ebullition of spasmodic violence

accompanying the breakdown of a condition of superheating. Unpublished

work done in the author's laboratory shows that in glass flasks at least

it is far easier than has been supposed to heat water above its normal

boiling point for the pressure of the moment. Indeed, the water may be
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boiling, that is, copious bubbles of steam may be rising through it, and yet its

temperature will be one or two degrees Fahrenheit above the normal boiling

point. If now, with the water in this condition, it is subjected to a shock

of some sort, like the introduction of a little solid matter or the addition of

a slug of water from the outside, the superheated state breaks down and the

stored-up energy is dissipated by a few moments of violent ebullition, the

temperature of course falling to the normal. Everyone of course knows

these facts about the superheating of liquids, but it is doubtful if many

know how common the phenomenon is.

Other experiments were of the following nature : Flasks were so

equipped that the steam from the boiling w-ater in them escaped through a

small orifice and therefore some inside pressure could be maintained and

at the same time have the boiling proceed. If now a large valve in the

stopper were opened the pressure of course dropped, the water was left at

a temperature a degree or so above its normal boiling point for the lower

pressure and consequently there was violent ebullition for a few seconds,

so violent that large slugs of water were projected into the steam space.

If a similar situation can occur in a boiler when the steam valve is

rapidly opened, the violent ebullition that will follow for a few seconds

may easily throw slugs of waters into the steam line. The important point

to note in these experiments is that this "priming" as it is called, can take

place with pure water. It is independent of the conditions of film forma-

tion, etc., that are necessary for "foaming," in other words it is a separate

phenomenon and therefore merits study as such.

The question naturally arises, what happens when the flasks are charged

with sodium-salt solutions alone, suspended solids alone, or with both

sodium salts and suspended solid matter? The answer is, that dissolved

matter alone or suspended matter alone increases the "priming" only

slightly but when both dissolved and suspended matter are present the

priming is many fold that of pure water. The effect described in No. 3

above can be observed at times, that is, the water lifts by becoming a mass

of steam bubbles. Owing to the fact that "priming" is so greatly increased

in a water in which the conditions for the formation of stabilized films also

exist, it is difficult to distinguish between "priming" and "foaming." In

the situation just described it would be logical to say that the "foaming"

was greatly increased during a few seconds by the "priming."

THE PROJECTION OF DROPLETS OF LIQUID BY BURSTING
BUBBLES

So far as the author is aware, no studies have ever been made of

the nature of evaporation from the standpoint of the projection of droplets

of liquid into the steam space by the bursting of bubbles. Perhaps very

slight additions of the right substances to a boiler water would cause its

boiling to proceed with such "smoothness" that little or no water would be

thrown up. The idea is fanciful, but nevertheless is worth at least a

little laboratory experimentation.
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REMEDIES FOR FOAMING AND PRIMING

The two outstanding methods of reducing foaming and priming are (1)

reduction of the concentration of sodium salts, suspended solids, or other

offending substances by blowing down the boiler, and (2) the introduc-

tion of castor oil into the boiler water. The first remedy is efficacious in

about the extent to which the concentration of the offending substances

in the water are reduced. Such a relation is so obvious that no theoretical

discussion is needed. It is equally obvious that there is a heavy loss of

energy in wasting water that has been heated to the temperature of the

boiler, and therefore blowing down has severe limitations. Finally, the

plan has no effect when the foam producing impurity is in the raw water.

Remedy No. 2, the use of castor oil, is perhaps the most interesting

and effective treatment applied to industrial water. Its effect on the stabilized

foams resulting from dissolved salts and suspended solids is like a touch

of magic. A mere trace of this oil, less than 0.001 per cent by volume,

causes the instant disappearance of the type of foam referred to above.

In actual practice castor oil is seldom or never used as such because

it is not miscible with water and therefore difficult to apply in a uniform

way. The general procedure is to prepare an anti-foam compound by

emulsifying the oil with starch and other ingredients, to give a mixture

containing 14 to 15 per cent of oil. This will mix uniformly with a large

quantity of even cold water so that the introduction of any desired amount

into the boiler is easy.

On one of the Ohio railroads the rule is not to begin using anti-foam

till the boilers begin to foam, which usually takes place when the concen-

tration of dissolved solids reaches 3000 parts per million (175 grains per

gallon). A pint of anti-foam compound, containing 16 per cent of castor

oil, is then put into the tender tank, which holds 5000 gallons of water.

This would mean a concentration of less than 4 parts per million (about 0.2

grain per gallon) of actual oil in the water, and yet by its use the boiler

can be kept going till the concentration of dissolved solids reaches double

the value given above.

This effect of castor oil in inhibiting foam is apparently confined to

that type of foam in which the films are stabilized by suspended solid mat-

ter. "Apparently" is used advisedly because the matter has never been

systematically studied. A few experiments in the author's laboratory seemed

to show, for example, that the oil had no effect on a soap foam.

A few other oils also inhibit foam as castor oil does, but for one

reason or another have never come into use. Bardwell found that pine-tar

oil worked satisfactorily up to 140 lb. pressure, but not beyond. Inci-

dentally, it might be remarked here that during the World War many
experiments were probably made in search for substitutes for castor oil

as an anti-foam. If this is true they ought to be recorded somewhere.

There is little or nothing on record concerning the prevention of

foaming due to dissolved vegetable matter. French found that alum served

to prevent the foaming caused by dissolved vegetable matter in a highly
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colored Florida surface water. This is interesting because the generaliza-

tion is perhaps warranted that such foam-producing substances can be

rendered harmless by adsorbing them on precipitated aluminum hydroxide.

When the question of a physico-chemical theory of the destruction of

foam by castor oil is raised, the answer must be, there is no theory. One

may guess that the action is due to the destruction in some way of the

stabilizing action of the suspended solids rather than to any effect on the

liquid films. Perhaps the best way to get suggestions on this point is to study

the data of ore flotation. Edser's paper in this connection is admirable.

FOAMING AND PRIMING AS A RESEARCH PROBLEM

Since the underlying purpose of this paper was to suggest points of

attack in research work on the problem of foaming and priming of boiler

water, it will be worth while now to classify the suggestions offered above.

They fall naturally into two groups.

(I) Research with the object of finding the fundamental causes of

foams and stabilized films in such water solutions as may occur in a steam

boiler. This is a laboratory problem calling for measurements of surface

tension, surface concentration, and viscosity, thickness of liquid films,

angles of contact between solids and liquids, and long, patient experimenta-

tion with one combination of materials after another. Coincident with

the above will be a line of experimentation with autoclaves or small experi-

mental boilers.

This is the kind of work that is adapted to imiversity surroundings in

which the necessary scientific instruments, books, and journals are to be

found.

(II) Research involving experiments with actual steam boilers under

working conditions. This is preeminently the point at which the practical

man comes in, and it is fortunate that the organization of the committees

having this work in charge includes practical as well as theoretical men.

The prospects for co-operation are fine.

There is of course no reason why these two groups of research should

not mix in any proportion that circumstances may bring about, and it is cer-

tainly the wish of the author of this paper that they should be so mixed.



EMBRITTLEMENT OF STEEL

Progress Report on Embrittlement of Metals

The work of this committee has been confined to the consideration of

the embrittlement of steels used in steam boilers. This subject has been

receiving much study both here and abroad and many conflicting views have

been submitted to the committee for consideration. These have been care-

fully considered and analyzed.

There are two schools of thought in regard to this subject. Certain

engineers, after studying embrittlement from many angles, have been led

to the conclusion that such embrittlement as occurs is inhibited by the

presence of caustic in the waters in the boiler resulting from the occur-

rence of sodium carbonate in the feedwater. Other engineers also, after

careful study of the phenomena, have concluded that other causes contribute

to this type of failure and that the presence of caustic is not the controlling

factor.

This report will summarize the evidence and reasoning of both schools

of thought and will attempt thereby to give engineers a definite idea of the

problems involved. The committee does not believe, in view of the data

before it, that it is possible at the present time to reach any final conclusions

regarding the cause and remedy of this trouble. Certain facts seem to be

established and these will be presented. The committee also makes certain

recommendations at the close of its report.

The following outstanding facts are presented as indicating the present

status of knowledge of the phenomena

:

(a) Embrittlement of boiler metal is an established fact and not a

myth as believed by some engineers.

(b) The difficulty has not been encountered in any one section of the

country although there are certain areas where failures of this kind have

been more prevalent.

(c) In most cases where these failures have been experienced, the

water has contained relatively high concentrations of carbonate, bicarbonate

or hydrates of soda and these waters have been low in sulphates or chlorides

of soda. Some cases of embrittlement of boiler metal have occurred, how-

ever, with waters where the concentration of sodium salts was low.

(d) Embrittlement is a function of excessive stresses in the metal, and

the phenomenon apparently does not occur in the absence of stresses beyond

the elastic limit for the metal.

(e) It has been shown experimentally that embrittlement of boiler

steel may be produced at will in the presence of excessive amounts of hot

caustic soda (20,000 grains per gallon) when the metal is under tension

beyond the elastic limit. The phenomenon takes place usually by the

combined action of high stress and high chemical concentration. These

facts have been established by laboratory experiments but the element of

time affecting the phenomenon has not been established.

1062
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(f) Laboratory experiments and experience in practice indicate that

the embrittlement of tlic metal may be inhibited by maintaining a specific

ratio between the sodium carbonates and sulphates present in the water.

(g) Failure of the metal progresses by intcrcrystalline fracture. In

practically all cases there is no deformation of the grains.

(h) One investigator has determined that a similar phenomenon may be

produced by calcium nitrate.

Various investigators are by no means in accord concerning the basic

cause or causes of the phenomenon, and much discussion has arisen as a

result of the two schools of thought. There are certain points, however,

upon which there seems to be general agreement. These are as follows

:

(a) Brittleness of boiler steel may occur in the presence of high

concentration of caustic soda and result from straining the metal beyond

the elastic limit.

(b) Failures of this kind are intcrcrystalline in character.

(c) The cracking of metal occurs in practically all cases along the line

of the rivets and on the dry side of the plates.

Certain investigators believe that the brittleness of metal is affected

by the absorption of cathodic hydrogen, and that the rapidity of the action

is accelerated by stresses in the metal. This view has not received universal

acceptance.

Still others hold that embrittlement is due to the presence of such im-

purities as iron sulphide at the grain boundaries, which are dissolved by the

action of caustic soda or other chemicals.

Some engineers believe that embrittlement is due partly to certain

inherent characteristics of the steel and partly to stresses from deformation

and riveting in the process of manufacture augmented by the stress due

to the working pressure in the boiler. Evidence has been submitted to con-

firm this view.

A Review of Investio.vtions axd Opinions on Embrittlement

As early as 1866 Graham made the interesting discovery that red-hot

iron was penetrated by hydrogen and that a portion of the hydrogen was

retained by the metal after it had cooled down. Caillet and Johnson arrived

at a somewhat similar conclusion and demonstrated that hydrogen generated

electrically was absorbed by iron at room temperatures. They showed

further, however, that hydrogen in a gaseous form apparently had no effect

upon the metal. In Johnson's work it was shown that soft iron became
embrittled in contact with electrolytic hydrogen. It was further shown by

Johnson that the treatment of the iron with acid prior to contact with the

gaseous hydrogen, greatly accelerated the rate of embrittlement of the metal.

It was reported by Thompson that fairly high concentrations of solutions

of soda at boiling temperatures had no appreciable effect on the properties

of soft iron. It was also shown by the same investigator that soft iron

was much more seriously affected by boiling water. .Somewhat similar

results were obtained by T. S. Fuller. This investigator showed that the

rate of absorption or penetration of hydrogen through a sample of elec-

A
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trolyzed iron was practically the same with one per cent caustic soda as

when tap water was used. W. D. Andrews reported the results of experi-

ments in the Transactions of the Faraday Society, 1914, stating that strips

of steel kept in concentrated sodium hydroxide solution at 212 deg. Fahr.

for a period of from one to seven weeks were seriously embrittled. Hydro-

gen was evolved as the result of the action of the caustic soda. Most widely

quoted experimental studies on this subject are those of S. W. Parr, pub-

lished in the University of Illinois Bulletins in 1917 and by Parr and Straub

in 1926. The conclusions reached by these investigators are as follows

:

(a) Embrittlement in boiler plate is caused by the combined action of

stress and chemical attack. The stresses are inherent in the construc-

tion and in the operation of the boiler, while the chemical attack is caused

by sodium hydroxide in the boiler water.

(b) Certain methods of water treatment tend to convert some safe

waters into the characteristic type of water which produces embrittlement.

(c) The presence of sodium sulphate in the feedwater and undecom-

posed sodium carbonate in the boiler water tends to retard the embrittling

efifect of carbonate waters, and if these are present in proper proportions

they will stop it entirely.

(d) Methods for introducing sulphates in boiler waters have been

worked out to the point of practical application.

R. S. Williams and V. O. Homerberg report in the Transactions of

American Society for Steel Treating, April, 1924, the results of their

experimental studies carried on at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology. The conclusions of these investigators are as follows

:

(a) During the crystallization of steel, the impurities, to a consider-

able extent, are rejected to the grain boundaries.

(b) The oxides and sulphides are two of the prime factors in caustic

embrittlement.

(c) The oxides are reduced under the influence of cathodic hydrogen.

(d) The sulphides are removed due to the action of hot caustic soda

solutions.

(e) The removal of the sulphides produces a surface condition favorable

to progressive corrosion.

(f) Assuming that progressive corrosion starts with the removal of

the sulphides, the corrosion will be greatly accelerated if the material is

stressed. Furthermore, when the steel is under tension there is a tendency

for the matrix to pull away from the inclusions at the grain boundaries and

in this manner to produce small capillaries into which the corroding solu-

tion can penetrate.

(g) In stressed areas containing oxides, the volume increase, due to

the reaction with cathodic hydrogen, may produce stresses which, added to

those initially present, may cause cracking.

(h) It seems evident that hydrogen acts in three ways to produce embrit-

tlement : first, the temporary brittleness caused by absorbed hydrogen (as

in acid pickling), second, it acts to reduce oxides, and third, its effect due

to the change in volume at the grain boundaries, resulting because of the
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production of water. This latter volume increase would create a stress

which, added to those originally present, may cause cracking, especially at

those points where these stresses are at a maximum.

The 1922 Report of the Prime Movers Committee, National Electric

Light Association, on Treatment of Feed Water, in discussing this phenom-

enon, gives the general characteristics present in the cmbrittlement of

boiler plate as follows

:

(a) Occurrences ordinarily limited to the joints of the boiler.

(b) Occurrence only in parts of the boilers reached by the water. This

is most noticeable in girth joints, as up to the place reached by the water

(not necessarily the normal water line), cracking is found, and beyond

that point the plate is unimpaired.

(c) Occurrence in the various members of the joint ; that is, in the

rivets as well as the plates, in both plates of a lap joint, or in plates and

straps of butt joints.

(d) Occurrence in rolled plates, cast steel or cast iron, according to

the construction of the boiler.

(e) When a plate is cracked, the line of the crack on the surface of

the plate in contact with the surface of another plate is longer than the

line of the crack on the other surface of the same plate (i. e., embril de-

ment starts at the surfaces in contact).

(f) Extreme irregularity of the cracks with sliarp changes of direc-

tion
;
paralleling without any marked tendency to join ; in other words, the

exact position of a crack is not determined by the stress due to the boiler

pressure, though the general area affected may be.

(g) Brittleness of the material under shock and fatigue, with very

little indication of brittleness under static tests, and marked localization of

the embrittlement to the joint area.

(h) Loss of embrittlement (not necessarily total) with time when ihe

boiler is removed from service, coupled with a marked degree of removal

of embrittlement by heating at temperatures far below those required for

ordinary annealing.

(i) A plentiful deposit of a black, powdery substance on the affected

surface which on analysis is principally an iron oxide.

Since the location of cracking of this sort is selective with respect

to the parts of the seams reached by the water of the boiler, reference

should be made to the feed conditions and apparently with the following

conditions in mind

:

(a) Solubility will be of prime importance for the reason that a

highly soluble substance may be present in heavy concentration without

depositing anything on the metal to mechanically protect it.

(b) These substances should not attack the metal in the concentration

in which they usually occur in a boiler, but should attack the metal in the

higher concentration that ran build up in restricted areas like the boiler

joints.

(c) Acids can he eliminated from consideration, as they attack the

entire metal surface at any concentration that could occur in boiler practice.
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(d) Substances of high specific conductivity would increase the corro-

sive effects resulting from potential differences in the boiler structure.

(e) Substances such as calcium and magnesium carbonates, calcium

sulphate, etc., being incrusting salts and of low specific conductivity, may

be eliminated from consideration for either reason alone.

The soluble salts generally found in practice are given in the following

table, Column "A" showing solubility in grams per 100 cc. of water at

100 deg. cent.. Column "B" showing equivalent conductivity at 18 deg. cent.

:

Solubility Conductivity

Sodium Chloride 39.12 92.0

Magnesium Chloride 73.0 98.1 (H MgCU)
Calcium Chloride 159.0 88.2 ( ^ CaCU)
Sodium Sulphate 42.5 78.4

Magnesium Sulphate 73.8 76.1 (J/2 MgS«)
Sodium Carbonate 45.5 72.9

Sodium Hydroxide 339.0 203.4

Potassium Hydroxide 178.0 228.0

Note: Potas.sium hydroxide, while of most exceptional occurrence, is

included on account of the values of its constants as compared with sodium
hydroxide.

From this table, sodium hydroxide has the greatest index of solubility

and conductivity. Sodium chloride is relatively low in both solubility and

conductivity, and by itself is not known to be corrosive under boiler tempera-

tures at any concentration. Magnesium chloride and calcium chloride, while

higher than sodium chloride in solubility and conductivity, have hydroxides

that are very low in solubility, and corrosion from these substances occurs

even at low concentration on all exposed surfaces. Hydrolysis of sodium

carbonate is very considerable under boiler temperature, and within the range

of usual boiler concentration in its effect it may be regarded as though it

were sodium hydroxide. Sodium sulphate will ordinarily occur in boilers

as the result of the initial use of sodium carbonate, so that for all of the

foregoing reasons sodium hydroxide should (a priori) be considered as the

most probable cause of the trouble. It is to be noted also that sodium

hydroxide is only very slightly corrosive at boiler temperatures in solution

strengths such as occur in the main body of the water in the boiler, but

is actually highly corrosive in the stronger solutions that can occur in the

joints.

F. B. Porter has drawn the following conclusions from the results

of his studies

:

"At the University of Illinois, boilers had been operated inter-

mittently for twelve years at 100 lb. pressure on the soft alkaline

water without trouble. Three years' operation at 140 lb. pressure

put four drums out of service, and we judge that there were four
drums that withstood this same operation that were still unaffected.

There is a large number of boilers at Fort Worth, Dallas, Waco,
McKinncy, Houston, Baton Rouge. Louisiana, and other points

that have been operating on soft, alkaline water on pressures from
150 to 210 lb. that have never shown indications of embrittle-
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merit. The Trinity sands water in Texas contains enough sul-

phates to give a sulphate ratio of something like three of sulphates

to one of alkalinity, but the other artesian waters used at the

plants just mentioned have much less sulphates, some of them only

a very small amount. In one plant at Dallas, two plants out of
four at Houston, and at one Waco plant an occasional drum has
been lost through embrittlement, and in practically every case

other drums which have seen the same service with the same
water are still in operation, and other plants using the same water
have never been affected.

"The question of the contributing causes of this peculiar type

of embrittlement is important in suggesting remedies and in ad-

justing a settlement on installations on which renewals are required.

This trouble occurs often within six months to three years ot the

time the boilers are put in service. The cracking occurs in regions

of little stress. The actual stress in boiler operation in butt-strap

seams is small compared with other sections of the drum. The
stresses in the metal set up in the fabrication of the drum in the

area adjacent to the rivets may be high. It is a difficult question

to decide whether boiler-water leakage into the seams evaporates
and produces high concentration and starts embrittlement, or

whether the embrittlement and cracking start and the leaks promptly
result therefrom. If the leaky condition comes first, it probably
does not make very much difference what the concentration of

che boiler water is, for the reason that a concentration even to the

solid can rapidly occur in the seam as soon as the leak starts.

"The impression has been general that it is only overtreated,

softened waters that would be likely to cause embrittlement.

A recent case of embrittlement where zeolite-trealed water only

had been used would indicate that any softened water may furnish

one of the requisite causes for embrittlement. The mention
above of pressures obtaining in boilers and intermittent operation

as compared with continuous operation, leads us to make the

general observation that we believe that higher pressures and more
continuous operation tend to increase the likelihood of embrittle-

ment taking place, but this is as strong as this statement can be
made, for some boilers operating under the same pressure and on the

same water may be affected and some of them not. One hundred
and forty pounds at the University of Illinois, which caused the

loss of four drums, is considered a very low water pressure on
large plants today.

"In conclusion, it seems at the present time that the only ex-
planation of caustic embrittlement that will account for this con-
dition being present in some drums of some plants and absent
in other drums of these same plants, and absent in all the drum>
of other plants, using the same waters and the same type of waters,

is that embrittlement is due to overstrained or dirty steel and caus-

ticity in contact with same."

Mr. Mc.'Xdam, of the U. S. Naval Engineering Experiment Station,

in a discussion of Professor Parr's paper at the 1926 meeting of the

A.S.T.M., reported that he produced intercrystalline cracks in specimens

subjected to fatigue tests when he cooled them during the test by directing

a jet of water against the specimens.

Mr. Patterson of the Solvay Process Company in a discussion of Pro-

fessor Parr's paper (loc. cit.), pointed out that caustic soda cannot concen-

trate very appreciably within the interstices of a seam as long as the seam
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is tight, since the boiling temperature of a more concentrated solution is

higher than that of a more dilute solution, so that as soon as a concentra-

tion of the caustic soda solution within the seam rises above that of the

main body of water in the boiler, further concentration in the scam stops,

since no further evaporation will take place. Therefore it will be impos-

sible to concentrate the solution within the seam to the degree found active

by Professor Parr, as long as the seam does not leak. Mr. Patterson

has directed attention to the possibihty of oxygen in the water as a pos-

sible offender accelerating embrittlement.

Mr. Applebanm of the Permutit Company has quoted the work of

Mr. Jones

:

"In a fresh solution, stressed steel cracked in a few days, but after the

solution had been in use for some time the steel became coated with a black

deposit of oxide and cracking was inhibited. This is not solely due to the

alteration of surface of the steel since the solution now fails to crack

fresh similar specimens which are introduced and which themselves become

coated much more quickly than the original specimens. A deposit consisting

of magnetic oxide and some carbonaceous matter accumulated at the bottom

of the vessel. The inhibiting effect of the presence of oxide lends support

to the view that cracking is brought about through the agency of hydrogen."

As a result of the experience and extensive experimental work of the

Babcock and Wilcox Company, the following conclusions have been drawn

by the company concerning this phenomenon and are reported in the 1925-26

Report of the Prime Movers Committee, N.E.L.A., on Treatment of Feed

Water.

Certain characteristics of this cracking are as follows:

1. The cracks all occur below the water level.

2. In at least one of these plants, cracking of boiler drums has con-

tinued over a period of at least twelve years. In some cases, replacement

drums cracked in a shorter period of time, notwithstanding special care in

manufacture.

3. All of these cracks have occurred in seams under tension, having

factors of safety, as normally calculated, from five to approximately ten.

4. Examination of the type of plate showing cracks has definitely shown

that this cracking occurs in plates having practically perfect chemical and

physical characteristics, as well as in plates whidi may not have as good

characteristics.

5. These cracks have developed in cast steel, steel boiler plate and the

most perfect rivet steel.

The characteristics of the cracks themselves in general are

:

(a) They do not follow the line of maximum stress.

(b) While in general they run from one rivet hole to another, they

run more often in entirely different planes, so there will be a crack from

one rivet hole passing parallel to a crack from another rivet hole.

(c) They frequently run from each of two adjacent rivets past each

other for at least half their length without joining, or they even cross the
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full ligament from rivet to rivet without joining, leaving little islands of

plate.

(d) They are irregular in direction when fully developed, having nu-

merous sharp angles, and the final directions of the cracks is sometimes 90

deg. from that at their beginning.

(e) They never extend into the body of the plate beyond the lap of

the plate.

(f) They sometimes occur on the solid plate of the seam and do not

connect with the rivet holes.

(g) The cracks are not accompanied by elongation of the plate.

(h) Photomicrographs of these cracks indicate that they are inter-

crystalline.

(i) The cracks start on what is usually termed the "dry" face of

the joints.

(j) As stated before, the cracks all occur below the water level of the

boiler.

The 1925-26 report of the Prime Movers Committee, National Electric

Light Association, on Treatment of Feed Water, contains a statement by

the Permutit Company in which they summarize the factors that enter the

problem, as follows

:

"In our opinion there are four factors which must be considered in

tracing the origin of cracks in boilers

:

(a) The quality of the steel.

(b) The stresses either existing in the plate before fabrication, or in-

troduced during fabrication, operation and repair, in addition to the calcu-

lated working stresses.

(c) The temperature to which the steel is exposed when under the total

stress and the period of time during which the total stress is acting.

(d) The composition of the feedwater as well as the boiler salines."

A number of interesting comments have been received, some of which

are reported herewith. The president of a firm manufacturing chemical

machinery in a letter to the chairman states as follows

:

"In the manufacture of caustic soda we find that the eventual failure

of what is known as a caustic soda pot is probably due to the continued

heating and cooling of the cast-iron pot rather than to definite caustic or

chemical action. It is true that we do have some of this caustic or chemical

action, but the industry seems to agree fairly well that the reason for the

final destruction of caustic soda pots is that continuous heating and cooling

of the vessel itself bears the greatest burden of the failure of the casting."

A leading consulting engineer in a letter to the chairmaji states

:

"The full nature of conditions tending to cause caustic embrittlement

is far from definitely determined. The evidence while pointing to existence

of caustic in solution as probably the most frequent cause, would indicate,

however, that caustic by no means occupies a unique position in that respect."

A prominent chemical engineer writes as follows

:

"I fail to find any direct tie-up between the character of the

water and embrittlement. Such tie-up as does exist is based very
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largely on 'hunches,' and not on any real data. That is, we know
that certain of the water analyzed is poor water for boilers. We
deduce, tlicrcforc, tliat this water will produce caustic embrittle-

uK'iit. We cxaniiiu' the boilers and we find cracks and fractures.

The boiler even in certain sections may manifest considerable brit-

tleness. We put the two things together and reach the conclusion

that the boiler fcedwater has been responsible for the cracks and
other failures, through the action of caustic embrittlement. Such
reasoning may be correct. It does, however, lack the continuity

of proof, which we, as engineers, should demand."

An interesting case of embrittlement in a pressure vessel normally con-

taining hot caustic soda in rather high concentrations, was recently called

to the attention of the chairman. This case was very thoroughly investi-

gated and the conclusion reached that the failure was apparently due to the

structure of the plate itself at the time it was fabricated. Microscopic ex-

amination showed an almost perfect Widmanstaetten structure (a structure

usually formed in cast steel) in the cross-section of the metal. In view of

the inherent weakness of this structure, it is doubtful whether the caustic

had any influence in causing the failure of the shell.

A leading British metallurgist who has devoted much study to this

subject and from whom the committee re(|uested a statement, has written

the chairman in a private communication as follows

:

"I do not know of any recent publication in this country bearing

on the matter, but I have followed with interest what has been
done in America and Germany. With regard to Professors Parr
and Straub's paper, I have read it with very great interest and
appreciation. While I find some difficulty in believing that a con-

centration as high as their experiments suggest, can ever be pro-

duced in a boiler, even in the fissures or seams, and while I also

think that a stress exceeding the yield point can only be caused
by tlie existence of severe local stresses due to excessive riveting

pressure, etc., I yet feel that their present work has put the matter
on a sounder basis than formerly. Their experiments appear to

me to establish the fact that caustic soda when sufficiently concen-
trated can act as an accelerator of cracking in heavily stressed steel.

Whether this can be regarded as by any means a full explanation

of what occurs in boiler practice, is quite another matter and remains
to be established by further work. The only light that I can throw
on the whole (piestion is that, so far our experiments—made with a

view to producing fracture under prolonged loading in mild steel

stressed to various intensities at a temperature of 300 deg. cent, in

air—have failed to produce fracture even after a number of years'

exposure. This experiment certainly suggests that some subsidiary

agency of a corrosive nature is necessary to produce failure in a rea-

sonable time, although it is c|uite possible that the particular sample
of steel which I employed was not one subject to intercrystalline

fracture under prolonged loading. There is to my mind no doubt
at all that the nature and condition of the steel plays a large part

in the matter.

"The only immediate suggestion I can ofTer is that experiments
on the lines of those made by Parr and Straub should be carried

out on steels of different origin, particularly on acid as well as

basic steels and after various forms of heat treatment, including
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a heat treatment which shall render the carbide granular or spheru-
litic instead of lamellar."

A consulting engineer of prominence who has had over forty years'

experience in chemical and mechanical engineering, has furnished the com-

mittee the following opinion relating to the problem of embrittlement.

"The cases of embrittlement which have come under my ob-

servation have been so contradictory that I am led to believe that

only certain qualities of steel arc affected. By quality I mean
physical quality. The chemical analysis seems to throw no light

on this subject, and in the same apparatus one sheet of steel will

develop minute cracks, which in many cases are in the middle of

a sheet, w^hile other sheets in the same apparatus and under the

same conditions, last indefinitely.

"I have never known any case of embrittlement in boiler shells

or steam drums of boilers, except with very concentrated liquors.

I once tried the use of a water-tube boiler for concentrated caustic

liquor from 20 to 30 deg. B. These boilers gave no trouble while
in this service for a period of several months, but after being re-

turned to ordinary boiler service, I found one of the seams of
one of the drums had a crack along the calking of the longitudinal

seam nearly three feet long, and the inside had a number of minute
cracks extending from one rivet hole to the others, sometimes
in two or three directions. This seam was cut out, taken apart

and examined very carefully. The water was being treated with
soda ash and lime and contained a small amount of caustic soda
which was, however, not allowed to concentrate very much, but

it was evident that if the water could leak into the space between
the laps which were not very well drawn together, the caustic

might concentrate in that particular seam and have an action on
the steel which would not be possible with the low concentration.

"Following this were several others of a similar kind, where the

drums had been used for concentrate caustic liquor and cracks
were found by examination with a microscope in a number of

other drums, always in the scams between rivet holes where the

joints had been pulled together with drift pins, or where the severe
calking had been done.

"I have also noticed that steel tanks containing hot 40 deg. B.

liquor are gradually embrittled, especially in the seams. When struck
with a hammer, after these tanks have been long in use, the rivet

heads will pop off, showing in many cases cracks which are part

way through the rivets, which had evidently been there a long
time, but alongside of them were other tanks with 20 deg. B. liquor

that had been in use for 35 years, some of them wrought iron,

some steel, which were not affected.

"I have noticed in some cases where cast-iron pipe joints are
held together with bolts and slight leaks of caustic liquor occurred,
which ran over the bolts, that these bolts were broken in two in

two places, or many of them half-broken in two. In one case of a

large B. & W. "W"-type boiler, a lower drum developed some
cracks in one sheet. Six other boilers running under the same
conditions gave no trouble. A spare drum was ordered which
has never been put in, and while the failure was laid by the manu-
facturers to embrittlement, and several learned reports were written

on the subject, I have never been satisfied that the cracks were
caused by the very slight amount of caustic soda present in the

water."
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Professor Baumann in a lecture before the Association of Steam

Boiler Inspectors at Zurich, Switzerland, on September 7, 1926, stated that

the evidence from laboratory tests indicated that the presence of caustic

soda is not essential to the formation of intercrystallinc cracks.

Dr. Guilleaume in a recent report stated that in all cases where steel

failed in service, the failures were traced to thermal and mechanical causes.

In no instance was it indicated that caustic soda had been responsible for

the development of the fracture of the metals.

Last year, two important contributions on this subject appeared in Ger-

many. Dr. Bauer, of the Metallographical Institute of Dahlen, has shown

that hydrogen in contact with metal and under high pressure (up to 3000

lb.) will not affect the strength of the metal when the contact takes place

at room temperatures. Dr. Bauer has demonstrated, however, that rela-

tively small amounts of hydrogen in contact with iron or steel at boiler

temperatures is readily absorbed by the metal, materially reducing its tensile

strength.

Professor Thiel's research studies have shown that 77.5 per cent of

caustic soda may concentrate in the clearances between the boiler plates,

resulting in reducing the tensile strength of the boiler. This action, accord-

ing to Professor Thiel, is due to the absorption of hydrogen which is

released from the caustic soda when the sodium unites chemically with the

iron.

An enlightening editorial on the subject of embrittlement appeared in

Power in the August 17, 1926, edition of this periodical. A portion of

this comment is quoted since it confirms the committee views that future

research is highly desirable.

"Arc there not several kinds of causes for embrittlement? Are
all embrittlement cracks from the same cause? The boiler user
is intensely interested in the answers to such questions.

"But the boiler user cannot be content to sit idly awaiting the
conclusions of what is to him in a measure an academic question.

After all he cares little by what name his trouble is called. His
demand is for some remedy that will enable him to operate safely.

Whether the remedy is scientifically rational or purely empirical
is interesting, but not vital to him. Even a 'hunch' is good enough
for him if it works. True, there may be a cheaper and better way
to be developed through further research, and this the operator
wants, but he dare not wait for it. He must do something now.

"What shall he do? Two factors are involved—stress and
water conditions. Perhaps the elimination of either alone will cure
the disease, but since both are under suspicion, why not do all

that can be done to eliminate both? Severe internal stress is

admittedly bad on all counts. Let every effort be made to eliminate

it by insisting on first-rate material and tlie best possible shop
practice. Certain materials in solution in the feedwater seem also,

in some instances at least, to be a contributing cause. Let care be
taken in adding such things to the water or in neutralizing them
if they are already present."

Your committee has attempted to summarize the work of the various

investigators and to present the viewpoint of those who have advanced the
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theory of embrittlement due to high concentrations of caustic soda and that

of those rejecting this premise. The latter call attention to the following

phenomena which may influence the failures.

Gaseous hydrogen from any source may penetrate steel and be occluded

by it, resulting in embrittlement of the metal. This phenomenon may take

place not only from caustic soda but from any other source. Excessive

strains set up in the metal may be the primary cause for embrittlement and

the source of intercrystalline cracking. Intercrystalline cracks may be

developed in ferrous and non-ferrous metal due to improper thermal treat-

ment in the manufacture of the metal.

The advocates of caustic embrittlement tend to direct attention to

the quality of water as the offending agent rather than the material in the

boiler or the method of fabricating the equipment. Failures of this kind

have occurred largely in certain sections of the country where the water

used for boiler feed contains relatively large quantities of sodium carbonate

and bicarbonates and is low in sulphates or chlorides. In many instances,

the difficulty has disappeared entirely by changing the source of the feed-

water and using water that did not have these characteristics or by treat-

ing the water chemically so as to maintain a predetermined ratio between

the carbonates and sulphates.

The difficulty has not been confined to boilers of any one manufacturer,

thereby tending to eliminate the theory of faulty design and construction

or dirty metal. Embrittlement of metal has been produced by investigators

by duplicating conditions that theoretically should be favorable to produc-

ing the characteristic intercrystalline cracking of the metal.

A complete bibliography of the subject of embrittlement of metals

has been prepared by the Ejigineering Library, 29 W. 39th Street, New
York, copies of which can be secured for a nominal charge by any one

interested in this subject.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Most of the experimental work which has been carried on has been with

waters high in carbonate or bicarbonate of soda. Little information is avail-

able concerning the possibility of embrittlement of boiler metal in waters

low in these salts. It has already been demonstrated in one case reported

to the committee that embrittlement of boilers may and has resulted from

the use of feed water low in sodium salts.

Little information is available concerning the eflfect of dissolved gases

in accelerating the phenomenon of embrittlement.

High pressure as a contributing agent has not been established. There

are many other factors entering into the problem which up to the present

time have received no special attention from investigators of these problems.

It is evident that there is much still to be learned concerning tiie cause

or causes of intercrystalline cracking of boiler plate and much is to be

learned concerning the methods of controlling the contributing factors.
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The preceding paragraphs present a brief digest of the great mass of

data submitted to the committee. A careful study of all of this material

has led to the formulation of the following recommendations:

(1) In view of the wide diversity of opinion on the cause of embrit-

tlement, extensive research should be started to determine the influence of

all possible contributing factors.

(2) Plans for such rescarcli should be formulated to give cognizance

to causes of embrittlcment other than those which may result from the use

of waters in which high concentration of caustic soda is potentially possible.

(3) Not only must the causes of embrittlcment be determined but means

of preventing its occurrence under all conditions should be developed as

soon as all contributing causes are known.

(4) Since the plate ligament or the rivets in riveted joints may be

stressed beyond the elastic limit of the metal, a study of other means of

joining plates such as welding, is a logical step in the elimination of

embrittlement troubles.

(5) This research may be carried out in University laboratories but

funds must be obtained to finance this experimental work.

(6) This committee should be continued to co-ordinate the research

work and to report developments in the study of Embrittlement of Metals.



SINK-HEAD INGOTS

R. S. Harden, Office Engineer, The Pennsylvania Railroad

There is an old adage predicting the impossibility of making a silk

purse out of a sow's ear; the underlying thought being that inherent

unrefinement in individuals cannot be glossed over or coated with a

veneer of culture so perfectly that intrinsic baser characteristics will not

be displayed inevitably at some time or other under stress.

And it is equally as impossible to produce refined rails from uncouth

ingots ; for any unsound metal that may exist in the ingot cannot be made
perfect by rolling, so that the imperfections are obliterated and do not

remain as points of weakness to develop into failures of various kinds

when the rails are subjected to the stresses produced by loads moving
over them at high speed. What is bred in the ingot is bound to come
out in the rail.

The prime requisite, therefore, in rail making should be to secure

an ingot of steel that is homogeneous and of perfect continuity throughout.

The present American practice of casting in a tapered mold with

the small end uppermost, of striking a happy medium in the deoxidizing

process between blow holes and piping, and scrapping a large portion

of the ingot to avoid these defects and segregated material, does not

always provide this. It does not inspire perfect assurance that the lower

portion of the ingot, remaining after the evidently poor material at the

top has been discarded, is composed completely of sound material ; that

there has been a progressive freezing of the molten steel from the bot-

tom upward without bridging and the consequent pools of liquid below

that later solidify, shrink and produce imperfect conditions.

The desideratum is, of course, an ingot perfectly free from blow

holes, shrinkage cavities, segregation and foreign matter. Unfortunately

these defects will occur to a greater or less extent in all ingots cast in

the usual manner. And there are reasons why they may be expected to

occur. Steel in a molten state occupies more space than after solidifica-

tion and, since the outsides of the mass freeze first, fixing the size, the

volumetric shrinkage shows itself in one or the other of two ways.

Either as a central cavity or pipe and a more or less complete absence

of blow holes, in the case of steel that has been thoroughly deoxidized

and so quieted or killed to avoid the evolution of gases, or, in steel not

deoxidized, as innumerable blow holes, the result of trapped gases that

failed to reach the surface and escape. Killed steel pipes and lively steel

produces blow holes, and in cither case it is necessary to crop and dis-

card all metal evidencing these defects. In addition, selective freezing

brings about a lack of uniformity in the distribution of the elements

aflfecting strength, more pronounced in lively steel than in that which

has-been quieted. Unluckily, the defects occurring in the upper portion

of the ingot and brought to light by cropping and examination are not

1075
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always the only ones existing. Farther clown in the ingot, and usually

undetectable, may be unsatisfactory conditions that arc solely the result

of the practice of castiiij^ in a mold that is smaller at the top than at

the bottom. Concerning this practice there appeared in "The Engineer"

of London, October 6, 1916, an abstract of an article entitled "Some

Properties of Ingots," by A. W. & H. Brearley, *that had been presented

at a meeting of The Iron and Steel Institute of Great Britain, which

elucidates the progress of the solidification of steel in molds having the

larger or smaller end up.

"The Taper of Ingot Molds.—If it is assumed that a taper ingot

mold with the narrow end upward is full of fluid metal at a uniform
temperature the act of setting may be represented by a series of equi-

distant lines drawn on a longitudinal section of the mold parallel to its

inner surface, as in A, each line being made shorter than its predecessor
to account for the continuous shrinkage. The point at which a pair of

these lines meet within the mold may be taken as indicating that in

the horizontal plane passing through it the metal has solidified com-
pletely. The cavity above the point of intersection is a pipe pure and
simple, and may be distinguished as "primary pipe." But there still

remains a triangle marked K, which, according to our assumption, con-

B
tains fluid metal and is hermetically sealed. This fluid in due course

will also shrink and freeze and contract, but there is no possibility of the

cavities thus formed being fed, and there is formed thus a more or less

•Proceedings American Railway En^neering Association, Vol. 18— 1917—page 1075.
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discontinuous extension of the pipe, which may be called 'secondary pipe.'

On representing in the same manner the freezing of metal cast into a

taper mold with the wide end up, but with shorter steps down because

the shrinkage fluid is falling from a wider into a narrower part, we
arrive at B. Here also the lines intersect and represent similarly that

the material lying below the point of intersection has become solid.

There is also a triangular residue of fluid metal, but in this latter case

the triangle is inverted, and the metal within it will freeze earliest at

the lowest point, any shrinkage being meanwhile fed from above, and
leave finally a hollow shrinkage cavity in the axis and at the upper end

of the ingot. It is not possible in this kind of ingot to have a secondary

pipe. Nothing can be done to prevent the shrinking of fluid steel as it

passes from the liquid to the solid state ; and the only means of provid-

ing against the inconvenience of it is to arrange for fluid metal to be

kept at a higher level ready and able to flow into what otherwise would
be a shrinkage cavity. This means that an ingot must always solidify

from the bottom upwards, which it does naturally when cast into a

taper mold with the wide end up. ..."

Mr. E. F. Kenney* also says that

:

"Care in making and pouring the steel and thorough deoxidation can

be depended upon to minimize segregation to such a degree as to remove
all apprehension as to any serious detriment due to it, but in carrying

out these remedies, in connection with the ordinary practice, we have
introduced an element which is just as objectionable. This is the internal

shrinkage cavity or 'pipe.' This much misused word applies to the

cavity left in the interior of a casting or ingot by reason of the cold

metal occupying less space than the same amount of metal while hot,

and the shape and size of the cavity will be dependent on the shape of

the ingot, the temperature and speed of casting and the relative speed

of cooling of the various parts. While various ty4)es of special ingots

are used for special work, there seems to be one general type which is

in almost universal use in the large steel plants. . . . These ingots

have a taper of about one-quarter to one-half inch per foot of length,

the top being materially smaller in section than the base. The ingot

mold walls are made heavy to quickly absorb the heat from the ingot

and cause it to freeze rapidly, and solidification proceeds with fair uni-

formity over the part of the exterior of the ingot which is in contact

with the heavy metal walls. If the cooling were absolutely uniform, the

last metal to freeze would be toward the bottom where the ingot has the

maximum section, but the lesser density of the hotter metal causes it to

rise and thus interferes with the absolutely uniform freezing of the

exterior walls of the ingot, so that ordinarily the last portion to freeze

is toward the upper end. This cooling of the upper portion last, how-
ever, is in spite of the taper of the ingot, and too frequently the effect

of the taper and the tendency of the hottest metal to seek the top of the

freezing ingot interfere with one another to such an extent that the

freezing metal bridges from one side to the other, and prevents the

lighter portions of the molten metal from rising to the top. A pool of

molten metal below such a bridge acts as a center of shrinkage and
segregation. As it cools and solidifies, it shrinks and, its volume being

less, a shrinkage cavity results. The bridge very eff^ectually prevents

the void being filled by liquid metal from above, and we have a pipe

•Then Metallurgical Engineer, Cambria Steel Company, "The Commercial Pro
duction of Sound and Homogeneous Steel," read at the meeting of the American Iron
and Steel Institute, May 28, 1915.
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existing at a point where no vvcll-bchaved pipe should be, so far down
the ingot that ordinary discard would not remove it, . . . Unfortunately,
this is not an infrequent occurrence; the tendency is always present in an
ingot which tapers toward the top, and even wliere actual piping docs
not develop there is frequently present a loose spongy structure which,
in the opinion of the writer, is responsible for many of the unexplained
failures of steel in service.

"Even where bridging has not developed sufficiently to break the

interior of the ingot into separate pools, the tendency of the upward
tapering ingot to pipe deeply is so marked that any effort on the part of
the steel maker to thoroughly deoxidize his heats results in such deep
piping, and therefore necessity for so much top crop, that the practice is

regarded as not being commercial. . . .

"The inverted ingot is highly efficient in preventing the occurrence
of irregularly located pipes and segregated areas. In that type of ingot,

the solidification is always progressive from the Ixjttom upwards; the

last metal to freeze is always at the upper portion of the ingot, and
bridging is practically eliminated. Consequently, when we crop off all

the piped portion from the top, we can feel assured that we have left

only solid steel. Such assurance we never have or can have with the

upward tapering ingot. The difficulty with the large topped ingot is

that its greater top section means a greater amount of metal discarded
for each inch of depth to which the pipe extends, and yet such greater
section is what has insured us the progressive upward solidification

which is so essential."

Emil Gathmann and George A. Dornin, in a pamphlet entitled

"Unsoundness in Steel—and Fundamentals Essential to Soundness," being

literature of the Gathmann Engineering Company of Baltimore, Md.,

advocating the use of Gathmann ingot molds and refractory sinkheads

or feeders, present the matter in the following way:

DIAGEAMM.^TIC SkLTCH ShOWING THE FREEZING OR FORMATION OF InGOTS
OF Well-deoxidized Steel.

^ei^fNQ Lii^e

T^eKniNa Ltum

FhtonHtl C0u3e efiu^f ci
and irrhornti ftstna
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"The big-end-up and big-end-down molds of the same size and cross-

section are illustrated, and by means of contour lines freezing or suc-

cessive ingot skin thicknesses illustrate the method of solidification and
the type of shrinkage cavity produced in the ingots made in these two
types of molds.

"It is essential, in order to prevent a deep-seated pipe in the solid-

ified ingot, that the growth of the pine-tree crystals should be induced

or accelerated from the bottom of the ingot upwardly. This method
permits a continuous body of liquid steel to automatically extend to the

upper portion of the ingot, and thus reduce the depth of the shrinkage

cavity or pipe, due to the decrease in the volume of steel within the

original skin or envelope initially solidified by contact with the w^alls of

the mold cavity. The best and most economic results in the formation

of this type of casting are obtained by employing the big-end-up mold,
and in so shaping the ingot that it will have a continuously increased vol-

ume of horizontal cross-section from the bottom of the ingot upward.
The final reservoir of molten steel for feeding the portions of the ingot

located below the refractory top portion of the metallic mold is provided

by means of a suitable refractory heat insulating sinkhead as shown."

It is believed that opinions in general will agree with the statement

that inverted ingot casting produces superior steel and that this method

ought to be adopted as the universal rail practice of American mills.

Added to the objection of requiring a larger volume of discard, cited by

Mr. Kenney, which can be obviated, is a disinclination on the part of

steel makers to upset the routine that makes possible the large tonnage

production for which the sequential operations of their plants arc laid

out. To cast large end up would, of course, require changes in the molds,

stripping and, perhaps, soaking pit arrangements, and, at first, would

slow up production to some extent and involve expense, but it would

not be long before the new practice had become the routine, production

built up again and any extra expense dissipated. And w-ith the change

would come the assurance, that is not now entertained, that the lower

portion of the ingot contains sound steel.

The principle has long been recognized that the surest way of obtain-

ing solid and sound ingots is to produce a piping steel by thorough deox-

idation and then by means of a supplemental mold, lined with fire-brick,

sand, loam or other suitable insulating material, placed on top of the

inverted ingot mold, provide a reservoir of molten metal that will feed

the ingot and automatically prevent the formation of a shrinkage cavity

within the ingot itself. The sinking of the metal that finally takes place

upon complete solidification is contained wholly or principally, depending

upon the relative sizes of the ingot, the top and cavity and the conserva-

tion of heat in the head, within the so-called sinkhead.

The idea of using a sinkhead on rail ingots first gained stimulus as

the result of experiments and two papers by Sir Robert A. Hadfield,

F.R.S.* These papers, "Method of Producing Sound Ingots" and "On
a New Method of Revealing Segregation in Steel Ingots," were presented

at a meeting of the Iron and Steel Institute of Great Britain in 1912,

•Past-president of the Iron and .Steel Institute of Great Britain and manufacturer
of steel at the Heda Works in Sheffield, England,
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and permission was given by their author to Mr. W. C. Gushing** for

their publication in the Bulletin of the American Railway Engineering

Association. (Vol. 14, No. 151, November, 1912.) Since that time the

subject has been very thoroughly covered in brochure and discussion, so

that it is not the intent herein to add new thoughts on the matter, but

rather to form a compendium of some of that which has been written,

as well as to present such data as has been obtained regarding rail

rolled in 1914 from sinkhead ingots for the Pennsylvania Railroad

Company.

The Hadfield system of making sound ingots, covered by letters

patent Nos. 933,751, 954,183 and others, "consists in heating the metal

in the upper part of an ingot or other mold and maintaining it in a

liquid condition by the combustion in contact therewith, or in close

proximity thereto, during the cooling and shrinkage of the metal in the

lower part of the mold, of solid fuel—for example, charcoal—by means

of a blast of compressed air which is caused to impinge on the fuel

while the fuel is directly or indirectly supported by the metal below

;

also the interposition of a layer of fusible material, such as iron slag,

which has no injurious action on the metal, between the metal and

the fuel."

a
COMPRESSED A/R BLAST-

CHARCOAL

SLAG

SAMD

^J\^

?^^^^^

CAST IROhJ
SihJKHEAD

INGOT MOLD
INGOT

Sir Robert Hadfield has been very successful in making thousands

of ingots of various sizes by his sinkhead method from which it has been

necessary to discard only a small amount of undesirable material to

••Then Chief Engineer, Maintenance of Way, Southwest System, Pennsylvania
Lines West of Pittsburgh. Proceedings American Railway Engineering Association,

Vol. 14—1913—page 449.
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reach sound steel. The percentage of discard of course varies, ranging

from seven to perhaps 12 or 15 as in the case of the exacting require-

ments of the British Government for shells.

As a case in point, he has made ingots weighing 4340 lb. each, includ-

ing the head. The sand heads were 14 inches square where they joined

the ingot, tapering to nine inches square in a height of 16 inches. The

steel was poured to a depth of 14 inches in the heads, with a IJ^ inch

layer of slag on top. Heating was carried out by means of charcoal and

air blasts. Upon solidification 290 lb. of the original 573 lb. of steel in

the head remained in the head, or 49 per cent of the steel in the head

had passed into the ingot. This represented 6.5 per cent of the original

volume of molten steel in ingot and head.

The analysis of the heat was C. 0.50, Si. 0.16, S. 0.033, P. 0.037,

M'n. 0.80 and this composition was found to exist in the ingot about

where the head joined it. About 7 per cent discard.

While these ingots weighed only about two tons, it is possible to

cast successfully much larger masses. M. Charpy, in France, following

the Hadfield method, made an ingot of steel weighing 25 tons from which

only about 5 per cent top discard was necessary.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company purchased from Sir Robert A.

Hadfield in 1915 thirty-seven ingots (about 100 tons) made by his sink-

head method with the large end uppermost at his Sheffield Works in

England. These ingots were shipped to the Sparrows Point plant of

the then Maryland Steel Company where 35 of them were rolled into

rails, the other two being sectioned longitudinally for examination. For

comparison, five ingots were selected from each of three Maryland Steel

Company heats; each group of five representing a distinct practice- in

open-hearth manufacture. These ingots were cast small end up without

sinkheads.

Group I

Rising steel, chilled on top with cast iron caps. Segregation high

and variable. Top discard to avoid material having carbon segregated

more than 12 per cent ranged from 23.7 to 31.9 per cent. The amount
of segregation in a single ingot ranged from 26.5 to 94.6 per cent. Top
discard to eliminate piped material varied from 2.6 to 9.3 per cent. High

negative segregation found in lower portion of the ingots, ranging from
—12.3 to —15.9 per cent. Total material that should be cropped from ingots

of this method to avoid segregation would vary from 58 to 64 per cent

of the ingot.

Group II

Rising steel treated during teeming with two ounces of aluminum
per ton of steel and ingots chilled on top with water". Had a greater

tendency to pipe than ingots of group I. Top discard, for carbon segre-

gation above 12 per cent, ranged from 23.3 to 25.3 per cent. Top discard

to avoid pipe was 8.0 per cent. This group required the least total dis-

card of the three heats.
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Group III

Quieted or killed steel. Treated with two ounces of aluminum while

being cast, but not chilled on top. Steel had pronounced piping tend-

encies and approached the Hadfield type of steel. In this group the

amount of top discard was governed by the depth of piping, while in

the other two groups the segregation of carbon was the determining

factor. The average discard
;
piping 26.8 per cent, segregation 16.4 per

cent. The total discard was intermediate between groups I and IT.

Ch.\racteristics of M.'VRVL.^Nn AND Hadkield Products
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Sulphur prints of the cross-section of the two makes of rails indicate

a finer grained material composed the Hadfield than the Maryland rails

and, in general, there was a smoothness and evenness of tone of the

prints of Hadfield rails that was lacking in those of the Maryland

product.

From the Hadfield ingots there were obtained 46 No. 1 and 61 No. 2

P. S. 100-lb. rails and from the Maryland ingots 53 No. 1 and 4 No. 2

rails. The Maryland and Hadfield No. 1 rails were laid November, 1915,

in the eastbound passenger and freight tracks (5°30' curve) between

Spruce Creek and Union Furnace on the Middle Division and removed

in October, 1916. Average abrasion, Hadfield 0.42 and Maryland 0.37

square inches.

The No. 2 rails were laid west of M. P. 69, eastbound track of the

Low^ Grade Line, Philadelphia Division, on a two-degree curve, and

removed in February, 1920. Average abrasion in per cent of head area,

Hadfield 16.1, Maryland, 9.7. The nickel and chromium in the Maryland

steel may have had a decided influence in reducing abrasion.

There were no failures in any of the Hadfield or Alaryland rails.

The complete report of this Hadfield and Maryland steel by Dr.

Burgess is attached (Appendix C). In addition, results of tests of four

No. 2 Hadfield and two No. 2 Maryland rails removed from the Low
Grade Line in 1920 on account of wear are given in Appendix B.

On the subject of the shrinkage of ingots Sir Robert Hadfield

writes in his paper "Sound Steel for Rails and Structural Purposes" as

follows

:

"To show how considerable is the cavity which forms in piping steel,

nine 15-inch ingots were taken (weighing about 3600 lb. each) as they
came through, each of which had the sand head and the writer's (Had-
field) improved method of feeding carried out on them. After the ingots
had cooled down, the hollows or cavities in the sand heads were filled

with water, then the water poured out and carefully measured. . . .

The average weight for the nine 15-inch ingots showed that 139 lb. with
a minimum of 12S lb. and a maximum of 162 lb., passed from the head
portion into the ingot itself. ... It is not claimed that ingots made in

the ordinary manner are deficient to the full extent of, say, 4 per cent,
even when the steel is sound, which, unfortunately, is usually not the case.

There is a certain amount of feeding efTect from the steel in the upper
portion of the ingot, but this is not done efficiently, as the steel quickly
freezes on the outside of the mold and on the surface of the liquid steel

exposed to the air. Moreover, there is always an uncertainty as to how
good or how bad is the resulting material. If the steel is piping very
much, the trouble will be worse than when it is piping less. In any case,

the steel solidified in an ingot of this size, the natural law of contraction
demands that about 500 cubic inches have to be dealt with ; that is, on an
ingot of the weight and size mentioned. The writer (Sir Robert Hadfield)
cannot see how this can be efficiently and cheaply met except by some
such method as described in this paper. . . . While in ingots made in

the ordinary way a certain amount of the fluid steel passes from the
upper portion to the lower, still in so doing it is robbing the quality of
the upper portion of the ingot itself, which has no fluid metal above it to
feed or take the place and supply the deficiency thus created. It will

be readily understood, therefore, why the upper portion of ingots is S(j
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seriously affected as rcpards their soundness, also why segregation occurs.

. . . Moreover—and this is a most important point—the steel in the fed

ingots, being maintained fluid in the head portion, continues to exert its

ferrostatic pressure, whereas with ingots made in the ordinary way the

ferrostatic pressure on the center portion of the ingot is so slight that it

produces very little beneficial effect. Further, without the feeding head

above the ingot proper, the outside of the ingot in the ordinary ingot

mould becomes rapidly chilled and frozen, so that it cannot contribute

its proper share to the feeding of the remaining portion of the

ingot. . . .

"There would probably be more dangerous ingots but for the fact

that the steel maker tries to avoid this type of steel, and aims to make
steel which when poured into the ingot will not pipe. Nevertheless, he is

still fighting against a natural law. If piping steel is checked or avoided,

he runs the risk of producing unsound steel, especially in the upper por-

tion of the ingot, more or less permeated with blow holes. Thus, owing
to lack of feeding from the upper portion, the center, or that portion on

the axis line of the ingot, must be of inferior nature, as the piping char-

acteristics persist for quite a long way down the ingot. This, as before

mentioned, is for the reason that, owing to the want of ferrostatic pres-

sure, the ingot lacks feeding from above, which, in the system of casting

ingots now described, is maintained to a very late stage; that is, until,

or close upon, actual solidification takes place. There is always fluid

steel in the upper portion of the ingot to feed the piping and shrinkage,

both of which must occur as they follow a natural law. This, too, is the

reason why there is so little segregation in ingots made under the writer's

(Sir Robert Hadfield) system, and also explains why the ferrostatic

pressure is kept up to a very late stage. In fact, check or hinder ferro-

static pressure, and segregation with its bad effects at once commences.

In the case of 'fed' ingots, the smaller amount^ of segregation which

occurs takes place outside the ingot proper; that is, in the head."

Four features are essential to the successful casting of sound ingots

by the sink-head method: The steel must be of a piping nature; the

mold must be of larger cross-section at the top than at the bottom;

time must be allowed to permit proper feeding of liquid steel into the

ingot, and the character of the top must be such that the steel will

remain liquid therein until or after that of the ingot has solidified.

In the Hadfield experiments to determine the condition of the interior

mass of the ingot, a thin iron rod was inserted in the casting at short

intervals after teeming, with the following results on an 18 inch ingot.

In 25 minutes the metal was solidified at the bottom a depth of 6 inches

;

in 40 minutes, 13 inches; in 55 minutes, 55 inches; in 60 minutes, 58

inches; and complete solidification shortly thereafter. This will vary, of

course, with different sized ingots, temperature, etc., up to, perhaps, two

hours or more, and it would be desirable to find a means of complying

with the third essential, of allowing time for proper feeding, without the

loss of time and heat resulting from holding the ingot in the mold until

complete solidification. Mr. Kenney has devised a sinkhead of cast iron

with a lining of loam which permits the removal of the cast iron form

when the ingot has been poured, allowing the loam top to remain on the

ingot when charged into the soaking pit, where solidification takes place.

It does, however, bring about the destruction of the loam top, which is
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not the case in the Hadfield method. His sand heads are used from 3 to

6 times, the only attention being some slight patching up. It is question-

able whether a layer of fusible material, charcoal and an air blast are

entirely necessary, and practicable from the standpoint of American pro-

duction. It is possible that the same results can be attained by increasing

the height of the sinkhead and by using a good insulating material.

Quoting from Mr. Kenney's paper

:

"It is quite evident that the efficiency of the non-conducting top will

determine whether or not external heat is necessary. If a top can be
obtained that will keep metal molten within it, until all the ingot below
the sinkhead has congealed, there is evidently no necessity of applying
heat. The material which has been most commonly used in the making
of non-conducting ingot mold tops is fire-brick. Because of the compara-
tive fragility and the conductivity of this material, these sink-head bricks

have been made heavy. Bricks made with an admixture of sawdust or
similar material which would be destroyed in the burning, leaving voids
scattered through the mass to reduce conductivity, would probably be
more efficient, but the reduced strength of the resulting brick would
probably necessitate making the bricks even heavier than those ordinarily

used. Tops of thin metal have been tried, but the heat loss is so great

that no appreciable effect is produced. The writer (Mr. Kenney) has
used a top composed of a metal casing enclosing a thin lining of dried
loam. The loam is rammed into position while moist, is easily and
quickly dried, the elimination of the moisture leaving the loam in a very
porous condition. The conductivity of this dried loam is so slight that

the bare hand can be held on the exterior of a 2j/2-inch casing on an
ingot, while a 5-inch fire-clay brick is so hot that it will burn the hand.

"With the very efficient heat insulation obtained with dry loam, it has
been found unnecessary to apply heat to keep the metal in the sinkhead
molten. ..."

The principal essentials in the practical application of the sinkhead

to the ordinary methods of steel making in commercial use are (quoting

Mr, Kenney) :

( 1 ) That the ingot be carried through the heating and rolling oper-
ations without the necessity of becoming cold.

(2) That sinkheads be of such a type that ingots of varying weights
can be cast from the same ingot molds.

To get the solidity desired it is not necessary that the ingots

become cold. There is little to be gained by carrying the
temperature of the ingot through the range between the solid-

ification point and atmospheric temperatures, and there are
very decided objections to it, chiefly the loss of heat, and cost

of replenishing it, and the risk of damage to the ingot in

reheating. Any betterment in quality obtained in allowing steel

to become cold and then reheating through the critical range is

much more economically and safely accomplished after the
steel is in the form of a bloom.

The function of the sinkhead being the preservation of a

reservoir of molten metal on top of the ingot until all the

body of the ingot has solidified, it follows that the non-con-
ducting jacket should be kept on the top of the ingot when it

is charged hot into the pits. The temperature of the soaking
pits is lower than the freezing point of the steel, and there
would consequently be a loss of heat from the sinkhead even
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in the pits if there were no protecting jacket. The loss would
be much less rapid than in an atmosphere at lower tempera-

ture, but the very fact that the ingots solidify throughout while

in the pits shows that there is a considerable loss of heat from
the molten metal. The proper thermal treatment of high car-

bon heats involves the use of comparatively cool soaking pits

when ingots are charged. It would be quite possible for the

small mass of molten metal comprising the sinkhcad, if unpro-

tected, to lose heat to such an extent that it would solidify

before the greater volume of the ingot. The value of the

sinkhead in this event is gone, as on further contraction of the

liquid metal in the ingot there could be no feeding from the

sink-head which has solidified. . . .

This loam used by the writer (Mr. Kenney) does not have
to be removed from the ingot before the latter is charged into

the pit furnaces, but can be allowed to remain on until the ingot

is bloomed, being so plastic that it does not afTect the rolling.

The practice used in connection with these sink-heads is as

follows : A wooden form of the dimensions of the sinkhcad
extension desired is placed inside the metal sinkhead casing,

leaving a space 2Y2 inches wide between the form and the cast-

ing. This space is filled with moist loam well rammed. The
loam and casing are then dried, the drying requiring about two
or three hours in a pit oven. A number of wooden pegs around
the bottom of the casing prevent the loam lining from slipping

from the casing while the whole is being handled and set on the

ingot molds, and the steel is poured in the usual manner. When
the metal reaches the sinkhead, the wooden pegs are burned ofT,

releasing the iron casing, so that it can be removed, leaving the

loam lining attached to and protecting the sinkhead against heat

loss. The iron castings do not leave the open-hearth, being

promptly removed and rerammcd with fresh loam. The loam
lining remains on the ingot until it is rolled, which insures

against trouble which would result from delays in charging after

the protective covering was removed, or the necessity of banking
steel, or any of the many possibilities of commercial steel works'
practice, which interfere with the regular routine. In practice,

this type of sink-head, besides being more efficient thermally, has

been found much cheaper than the regulation brick, and, as

stated above, has possibilities which make it much more applic-

able to ordinary steel works' practice.

In addition to the quality, betterments which are possible by
the use of inverted ingots with sink-heads, there is possible a very
great economy because of the much smaller percentage of metal
which has to be cropped from the top, as compared with the
cropping which is necessary with the ordinary ingot. ..."

The value of the sink-head in getting a large percentage of
solid steel from the ingot will be materially reduced unless we can
regulate the si:^c of the ingot to produce the amount of metal
needed. In ordinary practice today this is easily accomplished
by pouring the steel to any desired height in the molds. For
instance, in most works producing rails, a single size of ingot
mold is used, and ingots to economically produce any weight of
rails are cast in the same mold. For 90 lb. rails only about
nine-tenths of the amount of metal is poured into a mold which
would be poured if the same number of 100 lb. rails were
required. Similarly in other products, the weight of the ingot
is varied to give the amount of steel required for a given prod-
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uct. Practically all sink-heads used in the past have been so

designed that they were set at the top of the ingot mold, and
no variation in the weight of the ingot was possible with a given

mold. This feature would necessitate an extraordinarily large

equipment of molds of various sizes, or else result in the scrap-

ping of considerable quantities of steel. Both of the difficulties

will be avoided by the use of a sinkhead which can be .set at

any desirable height in the ingot mold in accordance with the

amount of metal required in the ingot for the particular purpose

in view.
This adjustable feature has been tried out in connection

with the dried loam sink-heads, and is quite practicable. Several

thousand tons of rail ingots have been cast with sink-heads which
embodied this feature, the ingots being cast 7 inches shorter

than the molds, thereby making a very considerable saving in

the scrap loss.

It is practicable to provide for the conservation of the

greater part of the original heat and the adjustability of the size

of the ingots in connection with inverted ingots equipped with
sink-heads, and there seems to be no reason why practically all

of the piping steels could not be cast in ingots of this type

without incurring excessive costs."

Mr. Gustav Lindenthal* has proposed that molten neutral slag, pre-

pared in a special furnace, be carefully poured upon the steel in the ingot

form to a depth of about 20 inches from a special ladle following imme-
diately the ladle with the steel. "The slag having a lower melting point

than steel should be preferably superheated. Its melting point can be

lowered and its fluidity increased, if desired, by the addition of litharge.'"

Sanc/foi

Conca^G
Surface cf

fnzen s/e»f-^^^
\\\ IlllM Cas-f- iron

inqo-f" mo/cf

"The cast iron ingot mold can either be made longer by the twenty
mches or, if more convenient for operation, a sand form twentj-two
inches deep can be set upon the ordinary ingot form to contain the top
layer of molten slag. The principle of this method is *old and well
known. But the trouble heretofore with it when used at all was that the
slag was poured only a few inches deep, which is not sufficient for the
retention of heat and keeping the top of the steel fluid to the last. . . .

The large amount of latent heat in a deep body of slag is ample for the
purpose, and there is besides the advantage that the fluid static pressure
of the slag will cause the molten steel below it to flow more readily

•Consulting Engineer, New York City, "Conditions .^fTcciing Soundness of Steel
Raile," 1915.
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down into the lower part of the ingot, which cools and shrinks first, so

that no pipe in the steel can form at all, which is the important point.

No pipe and no scgrcRation in the interior of the ingot. The top of the

frozen steel ingot will form a deep dish containing the segregated matter
on its concave surface below the slag and a pipe or cavity may form in

the slag, where, of cfnirsc, it is of no consequence.
"The additional work and expense for this item will consist in melt-

ing and pouring the slag and in separating or shearing the slag from the

ingot after stripping. . . . The shcarcd-off slag can be melted and used
again. The ingot is then inserted into the reiieating furnace or soaking
pit with non-oxidi7.ing tlame and reheated to a uniform waxy condition

in the usual way, but with the big end down so that any adhering slag

and impurities, having always a lower melting point than steel, may run
ofY. . . . The discard will be certain and small, probably not over 5 per
cent of the weight of the ingot against 15 to 25 per cent in the present
rail steel practice with uncertain results. ..."

In 1915 it was contemplated to cast five experimental ingots on this

basis, but, upon detailed explanation of Mr. Kenney's method used at

Cambria Steel Works, Air. Lindenthal concluded that there was no need

for the trial of his idea.

The Gathmann Engineering Company (refer to page 4) proposes

the use of their patented molds and sink-heads, the molds being of polyg-

onal cross-section yet substantially square as shown below.

cue

The purpose of this section is to avoid as much as possible parallel-

ism in the axes of dendritic crystallization. As set forth in their

pamphlet:

"The ingot solidifies in the mold by crystalHzation, which starts at

right angles to the ingot's exterior surface, both sides and bottom. If

this surface is in contact with the mold chamber walls of a plain rec-
tangular contour, either at the base or the sides, it follows that the axes
of dendritic crystallization are mostly parallel lines resulting in the for-
mation (where these axes intersect due to corners) of cleavage planes
injurious to the strength of the ingot. These cleavage planes are more
pronounced in well-deoxidized ingots than in ingots produced from a
grassy or boiling molten metal. It has long been well known that if the
vertical surface of the ingot is suitably corrugated or fluted, or of a
polygon cross-section, the axes of crystallization are crossed and inter-
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woven and hence eliminate, or at least greatly reduce, these planes of

cleavage and thus give a stronger ingot structure. ...
"From the supervision at many steel plants of the production and work-

ing of thousands of ingots of various commercial sizes, we are satisfied that

the method of solidification of an ingot controls not only the physical

characteristic of the surface of the ingot, grain structure, freedom from

ingotism and excessive segregation of the constituents of the steel, but

also has a pronounced eflfect on the purity of the steel and the amount
of non-metallic inclusions that will be found in the finished product.

"The sound steel ingot should not be stripped from the mold, or the

mold from the ingot, until the ingot has become substantially solidified

throughout its entire volume. In high carbon and alloy steels this time

interval is considerably greater than in low carbon or open steel.

"In stripping, the ingot may be either caught by its sinkhead with

suitable tongs and lifted out, or the mold may be upset and the ingot

dumped, whichever method is most suitable to the individual plant."

A typical Gathmann Big-End-Up Mold and Feeder is depicted below

and is made for the production of ingots having a cross-section of from

5 inches by 5 inches to 24 inches by 24 inches; in weight, from 150 to

12,000 lb. per ingot.

"This ingot mold has a cavity 7 inches

square at its lower end and 9 inches square at

the upper end. The lower mold wall is 4%
inches thick, while at its upper end it is only

2^/2 inches thick. These ingot dimensions and
mold wall thicknesses give a freezing ratio for

this mold of approximately 6 to 1, or, in other

words, the mold per cubic inch of ingot con-

sidered absorbs heat six times more rapidly

at the lower end than at its upper end, with

intermediate values of heat absorption between
these points. This large freezing ratio is

necessary for ingots with a high ratio of

length to diameter. The lower end of the

ingot is necked in and formed by a compound
curve ending in a flat bottom or plate recess,

thus effectively preventing cleavage cones and
butt cracks.

'The bottom of the mold is closed by a

conical closing and stripping plug, the lower
portion of which projects below the mold bot-

tom, to be used as an ingot ejector when neces-

sary. Above the plug, and fitting closely in

the chamber bottom, a plate recess is provided,

the function of which is to protect the bottom
of the mold chamber against erosive wear and

prevent the sticking of the plug to the ingot. The plate itself welds fast

to the bottom of the ingot and is cropped tiicrewith.

"The sinkhead or refractory lop shown is designed to be placed on
the molten steel as soon as the mold is filled to its desired height, and
then itself poured full. This method of hot-topping is the standard old

dozzle practice of crucible steel makers, the advantage of this type of

hot-top Ijeing that part of the shrinkage of the ingot takes place before

the sinkhead is filled.

"It is difficult in large ingots to perform the timing operation cor-

rectly and in these a sinkhead is placed on top of the mold, through
which the steel is poured for the entire ingot. The hot-top for all molds
should be so constructed or equipped that hanging of the ingot in the

top will not occur, as this hanging is apt to impede free shrinkage of the

solidifying ingot structure. . . .
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"The yield of sound steel oljtainablc from ingots of this type and
size is dependent mainly on the segregation range permissible within the

ingot and the workmanship or skill with which the various operations
are carried out.

"For ingots from 5 inches square to 12 inches square there is little

carbon segregation, the solidification taking place so rapidly that the

dendrites entangle the segregates before they have a chance to emigrate
and cool in clots. The yield in actual practice is somewhere between 85
and 90 per cent of the ingot weight for the sizes of ingots mentioned.
I'or larger ingots the yields arc dependent on these same factors, in

addition to which the type and heat efficiency of the sink-head largely

enter. The yields obtainable here range from 80 to 85 per cent of the

ingot weight, being less as the size and weight of the ingot increases. . . .

"The only change involved in the use of the ingot with its large end
up instead of with its large end down (at present the general practice)

is to lift the ingot out of the mold instead of lifting the mold oflf the

ingot. . . . The employment of the Fundamentals Essential to Sound-
ness does not necessarily involve the disuse of any material part of the

present equipment of our steel mills nor the obtaining of any great

amount of additional equipment.
"The changes involved do not have to be made all in one day, but

can be made in a reasonable time, without interfering with present-day
operations. ..."

The patents of the Gathmann Engineering Company cover the shape

of the ingot chamber, closure and seal of the bottom of the mold, strip-

ping plug and means for ejecting the ingot, refractory hot tops and certain

other details that have been found workable in casting big-end-up ingots.

It is stated that the use of these molds and sink-heads does not require

the disuse of any substantial part of present equipment, nor investment

jn new equipment other than the molds and sinkheads, and the company
claims that large plants set up for teeming on cars can make all necessary

changes without interfering with present-day operations.

Tlic price of the refractory sink-head varies from 25 cents per ton

of ingot for large ingots to $1.00 per ton of ingot for those of small

dimension. It is presumed that it is the company's thought that transi-

tional replacement obviates extra initial investment in the molds, though
relative prices of Gathmann and ordinary molds are not quoted.

The Gathmann process has been used for a number of years for

making steel for forging purposes, but until quite recently, it is believed,

that this method has not been applied to any extent to rail making. In

July of 1926 the Carnegie Steel Company agreed to roll at the Edgar
Thomson Plant 500 tons of rail for the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad

Company under the supervision and according to the direction of repre-

sentatives of the Gathmann company. This rail, together with equal

quantities of Railroad specification rail and Special rails that the Carnegie
Steel Company offered to furnish were to be laid in track and be

observed. The so-called Special rails were made according to standard
specifications, but with a sufficient discard to eliminate the "A" rails.

Representatives of the steel company claimed that cropping below the

"A" rail would give as sound steel as the Gathmann sink-head method.
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To propitiously provide for the casting of the Gathmann ingots a meet-

ing was held April 23, 1926, at which were present representatives of the

Railroad, Steel and Gathmann companies and the following principles

were agreed upon:

The Steel Company to:

( 1 ) Bring bath of molten metal to suitable chemical condition to meet

specifications regarding sulphur and phosphorus.

(2) Have carbon and residual manganese not under 0.30 each, before

any finishing additions arc made in the furnace.

(3) Add sufficient 0.12, 0.15 or 0.18 ferro-silicon to thoroughly deox-

idize the bath.

(4) Recarburize bath 10 to 15 minutes after adding silicon and add

final manganese immediately thereafter.

(5) Specify amount of hot iron to be added; aiming at 0.70 carbon.

(6) Add in ladle only final silicon to meet specifications and 12 ounces

of aluminum per ton of steel when ladle is one-third full, and these

additions to be completed when ladle is two-thirds full.

( 7 ) Steel in ladle to analyze :

Carbon 0.62 to 0.77 aiming at 0.68

Manganese 0.70 to 1.00 aiming at 0.85

Silicon 0.15 to 0.30

Phosphorus under 0.04

Sulphur under 0.05

( 8 ) Keep ingots in molds about 2^^ hours or until completely solidified.

Designate where ingots are to be stripped. Lay ingots on their

sides on the cars. Charge in soaking pits quickly after stripping.

Place in pits with sinkhead down so that discard portion will rest

on pit bottom. Determine the proper rolling temperature.

Bloom, boost the bloom temperature and roll into rails in

accordance with the Steel Company's practice. Add special Gath-

mann identification mark in addition to the usual branding.

(9) Make these experimental heats in same furnace during day time

and, if possible, by same crew.

(10) Give check tests of all melts and test sections of top, middle and
bottom croppings of any bloom or rail to Gathmann representa-

tives when required.

(11) Make from first heat, before further heats are made, one ingot in

a regular type mold and one in a Gathmann mold, if agreeable to

Steel Company, to be split and examined and a chemical survey

made under Gathmann direction. Both sections of split ingots to

be property of the Gathmann Company.

The Gathmann Engineering Company to

;

( 1 ) Pass on slag condition and temperature of the bath.

(2) Pass on deoxidation of bath.

(3) Ingots to be designed to produce four 39-foot 100.5-lb. rails. Ingot

with sinkhead will weigh about 6700 lb. Two blooms must weigh

5600 lb.

{4) Have the right at all times to inspect the making of the steel and
to supervise the finishing of the bath.

(5) Have the right to be present at all physical tests of specimens,

including drop tests.

The ingot molds were 66 inches high, 19 inches by 19 inches at the

bottom and 22 inches by 22 inches at the top, inner dimensions. They

had a wall thickness of 7^ inches at the bottom and 5 inches at the top

The sinkhead was 17 inches by 17 inches inside and 17 inches high, set
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3 inches down in the ingot mold, so that the overall height of ingot and

top was 80 inches. The metal contained in the sinkhead was about Hj/j

per cent of the total. Carnegie standard ingot dimensions were 23^

inches by 23j4 inches at the bottom, tapering in a height of 76 inches to

21^2 inches by 21j.'2 inches at the top.

Additional time and labor were required for stripping and transfer

of the ingots due to the fact that the plant was not equipped to perform

with facility these operations with this type of ingot. Also, in taking

the ingots from the soaking pits where they had been placed top down,

additional work was required to reverse them so that the top end would

go through the blooming rolls first. At the Carnegie plant it is the prac-

tice to give the first two passes in the blooming mill top end first and

then to reverse the mass of metal so that the bottom discard is made

first at the bloom shares.

The results of the various heats have been described by W. C.

Barnes, Engfineer of Tests, Rail Committee, A.R.E.A., and are here

quoted from his paper dated October 19, 1926.

"The first heat, number 209248, was made on July 12 under the speci-

fications above mentioned, and the test ingot analysis is as follows : C .62,

Mn n, Phos .047, Sul .050, Si .15.

"This heat was rejected on account of the high phosphorus which
reverted from the slag to the metal toward the end of the heat.

"This may have been caused by the rccarburization being done in the

furnace in the presence of a basic slag, which would permit the carbon,

silicon and manganese of the recarburizer to reduce the phosphorus from
the slag. The pre-test before tapping showed .017 phosphorus. The sul-

phur on pre-test showed .05, which may have been caused from high sul-

phur hot metal. The Gathmann people claim that this heat was not made
according to their Specifications on pre-manganese in the bath and was
much too hot, the high temperature together with the low residual

manganese of only .16 and a considerable delay in tapping resulting in

the off heat.

"Many fins formed in the teeming of the ingots, which prevented

the removal of the 1 inch blocks, hereinafter described, from under the

sinkhead. This resulted in many hanging cracks on the ingots.

"Ingot No. 32 of this heat was split for examination and analysis

and showed a depth of pipe of only about 12 inches from the top of the

sinkhead, the remaining metal being sound."

One ingot of this heat was rolled into rails and these were searhy

and flawed. Nine test pieces were made from the top rail numbered 1

to 9 from the top and subjected to the drop test. No. 1 broke under the

first blow and showed pipe, the other 8 pieces withstanding the test. On
nicking and breaking these pieces 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 showed segregated

material ; 7 and 8 did not. The top discard was 12 per cent.

"HiiAT NuMuiR 203284, Jui.v 18, 1926.

"Tliis and the following heats were made by the usual practice of
{he Carnegie Company, which consisted of recarburizing with 5 per cent

cupola ( Spiegel) in the ladle. The only exception to this practice was
that ladle additions were made of about 100 lb. of extra ferro-silicon (50
per cent) and 110 lb. of aluminum.
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"In this heat there was considerable difficulty in bringing down the

carbon and 13 hours were required for the heat. On this pouring the

sinkheads were raised about 2^2 inches. This heat was poured in good
order. The 39 Gathmann molds required 51 minutes for teeming. This
teeming was performed by pouring a mold to the shoulder and stopping,

then pouring the next mold to the shoulder and stopping, then pouring
the sinkhead of the previous mold, etc. The stripped ingots had a very
good appearance and were relatively free from hanging cracks owing to

the proper removal of the 2j.'2-inch blocks after teeming.
"Height of pour—2 inches below top.

"Analysis—C .74, Mn .78, Phos .040, Sul .065, Si .22.

"Time of heat.—This heat was what is termed a 'soaker' ; that is, a

heat which is started Saturday and remains in the furnace until one or

two o'clock P. M. Sunday.
"Time of pouring—approximately 51 minutes.
"Time between pouring and charging—4 hrs. 25 min.
"Time between charging and drawing—4 hrs. 35 min.
"Time of rolling—3 hrs. 30 min.

Distribution of the Metal From the Ingots

Ingot Number 12 2 4 5 6 7

Total ingot weight, lb 6830 6925 6785 6865 6925 6705 6770
Top discard including sink-

head, lb 1325 1445 1260 1350 1320 1130 1285
Per cent 19.4 20.9 18.6 19.7 19.1 16.8 19.0

Bottom discard, lb 175 150 190 175 255 235 165

Percent 2.6 2.2 2.8 2.6 Z.7 3.5 2.4
Per cent total discard at shears 22.0 23.1 21.4 22.3 22.8 20.3 21.4
Blooms for 4-39' 100-lb. rails,

lb 5330 5330 5335 5340 5350 5335 5320
Percent 78.0 76.9 78.6 77.7 77.2 79.7 78.6

Inspection

Ingots rolled 36 Second quality rails 70
Rails rolled 144 Scrap 3

First quality rails 54 Number rails shipped.... 54
Cut off rails 22
The first rail from all Gathmann ingots was lettered "B."
"Only 39 ft. rails shipped, all 'B' rails which were to be cut iZ ft. long

classed second quality account flaws.

Drop Test Results
No. of

Heat Test Ingot Perm't Set Elongation.'; Blozvs Fract
203284 2 1.20 1

2.10 2

3.10 .07 .08 .09 .08 .07 3

Twisted N.&B. 4 O.K.
18 1.20 1 O. K.

36 1.20 1 O. K.

"At the time of this rolling the Gathmann people were of the opinion
that the high sulphur content, namely .065, was in some degree respon-
sible for the large number of seconds. The results, however, of the

later rollings indicated that this was not the real cause, which is now
claimed to be due to the cross-section of the Gathmann ingot being too

small to obtain the proper amount of reduction in the first blooming mill

rolls. The defects in the Gathmann rails which classed them as second
quality consisted principally of seams in the heads, slivers and arrow
heads in the head, web, flange and base.
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Heat Number 203286. July 19, 1926

Sinkheads raised IVz inches from molds.

Height of pour—4 inches from top.

Temperature about right.

The teeming of this heat was considered good and the resulting

ingots showed smooth surfaces free from splashes and hanging cracks

Analysis—C 12

Mn 82

Phos 018

Sul 043

Si 20

Time of heat 9 hrs. 50 min.

Time of pouring hrs. 54 min.

Time between pouring and charging 5 hrs. min.

Time between charging and drawing 4 hrs. 45 min.

Time of roUing hrs. 50 min.

Distribution of Metal From the Ingots

Ingot Number 2

Total ingot weight, lb 6895

Top discard including sink-head, lb 1365

Per cent 19.8

Bottom discard, lb 195

Per cent 2.8
Per cent total discard at shears 22.6
Blooms lor 4-39' 100-lb. rails, lb 5335

Per cent 77.4

Inspection

Ingots rolled 35 Second quality ra

Rails rolled 140 Scrap
First quality rails 19 Number rails shipped.... 19

Cut off rails 4

"Only 39 ft. rails shipped, all 'B' rails which were to be cut 33 ft.

long classed second quality account flaws.

Drop Test Results

Elongations

.07 .10 .11 .11 .10 .07

Heat Number 206264, July 20, 1926

Sink-heads raised 2J^ inches from molds.
Height of pouring 4 inches from top.

Temperature very good.
Teeming of this heat was considered good and the resulting ingots

showed smooth surfaces comparatively free from splashes and hanging
cracks.

5
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Analysis—C 74
Mn 76

Phos 020
Sul 024
Si .22

Time of heat 9 hrs. 30 min.

Time of pouring hrs. 50 min.

Time between pouring and charging 3 hrs. 30 min.

Time between charging and drawing 4 hrs. min.
Time of rolHng 1 hr. 10 min.

Top discard 17 per cent

Bottom discard 3.5 per cent

Inspection

Ingots rolled 34 Second quality rails 85
Rails rolled 1 36 Scrap 6
First quality rails 33 Number of rails shipped. 33
Cut off rails 8
Only 39 ft. rails shipped, all "B" rails which were to be cut 33 ft. long

classed second quality account flaws.

Drop Test Results
No. of

Heat Test Ingot Perm't Set Elongations Blows Fract.

206264 2 1.10 1

2.00 2
2.90 3

Twisted N. & B. 4 Piped

17 1.20 1

2.20 2

3.15 .07 .08 .10 .10 .08 .07 3

Twisted N.&.B 4 O.K.
33 1.20 1

Rolling Discontinued

Because of the high percentage of seconds with the Gathmann rails,

the attendant loss of time and money, and the interference with the reg-

ular schedule of rollings it was agreed that the test be discontinued. The
Railroad, the Steel Company and the Gathmann Engineering Company
agreed that sufficient rails were at hand for the experiment.

Test in Track

'The three Gathmann heats produced 106-39 ft. rails for the Balti-

more & Ohio Railroad. These rails will be laid in groups of ten (five

on each side of track) with the standard rails "and with the 40 per cent
top discard titanium-treated rails. It has been decided that the location

of this one and one-quarter mile test track will be between Pittsburgh
and New Castle, both on curve and on tangent track.

Acknowledgment

"Acknowledgment is due to C. P. VanGundy, Engineer of Tests of
the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad and to Emil Gathmann, President of the
Gathmann Engineering Company, for their courtesy in furnishing the
writer with the data embodied in this report.

Remarks

"In the absence of comparative tests of Gathmann and standard
ingots and rails, the relative quality of the rails from the same portion
of the ingot is unknown. The results of service tests will be of great
interest.
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"In general, ihe fractures of the test rails looked very good, how-
ever it will be noted that the 'B' rail from Ingot No. 2 of Heat No.
206264 showed a piped fracture notwithstanding a top discard of 17 per

cent had been made.
"The large percentage of second quality rails due to surface defects

may have been caused by the Gathmann ingots entering the first bloom-
ing mill rolls, large end first.

"The efficiency of these Gathmann ingots as represented by the per-

centage of total ingot metal available for rails varied from 76.9 per

cent to 80.6 per cent as compared with a typical efficiency of about 84
per cent for Carnegie's Standard Ingot."

There were 420 rails rolled, of which 106 or 25 per cent were accepted

as No. 1. The major cause for criticism of the rails after the Carnegie

Company's steel was used seems to have been their surface imperfections.

These were not directly due to the use of the sink-head principle, though

it is possible that they may be ascribed indirectly to it, since, as practiced

by the Gathmann Company, it actuated the requirement of holding the ingot

in the mold until complete solidification had taken place, about 2j^ hours.

This interval, combined with the delays in stripping and transferring, con-

stituted an unusually long time between the teeming operation and charg-

ing in the pits, thus permitting the ingots to cool to a temperature too low-

to be reheated properly in the time allowed.

In 1914 the Pennsylvania Railroad Company prepared revised specifi-

cations, dated February 24, 1914, and known as 1914 (6th proof), for 100-

Ib. O.H. P.S. rail that were, much more exacting in their requirement.'^

than any that had been issued previously in that tliey provided, inter alia,

that the chemical composition of the steel would be determined by analysis

of drillings taken from point "O" of the finished rail, and that the amount

of carbon at point "M" should not vary more than 12 per cent plus or minus

from that found at "O." If the test of the "A" rail failed to meet this

requirement, all of the "A" rails of the heat were to be rejected and the

"B" rail was to be tested. If it failed, the "B" rails of the heat were to

be discarded and the "C" rail trieil. Its failure would throw out the entire

heat.

The specifications of 1912 and those known as 1914 (revision of 1912)

dated June 12, 1914, the latter being those under which a large part of the

1914 rail eventually was rglled, permitted the determination of the chemistry

of the steel from the ladle test ingot. Carbon segregation had not before

been controlled by the specifications.

The steel, as represented by drillings from

O /^^ I

I
point "O", was to contain

:

.'^ 1 Carbon 0.60 to 0.75

j

I Phosphorus not to exceed 0.04

^- ____^,.^ffik:r^f^ Manganese 0.60 to 0.90^ ^1 f Silicon 0.05 to 0.25

Before adopting these specifications it was

considered best that a manufacturing test

should be made of them to determine their

practicability and to obtain information concerning the additional expense
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involved as compared with the 1912 specifications. To this end, orders for

10,000 tons each were placed with the Pennsylvania and the Cambria Steel

Companies, 5,000 tons to be rolled under the 1912 specifications, modified

to the extent that all three test pieces must pass the drop test instead of

two out of three, and 5,000 tons under the 1914 (6th proof) specifications.

The price for No. 1 rails under the 1912 specifications revised was

$30.80 per gross ton, made up as follows

:

Base, O.H. steel $30.00
Older specifications had allowed acceptance of top rails as

"Special" rails in case the top rail test piece, when nicked
and broken, showed pipe. Elimination of "Special" rails.. .55

Requiring all three test pieces to pass drop tests instead of

two out of three 25

$30.80

The price for the rails under the 1914 specifications was to be this price of

$30.80 plus the extra mill cost of their manufacture. This arrangement

resulted in a price of $32.05 for the 1914 specification rails.

Considerable difficulty was experienced in meeting the 1914 specifica-

tions, both at the plant of the Maryland Steel Company at Sparrow's Point,

where the Pennsylvania Steel Company order was rolled, and at the Cambria

plant at Johnstown. It was found in some cases that the "A" rail would

show less than 12 per cent segregation while the "B" rail, or, in cases, the

B and C rails, showed considerably more than this amount. At the Cambria

plant three sizes of ingot molds were used, 19 inches by 23 inches, 23 inches

by 28 inches and 25 inches by 30 inches and it was naturally suspected that

segregation might be found as far down as the "C" rails in the case of

the large ingots. For this reason segregation tests were made of all three

test pieces, and, as a result the use of the 25 inch by 30 inch molds event-

ually had to be discontinued. Of the 111 heats rolled, 63 heats were defective

in one way or another.

For some time the Cambria Company had been making experiments

along the line suggested by Sir Robert Hadfield in an earnest endeavor to

develop a practical means of casting sound ingots that would be consistent

with the demands of American production, and, since the results of the

trial order of 1914 specification rail were not such as to arouse great

enthusiasm, Mr. Kenney suggested that the specifications might best be

complied with by use of the sink-head method. Accordingly, an additional

order for 5,000 tons of 1914 (6th proof) rail was given this company.

They agreed to furnish this rail rolled from ingots cast in large end

up molds equipped with sink-heads, for $33.80 per gross ton, and further

agreed, in order to determine that all of the rails were uniform and free

from segregation with greater certainty than might be possible by the

requirements of the 1914 (6th proof) specifications, to meet segregation

tests of the "B" and "C" rails even though the "A" rails passed. Segre-

gation in excess of 12% in the "B' rail was to reject the "A" and "B"

rails of the heat and segregation found in the "C" rail beyond this amount

was to cast out the entire melt.
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At first glance, and in view of the results of the trial order of 1914

rail, these provisions would appear to be very exacting and of a severity

sufficient to cause the rejection, perhaps, of a great number of heats. When

consideration is given, however, to the principles of the process, herein-

before set forth, that piping steel is used and the pipe confined to the sink-

head, that segregation is reduced to a minimum in quieted steel, is greatest

in the metal last to freeze, and that the large-end-up mold insures pro-

gressive freezing, thus making the top the last to solidify, it will be realized

that there were good reasons for the anticipation of a successful meeting

of the requirements.

As a matter of fact, there was only one case of rejection for segre-

gation in the entire 5,000 tons, the "A" rails of one heat. In this heat,

93010, the "A" segregation was 17.05 per cent, "B" 5.69 per cent and "C"

2.19 per cent. The details of the chemical tests are set up in Appendix A.

Considerable piping, however, was in evidence, the "A" rails of 32

heats being rejected for this cause and in two of these heats both the "A"

and "B" rails were affected. But these results should not be taken exactly

at their face value since the sink-head method at the Cambria plant was

in the experimental stage, and the size of top necessary to confine the

cavity within it without applying external heat was more or less a matter

of trial. The preponderance of the piping in this rolling occurred in the

earlier heats when the tops were too small. After changing to larger

sinkheads this evil was very materially reduced. Then again, some of the

tops were of firebrick and some were loam and the poorer insulating

qualities of the former may have permitted more metal to freeze around

the sides, leaving an insufficient quantity to flow into the ingot.

For purposes of comparison there follows a summary of the rollings

at the Cambria plant of the 1914 (6th proof) specification rail by the

ordinary and by the sink-head methods.

Ordinary
Practice

Sink-head
Method

Tonnage ordered
Top Discard
Bottom Discard
Heats rolled
Rejections:

Heats, High carbon
Heats, Low carbon
Heats, Low manganese
Heats, Piping. A rails

Heats, Piping. B rails of A and B (A rails incl. above)

Heats, Segregation
A rails

B rails of A and B (A rails incl. above)
B rails, A rails not
B rails of B and C (A rail piped)
C rails of B and C (A rail piped)

Heats, Breaking under drop test A rails

Heats defective

5,000
16%
4.7%
111

3t
1

2U
5

.vs§

4

5ii

1

1

5°

63

5,000
14.8%
3.2%
106

1

i

30
2

1

36

•A rail of one heat also piped. tB rail, but not A rail, of one heat also segregated.

tB rails of 5 heats also piped; one heat also high carbon. §Of these also: A rails

3 heats piped, A rail 4 heats broke under drop, B rails 4 heats segregated. TiOf these,

1 heat rejected low carbon. °A rails of 4 of these segregated.
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Carbon Segregations in A Rails, Cambria Rollings
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Failures to October 31, 1926, in 1914 (6th Proof) Specification Rail

Rolled by Cambria Steel Co.

«
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8 on Philadelphia Div. (4 in joint)

4 on Monongahela Div. (all in joint)

10 on Renovo Div. (6 in joint)

2 on Conemaugh Div. (all in joint)

16 or 66% occurred in joint

8 or 33% occurred out of joint

The average life of these broken rails was 6.7 years.

All Other Failures

12 or 33% occurred on tangent track (9 in joint)

18 or 50% occurred on inside rail of curves (3 in joint)

6 or 17% occurred on curves not recorded in or out (5 in joint)

36

6 or 16%, A rails

12 or 33%, B rails

2 or 6%, C rails

1 or 3%, D rail

6 or 16%, E rails

1 or 3%, F rail

6%, G rails

3%, H rail

2 or

1 or

5 or 14%, not recorded

(1 in joint)

(5 in joint)

(1 in joint)

(4 in joint)

(2 in joint)

(1 in joint)

(3 in joint)

36 17 or 47% in joint

The average life of all sink-head rail that failed was 5.7 years.

100 Lb. O. H. Rail Rolled by Cambria Steel Co. in 1914

Eastern Region Failures to October 31, 1926
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Early in 1917 the sink-head rail from the low side of the 6-degree

curve at M.P. 169 on the Renovo Division was removed because of con-

siderable wear. It had been in track 2.3 years and, when laid, replaced

85-lb. O.H. rail that was completely worn out after two years' service.

The line at this point was single track with an 0.8% eastbound grade and

the curve had a super-elevation of 6^ inches, for 40 m.p.h. Due to the

sharpness of the curve and the heavy grade, movements were slowed up

and considerable driver slipping occurred, producing rapid wear of the

low rail.

Two four-foot pieces of this rail, being from heat 91710, were sent

to the laboratory of the company for examination.

Carbon
Manganese .

Phosphorus
Silicon

Chemical .-Vnalysis

Point O

0.64.5

0.67

0.027
0.121

Point M

0.618
0.68

0.025
0.121

.Analysis of heat
when rolled

AO

0.633
0.62

0.023
0.127

.\M

0.645

Physical Tests of R.ml REMOvEn From Renovo Division
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In the Eastern region the annual average number of failures per 100

track miles, to October 31, 1926, in 1915 (4th proof) 100-lb. Cambria rail

is 29.4 in the sink-head and 52.9 in that rolled by the ordinary practice.

Summary
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(1) The waste of material from the top was reduced by the sink-head

method from 22 to 17 per cent and in addition rejections were fewer in

this rail by 2 per cent.

(2) The annual average number of failures in sink-head rail per 100

track miles in the Eastern region was one-third less than the ordinary

rail, or, 34 as compared with 51.

(3) If it may be assumed that the nuclei of transverse fissures are

pipes, loose structure or foreign inclusions that cannot be obliterated in

the rolling, it would seem that all of the ingots were not of perfect con-

tinuity throughout and free from these imperfections, for transverse fis-

sures developed as far down as the G rail (table on page 30). There were,

however, only 1.3 transverse fissures per 1000 tons of 1914 and 1915 sink-

head rail, which may be compared with about 2.1 transverse fissures per

1000 tons of the same specification rail made by the ordinary practice, show-

ing improvement.
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Appendix A

CHECK ANALYSES ON RAILS ROLLED FROM SINK-HEAD
INGOTS

Analyses marked "C" made

ADalyses at point O of
A Rail

Heat. Si.

90.797 C 198
P. R. R 193

91,041 C 124
P. R. R 138

91.068 C 136
P. R. R 150

91.075 C 225
P. R. R 203

91.105 C 135
P. R. R 141

91,126 C 099
P. R. R 094

91,139 C 078
P. R. H 077

91,182 C 142

P. R. R 165
91.202 C 101

P. R. R 120
91.271 C 138

P. R. R 165
91,301 C 141

P. R. R 152
91.319 C 133

P. R. R 136
91.371 C 125

P. R. R 130
81.396 C 041

P. R. R 067
91.442 C 147

P. R. R 14i
91.465 C 073

P. R. R 080
91,480 C 104

P. R. R 125
91.490 C 110

P. R. R .120

91.517 C 121
P. R. R 141

91,527 C 103
P.R. R 101

91,639 C 101
P. R. R 100

91,551 C 151

P, R. R 165
91,659 C 073

P. R. R 078
91,572 C 180

P. R. R 179

91,580 C 200
P. R. R 193

91,585 C 183
P. R. R 188

91,599 C 120
P. R. R 120

91,611 C 145
P. R. R 166

by Cambria chemists, those marlted "P. R. R." by
Pennsylvania chemists.

CARBON DETERMINATIONS.
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Analyses at point O of
A Rail

Heat. Si.

91,625 C 140
P. R. R 162

91.640 C 113
P. R. R 125

91,643 C 137
P. R. R 145

91,655 C... 113
P. R. R 145

91,661 C..." 131
P. Jl. R 145

91,666 C 133
P. R. R 148

Pl,-680 C 122
P. R. R 112

91,710 C 126
P. R. R 127

91,717 C .126

P. R. R 112
91,720 C 1Q5

P. R. R 110
91.739 C 110

P. R. R 125
91,746 C 136

P. R. R 153
91,760 C 132

P. R. R 136
91,790 C 155

P. R. R 142
91,817 C 141

P. R. R 133
91.075 C 225

P. R. R 203

91,093 C 105
P. R. R 098

91,139 C 078
P. R. R 077

91,239 C 129
P. R. R 139

91,561 C .151

P. R. R 165
91,572 C 180

P. R. R 179
91.580 C 200

P. R. R 193

91,685 C 183
P. R. R 188

91,640 C 113
P. R. R 125

91,879 C .162

P. R. R 156
91,894 C 109

P. R. R 122
91,902 C 128

P. R. R 128
91.916 C 107

P. R. R .114

91,938 C 131
P. R. R 128

81,953 C 143
P. R. R 145

91.973 175
P. R. R 197

91,997 C 233
P. R. R 207

92,008 C 174
P. R. R 163

92.031 C 190
P. R. R 172

9J.060 C 170
P. R. R 147

92.080 C 146
P. R. R 154

92,098 C 114
P. R. R 132

92,U7 C 126
P. R. R 141

92,136 C 142
P. R. R 134

P. Ma.
.019 .71

.018 .70

.024 .75

.026 .73

.016 .67

.019 .64

.016 .68

.013 .65

.020 .70

.019 .65

.018 .67

.015 .70

.010 .63

.012 .63

.022 .67

.023 .62

.019 .66

.018 .65

.010 .65

.011 .66

-020 .71

.022 .73

.015 .69

.015 .69

.017 .66

.015 .67

.033 .78

.034 .78

.019 .75

.021 .70

.029 .83

.028 .79

.020 .75

.024 .71

.020 .74

.020 .71

.022 .73

.020 .73

.024 .75

.024 .73

.027 .78

.029 .76

.024 .74

.023 .77

.023 .76

.024 .72

.024 .75

.026 .73

.027 .84

.030 .85

.030 .79

.027 .75

.021 .72'

.018 .72

.018 .55

.019 .55

.018 .72

.020 .74

.018 .63

.016 .65

.040 .81

.040 .83

.018 .71

.016 .71

.020 .70

.016 .70

.023 .84

.021 .84

.020 .75

.021 .77

.019 .75

.021 .77

.014 .63

.013 .61

.026 .71

.028 .71

.017 .64

.017 .62

A Rail

%
M. Seg.

.753 8.96

.749 8.08

.691 4.22

.670—2.48

.772 2.92

.756 .751-0.66

.624 .673 7.85

.630 .659 4.60

.761 .786 3.38

.744. .776 4.29

.735 .800 8.84

.751 .800 6.52

.683 .727 6.44

.700 .747 6.70

.658 .630—1.22
.645 1.79

.692 2.52

.685 3.16

.647 1.41

.631-0.78
.680 .690 1.48

.669 1.68

.685—1.30
.687 .707 2.61

.702 .689—1.86

.694 .710 2.31

.710 .741 4.37

.702 .761 8.39

.655 0.31

.633—4.38
.738 .745 0.96
.738 .753 2.03

.725 .710—2.06

.710 .725 2.10

.640 .640

.638 .636-0.31

.600 .650 8.31

.593 .660 11.13

CARBON DETERMINATIONS.

O.
.691

.693

.663

.687

.750

.633

.676

.664

.638

.636

.694

.653

.662

BRaU
%

O. M. Seg.
.698 .692—0.86
.673 .674 0.14

.662 .664 0.39

.665. .680 2.26

.698

.665
723 3.59

736 10.68
747 .748 0.13
727 .727

718 .720 7.23
732 .784 7.11
'" 678—0.49

665—0.30
663' .691 4.22

687 .670—2.48
690 .700 1.45

.698 .728 4.30

.639 .641 0.32

.645 .652 1.09

.683 .652—4.53

.676 .683 1.04

.681

.667

.680

.693

.723 6.33

.729 5.21
.649 .679 4.64
.676 .680 0.59
.710 .756 6.48
.710 .745 4.94
.667 .702 5.25
.701 .701
.654 .690 5.50
.678 .687 1.31

.733 B.32

.740 7.08

.786 8.71
.744 7.69 3.37
.663 .730 1.01

.690 .713 3.32

.733 .772 5.32

.745 .783 5.08

.638 .694 8.77

.656 .702 7.02

.709 .725 2.25

.730 .714—2.19

.720 .755 4.87

.740 .754 1.90

.696

.691

.723

.778 2.37

.758 0.80

.600—0.66

.596—2.92
.744 .770 3.48

.749 .747—0.26

.748 .757 1.21

.743 .742—0.13

.714 .730 2.23

.709 .727 2.55

.650 .650

.644 .635—1.40
.690 1.47

.689

.630—1.56
.616 .649 5.37

.680 .680

.676 .694 2.82
.700-0.29
.709 0.57

.718 2.57

.694 .707 1.88

.740 .782 5.68

.731 .764 3.15

.644 .668 3.73

.633 .663 3.17

.746 .730—2.15

.736 .725—1.50

.690 -690

.694 .694

.620 .620
.596-4.94
.640 1.90

.643 0.30

.700 2.36

.671—2.46

.694 2.07

.676 2.42

.730 .760 4.11

.719 .763 6.12

.674 .672-0.30

.686 .647—6.69

.662 .664 0.39

.665 .680 2.26

.730 6.10

.734 2.10

.662 1.57

.654 .650-0.62

.670 .660—1.49

.702 .675—3.84

.700 .728 4.00

.720 .726 0.70

.666 .674 2.75

.673 .680 1.04

.700 .760 8.57

.714 .763 6.87

.680 .694 2.37

.707 .701—0.85

.654 .684 4.69

.686 .689 0.69

.760

.752

.604

.614

.680

.689

.640

.702

.705

.700

.627

.628

.641

.684

.688

.680

.660

.719

.642

.680

.708

.732

.729

.718 5.58

.731 3.27

.748 .740—1.07

.734 .762 3.83

.682 .684 0.30

.696 .705 1.30

.752 .750—0.26

.753 .770 2.26

.656 .670 2.14

.662 .669 1.07

.700 .700

.729 .713—2.19
.720—1.64
.720—1.23

600
.740

.743

.690

.686

.682

.634

.640

.693

.700

.686

.748

CRail
%

O. M. Seg.
.688 .698 1.45
.671 .682 1.64

.680 .684 0:59

.665 .680 2.26

.778 .760—2.32

.745 .746 0.14

.600 .588—2.00
.574—4.32
.737—0.40

.736 .774 6.17

.740 .746 0.81

.754 1.48

.685—0.72
.691 .711 2.90

.630 .646 2.53

.622 .629 1.13

.700 2.04

.685 0.43

.640 0.95

.652 0.88
.670 .690 2.98

.682 .665—2.49

.704 .680-3.41
.698 0.72

.704 0.67

.686 0.15

.776 3.74

.729 .747 2.49

.650 .660 1.54

.665 .658—1.05

.764 .744—1.33

.742 .734—1.08

.710 .680—4.22

.696 .698 0.30

.646 .60d—7.11

.640 .605—5.47

.620 .630 1.61

.623 .624 0.16

.690 .690

.673 .664—1.33

.680 .660—2.94

.693 .682—1.58

.746 .760 1.87

.733 .733

.688 1.18

.671—3.31
.680 .684 0.69

.666 .680 2.26

.706 0.86

.724 1.82

.654—1.20

.645—1.38
.680 .658—3.22
.660 .678 2.73

.668 .685 2.57

.660 .691 4.70

.640 .650 1.57

.669 .671 0.31

.700 .700

.714 ,690—3.36

.696 .680—2.39

.700 .700

.674 .686 1.78

.673 .674 0.14

.676 .664—1.77

.711 .667—6.18

.750 .740—1.33

.742 .740-0.26
.708 4.11

.682 1.63

.687—7.16

.720-4.13

.670 3.72

.642—1.46

.706—1.94
.707 .729 3.10

.730 .720—1.36

.717 .713—0.66

.694

.700

.711

.662

.664

.680

.671

.740

.751

.646

.645

.720
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Analyses at point O of
A Rail

Heat. SI. P. Mn.
92.149 C 149 .017 .59

P. R. R 160 .016 .59

92,172 C 098 .018 .71

P. R. R 086 .017 .71

92.192 C 162 .018 .73

P. R. R 153 .020 .74

92,223 C 148 .020 .77

P. R. R 134 .022 .78

92,363 C 102 .017 .71

P. R. R 102 .014 .69

92,448 C 117 .017 .69

P. R. R 132 .016 .68

92.502 C 166 .034 .85

P. R. R 166 .032 .82

92.524 C 150 .039 .86

P. R. R 168 .040 .86

92,549 C 159 .015 .74

P. R. R 156 .013 .77

92,587 C 128 .018 .65

P. R. R 138 .015 .63

92,639 C 168 .020 .74

P. R. R 153 .018 .79

92,659 C 086 .017 .66

P. R. R 083 .019 .64

92.690 C 195 .017 .77

P. R., R 190 .020 .76

92,715 C 100 .022 .70

P. R. R 117 .020 .69

92,747 C 120 .037 .68

P. R. R 116 .036 .71

92,775 C 150 .029 .82

P. R. R 141 .032 .86

92.810 C 144 .019 .63

P. R. R 136 .016 .65

92,830 C 121 .031 .74

P. R. R 116 .029 .75

92,881 C 079 .017 .75

P. R. R 078 ^016 .72

92,911 C 182 .021 .75

P. R. R 179 .023 .77
92.926 C 125 .018 .67

P. R. R 117 .015 .63
92.978 c 215 .026 .78

P. R. R 216 .027 .73
92.996 C 100 .025 .71

P. R. R 105 .027 .74
93.010 c 209 .018 .71

P. R. R 189 .018 .75

93,029 C 246 .033 .79

P. R. R 226 .033 .79

93,078 C lol .022 .70

P. R. R 148 .026 .71
93,096 c 119 .030 .61

P. R. R 098 .030 .61

93.122 C 148 .024 .70

P. R. R 155 .024 .60

93.159 C 095 .024 .81

P. R. R 107 .023 .77

93,176 C 122 .020 .65

P. R. R 105 .022 .65

M3.214 C 125 .022 .62

P. R. R 117 .022 .62

93,246 C... 142 .029 .71

P. R. R 136 .029 .68

93.280 C 164 .027 .73

P. R. R 144 .022 .76

93.302 C 203 .028 .77

P. R. R 179 .027 .80

93,339 C 128 .026 .75

P. R. R 120 .024 .79

93,361 C 142 .020 .70

P. R. R 136 .018 .72

93.438 C 183 .023 .68

P. R. R 179 .022 .67

93.451 C 141 .018 .61

P. R. R 130 .015 .59

93,467 C 134 .031 .83

P. R. R 133 .029 .84

CARBON DETERMINATIONS.
A Rail
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Appendix B

RESULTS OF TESTS OF HADFIELD AND MARYLAND
SPECIAL RAILS REMOVED FROM THE EASTBOUND
TRACK OF THE LOW GRADE LINE, PHILADELPHIA
DIVISION

These Hadfield and Maryland Special No. 2 rails were removed from

track in 1920 after some five years' service, four test pieces of Hadfield and

two pieces of Maryland Special rails being sent to the company's laboratory

for examination.



Appendix C

STEEL RAILS FROM SINK-HEAD AND ORDINARY RAIL
INGOTS

By George K. Burgess

I. GENERAL PLAN OF INVESTIGATION

The results of the cxperinicntal rolling into rails of several types of

ingots, including several designs of sink-head ingots and others, with the

co-operation of the Maryland Steel Co., reported by Hadfield and Burgess,'

looked sufficiently promising to the rail committee of the Pennsylvania

Railroad to warrant the purchase of 100 tons of ingots cast by Sir Robert

Hadfield in England, in order to make a more effective study of the suit-

ability of this type of sink-head ingot for the manufacture of rails. It

was also considered desirable to carry out similar series of tests of ingots

of ordinary rail steel rolled at the same time and under as nearly identical

conditions as possible in the same mill." President F. W. Wood, of the

Maryland Steel Co., Sparrows Point, Md., offered the facilities of that

plant for this investigation, as in the case of previous experiments reported

by Hadfield and Burgess. The rolling of ingots for the present investiga-

tion was done in 1915 at the Sparrows Point plant. The reduction of the

results has been greatly delayed, but it is thought the subject-matter is still

of sufficient interest to warrant publication.

The planning of the details of the investigation, after correspondence

with Sir Robert Hadfield, was made by A. W. Gib])s, Chief Mechanical

Engineer of Pennsylvania Railroad Co. ; F. W. Wood, President of Maryland

Steel Co. ; and Dr. G. K. Burgess, Chief, Division of Metallurgy, Bureau of

Standards; and the tests were carried out by members of the technical staffs

of their respective organizations, to whom acknowledgment is here made

for their indispensable aid.

It was expected by Sir Robert Hadfield that the sink-head ingots made

under this system would yield rails of remarkably high quality as regards

"soundness, freedom from all piping and all segregation." From an inspec-

tion of the data concerning the manufacture of the ingots made by this

process he also felt confident in stating: "This shows in a remarkable man-

ner the uniformity of the ingots; also that every one of them is perfectly

sound, free from blowholes, with no piping, and segregation below 8 per

cent discard."

The results of the present investigation of 2>7 ingots of the Hadfield

type show that he was not far astray in the confident prediction of uni-

formity, physical soundness, and freedom from chemical segregation. In

fact, it is difficult to imagine 2>7 ingots, from as many heats of steel, more

uniforrh in quality and properties and as free from those undesirable quali-

ties and uncertainties that beset the ordinary ingot from which rails were

made.

' Hadfield and Burgess, Sound Steel Ingots and Rails, Trans. Am. Inst. Min.
Engrs.. 51, pp. 862-880, 191S; J. Iron and Steel Inst., 91, pp. 40-124, 1915.

' See also the valuable paper comparing American-made sink-head and ordinary
ingots for rails by Edward F. Kennedy: The Commercial Production of Sound and
Homogeneous Steel, Am. Iron and Steel Inst., p. 144, 1915.

1110
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The ingots with which they were compared, the product of three heats,

5 from each heat, or IS ingots in all, are not less instructive, in that each

group, or heat, represents a distinct practice in open-hearth manufacture.

In this investigation, therefore, from the point of view of steel making, we
are really comparing the products rolled from 2 types of ingots representing

4 methods of manufacture.

The rolling, inspection, tests, and analyses were carried out with the

greatest care, and by a series of actual weighings all the material from

the several ingots was accounted for.

II. DETAILED SCHEME OF PROCEDURE
The detailed scheme of observations of rolling and tests of sink-heads

and comparison ingots follows :

1. Ingots

Methods of Numbering Ingots.—The sink-head ingots were num-
bered HI, H2, etc. . . . H37, and the ingots made in the ordinary manner

were numbered Ml, M2, etc MIS.

Weight of Ingots.—The sink-head ingots were weighed cold and

the others were weighed hot. The approximate weight of the sink-head

ingots was 5300 pounds each and of the comparison ingots 7300 pounds.

Size and Shape of Ingots.—The English-made ingots were cast

with sink head on large end, while the American-made ingots were cast small

end up; dimensions of both types of ingots are shown in Table 1, and

details concerning the sink heads of Hadfield ingots are to be found in

Table 2.

Composition of Ingots.—Each sink-head ingot was from a separate

heat, the compositions of which, furnished by the manufacturer, are given

in Table 2. The American-cast ingots were from three heats, and their

chemical compositions are shown in Table 3.

Temperature of Ingots.—The temperature of pouring of the com-

parison ingots is shown in Table 6; the temperature of the sink-head ingots

was taken when they were introduced into the soaking pits, the temperatures

of which were also noted then and at intervals until the ingots were with-

drawn from the soaking pits; the temperature of English (Table 7) and

comparison (Table 8) ingots were also taken at the blooming mill. In

Table 9 are shown typical ingot-rolling temperatures of both types of ingot.

Inspection of Ingots.—The sink-head ingots were inspected cold for

surface defects, cracks, etc, and at the blooming mill during rolling for the

existence and location of cracks, scrap, etc. (Table 4.) The other ingots

were similarly inspected at the blooming mills (Table 5).

Disposition of Ingots.—Of the Zl sink-head ingots cast at Sheffield,

3S were rolled into blooms at the Sparrows Point mill, and the remaining 2

ingots were sectioned longitudinally for metallographic examination. The
examination of H32 was made by the Bureau of Standards and that of

H37 by Hadfields (Ltd.). In addition to splitting 2 ingots, it was also

decided to examine similarly top blooms from one of each of the two types

of ingot, HS and MIO. The blooms and ingots examined in this manner

were selected at random. All blooms were rolled into rails directly without

reheating, and all material was accounted for by actual weighing, as shown

in Tables 10 and H.
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TABLE 1.—Dimensions of Ingots of Both Types

Part measured

Top
Bottom.
Height.

Sink-head
ingot

J9J-2 by 19H
nyi by 17W

Comparison
Ingot

Inches

18K by 18H
19>i by 19H

63

I The hcisht Riven is exclusive of the height of sink head, which was approximately ijK inches.

TABLE 2.—Results of Chemical Analyses and Head Particulars of Sink-Head Ingots «
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TABLE 5.—Time Consumed in Rolling and Results of Inspection of Comparison
Ingots and Blooms

Ingot
number
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TABLE 7.—Temperatures of Working of Sink-Head Ingots

Ingot number
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TABLE 9.—Typical Rolling Temperatures

Temperature o< sial^-head Ingot number
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TABLE 10—^Disposition of Material from Sink-Head Ingots—Continued

ROLLED AUG. 16, 1915—Continued
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TABLE 10.—Disposition of Material from Sink-Head Ingots—Continued

ROLLED AUG. 16. 1915—Continued
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TABLE 11.—Disposition of Material from Comparison Ingots

[Weights in pounds. Discard made only to physically sound steel]

ELEAT NO. 214497
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TABLE 11.—Disposition of Material from Comparison Ingots—Continued

HEAT NO. 214497—Continued

Ingot
number
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bloom from the sink-head type of ingot made a B and, generally, a short A
rail; the first bloom from the comparison type of ingot made a B, A, and
(short) X rail. The blooms were sheared top and bottom as little as pos-

sible for the safe passage of the bar through the rolls. Each piece cut was
marked, weighed, and preserved.

Fig. I.

—

Method of culling blooms and rails from sink-head ingots

IS ^a =^1

Fig. 2.

—

Method of culling blooms and rails from comparison ingoU

Fig. 3.

—

Section of 100-pound P. S.

rail, showing location of various tests

Drillings for chcmicil analysis were laken at

"O" and "M." Hardness determinations were

made at the other position-: indleated

3. Rails

In the rail mill there are 6 passes in the roughing rolls, 4 in the inter-

mediate rolls, and 1 finishing pass, making a total of 24 passes from ingot
to finished rail. The rails, which were Pennsylvania 100-pound section
(Fig. 3), were cut at the hot saw as shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
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The temperature of all rails was taken at the finishing pass. The rails

were inspected for surface defects, piping, and discard to physically sound

steel. The classification into "firsts" and "seconds" from surface conditions

were made by the Pennsylvania Railroad Co. inspectors (Table 12) ; the

discard to "physically sound steel" was made by cutting back in 5- foot

lengths.

TABLE 12.—Classification of Rails Rolled from Sink-Head and Comparison Ingots "

Rairsirom sink- head ingots
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was supported at 2 points 3 feet apart. This test gives record of permanent

set, elongation of the base, and the number of blows required for the

destruction of the rail.

The 6-inch test pieces (B, L, D, etc.. Fig. 1 and 2), the drop-test

pieces, and the specimens from the MA position were examined for ulti-

mate tensile strength, yield point, elongation (2-inch gage length), reduc-

tion of area, and hardness by Brinell and scleroscope. All specimens for the

tension tests were cut longitudinally.

Metallographic Tests.—There were taken of each test-piece section,

a sulphur print, a light etching, and two photomicrographs at 100 diameters.

Photomicrograph A was taken at upper part of web, B corresponds approxi-

mately with O position (Fig. 8 to 12, inclusive). These tests were also

made on sections of the 5-foot pieces of the MX, MA, and HA rails to

accompany the determinations of discard for chemical segregation.

Chemical Tests.—Determinations were made of the amounts of car-

bon, sulphur, phosphorus, manganese, and silicon at the "O" and "M" posi-

tions (Fig. 3) for test pieces (B, C, D, etc.) of all the rails; samples

from the 5-foot pieces of MX, MA and HA were also analyzed. Some

specifications contain a clause which provides for the rejection of rails

when the M position shows a carbon content more than 12 per cent greater

(positive segregation) or more than 12 per cent less (negative segregation)

than the O position. In the present investigation, all material showing more

than 12 per cent positive or negative carbon segregation was considered

as unavailable for rails. The railroad using this specification has found

from experience that 12 per cent is the maximum safe limit of segregation.

III. DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS AND DISCUSSION OF
RESULTS

1. Ingot Practice

Since the sink-head ingots were cast in England and rolled in this

country, they were necessarily subjected to the unusual process, at least in

rail manufacture as ordinarily practiced, of reheating from the cold condi-

tion. The plan was considered of allowing at least some of the com-

parison ingots to go "stone cold" and reheat them before rolling. However,

in view of the fact that the ordinary type of ingot is not designed to meet

this condition, which practically never obtains in practice and which, there-

fore, would be a possible misleading condition to impose on the comparison

ingots and of no practical value, the comparison ingots were all rolled

directly after being cast. These ingots were stripped from 20 to 30

minutes after casting and put into the soaking pits while still hot, where

they remained from 1 hour and 40 minutes to 2 hours and 23 minutes.

The sink-head ingots after preliminary heating were charged into rela-

tively cool pits (for temperature details see Section III, 2, Temperature

Observations). The heat was gradually turned on after ^ hour and the

ingots remained in the pits from 17 V^ hours to 21^ hours. The 35 sink-head

ingots which were rolled were divided into three series and rolled on sue-
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cessivc days, August 16, 17, 18, 1915. Three heats of comparison ingots

were rolled, 1 on August 16 and 2 on August 18. There was no delay or

other unusual conditions in the mill during the rolling. The ingots of a

group were rolled in succession, without intermission, and after the mill

had been warmed up by rolling at least one complete heat of the regular

product of the mill.

2. Temperature Observations

Temperature observations were taken of the soaking pits before, and

at intervals, after immersion of ingots of both types ; of all ingots in the

blooming mill ; and of rails from both series of ingots at the finishing pass.

In order to heat them gradually, the Hadfield ingots lay on the surface of the

soaking pits approximately 12 hours before charging. They were too hot

to bear the hand comfortably when charged, at which time their estimated

temperature was about 50" C. (122" Fahr.). The pits which received

tliese sink-head ingots were allowed to cool to the temperature of 600° C.

(1112" Fahr.)—750° C. (1382° Fahr.) (Table 7). The immersion of the

ingots further cooled the pits by some 200° C. (392° Fahr.) as measured

immediately after charging. The gas was turned on the pits one-half hour

after charging. The comparison ingots were charged into the soaking pits

hot, according to the usual practice.

Table 7 shows the values of the pit temperatures (1) before charging,

(2) about 14J/2 hours after charging, and (3) just before drawing the

sink-head ingots. These temperatures were taken with a platinum-rhodium

termocouple connected to a pivot type of indicator. The couple was inclosed

in nickel sheath except the tip, which was exposed. In sotne cases the tem-

peratures were obtained by the use of an optical pyrometer of the Morse

type.

By means of the optical pyrometer temperatures of the ingots were

taken during the rolling. Average values obtained from 7 or 8 observa-

tions with optical pyrometer at alternate passes, after the first roughing

pass, were taken of the ingots in the blooming mill. The temperature

of the steel at the surface was lowered about 17° C. (63° Fahr.) to 40° C.

(104° Fahr.) during the rolling into blooms. Typical illustrations of

rolling temperatures are given in Table 9 for several ingots of both types.

Table 7 contains finishing temperatures of Hadfield rail bars taken at

the finishing pass by sighting on the center of base of rail bar with an

optical pyrometer. Each observation is the average of two readings.

In Table 8 are similar data for the comparison ingots and rails, except

that the pit temperatures were not taken. It will be noted that good uni-

formity of rolling and finishing temperatures was obtained.

A series of measurements was taken to compare the temperatures of

this investigation taken at the finishing pass with those taken' at the hot

saw by sighting on the head of the rail. The reading noted in Tables 7

and 8 of finishing temperatures should be reduced by about 11° C. (52°

Fahr.) to correspond to previous observations at hot saw.

• B. S. Tech. Papers, No. 38, Observations on finishing temperatures and properties
of rails.
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The observed ingot and rail temperatures were taken on the outside oxi-

dized surfaces, which are colder than the interior metal by 75° C. (167°

Fahr.) to 100° C. (212° Fahr.) This would account for the apparent

discrepancy between the soaking-pit and ingot temperatures, and would

make the average true finishing temperature somewhat higher than 1100°

C. (2012° Fahr.)

3. General Comparison of the Two Types of Ingot

(a) Size of Ingots.—The sink-head ingots were of 5200 pounds weight

and the comparison ingots of 7300 pounds. In computing the percentage

of ingot material available for rails the necessary constant valued deduc-

tions—i. e., the bottom-bloom crops and the middle and bottom rail crops

—

work to the relative disadvantage of the ingot of lesser weight. It was

on this account that in Tables 10 and 11 the percentage of material available

for rails is based upon^ both the original weight of ingot less the weight

of the bottom-bloom crops and the initial weight minus the middle and

bottom rail crops.

(b) Loss IN Heating.—The sink-head ingots were weighed while cold

before reheating, and the comparison ingots were weighed while hot. The

abnormal loss in weight sustained by the former should be deducted from

the nominal ingot weight in computing the net ingot. It so happens that

tlie average bottom-bloom crop for the ingot made in an ordinary manner

is 0.5 per cent greater than for the sink-head ingot; so that if the loss on

heating for the comparison ingots is taken as 0.5 per cent there will be

an exact balance. The English-cast ingots remained in the soaking pits

some 10 times as long as the comparison ingots. If it is nevertheless pre-

ferred to compare actual percentages of material available for rails, that

from the sink-head ingots should be increased by 2.5 per cent because there

was a loss of 3 per cent, of which some 2.5 per cent can be charged to

reheating. When this correction is made it is seen that the average sink-

head ingot gives about 84.8 per cent material available for rails instead of

81.9 per cent. Ingot H24 should not be used in the discussion, as it was

accidentally given an excessive bloom crop. The expression "material avail-

able for rails," as used here and in Tables 10 and 11, refers to only physically

sound steel. Subsequent chemical analyses showed a much greater discard

was necessary to eliminate segregation above 12 per cent (Tables 17 and 18).

(c) Comparison by Heats.—It will be noted that the three heats of

comparison ingots have each very distinct characteristics ; for example, as

expressed in material available for rails, which are the results of varying

open-hearth and casting practice. In group M1-M5 the percentage of

material available for rails was 86.9 per cent ; in group M6-M9, 85 per cent

;

and in group M11-M15, 65.8 per cent (Table 11). It was for this reason

that, in addition to the general average of properties of all Maryland rails,

averages were computed for each of the three Maryland heats. The three

rollings of the Hadfield ingots show great uniformity, however expressed,

and thus indicate that the manufacture of the ingots in all cases apparently

was carried out in accordance with a uniform practice
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(d) Insi'ection 01 IxGOTS.—The sink-head ingots were examined

while cold for surface defects, and the surface condition of all ingots was

noted by another observer as they passed through the blooming mill (Tables

4 and 5). There were side splashes, rough sides, and rough corners on

nearly all the sink-head ingots, and only 4 of the 35 were noted as clean

blooms in rolling, as compared with 8 clean blooms from the 15 comparison

ingots.

(e) Comparison ok Chemical Composition-.— (1) Sink-Head Ingots

(Table 13).—The chemical composition of the rails from the sink-head

ingots show a remarkable degree of uniformity. Thus for the O analysis

the average carbon is 0.648 per cent, with an average deviation from mean

of 0.017. If we take the C test piece as representing the ingot composition,

the average for carbon of C-M is 0.644 per cent and C-0 .0653 per cent,

the average deviation from mean in each case being 0.017.

The average phosphorus content of the O position is 0.032 per cent,

with an average deviation of 0.002; for sulphur (O position) the average

is 0.047 per cent, with a deviation of 0.004. For the M position the con-

cordance is somewhat less good. Manganese and silicon are very uni-

formly distributed.

(2) Comparison Ingots (Table 14).—These ingots were cast with

small end uppermost, and, except for a nickel content of 0.75 per cent

and chromium content of 0.28 per cent, were of a composition and uni-

formity comparable with the sink-head type, the average O position having

a carbon content of 0.645 per cent (sink head 0.648 per cent), with an aver-

age deviation from mean of 0.036. The manganese content is 0.70 per cent,

as compared with 0.89 per cent for the sink-head ingots ; the phosphorus

content is 0.019 per cent, while in the sink-head ingot it is 0.047 per cent.

Group M11-M15 has an average phosphorus content of 0.028 per cent,

which quite closely agrees with that of English-cast ingots. This subgroup

is also from its method of manufacture the best to compare with the imported

ingots.

The sulphur content of the comparison ingots follows the grouping by

heats; the O analysis of C rail, for example, for M1-M5 has a sulphur

content of 0.076 per cent; for M6-M10 the sulphur is 0.101 per cent; for

M11-M15 the sulphur is 0.118 per cent. The manganese and silicon of the

first two groups are practically identical, while both are slightly higher

in the third group (M11-M15). The chromium and nickel content are prac-

tically constant at 0.28 per cent for the former and 0.75 per cent for the

latter for all three groups.

4. The Sink-Head Ingots, Their Manufacture and Classification

There were 37 ingots of this Hadfield type cast large end up and each

provided with a sink head (Table 1 and Fig. 4). The ingots were fed by

the Hadfield method in the usual manner, with charcoal and blast continued

for about 20 to 40 minutes until the molten steel had set on the top of the

head.

The steel was made by the converter process, a small furnace being

used, and each ingot represents a heat. These ingots are of remarkable
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uniformity of chemical composition, weight, and sink-head characteristics

(Table 2). About 30 to 40 seconds were required for pouring each ingot,

(a) Sink-Head Effrct.—Due to the uncertainty of the location of the

sink-head junction, an arbitrary allowance has to be made in advance at hot

saw or shears or one risks having the A rails rejected. If the total top

discard (bloom and rail) is adjusted to 13 per cent there will be no rails

rejected on account of sink head ; if this is set at 8 per cent one would expect

Fig. 4.

—

Sink-Head Ingot

about one-half the A rails to contain surface imperfections caused by the

sink-head and ingot junction (Table 10). The sink-head alone entails on

the average a discard of about 9.1 per cent of the Hadfield ingot.

The ingot usually enters the rolls with large end and sink liead first

;

it appears, however, to make no difference which end of ingot is first

subjected to the "squaring-up" pass. The presence of the sink-head appears

to present no difiiculties in either the blooming mill or rail mill. One ingot

cracked at the bottom of the sink head during rolling, but this was without

effect on the passage of this bloom through the rolls.

(b) Piping in Sink-Head Ingots.—Two of the 35 sink-head ingots

were examined as rails had pipes, detected in the mill, extending into the

ingot 10 or 11 per cent, or to some 5 per cent below the sink-head in some

cases (Table 10). .'\11 piping w^ould appear to be eliminated with a discard
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of 11 per cent, which is very nearly that required to eliminate all sink-head

imperfections and carbon segregation above 12 per cent.

(c) Influence of Surface Condition of Ingots on Rail Classifica-

tion.—It was possible to make a very careful examination for flaws in the

surfaces of the sink-head ingots while cold; their condition during rolling, as

well as of the comparison ingots, was also noted. In this way some idea of

the relation of "second" rails to ingot surface may be established (Tables 4,

5, and 12).

There were a relatively large number of "second" rails from the sink-

head ingots, 61 out of a total of 104 rails, or 59 per cent. There were only

4 in 57 from the comparison ingots, or 7 per cent. The A rails were not

included for either group. This inspection was made by Pennsylvania Rail-

road Co. inspectors.

There appears to be no reason why ingots of the sink-head type should

not be as well surfaced as any other, and the high percentage of seconds

should not be attributed to the type of ingot, as the bottom of the sink-head

was well within the A rail, which was not classified. Probably the severe

and unusual reheating conditions, together with the original surface as

influenced by condition of the molds and teeming practice, contributed some-

what toward producing the large number of "seconds" from the sink-head

ingots. A large percentage of "seconds" w-as similarly obtained from the

reheated Hadfield ingots reported on by Hadfield and Burgess.^

5. The Comparison Ingots, Their Manufacture and Classification

There were 15 Maryland ingots, in 3 groups of 5 each, of about 7300

pounds each, top-poured into ingot molds with small end up. (See Table 1

for dimensions.) They were rolled as portions of three heats on dififerent

dates, the total number of ingots in a heat being 13 or 20. The time of teem-

ing into molds was about 35 seconds each. The product from each heat

thus forms a distinctive group and should be considered separately. The

ingots were selected arbitrarily before being cast as the five to be poured

in succession after the second one of the heat. The heats were three of a

series of rail steel from the ordinary output of the open hearth and were

not especially chosen.

The first 10 ingots, heats 2 X 4497 (M1-M5) and 1 X 3632 (M6-.10)

were apparently made from rising steel, while ingots M11-M15 of heat

2X4510 were from quiet or "killed" steel; ingots M6-M15 were deoxidized

with aluminum; ingots Ml-MlO were chilled on top, M1-M5 with cast-iron

caps and M6-M10 with water.

The effects of these differences in furnace and casting practice are

very striking on the finished product. Thus the deoxidized flat-top ingots

(M11-M15) show, as would be expected, pronounced piping; for this group

the average discard to physically sound steel is 26.5 per cent and ranging

from 8.5 to 39.5 per cent. With this discard may be compared the discard

of 5.2 per cent for the first Maryland group and 8 per cent for the second,

and except in 2 cases out of 35 a negligible discard for piping below the

* See footnote I.
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sink head of the Hadfield ingots. The small (hscard (6.0 per cent) to

sound steel for the average of the first two Maryland groups is, however,

misleading, as there may exist internal or inclosed pipes, especially for the

second or deoxidized group. In the first comparison group (M1-M5) one

would expect to find a spongy, segregated structure in the upper part of

the ingot. This is brought out in some of the sulphur prints of rail from

the upper part of the ingots of this group, a typical one being shown in

Fig. 8.

Of the first group, MS contains a very pronounced pipe near the bottom

of the ingot in the F position (Fig. 9). The question may be raised as to

whether the practice of chilling the ingot top does not tend to produce inter-

nal pipes which may be distributed anywhere along the center line of the

ingot.

The phenomenon of segregation, which is intimately allied to the fur-

nace and casting practice for the comparison ingot, is discussed separately.

The mechanical properties, as brought out by the several tests—ultimate

strength, yield point, elongation, reduction of area, hardness and drop test

—show less dependence on the processes of manufacture.

6. Comparison of Chemical Segregation of Ingots of Both Types

Each comparison ingot furnished 6 and each sink-head ingot 4 rails.

In comparing the segregation of the A test piece it should be remembered

that for the sink-head ingots this position is that of the drop-test piece at

about 9 per cent below the top (including sink-head), while the comparison

ingots the A test piece is at the junction of the X and A rails, or at 10.6

per cent from the top of ingot. Therefore they are in sufficiently similar

positions for comparison, except that 10.6 per cent of a comparison ingot

7260 pounds) represents 770 pounds of steel, or 23 feet of rail, while 9.6 per

cent of a sink-head ingot (5300 pounds) represents 509 pounds, or only 15

feet of rail, or the A position in the comparison has a rail discard 8 feet

greater than the sink-head ingot on the average.

The E position of the rails from sink-head ingots should be compared

with the position of the comparison ingots F, the sink head D with com-

parison E, the sink head C with comparison C and D, and the sink head

B with comparison B.

For both types of ingot the longitudinal segregation of carbon is

very slight along the O positions, while for the M positions, or along the

center line of the ingot, it is quite marked, the carbon being greatest

at A near the top of the ingot, decreasing to the H-D (or M-E) position,

and rising again as the bottom of the ingot is approached. The results given

are for the three types of comparison ingot, but for this effect, the type of

ingot appears to be less important than for other factors.

The segregation of the sink-head ingots and of the three groups of

ingots made with small end uppermost are discussed separately with refer-

ence to influence and method of manufacture.

(a) Sfmregation in Sink-Head Ingots.—The sink-head ingots were

of "piping" steel deoxidized with aluminum. Each represents a separate

heat of converter steel.
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These ingots were in general of remarkable uniformity as regards

segregation (Table 15), thus showing the furnace and casting practice also

to have been very uniform. At the A test piece, 9.1 per cent below the top

of the ingot on the average, the segregation, though variable, is always

positive; that is, the carbon content of the M position is greater than that

of the O position. Fourteen of 35 ingots have a segregation greater than

12 per cent and 3 greater than 25 per cent; for one of these (H13), the A
position is only 5.1 per cent below the top of the ingot (Table 10).

For these 35 sink-head ingots the discard for segregation above 12

per cent is located 13 per cent (plus or minus 1.86) below top of ingot, with

a maximum of 17.5 per cent and a minimum of 5.1 per cent (Tables 10

and 17).

TABLE 15.—Percentage Carbon Segregation in Rails from Sink-Head Ingots

Ingot
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At A the average segregation is + 12.73 per cent, ± 7.48 ; at B the

segregation is + 2.32, ± 1.35, with only 4 negative values; at C it is — 1.27

per cent, ± 1.66, with 10 positive values; at D it is 4.48 per cent, ± 1.81,

with only 2 positive values; and at E only +0.40 per cent, ± 1.42, with 15

negative values (Table 15).

(b) Segregation in Comparison Ingots.— (1) Grouf) M1-M5 (Heat

2 X 4497).—This heat has no aluminum addition in molds, and cast-iron

caps were put on the tops of the ingots as soon as poured. It was found

that the ingot tops were rounded after the steel had solidified; therefore,

they were made of rising steel not specially deoxidized in the mold. The

ingots were stripped 20 minutes after casting and remained in soaking pits

from 2 hours and 10 minutes to 2 hours and 23 minutes. This is about as

rapid handling of ingots in the molds as it is possible to have, although

the time^ in pits could have been lessened. The resulting composition

and segregation is strikingly characteristic of their history.

TABLE 17.—Necessary Total Discard (Percentage) in Rails from Sink-Head Ingots <»

IH24 was omitted, as this Ingol was given an excessive bottom crop due to error in judgment at mill.

.v=(liscard for segregation. p=discard ior physical unsoundness.]

Ingot number Top Bottom
(P)

Middle
(P)

Cbemical Physical Total

HI
H2
H3
H4
^6

H7
H8
H9
HIO
Hll

H12
H13
H14
HIS
H16

H17
H18
H19
H20
H21

H22
H23
His
H26
H27

H28
H29
H30
H31

H33
H34
H3S
H36

Average .

.

Deviation

S16.2
.(12.3
.-1 13. 9
sl7. S

S13.4

sU.O
.?12. 1

s 15.0
.? 15. 6
.? 14. 3

p 10.7
••! 13.0
s 13. 8
.^ 12 6
.<! 12.4

p 9.1

S13.9
s 118
s 14.

i 14.6

s 11.5
/> 10. 6

p 9. 4
.•! 14. 3

« 9.7

.t 13. 8

.?16. 8

p 9. 8

p B.B

s 12. 5

.1 14.4

.<! 11.6
s 15.9

13
1.86

3.0
2.5
3.4
3.4
3.7

3.7
3.9
4.2
3 6
3.7

4.1
3.8
3.8
3.3
4.4

4

3.9
3.6
3.7
3.6

3.4
4.3
4.2
3.8
3.2

2.7
3.8
4.3
3.0

4.6
4.2
4.0
3.9

1.8
1.8
2.6
1.8
1.9

2.1
2.4
2.3
2.0
2.1

2.1

1.8
1.9

2.4
2.4
1.9
2.1
2.3

1.8
2.4
2.3
1.9
2.5

2.0
2.0
2.3
1.6

2.4
1.9
1.8
1.9

16.2
12.3
13.9
17.5
12.4

14.0
12.1
15.0
15.6
14.3

13.0
13.8
12.6
12.4

13.9
11.8
14.0
14.6

11.5
10.6

14.3
9.7

15.8
16.8

11.6
15.9

4.3
6.0
5.2
5.6

5 8

.6.3

6 5

5 6
5.8

16.9
5.6
5.7
5.5
6.1

15.5
6.3
5.5
5.8
5.9

5.2
6.7

15 9
5.7
5.7

4.7
5.8
16.4
13.5

7.0
6.1

5.8
5.8

21.0
16.6
19.9
22.7
18.0

19.8
18 4
21.5
21.2
20.1

16.9
.18 6
19.5
18.1

18.5

15.5
20.2
17.3
19.8
20.5

16.7
17.3
15.9
20.0
15.4

8.5
22.6
16.4
'3.5

19.5
20 5

17.4
21.7

18.4

o The total discard (top. middle, and bottom) includes the discard necessary to eliminate piping and
scgregatioo above i) per cent.
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TABLE 18.—Necessary Total Discard (Percentage) in Rails from Comparison Ingots <»

(«= discard lor segregation. p= discard for physical unsoundness. B, E, D refer to rails having above 12

per cent segregation or having inclosed pipes.]

Ingot number
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(2) Crottfy M6-MI0 (Heat 1X3632).—The ingots of this heat had

rounded tops on which water was put a few moments after casting ; they

were also treated while being cast with 2 ounces of aluminum per ton of

steel. They were, therefore, of rising steel deoxidized in the molds and

should show somewhat greater tendency to piping than the first group;

this is borne out by the results. The ingots of the second group required a

discard averaging 8 per cent on account of pipe, while only one of the first

group required a discard in excess of this amount (Table 11).

With respect to the B, C, D, E. and F positions for this group, the

segregation is relatively low (max., 9.20 per cent. Table 16) and uniform

from one ingot to another, as well as within any particular ingot downward

from the B position. The top discard for carbon segregation greater than

12 per cent (in O and M positions) is 23.3 to 25.3 per cent (Table 18),

and within this discard the segregation is less extreme than in ingots of the

first group, the maximum being about 25 per cent, wliich obtained in only

two positions out of 29 (Table 20).

(3) Crouf> M11-M15 (Heat 2X4510).—Two ounces of aluminum

per ton were added to the ingots M11-M15 for the purpose of deoxidation.

The ingot tops, which were flat after pouring into molds, were not chilled

with caps or water. These ingots were, therefore, of quiet, piping steel

and apparently more nearly approach the type of steel represented by the

sink-head ingots than do the other two groups of comparison ingots. They

remained somewhat longer in the molds (30 minutes as compared with 20

and 23 minutes) before stripping, and slightly longer in the soaking pits

than the other comparison ingots.

The considerable piping at the top of the ingots of this group is very

strikingly characteristic of the above open-hearth and casting practice. The

carbon segregation in the upper half and at the bottom of this type of ingot

is slight, but there is developed negative segregation ranging about 11 per

cent at the D and E positions (Table 16). In contrast to the other two

types of Maryland ingot the extent of the top discard is determined (Table

18), except for M12, which shows other anomalies, by piping (average

discard 26.8 per cent) rather tlian by .segregation (average discard 16.4

per cent. Table 22). The metallographic examination shows a small pipe in

rail M15 at the bottom of the ingot in tlie F position, and incipient piping

in M13 and M14 at the B position.
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TABLE 19.—Percentage Segregation of Carbon in the "A" Rails of

Sink-Head Ingots'

I

Diaxram cf cutting up ot "A" rtll tt tlaJc-bead Ingots

Ingot

B2.

B).

H».

BIO.

HU.

H12.

Bl).

B14.

BM.

B17.

ScgregiHon.

Segregtltoo.

ScgfCgatlOD.

S«fTtgatton.

S«(r«gmUoD.

Cwbon{0-

S«pegatton.

Scgiegallon.

Segregation

.

Segregation..

Segiegatioo..

Segregation.

Segregation.

Carbonic
Segregation.

Segicgallwi.

Carbonic
-

Segregation.

CarboojO

Segregation.

0.632
.902.

42.72

.610

.967
58.52

.657

.746
13.55

.60S

.719
18. 84

"

.640

.805
25.78

.630

.727
15.40

0.649 0.647
.789 .732

21.57
I

13.14

.636
I

.635
.804 .705

26.42 711.02

.670

.708

/ 5.67

.657

.777
18.26

.641

.697

/ 8.74

.667

.674
1.05

0.650
.683

/ 5.08

.632

.690
9.18

.653

.682
4.44

.654 .655

. 767 . 708
17.28 I 8.09

.641

.675
S.30

.669 .647

.889 .715
32.88 7 10.51

.649 .656

.758 .690
16.80 / 5.18

.655

.804
22.75

.661

.727
9.98

.639

.733
14.71

.700

.743
16.14

.627

.786
25.36

.655

.839
28.09

.691

.758
9.70

.685

.776
U.28

.667

.699
1/ 4.80

.662

.742
12.08

.638

.717
12.38

.643

.674

/ 4.82

.701

.713
1.71

.645

.739
14.57

.676

.775
U.64

.692

.819
18.35

.687

.731

/ 6.40

.675

.705
4.44

.657

.673
2.44

.642

.686

/ 6.85

.638

.669
4.86

.638

.637

.16

.695

.712
2.45

.649

.664
2.31

.692

.711

/ 2.75

.696

.761

/ 9.34

.693

.689
- .iS

.669

.686
2.54

.643

.676
5.13

.667

.686
2.85

^659
.661

.30

.639

.658
2.97

.643

.667
3.73

.636

.653
2.67

.699

.707
1.14

0.658
.673

2.28

.634

.659
3.94

.657

.673
2.44

.649

.719
10.79

.644

.674
4.66

.663

.676
1.96

.654

.662
1.22

.640

.662
3.44

.653

.667
2.14

.638

.659
3.29

.712

.702
-1.40

.657 .642

.667 .658"

1.52 2.49

.687

.703
2.33

.693

.725
4.62

.674

.706
4.75

.657

.688
4.72

.683

.693
1.46

.689

.719
4.35

.683

.715
4.69

.659

.670
1.67

0.648
.674

4.01

.637

.653
2.51

.656

.691

5.34

.662

.671
1.36

.657

.664
1.07

.649

.674
3.85

.643

.660
2.64

.620

.655
5.65

.651

.666
2.30

:692
.698
.87

.684

.713
4.24

0647
.673

4.02

.636

.654
2.83

.659

.687
4.25

664
.674

3 06

x661
.669

•1.21

.636

.663
1.07

.682
-.696

20$

- 'Tltc rail* were broken at About s-ioot intervali foe analysis in accordance with diagram to detcnalac
the top discard ncceisary to eliminate carbon segregatioa at>«wc it per cent. The poiat at wbicb tbc
MgrrgatifiD bcctxnes less than this amount is indicattxl by "/" ia tbc table,

ti

•H«|iBg«<^^™™ IM . .ixa
IScgregatioQ . 18. »8
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TABLE. 19—Percentage Segregation of Carbon in the "A" Rails of Sink-Head

Ingots—Continued

Ingot

H18.

H23.

H27.

H30.

H33.

CaTbon/^' "

'

Segregation.

Caibon|jyj •

Segregation.

Carl)on|j^'-

Segregation.

Carbonjj^'

Segregation.

Carbon|j^--

Segregation.

Carbonjjyj •

Segregation.

Carbon|j^--

Segregation.

Carbon|j^--

Segregation.

Carbonjj^--

Segregation.

Carbon|j^;;----;;;;;;;;;;

Segergatlon...;..!

Carbon|j^'

Segregation....

carbon|^- • • ••;;;;:;
Segergation

Carbonj j^-
•

Segregation

r-.,K«„/0 646

'^"•'nM 717
Segregation / 10.99

carbon| jy^-
• • • •

.;;;;.;;;;;

Segregation

H3S.

Carbon|j^'

Segregation.

[

Carbon|^

Segregation.

Carbon|^-
Segregation.

0.672
.771

14.73

.634

.732
15.46

.638

.752
17.87

.676

.809
19.67

.678

.725

/ 6.93

.644

.790
22.67

.618

.835
35.11

.596

.633

/ 6.21

.657

.858
30.59

.655

.722

/ 10.23

.642

.749
16.67

.650

.754
16.00

.626

.681

/ 8.79

.776

.800
18.34

.659

.823
24.89

.622

.842
35.37

.634

.796
25.55

0.672
.772

14.88

.631

.701

/ 11.09

.661

.686

/ 3.78

674
707

/ 4.90

.671

.680
1.34

.655

.703

/ 7.33

.628

.791
25.96

.596

.627

5.20

.665

.760
14.29

.666

.707
6.16

.645

.746
15.66

.646

.682

/ 5.57

.637

.666

4.55

.643

.679
5.60

.675

.729

/ 800

.655

.725

/ 10.69

.633

.684

/ 8.06

.642

.722

K.46

0.672
.712

/ 5 95

.635

.655
3.15

663
.689

3. 92

.680

.708
4.12

.671

.682
1.64

.646

.673
4.18

.629

.698

/ 10.97

.599

.625
4.34

.658

.714

/ 8,51

.654

.652
1.22

.657

.689
4.87

.638

.667

4.55

.631

.662
4.91

.647

.657
1.55

.679

.702
3. 39

.661

.724

9.53

.639

.677
5.95

.654

.655

/ -15

0.662
.692

4.53

.631

.654
3 65

.660

.684

3 64

.668

.692
3.59

.674

.688
2.08

.647

.669
3 40

.626

.657
4.95

.599

.609
1.67

.665

.685
3.01

.661

.669
1.21

.647

.673
4.02

.654

.671
2.60

.636

.661

3.93

'.655

.646
-1.37

.672

.706
5.06

.665

.723
8.72

.639

.663
3.76

.640

.666
4.06

0.676
669

-1 04

.532

.656

3 80

.668

.679
l.«S'

.679
697

2.65

.681

.707
3.82

.644

.655
3 26

.591

.609
3.05

.660

.678
2.73

.650

.656

.92

.649

.665
2.47

.644

.668
3.73

.635

.656
3.31

.658

.668
1.52 '

.678
.710

4.72

.656

.707
7.77 '

.625

.646
3.36

.648

.649
;15

0.661
.689

'4.24

.643

.666
3.58

.647

.666
2.94

.650

.665
2.31

.633

.647
2.21

.637

.655

2.83
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A striking characteristic of this group (M11-M15) is the freedom

from segregation in the A position; excluding M12 A for which the segrega-

tion is 32.52 per cent, the average for the others is about 2 per cent segrega-

tion at the A position (Table 16). M12 also possesses the following irregular

segregation characteristics : At A there is segregation to such an extent that

the steel is hypereutectoid ; at B, a narrow hypereutectoid streak exists ; at

C there is the same structure as at A ; and again at D a heavy hypoeutec-

toid streak.

(c) Segregation of Elements Other Than Carbon.—In general, it

might be expected that the elements, sulphur and phosphorus, would follow

carbon in segregation characteristics, and that manganese, silicon, chro-

mium, and nickel would show little or no segregation. These expectations

are borne out in both the sink-head and comparison ingots.

Longitudinal segregation of phosphorus is absent for the O position and

slight for the M position. There is practically no longitudinal or trans-

verse sulphur segregation in the sink-head ingots, while for the compari-

son ingots the results on sulphur segregation were erratic but on the

whole follow that of the carbon. For the elements manganese, nickel,

chromium, and silicon there is no well-<lefined segregation within the ingot.

7. Mechanical Tests

The mechanical tests included the ordinary drop test made on the

first 5-foot piece below the top of the ingot showing physically sound steel.

For the Hadfield rails this location was, in all but two cases, determined

by the junction of sink head with the ingot proper. The 5-foot pieces

formed by cutting up the A rails (also the X rail from the comparison

ingots), as well as the test pieces, B, C, D, E (and F for the comparison

ingots), were examined for hardness (Brinell and scleroscope) and be-

havior when stressed in tension.

(a) Method of Expressing the Results of Mechanical Tests.—
It was thought best to express measurements, such as yield point, ultimate

tensile strength, elongation, etc., in terms of the average and average devia-

tion from the mean.'

When using the usual method of expressing results oi this kind in

terms of maximum and minimum values, undue emphasis is placed upon

the occasional widely divergent figure, while the very close agreement that

may exist is not brought to light. Graphic plots of the various physical

properties of both kinds of steel will be found in Fig. 13 to 17, inclusive.

^ The deviation of a single observation is the amount l)y which that observation
departs from the mean or average value. By subtracting each observation from the
mean without regard to sign, and averaging these, the average deviation from the
mean is obtained.
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Table 21.—Total Top Discard Required in Sink-Head Ingots"

Ingot

HI...
H2...
H3...
H4...
H6...

H7...
H8...
H9...
HIO..
Hll..

H12..
H13..
H14 .

HIS..
H16..

H17..
H18.

.

H19..
H20..
H21..

H22..
H23..
H24..
H25..
H26..

H27.

.

H28..
H29..
H30..
H31..

H33..
H34..
H35..
H36..

Weight
of ingot

Pounds
5300
5300
5300
5350
5300

5250
5300
5300
5250
5300

5350
5300
5300
5300
5350

5300
5300
5300
5300
5300

5250
5350
5300
5300
5300

5300
5300
5350
5300
5300

5300
5300
5300
5300

Bloom
crop

Pounds
190
155

205
270
324

234
142

294
320
325

204
191

231

167

199

145

237
160
276
442

437
134
185
160

160

245
233
566
247
234

228
195
280
342

Rail
crop

Feet
5

5

11

5

5

Number
o( S-(oot

pieces
of rail

Length
of cut

Feet
20
15

16
20

10

15
IS

IS

15
13

10
15

15

15

14

10
15

14

14

10

5

13

19

Amount
ol rail

to cut

Rail dis-
card, per
cent o(

Ingot

Pounds
667
500
533
667
333

500
500
500
500

433

333
500
500
500
467

333
500
467
467

333

157

433
633
333
600

267
500
333
267
233

433
567
333
500

12.6
9.4
10.1
12.5

6.3

9.5
9.4
9.4
9.5
8.2

6.2
9.4
9.4
9.4
8.7

6.3
9.4
8.8
8.8
6.3

3.2
8.1
11.9

^.3
11.3

S.O
9.4
6.2
5.0
4.4

8.2
10.7
6.3
9.4

Bloom
crop and
rail dis-
card
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If we consider the ultimate strength throuRhout the length of the

ingot, \vc note for the sink-head ingots there is practical uniformity down
to the E position ; for the comparison ingots, on the other iiand, there is

an ahrupt increase in ultimate strength from the A to the B position and
a gradual falling off until the bottom of the ingot is reached, so that at

CDC
Position in Inqot

Fig. 14.— Ultimate strength of ingots of both types
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the F position the uFtimate tensile strength is some 9000 pounds per square

inch less than the maximum at B.

If the comparison ingots are considered by groups corresponding to

heats, it is seen that tihe ultimate strength of each group may be distinguished

CDF
PoJiTion in Ingo*

Fig. 15.

—

Elongation of ingots of both types
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from the others. Thus groups M1-M5 and M6-M10 run closely parallel

through the ingot, with M6-M10 having slightly higher ultimate strength.

Group M11-M15 is characterized by the abnormally high value (approxi-

mately 130,000 pounds per square inch) in the A and B positions.

W

(;CMP/vitI]SON OF

C.-,NTi£_m

ingots; of bote type$

OUTSIDE LIViS-AVETAGE DS

îs

TF^

riATION FROM I LAN

caiPAkiso.fj ::i'JGOTS ^OS. 1-5

^OS. 6

m.s. nl

10

=15-

PO 31 TlON IN I NaOT

Fig. 16.

—

Reduclion of area of ingots of both types
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The yield point shows, in general, characteristics similar to the ultimate

strength; for the former, however, there is a somewhat greater uniformity

throughout the ingot for all types, and also for the ingots of a given group.

The sink-head ingots have a slightly higher yield point (62,370 pounds per

square inch) than the comparison ingots (61,370 pounds per square inch.).

B

Fig. 17

CDC
POSITION IN IN&OT

-Brinell hardness of ingots of both types
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For the three groups of the latter there is a falling off throughout the

length of the ingot from approximately 64,000 to 59,000 pounds per square

inch (as for the ultimate strength), while for the sink-head ingots the

yield point remains practically constant throughout.

(c) Elongation and Reduction of Area.—The distribution of duc-

tility, as measured by elongation in tension-test pieces from rails through

the length of the sink-head ingots, is somewhat more uniform than for the

comparison ingots. The elongation curves are practically the reciprocal of

the tensile-strength curves.

The average elongation of the rails from the sink-head ingots is 13.8

per cent, of the comparison ingots 13.6 per cent; the reduction of area for

the former type of ingot is 24.38 per cent, for the latter type it is 25.78

per cent, with a range of 21.73 per cent at B to 31.68 per cent at the F
position. There are also considerable differences among the three groups

of comparison ingots.

(d) Hardness.—The scleroscope hardness numbers do not appear to

have any significance in defining any differences in qualities or properties

in the steel of the several ingots. The material from the sink-head ingots

have an average hardness of 31, while the steel from ingots cast in the

usual manner has an average hardness of 32.

The Briiiell numerals are, as would be expected, fairly closely propor-

tional to the ultimate strengths, and they appear to follow even more exactly

the yield points. Whether or no there is any definite relation between

carbon segregation and Brinell numerals appears difficult to say. The holes

for obtaining drillings for the former are one-half inch in diameter and not

always exactly coincident in location with the Brinell impression. In a gen-

eral way one would expect the two to bear some relation to each other.

The rails from the sink-head ingots had an average Brinell hardness

of 260 (deviation ±8), while the rails made from ingots cast with the small

end uppermost without sink heads had a Brinell hardness of 250 (devia-

tion ± 6).

(e) Drop Tests.—In the drop tests blows were given on head of rail

to destruction, the deflection was measured for each blow, the elongation

for each inch over 6 inches and the total elongation noted.

The drop-test piece was taken from near the top of the ingot, and in

each case was the first 5- foot length of rail immediately after reaching

physically sound steel ; that is, free from pipe and in the case of the rails

from sink-head ingots also below the bottom of the sink head. Of the 14

comparison rails none broke under 4 or 5 blows (6 rails were nicked and

broken after the fourth or fifth blow), while for the 35 Hadfield rails the

range was 2 to 7 blows, there being 9 requiring 4 blows, and 4 requiring 3

blows ; only 22, or 63 per cent, of the rails from sink-head ingots with-

stood 4 or more blows. The ductility as measured by the deflection and

elongation is also somewhat greater and more uniform for the comparison

rails.

The greater uniformity of the sink-head over the comparison ingots, as

•hown in nearly all other mechanical tests, in less segregation, greater homo-
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Fig. 8.

—

Rail Ml-A from comparison ingot

Sulphur print, showing extreme segregation in rail from top of ingot. X i
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Fig. 8.

—

Rail Ml-A from comparison ingot (continued)

Typical microstructure of the metal of rail Mi-A at po^^ituins indicated in sulphur

print. X 50, reduced from X 100.

(a) Moderately finely grained hypcreutectoid steel, pearlite with a trace ot tree

cementite and many small slag inclusions.
_ •• i • i

(b) Moderately finely grained hypoeutectoid steel, pearlite with a thick irregular

ferrite network.
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Fic. 9.

—

Rail M5-f from comparison ingot

Sulphur print, showing pipe in rail from bottom portion of ingot (F position). X i
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Fig. 9.—Rail M5-J' front comparison ingot (continued)

Typical microstructurc of the metal of rail M5F at positions indicated in the

sulphur print. X 50, reduced from X 100.
•

i i

(o) Structure at the edge of a pronounced pipe, consisting of eutcctoid steel con-

taminated with slag and bordered by a layer of hypoeutectoicl metal.

(b) Moderately finely grained metal, consisting of pcarlite with a trace ot lerritc,

and containing some slag intrusions.
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Fig. 10.

—

Rail M4-F from comparison ingot

Sulphur print, showing soft .streak in web at F position (bottom of ingot). X I



-
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Fig. 10.-;?a,/ M4-F from comparison ingot (continued)

well dUe!!^!f f°r'rf,:''en'"vSJs"
'*"= "^'' ""^'^""^ "^ P-^"'e crystals surrounded bv

{^) Moderately f,„.,y grained n,e.al consisting of pear.ite and a trace of ferrite
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Fig. 11.

—

Rail H16-A from sink-head ingot

Suliihiir print, .slicnviiig slight segregation in uiiper part of ingot (A position). X 1
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Fig. 11.

—

Rail H16-A from sink-head ingot (continued)

Typical microstructure of the metal of rail H16-A at positions indicated in the
sulphur print. X 50, reduced from X lUO.

(a) Eutectoid metal comprising a slightly segregated streak in the web of the rail.
(0) Average finely grained structure, pearlite with a trace of ferrite.
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Fig. 12.

—

Rail H16-E from sink-head ingot

Sulphur print, showing sound steel in rail from bottom of ingot (E position). X i.

The rail is homogeneous.
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Fig. 12.—i?ai7 //id-£ from sink-head ingot (continued)

Typical microstructure of the metal of rail H16-E at the positions indicated in the

sulphur print. X 50, reduced from X 100.
l- . r •. , ^ i,

(o) Moderately finely grained metal showing a thick fernte network.

lb) Finely grained metal, pearlite with a ferrite network.
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geneity as shown by sulphur prints and etching, less amount and variability

in discard to sound steel, suggests that the question of the significance and

interpretation of the drop test may well be raised with propriety. The

greater ductility and more uniform behavior under the drop test of the steel

from the comparison ingots would appear to be due more to the chemical

composition, and especially to the nickel and chromium content of this

Mayari steel, than to any factor traceable to manufacture, which in the case

of the comparison ingots is seen to divide them sharply into three groups

of very distinct physical characteristics—each a heat—which fact, the drop

test is unable to reveal.

8. Metallographic Tests

The metallographic tests throw additional light on the question of

segregation and soundness, and especially with reference to the presence

of slag inclusions, streaks, and seams. They also furnish evidence as to

the uniforrfiity of the operations in the rolling mill, although there appears

also to be a distribution of structure for each ingot characteristic of its

manufacturing processes preceding the rolling.

The smoothness and evenness of tone of the sulphur prints of all rail

sections from the Hadfield sink-head ingots, which are characteristic of the

lot (Fig. 11-12), even from sections in the drop-test portion near the top

of the ingot, is in striking contrast to the markedly irregular sulphur prints

from comparison rails (Fig. 8, except for a few below the center of

some of these ingots. Most of the rails from the Maryland ingots show
very pronounced irregularities in terms of the sulphur prints, some of them
from the bottom of ingot showing well-defined pipes (Fig. 9 and 10).

As to the microstructure of the steel, here again the sink-head ingots

show much the greater uniformity. This is especially true for the upper

portions of the ingot, where differences would be expected.

The parallelism of segregation and type of structure is, in general,

very close. Thus in the extreme top portion of the ingot there appears a

fine-grained, hypereutectoid structure in the segregated area. The main
differences in structure across the section, except for these extreme cases

accompanying marked segregation, are usually limited to dififerences in grain

size, pearlite with a ferrite network, the smaller-sized grain accompanying

the higher carbon. This is the predominant characteristic of the micro-

structure of the rails from the sink-head ingots.

The rails from the comparison ingots have, below the segregated area,

about the same structural characteristics as those from the sink-head type,

except that for many of them the ferrite network is less pronounced and in

some cases almost absent. The rolling and finishing temperatures of the

ingots were not widely different and do not appear to play any considerable

role in determining differences of structure. The manganese content, usually

somewhat higher in the Hadfield ingots, apparently tends to accentuate the
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sharp, definite boundaries of ferrite surrounding the pearlite grains. A
number of typical photomicrographs are shown in Fig. 8-12, inclusive.

9. Examination of Split Ingots and Blooms

(a) Sink-Head Ingot H37.—Sink-head ingot H37 was cut in halves

at Sheffield and Sir Robert Hadfield reports

:

The whole of this ingot could be worked into rails after cutting oflf

10 per cent discard. The ingot is perfectly sound and represents the

average quality of the whole of the 36 ingots sent to be rolled into rails.

The capacity of the sink-head cavity of this ingot was 8125 cubic

centimeters, and the percentage of settling, by weight in pounds—that is, of

the total weight of the ingot—was 2.58 per cent. The weight of the

material which passed from the head portion into the ingot itself was about
130 pounds. This ingot was selected because it showed the lowest cavity

percentage ; namely, 2.58 per cent.

(b) Sink-Head Ingot H32.—Sink-head ingot H32 was cut in halves

at the Bureau of Standards. A photograph of a sulphur print of a longi-

tudinal half section of the ingot is shown in Fig. 7. In Fig. 18-21, inclusive,

are shown the location of drill holes for chemical analyses of this ingot,

as well as the results of the analyses. Only carbon, phosphorus, silicon, and

sulphur surveys were made, as the rail analyses indicated that there was
no appreciable segregation of manganese in similar ingots. The results

obtained indicate that with about 9 per cent discard, steel free from piping

and appreciable segregation is obtained. Carbon showed a high degree

of segregation (0.68 to 1.13 per cent), but as will be noted, this is con-

fined to the extreme upper portion of the ingot. The high carbon content

at this point is probably due to the fact that the steel in the top part of

the ingot absorbed carbon from the charcoal used, together with air blast,

to keep the ingot hot on its upper surface while cooling. Phosphorus,

silicon, sulphur, and manganese are remarkably uniform in this sink-head

type of ingot.
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Section of Hadfield split ingot No. 32, showing per-

centage of silicon
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(c) Sink-Head Ingot H5 and Comparison MIO Top Blooms.—The

top blooms from ingots H5 and MIO were split longitudinally at the Bureau

of Standards and one half of each used for sulphur prints (Fig. 5 and 6)

and the other half of each for a chemical survey (Fig. 22 and 23) of

carbon, phosphorus, silicon, and sulphur segregation.

As in the case of the sulphur prints from the rails, the sulphur print

from the bloom of the sink-head ingot is of even tone, while the compari-

son bloom shows decided irregularities (Fig. 5 and 6). In addition, the

latter bloom has an inclosed pipe some 12 per cent below the top.

The chemical survey shows the Hadfield bloom to be very uniform.

The maximum carbon is 0.90 per cent, and this is only 4 per cent from

the top of the ingot. The comparison bloom, according to chemical analyses,

is also quite uniform except for the sulphur content, which is very irregular.

This element attains a maximum of 0.166 per cent at a distance of 12 per

cent from the top, while it is as high as 0.12 per cent at a distance of 21

per cent.

10. Special Nickel Chromium Sink-Head Ingot

A special sink-head ingot, of the same dimensions and type as the

other sink-head ingots but containing chromium and nickel, was rolled into

rails so as to permit more accurate comparison with the ingots cast in the

ordinary manner. The latter naturally contain small amounts of nickel and

chromium from the Mayari ore from which the product was made.

The mechanical and chemical properties of the five rails from this

special ingot (H38) are given in Table 23. It will be observed that the

yield point (70,791 pounds per square inch), the ultimate tensile strength

(143,025 pounds per square inch), and the Brinell hardness (292) are

greater, while the elongation (11.3 per cent) and reduction of area (19.06

per cent) are less than those of the average sink-head ingot. Under the

drop test the rails from this ingot behave similarly to the comparison ingots.

From the standpoint of composition the steel from this ingot differs

from that of the average sink-head ingot in that it is of higher carbon

(0.73 per cent) and lower phosphorus (0.016 per cent) and sulphur (0.018

per cent) ; also in that it contains small amounts of nickel (0.19 per cent)

and chromium (0.11 per cent).

It was necessary to discard 17.6 per cent of this ingot because of pipe,

as against 9.1 per cent for the average sink-head ingot.
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TABLE 23.—Mechanical and Chemical Properties of the Special Sink-Head (Nickel

and Chromium) Ingot
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The Maryland rails may owe their less abrasion to their content of

nickel and chromium. It would appear to be unfair to draw any general

conclusions as to performance in service from so few rails as this investi-

gation furnished, althougli it would not be expected that the Hadfield

type of sink-head ingots would furnish any rails showing structural defects.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The object of this investigation was to determine the relation of ingot

practice to the properties of rails from such ingots, and in particular the

amount of total discard necessary to obtain rails free from piping and segre-

gation above 12 per cent which had been rolled from steel made in accord-

ance with varying melting, casting, and ingot practices.

To that end, 35 ingots made by the converter process at Hadfield's,

Sheffield, England, and cast by the sink-head process with large end upper-

most were shipped to Sparrows Point, Md., and rolled into rails in compari-

son with 15 rail ingots made in the ordinary manner with the small end

uppermost. Each sink-head ingot, of 5300 pounds weight, and deoxidized

with aluminum in the mold, represented a separate heat of converter

steel, and all the heats and ingots were made in the same manner. The com-

position and properties of these ingots were of remarkable uniformity. The

comparison ingots, of 7300 pounds each, were from three separate open-

hearth heats, an intentional variation being made in the open-hearth and

casting practice for each. Five ingots were selected from each of these three

heats. Thus in reality, comparison was made of four different kinds of

steel, of very nearly the same composition and physical properties and of

two types of ingot form.

The comparison was made by rolling most of the ingots into rails and

taking test specimens at each rail cut, as well as from a considerable por-

tion of the upper part, in 5-foot steps, of the rail bar from each ingot.

In this way there was obtained a detailed physical, chemical, and metallo-

graphic survey of each ingot, and it was possible to exactly delimit the regions

of sound and homogeneous from those of unsound and segregated steel.

Two complete sink-head ingots were cut longitudinally and examined, as

well as representative blooms from both sink-head and ordinary ingots.

The results obtained indicate a decided superiority of the sink-head

ingots over the comparison ingots as made of three grades of steel (Tables

17 and 18), although the sink-head ingots suffered from the disadvantage of

having gone cold before rolling. The Hadfield type of ingot required a

total discard of only 18.4 per cent on the average (13 per cent top discard

to eliminate piping and segregation above 12 per cent) while the average

ingot of the ordinary type for rails required a total discard of 43.9 per

cent (26 per cent top discard), with great variations dependent upon the

furnace and ingot practices.

The comparison ingots from heat M1-M5 of nondeoxidized rising

steel, chilled on top of ingot by cast-iron caps, required excessive discard

to eliminate positive segregation at the top and negative segregation at the
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bottom of the ingot, the latter often accompanied by dangerous inclosed

pipes.

The second heat (M6-M10) made of rising steel deoxidized with alu-

minum in the molds; the ingot tops of which were cooled with water, required

the least total discard of the three heats. It was more subject to piping

and less to segregation than the first heat of ingots made in the usual manner.

The third heat (M11-M15), made of quiet or "killed" steel, was not

chilled on top with water or caps, and was deoxidized with aluminum in

the molds. The ingots of this heat required an intermediate amount of total

discard when compared to the first and second heats ; this heat was the

only one for which a greater top discard was required to eliminate piping

than to eliminate segregation above 12 per cent. One of the ingot of this

third heat contained a small pipe at the bottom, and all the rails from the

middle and bottom of the ingots showed high negative segregation.

The variation of physical properties throughout the length of each

ingot is characteristic not only of the type of the ingot, as sink-head or

ordinary, but also of the state of the steel when cast and of the ingot

practice.

It has been established in the foregoing that, after removal of the top

discard of 13 per cent, the Hadfield type of sink-head ingot is free from

piping and undue segregation. The ordinary type of ingot, cast small end

up without sink head, as is usual for rail ingots, requires an average top

discard of 26 per cent, and the remainder of the ingot is liable to contain

inclosed piping and excessive segregation. Defective rails, from the middle

and bottom portion of the ingot, are not detected with certainty by means

of the test for existing rail specifications, and as a result of this uncer-

tainty rails containing pipes or excessive segregation may get into service

with disastrous results.

The surface condition of the rails from the sink-head ingots was not

as good as that of the ordinary ingots, but this is not considered an essen-

tial characteristic of rails from such ingots.

The markedly differing characteristics of the three heats of compari-

son ingots lead one to raise the question whether or not it might be advis-

able to specify, at least in some degree, the methods of steel manufacture

or of ingot practice for rails and similar products on which the safety of

the traveling public depends.

While it is not claimed that the use of the sink-head process for the

manufacture of ingots will solve all rail problems, it is maintained that its

adoption would be a step in the right direction in view of the present heavy

casualties and property losses on American railroads. The necessary changes

in mill operations, it is believed, could be made without too great difficulties.

The service results, showing no failures to date, in the few rails of

this investigation can not be considered conclusive one way or another.

It would be of the greatest practical importance in tracing statistically

the origin of rail failures, if, in the reports to the Rail Committee of the

American Railway Engineering Association, they be grouped with refer-
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ence to their position in the ingot, and in addition the steel manufacturing

process be reported at least briefly by such notations as rising steel capped

with plates; quiet steel deoxidized with x ounces of aluminum per ton, etc.

If then it be found, for a given kind of steel, there is a greater or less

tendency for certain types of failure to predominate or to exist in certain

definite regions in the ingot, corrections could then be made intelligently in

the manufacturing process. The results of the present investigation indicate

very strongly that one should expect the four types of steel and two types

of ingot examined, in view of their sharply differing characteristics, to

behave differently in service.



TRAFFIC CAPACITY OF A RAILWAY

By H. Parodi

Consulting Engineer, Paris-Orleans Railway, France

An analysis of the operating statistics of a railway from the point

of view of regularity of train movements shows that for various reasons

independent of one another, the time required to pass over a given section

is not the same for all trains.

Some trains gain while others lose time, and if we class the actual

times of train movements (road time) of trains of same category in the

order of increasing duration, we find that the statistical curve of duration of

train movements of classified trains has a form like the curve of Fig. 1.

This is the curve which may be obtained by the superposition of a series

of cardboard strips each of which is as long, proportionately, as the dura-

tion of given train movements.* This curve, like all analogous statistical

curves, is of a form which approaches more closely the curve based on the

calculus of probabilities, the greater the number of trains considered.

By definition, this curve is of such a form that the ordinate F of a

point P corresponding to a road time X represents the number of trains

for which the road time is more than X.

If Xm is the average road time and x the difference between A"^ and Xm
we can assume that the difference

x = X— X^
will be distributed according to the law of Gauss (Fig. 2).

If this is true, the number of trains dY of which the road time differs

from the average road time Xm by a quantity comprised between the limits

X and X -\- dx will be equal to

dY = \e -^'^dx

considering the origin to be at A'm. The parameters X and \i depend

on the number of trains in service and on the operating method followed.

If the number of trains is Y this number will correspond to the sum
of all the differences possible and we should have

=/: JA
00

V Jt

On the other hand, we know that if xo designates the probable differ-

ence of the total of the statistical quantities considered, the number of trains

for which the road times are between Xm and Xm -1- Xo or between Xm and

Y
Xm — Xo will be equal to -7-.

*See Proceedings A.R.E.A., Vol. 22, page 757.

1175
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The probable difference Xo is by definition such that

X-Xo

and we find by the numerical solution of this equation that

0.4769 0.4769
Xo=—-— or iJi = —-

fi Xo

The numerical study of the Gauss integral shows that if the law of

probability is observed, the number of trains where road time is comprised

:

between Xn, and Xn> + x. ) j^^^j^ ^^ ^ definition 0.250F
or between Am and Am — Xo )

^

between Xm + ;r„ and X„. + 2;ro
\^\,ov\A be by definition 0.161 K

or between Am — Xo and Am — Zjto j

between Xm + 2^„ and X..^-Zxo K^ould be by definition 0.067F
or between Am— 2xo and Am— iXo \

between Zm + Zxo and Xm + ^x. \ ^^^^^^ ^e by definition 0.0182F
or between Am— ixo and Am — 4;ro )

We see that if horizontal lines having the following ordinates

:

Y_

2

Y Y
J ± .250 Y

-J
± .478 Y

2-±.411F -^^.mtlY

are drawn they will intersect the curve in nine points the abscissas of

these intersections will be in arithmetical progression (see Fig. 3).

The reason for this constant progression between successive abscissae is

because Xo is by definition the probable difference of all the road times under

consideration. This method of construction enables us on the one hand to

determine the probable difference (P.D.) and on the other hand to ascertain

whether the law of Gauss is or is not followed.

Fig. 4 is a copy of a train hour diagram prepared from data submitted

to the Eight-Hour Commission and published by the American Railway

Elngineering Association. This diagram gives the road time for all the

trains operated during a two weeks' test period (Curve 1) as well as the

times the trains were actually moving (Curve 2) and likewise the time

the crews were actually on duty (Curve 3).

The application of the above method shows that the (P.D.) for

Curve 1 for an average road time of 8.025 hours is 1,375 hours or 17.20

•From Curve 1, hours corresponding to 84 trains (.75x112) are 6.65 and the
hours corresponding to 28 trains (.25x112) are 9.4 and half the difference
2.75 -7- 2 =: 1.375 =: P.D. =: X"- Likewise from Curve 2 the hours corresponding to

84 and 28 trains are 4.7 and 6.1 respectively and the difference 1.4 -f- 2 = .7 = x«>.

(Ed.)
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per cent. From Curve 2 for the time the trains are actually moving the

P.D. or Xo is .7 hours or 13 per cent of the average time 5.4 hours.

These P.D.'s are considerable and much greater than those observed in

Europe. An examination of Swiss statistics shows a much smaller average

P.D. The number of delays of trains in excess of 10 minutes for passenger

trains and in excess of 15 minutes for mixed trains has been, in 1912, 6900

for a total of 732,572 trains. By using the statistics of train movements

and the timetables it is possible to deduce from the R-Ts of these trains,

that the P.D. is about 4 per cent.

Combination of Probable Differences (P.D.)

It can be demonstrated in the calculus of probabilities that, if the law

of Gauss is applicable, the P.D. of a sum of two measurements x + y is

Fig. 3

equal to the square root of the sum of the squares of the P.D.'s of each

of tlie measurements, that is,

or, in a more general way, we may write:

2;r + 3; + s + . . . = V 24r= + Sy + 2s'' -f . ... .

' fThe total time of a train run between two successive- 'starts, road time

(R-T) being equal to the sum of the running time and the times when the

train is stopped or maneuvering, the P.D. of the R-T will be equal to the
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square root of the sum of the squares of the P.D. of the running time

and the P.D. of the maneuvering and stopping time.

The curve of Fig. 4 showing a P.D. of 17.3 per cent of the R-T

and a P.D. of 13 per cent of the actual running time, the P.D. of the

remaining time can be deduced

:

20=V (.172)^— (.130)-" = .11 or 11%

If a line consists of n, identical divisions for each of which the P.D. of

the R-T is 2, the P.D. of the R-Ts for n division is, by application of the

preceding rules, 2 V n.

Determination of Probable Differences (P.D.s)

It results from what precedes that it is possible to calculate, a priori,

the P.D. of the R-T, by analysis of the various causes of delays, determin-

ing for each of them the corresponding P.D. of the R-T and by combining

these by the method of the square root of the sum of the squares.

With direct and single phase electrical traction the variation in R-T
may result from variations in line voltage, in rolling resistance, in load

and in the ability of the engine driver.

With three-phase or mono-three-phase electrical traction the variations

in road times (R-Ts) can only result practically from variations in fre-

quency at power stations. It is for this reason, in the writer's opinion, that

these modes of traction should be considered as giving more "promise" than

the others, although they do not permit making up of lost time.

Steam traction is certainly much less "precise" than electrical traction

because of the greater number of causes for variation in different train runs.

The power available at any given instant in a steam locomotive depends,

in fact, on the method of firing the boiler from the start, on the quality of

the fuel and on the professional ability of two men instead of one, as in

electrical traction.

Whatever system of traction is used apparently no attention is paid,

in practice, to the question of "precision." Nothing more is done than to

determine for a given train run the desired margin of limiting load and

station stop as could be rationally determined by systematic measurements

which would furnish an approximate value of the probable difference of

each of the elements of the problem.

From this rate it would be possible to deduce the probable difference

of the component system and by making up timetables for train runs

based on the theoretical times increased by eight times the corresponding

probable difference it would be possible in 99 cases out of 100 to keep to

the timetable, even if the train loads attain the permissible limits. By
adding ten times the P.D. the probability of delay would be 1 in 1000 and

if twelve times the P.D. is added the probability of delay is 1 in 10,000 trains.

In general, the increase of eight times is sufficient because a preci-

sion of 1 per cent is satisfactory in practice.
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OPERATION OF SINGLE TRACK LINES

Consequences of Irregular Operation on the Train Capacity of the Line

Consider the theoretical case of a single track line with equidistant

sidings and constant speed trains as shown by the graphic timetable, Fig. 5.

The maximum number of trains which can be sent over the line is that

corresponding to the complete utilization of all sections ; it is evident that

the number of train hours corresponding to this graphic is constant whatever

the speed and, consequently, the number of trains sent out.

If :r is the time taken to run over each section at the assumed speed,

the time interval between two consecutive trains in the same direction will

be a minimum of 2x. In the time period T (24 hours, for example), the

number of trains sent out in each direction will, therefore, be equal to

T/2x and for both directions 2T/2X= T/x. The duration of the occupa-

tion of the line by each train being equal to nx, if there are n sections, it is

evident that the number of train-hours, that is, the total time of occupation

of the line by the trains sent over it, will be

:

T
— n x= Tn
x

which quantity is independent of x and, consequently, of the speed of the

trains.

If we assume that the trains stop a time x at every siding the result

is the same as if the running speed is reduced by a qifentity such that

x is replaced hy x -\- x'. The time interval between two consecutive trains

will be equal to 2 (x-\-x') and it will be found, as in the preceding case,

that the total maximum time of occupation of the line is equal, in both

directions, to

T
2 — (x -}- x') n= Tn
2(.r + x')

Whatever type of graphic is considered, if it is assumed that all the

trains run to the same timetable, it will be found always and for both

directions that the number of train hours is constant and equal to Tn.

If, therefore, we divide by two the time one train occupies the line,

we double the number of trains which can circulate on the line in the

same given time.

Consider the same theoretical line and suppose that we wish to make

up a graphic. Fig. 5, with real trains subject to operating conditions so

that the service shall not be disturbed for more than 1 per cent of the

time.

Assuming always

:

X — the minimum time of the run.

X" =z tht corresponding probable diflference (P.D.).

X = the duration of stops for maneuvering and for security of

operation.

X<> =: the corresponding probable difference (P.D.).
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The P.D. in time for running over one section will be

:

V:r.' + xc

and for all the n sections

:

V»rUo' + xo')

If it is desired to obtain a "stable" graphic or one which can be

realized in practice, it will be necessary that intervals between trains on a

section shall be calculated to permit of these differences without disturb-

ing train circulation.

This condition will evidently be fulfilled in 99 cases out of a 100, if

the actual duration of occupation of the section reserved for each train is

100

I 80

I 60

I ^

I 40

I 20

Average Speed of Trains l?^ Miles Per Hour Time Included for Delai/s to Both Trams at Meeting Points

\ 1 /
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(b) That the minimum time for the train run of 12 Km. equal to

48 minutes (for a speed V = IS Kms. an hour) to 32 minutes

(for a speed F= 22.5 Kms. an hour) or to 16 minutes (for

a speed of F= 45 Kms. an hour) with P.D. of 3.75 per cent

that is

:

1.8 minutes for F = 15 Km. an hour
1.2 minutes for V= 22.5 Km. an hour
0.6 minuted for F :^ 45 Km. an hour

In Table 1, there are first shown the component P.D.s for one section,

the corresponding average time of occupation and the interval to be provided

for in the graphic between succeeding trains to ensure "a stability of move-

ment" in 99 cases out of a 100.

The same calculation is made for the line comprising 9 sections.

These examples show very clearly the considerable influence of irregu-

larities in running times and in stops for maneuvers on the stability of

train movement ; the number of trains in each direction are thus reduced

for these 9 sections

:

from 14 to 7 or 6 for F= 15 Km. an hour
from 21 to 11 or 8 for V= 22.5 Km. an hour
from 40 to 19 or 10 for F= 45 Km. an hour

according to the values assumed for P.D.s for running and maneuvering.

It is also evident from this study that it is possible to trace a stable

graphic for a number of trains at least twice as great for 45 Km. as for

IS Km. an hour.

6 8 to 12 I*

PROeABU PIFF£fl£JfC£5 ("A)

Fig. 6
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Curves Showing the Theoreticcil Utilization of the Line Expressed

as a Function of the Probable Difference and of the Number of

Sections

The above concrete examples have, we believe, made the problem and

its solution clearly intelligible. We can find a simpler and more general

solution by expressing the elemental probable diflference in per cent of

the theoretical train runs.

Retaining the preceding notations, but expressing the component probable

difference ^' xo' + X"' ^s a function of the theoretical duration of the

trains run = x -\- %> we can write

:

V xo' + Xo" = 2 (.r 4" x) = 20 minutes.

The preceding tables can then be presented as follows

:

Case Considered
Theoretical Practical

Probable differ-
ence for one sec-

tion

Duration of occupa-
tion of one section

of a line com-
posed of sect

Running time ... x
Maneuvering x
Total V x.' + xo'= 26

Minimum x-t-x = ^ "^ X = ©
Average 9 e(l-|-42V^
Graphic timetable. (1 + 8 2 V m)

Time interval between 2 successive
29 '0n+82VM)

trains

Number of trains in each direction 24 X 60 24 X 60

in 24 hours 20 20(14-82Vm)
Per cent utilization of number of theo- innw ^^^

retical trains 1 -|- 8 2 V n)

The curves of Fig. 6 give the value of the utilization of a single track

line as a function of the component probable diflference 2 and of the

number of sections.

Remarks

The present study shows that in the elaboration of graphic train move-

ments on a single track line it may be interesting in order to increase

output

:

(a) To take advantage of the higher speeds of electric traction to

reduce the number of sidings and stops. A notable reduction of energy con-

sumption will be obtained and a diminution of wheel wear due to reduce

wheel slipping at stopping points.

For lines of special traffic, mining traffic, for example, where

trains circulate without breaking up in stations, it is of very great interest

to diminish the number of stops and of maneuvers not only to reduce the

theoretical time of occupation of the line but particularly for service.

A multiplicity of sidings is interesting because it permits, in case of

troubles, a reduction of the duration of trouble. Sidings should be classi-

fied in two categories : sidings for normal operation and others for occa-

sional use. , • .•

(b) To vary the time of stops proportionately to the distance from

terminals or jimction with a double track line whenever, of course, these

terminal stations are arranged to insure the regular supply of trains to

the line, outgoing and incoming. The duration of stops increasing from A
to B for odd-numbered trains (direction A-B) and from B to A for

even-numbered trains (direction B-A).
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COMMENTS

By Committee on Economics of Railway Operation

The forcRoing discussion by H. Parodi outlines an application of Gauss'

Theory (better known as "The Theory of Probabilities") to the study of

train performance. This application differs in many respects from the

method described in the report of the Committee on Economics of Railway

Operation (Proceedings of A.R.E.A., Vol. 23, pp. 738-745). On this

account the Committee feels that it is desirable to comment on Parodi's

method and compare his results with the results obtained by the A.R.E.A.

method.

Fig. 7 following is a reconstruction on a larger scale of the actual

train-hour diagram published in the A.R.E.A. Proceedings, Vol. 22, page

759, and shown as Fig. 4 in Parodi's discussion. The solid and dotted lines

on this diagram are added to show the theoretical train-hour diagrams ob-

tained by Parodi's and the A.R.E.A. methods respectively. Parodi's method

for calculating the probability curve consists of a determination of various

ordinates corresponding to equal increments of time (.ro) which he calls

probable differences. For instance, he finds that according to the probability

theory 50 per cent of the trains should make the run in less than the average

time and consequently the other 50 per cent should make the run in more
than the average time. In other words, the average time corresponds to

50 per cent of the trains.

The time corresponding to 75 per cent of the trains is, according to theory,

equal to the average time less the probable difference Xa and the time cor-

responding to 25 per cent of the trains is equal to the average time plus

the probable difference Xn. If F represents the percentage of trains and A'

the average time, the following table can be used for calculating other

points on the curve.

When 1' =99.62 the corresponding time is A"" — 4.i-„

97.80 the corresponding time is X— ' n.

91.10 the corresponding time is X — 2xo
75.00 the corresponding time is A' — Xo
50.00 the corresponding time is A'

25.00 the corresponding time is A" -|- .ro

8.90 the corresponding time is X -j- 2x.,

2.20 the corresponding time is X -4- .i.r..

.38 the corresponding time is X 4 Axo

The probable difference .ro can be found by selecting two points on

the actual train hour diagram, one corresponding to 75 per cent of the total

number of trains and the other corresponding to 25 per cent of the

total number of trains. The difference in the corresponding times will be

equal to 2jro

For example, in the case of the actual train-hour diagram, Fig. 7, for

road time 75 per cent of 112= 84 trains and the time corresponding is

6.65 hours, likewise 25 per cent of 112 = 28 trains, for which the correspond-

ing time is 9.4 hours. The difference between 9.4 and 6.65 equals 2.75
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hours, one-half of which is 1.375 hours = 4r„. The mean of the two times

(8.025) should be the average time from which the other points on the

curve can be calculated, as shown in table above. This curve is represented

by the light solid line in Fig. 7.

However, it is found that the average time of all the trains obtained by

dividing the total train hours by the number of trains is 8.16 hours. When
8.16 hours is substituted for 8.025 hours the theoretical train-hour diagram

shown by the heavy solid line is obtained and it is this curve which

encloses the same area as the actual train-hour diagram. By adjusting the

value of Xo other probability curves which enclose the same area can be

drawn through the center point.

The dotted curve is obtained by the A.R.E.A. method by selecting two

points on the actual train-hour diagram, one corresponding to 80 per cent

of the trains and the other to 20 per cent of the trains as described in the

Committee's report referred to above. Apparently this curve approximates

the actual train-hour curve more closely than the true probability curve of

Gauss. The A.R.E.A. curve encloses a slightly larger area than the actual

diagram, that is, the average time obtained is 8.23 hours instead of 8.16. If to

is adjusted .07 hours then the dotted curve will enclose the same area as the

actual diagram.

In this connection, it is important to explain that the A.R.E.A. method

is an attempt to fit an empirical equation to the statistical data represented by

actual train-hour diagrams. The equation of the probability curve has

been selected for this purpose because it apparently fits the facts, and is a

simple equation which is easily derived. No attempt has been made to

analyze the problem of train performance on the basis of the Theory of

Probabilities.

Parodi on the other hand goes a step farther and discusses the problem

from the standpoint of the Theory of Probabilities on the assumption

that if the statistical data follows this law, then certain well-known relations

exist which may be applied to the study of train performance. In his present

discussion it is not clear how he proposes to make the application of the

theory to practical problems, and for this reason no attempt has been made
to apply Parodi's method to some of the problems where the A.R.E.A.

method has been used. In general the application of the two methods is

different because the same relations do not hold true in both cases, as will be

seen from the following discussion.

As stated above, in order to apply the Theory of Probabilities to this

problem it is necessary to assume that the upper and lower halves of the

train-hour diagram are symmetrical. In other words, that half the trains

make the run in less than the average time and the other half in more than

the average time. This condition is not generally true in practice; more
than half the total number of trains actually make the run in less than the

average time, or vice versa, less than 50 per cent of the trains make the

run in more than the average time. For example: In the case of the two
diagrams shown in Fig. 7, the road time for 50 trains out of 112, or 44.6

per cent of the total number of trains, made the run in more than the average
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road time of 8.16 hours and the running time of 54 trains out of 112, or 48.2

per cent of the total number of trains was more than the average running

time of 5.46 hours.

A number of other diagrams have been checked in the same manner

and in the majority of cases the percentages of trains making the run in

more than the average time are below 50 per cent, which indicates that train

operations do not strictly follow the "Theory of Probabilities."

In the case of the A.R.E.A. method it can be shown that 45.6 per cent

of the total number of trains should make the run in more than the average

time. Compare the percentage of trains making the run in more than the

average time found by the A.R.E.A. method' (45.6) with the actual 44.6

per cent and 48.2 per cent for road and running time, respectively, and

with the percentage obtained by the Theory of Probabilities (50.0 per cent.)

In addition the A.R.E.A. method produces a curve which is only

asymptotic to the horizontal axis. At the top of the diagram a definite time

is obtained corresponding to 100 per cent of all the trains. This time in

the majority of cases can be considered the minimum time and usually agrees

closely with the actual minimum time. On the other hand, the Theory

of Probabilities gives a curve which is asymptotic both top and bottom,

consequently it does not give a true measure of the minimum time.

Fig. 8 is another way of plotting the statistical data in the form usually

adopted for showing the distribution of observations or errors. It will be

noted that the distribution diagrams obtained from the A.R.E.A. curve and

the actual curve are displaced to the left of the Y axis, whereas the Prob-

ability diagram is symmetrical with the Y axis. The problem of displaced

probability curves has been studied by a number of investigators, among

whom are W. A. Shewhart, E. C. Molina and R. P. Crowell.*

The Committee feels indebted to Mr. Parodi for his interest in this

problem and for his painstaking discussion of a very interesting theory,

which holds promise of being a useful method for studying train per-

formance.

•See Bell System Technical Journal, Viol. Ill, 1924, for further discussion of the
Probability Theory and for references to other authorities.



A SIMPLIFIED COLUMN FORMULA OF THE SECANT
TYPE

By J. B. HuNLEY, Engineer Bridges and Structures, Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Chicago & St. Louis Railway

The column formulae most generally used seem to have been adopted,

primarily, on account of their simplicity. This feature, combined with the

fact that they fit with some accuracy the results of meager tests, is about

all that can be said for them. They can apply only to the average column,

as they contain no factors to compensate for variation in shape of the cross-

section or eccentricities of loading.

It is generally admitted that the so-called "Secant" formula would give

accurate values of the suitable working or ultimate stress for columns of

any section, length or condition of loading, but in its original form it

involves many "cut and try" operations, and consequently it is rarely used.

This formula becomes of more practical use by expanding the secant term,

and using only the first two terms of the series. In this form* the values

obtained are on the safe side and reasonably accurate, but even with this

modification it is yet too cumbersome to become popular.

A study of the effect of the various terms of the secant formula has

suggested another form which is quite simple and yet retains to a remark-

able degree all of the desirable features of the original formula.

The secant formula, for columns with pivoted ends, is generally ex-

pressed as

:

/
p=

ec LIP
1+ Sec- V (1)

r 2 ni

or,

ec Lip1+— Sec- V — (2)
r 2;- E

In this discussion the following nomenclature will be used

:

A = Area of the cross-section of the column, in square inches.

P= Load in pounds, which the column will sustain without exceed-

ing the unit stress /.

/ = Maximum permissible unit stress.

P
/) = — ^= Average unit stress over the column section.

A
/= Moment of inertia of the column section.

r = Radius of gyration.

L ^= Length of column in inches.

•See A.S.C.E. Transactions Vol. LXXX B 1, page S68.

1191
A
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^=— = Slenderness ratio.

r

c = Distance, in inches, from the neutral axis to the extreme fiber.

h =^ Distance, in inches, between the centers of gravity of all the

elements of the column section on either side of the neutral

axis.

E= Modulus of elasticity ; assumed as 29,000,000.

e = The eccentricity, in inches, of the application of the load, to

the axis of column.

Unless otherwise stated, the value assumed for e is that suggested by

E. H. Salmon in "Columns" ; that is : For crookedness of fabrication and

L h
variation in material over the section, +

, and for average eccentric

750 40
L h h

application of the load, + + . The assumed total eccentricity

1000 40 160

2.333L 9h
e is the sum of the above or +

, or .00233L + .05625/i.

1000 160

The values of p about both axes have been computed by formula (2)

for some 16 columns, having different sectional areas and of the various

forms usually encountered. The maximum permissible stress / was first

assumed as 20,000, the eccentricity e as .00233L + .05625/i, with the slender-

ness ratio k ranging from to 300. The sections and characteristics of the

various columns are shown on sheet 1. On sheets 2 to 17, inclusive, are

" * /~
plotted the values of p, e, — , and Sec —"V —, for each column. On sheet

r 2 E
1, the sections are so arranged that axis 2-2 is always the axis about which

the computed value of p is the smaller, or the axis about which the column

would be expected to fail. This might be called the "limiting axis," and it is

c

always the axis about which — is the greater.

r

The difficulty of applying the secant formula (2) arises from the

fact that p occurs on both sides of the equation, and of a different

power. It will be noted from the diagrams 2 to 17 that when k = 0,

k iT_
Sec— \ 1.0, the secant of degrees, being 1.00. As k increases, the

2 E
c

secant increases rapidly in value, being larger for small values of — and
r

c

smaller for large values of — . For any value of k less than 200, the

r
curve representing the secant term may be assumed to be a parabola or

*>/T=,
"'

Sec- \_=1+ (3)
2 F. c
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When /=: 20,000 and e = .00233L -{- .05625h, the value of x in (3) be-

comes approximately 9000, or without appreciable error we may substitute

k jp k'

in equation (2) for Sec—"V— , the term 1 + and it then becomes

:

2 E c

9000—
r

20,000

P = (4)
e

1+-
r \ 9000 r /

The values of p for each column about the limiting axis (2-2) have

been computed by equation (4), and the results shown by the dotted line on

sheets 2 to 17. It is to be noted that for columns having an average value of

c

—, such as columns L and M (^ less than 200), the difference in tlie value

r

of p when computed by formulae (2) and (4) is negligible, while for sections

c

having minimum and maximum values of —, as have Columns Q and O,
r

the difference is greater, but within a few hundred pounds, so that equa-

tion (4) will give results sufficiently accurate for any column when k is

less than 200. By including another power of k, such as k*, in (4), it would

fit the secant formula quite closely for any value of k up to 300, for sec-

c c

tions having average values of — and by using — to another power, the

r r

c

equation would fit more closely for the extreme values of — , but such
r

refinement is not necessary.

A certain similarity to the Rankine formula is seen in equation (4).

/
The Rankine formula being p = , in which y is some constant

1-f—
y

c c \

which must represent the terms — , — , and — in equation (3), all of which
r r X

are variable, so that the Rankine formula, which of all formulae in common
use, is the only one which can claim any kinship to theory, is suitable only

for columns of one particular section about one axis, unless the term y is

e c

varied, as —, — , and / vary ; and it is not so used. With a constant value
r r

of y, as generally assumed, its slight superiority over the strictly empirical

straight line or parabolic formula does not justify the additional labor

involved in its application, except for long columns not usually encountered

in design.
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One peculiarity of the secant formula is that p does not vary directly

as / varies. That is, the value of p when / is assumed as 40,000 is not

twice the value of /> when / is assumed as 20,000, for corresponding slender-

ness ratios. This must be taken into account in the development of a column

formula. While the clastic limit of the column material may be 36,000

or 40,000 lb., the useful limit in bridge work is about 26,000, as, when

that limit is reached under increased loading, the structure is usually con-

sidered ready for renewal.

If the tension members of a structure were designed for a certain load-

ing and a stress of 20,000 lb. per square inch, they would all become stressed

to 26,000 lb., if the load were increased 1.3 times, while if the compression

members were designed for the same load by formula (4), and the load

were then increased 1.3 times, the unit stress in the compression members

would considerably exceed 26,000 lb. per square inch.

Then to have a structure which would be stressed uniformly to 26,000

lb. in all of its members, under an increased load, we should, for the com-

pression members, start with a formula in which / has a value of 26,000,

and if it were desired to use a designing stress of 20,000 lb. per square

inch, divide the values of p obtained by 1.3. The values of />, assuming

/= 26,000 and <' = .00233L + -05625/1, were computed for all the columns,

about the limiting axis (2-2), by formula (2), and the simplified formula,

corresponding to equation (4), was found to be:

26,000

P = (5)

If a basic designing stress of 20,000 were selected, the designing formula
would be

:

20,000
/, = (6)

1 +
r \ 6400 r /

This formula (6) would produce slightly heavier sections in the original

design than would formula (4), but with an increase over the designing

load of 30 per cent the structure would be uniformly stressed to 26,000 lb.,

while if formula (4) were used, the compression members would be stressed

to 26,000 lb. per square inch before the tension members reached that limit.

On sheets 18, 19 and 20, curve A represents the values of p (axis 2-2)

for columns — M I —=1.624 ) .0 ( — = 2.485 V and Q (—= 1.168
j

computed by equation (2), /= 26,000; curve B, those computed by equa-

tion (5) ; curve C by equation (4), and curve D by equation (6). Curve E
represents the ordinates of curve C multiplied by 1.3, and the difference in

ordinates of curves E and B represents the overstress in columns with a 30

per cent increase in load, when designed by formula (4) rather than for-

mula (6).
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On diagram 21 are plotted the values of p computed for all 16 columns,

by formula (2)—/ = 26,000. It is seen that for any value of k, p becomes

c

smaller, as — becomes larger. This is more clearly shown on diagram 22,

r

where, for several values of k. the values of p are plotted for corresponding

c c

values of — . There is almost a straight line relation between p and —

,

r r

c

and the value of — has a marked effect on p, especially when k has a value

r

between 20 and 80, the common range in column design. The variation in

c

the value of — between 1.50 and 2.50, affects the value of p as much as a

r

variation in the value of k from 40 to 60, or 60 to 80. To ignore this im-

portant fact and to continue to use some formula based on the value of k

only merely for the sake of "simplicity" or "ease of application," seems

inexcusable.

c

The value of — approaches 1.00 as a minimum, but can scarcely be

r

less than 1.15, about both axes, as in Column Q, and its maximum value is

probably about 2.50 as in Column O, axis 2-2. The economical section then

c

(considering main material only) is that in which — is a minimum about
r

either axis. It has been generally assumed that if the column section were

such that the radius of gyration were the same about either axis, a column

of given length would have the same strength about either axis, but the

application of the secant formula shows that this is not true, unless the

c

value of — is the same about both axes.

r

In Columns E and I*", ;• is the same about either axis, but both sections

c

are limited in their capacity by the larger — , about axis 2.2. Comparing
r

Column A with B, or C with D, we find that while the areas arc identical,

and the radii gyration, as usually considered, are about equal, that the in-

c

creased value of — , caused by turning the flanges out, reverses the limiting

r

axis, and Columns B and D have a much smaller load-carrying capacity

than Columns A and C. A comparison of the columns shown on sheet 1

brings out some interesting facts as to economical and desirable column

sections.

When the eccentricity e is assumed as .00233L + .05625/i, the value of e

in inches varies greatly for the various columns, but it will be seen on

e

diagram 21 that the value of — is quite uniform, having a minimum value
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of .00233* + .078 for Column P, and a maximum value of .00233A; + .110

for Columns D and Q. This is due to fairly constant value in all columns of

h
— ; about axis 2-2, the extreme range being from 1.39 to 1.97. For the degree

r

e

of eccentricity assumed thus far we could use without serious error, for —

,

r

in formulae (4), (5) or (6), a mean value of .00233A; + .1, which would

avoid the somewhat tedious computation of /i. If such a constant value of

c
— is assumed, the values of p plotted on diagram 22 will fall directly on the

r

/:

k curves. The slight variation shown is due to the variation in the value of —
r

for the several columns.

All of the above discussion is based on an eccentricity expressed by

.00233L + .05625/1, and if the degree of eccentricity is changed, the constant

in the denominator of equations (4), (5) and (6) will change. The writer

confesses that he has no very definite idea as to just what eccentricity

should be assumed. It seems that it should at least be a function of the

length on account of crookedness, if not a function of the depth, to account

for the variation in quality or section of material in either side of the

column. Mr. Salmon's suggested value, above used, may be high, but it is

L
on the safe side. A value of has been proposed, and this probably is

750

the minimum value which should be considered. Some study of this matter

is now in progress and it is hoped that before long rational values to

assume for eccentricity will be known.

On diagram 23 are shown the values of p, for Column M (axis 2-2),

L
using / = 26,000 and c^= = .00133L, computed from equation (2). The

750

simplified formula corresponding to equation (5) becomes:

26,000

P = (7)

1 +
r\ 3500 r /

e L
in which —= =.00133;^.

r 750r

And for basic designing stress of 20,000, the designing formula becomes:

20,000

c

1+-
r\ 3500 r /

(8)
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All of the formulae herein presented are based on columns with pivoted

ends as is now generally assumed in design, but the constant in the suggested

formula can be determined to suit any end condition which may be con-

sidered proper. The form of the equation, however, will not change.

In the design of any column with the formula now in use it is necessary

to determine r and k, and c is known as soon as the section is assumed or

found. When the eccentricity is assumed as a function of the length only,

e

— in terms of k is known; if it is assumed to depend upon h, as well as

r

e

the length, an average value of — , expressed in terms of k plus a constant,

r

h

can be used without appreciable error, due to the quite uniform value of —
r

as pointed out in a preceding paragraph. The value of

3500 6400

whatever constant is used can be taken from a table or computed, just as

we now do with the Rankine formula.

A few trial applications of the suggested formula will show that it is

simple to use, and a comparison of the results obtained by it, with those

from the ordinary empirical formula, for both designing and rating

stresses, will bring out the importance of the additional factors which it

contains. Its use will take a little more time, but it will be time well spent.

Compression members are important members, and to attempt to design them

without giving consideration to the important and varying characteristics of

their sections is not consistent with the refinements applied to other features

of design. The strictly empirical column formula should have been dis-

carded long ago with other old "rule-of-thumb" methods.

For many helpful suggestions and laborious computations the writer

is indebted to the following men in this office : Messrs. L. H. Schaeperklaus,

A. M. Westenhoff. K. L. DeBlois and K. S. B. Nielsen.
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THE PURCHASE OF MATERIALS, TOOLS,
APPLIANCES AND SUPPLIES

By W. C. Gushing,

Engineer of Standards, The Pennsylvania Railroad

This subject originates with the person who sets out to purchase an

article of apparel, or a rather costly household utility. He may have to

visit several stores if he desires to obtain the most satisfactory style or

type at the least cost.

When these persons became connected with any of the engineering

or purchasing departments of a corporation, they found it necessary to

carry on a large part of this purchasing by mail, and, in order to do this

intelligently, effectively, and with dispatch, a description, that is a specifica-

tion, of the article desired was necessary. Moreover, if it was found to be

satisfactory for the purpose, the orders could be repeated over and over

again in routine duties, enabling him to handle a large amount of such

business.

These specifications, however, must be kept in line with the advancing

stages of the art, and must be precise in their requirements, and especially

those of proof-testing. It would be disadvantageous to the manufacturer

to be hampered in his own eflforts for manufacturing economy by too many
diverse specifications, and, recognizing this, these buyers and users have met

together in technical societies for the purpose of unifying their specifications

and practice ; hence the American Railway Engineering Association, the

American Society for Testing Materials, the United States Federal Specifi-

cations Board, etc.

This Association now has the Special Committee on Standardization

to help it keep informed upon the advancing progress in this great effort

at eflfective economy.

Some of these articles are extremely difficult to place upon the specifica-

tion basis, especially those proprietary articles based on patent rights, but

it is possible even in some of these cases to write such a specification as

will place it on a competitive basis, and, as an illustration of what has been

done by The Pennsylvania Railroad in a case of this kind, the "Specifica-

tions for Switch Lamps'' is given herewith in complete detail. These dimen-

sions of lamps which can be made the same are specified, especially, as in

the case of lenses and oil cups, where they can be made interchangeable. The
other most important part of the lamp is the burner and the ventilation,

and, consequently, the proof-testing must be carefully and effectively pro-

vided for.

The "Instructions for Painting Structural Steel," also given, are the

outcome of study dating back 30 years by reason of the large number of

manufacturing establishments and the difficulty in selecting an undoubtedly

reliable paint for use in protecting enormously costly steel structures so

necessary on a railroad. The most careful safeguards must be placed around

the protective coating purchase and application.

These thoughts concerning specifications have been continued below

from notes previously prepared with especial reference to this subject of

paint.

1221
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SPECIFICATIONS

With Particular Reference to Purchase and Use of Paint

Specifications are a description of the article, appliance, device or

material desired, together with method of examination and proof-testing to

ascertain if they comply with the requirements.

They are prepared in such form tliat they can be used in the regular

routine of office work and avoid the necessity of dealing with each new
request as though it were a new subject, thus clogging the working machin-
ery and limiting the effectiveness and range of accomplishment of the daily

task. When rightly prepared, they save time and dispose of a problem
so that it will be dealt with without delay in a routine way through sys-

tematic prescription covering all the steps to be taken.

Specifications should be prepared so that

:

(1) They will inform the Purchasing Agent of the kind and quality of

the article required

;

(2) They will instruct the Manufacturer upon the terms and conditions

for furnishing the article by a precise statement of requirements,

and define the methods of examination and proof-testing for check-

ing the arrangement

;

(3) They will inform the Inspector of the Purchaser of the conditions

of purchase, manufacture, examination and proof-testing so that

he will be the final authority for acceptance for the Purchaser

:

(4) They will keep at hand conveniently for the ready reference of the

engineers charged with the preparation of specifications, and of

those who use the articles, appliances, devices or materials, a state-

ment of the details of preparation in each case and a knowledge of

the relationship between the chemical elements and physical char-

acteristics involved in some of them, there being a multiplicity of

articles required for construction and maintenance. Convenient
information of this kind saves time in searching elsewhere.

It would be impossible for any busy officer to state clearly and preciously

offhand the description of one of a hundred articles which he might need
so as to enable a Purchasing Department to know with the minuteness neces-

sary what he ought to get.

When it comes to the recommendation for the purchase of an article

whose qualities are entirely unknown and whose economic value has never
been proved, the responsibility of ordering officer is important.

To lessen the number of materials and articles in this category is an
important work which is being carried on constantly.

One of the articles which has given a great deal of trouble in this

particular is Paint. In order to obtain the large supply used on a rational

and systematic basis, deep study has been accorded to it for many years. At
the Altoona Laboratory the relative value of paint elements has been under
(ibscrvation and informative study for more than forty years, resulting in

the preparation of specifications for paints for selected purposes. The Engi-
neering Department has bee^i engaged in a service study of recorded tests

and observations for more than thirty years, the results of which have
been embodied in

:

"Instructions for Painting Steel, C.E. 31-(b)."
In addition, a record has been kept during that period of the economic

service of paints of different manufacturers and trade names.
Very likely, the U. S. Government is the largest purchaser of supplies

in the country, and it can be well understood how puny an effort it would
be to attempt to decide upon the moment each time an article was neces-
sary, the description and specific type. As would be expected, therefore, in

any well -organized business of monumental proportions, the greatest work
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in the preparation of specifications for unified purchase throughout the

large number of departments and bureaus of the Government, and for the

benefit of State administrations and others, is under way with the assistance

of its scientific laboratories, than which there are none finer.

The Pennsylvania Railroad, too, is of monumental proportions, and the

urgency for economy in transportation is so keen that advantage must be

taken of the advances in methods of modern business. To that end, this

great company has kept informed of the U. S. Government work, and has

the advantage of its progress in providing specifications for its own.
Chemistry is not a secret art, but to extract knowledge requires inde-

fatigable industry. This industry is the heritage and driving force of Gov-
ernment and railroad scientists, as of those engaged in the manufacturing
industry. It is often the province of the latter in the keenness of industrial

competition to wrap his product in terms of mystery which are confusing

and time wasters to the large customer.
Good paint can be obtained on specifications drawn up by Government

and railroad men, as well as by paint manufacturers, and, fortunately, but

little specifications are needed for the most serviceable paint for structural

steel

—

red lead.

But a most important part of specifications is proof-testing, and when
that is neglected, poor material will be apt to creep in.

However, in the purchase of our structural steel and building paints

under specifications, proof-testing is exacted by the Stores Department, and
it is understood that paints sent out from the Storehouses have been so

examined.
When this plan of proof-testing before using the product, has been

well inaugurated in case of painting by contract in which the contractor fur-

nishes the paint, it is believed that careful adherence to the instructions in

C.E. 31- fb) will lighten the routine task of painting, and at the same
time obtain results for economy and durability.

Issued
Aug. 7, 1926.
Last Revision
Nov. 18, 1926.
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THE PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PAINTING STRUCTURAL STEEL

Scope

1. These "Instructions for Painting Structural Steel" are for the guid-

ance of the Engineering and Maintenance of Way forces in the work of

preservation of steel and iron.

MATERIAL
Pigments

2. The following kinds of pigments shall be considered as basic for

painting structural steel on The Pennsylvania Railroad.

A. Red Lead—Specifications for Red Lead, No. 154 (Issued Altoona).

B. Red Oxide of Iron—Specifications for Freight Car Color, No.
31-B (Issued Altoona).

C. Carbon—Specifications for Standard Black, No. 58-B (Issued

Altoona).

Vehicle

3. The vehicle used for mixing the paint shall be Raw Linseed Oil

complying with :

Specifications for Raw and Boiled Linseed Oil, No. 166-A (Issued

Altoona).

MIXING
Formulae

4. The paiijt mixing shall be done in accordance with the following

instructions

:

Red Lead

A. No. 155, Instructions in Regard to Mixing Red Lead (Issued

Altoona) when Formula No. 3 of the Table is being used.

Red Oxide of Iron

Carbon
B. No. 63-A, Instructions in Regard to Mixing Standard Black

and Freight Car Color (Issued Altoona).

Volatile Thinners
5. A. Turpentine and Mineral Spirits are used in mixing paint for

the following objects

:

(a) To increase proportion of pigment by decreasing the proportion

of oil in the ultimate dried film of paint.

(b) To secure good flowing quality when the paint is being applied

so that it will brush easily.

(c) In priming coats on wood, turpentine is superior to the mineral
spirits by reason of its solvent action which assists the paint to penetrate

the pitchy surface of the wood. This does not apply to steel.

Turpentine

B. Turpentine shall be obtained in accordance with Specifications

for Spirits of Turpentine, No. 38-B (Issued Altoona).

Mineral Spirits

C. Mineral Spirits shall be obtained in accordance with Specifica-

tions for Turpentine substitute. No. 169 (Issued Altoona).

Specifications' Revisions

6. In the event of revisions of specifications named, the latest issue

governs.
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CLEANING THE METAL
Grease and Dirt

7. If the surface of the metal is not in good condition for the maximum
adherence of the paint coating for the maximum length of time, a great

deal of money is wasted because the cost of labor for application is much
the greater part of the total cost. The following preparation of the metal
surface should, therefore, be faithfully attended to:

(a) All grease, oil, dirt, scale and rust must be removed thoroughly.
(b) The paint should only be applied to a clean and dry surface.

Sand Blast

8. (a) The most effective and practicable means of cleaning old

metal is by the use of the sand blast, but great care is necessary, because
if kept going too long, good metal will be cut away, and the strength of
the piece impaired.

(b) It should not be used to clean new metal, because it will remove
the sub-oxide, or black oxide, or mill-scale, which in itself is a protection

against rust formation so long as it adheres firmly.

Scrapers

9. (a) In many cases, fairly good results, depending upon the care

exercised, can be obtained by the use of chisels and scrapers made from
old files, hammers and wire brushes.

(b) Rotary steel brushes operated by compressed air are now being

introduced, and should be given thorough trial.

Pickling

10. (a) Pickling in acid is effective for cleaning metal, but is not

generally practiced in the case of structural steel, on account of the diffi-

culty and expense of dealing with large pieces.

(b) When used in any special case, care must be taken to neutralize

the acid by subsequent dipping in milk of lime or a solution of soda ash.

APPLICATION OF PAINT
Season

11. (a) The painting should be done, if possible, only in the warm sum-
mer months, but good results can be obtained, with care, from the middle
of April to the middle of October.

(b) Where practicable, it is a good plan to warm the paint by placing

the bucket of paint in a vessel of hot water when the atmospheric tem-
perature is below 55 degrees.

Brushes

12. (a) The paint brush should be made with bristles that are stiff,

strong and elastic, according to Specifications for Brushes No. 55-B
(Issued Altoona). A round brush is generally regarded as the most satis-

factory, but a flat brush about four inches wide, may also be used.

(b) Brushes should never be allowed to dry with the paint on them.
They may be kept fresh and clean over night, or while carrying them from
place to place, by wrapping them closely in several thicknesses of paper,

the inner layer of which is wet with water.
(c) After finishing the work, the brushes should be well washed out

with kerosene, then well rinsed with gasoline, and subsequently hung up to

dry where they will be free from dust.

Drying

13. No succeeding coat of paint should be applied until the underlying
coat has become thoroughly dry.
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Coat Hardness

14. (a) Except when the paint will be continuously exposed to water,

successive coats should be, progressively, more elastic, in order that the

sun and air which harden the oil may not cause a hard coat overlying a
softer one to crack.

(b) Inasmuch as the more red lead there is in a gallon of oil the

harder will be the paint, varied degrees of elasticity in the paint film may
be eflfected by using different amounts of pigment for the different coats.

NUMBER OF COATS OF PAINT
Similar Structures

15. Structures similar in character to those named shall be painted

in like manner.

Shop Coat

16. After inspection by the Purchaser, and before shipment, new struc-

tural steel shall be painted at the shops with one coat of paint or linseed

oil, as follows

:

Track Bridges

Highway Bridges

(a) Track and Highway Bridges with boiled linseed oil.

Signal Bridges

Electric Power Line Bridges

(b) Signal and Electric Power Line Bridges with red lead paint

according to Formula No. 5.

Signal Masts
Electric Pov^^er Line Towers and Masts
(c) Framed structural-steel Towers and Masts with red lead paint

according to Formula No. 5, and tube Masts with red oxide or iron Speci-
fications for Freight Car Color No. 31-B.

Buildings

(d) Buildings with red lead paint according to Formula No. 5.

Steel Water Tanks
(e) Steel Water Tanks and Trestles with red lead paint according

to Formula No. 5.

17. The abutting surfaces of parts which will be riveted together in

the shop shall be painted with one coat of red lead paint according to

Formula No. 5, 25 pounds of pigment to the gallon of oil.

Field Painting

18. After erecting and before painting, and in the case of repainting

work the following parts shall be spot and stripe-painted with the same kind
of paint which will be used for the first coat

:

(a) All rivet and bolt heads.

(b) Edges of angles and plates for a distance of an inch from the

edge.

(c) Top surfaces of floor-beam and stringcr-fianges and top surfaces
of .sub-floor bracing of track bridges.

(d) Scratches and bruises in the paint coating due to handling the

material.

(e) The abutting surfaces of parts which will be riveted together in

the field shall be painted with one coat of the paint which will be used
for the first coat.

19. After spot-painting, the structure shall be painted as follows:
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Track Bridges

Highway Bridges

(a) 1. New bridges shall be painted with one coat of red lead paint

according to Formula No. 5 (Section No. 4), 25 pounds of pigment to

the gallon of oil, followed by a second coat of a mixture of one-half red

lead No. 5 and one-half carbon paint, Specifications for Standard Black No.

58-B, and a third coat of carbon paint Standard Black No. 58-B.

2. In repainting work, the bridges shall be painted with one coat

of Standard Black No. 58-B.

3. Where a paint of light tint is required, as in the case of some
bridges in certain cities, the standard light building color, Specifications for

Standard Building Paints, No. 120 (Issued Altoona), and Instructions in

Regard to Mixing P. R. R. Light and Dark Building Paint, No. 2 (Issued

.Altoona), shall be used in place of the carbon coat. Sometimes two coats

of the building color will be required to cover the surface properly and

make it the desired shade.

Signal Bridges

Electric Power Line Bridges

(b) 1. New bridges shall be painted with one coat of a mixture of

one-half red lead No. 5 and one-half carbon paint, Specifications for

Standard Black No. 58-B, and a second coat of carbon paint. Standard

Black No. 58-B.

2. In repainting work, the bridges shall be painted with one coat of

Standard Black, No. 58-B.

Signal Masts

Electric Power Line Towers and Masts

(c) In new and repainting work, Towers and Masts shall be painted

with one coat of Standard Black, No. 58-B.

Signal Pipe Lines and Appurtenances

(d) 1. Signal pipe lines and their appurtenances shall be painted

when new with one coat of red oxide of iron. Specifications for Freight

Car Color No. 31-B, and one coat of carbon paint, Specifications for

Standard Black, No. 58-B.

2. In repainting pipe lines and their appurtenances, they shall be

painted with one coat of the carbon black, if they be not considerably rusted.

If they are considerably rusted, the repainting shall be the same as for

new material.

Buildings

(e) 1. Train Sheds shall be painted with two coats of red lead

paint according to Formula No. 5 (Section No. 4), 25 pounds of pigment

to the gallon of oil, followed by two coats of carbon paint. Specifications for

Standard Black, No. 58-B.

2. Other buildings requiring color finishing shall be painted accord-

ing to the tint required.

Steel Water Tanks
(f) 1. The Trestle and outside of the Tank shall be painted with

one coat of red lead paint according to Formula No. 5 (Section No. 4), 25

pounds of pigment to the gallon of oil, followed by another coat of carbon

paint. Specifications for .Standard Black, No. 58-B.

2. The inside of the Tank shall be painted with a first field coat of

red lead paint according to the quantities in Formula No. 5, but the oil used

shall he pure boiled linseed oil, and to the mixture of red lead and oil 8

pounds of fine litharge mixed in 1 pint of pure raw linseed oil and 1 quart
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of pure spirits of turpentine shall be added. A second coat of paint shall

then be added consisting of carbon black, Specifications for Standard Black,

No. 58-B.
3. All the surfaces of Track-Pans shall be painted with a first coat of

red lead paint according to Formula No. 5, but the oil used shall be pure

boiled linseed oil, and to the mixture of red lead and oil 8 pounds of fine

litharge mixed in 1 pint of pure raw linseed oil and 1 quart of pure spirits of

turpentine shall be added. The second coat shall consist of red oxide of

iron, Specifications for Freight Car Color, No. 31-B, and the third coat of

carbon black. Specifications for Standard Black, No. 58-B.

20. Consecutive coats of red lead or red oxide of iron paint may be

darkened to different shades with suitable quantities of carbon black, as an

aid in distinguishing the different coats.

21. In general in repainting work, the metal shall be painted with

one coat of the paint used for the final coat, but if the metal be badly

rusted, a first coat of red lead or red oxide of iron may be required, followed

by the exterior coat.

Metal Encased in Concrete

22. In the case of metal which will be encased in concrete, the fol-

lowing conditions will be recognized

:

(a) If the concrete is being added to the metal to form a composite
mechanical structure in which the two materials act together to receive

stress and resist strain, the metal shall not be covered with paint or coated

with oil.

(b) If the concrete is being used for filling material as in the case

of trough floors, or for protecting the steel, or for architectural decoration

of metal beams, girders and columns, the metal work should not be painted

when the concrete casing or filling will be placed within one year after

delivery. If it is probable that the metal may be subjected to corrosion for

a considerable period prior to use, it may be justifiable to paint the metal

rather than to undergo the expense of frequent cleaning to prevent serious

damage from corrosion.

STOREHOUSES OF SUPPLY

23. Supplies of The Pennsylvania Railroad specification paints are kept

at the following storehouses for use by both the Maintenance of Equipment
and Engineering Departments

:

West Philadelphia Wellsville Chicago
Trenton Cleveland Fort Wayne
Pavonia Olean Logansport
Wilmington Canton Columbus
Harrisburg Dennison Altoona
Renovo Pitcairn Alliance

PROPRIETARY PAINTS
Service Trial

24. There are good paints of red oxide of iron, carbon and graphite

made by well-established manufacturers according to proprietary formulae

which may be considered available for use after the quality has been investi-

gated and proved by the following instructions outlined below.

(a) There are certain paints which have been proved by trial to be

of suitable quality for exterior coats, and others which have given unsatis-

factory service. Discriminatory judgment should be exercised, therefore,

so that unnecessary expense will not be incurred in having examinations of

doubtful products made.
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(b) When it is desirable to consider a certain paint for trial a one
gallon sample slioiild be sent to Dr. M. E. McDonnell, Chief Chemist,
Altoona, Pa., and a letter of request for examination to the Chief of Motive
Power, together with as much information on the details of composition
and mixiuR as can ho obtained from the manufacture, in order to ascertain

if a field service trial is recommended.
(c) If the la!>oratory report be favorable for experimental service

trial, the Chief Chemist will inform the officer of original request, the Chief
Engineer and Stores Manager.

(d) A sample of the paint for proof-testing by exposure, chemical
analysis or other methods desired shall be retained at the Laboratory for

record, and purchases of that product may be made for 1 year. From each
lot purchased a pint sample for checking must be sent to the Laboratory,
and, if it does not correspond with the original sample of record, purchases
will be ordered suspended.

(e) The results of service trials must be reported to the Chief Engi-
neer, so that record may be kept of the relative value of the products.

(f) From time to time the Chief Engineer will inform the Stores
Manager, and General Purchasing Agent of Products, which are considered
sufficiently satisfactory for general use, after which, when deemed desir-

able, a stock supply may be kept at the following bases : Trenton, Wilming-
ton, Harrisburg, Verona, Logansport.

NOTES FOR REMEMBRANCE
Corrosion

25. Corrosion of steel and iron is due to the simultaneous action of

oxygen and water. When either is absent, disintegration by rust cannot
occur.

Linseed Oil

26. (a) No better available vehicle than linseed oil for the pigment
is known at the present time.

(b) Raw oil is more durable than boiled oil, but boiled oil makes a

more varnish-like film, and does not hydrolize (soften by the chemical in-

fluence of water) as much as raw oil does, thus making it suitable for paint

in contact with water.
(c) The use of driers is not objectionable if a first-class one is

employed in limited quantity. Both raw and boiled oil requires a drier to

hasten drying.

(d) The life of the linseed oil is a large part of the life of the

paint, and it must be pure and well seasoned. Newly pressed oil is unfit

for use.

(e) Linseed oil is not a lasting protection in itself to steel, as it dries
with a porous film, which absorbs water, and conducts it to the metallic
surface.

(f) There is no adequate substitute for linseed oil, and certain thin-
ning mixtures for paint should only be used in times of necessity and when
specially authorized.

Pigment
27. The pigment is added to the oil to fill up the pores and make it

more resisting to the entrance of moisture. Therefore, a finely divided pig-
ment is much superior to the coarse one. Some graphites are poorer
than others on that account.

Red Lead
28. (a) Red lead should not be bought in paste form unless it will

be used within three months after shipment by the contractor, because if

allowed to stand in oil long it thickens, becomes viscous and finally hard.
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Heat also accelerates the tendency of this material to cake or harden, and
so it should not be stored in places of high temperature.

(b) The finely-ground red lead, Pb304, is very desirable, as nearly

all the litharge, PbO, is eliminated. This latter is acted upon by the carbonic

acid in the air, which converts it, superficially, into white lead, making the

red color fade out. •

Red Oxide of Iron

29. The red oxide of iron is an inert pigment, but should not be

made from copperas.

Paint Destruction

30. Extensive tests have resulted in the conclusions that

:

(a) Every oil coating is destroyed by diluted muriatic acid and nitric

acid, by gaseous muriatic acid, nitric acid, sulphurous acid, or acetic acid, by
caustic alkalis, alkaline liquids (such as from fine chimney ashes) and
gases, ammonia, sulphide of ammonium or solution of soda.

(b) Hot water destroys a paint coating much more rapidly than water
of an ordinary temperature

Protection by Concrete

31. (a) It is well established that concrete affords protection to steel

against corrosion, and it is not necessary to use paint in addition for that

purpose, which adds to the cost.

(b) Oil paint weakens the bond between concrete and steel.

Issued
Dec. 1900.

I^st Revision
Nov., 1^26.
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THE PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD

SPECIFICATIONS FOR SWITCH LAMPS

APPLIANCES OR ARTICLES

Scope

1. The purcliasc of switch lamps for use on The Pennsylvania Railroad
will be guided by a combination of specifications for uniform dimensions of
various parts, a statement of examination and proof-testing of the draft
arrangement, and the approval for file record of a drawing in complete
detail of the lamp.

LAMP BODY
Material

2. The body of the lamp shall be made of No. 18 gauge tinned sheet
steel. After all parts are completely fabricated and assembled, all surfaces
must be thoroughly cleaned from grease and dirt, and be dipped into a
bath of molten lead and fluxing tin about in the proportions of: Tin Va,

Lead ^.

Fastening

3. In the construction of the body, rivets shall be used for fastening

the parts together, except where the use of bolts is especially approved.

Lens Apertures

4. (a) Four lens openings in the body for 5-inch diameter lenses
shall be provided, and the coupling rings arranged so that the lens shall be
completely encircled and can be readily removed and replaced. The coupling
ring shall be equipped with brass screw and nut. The position of the lens

must be such that the flame of the lamp is at the focal point of the lens.

(b) The lenses shall conform with "Specifications for Signal Roundels
and Lenses," Plan S-487 (Basic Number).

Enameled Discs

5. The lens apertures shall be encircled with 10-inch outside diameter
vitreous enameled discs of the colors specified for indicating the position
of the switch points, or a ^-inch hood.

Socket

6. (a) The socket shall be of the size and shape to fit snugly on a
tapered support ^ inch by 1 inch at the top, il inch by li^ inches at the
base and ly^. inches high.

(b) In order to relieve it from shock, the lamp shall be carried on a
spring in the socket.

(c) The socket shall be set at an angle of 45 degrees with the axis
of the lens.

Handle

7. The handle shall be of No. 4 B. W. G. steel wire and shall be
secured in substantial and workmanlike manner to the lamp.

Painting

8. Lamps must be coated on all external surfaces with two coats, each
thoroughly baked on, of high grade baking japan. The coating after baking
must be tough, hold tenaciously to the metal, must not chip or flake off,
and must dry with a hard gloss finish which is not tacky.
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Oil Fount
9. The oil fount shall be made in accordance with the details of Plan

S-482 (Basic Number).

Burner

10. The burner shall be of the "long-time" type with a cylindrical

felt wick consuming not more than % ounce of oil per hour.
(a) Clips shall be provided to hold securely the chimney required by

these specifications.

(b) The wick shaft for controlling the flame shall be V/% inches long
from the center of the flame, and fitted with a channel nut to permit control
from outside the lamp body.

CHIMNEY
Material

11. The chimney shall be made of low-expansion heat-resisting glass,

cylindrical in form and in accordance with the details of Plan S-482 (Basic
Number).

VENTILATION
Draft

12. The lamp shall have top-draft ventilation.

Testing

13. The ventilation of a sample lamp shall be tested at the factory,

or at the Altoona Laboratory, when required, as follows

:

(a) By a simulated wind velocity equivalent to 80 miles per hour
for two minutes.

(b) By subjection to still air temperature at 43.3 deg. C. (110 deg. F.)

for two hours.

IDENTIFICATION
Name

14. The lamp and its parts shall be clearly marked for identification

as follows

:

(a) The Manufacturer's name on the top of the lamp.

(b) The Manufacturer's trade mark on the chimneys.

ACCEPTANCE REQUIREMENTS
Sample Lamp

15. A sample lamp exactly of the kind and quality offered for sale

shall be sent to the place named by the Engineer of Standards for exami-
nation and testing.

Plan

16. (a) If the sample lamp fulfills the requirements of the examina-
tion and specifications, the Manufacturer shall furnish a dimension plan in

detail of the lamp on tracing linen of the size of 16 by 28 inches out to

out, with a border line lYz inches from the left hand edge and Yz inch

from all other edges ; and with a space in the lower right hand corner of

3 by 7 inches for the title and the "Correct" certification of the Engineer
of Standards and the "Approved" certification of the Chief Engineer of The
Pennsylvania Railroad.

(b) If the plan be approved by the Chief Engineer, it shall be
placed in his file for permanent record, and all lamps subsequently furnished
by the Manufacturer must conform therewith.
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Defect Found After Delivery

17. Switch lamps, founts, burners and chimneys wliich show objec-

tionable defects subsequent to their acceptance at the place of manufacture

or sale will be rejected and returned to the Manufacturer, who must pay

llie freight charpes both ways and replace the defective parts with new ones

fnlfdliuK the rc(|uircmcnts of the specifications.

Place for Tests

18. All tests and inspection, exclusive of the tests of the "sample

lamp," shall be made at the place of manufacture, prior to shipment, except

that check tests may be made at any other place selected by the purchaser

without holding the manufactured articles at the factory or store awaiting

the results of the check tests, and shall be so conducted as not to interfere

unnecessarily with the operation of the factory.

Access to Works
19. Inspectors representing the purchaser shall have free entry to the

works of the Manufacturer at all times while the contract is being executed,

and shall have all reasonable facilities afforded them by the Manufacturer

to satisfy them that the switch lamps and tlicir accessories have been made
in accordance with the terms of the specifications.

Issued
April 6, 1925.
Last Revision
Dec. 17.1026.
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ACKNOWLEDGMENT

The Special Committee on Convention Procedure take this means of

expressing its grateful appreciation for the helpful assistance rendered by

Past Officers, Chairmen and Members of Standing and Special Committees,

and the membership generally.

That railway executives of outstanding rank and reputation can join

with leaders of recognized ability and international prominence, and together

work with the younger members still on the lower rungs of the official

ladder, for the ideals and common good of The American Railway Engi-

neering Association, augers well for its future.

Our contacts, even though they have been largely by correspondence,

have shown a fine healthy spirit of earnest co-operation, which has more

than repaid for the time and effort expended. In preparing the report,

we have drawn freely from the text of these communications and acknowl-

edgment is made herewith.

Chicago, February 20, 1928.

To the Board of Direction, American Raihvay Engineering Association:

At the last annual convention, a resolution was adopted requesting the

Board to consider suggestions which had been made w-ith respect to changes

in the practices and procedure of the Association. The resolution was

discussed at the meeting of the Board on March 10th and it was agreed

that the inquiry should be so broadened as to permit a comprehensive study

of the entire subject, and a sub-committee was appointed to draft a plan in

conformity therewith. Two plans were presented at the next Board meet-

ing on May 11th and the outline designated as "Plan 2" was adopted

Thereupon, a special committee from the Board was appointed by President

Brumley for the purpose of undertaking the work and presenting a report

thereon.

The committee at once entered actively upon its duties. Several general

and numerous other meetings and conferences have been held. Question-

naires were submitted to past officers, to the chairmen and members of

all standing committees, and to the entire membership of the Association.

Suggestions were solicited from interested persons and studies made of the

practices of other organizations with more or less similar objectives. Edi-

torial criticisms and suggestions heretofore made by the technical press

were carefully studied and discussed. Meanwhile an extensive correspond-
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ence was conducted with persons wlio in the opinion of the committee

might have information to offer that would aid in its consideration of the

subject.

Before undertaking a presentation of the subject matter particular!}-

assigned to the Committee, it is believed that a brief review of the forma-

tion, objects and subsequent development of the American Railway Engi-

neering Association will be helpful in its consideration.

In March, 1899, a number of officers connected with engineering and

maintenance departments of several of the railways of the United States

and Canada undertook the organization of the American Railway Engi-

neering and Maintenance of Way Association (to be later known as the

American Railway Engineering Association). Their efforts met with

marked success and the Association started with 279 charter members at

the time of the first annual convention in March of the following year.

Since then its membership has increased to over 2600. Practically every

railroad in North America is represented in its membership, as well as

railroads in nearly every country in the world.

While formed primarily for the consideration of problems peculiar to

the engineering and maintenance departments of railways, the Association

has gradually broadened in scope and character until it is now easily one

of the most powerful factors in the world for the development of the

science of railway transportation. Every department of railway science is

represented in its members, who are available for service in studying the

manifold problems which are considered in its deliberations.

The object of the Association is set forth in its original constitution as

the advancement of knowledge pertaining to the scientific and economic

location, construction, operation and maintenance of railways.

Its membership is composed of private individuals and not of appointed

representatives from the various railways. Membership is entirely volun-

tary and those who join the Association do so on account of their interest

in the work it is doing. Membership on its standing committees means
work; it is in no sense honorary. Appointments to the committee member-
ship are earnestly sought and when secured, the individuals usually show
a lively personal interest in and a willingness to contribute time and effort

to the committee work to which they are assigned. Through the extensive

membership which it has among the railroads in the United States and

Canada, there has been developed a remarkable co-operative spirit of gen-

erous aid and constructive assistance towards the wxjrk done and the

objectives sought by the Association. It is definitely recognized as forming

one of the principal educational agencies in the science of modern rail-

roading.

The work of the Association is conducted through a Board of Direction

and carefully selected standing and special committees composed of special-

ists in their particular field, who cover the entire field of railway engineer-

ing and allied subjects.
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At the present time, there are twenty-three standing, three special, and

fifteen contact committees, having 715 members who are actively engaged

in handling 140 assignments. It was a wise provision of the founders that

the organization should be so arranged that definite progress should be

made each year by each committee and the net results of the Association's

work would at all times represent mutual consistent progress in the various

fields and that the results should be promptly available for distribution to

the railways and others requiring them. A critical review of the truly

wonderful progress which has been made during these twenty-eight inter-

vening years, reveals that the founders builded better than they knew, and

that their belief in the need and possibilities of such an Association were

truly well founded.

Committee members are selected with due regard for their special

qualifications for dealing with subjects within the scope of the committee

to which they are assigned and their knowledge of the diverse, physical,

climatic, traffic and other conditions to be met with in different parts of

the North American continent, to which are applied scientific and econom-

ical principles and practices in keeping with modern requirements for the

railway transportation service.

It was not the thought of the founders of the Association that any one

of these committees could cover the investigation of its entire field within

anj' specified time. The standing committees are therefore made continu-

ous and changes in tiieir membership are brought about gradually so as

not to interfere with the continuity of the work assigned to them.

Appropriate subjects for investigation within its own field are assigned

annually to each committee. As one or more of these subjects is finally

reported upon, additional subjects are assigned for research and study,

selections being such as to fulfill the requirements of the trends of advanc-

ing transportation, so that each committee is gradually covering more and

more of the ground allotted to it. To each committee is also assigned

the duty of making a critical review from year to year of the work here-

tofore reported by its Qredecessors, in order that the results may always

be in keeping with modern-day requirements of the railway industry.

The standing and special committees are charged with the investigation

of current practices, the collection of all facts in regard to an assigned

subject, the analysis of the data thus obtained, and the presentation of

conclusions as to what constitutes the best practices under various con-

ditions.

In their final reports, the technical terms used are defined and when
pertinent, a brief historical outline is included, together with an analysis

of the important elements of the matter under consideration. The disad-

vantages of other practices and the advantages of the practices embodied in

the conclusions of the committee are stated. The final conclusions are

presented in concise form for consideration or adoption, or otherw^ise, by

the Association at its annual convention held at Chicago in March of

each year.
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Particular subjects assigned to a standing committee are usually allotted

to sub-committccs, the members of which arc selected from among its own

membership, with a view oi having the assignment handled by specialists

on that particular subject. The work of the sub-committee is later re-

viewed and discussed i)y the committee as a whole, when changes or revisions

are made, as tiic circumstances warrant.

Thus it will be seen that before the report on any assignment is sub-

mitted to the Association, it has been prepared and discussed by a com-

petent sub-committee of specialists and their report has been critically

analyzed and approved by the standing committee composed of members

drawn from various branches of railway service.

When the report has reached this stage, it is issued in bulletin form

to the entire membership of the Association in order that they may have

an opportunity of becoming fully conversant with it before presentation

for final disposition at the next annual convention of the Association.

The work of both the sub-committees and the standing committees

affords opportunity for continuous contact with the needs of the railways,

the development of technical details, and for studying the mental processes

and methods of approach of able men engaged in similar work. Not the

least of the advantages of Committee work is the opportunity of learning

something of human nature and its reactions, as it is necessary for mem-

bers to act both as a unit of the sub-committee and of the standing com-

mittee, as well as individuals.

The American Railway Engineering Association functions as the

Engineering Division of the American Railway Association, its President

and Secretary serving as Chairman and Secretary, respectively, of that

section. Allied with it is also the Electrical Section, represented by Standing

Committee XVIII—Electricity, and through its Standing Committee X

—

Signals and Interlocking, it forms a direct contact with the Signal Section

of the American Railway Association.

The American Railway Engineering Association is probably one

of the most important engineering associations in the world. Its work

now constitutes a recognized standard practice for railroading generally in

the United States and Canada, and has a powerful influence on the work

of other countries. The reports and recommended practice serve as a

criterion for State and Federal bodies and Federal bureaus. Through its

standing committees, contacts are being increasingly formed with various

organizations and branches of industry concerned with national and inter-

national standardization, simplification and ecoiiomical practice.

The, great advances in development and the changes in economic life

have brought demands for broader and more comprehensive application of

science in railway transportation, the results of which are to require a

better understanding, as well as a more scientific application of the agencies

through which it can be obtained. This, in turn, finds expression in greater

obligations on the standing and special committees, by which, under the

plan of work of the American Railway Engineering Association, re-

search, study and investigations of railway engineering problems are made.
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Sectional Meetings

It has btcn necessary to add other standing and special committees

from time to time until there are now nearly double the original number.

This has led to a belief among some of the members that better results

would be accomplished if sectional meetings were held, thereby permitting

members to attend meetings at which reports are being made upon the

subjects in which they are more directly interested, and in this manner,

the entire problem be correspondingly advanced as several sectional meet-

ings could be in progress at the same time during the Convention.

GROWTH A. R. c. A.
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Civil Engineers, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, the Amer-

ican Society for Testing Materials, and other national organizations.

The American Railway Engineering Association differs funda-

mentally from these and similar organizations in that all the members are

interested in the broad subject of railroads and very few have their interest

limited to one phase of the subject.

The present-day practice of railway engineering consists of the selec-

tion and application of the best methods in both the general and specialized

subjects; therefore, Chief Engineers, Engineers of Maintenance, Division

Engineers and other railway officers, and those who have the ambition to

become such, should be and are interested in both the general and special-

ized subjects, and no procedure may be considered good that will prevent

the hearing of all subjects, whether general or special, by all those members

who desire to hear them. Few, if any, subjects are reported by the stand-

ing or special committees that are not of specific interest or value to the

majority of members of the Association, including the younger as well

as the older, because they all have to do to a more or less extent with the

work of every member, whereas in other associations made up of men in

private practice and those who specialize in some particular line or branch

of engineering, the interest of individuals in other branches is more or less

academic. Any plan which would confine the members' attendance to a

portion only of the reports, must inevitably reduce both the interest and

the value of the work in the Association.

That some do not take advantage of the opportunities for broader

contacts with various phases of railway service, is the misfortune of those

members rather than of the Association.

It is our belief that Sectional meetings tend to narrow down interest

by dealing with specialized subjects, whereas one of the main advantages

of the present practice is the broadening influence of hearing all of the

committee reports and avoiding the limitations which would inevitably result

from sectional meetings.

Replies to the questionnaires from past officers, chairmen of standing

committees and the membership generally are overwhelmingly against the

proposal, substantially for the reasons stated.

Three-day vs. Four-day Convention Period

With the increase in membership and importance of the Association,

has come a corresponding increase in its activities and reports. This has

been met by closer scheduling of the convention hours in order that the

entire program may be presented during the three-day session. It is felt

by some of the members that the point of saturation has been reached and

that this cannot be relieved without either curbing the reports or reducing

the effective work of the convention, and that they would meet this situation

by increasing the present three-day convention period to four days.

There is much to be said in favor of additional time for convention

requirements. It has been given careful study in former years by the

Board of Direction, with the results as aforesaid.
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The work of our predecessors and of the work and results of i)ast

conventions have been reviewed in the light of present-day requirements,

and systematic inquiries of the cause and effect have also been invited,

from which it would appear that the three-day convention period should

be adhered to as long as practicable, it being the view of the majority

that many members who desire to attend all sessions of the convention

will find it difficult to remain for the extra day, and from the information

before us, it seems probable that it will have some effect on the annual

attendance.

This question will ultimately be decided according to the needs of the

Association. Meanwhile, it is believed that before the four-day session

becomes necessary, consideration should be given to the possibilities of

lengthening the present schedule of the convention or by other expedients,

resorting if necessary to one or more night sessions as occasion demands,

as was the practice in former years.

Decreasing Number of Subjects Reported Upon

Suggestions have also been made in favor of decreasing the number

of subjects assigned to standing committees, on the theory that it will

enable a greater amount of time to be devoted to the consideration of

committee reports and other convention activities ; also that it will permit

a greater concentration both on the part of committees and membership,

and that the variety and number of subjects under investigation is so

extensive that the members do not have opportunity to properly inform

themselves thereon, irrespective of the time in which reports are received.

If the objectives of the American Railway Enginekring Association

are to be properly attained, viz., the advancement of knowledge pertaining

to the science of railroading (which in reality is the science of transporta-

tion) all matters relating thereto should at all times be kept in the fore-

ground and constructively advanced by research, analysis and creative dis-

cussion. It is, and should be, the purpose of the Board of Direction to

see that this continues so, and that subjects of such number and character

are assigned as will best accomplish this result.

As the membership increases, the number of men assigned to work on

committees is certain to increase similarly and if these men are to be kept

busy and interested, it would seem desirable to increase, if necessary, rather

than decrease, the number of subjects assigned to them, when by so doing

the purpose for which the Association exists may be correspondingly ad-

vanced. As long as there are subjects of this character requiring investiga-

tion, and as long as men are ready and willing to devote their time to the

research work necessary for its accomplishment, it would be unwise to

alter the present practice. The replies to the questionnaire are overwhelm-
ingly against any change, the standing committees reporting in the ratio

of five to one against a reduction of subjects.

Decreasing Number of Standing Committees

Much of the great advance which has been made in the scientific and

economical operation, maintenance and management of the railways, has
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come through a better and more comprehensive understanding of the com-

plex mechanisms through wliich the railways function. It is no longer

sufficient to consider its problems through the medium of departments or

sub-divisions. Rather must its further successful advances be secured

through broader and more sympathetic understanding of the significance of

inter-relationships in order that the railways may continue to remain in the

forefront as the principal agency for producing safe, convenient and eco-

nomical transportation for the general public, while assuring a fair return

for its owners or investors.

Proportionately therefore, and because of its importance as one of the

principal factors in this great enterprise, the American Railway Engi-

neering Association must continue as it has in the past to broaden in

scope and character and in the amount of its work and activities, and every

act of its directing agencies should be with this purpose clearly in mind.

It follows that its activities should be broadened, not restricted, and that

its plans be so laid that its work will be increased and not diminished.

In conformity with this purpose, subjects are assigned to certain stand-

ing committees which are frequently found to be inter-related with the

assignments of other standing committees, and conditions often must develop

during the process of their investigations which are not always apparent

when making original assignments. This results in the overlapping of one

standing committee into the field of another.

For this and similar reasons, it is held by some that better results will

be secured if several of the principal standing committees were now com-

bined so that the inter-related or overlapping subjects may be thus handled

by the combined committee. We do not share this belief. Rather, we

conclude that the more recent practice of the Board of Direction of requir-

ing collaboration between independent committees on those features which

are thus related, gives assurance of better results.

For the purpose of consistently adjusting any differences should they

exist, committee chairmen have been requested to advise the Board of Direc-

tion through the Secretary on such matters in order that they may be

clarified, co-related or interpreted as the circumstances warrant. There

appears no good reason why this plan of action should be altered at this

time.

Recognizing the distinction which must always be borne in mind be-

tween committees of volunteer workers and committees composed of men

representing organizations who devote all or the major part of their time

to the work at hand, it is our belief that experienced independent com-

mittees so organized as to cover the well defined fields of railway operation,

working on broad lines and with proper contacts on inter-related subjects,

will maintain a better interest and secure more satisfactory results than

through organizations rendered more or less inarticulate through mass

action.
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Minority Reports

Suggestions have also been made with respect to majority and minority

reports ; largely, however, with the view of encouraging discussion, which

will be referred to later.

Some say that minority reports are desirable as affording opportunity

to present important differences of view in the committee. Others, with

equal force, claim that they are undesirable and confuse the membership,

while leaving the status of subjects in a more unsatisfactory position than

before presentation. These and other arguments of like nature are advanced

and correspondingly opposed by the membership.

It is our belief that minority reports are not in general desirable and

should not be presented unless all means have been taken to adjust the

differences in the committee. As a general rule, final reports should not

be presented until they have the unqualified endorsement of a large majority

of the committee members.

Until this has been accomplished, it is believed that in keeping with

the purpose for which the Association has been created, such subjects

should be continued as progress reports until substantial agreement has

been obtained. Brief, concise statements from a committee in the form of

progress reports, which shall include a statement of the differences with

the reasons therefore, will usually provoke constructive discussion, or infor-

mation bearing on the subject will, as a rule, be found more readily avail-

able to assist the committee in ultimately reaching definite conclusions.

Usually such cases take care of themselves through the medium of suitable

advance preparation for discussion, particularly if they be in writing and

not printed with the report, the differences being interpreted by the author

in synopsis.

Volume of Reports

With the growth of the American Railway Engineering Association

has come a corresponding increase in its publications. These consist essen-

tially of reports from the standing and special committees and monographs

containing papers of special merit from the membership on subjects relating

to the objectives of the Association. These publications reach the member-

ship in the form of Bulletins issued during the year. Later, the com-

mittee reports and the discussions which follow at the annual convention

are bound up and issued in the form of Proceedings, and cover the work

performed by the Association during the fiscal year.

It is believed on the part of some of the members that the reports

have now become too voluminous and should be reduced, either by a careful

paring down of irrelevant matter or by some other method that would

insure a reduction in the amount of published material.

It is also pointed out that there is a tendency on the part of committees

for duplication and to include questionnaires, answers, etc., which are

unnecessary, and that either a committee of the Board or some person or
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persons especially trained in such matters, should be provided to cull out

unnecessary material.

A Board committee on supervision of reports is impracticable by reason

of the labor required of the Board members and because it will discourage

committee work and the presentation of results of research into scientific

discovery, strength of materials, engineering application of mechanics,

description of important construction work, especially when involving new

and original ideas and methods, suggested improvements in specifications,

designs and rules for awarding contracts, etc.

E^ch committee should be free to print as much as they consistently

need to properly present their report and explain the reasons for and

against any given idea. There are a number of subjects assigned to various

committees which require questionnaires and in order to incorporate the

opinions of the various railroads of the United States and Canada, which

in many cases are rather extensive, it is believed it is very beneficial, as

an expression from possibly one railroad may peculiarly fill the needs of

railroads which are looking for just that information. Qarity and concise-

ness is important, and care and consideration should be the guide.

There can be no question but what it is possible to boil down many

of the reports more than is now being done, but the fact cannot be over-

looked that the chairmen of the committees and sub-committees are volun-

teer workers with widely different ideas regarding the extent to which

brevity is desired, and that as a practical matter, it is not best to insist

that they condense their reports to the minimum. As the membership

increases, the number of members serving on committees will increase and

the output of work will correspondingly grow. The very success of the

Association in attracting more men into its membership is giving rise to

the increase in the volume of reports, and while this may be considered

as grounds for criticism on the part of some members, it is in reality an

evidence of the virility of the Association.

The easiest way to reduce the volume of reports is to discourage work

on the part of the members of a voluntary organization. There are notable

cases where this has been done. In one instance which has come to our

notice, this has been so admirably accomplished, that it is now an open

question among the members as to whether the organization should not

be abolished.

As a general rule, the standing committees do pay more attention to

data supplied for ultimate printing in the Manual of Recommended Practice

and while it is no doubt true that some of it can be clarified, simplified

and reduced, it will usually be found that in the succeeding revisions

which are constantly being made of material for the Manual, that in the

end this objective is pretty generally reached.

Early Publication of Committee Reports

There appears to be a widespread belief among the members that

committee reports are* received too late to permit proper study before the
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annual convention. The question is not new. It is a problem over which

the Board of Direction and the Secretary have been deeply concerned for

years. If it can be permanently corrected, many of the conditions for

which remedies have been suggested would, in our opinion, satisfactorily

adjust themselves.

There are also other advantages which would be secured, among them

being a better opportunity for the standing committees of the Board, on Out-
line OF Work and on Personnel, to more promptly arrange the working

program for the succeeding year and thus permit standing committees to

organize and get to work promptly after the close of the convention, when

the interest is at its greatest and committee members are more closely

in touch with the reactions of the convention.

Through the co-operation of the standing committees, the reports have

been received this year at an earlier date than for many years. This in

turn enabled committee assignments on subjects and personnel to be tenta-

tively prepared in a majority of cases by December 15th. This would

indicate that the plan is feasible and practicable, and in it rests the solution

of many of the minor difficulties in convention procedure, while at the same

time serving to increase the interest in the work of the Association.

The questionnaire shows a very large majority in favor of some action

of this character.

Grouping of Reports

It has also been recommended that in the Convention Program the

reports of the standing committees be grouped in such a way that related

subjects shall follow in logical sequence, thereby causing the least dis-

turbance of interest at the convention in the presentation of subjects which

are closely related.

It is claimed that by this method members who cannot attend all ses-

sions of the convention can better arrange their plans for taking part in

the presentation and discussion of subjects in which they are particularly

interested.

This subject has also in the past been given careful consideration by

the Board of Direction and the Secretary. The difficulties attending it are

due in no small degree to the lateness in which committee reports are

received, and interference with this and many other matters affecting

convention procedure.

If the difficulty of late reports is overcome, it should also enable the

Board of Direction to make this desirable improvement, with the closing

date of December 1st for committee reports to be in the hands of the

Secretary. In this way, the preparation and printing of annual bulletins

may be so arranged that they can be mailed by the Secretary not later than

January 15th and reports reach all members on or before February 1st.

The questionnaire has indicated a very large majority in favor of this

plan.
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Letter-Ballot on Matter for Manual

It has been urged by some that action of the convention on the

approval of material for the Manual should be so limited that final action

shall be the result of letter-ballot sent to all the members of the Association

after the close of the convention. It is suggested that by this means, a

better and more deliberate consideration will be obtained than is possible

under present methods, because the majority of the Association are not

present at annual conventions, and the convention vote may not be repre-

sentative of the full membership.

The practices of the American Society for Testing Materials and other

national organizations of like character are cited as examples of the

appropriateness^ of letter ballot as the best form of final action.

An analysis of the daily registrations at annual conventions of the

American Railway Engineering Association indicates that the daily

convention attendance is thoroughly representative of the membership. The

percentage of corporate members voting by letter-ballot on questions sub-

mitted by the American Society of Civil Engineers varies somewhat with the

importance of the subject and the efforts made to induce voting, yet the

highest number voting on any question in recent years was 45%. As a rule

it runs from 18% to 32%.

The following table taken from the records of the American Society

for Testing Materials is also indicative of the relative proportions of mem-

bers voting to total membership

:

Percentage of
Society N^o. of Ballots Ballots Returned

Membership Returned Per Cent

1924 3,481 573 16

1925 3,716 414 11

1926 4,000 530 13

1927 4,220 466 11

The average attendance at annual conventions of the American Railway

Engineering Association is about 40% of the membership, from which

it would appear that there is a better and more representative attendance

of the members in a position to pass on the subjects before the convention,

as well as a more reasonable assurance of a larger vote than would be

secured if the letter-ballot were employed.

Apart from these and other considerations, it is difficult to understand

why the Association as constituted on the Annual Convention should feel

constrained to seek the opinion of those who are not willing to spend their

time and energy on the floor of the convention and in front of the stand-

ing committee making the report, and where it has opportunity of defending

the position which it has assumed in presenting the subject to the Association.

It docs not appear that there is any justification for a change in the

present practice, and the results of the reports and questionnaire fully

support this conclusion.
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The Manual of Recommended Practice

Representations have been made to the eflfect tliat the Manual is not

suflicicntl}' interesting, attractive or comprehensive ; that it should be

prepared in a different manner; and that the material forming its con-

tents should be revised and edited by a staff of paid experts for revision

before publication.

The Manual of the American Railway Engineeiung Association is a

unique publication. It is used as a reference book for recommended

practice in securing greater eilficiency and economy in railway location,

construction, maintenance, operation and management. It is used as a

standard work on the leading railways of the United States and Canada,

and for many of the railways in foreign countries.

The contents of the Manual consist of material reported after long

study by the standing and special committees and finally adopted and

approved at the annual convention. Its annual revision and correction is

the first and most important subject assigned to all standing committees, as

being their principal duty. They are expected continually to review the

work of their predecessors in the light of modern practice, in order that

each succeeding issue may remain consistently up to date and be expressed

in the best and most practical manner for the purpose for which it is

intended.

There is no publication issued by any national association where the

preparation of its material is looked after with any more zealous care than

is the Manual of Recommended Practice of this Association.

Considering the purposes for which this Manual is prepared and used,

we believe it would be as unwise as it would be impracticable to assign

to any supervising corps of persons, expert or otherwise, the task of

altering or changing the work of the committee organizations upon whom
rests the responsibility for its preparation and revision, as aforesaid.

More Discussion on Convention Floor

More discussion on the floor of the convention is favored by a majority

of more than sixty per cent of the replies to questionnaires. One of the

principal reasons given for lack of discussion is the short time between

the publication of committee reports and the annual convention. As previ-

ously stated, this has been largely eliminated this year and should afford

an excellent means of determining whether the greater opportunity for

studying committee reports will bring about more discussion on the floor of

the convention.

A critical review of the communications which have been received on

the subject and the studies which we have made of the work of other

Associations, causes us to believe that the subject is not generally under-

stood and that many of the expressions concerning the lack of discussion

are the result of impressions rather than of mature conclusions.

There has been a tendency to compare meager discussions of recent

years with the assumed much fuller discussions of the earlier years of the
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Association. It is our view that the development of the committees and

their methods have had a great influence upon the discussions at the

conventions.

During the earlier years of the Association, the committees started

their work in virtually untrodden fields. They had no background of

excellent committee work and reports, such as has been the case with

committees in the past few years. During this period, the committee reports

were largely in the nature of monographs. President Kittredge in his

annual report for 1902 states : "efforts have been made to have the reports

so handled that they shall truly be reports of committees and not of

individuals," and the discussions on the floor are indicative of the practice

in this respect that prevailed at that time. Very little had been done in the

way of systematizing and disseminating information bearing on the several

subjects with which the committees dealt, and, in fact, opinions on many of

these subjects were then quite diversified.

Through the succeeding years of the Association's life, committee-

work has improved from year to year. Thought over mooted subjects has

been crystallized and many varying opinions have been harmonized, so

that the tendency towards controversial discussion is much less than it once

was, and happily so.

Committees have learned and now quite v.ell understand that thorough-

ness of investigation and comprehensive presentation of the reports are

essential to good committee work. They also realize the futility of attempt-

ing to defend reports, the discussion of which on the floor may indicate

have not been thoroughly considered, and usually promptly request that the

subject be referred back for further study, or readily accept suggestions to

that effect. In recent years, discussion of details of diction has been

largely eliminated and such matters are left, as they should be, to the

Chairman of the committee, who, with the Secretary, edit the reports.

Our experience has been that there is very thorough discussion of the

subjects reported upon in the committee meetings before the conclusions

reached in the reports are determined upon. The committees are novJ

generally drawn from among best material available in the Association and

their reports constitute the results of careful study of the subjects by groups

of the most expert men who can be foimd on the respective subjects. The

majority of these men are now thoroughly trained in committee-work.

They have the excellent work and example of past committees to draw upon,

and ther€ is little wonder that they produce reports which permit of very

little discussion. Usually the more thorough the study of these reports,

the less will be the tendency to discussion of them.

General

The subjects which have been referred to constitute the principal topics

upon which questions have arisen. In addition to these, numerous sugges-

tions on various matters have been received, many of them excellent and
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constructive in character, and while important in themselves, tliey are

largely more or less related to the suhjccts already covered by this inquiry.

These suggestions along with the other information bearing upon this

subject of convention procedure consist of three large volnmes. They

have been catalogued and indexed and will be filed with the Secretary for

future reference by the Board of Direction.

Our conclusions and recommendations with respect to changes in

practice and procedure of the Association are as follows, and are respect-

fully referred to the Board of Direction for their consideration:

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. That rules be adopted that will insure Bulletins containing the

reports of standing and special committees to be available for the member-

ship on or before February 1 of each year.

2. Except in special cases where it is to the interest of the Association

that the Board determine otherwise, reports received by the Secretary after

the date determined as necessary to comply with the above rule (1) shall

be received as progress reports.

3. Subject to the adoption of rules 1 and 2, and after a suitable inter-

,val has elapsed to observe their effect on convention program, the Board

should again study the matter to determine what additional means, if any,

are desirable, with particular reference to the congestion of program and

the promotion of constructive discussion.

4. That in arranging the annual program, reports of standing and

special committees shall, as far as practicable, be so grouped that related

subjects shall be in logical sequence.

Special Committee on Convention Procedure,

Robert H. Ford, Chairman;

G. D. Brooke,

W. D. Faucette,

E. H. Fritch,

C. E. Johnston,

G. J. Ray,

Louis Yager.
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PRINTED PAGES OF MONOGRAPHS AND SPECIAL DIS-

CUSSIONS PUBLISHED IN PROCEEDINGS

Years 1900-1928, Inclusive

MONOGRAPHS

Year Title

1928 The Mississippi Valley Flood—1927
Freight Train-Curve-Resistance on a One

Degree and a Three Degree Curve
The Highway Grade Crossing Problem
Boiler Feed Water Studies
Sink-Head Ingots
Traffic Capacity of a Railway
A Simplified Column Formula of the

Secant Type
The Purchase of Materials, Tools, Appli-

ances and Supplies

1927 Economics of Railway Tracks
Discussion of Progress Reports on Pas-

senger Stations

Starting Points

1926 The A.R.E.A.
Translation of Physical Characteristics

Shrinking of Ballast

Water Softening Developments
Stagger of Rail Joints in Tracks and

Swaying of Hopper Cars
Effect of Minor Sags and Humps on Op-

eration of Trains
Design of Treads—Rolling Lift Bridges

1922 Report of American Committee on Elec-

trolysis

The Flat Disk Center for Turntables

1921 Note on Rail Inclination

Rail Laying with a Locomotive Crane

1920 The New Economy

1919 The New Economy
The Mechanics of Curve Resistances
Floor Slabs and Flat Top Culverts
Service of Cross Ties

1918 Screw Spike and Tie Plate Tests
Design of Docks and Wharves

1917 Final Report of Joint Committee on Con-
crete and Reinforced Concrete

Calculating Fuel Consumption
Power Impact for Movable Bridges
Cost of Railroad Transportation

Corrosion Test on Iron and Steel
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Year Title

1916 Special Steels

Ballast Tampers for Railway Ties
Rise and Fall, Fuel and Time
An Exceptional Flood
System of Standardizing Maintenance of

Way Work
Test of Douglas Fir Bridge Stringers
Test of Track Bolts and Wrenches

1915 Recent Development in Track Construction

Stresses in Angle Bars
Test of Oregon Fir Piling

Grade Crossing Elimination
Freight Trucking Methods and Costs
Rail End Connections for Drawbridges
The Decision of the Chief Engineer Shall

Be Final

Cost of Starting and Stopping Trains
Rolling Resistance of Cars Over Switches

and Frogs
Heavy Locomotive Loading
Results with Use of Screw Spikes

1914 Grade Reduction Problems
Unification of Freight Terminals
Extra Top Width for New Fills

Valuation of Public Utilities

Elimination of Grade Crossings in Cleve-

land, Ohio
The Air Seasoning of Timber
Rolling Loads on Bridge
Wood Screw and Helical Linings
Bridges, Movable in a Vertical Plane
Notes on L.C.L. Freight House

1913 Locomotive Fuel Consumption
Track Scales
History of an Old Iron Bridge
Test of Long-Leaf Pine Bridge Timbers
Bridges Over Navigable Rivers
English Track on the P. R. R.

Stresses in Track Fastenings

1912 Design of Bridge Abutments
Equated Tonnage Ratings
The Storage Battery in Railway Service

1910 Protection of Ties from Mechanical Wear
Tonnage Ratings
Speed of Freight Trains
Track Structure—German Railways

1909 Stresses in Track Fastenings
The Use of Screw h^astenings
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DISCUSSION ON STANDARDIZATION
(For Report, see pp. 65-90)

Mr. C. R. Knowles (Illinois Central) :—As Mr. Brumley has told you,

the Chairman is unable to be present and has asked me to present the

report of the Committee. With your permission I want to take this oppor-

tunity of saying a few words in recognition of Mr. W. C. Cushing's long

and valuable service to the Association. Mr. Cushing is a Charter Member
and is now the sixth member on our rolls. He was a Director from 1906

to 1908 and was President in 1911. He has been a member of the Rail

Committee since 1908 and served as Chairman of that Committee in 1913.

He has also been a member of the Special Committee on Stresses in Track

from 1912 to date, and Chairman of the Standardization Committee since

1926.

In addition to this he has contributed a larger number of monographs

of outstanding value to the Association than any other member. Mr. Cush-

ing is not only one of the founders of the Association but has continued

to take a very active part in its work throughout the twenty-eight years

of its existence, and the growth and success of the Association has been

due in no small part to his untiring devotion to the work.

The work done by the Committee on Standardization is of first impor-

tance to the Association. It is peculiarly fitting that Mr. Cushing should

head this Committee, not only by reason of his ability, but also by reason

of the fact that he occupies the position of Engineer of Standards on one

of the great railroads of the country. The wisdom of his selection as

Chairman of this Committee is evidenced by the results that have been

obtained under his leadership.

The report of this Committee appears on page 65 of Bulletin 300,

and is divided into two parts, Part 1 covering Recommended Practice and

Part 2 National Standardization. Part 1 includes the discussion of Recom-

mended Practice and a comprehensive survey of the extent of the use of

A.R.E.A. recommended practices on the railroads in the United States and

Canada. Part 2 includes a very complete discussion of National Standard-

ization, particularly in regard to the work of the American Engineering

Standards Committee, and a general review of the work of standardization

by the Chairman, including comments on world international standardiza-

tion, and closing with the discussion of the standardization work of the

U.S. Department of Commerce.

A survey of the use of A.R.E.A. recommended practices by member

roads indicates that they are being widely used ; for example, the report

shows that probably 70 per cent of the standard plans, specifications and

practices on the Missouri Pacific are either A.R.E.A. or closely related

thereto.

Information furnished by 47 railroads to the Committee on Ballast

indicates the use of their recommended practice on a number of roads.

For example, ballast section for gravel is used on 16 roads ; ballast section

for stone is used on 12 roads, specifications for stone ballast on 17 roads,

specifications for washed gravel ballast on 16 roads, and ballast tests on

14 roads.
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Standardization

Perhaps the recommended practices most widely used are those of the

Rail Committee. There are a total of 23 railroads represented on this

Committee, and the report goes into considerable detail to show the extent

of the use of recommended practices on various railroads. It further

indicates that while the recommended practices might not be used in detail,

they are used as a basis and a general guide for determination of practice

wherever conditions permit.

In closing I should like to call particular attention to the policy of

procedure on page 66 and read the Foreword to this report on page 65

:

"Why is a Committee?"

"But first, what is a committee? A committee is a relatively small

number of members of an organization which undertakes to perform a

certain service for or on behalf of the whole organization.

"Often a committee appointment is regarded as an honor.

"But it isn't. Committee service is a job.

"Committees are appointed in the confidence that the functions for

which the committee was created will be performetl faithfully and well.

In accepting committee duty, the member gives his virtual promise that

he will 'do his stuff.'

"When a committee fails to percolate, it has done a double injury to

its organization. It leaves the work undone, in the first place, and stands

in the way of anyone else doing the work, in the second place. And to

this may be added the blighting effect on the morale of the membership

which results whenever the program of the organization is hindered or the

obligations of officers and committees treated as of little importance and

no binding quality.

"Fellow-members, when you accept official or committee obligation, in

heaven's name, make good! Do the job, if possible. If you find that you

can't, then step aside and clear the way for someone else.

"To fall down on the job is lamentable; but to lie down on the job is

shameful and inexcusable."

It is moved that this report be accepted as information.

The President:—It has been moved and seconded that the report of

Committee on Standardization be received as information. The report is

now open for discussion.

Are you ready for the question? Those in favor of the motion will

say "aye," opposed "no."

(The motion was carried.)

The President:—I hope everyone has read the report of the Stand-

ardization Committee from beginning to end. One fine thing about this

report is that it shows the extent to which the railroad companies are

following the practices recommended by this Association. This is w-hat

the Association is working toward, to establish recommended practices

that you can use in your daily work.

If you do not wish to ask the members of this Committee any ques-

tions, the Committee is excused with the thanks of the Association

(Applause.)



DISCUSSION ON UNIFORM GENERAL CONTRACT
FORMS

(For Report, see pp. 91-121)

Mr. J. C. Irwin (Boston & Albany—New York Central) :—'The begin-

ning of the report is on page 91 of Bulletin 300, and various Sub-Committee

reports are on the following pages. This will be handled in detail by the

Sub-Committee Chairmen, but your Chairman of this Committee should

mention a few features which have influenced the preparation of the reports.

On page 92 on the subject of the Revision of the Manual, two subjects

are covered ; first, Form of Agreement for Interlocking Plant ; and, second,

Form of Agreement for Industry Track. In connection with the work
on Form of Agreement for Interlocking Plant, that subject was also

assigned to Committee VII of the Signal Section of the American Railway

Association a year or two ago and after some discussion they presented

the A.R.E.A. standard form which has been in the Manual since 1918.

However, it was suggested that some changes should be made in that form

and that committee was instructed to co-operate with Committee XX of the

A.R.E.A. in preparing a new form which they could jointly recommend for

adoption.

As a result, the General Chairmen of these committees conferred and

the subjects were assigned to sub-committees, Mr. G. E. Beck is Chairman

of Committee VII of the American Railway Association, and he assigned

the subject to Mr. P. M. Gault, the Sub-Committee Chairman. Committee

XX assigned it to Mr. F. L. Nicholson, who will handle the proposed

Revision of the Manual under report of Sub-Committee No. 1.

These two committees have met jointly and are now in agreement in

recommending the standard form for the A.R.E.A. which will also be

recommended by the Signal Section of the A.R.A.

In regard to the Form of Agreement for Industry Track, which you

will find beginning on page 102, the form which is now in the Manual was

adopted in 1923 after two or three years of discussion and that in itself was

a revision of a previous form adopted in 1918. The special reason for

reconsideration of this form was the fact that in some features it is hard

to get the railroads to agree on the standards and the railroads had a great

deal of difficulty in getting industries to agree on some features. The matter

was brought up prominently by a Committee of the American Petroleum

Institute asking Mr. R. H. Aishton, President of the American Railway

Association, if he could not have the American Railway Association adopt

a standard form because of the difficulties they had had on account of finding

various liability sections in use throughout the country.

Committee XX, when the matter was referred to them, suggested the

use of the A.R.E.A. form and it was requested by the American Railway

Association to meet the committee of the Petroleum Institute and see what

could be done toward satisfying them as to the requirements of the A.R.E.A.

form. It was found that the A.R.E.A. form as already adopted did dispose

of most of their objections. The objections arose largely from the fact
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that A.R.E.A. standards were not used as standard in various parts of

the country. At the same time in going over the matter, Committee XX
found tliat there were some sections of tiic form that could be changed to

advantage, making it somewhat clearer to the industry and at the same

time not departing from any of the principles which the railroad com-

panies had already adopted.

After a series of meetings of Committee XX, at which in some cases

the Committee of the American Petroleum Institute sat in, some revisions

were made. These really are of minor importance and practically take out

a few things that may hurt in wording, without changing the real meaning.

After these meetings were held, the last one in last October, our Committee

felt we had gone as far as we could and the American Petroleum Institute

asked your Chairman to address their annual meeting here in Chicago in

order to help them state to their members and to the public the position of

the railways on the subject of industry tracks and the relations between the

railroad and the industries in making these agreements.

That was done, and at the present time we think there is nothing more

to be done except to act on the recommendations for minor changes made

by this Committee in this form.

The proposed change in the liability section should also be mentioned.

This Committee now proposes that the liability provision generally known as

the "N. I. T. League Gause" be substituted. This provision resulted from

conferences between a committee of the Association of Railway Executives

and of the National Industrial Traffic League held several years ago.

In the case of agreements covering relations between railways recom-

mended by this Committee and adopted by the convention in recent years, a

short arbitration section, which provides for a sole arbitrator, has been used.

This Committee has made an investigation as to what has occurred

since that was recommended. We know that a great part of the railroads

in the country are already using it, and w^e have also found that the Associa-

tion of Railway Executives has done nothing to revise it. Therefore you will

find, when the Sub-Committee Chairman makes his report, that this Com-

mittee will recommend the use of the so-called N.I.T. League liability

section in place of the liability section now in the agreement.

I will ask you to turn back to page 92, the report of the Sub-Committee

No. 1 to be presented by F. L. Nicholson, Chairman of the Sub-Committee.

Mr. F. L. Nicholson (Norfolk & Southern) :—The Chairman of Com-

mittee XX has called to your attention the procedure adopted by the Com-

mittee and also by the Sub-Committee in arriving at its conclusions in re-

porting revisions to the form of agreement for interlocking plant and the

agreement for industry track. Therefore, it remains simply for me to

call your attention to these changes.

Kindly refer to Bulletin 300, page 93. For your convenience the Com-

mittee has underscored the changes ; in the left-hand column is the present

wording, and in the right-hand column is the proposed. On page 93 under

second whereas, the wording has been changed to read : "The arrangement

of the interlocking plant to be as shown on the plan," rather than "being
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shown, and the said interlocking plant to be arranged as shown," as now
printed in the Manual.

I call attention to an error about the middle of the page, second line

above the word "Definition," reading "hereinafter set forth, the parties hereto

do covenant," the word "do" was underscored in present form to be omitted

and is to be omitted in the proposed form.

Under "Construction," the left-hand column, second paragraph, Section

2, "The cost of removing any existing safety appliances or devices shall be

divided in like manner as the maintenance and renewal expense of said appli-

ances or devices has heretofore been divided." This has been transferred to

Section 3 (a) under the head of "Apportionment of Cost," where it properly

belongs.

Page 94, right-hand column, under "Apportionment of Cost," Section

3 (b), "The cost of constructing, maintaining and renewing said interlocking

plant, as shown on Exhibit A, shall be borne by the parties hereto as follows."

A space or lines should have been left there for writing the terms.

After a conference with Sub-Committee B of Committee VII of the

Signal Section, A.R.A., it was decided to recommend that the following

words be inserted as a note : "It is recommended that the A.R.A. Signal

Section table of signal and interlocking units be used."

In Sub-Section 3 (d), after the words, "The cost of operating said

interlocking plant, including," was added, "the wages of the operators and

signal men together with the cost of power, heat, light, and supplies, shall

be borne by the parties hereto as follows

:

A new paragraph was added under 3 (d) reading : "Any other expenses

properly chargeable to operations, shall be borne by the parties hereto in the

same proportion as provided for maintenance in paragraph 3 (b)."

"Spare Space," page 95, left-hand column. This is to be omitted.

"Extensions and Changes (Section 4). Either party shall have the right

to make extensions or changes in said interlocking plant, provided that they

shall not (omit the word materially) impair the efficiency," omit the words

"of the same." Begin a new sentence, "Such extensions or changes, arising

from changes made in any existing track or tracks," etc.

On page 96, Section (b), the Committee, after further conference, de-

cided to omit "Each of the parties hereto shall at its own expense keep all

switches and derails in its own track free from ice," and substitute the fol-

lowing : "Elach of the parties hereto shall, at its own expense, keep all

signals, switches, derails and their connections in or about its own track

free from ice," etc.

On page 97, the first intent was to have the paragraph read as shown on

the present form, but it was later decided to omit "It is further mutually

understood that" and begin the paragraph with "Either party may use

the operators." This is to conform with the phraseology in the other parts

of the contract.

We have inserted after "additional expense," fourteenth line, "Should

both parties hereto require additional service, the cost shall be borne by

each party in proportion to swice rendered."
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Under "Material and Labor Supplied by Parties," Section 6, "Each of

the parties hereto shall without cost to the other"—we omit the words 'Vith-

out cost to the other." Further down after "Renew them from time to

time thereafter ; omit the words "likewise, without cost to the other party."

On page 98 underscored, we have added to this paragraph, "However,

that work within home signal limits shall be done by plant maintaining

party, or under its supervision, at expense of owning company."

With regard to the arbitration clause on page 100, the Chairman of the

Committee has spoken to you with reference to this clause. The Committee

desires to withdraw its recommendation as printed in Section 10, Bulletin

300, and substitute therefor a shorter arbitration clause providing for one

arbitrator. This clause has been adopted for several other forms prepared

by the Committee, notably in Bulletin 269, 1924, for trackage rights. Since

the printing in the Bulletin the Committee has had a little more time to go

over the subject-matter, a little editing has been done which we believe

very materially improves the phraseology and gives proper precedence to

certain terms that have been in one part of the form stated in a certain

order and in another part stated in another order, as illustrated.

On page 99, Liability, Section 9, second paragraph reading: "The party

having special charge of the management and operation of said interlock-

ing plant shall not be liable to the other party for the negligent acts or

omissions of any person employed in the construction, maintenance, operation

or renewal." This same provision written to read in a different way where

again used, such as "maintenance, operation, construction or renewal," it has

now been written "employed in the construction, maintenance, operation or

renewal of said interlocking plant."

The Committee moves the adoption of this form of contract for print-

ing in the Manual, superseding the form now being used.

The President:—It has been moved and seconded that the Form of

Agreement for Interlocking Plant be adopted as recommended practice

and printed in the Manual. The subject is now open for discussion.

Mr. C. W. Baldridgc (Santa Fe) :—On page 100, under Arbitration,

about a dozen lines down, we find the following provision : "If either party

shall fail to choose an arbitrator as herein provided, the arbitrator selected

by the other party hereto, at the expiration of days after

the date of its said written notice, shall select a second arbitrator, and the

two arbitrators so chosen shall select a third arbitrator. If within

days after the appointment of a second arbitrator, as herein provided, the

two so chosen shall have failed to select a third arbitrator, either party

hereto may apply to any judge of the District Court of the United States for

the District which shall then include or , who shall

thereupon appoint the third arbitrator."

I move that the words I just read be stricken out. It is useless to

provide for arbitration between two parties when only one party is taking

any part in it. It would be necessary to go to court with it anyway, and

arbitration made up by one party by itself would not get anywhere. I do not

believe that belongs in the proposed form. •
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Mr. J. C. Irwin :—Mr. President, in regard to arbitration, I think the

point is not made clear. The Sub-Committee Chairman thought I had

covered that, when really I had not. But while this arbitration section

printed on the right-hand side of page 100 is the one that was in the 1918

form, since that time this Committee has given a good deal of attention

to the subject, and you probably know that, in our construction contract we
omit reference to arbitration altogether, except that we appoint the Chief

Engineer the arbitrator*. That should be read because this Committee is

now recommending that this long arbitration section providing for three

arbitrators be withdrawn, and the arbitration section which has already

been standardized in recent years by this Association be substituted. This

change has been made during the winter meetings, since this form was
printed. I shall read that so you will be able to discuss the form which is

now being recommended.

In the Agreement for Trackage Rights, the short form resulted from

two or three years' discussion in this Committee, and it was especially en-

dorsed by Professor Allen, an expert on contracts, formerly Pro-

fessor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, also a lawyer. This

form reads as follows : "In case any question arises under this agreement

or concerning the subject-matter thereof, upon which the parties hereto

cannot agree, such question may be settled by a sole disinterested arbitrator,

to be selected jointly by the parties to this agreement.

"The expense of arbitration shall be apportioned between the parties

hereto, or wholly borne by either party, as may be determined by the

arbitrator." The reason we came to that was the fact that where we had a

form of arbitration provision in which one arbitrator is selected by each

party and the third is selected by those two, it really results in one man
being the arbitrator, at any rate, and the others are usually the advocates

for their respective companies.

This Committee has previously recommended and now recommends that

we use that short form of arbitration.

Mr. Baldridge, I think we have misled you into discussing one we
have already superseded ourselves. What this Committee wishes to recom-

mend now is the arbitration section shown in the Agreement for Joint Use
of Freight Terminal Facilities as printed in this same Bulletin 300 at the

top of page 112, which is the same as that used in the Agreement for

Trackage Rights which is in Supplement to the Manual, Bulletin 267, page

64. It was inconsistent for this Committee to have held to the old section

in the Form of Agreement for Interlocking Plant when its report was
presented for printing early last Fall.

This Committee in making its recommendations moves, if necessary,

that the arbitration section printed at the top of page 112 as Section 14 be

used in the Agreement for Interlocking Plant, in place of the one printed

on page 100.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge :—Mr. Chairman, I second the motion.

The President :—The question is on the adoption of the form of inter-

locking plant contract which has been presented by this Committee. Is there

any further discussion? Are you ready ''for the question?
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Mr. C. W. Baldridge :—Do I understand the Committee have substituted

what is on page 112 for what I have read?

The President :—Yes. Those in favor will say "aye" ; oppo^d "no." The
motion is carried.

You may proceed, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. J. C. Irwin :—Continuing the subject Revision of the Manual,

on page 102 you will find the Form of Agreement for Industry Track.

The recommended changes in this will also be handled by Mr. F. L. Nichol-

son, Chairman of the Sub-Committee.

Mr. F. L. Nicholson :—On page 102, Bulletin 300, you will find Form of

Industry Track Agreement ; we have underscored the changes. It is recom-

mended that the paragraph in the present form reading: "Whereas, the

operation of cars and engines over said sidetrack at other than the regularly

established station facilities of the Railway Company, involves the risk

of damage to or destruction of property and injury to or death of persons,"

be omitted. This is not the place for it. It seems to be objectionable, and

under the liability clause these features are taken care of.

The next changes are in the usage clause, Section 5, present reading,

first paragraph, "The railway company shall have the right to use, with-

out cost, the whole or any part of said sidetrack for general railway pur-

poses," etc. The recommendation is "The railway company shall have the

right to use the whole or any part of said sidetrack, provided such use

shall not unreasonably interfere with the use thereof by the industry,"

omitting the words "without cost," and omitting the words, "for general

railway purposes." It seems to be indefinite as to what is meant by gen-

eral railway purposes ; the railways lose nothing by the change.

The second paragraph reads : "The industry shall not permit or authorize

the use of said sidetrack by or for the benefit of any other person, firm or

corporation not one of the parties hereto, nor assign this contract or any

rights thereunder, without the written consent of the railway company."

Change to read : "Neither party hereto shall permit or authorize the

use of said sidetrack by or for the benefit of any other person, firm or cor-

poration not one of the parties hereto, without the written consent of the

other party." Make a period here and instead of the words "nor assign,"

begin new sentence. "The industry shall not contract or assign this con-

tract or any rights thereunder, without the written consent of the railway

company." That is necessary, of course, to protect the railway company

against any change in the management of the industries.

The. next change was the liability clause, and when this report was

prepared the Committee had not decided on a liability clause. The Chairman

of the Committee has outlined to you the reasons why we decided to use

the clause corresponding with that of the National Industrial Traffic League,

which form was adopted by the Association of Railway Executives. The

clause recommended reads as follows

:

"It is understood that the movement of railway locomotives involves

some risk of fire, and the industry assumes all responsibility for and agrees

to indemnify the railway company against loss or damage to property of
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the industry or to property upon its premises, regardless of railway negli-

gence, arising from fire caused by locomotives operated by the railway on

said sidetrack, or in its vicinity, for the purpose of serving said industry,

except to the premises of the railway and to rolling stock belonging to the

railway or to others, and to shipments in the course of transportation.

"The industry also agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the railway

company for loss, damage or injury from any act or omission of the industry,

its employees, or agents, to the person or property of the parties hereto and

their employees, and to the person or property of any other person or cor-

poration, while on or about said sidetrack; and if any claim or liability

other than from fire shall arise from the joint or concurring negligence of

both parties hereto it shall be borne by them equally."

Mr. Chairman, those are all the changes, and the Committee moves

the adoption of the proposed form and its printing in the Manual, replac-

ing form now in the Manual.

The President :—It has been moved and seconded that the Form of

Industry Track Agreement prepared by the Committee be adopted for recom-

mended practice and published in the Alanual.

In this connection, I should call attention to the fact that this contract is

very closely associated with the rules of the traffic department of railway

companies and it would be proper, before this is printed in the Manual, that

conferences be had with the Traffic Division of the American Railway

Association and an agreement reached on the terms this Committee has

worked out.

Mr. W. C. Bolin (Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal) :—I do not

gather from the reading of the liability clause whether that fully covers the

expense that the railroad might be put to in protecting a private grade

crossing. It seems to me that the expense that might be incurred in a

private grade crossing outside the right-of-way of the railroad company

ought to be provided for.

Mr. J. C. Irwin :—In regard to that, a standardized form possibly can-

not cover some things that some companies would like to have covered, and

in connection with the construction and maintenance, this form leaves a

blank space for the parties to write in what they see fit. The tendency of

this Committee has been to put on the industry any expense or liability

that is incurred on account of a special service given the industry which

is diflferent from that service rendered to shippers on general delivery tracks.

This question of negligence of the company's employees and the ques-

tion of expense are things that in some cases have not been finally settled,

and in the liability section we have thought it best to follow the work of

the Association of Railway Executives. They had a special committee ap-

pointed for the purpose of conferring with the National Industrial Traffic

League on this very thing, and while later on some different section may be

developed and approved by the Association of Railway Executives, we
think that considering their relations with the public the only thing for

this body to do at the present time is to take the liability section which had

been approved in that way.
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In regard to the expense of crossing at grade, on an industry track,

that would be covered by the construction section or maintenance section in

any way you see fit in the blank spaces left in that agreement.

The President:—Is there any further discussion? Are there any ques-

tions to be asked? Are you ready for the question?

Those in favor of adopting the Form of Industry Track Agreement re-

ported by this Committee with the understanding that this Committee will

confer with the Traffic Division of the American Railway Association before

publication in the Manual, say "aye" ; opposed "no."

(The motion was carried.)

Mr. J. C. Irwin :—On page 106 is Appendix B, report of Sub-Com-
miteee No. 2. I will ask Mr. E. L. Taylor, Chairman of the Sub-Committee,

to make this report.

Mr. E. L. Taylor (New York, New Haven & Hartford) :—Sub-Com-

mittee No. 2 recommends for adoption the Form of Agreement for Joint

Use of Freight Terminal Facilities as amended and as printed in Bulletin

300, beginning on page 106 extending through page 112. I move this form

be adopted.

The President :—It has been moved and seconded that the Form of

Agreement for Joint Use of Freight Terminal Facilities, appearing on pages

106 to 112, inclusive, be adopted as recommended practice and published

in the Manual.

The question is now open for discussion. Have you any questions to

ask, gentlemen? Are you ready for the question?

(The motion was put to a vote and carried.)

The President :—You may proceed, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. E. L. Taylor :—The Form of Agreement for Use of Railway

Property for Public Highways is printed in Bulletin 293, page 463. This

was assigned to our Sub-Committee for further consideration and a quite

thorough canvass of the railroad membership of this Association indicated

that there seemed to be no general need for the form, and the Committee

recommends that this form be dropped from the outline of work.

Mr. President, does that require a motion?

The President :—Yes.

Mr. E. L. Taylor :—I move that form be dropped from the outline

of work.

Mr. Robert H. Ford (Rock Island) :—The continued development of the

Federal-State Highway System as a transportation agency and the tendency

of highway authorities to relocate these highways on land originally acquired

by the railways for similar use, is becoming a somewhat difficult problem,

princip^ly because it is practically impossible for the railroads to say

with any degree of certainty how and to what extent in the future much

of this property will be necessary for railway use; also, through lack of

any recognized plan of co-ordination, it is impossible to know at this time,

the proper relationship of the through highways to the railways.

As a general rule, I do not believe it is in the public interest that rail-

way propery be expropriated for highway purposes. On the other hand,
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it is often desirable that it may be so used unless and until required for

railway purposes.

The Committee will have performed a valuable service if they can

present a form, that while permitting reasonable development of the high-

ways, will conserve and protect the rights of railway property for the pur-

pose for which it was acquired.

I trust the Committee will agree to w-ithdraw their request that this

subject be dropped.

The President:—The question on the withdrawal of Form of Agree-

ment for Use of Railway Property for Public Highways from the assign-

ment of this Committee is before you. Is there any further discussion?

Mr. K L. Taylor :—I should like to answer the last speaker, Mr. Ford.

Our Committee gave very careful consideration to the preparation of

this form. We really did our work. We prepared the best form that we
could under the circumstances. When we sought a definite use for such a

form we had quite definite answers and practically all of them were in the

negative, that we should not publish or adopt such a form. The reason, as

I see it, is that in the construction of a public highway the public funds

are being expended and no public board of authority could expend funds

under an agreement where recapture by the railroad w^as possible. In

other words, the form takes, rather, that of a permanent leasing or a per-

manent grant of the right-of-way, and it has been our understanding that

w'here railroads may have, in some cases, obtained a form more favorable

to the railroad, such as a lease or a grant with the right to recapture, it

probably would not hold because the public funds have been expended.

Mr. Robert H. Ford (Rock Island) :—Irrespective of the fact that exces-

sive earnings subject to recapture for most roads is a rather remote prob-

ability, the assignment for this Committee is to report upon the best form

they are able to devise. If the convention does not agree with the result,

they can either adopt it or refer it back to the Committee with the reasons

for their action, but until the form is reported, the Committee has not com-

plied with their instructions.

Mr. W. H. Kirkbride (Southern Pacific) :—In connection with that

matter, I agree with Mr. Ford. It is my own personal observation and

understanding that the railroads really need a form of this kind to protect

their interests, and I think we are entitled to a submission of a form as a

matter of information and progress. I hope the motion will be defeated.

Mr. J. C. Irwin :—I think this Committee does not object to taking

that subject back and considering it. They really did prepare such a form,

but they came to the conclusion that the form they had prepared really

could not be accepted as standard, and therefore their recommendation was

to relieve this Association of the burden of trying to find out whether it

could be standardized or not, and recommended from their experience that

such a form would not be of any particular use.

However, this Committee is willing to withdraw that motion and

accept that subject again on its outline of work, if that is the desire of

the convention.
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The President :—Mr. Taylor, do you withdraw your motion ?

Mr. E. L. Taylor:— I am quite willing to do so.

Mr. J. C. Irwin :— I consent to that.

The President :—The (|ucstion is also withdrawn by the member who
seconded the motion.

Mr. E. L. Taylor:—The Committee has reviewed the points in the

agreement between companies participating in tlie Joint Terminal Project

as recommended by the Committee printed in Bulletin 294 on page 582. That

outline was found to include a complete list of items, no additional items

being required.

Our Sub-Committee recommends that this Form of Agreement for Joint

Ownership, Use and Management of a Terminal Project be continued in

the outline of work for the coming year. I so move.

The President :—It has been moved and seconded that the Form of

Agreement for Joint Ownership, Use and Management of a Terminal

Project be reassigned. Are you ready for the question?

Mr. Hunter McDonald (Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis) :— I call

attention to the fact that it is already included in the assignments.

Mr. J. C. Irwin :—Mr. McDonald is right. We already have our

assignment for work for the coming year, and I therefore think it is not

necessary to make a motion that it be included except in so far as neces-

sary to change the program already given us.

The President :—It is not contemplated that the program will be changed.

We will consider the matter disposed of.

Mr. J. C. Irwin:—On page 113 is the report of Sub-Committee No. 3

on the Form of Construction Contract for Particular Items of Work and

on the Form of Cost-PIus Percentage Construction Contract. That will be

handled by Mr. Clark Dillenbeck, Chairman of the Sub-Committee.

Mr. Clark Dillenbeck (Reading Company) :—^You will find the report

of the Sub-Committee No. 3 beginning at the top of page 113, Bulletin 300.

The first assignment is Form of Construction Contract for Particular Items

of Work. Your Sub-Committee has made careful study of this subject

and after preparing a tentative form reached the conclusion that such a form

of contract would consist of certain parts of the Form of Construction Con-

tract. It was further determined that the form would vary for different

items of work and it would be difficult to determine how much or how

little of the Form of Construction Contract should be used in preparing

such a standard form. That a contract for particular items of work could

readily be written by using such parts of the Construction Contract as may

be found necessary. It is therefore recommended that this subject be

dropped.

The second assignment is Form of Cost- Plus Percentage Construction

Contract. We have prepared such a form and it is published in the Bul-

letin beginning with page 113, and this is submitted for information only.

The President :—Reports of this Sub-Committee are before you. Both

a'-e submitted as information. Do you have any questions to ask?
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Mr. J. P. Hanley (Illinois Central) :—I would like to call your atten-

tion to paragraph 9, Fire Insurance, and bring up the question of possibly

extending this paragraph to cover tornado insurance as well as fire insurance.

I recall a case in my own experience where a water tank was shattered

by lightning just before it had been taken over from the contractor, and in

view of the fact that the contractor did not have insurance to cover this

particular kind of hazard, the company was compelled to restore the struc-

ture.

It also appears that tornados, lightning and storms arc rather prevalent

in certain parts of the United States, and I would like to ask the Com-
mittee if they have considered putting in a clause to cover such risk.

Mr. J. C. Irwin :—The Committee had not considered that, but I think it

is a very good point, and we will be very glad to study it and consider it

in our future work.

The President :—Are there any further suggestions, gentlemen ?

Mr. C. W. Baldridge :—I notice at the bottom of page 113 the last para-

graph of this contract form for cost-plus work. It provides that the con-

tractor shall furnish all materials, etc. It also, at various places in the

contract, provides for payment of these materials plus percentages, etc.

It seems to me that the Committee should include, following the words

miscellaneous expenses at the top of page 121 and preceding the sub-heading

"Payments," as follows : "At the conclusion of the work, all unused materials

and supplies shall become the property of the contractor, who shall refund

to the company all moneys paid for them plus all percentages allowed

thereon."

What I would suggest is a deterrent of the purchase of unnecessary

materials on the part of the contractor. If the material that is left over

is to belong to the company he will get a percentage on a lot of unused

material. If it belongs to him, he probably will not buy any unnecessary

material.

Mr. J. C. Irwin :—We are very glad to accept this suggestion of Mr.

Baldridge's.

I might say that the Committee itself feels that it is very incomplete

and requires a great deal of revision, but it was published in its present

form to bring out discussion and to help the Committee in furthering its

work.

The President:—Is there any further suggestion? •

The understanding is that Form of Construction Contract for Particular

Items of Work will be discontinued and that Form of Cost-Plus Percentage

Construction Contract will be studied further by the Committee.

If there is no objection, it is so ordered.

Committee XX has done a vast amount of real excellent work this

year, and it is excused with the thanks of the Association. (Applause.)
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(For Rfix.rt, see pp. 123-196)

Mr. C. R. Knowles (Illinois Central) :—The Committee has reported on

eight of the subjects assigned, four final reports and four progress reports

are submitted.

The work of the Committee covers a description of drinking water

conditions on railways during the Mississippi Flood of 1927 and methods

followed in protecting drinking water supplies during the flood.

Pitting and corrosion of boiler tubes and sheets is discussed in two

individual contributions, entitled "Causes of Boiler Pitting and Means of

Prevention in Neutral and Alkaline Waters," and "Prevention of Pitting and

Corrosion by Electro-Chemical Polarization."

"The Use of Sodium Aluminate on the Rock Island Lines" is also

treated in a monograph.

Foaming of Locomotive Boilers, with Special Reference to the Influ-

ence of Suspended Matter on Foaming, and Cost of Blowdown is treated

comprehensively, and there is an addendum to this subject, entitled "Cost

of Blowdown of Locomotive Boilers."

The report includes a description of the relative influence of carbonate

and sulphate waters on the operation and maintenance of boilers, together

with the comparative cost of purification, substantiating the conclusions of

the Committee of 1914, that seven cents at that time, roughly equivalent to

thirteen cents at the present time, is a fair measure of the cost of repairs

and additional fuel resulting from the scale deposited in Doilers by untreated

waters.

Another report covers the Types of Hydrants for Coach Yards and

General Service and Methods for Supplying Water to Coaches, accompanied

by illustrations showing a number of typical installations.

A comprehensive report is submitted covering small service pipes, three

inches and under in size. This report deals particularly with the use of

prepared joint pipe and copper and brass pipes, and substitutes for wrought

iron and wrought steel pipes.

Disposal of Sludge at Water Softening Plants is a problem of con-

stantly increasing importance to railroads operating lime and soda ash plants,

yhe methods commonly used are described and accompanied by layouts

showing design of sludge pit and sludge cars.

The Economical Spacing of Water Stations in Connection with In-

creasing Capacity of Engine Tenders concludes the report.

The first report, appearing under Appendix A on page 125, is merely a

reference to the work done by this Committee in connection with the Com-

mittee on Rules and Organization, which consisted of the rearrangement of

certain subject-matter in the Manual, and the work of the joint committee

will be presented in the report of the Committee on Rules and Organization.

Appendix B, page 126, covers the report of the Committee on Drinking

Water Supplies. The report of the Committee this year is devoted to a

1272
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description of drinking water conditions on railroads during the Mississippi

Flood of 1927, and includes a description of methods followed in protecting

supplies against pollution and a sterilization of unsafe supplies.

I would like to call attention to a typographical error in the report.

Wherever chloride of lime is referred to in connection with the steriliza-

tion of drinking water, the words "hypochloride of lime" should be

substituted.

Dr. Beach, Chairman of this Sub-Committee, will present the

report.

Dr. S. C. Beach (Illinois Central) :—In presenting this report, which
appears in Appendix B of Bulletin 300, pages 126 to 130, and covers some
of the details of the Mississippi Flood of 1927, I take great pleasure in

emphasizing the splendid work done by the railroad companies involved in

this unfortunate disaster.

From the beginning to the end of the high water they labored unceas-

ingly to relieve the sufferings of the people and even ran trains when the

water was so high as to threaten the firebox on the locomotive.

The newspapers were disposed to treat this as incidental and no particu-

lar mention was made of the strenuous efforts put forth by the railroads,

without which the loss of life would undoubtedly have been much higher.

Another important act performed by the railroads was the sending of

their Engineers and others skilled in water handling out among the marooned
people with information and material for sterilization of the drinking water,

without which the typhoid and dysentery would have been epidemic.

The President :—If there is no objection, this Sub-Committee's report

will be received as information.

Mr. C. R. Knowles :—In the absence of the report by the Sub-Committee

on subject No. 3, Pitting and Corrosion of Boiler Tubes and Sheets,

monographs have been prepared by Dr. C. H. Koyl and Mr. L. O. Gunderson,

members of the Committee. These monographs appear on pages 131, 133

and 135, and give considerable information in regard to practices in arrest-

ing the effects of pitting and corrosion in boiler water. These monographs

are submitted as information.

Dr. Koyl has given a great deal of thought and study to the subject, and

it is due to his energy and industry that we did not fall down completely

on the subject of corrosion, and I should like to ask Dr. Koyl to make a few

remarks in connection with the subject.

Dr. C. H. Koyl (Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific) :—These
monographs of ours are attempts to establish the truth of the statement

that at last we are getting our feet on solid ground in the matter of knowl-

edge of the causes of corrosion.

For long years there was practically nothing known for certain, but

after awhile it dawned on someone that iron is never corroded unless it is

wet. .A^s no one believed in those days that pure water could affect iron,

there followed many studies to learn what there is in water which does

affect iron.
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But in 1903 a brilliant man at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nolog)' proved that the purest iron will dissolve in the purest water. It is

not necessary that there should be any contamination in the iron or in the

water. The purest iron will dissolve slowly in the purest water.

Then followed the statement and proof that as atoms of iron dissolve

in the water there are released from solution, at other points on the metal

covered by water, a corresponding number of atoms of hydrogen ; and as

these atoms of hydrogen gather on the flues of a boiler they graduall>

build up, in immediate contact with the metal, a thin film or skin which

separates the metal from the water.

Everyone knows that if in a boiler there is a thin skin of hard scale on

a flue, the flue does not pit under the scale. There are a few exceptions in

the case of scale which is itself corrosive at boiler temperature, but in gen-

eral a scale which is dense enough to separate the flue from the water will

thereby protect the flue from pitting. And just in the same manner does

the thin film or skin of hydrogen referred to protect the flue from further

pitting. It is itself the product of the first solution of iron in the water,

but the pitting will stop before any harm is done if only this film of hydro-

gen can be maintained.

This film would be permanent if it were not for the oxygen of the air

which is dissolved in all ordinary water, but the oxygen dissolved in the

water combines chemically with the hydrogen, thus destroying the film and

the protection to the iron. But it is evident that if we can remove the oxygen

from the feed-water before the water reaches the boiler, we can maintain

the film and prevent the pitting of the metal.

The first monograph tells the story of the two and one-half years' test

of this kind, which has been successful in preventing pitting in that boiler.

All we did was to put an "open" feed-water heater on the outside of the

boiler to heat the water, and allow its gas to escape through a vent pipe

before the water reaches the boiler.

Mr. Gunderson's method is to put an artificial film between the metal

and the water, as is shown in the second monograph.

The President:—If there is no objection, the report on Pitting and Cor-

rosion of Boiler Tubes and Sheets will be received as information.

You may proceed, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. C. R. Knowles :—The report of the Committee on Value of Water

Treatment and Comparison of Methods appears under Appendix D, page 138.

There are also included in this report monographs on the Use of Sodium

Aluminate, by P. M. LaBach, and Cost of Blowdown of Locomotive Boilers,

by R. A. Tanner. Dr. Koyl, Chairman of this Committee, will present the

report.

Dr. C. H. Koyl :—The substances commonly used on railroads for the

softening of water are fresh lime and soda ash, but when these alone are

used there always remains in the water, in solution or in semi-solution, from

one to three grains of carbonate of calcium or carbonate of magnesium.

The fraction of one grain which is in semi-solution gives a great deal of
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trouble because it comes out of solution slowly during the next few hours

and adheres to the pipes or filter sand through which the softened water

may be moving; and if heated it comes out rapidly as in the injector of

a locomotive.

We have used sulphate of iron, sulphate of alumina, and a few other

substances for the reduction of this trouble, and with fair success; but the

most efficient of all these substances appears to be the dry sodium aluminate

referred to in the paper. We mention it here particularly because its effi-

ciency is due to a very beautiful chemical reaction which was not known
to any of us until within the last year. It appears that the alumina from

this material combines chemically with the magnesia dissolved in the water

when the water treating is nearly completed. Together they form a heavy

precipitate, magnesium aluminate, which settles rapidly and clears the water.

We do not know of any similar reaction taking place when iron or aluminum
sulphate are used.

The President:—If there is no objection, this report on The Value of

Water Treatment and Comparison of Methods will be received as infor-

mation.

Mr. Chairman, you may proceed with your report.

Mr. C. R. Knowles :—This report on the subject of Value of Water

Treatment comes under three different headings. The phase of the report

dealing with the Foaming of Locomotive Boilers appears on page 143 under

Appendix D-1, and in view of the importance of this subject of foaming,

I will ask Dr. Koyl to make a few remarks on this Appendix also.

Dr. C. H. Koyl :—For long years there has been a contest between the

persons who knew that the presence of sodium salts dissolved in water

causes a boiler to foam, and who attributed all foaming tendency to the

soda, and the persons on the other side who knew that particles of solid

matter suspended in the water in the boiler cause a boiler to foam, and

who attributed all foaming to this cause. But, fortunately, within the last

few years we have been able to make more exact tests, and we now know
that there may be from 2000 to 3000 grains-per-gallon of sodium salts in

the water in a stationary boiler without foaming, if there is no matter in

suspension. And we know also that there may be considerable matter in

suspension in the boiler without foaming, if the water is free from sodium

salts.

Most important of all is the establishment of the method of interaction

of these substances to produce foaming. If the water in a boiler is prac-

tically pure, that is, if the water is free from sodium salts in solution and

from particles of solid matter in suspension, then when a steam bubble

comes up through the water it breaks at the surface of the water, leaving

behind the thin skin of water which surrounded it and itself passing to the

steam pipe very nearly dry. If the water contains only a moderate amount

of sodium salts in solution, say 40 grains-per-gallon, the bubbles break in

nearly the same manner. But if the water contains the 40 grains-per-

gallon of sodium salts in solution and also 40 grains-per-gallon of matter
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in suspension, then as the steam bubble rises through the water it gathers

to its skin of water the suspended particles in its path, and these particles

appear to strengthen the skin of water so that the bubble does not break

at the surface of the boiler water but is often carried to the steam pipe

before it breaks. This produces wet steam and is what is known on a

railroad as "foaming." The reason why castor oil added to boiler water

is effective in preventing foaming is that the tiny oil drops attract the

particles of solid matter more strongly than does the water, and this keeps

the steam bubbles free from specks so that they break easily and do not

cause wet steam.

We derive this knowledge principally from the extensive and careful

work of Professor C. W. Foulk, of the University of Ohio. And while

I am at it I should like to call attention to the fact that in our Manual of

1921 (that is a long time ago as these studies go) there is a statement of

about one-half the information given above, which was put into the Manual

in those early days by Mr. R. C. Bardwell, who sits to my right, and who

must have had a stroke of genius when he put it in, because I doubt that

there were five persons in the world who knew the facts at that time.

The President :—No objection, this phase of the report will be received

as information. You may proceed, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. C. R. Knowles :—The final section of this report on the Value

of Water Treatment appears on page 156, under Appendix D-2. I will

not impose on Dr. Koyl and have him tell us all about sulphate and car-

bonate scales, but will merely say that the finding of the Committee in

discussing this particular subject, in which they were given a great deal of

assistance by Mr. Chorley, of the Pennsylvania, developed that the work

of the Water Service Committee in 1914 was really classic, in that the

figures arrived at for the value of scale removal in locomotive boilers still

are good to-day. The Committee and others as well have been trying to

pick holes in the report the Committee made fourteen years ago. It shows

that the figures have stood up under the fire of the guns for all these

years.

The President :—^You may proceed, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. C. R. Knowles :—The report on Types of Hydrants for Coach

Yards and General Service and Methods for Supplying Water to Coaches

appears on page 158 under Appendix E. Mr. J. H. Davidson, Chairman

of that Sub-Committee, will present the report.

Mr. J. H. Davidson (Missouri-Kansas-Texas) :—In presenting this

report we have shown types of hydrants, hydrant valves and accessories

that have been given severe service tests, and when properly installed, these

hydrants and the hydrant valves will do away with a considerable waste

of water, which is evident with a great many hydrant installations now in

this service. They will also serve to protect the^ water from pollution at

the hydrants, and will also be found satisfactory in respect to safety.

In the matter of conveying the water from the hydrants to the coaches,

your Committee has found that it was practically impossible to design a
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device that would protect the ends of the hose against pollution, because

so far we have not been able to get hold of any device which cannot be

rendered almost useless by improper and careless handling. However, we

find that they do have this virtue, they call the attention of the men en-

trusted with this work to the necessity of taking some precautions in

protecting the drinking water supply against pollution.

We show on pages 172 and 173 some suggested devices for protecting

the nozzles. You will note from our conclusions that we feel the greatest

good in this respect can be accomplished by impressing upon the men who

are entrusted with this work the necessity of better and more careful

handling of the hose and other accessories.

The President :—If there is no objection, the report of this Sub-Com-

mittee on Types of Hydrants for Coach Yards and General Service and

Methods for Supplying Water to Coaches, will be received as information.

You may proceed, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. C. R. Knowles :—The next report of the Committee appears on

page 177 under Appendix F—Pipe for Service Lines Three Inches and

Under in Size, with Particular Reference to the Use of Prepared Joint Cast

Iron Pipe and Copper and Brass Pipe as Substitutes for Steel and Wrought

Iron Pipe. This report will be presented by Mr. J. P. Hanley, Chairman

of the Sub-Committee.

Mr. J. P. Hanley (Illinois Central) :—As stated by Mr. Knowles, this

report appears on page 177 and the Sub-Committee divided the subject into

several sub-divisions.

We first assumed that a service pipe is the one used in conveying water

from the distribution system to a particular building for facility, and the

report is intended to cover this class of pipe only.

We also sent questionnaires to many railroads and cities to obtain

information on the kinds of pipe that they used in their work. We refer

to this on page 177 under Municipal Practice.

On page 178 we mention the kinds of pipe used, after which we briefly

discuss the merits and demerits of the various kinds of pipe such as galvan-

ized iron and steel, lead service pipe, brass service pipe, copper service pipe,

standard bell and spigot cast iron pipe, screwed joint cast iron service pipe,

pre-calked joint cast iron service pipe, bolted joint cast iron service pipe,

and after that w-e discuss pipe linings and coatings, which arc sometimes

necessary in case the pipe is laid in corrosive soils or intended to handle

corrosive water.

On page 181 we indicate at some length the present practice of rail-

roads and cities, which includes detailed information or answers received

to our questionnaires.

On page 173 we show the approximate cost per hundred feet of the

various kinds of pipe considered.

On page 183 we also show a bibliography covering previous reports

on this subject. Many reports on this subject have been issued by the

United States Bureau of Standards, American Society of Mechanical Engi-
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neers, Engineering News-Record, National Research Council, American

Water Works Association, American Railway Ejigineering Association,

American Society for Testing Materials, and the American Foundrymen's

Association.

On page 185 we show conclusions which boil down the subject as

briefly as possible and put it out in such a way that people who have not

the time to read the entire report will probably obtain interesting information

by reading the conclusions.

Mr. C. R. Knowles:—It is moved that this final report be accepted as

information and that the conclusions on page 185 be adopted for publication

in the Manual.

The President :—It has been moved and seconded that the body of the

report be received as information and that the conclusions printed on pages

185 and 186 be adopted as recommended practice and published in the

Manual.

The question is now open for discussion. Do any of you gentlemen

wish to discuss these conclusions? Are you ready for the question? Those

in favor will say "aye," opposed "no."

(The motion was carried.)

Mr. C. R. Knowles :—The next report of the Committee is on the

disposal of sludge at water softening plants appearing on page 187. The

report will be made by Mr. R. E. Coughlan, Chairman of the Sub-Com-

mittee.

Mr. R. E. Coughlan (Chicago & Northwestern) :—The disposal of

sludge at water softening plants is more or less of a nuisance. We do

not want it and nobody else seems to want it. In many cases it is almost

a menace, as many of the cities will not allow it to be put into the sewers

and farmers often object if it gets on their land.

In an endeavor to find some way to dispose of it we canvassed all of

the railroads which operate lime and soda ash softening plants, as well as

many of the municipalities in this country and Canada.

On analysis this material consists principally of calcium carbonate.

When it comes out of the plant it contains 80 to 90 per cent water. We
pile it in piles or put it into a pit and allow it to accumulate or dry out.

The only possible way to get rid of it is to induce the farmers to haul it

away.

It is an excellent antidote for sour land but the trouble has been that

the present farm machinery will not handle it as a fertilizer. If any com-

pensation is asked for it, the farmers find that they can buy regular pow-

dered limestone for a lower price than it costs to load the sludge.

After canvassing all of the methods of disposal we find that the most

economical method is to allow it to drain out onto low land or into a

moving stream. If the plant is so situated that it is impossible to do this,

pits must be constructed to retain the sludge until such time as the pits are

cleaned with a clam shell or other method.
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In our report we show one of these pits, also a sludge car in use on*

one of the Southwestern railroads. On page 193 wc show piles of this

sludge awaiting a natural disposal.

The Committee has found one city that reburned the sludge to convert

it back to calcium oxide. This method is unsatisfactory, as the product is

of poorer quality than the original chemical. It cost more to return it

than to buy new chemical. A little can be used as a filler for whitewash and

a little used in the manufacture of chalk and toothpaste, but the present

raw material is more satisfactory and cheaper than the sludge.

The Committee recommends that the best method of disposal of this

sludge is to allow it to drain out of the plant onto low ground or into a

moving body of water. Where this is not possible, every effort should be

made to interest agricultural agents in a campaign to educate the farmers

to use it as a fertilizer or antidote for sour land.

The President:—The report on Disposal of Sludge at Water Softening

Plants is presented to you as information. Has anyone any suggestions to

make? If there are none, it is so ordered.

Mr. C. R. Knowles :—The next and final report of the Committee
appears on page 194 as Appendix K, Economical Spacing of Water Sta-

tions in Connection with Increasing Capacity of Engine Tenders. This

report will be made by Mr. R. C. Bardwell, Vice-Chairman and Chairman
of the Sub-Committee.

Mr. R. C. Bardwell (Chesapeake & Ohio) :—Our study has developed

that the economical spacing of water stations in connection with the increas-

ing capacity of engine tenders, report of w'hich appears in Bulletin 300 on

pages 194 to 196, inclusive, is a question of special study for the individual

districts under consideration in order to provide maximum acceleration of

train movement consistent with local conditions and traffic requirements by

the elimination of unnecessary stops for water which not only delay the

trains in question but also retard the progress of following traffic.

The various factors which influence the economies possible from the

development of this study are enumerated, such as saving in train overtime,

increase in gross ton miles per train hour, saving in fuel, train crew wages

where they are affected by overtime, train supplies, and repairs and de-

preciation of equipment. Against this expense must be balanced the addi-

tional costs for hauling the added weight. These factors are subject to

calculation by generally recognized satisfactory methods and we do not feel

that general conclusions can be drawn. The various factors must be applied

to the individual district under consideration, and we are therefore submit-

ting this report to the Association as information.

Mr. C. R. Knowles :—That concludes our report.

The President :—Have any of you gentlemen any questions to ask this

Committee or any suggestions to make with reference to the work this

year ?

Mr. J. M. Farrin (Illinois Central) :—Down at the lower part of page

194 it says that the approximate coal waste will average about one-half ton

per stop. I think this twice too much. I think it will average about 500 lb.
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Mr. R. C. Bardwell :—The figures which were used in connection with

the hypotlictical example were the results of actual tests made in the field.

These tests have shown that the waste of fuel will be more in some cases

than in others, but we feel that the illustration used is conservative.

It is true there will be many cases where the loss in fuel will not reach

the figure shown, but again there will be other cases, especially where heavy

tonnage is being handled under adverse weather conditions, where the fuel

waste will be considerably more. The illustration used is considered to be

a fair average.

Mr. J. M. Farrin :—I still think one-half ton is wrong. I am giving

my information from actual tests and I know that a half ton is too much

coal. In fact, 400 lb. would be a better average than even the 500 that I

suggested.

Mr. C. R. Knowles :—What tonnage train?

Mr. J. M. Farrin :—I am talking about the average train.

Mr. C. R. Knowles:—You mean an average tonnage.

Mr. J. M. Farrin :—The average train, say 3500 tons, will consume

between 400 and 500 lb. of coal in making a stop.

Mr. C. R. Knowles :—The Committee in this connection, I happen to

know, were dealing with trains of 10,000 tonnage.

Mr. J. M. Farrin :—There are very few trains of 10,000 tons being run

in the United States, and that is not the average train to-day.

Mr. J. M. Metcalf (Missouri-Kansas-Texas) :—It seems to me that the

Committee has perhaps not exhausted the possibilities of study on this

subject, which may produce information of value. While it is true that thf

problem is one which varies with conditions and requirements, is it not

possible to give us something more definite as to what the problem is and

how we should go to work to solve it? How much work on the average

should a locomotive do on a 10,000-gallon tank of water? To what extent

does the consumption of water vary with gradient, with tonnage hauled,

with stops made?

For given conditions and comparing tanks of different capacities, how

may the safe and economical spacing of water stations be determined, giving

proper weight to cost of stopping trains, of constructing, maintaining and

operating the water stations, and of installing, transporting and maintaining

locomotive tenders? We ought to know these things, but many of us do

not, and it would seem that the Committee may be able to give us more

light on the subject. A practical example of the solution of such a problem,

even though it might not fit our particular case, would give us a more

definite line on how the solution should be undertaken. I believe there is

room for a substantial saving on many roads to result from the use of the

larger tender tanks, through elimination of extra train stops, or even of

water stations which are located where they are just because they have

always been there, and I believe this Committee can give us some more

definite outline of the method for determining where that is the case. I

should like to see the subject continued.
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Mr. Louis Yager (Northern Pacific) :—Speaking for the Outline of

Work Committee, we have just reaHzed the major portion of this com-

mittee assignment involves economics of railway operation. The discussion

brought out by Mr. Farrin indicates that very clearly. That is the line of

work that his Committee has been doing and we are making the suggestion,

Mr. President, in the reassignment of this subject we will ask for very

close co-operation with Mr. Farrin's Committee.

The President :—The Committee on Outline of Work will take these

matters under consideration. Have you anything further to report, Mr.

Chairman?

Mr. C. R. Knowles :—Nothing. That concludes our report, Mr.

President.

The President:—The Committee is excused with the thanks of the

Association. (Applause.)
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(For Report, see pp. 197-254)

(Vice-President Louis Yager in the Chair.)

Vice-President Yager:—In the absence of the Chairman and the Vice-

Chairman of the Tie Committee, the report will be presented by Mr. R. S.

Belcher.

Mr. R. S. Belcher (Santa Fe) :—•! am sorry Mr. Burton can not be

here today. I am sure that the presentation of the report would be a great

deal improved if he were here to present it instead of the present Acting

Chairman.

The report will be found in Bulletin 301, page 197. The Committee is

reporting on six subjects: the first, that of Anti-Splitting Devices, will be

presented by Mr. E. L. Crugar.

Mr. E. L. Crugar (Illinois Central) :—The report of the Sub-Committee

on Anti-Splitting Devices will be found on page 199, Bulletin 301.

We have not as yet completed our investigation along this line and the

information contained in this Bulletin is presented merely as information.

We hope to be able at a later date to give more definite information.

Vice-President Yager:—The Sub-Committee has presented some very

interesting information in connection with this subject. Are there any mem-
bers who wish to make any inquiries of the Sub-Committee? If not, the

report will be received as information.

Mr. R. S. Belcher:—The next subject, Size of Hole for Pre-Boring, is

reported in Appendix B, page 209.

Last year's report gave results of a canvass of those railroads pre-

boring their ties, which showed the majority boring holes one-sixteenth inch

less than the diameter of spikes in hardwood and one-eighth inch less in

softwood. This year the report covers extensive laboratory tests made by

Mr. E. E. Chapman, Engineer of Tests of the Santa Fe, whose co-opera-

tion the Committee feel they were very fortunate to secure.

The pictures on pages 212 to 229 show strikingly the wood fiber distor-

tion caused by the spike, greatest where no holes or small holes are bored

and least where spikes are driven in holes -is inch or more in diameter. A
study of these results, together with the distortion of wood fiber as shown by

the pictures, has led to the recommendations on page 246, that holes for cut

spikes in hardwoods be ^ inch smaller than the spike, and that holes for

cut spikes in softwoods be % inch smaller than the spike. The Committee

recommended that additional study be made of the type of spike point for

use in pre-bored ties, as the tests covered by this report indicate the chisel-

point spike is not entirely satisfactory, the sharp corners leading away from

the bored hole.

This report is presented as information, and it is moved that the recom-

mendations be adopted for the Manual.

Vice-President Yager:—It has been moved and seconded that the

recommendations submitted at the bottom of page 246 be approved and

included in the Manual.

1282
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Mr. A. Montzheimer (Elgin, Joliet and Eastern) :—Have the Committee

considered the necessity of putting those conclusions in the Manual? It

seems necessary to include the conclusions at the bottom of page 246.

Mr. R. S. Belcher:—It was not the intention to include the conclusions

in the Manual, merely the two recommendations given at the end of the

report on page 246, Recommendations 1 and 2.

Vice-President Yager :—The Committee have done a very exhaustive

piece of work in tests which they have conducted and it seems to us that

there ought to arise a number of questions that might be put to the

Committee.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge (Santa Fe) :—I think the Committee is altogether

too modest in not including the conclusions as part of the matter to be

inserted in the Manual. I would like to amend their motion to include the

conclusions and recommendations at the bottom of page 246 for inclusion

in the Manual.

Mr. C. C. Cook (Baltimore & Ohio) :—I think the conclusions are in

error if they are based upon the data given in the table. I refer to Con-

clusion No. 3. It says, "For hardwood ties, the greatest resistance to with-

drawal results with a hole slightly smaller than the largest." If you will

look at the tablae on page 239, which shows the resistance to pull, I do not

believe you will find any figures that support that.

As I understand it, the reason for the two recommendations given is

that the Committee felt there was a damage to the fiber of the wood as

exhibited by the views which precede these tables. That combined with

the conclusions was the basis for their recommendations, but the conclusions

themselves, if they are based on these tests, would be unconvincing in sup-

port of the recommendations.

Mr. R. S. Belcher :—I am glad Mr. Cook brought up that point. I

had intended to mention it.

The recommendations are perhaps not entirely in accord with the bare

figures of the test as to the resistance to withdrawal of spikes and the

resistance to horizontal thrust, but when we consider the distortion of wood

fiber as shown by the pictures, which are also a part of this report, and the

fact that in driving the spikes for this test it was difficult to make the spikes

follow the bored holes, particularly in the J4 "^ch holes and j/i inch. These

sizes are deemed too small for practical use with either is or 5^ inch cut

spikes.

A study of the data with this in mind seems to show the correct size

of hole for maximum pull in hardwoods to be t\ for A spikes and ^
inch for H ; for softwoods, j\ inch diameter gives the maximum pull for

both T?s and 5^ spikes.

A study of the data on resistance to horizontal thrust indicates from

^ inch spike a A inch hole has the highest load at the yield point, for both

hard and softwoods. For the ^ inch spike the ^/s inch hole takes the high-

est load in the hardwoods and there is practically no difference with the

half inch, ^ and % holes in the softwoods, as shown in Table 5. Does

that answer your question, Mr. Cook?
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Mr. C. C. Cook :—Yes, that answers my question.

I would like to add a remark drawn from some observations I have

made in boring plants : The custom today is to use a }i and ^s inch hole, and

these recommendations are going to require those users to increase the size

of their holes. I am perfectly willing to accept the Committee's recom-

mendations on the basis of the study they have given the subject, but

those who are now operating boring plants may question the wisdom of

increasing the size of holes as recommended.

Mr. W. P. Wiltsee (Norfolk & Western) :—I would like to ask the

Committee why they recommend ^ inch less diameter for the spike in

hardwood. Their diagrams show that running from % '"ch hole, which we
will agree is too small, they get the least resistance to pulling, with the ^
spike. Why would not the ^ inch hole give greater resistance to pulling

and still meet their objections as to smallness?

Mr. R. S. Belcher:—I do not believe that I quite got the question, Mr.

Wiltsee. Will you repeat part of that?

Mr. W. P. Wiltsee :—On page 233, your diagram shows that with the

smaller hole you get greater resistance to the spike in pulling. In your

recommendations you say ^ inch smaller than the diameter of the spike.

With a ^ spike you could still use ^ inch less hole, and have J4 inch size

hole which would still be larger than your minimum.

You say in your conclusions that % and ^i inch holes are too small

for practicable purposes. Therefore, why would not 5/2 inch hole with a ^^

inch spike give greater resistance and meet your other objections?

Mr. R. S. Belcher :—There is some advantage in the resistance to side

thrust in the larger size of hole. For a ^ spike the resistance to side thrust

is greater with a 5^ hole. In a pulling test the resistance to pull is greater

with some of the smaller sizes. The tendency of the spike to lead away

from the bored hole is greater with the smaller sizes of holes. The distor-

tion of the wood fiber is greater in the smaller sizes of hole. All those

things have to be considered in arriving at the standard size hole which we
should adopt, and it seems to me we should give a certain amount of consider-

ation to the fact that the horizontal resistance to horizontal thrust is greater

with the larger size hole. That was the reason for trying to strike what

we might call a happy medium in the size hole to be standard for certain

sizes of spikes ; in other words, the recommendations as given by the report.

Mr. L. H. Geddes (Greenlee Bros. & Co.) :—Further referring to

Mr. Cook's remark, the reason for the bored hole is to get away from the

breaking down of fibers; in boring a ^ inch hole using the fe inch spike,

you are still breaking down a certain amount of fiber, so in the softwood

or coarse fiber ties, the larger the hole, the less breaking down of the fiber.

I should like to illustrate this with the two index fingers. If you point

tlie first joints down, it will give you an illustration of what happens to the

fiber when you drive the -fe inch spike into a small hole. Naturally, when

you pull against the tilted fingers, you have a greater pulling resistance,

but you also have a great deal less resistance against horizontal side thrust.
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I think if you will strike a happy medium of side thrust and pulling

power, it will give you the greatest amount of actual holding power of the

spike in the tie over an extended service period. The pull is not a fair test

immediately after the spike has been driven, because there has been no

side thrust applied, which in the case of the broken down fibers greatly

reduces the holding power of the spike, and I therefore think tliat tlie fair

test would be applied to spikes which have been in service where the

holes have been subject to considerable side thrust.

Mr. J. M. Farrin (Illinois Central) :—It seems to me in looking over

these conclusions and the recommendations, that they are not definite and

explicit. No. 3 says, "For hardwood ties, the greatest resistance to with-

drawal results with a hole slightly smaller than the largest."

Mr. R. S. Belcher :—Than the largest size hole tested.

Mr. J. M. Farrin:—I think you should state what you mean and not

leave it to us to draw our own conclusions.

No. 1 in the recommendations says, "That holes for cut spikes in hard-

woods be tV inch smaller than the diameter of the spike." What is the

diameter of a spike? I always thought spikes were square except a screw

spike.

Mr. R. S. Belcher :—We do have some round spikes but they were
not considered in making these tests.

We are willing to change that to "size of spike," if that will be better.

In Conclusion No. 3 we might say, "Slightly smaller than the spike." I

think that is a misprint. I really had not noticed that before.

Mr. Hunter McDonald (Nashville, Chattanooga & St: Louis) :—While

you are on the subject of conclusions, I think possibly some revision in Nos.

4 and 5 might be in order. No. 4 concludes that a ]/i inch and ^ holes are

too small for use with chisel-pointed spikes. No. 5 goes on to say chisel-

pointed spikes are not satisfactory for driving in the hole. Does the Com-
mittee mean that we ought to abandon the chisel-pointed spikes? It seems

to me that is the logic of those two conclusions.

Vice-President Yager:—It is the purpose of the Committee to study

further the best design of spike, that is, the cutting edge. That is part of

the work for the ensuing year.

Is there any further discussion? There is an amendment before the

house. It has been mi)ved and seconded that the conclusions given, Nos. 1

to 5, as corrected by the Chairman of the Committee, be included with the

recommendations in the matter for the Manual. Are you ready for the

question?

Mr. C. C. Cook:—Would a further amendment be in order? If the

conalusions are included there should be included some of the diagrams

;

otherwise they would be inharmonious with the recommendations. I would

move you that those diagrams indicating the destruction of the vvood fiber,

which along with the conclusions support the recommendations, be also

included.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge :—The rules as I understand them are intended to

make the matter that goes in the Manual as brief as possible, and wherever
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anything appears in the Manual a reference is given to the Proceedings

which brought about the adoption of those conclusions and all of the matter

that is published in this Committee report will be in the Proceedings and

there will be a reference in the Manual, no matter what part of it is put

in the Manual, to the place where this came from. Anybody who wants to

know the details is supposed to go to the Proceedings to get it.

Mr. G. D. Brooke (Chesapeake & Ohio) :—As far as I can recall, this

is the first time a motion has been made on the floor of a convention to

place matter in the Manual that was not recommended by the Committee.

I am in sympathy with the idea that some conclusions of the nature of

those appearing just before the recommendations should go into the Manual,

but I do not believe they should go in the Manual until this Committee has

recommended them.

Mr. Robert H. Ford (Rock Island) :—I agree with the previous speaker.

In the light of this discussion, perhaps the Committee will be willing to

withdraw the subject for further study in order that the Association may
have the benefit of their conclusions for ultimate adoption for the Manual.

I believe it is contrary to the established practice of this Association

to materially modify the reports of the standing committees from the floor

of the convention and then adopt the result for printing in the Manual as

recommended practice. If upon presentation, the convention feels that a

report shows evidence of being incomplete or improperly developed, or that

the conclusions are not properly justified, established practice requires that

the reports should be referred back to the Committee for further study, etc.

This discussion has evidenced quite clearly that it would be well for

the Committee to give the matter further study and make a further presenta-

tion and I hope that they will consider the desirability of withdrawing their

recommendation in order that the subject may be given further study during

the year.

Mr. R. S. Belcher :—We accept that recommendation.

Vice-President Yager :—The motion is withdrawn and the second also.

Does anybody want to be heard? It is understood that this very interesting

subject will be continued for another year with the hope that it will be

brought to a definite conclusion. You may proceed, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. R. S. Belcher :—The next report. Appendix C, on page 247, makes

recommendation as to Renewals of Switch Ties, and will be presented by

Mr. W. C. Bolin.

Mr. W. C. Bolin (Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal) :—The Sub-

Committee last year presented a report on the result of the questionnaire

submitted to a representative number of railroads.

That questionnaire indicated about sixty per cent of the roads favored

individual renewal of switch ties and about forty per cent favored renewal

of switch ties out of face. This year the Committee has considered further

the results of that questionnaire and on the basis of the information

before them we make a recommendation as printed on page 247 that the

switch ties should be renewed individually. We recommend that this be

received this year as information and if no material objections are received.
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at our following convention next year, a recommendation will be made for

adoption and publication in the Manual.

Since we submitted this report, we have received one criticism. I

do not see Mr. C. A. Morse, our Past-President, in the room, so I will read

his criticism for the benefit of the convention.

"I have just read Appendix C of Committee on Ties in \'olume 29,

No. 301, of the Bulletin of the A.R.E.A.

"This Appendix C attempts to deal with the question of economy of

two methods of renewing switch ties—one renewing them out of face, and

second, renewing them piece-meal.

"As I read the report it strikes me that the Committee who made
up this Appendix C were not familiar with the method ordinarily used in

renewing ties out of face.

"In the fourth paragraph they say, 'Under this method needed renewals

might be postponed until the end of the fifteenth year, etc' Anybody that

knows anything about renewal of switch ties out of face knows that no such

idea is carried out. If for any reason any ties need renewal it is the prac-

tice in the case of renewal to a face to renew those ties and to keep the

ties in the set in first-class condition all the time. There will ultimately,

however, come a time when fifty per cent or more of the ties need renewal

at once and it is at that time when it is the practice of roads that renew

switch ties to a face to renew the entire set.

"Another thing that I do not consider correct in this report is a state-

ment that the labor cost of applying the average tie in a No. 10 set by

individual renewals is $1.00. This is entirely too low. I doubt any gang

renewing the average switch tie for less than $1.50.

"Where ties are renewed individually in a set of switch ties you get a

bad riding track for the reason that you put in a solid hard tie while on

either side of it you have ties that have been weathered and softened

until this new tie gives a different feeling as you ride over it.

"The main object in renewing ties to a face is to maintain a good

riding track through the srwitch and frog, the place where you need the

best track conditions of any place on the road.

"By renewing the ties to a face you get a first-class riding track and if

your rails are all plated, as they should be, the necessity for individual tie

renewals in that set does not often arise other than perhaps under the frog

itself.

"In my opinion, it will be found that out of the twenty-eight roads

canvassed that the twelve roads that reconmiend the individual method of

renewal have never tried the renewal to a face method.

"The statement in the report to the effect that ties taken out when the

ties are renewed to a face are not utilized is wrong, as every tie that is taken

out can be used either in a set of switch ties on some branch or in many

cases in main line turnouts, and any that are not fit for this purpose are

usable as track ties in yards and sidings. Therefore the statement of a loss

in material of $63.40 in their example is not a fact.
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"I think it is very unfortunate that a subject of this kind should be

handled by a Committee who apparently has had no experience in renew-

ing switch ties to a face.

"Personally I have been familiar with this subject for the past twenty

years. It was analyzed carefully on the Santa Fe, and it was decided

that the economical method, and the method which gave the best riding

track through switches, was the renewal to a face method.

"When I came to the Rock Island they were renewing individual switch

ties and I changed the method to renewal to a face and we have been fol-

lowing that method for the past thirteen or fourteen years with the result

that we have first-class track through our turnouts, which was something

that they never had when they renewed the ties individually."

The Committee welcomes any criticism on this subject and within the

time limit that we have we would appreciate any comments.

Vice-President Yager :—^Are there any other suggestions to the Sub-

Committee on this subject?

Mr. C. W. Baldridge :—I believe that the question of renewing switch

ties out of face requires conditions. On the heaviest main track territory

it is probably true that it is advisable to renew switch ties out of face.

On lighter main lines and all branch lines and sidings and yard tracks, I

do not believe that it is advisable to renew switch ties out of face.

The theory is of course that the ties that are still usable will be re-used

somewhere else, but it does not work out in a great many cases.

I have seen switches in tracks leading to a ballast pit used only two or

three months out of a year being renewed out of face, new treated ties

being put in that kind of track. I do not know where they intended to

use the second-hand ties. I know where they did use them—they used

them in the wood pile.

Vice-President Yager:—The Sub-Committee hopes to get more of

just such interesting criticisms and comments. With that understanding

the work of the Sub-Committee will be received as information.

Mr. R. S. Belcher :—The next is that of Substitute Ties, on page 248.

There is no one of the Sub-Committee present, I believe. I might say

this report is in line with those which have been furnished for a number

of years by the Tie Committee. It begins on page 248, and on page 252

is a tabulation of tests of substitute ties now in progress. This report is

submitted as information with the recommendation that the subject be

cuntinued.

Vice-President Yager:—This is in line with the previous practice and

the effort of the Sub-Committee is to keep the Association informed concern-

ing the data on substitute ties. It will be received as information.

Mr. R. S. Belcher :—On page 253, Appendix E, "Develop and Recom-

mend a Traffic Unit for Use in Comparing Cross-Tie Life." This subject

will be presented by Mr. A. F. Maischaider, Chairman of the Sub-Committee.

Mr. A. F. Maischaider (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis) :

—

This subject is presented just as information to the convention. I want to
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call attention to an error about half way down on page 253. It says this

unit is derived by dividing the total annual equated gross ton miles by 365

and multiplying by the equated miles of track maintained. This should read,

"This unit is derived by dividing the total annual equated gross ton miles

by 365, multiplied by the equated miles of track maintained." That is, the

divisor is 365 times the equated miles of track maintained.

As I said before, this is given as information.

Vice-President Yager:—Is there any discussion on this?

Mr. H. C. Crowell (Pennsylvania) :—I have three points I would like to

take up with the Sub-Committee. The first two have to do with the method

of deriving this traffic unit and the third has to do with the use of the

traffic unit after you get it.

Under the head of method of deriving the traffic unit, I would like to

invite the Committee's attention to the fact that on page 918 of the Pro-

ceedings for 1925, Committee XXI gave a method or a formula for equating

traffic. This formula, by the way, is the famous Yager formula promul-

gated by the United States Railroad Administration, and after considerable

thought was adopted by Committee XXI as being the best method for

equating traffic. The difference between that method, and the one here de-

scribed is as follows : The Yager formula, or Committee XXI formula, has

as its factors one, two and three, one representing the freight and passenger

gross ton miles, two being applied to freight locomotive ton miles and three

as the multiplier for the passenger locomotive ton miles. The formula in

the Tie Committee's report is one, two and one-half. Before the Committee

disregards the formula that is already in the Proceedings and in the Manual,

I think they should show why the ratio one, two and one-half, is better

than the combination one, two and three.

Secondly, under the head of method of deriving the traffic unit, I wish

to invite your attention to the fact that you will not get proper results by

using the equated track miles shown at bottom of page 253. These

equated track miles maintained are supposed to be taken from Item 1-D in the

I.CC. comparative statement of operating averages. If you will go to that

I.CC. form you will find that the equation is the United States Railroad

Administration ten, eight and five : Ten referring to first main track,

eight to other main tracks and five to sidetracks. To show that that for-

mula will not work out in this case, let us assume a single track railroad,

100 miles long, and a double track railroad 50 miles long, each handling

the same amount of traffic, measured in equated gross ton miles. You can

see right of? that the traffic density is the same on any individual mile of

track, but this formula by reason of giving a weight of only eight-tenths

to the second main track distorts the answer.

Proceeding to the next page, the question comes up as to how we
shall use this traffic unit after it is once obtained. So far as I can make
out from this report there is no method of use outlined. Certainly, the

Committee does not wish us to understand that if the traffic density or

traffic intensity on one road is twice what it is on another, or in one year
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is twice what it is in another, or one on division twice what it is on another,

the tic life may be expected to be one-half what it is on the other. Most

certainly the Committee does not want us to do that, but they have not

shown us how we shall use the traffic unit after it has been obtained.

Mr. A. F. Maischaider :—We did not attempt to try to show how the

traffic unit should be obtained. We all know it is not in direct proportion

to the density of traffic. It is merely that it is a unit that aflfects the life

of the tie. It may be it only aflfects it one-twentieth, or maybe it aflfects it

more. That is all we have tried to do. We expect to develop some other

formula later to show how this unit should apply or why it should apply.

As to the use of the equated track miles maintained, what we have

tried to do is select the unit that we could get from available statistics, but

tiiat were no statistics other than those that I know of that we could get.

Mr. H, C. Crowell :—Is it meant there are no statistics of the miles

of main track or miles of total track maintained? The only thing I am
objecting to is the fact you are applying the factor of eight-tenths to the

second, third and fourth main tracks. Most certainly we have statistics of

the miles of main track in use.

Mr. A. F. Maischaider :—Yes, but we have not figures as to the number

of ties maintained per mile of track maintained. The figures that we
have are the number of ties maintained per equated track mile. We
do not have it direct. I do not know where you could get it. I talked this

over with the Assistant Director of the Interstate Commerce Commission,

Mr. Seeley Dunn, and he could not cite me any other statistics that arc

available. Of course we did the best we could.

Mr. H. C. Crowell:—If we have something here that is not right, let us

not put anything into the Manual until we get something that is right. If

what is right is not available, let's say so.

Mr. A. F. Maischaider :—^We do not want to put it in the Manual. We
want to put it out as information.

Mr. Crowell :—For the Manual next year. That is what the report

says.

Vice-President Yager:—This is a very important subject. We have

tried to make our tie statistics useful in comparisons. Tie renewals are

one of the most important elements of maintenance, and the question is

often asked how we are to account for dififerences in use to which ties are

subjected. It was the purpose of the Outline of Work Committee in

assigning this subject to have the Committee develop a factor expressing

the diflference in use, in order to make tie renewal statistics more com-

parable. From the presentation of the information and the di.scussion which

has developed it is apparent that the subject is beginning to bear fruit.

The Committee is very grateful for the suggestions which have been

ofifered, particularly by Mr. Crowell, and they will endeavor to reconcile

these difYerences which Mr. Crowell has pointed out.

Mr. Hunter McDonald (Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis) :—

I

should like to suggest to the Committee that after they have formulated
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their factor, they take up tlie study of its application, including such items as

the section of rail, the extent of application and size of tie plates, the

extent of application and character of ballast, and the clement of labor is

one which should not be lost sight of.

Vice-President Yager:—As I said before, the Committee is very thank-

ful for these suggestions that have been offered and any others that you

can offer. It is a very complex subject, as you can appreciate. If there

are no further suggestions the report will be received as information and

the subject will be reassigned.

You may proceed, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. R. S. Belcher:—The next subject is Data on Average Tics Re-

newed per Mile of Maintained Track. This is Appendix F on page 254.

Air. J. H. Roach, the Chairman of the Sub-Committee, is not present.

This subject has been studied for the last two years by the Tic Committee,

and, as was stated last year, it has been a requirement of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission for a number of years that certain statistics relating to

cross-tie renewals be included in the reports made annually by each railroad.

Prior to 1927 it was not possible, from the statistics as reported, to

determine accurately the number of renewals made per maintained mile. As

was reported last year the Committee made suggestions to the Interstate

Commerce Commission that by modifying the form of railroad reports

slightly, information as to renewals per maintained mile could be had.

The suggestion was favorably received by representatives of the Com-
mission, and statistics in revised form will be available, we anticipate, from

1927 on. It has been thought best, in view of this, to defer the first

report on this subject until next year.

Vice-President Yager:—It will be received as information.

At this point we desire to call your attention to an innovation in the

procedure of the Association's affairs, and direct your attention to Bulletin

305, in which appears the outline of work and personnel of committees.

The purpose of this change was to permit an earlier organization of com-

mittees and resumption 'of the year's work immediately after the close of

the Convention. These outlines as presented here are subject to minor

modifications as dictated by developments during the Convention. I believe

it would be well for all of those who have served and expect to serve on

committees to familiarize themselves with these outlines.

If there is nothing further, the Tie Committee is excused with the

thanks of the Association. (Applause.)



DISCUSSION ON BALLAST
(For Report, see pp. 355-363)

(Vice-President Louis Yager in the Chair.)

Mr. Paul Hamilton (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis) :

—

Mr. Chairman, the report of the Ballast Committee is found in Bulletin 301,

beginning on page 355. The Committee this year reports on five subjects,

the first of which is Revision of the Manual. The report on this subject

is to be presented by the Chairman of the Sub-Committee, Mr. C. J. Coon.

Mr. C. J. Coon (New York Central) :—The subject assigned this Sub-

Committee was Revision of the Manual. The Committee collaborated with

Committee XII—Rules and Organization, with the object of determining

what subject-matter now appearing in the Manual under Ballast might

properly be incorporated in the work of the Rules and Organization Com-
mittee. It was found that the matter on pages 83 to 86, inclusive, of the

Manual under the caption "Instructions to Govern Ballasting on an Operated

Line" should be properly included in the rules to govern conduct of work.

It was agreed that the Committee on Rules and Organization will sub-

mit to the Association for approval rules to govern the conduct of ballast-

ing operations.

The Committee recommends that the Instructions to Govern Ballasting

on an Operated Line, appearing on pages 83 to 86, inclusive, be eliminated

from the Manual upon the adoption by the Association of rules covering

this subject presented by Committee XII—<Rules and Organization.

The Sub-Committee collaborated with Committee XII, and the informa-

tion referred to is found on pages 516 to 519 in Bulletin 302, which is the

report covered by Committee XII. Nearly all the information included in

this report is found in the Manual and appears on pages 83 to 86. There

were no other changes in the Manual recommended at this time.

Vice-President Yager:—If there is no objection, the subject-matter pre-

sented will be acted upon when presented by the Committee on Rules and

Organization. *

You may proceed, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Paul Hamilton:—The next subject assigned was: "Make Critical

Review of the Material now Appearing in the Literature of the Association

Relating to Ballast." The Chairman of the Sub-Committee, Prof. C. B.

Stanton, will present the report.

Prof. C. B. Stanton (Carnegie Institute of Technology) :—Referring to

the data on page 357, Bulletin 301, marked Appendix B, your Sub-Committee

received replies to about 26 per cent of the questionnaires sent out, with

the results tabulated in the Appendix. Although very few railroads indi-

cated that they had adopted in toto the recommendations, sections or specifica-

tions, there was the thought expressed by nearly all that the Association's

sections and specifications furnish data on which to base the sections or

specifications used by the individual road.

The Committee therefore recommends that no change in the sections or

specifications be made at this time.
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Mr. Chairman, I move that the report be received as information.

Vice-President Yager:—If there are no objections, it will be so

received.

Mr. Paul Hamilton:—^The next subject reported on is as follows: "In-

vestigate the Comparative Values of Various Ballast Materials, with Special

Reference to Drainage and Effect on Costs for Track Maintenance." The

Chairman of the Sub-Committee, Mr. Daniel Hubbard, will present the

report.

Mr. Daniel Hubbard (Chesapeake & Ohio) :—In connection with

this subject, the Sub-Committee sent out a questionnaire to forty-three

railroads. Answers were received from twenty-one, and those received were

of such a variable nature, it was difficult to tabulate anything in the form

of a report that would be concise. The conditions and the materials used

were dependent on the traffic conditions, conditions of subgrade, and it was

extremely hard to arrive at any definite conclusion. Where traffic is heavy

and subgrade conditions are such that frequent surfacing is necessary, the

same results cannot be ohtained as where the subgrade conditions are nor-

mal. On drainage conditions there seemed to be quite a diversity of opinion.

Some contended for rock, some for. gravel and some for slag, and as it

was all dependent on the condition of the road that was operating, it was

very hard to arrive at anything definite.

The Committee has not endeavored to take into consideration the actual

costs represented in dollars and cents, as it was found that where this

would be of value, say to one line, conditions vary so greatly, it would not

be of value to another line. For this reason, the Committee did not go into

any definite cost data. It is recommended that a study of the subject be

continued for another year.

Vice-President Yager:—Unless there are some suggestions to offer to

the Sub-Committee, it will be received as information.

You may proceed, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Paul Hamilton:—The next subject is found in Appendix D, "Make
Critical Study of the Cause and Effect of Pumping Joints in Railway

Track and the Excess Cost of the Maintenance Resulting Therefrom."

The report will be presented by the Chairman of the Sub-Committee, Mr.

L. L. Adams.

Mr. L. L. Adams (Louisville & Nashville) :—As pumping joints are

so largely controlled by local conditions, your Committee attempted only to

make a report that would cover the entire subject in a general way. The

five causes given on page 359 will enter in some way into most of the cases

of pumping joints, and the remedies we give on page 360 and 361 we

think will also apply in a moderate way in most cases, but each case will

have to be governed on its own merits. It is our opinion that the best

remedy of all is good tamping, and to keep the bolts tight. That will help

to keep the joints from starting to pump, which is much easier tlian stopping

them after they have started.

I move that the report as given be received as information.
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V^ice-President Yager:—Unless tiicrc is objection, the npnrt will be so

received.

Mr. Paul Hamilton;—The last subject reported on is: "Investigate and

Kept)rt Upon the Shrinkage of Ballast Materials." The Chairman of the

Sub-Committee, Mr. E. I. Rogers, will present the report.

Mr. E. I. Rogers (Peoria & Pekin Union) :—This information appears

in Appendix E, pages 362 and 363, of Bulletin 301. A synopsis of these

two pages is about as follows : Investigation so far conducted leads this

Committee to believe that great care should be exercised in the reports

of the ballast material, that is, with respect to the report of measurement,

if purchase is made by volume, and with reference to the unit for conver-

sion from weight to volume, if purchase is made by weight. It has pre-

viously been determined that practically all reports for accounting and engi-

neering purposes are made by the cubic yard, and considerable difference will

result unless care is exercised in the determination of the units for conversion.

It is the consensus of opinion of this Committee that the per cent of

shrinkage heretofore referred to by the Ballast Committee is the per cent

lost in volume from point of origin to and including the placing under track..

Due to conditions this Committee has been unable to secure definite informa-

tion as to the compacting and solidification of ballast after having been placed

in tracks, and these tracks turned over for traffic.

The Committee, through the co-operation of the members of this

Association, hopes to be able to secure definite information in the ensuing

year for presentation at the next meeting.

We have decided that the matter of shrinkage of ballast under an op-

erated railroad after a period of time of course depends upon several things,

and it has been found in practically all of the investigations that we have

not sufficient data, starting with the ballast at the pit and ending up in the

track, and then studied for a period of years. We found that whatever

shrinkage heretofore was considered as taking place from the pit to and

tamping in the track was one of volume. After the ballast is hauled and

again unloaded its volume is virtually re-established, and then there is some

compacting which takes place in the tamping under the ties, but the per-

centages heretofore shown in the Manual are not changed, and we want to

continue to study this subject, and ask the help of the members of the

Association in giving us the information and data that we ask for in our

report. Appendix E.

Vice-President Yager :—Are there any suggestions to the Committee in

coimection with this important and quite controversial subject? The Sub-

Committee has given us the assurance that they are taking the proper pre-

cautions to get the right sort of measurements and have them supervised

so they will be able at sometime to definitely settle this subject for us. If

there is nothing further, the Committee is excused with the thanks of the

Association. (Applause.)
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(For Report, see pp. 365-374)

(Vice-President Louis V^ager in the Chair.)

Mr. B. R. Leffler (New York Central) :—The report of the Com-
mittee is found in Bulletin 301, beginning on page 365. I will read the

subjects recommended.

(9) Punched and Reamed Work (Appendix A).

Action recommended : That the report on punched and reamed work

be received as information.

Vice-President Yager:—If there is no objection, it will be so received.

Mr. B. R. Leffler:—On Subject No. 1, Revision of Manual, investi-

gations and tests on a number of subjects are under way, including bearing

values of large rollers, testing of I-beams in groups, investigation of cop-

per-bearing steel for structural purposes, and tests on columns. The work

on these subjects has not progressed far enough to enable the Committee

to make any recommendations lor revision.

On Subject No. 2, Specifications for Steel Highway Bridges, the Sub-

Committee has been in conference with the American Association of State

Highway Officials in drafting a Specification for Highway Bridges. The

subject-matter is complete and is in the hands of the editing committee.

However, the completed specifications cannot be ready for presentation

to the convention this year.

I will ask the convention to endorse the following request : Committee

XV had a meeting in February, only a few weeks ago, and the Chairman

of the Sub-Committee presented his report; a copy of the manuscript of

this report is in the hands of Secretary Fritch. The Committee would

like to have the endorsement of the convention for the privilege of pub-

lishing this report in the April Bulletin. I discussed this matter with

Chairman Brumley at the noon hour. The Committee regards the report

as so valuable that it should be put in print as soon as possible for the

purpose of getting it before the Association and before the public as a

means of trying out the specifications for the coming year, before recom-

mending adoption in the Manual. It is in the nature of a progress report.

Mr. Kelley, who is Chairman of the Highway Association, has endorsed

the report. Mr. Hunley is not present today, but Mr. Selby, who is a

member of the Sub-Committee, is well acquainted with the details, and I

will ask him to explain the work of the Sub-Committee, so that the con-

vention can act on the matter with intelligence.

Mr. O. E. Selby (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis) :—The

specifications which are being presented at this time in the nature of a

supplementary report of Committee XV are the result of about three years'

work on the part of a Conference Committee, composed of three repre-

sentatives from the Committee on Iron and Steel Structures and three

representatives of a similar Committee of the American Association of

State Highway Officials. In addition to these six members of the Con-

ference Committee, there have sat in with the Committee in an advisory
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capacity, Mr. Otis E. Hovey, representing in an unofficial way the Amer-

ican Society of Civil Ejigineers. Mr. Hovey is also a member of this Associa-

tion and this Committee, and Mr. Welty a member of this Committee.

We also have had the benefit of the advice of Mr. Lee Miller, Chief

Engineer of the American Institute of Steel Construction.

The basis of the work of the Conference Committee was the speci-

fications submitted to the Association by this Committee about four years

ago and printed in the Proceedings as information, and the specifications

of the American Association of State Highway Officials which were pro-

mulgated at about the same time as a bulletin of the Bureau of Public

Roads.

I may say that a most commendable spirit of co-operation has existed

within the committee, representatives of either side not having approached

the matter in any other than a purely technical, professional way, and with

no desire or effort to make a partisan or one-sided matter of any of the

subjects. There has been no account kept of the number of clauses adopted

from one specification or the other. We agreed in the beginning to work

with a view of getting a good specification, the best specification we could

produce as individuals and engineers, regardless of our society affiliations.

That spirit is the more commendable and outstanding because of the dif-

ferent spirit manifested by a representative of another association in another

similar matter with which this Committee has been concerned recently.

The specifications which were printed in the Proceedings a few years

ago, the specifications of this Committee for Highway Bridges, were pro-

duced with the idea of getting a discussion on them, and a great deal of

discussion was brought out. The members of the Conference Committee

found on going into the subject that those specifications were not perfect.

If I do say it myself, the highway fellows knew more about the subject

than we did in some respects; on the other hand, there were some aspects

of the highway bridge problem that were peculiar to the railway field, and

the representatives of the highway men (I do not use that as one word

but I mean highway men) admitted that they had something to learn from

the railway men. We pooled our knowledge and pooled our problems and

we are very much gratified at the result.

The specifications proposed are in the process of being printed, they

are available now in mimeograph form, but the time was too short to get

them printed to submit to the members at this convention.

If the action of this convention is favorable to receiving them as infor-

mation, they will be printed in the next Bulletin and will be available in

pamphlet form. There has been a great demand for them from railway

engineers who have highway problems to deal with, and most all of us

have. We are in constant negotiations with highway officials for crossings

of railways and highways, and there is need for specifications which are

acceptable to both parties.

The edition of the specifications printed a few years ago has been

exhausted and it has been realized that those specifications were not com-

plete nor in the best form. The desire now is to supply the demand for
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an up-to-date highway bridge specification which will be available to the

railway engineers.

Vice-President Yager:—1 am sure that the convention is gratified to

learn of the favorable outcome of the co-operative work which this Com-
mittee has done with other committees and that they have been able to

develop this specification. I am also sure there will be no objection to

complying with the request of the Committee that these specifications be

formally placed before you in the next Bulletin to be issued.

Mr. B. R. Leffler:—On Subject No. 5, Column Tests, the Committee
is collaborating with the Column Committee of the American Society of

Civil Engineers, of which Dean Turneaure is Chairman. Under the direc-

tion of Dean Turneaure, experiments are being made on columns loaded

eccentrically. The purpose of these experiments is to determine the longi-

tudinal shearing effect on columns and the necessary strength of lacing.

I'"inal report on this subject cannot be made at this time.

I will say that there are several members of this Committee who are

also members of Dean Turneaure's Committee.

On Subject No. 6, Investigation of Copper-Bearing Steel for Struc-

tural Purposes, the use of copper-bearing steel for various industrial and

structural purposes is increasing; it is now being used in the manufacture

of steel cars, tie plates, track spikes, smoke-stacks, stationary boilers, metal

culvert pipes, metal flashings, ventilators, wire fencing, light structural

steel for warehouses, steel sash, power line supports, flood light towers,

and overhead electrification structures for railway tracks.

Copper-bearing steel in such service has, in many instances, been found

to last twice as long as ordinary steel. It has been little used in railway

bridge construction, but records show its use in several important highway
bridges. Its application for structural purposes is widening, and its use

is now extending to roof trusses in railway shop buildings that are exposed

to marked corrosive influences.

Copper-bearing steel can be readily secured at slight increase in cost.

We submit this on the subject of copper-bearing steel as information

without any recommendations as to use just yet.

On Subject No. 10, Investigation of Bearing Pressures on Large

Rollers, the investigation has brought out much new and valuable informa-

tion on the bearing values of rollers. Tests to determine the bearing value

of large rollers have continued through the year at the University of

Illinois. Rolling tests have been made on plates of medium grade steel

castings varying in thickness from 0.5 inches to 4 inches when rolled by

cylinders having diameters of 188 inches, 356 inches, and 476 inches.

Funds have been obtained from the Scherzer Rolling Lift Bridge Com-
pany which, added to the remainder of the appropriation from the A.R.E..A.,

enabled the University to employ a half-time graduate research assistant

to continue the tests.

A Conference Committee composed of members of Committee XV,
and representatives of the American Society of Civil Engineers, are de-
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veloping Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges. This committee is

approaching the completion of its preliminary work, and it is quite possible

a new specification will be presented to the convention in 1929 as infor-

mation.

No definite progress was made during the year on the other four

subjects of the Committee's Outline of Work, namely

:

3. Electric welding of connections in steel structures.

4. Investigation and tests of I-beams connected in groups by

diaphragms and bracing.

7. Influence of dead load upon the impact from moving loads on

bridges.

11. Specifications for steel tanks and their supports for the storage

of water .and oil—collaborating with Committee XIII.

Vice-President Yager :—The Secretary received this morning a letter

from Mr. Hunley, Engineer of Bridges and Structures of the Big Four,

who was also a member of this Committee, giving some interesting infor-

mation in connection with tests which were made on the Swift Island

Bridge of the Yadkin River in North Carolina. This will be communicated

to you in the next Bulletin that is published, so it will be a part of the

report of this Committee.

If there is nothing further for the Committee to report on, they are

excused with the thanks of the Association. (Applause.)



DISCUSSION ON WOODEN BRIDGES AND
TRESTLES

(For Report, see pp. 503-512)

Mr. W. E. Hawley (Duluth, Missabe & Northern) :—The report of

this Committee is rather brief this year. The Manual having been before

us for pubhcation for some time, the Committee has made no further

changes in the Manual for this year. Unless there is somebody on the

floor who has something to bring up in connection with the revision of

the Manual, the Committee is ready to pass that subject.

The President :—Are there any suggestions from members of the

Association regarding the Manual of this Committee? If there are none,

you may proceed, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. W. E. Hawley :—The second subject. Simplification of Grading

Rules and Classification of Timber for Railway Uses, collaborating with

Committee XII—Rules and Organization, and other organizations dealing

with this subject, will be presented by Mr. C. J. Hogue, Chairman of the

Sub-Committee.

Mr. C. J. Hogue (West Coast Lumber Trade Extension Bureau) :

—

The report of the Sub-Committee on Grading Rules and Classification

of Timber for Railway Uses is printed on page 505 of Bulletin 302, and

records that these rules were adopted by the Association two years ago,

based on American Lumber Standards, that they were slightly revised last

year, and that during the year nothing has suggested itself requiring

further revision or modification. That is with regard to the rules for

softwood lumber. The rules for hardwood lumber have not yet been

completed, but progress has been made.

The job, now, is to put these standards into use. The lumber manu-
facturers' associations have adopted rules based on American Lumber
Standards, and all previous rules have been withdrawn. It takes time to

establish new rules, but the copyrights for these rules are held by the

lumber manufacturers' associations and previous ones will not be reprinted.

I think we can report that satisfactory progress is being made in

establishing the new rules. We have not yet had the report for this year

on the extent of use of the new rules, but probably seventy-five to eighty

per cent of the lumber produced is manufactured and sold on the rules

based on American Lumber Standards, and certainly more than that per-

centage of the lumber manufactured and sold by the more important mills

is bought by the railroads and the more important buyers.

The important matter this year is the factor of identification and

certification of grades through grade marking or other means. That

project or the factor in the situation has been recommended by the lumber

manufacturers' associations, and a great deal of progress has been made

in putting it into effect. There is some resistance, partly from practical

standpoints and partly from the question of advantageousness, but it is the

principal factor under discussion this year, and while last year there was
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nothing to occasion a general conference on lumber standards, Secretary

Hoover, of the Department of Commerce, has called such a conference

in Washington the first of May this year and the principal subject will be

the one of grade marking or other means of identifying and certifying

the grade.

It goes without saying that that should be done for the ultimate con-

sumer ; whether it should be done entirely by the manufacturer or partly

by the distributing yard between the manufacturer and the consumer de-

pends somewhat on the item and the use, but it will be discussed this year

at Washington in May, and it is hoped that very satisfactory progress

will be made at that time toward this important point—identification and

certification of grade.

The President:—The report of this Sub-Committee is a progress report,

but if anyone has anything to suggest, we will be glad to have him do so.

If there is nothing to be added to this report, you may proceed, Mr. Chair-

man.

Mr. W. E. Hawley :—The next subject that is before this Committee is:

Prepare a revision of present Specifications for Treated and Untreated

Timber Piling, collaborating with Committee XVII—Wood Preservation.

Professor Paul was Chairman of the Sub-Committee, but he is absent.

In his absence I will attempt to present the report for him. This report

was initiated largely through the Wood Preservation Committee, which

was considering treatment for piling to preserve and make it last longer.

They felt that the fundamental specification for piling should come from

this Committee, and this Committee agreed with that viewpoint. This

Committee does not concern itself with treated timber or treated piling

in so far as the processes are concerned. This Committee is working only

on the specification for timber or for piling untreated.

However, this specification was gotten up in collaboration with this

Committee, and we received many suggestions from them, and also from

the American Wood Preservers' Association. I think it can be said that

this specification is a compromise specification, as many of the other pieces

of work of the Committees of this Association necessarily must be. I am
sure the specification will not meet the approval of every man who has

made suggestions to the Committee, but the Committee is offering it, feel-

ing that it is the best that can be done in a compromise specification, and

would like to offer it this year for your acceptance.

I would move that this report be accepted for printing in the Manual

as a specification of the Association. I believe it is in order, Mr. Chairman,

to read this by paragraph titles and to receive any comments on each

paragraph as we go through.

The President :—All right, sir.

Mr. W. E. Hawley:—The first sub-title is "Kinds of Wood." Does

anybody wish to make any comments? The second subject is General

Quality, under the main subject of Physical Requirements. Close grain

;

resistance to decay. Under Design is dimensions, first-class piles ; dimen-

sions, second class piles.
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I might offer this information that some feel our dimensions are a

little too heavy for highway work and others may feel that they are too

light for heavy railroad work, but there must be some value chosen, and

the Committee has set forth these tables of dimensions here as probably

being mid-ground and reasonable enough.

Tolerance ; length ; straightness. Manufacture. Under Inspection,

place, manner, manufacture. Delivery. Shipment. Unless there is some

suggestion from the floor on any subject I have passed I make the usual

motion.

The President:—Mr. Hawley's motion is on the adoption of the speci-

fications for publication in the Manual. Is there a second?

It is moved and seconded that the specifications appearing under

Appendix C, entitled, "Prepare a Revision of Present Specifications for

Treated and Untreated Timber Piling, collaborating with Committee XVII
—Wood Preservation," be adopted. Is there any discussion?

Mr. J. L. Pickles (Duluth, Winnipeg & Pacific) :—Unfortunately I do

not have the Bulletin at hand containing this report and if not out of

order. I should like to suggest that the committees be arranged so as to

take up the work in the order of the Bulletin numbers.

I should like to have a clause stating that the timber should be loaded

in so far as practicable by cars of one dimension, and not mixed up in

various sizes on one car.

Mr. W. E. Hawley :—Mr. Chairman, the nearest subject that we have

to that is the question of shipment which is in paragraph 27, on page 509,

"Piles forwarded in cars or vessels shall be separated therein according

to the kinds, sizes and lengths if inspected before loading, or as may be

stipulated in the contract or order for them."

There are other phases Mr. Pickles may be interested in, such as

staking and chaining. I have no idea what he has alluded to. I will be

glad to have him refer to any detail omitted in this specification.

Mr. J. L. Pickles :—As I stated, I did not have the Bulletin. I with-

draw my remarks.

The President:—Is there any further discussion?

Mr. M. Hirschthal (Delaware, Lackawanna & Western) :— I want to

call attention to Section 10, "Piles for use without preservative treatment

shall have as little sapwood as possible." Could not that be made a little

more definite? "As little as possible" does not mean very much as a

clause for rejecting a pile not coming up to the specification.

Mr. W. E. Hawley:—The Committee in their consideration of that

paragraph tried to put in some percentage, something like eighty-five per

cent or some such value, but it was found that because of the difference in

different kinds of wood, difference in thickness of the sapwood and dif-

ference in the way of expressing it, the Committee came to the conclusion

that the most practical way in the general specification was to put it in

this form, which I will admit is somewhat indefinite, but the minute you

begin to make it very definite you make it hard to fit in the general speci-

fication all the kinds of wood used for piling in this country.
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The President:—Is there any further discussion? The question is on

the adoption of the specification of timber piles for publication in the

Manual. Those in favor of the motion will say "aye"; opposed "no." The
motion is carried.

Mr. W. E. Hawlcy :—The fourth subject before the Committee is

"Study and Report Advantages of Establishing Supply Yards for Standard

Trestle Timbers at \'arious Locations Throughout the Country." Mr. Grear

is not here. I would like to ask Mr. F. M. Hawthorne if he will present

that subject to the convention.

Mr. F. M. Hawthorne (Pennsylvania) :—The Committee had this sub-

ject thrust upon them. They have struggled with it this year quite a bit.

The questionnaire was sent out to all the member railroads of the Associa-

tion. I believe they were all covered and the replies received indicate rather

definitely that most of the railroads are not very much interested in this

subject, at least they are unable to agree on a location for the establish-

ment of certain yards. With the above data it would appear it would not

be possible at the present time for the Committee to make a favorable

recommendation. The Committee recommends that this report be received

as information and the Committee give the subject further study during

the coming year.

The President :—Are there any questions to be asked regarding the

report on the advantages of establishing supply yards for standard trestle

timbers?

Mr. Robert H. Ford (Rock Island) :—It would appear from the re-

marks of the last speaker that the Committee have canvassed the railways

but did not get a satisfactory response. What little information they did get

was evidently to the efifect that the reporting roads had given little thought to

the benefits or desirability of regional supply yards in different parts of the

country. It would appear that this is largely a question of marketing and

that there arc other related matters connected with its consideration, in

whicli railway maintenance of way and construction are more or less con-

cerned and upon which a good deal of data should be available.

The report appears rather nebulous and it is to be hoped that some-

thing of a more constructive nature, through progress or otherwise, will

later be made.

Mr. W. E. Hawley :—We appreciate the thought expressed by Mr.

Ford. The Committee has thought that there were possibilities for some

economies to be introduced into the railroad use of timber by pooling their

source of supply. There were two chances either in combining between

different railroads to pool their supply under railroad control, or to encour-

age private business to so locate depots of supply of usual sizes of heavy

timber that in the case of emergency these supplies could be called upon

to supply the needed material for replacement.

There has been in the lumber industry some effort, already some
initiative taken by some of the producers of heavy timber, to supply depots

where this material may be secured. I think, however, that there is still

a feeling on the part of those in the railroad field who have to do with
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meeting emergencies that tliey want the source of supply of timber closer

to home than in a pool of other railroads or in private hands, and they

desire to carry stock to the plan of each road trying to anticipate its own

future requirements by buying and maintaining stocks of materials on its

own property.

The Committee was somewhat uncertain as to whether to try to

finish the subject this year or not, but it was felt that the Committee

would like to not give it up this year but attempt to further study the

subject, and I am hoping that Mr. Ford's desire for more definite con-

clusions, either positive or negative, may be arrived at to present at the

convention a year from now.

The President:—If there are no objections, the Committee will continue

the study of this subject this year and report at the next annual convention.

There is a subject in connection with the uses of timber that seems to

be very important to the timber industry as well as the manufacturers of

timber and the users of timber. If Mr. P. A. Bloomer, General Manager

of the Louisiana Long Leaf Lumber Company, is in the audience, we will

give him an opportunity to tell us in ten or twelve minutes what this sub-

ject means.

Mr. P. A. Bloomer (Louisiana Long Leaf Lumber Company) :—With

the indulgence of j'our worthy President, I am appearing on behalf of

the Southern Pine Association, not to give any propaganda at all, but to

discuss a very important subject to you and to us.

I might say that the shipments of the members of our association will

aggregate about 4,000,000,000,000 feet per annum. The activities hare,

in a large measure, been devoted to better manufacture and preparation of

the lumber produced by its members. It was in the forefront in helping

complete the standardization program. Its policy of grade-marking and

trade-marking is one of the most forward steps ever taken by the industry.

Its grading rules and corps of expert inspectors have long been a guarantee

to purchasers that only honestly graded lumber need be paid for. These

grading rules undertake to describe and limit the defects in the several

grades, so that any intelligent man can correctly inform himself as to

their application. From some quarters comes a demand that an additional

defect be covered by these rules, that of shrinking and swelling.

While our association has studied the matter for some time, we have

come to no conclusion as to just how this should be handled in our rules,

but it has given us manufacturers a better knowledge of our product and

has further confirmed our belief that this defect seldom occurs to any

serious extent in shipments from our members.

As you all know, this defect working is caused by either excessive

or insufficient moisture in the lumber. The green lumber from the saw
mill contains water or moisture in two forms, first, in the cell cavities or

pores, called free water, and, second, in the cell walls intimately absorbed

in the substance of which wood is composed called imbibed water, or

hydroscopic water. The removal of any of the free water apparently has

no effect on the physical properties or the shrinkage of the wood. The
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point at which all the free water is removed is called the fiber saturation

point. It is when the imbibed water begins to leave that the lumber begins

to shrink, and it will continue to shrink until all this moisture is driven out.

In order to hasten the departure of this imbibed water and incidentally

surround the operations with better drying facilities and humidity con-

ditions that may obtain in the open air, steam dry kilns are employed.

In their operation many problems are presented. As the outer surfaces of

the board reach and pass the fiber saturation point they begin to shrink.

This shrinkage is resisted by the green wood inside, since it has not

reached the fiber saturation point and therefore is not ready to shrink of

its own accord. Stresses are set up which will cause injury to the lumber,

unless proper precautions are taken.

Lumber of the same species, for that matter from the same tree, will

diflfer as to the amount of water it contains. Frequently lumber cut from

butt logs requires more time for drying than that from the top logs, but

the lumber must be all put in the kiln together and humidity and tempera-

ture conditions so regulated that no damage be done to the lumber.

It is imperative that we know when the lumber is to be removed

from the kiln, and this is not left with a guess. Short pieces, or samples,

about two feet long are cut from the lumber as it is being loaded on the

kiln cars, and after coating the ends and accurately recording their weight

are placed back on the car with the lumber. In cutting these samples we
endeavor to have them representative of the average condition of the load.

By calculating the weight of these samples at any given moisture content,

we are enabled to determine how the drying process is proceeding.

When the lumber emerges from the kiln some of it will probably

approach bone dry while the balance will vary in its content of moisture,

but not much above the mark set by the operator in the beginning.

Wood is a hydroscopic material. It has a definite affinity for moisture

and it is a natural condition that it contain a certain amount. There is a

definite balance between moisture in wood and the humidity in the air.

Even though it were possible to drive out every bit of the moisture in the

drying process, when later exposed to the air, it will effect a balance with

the moisture in the atmosphere.

The relative humidity of the greater part of our country will run

around 75 per cent. Of course, such places as Phoenix, Arizona, and El

Paso, Texas, have a much lower humidity.

The Forest Products Laboratory, by actual data, have charted the

relation between moisture in the wood and the relative humidity of the

surrounding air at certain temperatures. From this chart it would appear

that wood, no matter how dry it had once been, when later exposed to the

air for a sufficient length of time will attain a moisture content of about

12 per cent.

Strictly speaking, the point at issue is not the amount of moisture in

the wood, but the working proclivities after use. United States Forest

Service tests show that the shrinkage from green to oven-dried conditions

of longleaf yellow pine measured tangentially is 7.6 per cent, and the fiber

saturation of that wood is about 25 per cent.
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We shall suppose that a piece of car siding, four inches in width,

contains 12 per cent moisture when applied to the car and later, owing to

humidity conditions, this moisture is decreased to 9 per cent. The shrink-

age that would take place would be insignificant. I mention this car siding

because, of all other material used by railroads, it should bear a representa-

tive amount of moisture. It moves from place to place under varying

humidity conditions.

I had an opportunity just the other day, where they were tearing down
a couple of cars in Shreveport, of securing a bundle of the siding that

was taken off, and that had been put on there about four years ago. They
very graciously gave me a bundle. After taking its content, it varied, but

none of it was below 10^/^ per cent, and much of it was over 12 per cent.

These pieces of car siding were very dense, close-ringed, long-leaf stock and

had every evidence of being thoroughly kiln dried, so that rather confirmed

the statement I have just made.

The task of ascertaining moisture content requires great care, else

incorrect results are probable. There is only one accepted way of doing it.

I assume you are all familiar with that, but it is open to a great many
errors. Wood dries and takes on moisture most quickly at the ends. It

is this moisture section that we cut to place in the oven. If it is not cut

from a distance from the end it will not be representative. There fre-

quently will be some fuzz or whiskers left on this small section. If they

are included in the green weight and disappear before taking the dry

weight, the result will be wrong.

Then there is the question, what is bone-dry or oven-dry, the point

to which we must get this in order to figure the moisture content. It is

to be that when it ceases to lose weight in the oven. Many maintain that

absolutely dry wood cannot be secured for the purpose of this calculation

because chemical destruction sets in before all the water is evaporated.

Certainly in the case of yellow pine there is an amount of oil, turpentine,

etc., which will vaporize with the moisture which tends to incorrectly

indicate a higher moisture content.

I am convinced that a large portion of this agitation for a definite limit

of moisture in lumber is not caused by anyone shipping lumber, even from

12 to 14 per cent, but it is the result of our markets being flooded with

unidentified lumber of all species, and to the seasoning of which little

thought or attention was given in the drying process.

Knowing that green lumber will eventually shrink, some engineers and

architects have placed a moisture limit in their specifications. In order

to be on the safe side, many of them have put a figure so low that to

my mind it is unattainable.

It is not good practice to dress or match lumber hot from the kiln.

It is, at that time, not in a normal condition due to the stresses that have

been set up with the departure of the moisture. Many follow the practice

of bulking it down in the shed for ten or fifteen days before sending it

to the planing mill. From the time that lumber emerges from the kiln
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at a low moisture content it will continue to condense moisture from the

atmosphere until a balance is effected.

The condition really desired is that lumber does contain that amount

of moisture which will insure its retaining a permanent size, as far as

possible, under all atmospheric conditions.

In the enactment of regulatory and restrictive laws, our legislators

endeavored to place a curb on wrong practices. In framing these laws

they should use great care that in their anxiety to reach certain offenders

they do not hamper or wrongly interfere with legitimate business. Some

of our railroads will bear with us the burden placed on them in the en-

forcement of certain laws, both state and national.

There are manufacturers who will ship green, or far from dry, lumber

when to their knowledge the purchaser expects and requires that it be dry.

There is no law to regulate or restrain them. In your specifications you

may seek to prevent their foisting such stock upon you. In covering the

matter of dryness you should in all fairness give consideration to the

physical properties of wood and place a limit that can be met by those

mills in operating practice and followed in the best manner that the industry

knows.

There is one source from which you can obtain what you want and

what you order. It is from that large number of manufacturers of yellow

pine whose faith and pride in their product is such that they plainly stamp

the grade and the mill number on the end of every piece of lumber they

ship.

I am sure that wood as a structural material engages your interest

now and will continue to do so. When writing your specifications no doubt

you are guided and influenced largely by your knowledge of, and your

experience with, wood. This depends, of course, on the adaptability and

availability and, perhaps most important of all, its economic aspects.

There have been a lot of exaggerated statements made about ajl this,

ranging from the fellow who says, "Insist that the lumber be bone dry,

that it does not contain any moisture," and I have heard statements from

a man who is very intelligent on other matters. It will range from him

to the slovenly manufacturer who cares very little about it, just so he can

dispose of his lumber.

As individuals we will get nowhere. We will make very little progress,

but if you, who are a good Association, would see fit to appoint a com-

mittee to work on this subject and let us, from our association, have a

committee to co-operate with you, I am quite sure the results will be

mutually beneficial.

I thank you. (Applause.)

The President :—Mr. Hawley, have you anything further to report to

the Association?

Mr. W. E. Hawley :—I have nothing, Mr. Chairman.

The President :—If you have nothing further, the Committee is excused

with the thanks of the Association. (Applause.)



DISCUSSION ON SHOPS AND LOCOMOTIVE
TERMINALS

(For Report, see pp. 375-395)

Mr. F. E. Morrow (Chicago & Western Indiana) :—The report of this

Committee this year is upon two subjects, one being on Locomotive Coal-

ing Stations and the other on Methods for the Safe and Convenient Storage

of Crude and Fuel Oil and Oil Reclaiming Sumps.

The report on Locomotive Coaling Stations will be presented by the

Chairman of the Sub-Committee, Mr. L. P. Kimball.

Mr. L. P. Kimball (Baltimore & Ohio) :—This report will be found

in Appendix A on page 376 of Bulletin 301.

In a majority of cases railroad buildings are completely designed by

the railroad's engineering department before the work is undertaken or

proposals asked. In the case of coaling stations, however, it is the usual

practice to have the design made for approval by the manufacturer or

contractor, and to secure proposals and place the contract before this is

done. As a basis for securing such proposals and later for checking design,

it is desirable to have a well-considered set of specifications that will assure

to the purchaser a complete and satisfactory structure, and still permit as

wide a field of competition as is desirable.

The typical specifications submitted in Appendix A, beginning on page

380, have been prepared with the above object in view and are submitted

as a guide to the items necessary for consideration.

Allied with these typical specifications are the conclusions also in

Appendix A on page 376. These conclusions outline the items that must
be considered for each individual coaling station project, and which should

be used as the basis for the preparation of a special specification to accom-
pany the invitation for proposals.

In addition to the above-mentioned typical specifications and conclusions,

it will be necessary, as also indicated therein, to make the necessary pro-

vision to cover structural design, character of materials and workmanship,

which are not peculiar to coaling stations and upon which adequate recom-

mendations are already available in the records of the Association, having

been submitted by other committees.

It is the recommendation of the Committee that the conclusions and

typical specifications be approved for publication in the Alanual, and I

desire to offer a motion to that effect.

The President :—It has been moved and seconded that the conclusions

and specifications reported to you be approved for publication in the Alanual.

The question is now open for discussion.

Will you please read the headings and give the members an oppor-

tunity to call attention to the defects, if there are any?

Mr. L. P. Kimball :—I will begin for that purpose the typical specifi-

cations, which are on page 380, the first paragraph being General. The
conclusion is beginning on page 376, first. Location.
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The President:—Are there any questions to be asked this Committee

on this question? It would seem that this Committee is to be congratulated

on presenting conclusions and specifications that are absolutely holeproof.

If there is no discussion, the question is on the adoption of the specifica-

tions and conclusions for publication in the Manual. Those in favor will

say "aye" ; opposed "no."

(The motion was carried.)

The President:—You may proceed, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. F. E. Morrow :—The report on methods for the safe and conven-

ient storage of crude and fuel oil and oil reclaiming sumps will be pre-

sented by the Chairman of the Sub-Committee, Mr. J. M. Metcalf.

Mr. J. M. Metcalf (Missouri-Kansas-Texas) :—The Committee has

given some further study to the question of storage of crude and fuel oils

and submits as information the report printed as Appendix B, on pages

391 to 395 of Bulletin 301. This includes a discussion of the methods in

use for protection against lightning and other fire risk in the storage and

handling of oil, and information, illustrated by typical plans, of methods

in use for trapping and reclaiming waste oil draining away from oil

stations.

Since the Committee's report was submitted, and, in fact, within the

last day or two, we have received some comment from the Railway Fire

Protection Association, suggesting some changes and additions to the matter

on fuel oil storage in the Manual, to bring out more fully certain features

affecting oil stations from the standpoint of fire prevention. The Com-
mittee has not yet had opportunity to consider these suggestions, but would

be glad to do so, in conference with the committee of the Fire Protection

Association.

The President :—You have heard the methods for the safe and con-

venient storage of crude and fuel oils offered as information only, and

that the subject be continued for the ensuing year. Are there any ques-

tions to be asked regarding this?

I think this Committee is to be congratulated on the fact that not a

member of the Association asked you a question or offered any discussion at

all. It speaks mighty well for the Chairman and the members of the

Committee in the work they have just presented to you.

If there is nothing further, Mr. Chairman, the Committee is excused

with the thanks of the Association. (Applause.)



DISCUSSION ON RULES AND ORGANIZATION
(For Report, see pp. 513-524)

Mr. W. C. Barrett (Lehigh Valley) :—By reference to the Bulletin

302, page 513, you will find the Committee was assigned three subjects.

Before presenting the report, I want to make just a little statement and

at the same time acknowledge the appreciation of this Committee for the

very splendid cooperation we have had with the other committees during the

past year in the preparation of our report. There is not so very much in

the report. It seems short, but a great deal of work was done and required

a great deal of collaboration with other committees, although in a great

many cases no material was presented for report. I thought this explana-

tion was due the Committee and to the other committees because they gave

us splendid support, although the actual report of the Committee is brief.

The first subject is Revision of the Manual. You will find the Com-
mittee's report in Appendix A beginning on page 515, and Mr. B. R. Kulp,

the Vice-Chairman of this Sub-Committee, will present this report.

Mr. B. R. Kulp (Chicago & North Western) :—By turning to page 515,

Appendix A, the Revision and Development of Present Rules for Guidance

of Employees of Maintenance of Way and Structures Department, perhaps

a word of explanation is necessary. The proposed form of rules is on

the right side of the page, and where there is already any rule in the

Manual, it is copied on the left side of the page. Where no rules are

in the Manual, submitted by Committee XII, the word "none" is opposite

the proposed rule. These rules were worked up in collaboration with other

committees.

The first rules that come under the subject "Ties," Rules 695, 709, 711

and 712, were taken up, discussed and approved by the Tie Committee. At

this point I might offer one suggestion in which Committee XII wants

to change the wording of Rule 711 to "Ties are" in place of "Ties is,"

where it states : "When dating nails are applied after the tie is in the

track they must be driven the same day the tie is inserted."

Rules 764, 765 and 832 pertain to Track and were worked up in col-

laboration with the Track Committee.

The next rules pertain to Ballast, and appear on pages 516, 517, 518,

519, 520 and 521, and are Rules 780 to 810 inclusive. These were gone

into quite thoroughly with the Ballast Committee, and met with their

approval.

Rule 883 is the only rule that pertains to the Roadway Committee,

which likewise met with their approval.

By turning then to page No. 521, we have Rules 1759, 1760 and 1761

that were taken up with the Water Service Committee and have their

approval.

There are two rules that I would like to back up on and offer a cor-

rection : Rule 809 on page 520 ; the third and fourth lines say : "Tamping

machine and stone fork" ; change the wording by adding "and/or" making it

"Tamping Machine and/or stone fork."
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Rule 709 page 515 should read, "Any tic which starts to split" in

place of "Any kind of tie, etc."

At this time I would like to make a motion that these rules be adopted

and included in the Manual.

The President:—It has been moved and seconded that the rules for the

Revision and Development of Rules for Guidance of Employees of Mainte-

nance of Way and Structures Department be adopted for publication in the

Manual. The question is open for discussion.

It would seem there are several other committees whose work is in-

volved in rules presented by Committee XII, and this is your opportunity,

if you need do so, to present any modifications or suggestions as to these

rules that have just been oflFercd.

The Chairman advised me they have all had their say and have approved

them. Are you ready for the question?

(The motion was carried.)

The President :—You may proceed, Mr. Barrett.

Mr. W. C. Barrett:—Subject No. 2, Continue the study and report

on rules for the guidance of employees of the Maintenance of Way De-

partment, including therein

:

(a) Duties of motor car operators and maintainers.

(b) Rules for dressing ballast.

(c) Rules for maintenance of bridges and other terminal structures,

collaborating with the proper standing committees. The report on this

subject will be found in Appendices B and C.

The action recommended is, on (a), Duties of motor car operators

and maintainers. The Com.mlttee reports progress on this assignment, but

has no definite recommendation to make this year. On (b), Rules for

dressing ballast, these rules are incorporated in the rules in Appendix A.

They have already been approved. On (c), Rules for maintenance of

bridges and other terminal structures, collaborating with the proper stand-

ing committees; rules were assembled in collaboration with Committee VII

—

Wooden Bridges and Trestles, and Committee XVII—Wood Preservation,

covering that part of this assignment which calls for rules for maintenance

of bridges. Rules prepared are found in Appendix B and are submitted

as information only. I will ask Mr. H. J. Pfeifer, who was a member of the

Sub-Committee, in the absence of Mr. Priest, the Chairman of that Sub-

Committee, to present briefly this report.

Mr. H. J. Pfeifer (Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis) :

—

Appendix A, as stated by our Chairman, covers one phase of the assign-

ment of this Committee, namely, the rules for the maintenance of bridges

and other terminal structures. It covers rules for handling, framing and

storing treated piles and timbers. It was worked up in collaboration with

the interested committees—Wooden Bridges and Trestles and Wood Preser-

vation. It is submitted as information only.

The President:—If there are no objections, this report will be accepted

as information. You may proceed, Mr. Barrett.
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Mr. W. C. Barrett :—In Appendix C on page 523 will be found Rules

for Maintenance of Other Terminal Structures. This material is sub-

mitted as information only, but I am going to ask Mr. A. B. Griggs, who
was Chairman of the Sub-Committee, to briefly present tliat report.

Mr. A. B. Griggs (Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe) :—The report of

this Sub-Committee is on page 523. We submit here some proposed rules

covering machine and other shop buildings, oil houses, coaling stations,

ash pits, turntables and track scales. These proposed rules have not yet

been submitted to the other standing committees and for that reason are

given here as information. They will be submitted this year to the other

committees for their approval or criticism, as the case may be, and we
will have them for you next year. That is all, Mr. Chairman.

The President:—If there is no objection, the rules for maintenance

of other terminal structures will be received as information.

Mr. W. C. Barrett :—This concludes the report, Mr. President.

The President :—The Chairman advises me this concludes the report

of Committee XII. The Committee is excused with thanks of the Asso-

ciation. (Applause.)



DISCUSSION ON ELECTRICITY
(For Report, see pp. 93-143)

The President :—The first report of this inorning is that of the Com-
mittee on Electricity. Following the custom established a year ago, the

meeting will resolve itself into the annual meeting of the Electrical Section.

Mr. Sidney Withington, Vice-Chairman of the Electrical Section, will

conduct the meeting and receive the report of the Electricity Committee.

(Mr. Sidney Withington took the Chair.)

The Chairman:—Mr. President and Gentlemen: The Electrical Sec-

tion has unfortunately been obliged to struggle along as best it might

without the services and inspiration of its Chairman, Mr. E. B. Katte,

during the past year. Mr. Katte has been suffering from quite an extended

illness and needless to say he has been very much missed by all the mem-
bers of the Electrical Section because it has been largely through his

effort and inspiration that the Electrical Section exists as it is to-day.

We had all cherished a sneaking hope that Mr. Katte would be with us

this morning, but his improvement, although encouraging, has not been

so rapid as was to be expected, and he is not yet able to be about.

The report of the Electrical Section of the American Railway Engi-

neering Association has been published in Bulletin 301 for November, 1927,

and I presume you have all read the report and have noted any comments

which you may desire to make.

It is the intention merely to present in outline the work which has

been done, and I am going to call as much as possible upon the various

representatives of Sub- Committees to outline what they have accomplished.

The first Committee which will report is that on electrical interfer-

ence caused by propulsion circuits, including recommendations for eliminat-

ing interferences with signal, telephone and telegraph lines caused by

propulsion circuits and adjacent transmission lines. This Committee has as

its Chairman Mr. J. V. B. Duer, but Mr. Duer is not able to be with us

to-day on account of illness.

It is to be reported that the work is being carried on mainly through

representation of the American Railway Association with other organiza-

tions which are interested and through an organization known as the Amer-

ican Committee on Inductive Co-ordination. The representatives of the

American Railway Association are Messrs. Katte, Duer, Behner, Jackson,

Follett, and Mr. Dryden as an alternate. Mr. Follett is a representative

of the Signal Section. There have been no meetings of the American

Committee on Inductive Co-ordination since the last meeting of this Section.

It is recommended that the Committee continue to follow the activities

of the American Committee on Inductive Co-ordination and report develop-

ments from time to time.

Are there any comments on the work of this Committee? If not, I

think a motion is in order to accept the report as progress.

(A motion was regularly made, seconded, and carried, that the report

be accepted as progress.)
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The Chairman :—The next report is that of the Committee on Water

Power. This is a subject which is of considerable interest, and the Com-
mittee each year has made quite a valuable contribution to the literature

on Water Power. I am going to ask Mr. W. L. Morse to say a few

words about the work.

Mr. W. L. Morse (New York Central) :—During the past year the

Committee was assigned to report further upon the power of the St.

Lawrence River, on the Passamaquoddy Bay and on the Saguenay River,

and in addition to what has been given before we have inserted such

information as we thought pertinent at this time in this year's report.

In addition to that, we have given some information on the Gatineau

River near Ottawa. Representatives have also attended the conference of

the Southern Appalachian Power Conference at Chattanooga, Tennessee,

and listened to some very interesting information in regard to development

of power on the Tennessee River.

It has been reported that Major Harold C. Fisk, of the United States

Army, chief of the Tennessee Valley survey, has recently announced a plan

that contemplates tlie building of 100 dams with a possible output of

4,000,000 H.P. on a 400-mile stretch of the Tennessee River, between

Paducah, Kentucky, and Knoxville, Tennessee. This is going to open a

very interesting field of study for the Water Power Committee, though

as yet there is very little that can be said. Muscle Shoals is one power

development now on that river, where perhaps we have all thought all the

power in the world was located, but which is only about one-fortieth of

that river. There are at Muscle Shoals 100,000 H.P. as compared to the

possible 4,000,000 H.P. that may be developed on the river.

The report is given as information with the recommendation that the

subject be continued.

The Chairman :—You have heard Mr. Morse's outline of the report of

the Committee on Water Power. If there is no objection, it is suggested

that this report be received as information. Are there any comments?

If not, we will assume that it is acceptable to the Association.

The next Committee is that in collaboration with the American Com-

mittee on Electrolysis. This is a subject which has not been active during

the past year. The Association is represented on the Committee by Mr.

W. M. Vandersluis.

Mr. W. M. Vandersluis (Illinois Central) :—The Sub-Committee of

the Committee on Electrolysis held one meeting since the report of last

year. They report having assisted in revising a chapter on stray current

electrolysis prepared by one of the members for a book on "Corrosive

Engineering," Dr. F. N. Speller.

Considerable attention was given to the various aspects of the Ground-

ing Rules and it was also reported.

The Sub-Committee also criticized and commented on a paper on

"Electrolysis Mitigation," by E. R. Shepard, submitted to the Bureau of

Standards.
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On account of the fact that the two parent organizations of the Amer-
ican Committee on Electrolysis resigned, the question of continuing that

committee was discussed. The need of having such a committee to deal

with Electrolysis and other related questions and to handle investigations,

was expressed hy the various representatives. Resolutions were finally

passed covering the continuing of the committee and extending invitations

to the two organizations which had resigned to return, and to enlarge the

committee to include other organizations which were handling allied suhjects.

The Committee on Electrolysis submits this report as information with

the recommendation that the subject be continued with representation on

the Committee on Electrolysis.

The Chairman:—Are there any comments on this subject? If not,

we will assume this report will be accepted as information.

The next subject is a very important one : collaboration with the U.S.

Bureau of Standards in the revision of the National Electrical Safety

Code. Those who are interested here are undoubtedly familiar with the

history of that important discussion which is now practically complete.

I am going to ask Mr. Morse, who has been handling that work for the

Association, to report on the work of that Committee.

Mr. W. L. Morse :—It will be remembered that at last year's session

it was reported that a number of the handbooks in that connection had

been accepted for different parts of the Code, but in regard to Part 2,

power lines crossing railroads, we were in disagreement with the Safety

Code and had not seen our way to accept it, having presented a minority

report, and we were authorized to undertake negotiations with the National

Electric Light Association leading toward an amicable settlement between

ourselves. We have progressed so far in that matter that we are now
in the process of preparing a set of principles and practices for power

lines and have withdrawn our minority report that was placed with the

Bureau of Standards, advising them that we would accept the Code but

stating our position in regard to those features with which we were in

disagreement. This was done in order to better our standing when we have

appeared before the various state commissions, when a state undertakes to

enact legislation governing the construction of wire lines across railroads.

So that, at the present time, the fourth edition of the National Electrical

Safety Code has been printed and is in use.

The recommendation of the Committee is that the work be continued

in co-operation with the U.S. Bureau of Standards for the revision of the

National Electrical Safety Code under the procedure of the American

Engineering Standards Committee or any part of the Code that may be

reopened for the preparation of specifications for supply lines crossing

railroads, and the representatives of the National Electric Light Association

in the preparation of a general a.urecnient as to principles and practices

with accompanying specifications covering power wire crossings over rail-

roads, to be made the standard of both associations.

The Chairman :—You have heard the report of the Committee in col-

laboration with the U.S. Bureau of Standards. This is an extremely
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important subject, and any suggestions or comments would be very much
appreciated by the Committee. If there are no comments, we may assume

that the work is satisfactory to the Association and the Committee will

continue as heretofore.

The next report is that of the design and construction of catenary-

supported working conductors. This with the development of railway elec-

trification, particularly overhead contact construction, which has been quite

rapid during the past few years, is an extremely important subject. The

Committee has done a great deal of constructive work in compiling the

information, and the report is of considerable value and interest.

Mr. L. S. Wells, of the Long Island Railroad, who was Chairman of

the Sub-Committee, is unable to be here, and I am going to ask Mr. B. F.

Bardo, of the New Haven Railroad, to present the report.

Mr. B. F. Bardo (New York, New Haven & Hartford) :—An outline

of the work under consideration for this Sub-Committee has been : First,

to revise and keep up-to-date the transmission line specifications previously

adopted. Second, to continue the study of design and construction for

catenary-supported working conductors.

The Sub-Committee submits for consideration its report which may be

summarized as follows

:

First, consideration has been given to the transmission line specifica-

tions previously adopted and there have been no changes or additions recom-

mended during the past year.

Second, the w^ork of Sub-Sub-Committees 1, 2, and 3 in connection with

the catenary specifications, has been advanced and co-ordinated. Sub-Sub-

Committee 2, with the co-operation of Sub-Sub-Committee 3, has developed

a preliminary draft of specifications covering design and construction for

catenary-supported working conductors. This draft has been reviewed by

the full Committee, following which certain changes and additions have

been incorporated. The revised specifications in tentative form are sub-

mitted herewith. Their requirements with respect to loading, unit stresses,

etc., conform in general with those of the transmission line specifications.

The specifications are subject to further revision, particularly such parts

as relate to loading, unit stresses and clearances.

It is the feeling of this Committee that further consideration of these

features should be deferred until such time as the work of Sub-Committee

No. 5, jointly with the National Electric Light Association, in the prepara-

tion of wire crossing specifications satisfactory to the railroads, has been

concluded.

It is therefore recommended that the subject be continued.

The Chairman :—You have heard the report of the Committee on

overhead catenary construction. This Committee's work is rapidly develop-

ing to an extent which almost amounts to the compilation of a handbook

on the subject, which is quite authoritative. Are there any comments on

this subject?

Mr. M. Hirschthal (Delaware, Lackawanna & Western) :—I have

written the Secretary a letter covering some suggestions, but on re-readinp
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this report, I find one point which I have not covered in my letter and

which I want to call to your attention at this time. It is in connection

with Paragraph 13, I-X)ading on Supports. In the third line the statement

is made : "On flat surfaces these unit wind pressures shall be increased

by 60 per cent." This is somewhat inconsistent in the results that are

obtained by applying this 60 per cent correction ; in so far as heavy loading

is concerned, there is a provision for an 8 lb. per square foot load of wind

pressure which is correct for the allowance of greater ice exposure, but for

the support there is no such allowance. On the medium catenary loading

there is an allowance of 10 lb. and on the light 15 lb. per square foot with

the result that after the 60 per cent correction is applied we will have the

greatest loading on the supports for the light catenary loading ; less loading

for the medium catenary loading and the smallest load for the heavy

catenary loading.

The Chairman :—That is a very important question which was pretty

thoroughly discussed, as I understand it, in the Committee. The comment

will be referred to the Committee and reviewed very carefully. I think

some action will undoubtedly be desirable in following your suggestions.

Are there any other comments?

These specifications are published with just this in view, developing

comments and suggestions from the members who are interested. If there

are no other comments it will be considered that the report is acceptable

as information.

The next subject is that of the study of economics of railway location

as affected by electrical operation, collaborating with Committee XVI

—

Economics of Railway Location. This Committee up to date has not been

called upon to co-operate with Committee XVI but is holding itself in

readiness to do so at any time. It is recommended that the subject be

continued. Unless there are comments it will be assumed that that is

satisfactory.

The next subject is, "The Standardization of Friction and Rubber

Tapes." Some years ago the Committee submitted specifications for friction

tape and rubber tape, which were concurred in in co-operation with the

Signal Section and the Mechanical Division. These specifications still stand.

A few minor changes in wording were suggested during the past year,

but it was the consensus of opinion that no changes should be made at

this time. If there are no comments it will be assumed that that is satis-

factory to the Association and that it is satisfactory to continue the subject

and make any changes which may be desirable from time to time.

The next subject is, "The Standardization of Insulator Specifications."

This is a vital subject in connection witli railway electrification, because

insulators, especially with the high voltages which are being employed, are

a fundamental factor in successful electric operation.

The Committee has done considerable Work in this connection with

other organizations as well as presenting the result of its own experience,

and the report on insulators is one of the important items of this current

year.
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I am going to ask Mr. B. F. Bardo, who did much of the work on

that Committee, to present the report in the absence of Mr. Hall wlio is

the Chairman.

Mr. B. F. Bardo :—The assignment of this Committee during the past

year has been : First, to revise and keep up to date insulator specifications

already adopted. Second, to consider the tensile strength of suspension

type insulators as measured over a short period of time as compared with

the same strength as measured over a long period of time. The work
of the Committee may be summarized as follows

:

"1. The Sub-Committee is of the opinion that a revision of the in-

sulator specifications is not called for or necessary at this time. The Sub-

Committee is represented on and is keeping in close touch with the work

of the American Engineering Standards Committee, which has two sectional

committees working on insulators. The Sub-Committee recommends ap-

proval of the report of the Department of Commerce on One-Piece Porce-

lain Insulators, presented herewith, in the interest of elimination of waste.

"2. The Sub-Committee has secured a limited amount of information

covering the tensile strength of suspension type insulators, and has noted

the increase in strength of the newer designs. It is of the opinion that

there is not information of sufficient importance before it to justify a

report this year.

"Conclusions. It is recommended that this subject be continued."

The Chairman:—You have heard the report of the Committee on

Insulators. Are there any comments?

The standardization of one-piece insulators, which Mr. Bardo men-

tioned, is shown in some detail, and those who are interested will find a

considerable amount of information of value. Standardization, especially

with such things as insulators, is going to mean many economies and

advantages in electrification construction, and the more it is done the better

oflf the railroads will be.

Are there any comments? If not, the next Committee is that ot

revision of the tables showing third rail clearances and overhead working

conductor clearances.

It has been the custom to furnish every alternate year tables showing

the practice which railroads have made in clearances for electrical con-

ductors. This year the tables are presented as information without any

definite recommendations. The practice of railroads in this respect is of

a good deal of interest to those who are charged with the problem of

design of catenary third rail construction.

Are there any comments on that subject? If not, it will be assumed

that it will be satisfactory to accept it as information and that the recom-

mendation to continue the subject will stand.

The next subject is the protection of oil sidings from danger due to

stray currents. That is a subject which was active sometime ago, and

specifications for recommended practice were drawn up to guide railroads

confronted with the problem of stray currents in making safe construction.

So far as is known, those recommendations have been successfully carried
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out in most cases, and the Committee has been merely keeping in touch

with the situation during the past year, keeping in mind the desirability

of possible changes. It is recommended that this subject be continued as

in the past, and if there arc no comments it will be assumed that that is

satisfactory to the Association.

The next subject is that of the study and report on specifications for

track and third rail bonds. This is quite an important subject and has

meant a great deal of intensive study by the Committee. The report is

a valuable one and perhaps the most valuable one which the Committee

has accomplished this past year. Mr. J. H. Davis is Chairman of the Sub-

Committee, but he was unable to be here to-day. Mr. J. V. B. Duer, the

\^ice-Chairman, is ill and was unable to come. I am going to ask Mr.

(Jordon, of the Pennsylvania Railroad, to present the report on the track

and third rail bonds.

Mr. K. H. Gordon (Pennsylvania) :—The Committee for Specification

of Track and Third Rail Bonds was assigned five subjects to cover during

the past year. They were as follows

:

1. Developing a standard specification for measurement of bond

resistance.

2. Securing data on current carrying capacity of bonds.

3. Study of details of bond design with a view to developing speci-

fications covering the dififerent classes of bonds.

4. The effect of heat of welded bonds on track rails, co-operating

with the Rail Committee.

5. Means of attaching bonds to manganese track rails.

With regard to the first of these subjects, a specification for the

measurement of bond resistance has been prepared and is included in the

report of the Committee.

The second item was given considerable study and it was finally, decided

that reliable figures would be difficult to obtain, and it is suggested that

the study of the subject be discontinued.

The other three items are covered in considerable detail in the report,

and I shall not attempt to discuss them at the present time.

The recommendations are that the subject be continued with special

reference to the following items

:

1. Study of details of bond design with a view to developing speci-

fications covering the different classes of bonds.

2. Collection of information as to methods and extent of practice in

re-applying bonds.

3. Collection of data on compositions used, if any, on rail joints to

replace bonds.

4. Study of contact areas and resistances for dififerent types of bonds.

5. Compiling information concerning rail joint clearance and its efifect

on rail bond design.

The Chairman :—You have heard the report of the Committee on

Rail Bonds. Are there any comments?
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If not, it will be assumed that this report is acceptable to the Asso-

ciation.

The next report is that of the Illumination Committee. That Com-
mittee has done a considerable amount of work in standardization of lamps

and also in floodlighting large classification yards, which is, as you all

know, an extremely important subject from various angles.

Mr. E. B. Katte, who is Chairman of that Committee, is, as I said

a little while ago, not able to be present, and I am going to ask Mr.
Kutner, one of his assistants, to present the report on Illumination.

Mr. S. D. Kutner (New York Central) :—The Sub-Committee has

reviewed and revised the Tungsten Lamp Schedule as it appeared in Bul-

letin 291 of November, 1926, as indicated in the schedule of Incandescent

Lamps. These changes, primarily, consist of increasing the voltage of

cab lamps from 33 to 34, and permitting the use of 34-volt lamps for

headlight service. A 60-watt, 32 or 34-volt, P-2S bulb for headlight serv-

ice, was added to the list. The G-I8y^ bulb, in the 23 and 36-watt lamps

in headlight service, street railway lighting service, has been changed to

the new manufacturers' standard, A-19. These changes have been made

to correspond with the Incandescent Lamp Schedule recommended by the

Mechanical Division of the American Railway Association.

The Sub-Committee, appointed a year ago to investigate the matter of

floodlighting of railway yards, finds it possible to submit only a progress

report this year. Certain desirable data are not yet available, and the

Sub-Committee has, therefore, revised the program of work developed last

year.

The Committee recommends that the schedule of incandescent lamps

presented on page 319 be accepted as recommended practice and the subject

continued. It is not recommended that the list be now printed in the

Manual, on account of probable changes in the near future. Also, the

Committee recommends that the study of floodlighting be continued.

The Chairman :—Are there any comments on the report of the Com-

mittee on Illumination? It is hoped that during the coming year more

information will be available and more quantitative standardization possible

on floodlighting illumination than is at present the case. If there are no

comments, it will be assumed that the report is satisfactory.

The next Committee report is that on the study of the design of indoor

and outdoor substations. This report is one of the most interesting, I

think, that the Committee has made this past year. It is quite a voluminous

one and represents a large amount of work. Mr. Duer, who is Chairman

of the Committee, is not present, and I am going to ask Mr. Vandersluis,

the Vice-Chairman, to present the report.

Mr. W. M. Vandersluis (Illinois Central) :—The Committee felt that

its work should cover the following

:

1. Determine conditions affecting selection of indoor and outdoor types

of station.
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2. Determine applicability of various methods of controlling substation

and equipment as follows: manual control, remote control, supervisory

control, semi-automatic control, and automatic control.

3. Study and report on present development and major considerations

in selection of: circuit breakers, air brake switches, transformers; syn-

chronous converters, motor generators, synchronous condensers, static con-

densers, mercury rectifiers
;

protective devices—relays, and lightning

arresters; meters and meter transformers.

4. Design best fitted to obtain a maximum of safety and continuity

of service during maintenance and repairs, and operation.

5. Miscellaneous important questions such as:

(a) Tabulation of minimum clearances between conductors, and con-

ductors to ground for various voltages, both indoor and outdoor.

(b) Tabulation of adequate insulation, phase to phase and phase to

ground, for various voltages, both indoor and outdoor.

(c) Study of permanent and emergency grounding practices.

(d) Study of possibilities in unit type of construction as applied to

substations.

There is presented, closely following this outline, a discussion which

is ofifered as information with the recommendation that the subject be

continued.

The Chairman :—You have heard the report of the Committee on Sub-

stations. Are there any comments or criticisms?

This subject, like that of the catenary construction, is developing

almost into textbook form. It is going to provide, I think, a valuable

addition to information and recommendations in connection with the increas-

ingly important subject of railway electrification. If there are no com-

ments, it will be assumed that the report is accepted.

The next subject is that of the design and specifications for high tension

cables. This subject is a relatively new one, and Engineers do not agree

entirely on what a cable should look like. The report is quite a preliminary

one because the subject was started only recently. It consists of the follow-

ing subjects:

(a) Collecting information relative to cables now in service.

(b) Collecting information having a bearing on the subject from

publications, from other societies, and from manufacturers.

(c) Determining on a form on which to tabulate the information.

This last item is pretty nearly as important as the other subjects,

because information is so voluminous and there is so little agreement among

those who are authorities on the subject.

It is recommended that this subject be continued during the following

year.

Are there any comments on the report? If not, it will be assumed that

it is satisfactory to continue.

Another subject, a new one, which the Committee feels should be

studied, is that of the application of non-corrosive materials to railroad
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electrical construction ; not only electric traction, but all electrical con-

struction.

The Committee recommends that that subject be taken up for stud}-.

If there are no objections or comments, it will be assumed that it is satis-

factory to the Association.

That completes the list of committee reports, with the exception of

the report of the Committee on the Manual, which has been saved until last

because some of the other reports refer to the Manual.

I am going to ask Mr. Vandersluis of the Illinois Central, who is the

Chairman of the Committee on the Manual, to make a report.

Mr. W. M. Vandersluis :—The Committee on Illumination recommended

that the Schedule of Incandescent Lamps presented be accepted as recom-

mended practice and the subject be continued, but they do not recommend
that this schedule be now printed in the Manual on account of the probable

changes. There is, however, a schedule in the Manual which should be

removed. I therefore recommend and move that there be removed from

the Manual the 1926 tungsten lamp schedule as approved at the Annual

Meeting in March, 1927, Appendix M, pages 128-131.

(The motion was seconded and carried.)

The Chairman :—I will now review, hastily, the recommendations which

have been made for new work. Some of those have already been included

in the Committee report, but it may be of interest briefly to go over the

situation and to include one or two other suggestions which have not been

mentioned. These are printed in general on page 257 of the Bulletin.

(The Chairman read the recommendations for future work.)

The Chairman :—I might say to those who are not familiar with the

subject that we have two representatives in each state in the Union who
are charged with the duty of advising the Association of any action which

may be taken by public regulatory bodies in connection with specifications

for transmission and distribution line construction, in order that if necessity

arises the American Railway Association may be represented at any hear-

ings and may assist in looking after the interests of the railroads.

An additional subject which has just been mentioned is the application

of non-corrosive materials to railway electrical construction. Are there any

comments on that item for the work of the coming year? If not, I suggest

that the recommendations are before you and it is in order to authorize the

Committee to follow the program.

(The motion was seconded and carried.)

The Chairman :—That concludes the report of the Electrical Section.

I thank you.

Mr. W. L. Morse:—Mr. Chairman, this having been the annual meet-

ing of the Electrical Section, I move its adjournment.

(The motion was seconded and carried.)

(Mr. D. J. Brumley, the President, resumed the Chair.)

The President :—I believe it would be proper at this moment for the

American Railway Engineering Association to accept the report of the

Committee on Electricity which has just been presented in the annual report
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of the Electrical Section. The Chair will entertain a motion to that

effect.

(A motion was regularly made, seconded, and carried, that the report

of the Committee on Electricity be accepted.)

The President :— I wish to call your attention to the vast amount of

work that the Committee has laid out for itself next year. There are a

great many things to be worked out in connection with the electrification

of railways. We have a group of men so much interested in this matter

that they are willing to take their own time and use the effort to prepare

some written reports of great value to the Association. If there is nothing

further, the Committee is excused with the thanks of the Association.

(Applause.)



DISCUSSION ON SIGNALS AND INTERLOCKING
(For Report, see pp. 675-706)

(Mr. C. H. Tillett, Past-Chairman, Signal Section, A.R.A., in the

Chair.)

Mr. C. H. Tillett (Past-Chairman, Signal Section) :—Before asking Mr.

Post, the Chairman of the Committee, to proceed with the report, I want

to take this opportunity of thanking you for the courtesy extended to

the 3ignal Section by asking the immediate Past-Chairman to preside over

a meeting of this Association. I am sure it is a courtesy that is appreciated

by the Signal Section and will go far to help remove the feeling that

seems to exist in the Signal Section that after all they are only a stepchild

of Division IV—Engineering, and I believe makes us appreciate more that

we are a part of the family.

At our meeting at the Stevens Hotel yesterday and the day before,

there was a very fine exhibit placed in the corridor of the room on the

third floor, and it has been arranged to carry it over until to-day.

This exhibit consists of a number of pictures that were at the Baltimore

& Ohio Centennial, which have been arranged in very good order. We
would like as many of the A.R.E.A. membership as can get over there to

take the time to look at them, because we feel they are quite worth while.

Our meeting yesterday and day before kept a considerable number of

Signal Engineers from being present at the opening of this Association

yesterday. We were prevented from hearing the President's address, a

fact which we lament to a considerable degree. We hope, sometime in the

future when we get a little better acquainted, to convince the membership

of the A.R.E.A. that Signal Section meetings are of sufficient interest

that they would desire to attend them, and in that way perhaps we can

work out an arrangement between the two organizations that will prevent

this overlapping of meeting days.

I again take the opportunity of thanking you for this privilege, and

call on Mr. Post to present the report.

Mr. W. M. Post (Pennsylvania) :—The Committee submits a report

on the following assignments

:

Continue study of automatic train control, collaborating with Committee
\'—Track and Committee XIV—Yards and Terminals.

Continue study on automatic manual and non-operative signals for

highway crossing protection, collaborating with Committee IX—Grade

Crossings.

Prepare and submit as information a synopsis of the principal current

activities of the Signal Section, American Railway Association, supplemented

with list and reference by number of adopted specifications, designs and

principles of signaling practice.

These three reports are presented as information. The first report,

"Study of automatic train control," will be found in Appendix A on page

642. This report was prepared by a Sub-Committee, of which Mr. G. E.

Ellis is Chairman. Mr. Ellis, as you all know, is Secretary of the Com-

1323
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mittee on Automatic Train Control of the American Railway Association.

He keeps both the Signal Section and this Association advised as to the

activities of train control throughout the country. I am sorry Mr. Ellis

is not here this morning to handle this report.

I will read a few paragraphs from his report.

No additional roads have been required to install train control since

the last report, but a considerable mileage above that required by the

orders of the Commission has been installed or is under construction on

several different roads which already had complied with the orders. A
number of orders have been issued permitting various roads to operate

non-equipped branch line locomotives of their own and tenant lines over

short stretches of equipped track, generally less than five miles in length.

In addition to omission of the requirement that required a displacement

checking device on certain devices in the reports on the various installations,

the Commission has definitely, by formal order, permitted the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific Railway to remove the displacement detectors from

their ramps. There has been no change, however, in the general require-

ments under which these displacement detectors were first required.

Exhibit A, which is found on page 644, gives the mileage as last

reported for the first and second orders, together with the number of

locomotives as of September 1, 1927. It will be noted that in some cases

all the locomotives required for both orders are included in the first

order. These figures have been compiled from records of the Committee

on Automatic Train Control of the American Railway Association.

Additional inspections are made of the permanent installations as soon

as they are completed and in operation. As of September 1, 1927, 38

inspections have been made on the first order, and 19 on the second order.

Inspections have also been made of some of the voluntary installations

referred to in a previous paragraph. Reports have been issued by the

Commission on 49 inspections. Exhibit B, which is found on pages 645

to 658 inclusive, gives an abstract of the exceptions, requirements, recom-

mendations, etc., made in each of the reports issued since the list published

in Exhibit C of Vol. 28. These have been arranged in the order as issued

by the Commission and not according to devices. The first and second

orders are grouped separately.

This information is assembled in this way in order that roads making

installations of automatic train control may know what to avoid by reading

the exceptions and requirements of installations that have already been

placed in service.

The Committee on Automatic Train Control of the American Railway

Association is continuing its study on accidents as reported by the Com-

mission, but the work has not been completed and no information is available

at the present time.

I have just been advised that this report has been finished and no

doubt will be given at the next meeting.

That completes the report on that assignment.
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The report on the second assignment, "Study on Automatic Manual

and Non-Operative Signals for Highway Crossing Protection," will be

found in Exhibit B on page 659. I will ask Mr. A. H. Rudd, the Chair-

man of this Sub-Committee, to present this report.

Mr. A. H. Rudd (Pennsylvania) read the report of the Sub-Com-
mittee to "Continue Study on Automatic Manual and Non-Operative Signals

for Highway Crossing Protection," with the following interpolations

:

No. 1, page 660: Preceding Paragraph 4 of the report, Mr. Rudd
said:

"The recommended standard of the American Railway Association is

a white disc with black cross, similar to the approach sign already made
standard by this Association."

No. 2, page 660 : Preceding Paragraph No. 10 of the report, Mr.

Rudd said:

I will not read that, but in effect the railroads of Pennsylvania and

the Highways Department of Pennsylvania have reached an agreement

which has been approved by the Public Service Commission of the State,

in which at all crossings of state highways with the railroads, where the

Public Service Commission considers protection is required, and agrees

that sufficient protection is given by installation of automatic signals, the

alternating flashing light signal is made standard by the Public Service

Commission of Pennsylvania. The railroad will erect, and the highway

will pay one-half the cost of erecting ; the railroad will operate and main-

tain.

At points where the signal cannot be seen 500 feet, the Highway De-

partment will erect a yellow flashing light, the railroad will pay one-half

the cost of installation, the highway will operate and maintain.

Where the grades have been separated, either overhead or underneath,

and the curves approaching such grade separations are sharp, the Highway
Department will erect yellow flashing lights approaching the curves, and

the railroads will pay half.

You all know that in New York state they have a big bond issue,

and the state is going to help the railroads on grade separation. In many

states the cost of grade separation is divided. In New Jersey the grade

separation must all be paid for by the railroad, but Pennsylvania is the

only state so far as I know where there has been an agreement that the

municipalities or the state will pay a part of the cost of the grade crossing

protection, and it seems to us there is a great field there for a fair division

on the basis that the railroads have not rendered the crossings more danger-

ous. It is the great number of automobiles, and it is only fair that the

public should pay part.

No. 3, page 662: Preceding Paragraph No. 1, Mr. Rudd said:

In that connection there has developed in the last couple of months a

strong agitation in Washington before Congress and before the Interstate

Commerce Commission on account of the great number of casualties at

grade crossings, for the erection of gates, particularly automatic gates, and

the special committee on Highway Crossings of the Signal Section will
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investigate that phase of the situation this year. It is possible that some-

thing of that kind will have to be provided in order to satisfy the public

clamor.

In connection with that, Mr. Maro Johnson just handed me this. Per-

haps he wanted to present it with his report, or may I use it

:

"A bill introduced in the House by Representative Newton, of Minne-

sota, proposed the appointment of a Board of Engineers to select the most

practical device for the prevention of grade crossing accidents and to super-

vise the testing and installation.

"This Board is to have five members, two appointed by the Interstate

Commerce Commission Committee of the Senate and the remaining three

by the Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee of the House.

"The Bill provides that after the most practical appliance has been

selected and tested the Board shall supervise the installation on the rail-

roads, requiring them to install a certain percentage of their total mileage

each year and imposing fines in case of delay or failure."

That is a starter.

No. 4, page 663 : Preceding Paragraph No. 5, Mr. Rudd said

:

We would like to qualify that statement by not saying it is questionable,

but saying that it is bad practice. The United States Supreme Court

recently ruled that the responsibility was on the driver to stop, look and

listen if necessary. Anything that the railroads give in the way of a green

"Go" signal to encourage people to cross is a bad proposition. In the first

place, we may have a false clear signal, or if there is any accident the

railroad, as we see it, assumes the responsibility by inviting the traveler

to cross, and renders itself liable to heavy damage.

On the other hand, we all know that the driver who gets the green

light in the city speeds up so as to get across before the light changes to

red. If that is done at railroad grade crossings it encourages fast driving

over the railroad crossing, causes men to become injured and to violate the

state law.

No. 5, page 663 : Preceding Paragraph No. 7, second section, Mr.

Rudd said

;

In addition to that, the American Engineering Council is also actively

at work and has made its report, and in almost every case there is just

enough difference in the suggestions to ruin any chance of standardization.

Each committee has a little improvement to make on that of some other

committee and the result will be chaos unless there is some way of co-

ordinating the entire subject.

No. 6, page 664 : Preceding Paragraph No. 8, Mr. Rudd said

:

For signs of white background and black letters. The Hoover Con-

ference and the American Engineering Council have recommended for the

stop sign the octagon, yellow background and red letters. That was also

recommended by the Committee on Code of Colors for Traffic Signals but

was turned down by the Highway Association, and that held up the adop-

tion of the Code for over a year. I presume eventually there will be a
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compromise so as to get some red on the stop sign for the reason that a

great many cities require it.

No. 7, page 664: Preceding Exhibit A, Mr. Rudd said:

Exhibit A which follows is what is known as an American Standard,

and you will note on page 666, Section 4, Signals at Railroad Grade Cross-

ings, up to Section 5, Specifications for Colors, the exact specifications of

the Signal Section and of the A.R.E.A.

Mr. W. M. Post :—The Committee invites discussion of this report.

Mr. Rudd will be glad to answer any questions or give any further infor-

mation.

Mr. A. H. Rudd :— I might say at the bottom of page 667 that the

light and dark limits adopted as the American Standard for the colored

lights are lighter in every case than those which are standard for railroad

signals, and it is possible that the green is somewhat too light and would

fade out. That is done so as to give a greater range.

Mr. O. E. Selby (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis) :—Mr.

Rudd made the statement that Pennsylvania is the only state in which by

law, the division of cost of grade crossing protection has been divided

between the railways and the public. At least I understood him to make

that statement.

Mr. A. H. Rudd :—I said there were a number of states where provision

is made. In some cases the amount is specified. In many others it is

placed in the hands of the Public Service Commission to allocate the cost

for grade separation.

I said that Pennsylvania was the only state I knew of, and I am quite

sure it is the only state in the Union where provision has been made for

dividing the cost of grade crossing protection, not separation—protection.

Mr. O. E. Selby:—If I used the word "separation" I did it inadvert-

ently. I was speaking to the subject of grade crossing protection. The
state of Michigan recently has passed a law making it possible to divide

fifty-fifty the cost of grade crossing protection.

Mr. A. H. Rudd:—The Committee is glad to get that information.

I might say that it is not the law of Pennsylvania. There is no law in

Pennsylvania providing for the allocation of costs in grade crossing pro-

tection, but the Highway Department made this agreement with the

railroads and there is nothing in the law to prevent the Public Service

Commission from approving such an agreement, although they cannot

primarily, of their own initiative, and cannot require any division of costs

between the railroads and the highways. It is simply an agreement.

Mr. Robert H. Ford (Rock Island) :—The Committee has presented

some valuable and interesting information on one of the most important

subjects before this Association.

This Committee is required to collaborate with the Committee on Grade

Crossings and although the report does no't so state, it is to be hoped that

they have done so.

Apportionments of cost are economic and I do not share the views

expressed by the Committee with respect to same.
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Because it has been necessary to temporize with the situation, these

conditions are largely of an arbitrary character and not on the benefit

basis, which is the logical and proper method for spreading the cost of

these improvements. It is because the interested parties have not yet been

able to arrive at a proper understanding of the principles involved, that the

existing practice of arbitrary apportionments are being continued.

On page 663 of the report, it states "it is questionable whether it is

good policy for the railroads to give a "Go" signal to highway travelers over

the crossing with the railroad." It is not questionable. It is dangerous and

decidedly bad practice.

The United States Supreme Court (Justice Holmes speaking) has

stated

:

"When a man goes upon a railroad track, he knows that he
goes to a place where he will be killed if a train comes upon him
before he is clear of the track. He knows that he must stop for

the train, not the train stop for him. In such circumstances, it

seems to us that if a driver cannot be sure otherwise whether a
train is dangerously near he must stop and get out of his vehicle,

although obviously he will not often be required to do more than
stop and look. It seems to us that if he relies upon not hearing
the train or any signal and takes no further precaution, he does so at

his own risk."

This Association should do nothing that would weaken this responsi-

bility. Rather they should help by co-operating with and through the other

railway organizations concerned with the subject in the proper education

of the public that they jointly with the railroads are responsible for safety

at public road crossings.

On page 659 of the Committee report, it is stated "the railroad standard

highway crossing sign," etc. It is to be deplored that there is not yet a

standard railway crossing sign. The Committee on Grade Crossings has

developed that out of 28 states (58 per cent) reporting, there are 14 dif-

ferent types required by the state laws.

Information is not available of the requirements in the remaining 20

states (equaling 42 per cent), but it is a fair assumption that there is ap-

proximately the same difference, which would mean approximately 24 varia-

tions required by state laws for the country at large.

Truly a chaotic condition and especially so when it is remembered that

upon the railways has been unjustly placed the burden of responsibility

for railway grade crossing accidents. It is therefore not surprising that

the user of the highway who under modern practice has now become a

traveler through a number of states within the same day, should become

confused over the type and character of "legalized" protection.

It is to be hoped that the Grade Crossings Committee and the Com-
mittee on Signals, working together, will be able to find some means of

bringing this to the attention of the Association by resolution or otherwise,

in such a way that a standard railway crossing sign may ultimately be

adopted and the Federal and State practice altered in such a way as to con-

form therewith.
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With respect to the question of lights. I trust the Committee will also

give consideration next year to the desirability of taking a strong definite

position with respect to the use of red lights as a danger signal at and
in the vicinity of highway crossings, and this applies with equal force to the

use of red lights at garages, particularly in the vicinity of railroad tracks

and railroad crossings. Garages as a rule use red lights to mark their

entrances, although the blue light has been recommended in some cities

for this purpose. There ought to be a very definite pronouncement from
this Association with respect to the use of the red light as a danger signal,

irrespective of its location.

I hope also that this Committee, as well as the Committee on Grade
Crossings, will give joint consideration to the approach warning sign, both

as to form and mamier of lighting if and when this should be necessary.

Also, that this Committee will give consideration to the use of reflecting

glass, of which there are a great many varieties for use on advance warning
signs, danger signs and stop signs on highways in the vicinity of grade

crossings.

The railroads are being improperly placed in a defensive position on

this question of grade crossing protection and until, through co-operation and

sympathetic understanding, a common ground has been reached, the travel-

ing public, as well as the railroads, are the principal sufferers. We owe
it to them as well as to ourselves that every effort be made to secure definite

reports upon these important questions.

Mr. A. H. Rudd :—Answering a few of the points made by Mr. Ford,

the question of grade elimination is not the province of this Committee at

all, and I only mentioned it to draw the comparison between the laws

which provide for grade separation and the division of cost and the lack of

such division of cost in regard to grade crossing protection. The Com-
mittee on Grade Crossings and the Committee on Signals and Interlocking

are instructed to cooperate, and we did it in a novel way.

The instructions of the Committee of Direction were indefinite, and

each committee was waiting for the other committee to invite it to meet

with the other committee. The net result was that the Committee on

Grade Crossings made its report and submitted it to the Sub-Committee of

the Signal Section of the Committee on Signaling. We made some sug-

gestions, and then found it was too late to make any changes. We made

our report and I do not think we submitted it at all. In that way we got

perfect agreement. There was no discussion of it in any way at all, and

each report was unanimous, but they differed from each other.

Mr. Johnson and I have a little date with each other immediately after

this hearing, and I think we can get cooperation, provided the Grade

Crossings Committee will agree with us.

Recently I was appointed on the Committee of the American Engineer-

ing Council, which had no railroad representative and I have recently

received their preliminary report. That is another case where we got

in a little bit late. The report has been made, and they have made some

errors, providing that the railroad crossing signs shall be circular and
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located within 100 feet of the railroad. They evidently did not know

anything about the crossbuck at all. 1 explained the approach sign, etc

I can assure you of one thing, and that is if you all read this report

—1 suppose you all have—on Code on Colors for Traffic Signals you will

find that the whole thing is based on red for danger. The Hoover Con-

ference had that same thought. The American Engineering Council is

the Sub-Committee on Plans and Signals of the Hoover Conference.

They have insisted on red as the danger signal, and it must be so respected.

The provision for highway crossings, one crossing of a highway over

another, requires that the traffic lights shall be yellow for "Caution," the

green for "Go" and the red for "Stop."

It also provides that there shall be no changes from red to yellow

to green, but that when the signal displays green and they are about tu

change to red, the yellow shall be displayed first, as a preparatory signal,

and that during the display of either the green or the yellow, the signal

on the cross street shall be red, and when the signal changes from red,

the change is immediately to green. On the basis that the yellow is a

cautionary and not a change signal and that changing from red to yellow

before they go green is a temptation for the drivers to beat the green.

All through travel and also the turns should be made on the green, except

in special cases where it should be bulletined. I think they had in mind

the turns from Michigan Boulevard to the cross streets where it would

appear the turn on red is good, but on all other cases the turns would be

made on green, nobody is to be permitted to proceed on red.

That principle has been driven into all these associations so that I

think we are very safe on that particular point.

The report of this committee also provides and suggests the illumina-

tion of grade crossing signs, both the approach sign and the others, and

suggests various ways of illumination, and this committee has been studying

for some time the question of self-illumination of these signals.

Mr. Robert H. Ford (Rock Island) :—In view of the remarks of the

Chairman of the Sub-Committee, it is to be hoped that the paragraph on

page 663 will be rewritten in harmony with his expressions.

Mr. A. H. Rudd:—We have already done it while you were talking

and the Committee submits this instead of the first paragraph on page 663.

That represents not only this Committee's idea, but it represents the almost

unanimous idea of the Special Committee on Highway Crossing Protection.

"It is not good policy for the railroads to give a 'Go' signal to highway

travelers over the crossing with the railroad, and it should not be permitted."

Mr. W. M. Post:—Mr. Ford has suggested several lines of discussion.

I can assure the membership, however, that it is the desire of this Com-

mittee to cooperate in every way possible with any of the committees of

the American Railway Engineering Association. Developments in railway

crossing protection have been very rapid. A great many different bodies

and associations are working on this question. Sometimes it may be best to

go slowly. We will endeavor to keep the Association advised of all the
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developments that we think will be helpful. I would suggest that we have

further discussion.

Mr. A. H. Rudd :—I might say personally it would have been easier

for me if Mr. Ford had made that motion. Perhaps he will yet. I have

just been through a session of preparing evidence to present to our people,

to tell them why we should not do it. I think they are convinced, although

I have not yet presented the report, but if I go back and say that the

American Railway Engineering Association passed a vote this should not

be done, they may want to know who made the motion and if I tell them
I did, they may think it was set up in some way.

The situation as I get it, and there is a lot I don't get, is in Orlando,

as was stated, they put green for "Go" on railroad signals. I believe the

Southern Railway has installed a number of similar signals, the red and

green traffic signals. If we pass this resolution, we will discredit that

practice. There are isolated cases in cities where the city authorities have

practically required \he railroads to install the same sort of a signal that they

have for their cross streets, and in some cases the railroad has done it.

In the case of the Pennsylvania, we have had two or three places where
they wanted joint operation. In those cases we have arranged so that

either the train or the crossing watchman will set the signal at stop. After

the train has passed, the mechanism for changing the signal to green is set

so that the signal may be changed to green by the traffic officer or by the

city's automatic devices, but the railroad itself is not a party to changing

that signal to green.

It would be helpful to the Committee if the representatives of the

railroads here that are making a practice of giving a "Go" signal to

highway traffic over grade crossings, would so indicate. I believe they are

in a tremendous minority.

Mr. Chairman, as this report is submitted for information only, it

would appear that no motion is necessary on the question raised by Mr.

Ford, but the Committee will make the change so that when this is printed,

that sentence will read : "It is not good policy for the railroads to give a

"Go" signal to highway travelers over the crossing with the railroad, and

it should not be permitted," as the presentation of opinion of the Committee

and as information.

If you want to have definite action, separate from accepting this as

information, the Committee will be very glad to have it and get the sense

of this Association.

Mr. Louis Yager (Northern Pacific) :—In view of the discussion that

has been had, I think it is due the Committee that the Convention register

its views on this subject, and therefore I move that the revision suggested

by Mr. Rudd be approved as indicating the sense of the Convention on

this subject.

The Chairman :—You have heard the motion, gentlemen, and it is

seconded. Is there any discussion?

(The question was put to a vote and carried.)
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Mr. W. M. Post :—The report on the third assignment, "Prepare and

Submit as Information a Synopsis of the Principal Current Activities of

the Signal Section, American Railway Association, Supplemented with List

and Reference by Number of Adopted Specifications, Designs and Prin-

ciples of Signaling Practice," will be found on page 668. Mr. W. M.

Vandersluis, who is Chairman of the Sub-Committee, prepared this report

and I will ask him if he will present it.

Mr. W. M. Vandersluis (Illinois Central) :—In view of the lateness

of the hour, I simply wish to call your particular attention to the principal

activities of the Signal Section on pages 668 and 669. There is a digest

of the Signal Section Manual listing the specifications, rules, reports and

principles on pages 668 to 674. On account of the large number of standard

drawings, reference only is made to the standard drawing section of the

Manual. The Manual index of drawings covers about thirty-three pages.

It was thought best not to introduce them here. This report is submitted

as information.

Mr. W. M. Post:—If there is no discussion this completes the

reports of the Committee. The assignments for next year are shown
in a recommended outline of work on page 641. It is the purpose

of the Chairman to suggest to the Secretary, on a suggestion that he has

received from one of the members, an additional assignment in connection

with increased efficiency by operation by signal indication in lieu of train

orders or timetable superiority. Briefly, that will be a description of

operating benefits derived from a system known as the train dispatchers'

control system, also operating advantages of the control manual block

system, and there may be other methods of operation which apply par-

ticularly to the single-track lines and in some cases to operation of trains

against the traffic on multiple lines where trains are moved by signal

indication in lieu of train orders and timetable superiority. The Signal

Section has done considerable work along those lines. Committee X will

study this question and try to bring something before the Association next

year. This completes the work of the Committee.

Mr. C. H. Tillett:—The President informs me that a motion is not

necessary unless there is some stated objection to the report being accepted

as information.

The President :—We are very much obliged to the members of the

Signal Committee for the excellent report presented to the Association

this morning. It is very gratifying to note that they have indicated a

desire and wish to amplify the work of the Committee next year and bring

you reports on subjects which have not been heretofore reported.

This Committee is excused with the thanks of the Association for the

excellent work it has done this year. (Applause.)



DISCUSSION ON YARDS AND TERMINALS
(For Report, see pp. 397-438)

Mr. J. E. Armstrong (Canadian Pacific) :—At this time jour Com-
mittee reports progress on one assignment, submits reports as information

on two assignments, makes final reports on two assignments, recommends

three revisions in the Manual, and submits recommendations for future work.

On pages 397 and 398 of Bulletin 302, there is a statement of the

collaboration between this Committee and other standing committees of the

Association.

In collaboration with the Committee on Buildings, this Committee recom-

mends, on page 399, that the wording of paragraph 30, in the Passenger

Terminals portion of the Manual, be revised from the present form,

"The gradient for passenger ramps should not exceed 10 per cent," etc.,

to the proposed form, "The gradient for passenger ramps preferably should

not exceed 10 per cent," etc., and that paragraph 40 be revised from

the present form, "A gradient of 6.5 per cent is the steepest yet used to any

extent for trucking ramps in large passenger stations," to the proposed

form, "A gradient of 7 per cent is the steepest yet used to any extent for

trucking ramps."

I move that this recommendation be approved.

The President :—It is moved and seconded that the proposed form be

approved for publication in the Manual. Is there any discussion?

(The motion was carried.)

Mr. J. E. Armstrong:—In connection with Scales, this Committee, for

the reasons stated on page 399, concludes that "when cars are to be weighed

in motion, each car shall be entirely and alone on the scale a minimum of

four seconds," and that "in all parts of the Manual where reference is now

made to a three-second minimum weighing time, the value be changed to

four seconds."

Mr. President, I move this recommendation be approved.

Mr. G. D. Brooke (Chesapeake & Ohio) :—I should like to ask for

information right there. Does that apply to plate fulcrum scales as well

as other scales?

Mr. J. E. Armstrong :—Yes.

Mr. G. D. Brooke :—What speed would that give for a big plate fulcrum

scale?

Mr. J. E. Armstrong :—I will ask Mr. Roeser to reply to Mr. Brooke.

Mr. H. M. Roeser (U. S. Bureau of Standards) :—The speed could

be calculated from the length of scale. It would be a lead-pencil calcula-

tion. You know the length of the rail, you know how fast it would travel

to get across the scale in two seconds. It would depend on the length of

the car, too.

Mr. G. D. Brooke:—If this recommendation is adhered to, you can-

not improve the capacity of your hump by improving your scale, can you?

Mr. H. M. Roeser :—Yes, I think so. I do not believe the weighing

time is anything that cuts down the operation of your hump. It is too
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small a portion of the time that is required to get cars over the hump. If

you were humping cars to conform to this weighing time, you would be

shooting cars over the hump at fifteen cars a minute. That is faster than

anybody can move cars. As a matter of fact, I believe two or three cars

a minute is as fast as you can go. With this weighing interval of three

seconds or four seconds, or even six, it is not going to aflfett the hump
operation any.

The President :—Is there any further discussion ? The question is on

the adoption of the conclusion at the bottom of page 399.

(The motion was carried.)

Mr. J. E. Armstrong:—The report on Passenger Terminals will be

presented by the Sub-Committee Chairman, Mr. H. L. Ripley.

Mr. H. L. Ripley (New York, New Haven & Hartford) :—The Sub-

committee had two assignments in connection with Passenger Terminals

;

first, joint passenger terminal agreement. That will be considered in co-

operation with Committee XX, which Committee reported yesterday morn-

ing. Committee XX is not prepared to submit its report for final adoption

but hopes to do so at the next convention in 1929. This Committee will con-

tinue to co-operate with them in perfecting the form of agreement.

The new work submitted to this Sub-Committee had to do with Sub-

Terminals. There is presented this year as information only a report on

sub-terminals ; co-ordination of steam railway and motor bus transporta-

tion terminal facilities.

Since this report was prepared, the railroad interests having to do with

highway transportation have been formed into a Division of the A.R.A.

and presumably will give intensive attention to matters having to do with

transporting railroad traffic over the highways in the immediate future.

This Committee, as I said before, presents this report for information only

and has drawn no conclusions and makes no recommendations.

The President:—ilf there is no objection, this report will be received

as information.

Mr. J. E. Armstrong:—The report on Freight Terminals will be pre-

sented by the Sub-Committee Chairman, Mr. L. L. Lyford.

Mr. L. L. Lyford (Illinois Central) :—The assignment of Sub-Corn-'

niittee 3 of Yards and Terminals Committee was to continue the study

of the design and operation of freight terminals, with particular reference

to convenience and economy of operation. After some discussion the Com-

mittee chose for its particular study the possible arrangement of units found

in large classification yards. The report consists of a suggested arrange-

ment for a generalized type of large hump classification yards. The report

is found beginning on page 409 of the Bulletin.

As the volume of freight traffic entering and leaving our large cities

continues to increase, there is created a need for larger and a more com-

prehensive type of classification yards. When the number of cars to be

handled is comparatively small, the simple type of flat switching yard works

out satisfactorily, but there comes a time in the operation when the number

of cars handled and the engines working are such that some other method
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of classifying has to be found. There is a trend in the direction of these

large hump classification yards.

The general principles that govern the design of these yards have been

well tabulated and set out in previous reports of the Committee. Our work
this year has been an attempt to apply these principles to a particular yard

or a particular problem. The Committee recognizes the fact that every

freight yard or freight terminal is a problem in itself, in that certain com-

modities must have preference in handling, and probably will require special

facilities and special features in order to give them that special treatment.

We do not contend or think that it is possible to design a yard that can be

considered a standard, really, because of the different conditions and the

different problems which have to be solved by each railroad engineer.

Generally speaking, few of these large classification yards have been

constructed in the United States and Canada, but the design submitted is

based on experience and the results obtained in the operation of some of

the yards now in service. The plan and descriptive material is submitted

with the thought that the information will be of value in connection with

the revamping or redesigning or the building of new yards, and is pre-

sented to the Association merely as information.

The President:—Is there any discussion on the Sub-Committee's report?

If there is none, this report will be accepted as information.

You may proceed, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. J. E. Armstrong :—The report on Driveways will be presented by

the Sub-Committee Chairman, Mr. C. H. Mottier.

Mr. C. H. Mottier (Illinois Central) :—This subject is of interest to

the railroads because of the general use of large trucks in team-track and

freight-house driveways, and the tendency of the modern truck to obstruct

the driveways.

The report is divided into two parts, the first dealing with team-track

driveways, and the second with freight-house driveways.

The Committee pursued three lines of investigation in arriving at its

conclusions

:

(1) Existing driveways were studied to determine the influences that

should be given consideration in determining the desirable width of drive-

ways.

(2) The trend in the use and length of motor trucks used in team

tracks was studied with a view of determining the probable future length

of trucks that will use team-track driveways and for which the driveways

should be designed.

(3) Information was collected as to the present tendency among Amer-

ican railways in the design of team tracks.

The Committee endeavored to locate team tracks with very dense traffic,

our idea being to study the operation on those team tracks and if possible

to establish a relation which exists between the width of driveway and the

amount of delay to vehicles on the driveway.

Twenty-six team tracks in thirteen different yards were studied. The

resulting information is shown in Table 1 on page 420.
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Tlic observations arc reduced to a common basis in the last column

of the table. We found that the delays are not uniform. Reasons for this

lack of uniformity are outlined in the report. Speaking generally, it might

be stated that driveways up to twenty-four feet in width have very heavy

delays. From twenty-four to thirty feet the delays are rather pronounced,

but they do not vary according to any fixed law. From thirty feet on up

the delays are infrequent.

The report also points out that there is not as much traffic normally

in a team track as might be supposed and the reasons for this situation

are presented. Information is presented on the relation between the angle

of loading of trucks and the occupation of driveways, and the efTect of

team-track driveway widths on costs and space occupied.

The result of the first phase of our investigation led to the fundamental

conclusion that it does not seem wise to recommend a width of driveway

determined by providing a straight clear driveway between trucks backed

up simultaneously on opposite sides of the driveway.

In other words, our conclusions are based on having one truck backed

up to one side of a team track with sufficient space in front for a single

line of traffic.

With this established, it next became necessary to decide on the length

of the truck. A similar study was made by one of the large railroads here

in the city in 1920 and 1921, and a comparison of that information with

similar information which we collected in 1927 is shown in the report.

Information obtained from various sources on the percentage of trucks

of various sizes and the tendency for trucks to replace horse-drawn vehicles

is also presented.

A committee composed of representatives of the principal motor truck

manufacturing companies, the Cartage Exchange of Chicago, and the Motor

Truck Association of the State of Illinois was formed. Several meetings

were held and considerable information collected. The investigation re-

sulted in a recommendation that team-track driveway widths be determined

on the basis of a truck eight feet wide and twenty-seven feet long.

The third phase of the study resulted in replies from questionnaires

being received from twenty-seven railroads covering 117 different team

tracks. This information is tabulated in Table 10 on page 429. The average

width of team track driveways reported, built subsequent to 1920, or pro-

posed, and on which there is no criticism as to traffic delays, is about thirty-

eight feet.

The second phase of the report deals with freight-house driveways and

a general treatment similar to the one just discussed for team tracks is

followed.

On pages 432 and 433 appear the conclusions of the Committee. It is

recommended that these be accepted and published in the Manual.

I have already called your attention to several of them. The first, sec-

ond and third have been covered. I think the fourth, fifth and sixth should

be mentioned.
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4. Outside of heavy machinery, heavy rolls of paper, and similar ship-

ments, practically all commodities handled on team tracks are adapted to side

loading of trucks.

5. At present only about ten per cent of the trucks used in team-track

service are adapted to side loading.

6. It is not advisable at the present time to recommend generally a

width of team track based on exclusive side loading of trucks, though the

economic advantages of this method of loading from the railroad's stand-

point are obvious. Truck manufacturers should be encouraged in the

building of trucks adapted to side loading.

Under Conclusion 7 we give the result of our recommendations as to

team-track widths. Several conditions are covered.

8. The distance between track centers where the driveway is located

between tracks should be ten feet greater than the width of the driveway.

The spacing of tracks, where multiple team tracks are built, may be

fixed by regulatory bodies, but it is recommended that the minimum dis-

tance between track centers be 13 feet.

10. Stub-ended driveway serving team tracks should be avoided. Where
team tracks are more than 20 cars long (per single track), intermediate

connecting cross drives should be provided. In large team-track develop-

ments where exceptionally long tracks are provided, cross drives should be

introduced so that 14 cars per track is the maximum length between any two
drives.

No. 11 should have one word changed. Those of you who have read

the report will notice that that conclusion does not compare with the body of

the text. It should read the minimum width instead of the maximum width.

11. The minimum width of a freight-house driveway should be suffi-

cient to provide for trucks backed up to the freight house at right angles

and to leave room in front of the truck for two trucks to pass.

The last recommendation, No. 12, covers the width recommended for

freight-house driveways.

I wish to discuss briefly Recommendation 10. That recommendation was
discussed at length by the Committee. It is one that is not susceptible of

definite calculation and is largely a matter of judgment. There are ad-

vantages and disadvantages in cross drives. It was felt, however, that we
should set down something to indicate our best judgment, and that is what
Recommendation 10 is intended to be. We cannot defend it on the basis of

any definite calculation such as two plus two is four. To illustrate, if a

team track were a mile long, our recommendation would favor splitting it

up into nine separate sections for cross communication. Some might con-

tend that the fourteen should be sixteen, ten or twenty. That number is not

possible of definite calculation.

In behalf of this Committee I wish to move that the conclusion's on

page 432, and 433 be accepted as recommended practice and approved for

publication in the Manual.

Mr. L. Brousseau (Canadian National) :— I want to discuss Conclusion

10. It seems to me that the recommendation is somewhat premature and
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deserves further study before being incorporated as a conclusion. It is

noted, on page 419, the fourth paragraph, that the Committee found diffi-

culty in locating team tracks with sufficient density of traffic, resulting in a

large amount of delay.

In another part of the report it is stated that the number of observa-

tions made was somewhat inadequate to make precise assumptions. In view

of this would it not be better to give more study to this particular question

of driveways so as to get more definite conclusions in next year's report?

When looking at Exhibit 1 on page 434, which is a questionnaire on

driveways, the subject of cross drives is not even mentioned, and the Com-
mittee might judge perhaps that this question is of secondary importance,

but to me it seems it deserves more consideration before final recommendation

is made in our Proceedings.

The establishment of cross drives and their locations, to my mind, in-

volves operating principles which are very important, such as delays in

switching cars and the considerable amount of coupling and uncoupling,

as well as the spotting of cars to give room for these cross driveways. Will

these conditions not outweigh the slight reduction in delays to traffic on

the driveways concerned? I would think, therefore, that the matter should

be studied further for the benefit of the whole railway engineering pro-

fession, so as to give us the benefit of what you find by a questionnaire,

for instance, getting views from more railroads on the subject.

Mr. C. H. Mottier :—^The speaker has just raised some points that

were discussed by the Committee. If I might take the time to read one

paragraph in the report, I think that it will indicate the position of the Com-
mittee. I might say and I give this as my personal judgment and not as

the opinion of the Committee, because I have never discussed this par-

ticular feature with them, that we could study the particular question raised

by the previous speaker for a long period and would not know more about

it at the end of the period than we know now. It is a question on which

there is little possibility of arriving at an accurately determined and precise

conclusion. It is largely a question of judgment. We have studied it very

carefully and have talked to men who operate team tracks, both railroad

employees and truck operators.

I will now read on page 420, beginning just before the table. I think

you will get the point we are trying to make. "There is a greater tendency

for delays to occur in stub-ended than in open-ended driveways. This is due

to the fact that with driveways open-ended, a teamster need not be limited

to one entrance but can drive around and enter the driveway from the end

free from blockade. This fact should receive major consideration in

the design of team-track facilities. Obviously the longer the open-ended

driveway becomes, the more nearly it approaches, in effect, two stub-ended

driveways joined at the stub ends. The shorter the driveway the less

liability for delays. It is recommended, therefore, that wherever possible,

stub-ended driveways be avoided. It is recognized that intermediate cross

driveways are objectionable in that they require the cutting of cars and

some decrease in capacity, but it is felt, nevertheless, that where team
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tracks are more than 20 cars long (per single track) that intermediate

cross drives should be introduced. In large team-track developments where
exceptionally long tracks are provided, cross drives should be introduced,

so that 14 cars per track is the maximum length between any two drives."

When this report was prepared by the Sub-Committee the 14 was 10

and the Committee of the whole raised it to 14. I would like to read one

further comment on page 430. "One of the principal cartage companies of

Chicago reported (I will leave out the part that is not pertinent) that they

should have cross driveways connecting the several driveways at not more
than 600 feet apart."

Our recommendation, based on 42 feet per car, amounts to 588 feet or,

as I said before, to about one-ninth of a mile.

We found in our studies that many old team tracks with narrow drive-

ways that were practically obsolete before, have been made serviceable by
cutting them up into shorter lengths by adding cross driveways so that

when a teamster comes in, if he finds he cannot get through on one drive-

way, he can go on to the next driveway and come back.

I think, Mr. Chairman, it is still the opinion of this Committee that

the recommendation should stand.

The President:—Is there any further discussion? Are you ready for

the question?

Those in favor of the motion will say "aye" ; opposed "no." The motion

is carried.

You may proceed, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. J. E. Armstrong :—Owing to the unexpected and unavoidable

absence of the Chairman of the Scales Sub-Committee, the report on

Scales will be presented by Mr. H. M. Roeser.

Mr. H. M. Roeser (U. S. Bureau of Standards) :—The report of the

^ales Sub-Committee of the Yards and Terminals Committee is found

on page 435 to 438 of Bulletin 302. The assignments to the Sub-Committee

for the current year were two in number, and consisted of specifications for

various types of scales used in railway terminals, and a study and report

upon the disposition of track scales which have been removed by reason of

inadequacy, obsolescence or inaccuracy.

We did not have anything to do in connection with the first subject

and consequently we have nothing to report.

The second subject was brought to our attention through a letter from

Dr. Burgess, of the United States Bureau of Standards, to the Secretary

of the American Railway Association under date of January 19, 1927. It

appears, as I suppose most of you know, that there is a large percentage

of the American public, some of whom sliip and have business with railroads,

who, whenever they find something going on that they do not like, sit down
and write a letter to the Government asking them to do something about it.

Of course, if you have read the letter in the Bulletin you will find that

Dr. Burgess did about the only thing he could do, which was to sit dowoi

and write to somebody else. Of course, in time the letter drifted down to the

Scales Sub-Committee.
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III liandling the matter we took as a major consideration the fact there is

a great tendency by traffic departments to distribute the weighing of origin

freight, that is, instead of concentrating freight at yards for weighing

they are spreading it out. It is very important that the shipper himself

have a scale which is identical with the one the railroads have.

It so happened, as Dr. Burgess pointed out, that carriers have discarded,

for reason of inadequacy or obsolescence, through a scrap jobber various

and numerous types of scales. Later they have found themselves accepting

weights of carload freight over these same scales through a weight agree-

ment which their traffic departments have made with the different shippers.

This consideration and other minor ones led us to the conclusion that a

track scale which has been removed by reason of inadequacy, obsolescence

or inaccuracy should be disposed of in either of the following ways

:

"Treat as scrap metal after rendering unfit for further use as a scale

or parts thereof.

"Retain for use as repair parts of existing scales of the same type

and size."

That is the conclusion of the report, Mr. Chairman, and I move its

adoption.

The President :—It has been moved and seconded that the conclusions

appearing at the bottom of page 438 be adopted for publication in the Manual.

The question is open for discussion.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge (Santa Fe) :—I think the Committee makes a

mistake in including the word "inadequacy" in this first conclusion. It is

possible for a thoroughly good, accurate scale to become inadequate as to

size for general use in a railroad yard, and at the same time that scale might

be abundantly large for the use of some industry whose output was of such

nature that their carloads would always be light enough to be handled by

that scale. If the scale has become unworkable or inaccurate, it is p^-
fectly proper to demolish it, but simply because it is inadequate for the place

where it is used, does not mean that it is inadequate for other points, and a

scale that is adequate for use somewhere else and is in good condition

should not be condemned as this conclusion proposes to do.

I would favor the adoption of the conclusion with the word "inade-

quacy" stricken out, and I believe that the Committee should consider strik-

ing out that one word and adopting the conclusions as applying to scales

which are either worn out or inaccurate only.

Mr. H. M. Roeser :—I think, speaking for the Chairman of our Sub-

Committee in general, and for myself in particular, it would not be wise to

strike that word out for the reason that scales which become inadequate

for railroad use, as a result of being too light in design and construction,

are actually too light for use in practical weighing of freight anyway. I

say that because light commodities to which the gentleman referred are

generally and, in fact, practically altogether handled on a minimum weight

basis, so they do not have to be weighed at all.

The other consideration is this : That any scale anywhere is likely to

have to weigh the maximum loaded car. A shipper who weighs his com-
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modity, however light, for originating freight purposes, sometime or other

is going to weigh coal and other material coming into his plant for account-

ing purposes and for the purpose of filing claims against the carrier for

short weighting. For that reason it is important indeed that every shipper

who handles his freight on a weight agreement basis has exactly the same

kind of a scale that the carrier would have if he was doing the weighing

himself. That is the principle that led the Committee to the conclusion

they have reached.

The President:—Is there any further discussion? Are you ready

for the question?

(The motion was carried.)

The President :—Mr. Chairman, you may proceed.

Mr. J. E. Armstrong :—In connection with the assignment on Hump
Yard Design, the Sub-Committee has carried out a considerable amount of

preliminary investigation, but at the present time is not in a position to

make any report. It simply reports progress.

Mr. President, this concludes the report of the Yards and Terminals

Committee.

The President :—It is apparent that this Committee is working in antici-

pation of the time when the terminals in great cities will become more and

more congested and the operation will have to be carried on more efficiently.

This Committee has undertaken and has done major work for a number

of years past and it is to be congratulated upon the excellent report pre-

sented to you this morning. The Committee is excused with the thanks of

the Association. (Applause.)



DISCUSSION ON ECONOMICS OF RAILWAY
OPERATION

(For Report, see pp. 438-474)

Mr. James M. Farrin (Illinois Central) :—The report of this Committee
is to be found on page 439 of Bulletin 302. In addition to the report as

shown in this Bulletin, the Committee during the past year has had occasion

to review a criticism of a former report that was made by the Committee, I

believe in 1925, having to do with the traffic capacity of a railroad. This

former report was criticized very closely by Mr. Parodi, Consulting Engi-

neer of the Paris-Orleans Railroad of France and a member of this Asso-

ciation. Mr. Parodi differed somewhat in his analysis of this question

from that presented by the Committee in its former report, so the Committee

took upon itself the task of reconciling Mr. Parodi's criticism with their

former report. This was done by Mr. E. E. Kimball, of the Committee, all

of which appears in Bulletin 299 of September, 1927.

I wish to digress just a little here and say that this Committee at

any time would welcome a discussion of any of its recommendations and

conclusions. In fact, we are glad to have them. We believe that a little

competition in this respect will be good for us.

To go on with the report as found on page 439, our first report is No. 2

—Develop and report on methods for obtaining a more intensive use of exist-

ing railway facilities, with particular reference to increasing carrying

capacity

;

(a) Without material additional capital expenditures;

(b) With due regard to reasonable capital expenditures consistent with

traffic requirements.

Mr. M. F. Mannion, the Chairman of this Sub-Committee, will present

this report.

Mr. M. F. Mannion (Bessemer & Lake Erie) :—The report of Sub-

Committee No. 2, marked Appendix A, is found on pages 441 to 451. This

year the Committee felt that a report containing the operating statistics and

physical characteristics of a heavy traffic single-track road or section of road

showing what traffic can be handled on a single-track road would be very

valuable. Also what improvements if any were made to increase this

capacity and the effects of same.

The Committee selected the heaviest traffic section of a single-track

railroad, upon which average steam railroad conditions exist, that they

could find. The selection made was a 48-mile single-track section of one

of the large Southern roads, on which an average of 28 passenger trains

and 28 freight trains were operated per day (both directions) during 1926.

On pages 441 and 442 is shown the sketch map of the section of the

road, also some of the physical characteristics of same. On page 443 is a

profile of this section of the road and also a plan showing the automatic

signals which were later installed. Page 444 shows the improvements

which were made in order to increase tlie capacity of this single-track sec-

tion between 1922 and 1926, also the description of the motive power.

1342
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At the bottom of page 444 and on pages 445 and 446 are given some
of the operating statistics, which are : The average number of passenger

trains daily; the average number of freight trains daily; the average num-
ber of cars per freight train ; the gross tonnage handled by months ; the

average freight train speed miles per hour, and the average freight train

running time.

In Fig. 3 these operating statistics were plotted. You will note from

Fig. 3 that from 1922 to 1926, inclusive, there was an increase in the num-
ber of trains per day, the number of cars per train, the tonnage handled and

that there was an increase in the running time from 1922 to 1924, inclusive.

There was a decided decrease in the running time in 1925 and in 1926.

The Committee then plotted the average running time per train against

the number of trains as shown in Fig. 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 on page 447, and

they also plotted the average running time per train against the gross tons

per mile as shown in Fig. 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14.

In Fig. 15 they superimposed the roads' characteristics, which is the

slanting line in the other figures, upon each other, and Fig. 15 shows the

following : That there was an increase in capacity in 1925 and 1926 over

1922, and that there was an increase in 1926 over 1925.

In Fig. 14, for an average running time of 4 hours, fhere is shown an

increase in capacity during 1925 over 1924 of 450,000 tons per month, or

approximately 43 per cent. In 1926 there is shown an increase in capacity

over that of 1925 of 525,000 tons, or approximately 35 per cent. The total

increase in capacity in 1926 over 1922 is 975,000 tons, or 93 per cent.

Fig. 15 also shows that the time required to handle the 1922 tonnage

during 1925 was reduced 39 minutes per train, while during 1926 it was

reduced one hour per train over 1922. Also the time required to handle

1925 tonnage in 1926 was reduced 25 minutes.

As stated in the previous pages, aside from a change in motive power
during these years, the only improvements made in facilities were the auto-

matic signals, which were not put into operation until 1926, and increase

in weight of rail.

Upon investigation the Committee learned that beginning with 1924

more study and supervision was given to the operation of trains over this

section of road. Efforts were made to reduce delays and keep trains mov-
ing regularly and at a moderate and efficient speed. Every eflfort was made
to reduce train stops. A reduction in 31 orders and an increase in 19 orders

occurred. The results accomplished by this increase of supervision are

shown by the performance of 1925.

All the improved operation and increased capacity obtained in 1926 can

be laid to the installation of automatic signals, as there was no change

in power used, sidings, grades, alinement, operators, or speed limit of trains

in 1926 or 1925. However, there was a further reduction in 31 orders and

an increase in 19 orders.

The principal reason for the saving in time with automatic signals was

the reduction of the spacing between following trains. Before signals were

installed the trains were operated by train orders and spaced station to
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station or an average of five miles. With autuniatic signals in use a train

can follow another as soon as train has traveled an average distance of 0.79

mile.

The conclusions of the Sub-Committee are shown on page 451

:

1. Increased supervision, consisting of scientific study and thoughtful

efTorts, will increase the capacity of a railway.

2. Installation of automatic block signals on a single-track railway will

increase the capacity of the road, this increase varying with the length of

the division on which installed and with the number of passenger trains

operated.

3. The above methods of increasing capacity being very economical

ones, resulting in a saving in road time on present traffic and increased

earnings as traffic increases.

4. In addition to the increase in capacity, supervision and automatic

signals provide other intangible benefits. These were reported in our report

contained in Bulletin 284.

5. A single-track railway, with proper supervision eliminating unneces-

sary delays and train stops, proper number and spacing of sidings, and

proper signaling, is a very efficient transportation machine, all of which

have more intensive use than a double-track line handling traffic which does

not reach its capacity.

Before second track is constructed, careful study should be given to

the practicability of increasing the capacity of the single track, either by

increased supervision and study of operations, signals, or electrification, etc.

The Sub-Committee wishes to submit this report as information.

The President :—The report of this Sub-Committee is submitted as

information, but it is apparent that the Committee is desirous of submitting

this method of approach of a solution to the problem. This is a very

important problem, and the Committee would welcome any suggestions

from members on the floor as to the method of approach to a solution of

it or any suggestions you may have to make. I wall be glad to hear from

any of you gentlemen.

Mr. J. P. Hanley (Illinois Central) :—I understand that on many rail-

roads the question of eliminating a certain number of water stations in

connection with the more rapid operation of trains is being considered. The

size of the engine tenders is becoming greater, and necessity for rapid train

movement is increasing, as indicated by the report just submitted by Mr.

Mannion.

I would like to suggest that the Committee give specific study to the

proposition of recommending the spacing of water stations with the idea of

improving the movement of trains in the same manner as they have treated

block signals and the other devices included in their report.

The President:—Are tliere any further suggestions?

Mr. F. M. Patterson (Railway Age) :— I should like to inquire as to

the per cent of grades.

Mr. M. F. Mannion :—The maximum or ruling grade I think was one

per cent.
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Mr. F. M. Patterson :—I take it that remote control of switches was
not used.

Mr. M. F. Mannion :—No.

Mr. F. M. Patterson :—Is not that one element that would improve or

expedite operation?

Mr. M. F. Mannion :—The Committee had under consideration an instal-

lation of remote control switches which they had hoped to report on this

year, but they have not been able to obtain the information to make a com-

plete report on that as yet. They hope to do that sometime in the near

future.

The President:—If there are no other suggestions, the Chairman may
proceed with the presentation of the next subject.

Mr. James M. Farrin :—Subject No. 3, develop and report upon

methods and formulas for solution of special problems relating to more

economical and efficient operation. Appendix B. The work of this Sub-

Committee during the past year consisted of editing and getting in shape

for publication in the Manual the previous report. It has no new work

to report this year.

Subject No. 4, begin study to determine the most economical make-up

of track to carry various traffic densities. It happened that Subject No. 4

was in conflict with a subject that had also been given to the Rail Com-
mittee, so after taking this up with the Board of Direction it was deter-

mined not to attempt to make a report at the present time until the Rail

Committee had gotten together its information and made its report.

Subject No. 5, develop suitable units for operating and equipment sta-

tistics required by the Interstate Commerce Commission to be used in cost

comparison of transportation, equipment, and roadway maintenance with

necessary additions thereto, collaborating with Committee XI—Records and

Accounts, and Committee XXII—Economics of Railway Labor. It was

our desire to make a complete report this year, but unfortunately due to

illness in the family of the Chairman in charge of this Sub-Committee, it

was not done. This year we hope to completely finish the subject and make

a report at the next meeting.

Subject No. 6, determine what volume or other condition of business or

service justifies a change from flat switching to the hump method in any

given yard, collaborating with Committee XIV—Yards and Terminals. This

report is given in Appendix E, and I will ask Mr. J. F. Pringle, the Chair-

man of the Sub-Committee, to submit his report.

Mr. J. F. Pringle (Canadian National) :—The report of the Com-
mittee is found on page 453 of Bulletin 302. A questionnaire was sent out

to about twenty railroads, of which fourteen replied. The report of the

Committee this year consists of a summary of the replies received to that

questionnaire. It is intended to study these replies further and collect

further information this year to try to arrive at definite conclusions to be

presented in next year's report. The report is submitted as information.

Mr. James M. Farrin:—Relative to this report which has just been

given, I wish to state that this is a subject upon which the Association
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at large should have a great deal of information. We would be very glad

to have any information or criticism you can give us, as we realize that it

is going to be a rather difficult thing to finish this report and get it in accept-

able shape. This year we hope to devote our energies to finding out just

exactly what it costs, or as near exactly as it can be determined, to put a

car through a hump yard. In previous investigations that have been made

we find there is very little real information on the subject.

The President:—Progress reports under Subjects 3, 4, 5 and 6 will

be received as information, if there are no objections.

Mr. Chairman, you may proceed with the presentation of the report.

Mr. James M. Farrin :—Subject No 7, study problems of railway opera-

tion as affected by the introduction of motor trucks and bus lines, with

particular reference to its effect upon branch or feeder lines. Mr. H. C.

Crowell will give this report.

Mr. H. C. Crowell (Pennsylvania) :—This is the second year that the

Committee has been studying the motor coach and truck problem, a prob-

lem which is proving exceedingly difficult of solution. Last year, in addi-

tion to furnishing statistics that showed the encroachment of private and

public automobile traffic on railroad passenger traffic and revenues, we made

a study of what may be called the "branch line problem," including sugges-

tions as to the procedure to be followed in making an unprofitable branch

pay, and in abandoning it if it can not be made to pay.

This year we have brought our revenue passenger statistics up to date

and have stated briefly the competitive highway situation as we see it at

the present time. The statistics are presented on page 458 and analyzed on

pages 457 and 459.

I should like to invite your attention to some of the more salient features

of these statistics.

You will note that the number of passengers carried reached its maximum
in 1920 and has steadily declined to a minimum for the eleven-year period

ending in 1926. (At the time this report was made, figures for the year

1927 for Class I railroads in this country were not, of course, available.)

The number of passenger miles also reached its maximum in 1920 and

has declined more or less continuously ever since. The figures for 1922

and 1926 were the lowest since 1916.

The length of the average journey has shown a fairly steady increase

since 1916, indicating that the loss in passengers carried has been largely, if

not entirely, in the short-haul riders.

I might say right here that this particular piece of information is subject

to approximation for the reason that it is impossible to secure absolutely

the number of passengers carried in this country. For example, if a pas-

senger uses three railroads in making his trip, he becomes three passengers

because he is a passenger on each of those three roads and he makes three

journeys. This, of course, has a tendency to cut down the indicated length

of the average journey, but for the purpose of comparison, I think the

approximate figures are sufficiently good to indicate the trend.
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Passenger revenue reached its maximum with the increase in fares in

1920, and in 1926 had declined to the lowest figures since 1918.

Also the revenue per passenger mile has declined since 1921.

As to the service that the railroads are rendering to the public, pas-

senger train miles in 1926 reached its maximum since the slump following

the war, the 1926 figure being the highest since 1917, when troops were

being mobilized.

On the other hand, the passengers per train have been declining since

the peak in 1919.

The passenger car miles reached a maximum for all time in 1926. This

shows that the decline in passengers, passenger miles and passenger revenue

was not brought about by the failure of the railroads to give adequate

service.

As a result of these items immediately preceding, the passengers per

car in 1926 reached the lowest figure for any year in the period covered and

possibly the lowest in all history. This figure is approximately fourteen

passengers per car, and let it be remembered that that includes all of the

revenue passengers in suburban traffic, and I think it is not unusual on roads

that carry heavy suburban traffic, like the Illinois Central and the Long
Island Railroad, to find 100 or even more than 100 passengers in a car.

Vet with all of these big figures added in, the average remains only four-

teen passengers per car.

We were able to secure some figures for the first nine months of 1927.

We found that the loss in passenger revenue when compared with the same

months in the preceding year was even greater in 1926 than it was in 1925.

For the first time in many years the travel in parlor and sleeping cars

has declined, previous losses having been confined to the coaches, where the

length of journey is comparatively short. That item is very significant. It

indicates, to my mind, that the motor coach rider is no longer solely a short

rider, but he is becoming a long-haul rider. Journeys of 1200, 1500, or

even 2000 miles by motor coach are now not unusual.

At the bottom of page 459 we give three reasons why we think the

motor coach business is increasing.

On page 460 I should like to invite your attention particularly to two

paragraphs. The middle paragraph on this page suggests that in determin-

ing substitutes for unprofitable steam train service, the maximum economy

be obtained in one step. I think you will find that in many cases expensive

rail motor cars have been purchased because they showed a saving when

compared with the cost of existing train operation, and after running them

a little while, managements have found out that still more saving could be

obtained by substituting motor coaches on the highways. Of course it is

evident that the thing to do is to make that economy in one step instead of

taking two steps to accomplish the result.

Then again, in the paragraph at the bottom of page 460, we hold up a

warning sign to the people who are prone to use accounting statistics with-

out investigating what lies back of those accounting statistics. Not many

of us like to delve into those figures. I assure you if you do not want to
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fool yourself, you had better find out the make-up of the figures that are

given you.

I say that with proper deference to the accounting people. For example,

if your Controller informs you that a certain unprofitable passenger train

operation is costing $1.50 per mile, find out whether that $1.50 includes

interest on the full investment and depreciation by the straight-line formula,

a duplication which we as Engineers know exists right at the start. But

aside from that duplication, find out also if the small unprofitable steam

passenger train is made up of a decrepit engine and one or two obsolete

coaches, which if replaced by a $60,000 rail motor car could not possibly be

put anywhere but the scrap heap. If so, the cost of operating the steam

passenger train must include nothing more than the interest on the scrap

value of the obsolete equipment, certainly nothing for depreciation because

that, no doubt, has been, or should have been, accrued already.

This is particularly important in connection with trains making a small

daily mileage, because this fixed overhead when divided by a small number

of miles per day runs into a considerable figure, and it may be sufficient to

indicate a saving by the substitution, when really there is no saving.

We state at the bottom of the page, "On lines where daily mileage is

small these fixed overhead items represent a considerable portion of the total

mileage cost and the theoretical savings may be only the result of inac-

curately figured fixed charges. Regardless of the accountant's method of

figuring costs for entirely dififerent purposes, the analyst should confine him-

self to a practical, common-sense viewpoint."

In the next paragraph we mention the fact that recently there have

been designed two or three steam-driven motor coaches. We have had

steam-driven motor coaches in years gone by, we have had steam-driven

rail motor cars, but adequate thought was not given to the design of those

units a generation ago. I understand, though, that at the present time very

much work and good work is being done in connection with the design of

steam-driven motor coaches and steam-driven rail motor cars. It goes with-

out saying that the use of steam for the propelling of these units, especially

the rail motor car, will fit in best with the operating crew. In other words,

the engineman will fit in better with the operation of a steam-driven rail

motor car than he will fit in with the operation of a gas-mechanical or a gas-

electric rail motor car. Railroad operating officers should follow carefully

these new experiments in rail car design.

In addition we have this year presented two appendices, or exhibits, one

of which is a copy of a paper submitted by Harold F. Fritch, Passenger

Traffic Manager of the Boston & Maine Railroad, to the Transportation

Meeting of the Society of Automotive Engineers held here in Chicago

three months ago, entitled, "Rail Car or Motor Coach—The Economic
Field of Each." There is much good material in Mr. Fritch's paper, and all

of you who are interested particularly in this subject will read it to ad-

vantage.

Right here I wish to say that the railroad fraternity owes a debt of

gratitude to the Society of Automotive Engineers for its hearty co-opera-
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tion in this problem. The Society of Automotive Engineers invites all rail-

road officers interested in the subject to attend its annual transportation

meeting and to participate in the discussion, and even to present papers, and,

in fact, any railroad officer who can qualify is welcome to join the Society

of Automotive Engineers. This spirit of co-operation is certainly com-
mendable.

A second paper is that prepared by Mr. M. F. Steinberger, of this

Committee, describing the motor coach operation of the Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad in New York City, pictures of which we saw last night.

Since this report was prepared, the American Railway Association has

formed the Motor Transport Division to study these matters. It will be

impossible for us to do anything further, we think, without duplicating the

efforts of the Motor Transport Division. Therefore, the Committee wishes

to change the recommendation on page 462, and instead of suggesting that

the subject be continued it wishes to recommend to the Board of Direc-

tion that in order to avoid needless duplication and in the interest of

efficiency, the subject be discontinued.

The President:—This completes the report of the Committee on Eco-

nomics of Railway Operation. Have you gentlemen anything to ask the

members of the Committee or to suggest at this time?

Mr. H. M. Stout (Northern Pacific) :—It seems to me that this Asso-

ciation would be a material loser if the Committee's recommendation were

followed. I have in mind the impracticability of the Association following

in an adequate manner the steps being taken in the evolution of passenger

transportation without a report similar to the excellent one which Mr.
Crowell, as Chairman of the Sub-Committee of this Committee, has pre-

sented today. I for one hope the recommendation will be ignored by the

Board of Direction, to the extent that the recommendation be not followed

The President :—That matter will be referred to the Board of Direc-

tion for such action as may seem advisable to be taken.

The Committee is excused with the thanks of the Association. (.Ap-

plause.)



DISCUSSION ON ECONOMICS OF RAILWAY
LOCATION

(For Report, see pp. 475-490;

Mr. F. R. Layng (Bessemer & Lake Erie) :—The report this year is

simply one of progress. The matter in connection with Appendix A will be

presented by Mr. F. L. Batchelder, the Chairman of that Sub-Committee.

Mr. F. L. Batchelder (Copper Range) :—The subject assigned to Sub-

Committee 2 is t'he Economics of Railway Location, as affected by the

introduction of Electric Locomotives. The Committee was unable to put

any great amount of work on the consideration of this subject this past

season, but attempted to express in rather a short, precise manner the differ-

ent things to be considered in the economic comparisons of electrification and

grade revision. This is presented in Appendix A on page 476. As the Chair-

man has already stated, this is offered as information.

The President:—If there is no objection, the information will be so

received. You may proceed, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. F. R. Layng :—On page 477 is Appendix B, the subject of w'.iich

is Relative merits of increasing tonnage by the reduction of ruling grades,

or by the introduction of more powerful locomotives, including considera-

tion of momentum grades and the availability of the locomotive booster. I

will ask Mr. W. L. R. Haines, of the Sub-Committee, to present this matter.

Mr. W. L. R. Haines (Pennsylvania) :—Appendix B is practically a

monograph prepared by Mr. C. P. Howard, of the Interstate Commerce

Commission Engineering Department. The Committee found it a rather

difficult matter to set down any rules and contented itself with a reiteration

of principles which may seem to be elementary, and yet which many Engi-

neers appear to overlook in handling problems of this nature.

I want to call attention to two typographical errors. On page 479,

in the third paragraph, beginning "To effect a given reduction," etc., the

last line reads, "except for the differentials paid enginemen according to

the age of the locomotives." That should have been "size of the locomotives."

There is also another error in the third line of the fourth paragraph

following. It speaks of "abandoning parts or perhaps all of the new line."

It should have read "of the old line."

The Sub-Committee presents this as information only.

The President :—Are there any questions to be asked regarding this

subject? If not, the report will be received as information.

Mr. F. R. Layng :—On page 480 will be found Appendix C, the title

of the subject-matter being "Locomotive capacity, giving special attention

to oil-burning locomotives, collaborating with the appropriate committee of

Division V—Mechanical, A.R.A."

I will ask Mr. W. H. Winterrowd, Chairman of the Sub-Committee,

to present this matter.

Mr. W. H. Winterrowd (Lima Locomotive Works) :—The Sub-Com-

mittee in dealing with its subjects kept in mind the economics involved and
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gave its first attention to information that would enable Engineers to calcu-

late how locomotive capacity can be increased by means of the Locomotive

Booster.

The Booster is probably known to most of you gentlemen. It consists of

a pair of cylinders that generate power which is transmitted at will to trailer

truck or tender truck wheels by means of gearing. It adds great tractive

effort to the locomotive by utilizing the weight on trailer or tender trucks.

The application of this device to existing power as well as to future

power is a simple matter of economics. This report is an endeavor to place

before you some facts, data and methods which will enable you to calculate

the advantages and economics of the Booster for any set of conditions

involved. To the best of my knowledge this is the first general resume

of its nature that has been placed in the hands of Engineers interested in

railway economics. The tables are simple and the charts easy to use, and

it is hoped they may be of some service to you.

In a few words, this covers the presentation, which is offered as a

matter of information.

The President :—You have heard the Chairman's report. Are there

any questions to be asked or suggestions to be made? If there are none,

the report will be received as information.

Mr. Layng, have you any further statement to make?

Mr. F. R. Layng :—'During the coming year the Committee intends to

take up actively the study of some of the lines that have been electrified.

The Committee expects to make a personal visit on one of these lines in

the South and hopes from that experience to be able to bring you something

of interest next year.

We are also going to continue the study in connection with the light-

grade lines. We have had some very interesting information from the Hock-

ing Valley, especially in connection with their new line south of Columbus.

We hope to get some very interesting information from the Illinois Central

when they get their new three-tenths line into service.

Mr. Chairman, I believe that covers all the matters we have at this time.

The President :—Do any members of the Association have any sugges-

tions to make regarding this Committee's work? If there are none, the

Committee is excused with the thanks of the Association. (Applause.)



DISCUSSION ON ECONOMICS OF RAILWAY LABOR
(For Report, see pp. 491-501)

(Past-President J. L. Campbell in the Chair.)

Mr. A. N. Reece (Kansas City Southern) :—The Committee on Eco-

nomics of Railway Labor has devoted its time during the past year to

the study of four subjects. An attempt was made to close out only the first,

or Appendix A, which is, "The extent to which it is practicable to stabilize

employment in the Maintenance of Way Department in the interest of

efficiency, and the measures necessary to accomplish it."

In the absence of the Sub-Committee Chairman, I will present the

report on this assignment, which has been divided into three parts

:

(1) The equalization of expenses.

(2) The determination of the extent to which the maintenance

of uniform forces is justified.

(3) The efifect of stabilization of employment on uniform pur-

chases of materials and their costs.

Definite conclusions on each of these items were presented at the last

convention, and were adopted for printing in the Manual. The purpose of

continuing the study of this subject was merely to review and bring forth

any added information that might be helpful in the practical application of

the data collected.

The Sub-Committee's report, appearing on pages 492 to 495, inclusive,

contains this additional information, which, we believe, is set forth in proper

form to substantiate the conclusions heretofore adopted by the Association.

I move the Sub-Committee's report be accepted as final.

Past-President J. L. Campbell:—Any discussion?

(The question was put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. A. N. Reece:—Our second subject is "Economy in the use of

labor-saving devices," Appendix B. This report will be rendered by Mr.

G. M. O'Rourke, the Sub-Committee Chairman.

Mr. G. M. O'Rourke (Illinois Central) :—Appendix B will be found

on page 496. In 1926 the Committee reported on motor cars, weed destroy-

ers, rail cutting and building-up devices, tie-tamping machines, rail-layers,

ditchers and locomotives cranes. In 1927 attention was confined to devices

used in distributing, cleaning, tamping and dressing ballast and to track lin-

ers. This year's report was to cover studies in rail-handling devices, rail-

oiling devices, the advantages of using machines such as ditchers singly

and in tandem, and the use of mechanical, air and electrically-driven tools.

A questionnaire was submitted to the railroads of this country and of

Canada, but the returns were so few and the data so brief, with the excep-

tion of those from five roads, that your Committee can report progress only,

and hopes for a more generous response from representative railroads during

the coming year.

Past-President J. L. Campbell:—If there is no objection, this report

will be received as information.
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Past-President J. L. Campbell:—Mr. Ford, the Committee will depend

upon you during the coming year for some information that will be of

assistance to them.

Are there any other suggestions in connection with this report?

Mr. Hunter McDonald (Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis) :—As a

representative of a road that has made very extended use of a number

of labor-saving devices, I think I can offer some explanation of why it is

difficult to evaluate the savings brought about by these machines. The chief

difficulty in the way is to avoid or be able to value the liability of the machine

when it is lying idle. Many of these machines cannot be used all the time.

Another difficulty in the way is that on some divisions the use of these

machines is interfered with by traffic, whereas on others the traffic is light

and great economies can be secured where there is demand for the machine.

I do not remember now just what reply our road made to the ques-

tionnaire if we made any, or whether we got a questionnaire, but if we

did I believe I would have enlightened them on our part as far as I have

now endeavored to do.

Mr. F. R. Layng (Bessemer & Lake Erie) :—I fear the trend of this

discussion might lead some to think that the railroads have been negligent

in this matter. I think that would be an unfortunate impression to allow

to stand. The facts are, we have made remarkable progress and it only

remains for us to report to this Committee what we are doing and what we
intend to do in order to get into our Proceedings the good work that has

been accomplished.

Mr. G. M. O'Rourke :—We received five replies, and from what those

five contained we might have made a brief progress report.

We did get a reply from Mr. McDonald. We got a reply from the

Rock Island Lines, but I can not say that they gave us all the information

we asked for. Perhaps we asked for too much. One railroad, and one

only, covered every question we asked fully, and gave us a very compre-

hensive reply to the questionnaire.

Past-President J. L. Campbell:—Are there any further suggestions?

Mr. C. W. Baldridge (Santa Fe) :—-I was just noticing there are nine

names on this Sub-Committee. They sent out a questionnaire and got five

replies. If they had sent the questionnaire to the members of the Committee

they should have gotten nine.

Mr. C. E. Johnston (Kansas City Southern) :—Perhaps the reason they

did not get replies in certain cases was that they could not prove any

economy in these so-called labor-saving devices. I think many times a good

way to increase costs is to add machinery. I know of one roundhouse where

the cost of turning locomotives is the lowest on the system and they have

nothing but a grindstone. As soon as you have machine tools you add to

the cost of turning locomotives. I merely mention this phase of the question.

Mr. W. H. Kirkbride (Southern Pacific) :—Just at this minute I do

not know whether that portion of my road that I represent made a reply,

but I think it is pertinent in answering the questionnaires that we should
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have the facts as to whether they point to the fact that a machine is an

economy or otherwise.

I wish to call attention to the fact that a good many of the machines

are in the experimental stage. Therefore, in answering the questionnaire

a person must be very careful and conservative in arriving at conclusions.

This leads me to a general observation. I do not apply it to this par-

ticular Committee, but I think there could be a decided improvement made
in the manner of sending out questionnaires, and to whom the question-

naires are sent. I think many of these questionnaires go astray because they

are not sent to an official that is interested, particularly in the A.R.E.A.

work. It might be well to improve our methods in seeing that the ques-

tionnaires are sent to the members of the A.R.E.A., who certainly should

have enough interest in their Association to see that answers are made.

Mr. W. C. Barrett (Lehigh Valley) :— I am not certain whether our

road is one of those which answered the questionnaire or not, but I think

we have used labor-saving devices on our railroad longer than any other

railroad, and I can say emphatically that they have been economical. One
of the reasons why we have been able to keep our cost of maintenance per

track mile down where it belongs is that we have done everything we pos-

sibly could with labor-saving devices.

We use locomotive cranes for nearly everything. One speaker, I notice,

mentioned the fact that some of the machines would lie idle. By using a

locomotive crane for laying rails and almost everything else, we keep it

busy all the time. The fact is, we have to schedule each crane in order to

have a crane available for rail laying when required. There is no lost

motion on our railroad in the use of labor-saving devices.

Mr. W. P. Wiltsee (Norfolk & Western) :—I should like to suggest

to the Committee that they consider labor-saving devices that will operate

of? the track. That is getting to be a very important feature in connection

with labor-saving devices. Some roads with heavy traffic are getting too

many machines on the road and cannot operate them long enough to make
them economical.

Past-President J. L, Campbell:—If there is no further discussion, this

progress report will be received as information. You may proceed, Mr.

Chairman.

Mr. A. N. Reece :—The third assignment is Standardization of Motor

Car Parts, Appendix C; Mr. J. A. Heaman, the Sub-Committee Chairman,

will report on this subject.

Mr. J. A. Heaman (Grand Trunk Western) :—The report of this Com-
mittee is on page 497, Appendix C. Your Sub-Committee on Standardiza-

tion of Parts and Accessories of Railway Maintenance Motor Cars has

during the year been unsuccessful in making arrangements for joint work
with the manufacturers or their committee. On the other hand, the manu-

facturers have expressed their willingness to work with your Sub-Committee

and have advised they were considering the question of standardization

among themselves and would report on the results of their deliberations.

This report has been received, but too late for consideration before the

present convention.
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Past-President J. L. Campbell :—Are there any suggestions in connec-

tion with this progress report? If not, it will be received as information.

Mr. A. N. Reece :—The fourth assignment is Equating Track Values

for Labor Distribution, Appendix D. I will ask Mr. J. M. Sills, of the

Committee, to report on that subject, it being also a progress report.

Mr. J. M. Sills (St. Louis-San Francisco) :—In further studying the

equating of track values for labor distribution the Committee sent out a

questionnaire to determine the necessity of equating additional track fea-

tures to those shown in the report of 1922. Results are set forth in the

report which you, no doubt, have already read.

The Committee, therefore, believes that, at this time, there is no

necessity for adding to the old values.

There is one point which I would like to stress in connection with this

report. The method shown is not a definite mathematical way of distribut-

ing money but simply an aid to so-called judgment which, possibly, in many

cases, is based on guesswork. It is thought that the railroads can better the

manner of distributing money by introducing some formula such as we
have tried to develop.

Past-President J. L. Campbell :—Are there any suggestions in connec-

tion with this report?

Mr. H. C. Crowell (Pennsylvania) :—There is so much of value in

this report that I hesitate to appear to be picking flaws in it, but there are

two or three things I would like to mention if the Committee would care to

hear them at this time.

At the bottom of page 499 it appears that on this particular western

road about 40 per cent of the labor expenditures for maintenance of the track

did not vary with the traffic, and that same 40 per cent has been used in

working out a problem on an entirely different railroad in a different locality.

No doubt that 40 per cent is perfectly proper for the particular road that is

referred to at the bottom of page 499, but if we are going to deal in averages

I suggest we get back to a formula of Committee XXI—Economics of Rail-

way Operation, in which it was demonstrated with reasonable accuracy that

on the average about two-thirds of all Maintenance of Way expenditures

do not vary with the traffic.

At the top of page 500, and, in fact, throughout that page, if I under-

stand the formula correctly, there are many changes that should be made
to make it complete and accurate. In these first two tabulations, of course,

it is not 0.40 per cent but it is 40 per cent, 3 per cent, 1 per cent, 82 per cent,

etc.

Furthermore, in the fourth line, instead of reading "per million gross

tons of freight per mile of track," I take it that should read "per million

gross ton miles of freight per mile of main track per annum," which is quite

a different thing. I think, though, the Committee probably had that in

mind, but did not put it down in so many words.

On the next line also "per 5000 cars of passenger equipment" I think

should read "per 5000 car miles of passenger equipment per mile of main

track per annum." Cars and car-miles and tons and ton-miles are two dif-
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ferent things, as you will find out if you go to the operating statistics of the

Interstate Commerce Commission.

In the twelfth line "freight traffic, 10,000,000 tons at 0.3 per million";

it should be 3 per cent per million, or 30 per cent. That is merely, I take

it, a typographical error.

In the next line 5,000,000 is stated instead of 5000.

Then in the tabulation in the middle of the page the column headings

should be changed considerably. For example, instead of passenger cars per

mile of main track, that should become "passenger car-miles." I think it can

be demonstrated if you use cars instead of car-miles, you will not get the

right answer.

Then so far as the checking is concerned, this reminds me of the story

of the engineering party that came back after leveling for nine miles and

reported they had checked within 2/100 of a foot. This particular formula

works out so well that it might almost be distrusted. It shows that 1766

men were required for the territory as a whole, when there were actually

1,769; almost too good!

I would suggest that the Committee during the coming year apply this

formula to one road, say the New Haven or the Richmond, Fredericksburg

& Potomac, that has heavy passenger traffic, and then likewise to another

road with heavy freight traffic, such as the Chesapeake & Ohio or the

Virginian, and see how well it will work out.

With those minor corrections, I think the formula is a good one and

the report excellent.

Past-President J. L. Campbell:—Are there any other suggestions?

Mr. Hunter McDonald:—At the bottom of page 499, refer to the table

of the kind of work not affected by traffic. We have just been discussing

the question of use of labor-saving devices. Grassing track is very decidedly

affected by traffic where it is done by weed-killing machines, also the mowing
of right-of-way where it is done by track mowers.

Past-President J. L. Campbell:—Are there any other suggestions? If

not, the progress report is accepted as information.

Mr. A. N. Reece :—Mr. Chairman, that completes the report of the

Committee.

Past-President J. L. Campbell:—This completing the report of the

Committee, it is now relieved with the thanks of the Association. (Applause.)



DISCUSSION ON TRACK
(For Report, see pp. 593-604)

(Past- President J. L. Campbell in the Chair:)

Mr. J. V. Neubert (New York Central) :—Mr. Chairman, the report

of the Track Committee is in Bulletin 303, page 593. In Appendix A,

Revision of Manual, it is recommended that all future plans and specifica-

tions of the Track Committee have initials "A.R.E.A." (standing for

American Railway Engineering Association) placed thereon in a conspicuous

manner, preferably above the main title. Existing plans and specifications

are to be modified in this respect only when reprinted. I so move, Mr. Chair-

man.

On the plans that the Track Committee made heretofore, there is no

identity, whether they are A.R.E.A. or some other railroad standards. The

Committee felt there should be some indication to that eflfect.

Past-President J. L. Campbell:—Unless there is objection, it will be

so received.

Mr. J. V. Neubert :—It is proposed to withdraw Plan No. 953, Details

of Movable Point Crossings, angles 8 deg. 10 min. to 15 deg. 30 min.,

inclusive, dated November, 1926, adopted March, 1927, and substitute plan

of the same number (953), entitled, "A.R.E.A. Details of Movable Points for

Curved Crossings, angles 8 deg. 10 min. to 15 deg. 30 min." dated revised

November, 1927.

The proposed plan practically consists of the same plan, except that we
close in the movable point closer, which is much better on the wider angles

and will take care of the possibility of the movable point on curves. I so

move, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. S. E. Shoup (Kansas City Southern) :—In connection with this

plan 953 submitted by the Committee this year, if I understand the plan

correctly the title is somewhat misleading, because this title reads, "Movable

Points for Curved Crossings," and the note directly under the graph reads

"Drawn for No. 6 angle on tangent track, but either or both tracks may
be curved." It would seem to me that this whole plan is as applicable to

straight crossings as it is to curved crossings. Further, the clip detail on

this plan is designated to be used in interlocking plants. I for one would

like to know whether that is recommended by the Committee to be used

where crossings are hand-thrown.

Mr. J. V. Neubert :— It is the intent that this plan is to be used for

tangent as well as curved tracks and also is to be used at Ivind as well as

interlocking stations.

With regard to the title, we possibly could change that. What have

you to suggest?

Mr. S. E. Shoup :

—

I suggest it be made "Movable Points for Tangent

cr Curved Crossings." That would meet both conditions.

Mr. J. V. Neubert :—Would you object to cutting out the word

"curved"

?

Mr. S. E. Shoup :—Not particularly.
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Mr. J. V. Neubert :—Within that angle you would only use the mov-

able point curved. I think the plan is all right. I was wrong in my state-

ment.

Mr. C. E. Johnston (Kansas City Southern) :—We are quite interested

in the simplicity and clearness of our plans in the Manual. May I suggest

that perhaps it would be well to have the Committee undertake to clarify it,

so that we may all know what it means?

Mr. J. V. Neubert:—The limits are shown by the diagram at the top

of the plan, where you use your difference between your rigid crossings and

your movable point shown in the graphic diagram.

Past-President J. L. Campbell :—Is there any further discussion upon

this motion?

Mr. D. A. Kuebler (Kansas City Southern) :—In the lower left cor-

ner of the diagram with reference to planing the point, it indicates that the

top of point rail is to be planed level with top of stock rail unless reinforc-

ing rail is omitted or unless otherwise specified, in which latter case top

planing for the ramp will extend two feet only from end of point, the end

of point to be brought level with top of stock rail in either case as shown.

I am wondering if that could not be clarified in the diagram or further

explained. It may be perfectly clear to the manufacturers, but it seems that

it might be further clarified.

Mr. J. V. Neubert:—Will Mr. Strong please explain that?

Mr. J. B. Strong (Ramapo-Ajax Corporation) :—I will read the note

in question, amplifying as I go along.

"Top of point rail to be planed level with top of stock rail."

This means when the point rail is made reinforced as shown there will

be no ramp or elevation on the point rail. As an alternate the note goes on

to say: "Unless reinforcing rail is omitted or unless otherwise specified, in

which latter case top planing for the ramp will extend only two feet from

the end of point." That means the full elevation or ramp when specified will

be reached two feet from the end of the point rail.

"The end of point to be brought level with top of stock rail in either

case as shown." That is, the top of point rail will be level with the top of

stock rail or knuckle rail where the gage line spread is 1}4 i"-. as indicated

on the. plan. I believe this is perfectly clear to the manufacturers and if

carefully read should not be interpreted otherwise than as explained.

Mr. A. F. Blaess (Illinois Central) :—I think that title is somewhat

misleading. Anyone looking at it would believe this diagra.m is intended

merely for movable points for curved crossings. While it says from 8 deg.

to 15 deg. in 10 min., there is nothing to indicate it except the diagram for

rigid crossings. It seems to me that ought to be as clear as it can be before

it is published in the Manual.

Mr. J. V. Neubert :—Mr. Blaess, I thought perhaps the diagram would

cover that limit. It comes in the limit of the movable point crossings in

the graphic diagram in the center, the same graphic diagram that was on

last year and previous years.

Past- President J. L. Campbell:—Any further discussion on the motion?

The motion is on the substitution of the first three paragraphs of the Com-
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mittee's recommendation appearing on page 595 of Bulletin 303, ending with

the word "end," for the matter now in the Manual. Are you ready for

the question?

(The question was called for, put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. J. V. Neubert :—Withdrawal of Plan 983, Solid manganese steel

frogs for 7-inch and 9-inch girder rails. The Committee felt that this plan

needed a little more detail as well as it needed the table showing the

length of arms of frog Nos. 4 to 10, inclusive. I recommend that revised

Plan 983 be adopted.

Past-President J. L. Campbell :—It is moved and seconded that Plan

983 be adopted as revised.

Mr. S. E. Shoup:—On Plan 983 may I ask why No. 7 and No. 9 were

not included? Is it the standard practice of this Committee to leave out

the No. 7 to 9 frogs in these plans?

Mr. J. V. Neubert :—When you get into girder rail construction, it is

what may be called more or less special construction. These angles shown

are the ones most generally used. The Committee as yet has not made up

plans for the intermediate angles shown on this table up above.

Mr. S. E. Shoup:—^Do these plans apply only on the grooved girder

rail or also apply to the high T-rails?

Mr. J. V. Neubert :—Grooved girder, 7 to 9 inch.

Mr. S. E. Shoup :—It seems to me it would be better for the grooved

girder rail.

Mr. J. V. Neubert :—This Association adopted a 7-inch and a 9-inch

girder rail the same as they have adopted the T-rail.

Mr. S. E. Shoup:—Is this the standard A.R.E.A. 7 to 9-inch girder rail

with the groove in it?

Mr. J. V. Neubert :—We have a groove in it.

Mr. S. E. Shoup:—Then I am at fault. I did not know that we had

that.

Past-President J. L. Campbell:—Any further discussion? If not,

all in favor of the motion to adopt revised Plan 983 will say "aye" ; con-

trary "no." The motion is carried.

Mr. J. V. Neubert :—The corrections which are shown on Plans 305

and 308, 771-B, IIZ, 640, 643 and 670, 651, 652, 653, 654, 655 and 656 and

774 are merely some slight changes of plans which were adopted prior to

other plans which have more improved conditions and these slight changes

are recommended for correction of the plans referred to, to bring them up

to date.

I so move you, Mr. Chairman

:

Past-President J. L. Campbell:—Is there any discussion on this motion?

If not, all in favor of the motion will say "aye" ; contrary "no." The
motion is carried.

Mr. J. V. Neubert:—Under the specifications for switches, frogs,

crossings and guard rails, it is proposed that Section ZZ read as follows,

on gages and flangeways

:

"Track gage may be y% inch under or A inch over that specified for man-

ganese construction and t^b inch under or over for bolted construction.
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"Guard gage (distance between guards) shall not exceed that specified

but may be ]/$ inch less.

"The width of flangeways may not be less than specified nor more than

t^ inch wider than specified.

"All the above measured on the level of gage line 5^ inch below tread

surface.

"Flangeways shall not be less than 1% inch deep measured from top of

tread surfaces, unless otherwise specified."

I so move you that this be incorporated in the Manual.

Past-President J. L. Campbell:—Is there any discussion on this motion?

If there is no discussion, all in favor of substituting these revised specifica-

tions for the matter now in the Manual, will say "aye" ; contrary "no."

The motion is carried.

Mr. J. V. Neubert :—The Committee and the manufacturers, as well

as several railroads, have found that the paragraph under the specification

of Section 47 should be more or less enlightened, and it is proposed to

revise this Section 47 as follows

:

"The acceptance of any material by an inspector shall not prevent

subsequent rejection if found defective after delivery.

"No guarantee of specific length of service will be required. A claim

for defective material and/or workmanship shall cover only such defects as

will impair the life of the work.

"No claim for free replacement of defective material and/or workman-

ship shall be recognized unless made promptly and based on defects appear-

ing within three months from date of installation and in any event within

two years from date of shipment."

I so move you, Mr. Chairman.

Past-President J. L. Campbell:—Is there any discussion on this motion?

If not, all in favor of this Revision of the Manual as covered by this

motion say "aye" ; contrary "no." The motion is carried.

Mr. J. V. Neubert :—It is proposed to revise the index sheets, of which

there are now three in the portfolio of Track Work Plans, into four, and

we have substituted these index sheets to bring them up to date.

I so move you that these corrected index sheets be adopted for inclusion

in the Manual.

Past-President J. L. Campbell:—All in favor of the adoption of these

indexes for inclusion in the Manual will say "aye" ; contrary "no." The

motion is carried.

Mr. J. V. Neubert ;—The report of Appendix B is on page 597, Report

on matter now appearing in the Manual relating to curve elevation, canvass-

ing various railroads with a view of ascertaining their practices and views,

and recommend such changes as are found desirable. The Committee has

only a progress reiwrt to make. We revised the questionnaire sent out in

previous years, because we felt that the questionnaire sent out in 1926 was

more or less misleading. Mr. Breed and his Sub-Committee have issued a

questionnaire, and it was through very hard work on their part that 100

per cent answered that questionnaire, but the majority of those answers
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were received only quite recently. It is the intention of the Sub-Committee

to visit several of the railroads where there is more or less dispute in

regard to the subject.

Several members who have had controversy in regard to the super-

elevation of curves have asked us to give an opinion. If the Sub-Com-

mittee writes to your road for information, we will be glad if you will

give us some food for thought, because I imagine when this subject is

presented, which will be next March, without doubt there is going to be

quite a controversy on it. We will be very glad to be enlightened in any

way. There will be a number of railroads, as I said, on which we are

going to investigate conditions, where there seems to be a wide diversity

of certain practices.

As stated, this is a progress report.

Past-President J. L. Campbell :—The Committee would like any sug-

gestions.

Mr. B. R. Leffler :—Is it in order to make a few remarks regarding

curve elevation right now?

Past-President J. L. Campbell :—It is.

Mr. B. R. Leffler:—The table of curve elevations as given in the Manual

is based on certain assumptions as to speed of the equipment operating

over the curve. There are certain well known principles of mechanics

which are applied in using this assumption. The further assumption is

also made that the object or equipment moving on the curve is composed

of a rigid, solid body, just like a block of wood; knowing the speed of

this object, and knowing the curvature, superelevation naturally follows by

certain principles of mechanics.

The assumption of a solid body moving in a curve has been used

throughout the whole history of railroad engineering. I wish to say that

my study leads me to believe it is fundamentally wrong, for this reason

:

the object that moves over the curve is not a solid body, it is composed of

two solid bodies connected by an elastic medium, this elastic medium being

the springs carrying the load.

In the former days of railroading when the equipment was rather small

in capacity, this assumption of two solid bodies connected by an elastic

medium was not of much importance as compared with present-day equip-

ment. In other words, the assumption led to no serious error in determining

the superelevation of curves.

I dare say if the Committee would make a study of this idea of two

solid bodies connected by an elastic medium, they will reach some surpris-

ing results, in particular on sharp curves, with a superelevation correspond-

ing to the elevation given in the Manual. I think that is a point that

the Committee wants to carefully consider in revising the Manual; in other

words, the possibility of too much elevation.

The Committee should also make a study of the eflfect of lateral forces

on track caused by swaying equipment. In this study they will find some

of the nicest principles of theoretical mechanics involved. For instance, a

locomotive sways, or a car sways, the center of gravity moves to the right
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and left. It is a well-known principle in mechanics that you can not move
the center of gravity of a body without exerting a force whose direction

lies in the direction of the motion of the center of gravity. That means

that all swaying equipment exerts a lateral force on track. I reached the

conclusion that a 70-ton hopper car swaying may exert a force of 9000 lb.

laterally on the track. It does not make any diflference whether it is a curve

or tangent. The force is a reversing one like the swaying itself. A rapidly

reversing force is usually a difficult one to take care of.

The principles underlying superelevation of track can all be expressed

in terms of mechanics and formulated in a definite mathematical way. It

is an interesting and practical study.

My study leads me to conclude that most curves, sharp curves in par-

ticular, are elevated too much for the equipment as ordinarily operated

over it. It is well to remember that, in these high center of gravity loads,

only about 8 per cent of the total load is an unsprung weight, composed of

the trucks and the brake rods and other parts not supported by the springs

;

whereas in a locomotive which has usually been used as the body to deter-

mine the superelevation, the unsprung weight, which operates like ballast

in a ship, amounts to 19 per cent, which makes a great difference in the

stability of a locomotive going around a curve as compared with the stability

of an oil tank car or a high center of gravity coal car or any car with high

loads, such as stills, high transformers, etc.

I think all of these points should be considered by the Committee in

revising and considering the question of the proper superelevation of the

outer rail. It may be that it is advisable to resort to rail wear ; let the rail

wear, and remove the outer rail rather than attempt to elevate too much and

reduce the wear. In fact, if you elevate too much you get the wear on

the lower rail anyhow, depending on the amount of slow-moving equipment

going over the track as compared with the amount of fast moving equipment.

Past-President J. L. Campbell :—Perhaps Professor Talbot has some-

thing of interest to say on this subject.

Dr. A. N. Talbot (University of Illinois) :— I think of nothing that

would be helpful at this time. I am much interested in the remarks made

by Mr. Leffler. It seems to me the questions raised should be taken into

account in any study of the subject.

Mr. Louis Yager (Northern Pacific) :—Mr. Chairman, this question of

superelevation is very important. There have been some serious derailments

in recent years, the explanation of which have been very baffling. I am
very much impressed with the suggestions that have been made by Mr.

Leffler as having an important bearing on this subject. I believe the Com-
mittee should take them into consideration, and, if they desire or deem it

necessary, the Committee on Outline of Work will so change the scope of

the question as to include re-investigation of the theoretical mechanics upon

which the matter now in the Manual is based.

Past-President J. L. Campbell :—Is there any further discussion of

this motion?

Mr. Hunter McDonald (Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis) :—

I

believe this matter has been studied by the Committee. I had hoped we
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would reach a satisfactory conclusion of the matter certainly at the end

of two years, but I am very much encouraged to find that we are likely

to reach it at the end of another year.

My experience in studying derailments has led me to believe that the

very much larger number of derailments occur from having too much
superelevation rather than too little. I personally do not know of any de-

railment that ever occurred, although I have seen some reported in the

Interstate Commerce Commission reports, wherein I was satisfied that the

derailment was due to lack of superelevation. I believe derailments arising

from lack of sufficient superelevation would exhibit an overturning of the

train, that is turning over from the outside rail and not the phenomenon

of flanges mounting the rail.

Mr. W. H. Kirkbride (Southern Pacific) :—You can make your mathe-

matical calculations as to how much you should elevate a curve, but you

must then consider from a practical point of view that you are dealing

possibly with combined traffic on a single-track railroad, namely, passenger

and freight, each unit operating at different speeds. You therefore must

strike a compromise and make your curves safe for the passenger move-

ment and likewise safe for the operation of freight trains around the

curves.

It is a well-known fact that if you put too much elevation in the curve,

a box-car is going to derail. It is my thought that in approaching this

problem, the Committee can well consider the safety of applying the prin-

ciple of the center third, that is keeping the resultant of forces within the

center third of the track, and it is my further thought that in enunciating

any rule for elevation, we should establish tables dealing with the maximum
speeds on curves for different superelevation of outer rail. In other words,

given a certain territory which you have under consideration and recognizing

the traffic which you have, set up your rule so that the Operating Depart-

ment will be confined to maximum speeds around the curves that you have

elevated on a predetermined basis.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge (Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe) :—Mr. McDonald
made the statement that he did not recall ever knowing of a derailment on

the outer side of the curve on account of speed, I believe.

Mr. Hunter McDonald :—On account of lack of superelevation.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge :—I have had the opportunity to follow up two

derailments which it was practically certain were due to speed in excess of

that provided for by the superelevation. The first of those occurred during

wartime with a light engine on the Santa Fe road going west, upgrade,

where all trains ordinarily are able to run not to exceed 25 or 30 miles per

hour, curves were elevated accordingly.

This light engine was making excessive speed. It was estimated as

going about 70 miles an hour. It reached the end of a 10-dcgree curve

elevated for 25 or 30 miles an hour and left the track without turning over

sidevvise. It never did turn over sidewise, although it went off on a fill of at

least 20 feet high. The engine pitched forward, nosed into the ground,

and turned over endwise, flat on its back.
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A few years later we had a doublcheaded passenger train which owing

to some taunting of one engineer by another, as near as we could afterward

learn, was run at excessive speed and struck an 8-degree curve. The entire

train was derailed. Both engines were derailed. Those engines did not

turn over until they had gone a considerable distance from the point of

derailment, reaching a fill which would have rolled them over had they been

set down carefully.

Those engines left the track going straight ahead as they struck the

curve, and it was unquestionably due to speed considerably greater than

the curve was elevated for.

Mr. W. H. Courtenay (Louisville & Nashville) :—We have reason to

believe that two engines were overturned bodily on the outside of the curve

by excessive speed. All indications led to that. One of them was a light

section of a fast passenger train on a 10-degree curve. The other was a

light regular train on a 12-degree curve. There were cuts in both cases

and the engine turned over against the cut.

Mr. Hunter McDonald :—I do not think the two cases cited at all

prove the rule. One of them shows that the engine derailed on tangent

after having traversed the curve. That was very possibly due to the exces-

sive high speed setting up lateral vibration and causing the flanges of the

wheels to knock the track out of line. I do not care to prolong this

investigation. All I am after is to try to get the table that is now set up in

the Manual, which I think is misleading, withdrawn from it and something

more logical substituted.

Mr. B. R. Leffler:—I would like to ask Mr. Baldridge whether those

tracks were properly tapered.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge :—They were. It is our uniform practice to use

easement curves and in both cases these derailments were at the beginning

of the curve. The engines did not take the curves, they went straight ahead.

Past-President J. L. Campbell:—If there is no further discussion, this

will be received as information.

Mr. J. V. Neubert:—'The Committee would be very glad to get any

criticism or suggestions from any of the members, particularly those who

spoke, as well as others. Some of the answers in the questionnaire, if I

remember correctly, indicate that there is no limit of speed on any curve.

Detailed plans for switches, frogs, crossings and double slip switches,

including self-guarded frogs, were handled by Mr. Harding.

Mr. C. R. Harding (Southern Pacific) :—The report of the Sub-Com-

mittee is found on page 598. The Sub-Committee recommends for adoption

and printing in the Manual, five plans. I move the adoption of Plan No.

775, dated revised November, 1927, solid manganese crossings, steam rail-

road over steam railroad.

Past-President J. L. Campbell:—If there is no objection to this motion,

these plans will be adopted.

Mr. S. E. Shoup:—On plan 775, again the title reads, "Solid Man-

ganese Steel Crossings." It would seem that that title should read, "Solid

Alanganese Steel Crossing Frogs with Interior Connecting Rails," because
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it does not seem to me that the crossing outlined in this plan is a solid

manganese crossing. The frogs themselves are solid manganese, and I

suggest that modification be made.

Mr. C. R. Harding:—If there is no objection, the wording of the title

will read "Solid Manganese Steel Frogs." Of course this is one of a series

of plans of crossings. I doubt whether there should be any confusion from

the title the way it now reads.

Mr. S. E. Shoup :—Furthermore, it would seem to me that the plans

should specify that the rails between the crossing frogs themselves should

be furnished by the manufacturer. I do not think that note is covered

in the plan.

Mr. J. V. Neubert :—We have a detailed plan that was adopted about

two years ago showing how to order crossing frogs.

Past- President J. L. Campbell :—The motion before the house is on

the adoption of Plan No. 775 as it stands on page 599. Unless there is a

motion to amend this motion, the question will be upon the original motion.

Mr. C. E. Johnston :—I should like to make that motion.

(The motion was seconded and carried.)

Past- President J. L. Campbell :—The original motion is amended to

the effect that the title of this plan shall be "Solid Manganese Steel Cross-

ing Frogs." Is there any discussion upon the amendment? The Committee

accepts that change and the question is on the original motion. All in

favor of the original motion will says "aye" ; contrary, "no." The motion

is carried.

Mr. C. R. Harding:—I move the adoption and printing in the Manual

of Plan No. 955, dated November, 1927, details of solid manganese knuckle

rail for No. 8 and No. 10 slip switches.

Past-President J. L. Campbell:—Is there any discussion?

(The motion was seconded and carried.)

Mr. C. R. Harding:—I move the adoption of Plan No. 600, dated

November, 1927, rules for laying out rail-bound manganese frogs.

(The motion was seconded and carried.)

Mr. C. R. Harding :—I move the adoption of Plan No. 609, dated

November, 1927, No. 9, 12 and 14 rail-bound manganese frogs.

(The motion was seconded and carried.)

Mr. C. R. Harding:—I move the adoption and printing in the Manual

of Plan No. 610, dated November, 1927, No. 15 and 18 rail-bound man-

ganese frogs.

(The motion was seconded and carried.)

Mr. C. R. Harding:— I recommend that Plan No. 343, dated November,

1927, No. 8, a selfguarded rigid bolted frog, be received as information.

Past- President J. L. Campbell :—Unless there is objection it will be

so received.

Mr. D. A. Kuebler :— I would like to inquire if guard rails on that

frog are so designed as to be reversible, that is, whether they may be

reversed to increase the service life.

Mr. C. R. Harding:—No; they cannot be reversed.
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Mr. D. A. Kuebler :—My idea is that some frogs are so designed, and

I am wondering whether it would be desirable or not to have these designed

accordingly.

Mr. C. R. Harding :—The Committee considered that point in its meet-

ings and came to the conclusion that it was not desirable to have the design

reversible. The information the Committee has is that those who built

frogs with the idea of their being reversible found that they were unable

to use them in that way and they actually did not reverse them.

Mr. J. V. Neubert:—'Appendix D, page 600, Mr. Caruthers, Chairman.

Mr. E. W. Caruthers (Pennsylvania) :—The report of the Committee

is to be found on page 600. The plans have been prepared in accordance

with the report, and are shown in detail. In connection with Plan No. 984,

I move that this plan, dated November, 1927, No. 4 and No. 5 iron-bound

manganese steel center frogs for 7-inch and 9-inch girder rails, be adopted.

(The motion was seconded and carried.)

Mr. E. W. Caruthers:—I move that Plan No. 985, dated November,

1927, No. 6 and 8 iron-bound manganese steel center frogs for 7-inch and

9-inch girder rails be adopted.

Past-President J. L. Campbell:—Unless there is some discussion, all in

favor of this motion will say "aye" ; opposed "no."

(The motion was carried.)

Mr. E. W. Caruthers:—I further move that Plan No. 986, dated

November, 1927, No. 10 iron-bound manganese steel center frogs for 7-inch

and 9-inch girder rails be adopted.

(The motion was seconded and carried.)

Mr. J. V. Neubert :—At the top of page 601 is Appendix E, design

and specifications for foundations under railway crossings ; also proper

methods for spacing and timbering under railway crossings. Mr. O. F.

Harting is Chairman of the Sub-Committee.

Mr. O. F. Harting (Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis) :

—

Report of this Sub-Committee is found on page 601 of Bulletin 303, and

the four plans mentioned in the report immediately precede page 601.

I wish to direct your attention to the design of a reinforced concrete

foundation for railroad crossings shown on Plan No. 721, and wish to

explain that no attempt was made by the Committee to ascertain the thick-

ness of the slab by calculation, as the problem involved is of an indetermin-

ate nature. After the thickness of IS inches was decided upon the amount

of reinforcing steel was determined by the common formula to develop

the strength of the concrete. The compressive strength of the concrete was

taken at 700 lb. per square inch and the tensile strength of the reinforcing

steel at 16,000 lb. This, therefore, represents more or less an empirical de-

sign based on the designs now in use by a number of railroads, and the

Committee feels that this foundation will give entire satisfaction.

The Committee recommends that Plan No. 721, dated November, 1927,

and presented last year as information, be adopted as recommended prac-

tice and printed in the Manual. Mr. Chairman, I so move.
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Past- President J. L. Campbell:—Is there any discussion on this motion?

Mr. S. E. Shoup:—I should like to know how the Committee justifies

the arrangement of the slab as shown in the upper righthand column of

Plan No. 721. It seems to me those slabs are put in there backwards.

Mr. O. F. Harting:—Put in backwards? I do not understand your

question.

Mr. S. E. Shoup.:—I should like to know the explanation of the ar-

rangement for the slab given in the upper righthand corner of Plan No.

721. That is, for angles between 40 and 60 degrees.

Mr. O. F. Harting :—There is no explanation ; the sketch speaks for

itself. That is the way that we recommend that the slabs be arranged.

Mr. S. E. Shoup :—^It looks to me that there is a lot of waste material

in the concrete.

Mr. O. F. Harting:—There is some waste in concrete when you use

the precast slab. If you prefer to use the poured method of placing the

foundation you will save concrete, but, on the other hand, having these slabs

made of one standard size for all angles from 40 degrees to 90 degrees

brings about a considerable saving, and that is what the Committee had in

mind in recommending this one size slab; the slabs could, if so desired, be

kept on hand in a storage yard. Does that answer your question?

Mr. S. E. Shoup:—Not entirely. I understand that, but it would seem

to me that if the one on the extreme right were lowered a little bit and

the one on the extreme left were raised, as is the one on the extreme right,

it would be a very much better design.

Mr. O. F. Harting :—The idea in our arrangement is to have both

wheels of an axle reach the edge of the concrete foundation at approxi-

mately the same time.

Mr. S. E. Shoup :—That does not work out on this sketch here because

there is about two feet difference in the place that wheels hit the slab.

Mr. O. F. Harting:—If we move them as suggested by you it will

aggravate that very condition.

Mr. S. E. Shoup :—It does not seem that it would aggravate it much

when you get so much more utility out of your concrete.

Mr. J. V. Neubert :— I think the note in the lefthand corner may be

some guide to you. I do not know how it is in certain localities, but where

you have frogs insulated in the arms, you have to have the arms a little

longer. If you feel you have a short frog and want to shorten up on the

slab, shorten up on it. If you want to lengthen it, draw it out a little.

It is the most advisable shape in regard to fitting in those angles. We tried

one slab under the entire crossing which had to be made special to suit the

individual angle for that crossing. Then we tried the four slabs for

which the expense was much greater, but we found the two slabs of the

shape that is shown here and that seems to be the most economical slab

to fit under the angles as specified by this plan.

All you have to do if you want to see how that will plot up is draw

up some kind of a scale in your office and take the block and slide it around
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and sec wliat different angles will snit, and if it comes in the dimension of

angles shown in this plan.

Mr. S. E. Shoup:—I would certainly reverse the arrangement as you

have it shown on this sketch here.

Another point about this : it would seem to me that the pile foundation

crossing would either have been of sufficient consequence to have an indi-

vidual plan, or it would be of insufficient consequence to have even a note

such as this. I suggest that note be stricken out entirely. If the Com-

mittee wants to draw out a plan for pile foundation, all well and good, but

I do not think we should dispose of it with any such note.

Mr. C. E. Johnston :—I think the whole plan should be remanded.

Past- President J. L. Campbell:—Do you make that as an amendment

to the motion?

Mr. C. E. Johnston :—Yes, sir.

Mr. J. V. Neubert:—Just what is wrong with the plan? I believe

there are hundreds that will be suited by these angles. The plan has been

before the Association I think about two years.

Mr. W. H. Kirkbride:— I cannot see anything basically wrong with

this plan. It seems to me the note in the lower lefthand corner answers

the criticism. It reads: "Instead of making the concrete foundation of

standard 6-foot and 12-foot precast slabs, special slabs may be used that

more nearly fit the angle to the crossing." Surely that gives you leeway

to work out your own individual problem.

Referring to the diagram in the upper righthand corner under the note,

it says for all crossing angles from 40 to 60 degrees, use three slabs. That

further gives you the leeway to work out your problem. Obviously you

cannot outline every angle of a crossing on a standard drawing of this

kind.

I furthermore see no objection to the information in connection with

pile foundations. It certainly outlines two very proper methods of support-

ing crossings on piling. Why should we not have the benefit of this infor-

mation on this drawing?

Past-President J. L. Campbell :—Any further discussion on the amend-

ment? If not, all in favor of the amendment to refer this plan back to

the Committee will say "aye."

(The motion was lost.)

Past- President J. L. Campbell :—The motion is lost and the question is

now on the original motion. Unless there is further discussion, all in favor

of the original inolion say "aye" ; contrary "no."

(The motion was carried.)

Mr. O. F. Harting :—-We further present Plans Nos. 719-A, 719-B and

719-C, showing a diagonal method of arranging ties under railroad cross-

ings having angles ranging from 8 degrees 10 minutes to 50 degrees. In

these plans you will please note that the cross-ties are placed at right angles

to the tracks, a very short distance from the ends of the crossings, eliminat-

ing the necessity of any slewing or skewing of cross-ties. The Committee

has under consideration plans for tie layouts for crossings with angles 50

degrees to 90 degrees for presentation at a later date. The three plans
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mentioned are offered as information to invite criticism, and I move their

acceptance for that purpose.

Past-President J. L. Campbell :—If there is no objection, they will be

so received.

Mr. J. V. Neubert :—Appendix F on page 602, study and report on

methods of reducing rail wear on curves, with particular reference to

oiling the rail or wheel flanges, collaborating with Committee IV.

Mr. C. M. McVay (New York Central) :—This is a subject assigned

with this year's work and the Committee presents the report that you find

on page 602 merely as a progress report and as information. The Committee

sent out a questionnaire about three months ago to all the roads that we
were able to find who had tried the practice of oiling, or were beginning

to try it. The question was left open in this questionnaire and a report was

asked on it in April. The Committee felt that probably some additional in-

formation could be gotten about this practice if it was left over the win-

ter, and the Committee wants to ask all the members of the Association who
received that questionnaire and who have it, to please remember that we
want an answer in April, and that we want all the information you can

give us on it.

Another question was brought in. The Committee will try to report

on devices other than oiling to prevent curve wear on the rail. One par-

ticular guard rail, for instance, has been brought to the Committee's atten-

tion, and if any of you have any such devices, we would surely be inter-

ested in hearing from you on them. Next year I think we can give you a

much more detailed report on this subject.

Past-President J. L. Campbell:—If there is no objection, this report

will be received as information.

Mr. J. V. Neubert :—rAppendix G, on page 603, make critical review of

material in former Proceedings with respect to the cause and effect of brine

drippings, collaborating with Committee IV—Rail, and Committee XV

—

Iron and Steel Structures. Colonel Arn is Chairman of the Committee.

(President Brumley resumed the Chair.)

Mr. W. G. Arn (Illinois Central) :—A review^ of the material in

former Proceedings yielded only the following of special interest

:

"The efforts of this Association finally resulted a few years ago in

the adoption into the American Railway Association Code of Rules (M. C.

B.) the following:

"Rule 3 (2) Refrigerator cars equipped with brine tanks. Suitable

device for retaining the brine between icing stations. From owners.

"Information recently obtained shows the following: Most of the roads

enforce interchange requirements in Rule 3 quoted above as to meat refrig-

erator cars, this rule having been put into effect January 1, 1923. For

the United States as a whole, the rule is enforced about 95 per cent. This

rule applies only to refrigerator cars constructed for meat shipments and

equipped with brine tanks, and does not apply to the type of refrigerator

cars in which fruits and vegetables are shipped.

"Beginning in 1923, salt is used to a limited extent in refrigerator cars

other than meat cars.
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"The practice of using salt in refrigerator cars other than meat cars

is increasing, it being used in the shipment of certain berries, other fruits,

melons, vegetables, fish, poultry and dairy products.

"It is anticipated that the use of salt in cars other than meat cars will

continue to increase, and as a consequence brine drippings will continue to

damage rail, track fastenings, bridges and interfere with signals unless

protection is provided.

"Information obtained from various railroads indicates that no one pro-

tective coating, which is entirely satisfactory, has been found. Among the

coatings which have been used more or less successfully are the following:

Crude oil

Asphalt and asphalt compounds

Tar and tar compounds

Mastic paint.

"A possible solution of this problem is the use of some refrigerant

other than ice, preferably one which has no deleterious eflfect on refrigera-

tor cars, track structures and the products which are being shipped. One

such possible refrigerant is solid carbon dioxide (so-called 'dry ice'). The

cost of this material is as yet so high that its use as a substitute for ice and

salt or ice alone may not be justified, but the satisfactory results obtained

from its use and the increasing extent of its use promise increased manu-

facturing facilities with a possible decrease in cost, which makes it a promis-

ing possibility for refrigerator car shipments.

"Conclusions. The Committee recommends that this report be received

as information only and the subject be continued with the scope broadened to

include investigation of promising substitute refrigerants."

Since the above was submitted to the printer, two articles of interest

have been printed, one describing an iceless refrigerator car using silica gel,

which appears on pages 406-7-8 of the Raihvay Age for February 18, 1928,

and the other entitled "The Field of Dry Ice in Modern Refrigeration,"

which appeared in the February issue of Refrigerating Engineering.

While both silica gel and dry ice hold some promise as a future solution

of the problem, there are serious difficulties in the way of using either of

these articles. For instance, in the cars where silica gel is used, the apparatus

is rather delicate and complicated for use in railroad transportation. In

the case of solid carbon dioxide, a method of thermostatic control has not

yet been devised. In either case, the extra expense and complications which

would result from the use of refrigerator cars using two types of refrigera-

tion would probably meet serious objection.

This is merely submitted as information. If any of the railroads have

found a particularly effective protection, we would be glad to hear from

them. The ones that were reported on, while more or less satisfactory,

have in no case been entirely satisfactory.

Mr. W. H. Courtenay (Louisville & Nashville) :— I would like to

suggest a different recommendation from that recommended by the Commit-

tee, as all of you gentlemen know that matter has been under consideration

for many years and nothing has been accomplished.
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That immense damage to bridge structures and track materials is done

by brine drippings from refrigerator cars is well established, but the money
equivalent of such damage would be difficult indeed to ascertain.

The logical way to stop this destruction is to stop the cause, that is,

to so modify the cars which carry brine as to enable them to retain it

until it may be emptied at certain designated places, such as at icing sta-

tions or in division terminal yards, or at other convenient places where

the efifect of the brine may be localized or special provision made for re-

ceiving it.

All efforts to protect bridge steel from corrosion by brine by the

application of paints of various kinds, or special so-called anti-rust coatings

of various kinds, appear to have been futile, and it would be impracticable

to attempt to apply any coatings of any kind to the heads of all the spikes,

to the tie plates, splices, bolts, rails and other steel in the track structure

even if an effective coating material were developed.

This matter has been before the railroads for many years, but not-

withstanding the American Railway Association's interchange rule of 1920,

which reads: "After October 1, 1920, no car carrying products which

require for their refrigeration the use of salt with ice and which are equipped

with brine tanks, will be accepted in interchange unless provided with

suitable device for retaining the brine between icing stations," the evil con-

tinues ; not only that, but it is growing worse.

Again Rule 3-f of the Interchange Rules, effective January 1, 1925,

is as follows : "No refrigerator car equipped with brine tanks will be

accepted from owner unless provided with suitable device for retaining the

brine betweea icing stations." But so far as this speaker is informed, scant

attention is paid to it.

Many refrigerator cars are the property of others than the railroad

companies, and the handling of them is in many, if not most cases, competi-

tive, consequently if one carrier declines to accept refrigerator cars not

equipped in accordance with the Interchange Rules, another carrier will,

and as traffic officers object to losing the business they are averse to declin-

ing to accept refrigerators which have no brine retainers.

Salt has been placed in the ice of refrigerator cars in recent years, which

carry fruits and vegetables, without any provision whatever for retaining

brine, which greatly increases the disastrous results.

Apparently the best method to endeavor to stop this very serious damage
to property would be to prevail upon all of the railroads of the country

to decline to accept cars with salted ice which are not equipped with effi-

cient brine retainers from which the brine may be emptied at designated

points.

There does not appear to be any serious difficulty about designing brine

retainers by which this may be accomplished, and this may best be done

by this Association presenting to the Mechanical Division of the American

Railway Association the very great importance of the matter, with request

that the Mechanical Division prepare a standard brine retainer, and then
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urgently request that all carriers decline to accept refrigerators not so

equipped.

The earnest co-operation of the American Railway Association should

be enlisted, and 1, therefore, make a motion that this important matter be

referred to the Board of Direction of this Association for its careful

consideration and appropriate action.

I notice this very capable Committee that we have just heard makes

the following statement : "Most of the roads enforce requirements in Rule

3 quoted above as to meat refrigerator cars, this rule having been put into

effect January 1, 1923."

That is not the experience of the Louisville and Nashville Railroad

Company. That Company carries a great deal of fresh meat from East St.

Louis through Evansville to Nashville and points southeast. The damage

done by these brine drippings is tremendous.

I am informed that salt is not only put in refrigerator cars loaded

with fresh meat which were not designed for meat carrying, but salt is put

in increasing quantity in cars which carry fruits and vegetables. We have

not a great many bridges between East St. Louis and Evansville, but

those that we have have been badly damaged. It has been necessary to replace

a great many of the lateral angles in the floor, and it has been necessary to

replace the flange angles.

The bridge over the Ohio River between Evansville and Henderson has

suffered a great deal of damage. The flat lateral plates, to which the

laterals between the track stringers connecting them with the deck trusses

are attached, have had all the heads of the rivets eaten off, to various

extents, some of them so that there is practically no head left. The brine

dropping from the refrigerator cars has pitted the truss members of the

bridge below the deck, and this pitting has generally been done on the up-

stream truss, for the prevailing winds are in that direction.

During the past year we have had to cut apart and replace between

trains the top plates and flanges, lateral braces, and tops of columns on

the viaduct approach to that bridge on the Kentucky side.

We have endeavored to protect these with every kind of preservative

we knew of. We have a bridge over Picon Creek in Evansville, a double-

track bridge in the yards. It was thought at one time by soaking burlap in

paint and applying it and painting it again we would get some protection.

We did not get it. We have tried various anti-rust compounds, and other

things which have been highly recommended to prevent rust, but none of

them has succeeded. While the damage has been done to a much greater

extent between East St. Louis and Nashville than elsewhere on the Louis-

ville & Nashville Lines, it has been done to a great extent elsewhere.

On the St. Louis Division, a majority of the tie plates have been

badly damaged by brine. A number of the tie plates, at least some of

them sent to my office, have been entirely rusted away on the outside of

the rail. A great many of the heads of the spikes are so far gone that

the spikes cannot be, pulled with clawbars. Other spikes have their throats

so badly cut that they are useless.
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This trouble not only occurs on that division but it occurs on other

divisions elsewhere. Recently on a bridge on the division which extends from

Louisville southeastwardly towards Knoxville, I noticed there were a double

set of spikes on the track on the bridge. One set had heads entirely gone.

The others were driven lately and were not yet gone. That is a place

where there is a water station at the station next south of that bridge and

the laterals of that bridge were all badly corroded to such an extent it

had to be replaced.

Gentlemen, this matter, as you all know, has been before this Associa-

tion for years, and while the interchange rules have been passed, we are

not getting results. I think the matter should be taken up urgently and

one of the difficulties so far as our own line is concerned, when I endeavored

to get our people to absolutely refuse to accept these cars, they said, "Well,

the other people will take them." The traffic men were present in the

conference and they said they could not afford to lose the business. It

may be true. If the traffic men do not want to lose the business and accept-

ance of it will ruin the railroad or greatly damage it, I think somebody

should get busy and try to get all railroads collectively to try to follow

these rules.

So far as I can find out, the Committee may be correct that 95 per

cent of the roads are following these rules, but I wrote to Chief Engi-

neers of about 25 or 26 railroads and they all wrote back to me that they

were suffering too. I would like to know the roads that are not suffering,

if there are any. I am much obliged to you.

The President:—Is there a second to Mr. Courtenay's motion?

Mr. Hunter McDonald:—Is there a motion before the house?

The President :—Mr. Courtenay made a motion.

Mr. Hunter McDonald :—I will second the motion so that I may pro-

ceed with the discussion.

I want to endorse all that Mr. Courtenay has said. The experiences

on the main line of our road have been practically the same as he has out-

lined. We have endeavored to meet the problem, having considered it one

which we could not have removed, by housing all of our steel bridges

which are below the rail. We put raising pieces on the top of plate girders

and chords, picking the track high enough to enable us to apply a gal-

vanized iron covering which sheds the water off the girder or chord. Laterals

are also covered with galvanized iron.

In regard to track fixtures, tie plates and rails, we spray our track with

crude oil containing a higii percentage of asphalt. We have been pursuing

that plan for three years and I believe we are getting fairly tangible results.

Mr. W. H. Courtenay :— I would like to say we have tried the use of oil

liberally during the past many months. We follow the practice on all of

our girders and where we have steel track stringers hitched into floor

beams, of covering the top of the floor-beams and track stringers with creo-

soted timbers, called raising pieces, about 4 inches thick, and we have them

wider than the steel members they cover. They give considerable protection

but I notice very recently on one of our bridges in the South that the
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brine has been following under them by capillary attraction and attacking

the steel. If any of you gentlemen want to find out what is happening, I

suggest you shift the cross-ties. You will find the rust far worse under

the ties than anywhere else, that is, on deck girders and track stringers.

Mr. W. G. Arn:—As further information, I might state that the railroads

were not canvassed to see how many of them enforced this rule, but I con-

sulted the various departments on our own railroad, and they referred me
to the Federal Ice Refrigerating Company as one of the largest re-icing

outfits, and they said to the best of their information the rule was enforced

about 95 per cent, that there was some laxity in enforcing it.

The Committee considered, of course, the question of remodeling the

cars which handle the fruit and vegetables to see if the brine tank could

be put on that car the same as the other. The Mechanical Department and

the Refrigerator Department both advised that that would be almost imprac-

ticable, it would be very troublesome and expensive.

One of the railroads objected to the use of salt in these cars and took

the matter to the Interstate Commerce Commission. The Commission ruled

that they must transport the cars with the salt on the ice even though they

were not equipped with the brine tanks, and, without stating so, left the

intimation that if necessary the railroad companies could apply for an

increase in rates enough to take care of any damage that might occur.

Mr. Hunter McDonald :—Mr. Courtenay's difficulty about the protec-

tion of girders arises from the fact that he does not put a roof over the

girder in the shape of a galvanized iron cover. This roof can be replen-

ished and renewed by jacking the deck up whenever the brine drippings

corrode sufficiently to require it. This plan, however, is not successfully

applicable to open deck bridges.

If he will just put the galvanized iron cover on top of the raising piece,

I think he will accomplish very good results. I know that we have done

so and have been doing it for ten or twelve years.

Mr. W. H. Courtenay :—^We have done that too.

Mr. B. R. Leffler :—I think that term 95 per cent is too rosy, too cheer-

ful. I think we should consider the eflfect as appears on track construction.

The 5 per cent that is left may do enough damage.

I have in mind a certain location where there is a drawbridge, with

a long approach span, over one of the mid-western rivers where all the

meat trains stop to take on water. It is a continual fight with brine. I do

not care about this 95 per cent. It may look good.

There is another matter that we should have no delusions about, and
that is as to protective coatings. I have made repeated tests by taking small

pieces of metal, coating the metal with various compounds, including com-
mon red lead paint and linseed oil, and dipped them into the salt solution

taken out of the refrigerator cars. The pieces were kept in the solution

twenty-four hours, then exposed to the weather twenty-four hours, and so

on for six months or a year, and not one of these so-called compounds
amounted to anything. The best that showed up was the ordinary common
red lead and linseed oil paint.
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The trouble with a test like that, of course, is that it does not simulate

actual practice. The only compound I have found which would hold up

against actual service conditions was hot asphalt applied very carefully with

the outside temperature just right, and all conditions just right, such as are

very seldom found in actual application of painting.

Under those conditions, the hot asphalt applied will hold up probably

three or four years, providing there is no mechanical abrasion.

The solution to this difficulty is to get rid of the brine. The Bridge

Engineers are attempting to take care of it in their way by making the

bridge sections of considerable excess area. For instance, the plate girder

flanges and floor system can be made 15 or 20 per cent heavier. That is

about the way it works out best from a practical standpoint.

Mr. Robert H. Ford (Rock Island) :—It may be of interest to the con-

vention at this time to know that in assigning this subject, the Board of

Direction had in mind for the Committee to make a critical review of

material previously collected regarding the cause and effect of brine drip-

pings. The subject is not new and a good deal of work has been heretofore

done but conditions change and the discussions should be of assistance to

the Committee in an effort to reach the cause in such a way as to permit

constructive steps to be taken to remove or correct the situation.

The President:—Are you ready for the question?

Mr. G. H. Tinker (Nickel Plate) :—I think I can verify Mr. Court-

enay's experience that the greater amount of rust occurs under the ties and

not between. Capillary action carries the brine between the tie and the steel.

The same thing will occur in the case of any kind of wooden protection.

Wherever the brine can reach the underside of the wood, it is going to

work its way between the wood and the steel and produce damage which is

greater, because it is not seen, and because it is retained there a greater

length of time.

I think that the remedy proposed by Mr. Courtenay will be futile.

That has already been done. The Committee has reported the result, and

members of the Association have reported their experience on it, that noth-

ing has been accomplished, or very little.

I have no statistics, but I have examined a good many refrigerator cars,

many of them which were iced by this same company which makes the

report of 95 per cent. I never saw a car which retains brine. I think the

only solution to the problem is to so design and build your bridges that

the brine will not reach the steel ; that is to say, make your bridges with a

solid deck. It is not sufficient to put a roof over the flange of the girders

because brine will be carried by the wind and strike the structure below.

We have a great many high viaducts, and an examination of the bottom

struts, at the bottom of the bents, shows they are pitted by brine; so unless

the brine is kept from blowing about, striking the structure at other parts

than immediately below the track, the damage will not be avoided.

Mr. W. H. Courtenay :—I want to be understood in this matter. I

have some doubts whether even those deck girder bridges, which have concrete
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floors re-enforced, fv:lly protect against brine, but what I am trying to do

in my effort is to get this Association, witli all the influence and power

which it can command, to endeavor to get all the railroads in the United

States, which can be done through the American Railway Association, to

abate this nuisance and stop this damage. It is a serious thing when the

bridges cross large rivers and are attacked, damaged to such an extent that

you must make renewal. They are costly; they are enormously costly.

The President:—Are you ready for the question? All in favor will

say "aye" ; opposed "no." The motion is carried.

Mr. Chairman, have you anything further?

Mr. P. T. Robinson (Southern Pacific) :—It is assumed that the con-

clusions of the Sub-Committee just reached were based on the outlets of

the brine from the present position, which in most cases, under my observa-

tion, is over the journal and directly over the track. If that is a fact, I

think I have a partial solution of your trouble so far as the rail itself is

concerned.

In Arizona the temperature of rail gets as high as 150 degrees. We
found there was some enormous destructive force working on the ends of

our untreated ties, to such an extent they were becoming badly broomed,

the spikes would not hold, and that the life of the ties shortened up to as

much as three and four years.

We began to look around to see what was causing this, and we
found that when a long refrigerator train passed by, there was a con-

stant dripping on the ends of the tie. We concluded that if we could

remove that dripping from the point that it was being dropped, we
might overcome the difficulties. We took it up with the refrigera-

tion company, the Pacific Fruit Express, and asked if they would not

change their outlets so they would come to the extreme outside of the

car. They saw the point, and now as the cars go through the shops,

they are changing them so the outlet is at the outside of the car.

So far as the improvement on the end of the ties is concerned, we
changed the type of tie to a creosote and oil tie, so I can't say whether

it is accomplishing anything in that respect, but the oil holds the

particles of the wood fiber together, and does not permit the expan-

sion and contraction that occurred before.

The President:—Mr. Chairman, have you anything further to report?

Mr. J. V. Neubert:—No, sir.

The President:—If there is nothing further, this Committee is excused

witli the thanks of the Association for the excellent work that has been

done. (Applause.)
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Mr. Earl Stimson (Baltimore & Ohio) :—One of the most troublesome

features of rail service is the tendency of the rail at the ends towards

battering. This subject has been given very careful and exhaustive con-

sideration by the Sub-Committee to which it was assigned and from time

to time in the past few years reports have been presented. This year a

report which is more or less in the nature of a final report is before you.

This Committee has done wonderful work under the very able leadership

of Mr. McDonald. Mr. McDonald will favor us with the presentation

of the report.

Mr. Hunter McDonald (Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis) :—This

is a progress report, but by courtesy of the Committee it is presented with

some elaboration in order, if possible, to bring out discussion on conclusions

which are pending for consideration at an early meeting to be called of

the Sub-Committees of the Rail and Track Committees.

On page 580 of Bulletin 303, Part I, there appears a letter from Mr.

W. C. Cushing, Engineer of Standards, Pennsylvania Railroad, in which

he sets forth the possibilities of heat treatment of steel rail as a means of

preventing rail battering.

On this same page, the closing clause of Appendix C to the Rail Com-
mittee's report for 1926 is reproduced and reference made to a paper by

Mr. J. L. Fergus, Division Engineer, Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis

Railway, in which he points out the effect of the variation in quality of

steel rail to resist battering and the large savings to be expected by pro-

curement of more uniform resistance to rail battering.

This subject is also referred to on page 584, where it is recommended
that tests outlined in Appendix C be made by the Joint Committee of

experts representing the Manufacturers' Technical Committee and the

A.R.E.A. Rail Committee, which is studying the matter of improvement

in quality of steel rail to cover both conditions of manufacture and service

in track. Recommendations that such tests be made by this Committee
have been made to the Board of Direction by the Rail and Track Com-
mittees.

There is also on page 584 brief reference to observations being con-

ducted on the tracks of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway and

exhibits relating thereto, reference to which appears on pages 582, 590 and

59L

On pages 586 and 587 will be found the report on rail battering of

the rail laid with head free and head contact joints on the Reading Rail-

road. This report was made by Messrs. Wrenshall, of the Reading, and

Markley, of the Rail Joint Company, from batter nicasurements made by

them at the request of the two Sub-Committees.

Attention is called to an omission of several pages from Exhibit O
due to an error of the printer. These pages contained data from which
Exhibit P was prepared. The error will be corrected in the Proceedings.
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On page 581 will be found tentative conclusions formulated at the

joint meeting of the two Sub-Committees, held on the Reading Railroad,

which are to be presented for final consideration at a joint meeting of these

Sub-Committees to be called at an early date. These are briefly as follows

:

Paragraph 1 : That a properly constructed taper gage is sufficiently

accurate or adaptable to both statistical as well as service measurement of

rail battermg.

We have already put into the Manual a provision that a micrometer

was best adapted to batter measurements for statistical purposes, but this

conclusion seeks to withdraw that item from the Manual.

(a) That sufficient attention has not, in the past years, been bestowed

on the care of rail during and after laying.

(b) That chipping may be reduced by readjustment of improper

expansion spaces.

(c) That rail ends should be built up by welding when the batter

equals ^5 of an inch, if such rails are to be retained in the track.

(d) That it is not economical to build up rail ends out of face.

(e) That investigation should be made to determine the best method

of removing metal projecting into the joint gap as a result of welding

or end overflow.

(f) That rail battering on high-speed tracks with traffic generally in

one direction only may extend on the receiving end far beyond the joint

gap, and, therefore, present methods of measuring may not be applicable

in such cases. Such special cases should also receive special consideration

with regard to the economy of welding as against resawing.

(g) That general milling of rail ends, as a means of reducing chip-

ping is not justified.

On page 582 reference is made to the value of further investigations

into the matter of lubrication to promote movement of rail through joints.

This should include the possibilities and advantages of spraying the ends of

rails with molten zinc, which will also promote electrical conductivity

through the joint.

I want to add there that Mr. Backes has the question of spraying the

ends with molten zinc under consideration for his line, and he advises me
that he will shortly undertake that work with the experimental observation

necessary to accompany it, and produce results.

I also want to refer to the possibilities of the development of a wrench

that will successfully measure the human eflfort that is placed on the nut in

tightening the bolt.

A gentleman on the Santa Fe, I believe, brought to my attention by Mr.

Strachan, has this matter in hand, and I understand that the apparatus has

almost reached a point of perfection.

The introduction of this type of tool will possibly enable the determina-

tion of a proper tension in bolts, and when we learn from the Committee
on Stresses in Track just what tension we ought to have to produce the

necessary strength in the joint, we will have made a very forward step in

this investigation.
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The President :—You have heard the report of the Sub-Committee

on Cause and Prevention of Rail Battering. This is a very important sub-

ject, gentlemen. I am quite sure that the Committee will be glad to have

your discussion of the question.

If there are no questions to be asked or suggestions made, the Chair-

man will proceed with the presentation of the balance of the report.

Mr. Earl Stimson:—One of the established features of the Rail Commit-

tee report is rail failure statistics. These statistics are compiled in the

office of the Engineer of Tests' of the Rail Committee. I will ask Mr.

Barnes, the Engineer of Tests, to present this subject.

Mr. W. C. Barnes (Engineer of Tests, Rail Committee) :—The rail

failure statistics this year were received quite a little earlier than usual

from the reporting roads, which has permitted us to issue these statistics at

an earlier date, as well as to include in them a greater tonnage than here-

tofore reported.

You will note on page 562 of Bulletin 303 that we are now reporting

on approximately 7 million tons, equivalent to 44,750 track miles of rail.

The statistics for this year have been prepared in the standard manner.

They compare table by table with the last year's report. The outstanding

feature of this year's presentation is shown in Table 1 on page 563. You

will note that the righthand column shows that the average failures per 100

track miles for five years' service have been consistently decreasing since

the 1917 rolling. The 1921 rolling, the last to complete its five years'

service period, shows the low rate of failure of 98.9.

No doubt considerable credit for this is due to improvement in the

mill output we have been receiving of late.

These results are shown graphically in Fig. 1, which shows a resump-

tion of the downward trend of the rail failures since the high peak following

the war.

If you will look at the four-year column in Table 1, you will note that

the indications are the five-year record of 1922 rail will not quite equal that

of the 1921 rail, but w^ill still be better than the preceding four years. The

following tables segregate the results by mills and repeat the same informa-

tion for earlier rollings from previous reports.

The next of particular interest is the mill rating table in Fig. 3. Compar-

ing Fig. 3 with Fig. 3 of last year, one will note that there have been slight

changes in the ranking position of the mills as regards rate of failures, but if

you pass on to Fig. 4, which presents the same data only after the introduction

of a traffic density factor, you will find that the ranking is practically the

same as last year, from which I would deduce that the distribution of the

tonnages from the various mills has been somewhat different during this

period, which is probably the cause for the change in the ranking shown in

Fig. 3.

The average rail weight reported on has nf)w reached 102.8 lb. per yard.

This report is submitted as information.
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The President :—You have heard this report, gentlemen. Have you

any questions to ask, or any suggestions to make to the Committee? If

there are none, Mr. Chairman, you may proceed.

Mr. Earl Stimson :—For many years your Committee has had under

consideration the subject of mill practice as aflFecting the quality of steel

rails. As the members of the Committee represent the users of the fails

rather than the manufacturers, they have been in very much better position

to note the eflfects rather than the causes, and while very exhaustive reports

have been submitted from time to time on this subject, they have been more

matters of information as to the various methods in the mills rather than any

attempt to analyze the methods and determine remedial measures.

The subject has rested dormant for several years. It was prodded into

life again this year by the Sub-Committee to which the subject was assigned,

under the very able leadership of Mr. C. B. Bronson, of the New York

Central Lines. The information has been brought up to date, outlining

improvements in the manufacture of rails that have been made in the various

steel mills. Mr. Bronson will point out the high spots in the report that

is submitted this year.

Mr. C. B. Bronson (New York Central) :—The report of the Sub-

Committee on Mill Practice presents in brief form a record of recent

improvements in the manufacture of steel rails. The widespread use of

heavier sections, together with the universal adoption of the 39- ft. standard

length created new manufacturing problems which are reflected collectively

in the expenditure of several millions of dollars. This has been accom-

plished without increased cost per ton to the railroads, in the face of the

expense and outlay involved, which is indeed gratifying.

Encouraging progress has been made towards greater perfection of

details through the departments of the steel and rail-making plants. The
heavier average and total loading imposed upon rails make strict adherence

to the best standard of practice for each step in the process of manufacture

imperative.

Improved conditions are indicated in that report for practically every

department from the open-hearth to the finished rail. Furthermore, the mills

are either rebuilding or modernizing their plants where equipment and other

facilities have become obsolete or impractical for present-day requirements.

There has been a more widespread demand for special steels, par-

ticularly medium or intermediate manganese open-hearth rails ; a practice

which was inaugurated on the Lackawanna Railroad over seven years ago,

and has proven so advantageous that many roads are now ordering sizable

tonnages. Experimental installations were also made of rails made from

ingots cast in hot-top molds. More advance has been made in heat treat-

ment of rails within the past year than at any other time, and efforts have

been directed towards commercializing the process for larger tonnage out-

puts. Methods of annealing and hotbed treatment have been under investi-

gation, as well as further study of various types of alloying elements. Ac-

tivity in these various lines is further advanced than many are aware of.
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A greater measure of co-operation has been carried on between the

representatives of the manufacturers and this Committee in an effort to

study and solve mutual problems and arrive at basic facts in the interest

of better rails for present and future service requirements.

The President:—The report on details of Mill Practice and Manufac-

ture is submitted as a progress report. Are there any questions or any dis-

cussion? If there are none, Mr. Chairman, you may proceed.

Mr. Earl Stimson :—The two outstanding features of the activities of

the Rail Committee this year are as follows

:

(1) The formation of a joint committee with the Rail Manufacturers'

Technical Committee for the purpose of collaborating in the study of the

causes of rail failures, particularly transverse fissure rail failures, and the

conducting of such tests and experiments that may lead to the determination

of the causes and the elimination of such causes.

In order to carry this work on, the two Committees met as a whole dur-

ing the convention last year and organized for the work by appointing a

Sub-Committee from each of the two Committees to act as a joint sub-

committee to outline a program of procedure and put such program into

effect.

During the year this Sub-Committee had four or five meetings, at

which a definite program of procedure was outlined, and that work is now
being put into effect.

The Bethlehem Steel Company is co-operating with the Pennsylvania

Railroad Company in furnishing rails manufactured under various conditions,

some heat-treated rails, and some of varying carbon content ; and the Carne-

gie Steel Corhpany is co-operating with the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad

along the same lines. These rails will be put in track and will be care-

fully watched as to service. From the results of these tests some very valu-

able information will undoubtedly be developed which will lead to better

rails or at least give us some indication as to whether rails manufactured

under certain conditions are better than those manufactured under others.

The second outstanding feature of the Committee's work has been the

development of the transverse fissure detector car. This work was financed

by the American Railway Association, which has furnished a little over

$23,000 for the building of the first transverse fissure detector car. This car

is now completed and is under test on the New York Central Railroad. The
finishing touches are being put on the car and details perfected so that it

will be fit for practical use on the tracks of the railroads.

We have an exhibit here which will undoubtedly became of considerable

historic interest and will be carefully preserved in the archives of the

Association. It is the first transverse fissure detected by this car in actual

operation over railroad tracks. It will be placed out in the lobby so every-

one will have an opportunity to see it.

Since the car has been completed and has been undergoing the final tests

on the New York Central Railroad, Mr. C. B. Bronson, of that company,

has followed very closely the tests, and he is in better position than anyone
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to tell us the true story of the present status of the car and its prospects

of utility in the detection of transverse fissures in rails in track.

Mr. C. B. Bronson:—The Sperry Detector Car for locating interior

defects and transverse fissures in rail heads is one of the most important

developments ever presented before this body. Mr. Elmer A. Sperry, who

originated the idea, is unique as a scientist and inventor of many devices of

great practical value. The work of development has been ably carried on by

Mr. Harcourt Drake, representing the Sperry interests, and Mr. Keevil, rep-

resenting the American Railway Association, and the rapid progress made

in a little over one year constitutes a remarkable record.

Considerable demand has arisen for a descriptive article of this device,

and we are therefore presenting in pamphlet form a condensed and illustrated

brief of the general design and important details of the mechanism as well

as some historical data.

The basic principle throughout all of the development work has been the

air-gap effect of dissociated particles within the rail head. This is made

evident by forcmg a high current at low voltage through the rail head, and

picking up the resistance effect from the interior fracture by a small detec-

tor coil. The minute impulse developed is then conducted to radio tubes and

amplified from two to three hundred thousand times. Sufficient power is

thus obtained to operate relays" and pens for a permanent record on a mov-

ing strip of paper of the size and location of each fissure, spray paint

against the side of the rail section, and operate a buzzer or loud speaker

to further notify the operator of the test car.

The initial tests on over fifty rails at the Sperry plant consumed about

six months, and were sufficiently thorough to establish the absolute correct-

ness of the basic theory. Such a degree of proficiency was attained that

the exact size and location of each fissure in the rail head could be fore-

cast; even those one-eighth of an inch in diameter. Furthermore, it was

demonstrated that fissures had to be within the rail head or else no indica-

tion developed from the sensitive apparatus ; a fact which was checked many

times on different rails. The location of fissures was so accurately de-

tected that a drill could be correctly centered to pierce the top of the

head down to the depth of the fissure within.

As a result of these successful practical studies, the track car was

developed and has been on trial operating on specially prepared track on the

New York Central at Beacon, 58 miles north of New York City, as well as

in test runs on the main line high-speed tracks. Experience has neces-

sitated numerous minor and time-consuming changes, but the work has pro-

ceeded during these past two months on a conservative and thorough basis,

which is essential in any important research or development work. Great

advances have been made and there seems no doubt of the ultimate useful-

ness of the device.

The detector car will be available for trial runs on many other lines

throughout the country, subsequent to the work now in progress.

Reference has been made by governmental and other agencies to the

value and importance of the Sperry Detector Device, and this Association
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should be congratulated for its progressive spirit in financially aiding in the

development and utilization of this remarkable apparatus. (Applause.)

The President :—Gentlemen, the speaker has just told you that this is

one of the most important topics that the Committee has to present. We wish

to give you an opportunity of asking questions or making suggestions or

criticizing what has been presented. I hope you will feci free to say what
you have on your minds.

Mr. J. V. Neubert (New York Central) :— I have been interested very

much in transverse fissure matters for a number of years. I was not inter-

ested in the Sperry development until I visited their plant with the Rail

Committee last summer, which they kindly invited me to attend. I have

since been very much interested in its development.

The New York Central E^st has had this car for several weeks on its

tracks to develop it. A great deal of thought and consideration has

been given in regard to what the expectation is of the machine. I have

great faith in it. A great many people are in doubt as to what it will do.

I have been on the car several times, and it does indicate, but not to the

perfection in the track service as it did in their plant.

There is an old saying that "Rome was not built in a day." This is a

new development, and I do not believe it will be developed in a day, but I

think if we have confidence, a little patience, this machine will do what it

is expected to do. I know that as far as the New York Central is con-

cerned we do not care how long they want to leave the car there, until the

Rail Committee are perfectly satisfied that it is what it is expected to be.

I just thought I would mention that because there is some question of

doubt, and some may think this is a joker, but it is not. It is a new device.

It is the introduction of the development of the location of the fissure

trouble, and is the first device that has brought us any light since the noted

Manchester wreck on the Lehigh Valley a number of years ago.

The President :—I should like to be permitted to call on some of you

gentlemen to say what you think about this subject. If Major Macomb
is in the audience, we would be glad to hear from him.

Mr. J. de N. Macomb (Inland Steel Company) :—Mr. President, I

have not had an opportunity of seeing the device in operation.

Mr. Sperry was working on the track recording car in connection with

the Santa Fe some years ago when the matter of transverse fissure was

brought to his attention. He was leaving for New York in a very few

minutes after that. Before he reached New York on the Twentieth Cen-

tury he had the detector entirely worked out on paper, in drawings as well as

description, and sent them back by return mail. The drawings had just

reached here when we had a telegram from him to disregard the whole thing,

that it was made up on the magnetic principle, and he wished to change to the

electrical principle, which he subsequently did.

I think the Santa Fe would have been glad at that time to have gone

forward with the development of the detector except they were then engaged

in the development of the track recorder.
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Some time elapsed after that before the development of the detector

was taken up by the Committee, and since then I think we arc all familiar

with the history of the device.

As I said, I have not had an opportunity of seeing the detector in opera-

tion for the past few months, but personally I am absolutely satisfied that

with a little development work and ironing out the imperfections which are

sure to occur in any new device, the detector will be a great success.

The President:—Is Mr. Baldridge of the Santa Fe in the room?

Mr. C. W. Baldridge (Santa Fe) :—Mr. Chairman, personally, I have

not had anything to do with, or have not seen the Sperry detector car. It is a

very interesting method, and certainly one to be very much commended,

producing a means which will determine whether transverse fissures are

located in the rails, whether or not they are visible before they break.

In this connection, however, I think it is only fair to give credit to a

present member of the Rail Committee for pioneer work on this line. Mr.

E. E. Chapman, who is now a member of the Rail Committee, started the

investigations of a rail transverse fissure detector, using a magnetic scheme,

which showed the presence of transverse fissures without a question, but,

unfortunately, it was affected by any irregularity in the top of the rail to such

an extent that it gave many false indications, and consequently did not prove

effective. From that start the present rail detector has grown.

The President:—If Dr. Unger, of the Carnegie Steel Company, is in

the audience, we will be glad to hear from him.

Dr. J. S. Unger (Carnegie Steel Company) :—Mr. Chairman, I am
interested in the further developments of the transverse fissure detector car.

I am awaiting, with a great deal of interest, word from the Com-
mittee that will advise us that the car is ready to go out into service. I

believe we can find enough work for the car to do when the Committee have

put their O.K. on the car.

Our people have for many years aimed or tried to develop an instrument

of some sort that would show the presence of transverse fissures in a rail.

We spent considerable time and money in trying to further develop the

magnetic method.

Those who have had experience with that method know that it would

not meet all the conditions that were required in order to detect a fissure

in a rail.

I can add very little, Mr. Chairman, other than to say the maiiufacturer

is interested to the same extent that the railroad is, in the future develop-

ment of the Sperry transverse fissure detector.

The President:—^If Dr. Talbot is in the audience, we will be very glad

to hear from him.

Dr. A. N. Talbot (University of Illinois) :—I am also very much

interested in this instrument. I have not known anything about the details,

so I am not competent to comment on it. From time to time, when the

matter of a detector for transverse fissures has been discussed, the question

has been raised as to whether an instrument would be able to distinguish

between, say, a transverse fissure and other defects or other lack of homo-
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geneity in the rail. I should be pleased myself to have the Committee say

whether this instrument as it has been devised will surely distinguish between

one kind of a defect and another.

Mr. C. B. Bronson:—The basic principle of this device is the discon-

tinuity or rupture within the rail head. As long as there is a break or

separation of the particles within the head—either entirely transverse, or

partly longitudinal and partly transverse—this apparatus will absolutely pick

up the defect.

The air-gap effect of dissociated or broken particles is the basis upon

which the entire equipment has been developed.

In connection with the record that is shown in the mounting, I should

like to call attention to the fact that the actual record from the apparatus

is shown directly above the three fractures. This record is one of four or

five duplicates that were made on this stretch of track, indicating that the

record can be repeated without difficulty and that the indications are abso-

lutely identical from one record to the next.

The President:—We find that American Railway Engineers are not

the only ones who are making a study of these defects in steel rails. Japanese

Engineers have done some work along this line. We have present with us

this morning M. Suzuki, Mechanical and Research Engineer of the Japanese

Government Railways, Tokio, Japan. We would be very glad if he would

tell us something about the work along this line that is being done by

Japanese Engineers.

Mr. M. Suzuki (Japanese Government Railways) :—I regret that I am

not prepared to make an address to you this morning.

The President:—We hope you will be back next year after this Com-

mittee has done more work on transverse fissures, and we hope you can

tell us what your government is doing then. We would be glad to have you

come back next year and tell us what you are doing.

Mr. G. H. Tinker (New York, Chicago & St. Louis) :— I should like to

ask if it is the thought of the Committee that the use of this machine will

throw any light upon the cause of the formation of these fissures originally,

and whether it is also the thought that the machine will be further developed

so that it may be available for use in the mills, before the rails are put into

track, for the detection of incipient fissures.

I understand from a remark of Mr. Bronson that the basis of the action

of the machine is the presence of an air gap, perhaps not an actual separa-

tion, but an incipient separation. I judge from that that there would be

absolutely no difiference in the indication between a transverse fissure and

what we call a pipe or longitudinal fissure in the rail. I .should like to ask

if that is a fact.

Mr. C. B. Bronson :—The machine will not detect a pipe on account of

the fact that the pipe is longitudinal and the fissure is transverse. Trans-

verse dissociation within the head is essential.

The other point that the gentleman has just raised as to the possibility

of the utilization of this principle for determining the cause of fissures

in new rails is under very careful consideration, but it naturally must be
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taken up in easy stages, and the first development necessary was to attack

the large problem of attempting to locate fissures in rails in service, to aim

for their removal as rapidly as possible, and subsequently will come the

development of the device for new material. That is now under very care-

ful consideration by Mr. Sperry.

Mr. Earl Stimson :—I wish to call the Association's attention to an

illustrated description of the transverse fissure car which was issued as a sup-

plcrru?ntal report of the Committee. This has been placed on distribution

in the lobby.

I also want to express appreciation for the aid that the New York
Central Lines, through Mr. Neubert and Mr. Bronson, have been to the

Association and the Rail Committee in the final tests of this car. After

it was completed in the shop, the question arose as to what sort of a road

test we would give it. The New York Central people very kindly offered

to place their tracks at the disposal of the Committee and the Sperry people

for the test. Without this it would have been very difficult to have deter-

mined the practicability of the car. While it worked perfectly in the labora-

tory, when the machine was put on the car and propelled along the track,

very many difficulties arose that were not encountered in the laboratory.

The fact that the car has now been out on the road in tests for over sixty

days will give you some indication of the magnitude of the service that the

New York Central have rendered, and also the debt the Association owes

that company.

The Rail Committee this year have no recommendations to offer for

adoption. The report is one of progress and is submitted as information.

The President :—During the year a Committee of the Board of Direc-

tion has compiled statistics on the work done by the various working com-

mittees. There will be distributed to you this morning a pamphlet which

deals with convention procedure. You will notice an exhibit attached to

that pamphlet showing the apparent amount of work that has been done by

each of the working committees since the Association was organized. I just

want to refer to the work that has been done by the Rail Committee. Since

the Association was organized this Committee has presented twenty-seven

reports for your consideration. Those reports contain 3,892 printed pages.

For all the reports presented to the Association during that time, the total

was 23,000, or, in other words, the Rail Committee has contributed 16 per

cent of the total volume of reports submitted to you.

As to the discussion of these reports, the Rail Committee's work repre-

sents 251 printed pages out of a total of 3,379, or seven per cent of the total

discussion on all reports submitted to you.

This Committee has worked very industriously from the time it was
organized, and the work it is doing at the present time is probably the most

important topic for consideration of this Association.

The Committee is dismissed with the thanks of the Association. (Ap-
plause.)



DISCUSSION ON ROADWAY
(For Report, see pp. 525-555)

(Past-President Edwin F. Wendt in the Chair.)

Mr. C. W. Baldridge (Santa Fe) :—The report of the Roadway Com-

mittee is to be found on page 525 of Bulletin 303.

The subjects assigned the Committee were published on page 2 of

Bulletin 296 issued in June, 1927. Therefore, they are not repeated in detail

here, but are reported by number and title only.

As a result of the year's work, the Committee respectfully presents

and recommends action thereon as follows

:

Subject No. 1, Revision of the Manual. The report of the Committee

is given in Appendix A, and since no revisions of the Manual are offered,

no action is recommended.

Subject No. 2, Study of Corrugated Metal Culverts. The report of

the Committee is given in Appendix B. The Committee offers the report as

information and requests that the subject be reassigned.

Subject No. 3, Study of Deformations of Roadbed. The report of the

Committee is given in Appendix C, The report is offered as information

and it is recommended that the subject be reassigned.

Subject Xo. 4, Study of Improved Methods for Preventing Corrosion

of Fence Wire. The Committee reports progress and asks that the subject

be reassigned.

Subject No. 5, Study of Specifications for Steel Fence Posts. The

report of the Committee is given in Appendix E. The Committee recom-

mends that the specifications for metal fence posts be adopted for inclusion

in the Manual, and that the subject be discontinued.

Subject No. 6, Permanent Roadbed Construction. The report of the

Committee is given in Appendix F. The report is offered as information,

and it is recommended that the subject be reassigned.

Subject No. 7, Methods for Policing the Right-of-Way. The report

of the Committee is given in Appendix G. The report is offered as informa-

tion and it is recommended that the subject be discontinued.

The lack of revision of the Manual this year does not mean that this

Sub-Committee were idle during this year, for in addition to the revision

of the Manual, Mr. Oyler, who was made Chairman of the Sub-Committee,

and his Committee, have represented the Roadway Committee on all

collaboration work of this Committee with other committees. Mr. Oyler

is not present to-day and there was nothing to report, therefore we will not

go into that subject any further.

The second subject assigned to the Roadway Committee reads : Continue

the study of Corrugated Metal Culverts. The Sub-Committee in charge

of this subject have done some hard work this year, as you will find by

reading Appendix B. Mr. W. H. Woodbury, the Chairman of the Sub-

Committee, will present the report.

1387
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Mr. W. H. Woodbury (Duluth & Iron Range) :—I think before I say

anything about our present report, I might review briefly the purpose and

the outline of the work of this Sub-Committee.

This Sub-Committee has been in existence some twelve or fifteen years.

I have been associated with it personally for about ten years. In attempt-

ing to make a study of this subject, we approached it from three angles:

First, durability; second, strength, and third, the economics of such

structures.

The question of durability has corrosion and wear to consider. The
question of corrosion is a question that can be determined only by long

periods of time. We have records of culverts in use twenty and more years.

The majority of them run from twelve to twenty years. Every five years

we have been making a reexamination of the condition of the culverts which

we have been inspecting, so in 1930, if this Committee continues, they will

probably have further reports to make on the culverts that have been re-

ported on in the past.

With regard to strength, as you all know, we have put on a series of

tests on the Illinois Central Lines in Southern Illinois under a 35-foot bank

and by means of the Goldbeck cells have been reading the pressures devel-

oped on these culverts, and in our last report we made a rather full report

of what we discovered.

In the last year we have undertaken to study the stresses developed in

the metal of this type of culverts. We have met with a great deal of diffi-

culty. A flexible culvert becomes deformed under pressure. That means

that there is a yielding in the metal, and after the yielding, the stresses are

entirely different from what they were before the yielding. This precludes

the use of the extensometer and other devices for reading stresses.

Some members of the Sub-Committee who were qualified to do so,

have been making some very elaborate mathematical studies. I do not happen

to be one of those members.

This report is largely a compilation of the information which has been

gathered together from various sources. Dean Marston is probably the

author of most of this information that we have compiled. I wish to say

that this report as shown in this Bulletin represents only a small fraction

of the amount of work that has been done. Some day we may ask the

Board of Direction to allow us to print a booklet showing the many compu-

tations and assumptions that have been made in an attempt to arrive at

some formula by which the strength of these culverts can be determined

so that designs can be made according to standard lines.

As yet we have really reached no definite conclusions. This material

here is presented as information only.

Now as to the third element in this problem, which is the economy of

such structures, we feel that it cannot be determined until such a time as

we have been able to determine something of the life of such structures.

We can determine whether a structure of this type will cost more in the

initial installation than other types of structures, but as to whether it is more
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economical to use this type as compared with the others, cannot be de-

termined until we know something of the life.

When that time will occur, I do not know. We may venture an esti-

mate sometime as to that and bring in a report and ask that the subject be

closed out, but as yet we are not prepared to do so.

I believe, Mr. Qiairman, that is all I have to say.

Past-President Edwin F. Wendt :—The Committee presents a progress

report only, but it would like to have general discussion, and the subject

is now open. Does any member desire to discuss corrugated metal culverts?

If not, the Chairman will proceed with the next subject.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge :—The third subject assigned to the Committee

reads : Continue the study of deformation of the roadbed, in the light of

data developed by the Special Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track,

with special reference to its effect on track maintenance. The report of

this Sub-Committee is found in Appendix C on page 543 of Bulletin 303.

Prof. Vawter, Chairman of the Sub-Committee, will present the report on

this subject.

Prof. Jamison Vawter (University of Illinois) :—With regard to the

effect upon track maintenance, the Sub-Committee has not been able to get

any figures on maintenance. The first endeavor was to get these figures

from members of their own personnel but they were not able to get suffi-

cient figures to use to any advantage, and so nothing has been done on that

part of the subject as yet. The intention is to get these figures by means

of a general questionnaire.

In studying the remedies, the Committee considered drainage, deeper

ballast, and concrete slabs. They felt adequate drainage was the most im-

portant requirement for any roadbed. There were no conclusions reached

on slabs because the total cost is tied up in the question of maintenance,

that is, the relative maintenance costs of the track that is carried on ballast,

on concrete slabs, or deeper ballast sections will affect the total cost.

The general conclusions of the Committee are given on page 544 of the

report and are that in general roadbed deformations may best be eliminated

by first preparing the roadbed to stand a reasonable load, and second, apply-

ing such a depth of ballast as to so distribute the load applied that the

pressure per square foot will not be greater than the capacity of the roadbed.

In that connection we might refer to the 1920 report of this Committee

in Appendix D of that report in Volume 21 of the Proceedings, in which

the pressure to be expected at various depths of ballast was given. Those

figures were obtained, I understand, by the Chairman of the Sub-Committee

at that time, consulting with Dr. Talbot, in the light of the information that

had been obtained by the Special Committee on Stresses in Track.

The figures they gave were that for 12 inches of ballast, under static

load, the maximum pressure realized would be about 2.75 times the average

load over a width of roadbed equal to the length of the tie. For 18 inches

of ballast it would be 1.6 times the average load over that same area, and for

24 inches of ballast the pressure would be about equally distributed over an
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area of about 6 inches wider than the length of the tie. That was leased

on 8 or 8j/2-foot tics and on spacing of 21 inches.

Past- President Edwin F. Wendt :—The subject is now open for general

di.scussion. Docs any nicnibcr desire to discuss this matter of deformation

of roadbed? If not, tlic Chairman will proceed with tiic next subject.

Mr. C. \V. Baldridgo :—The fourth subject assigned to this Com-
mittee reads: Continue tiic study of improved methods for preventing cor-

rosion of fence wire. The Sub-Committee which had charge of this

subject were unable to complete the subject in this year's report. However,

Mr. Swartout, the Chairman of the Sub-Committee, will tell you something

of the work they have done.

Mr. W. C. Swartout (Missouri Pacific) :—Sub-Committee No. 4's work

during the past year has been confined almost entirely to seeking an avenue

of approach to the subject assigned which would yield some worthwhile and

tangible results. We find that the American Society for Testing Materials,

Committee A-5, is, along with otlier subjects, carrying on an investigation

of this same subject. We are working in close collaboration with that sub-

committee, which is styled "Sub-Committee VIII on Field Tests of Metallic

Coatings."

Test racks for the exposure of corrugated galvanized iron sheets of

various types of iron, for the exposure of wire and of woven fencing, have

been arranged for, but the fencing has not yet been put up, as all samples

have not been received.

It may be of interest to our Association to know something of the

details of this test and I am quoting the following from the report of

Sub-Committee VIII of Committee A-5, A. S. T. M. for 1927, for 1927. "At

present there will be erected a sufficient number of test racks to give a fairly

representative cross-section of the atmospheric conditions met by metallic

coated products. These conditions may be generalized as a severe industrial

atmosphere, a moderate industrial atmosphere, a pure rural atmosphere, a

foggy temperate seacoast atmosphere, and a humid seacoast atmosphere.

The committee secured locations where the atmospheric conditions approxi-

mate those desired, with the understanding that the specimens will remain

undisturbed for at least twenty-five years.

"The rack exposed to the severe industrial atmosphere is located at

Brunot Island, in the Ohio River, about two miles west of Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania, on the property, and through the courtesy, of the Duquesne

Light Company.

"The moderate industrial exposure is located at Altoona, Pennsylvania,

on the roof of the storehouse of the Juniata shops, through the courtesy of

the Pennsylvania Railroad.

"The rural exposure is located on the grounds of the agricultural

department of the Pennsylvania State College, State College, Pemisylvania,

about one and one-half miles from the college buildings. The racks were

erected through the courtesy of the officials of that college.
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"The foggy seacoast exposure is located within the government reser-

vation at Fort Hancock, Sandy Hook, New Jersey, through the courtesy of

the United States War Department.

"The tropical exposure is located within the reservation of the United

States Naval Station at Key West, Florida, through the courtesy of the U. S.

Navy Department.

"The posts at State College are concrete fence posts. There are two

lines of posts of eight 16K'-foot hays. The posts at Sandy Hook, Key West

and Brunot Island are galvanized iron angles embedded in concrete because

the concrete posts were so damaged in transit that it seemed undesirable to

erect the racks in this manner, while the Altoona rack consists of gal-

vanized angles as originally designed.

"The erection of these racks was carried out by a crew supplied by the

Pennsylvania Railroad and the New Jersey Zinc Company, except the Key

West rack which was erected by the Navy Department."

On behalf of our own Committee, we propose to supplement the data

secured from these test racks of Sub-Committee VHI by securing data as to

the kinds of fence wire, both barb and woven, in use by railroads, securing

all data possible about past performances of various kinds of wire in as

many different parts of the country as may be possible, and to this end we

would most urgently request that you give the questionnaire, which will be

prepared, upon which the data will be built, most careful study, since any

conclusions of value will necessarily be of benefit to all of the railroads

represented in our Association.

A study of wire in general use will, perhaps, give us better information

than we may get by waiting for results of tests on small amounts of differ-

ent kinds of wire, especially when we realize that a considerable length of

time must elapse before definite results will be available, while on the

other hand each railroad here represented has in service various kinds of

fencing for lengths of time long enough to give it a condition at the present

time varying from new to complete failure.

The Committee was unable to get the data together in time for the

report and we would respectfully request the reassignment of the subject for

next year.

Past-President Edwin F. Wendt:—The subject of corrosion of fence

wire is now open for general discussion.

Mr. Hunter McDonald (Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis) :—In the

early days in the use of fence wire the first kind we purchased was a flat

wire with a barb fastened on by a straight turn over the plain edges with

the point going out, called at that time the Thorn Wire Hedge, manufac-

tured by the Washburn-Moen Company. We applied a good deal of that

wire to our fences about forty- four years ago. We still have a good many

fragments of that fence in use, and samples of it when examined show very

little corrosion.

I have submitted one or two samples to this Committee for comparison

and also had analyses made of the steel and the galvanizing, and all
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sources to whom I have referred it have arrived at the conclusion that the

long life of tlie metal was due to the honest galvanizing.

Past-President ILdwin F. Wendt :—Is there any further discussion? If

not, the Chairman will take up the next subject.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge :—Before leaving this subject, I want to say

a word for tliis Sub-Committee. Mr. Swartout is one of the Mis-

souri-Pacific Engineers who had a great deal of work to do in the Missis-

sippi Valley as a result of the flood this year. That had a good deal to

do with our not being able to give you more this year than we have.

-Subject No. 5 as assigned to this Committee reads : Continue the study

of specifications for steel fence posts. The report of this Sub-Committee

will be presented by Mr. Botts, Chairman of the Sub-Committee.

Mr. A. E. Botts (Chesapeake & Ohio) :—The report of Sub-Committee

5 is found on page 544 of Bulletin 303, Part 1. The Committee offers as

information the introductory matter on pages 544, 546, and the chart on

page 545, which was the only test of metal posts secured.

On account of the wide variation in metal fence posts now in use, the

Association will readily understand the difficulty of preparing a satisfactory

specification to cover.

Further study of the subject, since our report was submitted for printing

in the Bulletin causes us to recommend the following changes : At the top of

page 547 under heading "Material," the entire paragraph be changed to

read : "Metal fence posts may be made of steel or wrought iron, or alloys

of iron of any kind which will pass strength tests as described below."

And the paragraph as formerly written be inserted as information on page

546, after the paragraph under heading "Advantages."

Page 547, "Strength," be changed to read: "Material used for fence

posts shall have a minimum tensile strength of 40,000 lb. per square inch,

and with a finished post, clamped rigidly, a load of 300 lb., applied at three

feet from the face of the clamp, the deflection shall not exceed six inches

and the permanent set shall not exceed two and one-half inches. The load

for this test shall be applied to the face of the post against which the fence

material bears."

Page 547, "Ductility," be changed to read: "A finished post resting

upon supports five feet apart, and with a load applied at the center, must

withstand bending eight inches from a straight line, with no signs of

failure."

Tubular Posts, the cold rolling of tubular posts is sufficient test for

ductility, therefore tubular posts are exempt from the ductility test.

Page 547, "Workmanship," be changed to read : "All posts shall be

smoothly rolled or formed and shall be straight throughout the length. Each

finished post shall be free from burrs or other deformation caused by fabri-

cation. They shall also be free from slivers, depressions, seams, crop ends

and evidence of being burnt. (The above does not refer to rough places

caused by zinc coating when galvanized.) Variations in length shall not

exceed Yz inch over or under the prescribed length. Variations in other
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dimensions shall not be more than A inch over or under the prescribed

figures."

Page 547, "Coating," remains as written.

Page 547, "Special Fabrication for Line Posts," remains as written.

Page 548, "Special Fabrication for End, Corner and Gate Posts," re-

mains as written.

Page 548, "Weight," remains as written, except substitute "1.30 lb. per

linear foot" for 1.40 lb.

Page 548, "Inspection," remains as written.

I move that with the above changes, the specifications for metal fence

posts be accepted for inclusion in the Manual.

Past-President Edwin F. Wendt :—The motion is that the specifications

for steel fence posts as modified by the statement of Mr. Botts be

approved and published in the Manual. The motion is now open for general

discussion.

The Committee has prepared the complete specifications as revised, and

they are presented in blueprint form, copies of which are available at the

table.

Are you ready for the motion?

Mr. J. L. Campbell (Southern Pacific) :—I believe that the Association

has a specification for galvanizing. If that is true, I wish to ask the Com-

mittee if there is a reason for this particular specification for galvanizing.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge :—I do not know that there is any special reason

for this. I expect that it is a case of going through the prepared specifica-

tions without giving sufficient consideration to the fact that there are other

specifications covering that point. I did not know that there were such speci-

fications in the Manual.

(Mr. Baldridge then quoted the specifications for galvanizing appearing

on pages 889-890 of the 1921 Manual.)

In the light of this matter already in the Manual, I think the Com-

mittee will agree that we substitute for the matter under the heading of

Coating, "All galvanizing shall be done as per specifications on galvanizing

now in the Manual."

Mr. Hunter McDonald :—I neglected to say in my previous remarks

that the wire I referred to had the barb fastened on the wire before gal-

vanizing and its appearance was rough. Evidently it had not been wiped

after galvanizing. My understanding of the present methods of manu-

facture of woven fence wire and also of barbed wire are that the

twisting and fastening and weaving is done after the wire has been

galvanized, and that the wire after dipping is wiped, and the surface is

smooth. I believe the railroads can get a much more durable wire if they

are willing to pay for it, and will have it galvanized, without any wiping,

after it has been manufactured.

Past-President Edwin F. Wendt:—Is there any further discussion?

The Committee accepts the suggestion offered by Mr. Campbell and desires

to modify the specifications so that their recommendation will now be in

conformity with that portion of the Manual read by Mr. Baldridge.
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Are you ready for llie motion? All tiiose in favor of the adoption of

the specifications for steel fence posts as now proposed by the Committee

for publication in the Manual will please say "aye" ; contrary "no." The
motion is carried, and it is so ordered.

Mr. Chairman, you may proceed.

Mr. C. W. Baldridgc :—The sixth subject assigned to this Committee

reads: "Continue the study of Permanent Roadbed Construction." The
report on this subject is given in Appendix F, page 548 of Bulletin 303.

The report will be presented to you by the Chairman of the Sub-Committee,

Mr. Bayer.

Mr. E. J. Bayer (Peoria & Eastern) :—The report on Permanent Road-

bed appears in Bulletin 303, pages 548 to 550, and is a joint report, as the

Track Committee was assigned a somewhat similar subject. This report

contains information on the Pere Marquette installation as observed by the

Committee from an inspection and also a later report on its condition by

Mr. Chipman. The Pere Marquette and the New York Central are now
keeping data on the costs of maintaining their respective types of construc-

tion, and the Committee hope to be able to give a comparison of costs next

year.

Past-President Edwin F. Wendt :—The Committee submits this report

as information, but it is one of the most important subjects before railway

Engineers to-day, and I can testify from personal attendance at the con-

ventions during the past twenty-nine years that this subject has been under

discussion for a similar number of years and even more.

Does any member desire to discuss the Committee's progress report ?

Mr. Paul Chipman, of the Pere Marquette, has done a great deal of

work in the matter of design of permanent roadbed, and I am going to ask

him if he cares to say a few words at this time.

Mr. Paul Chipman (Pere Marquette) :—I have nothing much to ofTer

beyond my report, which is embodied in the Committee's report.

The Pere Marquette installation is a quarter of a mile long and con-

sists of 34 39-foot slabs. It is 21 inches thick, 10 feet wide, and quite

heavily reinforced with a specially designed light truss under each rail.

It has been in service for almost 15 months.

Out of the 34 slabs there are 4 which have developed slight hair cracks

that extend the full width of the slab. One of these marks a construction

joint in the first slab, which was not finished the first day. It is about

10 feet from the end of the slab. The other 3 cracks are near the center

of the slabs. Levels show no deflection at these cracks, so there is no con-

clusive evidence as to whether they are due to deflection or to temperature

stresses.

In regard to the rail, the batter appears to be no more than it would

have been under the same amount of traffic on ordinary track. Measure-

ments of batter were taken in December. I have not the figures at hand,

but only a small proportion showed any batter whatever. One joint measured

b\ of an inch. Several showed nj and a somewhat larger number showed

A. It shows up very well in comparison with ordinary track.
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We had some trouble with the insulation, but that has been remedied

by placing a good quality of insulating fiber under one rail for the entire

length of the test section. The other rail rests directly on the concrete.

Since that change was made there has been no trouble with signals. Any
trouble in regard to insulation may easily be remedied by a slight change

in design.

We feel that the question as to whether or not there must be resilience

in the roadbed has been pretty well settled by our experience thus far. If

the roadbed can be kept smooth, I believe we may conclude that no resili-

ence is required, and that the more rigid it is the better.

We have had very little trouble with creeping of rails. The rails were

thoroughly anchored on each side of this test section and creeping on the

section itself has been very slight.

I might explain the method of attachment. It was by bolts and or-

dinary rail clips. The bolt, with the head up, engages a nut beneath a

stirrup which is imbedded in the concrete. Some of these bolt heads snapped

off, particularly at the end of the section, where the track support changes

from ordinary ballast to concrete. There is more vertical movement of the

rail at this place and this has resulted in the snapping off of a number of

bolt heads. Several others snapped off at other places, but they were

mostly defective bolts. We have very little trouble from that source now.

Prof. S. N. Williams (Cornell College) :—I wish to express my appre-

ciation of the valuable report, but am especially impressed with the value

of Appendix G. It is very certain that every passenger on every railway,

w^hatever else he may or may not see, will be impressed by the appearance

of the roadway and will form a distinctly favorable or unfavorable impres-

sion therefrom, and I thank the Committee for having called attention to it

in such a valuable way.

Past-President Edwin F. Wendt :—Is there further discussion of the

question of permanent roadbed?

Mr. Robert H. Ford (Rock Island) :—Because of the importance of the

subject and in justice to the work of this Committee, I think there ought to

be a greater response from the convention. There is a splendid opportunity

for original research on the questions here presented.

Mr. Hunter McDonald:—I read the report of the Engineer who had

charge of the test on the Pere Marquette, and I was particularly interested in

the difficulty he found in measuring the batter at some points and his calling

attention to the fact that the batter at certain points vras due to one rail of the

joint being somewhat higher than the other, which is a matter entirely due to

the tolerance in the rails. He suggests the grinding down of the rails so as to

equalize the two surfaces. I think that matter is one which will have to receive

careful attention, but the matter of tolerance is something we can't get away

from. If we have got to have perfectly smooth track in order to have perma-

nent track, then the surfaces of the rail moist be brought together by grindinf-

after laying and not at the time the rails are rolled. These tolerances often

occur in opposite directions at the same joint, and furthermore, the matter
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is complicated by the tolerances existing between the fishing surfaces of

the joint bar and the rail to which the joint bars are attached. The matter

is one that I do not believe we will ever be able to absolutely regulate within

an economical cost.

Dr. A. N. Talbot (University of Illinois) :—The question was asked by

the Chairman, I believe, whether there was a field for research in this

form of permanent roadbed. I take it that in an installation, such as that

of the Pere Marquette, Mr. Chipman will make systematic observation on

the conditions of the track along the lines that have been referred to by

him, and that there will have to be developments in track fastenings, bed-

ding of the rail and other details, and that a long time will be necessary

before such questions as rail wear, need of resiliency and defective surface

conditions can be answered with certainty.

There seems to be, however, an opportunity here to learn whether

the rail stresses differ in some marked way from those developed with the

ordinary rail support, and, if they do, it may follow that a different shape

of rail with a different distribution of metal would better fit the conditions,

these new conditions, and whether there is need of increase in the weight

of rails in certain parts of the section and even whether all in all a rela-

tively lighter section may be suitable. An advantage of this kind does not

appear very probable, but a definite conclusion can be established only by

tests.

In the report a year ago stress was laid on the value obtained in reduc-

ing the train resistance on track laid in this way. I had hoped there could

be some report made on what differences in train resistance exist on the

two kinds of track. I realize the difficulty of determining this with the

short section of track available. The ordinary dynamometer car would not

be applicable perhaps, and yet I can see the possibility of using two or three

heavily loaded cars and pulling with some kind of a dynamometer at slow

speed in a way that might determine differences. I hope the railroad com-

pany will be able to make such tests.

Past- President Edwin F. Wendt:—This subject will come up again next

year, and owing to the lack of time we will now take up the next subject.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge:—The seventh subject assigned to the Committee

reads : Proper methods for policing right-of-way with special reference to

appearance and economy of maintenance. The report on this subject is

found in Appendix G, page 553 of Bulletin 303. In the absence of the

Sub-Committee Chairman, Mr. Anderson, the report will be presented by

Mr. Hillman, a member of that Sub-Committee.

Mr. F. W. Hillman (Chicago & Northwestern) :—The Committee has

attempted to give a definition of policing and to show that general cor-

respondence indicates the policing of right-of-way is a pretty general prac-

tice. The work involved is outlined briefly, and attention is called to the

fact that this question of policing should be considered during the early

construction stages so as to make it somewhat easier for the maintenance

forces later.
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There were some suggestions given for carrying out the different prob-

lems of policing, and attention has been called, as Professor Williams has

just stated, to the policy so far as the public is concerned.

We were only able to get one example for comparing costs, and that is

given on the bottom of page 554. This report is submitted as information.

Past-President Edwin F. W^endt :—Is there discussion?

Mr. W. H. Woodbury :—In making my oral report on Corrugated

Metal Culverts, I omitted to give a little credit that I wish to give. I

would like to have these remarks considered as an insert after what I

said before.

I want to give credit to Professor Vawter, the gentleman sitting at my

left, as the man who has done over 90 per cent of the work for this Sub-

Committee. He has done a great deal of work that is not shown here, and

has obtained collaboration with several other men of special mathematical

training, and it is through him and these other gentlemen that we have the

report we have today.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge :—This closes the report of the Committee on

Roadway.

Past-President Edwin F. Wendt :—The Committee on Roadway is the

oldest Committee in our Association. It has done most excellent work and

is now excused with the thanks of the Association. (Applause.)
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Mr. C. P. Richardson (Rock Island) :—The report of the Committee

will be foimd on pages 605 to 640 in Bulletin 303.

The Committee has devoted the greater part of its attention, during

the past year, to a continuation of the study of the principles of design

of concrete and reinforced concrete, with particular reference to the Joint

Coniniittee's report on Standard Specifications for Concrete and Reinforced

Concrete, which was published in Bulletin 269, during September, 1924.

It presents a progress report on this subject, and includes a Specification for

Flexure of Reinforced Concrete T-Beams and recommends its adoption

by this Association.

It also reports progress on other subjects under this classification.

It reports progress on methods of concrete manufacture, specifications

for foundations and on general practice in the waterproofing of railway

structures.

I will ask Mr. Hirschthal, Chairman of the Sub- Committee, to present

the subject-matter of Appendix A on Principles of Design of Concrete.

Mr. M. Hirschthal (Delaware, Lackawanna & Western) :—The Sub-

Committee on Design at the beginning of the year laid out for itself a

program that was very ambitious, but which it hopes in the not distant

future to carry to completion. This program is to lay down principles of

design for every type of concrete or masonry structure.

At the present time the Committee presents the principles of design of

T-beams for your approval and for adoption to be printed in the Manual.

The Committee, where possible, followed the recommendations of the Joint

Committee, and only where this procedure was in conflict with practice on

railroad design have we made any changes, or where the wording was

somewhat ambiguous have we made a change in the present structure of

the recommendations of the Joint Committee. I therefore move for the

adoption of this section for printing in the Manual, and will proceed to

read by sections, waiting for comments, if the President approves of this

procedure.

The first subject is Flexure Formulae, paragraph 137. There is a

slight typographical error of arrangement rather than typography. The
footnote at the bottom should be asterisked after the words "See footnote."

That should be followed by an asterisk, and the asterisk at the bottom of

the page followed by "Position of neutral axis" should be above the

formulae. Otherwise, this stands as printed.

Notation, General, Flange Width and Thickness, Transverse Rein-

forcement, Compressive Stress at Supports of Continuous T-Beams, Shear.

This completes the subject of T-Beam Design.

The President :—It has been moved and seconded that the recom-

mendations appearing on pages 607 and 608 and the first three paragraphs

on page 609 be adopted for publication in the Manual. The question is

now open for discussion. Are you ready for the question?

1398
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Those in favor of the motion will say "aye ;" opposed "no." The

motion is carried.

Mr. M. Hirschthal :—The remainder of pages 609 and part of 610

is given over to the subject of Concrete Encasement of Steel Members.

It has been the custom in the design of this type of construction to

figure the structural steel as carrying the concrete as dead load only. Tests

have recently been made which tend to indicate that this is not a fact,

that the dead load of the concrete is not simply dead load but aids in

carrying the composite structure as a composite member. The Committee

felt, however, that there was not enough data given in these tests to

justify any conclusive result.

We, therefore, recommend a further study of this subject, giving the

bibliography with a number of monographs and the results of tests in the

printed matter on pages 609 and 610. This subject is given as information

only.

This is followed by the subject of Pre-Molded Concrete Piles, in which

the Committee has attempted to give some idea of the method adopted

to approach the design of concrete piles for various purposes. A figure

is given on page 611 showing a typical design. This is also given as

a matter of information.

We now come to the subject of Concrete Columns. The design of

concrete columns has been the subject of more prolific discussion by the

profession than has any other subject. There has been more disagreement

on this subject than on any other. The Committee has gone into, as

thoroughly as is physically possible, the subject, but has failed to arrive

at an absolutely unanimous conclusion, and therefore does not make a

positive recommendation for inclusion in the Manual. It, however, re-

quested the printing of the subject-matter of Professor Withey's conclusions

of his tests into this Bulletin so as to give the membership of the Associa-

tion an idea of what has been done on this subject. It hopes that in this

manner we will invite discussion, constructive criticism and information

which will lead to a final conclusion, leading to a design of column which

will be accepted by all professional men designing this type of structure.

This also is given as a matter of information and is not recommended

for inclusion in the Manual.

On page 616 the subject of Arches is briefly discussed with the recom-

mendation as to the manner of designing arches. That is also given as

information, pending further developments on this line. There have been

recently designed reinforced concrete arches by the rigid frame method

which disregards the elastic theory in so far as it does not contemplate

absolutely rigid abutments of piers. This is also given as a matter of

information.

On page 619 is a monograph by the speaker on flat slab regulations.

The Committee found it could not agree with regulations laid out by the

Joint Committee in its recommendations, in so far as it felt that these

regulations applied more specifically to buildings than it did to railroad

structures.
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On the other hand, we were not able to provide a substitute fittinply to

cover all cases. It was therefore decided to have printed in this Bulletin

this monograph of the proposed regulations for flat slab structures.

I might say at this time that these regulations are used by the Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western Railroad in its design of this type of construction.

This is also given as a matter of information.

At this point I should like to point out some typographical errors. In

the first paragraph near the end "sheers" should have been spelled

"s-h-e-a-r-s." In the last paragraph, "For slabs with drop panels the slab

thickness may be assumed as obtained from formula U," the "C" should

be "c", so as not to conflict with the "C" up above. The same applies to

the formula at the top of page 620, where the "t" should be "U" and the

"C" should be "c." This is also recommended as information and not for

inclusion in the Manual.

This completes the report of the Sub-Committee on Design.

The President :—The Committee presents Concrete Encasement of

Steel Members, Steel Encased with Concrete, Pre-Molded Concrete Piles,

Reinforced Concrete Columns, Arches and Regulations for Flat Slabs as

information.

I know the Committee would welcome any suggestions or criticisms

you may have to make on any of these subjects. We will be very glad to

hear from you at this time. If there are no suggestions, these reports will

be received as information.

Past-President J. L. Campbell :—This is a very interesting and impor-

tant subject, and I am inquiring whether this Association is represented on

the Joint Committee on Concrete. This, as you all know, I presume, is a

subject that has been under intensive study for a good many years by this

Joint Committee, which is doing a vast amount of scientific work in this

connection, and it occurs to me that the work of this Association in this

particular ought to have the advantage of the work of the Joint Committee.

There is also a question in my mind whether this Association should

undertake to set up specifications of its own in a matter of this kind

unless there is special reason. In may be true that the American Railway

Engineering Association should have complete specifications covering the

field of reinforced concrete design, if necessary in our judgment.

This is not a new question in this Association. I am just raising the

question here now, making the suggestion that any work that we do along

this line should give proper consideration to what is being done by the

Joint Committee.

Mr. M. Hirschthal :—In answer to Mr. Campbell's question, I wish to

say that we have five members of this Association as members on the Joint

Committee. In 1926 the same subjects were discussed, and in the 1927

Proceedings was presented a monograph by the speaker on Flat Slabs, and

another by Mr. Condron on Columns, which were voted to be presented

to the Joint Committee for their discussion and information.

It appears that there has been no meeting of the Joint Committee since

that time. We have not heard from them. At the beginning of 1927 we
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also called the attention of the Joint Committee to the fact that we were

discussing this matter again. The members on that Committee are Mr.
Hadwen, Mr. Yates, Mr. Westfall, Mr, Schall and Mr. Boyd. They are

all members of the Masonry Committee.

Incidentally, I omitted to say that the T-beam regulation has met the

approval of the Committee on Buildings.

The President:—Are there any further suggestions? If there are not,

Mr. Chairman, you may proceed.

Mr. C. P. Richardson :—I should like to add a few remarks to what

Mr. Hirschthal has made on Appendix A, with particular reference to

the second subject, or the Encasement of Steel Members. I draw attention

to Section 2c, page 605, which reads: "That the Board of Direction take

under advisement the formation of a Joint Committee of Affiliated Engineer-

ing Societies to make a study and report on 'The Concrete Encasement of

Steel Members.'

"

I believe, and the Committee believes, that this particular subject is one

which touches our financial outgo every year
;
year after year, the design-

ing engineers, following the present codes and practices, have problems

in the redesigning of beams to carry the dead load, due to encasement. The
tests that the Committee have studied very clearly indicate there is con-

siderable question. The answer to that question may mean the saving of

a good deal of money to the railroads if some advantage can be taken of

this concrete encasement.

The President :—I wish to say that the Board of Direction will take

the suggestions of the Masonry Committee under advisement and try to

work out something.

Mr. C. P. Richardson:—Appendix C, pages 621 and 622, presents a

progress report on methods of concrete manufacture and is a continuation

of the report of last year on the Inundation method of sand measuring.

It is presented as information.

The President:—The Chairman of the Committee recommends that

the report of progress being made in methods of concrete manufacture be

submitted as information. Have you anything to suggest, gentlemen?

Mr. H. C. Crowell (Pennsylvania) :—One year ago I raised the

question in connection with concrete specifications as to whether or not

it is proper practice for the railroad company to furnish the cement when

concreting is being done by contractors. I was told by the Chairman of

the Committee that the subject would be given consideration during the

year. I am just wondering if the Chairman of the Committee this year

can tell us whether or not any consideration has been given to that subject.

Mr. C. P. Richardson;— I may answer Mr. Crowell that there was

quite a lengthy discussion on this point duririg the year and a large number

of inquiries were made to various railroads and contractors, but there was

not sufficient preponderance of evidence to allow the Committee to make
any suggestion at this time.

Mr. H. C. Crowell :—May we consider, then, that that subject is still

in progress?
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Mr. C. P. Richardson:—You may.

Mr. H. C. Crowell :—It seems to me that it is a very practical matter.

The point was raised last year that perhaps it had to do with contractual

relations and not to the scientific design of concrete. In our desire to

get the fineness modulus, bulking factor and fifteen otlicr varieties of

refinements into these \sater-cement ratio specifications, of which I am
generally in favor, I think we should not overlook the practical side of

whether or not the cement in contract work should be furnished by the

contractor or by the company. It makes a difference in the designing of the

specification. For example, if it is contractor's cement you can rest assured

there will be none too much of it used and there will be a tendency under

the water-cement ratio specification to cut down on the water and have

too dry concrete. Therefore, the necessity in that kind of specification is

for an absolute minimum limit on slump. If it is the railroad company's

cement, we do not need to worry about that feature of it; there will be

plenty of cement used, and therefore plenty of water and we must fix the

maximum slump.

It is an intensely practical matter, and I hope the Committee will

continue with that angle of the subject. It will be necessary to do more

than find out what is being done right now. Because railroads are

generally furnishing cement for contract work is no positive evidence that

that is the best method. We all know that State, municipal and Federal

governments generally are requiring contractors to furnish cement. There

must be some good reason for this difference.

Mr. G. H. Tinker (New York, Chicago & St. Louis) :—I should like

to say in that connection that we are having no trouble in designing con-

crete structures where the contractor furnishes the cement. The mixture

and the control of the cement is entirely under the direction of the repre-

sentative of the railroad company. So far we have had no complaint from

any contractor. The inspector, we think, is a man of judgment and is able

to put across the cement-water ratio method and to show the contractor

that he can save himself money by using it.

At the present time we have a number of contracts under way in

which the cement-water ratio is in use. The contractors who were at first

somewhat skeptical are now thoroughly sold. Where we have ordinarily

required 1-2-4 concrete, we are specifying a 2500 or 3000 lb. concrete, and

we can show the contractor that he can get that grade of concrete with

the use of five bags of cement per yard.

Mr. M. Hirschthal :—I just want to add our own experience in that

connection. There was one time when the Delaware, Lackawanna & West-

ern furnished the cement and permitted the contractor to furnish the labor

and material and everything else. The danger of having the railroad

company furnish cement, or any other single item in the construction work,

is the division of responsibility. There is always a chance of the contrac-

tor coming back to the railroad and saying, "Well, that was your cement,"

and if any other material is furnished by the railroad company they can

always come back to the railroad company and claim that the weakness
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of the concrete is due to that particular material furnished by the railroad

company.

On the other hand, the item of cement, as far as costs are concerned,

is not such a large item. Consider the ordinary reinforced concrete structure

of the expensive type that is now being installed; one bag of cement of

an average value of fifty cents is only two per cent on the ordinary price

of reinforced concrete structure of $20 to $25 a yard. It would not pay

the contractor to take a chance to skimp on his cement and find that when
the test cylinders come back his concrete shows a falling down of the

strength specified.

On the Lackawanna we specify the strength with a cement-water ratio,

and instructions are issued to the inspectors as to how to proceed in find-

ing the mixture to be used for the particular aggregate then on the

ground. We have found no trouble in handling the contractors that way.

As a matter of fact, on the average the tests of a specimen furnished upon

our contract work average higher than the strengths on our own work

handled by our own B. & B. or other foremen.

Mr. H. C. Crowell:—I think Mr. Hirschthal will admit that the

Lackawanna's practice and the Nickel Plate practice are decidedly not

typical of railroad practice in general. I think these two companies are

to be commended for proceeding along that line, even though they are in

the minority.

The President :—This will be received as a progress report, and we

ask that further suggestions be made.

Mr. C. P. Richardson:—Report on Subject No. 5, Specifications for

Foundations, including Excavation, Cofferdams, Piling, etc., is found on

page 623. The subject-matter covers typical specifications for floating

caissons, pneumatic caissons and open-well dredging caissons, and is sub-

mitted as information.

The President :—Specifications for Foundations, including Excavation,

Cofferdams, Piling, etc., are submitted as information. Have you any sug-

gestions to make?

Mr. C. C. Westfall (Illinois Central) :—I want to ask the Chairman

to call attention to the information concerning the size of concrete mixers

given in the report. It was requested that that be assigned to the Com-

mittee last year and it appears in a rather obscure place in the Bulletin.

I think it should be brought up on the floor at this meeting. It appears

on page 622.

Mr. C. P. Richardson:— I might state, Mr. Westfall, that the Commit-

tee collected considerable data from all available sources and tentatively

considered publishing two or three pages on that subject. It was finally

condensed to a small paragraph on page 622 which I might read

:

"So far as your Committee has been able to ascertain, no extensive

tests have been made to determine the quality of concrete manufactured

under similar conditions as affected by changing the size of mixers. Results

of questionnaires sent to concrete machinery manufacturers indicate that in
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their investigations, the size of mixer has little or no relation to the quality

of the concrete produced."

I failed to mention that small paragraph.

The President:—Have you anything further to say, Mr. Westfall?

Mr. Westfall :—That answers my point. It was brought up at last

year's convention and assigned to the Committee.

The President :—Are there any further questions to be asked regarding

the progress report just recently made by the Sub-Committee? If there

are none, Mr. Chairman, you may proceed.

Mr. C. P. Richardson :—Progress report on Subject No. 6 on the

General Practice of Waterproofing of Railway Bridges is found in Appendix

E. The subject-matter consists of the tabulation of the answers to a

questionnaire sent to TH Class I railroads. I believe no comment is neces-

sary excepting that it is very gratifying to find that the general practice

of the railroads at the present time conform to the specification for

waterproofing of railvray bridges which was presented by Committee XV
and adopted by this Association at its last meeting.

The President :—The Committee submits as progress its study and

report on General Practices for Waterproofing Railway Structures, etc.

Have you any questions to ask this Committee or any suggestions to make

at this time? If not, the report will be received as progress.

Mr. C. P. Richardson :—Mr. Chairman, that completes the report.

The President:—This concludes the report, and Committee VIII is

excused with the thanks of the Association. (Applause.) *



DISCUSSION ON GRADE CROSSINGS
(For Report, see pp. 675-706)

(Vice-President O. D. Brooke in the Giair.)

Mr. Hadley Baldwin (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis) :

—

Consideration of the subject-matter of the assignments to this Committee

is of immediately vital importance. In all its aspects the problem is rela-

tively unique. Generally, the ideas adopted by this Association, in its de-

termination of recommended practice, may be made fully effective by the

sole mandate of the railroads, whether individually or in associated action,

and can be economically justified in behalf of the railroads alone.

In the field of this Committee's work such is not the case. The con-

clusions looking to procedure must take into account the statutory or regu-

latory limitations of public authority. Legal obligations as so established, do

not always seem to square logically with the moral or economic justification

of what the railroads may be required to do. So that every proposition

has to be handled with regard to diverse viewpoints, diplomatically with

respect to political import, scientifically with respect to an efficient and in-

telligent meeting of manifestly compelling needs, and economically with

respect to the relation or the lack of relation between the costs arbitrarily

imposed upon the carriers and the benefits which they receive.

Procedure in the field of this Committee's work will always be craipped

by such conflicting influences until the public has awakened to a clearer

realization of what constitutes the true economy of the situation. There

must be some way to have it made clear to the people of this country that

in the last analysis it is not the part of wisdom, considered solely in behalf

of the general public interest, to raise all or most of the great cost of

grade crossing relief and protection by the ruse of having it concealed in

the cost of freight and passenger transportation.

Such expenditures of the railroads are now and will increasingly become

a major item of cost such as is not reflected in any commensurable advan-

tage in the direction of increased security, greater expedition or lessened

cost of railway operation.

The solution of the pressing and distressing problems is almost wholly

a matter of education in the field of sound economics. Meanwhile the

situation must be met as intelligently as possible by such agencies as are

available, including this Association and this Committee.

Your Committee feels that it has made some progress toward the

determination of certain standards on which the railroads and the public

authorities can agree, to the end that uniformity may be established where

now all is more or less confusion as between the railroads themselves on

the one hand and as between the laws and regulations of the various

states on the other hand.

The important thing is to have our conclusions sound, making haste

slowly, if necessary, to that end, having the idea that we want to be right,

of course, and that this is more important than quick action. The Com-

mittee solicits, as an express request, that discussion be active and frank
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with respect to the rcconimciulafiuiis of tlic Committee. We seek especially

constructive criticism. Questions involved in the work of this Committee

are moot questions on every railroad and in every state, and the situation

is one that requires the earliest possible clarification.

The first subject in order of the Committee's report, is the revision

of the Manual, which will be presented to you by Mr. Maro Johnson, Chair-

man of the Sub-Committee.

Mr. Maro Johnson (Illinois Central) :—Following the 1927 convention,

the Committee on Grade Crossings was instructed by the Board of Direction

to give immediate consideration to the highway crossing sign, with a view

to having the plan submitted to the membership for letter-ballot, and in

event of approval, to endeavor to have it adopted by the railways and

specified in orders by public service bodies. Also, to consider placing on the

sign an indication showing the number of tracks to be crossed, in accord-

ance with suggestion made at the 1926 convention, and a later communica-

tion received from the President of the American Railway Association, in

which was cited the practice of the Union Pacific as an example.

At the first meeting following the receipt of the above instructions, the

Committee gave consideration to the design of the sign, and a plan was

prepared and mailed to the membership. Replies were received from 176

members, which brought out the following comments

:

Fifty-seven members approved the crossbuck sign, with auxiliary sign

as designed by the Committee.

Fifty members approved the use of the auxiliary sign, but suggested

changes in its details or those of the crossbuck sign.

Forty-three members opposed the use of the auxiliary sign.

Twenty-six members were noncommittal as to the use of the auxiliary

sign.

Those opposed to the auxiliary sign regard it as unnecessary, liable to

distract the attention of the motorist, and to lead to legal difficulties. They

are for the most part men of authority on their lines and represent large

mileage. The letter of a Chief Engineer of a large system is quoted as

covering the views of these members. I will read the reasons given in the

letter why the auxiliary sign showing the number of tracks should not be

attached to the crossbuck sign

:

"There is a question whether the additional sign will add anything to

the safety of the motorist. The statement that there are a definite number
of tracks to be crossed may lead him to be less cautious than if he is

simply informed by sign that he is in dangerous territory.

"If there is no added safety to motorists there is no justification for

the additional expense of maintaining the sign.

"The sign would be of questionable value unless the statement as to the
number of tracks is at all times correct ; it would be very easy for the
proper revision of the sign to be overlooked when an additional track is

added or one or more removed.
"If not maintained to show the correct number of tracks, this failure

on the part of the railway would be used by damage suit attorneys as evi-

dence of negligence on the part of the railway.
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"There is an uncertainty as to whether the sign is designed to state
the number of active tracks such as main tracks and switch leads, or whether
it is to indicate the total number of tracks. This may be interpreted differ-
ently by different railways, addin^^ to the confusion of the motorist.

"There are many locations where tracks of two or more railways are
adjacent and a sign erected by one road would furnish information that is

correct for that roads own properly, but not correct considering the total
number of tracks to be crossed.

"If the use of the sign is adopted by the A. R. E. A., any railway not
using the sign will be placed at a disadvantage in defending suits for
damages account crossing accidents."

Comment on other features of the sign as proposed by the Committee
is given on page 679 Several correspondents called attention to state re-

quirements in conflict with this sign. The Committee's instructions are that

an effort is to be made to secure the adoption of such sign as is approved
by the convention, by states and public regulatory bodies.

After carefully considering all suggestions received, the Committee
recommends the adoption of the sign approved at the convention of 1927

with minor modifications as mentioned in its report, and omitting specific

requirement for an auxiliary sign showing number of tracks at crossing,

as shown on page 681 of this Bulletin.

Within the last day or two the suggestion has been m.ade that inasmuch

as the Association of State Highway Officials and also the Committee of

Engineering Council on Traffic Signals have adopted yellow as the back-

ground of all caution signs, including the railroad approach and stop signs,

the crossbuck sign should possibly also be painted yellow. While it may
be desirable to do this for the sake of uniformity, the Committee has not

had opportunity to give the matter consideration or determine just what is

involved. It is not willing to recommend this change without some investi-

gation. Presumably such a suggestion would apply equally to the frame and
support of the automatic crossing signals.

The Committee would like to have an expression from the convention

concerning the question of color.

In order to get it before the convention, I move that the highway cross-

ing sign shown on page 681, Bulletin 303, be adopted as standard prac-

tice for publication in the Manual, and further consideration be given to the

color of background in the Committee's assignment for next year.

Mr. H. C. Crowell (Pennsylvania) :—I wish to speak on two points in

connection with this report.

First of all, the tabulation of the balloting at the bottom of page 677,

and secondly, the arguments which seem to me rather specious in the typical

letter on page 678.

In regard to the first matter, let me say parenthetically it seems most

unfortunate that out of a membership of 2600, and presumably they were all

canvassed, we received only 176 answers. Gentlemen, that is only one answer

out of every 16 questionnaires sent out.

What is worse than that, the answers that came in apparently did not

convince the Committee in any way because we find that out of ISO definite
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answers, 107, or 71 per cent, favor the auxiliary sign, and 43, or 29 per cent,

are opposed to the auxihary sign, and yet the Committee does not make the

auxiliary sign a mandatory part of the standard.

The method of weighing or equating the answers from the various

members is not given by the Committee. I think it would be most interest-

ing indeed if we could know how they weighed the answers. Possibly they

were weighed on a mileage basis; if so, and assuming that three members

employed by a road of 12,000 miles of line voted against the auxiliary sign,

would those three members be counted as 36,000 miles?

Personally, I imagine there was no equating or weighting of the

answers received by the Committee, but we are told at the top of page 678

that these 43 negative answers are for the most part from "men of authority

on their lines and represent large mileage." It seems to me if 71 per cent

of the members who were interested sufficiently to answer this questionnaire,

are in favor of the auxiliary sign, the Committee at least should consider

very carefully the answers given by those 107 members.

In the second place, as to the arguments on page 678, or rather the

letter on page 678, there are really five arguments put forth here, (a) and

(b), (c) and (d), (e), (f) and (g).

The first argument is that there is a question whether the additional

sign will add anything to the safety of the motorists. I should like to say

right here that I think it is most unfortunate that the tentative standard plan

issued indicated, I believe, ten tracks. Ten tracks, gentlemen, is not a typical

grade crossing in this country. We are interested in those crossings, par-

ticularly, that have one track or two tracks, possibly some have three tracks,

but the great majority of highway grade crossings in this country have only

one track. Second in number are those grade crossings that have only two

tracks. Therefore, I say that I think it is most unfortunate that the stand-

ard indicated a sign with ten tracks.

I speak not as a railroad Engineer but as a user of the highways. It is

my privilege for several weeks in the summer to tour the highways of this

country, and I wish you would bear that in mind in considering my
comments.

Most of us tourists over the highway are traveling in parts that are

unknown to us. The man from the West travels through the East. The

man from the East frequently goes to the West. The man from the West

is usually confronted with the single-track grade crossing. He sees com-

paratively few of the double-track grade crossings. He comes to the

East, and we have many double-track grade crossings. Supposing he

approaches the crossing and a long freight train is on the track nearest to

him. He cannot see the other track. He is used to the single-track grade

crossing. There is no sign to tell him there are two tracks. When the

caboose of the freight train has gone by, he does as he has done at home,

proceeds across the track and is hit by a fast passenger train coming on the

other track. I think, gentlemen, if the sign "Two Tracks" is put before

him, that will bring to his mind at once that before crossing, after the

passage of the train on the track nearest to him, he must look and listen
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for the possibility of the train approaching on the other track. I think

you will find, if you canvass the records, there are many fatal accidents on

the grade crossings of this country due to the fact that the motorist starts

out after the train has passed on the near track, and does not realize there

is another track hidden from view, and that a train may be coming on that

track.

Gentlemen, I say that if we can save only one-half dozen lives in the

course of a year, I will say if we can save only one life by putting the

sign "Two Tracks" on that crossing, it is well worth the expenditure, and

I think this argument (a) and (b) is therefore not a good argument.

I will grant you it makes no difference whether there are nine tracks,

ten tracks or eleven. No motorist is going to stop to count all the tracks.

As I said before, there are not many of those grade crossings. We are in-

terested in the single-track and double-track grade crossings.

We come to argument (c). "The sign will be of questionable value

unless the statement as to the number of tracks is >at all times correct."

Gentlemen, if that had been brought up in the American Automobile Asso-

ciation, that the representatives of the railroad companies could not be

trusted to keep their signs posted up to date, we would be the first ones to

jump in and say that was all wrong. Of course we can keep the signs

posted up to date. The laying of a second track is not such a common
every-day occurrence that we cannot trust our Supervisors and Master

Carpenters and Division Engineers to see that the proper signs are posted

or changed when the second track is laid. If you get into a yard crossing

of ten or twelve tracks, I grant you it makes little difference whether that

change of sign is made as soon as the additional yard track is laid across,

but it does make all the difference in the world when you change a single-

track grade crossing to double-track.

The third argument is there is an uncertainty as to whether the sign is

designed to state the number of active tracks, such as main tracks and swntch

leads, or whether it is to indicate the total number of tracks. This may be

interpreted differently by different railroads, adding to the confusion. Can't

we place on our standard plan a clear statement as to what is wanted in

that respect? I think it should be the total number of tracks, but that is

a matter that the Committee should consider. One thing is sure, the plan

can be made definite.

The fourth argument is (f) : "There are many locations where tracks

of two or more railways are adjacent and a sign erected by one road would

furnish information that is correct for that road's own property, but not

correct considering the total number of tracks to be crossed."

Gentlemen, isn't there any co-operation among railroads? Can't two

Division Engineers get together and decide what to do, and can't this Com-

mittee put on its standard plan a statement of what to do under those con-

ditions? In my answer to the questionnaire I stated to the Chairman what

I thought should be done. First of all, let us realize that the motorist does

not care whether he is crossing the North and South road and the East and

West road, or whether it is just the tracks of one road. He knows nothing
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about the ownership of the tracks and cares less. He is going over a grade

crossing. If the tracks of that grade crossing are so widely spaced that

there is room for several automobiles between the tracks, then I submit that

it becomes two separate grade crossings and should be properly signaled.

Signs should be posted for the two separate grade crossings.

If, on the other hand, there is not sufficient distance between the tracks

to allow several automobiles to stand after having passed one, and waiting

for traffic on the other, then it becomes a single grade crossing, and it seems

to me that railroads paralleling each other could very easily take care of

that situation ; all of which should be outlined on the plan.

The last argument is, "If the use of the sign is adopted by the

A.R.E.A. any railway not using the sign will be placed at a disadvantage

in defending suits for damages." Gentlemen, that could be brought up just

as well in connection with many, many things we do. If it is the right

thing to state there is a double-track crossing and not a single-track cross-

ing, if it is the consensus of opinion that that is the right and safe

thing to do, for goodness sake let's do it, and not pass the buck and say

that somebody might get into trouble because he does not go along with

the A.R.E.A. standard. Make him go along with the A.R.E.A. stand-

ard. Let's set the pace in this crossing sign design, and the American Auto-

mobile Association will undoubtedly follow us, and it will become general

throughout the states. Let's not leave it optional as it is on the plan. (The

Committee might have gone even further and dotted all the lines on the plan

leaving the whole thing optional.) Let's be definite.

Mr. Maro Johnson :—I am sorry I have not here the letters that came

in on this proposition. There are two schools of thought and both sides

are very decided that their view is correct. The Committee in considering

the replies felt that the 43 men who voted against the proposition carried

more weight, and certainly represented very much more mileage than the 107

men who voted to place the sign on the post.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge (Santa Fe) :—As I remember the letter which

was sent out asking an immediate vote on this matter, it was a letter from

Mr. Aishton, the President of the American Railway Association, in wliicli

he pointed out that a certain state was considering passing laws in regard to

crossing signs, and they were considering the passing a law compelling the

roads to show the number of tracks to be crossed and Mr. Aishton in his

letter, as I remember it (and if I am wrong, I hope somebody will quote

his letter correctly) wanted an expression of this Association last summer

on this subject, so that he could use it, that was what brought about the

sending out of the letter-ballot to the membership.

In regard to the reasons given in this typical letter as Mr. Crowell has

cited, in (a) and (b) are given statements that the signs might not be kept

up to date, and that there was a question whether they were needed or not.

I contend that a board on a crossing sign showing the number of

tracks to be crossed gives definite information to the driver which he is

entitled to. At the bottom in the last paragraph of this typical letter they
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quote the gentleman who wrote it as saying he preferred to put a board on

the posts which read "danger."

The decision in the United States Supreme Court, put out within the

last year, very definitely stated that any person with sufficient intelligence

to drive an automobile must know that a crossing of a railroad track is a

place of danger. Consequently, a word on the sign post reading "danger"

does not give him any information that he does not already have. A board

showing the number of tracks to be crossed does give him information

which he may not have.

Mr. Chairman, I am going to offer an amendment to the motion before

the house to read as follows : "That the design for crossing sign as shown on

page 681, Bulletin 303, be amended by the addition of a board to be placed

immediately below the state law board as shown, on which shall be shown

the number of tracks to be crossed," and that the plan so amended be

adopted for inclusion in the Manual.

Mr. H. C. Crowell:—Mr. Chairman, I should like the privilege of

seconding that motion.

Mr. A. H. Rudd (Pennsylvania):—! was very much interested this

morning in reading the report handed around as to the organization of

this Association. Its membership is composed of private individuals and

not of appointed representatives from the various railways. Membership

is entirely voluntary and those who join the Association do so because

of their interest in the work it is doing.

Is seems to me, therefore, the mileage of any individual membership

should be limited to six feet.

The Sub-Committee of Committee X collaborated with this Com-

mittee right after the meeting yesterday. We have explained how we had

collaborated previously. I talked to Mr. Johnson and Mr. Batchellor on the

approach sign which is one that our Committee has been especially con-

cerned with. Unfortunately, I did not bring the data with me so I must

quote from a memory which is very treacherous. I can not state just exactly,

but there is one state which requires this board about which we are

talking to show the number of railroads crossed, not the number of tracks,

but the number of railroads.

The approach sign in Virginia has two horizontal stripes for railroads

regardless of the number of tracks. The A.R.A. sign is one stripe.

If we put this sign up voluntarily you can see what is going to

happen. In one place it will mean two railroads by law, in another place

it will mean two tracks by something else. The Supreme Court decision

said that if a man entered on a railroad track or tracks (it is immaterial),

he knew that he was in a dangerous place and that if he did not get of!

that railroad before the train came he was liable to be killed because the

train would not stop and he should stop.

I have a tremendous sympathy for you poor Western men, single-track

railroads, who come East and get onto one of our great double-track trunk

lines and get killed because you do not know they are double tracks. The

most people killed on these double tracks come from the East, however,
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and perhaps it is a wise dispensation of Providence that some of them are

taken care of in that way, because if we do not get them they will get

somebody else further up the road.

It seems to me our duty ceases, first, when we indicate by an approach

sign that we can get somebody else to put up that the driver is approach-

ing a railroad; second, showing where the railroad is; and third, if the

crossing is so bad that he can not see the trains to give him an indication

that there is a train approaching and if he does not know, if he can not

see there is more than one track there, day or night, it is either because

his eyesight is so bad that he should not be allowed to drive or that his

headlights do not conform with the law.

Mr. H. C. Crowell :—I have no desire to compete with Mr. Rudd as a

humorist, but I fear he is one of the theoretical tourists while I am a

practical tourist and have had practical experience, and I think that my
eyesight is pretty fair.

Mr. A. H. Rudd :—I am fairly practical myself. I have driven a car

for twelve years and have never had an accident at a grade crossing.

What I do is stop when I come to a crossing whether I am told to go

ahead or not. I stop, look and listen, and if you will do that j'ou will not

get caught no matter how many tracks you have.

Mr. V. R. Walling (Chicago & Western Indiana) :— It seems to me the

reasons given in the letter on page 678 are in general very good.

I wish to call particular attention to item (d) which is of special

importance ; "If not maintained to show the correct number of tracks this

failure on the part of the railway would be used by damage suit attorneys

as evidence of negligence on the part of the railvray."

I think if we were to present that matter to our respective law depart-

ments they would say that such would be the case, and regardless of the fact

that the signs if put up should be properly maintained, as a practical matter

they are not always so maintained and there would be possibilities of law

suits that might be very serious.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge :—The second speaker before me commented on

the fact that certain states have passed laws regarding use of stripes to

show the number of railroads to be crossed and not the number of tracks.

There is another state, if I am not mistaken, that has passed laws re-

quiring the signboards to show the number of tracks to be crossed, which

is exactly in line with Mr. Aishton's letter, that he wished this Associa-

tion to establish something that would enable the A.R.A. to go before the

legislative bodies and urge uniformity of signs.

So far as practical results are concerned I do not believe it will matter

in three or four years from now whether we adopt a sign which provides

for showing the number of tracks or not, the laws will do it for us, and

if \ye do not want them to be different in different states, it is up to us

to take action now.

Mr. E. R. Cotton (Chairman of the Steam Railroad Section, National

Safety Council) :—This little information I am about to give you might

be of some help at arriving at your decision and it is this : That the statis-
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tics of the various railroads on grade crossing accidents indicate this one

fact, that in from 78 to 89 per cent of grade crossing accidents the driver

of the car lives within five miles of the grade crossing, which might

indicate his familiarity with the crossing and the number of tracks. There
are reliable statistics that 2 per cent or less of grade crossing accidents

occurring on the larger lines occur through tourists who are unfamiliar

with the country.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke:—This is a very important subject, gentle-

men. Is there any further discussion?

Mr. Meyer Hirschthal (Delaware Lackawanna & Western) :—It seems

to me the object in the crossing sign is to acquaint the driver with the

fact that there is a crossing, it might be single or double track, and with the

object in view of having him "slow up." It makes no difference how many
tracks there are, provided he does slow up, and nothing but a slowing up will

get him safely across the tracks.

Mr. W. H. Woodbury (Duluth & Iron Range) :—I want to call atten-

tion to the unreliability of the statistics. The gentleman just remarked

that many more accidents occur to people who live in the neighborhood.

That means that there will probably be ten or fifteen times the number
of crossings by those people than by tourists living further away, so I

do not see where the statistics he quotes have any bearing on this subject at

all.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke :—Gentlemen, there is an amendment to

the motion before you to modify the proposed crossing sign standard as

shown on page 681. Is there any further discussion?

Mr. Hadley Baldwin:—Mr. Chairman, I should like to say just a

word or two about the attitude of the Committee in respect to this point,

and in respect to this recommendation at large.

At a previous convention two years ago, I believe it was (I was not

with the Committee then), a standard highway crossing sign was adopted.

It was very similar in all its essential features to this which is now pro-

posed. This year's Committee was requested through the Board of Direc-

tion to prepare a design with a board indicating the number of tracks to

be crossed. The Committee this year, which had been somewhat reor-

ganized, was not unfriendly to that proposition and prepared such a design

which was submitted as stated, but the Committee did not feel that in view

of the diverse response and the small percentage of response, and in view

of the very positive attitude of members of this Association to using this

particular feature, that it would be justified in recommending it for adop-

tion. It is a matter that should have very careful and exhaustive considera-

tion of the members. It is in that spirit that the matter has been submitted

at this time with respect to that particular feature. Mention was made of

the signboard indicating ten tracks. That may have been misleading in

some respects, but it was not with the idea of indicating that as a typical

situation. It was simply to show the size of the board where required

for more than nine tracks.
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This would be desirable so that when the plan for the desired sign

went to the builders or the makers, they would have the dimensions to go

on and the Association would understand why the plan was made to that

size.

If this Association adopts this design or any design, as I understand

it, it is still, as I stated in my opening remarks, up against the question

of whether or not the states or any of them will authorize its use. This

is recommended practice, and as such the railroads are not in a position

at their own mandate to put it in use. This plan, as I understand it, is

something the railroads will agree upon, and on the basis of which we

can secure agreement among all the states, possibly, and have one uni-

form indication throughout the whole country. The adoption of this design

or any design by this Association does not put in into effect, and it will

not authorize the railroads to put it into effect.

I am very much interested in the discussion, and I feel it is very

constructive and valuable and is just what the Committee wanted.

Mr. W. E. Hawley (Duluth, Missabe & Northern) :—I have been

considering the discussion that has been going on on this motion before

the house, to add the sign which will indicate the iTumber of tracks at

the crossing concerned. I feel that it would be a mistake for this Asso-

ciation to put such a recommendation definitely in the report because with

those states and those railroads which do not choose to follow that, in case

of an accident, it will be used against them in court as a failure to follow

a recommendation of this Association, which undoubtedly will be explained

to the court, and make it appear bad against the road. A road in a state

might have some good reason, or the laws might not provide for it, for

leaving the sign off the post showing the two tracks or more.

Mr. J. M. Farrin (Illinois Central) :—I drive a car once in a while

myself, and in driving around I have taken particular pains to notice how

the different motorists approach a railroad crossing. I have seen many

cars with a sign stuck on the back, "This car stops at all railroad crossings,"

and I have seen many of those cars cross many a crossing without stopping.

People here in Chicago remember that not very long ago there was quite

an unfortunate grade crossing accident in one of the suburbs in which a line

of cars was stopped waiting for a train to pass. Back of that line of

cars a lady drove up in her car with four people in it. She stopped and

then deliberately turned out of the line of cars and drove across the track

and as I remember now all four of them were killed.

When people do such things as that, I can not see what is the use

of putting a sign up stating that there are a certain number of tracks.

If the railroad companies call attention to the fact that you are approach-

ing a railroad track, I think the number of tracks has not anything to do

with it at all. The man who will cross one track without looking will

cross ten, or any other number. If he does it, my contention is that he

does it at his own risk and on his own responsibility.

Mr. W. L. Roller (Hocking Valley) :—It may be that the information

will be disregraded by the major number of motorists, as has been stated

here that the motorists will not observe the information given.
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Many instances are on record where accidents have occurred due to

the fact that this information was not given, and I think the railroad that

fails to give the information to the motorist is peculiarly responsible.

I recall an accident which resulted in the death of Governor Hanley of

Indiana where that information was not supplied, and where it was found

the information was not known to the driver of the car that it was a

double track. His car passed back of a freight train and was struck by a

train on the opposing track.

Mr. H. C. Crovvell :—It is just such an accident as that that I had in

mind. I think Mr. Roller has explained it perfectly, and the small amount

of money involved in putting up this additional information is little com-

pared with the value of human life.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke:—Are you ready for the question on

the amendment?

Mr. V. R. Walling:—In Mr. Crowell's able presentation of his side

of the case, it seems to me what he feared mostly was this matter of

automobilists crossing double tracks, not where there were a number of

tracks.

Before the amendment is voted on, I wonder if Mr. Baldridge would

consider changing the amendment which applies to the sign for a single

track to read, "Single Track Only," and for crossings of more than one

track indicate "More than One Track." This will get away from the

point of definitely naming the number of tracks which, according to Mr.

Crowell, he did not consider important.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge :—I accept that change in the amendment.

Mr. H. C. Crowell :—As the seconder of that amendment, I will

accept it also.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke:—The change in the amendment which

has been accepted is that there be placed on the sign below the stop and

state law sign, indicated in dotted lines as being optional, an additional

board showing for single track the words "Single Track," and where

there is more than one track the words "More than One Track." Is that

correct ?

Mr. G. .H. Tinker (New York, Chicago & St. Louis):— I think that

sign would be more effective if the first one were omitted entirely. If

there is to be any additional board at all indicating the number of tracks,

there should be but one board saying simply, "More than one track."

Mr. H. C. Crowell :—I think Mr. Tinker's suggestion is very good.

I hope Mr. Baldridge will accept that.

Mr. C. W. Baldridge :—What I had in mind was simply a notice to

drivers that there was more than one track to be crossed, and that is

really important. Since one of the speakers mentioned an accident which

occurred here in Chicago where four people were killed, after the driver

deliberately drove out of a line of cars that went across the track, I will

remind you of a circumstance that happened on the western edge of

Chicago several years ago where a funeral car drove behind a freight car

onto the second track, innocent of any carlessness, and nine people lost

A
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their lives in that accident. Tliat was due to double track, and a board

put up there will sometimes jog the memory of a person who does know
tliere is a double track. It might serve as a reminder.

(The question was called for and the motion was lost.)

Mr. Hunter McDonald (Nashville. Chattanooga & St. Louis) :—I should

like to ask whether the last amendment was accepted or not, and if the last

suggestion was on the amendment to leave off any notice that a single

track was there, but place it where there was more than one track. I do

not believe the convention was quite sure of exactly what they voted on.

J know I was not and did not vote.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke:—The vote was on the second accepted

amendment, to leave oflf any additional information where there is one

track, and where there is more than one track to add the information

"more than one track."

Mr. Hunter McDonald :—I presume all the members understood that

that is the amendment they voted on.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke:—The vote was close, as I see it, and

I will ask those in favor of the motion to rise. Will those not in favor

of the motion arise?

(The amendment was lost.)

Mr. W. L. R. Haines (Pennsylvania) :—In view of the very inadequate

response that was made to the questionnaire sent out by the Committee in

regard to the acceptance or rejection of this crossing sign, it seems to me
that it would be very unwise for this convention to adopt this crossing sign

as recommended practice. I think the whole matter should be reassigned to

the Committee with instructions that they attempt to secure a more definite

expression of approval or disapproval from the members of the Asso-

ciation.

Unless there is a motion before the house, I will move that this

reassignment be made.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke :—There is a motion before the house

on the adoption of this sign.

Mr. H. C. Crowell :—In view of the fact that the Committee itself

was about equally divided and that only a small portion of our member-

ship are here this morning to vote on this subject and so few voted on the

letter-ballot, I should like to make an amendment to the motion before

the house that the whole matter be referred back to the Committee for

further study this year. If Mr. Haines wants to second that amendment,

here is a chance to get a vote on that.

(Mr. Haines seconded the amendment).

Mr. W. E. Hawley :— I should like to add that it would bo well if

the Committee could work in collaboration with the Safety Section and

others interested in this so when the report comes back next year it may
be a greater expression of unanimity of opinion as to what is best in

practice.

Mr. T. E. Rust (Waterloo, Cedar Falls & Northern) :— I do not

believe the Committee is divided at all on this question. I had not quite
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grasped what we were voting on. I thought we were voting on whether

or not we left off that board showing number of tracks, and not on the

amendment in general.

Mr. H. C. Crowell :—The vote was divided.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke :—The amendment is before you. Is

there discussion? If not, those in favor will please say "aye," contrary

"no."

(An explanation of the amendment was called for.)

Vice-President G. D. Brooke:—Mr. Crowell, will you state the amend-

ment to the motion?

Mr. H. C. Crowell :—The amendment to the motion is that in view of

the fact that the Association as represented here seems to be pretty evenly

divided on this matter of indicating more than one track at a railroad

grade crossing, and in view of the fact that only one member out of

sixteen voted on this matter by letter-ballot, and in view, further, of all

the discussion that we have had this morning it seems to me wise that the

Committee take the matter under consideration again, conferring with the

American Automobile Association and other associations who are interested

in this proposition.

Mr. W, M. Post (Pennsylvania) :—I think it might be well for the

Committee to state whether there would be any useful purpose served by

having it referred back to the Committee. I anticipate that if another

letter-ballot is sent out they will get about the same response from just

about the same percentage of the membership. If the Committee is now
agreed as to what should be done, I doubt very much whether there would

be any different report brought in next year. It will postpone the whole

matter for a year at least.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke:—Are you ready for the question? Those

in favor of the amendment will please rise ; contrary-minded, please rise.

The amendment is carried.

Mr. G. H. Tinker :—May I suggest to the Committee that in their

consideration of this subject they seriously consider the question of the

colors. I can not quite quote the authority, but I am quite sure it has

been very well established that a combination of yellow and blue has much
greater visibility at night than black and white. Anyone can verify that

for himself by noting the license plates on automobiles from those states

which have that combination of colors.

Mr. C. C. Cook (Baltimore & Ohio) :—May I not inquire if we do

not now have a crossing sign standard previously adopted by this Assoc-

ciation, which is essentially the same as the one here recommended?

Mr. T. E. Rust :—Yes, and that was adopted again last year.

Mr. A. H. Rudd :—Then it seems to me all right to defer the third

adoption until next year.

Mr. Hadley Baldwin :—Subject No. 2, Methods for apportioning the

cost of highway improvements adjacent to railway right-of-way, (a) Within

incorporated limits of municipalities; (b) Without incorporated limits of

municipalities, will be presented l)y Mr. Bernard Blum, the Chairman.
A
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Mr. Bernard Blum (Northern Pacific) :—The report on this subject is

shown on page 682 of Bulletin 303, Part 1. The assignment for this Sub-

Committee last year was the same subject confined to higiiways outside

of incorporated municipahtics. This year the work has been confined to

improvements within sucli limits. In order to ascertain what the practice

was throughout the country, inquiry was made of the practice in various

cities and states from the chief tax officers of fourteen large railways.

The questions submitted are numbered 1 to 6 on page 682.

In order to report briefly, your Committee has summarized the replies

to each question, which are given on pages 683 and 684 of the Bulletin.

The results of this questionnaire indicate that, in general, communities treat

the railways quite fairly, and although, of course, many problems arise

vvhicli the tax officers have to take care of individually, there would not

seem to your Committee to be a problem sufficiently great to warrant

further activities along these lines. We recommend that further study be

discontinued.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke :—Appendix B is ofifered as information

and will be so received.

Mr. Hadley Baldwin :—Subject No. 3 and Subject No. 7 are so related

that we assigned to one Sub-Committee the two subjects. The first subject

is Comparative merits of various types of grade crossing protection,

collaborating with Committee X—Signals and Interlocking, and the other is

Various types and locations of approach and warning signals for grade

crossings, also the practices in the several states and federal requirements,

with a view to securing uniformity of practice and standards.

Mr. F. D. Batchellor, Chairman of the Sub-Committee, will present the

report.

Mr. F. D. Batchellor (Baltimore & Ohio) :—This report starts on page

685. There has been considerable said at the meeting regarding Committee

IX collaborating with Committee X. As I read our assignment No. 3, we

are to collaborate with Committee X. As I see the assignment of Com-
mittee X, they were to collaborate with Committee IX.

Unfortunately, our report was not gotten out at an early period, but

we did send that report to Committee X. However, we never received a

report from Committee X of the report which they had made. It seems to

me that these two subjects are so closely allied, that probably the two

Sub-Committees sliould meet together, and we will be very glad to do that,

if the same subjects are on next year.

We tried to determine, by getting statistics, just what progress had

been made in eliminating railroad crossing accidents, and also determine

what type of crossing was the most effective.

During the year 1926 there were added to the already existing rail-

road crossings 1457, in spite of the fact that a large number were eliminated.

The statement on page 685 shows the different types of protection, and

it will be noted from this statement that there were 216 less crossings pro-

tected by gates, 170 less crossings protected by watchmen, while the cross-

ings protected by signals increased 1028.
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On page 687 we have compared the number of accidents at crossings

in 1925 and 1926, and it will be noted that there was an increase in 1926 of

410 accidents, or 73^2 per cent. In the next statement we have tried to

show what kind of vehicle was having the most accidents at the different

crossings, and it will be noted that the motor propelled vehicles are far

in advance of the other types, in fact, they are practically the only ones which

show an increase.

There was an increase in motor registration 1925 over 1926 of 2,092,-

600, or an increase of 10 per cent. If we take the registration and the

number of accidents in these two years, we find that in 1925 there was

one accident for every 3660 machines, while in 1926 there was one accident

for 3761, which would indicate, in spite of the fact there are more crossings

and more machines, that we made a little better showing than we did the

year before.

At the bottom of the page we have taken up the type of protection

which we recommend. Fig 1 shows the type of flashlight or wigwag

signal, and Fig. 2 shows the location. We desire to eliminate from the re-

port under Fig. 2 the words, "Where practicable they should be placed in

the center of the highway." We further want to withdraw our recom-

mendation that this be adopted for the Manual, as we have found that

there are some slight discrepancies between the signal which we have

shoviai and that adopted by the Signal Section, and we would recom-

mend that this be referred back for further consideration.

With regard to the approach signs, we have shown a table showing

how these are used, and it will be noted that in 27 states they are using

the U. S. standard highway sign, or that adopted by the American Asso-

ciation of Highway Officials.

We recommend that we approve the signs adopted by the highway

officials. These are shown on page 692, and I would call attention to those

who have been discussing regarding an additional sign on the crossing post

that in this caution sign there is provided two lines to show multiple

crossings. I might state that this sign, while it does not conform exactly

to the A.R.E.A. standard or the A.R.A., practically has been adapted

from that. The difference is in the size of the letters and in the border

around the circle.

I move the approval of the caution signs by the Association.

Mr. R. H. Ford (Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific) :— I am not clear

as to what the approval means. My understanding is that these signs have

been adopted by the Association of Highway Commissioners or Engineers,

I have forgotten which, and they represent their views on them. I can

readily see why the Committee take the position that they do, and I think

it is in line with uniformity. It should be so reported.

On the other hand, these are essentially signs that pertain particularly

to the highway crossings on railroads, and my review in a study of those

signs would rather indicate that when they were proposed, very little

study was given to them. In other words, they just happened. Now they

have been carried along because of the great desire, and with which I am in
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thorough sympathy, for uniformity and standardization. I do not think the

highway commissioners, with all due regard to them, are in any position,

by training or experience, to design or pass upon signs for railroads. I

think that is peculiarly and particularly within the province of this Com-
mittee, and I should like to suggest that the Committee merely present

them as information without comment either for or against them. My
reason for that is I am confident that if they will study them further, in

the light of railroad necessities, they may perhaps want to modify that

somewhat, and perhaps will be in a position to work constructively with

the highway people for their modification. I want to say in passing, also,

that there is a feeling on the part of a number of thoughtful men among
highway authorities that these signs are not all that they ought to be.

With that feeling on their part, and a very strong feeling that some of

us have with respect to the other part, I trust that the Committee will

merely present them as information, without recommending either for or

against.

Mr. V. R. Walling :—I note on page 685, under kind of protection, it

is shown that number of gates have decreased in 1926 as compared with

1925, with an increase in the use of fixed signals.

At the top of page 687, I believe if the Committee had carried out some

percentages in that table it would aid in making comparisons. I have just

roughly drawn ofif some percentages, and it would appear that in 1926 over

1925 there was an increase of about 8 per cent in the number of accidents,

divided, 8 per cent for gates, and 14 per cent for signals. Under persons

killed, with gates there is a decrease of 13 per cent, while for signals there

is an increase of 20 per cent.

Mr. A. H. Rudd :—In regard to the signs on page 692, I think it was

15 or 20 years ago that the American Railway Association adopted the

approach sign as we know it, with the cross, the letters "R.R." in 5-inch

letters, and the white background.

I think it is unfortunate that they did adopt that particular sign in

view of later developments. Massachusetts and three or four other states

show a cross for an intersecting highway. It is like ours without the

"R.R." It is the natural sign to show. They show a straight line with a

line coming in from the right if there is a highway coming from the right,

a straight vertical line with a line to the left if there is a highway coming

in from the left. If this sign had been made in the form of a cross similar

to the crossbuck sign in the first place, it would have been very distinctive.

However, there are thousands and thousands of them in use.

If we make any change in these signs, if this Association makes any

change in those signs, it should be reported to the American Railway Asso-

ciation as the action of a section of that Association in order that the

Board of Directors of the American Railway Association may approve it.

Otherwise, we will not get anywhere.

As to the stop sign as recommended, that has been adopted by the

National Association of Highway Officials. It has been put up to the

Hoover Conference. It has been considered by the Committee on Code on
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Traffic Signals and the American Engineering Council is recommending

that on the stop sign the letters be red instead of black.

It seems to me that we use the stop sign only in a few states ; for

instance, in Illinois in extra hazardous crossings. We have, I think, a red

circle now that works out well, and this stop sign could be very well

referred back to the Committee for another year, because the American

Engineering Council will report within a month or two and the National

Safety Conference is expected to convene again in the late spring or

early summer to pass on the proposition of stop and crossing signs.

The sign with the double bar on it is, I think, shown by mistake. The

first literature of the highway people showed that. I was in correspondence

with them and if I remember correctly, they told me that was an error.

As I said yesterday, the state of Virginia requires those two horizontal

bars for a crossing whether it is multiple track or single track. The Com-

mittee recommends that the remaining sign, the one with the cross and "R.R.,"

be adopted, showing 6-inch letters as against 5-inch which we now use, and

the yellow background.

I believe we ought to recommend it, for the reason that there is not

any question that the National Conference is going to adopt the principle

set forth by the Association of Highway Officials, that all caution signs

shall be yellow background with black letters. When we paint all the

existing signs, we will paint the white background yellow, if we have to

maintain them, and in new signs we can just as well go to the 6-inch letter

as the 5-inch.

These signs are erected by the local officials. They are on the state

highway or county roads and oflf our right-of-way, and we have no right

to erect them. In that way they do have something to say about the sign

we use. I think we either ought to adopt it or refer the whole matter

back. It may not be too late for this Committee to take up with the

Highway Officials (forty-six states, I think, have commissions) the matter

of changing your approach sign, if it is thought advisable to do it, and make

it a cross, but it seems to me it is one of those things that is pretty late

to straighten out.

Mr. Robert H. Ford (Rock Island) :—While appreciating the good work

being done by this Committee with respect to this matter on signs, I am
confident that a further and somewhat independent study is very desirable,

and for this reason, I move that the matter be referred back to the

Committee.

Mr. A. H. Rudd :—Mr. Chairman, in seconding that motion, I should

like to say one more word. By another year I believe this question will be

settled as far as the National Conference is concerned and as far as the

Highway Officials are concerned. Meanwhile it would give the Com-

mittee a chance to agree with them if they want any changes. They have

adopted our sign, not because they thought it was the best, but because

there were so many of them and the railroads were recommending them.

We ought to meet them more than half way.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke:—Is there any other discussion?
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Mr. Hadley Baldwin :—I think it is well understood that these signs

are primarily state highway department signs. They arc not railroad stand-

ards, and the idea of this Committee was that it was a courtesy, if you

please, perhaps nothing more than that, to recognize the standard published

by the State Highway Association in view of the fact that railroads have a

secondary interest in the matter and are sometimes required to install and

pay the expense of upkeeping these signs. The aspect of the matter is

that unless the public authorities require the railroads to install some sign

that imposes an unreasonable cost on the railroad company, it is something

entirely within the jurisdiction of the state highway authorities.

The expectation of the Committee was that this Association would

say to the state highway officials in effect, "You have adopted these signs,

and we approve." We can acquiesce in the use of the signs without any

further question. Then if the question comes up in any state or any rail-

road, there will be no question about the detail of the sign. That is about

as far as we can go in the matter.

However, if we were to express our approval at this time and the

State Highway Association later changed their standards it would be

strictly in order, and it would be a very simple matter, for this Association

to follow along unless it should see something it would feel justified in

taking exception to.

The Committee does not object to having the matter referred back,

but it seemed to us that it is entirely consistent to take the action we
propose at this time and the future would take care of itself very naturally

and simply.

Vice-President G. D. Brooke :—You have heard the motion. Those in

favor say "aye ;" opposed "no."

(The motion was carried).

Mr. Hadley Baldwin:—The subject of the next assignment is Study

of excessive' number of highway grade crossings of railways, with methods

for their removal. This report will be presented by Mr. L. J. Riegler,

Chairman of the Sub-Committee.

Mr. L. J. Riegler (Pennsylvania) :—^This report on excessive num-

ber of highway grade crossings of railroads, with methods for their re-

moval, is published in Bulletin 303 on page 694 as Appendix D.

The burden of the report, briefly, is the conclusion that grade separa-

tion, used in the narrow sense, meaning the construction of an underpass

or overpass to achieve the elimination of a grade crossing, as has hereto-

fore been depended upon is inadequate and by itself is not practical, nor

conducive to early results. Although great sums of money have been ex-

pended for grade separation projects, hardly any impression has been

made upon the grade crossing problem. The extraordinary expense attend-

ing grade separation has retarded elimination. In fact, the cost is so

great as to discourage not only the railroads but the public authorities in

such undertakings.

To solve the problem adequately, some method must be found that

will eliminate a large number of existing grade crossings at negligible ex-
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pense as compared to grade separation. Such a plan would comprise two
propositions; first, the restriction of new grade crossings; and second, the

elimination of existing grade crossings. The latter would be divided into

three proceedings : first, the vacation and closing of crossings ; second, the

diversion and relocation of highways to avoid crossings or perhaps in some
cases the relocation of the railroad tracks, and, third, grade separation.

Heretofore, the initiative in grade crossing elimination has generally

been with the public authorities, as because of the great cost and inequitable

distribution of the cost, the railroads have more or less been on the defen-

sive. Public authorities can be relied upon to bring up the question of elim-

ination on important highways where grade separation is required but for

highways of lesser importance, and equally dangerous from the railroad

standpoint, it is our opinion that railroad companies should take the

initiative.

The report is presented for the purpose of having it accepted and the

recommendations contained therein referred to the Board of Direction. The
recommendations are on page 699.

(President D. J. Brumley in the Chair.)

The President :—You have heard the report on restriction of new grade

crossings, elimination of existing grade crossings, diversion and relocation

of highways, and grade separation, and the recommendations referred to by

the Chairman of the Sub-Committee.

Have you any suggestions to of?er or any criticisms to make?

Mr. S. T. Wagner (Reading) :—It seems to me that the matter con-

tained in this report is of unusual interest. It has in it and through it a

large number of points that I do not ever remember having seen in print

before on this general subject of grade crossings. If anybody has not read

it and is interested in grade crossings, I think he should do so.

My attention was first attracted to it by the statement at the bottom

of page 696 in reference to the cost of grade separation, which the Chair-

man of the Sub-Committee has referred to.

About eight years ago I attended in this city a conference called by

the National Association of Public Utilities Commissioners at which there

were a large number of representative bodies interested in the safety of

the public. It was brought about by the first violent effort made by auto-

mobiles to destroy themselves at railroad grade crossings. During that dis-

cussion, a representative of the State Highway Department of Wisconsin

got on his feet and upbraided the railroads on account of their lack of

interest in the removal of grade crossings, which he said could be accom-

plished for $15,000 apiece, and it was a shame that they were not doing

more than they were. The figure of $15,000 interested me much. As soon

as I had a chance to get on my feet, I called attention to the fact that that

year I had especially investigated the cost of removal of grade crossings

in the state of Pennsylvania and had found that they averaged about $75,000,

big and small. I was convinced that even at that time $75,000 was too

low a figure for an average. I referred to the fact that the Pennsylvania

Railroad, before the war, issued some propaganda in connection with the
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removal of grade crossings in which tliey showed the total cost of the

removal of all the grade crossings on the Pennsylvania Railroad System,

and they based their estimate at $50,000 per grade crossing.

I called attention to this figure in this discussion. I had hardly sat

down before a representative of the New York Central got up and accused

me of being entirely too low in my average figure, that I should use at

least $120,000 or $125,000 for an average. He had hardly finished before the

Chairman of the Pennsylvania State Commission got on his feet and re-

ferred to an individual project of the state where three grade crossings had

been eliminated at a total cost of something over $3,000,000, an average of

approximately $1,000,000 each.

On our system we made plans for the removal in a municipality in

Eastern Pennsylvania of three street grade crossings and an alley. The

estimated cost was $4,500,000. When the municipality found they would

probably have to pay half of the cost, they were not so interested, and the

project fell dead. Since that time I have noticed figures given in the

Railway Age showing the cost of removal of grade crossings in the state

of New York under the New York state law. The gross costs of those

crossings are given, as I remember the figures, in the first lot' running up

to $172,300 for crossings and in the second lot* running over $256,000 a

crossing. The argument of cost is a tremendous one, and therefore all

that the Committee has suggested, and (without going into detail and re-

ferring to them in a large number of places,) all the methods by which

these grade crossings can be done away with before they come to be a

serious menace, is a well worthwhile program. Even in states like the

state of New Jersey, for instance, where at the present time practically

the whole cost devolves upon the railroad companies, it is possible for the

railroads to get in touch with the local authorities and, if they can, agree

with them on a cost for the elimination of crossings which is a fair one to

both sides.

Mr. Robert H. Ford (Rock Island) :—This subject is so important that

I trust the convention will bear with me for rising again to speak upon the

report.

The Committee are to be congratulated upon the excellence of their

recommendations. They might, however, have gone further in the matter of

the creation of additional grade crossings.

For years, it was the custom of the railways to quite freely acquiesce

in establishing additional crossings over their tracks but the march of

events has necessarily changed this practice, because it has now become

recognized that every additional grade crossing is also creating an additional

hazard to the public as well as the railroads, and becomes a potential grade

separation for the future.

It is a serious reflection upon public authorities charged with the

responsibility of such matters, that even with the staggering amounts that

have been paid for grade separations, yet according to the last report of

> Railway Age, Feb. 6, 1926.
2 Railway Age, Dec. 8, 1927.
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the Interstate Commerce Commission, there was a net increase of 1525 grade

crossings over the tracks of the American railways during the past year.

Local interests and private greed, coupled with poor engineering, are

the fruitful causes for most of these increases. Of the two hundred and

fifty odd thousand grade crossings in existence today, fully 75,000 could be

combined or closed entirely by judicious relocation and a more liberal use

of the Federal-State highway system.

The power of State Railway Commissions should be invoked to prevent

these indiscriminate increases, and the management of some of the railroads,

notably the Rock Island, have finally determined that as a matter of public

policy, they w^ill not longer assume the responsibility of agreeing to the

creation of these additional hazards without a positive order from the

Railway Commission of the respective state in which the proposed crossing

is demanded.

It is to be hoped that the Committee will study this problem from the

broader aspect of the public as well as the railroads, to the end that State

Railway Commissions will join with the railways in requiring that the

practice be stopped, or at least minimized to the greatest possible degree.

In some states the laws do not permit of the creation of these additional

hazards under any circumstances.

The President:—Are there any further suggestions?

Mr. F. C. Shepherd (Boston & Maine) :—I should like to speak along

the line of bringing to the attention of the railroad authorities the study

of doing away with crossings by closings or by building side line roads. It

is rather interesting that in connection with the New York State law we
have about a hundred grade crossings. I made rough studies a year and a

half ago and presented them lo the Commission or to their engineers by

which we suggested some thirty crossings could either be closed because

they were not important, or could be closed by short sideline roads, and we

have already succeeded this year in having three crossings closed by side-

line roads, costing a little over $3500. The railroads pay one half and the

state pays the other part. There is quite a field in that line.

The President:—Anything further, gentlemen? If there is not, the

recommendations of the Committee will be taken under consideration by

the Board of Direction.

Mr. Hadley Baldwin:—The next subject in this report is Item No. 8,

Study and report on (a) Laws and regulations affecting the apportionment

of federal aid
; (b) The proper form and character of division of costs of

separation of grades as between the railway, state, county, municipal or

other corporation. Report will be presented by Mr. Frank Ringer, Chair-

man of the Sub-Committee.

Mr. Frank Ringer (Missouri-Kansas-Texas Lines) :—The report of the

Sub-Committee is printed on page 700 and continues through page 704.

The first portion of the report gives a summary of the provisions of

the Federal Highway Act as given on pages 700 and 701, and at the top of

page 702.

"The Sub-Committee understands that the present practice, under the

rulings of the Bureau of Public Roads, is that Federal aid may be allotted
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to construction of railway grade crossing separations to the extent of 50

per centum of the cost thereof, except that the Federal authority has declined

to reimburse the state for more than the amount actually paid by the state.

"Under the provision of the Federal aid act a definite allotment of

funds is made to each state, which is the maximum of Federal aid which

it may receive from tlie amount appropriated. It follows, therefore, that if

Federal aid is not used for paying any part of a railway grade separation,

the state has an accordingly greater amount left for use on other road

improvements. There is a tendency on the part of some states to apply

Federal aid in this manner, and as a result fewer grade crossings are

eliminated than would otherwise be done.

"It is understood there is no provision of the Federal aid act which

railway companies can use to compel the states, through legal proceedings,

to apportion part of the Federal aid allotment to a particular grade separa-

tion project, and it is possible for necessary grade separations to be segre-

gated and kept out of Federal aid projects.

"It is understood that classification of railway grade crossings of Fed-

eral aid highways has not yet been completed. It is the view of the Sub-

Committee that a statement showing by states classification of railway

grade crossings of highways of the Federal aid system should be prepared

and published annually by the Bureau of Public Roads."

On pages 703 and at the top of 704 is compiled information secured

from the roads showing provisions of states governing division of costs of

highway grade crossing eliminations. That is summarized on page 704.

Of the 48 states, the division of costs is determined by the state commissions

in 24 states, by special statutes in 13 states and by agreement or through

court processes in 11 states.

As to the second part of the assignment, "Proper form and character

of division of costs of separation of railway grade crossings;" a question-

naire was sent out to the roads requesting information as to the cost, sep-

arated between the apportionment paid by the railway, the state or other

municipal authority, and Federal aid, for diflferent classes of crossings,

following the classification which has been outlined by the Bureau of

Public Roads.

The information furnished in reply to that questionnaire is summarized

on pages 705 and 706. Some 101,000 miles of roads reported costs of grade

separations, and only a small proportion reported no costs. 70,000 miles of

road reported or answered the questionnaire reporting a segregation of

costs borne by Federal aid. Summarizing for the 128 crossings, 34 per cent

of the cost was paid by the railroads, 32 per cent by the state and 34 per

cent by Federal aid, almost an equal division by each.

In the second part of the summary, those reporting did not report sep-

arately the costborne by Federal aid, so the costs borne by the state and

Federal aid are shown together. That summary covers 236 crossing separa-

tions or eliminations of which the railroads paid SO per cent and the state

and/or Federal aid paid the other 50 per cent of the cost. Combining all the

data for 268 crossing separations reported, the railroads paid 46 per cent

of the cost, the state and/or Federal aid paid 54 per cent. The total cost
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of the 268 crossings is reported at $7,500,000, or an average cost per cross-

ing separated of about $28,000.

Of course, it should be understood that this tabulation covers only

crossing separation or eliminations on Federal Aid Highways and does not

include crossings in towns of over 2500 population.

The recommedations of the Sub-Committee are

:

"1. Authority to order grade crossing elimination, separations, or

proper protection at grade crossings should be vested in the state commission

or other state body having jurisdiction over railways, which should also

determine and enforce proper division of cost between the railways and

the public.

"2. The Federal Highway Act should be amended to provide that every

elimination of a grade crossing of a railway with a Federal aid highway

should be included in a Federal aid project and Federal aid should be

applied to such crossing elimination to the extent of 50 per cent of the

cost thereof.

"3. The cost of a grade crossing elimination in excess of the Federal

aid allotment thereto should be apportioned between the state and/or sub-

division thereof and the railway company on the basis of the conditions at

such crossing, and of the benefits arising from such elimination."

The President :—I understand, Mr. Chairman, that this is submitted

as information.

Mr. Frank Ringer :—All except the recommendations.

The President:—What action do you wish taken?

Mr. Hadley Baldwin:—It was the intent of the Committee that its

recommendations be approved and referred to the Board of Direction for

transmission to the American Railway Association. Maybe we are going

too far for the Committee to recommend the transmission to the American

Railway Association, but we feel that the convention should approve the

recommendations of the Committee and the reference of the recommenda-

tions to the Board of Direction. I so move.

Mr. Frank Ringer :—I would like to say that it was the under-

standing of the Sub-Committee that the intent and practically the language

of the Federal Highway Act sets aside 50 per cent of the cost of bridges of

over 20 foot span and the word bridge has been interpreted to cover a grade

crossing separation or elimination and we felt we were following the intent

of the law.

Furthermore, we have not figures, but I am rather inclined to believe

that the aggregate cost of the grade separations on Federal aid highways

is a very small percentage of the total cost of such highways in the state,

and I think that the Association can very well follow the intent of the

law and go on record as favoring the same proportion of Federal aid to be

applied to a grade separation as is applied to any other part of the highway

in the state, which is according to the law, 50 per cent of the cost up to

the limit of $15,000 per mile of highway.

The President:—Are there any other suggestions?

Mr. C. C. Westfall (Illinois Central) :— I want to question Recom-

mendation No. 1, It is recommended that the authority over grade crossing
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elimination should be vested in the state commission or other state body

having jurisdiction over railways.

It seems to me that would make it a cumbersome proposition in some

states, as some states have Iiighway commissions and in addition to that

commission, a railroad commission. Those two commissions are made up of

the same class of mcii, business men, and the highway commission has its en-

gineers to make recommendations to it, and it decides as to whether or not a

grade separation is necessary.

Then in this case it would have to prove to another commission of

about the same standing that grade crossing elimination is necessary. It

looks like a cumbersome procedure to have commissions of the same class

pass upon these grade crossing matters.

We have found that the highway commissions when they exist in the

states, are very fair men to deal with, and it is quite probable that the

railroads will be able to get as good a proposition, as good an understanding

from the highway commissions themselves as to satisfy them and then go

before a railway commission. We have just finished trying to convince the

people in one state that the highway commission was the proper body to

handle such matters rather than the railroad commission. Highway com-

missions are dealing with these matters all the time. They keep in touch

with public opinion towards the necessities and the division of costs prob-

ably more closely than the railroad commissions. It seems to me that the

highway commission would better be the authority than the railway com-

mission.

Mr. Frank Ringer :—^I might say in reply to that, that the sum-

mary on page 704 with reference to the provisions of the states for deter-

mining division of costs, shows that the state commissions have the

authority to determine the division of cost in twenty-four states now. The

information does not disclose that the state highway commission in any

state is clothed with such authority. It is the view of the Sub-Committee

that the state commission or other body designated and empowered by the

state to have charge of the affairs of the railways as between the railways

and the public, should be clothed with authority and charged with the

responsibility of determining proper division of costs of grade crossing

separations and eliminations.

Mr. W. H. Kirkbride (Southern Pacific) :—I wish to second Mr.

Ford's amendment to the motion and wish to talk on it.

I believe we should eliminate this reference to 50 per cent. As it

stands now, in many states the railroads secure nothing from the highway

appropriation so far as Federal aid is concerned, due to the fact that when

the highway commission, or engineers, set up their schedule of one-seventh

of the entire mileage on which they want Federal aid, they deliberately

eliminate the section that covers the grade separation. The result is that

though your Federal engineer might be in sympathy with participating in the

expense of this grade separation, as I understand it he is helpless, he cannot

help you at all because it is not included in the schedule of requests from

the highway engineers of the state.
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Recognizing the fact that as it stands now we do not get anything, is it

not better to try to bring this about by getting something—one-third?

There are probably many state engineers who would be willing to con-

tribute one-third on the basis that the Federal engineer contributes one-

third and the railroad engineer put up his third.

I think it would be best to carry out the suggestion of the amendment,

to make no reference to the 50 per cent. Neither do I wish to infer that

we should make reference to one-third, but leave it as a just proportion

to be determined as the facts of the case might develop.

With reference to the control of these problems, we usually have two

public service corporations. You have a railroad commission that ulti-

mately pass on these things when they are submitted to them, but you first

have the highway commission to work out the problem and endeavor

to have a clean case to present to the railroad commission. I, therefore,

think it would be advisable to change No. 2 as suggested.

Mr. Hadley Baldwin :—I think both Mr. Ford and Mr. Kirkbride have

somewhat missed the point of the second recommendation. They are talking

to a point that is a phase of the matter that is covered in the third para-

graph. The second paragraph is simply this: "The Federal Highway Act

should be amended," the law should be changed, "to provided that every

elimination of a grade crossing of a railway with a Federal aid highway

should be included in a Federal aid project." That is all the second para-

graph provides, and it is already fixed in the law that where the Federal

aid goes, it goes 50 per cent up to a certain limit.

Mr. R. H. Ford :—I withdraw my remarks. Mr. Baldwin is correct.

I did not notice that it was the recommendation that the law be changed.

I withdraw what I had to say in respect of it.

Mr. Hadley Baldwin:—I think, also, Mr. Kirkbride, if I am not mis-

taken, the third recommendation touches the point you were discussing,

does it not?

Mr. W. H. Kirkbride :—Possibly so.

The President:—Mr. Ford has withdrawn his motion. Do you consent,

Mr. Kirkbride?

Mr. W. H. Kirkbride:—I do.

The President :—The question is on the approval of the recommenda-

tions on page 704 and referring them to the Board of Direction to be for-

warded to the American Railway Association. Are you ready for the

question ?

Those in favor of the motion will say "aye"; opposed "no." The

motion is carried.

Have you anything further, Mr. Baldwin?

Mr. Hadley Baldwin :—Nothing further.

The President :—Mr. Baldwin says he has nothing further at this time.

The Committee is excused with the thanks of the Association for the excel-

lent work it has done during the past year. (Applause.)



DISCUSSION ON STRESSES IN RAILROAD TRACK
(P^or Report, see pp. 925-926)

Dr. A. N. Talbot (University of Illinois) :—The Special Committee on

Stresses in Railroad Track presents this year only a rejwrt of progress.

Work has been continued, however, and it is expected that a report giving

the results of the work for the last two years will be ready during the

coming season.

The recent work has been directed to the rail joint. An effort is

being made to determine the action of these joints in resisting or helping

to resist the moments and stresses which come upon the track structure as

the load passes over. This has been done with various types of joint. It

is quite evident that the shape of the rail joint has a great deal to do with

the way in which the joint behaves.

In coimection with these tests, measurements have been made of the

amount of the tensile stress in the track bolt, both as it is found in the

track and as it was used in the laboratory tests. Tests will also be made

to determine what change in the tension in the bolt occurs as the load

passes over the joint. This information will help to decide what tension

is desirable, and whether that tension should be different with different

forms of rail joint.

It is, of course, apparent to all that the amount of the tension in the

track bolt varies greatly along the same line of track. It is very easy to

determine this without an instrument, in many cases, on good main line

track. The bolt may have no tension in it, even though the general appear-

ance may indicate the usual amount of tension.

A development has been made recently of an instrument which we have

used in the laboratory and will use in the track to determine the amoimt of

this tension as the load passes over it. This instrument takes the place of a

track bolt. It is made of chrome-nickel steel built in an accurate fashion, a

hole through the entire length of the bolt enables a rod to be inserted

through the hole, and this is arranged with a dial at the end so that changes

in the amount of tension can be determined quickly.

There are difficulties, of course, connected with this question of the

tension in the track bolt. What we generally observe in our measurements

is the average tension of the bolt. We have found, of course, that there

may be enough bending strain in the bolt due to the nature of the bearing

at the two ends to make the stresses at two sides of the bolt quite different.

In fact, the stress on one side of the bolt may be twice as much as the

average stress on the bolt.

In this investigation of the joints in the track the effort is being made

to find what the purpose of the joint is. We have always assumed that

the joint is for the purpose of making a girder, the same as the rail

makes a girder. That is the intention in the design of most forms of joint.

Our measurements in the track have shown that the joint bar may take

from a zero amount of bending moment to as much bending moment as

is found in the full rail at points away from the point. This wide range

has complicated our work greatly, and we are still engaged in a study to

find what produces these conditions. That is not easy because conditions

of ballast and other features of track have a good deal to do with it, and
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sometimes what would seem to be a joint that should go down at once

may stand up under good conditions of track for a considerable time.

The Committee, of course, will be glad to have suggestions concerning

the problem that we are working on. It is hoped that the report, when
it is printed, will bring out definite information that will give you an

opportunity to discuss the (luestion quite fully.

The President :—Gentlemen, you have heard Dr. Talbot's report. Have
you any questions to ask him, or any suggestions to make?

Mr. L. J. F. Hughes (Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific) :— I have a

suggestion to offer to the Committee, and they may take it for what it is

worth. Dr. Talbot mentioned something of the difficulty in measuring the

stress and the device for measuring the stress in track bolts. The same
difficulty is found in measuring stresses in rails, and in all the various

ways in which it has been attempted to measure stress with the devices

used by the Committee and other bodies.

In measuring the stress in rails the actual stress or strain is measured,

as I understand it, and that measurement is recorded in certain ways. In

some cases the movement of the needle has been recorded upon a smoked

glass disc. Then there was the extensometer, an instrument developed by

a Committee of this Association a number of years ago. Anyone who
has had any experience in handling those instruments on the track realizes

the difficulty of making a set-up where you can measure the stress in track

with the trains and the traffic moving over it all the time.

Taking a hint or taking the idea from the development of the trans-

verse fissure machine, it has occurred to me that it might be possible to

measure the stress in rails and track and other appliances by an electrical

method. I may be altogether wrong in the assumption, but I think it

would be worth while to see if we could not find some relation between

conductivity and stress. It is something that would have to be developed

in the laboratory.

I have a vision ot being able to measure or explore the interior of a

rail by an electrical method while the rail is in track and being used and

subjected to the regular traffic under regular conditions.

If this could be done, the ease with which measurements could be

made is apparent. Your instruments could be at one side where they

could be read with ease, while the measurements were actually being made.

This idea is something I give to the Committee with the possibility of it

being developed.

The idea is that we would have to have some of the laboratories in

our schools have students or others make investigations and see if some
relation can be established whereby we can make use of the electrical

principle in measuring the stress.

The development of radio amplification has reached such a stage that

the rtost minute indications can be detected and picked up and amplified,

so that some record can be made of it, and I should like to see something

attempted along this line within the next year.

The President:—Are there any other suggestions? If not, the Com-
mittee is excused with the thanks of the Association. (Applause.)



DISCUSSION ON WOOD PRESERVATION
(For Report, see pp. 707-748)

Mr. F. C. Shepherd (Boston & Maine) :—The subjects assigned to the

Committee on Wood Preservation are Hsted on page 707 of Bulletin 304.

The reports are given in Appendices A to G on pages 707 to 748 in the

same Bulletin. You will note on page 708, under Appendix A, we offer

no revision to the Manual for this year. On page 709, a progress report

is given on the definitions of terms used in wood preservation. There are

a few minor corrections. The principal one is on page 709 under Creosote

;

the next to the last line should read "range lies above 200 deg. C," instead

of "about 200 deg. C."

On page 711, under Seasoning, Oil, the second line should read "above

the boiling point" instead of "above the boiler point."

This report is offered as information and progress.

On page 712 is given the report upon Service Test Records for Treated

Ties, including a table of the additional completed service tests reported by

the Forest Products Laboratory, and a revision of the table of renewals

per mile, including twenty-six railroads.

On page 716, Appendix D, there is a report on a recent inspection of

long-time test pieces prepared by the Chemical Warfare Service, the Army
and Navy, and other cooperators in connection with the marine piling

investigations.

On page 726, Appendix E, is given a result of inspection tests last

October of the Cleveland Test Section, relative to treatment with mixture

of creosote and petroleum, and on page 738 a similar report on the mixture

of zinc chloride and petroleum, both of these tests carrying tables indicat-

ing results in various methods.

On page 748, Appendix G, Effect of Preservative Treatment with Air-

Seasoned Douglas Fir. No report is given other than one of progress.

Mr. President, this Committee report is one of information only and we
ask that it be accepted and the subjects assigned for the following year.

The President :—All the Sub-Committee reports of this Committee are

submitted as information. They wish to call your attention to the defi-

nitions of terms in wood preservation, shown on pages 709, 710, 711 and 712.

It has been suggested that you look over these definitions carefully

at your leisure and if you find anything in them that you think should

be changed, you should write to either the Secretary or the Chairman of

the Committee.

The report of this Committee is now before you. The Committee

would be glad to have your suggestions or criticisms. If there are none,

the report of the Committee will be received as information, and the Com-
mittee is excused with the thanks of the Association. (Applause.)
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DISCUSSION ON RECORDS AND ACCOUNTS
(For Report, see pp. 749-926)

Mr. J. H. Hande (Baltimore & Ohio) :—Aside from the recommenda-
tions for revision of the Manual, of which we have none to make this year,

Committee XI has six reports, the first five of which are for information

only.

These reports will be presented briefly by the Qiairmen of the Sub-

Committees and opportunity afforded for comments and discussion.

The first deals with an item of collaboration with Committee XXI

—

Economics of Railway Operation, Mr. H. E. Hale, Chairman.

Mr. H. E. Hale (Presidents' Conference Committee) :—The subject

assigned to your Sub-Committee is "Continue study of methods for report-

ing proportional increases in expenditures resulting from increased use of

physical property and also through increase of property investment, col-

laborating with Committee XXI—Economics of Railway Operation."

Committee XI has reviewed the report of Committee XXI—Economics of

Railway Operation. The conclusions of the Committee and Committee

XXI are on page 751. They have reviewed the report of Committee XXI,

which is on pages 911 to 926, inclusive, of the 1925 Proceedings and adopted

by the Association in March, 1925, for inclusion in the Manual.

In this report detailed instructions are given for compiling the data

under the two methods proposed. Committee XI has collaborated with

Committee XXI and that Committee is in accord with the views of Commit-

tee XI, that no special printed or ruled forms need be designed and recom-

mended by Committee XI at this time, and that plain, unruled paper work

sheets only are necessary in applying either method recommended.

This Committee recommends that the subject be discontinued. I might

say it is not the character of information that is passed from one officer

to another. It is only worked up once in a while, and no special forms are

necessary for the working out of the formula, and your Committee sees

no necessity of having any forms, and it so recommends.

I move that the recommendation of the Committee that no forms are

necessary, be accepted.

The President :—You have heard Mr. Hale's motion, that the subject

under Appendix B on page 751 be discontinued.

Is there any discussion? There seems to be no one who wishes to

discuss the question.

(The motion was carried.)

Mr. J. H. Hande :—The next assignment is a similar one of collabora-

tion with Committee XXI and Committee XXII and resulted in somewhat

the same action. Mr. B. A. Bertenshaw, Chairman of the Sub-Committee,

will present the report.

Mr. B. A. Bertenshaw (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis) :

—

The assignment of this Committee is printed on page 752, Bulletin 304, and

is as follows: "Develop units or methods for use in control of maintenance
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expenditures from data taken from maintenance foremen's reports and used

in preparing reports for the I.C.C, collaborating with Committee XXII

—

Economics of Railway Labor, and Committee XXI—Economics of Railway

Operation."

Committee XI is of the opinion that the scope of its assignment is limited

to the design of any form required in connection with the reports of

Committee XXI and Committee XXII. Our Committee collaborated with

these other two committees and reached an agreement that their reports

require no specially designed forms; we therefore recommend that this

subject be dropped.

The President:—If there is no objection, the recommendation of this

Sub-Committee will be accepted.

Mr. J. H. Hande :—The next assignment is a very interesting one, "Re-

port on the use made of aerial surveys and results obtained therefrom." Mr.

G. R. Walsh, Chairman of the Committee, will present this report.

Mr. G. R. Walsh (Missouri Pacific) :—'The report of this Committee

is on page 752 and includes a rather comprehensive bibliography. The report

is offered as information.

The President :—The report appearing under Appendix D on the use

made of aerial surveys and results obtained therefrom is oflfered as a progress

report.

Are there any questions or suggestions, or any discussion? If there are

none, it will be so received.

Mr. J. H. Hande :—Appendix E, or assignment No. 5, reads, "Collabo-

rate with other committees in the preparation and design of forms pertinent

to their work." Mr. C. K. Smith, Chairman of this Committee, is not here.

This is presented as a preliminary report as information.

I would like to point out that Committee XI has taken the opportunity,

under the assignment, to review its field of action to see what forms have

been designed and to try to find what other forms may be necessary. The

list of forms as we have found them printed in the Manual appear on page

761 of Bulletin 304. Our effort is to make that list as inclusive as pos-

sible of all the forms that are used in the routine operations of a railroad,

and we invite suggestions of such additions to that list as may be consid-

ered necessary.

That report is submitted as information.

The President :—You have heard the report in collaboration with other

committees in the preparation and design of forms pertinent to their work.

You notice the Chairman of the Committee requests that you furnish him

with any suggestions as to additions or deletions from this list of forms.

I assume you will do so during the ensuing year so that his report may be

brought more nearly up to date by the time of the next annual meeting.

Mr. J. H. Hande:—We are all familiar with the action of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission in conjunction with railway accounting officers,

in revision of the accounting classifications. This Committee is not actively

participating in any of that work, but we are interested in watching what is

going on, and we want to keep the Association informed. Mr. Alfred Hoi-
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mead has investigated and written up a comprehensive report, and I would
like him to introduce that to the Association.

Mr. Alfred Holmead (Presidents' Conference Committee) :—The as-

signment No. 6 to Committee XI called for a report of the progress made
in the matter of revisions in the Interstate Commerce Commission classifi-

cations of accounts. In response to this assignment, there is submitted a

statement, beginning at page 766 of Bulletin 304, designated Appendix F of

the report of this Committee, which outlines the work that has thus far been

done in the way of drafting revised classifications.

This statement indicates the general character of the changes proposed

by the Bureau of Accounts of the Interstate Commerce Commission, and also

by the Railway Accounting Officers' Association. As you gentlemen know,

those two agencies are co-operating in the work of preparing the contem-

plated revisions. Our report upon this matter is devoid of any discussion

or comment by this Committee.

We ask that you receive the statement as information, and that the

assignment be continued.

Mr. J. H. Hande :—There is one thing that may be of interest to the

membership, and that is the alternate classification recommended by the

Railway Accounting Officers, the so-called three-account classification be-

ginning on page 786. That has received consideration of the Bureau of

Accounts of the Commission, and I think the Association would be interested

in reviewing that to see what the ideas of the accounting officers are.

The fundamental point, I think, is that the accounting officers consider that

they should account for the dollars and book the projects in as simple a

way as possible, and that if there is any statistical work to be done, it

should be done by the valuation accountants or Valuation Bureau and avoid

the necessity of so many adjustments between primary accounts on the books.

The reasoning is sound, the question, of course, being how far it will get

in the negotiations now going on.

Mr. H. M. Stout (Northern Pacific) :—I wish to comment briefly

upon this section of the Committee's report, which impresses me as a very

excellent one. They have brought together a great deal of information that

is available only in scattered locations. The Chairman of the Committee
has referred to the printing of the Railway Accounting Officers' Association's

recommended classification. He did not mention another proposed classifica-

tion which is under discussion. Perhaps that was brought to the attention

of the public and to the Commission after this Committee had prepared its

report, and was not available at that time. If that is a fact, I would suppose

and hope that the Committee would make that suggestion available to the

Association in its next report.

Mr. J. H. Hande :—We brought this up to November 9, the date of

the opening of the depreciation hearing. It will be brought forward from

that date next year.

Mr. H. M. Stout:— I did not refer to the depreciation hearing, but

the proposed cost accounting system.
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Mr. J. H. Hande :—We brought it to that. That seemed to be a good

date to stop before we sent in the report.

The President:—Are there any further suggestions, gentlemen? If

not, the report on Revision of I.C.C. Classification of Accounts will be

received as information and the subject continued for next year's work.

Mr. J. H. Hande :—Appendix G covers plans, methods and forms for

gathering and recording data for keeping up to date the physical and valua-

tion records of the property of railways. This is presented for inclusion

in the Manual. Consideration must be given to the fact that changes are

taking place and that this represents our recommendation at the time this

went to the press.

Mr. Haire will present the report.

Mr. C. C. Haire (Illinois Central) :—The Sub-Committee's report is

on page 851. The report consists of what has been presented heretofore as

progress reports, together with certain additional information. It is now

before the Association for the first time.

In presenting this report the Committee wants to call attention, as Mr.

Hande has said, to the possible changes now being considered by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission in the requirements of Valuation Order No. 3.

These changes have not yet taken a mandatory form and they may or may

not be a requirement. The Committee can only submit its report on the

basis of the present requirements and what it deems good practice.

We also wish to call attention that the Committee's report applies not

only to this subject, the physical and valuation records, but also must be

considered as partly the basic Investment and Depreciation accounting

records.

As may be observed, the report is divided into seven sections, the first

of which is "Definition of Terms." The Committee submits 71 definitions

that are generally used in accounting for capital expenditures and valuation.

Some of these definitions have been before you in previous progress reports

and some of them have just been added.

The second section is "Organization for Collecting, Compiling, Record-

ing and Filing." This subject has been presented heretofore in progress

reports. It is now offered for final adoption.

The third section is "Forms for Recording Changes in Physical Prop-

erty." The Committee submits 24 records or forms in this section of the

report. We feel that these forms are basic fundamental records and under-

lying records to be used in recording property changes. They are really

auxiliary or supporting records to Valuation Order No. 3.

Fourth section, "Forms for Analysis of Expenditures in Comparison

with Actual Changes in Physical Properties." These forms are principally

for use in the accounting analysis and in building up the basic records.

Fifth section of the report, "Mandatory Forms Required by Federal

Regulations." These forms are the usual Valuation Order No. 3 forms

which the Committee has modified somewhat and which we consider as good

practice.

The sixth section, "List of Units of Railway Property." This list was

published several years ago and I think everybody is familiar with it, but is
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one of the subjects that probably should be held in abeyance because of the

possible changes that the Interstate Commerce Commission will make in the

list of units.

Right here I should like to say if Mr. H. L. Ripley, of the New Haven,
is in the audience, probably he could give you some information on that

subject. As I understand, it is a live subject that is being discussed daily

with the Bureau of Valuation, and I would appreciate any suggestions as to

whether these units should be dropped or whether they should be included in

the Manual.

The seventh section of the report, "Recommended Practice to Follow in

Reporting the Construction Cost and Physical Characteristics of a New
Line or Extension." This is a new subject and is in the nature of specifica-

tions for building up a report of the cost of construction of a large project.

This concludes the Committee's report, and I move that all the sections

I have just mentioned, with the exception of Section 6, be approved for

inclusion in the Manual.

The President :—It has been moved and seconded that the Sub-Commit-

tee's report on Plans, Methods and Forms for Gathering and Recording

Data for keeping up to date the Physical and Valuation Records of the

Property of Railways, contained between pages 851 and 923, except Sec-

tion 6, be approved by the Association for publication in the Manual.

If Mr. Ripley is in the audience, we would like to hear from him.

Mr. H. L.. Ripley (New York, New Haven & Hartford) :

—

Mr. Presi-

dent, this Committee is to be commended on the tremendous amount of work
it has done. They have given us 175 pages in this report. They have recom-

mended for inclusion in the Manual many paragraphs.

Unfortunately for me, this particular volume came to me late and I was

away, so that I did not get a chance to read it even until on my way out

here, and I am not prepared to discuss it in detail. I do not know how much

of this is new. I have been able to read it only hurriedly and I wonder

whether it is desirable or even proper at this time to accept and publish in

the Manual as recommended practice these conclusions when, if I under-

stand it, they are coming before this Association for the first time today

and so little time has been given to considering them.

You gentlemen all probably know that the executives formed a confer-

ence body called the Presidents' Conference Committee, and those executives

have designated certain general and special committees to consider this

subject of valuation. In this matter we have only the power of persuasion.

The work is intimately associated with government bodies and government

authorities who have final say in the matter.

It may be that this Committee, the Sub-Committee of which was made

up very largely of Valuation Engineers, has nothing in those conclusions

that is contrary to the requirements of the Commission, which requirements

have been issued as formal orders.

The one thing I saw in the report of the Committee that seemed to me
definitely objectionable was the promulgation of this list of units, and the

inclusion of those units in the Manual.
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This list of units was prepared by the old Joint Conference Committee

on Order No. 3 in 1921. I think it was in December, 1927, the Director

of the Bureau of Valuation asked that the Joint Conference Committee,

consisting of both Bureau of Valuation and carrier members, be reconvened

to study methods and plans for bringing the valuations down to date, and

the first subject assigned to the committee was this matter of the list of

units.

The old list was revised and sent out in tentative form for comments

and constructive suggestions. Those suggestions have been returned to the

Joint Conference Committee; have again been reviewed (and when I say

reviewed I mean the Committee has put some eighteen or twenty days on

them) and they have been again sent out to the carriers, the probability being

they will be included in an order of the Commission. So that this 1921

list is already obsolete.

Mr. Haire, I believe your recommendation is that this list be not

included in the Manual ?

Mr. C. C. Haire :—That is right.

Mr. H. L. Ripley:—That would remove that objection; probably every

carrier by this time has the new list of units.

Much in this report is, I believe, very commendable, particularly the

recommendation that this Committee has made that some definite organ-

ization be given responsibility for the work, and the old Order No. 3 com-

mittee of the Presidents' Conference Committee has repeatedly emphasized

that, and even gone further ; we have recommended very definitely that it

be made the responsibility of some one man having commensurate authority.

Because I am so unfamiliar with the thing, I do not feel that I should take

up more time of this body in attempting to discuss the matter. I do feel,

as I said before, that unless this Committee is very sure that none of these

conclusions are in conflict with what is required, and what is likely to be

required in the near future, it may be undesirable to print them in the

Manual as recommended practice, although the information is exceedingly

valuable, not only to the carriers in general, but to the Joint Conference

Committee, as information.

Past- President J. L. Campbell:—Mr. President, the Committee is to be

commended upon the large amount of excellent work it has done, and this

very good report. However, I want to second all that Mr. Ripley has just

said. The subject of valuation is largely dealt with in this report of the

Committee, and there is much of valuation, at the present time, in a state of

flux, and in view of the fact that these recommendations come from

the Committee at the end of only one year's study and report, I believe it

would be highly undesirable to include the recommendations in our Manual

at this time.

Mr. H. C. Crowell (Pennsylvania) :—The work of this Committee has

always been so commendable (and it has, in my opinion, always deserved

the thanks of this convention) that I hesitate to make this criticism. While

all of this material is no doubt of great interest and deserves a place in the

Proceedings, which it will get, it seems to me that it may be briefed or
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abstracted very materially before it goes into the Manual, whether it be

this year or next year.

You will find that there is a total of 74 pages of printed matter in addi-

tion to two folded inserts, making a grand total of 76 pages. Of these 76

pages, 33 pages are forms, and some of the forms are very simple indeed.

It seems to me that they could be described for the purpose of the Manual
in a single sentence. For example, one of these forms is nothing more nor

less than a piece of cross-section paper ruled ten by ten to the inch. If we
are going to keep the Manual down to any reasonable she, this will have to

be abstracted, reduced in bulk very much, or else we will be out of balance.

We will lose our sense of proportion. I think that when the Committee
comes forward next year with its report, providing it agrees to follow

what Mr. Campbell and Mr. Ripley have suggested, it should also bring in

for the Manual a report in abstracted form with most of the forms either

described or, if printed, merely column headings rather than a whole page of

forms. Various little tricks of that sort can be worked out to cut down the

volume.

So far as the meat of the thing is concerned, I am perfectly willing to

leave it to Mr. Haire and his able assistants in the Valuation Department,

because I have full confidence that everything in this report is 100 per cent

correct.

Mr. W. H. Woodbury (Duluth & Iron Range) :—I should like to sec-

ond everything that has been said on the floor. I heartily agree with all

the comments made, and I should like to suggest to the Committee that the

most graceful way to handle it is to withdraw the motion to have it printed

in the Manual, and submit it as information. I agree it is good information,

although there are things in it I should like to see changed. I should like

to have an opportunity to point out a great many changes I think should be

made in some of these forms. I believe that in view of the fact it has only

been submitted the first time and it is so voluminous, it is going to take more

room than we can spare in the Manual, and in view of the other criticisms

the gentlemen have made, I would like to request the Committee to recon-

sider and offer it as information.

Mr. C. C. Haire:—Mr. Chairman, the Committee is willing to with-

draw the motion. We were rather reluctant to submit a report of this kind

for inclusion in the Manual, in view of these pending changes, and consider-

ing what has been said, the Committee will gladly withdraw the motion.

Mr. H. L. Ripley:—Mr. President, I want to thank Mr. Haire for

that, and I will agree, speaking for the Order Xo. 3 committee, to make a

careful review of this report and give you any suggestions that we may have

because of our more intimate contact with the Government men who have

this matter in hand, by letter in ample time so that you may have the

information, for whatever it may be worth, to work upon next year.

The President:—Sub-Division 7 of this Committee's report will be

received as information.

Mr. Chairman, have you anything further?
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Mr. J. H. Hande:—Our Appendix H, assignment No. 8, deals with the

methods and forms for handlinn depreciation, which matter, as we all know,

is in process of hearing at Washington. It will be resumed this month. The

subject has been assigned again to this Committee. All that we can do

under the circumstances is to wait until a definite ruling comes out and go

to work on whatever form the order takes. I simply mention that. It is

shown in here as being dropped for this current year. It will be taken up

again next year.

The President:—If there are no objections, the further study of Depre-

ciation Order No. 15100 will be deferred until some definite action is taken

by the Interstate Commerce Commission.

This Committee, as has been well said by several speakers in the

audience, has brought to you a very large amount of excellent work this

year. Whenever I think of the work being done by the Committee on

Records and Accounts, and particularly at the present time with so much

involved in valuation and depreciation accounting, I am inclined to think

it takes a man with considerable courage to take a position as a member

of this Committee.

The Committee is to be congratulated upon the excellent work it has

done, and I wish to assure the members they have "the thanks of the Asso-

ciation. (Applause.)



DISCUSSION ON BUILDINGS
(F'or Report, see pp. 927-965)

(Vice-President Louis Yager in the Chair.)

Mr. Frank R. Judd (Illinois Central) :
—^The various subjects assigned

to the Committee have been listed under various appendices, commencing

with Revision of the Manual, listed under Appendix A. This is the only

subject that is recommended for inclusion in the Manual this year.

The revision refers to the specification for structural steel for railway

buildings which was adopted last year. There are two clauses, namely 12

and 16, of that specification which the Committee wishes to revise, as shown

on page 928 of the Bulletin.

Vice-President Yager :—It has been moved and seconded that the revi-

sion of Manual given in Appendix A, paragraphs 12 and 16, be adopted

for inclusion in the Manual. Any discussion?

(The motion was carried.)

Mr. Frank R. Judd :—The second subject, Study and Report on Specifica-

tions for Concrete used in Railway Buildings, is shown under Appendix B

and is submitted as a progress report with the intention that the subject be

reassigned next year.

Vice-President Yager:—Are there any comments or suggestions? If

not, it will be so received.

Mr. Frank R. Judd:—Subject No. 3, Study and Report on Artificial

Lighting for Railway Buildings, Appendix C, page 929. This subject is

submitted as information and also as a final report. The idea is that with

the constant changes in electric lighting fixtures, it is undesirable to make a

recommendation for the Manual which probably would be subject to change

constantly and we, therefore, submit this as information to be published in

the Proceedings.

Mr. A. G. Dorland (Elgin, Joliet & Eastern) :—On page 929 of Bul-

letin 304, Appendix C, about the middle of the third paragraph, we find

the following : "The proper illumination of shops will insure much greater

efficiency and reduce accidents from 20 to 25 per cent. This means direct

money saving to the railways."

I would move that we eliminate the last sentence reading: "This means

direct money saving to the railways."

We should think of safety as a safety item and not put it on a dollars-

and-cents basis; if anyone v^rishes to think of it that way they can read

between the lines, but to me at least this sentence is offensive and I think

that it should not go into our records.

Mr. Frank R. Judd :—The Committee accepts the suggestion.

Mr. W. H. Woodbury (Duluth & Iron Range) :— I would like to sug-

gest right along that same line that the words after the word "accidents"

be eliminated. It reduces accidents. That is all that is necessary, whether

20 per cent or 50 per cent. I would prefer to see that out.

Mr. Frank R. Judd :—The Committee will be glad to accept that sug-

gestion also.

Vice-President Yager:—If there are no further suggestions, the report

will be received as information and printed in the Proceedings.

1441
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Mr. Frank R. Jucld :—The next subject is the study of methods for im-

proving lighting, ventilation and convenient arrangement of railway struc-

tures, used in whole or in part for office purposes. Mr. A. L. Sparks is

Chairman of this Sub-Committee and I will call on him to present this

report.

Mr. A. L. Sparks (Missouri-Kansas-Texas) :—This subject embraces

three items, the first two of which have been covered by other Sub-Com-

mittees so that the work overlaps.

(1) Study of method for improved lighting is included in the work of

Sub-Committee 3, as previously reported.

(2) The ventilation of buildings was included in a report of the Sub-

Committee in 1925, and reported in Volume 26 of the Proceedings, page 466.

(3) Convenient arrangement of railway structures used in whole or in

part for office purposes.

There is such a divergency in the grouping of offices on account of the

different operating requirements on the various railroads that it is not thought

expedient for this Committee to offer any suggestions for standard arrange-

ment of offices. It is therefore recommended that this subject be discon-

tinued.

Vice-President Yager:—Are there any comments? If not, the Board

of Direction will consider the suggestions of the Committee.

Mr. Frank R. Judd :—The next subject is a study of rules and regula-

tions for employees of the Buildings Department, collabor.3.ting with Com-
mittee XII—Rules and Organization. There has been no progress made on

this subject, and it is the request of the Committee that it be reassigned for

next year.

Vice-President Yager :—Such action will be taken.

Mr. Frank R. Judd :—Under Appendix F you will find the report on

study of Design and Construction of Water Station Buildings, collaborating

with Committee XIII—Water Service. This report will be presented by Mr.

Hugo Filippi.

Mr. Hugo Filippi (William Grace Company) :—As stated in the sub-

ject-matter, our report this year is predicated on the report made last year

by the Water Service Sub-Committee. We have endeavored in general to

outline the different types of buildings and to give the general requirements

of these buildings. We have followed that by general detailed instructions.

In our study so far we find a very wide variation in the standards used

on the several railroads of the country, and if this subject is reassigned to

the Committee it is the purpose of your Sub-Committee to send out a ques-

tionnaire to the railroads and from that endeavor to set up standards or

to make definite recommendations. The report is offered to you merely as

information and as a progress report on the subject.

Vice-President Yager:—Are there any suggestions? If not, it is the

purpose of the Board to correlate this work between the two committees.

Mr. F. R. Judd:—Subject 7 is study of permissible grades for ramps in

railway buildings ; collaborating with Committee XIV—Yards and Ter-

minals.

This subject was submitted last year and was reassigned to the Com-
mittee on account of the difference in conclusions arrived at by this Com-
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mittee and the report on the same subject made by the Committee on Yards

and Terminals. The Committee on Yards and Terminals report, I believe,

has been accepted for the Manual, and our report is therefore submitted as

information. The conclusions arrived at are shown in the summary on page

938, and the Committee on Yards and Terminals assure us that they are in

accord with this summary.

Vice-President Yager:—In view of the previous action taken on another

committee's report having the same subject-matter in hand, this report will

be received as information.

Mr. Frank R. Judd :—Subject 8 is the report on Specifications for

Buildings for Railway Purposes.

This is a subject that has been assigned to the Committee from year to

year, and quite a number of specifications have been submitted and accepted

for publication in the Manual. This year the specifications submitted by

this Committee have to do with driveway pavings for teamways and drive-

ways adjacent to passenger stations and freight houses. Under this head-

ing the Committee has submitted this year specifications for concrete pav-

ing, wood block paving, wood block floors, native sheet asphalt paving,

asphalt block paving, asphalt block floors, macadam and asphalt macadam.

These are submitted as tentative specifications, the idea being that they

should be used this year by the Association so that the Committee can have

the benefit of any criticisms the various railroads may wish to offer on

account of the use of these specifications.

Mr. J. C. Irwin (Boston & Albany) :—I believe at this time attention

should be called to the fact that in each one of these specifications there

are two paragraphs which properly belong in the contract forms and there-

fore should not be included in the specifications.

The Committee on Uniform General Contract Forms has consistently

avoided any specification items, and I think it has been agreed that the work

of the Uniform General Contract Forms Committee should include such

items as No. 1, General, and the last one. General Conditions. The first is

on page 939 and the second on page 945, and similar ones occur in each of

the following specifications. Therefore, I should like to call this to the

attention of the Committee and ask that those two sections be withdrawn

from the specifications because they are covered in contract forms which

will be used with the specifications.

Vice-President Yager:—The Committee is very glad to receive that

suggestion.

Mr. Hadley Baldwin (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis) :—

In reading over these specifications it struck me that there is a great deal of

repetition. So many of the clauses in each different case are almost identical

that for the purposes of recommended practice it seems to me the Committee

could combine these forms and take up much less space in the Manual and

at the same time make them cover the ground.

Mr. Frank R. Judd :—With regard to the first question brought up, these

two clauses have been already accepted by the convention in about twenty

other specifications and have been accepted for publication in the Manual, so
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to eliminate them from these particular specifications that are submitted

this year will cause some complications and require the revision of the

previously accepted specifications.

Mr. J. C. Irwin :— I might say that each year the subject of the revi-

sion of the Manual has come up, and Committee XX has co-operated with

other committees and has eliminated from the Manual all those things which

seem to conflict with the contract forms. This matter was brought up at two

or three of the meetings which the chairmen of the committees held after

the convention each year, and I understood that the Committee was instructed

to omit certain specifications or items covered by the contract form. If

these have been included by the convention I am inclined to believe

it is an inadvertency.

Mr. Hadley Baldwin:—If these provisions are in conflict with the gen-

eral contract form, there is a point to objection to their being included, but

if they are consistent with the contract, I see an advantage in having them

ill the specifications, because of the information to the bidders that is pro-

vided.

Vice-President Yager :—The matter discussed is one which is subject

to revision at any time and one for the development of uniformity in our

Manual practice, and it will be reviewed later by the appropriate committees

with the proper collaboration as outlined in the assignments.

Before we close that matter, the Chairman would like to make a few

additional remarks on the subject.

Mr. Frank R. Judd :—The Committee has considered the question of

repetition in these specifications from time to time and has tried to boil

each specification down to what is absolutely necessary to make it complete,

but it was not thought advisable to constantly refer from one specification to

another. We can do that, but to do it would, in our judgment, spoil the

specification itself. It would make it too difficult for a party preparing a

specification for some specific job to constantly have to refer to a large

number of other specifications. It would make it very difficult for the

inspector on the job to keep up with the contractor, and for that reason

we have aimed to make the specifications complete on each subject.

Mr. J. C. Irwin :—I do not want to prolong this discussion, but I

judge the specifications are not used independently of any contract form, and

if you are trying to make a contract out of your specifications, there are

a great many other sections that should be included.

I merely bring out the point that where the contract form and specifica-

tion form are combined into a contract, very properly those would be part

of the agreement in the contract portion and can be left out of the speci-

fication portion.

Vice-President Yager:—Anything further? If not, this report will be

received as information with the understanding that any members who have

anything to contribute in the way of suggestions will make them to the

Committee in time for presentation in the final recommendations.

The Committee is excused with the thanks of the Association.

(Applause.)
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